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PREFACE.
C X HIS Catalogue teas begun in 1906 as that of a large collection of

JL hooks in exact and applied science, and was eocpected to reach to

about three hundred pages. It grew as it went, and by the end

of the alphabet so many more works in allied subjects, as well as

other and interesting copies of books already described, had come in

that a Supplement was begun, still more fully annotated, tchich far

exceeded the size of the original scheme. To this a final Supplement

teas added, and the ichole teas indexed under a full classification of

subjects.

The result is, perhaps, the first Histoiical Catalogue of Science

published in any country, at least as giving at once the eminent pi^ice

of each book included, bibliographical particulai's, and many bio-

graphical and historical references both in the descriptions themselves

and in the notes. In fact, it is felt that it will be found to have very

considerable human interest. The pioneers of science have never been

of the dryasdust order, and still less confined to one class, but have

ranged frotn the ancients, the Arabs, and the great company of the

Mediaeval aiul after-Reformation clergy, with the remarkable contingent

of the Jesuits, to the Lord Mayor of London ivho first Englished Euclid.

Hoio many coluere disciplinam tenui avend! And hoiv many—why
not acknowledge it ?— are of our oirn race

!

As the Catalogue is one of actual books for sale it is of course not

complete, but it is believed that few of the great books ivill be found

lacking.

The complement to the Catalogue is the INDEX. There is no com-

ptr'hensive bibliography of exact science, in spite of numerous lists of

special subjects. These have often the defect of excluding the older

works as being out of date for practical purposes. But these very books

are the landmarks in the history of life. The Index, from the nature
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vi PREFACE,

of the Catalogue, cannot he exhaustive, hut it contains nearly all the

standard works, and most of the earlier works of historical importance,

and tvill he found of great use as a Reference-list apart from the

Catalogue ; and, to increase its value in this ivay, r^eferences have heen

included to two large scientific catalogues issued after the Bihliotheca

Chemico-Mathematica was printed.

The Illustrations have all heen produced from the actual

books hy a photographic process, and include, hesides facsimiles of

illustrations and portraits, textual passages frovfi historically ira-

portant works. Many such are here reproduced for the first time.

There remains to the loriter of these lines the pleasure of saying

that the whole work is due to Heinbich Zeitlinger, of Linz on

the Danuhe, whom he has knoicn for so ma7iy years as an equal

wellwisher of learning and of England. His own share has heen the

lesser one of revision and proof-reading, and of further annotation

from that Cyclopaedia of Useless Knowledge to ichich we all hecome

suhscrihers in our journey through the ivorld.

Lastly, to have avoided all mistakes no man can hope; hut hoth

coinpilers can honestly say that from heginning to end they have never

forgotten the great precept of Dr, Martin Joseph Routh.

H. C. S.

Allhalloivtide, 1920.
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(pp. 24), sewn, \sfad ibidem, 188l(

The author wa.4 the uioiieer in the 'perfection of o)>tical instrumcntii by putting bU vawt Imming to practical purpotcn
in joining the firm of /eitz of Jena, now of worht-wide renown.

ABBOT (Brig. -Gen. Henry Larcom) Problems of the Panama Canal: its Climatolojfy,

I'livsics, H y<lra>ilics, etc., woodcuts and map, cr. 8vo. cl., 4« 6d (selln fi* 6d nett) New York, 190.')

I. ABEL (Niels Henrik) (Euvres Completes, avee Notes et Ddveloppenients par B. Holomboe,
•2 vols. 4to. /if. cl., 15*

.
18.31)

7 Nou\ KLLE Edition, publi6e, aux frais de I'Etat Norvc^jjien, par L. Sylow et S. Lie, 2 voIm.

4to ftrwn, £1. l.« Christiania, 1881

S ABERCROMBY (David, M.D.) Academia Scientiarum : or the Academy of Sciences: lieing a
Short and Ea.sie Introduction to the Knowledge of the Liberal Arts and Science.s, with the

Names of those Famous Authors that have written on every particular Science, in English and
Latine, IGmo. ctdf gilt, newly rcbackcd {title slightly mended, but a sound large copy); RARE,
£1.1* 1687
One of the earliest histories of natural science, written in Enjjlish and l>atin on opposit« pages. *It fg arranged

alphabetically from Algebra to Rcctiline Trigonometry, and is far ahead of its age '.—Dr. t.ro$art. The author is also the
real originator of the ' Philosophy of Common S««ii8e'—distinctly taught in bin writings, although it was not brought
into general vogue liefore Thomas Ueid, who is generally HUpix>84*d to have originated it.

9 ABERCROMBY (Hon. Ralph) Weather : a Popular Exposition of the Nature of Weathrr
('h;iii<:os from Day to Day, 96 illustrations, post 8vo. cl., tis (p. 5s) ISS7

10 ABETTI (Antonio) Tavole di Riduzione delle Osservazioni all' Equatoriale, impl. 8vo. cl.,

2.V Ftrenze, 1896
1
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11 A^NEY *. (Sij? ' WilKia-m de,' Wiveleslie, f.k.s.) The Action of Light in Photography,

- 71 'iCfoodcu^fVtc^; <;3f/^Td. s'ev?n, \s Qd 1897

12 —^— Colour Measurement and Mixture, illustrated, 12rao. d., \s Q>d 1891

13 Colour Vision : Tyndall Lectures in 1894, coloured front., and numerous diagrams, 8vo.

cL, 5s (p. 12.S Qd) 1895
14 Instruction in Photography, 11th [last] Ed. [including Additions on Colour Photo-

graphy], ivith 209 illustrations, i\\\ck post 8vo. cL, 5s (sells 7* Qd nett) 1905

15 The Scientific Requirements of Colour Photography, illustrated, 8v6. (pp. 23), sewn,

Is 1897

16 : The Sensitiveness of the Retina to Light and Colour, 19 diagrams, roy. 4to. (pp. 41),

sewn. Is 6d 1897

17 ACOUM (Friedrich Christian) Chemical Amusement : Curious and Instructive Experiments
in Chemistry, which are easily performed and unattended by Danger, first edition, post 8vo.

original hoards, uncut. Is Qd 1819
At end is a 59-p. list of ' Clieiuical Apparatus and Instruments ', and ' Chemical Preparations for Philosophical Amuse-

ment ', containing a minute description of nearly all chemical apparatus, as well as practically all chemicals, in use at the

time, WITH PRICES,

18 Description of the Process of Manufacturing Coal Gas, for the Lighting of Streets,

Houses, and Public Buildings, with Elevations, Sections, and Plans of the most improved sorts of

Apparatus now employed at the Gas Works in London, and the principal Provincial Towns of

Gt. Britain, with comparative Estimates, exhibiting the most Economical Mode of procuring this

species of Light, first edition, icith colouredfront., and 6 fine coloured folding plates^ largo

8vo. origincd figured boards, uncut (scarce), £1. 155 1819

19 Another Copy, 8vo. hf cl. {stamp on title), £1. 5*

20 Second Edition, luiih coloured front., and Q fine coloured FOLDING plates, large 8vo.

originalfigured hoards, uncut {hack defective, otherwise a fine copy), £1. 75 Qd 1820
This forms to a certain extent a supplemant to the ' Practical Treatise on Gas Light' ('/. v. infra), and treats the subject

wholly from a technical staiid])oint. These two works together form a complete treatise on the state of the science in its

very infancy, while the line illustrations depict most accurately the methods and ajtparatus used at the time, and form an
unusual series of ' Ackermann Plates '.

The discovery of coal gas was due to J(jhn Clayton, Dean of Kddare, who communicated his experiments to the Hon.
Robert Boyle some time before 1(591. It was first employed for lighting i)urposes by Lord Dundonald in 17S7, and on a

larger scale by William Murdoch, who in 1T9S lit up a part of Boulton & Watt's Maiuifactory atSoho, Birmingham.

21 Elements of Crystallography, after the Method of Hauy; with, or without. Series of

Geometrical Models, both Solid and Dissected, 2cith A copperplates {slightly foxed), and ivoodcut

figures, 8vo. hoards, uncut, Qs Qd 1813
The first English treatise on Crystallography on the structural theory, based on Haiiy's epoch-making Avork.

22 Practical Treatise on Gas Light ; exhibiting a summary Description of the

Apparatus and Machinery best calculated for Illuminating Streets, Houses, and Manufactories

with Carburetted Hydrogen, or Coal Gas ; with Remarks on the Utility, Safety, and General

Nature of this new branch of Civil Economy, first edition, with 7 fine coloured plates {2folding),

and 2 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. boards, uncut (scarce), £1. 155 R. Ackermann, 1815

23 Another Copy, with the last plate defective, roy. 8vo. old hf. calf, 185 Qd
This important work is the first practical treatise on gas lighting, and was immediately translated into German,

French, and Italian. The author was engineer of the Lomlon Chartered Gaslight and Coke Co., formed in 1810, and ' it is

said that the prompt adoption of this mode of lighting in London and other large cities was greatly due to his Practical

Treatise on Gas Light.'—D. N. B.

24 Second Edition, ivith 7 fine coloured plates (2 folding), and 2 woodcuts, roy. 8vo.

hoards, uncut (SCARCE), £1. 105
'

apnd eundem, 1815
This edition, besides a few additions, contains an interesting preface :

' A large part of London is illuminated with Gas-

Light, more than 4000 Argand's lamps now burn coal gas in this metropolis . . . The total length of main pipes deposited

in the streets of London, for conveying carburetted hydrogen gas, exceeds 2(3 miles.' Some of the plates illustrate early

gas-fittings in private houses, some of which are not in quite such bad taste as might be expected.

25 Practical Treatise on the Use and Application of Chemical Tests, with concise

Instructions for Analysing Metallic Ores, Metals, Soils, Manures, and Mineral Waters, 2nd Ed.,

enlarged, with copperplates, post 8vo. origiiial boards, uncut, 5s 1818
Interesting as an early work on the subject.

26 System of Theoretical and Practical Chemistry, 2nd Ed., considerably enlarged and
improved, luith 7 copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf {nice copy) ; scarce, IO5 Qd 1807

Intere.sting as a compendium of the science as then known, and giving' numerous experiments to illustrate the theory

of heat, chemical affinity, and other laws Just beginning to revolutionize the science. The second edition contains

additional plates, illustrating new chemical instruments, etc.

27 Treatise on the Art of Brewing, exhibiting the London Practice of Brewing Porter,

Brown Stout, Ale, Table Beer, and other Malt Liquors, 2nd Ed. [enlarged], with coloured front,

and vignette, post 8vo. original boards, uncut {scarce), IO5 Qd 1821
' My main object has been to divest the art of brewing of the mystery in which it has been involved by interested

persons '.

—

Preface.

The author came to England in 1703, and became engineer to the London Gas Light Co., and librarian to the Royal
Institution. But dismissed from the latter office (for alleged book thefts) he returned to Berlin in 1822.

28 ACTA ERUDITORUM, anno MDCLXXXIII publicata ; with \\ plates, diagrams, etc, sm. 4to.

old calf, Is Qd Lipsiae, 1683

2v) ACWORTH (William Mitchell) The Railavays of England, with numerous full-page and
other illustrations, 8vo. cl., 45 (p. 145) 1889

30 The K.vilways of Scotland : their Present, Past, and Future, map, post 8vo. cZ., 2* Qd

(p. 55) 1890

31 ADAMS (George [the younger']) Essay on Vision, briefly explaining the Fabric of the Eye, and
the Nature of Vision, /ro??^ on copper^ 12mo. sewn, 2s Qd 1789
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32 ADAMS (George [the younger]) Lectures on Natural and Experimental Philosophy, eon-
sidered in tlie present state of Improvement, 2nd Ed., with considerable Additions by William
JOSEH, plates, 5 vols. 8vo. old calj, 6s I799

3.3 , Plates to the Geometrical and Craphical Essays of, 2nd Ed. by William Jones, 34
folding plates on copper {good impressions), 8vo. hf. calf, &s (k/ 1797

31 Third Edition, 'h\folding plates, 8vo. contemporary tree-calf 5s 1803
liitt-restiiii; as giving iniuute and accurato iUu;itnitious of the soientitic instntineiits in iitte at the time.

.35 ADAMS (John Couch, f.r.s. ; discoverer of * Neptune') Lectures on the Lunar Theory, ed.

by It. A. .Samp.son, f R..S., cr. 8vo. c/., 3s (p. 5*) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1900
.30 AGRICOLA (Georgius) De Re Metallica; quibus Oflicia, Instrumenta, Machimw . . .

deficribiintur, eju.sdemde AnimanTIHUS Subterraneis Liber, cum Indicibus ; taith yiumerous large

and well-executed woodcuts, folio, vellum (afew II. wormed, but fine tall copy), £2. 2y BasUea-^ 1G21
Cuntainin){ at -Mid a I<atin-(.n>naan glussiiry of mining t<*rms.

.37 Opera de 1'Arte de Metalli, ne quali si deserivano tutte le Sorti, Qualiti\ de gli Uttizii,

deKliSTRUMENTl,delleM.\CCHINE Aj;;n»j;nesicheTratiadegr ANIMALldiSoTTOTERRA,
tradotti in Lingua Toscana da MICHELANGELO Florio Fiorentino, con I' Indice di tutte le cose piu
notabili alia tine; with numerous large and wellejrecuted woodcuts (VERY GOOD IMPRESSIONS),
folio, hf russia antique (somewhat browned^ otherwise a VERY SOUND AND UNUSUALLY large
COPY) ; RARE, £3. 3s liasilea, Hicron. Frobenio [1503J

Th»' author, whos** n>al name wan Backr. wm the flr«t to give a twW areonnt of the chemistry of metalx. The woodoutH
illii^tnitiii,' t!i- w ik an r.-ni u k;ihly gixxl, and lnt<re«itiii;.' ' "

'" machinery and procexsiM in Mining and
M • ;;: .!., Ill 1 .1 \ - , 1; i. .liui^l fur a lung time thum >)uk of mineralogy . . . It i» c-haractiTJiMtl

i.> .; • \; -I'll. .1 t<)ii(it^ral« conception of the o| I, and a distinct duRcription Ixjth of the
apj>.v 1 tli>' processea followe<l—(inalitiex wliuli ^taiiii> A-iicola an a true investigator. It was through
this ' im|)ortantoperation>{ in tlie working up of onu for their m<<talK first became generally known ;

and he lirst to explain inttdligibly the manufacture of other prodticti obtained by Hinelting, and of
varl<j'.

i
: V i-.piis nf technical importance.'— /'ro/. E. v. Mfyer.

38 !>•' Ii (Jeneratione de le Cose, che sotta la Terra sono, e de le Cause de' loro Effetti e

Nature ; de la Natura di quelle Cose, che de la Terra scorrono ; de la Natura de le Cose Fossili ;

«le le Minere Antiche e Modeune; il IJergmanno, 6 de le CosE Metallice, recato in buona
Lingua Volgare, very thick l2nH>. old hf. calf, IOj? VhI Vincgia, 1550

A compli-tH edition of the nuthor'.s minemlogical writingK in Italian.

.39 AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND (Royal), Journal of the, from the beginning
in 1840 to 1892, with numerous plates and woodcuts^ 01 vv., and Index to 1805-99—together
02 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt {some newly bound), £8. 8* 1840 92

Thiu work contains the contributions of the most eminent scieutiflc nien of the day. The early volunieri are quite out
of print.

All the improvements of motleni times, experiments, and their results ; stock-brectllng, farm tools, etc. etc., and
AoRKTiTi'iiAi. CuEMisTRV, an> regi.stere<l in the alx)ve valuable series.

40 AGRIPPA [von Nettesheim] (Henry Cornelius) Of the VANiTiEand Uncertaintie of Artes
and Sciences: Englisheil by Ja[MES] San[FORD), with portrait by Burnford (added), sin. 4to.,

blacU letter, old calf (sound tall copy), rare, £2. 12* Qd Jfenrie Bynneman, 1575
There is no copy of this edition in the British Museum.

11 Another Edition, with portrait by Burnford, 12mo. old calf newly and neatly rebaclccti

{title and portrait mounted, and 2 //. mended), lOs Qd 1070
A p.nustii- satire on the state of science under the Emp«Tor Charles V., for which the author «nffere<l im]>riuonment.

42 AGUCCHIA (Lattantio, Arithmetico e Cittadino Bolognese) II Co.mpUTISTA Pacjato, jier trovare

in un Hubito il conto fatto di qualunquesorte di pagamento che si faccia, cosi i\giorni, come ji mem,
et anno ; with engraved title, cr. 4to. old limp vellum, 17* Qd Roma, 1GI3

ORKasAi. Kr>iTioN of this very rare Kkadv Rkckoskb, unknown to Montucla, Pogseiidorff, or Prof, de Morgnn. The
liU-'jnij'hU drnrntU oidy mentions the edition of Lo<li, 1071.

i; AGUILLON (rran9oi8 d*, s.J.) Opticorum Libri VI; with finely engraved title, vignette,

woodcuts, and numerous diagrams, folio, old calf gilt (VERY RARE), £2. 2s

Antvcrpifc, ex officina PlantinIANA, 1613
With old i.reHcntation Inscription to ' Tlieoilonis Joannes Sanclieg d' Aguillar '. A<ide»I also is n transcript of an onler

of the Municipal Council of Hruss«ls in DuUdi). dttte<l July 23, 1013, in which the sum of 200 guilders is ordered to bo
]jaid as an aeknowleilgineut for a few copies of the work presents to the above Council.

1 1 Another Copy, old vtllum (sound and very tall copy), £2. .t*

'Cost dans cet ouvrage qu'on vit, pour la premiere fols, le nom de Projection ttrrrographuiue : cette pmjection ^t*lt

ronime depuis Hip|»aniue. mais die n'avait i>a« ref;u de nom '.—Ui' \ir. URie. The author alw) distinguishe«l a third kind
of colours, the intentional or national (the image of a coloured boly, produced by the action of lenses or mirrors) in

addition to the real and apjMirent colours, the two kinds previously distinguishe<l by physicists.

4.) AIKIN (Arthur) Proposals for a Mineralogical Survey of Salop, and of some adjacent

Districts, map, 4to. (pp. 7), seicn, \s 6d [c 1820]

46 AIRY (Sir George Biddell, f.r.s., Astronomer Royal) ACCOUNT of Observations of the

Transit of Venus, 1874, Dec. 8, made under the Authonty of the British Coverninent : and of

the Reduction of the Observations, with plates, plans and diagrams, 4to., cl , Ss 1881

47 (JRAVITATION : an elementary explanation of the principal Perturbations of the Solar

System, first edition, iM)st 8vo. cl., lis 6d 1834

48 Second Edition, diagrams, post Svo. cl. {out ofprint), 5s 6rf 1885

49 Maonetical and Mk:teorological Observations made at the Royal Observatory,

(Jreenwich, 1840-7, 7 vols. roy. 4to. hf ad/gilt, £1. 10* 184.3-50

50 Mathematical Tracts on the Lunar and Planetary Theories, the Figure of the Earth,

Precession and Nutation, the Calculus of Variations, and the Undulatory Theory of Optics,

2nd Ed., 8vo. boards, uncut; or, hf calf, 4« Cambridge, 1831

51 Another Copy, calf, 4s 6d
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52 AIRY (Sir George Biddell, f.r.s., Astronomer Royal) Mathematical Tracts, Third

Edition, corrected and improved, plates, 8vo. ///. cl., uncut, Is ^d Cambridge, 1842
53 Fourth [last] Edition, enlarged, Svo. cL, \2s ihid., 1858
54 On Sound and Atmospheric Vibrations, with the Mathematical Elements of Music,

2 plates, post Svo. cl. {out of print), 5s 1868
55 Popular Astronomy [last revised Ed.], plates and woodcuts, 16mo. cl., 2s 1866 or '8

56 Eleventh Edition, plate and woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., \s Qd 1883
57 Reduction of the Observations of the Moon, made at the Royal Observatory, Green-

wich, 1750-1830, 2 thick vols. hf. calfgilt: 1831-51, c^.—3 vols. roy. 4to., £1. bs 1848 59
' The immediate result of this work was to rescue from oblivion no less than 8000 observations' of the moon, and to place

them at the disposal of astronomers in such a form that they could be used directly for comparison with the theory and
for the improvement of the tables of the moon's motion. For this work Airy received a testimtmial from the Royal
Astronomical Society in 1848. The first fruit of this work was soon seen in the discovery by Prof. Hansen of two new
inequalities of the moon's motion.'—£)ici/. Brit.

58 Reduction of the Observations of Planets, made at Greenwich Observatory, 1750-1830,
thick roy. 4to. hf. calf gilt, \2s 1845

59 Seven-Year Star Catalogue of 2022 Stars, 1854-60, from Observations at GreenAvich
Observatory: New Seven-Year Star Catalogue of 2760 Stars, 1861-7: Nine-Year
Catalogue of 2263 Stars, 1868-76, plate—^ vols. roy. 4to. cl. and boards, 10s Qd 1862-76

60 Six Lectures on Astronomy, 2nd Ed., 1 plates, 8vo. cl., 5* [c. 1850]
61 Treatise on Magnetism, woodcuts, post Svo. cl. {out of print). Is Qd 1870

Largely mathematical. The author was the inventor of a new system of compensation as applied to the mariner's
compass.

62 On the Undulatory Theory of Optics, new Ed., with 2 folding plates, post 8vo.c/. {out of
print), 5s 1866

63 ALBERTI (Leonbatista) Architettura, tradotta in Lingua Fiorentina da Cosimo Bartoli
;

with portrait and numerous otherfine woodcuts, cr. 4to. old parchment {some II. stained, otherwise a
FINE copy), £1. Is Venetia, F. Franceschi, 1565

This edition is not mentioned by Brunet, but agrees wholly with the collation of the first Italian edition of 1550 given
by him. The last chapter treats of surveying, water supply, etc. etc.

' Le plus estim^ de ses ouvrages .... II passe avec raison comme le restaurateur de I'architecture en Italic, tant par
ses travaux d'artiste que par ses ecrits theoriques. II acheva le Palais Pitti a Florence ; il construisit la Palais Ruccellai',
etc. etc.

—

Biogr. Gen.

64 ALDINI (Giovanni) Account of the late Improvements in Galvanism, with a series of

Curious and Interesting Experiments, with Appendix, containing the Author's Experi-
ments on the Body of a Malefactor executed at Newgate, with 4 copperplates, 4to. boards,
uncut (scarce), 15s 1803

The author was a nephew of Galvani, and contributed largely towards popularising the latter's discoveries. He a,lso

was the first to propose the utilisation of the tides for mechanical purposes. The experiments on the 'malefactor' (one
Forster) were of a rather gruesome character; they constituted however the first experiments on ]bhe dead human body
with the galvanic current.

65 ALBIS (William Steadman) Elementary Treatise on Solid Geometry, 2nd Ed., revised,
8vo. cl., 2s Cambridge, 1873

06 Fourth Edition, enlarged, post Svo. cl.,3s. (p. 65) ib., 1886
67 ALEMBERT (Jean le Rond d'; Encyclopcdiste) Opuscules Mathematiques, ou Memoires sur

difierens sujets de Goometrie, de Mechanique, d'Optique, d'Astronouiie, etc. ; with copperplates,
8 vols. 4to. old calf gilt {a feiv backs and corners neat I}/ repaired), RARE, £8. 15s 1780

The only collected edition of 5S of the author's most important memoirs on mathematical, astronomical, and
physical subjects, contributed to the Memoirs of the Paris and Berlin Academies.

Encyclopedie—V. Diderot, post.

68 EssAi d'une Nouvelle Theorie de la Resistance des Fluides ; with 2 plates, 4to. con-
temporary calf gilt, ivith Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope's bookplate, 65 M 1752

69 — Recherches sur difierens Points iinportans du Systeme du MONDE ; with plates, 3 vols. 4to.
in 2, contemporary calfgilt {nice copy), with Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope's bookplate {rare), lis 6d 1754-6

' II est le premier qui en ait fait I'observation, que lorsqu'une masse fluide et homogene est mise en niouvement autour
d'une axe avec une vitesse donnee, il n'y a pas un spheroide applati qui est compatible avec I'equilibre, mais qu il en ait
jilusicurs.'—Montucla.

70 Recherches sur la Precession des Equinoxes, et sur la Nutation de I'Axe de la Terre,
dans le systfeme newtonien ; with 4 plates, 4to. nice copy in contemporary calf gilt, with Philip
2nd Earl Stanhope's bookplate. Is Qd

'

1749
The first work proving and ascertaining correctly the nutation of the earth's axis.

71 Ri^FLEXiONS sur la Cause Generale des Vents; with 2 vignettes after Eisen, and2plates,
4to. contemporary calf gilt, with Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope's bookplate {nice copy), 85 6c/ 1747

This important work, which won the prize medal of the Berlin Academy, contains tlu: first conception and use of the
Calculus of Partial Differences.

72 —^—
- Traite de Dynamique, danslequel les Loix de TEquilibre et du Mouvementdes Corps sont

reduites au plus petit nombre possible, etc. etc., premiere edition; with 4 plates, Aio. con-
temporary calf gilt, \Qs M 1743

73 Nouvelle Edition, augmentee par 1 Auteur ; with 5 plates, 4to. contemporary calf gilt, with
Sir George Gabriel Stokes's bookplate {scarce), ]2s Qd '

1758
Best Edition. ' Founded on the important general principle bearing his name : The impres.sed forces are equivalent to the

effective forces .... He gave it a clear mathematical form and made numerous applications of it. It enabled the laws
of motion and the rea.sonings depending on them to be represented in the most general form, in analytical language .—Pro''.
Cajori.

74 Traite de IEquilirre et du Mouvement des Fluides, pour servir de suite au Traite de
Dynamiiiue, premiere edition ; ivith 10 plates, 4to. contemporary calf gilt, 10s 6d 1744

The author here applies his principle of equilibrium to fluids.

75 — Nouvelle Edition, revfte et augment^e, 4to. contemporary calf gilt {no plate.<i), 6.9 1770
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78 ALEMBERT (Jean le Bond d' ; Enci/clopediste), Charles BOSSUT, s.j., J. J. le F. de
LALANDE, le Marquis de CONDORCET, etc. : Encyclopedie METHODRiUE : Mathema-
TIi^UES; with over 100 copperplates, 4 vols. 4to. old hf. russia, I5s 1784-9

St'e the complete work under Diderot, post.

71) ALESSIO Pienjontese: The First [—Fifth] Part of the Secrets of Maister Alexis of

PiEMoNT, by him collected out of diners excellent Authors, and now newly corrected and augmented,
by William Ward, vignette on titles, 5 parts sni. 4to. in 1 vol., blarfe letter; old hf. calf {wants
title to part 2 and last I. of table), £2. 5* W. Stanshy, 1614
Avery rare Edition, unknown to Lownc'es and other bibliogriphers, the edition of 1015 being generally considered the

earliest printed by Stansby. There is no copy of this edition in Brit. Mu.s.

The book itself contains many curious chemical and medical recipes. No certainty exists as to its authorship, the name given
on the title having l)een assumed to be a pseudonym, while the author's real name has been asserted to be Girolamo Roscklli.

' Alessio parcourut pendant 57 ans les diflerentes contrees de 1 'Europe, recueillant des recettes precieuses et operant
des cures etonnantes. Son livre ne traite pas seulement des drogues, mais des cosmetiques, des parfums, des savons etc.

11 raconte qu'au moyen d'une drogue preparce avec de la rosdc du romariu et quelques autres ingredients, il etait parvenu
a ni.jennir de vicillcs femmes inlirmes. '—yjioj/r. (li-n.

50 AL-FERGANI (Mohammed-ben-Ketir) : Muiiammedis lil. Keteri Ferganensis, qui vulgo
Alfraganus dicitur, Elementa Astronomica, Arabic^ et Latin^, cum Notis ad Res exoticas

sive orientales, quib in lis occurrunt, opera Jacobi GOLll, sound tall copy in old calf (neivli/

rebacked), £1. 5^ Amst., 1669
• April ye 10'»» lt)(59. Rood, then of Dr. Pocock [the celebrated Orientalist] in full for this booke twelve shillings By me

Rob. Scott.'

—

MS. note on flyleaf.

Tme be.st edition, especially valuable for the editor's notes (pp. 30G), and 'as.sez rare ' (Brunei). In Chapters 8 and 9

the author gives a list of towns then known to the Arabs, divided into seven different climates.

51 ALGEBRA applied to Geometry, by X. Y. Z., plate, 8vo. boards, ls6d Cambridge, 184.3

82 ALHAZENI Optic.i^: Thesaurus; ejusdem Liber de Crepusculis, et Nubium Ascensionibus

;

item \'itollionis Libri X, omnes instauratis tiguris illustrati et aucti: adjectis etiam in Alhazenum
Commentariis ; with numerous iooodcuts,io\\o, calf, &\. \5s Jiasilea;, 1572

• Including the earliest scientific account of atmospheric refraction. It also contains some ingenious geometry,
amongst other things, a geometrical .solution of the problem to find at what i)oint of a concave mirror a ray from a given
I)oint must be incident .so as to be reflected to another given point.'— ir. W. R. Ball.

8;{ ALINGHAM (William, Teacher of MatMmaticks) Epitome cf Geometry: a Compendious
Collection of I., III., V.-VII., XI.-XII. Books of Euclid, with their Applications, Euclid's II. Book,
and Doctrine of Proportion, mathematically demonstrated ; with Treatise on Measuring Super-
ficies, etc. etc., diagrams, sm. Svo. old calf (damaged). Is Qd 1700

81 ALINGS (Arnold Willem) DissertATio Mathematica Inauguralis de Superficierum
Cukvatura ; ivith plates, 4to. seivn, 2s Groningcc [1849]

8.> ALLEN (Alfred H.) Chemistry of Urine : a Practical Guide to the Analytical Examination of

Diabetic, Albuminous, and Gouty Urine, woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 4.s (p. Is Qd) 1895
86 Commercial Organic Analysis : a Treatise on the Properties, Proximate Analytical

Examination, and Modes of Assaying the various Organic Chemicals and Preparations employed
in the Arts, Manufactures, Medicine, etc. etc. etc., woodcuts, 4 vols. Svo. in 6, cl., £2. 2s

(p. £4. lis 6d) 1879-98
Contents:— I. Cyanogen Compounds, Alcohols and their Derivatives, Phenols, Acids, etc., '79: II. Hydrocarbons,

Fixed Oils and Fat.s, Sustirs, Starch and its Isomers, Alkaloids and Organic Bases, etc., '82 : III. 1. Acid Derivatives of
rhenolK, Aromatic Acids, Tannins, Dyes and Colouring Matters, 2nd Ed., '89: III. 2. Amines and Ammonium Ba.se8,

Hydrazines, Bases from Tar, Vegetable Alkaloids, 2nd Ed ,
'92 : III. 3. Non-Ba.sic Vegetable Bitter Principles, Animal Bases

and Acids, Cyanogen and its Derivatives, 2nd Ed., '96 : IV. Proteids and Albuminous Principles, Proteoi(ls,2nd Ed,, '9S.

87 ALLEN (John Pamell) Practical Building Construction : a Student's Handbook and Book
for Reference, 3rd Ed., revised, over 1000 illustrations, Svo. cl., 3s (p. 7^ Qd) 1900

83 ALLEN (Richard Hickley) Star Names and their Meanings [with copious Indexes], roy. Svo.

cl., t. c. g., 135 6d (p. £1. nett) New York, 1899
S3 ALLSOP (F. C.) INDUCTION CoiLS and Coil Making, 2nd Ed., enlarged, 125 illustrations, post

8v()., cl., \sCid 1896
ALMAGEST -I'. Ptolom.^^.US, post.

93 ALPHONTII Rsgis Castellse Ccelestium Motuum Tabul.k, necnon Stellarum Fixarum
Lox(JITUDInes ac Latitudines ; with woodcuts, 4to., got^ic Iftlrr; hf vellum (veryrare), £6. 15.5

[Venetiis,] Erh. Eatdolt, 148.3

Fin-sT Edition of the ' Alfonsine Tables ', an improvement of the Almagest undei-taken by command of Alfonso X.(' El
Sabio *), King of Leon and Castile (r22»;-1284), by.M) (jf the most celebrated astronomers of the time.

91 AMERICAN ANNUAL of PHOTOGRAPHY, and Photographic Times Almanac, ed. by
Walter E. Woodbury, 1896-1900, and 1902, ivith numerous plates (many coloured), full-page and
other illustrations, 6 vols, large Svo. 2 vols. cl. and the rest sewn, 8s Qd Neiv York, 1896-1902

92 AMPERE (Andre Marie) Description d'un Appareil Electro-dynamique, 2° ed. ; with

folding plate on copper, comprising 2^figures, post Svo. (pp. 32), sewn (rare), 8* 6rf 1826
This work contains the author's invention of the astatic needle as applied to the galvanometer.

93 Memoire sur I'AcTiON Mutuelle d'un Conducteur Voltaique et d'un Aimant ; avec
Supplement : Lettre a M. le D«-. Gherardi ; with 3 folding plates, 4to. sewn, (rare), Ss6d [1826]

91 -— Memoire sur la Theorie Mathi^:matique des Ph6nomp:nes Electro-dynamiques
uniquement deduite de I'Experience, avec ses Memoires a I'Academie royale des Sciences, 1820,

'22, '23 et '25, edition originale ; with 2folding plates on copper, 4to. 7iewly bound in hf. green calj

neat [very largeand sound copy); RARE, £1. ^s Qd [1826]
Original Edition OK the Author's' most important Work, which laid the foundation of electro-dynamics, and prepared

the way for Faraday's discoveries. The author's name is immortalized in electrical science as the unit for electro-motive force.

95 Keimpression ; with 2 folding plates, impl. Svo. hf roan. Is Qd (p. F.15.00 sewn) 1883

96 ANDERSON (J. W.) The Prospector's Handbook in Search of Metal-bearing and other

valuable Minerals, 4th Ed., enlarged, woodcuts, 12mo. cl., \s Qd (p. 35 Qd) 1889
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J 00 ANDERSON (James, c.e., Edin.) Report relative to a Design for a Chain Bridge, proposed

to be thrown over the Fritii of Forth at Queensferry, 4to. (pp. 31), sewn, 35 Edin., 1818

101 ANDERSON (Sir John) The Strength of Materials and Structures, 66 illustrations,

12mo. c/., Is6rf 1872

102 ANDERSON (Richard) Lightning Conductors : their History, Nature, and Mode of

Application, /?'ow<. and niimerons woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., 4s Qd (p. 16s) 1879 or '80

103 Third [last] Edition, enlarged, woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s M (p. 12s 6c?) 1885
Including a copious history from their invention by Benjamin Franklin to 1S79, anil a bibliography.

104 ANDERSON (Col. "William) Sketch of the Mode of Manufacturing Gunpowder at the

Ishapore Mills in Bengal, with Experiments to ascertain the Value of Charge, Windage, Vent
and Weight, etc., in Mortars and Muskets, etc. etc., with Notes and Additions by Lt.-Col.

Samuel Parley, with 10 plates, and woodcuts, inipl. 8vo. cl., 7s Qd 1862
still valuable for the record of experiments on gunpowder contained in the work.

105 ANDRE (George G.) Practical Treatise on Coal Mining, with 84 plates {many folding),

2 vols. roy. 4to. c/., £1. 7s 6t^ (p. £3. 12s) 1879
One of the most extensive treatises on this important subject in any language.

106 ANDREWS (O. W.) Hand-Book of Public Health Laboratory Work and Food Inspection,
tcoodcuts, 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 7s Qd nett) 1901

107 ANDREWS (Thomas, m.d., f.r.s., Prof. Chemistry, Queen's Coll., Belfast) Scientific
Papers, with Memoir by P. G. Tait, and A. Crum Brown, ff.r.s., with steel portrait, 6^9^rries,

and woodcuts, 8vo., cl., 9s (p. 18s) 1889
The author's great achievement was his discovery of the critical temperature of gases, besides important researches (in

conjunction with Prof. Tait) on ozone, and on the heat of combination.

108 On the Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid States of Matter (Abstract), ^vith

diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 4), with inscr. 'From, the Author', Is 1869

109 ANGLIN (S.) The Design of Structures : a Practical Treatise on the Building of Bridges,

Roofs, etc., vjith 2bo figures, 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 16s) 1891

110 ANNALES de CHIMIE ; on Kecueil de Memoires concernant la Chimie et les Arts qui en
dependent, par MM. DE MoRVEAU, LAVOISIER, Monge, Berthollet, de Fourcroy, le Baron
de Dietrich, Hassenfratz et Adet ; from the beginning in 1789 to 1806 (Vols. 1-56), with
' Table des Matieres' to v. 1-30, plates—in all 57 vols. 8vo. in 29, cl. {in sound condition) ; very
rare, £9. 9s 1789-1806
The most interesting and valuable portion of this important publication (afterwards continued as ' Annales de Chimie

et de Physique'), containing all the important contributions of Lavoisier, Berthollet, etc., and indispensable to the
historian of chemistry when freed from the Phlogiston incubus.

111 Les Memes ; from 1789 to 1793 (Vols. 1-12), plates, 12 vols. 8vo. boards, uncut,

£2. 2s 1789-93

112 de CHIMIE et de PHYSIdUE, par Gay-Lussac, Arago, Regnault, etc., Ille

Serie, Tomes 26 a 45 ; with numerous plates, 20 vols. 8vo. 18 v. hf. calf, and 2 v. cl., £3. 10s 1849-55

113 ANNALS of the Koyal Observatory, Edinburgh, Vol. I, ed. by Kalph Copeland, f.r.a.s.,

with woodcuts, roy. 4to., cl., 5s Glasgow, 1902
CoNTKNTs :—Observations of 217 Nebulre made with the Transit Circle, by L. Becker: Positions of Stars within one

Degree from the North Pole, by the same : Contributions to the Theory of the Sun, by J. Halm : On a New Double Image
Jlicrometer, by J. Gerhard Lohse.

114 [ANNET (Peter)] A Book of Arithmetic: for the Use of Schools, Uo.-sewn {rare), 15s

sold by P. Annet [ca. 1750]
The author of this work—unnoticed by Lowndes, Watt, or Allibone -Avas undoubtedly Peter Annet, the deistical writer

and forerunner of Tom Paine. It was unknown to Prof, de Morgan.

115 ANNUAIE.E de Chimie, comprenant ses applications ;i la Medecine et a la Pharmaeie: Reper-
toire des Decouvertes etc., par E. Millon et J. NiCKLi:s, 1851, 8vo. sewn, 2s 1851

116 ANSTIE (John) The Coal Fields of Gloucestershire and Somersetshire, and their Bc-
sources, ivith 6 folding plates and 3 tables, roy. 8vo. cl. {out ofjirint), 2s 6d (p. 6s) 1873

117 ANSTRUTHER (Robert H., r.n.), and Raffaele SETTEMBRINI: Sea-Faring Phrases
and Technical Terms, English and Italian, tvith coloured plates, sq. post 8vo. cl., 2s Qd

Portsmouth, 1894
118 ANTHONY'S PHOTOGRAPHIC BULLETIN, The International Annual, and Amer-

ican Process Year Book, ed. by W. I. Scandlin, Vols. 10-14, ivith numerous fne 2^lates and
other illustrations, 5 vols. 8vo. sewn, 7s Qd New York, 1898-1902

119 APIANTJS [germanice BIENEWITZ] (Petrus) Cosmographia, per [Reynerum] Gemmam
Frisium iam demum ab omnibus vindicata mendis, ac nonnullis quoque locis auota. Additis
ejusdem argumenti libellis Gemma?- Frisii [Usus Annuli Astronomici Kegionum et LOCORUM
Descriptio, etc.] ; with numerous woodcuts {including several MOVEABLE ones), sm. 4to. old hf.

calf {margin of title and last I. mended, otherwise a sound tall copy) ; rare, £3. 15s

Antrerpicc, Greg. Bontius, 1550
120 Cosmographia, corregida y anadida por Gemma Frisio : La manera de descrivir y situar

los Lugares, con el Uso del Anillo Astronomico, de Gemma Frisio ; el Sitio yDESCRiPCiON de
las INDIAS y MuDO NUEVO, sacada de la Mistoria de Francisco Lopez de Gomara, y de la

Cosmographia de leronymo Girava Tarragonez
; with numerous icoodcuts {some with moveable

FIGURES), andfolding map {including America), sm. 4to. fine and large copy inhf. c«(/'(rare),

£2. 2s Anvers, 1575
The author was the first to suggest (in the above work) the determination of the longitude by lunar distances, while

its editor, Gemma Frisius, proposed the use of a chronometer for the same purpose.
He al.so first suggested the use of coloured glasses in observations of the sun, and discovered that the direction of

comets' tails is opposite to that of the sun.
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121 ANTONI (Alessandro Vittorio Papacino d') Treatise on Gun-Powder, Fire-Arms, and
tlie Service of Artillery in Time of War, trans, by Capt. [J.] Thomson, r.a., ivith 24Joldin(f
copperplates, 8vo. old tree-calf (rare), 125 6c?

^

1789
Thetir-st treatise includes a lar^'e number of original experiments on gunpowder, some of which anticipate the discoveries

of Count Ruiuford on the subject.

APOLLODORUS Architectus—v. Mathematici Veteres, post
1_'2 APOLLONIUS Pergseus : CONICORUM Libri VIII, et Sereni Antissensis de Sectione

Cylindri et Coni Libri II [ex Codd. MSS. Graccis ed. Edmundus Halley] ; ivith front, and
vignette by Burghers, and numerous diagrams, roy. folio, Large Paper ; old calf, newly rebacked
(rare), £3. 105 Oxoniui, e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1710

1J3 Another Large Paper Copy, old calf gilt, with bookplate of Edward I2th Duke
of xYorfolk, £3. I3s ad

'Tlie tlrst complete edition, including a masterly restoration of the lost eighth book.'—D. JV. B. This splendid
edition comprises the Greek text with a Latin translation, as well as the commentary of Eutocius, and the Lemmata of
Pai)pus.

121 CONICORUM Libri IV, cum Pappi Alexandrini Lemmatibus, et Commentariis EUTOCii
Ascalonitte. Sereni Antissensis [de Sectione Cylindri et Coni] Libri II nunc primum in Lucem
editi, omnia ex Versione et cum Commentariis Frederici Commandini ; with numerous
diagrams, folio, fine tall copy in old Italian red morocco gilt (RARE), £1. 1* Bononiae, 1566

125 CONICORUM Libri IV^, cum Conmientariis Claudii lilCHARDi, s.J. ; with vignette portrait

on title and numerous plates, folio, fine copy in old white vellum, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, 10* 6a?

'

Antverpiw, 1655
126 CONICORUM Libri V, VI, VII, paraphraste Abalphato Asphahanensi nunc primum editi;

additus Archimedis Assumptorum Liber ex Codd. Arabicis MSS. A. Ecchellensis Maronita
reddidit, et J. A. Borellus curam in geometricis versione contulit, etc. ; with numerous diagrams,
folio, old calf {sound tall copy), xcith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, lOs Florentiw, 1661

127 Inclinationum Libri II; restituebat Samuel Horsley, r.s.s. [Episc. Asaphensis]; with
folding plates, 4to. boards, 8s 6d Oxonii, Typ. Clarend., 1770

Dc-aliag with the problem to draw a line so that the interception betwean two given lines, or the circumferences of two
given circles, sliall be of a given length.

128 De Sectione Rationis Libri II, ex Arabic© MS. Latine versi, accedunt ejusd. de Sectione
Spatii libb. II restituti, opera et studio ilDMUNDi Halley ; with numerous diagrams, 8vo. old

calf with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 9s ibidem, 1706
This is the first published edition of 'de sectione rationis', translated from an Arabic M3. discovered by Bernard in

the Bodleian Library. The ' sectio spatii ' is an attempted restoration of this lost work.
' He is classed with Euclid, Archimedes, and Diophantus, among the founders of the mathematical sciences. In his work

on conic sections he not merely summed up all that was known on the subject, but made valuable discoveries '.

123* Treatise on Conic Sections, ed. in Modem Notation, with Introductions, including an
Essay on the earlier History of the Subject, by T. L. Heath, 8vo. (pp. 424), cL, 8s Qd (p. 15*)

Univ. Press, Cam&ridge, 1896
12J : Ghetaldi (Marino) Apollonius Redivivus, seu Restituttic Apollonii Perga?i de

Inclinationibus Geometritie Liber II. ; with diagrams, 4to. vellum {tvanting title and sig. Ai,

and 1 I. slightly damaged), vnth bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 5s Venetiis[l601]

130 , Grand'i (Guid'o) CoMPENDiodelle Sezioni Coniche d', con nuove proprieta delle medesime
sezioni ; 7 plates, 18mo. parchment, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 4s Firenze, 1722

131 APPELL (Paul, t/e /'/ns^i7M<) Lecons sur I'Attraction et la Fonction Potentielle; with
24 diagrams, roy. 8vo. (pp. 63), sewn {out of print), 2s 1892

132 APPLEBY (Brothers) Illustrated Hand-Book and Price Current of Machinery and
Iron Work, woodcuts, 8vo. cL, 2s Qd 1863

Interesting as containing copious descriptions of machinery now superseded or no longer in use.

133 APPLETON'S Dictionary of Machines, Mechanics, Engine-Work, and Engineering,
with fine steel portraits and plates, and 4000 woodcuts, 2 thick vols. roy. 8vo. hf morocco, 8s Gd
(p. £3. 15*) New York, 186-5

134 ABAGO (Franqois Jean Dominique) (Euvres Completes, publiees d'apres son ordre sous la

direction de J. A. Barral [avec Introduction par Alex, de Humboldt] ; with 21 plates, wood-
cuts, and maps, 16 vols. 8vo. half calf, contents lettered, £1. lis 6d (p. F. 120 sewn) 1854-7

^ The only complete edition of the author's works, comprising: Astronomie populaire, 4 v. : Notices biographiques, 3 v. :

Notices scientifiques, 5 v. : Voyages scientiHques : Memoires scientificiues, 2 v. : Melanges.
' He made several important discoveries in electro-magnetism—especially the phenomenon of rotatory marjndism. He

may be said to have proved the relation between the aurora borealis and magnetic variations. He greatly promoted the
acceptance of the undulatory theory of light, and made impoitant advances in the doctrine of the polarisation of light.

Other minor achievements were made in the department of photometric measurements of the brightness of the stars, tlic

elastic force of .steam and other gases.'

135 Astronomie Populaire, publiee sous la direction de J. A. Barral, with plates and
numerous woodcuts, 4 vols. 8vo. sewn, lO.s (p. F. 39) 1855

136 Popular Astronomy, trans, and ed. by Adml. William Henry Smyth, f.r.s., and
Korert Grant, icith 19 plates and 226 woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. brown calf gilt ; or, hf morocco
neat {out ofprint), \2s Qd 1855

137 KOSMISCHE Meteore ; with 2 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, \s Leipzia, 1865
138 Meteorological Essays, with Intro, by Baron Alex. v. Humboldt, trans, under the

superintendence of Sir Edward Sabine, f.r.s., 8vo. cl., 69 6c/ 1855
' It contains, besides much interesting information in regard to the author's early views, a rcsuvui of the results of his

own magnctical observations between 1820 and 1835. The deductions from these observations are now for the first time
made public.'—i're/ace.

139 ARATA (Pedro N.) Apuntes de QufMiCA, 3ra Edicion ; with portraits and diagrams, 3 vols,

sq. post 8vo. cl., ivith author's inscr. to Prof. Williamson, 5i Buenos Aires, 1901
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140 ARATXJS [Solensis: Phenomena, Greece], cum Scholiis, recognovit Immanuel Bekkerus,

8vo. hf. cL, 3s Berolini, 1828
One of the best editions of St.. Paul's poet. The astronomical system it describes is founded on that of Eudoxus of

Cnidns. 'Tow yap (cat yeVos eijaei/ ' will be found at the beginning of the lifth line.

141 ARBON (J. G.) Vekhandeling over de Binomiaal Coefficienten, benevcns eene beknopte
Iheorie der oetallen-reeksen naar dc Binoniiaalwet geordend, roy. 4to. sewn, 'M Qd Rotterdam, 1844

142 ABBUTHNOT (F. F.) The Mysteries of Chronology, with Proposal of a New English
Era, to be called the Victorian, 8vo. buckram, 3s (p. 6* nett) 1900

IN XVIth century binding :

143 ARCHIMEDIS Opera, qua? quidani extant, Omnia, nunc primum et Gra^ce et Latine in luccm
edita. Adiecta quoque sunt EUTOCII Ascalonitje in eosdem Archimedis Libros COMMENTARIA,
item GR.iECE et Latine, nunquam antea excusa [ex recensione Tii. Gechauff Venatorii] ; with
numerous diagrams, 4 i>arts in 1 vol. folio, contemporary Italian calf extra, Jinely tooled

corners and centre-pieces, with the arms of the family of Du Pre de St.-Mauh inlaid in morocco
171 centre, iciih silken ties {some II. uater-stained, the joints neatly mended, a)id binding someivhat
rubbed, otherwise a SOUND COPY IN GOOD preservation), with old armorial bookplate of
Thomas du Fosse on reverse of title, £4. 15^ Basilece, Jo. Hericigius, 1544

The first EbiTiox of Archimcdcs's works.

144 Another Copy, large sound copy in new hf. vellum antique, £3. 3.9

145 Opera quae extant, Gra?ce et Latine, novis Demonstrationibus Comnientariisque illustrata

per Davidem RivaltuM; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, folio, sound clean copy in old

calf {back slightly damaged), £1. 5* Farisiis, 1615
The second edition of Archimede-!, rare and valuable lor the numerous woodcuts. The above copy contains 549

numbered pp., whereas Graesse only mentions 64S.

146 Opera ; Apollonii Perg^i Conicorum lib. IV ; Theodosii Spha^ica : Methodo nova
illustrata, et succincte demonstrata per Is. Barronv [sacerdotem] , Exprofessorem Lurasianuni
Cantab. ; with numerous plates, cr. 4to. old calf, 13* Qd Londini, 1675

147 Another Copy, old calf {fine tall copy), v;ith auto, of William Molyneux (1656-98,

philosopher) on title, and bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, Ms Qd
' L'Archimede du D. Barrow est un excellent ouvragc ; il est surtout propre a ceux de nos geometres modernes, qui

voudroient connoitre la methode ar.cienne, parce qu'elle y est r^duite sous une forme plus abregee, sans que I'esprit en soit

altere.'

—

Montuda.
148 Monumenta omnia Mathematica quce extant, ex traditione Francisci Maurolici,

Abbatis S. MariiP, a Partu ; with numerous diagrams, folio, sound tall copy (? Large Paper), in

old calf, u-ith bookplate of Philip Ind Earl Stanhope, 15s Panormi, 1685
This copy belonged to Humphrey Ditton, Mathematician (ICTS-iri-O), and has his auto, and MS. references on title.

149 Opera qu<e supersunt Omnia, Graece, cum EuTOCir Ascolonita^ Commentariis, ex recen-

sione JosEPHi Torelli, cum Nova Versione Latina, accedunt Lectiones Varr. ex Codd. Mediceo
et Parisiensibus ; withfront, on copper by Burghers, b^ist portrait, and numerous diagrams, folio,

Large Paper ; old calf gilt, newly rebacked, £1. 17* 60? Oxonii, e Typogr. Clarendoniano, 1792
'The most complete and magnificent edition of this author's works.'—Zowiufcs. It was printed under the superin-

tendence of Abraham Robertson, f.r.s., Savilian Professor of Abtronomy, and contains a commentary on the tra-rt

relating to floating bodies by him.ai.d a Life of Torelli, by Sibiliati.

150 CEUVRES, traduites littcralement, avec un Commentaire par FRANCOIS Peyrard, ?uivif s

d'un Memoire du Traducteur, sur un nouveau Miroir Ardent, et d'un autre Memoire sur I'Arith-

m^tique des Grecs, par Jean Joseph Delambre ; with bust-portrait, 3 folding plates, and
numerous diagrams, thick 4to. sewn, uncut, Ms Qd 1807

* C'est la soule edition complete qui existe en franc-ais des reuvros du plus grand geometre de I'antiquite.'
It is much valued for the essays by Delambre and the Translator contained in it.

150* Works, ed. in Modern Notation, Avith Introductory Chapters, by T. L. Heatil, large 8vo.

(p]). 514), cl. 8s Qd (p. 15s) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1897
151 , The Arenarius of, trans., with Notes and Illastrations [by George Anderson, Wadhani

Coll.], with the Dissertation of Christopher Clavius, post 8vo. sewn, 3s Qd 1784
' The translation is extremely well performed '—Rose ; with notes and illustrations ' of considerable merit' (D.N.B.).

152 De IIS qvjE vehuntur in Aqua Libri II, a Frederico Commanding in pristinum
nitorem restituti, et Commentariis illustrati ; with diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn {title and 2 II. very
slightly defective) ; rare, 8s Qd Bononicc, 1565

' Ju.squ'a present la meilleure edition.'—Afon<?(cZa. ' Ses traductions des mathematiciens anciens ont contribue aux
progres de cette science, et sont la source oi\ les traductcurset commentateurs posterienrs ont presque touspuise.'—
Jiiogr. (Jin.

153 ABGELAISDER (Friedrich Wilhelm August) De Stella /3 Lyrae Variabili Disquisitio,
4to. (pp. 21), hf bound, with author's inscr., 5s Bonna:, 1844

The first thorough investigation of the variability of /3 Lync, one of the most interesting stars having variable brightncs-;.

154 ARISTARCHUS Samius : De Magnitudinibus et Distantiis Solis et Lun.*: Liber, nunc
primum Gr^ce editus cum Fred. Commandini Versione Latina, Notisque illius et Editoris :

Pappi Alexandrini II Libri Mathematics: Collectionis, Fragmentum, Latinum fecit,

Notisque illustravit Joil. Wallis, s.t.d. ; withfolding plates, 8vo. boards {rare), 15s Oxonice, 1688
Aristarchusof Samos anticipated the Copernican system by as.serting that the sun was the centre of the universe. In

the above work he shows the method of estimating the relative distances of the sun and moon from the earth by the
angle formed by the two bodies at the observer's eye at that moment when the moon is exactly half-luminous.

155 AKISTOTELES : Meteorologica [iucipit :] Habes solertissime lector in hoc codice libros
Metheoror. Aristotelis Stragirite [sic'] peripatheticor. principis cii cOmentariis fidelissimi exposi-
toris Gaietani de Thienis nouiter ipressos : ac medis erroribusq. purgatos. Tractatum de
reactione Et Tractatu de intensions et remissions eiusdem Gaietani. Questiones per-
spicacissimi philosophi Thimonis super qnattuor libros metheoror. ; with diagrams, folio, golfttr
letter; old vellum {binding damaged, leaf A- missing, last I. defective, and with a few others
mended, and title wormed), £1. 5s s.l. a. aut t. n. [c. 1505]

An early and handsomely printed edition of the work which created meteorology as a science.
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156 ABISTOTELES : PiivsiCARUM Acroasum hoc est naturalium Auscultationum Lil»ri viii, in-

terj)rete atc^ue expositore EUTVCO Augustino Nvpho: Egidii llOMANiin Libros de Physico auditu
AristotelisCOMENTAREA fttissime cmendat.a : et in inarj^inibusornata quotationibustextuu, etc. etc.,

cu tabula ques.tionu—2 vols, folio in ], gotf)ic Irllrr ; with numerous diagrams ; hf. vellum (fine
COPIES), £1. 5s Venetiis, Bonetus Locatellus, presbyter^ 1.^06-2

Handsomely printed in a fine gotliic type in double columns, the Hrst work consisting of 23l» nnmbered 11., and the
second of 214.

157 de CcELO, de Ortu et Ixteritu, Meteorologicorum, et de Mundo Libri. Parva (ut

vocant) Naturalia. (Jrrecfe et Latino. Jul. Pacius utninque Contextum recensuit, Notis
illustravit, etc. ; accessit triplex Index ; luith diagrams, 8\o. old {^contemporary) calf gilt, blind

tooling on sides {back slightly damaged, otherwise a fine copy) ; rare, £1. 1* Francofurti, 1601
A rare edition of the anthor'.s works on i)hysics, not noticed by Brunet, ' dealing mainly with the metaphysical aspects of

movement, time, place, etc' His conceptions, applied especially to astronomy, delayed considerably the progress of that
science.

15S QUK.STIONES MECHANic.E(Gi{ece), recensuit et illustravit JoA. Petrus VAN Cappelle ;

with ^plates, 8vo. boards, uncut, bs Amstelodatni, 1812
The only edition of the work mentioned in Engelniann's Scriptores Classici (1880).

151) ARMSTRONG (Henry Edward, f.r.s.) Introduction to the Study of Organic Chemistry,
4th Ki\., woodcuts, \2mo. cl.,\sQd

^

1884

160 [ARNAULD (Antoine ;
' le grand Arnauld ') , et de BEAUBOURG] : Nouveaux ELEMENSde

Geometrie; 2*^ Ed., avec Traite tout nouveaux des Proi)ortions, et beaucoup d'autrea changemena
considerables ; with plates and diagrams, 4to. old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.B.S., lOs

,

1683

161 [ ] Nouv'ELLE Edition, augmentee d un nouveau Traite des Proportions, etc. etc. ;

vu'th numerous diagrams, 12mo., old calf, ivith Lord Stanhope's bookplate^ 4s La Ilaye, 1711

162 ARNOLD (August) : Abbildung und Beschreibung eines Werkzeuges zum unniittelbareu

nnd genanen Zeichnen der Kegelschnittslinien ; erfunden v. A. A. ; with 2 plates depicting

the author's inrention, 8vo. (pp. 8', sewn {rare), 5s Berlin, 1832

163 ARNOLD (R.) Ammonia and Ammonium Compounds, trans, by Harold G. Colman, woodcuts,
post 8vo. cl., 2.5 Gd (p. 5s) 188U

16i ARNOTT (Neil, m.d., f.r.s.) Elements of Physics, or Natural Philosophy, General and Medical,

explained independently of Technical Mathematics, 2nd Ed., woodcuts, 8vo. boards, 4s 1827

165 Another Copy, hf. roan neat, 5s

166 Sixth and Completed Edition, with numerous illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. cl., uncut {name
on title), SCARCE, £1. l5 1864-5

167 Seventh Edition, by Alex. Bain, f.rs., and Alfred Swaine Taylor, m.d., f.r.s.,

photo. -poi trait and 326 illustrations, thick cr. 8vo. cl., 12s Qd 1876
The i..\st and best edition of this well-known work, one of the first to apply physics to the study of medicine; and

now out of print and scarce.

163 On the Smokeless Fire Place, Chimney Valves, and other Means, old and new, of

obtaining Healthful Warmth and Ventilation, with 22 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), 8s 6r/ 1855
' His :iarne h:xs become well known in connection with the invention of a smokeless grate, known as ' Arnott's Stove',

which comliiiifd economy of fuel and consumption of tlie smoke with uniformity of combustion.'

—

D. N. li.

169 ARRHENIUS (Svante) Text-Book of Electrochemistry, trans, by John McCrae, with 58
illustrations, 8vo. cl., 6s 6d (p. 9* fid nett) 1902

170 Ueber die innere Keibung verdunnter wasseriger Losungen; with plate, 8vo.

(pp. 19), sewn, 2s 6d Stockholm, 1887
In tliis tract the author lays the foundation of his theory of electrolytical di.ssociation. It bears his presentation in.scr.

\.o Prof. Gunniiif: of Utrecht University.

171 ARSON (A.) Compensatkur de la Deviation du Compas a bord des Navires en fer; with 10

plates {d folding), Svo. cl. {scarce), 6s 6d 1871

172 ARTS and SCIENCES; or Fourth Division of 'The English Cyclop.i:dia ', conducted by
Ch.ahles Kni(;ht, numerous woodcuts, complete in 8 vols. 4to. cl., \Qs 6d (p. £4. 16s) 1866-8

173 ASTRONOMICAL DIAGRAMS : 14 coloured diagrams on cardboards, 4to. cl. portfolio, with
Text, 8vo. sewn, lis (p. 12s) [c. 1870J

PRESENTATION COPY TO PROF. NARRIEN, F.R.S. :

174 OBSERVATIONS made at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, by Thomas Hender-
son and Charles Piazzi Smyth, ef.r.s., Vols. 1-14 (Oct. 1834-1877), ivith numerous coloured,

photographic, and other plates, engraved vignettes, and charts, 14 vols. roy. 4to., the first 10 vv. hf.

calf gilt, and vv. 11-14 hf. cl., £2.'\5s Edin., 1838-77

175 REGISTER (The) : a Medium of Communication for Amateur Observers, and all others

interested in Astionoujy, COMPLETE from the beL'inninj,' in 1863 to 1877, ivith plates and woodcuts,

15 vols. 8vo. cL, £1. 10s 1863-77
Bound up with Vol. I is ' On the Method of Obsenin^; Variable Stars '. by George Knott and Josei h Baxendell, k.b.8 ,

u-'ith Jront. ; priraldif jrrinted, 18(53.

SOCIETY'S Star-Catalogue—V. Baily, post.
176 ATCHLEY'S Civil Engineer's and Contractor's Estimate and Price Book, >vith Specifi-

cation for Labour and Materials, etc. etc., by \V. Davis Haskoll, with the Law of C< ntracts by
AV. C. Glen, plates and woodcuts, 3 parts 8vo. in 1 vol. cL, 5s (p. £1. Is) [1868J
ATHEN-ffiUS Mechanicus— r. Matiiematici Veter es, /»os<.

177 ATKINSON (James, Senior) Epitome of the Art of Navigation, containing Me: catoi"s and
Creat-CircleSailing, Astronomy, etc. etc., with plates, 8\o. (pp. 448), old calf, newly rebacked,

with bookjilaie of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 12s 6d
for the Author, near Cherry Garden Stairs, Eotherhi.h-Wall, 1713
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178 ATTI della R. ACCADEMIA dei LINCEI : Memorie della Classe di Scienze Fisiche,
Matematiche e Naturali. Serie 111% v. 14, Seiie 1V\ v. 2, 4, 5 (1883-8), 9 v. roy. 4to. :

Trasimti. Serie III"^, v. 4, 5, 8 (1880-3), 3 v. roy. 4to. : Rendiconti. Serie IV-'^, v. 1-3, 4, parts 1-5

(1884—March, 1888), 3 v. and 5 parts, 4to.—together 15 vols, and 5 parts, ivith nmnerous plates, and
other illvstratioiis ; sewn, £2. 2s Roma, 1880-8

179 della R. ACCADEMIA delle SCIENZE di TORINO: Classe di Scienze Fisiche,
Matematiche e Naturali, Vols. XX—XXXVIIl; with plates, 19 vols. roy. 8vo. sewn, as issued,

£3. 15s Torino, 1884-1903

180 ATWOOD (George, Fellow of Trinity, f.r.s.) Treatise on the Rectilinear Motion and
Rotation of Bodies, with Description of Original Experiments on the Subject, ^folding plates

by Basire, large 8vo. very tall copy in old hf. calf {\y.ry SCARCE), £1. 10s Cambridge, 1784
'In this work occurs (p. 298) the first description of the ingenious apparatus since so well known as 'Atwood's

Machine', for exhibiting and verifying the accelerative action of gravity '.—D. N. B.

181 Analysis of a Course of Lectures on the Principles of Natural Philosophy, diagrams,
8vo. hf. calf, Ss Qd 1784

' still interesting as illustrating the state of science at Cambridge a century ago '.—D. N. B.

182 AUGUST (Ernst Ferdinand) Uber die Fortschritte der Hygrometrie in der neuesten Zeit;

with front, of the psychrometcr, 4to. (pp. 30), sewn {scarce). Is Qd Berlin, 1830
Containing a farther account of the author's invention of the psychronieter—the wet and dry bulb hygrometer noAV

generallv in use. Added i< a 4-p. pamphlet by him, ' Neue Einrichtung des Psychrometers '.

183 AUGUSTIN (A. Dubourg) : Verzameling van Berigten, Dichtstukken en Aria's, betref-

fende de beide Luchtreizen, welke door den Heere Augustin den 3 Sept. en den 1 Oct. 1806, in

Amsterdam ondernomen zijn; with coloured front, represeiding the ascent, 8vo. (pp. M),sewii,
£1. 55 Amsterdam, 1806
a very rare work, describing the first balloon ascent from Amsterdam. It was unknown to Hatton Turnor, who

mentions it neither in the Bibliography nor in the ' Roll of the first 500 Aeronauts ' contained in his ' Astra Castra '.

1S4 AVILER (Augustin Charles d') Cours d'ARCHiTECTURE, qui comprend les Ordres de
Vignole, plusieurs nouveaux Desseins, Ornemens et Preceptes, etc. etc., avec Explication alpha-

betique des Termes, 2^ Ed., augmentee; with front, and over 100 fne plates, sm. ito. new hf.

broivn calf gilt, £ 1 . 1 Os 1 720
' Le cours a ete pendant pros d'un siecle le meilleur ouvrage de ce genre que Ton eftt en France, et il est encore

recherche des curieux.'—iir((«eL

185 AYRES (John) Arithmetic made Easie, for the Use and Benefit of Trades-Men; 18th Ed.,
with a Short and Easie Method after which Shop-keepers may State, Post, and Balance their

Books of Accompts, by Charles Snell; the Whole perused, and many Errours corrected by
E. Hatton, Gent , 16mo., boards {corner cut off title, and some pp. shorn), Qs Qd 1730

'A work of the immediate school of Cocker'.

—

Prof, de Morgan.

18G AYRTON (William Edward, f.r.s.) Practical Electricity: a Laboratory and Lecture
Course, 180 icoodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 3s (p. 7* Od) 1887

187 AYSCOUGH (James, Optician) Short Account of the Eye and Nature of Vision, chiefly to

illustrate the Use and Advantage of Spectacles, 4th Y.&., front., 12mo. sewn, '2s 1755
188 Short Account of the Nature and Use of Spectacles, with a Kind of Glass for

Spectacles, preferable to any hitherto made use of, 12mo. (pp. 16), sewn, Is 1750
189 AZEMAR (L. P. V. M.) Trisection de 1'Angle, avec Recherches analytiques sur le m6me

feujet, par J. G. Garnier; ivith ^folding plates, 8vo. seicn, 3* Qd 1809
190 BABBAGE (Charles, f.r.s.) Calculating Engines : a Collection of Papers relating to them,

their History and Construction [ed. by his Son General Henry P. Babbage], with portrait
and \^ plates {some folding), large 4to. cl. {scarce), £1. \s 1889

Including articles on Mr. Babbage by Gen. Menabrea and Sir G. G. Stokes, and the Royal Society's reports on the
Engines.

191 : Babbage's Calculating Machine ; or Difference Engine, exhibited in the S. Kensington
Museum [by B. Herschel Babbage], /ron^., roy 8vo. (pp. 8), sewn, 2s 1872

' The essential novelty of Babbage's design consisted in setting wheelwork to develop the numerical consequences of the
law of any given series, thus ensuring the accurate calculation of an entire table without any further trouble of the operator
than a few original adjustments. The mathematical principle selected by him as the basis of his invention was the
' method of ditterences,' by which it appears that the numbers composing nearly all arithmetical series can be formed by
the lepeated addition to fundamental numbers of a common difference or 'element'—a process eminently capable of
being performed by a machine.'—Mis.s- A. M. Clerlce.

192 On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures, 2nd Ed., enlarged, luith vignette
portrait of Roger Bacon, 12mo., hf. bound. 3s 6d 1832

193 Third Edition, enlarged, vignette portrait, 12mo. cl., 4* ed
' An admirable little treatise, of which the merit was attested by translation into 4 languages, and by reprints in

America.'— D. N. B.

194 Examples of the Solutions of Functional Equations, ;>/a^e, 8vo. (pp. 42), sewn, 3s [1820]
V. Peacock, post.

195 The Ninth Bridgewater Treatise: a Fragment, icoodcuts, 8vo. cl., uncut, 5s 1837
196 Second Edition, 8vo., hf. calfgilt {nice cojiy), Is 6d 18.38

197 Another Copy, cl., ivith author's inscr. and auto, letter to William Smee,
F.R.S., 10s Od

In the auto, letter the author expresses his gratitude to Mr. Smee ' for the information you have so kindly assisted liim
in obtaining ' [for the above work].

' A work nobly planned, remarkable as one of the earliest attempts to reconcile breaches of continuity with the govern-
ment of tl e universe by law, which vindicated the serviceableness of mathematics to religion.'—D. N, Jl.

198 Passages from the Life of a Philosopher, with front, of the author's invention, the
' Difference Engine {No. 1),' 8vo. cl., Ss 6d 1864
Largely autobiographical, and containing a copious account of his inventions, including his calculating machine, which

cost the nation £17,000, and himself 19 years' unpaid work, and is now preserved in an unfinished state in the South
Kensington Museum.
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199 BABBAGE (Charles, f.r.s.) Reflections on the Decline of Science in England, and on
some of its Causes, 8vo. original boards, vncnt. Is Qd 1830

' All outspoken attack on the management of the Royal Society, which contributed materially to the origin of the
British Association in the following year.'— />. N. IS.

200 TABLE.of the Logarithms of the Natural Numbers, from 1 to 108000, 2nd Ed., printed on
grey paper, roy. 8vo. boards, ivith inscr. ^from the author,' 5s 6d 1831

201 " Fourth Impression, roy. 8vo. hf. roan, i5s 1844
' Babbage's Table of the Logarithms i.s the best for ordinary use. Great ]!ains were taken to get the maximum of clearness.

The change of figure in the middle of the block of numbers is marked by a change of type in the fourth tigurc, which is the
be.st jnethod that has been used. Copies of the book were printed on paper of ditterent colours—yellow, brown, green,

etc.- as it was considered that black on a white ground was a fatiguing combination for tl:e eye.'—J. fF. L. Glaislur, F.R.S.

202 , Catalogue of the Mathematical and Scientific Library of, to be sold by Private
Contract by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson <& Hod^e, 8vo. sewn (scarce), \0s Gd 1872

This excellent collection, i^rhaps one of the most valuable and representative scientific libraries ever collected within
recent times, consisted of 2'>90 lots distributed as Ibllows :— Pure Alathematics, 799; Astronomy, 454 ; Mechanics and
Acoustics, 267 ; Optics, 182; Electricity and Magnetism, \^l•, Meteorology, 11; Tables, 205; Transactions of Scientific

Societies, 101 ; Miscellaneous (including History, Biogra]>hy, etc.), 3'27.

Owing to the unmerited neglect whicii books of this character have constintly received, not only from the book -collector

but also from the bibliogra])her, the above catalogue is of no little bibliographical value.

203 BABINET (Jacques, de Vlnstitut), et Charles Pierre HOUSEL : Calculs Pratiques
applifiucs aux Sciences d'OnsERV.vnoN ; ivith diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 3s 1857

204 BACHET de MEZIKIAC (Claude Gaspard, s.J.) Problemes PLAiSANSet DELECTABLES,qui
se font par les Nombres, avec leur Demonstration, 2® ed., augmentde, sm. Svo. boards, uncut (rare),
£1. l5 Lyon, 1U24

' Containing an interesting collection of arithmetical trick.? and questions.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

20.J BACON (Sir Francis, Viscount St. Alban) Works, edited, with Life, by Basil Montagu,
beautifully printed in large type, with fine steel portraits at different x>CTiods, and other plates,

17 vols. 8vo. hf calf gilt, red edges, £5. 5s W. Pickering, 182.5-34

still a valualile edition, and most attractive for the library fron: its beautiful execution. It was carefully collated with
fhe original editions and translations, and contains translations as well as the originals of the Latin works, and numerous
letterH not containeil iu earlier editions.

THE STANDARD EDITION :

206 Works, both Latin and English, together with his Life and LETTERS, collected and edited

by James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, with steel portraits

andfss., 14 vols. Svo. cl. [fresh set), £7. 1861-74

207 Another Set, 14 vols, new hf polished morocco gilt, uncut, t. e. g., £10. 10^ 1862-83

208 Philosophical Works, methodized, and made English, from the Originals, Avith new
Prefaces and References, by Peter Shaw, m.d., 2nd Ed., 3 vols. 4to. old hf calf, 10s Qd 1737

209 Physical and Metaphysical Work.?, ed. by Joseph Devey, post 8vo., cL, 2s 1853

210 DeDlGNiTATE et AugmentisScientarium Libri IX; Ed. nova, cum Indice locupletissimo

;

engravedfront., 18mo. old calf, ivith silken ties, I5s Lugd. Bat., Fr. Moiardus et A. Wijngaerde, 1645
A i>rettily printed edition. 'The philo.sophical opinions of Bacon, as distinguished from his teaching on logic and the

methfHl of science, are mainly to be found in ' De Augmentis Scientiarum,' an expansion of the ' Advancement of Learnins;

'

and the ' Descriptio Globi Infellectualis '.'—Prof. Fowler.

211 Novum Organum Scientiarum ; with engravedfront., 18mo. old calf, 12s 6d
Lugd. Batav., 1645

212 Novum Organum, edited, with Intro., Notes, etc , by Thomas Fowler, pr., Prof. Logic,

Oxon., 8vo. cl., 7s 6d (p. 15s) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1878
A reprint of the first edition of 1G20, with Intro, (pp. 151), and copious notes 'explaining the difiicultiesof the work (by

no means few or small;, and presenting Bacon in his relations to the History of Philosophy, Logic, ard Science.'—iVe/atv.

213 The Twoo Rookes of S"". Francis Bacon. Of the proficience and aduancement of

Learning, Divine and Humane. To the King [Second Edition] , sm. 4to. old hf calf [rubbed,

but good copy), £4. 4* William Washington, 1629
214 Third Edition, 4to old sheep, with wide margins, £3. 3s

Oxford, by I. L., Printer to the University, for Thomas Huggins, 1633
215 Of the Proficience and Advancement of Learning, Divine and Human [ed. by Bash.

Montagu, k.c], post 8vo. cl., uncut, 6s Qd Pickering, 1825

216 : Craik (George Lillie) BACON ; his Writings, and his Philosophy, 3 vols. 16mo. in 1, cl.,

'2s 6f/ 1810-7

L'17 BACON (J.) The Theory of Colouring: the Principles of Contrast and Harmony in the
Arrangement of Colours, 6 coloured jdaics, post Svo. cl., 2s 6d 1866

'J18 BACON (Roger, Ordinis Minorum) Opera qua?dam hactenus Inedita : Vol. I. [all publishedl,

containing:!. Opus Tertium. II. Opus Minus. III. Compendium Philosophia?- ; edited [with

Preface and Life (pp. 100)] by John Sherren Brewer, pr., with 3 fss. of MJSS., thick roy. 8vo.

roxburghe, 10s 18,19

Dr. Brewer's Introduction is 'among the moat valuable recent studies on Roger Bacon.'

—

D. N. Ft.

219 Thesaurus Chemicus : in auo Liber Scientiarum, Alchemia major, BreviatumdedonoDei,
Verbum abbreviatum de Leone viridi, Secretum Secretorum, Tractatus III verborum, et Speculum
Secretorum, 18mo. (pp. 408), sewn [a few II. slightly wormed) ; RARE, £1. Is Francofurti, 1620

The tliird edition of Friar Bacon's first printed work, originally issued under the title Opera Chemica iu 148.0.

220 BADNALL (Richard) Treatise on Railway Improvements, explanatory of the Chief
Difficulties and Inconveniences which at present attend the General Adoption of Eailways,
and the Means to overcome them, as proved by a Series of Interesting Experiments ;

Avith

Kemarks on the Operation and Effect of Locomotive Power, 10 illustrations, 8vo. original

hf. cl. (VERY scarce), £1. Is 1833
One of the earliest works on Railway Enoineerino, treating especially friction and gravity in connexion with

inclines, and suggesting ' a most important improvement in the formation of Railways '—a switchback alignment. He
was the first to suggest in this work the use of couplingTods instead of loose chains.
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221 BADDELEY (P. F. H.) Whirlwinds and Dust Storms of India : an Investi^fation into the

Law of Wind and Revolving Stoinis at Sea, ivith 2 transparent wind cards, roy. 8vo. cl., 6.s 1860
222 BAEHR (G. F. W.) Sur les Formules pour la Multiplication des Fonctions elliptiques

de la premiere Espece, roy. 8vo. (pp. 52), sewn, \s Qd [c. 1840]
223 BAEYER (General Joseph Jacob) Astronomische Bestimmungen fiir die Europaische

Gradmessung, 1857-66, 4to. hf. cl., 5s 6d (p. M.9. sewn) Leipzig, 1873
The author was the first to propose a geodetic survfy comprising the whole of Central Europe, the results of whicli

are embodied in the above volume.

224 BAGAY (Valentin) Nouvelles Tables Astronomiques et Hydbographtques, con tenant
un Traite abrcffe des Cercles de la Sphere ; la Description des Instruments h Reflexion ; diverses
Methodes pour obtenir les Latitudes et les Longitudes terrestres ; une nouvelle Table de
Logarithnies, des Sinus, ete. etc., de Seconde en Seconde, pour les 90" du quart du Cercle ; with 5
folding plates, 4to. (pp. 832), sheep (very scarce), £2. 2* Didot, 1829

'Computers hive always preferred Bagay's N'oyvdles 7'rtWes (IS29), which also contains a complete logarithmic canon
to every second. The change in the column is very clearly marked by a large black nucleus, surrounded by a circle,

l)rinted instead of zero. Bagay's work has now become very rare.'—/. 11'. L. (llalsher, F.R.S.

225 BAILEY (R. D., F.c^s.) Notes on Brewing [with Typical Analyses], post 8vo. cl., 2s 1889
226 BAILEY (William) The Advancement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce; or

Description of the Useful Machines and Models contained in the Repository of the Society
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, with the Discoveries and
Improvements promoted by the Society, 4to , and folio Atlas, comprlsina 55 fine copperplates—
2 vols, old calf, with old bookplate of Dundas of Arniston, \Qs Qd 1772

The machines described and depicted include Hydraulic Machines by Wirtz and Merryman, a Machine for ventilating
Mines by Keane Fitzgerald, f.r.s.. Pinchbeck's Crane, Standfield's Saw Mill, etc. etc.

227 BAILLAUD (Benjamin, de V Ohservutoire de Toidoitse) CoVRS d'AsTRONOMiE, P Partie:
Quelques Theories applicables a Tetude des Sciences experimentales ; iciih diar/rams, roy. Svo.

sewn, 4s (p. F. 8.)

'

1893
228 BAILLY (Jean Sylvain) Histoire de I'Astronomie ; with iilates, complete in 5 vols. 4to.

uniformly hound in contemporary French calf gilt, £2. 2^
,

1779-87
CoNTENU :—HisToiRE de I'Astronomie Ancienne depuis son origine jusqu'il I'etablissement de I'Eoole d'Alexandrie,

2e ed. ; uyith plates, 'SI : Histoire de I'Astronomie Moperne dt-puis la fondation de I'Ecole d'Alexandrie jusqu'en 1730

;

loith platen, 3 v., '7y-82 : Traite de I'Astronomie iNDiENNE'et Orientale, '87.

Although of little value now as a hittory of the science, the work is still in much demand for the large amount ot
valuable original information it contains.

229 —

^

Histoire de 1 Astronomie Ancienne depuis son origine jusqua rdtablissement de
I'Ecole d'Alexandrie, 4to. old hf. calf, 6s Qd

,
1775

230 Histoire de I'Astronomie Moderne depuis la fondation de I'Ecole d'Alexandrie ju.squ'en

1782, 2'^ ed. ; luith \S folding plates, 3 vols. 4to. Contemporary calf gilt, \bs 1785
• On prcfere la seconde edition, parce qu'elle contient des 'augmen'tatitms.'—L'nnW.

231 Traite de I'Astronomie Indienne et Orientale, 4to. contemporary mottled French cal,

extra (FINE COPY); rare, £1. 1* 1787
' R-;mplide recherclies d'erudition fort instrnctives, ct qu'un astronome seul pouvait faire,'

—

Blogr. Univ.

2.32 BAILY (Francis, f.r.s.) Astronomical Tables and Formula., with a variety of Problems
explanatorv of their Use and Application ; with the Elements of the Solar System, Svo. hf. calf
(scarce), 10s Qd 1827
A collection and reprint of tho.se a.stronomical tables most frequently used (some rare and difficult to obtain), and

all revised or re-computed. The above copy contains the Appendix, dated Jan. 1829.

'His revision of star-catalogues alone entitled him, in Sir John Herscliel's opinion, to rank among the greatest
benefactors to astronomy.'—Z>. N. B.

233 The Catalogue of Stars of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science : containing the mean IIight Ascensions and North Polar Distances of 8,377
Fixed Stars, reduced to Jan. 1, 1850, with their Annual Precessions, Secular Variations and
Pro])er Motions, and Logarithmic Constants for computing Precession, Aberration and Nutation

;

also Preface on their Construction and Application, 4to. boards, uncut (very scarce), £7. 1845
234 Another Copy, calf gilt [nice copy), £7. 7^

The celebrated British Association Star Catalogue, revised, after the author's death, by W. S. Stratford, James
Chai.us, ff.r.s., and others.

' Still in high repute . . . The value of this catalogue was much enhanced by the uniform system of nomenclalure
adopted throughout. This material improvement was Ihc result of Baily's severe labours in revising the constoUatioi .<,

and marshalling into recognisable order the .stars composing them.'—^/us A. M. CUrlce.

'The mateiials of its construction are derived from all the trustworthy catalogues that have been executed since the
time of Bradley. This catalogiie is distinguished from the catalogue of the Astronomical Society (7. v. infra) in two
important i)articulars. In the tirst plice, the secular variation of precession, both in the 1 ight ascension and declination
is given for each star. Secondly the proper motions of the stars are assigned with as great a degree of iif-arness to truth,
as tl.e existing state of sidereal astronomy allowed. This catalogue has proved of vast service to astronomers in every
part of the civilised world.'

—

Prof. H. Grant.

235 The Doctrine of Interest and Annuities analytically investigated and explained, with
several useful Tables connected with the Subject, plate, 4to. hf calf (Joints cracked) ; scarce,
l2sGd

'

1808
A wholly different work from the author's 'Doctrine of Life-Annuities' (a fact unknown to Lowndes), and one of the

most inii)ortant works on the subject. The table appended is Smart's.

236 Another Copy, hf calf, uncut (2 II. mended), £1. \s
This would seem to have been the author's own copy ; it contains a large number of MS. corrections and additions

apparently by him.

237 the Doctrine ot Life-Annuities and Assurances analytically investigated and prac-

tically explained, with Tables, and Appendix of a new method of Calculating and Arranging
such Tables, 3 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf (SCAV.Ce), £1. 5^ 1813

Best Edition of this celebrated work, comprising chapter XIV. fon the several Life-Assurance Companies), and the
Appendix (an exposition of Barrett's mode of computing life tables), not contained in the previous editions or in the
reprint of 1864.
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238 BAILY (Francis, f.r.s.) The Doctrine of Life-Annuities and Assurances, new Ed., from
the Original, with the MODERN Notation, and enlarged both in the Extent of the Treatise, as
well as in the Variety of Tables, including a Table of Deferred Annuities on Single Lives, Carlisle

4%, and several others on the English Life Table, by H. FiLiPOWSKl, 8vo. new hf. brown calf extra,

t. e. g. (scarce), £1. l5 1864
' Daily's iiierit.s as a wriher of life-contingencies were undoubtedly very great. The subject was by him first presented

'vi\ a synimetrical form ; a uniform system of notation was introduced ; and to a perspicuous and comprehensive view of
the labours of his predecessors the results of much original research were added .'— D. N. D.

233 On the New Method of Determinino the Longitude by the Culmination of the
Moon and Stars, with List of Stars applicable to the Purpose for 1825, 4to. (pp. 48), cL,

Qs Qd 1824
240 New Tables for Facilitating the Computation of Precession, Aberration and

Nutation of 2,881 Princii'AL Stars ; with Catalogue of the same reduced to Jan. 1, 1830,

computed at the Expense and under the Direction of the Astronomical Society of London ;

with Intro, on their Construction and Application, 4to. hf. bound (scarce), £2. 2* 1827

241 Another Copv, .as published with the Astronomical Society's Memoirs (without General
Title), 4to. hf calf gilt, £1. MsQd

The Astkonomical Society's Star Catai.ooitb, which, according to Sir John Herschel, ' put the astronomical world in

I)oss«ssioii of a power which may be said, without exaggeration, to have changeil the face of sidereal astronomy.'
' In 1827 the Astronomical .Society of Loudon remlered an impoitant service to practical astronomy, by the publication

of a genenil caUilogue of stars, found* il upon the most celebrated catalogues that have been execute<l since the middle of

the XVIII. century. This catalogue contains the jdaces of 2,881 stars, reduced upon a uniform system to Jan 1st, 1830.

Ill aildition to the mean place of aich star, the ronstants for computing its apparent place, according to Bessel's metho<l,

are aNo inserte<l. The iiitro«luctoiy explanation is by Fmncis Baily, to whom was assigned the important task of selecting

the most trustworthy values of the nrauographical corrections. The cjlculations were executed under the superintendence
of Lieut. Strat foi-d. '—iVo/. li. Uniut.

242 BAIN (William, Master r.n.) Essay on the Variation of the Compass, shewing how far it is

intiuenced by a Change in the Direction of the Ship's Head, with the Dangers to JSavigators for

not allowing for this Change of Viiv'ia.tion, folding chart, 8vo. boards, uncut, 5s Edin., 1817

213 BAKER (Sir Benjamin, v. u.?,., joint-engineer of the Forth Bridge) On the Strength of Beams,
CoLU.MNS, and Akches, 2 plates and woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. [out of print), Zs ^d 1870

244 BAKER (Henry, F.R.S.) Employment for the Microscope. I. E.xamination of Salts and Saline

Substances. II. Account of various Animalcules never before described, with Description of

Microscope used, etc. etc., \1 folding copperjjlates, 8vo. old calf gilt {Joints cracked), with Chippen-
dale bookplate of John Wright, Ss bd 1753

245 The Microscope made Easy : its Nature, Uses, and Magnifying Powers, with an Account
of what surprizing Discoveries have been already made by it, etc. etc., first edition, with 14

copperplates, 8vo. old calf, lOs 6d 1742
' In 1744 he was awarded the Copley medal for his microscopical experiments on the crystallisations and configurations

of saline particles. . . . These two books contain the bulk ot his more important communications on the subject to
the Royal Society.'— Z). N. B. The author was the founder of the Bakerian Lecture of the Royal Society.

246 BAKER (Ira Osborn, Univ. of Illinois) Treatise on Masonry Construction, 3rd Ed., icith

Q folding plates, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 8s (p. £1. 5*) New York, 1890

247 BAKER (Richard, Philomath) The Description and Uses of a most Accurate Planisphere,
])erforming in Astronomy, most Propositions of the Globe .... in Astrology, readily finding

the Cu.sps of the Houses, Circles of Position, etc. as by Argol's Primum Mobile . . . with their

Uses in Arithmelick, Geometry, Dialling, etc., S folding 2^i(^itcs, 12mo. nice copy in the original

sheep (rare), \0s ^d
'

1686
Unknown to Lowndes or AUibone.

248 BAKER (Thomas, pr.) The Geometrical Key : or the Gate of Equations Unlock'd : a New
discovery of the Construction of all Equations, howsoever affected, not exceeding the fourth
Degree, and the finding of all their Roots, as well false, as true ; without the use of Mesolabe,
Trisection of Angles, etc. etc. [with Latin Translation on opposite Tp^.'\, folding plates, sm. 4to
A/, ca// (RARE), £1. 1* 1684

'The leafling idea of Baker's work is the solution of biquadratic equations (and tho.se of a lower degree) by a gometrical
construction, a panibola intensecLed by a circle. The method is distinguished from that of Descartes by not requiring the
equation to be previouslyileprived of its second term. The general principle is woiked out in greatdetail. . . . Some
a(-couiit of the work is given in the Transaction of the Royal Society.'—D. N. D.

249 BAKER (Thomas, c.e.) Railway Engineering ; or Field Work preparatory to the Con-
struction of Railways, with General Table for the Calculation of Earthworks, diagrams, 8vo. cl.,

'As 1848

2o0 BALARD (Antoine Jerome) ME.MOiREsurune Substance Particuliere contenue dans I'Eau
(le la Mkr (Extrait des Annales de Chimie et de Physique), Svo. (pp. 48), sewn {scarce), IsQd [1826]

Tlie account of the author's iliscovery of Bromine, which he isolated from the mother liquor of sea-.«alt.

251 BALIANI (Giovanni Battista) De MoTU Naturali Graviu.m Solidorum ; with vignette on
title and numerous diagra)ns, sra. 4to. hf hound (very large and fine copy) ; RARE, £1. 1*

Genua;, 1638
Orioinwl Edition of this curious work, in which the author attempts to ascribe to himself nearly all of Galileo's dis-

coveries [r. PoggendoifTs Ceschichte der thys^ik, ])p. 292-3J. An old auto, note on the last 1., dated Sept. 22, 1639, states
that this was a presentation copy from the author.

252 BAIiL (Sir Robert Stawell, f.r.s.) Elements of Astronomy, 136 illustrations, cr. Svo. cl., 3.?

(p. 6s) 1880
An admirable elementary treati.se, containing much useful bibliographical information.

253 Experimental Mechanics, Library Ed., with 103 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s 6d (p. 16*) 1871
254 Star-Land : Tales with Young People about the Wonders of the Heavens, 92 illustrations,

or. Svo. cl., 35 (p. 6s) 1889
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255 BALL (Sir Robert Stawell, f.r.s.) The Story of the Heavens; 3rd Ed., revised, tuith 16

coloured plates, and 90 othe7' illustrations, thick roy. 8vo. cl., 6s Qd (p. £1. lis 6d) 1887

256 New AND Revised Edition, with 18 coloured plates, and 90 other illustrations, thick roy.

8vo. cl, Is Qd 1890 or '2

257 The Story of the Sun, with 11 plates {plain and coloured), and 82 other illustrations, roy.

8vo. cl. extra, 10s Qd (p. £L Is) 1893

258 Another Copy, hf. crushed purple morocco gilt, t.e.g. [fine copy), \os

259 BALL (Walter William Rouse) History of the Study of Mathematics at Cambridge, post

8vo. cl. {old ofprint), 5s Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1889

260 Short Account of the History of Mathematics, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 6s) 1888

261 BALLO (M.) Das Naphthalin und seine DfiRiVxiTEin Beziehungauf Technik iind Wissenschaft,

8vo. sewn {out ofprint), 2s Braunschweig, 1870

262 BALTZER (Richard) Theorie et Applications des Determinants, avec I'lndication des

Sources originates, trad, par J. Houel, 8vo. hf. calf {scarce), 4s 1861

263 Meme Ouvrage, '61 : Theorie des Determinants et leurs principales applications par

F. Brioschi, traduite par Edouard Combescure, '56—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. red calf neat.

Is Qd 1861-56

264 BARBEROT (J. E. C.) Traite de Constructions Civiles, 3« cd., revue et augmentee ; ivith

1717 illustrations, thick 8vo. cl , 13s (sells F. 20. nett) 1903

265 BARKER (Arthur H.) Graphical Calculus, with Intro, by John Goodman, 2nd Ed., plate,

and 6] diaqrams, cr. 8vo. cl.,2s Qd (p. 4s Qd) 1902

266 BARLOW (C. W. C), and George Hartley BRYAN, f.r.s. : Elementary Mathematical
Astronomy, with Examples and Examination Papers, diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 8s Qd) [1892]

267 Second [last] Edition [enlarged], cr. 8vo. buckram, 4s [1892]
' Probably no better de.scription of the method.s by which the marvellous structure of scientific astronomy has bi-eu

built up could have been given.'

—

Athcnceum.

268 BARLOW (Peter, f.r.s.) P^lementary Investigation of the Theory of Numbers, with its

Application to the Indeterminate and Diophantine Analysis, the Analytical and Geometrical
Division of the Circle, etc. etc., 8vo. boards, uncut {scarce), 8s 1811

The author claims in his preface to have added much original matter, including a demonstration of the impossibility of
Fermat's indeterminate equation x" + y» = z".

269 The Encyclopaedia of Arts, IManufactures, and Machinery, Avith View of the Prin-
ciples of Manufactures, by Charles Babbage, f.r.s., with 87 steel plates, comprising 650 figures

of machinery and tools, tliick 4to. cl., Gs 1848
270 Essay on Magnetic Attraction, and of the Laws of Terrestrial and Electro Mag-

netism, with Appendix of Experiments made on Ship Board from Lat. 61° S. to Lat. 80° N., 2nd
Ed., much enlarged, with 6 plates by Lowry, 8vo. boards, uncut (SCARCE), 17s Qd 1824

' Describing a simple method of correcting .ships' compasses by fixing a small iron plate in such a position as to com-
pensate all other attractions. ... In the 2nd edition he succeeded in connecting the whole of Ids experi-rental re.su'ts

by a mathematical theory based on a few simple assumptions '.—D. iV^. iJ. The author was moreover the first to notice
the fact that the strength of the electric current is the same in all i)laccs of the conduit—a theorem which enabled Ohm to
formulate his ' Law '.

271 —^

—

- New Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary, comprising the Terms and
Principles of Pure and Mixed Mathematics, with 13 plates, and numerous diagrams, thick roy. 8vo.

. neir boards {platesfoxed and afew II. slightly damaged), 5s 1814
272 Tables of Squares, Cubes, Square Roots, Cuhe Boots, and Reciprocals of all Integer

Numbers up to 10,000 [with Preface by Augustus de Morgan], cr. 8vo. cloth, 3s (p. 6s) 1875
'Accurate and highly useful numerical information '.—D. N. IS.

273 Treatise on the Strength of Timber, Cast Iron, Malleable Iron, and other Mate-
rials ; with Rules for Application, and Appendix on the Power of Locomotive Engines, etc.,

1 /olding plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. hf calf gilt, Is Qd 1837
'Supplying, as the results of numerous experiments in Woolwich Dockyard, much-needed data for the calculations of

engineers. The experiuients on the resistance of iron formed the basis of the design for the Menai suspension bridge '.—
D.N.B.

274 BARRilME [(Fran9ois)l, L'Arithmetique de, ou le Livre facile pour apprendre I'Arith-
metique de soi-meme et sans Maitre ; nouvelle Ed., augmentee de plus do 190 pages, ou Regies
ditierentes, de la Geometric, servant au Mesurage et a I'Arpentage, etc. etc. ; with engraved title

and diagrams, 12mo. old calfgilt, V2s Qd 1740
Best Edition of the first ready reckoner in France, ed. by the author's son Nicolas. His works enjoyed theie the

.same popularity as tho.se of Edward Cocker in England, and of Adam liiese in Germany, and his name is immortalised in
French as the synonym for a ready reckoner (bareme).

275 —

;

Le Livre des Comptes-P'aits, ou le Tarif de toutes les Monoyes d'or et d'argent a tel
pvix qu'elles soient mises ; nouvelle ed., beaucoup augmentee; icith engraved title inscribed to
Colbert, 12mo. sound copy in old calf, 7s Qd 1703

Prof, de Morgan, who erroneously calls the author 'Nicolas Barreme', knew only the edition of Amsterdam, 1773.
Both the other works were unknown to hiui.

276 Le Livre Necessaire pour les Comptables, etc. etc., reveu et corrige de 55 fortes
Erreurs d'lmpression, et augmente de plus de 300 Tarifs ; icith 2 fne engraved titles, 12mo. old
ccdfgilt, 7s Qd

'

1706

277 BARRETT (William Fletcher; f.r.s) Some Physical Effects produced by the Contact of
a Hydrogen-Flame with various Bodies : On Sources of Error in Determinations of the
Absorption of Heat by Liquids : Light and Sound : an Examination of their reputed Analogy
— 3 parts Svo., with colouredfront, and woodcuts ; sewn, 4s 1865-8- [? 70]

278 , and W.BROWN: Practical Physics, Part I. Physical Peocfsses and Measure-
ments. The Properties of Matter, 70 illustrations, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 4s Qd) 1892
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No. 289.

An early work describing engines driven by steam.
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279 BARLOW (William) New Theories of Matter and Force, ill., 8vo. cl , 5s (p. 12a) 1885
The author's observations are based on a ^ew theory of the ether, ' according to which the transmission of wave

motions depe.ids on the mutual repulsions of similarly electrified particles.'

230 BARROW (Isaac, d d.. Master of Trinity) Mathematical Works, ed. by William Whewell.
D.D., with Tl fylding maps, and dia.qranis, thick 8vo. cl., 6s 6c? Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1860

The only collected edition of Barrow's scientific works, with an interesting preface by the editor.

251 Geometrical Lectures: e.xplaining the Generation, Nature and Properties of Curve
Lines, trans, from the Latin Edition revised, corrected and amended by SiR Isaac Newton, by
Edmund Stone, f.r.s., with W folding platesy 8vo. old calf {back slightly damaged^ and portrait

wanting), 5s 1735
252 LECTIONES [LUCASIANiE] in SCHOLIS PUBLICIS ACADEMI.E CaNTABRIGIENSIS, A.D. 1664,

r2mo. old calf, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, Is Qd Londini, 1683

283 Lectiones XVIII, in qnibus Opticorum Ph.^.nomenuiN jjcenuinae Rationes investigantur,

ac exponuntur : Lectiones Geometric.e : in quibus (praesertim) generalia Curvarum Linearum
Symptomata declarantur—2 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, with copperplates ; old calf, with bookplate of Philip

2nd Earl Stanhope (RARE), £1. 10.s ibid., 1669-70
FiR-sT Edition.s of the author's two chief mathematical works. * In the Optical Lectures nxany problems connected

with the rertexion and refraction of liglit are treated with ingenuity. The jceometrical focus of a point .seen by rcHexion or
refraction is defined ; and it is explained that the ima'^e of an object is the locus of the geometrical foci of every point on
it. Barrow also worked out a few of the easier properties of thin lenses; and considerably simplified the Cartesian
explanation of the rainbow. The t^eometrical lectures contain some new ways of determining the areas and tangent.^ of

curves. Tlie most celebrated of those is the method given for the determination of tangents to curves'.— IK, IK. It. Hall.

According to the preface Newton revised and corrected the work and addel matter of his own.

284 The Usefulness of Mathe-Matical Learning explained and demonstrated: Lucasian
Lectures; with his Oratorical Preface, at Cambridge, trans, by John Kirkby, pr., with fine

engraved portrait, 8vo. old panelled calf, SsQd 1734
•As a mathematician he was considered by his contemporaries as second only to Newton '.—Canon Overton. 'The

principal i>art which Barrow plays in mathematical history is as one of the immediate precursors of Newton and Leibnitz
in the invention of the differential calculus'.—/);•. Whewell.

V. Archimedes, ante, ct Euclides, post.

2S5 BARTHOLINUS (Caspar Thomesen) Specimen Philosophise Naturalis, pra;cipua
Physices Capita exponens ; accedit, de FoNTiUM Fluviorumque Origine e.K Pluvils Dissertatio

l)hvsioa, ISmo. old sheep {back damaged), 8* (^d Oxonice, 1703
BARTHOLOMEUS Anglicanus—v. Glanville, post.

286 BARTJENS (Willem) Vernieuwde Cyfferinge, waeruyt men meest alle de Gront-regulen
van de Keecken-konst leeren kan, vermeerdert, enz. door Jan van Dam

;
portrait on title, 16mo.

old calf {text of engraved title defective and mounted) ; rare, I2s 6d Amst., 16S3
'A book of a decidedly commercial character, and with good force of examples.'

—

Pioj. de Morgan, who only knew the
edit io;i of 1673.

287 BASILIUS VALENTINUS, o.s B. {recte THOLDE (Johann)] Chymische Schriften alle
|

so viel derer verhanden
|
anitzo zum Dritten mahl zusammen gedruckt

|
aus vielen so wol

geschriebenen als gedruckten Exemplaren vermehret und verbessert; with engraved portrait, and
curious ivoodcuts, 2 vols, large 12mo. in 1, old leather {binding damaged) ; RARE, £1. 5*

Hamburg, 1700
The third German edition of the author's complete works. 'He regarded .salt, sulphur, and mercury, as the three

bodies contained in the metals, and inferred that the pliilosopher's stone must be a sort of combination—a compound,
namely, of salt, sulphur, and mercury ; so pure that its i>rojection on the baser metals should be able to work them up
into greater and greater purity, bringing them at last to the state of silver and gold. His practical knowledge was great

;

he knew how t-o i)recipitate iron fn)m solution by poUish, and was acquainted with many similar processes, so that he is

ranked as the founder of analytical chemistry.'

2S8 Triumph-Wagen Antimonii, alien
| so den Grund der Uhralten Medicin suchen

|
auch

zu der Hermetischen Philosophie Beliebnis tragen
|
zu gut publiciret

|
und samt noch sieben

andern gleichmiiasig hochstnutzlichen Tractatlein an den Tag gegeben durch Johann
Th()LDEN ; with emblematic front., large 12mo. old vellum (RARE), 17a' Qd Niirnberg, 1676

' He shows how to prepare antimony itself from the native sulphide . . . He gives distinct recipes for the preparation
of antimony trichloride, of powder of algaroth (basic chloride of antimony), of antimony trioxide, and of potassic
antimoniate. and there can hardly be a doubt that he recommended and applied those preparations for internal nse.'

—

Prof. E. V. Meyer.
The seven supplementary tracts include: Voni Oleo Stibii ; Vo:n Stein der Weiacn ; Opus Saturn i Lsaaci ; De Occulta

Philosojthia Chemicorum ; etc.

289 B[ATEJ (J[olm]) The Mysteryes of Nature and Art : conteined in foure severall Tretises, the
first of Water Workes, the second of Fyer Workes, the third of Drawing, Colouring,
Painting, and Engraving, the fourth of divers Experiments, as wel serviceal)le as delightful :

partly collectel, and partly of the Authors Peculiar Practice, and Invention, first edition, with
finely engraved title in compartments, and ve>\i/ numerous curious and well-executed ivoodcuts {some
full-page), sm. 4to. contemporary calf {some 11. stained, a few headlines shorn, and the divisional
title to Book III apparently missing ; otherwise a sound copu in the original binding), £5. 5s

Ralph Mab, 1634
The tirst edition of this cjirious work is excessively rare, no copy having liapi>ened for sale for the la.st 20 years. Some

of the experiments described and depicted are very curious, including instrnctions how to make Weather-glasses

;

Water-clocks, etc , Experiments of ' drawing water by the Crane, and by Engins, of forcinir water by ayre compre.ssefl and
by Engins, of producing sounds hy ayre and water, by e\aporarion of water by fire, and by Engins, of motions by
evaporating water, and by rarifying ayre.' etc. etc. etc. Bearing in mind the early dato of publication, its descriptions of
engines driven by steam are of considerable interest. There is no copy of this edition in the British Museum, nor is the
author noticed in D. N. Ji.

Page 155 describes how to make a freezing mixture, which is of special interest, Robkbt Boyle having been
credited with making the first experiments in 1667— thirty-thr.;e years after the publication of the above work.

290 Third [last] Edition, with many Additions, with engraved title, and very numerous
woodcuts {some in contemporary colouring), sm. 4to. LARGE AND FINE COPY «w old calf, £1. I5s

Jx, i^roofc, iOt)4
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291 BARTOLI (Cosimo) Del Modo di Misurare le Distancie, le Superficie, i Corpi, le Piante,

le Provincie, le Prospettive, e tutte le altre cose terrene, secondo le vere Ref?ole d' Euclide,
ecc, primera edizione ; with woodcut-title, portrait, mid numerous ivoodcuts of geodetic instru-
ments, etc., and diagrams, sm. 4to. old lohite vellum {title and some II. stained, otherwise a sound
and tall copy) ; 15s Venetia, 1564

292 BASSET (Alfred Barnard, f.r.s.) ElExMENTary Treatise on Hydrodynamics cand Sound,
diagramf^, 8vo. cl., 35 Qd (p. 7* Qd) Cambridge, 1888
BAUME (Antoine) Manual of Chemistry— ??. Beaume, post.

293 BAUMHAUER (Heinrich) Die neuere Entvvickelung der Kristallographie ; with
46 diaqrams, 8vo. sewn, 3s (sells M.4.) Braunschweig, 1905

291 BAVERSTOOK (James) Treatise on }3rewing; with Notes and Biof^raphical Intro., and
Papers on Specific Gravity, including tlie Hydrostatical Instruments used in the Brewery, and
on Malting, by J. H. Baverstock, f.s.a., with fins, portrait by S. Hall [stained), 8vo. boards,
uncut (scarce),' 10s Qd 1826

' My father was the first person who used the hydrometer in the brewery.'

—

p. xxvil.

295 [BAXTER (Andrew)] Matho : or the Cosmotheoria Puerilis, accommodating the first Princi-

ples of Philosophy and Astronomy to the Capacity of young Persons, trans., and enlarged by
the Author, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, Is Qd 1740

'Deducing the principles of natural religion from the phenomena of the material world.'

296 BAYLE (Franqois) Institutiones Piiysic.e, cum Indice, etc., Editio altera, recognita, etc. ;

ivith \Qfolding copperplates, 3 vols. 4to. contemporary calf gilt, 15s Francofurti, 1703
Containing not only physics, and what at that time was comprised in this term —chemistry, astronomy, and meteorology,

but al.so physiology and ijathology. The author was one of the first to apply physics to the study of medicine.

297 BAYMA (Joseph, s.j., Stonyhurst Coll.) The Elements of Molecular Mechanics, with
^folding plates, 8vo. cl. {out of print), 6s 6(i 1866

' A first endeavour towards ascertaining the laws of molecular action.*

—

Intro.

298 BAZAINE (General Pierre Dominique) Traite 6li<:mentaire de Calcul differentiel ;

ivith 4 plates, 8vo. hf calf {rare), Is Qd St. Petersbourg [1817]
299 BEAUFOY (Col. Mark, f.r.s) Nautical and Hydraulic Experiments, with numerous

Scientific Miscellanies [ed. with Intro., etc., by his Son Henry, f.r.s.]. Vol. I. (all published), with
portrait, 2 fine vignettes by George Cooke, 16 copperplates, and woodcuts, thick roy. 4to. hf calf
(scarce), 15s 1834
The author was a member of tlie well-known family of distillers at South Lambeth, and was the first Englishman to

ascend Mont Blanc, six days later than Saussure.
This was the only volume printed at the author's private press, out of three proposed to be issued. The work was

never published, but presented only to some public institutions an(l individuals interested in naval architecture. 'His
magnetic observations were superior in accuracy and extent to any earlier work of the kind. They .served to determine
more precisely the laws of the diurnal variation, as well as to fix the epoch and amount of maximum Westerly declination
in England. . . . The data accumulated by Beaufoy enabled Lamoiit in 18.51 to confirm his discovery of a decennial period
ill the amount of diurnal variation, by placing a maximum in 1.817.'— 7J. N. B.

300 BEAUME Irecte BAUM^] (Antoine) Manual of Chemistry, or a brief Account of the
Operations of Chemistry, and their Products, trans, [by John AlKlN, D.D.], 12mo. nice copy in

contemporary calf 8s %d ~ Warrington, 1778
One of the best colicise text-books of chemistry based on the phlogiston theory. Dr. Aikin adds a preface and notes on

' fixed air',

301 BECCARIA (Giovanni Battista, delle Scuole Pie ; f.r.s.) Treatise on Artifical Electric-
ity, giving Solutions of a Number of interesting Electric Plucnomena, hitherto unexplained,
with Essay on the Mild and Slow Electricity prevailing in the Atmosphere during Serene
Weather, trans, from the Italian, ivith 11 folding plates, roy. 4to. (?) Large Paper ; cl. [rare),

12s 6d
'

1776
The author was the first to disseminate a knowledge of electricity in Italy, and promoled the science by a number of

valuable experiments, an important one 'on charging a glass disc with electricity' having been contributed to the
' Pliilosophical Transactions '.

302 BECHER (Johann Joachim) Opuscula Chymica Rariora, addita nova Prrefatione ac Indice
locnpletissimo a Frid. PiOTH-Scholtzio ; with cojiperplates, 12mo. boards (rare), £1. 5s

Norimbergce, 1719
'Becher attempted to revive the old ideas of Basil Valentine and Paracelsus in another form. In place of mercury, sulphur,

and salt, he set up three earths of which all inorganic ('sub-terrestdal') bodies should exist, viz. the mercurial, the
vitreous, and the combustible. The nature of any material depended upon the proportions in which these three funda-
mental earths were contained in it'.

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer.

303 PllYSiCA Subterranea, Profundam Subterraneorum Genesin e principiis hucusque
ignotis o.stendens, Ed. novissima, cum Indice locnpletissimo ; edidit et Specimen Beccherianum
subjunxit G. E. Stahl ; curious emblematicfront., AU^. sound copy in old vellum, 15s Lipsice, 1738
An important work in the history of chemistry, in which the author a.osnmed that when .'substances were burned or

metals calcined, the terra jnnguis escaped. Starting from this conce]ition Georg Ernst Stahl, the editor of the above,
developed the Phlogi.ston Theory, which did so much to retard the progress of chemistry in the XYIIIth Century.

304 BECK (Richard) Treatise on the Construction, Proper Use, and Capabilities of Smith,
Beck, and Beck's Achromatic Microscopes, ivith 29 plates and 76 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cL,

8s 6^ 1865
Containing many instruments made from designs and suggestions by Joseph Jackson Lister, f.r.s., the discoverer of

the princii)le of the modern microscope.

305 BECKWITH (Edward Lonsdale) Practical Notes on Wine, post 8vo. cl. {out of print),

2s 6d 1868

306 BECQ,XJEREL (Alexandre Edmond) La LuMiiiRE : ses Causes and ses Effets ; with 8 plates

{mostly coloured), and numerous ivoodcuts, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy) ; SCARCE,
17s Qd

'

1867-8
The author's best-knoAvn work, containing a number of important original researches.
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.309 BECCIUEREL (Antoine Cesar) Elements d'ELECTRO-CniMiE appliques aux Sciences Natuielles
et anx Arts ; with 'i folding jilates, 8vo. hf. calf, 2s Hd 1843

310 Deuxieme Edition, entierenieiit refondue ; ivith woodcuts, Svo. hf. calf gilt, uncut,
t. e. g., 5s 1864

' lie may fairly be re^anled as one of the creators of electro-chemistry.'

311 (et Alexandre Edmond) Resume de 1'Histoire de I'Electricite et du Magn^tisme,
et des Applications de ces Sciences a la Chiniie, aux Sciences Naturelles, etaux Arts, 8vo. hf. calf
gilt {nice copy). As

,
1858

312 ^^- TraitE d'ELECTRiciTE et de Magnetisme, et de leurs Applications a la Chiniie,

h la Physiologie et aux Arts; with 15 folding plates and numerous woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo.

sewn, \0s Qd ° 1855-6
This important treatise—quite distinct from the Traite d'electricUe et de vmgnetisme, in 7 vols, published in 1834-40—

iiipliules an account of the authors* own important researches and discoveries.

313 B]^DE (E., Univ. de Liege) De I'ECONOMIE du COMBUSTIBLE: les principaux nioyens pour
]>n)(luire et employer econoiuiquement la Vapeur servant de Force motrice ; ivith 12folding plates,

Svo. />/ roan, 8s 6d 1859
Bound up are:— UoNfiK (Oscar) Fabrication de la Trtle en Belgiquft ; 3 plates, 'C5: Talabot (Leon), Deposition de, 'CO:

DovKUK (L) Menioire sur 1 Ensila<,'e rationnel, Systeme nouveau, '56: Martin (Adolphe) Les Roues ii rais et il disqne
pli'iu

; fn>nt., '<\i : (J.w-Lu.ssvc (L. J.) Nouvelle Instruction sur la Chloromotrie ['35J : Yates (Frederic) Iron and Steel:
Economy in their Manufacture, 'CO.

314 BEDFORD (Adml. Sir Frederick George Denham) The Sailor's Pocket Book : Practical

Rules, Notes, and Tables for the Royal Navy, Mercantile Marine, etc.; 5th Ed., enlarged, illus-

trated, sq. 12nio. roan, 3s (p. Is dd)
'

Portsmouth, 1888

315 BEHRENS (H.) Anleitung zur mikrochemischen Analyse, 2. vermehrte [neueste] Autlage

;

with 9G woodcuts, roy. 8vo. buckram, uncut, t. e. g. {nice copij), bs Hamburg, 1899

31G BEILSTEIN (Friedrich Konrad) Handbuch der Organisciien Chemie, 2. giinzlich unigear-
beitete Auflage, 3 thick vols. lar<,'e 8vo. hf. calf, Ms Qd (p. M.104.) Hamburg, 1886-90

".IT Dritte [neueste], umgearbeitete Auflage; vjith woodcuts, 4 vols.: Erganzungsband
I, und II. Lieferung 1-4, herausgegeben v. der Deutschen Cheniischen Gesellschaft, redigirt v.

Paul Jacobson—together 5 thick vols. impl. Svo. handsomely bound in hf. crushed brown Levant
morocco, cl. sides, and 4 parts, sewn (fine copy), £9. ibidem, 1893-1902

Th(> first attem])t at collecting the enormous material on the subject since the publication of the works of Ginelin and
Gerhanit, and the best work on organic cheinistry, without which no good scientific library can claim to be complete.

318 BEINS (J. F.) Het Koolzuur. I. Physische en cheinische eigenschappen, roy. 8vo. sewn, Is

Groningen, 1875
319 BELANGER (Jean Baptiste) Th6orie de la Resistance de la Torsion et de la Flexion

Plane des Solides dont les Dimensions transversales sont petites relativement h leur longueur,
2« (derniere) Ed., augmentee ; with plate, Svo. hf. red morocco {nice copy) ; scarce, QsQd 1862

320 Traite de Cinematique ; ivith 12 plates, 8vo. hf. morocco {scarce), Qs 6rf 1864
321 Traite de la Dynamique d'un Point Materiel ; with plate : Traite de la Dynamique

des J^YSTEMES Materiels ; With 5 plutcs—2 \o\s. 8\o. hf. morocco {some II. slightly stained). Is

(p. E.14 .sewn) 1864-6
322 BELAVENETZ (J.) Deviations of the Compass and Digograms, with the Magnetic

Character of an Iron Ruilt Armour-Plated Battery 'Pervonetz', and Biographical Sketch of

Archibald Smith, f.r.s. \in liussian], with portrait, movable compass card, a7id charts, roy.

Svo. cl.,5s St. Petersburg, 1865
323 BELCHER (Adml. Sir Edward, F.R.S.) Treatise on Nautical Surveying, with Cases

applied to Naval Evolutions and Miscellaneous Rules and Tables, 10 folding plates, Svo. old
sheep, is 6d 1835

' Long a standard work on the subject.'— D. N. B.

324 BELIDOR (Bernard Forest de) Architecture Hydraulique, ou I'art de conduire, delever
et de manager les Eaux pour le.s ditf^rens bt^soins de la vie; with fine fronts, and vignettes bg
liigaud, and 221 folding plates of Waterworks, 4 vols. roy. 4to. contemporary calf gilt (fine copy),

with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, £1. 105 1737-53
Original Edition, with be.st iinpre.ssions of the plates, and on this account preferred to the later ones.
' Ouvrage tres recherche, et qui n'a jms ete efface par ceux qu'on a faits depuis."

—

Biogr. Gen. ' Un tresor de recherches
et de machines que I'histoire de I'hydrauliquc doit toujours annonceret celcbrer.*—3fo?tt«cZ«.

325 —

^

Nouveau Cours de Mathematique, oii Ton applique les Parties les plus utiles de cette
Science a la Theorie et h la Pratique de la Guerre ; with S4 folding plates, 4to. old calf {nice copy),

with I^ord Starihope's bookplate, lOs 1725
326 Nouvelle Edition, corrigee et consid6rablement augmentee ; with Mfolding plates, 4to.

boards, uncut, ivith Lord Suffield's bookplate. Is 6rf 1757
327 BELL (Sir Lsiaac Lowthian, f.r.s.) Principles of the Manufacture of Iron and Steel, with

Notes on the Economic Condition of their Production, 10 plates, thick Svo. cl. (scarce),
£1. 1* 1884
One of the mast important treatises on the subject since the publication of Percy's ' Iron and Steel ' (7. v. infra),

describing the result of a number of imiwrtant original investigations by one of the pioneers of the Cleveland iron trade.

JUST published at 16.9 nett:
328 BELL (Louis) Electric Power Transmission, 4th Ed., enlarged and revised, with 23 plates

and 341 other illustrations, thick roy. Svo. cl. 1906
329 BELLI (Silvio) Delia Proportione, et Proportionalita Communi Passioni del Quanto,

sni. 4to. boards {some II. water-stained, otherwise a large and sound copy) ; rare, \2s%d Venetia, 1573
2
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330 BENEDETTI [Latine BENEDICTUSJ (Giovanni Battista) Diveesarum Specula-

TiONUM Mathematicarum et Physicarum Liber; with woodcuts and numerous diagrams,
folio, old calf {blank margin ofsome II. water-stained, otherwise a sound and VERY tall copy) ;

RARE, £2. 2*
"

Taurini, 1585
' C'est dans les Speculations mathevmtiques qu'il a consigne les plus reniarquables de ses travaux. . . II a construit et

resolu geometriquement la plupart des theoreines de rarithmetique et del'algebre elcmeiitaire. . . Dans sa Mecaiiique, il

a su expliquer Taction de plusieurs machines ; ila connu la force centrifuge, et il a dit que, laisses en liberie, les corps
s'echappent par la tangente ; I'equilibre du levier recourbe a ete bien determine par lui ; et il a reduit le mouvement d'un
corps a celui de son centre de gravite.'

—

Lihri.

331 Editio Altera, in quo niira Subtilitate continentur : Theoremata Arithmetiga ; de
Rationibus Operationum Perspective ; de Mechanicis ; Disputat. de quibusdam placith
Aristot. ; in V. Euclidis Librum ; Physica et Matbematica Responsa per Epistolas ; with numerous
diagrams; folio, sewn {water-stained) ; RARE, £1. 15s Venetiis, 1599
a very rare edition, unknown to Brunet and Poggendorff, of the most important work of the most prominent precursor

of Galileo in the domain of mechanics. He first explained that a rotating body on being released flies off in a tangential
path, thus belying the old idea of centrifugal force (as embodied in the word), that bodies have a tendency to fly out-
wards from the centre round which they are revolving. He also showed remotely that he understood accelerated motion,
and that he had some knowledge of momentum and inertia.

332 De Gnomonum Umbrarumque Solarium Usu Liber ; luith numerous ivoodcuts of
geometrical figures, folio, old parchment {back of binding wormed, and lower margin water-
stained)', rare, £1. 105 Augustm Tatirinorum, 1574

'Fort savant, raais pen accessible au commun des lecteurs.'— Montncla. 'Contenant des recherches interessantes.'

—

LibH.

333 BENEDIKT (R.) The Chemistry of Coal Tar Colours, trans, and ed., with Additions, by
E. Knecht, illustrated, post 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s

^
1886

334 BENNETT (John, c.e.) The Arcanum, comprising a concise Theory, of Practical, Element-
ary and Definitive Geometry; exhibitino; the various Transmutations of Superfices [sic] and
Solids, etc. etc., including Solutions to the yet Unanswered Problems of the Ancients, with
numerous plates, comprising Vl^ figures, 8vo.eZ. (SCARCE), 15s 18.38
A very curious—and unquestionably original—attenipt at teaching a knowledge of geometry by the use of geometrical

figures with only a very short explanatory text. Tlie illustrations comiirise ' Divisions of the Sphere ' invented ' by the
author", ' Napoleon's Problem to his Staff", etc. etc.

335 Original Geometrical Illustrations; or the Book of Lines, Squares, Circles, Triangles,
Polygons, etc., showing an Easy and Scientific Method for increasing, decreasing, and altering any
given Circle, Square, Triangle, Ellipsis, Parallelogram, Polygon, etc. to any otlier Figure contain-
ing the same Area, by plain and simple Methods, laid down agreeably to Mathematical Demon-
stration, with 55 plates and numerous diagram^, 4to. cl., 10* Qd 1837

336 BENSON (Lawrence Sluter) Facts and Figures for Mathematicians ; or the Geometrical
Problem which Benson's Geometry alone can solve, diagrams, post 8vo. (pp. 22), sewn, 3s

New York [c. 1868]
337 [ ] Mathematics in a Dilemma, Complimentary Edition, diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 17), sewn,

35 Qd ibidem, 1879
' I shall show that mathematicians have been blundering for 2300 years in their first inception of geometry, and through-

out all the deductions and conclusions therefrom.'—Pre/ace. The author was a lifelong foe to a Reductio ad ahsxifdum.

338 BENZENBERG (Johann Friedrich) Versuche iiber das Gesetz des Falls, liber den
WiDERSTAND der Luft und iiber die Umdrehung der Erde, nebst der Geschichte aller
friiheren Versuche von GalilJii bis auf Guglielmini ; with vignette and 8 copperplates, 8vo. original
boards, uncut (fine copy) ; VERY RARE, £1. 15s Dortmund, 1804

The most important of the author's writings, wlierein he first proved that every body dropped from a great height fell

in an Easterly direction, owing to the earth's revolution round its axis. His experiments—based on a suggestion made by
Sir Isaac Newton, and previously unsuccessfully attempted by Hooke and Guglielmini—were made from the top of the
'Michaelisturm' of Hamburg, covering a height of 235 feet, and were of great importance as conclusively proving the
rotation of the earth.

339 BEK6MAN (Torbern Olof, Upsala) Dissertation on Elective Attractions, trans, from the
Latin by the Translator of Spallanzani's Dissertations [Edmund Cullen, M.D.] , with folding plates
and tables, Svo.Jine copy in old tree-calf gilt (SCARCE), £1. 5* 1785

310 Another Copy, old sheep, newly rebacked in hf calf gilt, £\. 2s 6d
The author was the first to recognize the influence of warmth on chemical affiiuty, and in the above work gives tables of

chemical aflSnities wliich are still recognized as the most correct and most complete.
341 Physical and Chemical Essays, trans, from the Latin, with Notes and Illustrations, by

Edmund Cullen, m.d., Dublin, luith coppeiylates, 2 vols. 8vo. nice copy in old calf gilt (rare),

£1- Is 1788
342 Another Copy, boards, uncut, 18s Qd

Containing the most important of the author's chemical works save ' Elective Attraction ', and giving descriptions of
how to reduce insoluble nnnerals by smelting with alkalies, and suggesting improved methods in analytical chemistry.

343 BEB.GSMA (Cornells Adriaan) Responsio ad Qu^estionem e Chemia Applicata ab Ordine
Disciplinarum Mathematicarum et Physicarum propositam, 4to. (pp. 52),seivn, 3s 6d Groningce, 1821

A NEWLY BOUND SET :

344 BERICHTE der DEUTSCHEN CHEMISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT zu BERLIN; from
1875 (Jahrgang VIII) to 1904 (Jahrgang XXXVII) ; ivith fine portraits and illustrations, 82 ^vols.

8vo. newly bound in hf. calf neat, £27. 10s Berlin, 1875-1904
345 Another Set, from 187S (Jahrgang XI) to 1901 (Jahrgang XXXIV) ; 2vith portraits and

illustrations : 1878-1892 bound in 31 vols, hf morocco gilt, cl. sides, and the rest in parts as issued
(A SOUND library SET), £17. 17s ib., 1878-1901

346 A Series from 1896 to 1901 (Jahrgang 29-34), with portraits, 18 vols. 8vo. inr^artsas issued,
£3. 10* (p. M. 240 nett) ib., 1896-1901
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347 [BERKELEY (George, Bp. of Cloyne)'\ The Analyst ; or a Discourse addres-sed to an Infidel
Mathematician, wherein it is examined whether the Object, Principles, and Inferences of the
modern Analysis are more distinctly conceived or more evidently deduced than Religious Mysteries
and Points of Faith, by the Author of the Minute Philosopher, first edition, loith diagrams,
8vo. sewn (RARE), 12s Qd 1734

'In the Aiudyk his theological philosophy was further unfoliletl, in an argument meant to show that the higher
matliematics involve assumptions which as truly exclude definite or exliaustive conception as do any of the mysteries of
religion.'

—

Prof. CampbeU Fmser.

:U8 [ ] A Defence of Free-Thinking in Mathematics, in Answer to a Pamphlet of Phila-
lethes Cantabrigiensis, intituled, ' Geometry no Friend to Infidelity'; also Appendix concerning;
Mr. Walton's Vindication of the Principles of Fluxions, by the AUTHOR of the Minute
Philosopher, first edition, 8vo. sewn (rare), \0s 1735

' In England the principles of Huxions were boldly attacked by Bp. Berkeley, who argued with great acuteness,
contending, among other things, that the fundamental idea of supixjsing a finite ratio to exist between terms absolutely
evanescent was absurd and unintelligible. The reply made by Jurin [7. v. jwst] failed to remove all the objections.
Berkeley was the first to point out what was again shown later by Lazare Carnot, that correct answers were reached by
a compensation of errors.'— Prof. Cdjori.

See Juris and Waf.ton, post.

;U9 SiRis: a Chain of Philosophical Reflexions and Inquiries concerning the Virtues
of Tar Water, and divers other Subjects connected together and arising one from another, 2nd
[AND BE.ST] Edition, improved and corrected, 8vo. sewn (very large and clean copy); rare,
£1. Is 1744

'The most permanent result of his enthusiasm was the work published in 1744, 'Siris' . . . The title 'Siris' was added
in the 2nd edition ; this appeared in 1744, others in 1746 and 1748 . . . The popularity was doubtless due to the medical
rather than to the metaphysical theories which were strongly blended together ; at the time it was the most popular of
Berkeley's writing^.'— Sir Leslie Stephen.

See Hales, post, for other curious works on this subject.

350 BERNOULLI (Daniel) Hydrodynamica, sive de Viribus et Motibus Fluidorum Commentarii;
with plates, 4to. boards, 8s 6d Argentorati, 1738

The author in this work first develops a theory of hydraulic pressure, expanded later by Coriolis, Navier, and Weisbach.
' Ilis chief work ... It resemblea Lagrange's Mecanujiie aiwlytique in being arranged so that all the results are consequences
of a single principle, namely, in this case, the conservation of energy.'— IF. W. It. Ikdl.

3.")l BERNOULLI (Jacques) Opera; with 48 plates, 2 thick vols. 4to. old hf. parchment (very
rare), £2. 125 Qd Genevoi, 1744

' Among his triumphs are to be recorded his solution of Leibnitz's problem of the isochronous curve, and his deter-
mination of the catenary.' He also is celebrated as the founder, with Leibnitz, of the integral calculus and the rule of
probabilities.

.352 Ars Conjectandi, accedit Tractatus de Seriebus Infinitis, editio princeps; with plate,

sm. 4to. old parchment {stamp on title, but a nice tall copy) ; rare, 12s Qd Basilew., 1713
* a development of the calculus of probabilities, and containing the investigation now called BirnouHl's theorem &nd the

so-called numbers of Bernoulli, which are in fact (though not so considered by him) the coefficients of—" in the expansion

of (ex— 1)-» '.—Prof Cajori. " •

Sec Maseres, post, for an English Translation.

3.")3 BERNOULLI (Jean) Opera Omnia, tam antea spar.sim edita, quam hactenus inedita ; withjinc
portrait of King Frederick III. of Prussia, and numerousfolding diagrams, 4 vols. 4to., sound copy
in contemporary mottled calf extra, £\. Is Lausannm, 1742

.354 Another Copy, 4 vols. 4to. old calf (wanting the portrait), Ids
' His chief discoveries were the exponential calculus, the treatment of trigonometry as a branch of analysis, the con-

ditions for a geotlesic, the determination of orthogonal trajectories, the solution of the brachistrochone, the statement that
a ray of light traversed such a path that 2/Lifis was a minimum, and the enunciation of the ])rinciple of virtual work. I

believf tliat lif was the first to denote the accelerating effect of gravity by an algebraical sign g, and he thus arrived at the
funimla v-' -L'gir.— IK W. R. Bull.

355 BERNTHSEN (A.) KuRZES Lehrhuch der Organischen Chemie, 5. Auflage, bearbeitet unter
Mitwirkung v. Eduard Buchner, large post 8vo. hf. morocco neat, 3s (p. M.IO. sewn)

Braunschweig, 1895
356 BERTHELOT (Pierre Eugene Marcellin» de VInstitut) Lecon sur ITsom^rie, 8vo. sewn, with

author's inscr. to Prof. Williamson, 3s [1863]
357 Lecons sur les Methodes Generales de Synthese en Chimie Organique, 8vo. seivn,

tvith author's inscr., 4^ (j). F.8.) 1864
358 La Synthese Chimique, 8<^ c^dition, 8vo. cl., 3s Qd 1897
.359 Traite Elkmentaire de Chimie Organique, 8vo. sewn, Is 1872

360 BERTHOLLET (Claude Louis, Comte) Elements de I'Art de la Teinture, premiere
edition, 2 vols. 8vo. contemporary calf gilt (rare), £1. 1» 1791

' A work that first systematized and chemically explained the principles of the art.'—Jfifncy. Brit.
' 11 y offre une theorie generale des principes de cet art. I^a doctrine des niatieres colorantes et de toutes les modifica-

tions, rpi'on peut leur faire subir, celle des mordants necessaires pour les fixer, y sont expos^es en detail, ct on y trouve
les idees qui peuvent conduire A decouvrir des pratiques plus simples ou plus eflicaces.'—/Jiegrr. (Jen.

361 Elements of the Art of Dyeing, trans, by William Hamilton, m.d., with copperplate,

2 vols. 8vo. sewn, uncut [name on titles), RARE, £1. 5s 1791
The first Enomsh Translation of this cla.ssic work, including a Vocabulary and Index. Berthollet first used a

chlorine gas (' dephlogisticated marine acid ') for bleaching purposes, which opened its great future to the herbage-
devastating manufacture of bleaching-powder.

362 Elements of the Art of Dying [sic'\ , containing the Theory of Dying in General, as far as
it respects the Properties of Colouring Substances, 8vo. cl., 5s Edin., 1792

This is only one-fourth of the above work—although complete in itself—and in quite a different translation.

363 Elements of the Art of Dyeing and Bleaching, trans., with Notes [pp. 102], by Andrew
Ure, f.r.s. ; new Ed., revised and corrected by an Experienced Practical Dyer and Calico
Printer, 6 plates, 8vo. cl., uncut, 10* Qd 1841

364 EssAi de Statique Chimique, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf (veby scarce), £2. 5« 1803
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366 BERTHOLLET (Claude Louis, Comte) Essay of Chemical Statics, with copious

Explanatory Notes, and Appendix on Vegetable and Animal Substances, faithfully trans, by
B. Lambert, 2 vols. 8vo. nice copy in contempoi-ary mottled calf gilt (very scarce), £1. 10s ISOi

His chief work, embodying investigations into the hxws of chemical atlinity, still exercising a most powerful influence

ou this question. ' Setting out, like Bergman, with the hypothesis that aftiuity is identical with gravity, he went on to

emphasise the undeniable conclusion that the forces of chemical affinity, like those of general attraction, must be pro-
portional to the masses of the acting substances. The further deductions from his principle he worked out with a
masterly clearness in his Essai de Statique chimique.'—Prof. E. v. Meyer.

367 Researches into the Laws of Chemical Affinity, trans, by M. Farrell, m.d., 8vo. cl.

{scarce), 10.9 Qd
,

180t
368 BERTHOLON (Abba [Pierre]) De I'Electricite des Meteores ; luith Opiates, 2 vols. 8vo. old

calf, Qs 1787
The author was a friend of Beniamin Franklin, and devoted much time to the study of electrical phenomena.

369 BERTIN (L. E.), and Leslie S. ROBERTSON: Marine Boilers: their Construction and
Working, more especially Tubulous Boilers, with Chapter on ' Liquid Fuel ' by Eng.-Lt. H. C.

Anstey, R.N., and Preface by Sir William White, f.r.s., 2nd. Ed., enlarged, ly/YA oyer 350
illustrations, thick 8vo. cl., \os (sells £1. Is nett) 1906

370 BERTIN (Pierre Auguste) Rapport sur les Progres de la Thermodynamique en France,
impl. 8vo. seivn, 2s Lnpr. Imper., 1867

371 BERTRAND (Joseph, de VInstitut) Calcul des Probabilites, roy. 8vo. hf. morocco neat, 8s

(p. F. 12. sewn) 1889
AVith preface (pp. 50) on the laws of chance.

372 Thermodynamique ; with diagrams, roy. 8vo. hf. morocco neat, 6s 6c? (p. F. 10 sewn) 1887

373 Traite d'ALGEBRE, 5^ Edition, revue par Henri Garcet, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf brown
morocco neat [partly ivater-stained), 4s

,
1867-6

374 BERTRAND (Louis) Developpement Nouveau de la Partie Elementaire des Mathe-
matiques, prise dans toute son etendue ; with 19 folding plates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf gilt {fine

copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 8s Gendve, 1778
375 BERZELIUS (Jons Jakob, Baron) Traite de Chimie minerale, vegetale et aniniale, traduitpar

A. J. L. JOURDAN et EsSLlNGER ; with plates, 8 vols. 8vo. hf calf gilt {fine copy), 15s 1829-33

376 Another Fine Copy, but wanting v. VI, 7iew hf cl. extra, nncut, t. e. g., ^s
The last volume comprises ' Operations et Appareils chimiques '.

'His multiplied and accurate analyses establish the laws of combination on an incontrovertible basis ; and to him we
owe the system of chemical symbols. He discovered the elements selenium, thoriuiu, and cerium, and first exhibited
calcium, barium, strontium, columbium, silicium, and zirconium in the metallic form.'

377 Seconde Edition Francaise, traduite par MM. Esslinger etHoEFFER ; with ijlates and
woodcuts, 6 thick vols. 8vo. hf. calf £1. 5s 1845-50

Final Edition. ' Along with the absolute thoroughness which we also admire in his experimental work, clearness of
description is united in this book with precision of expression. He did not merely confine himself to the simple exposition
of known facts, but criticised the experiments from which these were deduced with perfect impartiality. His text-book
remained a pattern for others during the succeeding decades.'

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer.

378 Attempt to establish a Pure Scientific System of Mineralogy, by the Application of

the Electro-Chemical Theory and the Chemical Proportions, trans, from the Swedish by John
Black, post 8vo. boards, uncut {scarce), 10s Qd 1814

' The first attempt to work out the composition of minerals on the basis of the atomic theory, i.e , with the aid of the law
of multiple proportions . . . His setting up of a chemical mineral system created a wonderful excitement.'

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer.

379 —_ Essai sur la ThEORiE des Proportions Chimiques et sur I'Influence Chimique de
I'Electricite, traduit sous les yeux de I'Auteur, et public par lui-meme, 8vo. sewti, Is Qd 1819
a table appended (pp. 120) mentions the atomic weights of all elements then known, in addition to a large number of

inorganic compounds, and forms the first attempt at giving a complete list of atomic weights.

380 BESANT (Walter Henry, f.r.s.) Conic Sections treated geometrically, 9th Ed., enlarged,
diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 4s 6d) 1895

881 —'— Notes on Roulettes and Glissettes, 2nd [last] Ed., 6folding plates, cr. 8vo. cl,, 2s 6d
(p. 5s) Cambridge, 1890

282 Treatise on Hydromechanics, 2nd Ed., diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 10s Gd) ibidem, 1867
383 BESSEMEB (Sir Henry, f.r.s.): an Autobiography, with a Concluding Chapter, and a

Preface [by his Son], portraits and 50 plates containing \01 figures qf his inventions, 4to. buckram-,
t. e. g., 12s (sells 16s nett) 1905

Written from a scientific standpoint, and containing minute accounts of his numerous inventions.

384 BETTAZZI (Jacopo) Epitome Operis Paschalis, proferens in Prooemio Necessitatem emend-
andi Correctionem Gregorianam ; ivith folding tables : Lettera intorno ad una Dissertazione
Btampata : De Recta Festivitate Paschae—2 vols. 4to. in 1, old mottled calf {fine copy), with book-

plate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 6s Gd Florentiw, 1733-4
An astronomical treatise on the determination of Easter Day, xuiknowu to Poggendorff", etc.

385 BEXJTHEB. (Friedrich) Ueber Light und Farbe, die prismatischen Farben und die Newton'sche
Farbenlehre ; with 13 coloured plates, 8vo. sewn, Is Gd Kassel, 1833

386 BEVAN (B., c.E.) Practical Treatise on the Sliding Rule: an Intro, to its Use, and
Formulae for Surveyors, Architects, etc., 8vo. boards, 2s Gd 1822

387 BIANCHINI [hie BLANCHINI] (Francesco) Astronomice, ac Geographic^ Observa-
TIONES SELECTiE; with good portrait and folding map, roy. 4to., Large Paper; old ca^/" (fink
COPY), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 10s Gd Veronoi, 1137

'Ce volume est doublement precieux, et parce qu'il contient des travaux relatifs au meridien que I'auteur avait eu
dessein de tirer au travers de I'ltalie, et par les soins que ie savant Manfredi prit de I'edition '.

—

Biogr. Univ.

388 BIBLIOTHECA MATHEMATICA: Journal d'HiSTOiuE des Matiiematiques public par
UUSTAF Enestrom : Nouvelle Serie, Tomes 5 a 7, 3 vols. 8vo. scw-n in parts, 4s Gd (p. 12s nett)

Stockholm, 1891-3
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389 BjfcZOUT (iltienne, de VInstitut) COURS de Mathematiques a I'usage du Corps de rArtillerie

;

noiivelle Ed., aufrmentee de I'Exposition abregee du nonveau Systeiiie des Poids et Mesures,
d'aprcs le Metre delinitif, par Nicolas Antoine Guillaed; with plates, 4 vols. 8vo. hf. morocco
neat, Ss Qd 1800

' II a joui longtemps (l'une grande popularite en France, i cause de son Cours de Mathematiques, dans leqiiel plusieurs
generations apprirent les elements de la science.'— TJoj/er.

390 , First Principles of the Differential and Integral Calculus, taken chiefly from
the Mathematics of, and translated, with 2 plates, Svo. hf. hound {broken). Is Qd

Cambridge, N.E. {Mass.'], 1824
This copy belonged to John Walker, b.d. (170S-1S33), fonnder of the ' Walkerites', and has numerous MS. notes by

him, as well as the auto., 'John Walker, late F[ellow] Tfrinity] C[ollege] DLublin] ' on flyleaf.

391 Theorie Generale des Equations Alg^briques, 4to. nice copy in contemporary French
mottled calf extra, \5s 1779

' In his Tliorie glncrale des i-^juatmns algibrvives (1770) he gave the method of elimination by linear equations. A beau-
tiful theorem as to the degree of the resultant goes by his name'.--/'ro/. Cajori.

392 BIDWELL (Shelford, f.r.s.) Curiosities of Light and Sight, 50 illustrations, post Svo. d.,
\.siid 1899

393 BIERENS de HAAN (D.) Bibliographie Neerlandaise historique-scientiHque des
OuvRAGES IMPORTANTS dont les auteurs sont nes aux 16<^, 17*^ et 18*^ siecles, sur les bCiENCES
Mathematiques et Physiques, avec leurs applications; avec les Nouvelles Additions,
etc. (pp. 331 a42i), 2vols. large 4to. sewn, uncut (scarce), 15* Borne, 1883

a very valuable work, recording numerous editions of the works of the Classics of Science not elsewhere to be found.
The suppli^moiit (pp. 331-424) is often wanting.

.i;)4 IJouwsroFFEN voor de geschiedenis der wis- en natuurkundige wetenschappen in

de Nederlanden ; with 5 plates and map. Nos. 1-30, complete in 2 vols. Svo. boards (scarce),
I2s 6d niet in den handel [Leideti], 1878-87

Acconling to the preface the author purports ' eenige weiiiig bekende of geheel onbekende bijzonderheden bij<'en te
brcngen ; valsche oordeelvellingen te Iwstrijden ; verkeenh; opgaven door verbeterde tc vervangen.'

:!>•') On Certain Early Logarithmic Tables, Svo. (pp. 6},sew7i, Is 1873
39(i Over de Magt van het zoogenaamd Onbestaandbare in de Wiskunde, Svo. (pp. 32),

sewti. Is Deventcr, 1863
397 Tables d'iNTEGRALES Definies, 4to. hf. calf, with auto, letter from the author

(in English) inserted (scarce), £1. 10* Amsterdam, 1858
398 Nouvelles Tables d'lNT^GRALES Definies, thick 4to. hf. cl. {out of print), 15*

(p. £1. 5* nett) Leide, \mi
399 BIERING (Christian Henrik) HiSTORiA Problematis Cubi Duplicandi : Specimen

lii.storico-mathematicum ; with diagrams, 4to. (pp. 64), sewn {scarce), 5s Hauniw, 1844
4(>0 BIESE (Alfred Conrad) Ein neuer Typus optischer Instruments ; with Vi figures, 4to.

(pp. 29), sewn, \s Qd Berlin, 1894
!<! Theorie der Fernrohre mit continuierlich variabler Vergrosserung ; with \0 figures, 4to.

(l)p. 29). seu-n, \sQd ibidem, 1895
402 BILLET (Felix) Traite d'OPTlQUE Physique; uith U plates, 2 vols. Svo. hf calf ; or, calf,

6.y {id (p. F. 15. sewn) 1S58-9
403 Another Copy. hf. calfgilt {iiice copy). Is Qd
404 BILLINGS (John Shaw, m d.) The Principles of V^entilation and Heating, and their

Practical Application, 2iid P2d., ivith 72 woodcuts, Svo. cl., 4s (p. 155) [1884]
HI.-) BILLINGS (William R.) Some Details of Water-Works Construction, 2nd Ed., woodcuts,

lar«;e Svo. cl., 3* New York, 1889
400 BION (Nicolas) The Construction and Principal Uses of Mathematical Instruments,

trans, from the French ; with the Constrnction and t^ses of sucli Instruments as are omitted by
M. liion, j)articularly of those invented and improved by the English, by Edmund Stone, f.r.s.,

with 26 folding plates on copper, folio, lai-ge and sound copy in contemporary panelled calf,
\0s Qd 1723

i*>7 Second Edition, with Supplement, containing fnrther Account of some of the most
useful Mathematical Instruments as are now improved, with 30 copperplates, folio, old calf {back
da inaged), 1 0.s Qd 1758

408 BIOT (Jean Baptiste, de I'Institut) EssAl de Geometrie Analytique, appliquce aux Courbes
et aux Surfaces du Second Ordre, 5^ Ed. ; ivith plates, Svo. hf bound, 35 1813

' Ouvrage tres-estinie '.—Bingr. den.

409 SixiEME Edition ; with 9 plates, jmst Svo. sewn {tvater-stained), \s Qd 1823
410 Etude sur I'Astronomie Indienne et Chinoise; with 2 tables, Svo. sewn {scarce),

105 1862
' His researches in ancient astronomy are very vabiable'.

411 —

;

M^MOIRE sur I'Utilite des Lois de la Polarisation de la LuMii:RE, pour reconnaitre
I'etat de cristallisation et de combinaison, dans un grand nombre de cas oil le systeme cristallin

n 'est pas imm^diatement observable, 4to. (pp. 74), seun, \0s [1818}
' His most valnable contributions to science arc on the polarisation of li-'ht, for wliich he received the Rumford mednl

inlS40'.

412 Traite Elementaire d'AsTRONOMiE Physique, avec additions relatives h I'Astronomie
Nautique, parM. de PvOSSEL, 2^ ^d. ; with 41 plates, 3 vols. Svo. old scored calf. Is Qd 1810-11

413 Troisieme [derniere] Edition, corrigee et augment^e, 5 vols. Svo., and Atlas, con-
taining 94 plates, oblong 4to.—together 6 vols, hf calf gilt, £\. 5s 1841-57

' Biot in his Astronomie Physviue has considered the subject of the motion of the solar system in space. An investiga-
tion, ba.sed on the proper motions of .several stars, induced him to conclude that there did not exist snjficient gi-ounds for
believing that the solar system is advancing towards any detenninate point of the heavens '.—Robert Grant.
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414 BIOT (Jean Baptiste, de Vlnstitut) Traite de Physique experimentale et mathematiqiie,

ivith plates, 4 vols. 8vo. hf. calf {back of v. II. damaged). Is Qd 1816
' Get ouvrage est iiii des meilleurs qui aient 6te ecrits siir la physique ; il est tres-important, surtout par I'applicatiou

dii calcul aux phenonienes et aux experiences '.—Bioqr. Gen.

415 Lehrbucii der Experimental-Physik, 2. Auflage, mit den neuern Entdeckunr^en von
GUSTAV TllEODOR Fechner; ivith portrait and plates, 5 vols. Svo. boards, Qs 6d Leipzig, 1828-9

416 , et Dominique FraiiQoisJeanABAGOrRECUEiL d'OcsERVATiONsGEODESiQUES, Astro-
NOMIQUES, et Physiques, executees par ordre du Bureau des Longitudes de France, pour deter-

miner la variation de la pesanteur et des degres terrestres sur le prolongement du Meridien de
Paris; with 2 folding plates, 4to. cl., I5s 1821

The above contains the results of the authors' meridian-measurement in Spain, and as far North as the Shetland
Islands, and in connexion with it, Biot's determination of the seconds' pendulum at the various stations of the arc between
Dunkirk and Forment«ra, of which the results obtained were pronounced by Prof. Grant (History of Physical Astronomy)
' The earliest data of this kind which fully deserved the confidence of astronomei's.'

417 BIRCH (Thomas, d.d., f.r.s.) The History of the Royal Society of London, in which the

most considerable of those papers, which have hitherto not been published, are inserted in their

proper order, as a Supplement to the Philosophical Transactions, with folding plates on
copper, and woodcuts, 4 vols. 4to. old calf, backs damaged, 10s Qd 1756

418 BIRINGTJCCIO (Vanoccio) De la Pirotechnia, dove si tratta non solo di ogni sorte e diversita

di Miniere, ma anchora quanto si ricerca intorno a la prattica di quelle cose di quel che si appar-

tiene a I'arte de la fusione over gitto de metalli, ecc, primera edizione ; with woodcut title

and numerous fine woodcuts representing metallurgical processes, etc., sm. 4to. old limp vellum,

ivith some contemporary MS. notes (A very fine and unusually tall copy) ; rare,
£1. \2sQd Venetia, 1540

'La premiere edition de 1540 est la plus belle.'—CrwHcf. ' 11 fut le premier, larmi ses compatriotes, qui ecrivait sur
I'art de fondre les canons, de fabriquer la poudre, et de preparer les feux d'ai'tifice.'

—

Biogr. Gen. It moreover contains
numerous interesting chapters on the mechanics and chemistry of Metallurgy, while the woodcuts illustrate in a remark-
able degree the contemporary metallurgical processes.

419 Terza Edizione ; with numerous woodcuts, ^m.^io. parchment cover, takenfrom old print

{last leaf wanting, and some II. water-stained), 15s ibidem, 1558

420 Quarta Edizione, nuovameute corretta, et ristampata, con Tavola ; with numerous
woodcuts, thick 12nio. old limp vellum {corner water-stained, and bach of cover slightly damaged),
\bs ibidem, 1559
BIBKBECK (George, m.d., founder of the Birkbeck Institute, etc.)— v. 'D\]VUi,post.

421 BIBKS (Thomas Rawson, pr.. Prof Moral Philos., Cantab.) On Matter and Ether, or the
Secret Laws of Physical Change, large post 8vo. cl. {scarce), 5s 1862

422 BISCHOF (Karl Gustav) Ueber die Mittel ein Gasvolumen mit der grossten Genauigkeit
zu MESSEN, 8vo. (pp. 39), sewn, os o. 0. [1824]

An important early contribution on gasonietry by this distinguished chemist, more especially known for his important
experiments on inflammable gases in coal-mines, and on the safety lamp.

423 BISCHOFF (C. A., Polytechnikum, Riga) Materialien der Stereochemie, in Form von
Jahresberichten, 1894-1902, mit systematischem Inhaltsverzeichnis und alphabetischem Sach-
register, 2 vols, large 8vo. sewn, unopened, £2. I'lS 6d (p. M. 90.) Braunschweig, 1904

Intended as a supplement to Bischoflfand Walden's ' Handbuch der Stereochemie,' the ' Chemisches Zentralblatt ' {q. v.

post), and to the ' Jahresborichte iiber die Fortschritte der Cheniie.'

424 BISHOP (George, f.r.s.) Astronomical Observations taken at the Observatory, South
Villa, Inner Circle, Regent's Park, 1839-51, u^ith lithographic view of the Observatory, 4to. boards,

withinscr. *«/. R. Hind, Esqr. [F.R.S., Director of Mr. Bishop's Observatory] iviih the Author's
respects' (scarce), £1. 1* J 852

'He published in 1852 Astronomical Observations, including a catalogue of double stars observed by Dawes and Hind,
with valuable historical and descriptive notes by the latter, observations of new planets and comets, and of the temporaiy
star discovered by Hind in 0i)hiuchus27 April, 1848, besides a description of the observatory, etc.'—Miss A. M. Clarke.

BITO : de Constructione Bellicarum Machinarum—v. Mathematici Veteres, post.

425 BLACK (Frederick A.) Terrestrial Magnetism, and its Causes, //-ow^, % plates, etc., Svo. cl.,

3s (sells 6*) 1905

manuscript :

426 BLACK (Joseph, m.d.) : An Abstract of Docti". Black's Lectures on Chemistry, a neatly
luritten Manuscript on 18 II., giving a resume of 10 Lectures at Edinburgh University, 8vo. con-

temporary hf calf, £1. 10* [c. 1770]
An interesting relic of this celebrated chemist, the founder of quantitative analysis and of ])neun)atic chemistry,

treating more fully ' Of the more general Effects of Heat ' and all the more valuable from the scarcity of his writings, which,
besides his graduation thesis, consist only of his posthumous ' Lectures ' published in 2 vols, in 1804. His definition of
chemistry in the above MS. is interesting : 'the study of the effects of heat and mixture upon all bodies, whether natural
or artificial.' He also states that ' French and German Chemists are more numerous than the English.'

427 BLACK (William, practical brewer) Practical Treatise on Brewing, based on Chemical and
Economical Principles, with Fornmlai for Public Brewers, and Instructions for Private Families,
3rd [last] Ed., much enlarged, with plate of a 'new imp7'oved saccharometer,' Svo. cl.,neidy re-

hacked, 65 Qd '1844
This work claims to be the first to treat brewing from a scientific standpoint.

428 Reprint of the above {without the plate), Svo. cl., {out of print), 5s (p. 10* 6c?) 1875
429 BLAKE (John Frederick) Astronomical Myths, based on Flammarion's ' History of the

Heavens,' ivith plates and numerous woodcuts {many from old prints), and chart, large post 8vo.

cl. {scarce), IsQd 1877
430 BLAND and CO.'S Practical Photography: on Glass and Paper, 5th Ed., Pt. I (Wet

Collodion Process), with woodcuts, 12mo. cl. {scarce), 6s Qd 1863
An early treatise, describing processes no longer in use, and especially interesting for its long list of Photographic

Apparatus, etc. (pp. 112).
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431 BLANCOURT (Handiequer de) The Art of Glass, shewing how to make all Sorts of Glass,
Crystal and Enamel ; the Making of Pearls, Precious Stones, China and Looking-Glasses ; with
the Method of Painting on Glass and Enameling, etc. etc. ; containing many Skcrets and
Curiosities never before Discovered, now first trans, into English, with Appendix, containing
Exact Instructions for making Glass-Eyes of all Colours, copperplates^ 8vo. old panelled calf
(RARE), £2. 25 1699

An early and valuable treatise on the subject, especially for the recipes for colouring glass. The secret of making
glass eyes was here first made public.

432 BLAND (Miles, D.D., f.r.s.) Algebraical Problems, producing Simple and Quadratic
Eijuations, with their Solutions, 8th Ed., with Appendix, containing Problems on the Nature and
Solution of Equations of Higher Dimensions, Svo. boards, 3* Qd 1841

433 Ninth [last] Edition [with additional Chapter on the Solution of Indeterminate
Equations and Problems] : Key to the Work—2 vols. 8vo. hoards, Hs Qd (p. 19* Qd) 1849-36

434 Geometrical Problems arranged and solved, with Appendix containing the Elements of

Plane Trigonometry, 3rd Ed., diagrams, boards ; or, hf. calf, 3s Cambridge, 1827

435 Fourth [last] Edition, diagrams, 8vo. boards. As 6d (p. 10* (k/) 1842
436 Problems in the Different Branches of Philosophy [^Trigonometrical, Physical, and

Astronomical] , 8vo. cL, 4s 1830
437 BLANKEN (H. van) EsSAi sur la RESOLUTION des EQUATIONS, 4to. (pp. 16;, sewn, 2s

Zwolle, 1839
438 BLOCK (Eugen) Hilfstafeln zur Berechnung der PoLARls-AziMUTE, zuniichst mit

Kiicksicht auf die Zeitbestimmung im Verticale des Polarsterns, large 4to. cl., 2* Qd
St. Petersburg, 1875

439 BLOUNT (Bertram) Practical Electro-Chemistry, 2nd Ed., revised to date, 69 woodcuts,
Svo. (•/., 105 Qd (sells 15* nett) 1906

440 BLOXAM (Charles Loudon) Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic, with Experiments, and a
Comparison of Equivalent and Molecular Formuhe, 278 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 2s Qd 1867

441 Fifth Edition, with 292 woodcuts, Svo. cl., os (p. 18s) 1883
442 Ninth [last] Edition, rewritten and revised by John Millar Thomson, f.r.s., and

Arthur G. Bloxam, 284 woodcuts, thick Svo. cl., 13s (Sd (p. 18s nett) 1903
443 Laboratory Teaching, or Progressive Exercises in Practical Chemistry, 5t'i Ed., post

Svo. c/., 2s(p. 5s6rf) 1886

444 BOCEXEB (Georg Andreas) Theatrum Machinarum Novum, exhibens Aquarias, Alatas,
Jumentarias, Manuarias ; Pedibus, ac Ponderibus Versatiles, Plures, et diversas Molas ; ex
Germaniriin Latinum translatum opera Henrici Schmitz ; with engraved title and \bZ large plates,

folio, old parchment {wanting plate 133) ; RARE, £1. Is Colonice Agr., 1662
A very curious work indispensable to the historian of enf>jineering, illustrating every variety of Mills, Waterworks,

Pumps, etc., from the earliest time to the period of its i)ublication.

445 BODE (Johann Elert) Sammlung astronomischer Abhandlungen, Beobachtungen, und
Nachrichten (Supplement-Band I-II I zu dessen astronomischen Jahrbiichern) ; icith 3 copper-

plates, 3 vols. Svo. in 1, boards, 6s 6d Berlin, 1793-7
Bode was the discoverer of the law called after him, on the arithmetical relation subsisting between the distances of

tilt' j)laii('ts from the sun.

446 BOERHAAVE (Herman) Elementa Chemi^, Editio altera, Leydenensi multo correctior et

accuratior, cui etiam accessere ejusdem Opuscula Omnia quai hacteniis in lucem prodierunt ; ea
quideni priiis sparsim edita, nunc verb in unum collecta atque digesta ; with 17 copperplates,

2 vols. 4to. sound copy in old calfgilt, 15s Parisiis, 1733
447 Another Copy, old calf, newly and neatly rebacked, 17s 6rf

B&ST Edition, with copious indexes, 'Orationes Academic'ye YIII ', and some other works on Pharmacology.
' Intended to contain all the important work done in chemistry, which long remained by far the best guide to the

study of the science. . . He studied the processes involved in calcination, and to him is due the valuable experimental
contradiction of the view put forth by Boyle and others.'— iVo/. E. v. Meyer.

448 , Life and Writings of, with Appendix [by William Burton, m.d.], with portrait {fine
impression), sm. Svo. old calf gilt, with Lord Boston's bookplate, os 1743

449 Second Edition, tmih portrait, Svo. old calf {joints weak), with the Earl of Harrowby's
bookplate, 5s 1746

Still the fullest biography of the great physician and chemist. The appendix contains some of his less known works,
and a bibliography.

450 BOHN (C.) tJber LiNSENZUSAMMENSTELLUNGEN und ihren Ensatz durch eine Linse von
vernachlassiojbarer Dicke, 8vo., sewn, Is Qd Leipzig, 1880

451 BOHNE (Johann; Stadtphysicus zu Leipzig) DiSSERTATlONES Chymico-Physic;e, Chymijc
Finem, Instrumenta et Operationes frequentiores explicantes, cum Indice; accessit Tractatus
de Aeris in Sublunaria Influxu, sm. 4to. sewn {rare), 12s 6rf Lipsiw, 1685
A collection of 15 academical theses, chiefly on subjects connected with physical Chemistiy, and interesting as

showint; the state of the science at the time.

452 BOHUN (Ralph; Neiv Coll. Oxon.) Discourse concerning the Origine and Properties of

Wind, with an Historical Account of Hurricanes, and other Tempestuous Winds, with 3 engravings
on copper, 12mo. contemporary calf {name and inscr. on title, but large sound copy), VERY
RARE, £1. 15s Oxford, 1671
A very rare work, not noticed by Lowndes, and the earliest English treatise on the subject. The author argues

chietly on the Arist<itelian basis, but adds some startling arguments of his own.
453 BOIS (H. du) The Magnetic Circuit in Theory and Practice, trans, by Edmund Atkinson,

94 woodcuts, Svo. cl.. 5s (p. 12s nett) 1896

454 BOIS-AYME (— du) et — BIGEON : Memoire sur les Developpees des Courbes Planes ;

with plate, 4to. (pp. 50), sewn, 2s 6rf 1829
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455 BOIS-BEYMOND (Emil du) Untersuchungen ilber thierische Elektricitat ; ivith 12

folding plates on copper, 2 vols, large 8vo. in 3, hf. calf gilt, £1. \s (p. M. 34 sewn.) Berlin, 1848-84
A nice copy of this epocli-makiiig work, containin<? the result of his investigations into animal electricity, and first

inakiTig known the nature and magnitude of the electric forces in the nerves and muscles.

456 : On Animal Electricity : an Abstract of his Discoveries, ed. by H. Bence Jones,
F.R.S., ivith 50 woodcuts, 12mo. cl. [out ofprint), 5s 1852

An abstract of the first 2 vols, of the above work.

457 BOLAS (Thomas) Glass Blowing and Working, illustrated, post 8vo. cl., Is 6d [1898]

458 , and George E. BROWN : The Lens : its Choice, Use, and Testing, illustrated,

Svo. cl., Is Qd 1902

459 , Alex. A. K. TALLENT, and Edgar SENIOR: Handbook of Photography in

Colours, 3 coloured plates, with numerous woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 55 nett) 1900

460 BOMBELLI (Rafaello) L'Algebra: Parte Maggiore del' Arimetica [sic], nuovaniente
posta in Luce ; with diagrams, thick cr. 4 to. old vellum (very rare', £3. 3^ Bologna, 1572

First Edition of this important work, the first which laid the foundation of a knowledge of imaginary quantitii's.

'A systematic exposition of the knowledge then current on the subject. He discusses radicals, real and imaginary. He
also treats the theory of equations, and shows that in the irreducible cases of a cubic equation the roots are all real ; and
he remarks that the pro))lem to ^risect a given angle is tlie same as that of the solution of a cubic equation . . . His
work is noticeable for liis use of symbols Avhich indicate an approach to index notation. Following iu the steps of

Stifel, he introduced a symbol,^for the unknown (|uantity,^for its square,^for its cube ', etc. etc. etc.-- IF. W. It. Bull.

4f)l BONGO [latiae BCJNGUSJ (Pietro) Numerorum Hysteria, ex abditis plurimaruin dis-

ciplinarnni fontibus hansta : Opus Maxiniarutn Keruni Doctrina, et Copia refertuni : in quo
mirus in priniis, idenique perpetuus Arithmetical Pythagoricre cum Divinne Pa^in;e Numeris
consensus, multiplici ratione probatur, II. editio, recognita, et tertia ainplius parte locupletata,

4to. old vellum {some II. luater-stained, otherwise a sound and large copy), £1. Is Bergomi, 1591
The second edition of this curious mystical work was the last revised by the author, and is very' rare. 'He

worked witli great industry and satisfacti(m on ()6(5, which is the Number of the Beast in Revelation (xiii. IS), the symbol
of Antichrist. He reduced the name of the ' impious ' Martin Luther to a form which may express the formidable
number. Placing a = 1, b = 2, etc., k=10, 1 = 20, etc., he finds after misspelling the name that Martin Lutcra
constitutes the number required.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

462 BONNET (Ossian) Lecons de Mecanique Elementaire, P Partie (seule parue) ; with 1.35

diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 3s ' 1858
Containing important contributions on variable curvature.

403 BONNEY (Thomas George, pr., f.r.s.) The Story of our Planet, coloured plates and maps,
and numerous woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s Qd (p. 10s 6(/) [1890]

484 BONSDORFF (Pehr Adolph v.) Tentamen Mineralogico-Chemicum de Pargasite,
4to. (pp. 20), sewn {name cut off title), 3s %d Aboce [1816]

465 BOOLE (George; f.r.s.) Investigation of the Laws of Thought, on which are founded the

Mathematical Tlieories of Lo<^ic and Probabilities, 8vo. cl., uncut (VERY SCARCK) £1. 15s 1854
' It is to his ' Laws of Thought ' that his most durable fame will attach. It is a work of astonishing originality and

power, and one which has only recently come to be properly appreciated '.—D. N. li.

466 Treatise on Differential Equations, first edition, plate ; with the Supplementary
Volume [ed., with Preface, by Isaac Todhunter, f.r.s.], 2 vols, post 8vo., hf. calf {backs not

uniform) ; VERY SCARCE, £1. 2s 6c? Cambridge, 1859-65

467 Another Copy, original cl, uncut, £1. 5s
The Supplementary Volume, which has now become very scarce, has never been incorporated with the following

editions of the 'Treatise,' and contains all Prof. Boole wrote with a view to enlarge the original work in a later edition.
' A standard text-book on Differential Equations, including oiiginal matter on integrating factors, singular solutions,

and especially on symbolical actions.'—iVo/. Cajori.

468 Treatise on the Calculus of Finite Differences, first edition, post 8vo. hf. calf
(scarce), 15s ibidem, 1860

469 Another Copy, cl., uncut, £1. Is
The above copy belonged to Prof. Arthur Cayley, f.r.s., and has added two original equations in his handwriting

on pp. 2t and 27. It also bears the inscr. ' From T,he Author'.

470 Second I^dition, by Sir John Fletcher Moulton, l.j., post 8vo. cl. (scarce), £1. Is 1872
' His treatise on Finite Differences (18()0) and his Lau-s of Thought (18.')4) arc works of high merit.'— /'ro/. Cajori.

471 BOOTH {James, pr., f.r.s.) The Theory of Elliptic Integrals, and the Properties of Surfaces
of the Second Order, applied to the Investigation of the Motion of a Body round a Fixed Point,

diagrams, 8vo. boards {scarce), 10s dd 1851
This work first contains the author's invention of tangential co-ordinates, generally known as the ' Boothian Co-

ordinates.'

472 BOKELLI (Giovanni Alfonso) Historia et Meteorologia Incendii Aetntei anni 1669,
accessit Responsio ad Censuras Honoratii Fabri contra librum de Vi Percussionis ; with
folding view on copper, and woodcuts, 4to. old calf, 8s Qd Regio Julio, 1670

473 '- De MOTU Animalium, Ed. novissima ; addittc sunt Meditationes mathematicc'B de MoTU
Musculorum ; with front, and 19 copperplates, 2 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, old calf {sound copy). Vis

Lugd.Bat., 1710
Best Edition of the author's niost important work, applying the laws of mechanics to animal motion.

474 De Vi Percussionis ; editio princeps ; icith 5 plates, sm. 4to. fine large copy in old
mottled calf gilt, tvith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope {rare), 12s 6d Bononice, 1667

The first work on the laws of ]iercussion, which undoubtedly influenced John Wallis, who in 160S iniblishcd his

discovery of the laws governing the i>ei'cnssion of non-elastic bodies, and Christiaan Huygens, who deals on the
l>ercussion of elastic bodies in his treatise 'de motu corporum ex percussion*; ', published in li)6i>.

475 BORGNIS (J. A.) Theorie de la Mecanique Usuelle ; contenant la theorie des moteui-s, dcs
effets utiles des machines, desorganes mecaniques intermediaires, etc., etc. ; withbfolding plates,

4to. //. calf 4s * 1821
BOBGO (Luca di)—t?. Pacioli, post.
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476 BOBGO (Pietro) : Libro di Abacho [p. 2a:] Qui comCza la nobel opera tie aiitluueticha laqual
se tiacta tute cose a uierchatia pertiuente facta e cdpilata i)er Miser Piero bDr<;i da Venesia, cr.

4to. boards {blank corner stained, othenvlse sound copy with good margins) ; VERV rare, £4. 4'f

Venetia, per Jacomo Pentio, 1503
The fifth etlitiqn of this rare work, and the last fully described by Bruiiet. It was the earliest printed treatise o:i

algebra, and a fuiraccoiint of it will be found in Prof, de Morgan's ' Arithnii'tical B^oks,' iip. <I9-100.

• ToutHs les <'<litions do cet A'M'rho sont ditliciles a trouver, e'tdei>uis quel'iues annees on les recherche beaucoup.'— /J/-u>i«<.

The author is often confoiindel with Lucas Boruo [PAriiOLij, 7. v. post.

177 BORK (Heinrich) UxVtersuchungen iiber das Verhaltex Zweier Primzahlen in Bezug
anf ilireii quadratisclien Kestcliarakter ; with plate, 4to. (pp. 21), sewn, Is 6d Berlin, 1885

478 BORN (Ignaz Edler v. [A?c Baron Inigo]) New Process of Amalgamation of Gold and
Silver Ores, and other Metallic Mixtures, as introduced in Hungary and Bohemia, trans, hy
Rudolf Eric Raspe, with Supplement, or Comparative View of the former Method of Meltiuj^
and Retininj^, and Account of its latest Improvements, and of the Quicksilver Trade, ivith 22
copperplates {many folding) of metallurgical plant, 4to. original boards, uncut (RARE), £1. 106' 1791

The author was the tliscoverer of a now i)rocess of anialv^aination— tirst described in this work—and of improved
methods in several <ieiiartineiits of mining. The work is howovor of still greater interest on account of its translator, a
German professor at Cussol, who fled to England to avoid punishment for theft. - He was elected a Fellow of the Uoyal
Society, but struck off the rolls on his antece<lonts beconiing known. He was the author of the original ' Baron
Munchausen ', and a swin<ller of a most interesting type. ' In the autumn of IT'.tl Raspe wont on a tour in the extreme
Nortli of ScotlanJ, wliere he professed to discover si^nsof vast jnin.^ral wealth. To sustain his reputation as a mineralogist
he brought out, in 17!M, a translation of Baron Born's new process of amalgamation. By plausible manoeuvres he
inveigled a local magnate. Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster, into disbursing 1 irge sums for preliminary operations. When the
time came for th'? fruition of his schemes. Raspo disappojired. The incident was crystallised in a tradition which Sir
Walter Sc!>tt utiliseil in The Antiiunrii.'—D. N. li.

BORREL (Jean)— t', Butko, post.

479 BOSCOVICH (Ruggiero Giuseppe, s.J. ; f.r.s.) Dissertationes V ad DiOPTRiCAM
pertinentes ; with 4 plates, 4to. mottled vellum, 8y fid Vindobona;, 1767

Api)lying mathematics to the theory of the telescope.

ISO BOSSE {Abraham
y
gravenr) La Pr.\tique du Tr.vit a Preuves de Mr. Desargues, pour la

Coupe des Pierres en 1'Architecture ; ivith 116 plates, 8vo. vellum, with bookplate ofPhilip 2nd Earl
stanhope, 5s 1643

481 Traite des Pratiques Geometrales et Perspectives; with 6S plates, 8vo. stamped
vellum, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 5s 1665

482 BOSSUT (Charles, s.J. ; de VInstitut) HiSTOiRE Generale des Mathematiques jusqu'en
1808 ; with portrait, 2 vols. 8vo. contemporary hf calf, \0s Qd 1810

Last and best edition, and still of value.

483 Genekal History of Mathematics to the Middle of the XVIIl. Century, trans, [by T. O.
Churchill], with Chronological Table of the most eminent Mathematicians [by John Bonny-
castle], 8vo. boards, uncut ; or, old hf. calf gilt {scarce), Is 6d 1803

154 Traite Elementaire de Mechaniq'ue Statique; with 7 plates, 8vo. contemporary calf
gilt, with bookplate of Charles Srd Earl Stanhope, 5s 1772

155 Traite Elementaire de Mechanique et de Dinamique, appliqud principalement aux
Mouvemens des Machines ; with 7 plates, 8vo. contemporary French mottled, calf gilt {fine copy),

with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, (js 6d
'

Charleville, 1763
is() BOTTOMLEY (James Thomson, f.r.s.) Four Figure Mathematical Tables, enlarged Ed.,

Svo. cL, \s C)d 1890
487 BOTTONE (S. R.) RADIOGRAPHY ami the * X ' Rays in Practice and Theory, 47 illustrations,

cr. 8vo. cL, \sQd
,

1898
iss BOUCHARLAT (Jean Louis) Elemens de Calcul Differentiel et de Calcul Integral,

3« Ed. ; ivith 4. 2)lates, 8vo. /*/. calf 2s 6d 1826
4b9 HuiTiiiME Edition, revue et annotee par H. Laurent, with 5 folding jflates, Svo. sewn,

4s (p. F. 8.) 1881
490 Elementary Treatise on the Differential and Integral Calculus, trans, by R.

Blakelock, 5 plates, Svo. boards, 3s Qd Cambridge, 1828
101 Remarques sur la Partie Elementaire de I'Algebre, post Svo. (pp. 66), sewn, Cys

Lyon, 1804
'Oflert <\ Monsieur Puissant par I'auteur. Lyon le S Pluviose an 13, Boucharlat.'— fuscr. on fiiilcnj. Tins very rare

little work—the author's first—was unknown to Poggendorff and the author's biographer in Biogr. deiicnUe.

492 BOUGUER (Pierre; f.r.s.) Entretiens sur la Cau.5E de I'Inclinaison des Orbites des
Planetes, 2« Ed., avec un examen de r<$tendue du Mechanisme ou des Loix de Physique ; with
2 plates, 4to. sewn, 5s 1748

493 Another Copy, old calf gilt, 6s Gd
4!)4 EssAi dOPTiQUE, sur la Gradation de la LuM lisre, premiera edition; with S plates,

12mo. sewn, uncut {fresh copy) ; RARE, £[. \s 1729
In this work the author laid the foundation of rational photometry, while it also contains important investigatio;is on

the absorption of light. His views were enlarged in the Tnv'U d'Optinw (7. v. post).

495 De la Man(EUVRe des Vaisseaux, ou Traite de Mechanique et de Dynamique, dans
lequel on reduit a des Solutions tres-simples les Problemes de Marine les plus dirticiles, qui ont
pour objet le mouvement du Navire ; with 15 folding plates, 4to., contemporary calf extra, with
Chippendale bookplate of Thomas Salwey, LL.D. (rare), £1. \s 1757

' Le premier livre est un excellent traite demecaniqur? et de dynamiqne.ainsi qued'hyJrostatique et d'hydrodynamir|ue,
on I'auteur etablit les principes de ces deux sciences '.—Moutudt's HUtoire des Afathematujues, where a full account of the
work will be found in v. IV, pp. 423-5. The third Book solves important sailing problems by geometrical means,

496 NouvEAU Traits de Navigation, contenant la Theorie et la Pratique du Pilotage ;

with ISfolding plates, 4to. contemporary calf gilt, 12s %d 1753
No copies of either of the above works were in the Scott Library.
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•497 BOTJGXJER (Pierre; f.e.s.) Teaite du Navire, de sa Construction, et de ses Mouvemens,

premiere edition: ivith \2folding plates, 4to. contemporary calf gilt (rare), 17* &d 1746
This important work is generally considered to have laid the foundation of the theory of naval architecture.

498 Traite d'OPTiQUE sur la Gradation de la Lumiere. Ouvrage postlmme, publie par
I'Abbe N. L. de liA Caille ; ivith 1 folding plates, 4to. contemporary French mottled calf extra,

with arms on side (rare), £1. \s 1760
'His investigations concerning the intensity of light laid the foundation of photometry; their results were fully em-

bodied in his Traite (rOptiquc (17(iO) '.

499 [BOULANGER (Jean, Lecteur du Roi)] Traict6 de la Sphere et de ses Parties, oii soiit

declarez les Noms et Offices des Cercles , . . plus le Planisphere Universel ou se trouvent

facilement expliquees plusieurs belles et rares propositions ; with fine copperplates by G. Hondius,
and table, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, old limp parchment (rare), 155 Rouen, 1651-50

Unknown to Poggendorff and other bibliographers.

SCO BOULLIAXJ [^«^/??e BULLIALDUS] (Ismael) AstronomiaPhilolaica : Opus Novum, in quo
Motus Planetaruni per novani et verani hypothesim demonstrantur, editio princeps ; with wood-
cuts, folio, vellum (rare), £1. 10*

"

Parisiis, 1645
This important work according to Newton first mentions the sun's attraction, which decreases in inverse proportion to

its distance.

501 Opus Novum ad Arithmeticam Infinitorum, in quo plura a nullis hactenus edita

demonstrantur; numerous plates, folio, old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,

F R.S.,andMS. mathematical calculations by him, 10s Lutetian Par., 1682

502 BOURDET (— ) Traite pratique des Digues le long des Fleuves et des Rivieres, avec Regies
touchant les Epis, Fascinages et Reservoirs ; with ^plates, 12mo. old hf. calf gilt, with bookplate

of Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, 5s Berlin, 1773

503 BOURDIN (Pierre, s.J.) COURS de Mathematique, contenant en 100 figures une Idee gene-

rale de toutes les Parties de cette Science ., . . avec nn Traite de I'Usage du Globe terrestre, et

de rOptique Dioptrique et Catoptrique, 3^ Ed., with 100 etched illustrations, sm. 4to. old calf (title

mounted, and name cut out) ; rare, lOs Qd 1661
The French edition of this work was unknown to Poggendorff.

504 BOURDON (Pierre Louis Marie) Application de I'Algebre a la Geometrie, 4« Ed. ; with
15 ijlates, 8vo. hf. calf. As 1837

505 Elemens d'ALGEBRE, 1^ Ed., 8vo. hf calf, 3s Qd 1834
' Bourdon Avas an excellent elementary writer, both on arithmetic and algebra. 1 began my career as an author, by a

translation of part of his work on algebra.'— 7'ro/. de Morgan.

506 BOURGEOIS (Leon) Reproduction Artificielle des Mineraux ; with 8 plates (1 coloured),

roy. 8vo. sewn, 3s 6d 1884

507 BOURN (Charles) Principles and Practice of Engineering, and Trigonometrical, Sub-
terraneous, and Marine Surveying, with Appendix, 3rd Ed., folding plates and woodcuts, 8vo.

cl. [out of print), As 1867

508 BOURNE (John, c.E.) Treatise on the Screw Propeller, Screw Vessels, and Screw
Engines, for Peace and War, with other Methods of Propulsion, Tables of the Dimensions and
Performance of Screw Steamers, and detailed Specifications of Ships and Engines, 3rd [last] Ed.,

with 3 fine steelportraits of the Author, SirF. P. Smith, and J. Ericsson by Adlard, 51 plates, and
287 vjoodcuts, thick roy. 4to. hf morocco {scarce), lis M (p. £3. 36-) 1867

Last edition wholly rewritten and greatly enlarged of the most complete work on the subject ever issued, and a Avork of
considerable historical value.

509 Treatise on the Steam Engine, with Investigations on the Motive Power of Heat, Tables,

etc., and its Manufacture and Management, with 37 plates and 546 woodcuts, thick 4to. cl., 8s Qd
(p. £2. 2s) 1862 or 1866

' Of priceless value to engine-makers and engine-users, containing a vast amount of practical information on the
steam engine, such as is to be met with nowhere q\s&.'—Mechanic's Mag.

510 BOURNON (Jacques Louis, Comte de) Observations sur quelques-uns des Mineraux, soit

de risle de Ceylan, soit de la Cote de Coromandel, 4to. (pp. 35), sewn, 2s 1823

511 BOURaUELOT (Emile) Les Fermentations ; with 21 ivoodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s 1893
512 BOUTY (Edmond) Kotes sur les Progres Regents de la Physique ; with woodcuts, large post

8vo. sewn, \s 1882
513 BOUVIER (Hannah M.) Familiar Astronomy, or an Introduction to the Study of the

Heavens, with Treatise on the Globes, and ASTRONOMICAL DICTIONARY (pp. 89), with 2 star-maps
and 219 ivoodcuts, 8vo. cl., Qs Qd Philadelphia, 1856

• A work of great value ... No work which I have seen, of a partly familiar character, contains so much accurate
information on astronomy.'—Sir G. B. Airy.

GUBOVnsAN [the Younger] (JohnEddowes, f.c.s.) Introduction to Practical Chemistry;
Practical Handbook to Medical Chemistry, both ed. by Charles L. Bloxam, woodcuts,
2 vols. 12ino. in 1, hf bound, 2s 6d 1861-2

615 BOYD (Capt. John M'Neill) Manual for Naval Cadets, 2nd Ed., with coloured plates, and
numerous woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1860

616 BOYER (Jacques) Histoire de Mathematiques ; with portraits andfss., 8vo. c/., 45 1900
An excellent short history of the science, consisting of 247 pp. of text, and a copious index.

517 BRADLEY (Thomas) Elements of Geometrical Drawing ; or Practical Geometry, Plane
and Solid, including both Orthographic and Perspective Projection, with 60 plates by Loicry, 2 vols,

obi. inipl. folio, hf bound, 86- Qd{\i. £1. 12*)
'

[1861]
518 BRAMER (Benjamin) Problema: wie auss bekannt gegebenem Sinu, eines Grades Minuten

|

Oder Secunden
|
alle folgende Sinus aufis leichteste zu finden

|
und der Canon Sinuum zu absol-

vieren seye ; with woodcut title, 4to. (pp. 30), sewn {slightly stained and wormed), Ws6d Marpurg, 1614
Chiefly based on Joost Birgi's invention of the circle of proportion.
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519 BOYLE (Hon. Robert; f.r.s.
; founder of the Boyle Lectures) Works, edited, with Life

(pp. 139), by Thomas Birch, d.d., f.r.s., with portrait by Baron after Kersseboom, and numerous
large copperplates, 5 vols. roy. folio. Large Paper; contemporary calf extra, with bookplate and
monogram {on back) of John Boyle, oth Earl of Cork and Orrery (rare), £3. lbs 1744

The above fine 'copy belontred to the antlwr's kinsmxn, John Boyi.e, 5th Earl of Cork and Orrery, f.r.s., the
friend of Swift, Pope ami Dr. Johnson ; and boars his autograph on the flyleaf.

The first comi'lete and bkst edition of Boyle's works, 'including liis posthumous remains and correspondence,
with a Life [still the standard ivork] founded on materials colloct<;d with abortive bi();,'raphicil designs by Burnet and
Wotton, and embracing Boyle's unfinished narrative of his early years entitled ' An Account of Philaretus during his
minority'.'—P. N. B.

5-20 Philosophical Works, abridged, methodized, and disposed, under the General
Heads of Physics, Statics, Pneumatics, Natural History, Chymistry, and Medicine, with Notes,
containing the Improvements made in the several Parts of natural and experimental Knowledge
since his time, by Peter Shaw, m.d., with 21 copperplates, 3 vols. 4to. old calf, newly rebacked,
with auto, of Egerton Leigh {writer on dialect) on title, £1. 5s 1725

521 Another Copy, with fine steel portrait {inserted) ; nice copy in old calf gilt,

£1. Is 6rf

522 Second Edition, corrected, with fine portrait by Vertue, and 13 copperplates, 3 vols.

4to. old calf, newly rebacked, £1. Is 1738
' Boyle is the true jjrecursor of the modern chemist. Besides clearing away a.jungle of perplexed notions, he collected

a number of highly, suggestive facts und observations. He was the lirst to distinguish definitely a mixture from a com-
pound ; with him originated the definition of an 'element' as a hitherto undecomposed constituent of a compound ; ho
intnxluced the use of vegetable colour-tests of acidity and alkalinity . . . He, moreover, actually prepared hydrogen and
c<>llecte<Ut in a receiver placed under water ... In i^hysics, besides the great merit of having rendered the air-pump
available for experiments and discovered the law of ga.seous elasticity, he invented a compressed-air pump, and directeil

the construction of the first hermetically sealed thermometers made in England. He sought to measure the expansive
force of freezing water, first used freezing mixtures, ob.servcd the efl'ects of atmospheric pressure on ebullition, added con-
siderably to the store of facts collecte<l about electricity and magnetism, determined the specific gravities and refractive
powers of various substances, and made a notable attempt to weigh light,' etc. etc. etc.—Agnes M. Vlcrke.

523 Animadversions upon Mr. Hobbes's Problemata de Vacuo, first edition, 12mo.
(pp. 104), sewn {large copy), 6s 1674

524 Of the CAUSE of ATTRACTION by SUCTION, a PARADOX, first edition, 12mo. (pp. 72),

sewn {large copy), 5s 1674
Forming a supplement to the ' Animadversions.'

525 Certain Physiological Essays, and other Tracts ; Avritten at distant Times, and on
several Occasions; 2nd Ed., with some Tracts enlarged by Experiments, and a Discourse al>out

the Absolute Kest in Bodies, cr. 4to. contemporary sheep {back slightly damaged), 13s 6c? 1669
Containing essays on the ' Unsuccessfulness of Experiments ', on ' Experimental Essays in General ',

* Chymical Expeii-
ments to Illustrate the Notions of the Corpuscular Philo.sophy ', ' History of Fluidity and Firmnesse ', etc.

526 Essays of the Strange Subtilty, Great Efficacy, and Determinate Nature of
Effluviums; with new experiments to make Fire and Flame ponderable: together with a
Discovery of the Perviousness of Glass, first edition, sm. 8vo. fine large copy in white vellum
(RARE), £1. Is 1673

In this important work the author confirms the fact, first discovered by Jean Rey, that metals actually increase in
weight after being calcinetl—the one sore point that did not agree with the phlogiston theory, and was explained away
with a vast amount of ingenuity by its adherents.

527 Experiments and Considerations toucliing Colours, first occasionalljr Written, among
some other Essays, to a Friend ; and now sufier'd to come abroad as the beginning of an Experi-
mental History of Colours, first edition, with folding i^klte, 12mo. contemporary English red
MOROCCO extra, finely tooled back and sides, g. e. {a few headlines shorn, otherwise a very fine
copy); rare, £1. 5s H. Herringman, 1664

With annorial bookplate of Jolni Boyle, 5th Earl of Cork and Orrary, and auto. ' Orrery. Bought at Bath 1701 ' on flyleaf.

528 Another Copy, old calf {very fine and large copy), £1. Is

529 Another Copy {wanting the plate, but a very large and clean copy), sewn, lOs Qd
' Describing for the first time the iridescence of metallic films and .soap-bubbles '.—D. N. B.
It contains many interesting observations and axioms, which were completed 3 years afterwards by Newton in his work

on ' Optics •
(7. V. post). The work also contains many recipes for mixing colours. Pp. 3S'J-423 contain a ' Short Account ot

.some Observations about a Diamond that shines in the Dark, with a Treatise upon the .score of the AHinity betwixt Light
and Colours', with a separate title-page.

530 —-— Experiments and Considerations about the Porosity of Bodies, in Two Essays, first
edition, 12mo. sound tall copy in contemporary sheep {rare), \2s Qd 1684

•'>1 Experiments, Notes, etc., about the Mechanical Origin or Production of divers
Particular Qualities, with the Imperfection of the Chymist's Doctrine of Qualities, and
Reflections upon the Hypothesis of Alcali and Acidum, first edition, 8vo. sound copy in
contemporary crt//(RARE), £1. 1* E. Flesher, 1676

Including the Mechanical Origin of Heat and Cold: Mechanical Production of Tastes: of Odours: Mechanical
Origineand Production of Volatility: of Fixtness: of Corrosiveness and Corrosibility : Mechanical
Causes of Chymical Precipitation : Mechanical Production of Magnetism : of Electricity ; each with a separate title.

532 [ ] A Free Enquiry into the Vulgarly Keceiv'd Notion of Nature ; made in an Essay,
address'd to a Friend, first edition, sm. 8vo. Ia7'ge copy in old calf lOs Qd 1686

Containing much of the Baco-Cartesian philosophy propagated by the author.

>533 [ ] The History of Fluidity and Firmnesse, 4to. (pp. 161-292), sewn {large copy), 5s [1668]
•534 — Hydrostatical Paradoxes, made out by New Experiments (for the most part

Physical and Easie), first edition, with ^folding plates on copper, 12mo., fine copy in old calf,
with in.^cr. 'ex lib : Guil. Hunt. Donum Gualt. Grubbe, 1714' on title (rare), £1. 1* Oxford, 1666

'Enforcing, by numerous and striking experiments, the laws of fluid equilibrium.'—Z>. iV. 5. The author also
demonstrates the impossibility of the ' fuga vacui.'
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585 BOYLE (Hon. Robert; f.r.s.) Memoirs for the Natural History of Humane Blood,

especially the Spirit of that Liquor, first edition, 12mo. fine copy in old English red
MOROCCO EXTRA, finely tooUd sicics and back, g. e., with auto. ' ORRERY, bought at Bath, 1731,'

176- 6c/ 1684
Containing a numbsr of interesting chemical experiments with human blood.

536 New Experiments and Observations touching Cold, or an Experimental History of

Cokl, begun. To which are added, an Exanien of A nti peri stasis, and of Hobs's Doctrine about
Cold ; with an Account of Freezing, by C[HRiST0PHERj Merret, M.D., F.R.S. , first edition, with
2 copperplates, thick sni. 8vo. new boards (RARE), £1. Is 1665

' Containing a refutation of the vulgar doctrine of 'antiperistasis ' (in full credit with Bacon) and of Hobbes'.s theory
of cold.'

—

D. y. B. It also comprises tlie first account of freezing mixtures.

537 New Experiments Physico-Mechanicall, touching the Spring of the Air, and its

Effects (made, for tlie most part, in a New Pneumatical Engine), first edition, 12nio. old calf
{plate wanting, title mended, and some II. icormed), 12s 6d Oxford, H. Hall, 1660

538 Another Copy, containing the folding plate {but one leaf very slightly defective): also,

H[ooke] (K[obert, F.R.S.]) Attempt for the Explication of the Phenomena, observable in

an Experiment published by R. B., in the XXXV. Experiment of his Epistolical Discourse touch-
ing the Aire, in Conlirmation of a former Conjecture, first edition, iv>th folding plate—2 vols,

sni^. 8vo. in 1, large and sound copy in mottled calf (very rare), £1. lis Qd '

ih., 1600-1
First Edition of the author's first published work, r-ontaininghis invention of an im])roved air-pump ('machiiiii

Boyleana '),
' pre.senting all the essential qualities of the modern aii--puiiip. By a multitude of experiments performed with

it, Boyle vividly illustrated the effects (at that time very imperfectly recogni.sed) of the elasticity, compressibility, ami
weight of the air; investigated its function in respiration, combustion, and conveyance of sound, and exploded the
obscure notion of a fium vacui.'—Agnes ^f. Clerke. The second tract, treating of capillary attraction, won tlie attention of
the Royal Society. Its author, Robert llooke, was then assistant to Boyle, and aided him materially in the construction
of his air-pump.

539 Another Copy of the 'Neav Experiments', first edition, withfolding jilate, Oxford,
1660 : Experiments and Considerations about the Porosity of Bodies, first' edition, '84—
2 vols, sm, 8vo. in 1, large sound copies in contemporary calf, £1. 15s ib., 1660-84

540 Second Edition, wdiereunto is added a Defence of the Author's Explication of the
Experiments, against the Objections of Franciscus Linus, and Thomas Robbes, folding plate,

cr. 4 to. old ra// (VERY RARE), £1. 15s ib., 1662
This edition is of great importance, as first containing what is now known as Boyle's Law. ' The ' Defence against Linus '

contained experimental i)roof of the proportional relation between elasticity and pressure, still known as Boyle's Lan:
Tliis apjjroxiuiately true principle, although loosely demonstrated, was at once generalised and accepted, and was con-
firmed by Mariotte [under whose name it is generally Iciiown on tlie ContinentJ in 1670.'

—

Agnes M. Clerke.

541 Third Edition, with the Defence against the Objections of Franciscus Linus and
Thomas Hobbs, cr. 4to., new hf brown calf extra {title stamp)cd, 2 holes in it, and ptlate

apparently missing), 15s 1682
542 Continuation of New Experiments, Physico-Mechanical, touching the Spring and

Weight of the Air, and their Effects, I. Part, with a short Discourse of the Atmospheres of

Consistent Bodies, first edition, with ^folding plates on copper, cr. 4 to. contemporary calf
{title and afew II. stained, otherwise a sound and large copy) ; RARE, 16s Qd Oxford, H. Hall, 1669

Specially valuable for giving a description of his air-pump as improved by Robert Hooke, the author's assistant,

—

spoken of as the ' second Engine ' in this Avork.

543 Another Copy, with the Second Part, containing divers Experiments made both in

Compressed and also in Factitious Air, about Fire, Animals, etc., with Description of the
Engines wherein they were made, 5 copperplates—2 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, first editions; new hf.

brown calf gilt (fine LARGE COPIES) ; RARE, £1. 15s Oxford, \669—Lojidon, '82

The illustrations of tlie second part contain 'an Engiiu*, with a double Tube for the exhausting of the Air ; a Mercurial
Gage; an Engine to compress the Air; how factitious Air may be transmitted out of one Receiver into another; au
Instrument by which Air may be filtrated througli Water, condensed, and rarefied ; description of a Wind-Gun ; and an
Instrument to di.still in vacuo.'

544 Nova Experimenta Physico-Mechanica de Vi Aeris Elastica, etejusdem Eff'ectibus,

facta maximam partem in Nova Machina Pneumatica ; first Latin edition {wanting plate),

Oxonicc, H. Hall, '61 : Attempt for the Explication of the Ph/ENOMENA, observable in an
Experiment published by R. 13., in Confirmation of a former Conjecture made by R[obert]
H[ooke, F.R.S.], first "^edition, with plate, S. Thomson, '61—2 vols. 12mo. in 1, old English
RED MOROCCO EXTliA,fncly toolcd back and sides, g. e. {in fine condition), 17s Qd 1661

With armorial book-plate of John Boyle, 5th Earl of Cork and Orrery, and auto. 'Orrery, Bought at Bath 1731.'

545 Observations about the Growth of Metals in their Ore exposed to the Air, first

edition, 12mo. (pp. 25), sewn, 4s 1674
546 The Origine of Formes and Qualities (according to the Corpuscular Philosophy), illus-

trated by Considerations and Experiments (written formerly by way of Notes upon an Essay about
Nitre), first edition, 12mo. fine copy in old calf {babe),'^£1. 5s Oxford, 16f6

' Expounding his principles of a ' mechanical }ihilosophy.' Founded on the old atomic hypothesis, the.«e accord in the
main with the views of many recent physicists. They postulate one universal kind of matter, admit in the con-struction

of the visible world only moving atoms, and derive diversity of substance from their various modes of grouping and
manner of movement.'

—

D. N. B.

547 r ] Proemial Essay, wherein, with some considerations touching Experimental Essays in

General, is interwoven such an Introduction to all those Avritten by the Author, as is necessary
to be perus'd for the better understanding of them, sm. 4to. (pp. 40), seicn, 3s Qd [1669]

548 Suspicions about some Hidden Qualities in the Am{icc(nting title) : Some Additional
Experiments relating thereto—2 vols. 12mo. seicn, Qs Qd 1674

Containing an investigation of the properties of the air, physically and chemically, and including a chapter on ' Celestial

and Aerial Magnets.'
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Nos. 537-41. ^^/AL,i
The first graphical representation of Robert Boyle's Air-Pump.
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FIGVRA XXV.

No. 560.

An early representation (1629) of an engine driven by steam.
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549 [BOYLE (Hon. Robert, f.r.s.)] Some Considkratioxs touching the Usefulnesse of

Exi'EKiMENTAL Naturall PHILOSOPHY, pioposM in Familiar Discourses to a Friend, by way of

Invitation to the Study of it, first edition, cr. 4to. original boards^ UNCUT, 16* 6^ Oxford, 1663

5j0 Another CopV, old ccdf, newli/ rebacked, 145
Containing an interesting preface by Robert Siiakrock, Arch<ln. of Winchester.
' I scruple not to acknowledge there are things that incline mo to suspect, that some in the world . . . may have

Amiiia, to which most of the Processes I reserve may prove little more than TviAns'.- Author's prejace. This passage is

interesting as first avowing his belief in alchemy.

5jI Another Copy, with tlie Second Tome—2 vols. cr.4to. large and fine copies in the original

calf, £ L 125 6^ *6., 1663-107

1

The second volume is vkry rare, and contains : the Usefulnesse of Mathematicks to Naturall Philnsophy ; the Useful-

nes.se of Mechanicall Disciplines t« Naturall Philosophy ; that the Goods of Mankind may b;^ much encreasel by the

Naturalists Insight into Trades ; of Mens great Ignorance of the U.ses of Naturall Things, etc. et-.

552 Second Edition, cr. 4to. large copy in hoards, \Qs Qtd ib., 1664

553 Another Copy, large copy in the original calf, joints cracked, Ss 6d
534 [- ] Some Specimens of an Attempt to make Chymical Experiments, useful to illustrate

the Notions of Corpuscular Philo.sophy, 4to. (pp. 119-158), seivn, 5s 1668
Elaborating the author's corpuscular theory—the forerunner of the atonuc theory.

555 [ ] Tracts consistinji of Observations about the Saltness of the Sea: Account of the

Statistical Hygroscope and its Uses ; with Appendi.x about the Force of the Air's Moisture,
a Fraj^meut about the Natural and Prenatural State of Bodies, and a Sceptical Dial()j,nie about the

Positive or Privative Nature of Cold, with some E.xperiments, by a Memuer of the Royal
Society, first edition, sm. 8vo. original sheep (rare), 12? iSd 1674

Explaining the origin of salt in the sea, and ascertaining the density of sea water.

556 [ ] Two Essays concerning,' the Unsuccessfulne.ss of Experiments, containing; divers

Admonitions and Ocservations (chiefly Chy.mical) touching that Subject [2nd Ed. enlarged],

cr. 4t(). (pp. 43-115), sewn, 3s 1668

557 BBAHE (Tycho) ASTRONOMLK Instaurat.E Mechanica ; with portrait within armorial title,

and very numerous engravings on wood and copper, folio, sewn {one leaf slightly defective) ; rare,
£•>. 2s ' Noribergui, 16U2

This valuable work contains the description of Tycho Brahe's instruments at Uranienborg Observatory, and his

methods of observation.

558 Historia Ccelestis [complectens Observationes Astrouomicas Varias ad Historian!

Cadestem spectantes, cum Commentariis Lucii Rarretti [Aluerti CuRTiij et Paralipomenis

ad Historian! Cuilestem, ex recensione et MSS. GuiL. Schikardi]; with fine portrait and front,

representing the Emperors Rudolph II., Ferdinand II. and III., and Leopold I., with celestial and
terrestrial globes by P. KiLiAN, plate of views, and very numerous woodcuts, including large ones

of Astronomical Instruments, 2 vols, folio in 1, vellum, £2. 105 Augustas Vind., 1666
First Edition of this rare work, containing the author's astronomical observations between 1582 and KDl.atthe

Ob.servatory of Uranienborg Castle, and including his Catalogue of Fixed Stars, pronounced to be 'more perfect than any
that had previously appeared.' The copious and interesting preface contains beautiful woodcuts of the astronomical

instruments in use at the time.
' He m ide the lirst table of refractions, and discovered the variation ar.d annual equation of the moon, the inequalities

of the motion of the nodes, ami the inclination of the lunar orbit, and rejected the trepidation of the precession, which
had hitherto injuriously att'ected all tables. He also made some interesting cometary investigations.'

559 : Tycho Brahe: a Picture of Scientific Life and Work in the XVI. Century, by
J. L. E. Dreyer, with illn^trations, 8vo. cL, 45 (p. 12.9 6c/) 1890

530 BRANCA (Giovanni) Le Machine. Volume nuovo et di molto artifioio da fare effetti mara-
viglio si tanto Spiritali quanto di Animale Operatione ; with engraved title, and 11 full-page
v)oodcuts representing a great variety of Machinery, 4to. large and sound copi/ in boards (rare),
£1. 15« Roma, 1629

An interesting and very curious work, containing a number of new machines of the author's invention. It is of special

lmix>rtance in connexion with the invention of the steam-engine, plate 2 j of pt. 1, which represents an engine shaped like

a water-wheel driven by the impact of a jet of steam on its vanes, and in its turn driving other mechanism for various
purposes, being one of the karliest sooaEsriONS of a steam engine.

561 BRANCEIER (Thomag; or.) Introduction to Algebra, ti-ans. out of the High-Dutch [of

KhoniusJ, much alteied and aujjmented by D[R. John] P[eel] ; also Table of Odd Numbers
less than 100,000, showing,' those that are Incomposit, and resolving the rest into their Factors
and CoelBcients, etc., by the same Tho. Brancker, />/a^e, cr. 4to. sewn [wants pp. 79-80, 6m^ a sound
copy) ; rare, 155 1668

' Tlie value of the table and translation is acknowledged in an early paper in the ' Philosophical Transactions ', and the
table and preface were reprinted in Francis Maseres's Scriptores Logarithmid '

(q. v. post) —Sidney Lee.

562 BRA.NDE (W., Maltster and Brewer) The Town and Country Brewery Book, explaining the
most approved Methods of producing, at the least expense, the richest and best-Havoured Town
and Country Malt Drinks, 12mo. cl., Ss Qd [c. 1825]

503 BRANDE (William Thomae, f.r.s.) Manual of Chemistry, 2nd Ed., with plates by Basire,
and numerous woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. contemporary hf morocco, Qs 6d 1821

564 Third Edition, with plates and numerous woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. boards, 4s Gd 1830
'The text-book of the d&y.'—D.N.Ji. Both editions compri.se a very full and interesting history of chemistry. The

author succeeded Sir H. Davy as professor of chemistry at the Royal Institution, where Faraday acted as his assistant.

565 , and Sir George William COX, pr. : Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art,
woodcuts, 3 thick vols. 8vo. hf. rnorocco gilt {nice copy), lOs 1865-7

566 Third [last] Edition, ivith woodcuts, 3 thick vols. Svo. cl. {cover of vv. I and II slightly

stained) : out of print, \5s (p. £3. Ss) 1875
567 BRANISS (C". J.) Ueber ATOMISTISCHE und DYNAMISCHE Naturauffassung, impl. Svo. sewn,

1a- 6 1/ Breslau, 1858
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568 BRANNT (William J.) Practical Treatise on Animal and Vegetable Fats and Oils,

with the Manufacture of Artificial Butter, Lubricants, Mineral Oils, etc., 2nd [last] Ed., with 302
woodcuts, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. cl., £1. \s {p. £2. 12^ 6c/) 1896

569 BRAUNGART (Richard) Der Hopfen aller hopfenbauenden Lander der Erde als Brauma-
terial nach seinen geschichtlichen, botanischen, chemischen, brautechnischen, physiologiscli-

medizinischen und landwirtschaftlich-technischen Beziehungen, Avie nach seiner Konservierung
und Packung; with numerous illustrations, roy. 4to. cl. extra, \Qs (p. M. 25.) Miinchen, 1901

The most important and extensive work on the hop in any language, especially as used in brewing,

570 BRAVAIS (Auguste) Memoire sur les Halos, et les Phenonienes optiques qui les accompag-
nent ; with 4:folding plates, 4to. cl. (scarce), 155 1847

Containing the author's important investigations on the aurora borealis.

571 BREES (S. C, c.e.) Railway Practice: Working Plans and Practical Details of Construction
in the Public Works of the most celebrated Engineers, with fine lithographicfront., and 11 plates
[many folding), 4to. cl. {hack damaged), uncut, 105 6c? 1837

Interesting as an early treatise on Railway EngiiLeering, giving constructive details of the London and Birmingham
(built by Robert Stejjhenson), Great Western (built by I. K. Brunei), Greenwich, Midland Counties, North Union,
Leeds and Selby, and Grand Junction Railways.

572 BRENNECKE (—) Memoire relatif a la Theorie des Nombres. Loi Reciproque, 4to.

(pp. 13), sewn, \sQd
,

'

1840
573 BRESSON (C.) Traite Elementaire de Mecanique appliquee aux Sciences physiques et aux

Arts ; with \S plates, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, hf. calf {out ofprint), Is ^d 1842
574 BREWSTER (Sir David, f.r.s.) Treatise on the Kaleidoscope, with 1 plates, post 8vo. old

calf (SCARCE),\QsQd Edin .,1819
The first printed account of the kaleidoscope, the author's own invention. It Avas duly patented by him, but owing to

' some defect, in its registration, it was quickly pirated, and he never realised anything by it.'—D. N.B.

575 Treatise on New Philosophical Instruments for various purposes in the Arts and
Sciences, with Experiments on Light and Colours, \2plates, 8vo. hf. ccdf (1 p. mended), 5s ib., 1813

576 Treatise on Optics, first edition, with vignette by Finden, and 176 ivoodcufs, fcap. 8vo.

cl., uncut, 5s 1831
577 New Edition, with vignette and 176 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. hj. calf neat ; or, cl., Ss 6d 1835

' A volume in which every phenomenon connected with catoi)trics or dioptrics knownup to the time of publication was
described with remarkable clearness and precision.'—Z). N. B.

578 Memoirs on Optical Subjects, contributed to various Learned Societies, with plates
{some coloured), 11 tracts 4to. seivn, with author's inscriptions to Thomas Allen, F.E.S., and
George Buist, LL.D. (A SCARCE collection), £1. 15* v. p., 1822-45

Contents :—On the Distribution of Colouiing Matter, '22 : Thermometrical Ob.servations at Leith Fort, 1824-.'j, '2(5 : On
a Remarkable Property of the Diamond, '41 : On the Phenomena of Thin Plates of Solid and Fluid Substances exposed to
Polarized Light, '41 : The Optical Phenomena, Nature, and Locality, of Muscie Volitantes, '43 : On the Law of Visible
Position in .Single and Binocular Vision [containing on account of fhe author's invention, the stereoscope fitted with lenses,

which sujierseded Wheatstone's mirror stereoscope'^, '43 : On Compensations of Polarised Light, with Description of a
Polarimeter, '43: On the Knowledge of Distance given by Binocular Vision, '44; On the Conversion of Relief by
Inverted Vision, '44 : On the Moditication of the Doubly Refracting and Physical Structure of Topaz, '4-5 : On the Existence
of Crystals with ditferent Primitive Forms and Physical Properties in the Cavities of Jlinerals, '45.

'The most lasting monument to his fame will certainly be his beautiful investigations into the jjhenomena of
polarized light; and he divided with Wheatstone the merit of introducing the stereoscope, the lent cular in.strument
belonging esjiecially to Brewster.'

—

D. N. B.

579 [ ] The Diamond: its History, Properties, and Origin (from Edin. Journal of Science), 8vo.

calf, 6s 6d [1852]
'To S. Garrard Esq. Avith Sir D, Brewster's Compts. '-/nscr. on flyleaf.

580 BRIDGE (Bewick, b.d., f.r.s.) Compendious Treatise on the Elements of Plane Trigono-
metry, 3rd Ed., diagrams, 8vo. interleaved ; hf. calf, 2s 1S22

581 Six Lectures on the Elements of Plane Trigonometry, diagrams, 8vo. boards, 2s 6d
Broocbourn, 1810

582 Treatise on the Elements of Algebra, 9th Ed., 8vo. boards, 2s 1838
583 BRIDGES (William, Schoolmaster in Rotterdam) E.ssAY to facilitate Vulgar Fractions

;

after a New Method, and to make Arithmetical Operations very concise, 12mo. old sheep, rebacked
{nice copy) ; rare, 10* 6d 1718

Unknown to Lowndes and Allibone.

584 BRIDGEWATER TREATISES, on the Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God, as Mani-
fested in the Creation, with a large number ofplates, woodcuts, etc., 12 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt,

£1. \s Pickering, 1833-7
Contents :—Chalmers on the Adaptation of External Nature to the Moral and Intellectual Constitution of Man, 2 v.

:

KiDD on the Adaptation of Nature to the Physical Condition of Man : Rooet's Animal and Vegetable Phy.siology, 2 v.

:

Buckland's Geology and Mineralogy, 2 v. : Kirby's History, Habits and Instincts of Animals, 2 v. : Pbout's Chemistry,
Meteorology, and the Functions of Digestion : Bell on the Hand : Whewell's Astronomy and General Physics considered
with reference to Natural Theology,

585 BRIGGS (Henry, Savilian Prof, Oxon.): AritHxMETIQUE Logaritmetique de tous les

Nombres jusques'a 100,000. Ces Nombres premierement sont inventez par Jean Neper, Baron de
Marchiston [sic'\ ; mais Henry Briggs, Prof, en I'Univer. d'Oxford, les a change selon I'intention du
dit Neper. La Description est trad, du Latin en Francois, la premiere Table augumentee, et la

seconde composde par Adriaen Vlacq; with diagrams, folio, sound copy in old hf calf {rkh^),

£-2.\lsM
'

Goude,\628
Containing the logarithms of 30,000 natural numbers to 14 places and the index.

'The idea of tables of logarithms having 10 for their base, as well as the actual calculation of the first tables of this

kind, is due to Briggs.'—2). A^i?. 'The almost immediate adoption throughout Europe ot logarithms for a.stroromical

and other calculations was mainly the work of Briggs, who undertook the tedious work of calculating and preparing tables

of logarithms.'— IF. W. R. Ball.
' It is plain that Briggs was the inventor of the present scale of logarithms, in which 1 is the logarithm of the ratio

10 to 1, and 2 that of 100 to 1 etc., and that the share which Napier had in them was only advising Briggs to begin at the
lowest number 1, and to make the logarithms to ivcreose willi the natural numbers, instead of dccreasivg.'—Hntton.
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586 BRIGGrS (Henry; Savilian Prof., Oxon.): Trigonometria Britannica : sive de Doctrina
Triangulorum, cum Applicatione Canonis in Resolutione Triantriilomin ab Henr. Gellibrand ;

%vith numerous diagrams, folio, old calf gilt (fine copy), laith bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., and insci\ ' EX DONO V. Cl. Henrici Gellibrand ' on title (rare), £2. 10.9

Goudcc, 1633
The first comm.etk TRfooNOMETBiCAi. TABI.E.S, cont^aiuinp: the natural sines, tangents, and secants to the hundredth

I).irt of a dej,Meeand to 15 places, which 'have never been supersedetl by any subsequent calculations.'
' Perhaps the j^reatest work of this kind, all things considered, that ever was executed by one person.'

—

Hiitton.

5S7 BRIGGS (William), and G. H. BRYAN: The Tutorial Algebra. Pt. II.: Advanced
Course, thick cr. 8vo. buckram, 3* iSd (p. 6^- 6rf) [1898]

:,ss Worked Examples in Coordinate Geometry, cr. 8vo. cZ., \sM [1891]

r.si) BRIGHT (Charles) Submarine Telegraphs : their History, Construction, and Working, with
numerous plates {man:/ folding), ivoodcitfs, and maps, ihick'nn^l. Hvo. cl., £1. 10>' (p. £3. 35. nett) 1898

' TW. English classic on submarine tele^^raphy.'

—

Eiujhiecr.

Tilt* author is the younjjest son of Sir Charles Tilston Bright, who laid the first Atlantic cable iu 1858 at the age of 2(3.

590 BRIOSOHI (Francesco) Theorie des Determinants : leurs principales applications ; traduite

par Edouard Combescure, 8vo. sewn {out of print), 3s Qd 1856
The first scientific and complete exposition of the theory of determinants. See Baltzer, ante.

591 BRIOT (Charles) EssAis sur la Th^orie Mathematique de la Lumiere ; with diagrams, 8vo.

sewn {scarce). Is Qd 1864

592 Les Memes ; avec Thi^orie M^CANIQUE de la Ciialeur ; with diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1,

hf morocco gilt, \2s 1869-4

593 , et Francois BOUCIUET : Complement de la Gi^ometrie Analytique ; with diagrams,
8vo. hf. d. {rarr\ f)? 1864

594 , et E. GOURSAT : Lecons d'Algebre, I^ Partie, 14® 6d. ; with diagrams, 8vo. half
roan, 3.v

'

1896

595 BRISBANE (Gen. Sir Thomas Makdougall, F.R.S., Govr. of N.S.W.): Catalogue of 7385
Stars, chieHy in the Southern Hemisphere, prepared from Observations, 1822-6, at the
Observatory at Paramatta, N.S.W. ; the Computations made and the Catalogue constructed
liy William Richardson, with front, of Parramatta Observatory {demolished in 1855), 4to. hf
morocco gilt, with author's inscr. {see below) ; scarce, £1. 105 1835

' Preseilted by the Founder of the Parramatta Observatory to Professor Narrieu as a mark of respect and esteem.
Makerstoun, 4 January 1841.'—/H«cr. on flyleaf.

This important work, generally known as the ' Brisbane Catalogue ', procured for its author the Copley medal from the
Royal Society. ' The founder of Australian science.'—<Sir John Herschel.

good library set to 1902 :

596 BRITISH ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE, Reports of the,

COMPLETE from the beginning in 1831 to 1902, with several hundred coloured and other engravings,
71 vols. 8vo. cl., £16. 1833-1902

597 Another Set, complete from the beginning in 1831 to 1890, 59 vols. 8vo., of which
35 are hf calf gilt and 24 in cloth (fine set), £14. 1833-90

, Star C.vtalogue of the—v. Baily, ante.

598 ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION'S Journal, edited by Edward Walter Maun-
der, F.R.A..S,, from its beginning; in Oct., 1890 to 1898, with plates and numerous woodcuts, 8 vols,

roy. 8vo. hf brown calf, £1. 12* 6rf (p. £6. sewn) 1891-8

RAINFALL—v. Symons, post.

599 BRITTEN (F. J.) Former Clock and Watchmakers, and their Work, with the Development
of Horological Instruments, ivith numerous portraits and woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. {scarce),

\{is Qd 1894
An exceedingly interesting volume, illustrating the progress of horological invention, as well as describing old

examples of clocks and watches. At end is an alphabetical list of 5000 clock- and watchmakers, from the earliest times to

1S4-2, odiitaiiiing in many cases interesting biographical notices, and fss. of Hall and Date Marks,

000 BRODIE (Sir Benjamin Collins, f.r.s.) Ideal Chemistry : a Lecture, post 8vo. cl., \s Qd 1880
601 BROTHERS (A, F.R.A.s.) Photography: its History, Proces.ses, Apparatus, and Materials,

2nd [last] Kd., with 36 plates, illustrating many of the processes described, and numerous other

ill u.sfrat inns, hirj;e sq. 8vo. cl., 10^ 6rf (p. £1. Is) 1899
602 BROUGH (Bennett H.) Treatise on Mine Surveying, woodcuts, postSvo. cl., 3s (p. 7s 6c?) 1888
6();J BROUGHAM and VAUX (Henry Lord, Lord Chancellor), Tracts, Mathematical and

Physical, diagrams, ])ost 8vo. cl., 3s 1860
601 BROWN (Ernest William, f.r.s.) Introductory Treatise on the Lunar Theory, impl. 8vo.

cl., Ss Qd (p. los) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1896
60.1 BROWN (George E.) Ferric and Heliographic Processes : plates and ivoodcuts, cr. 8vo.

cl., IsQd 1900
606 Finishing the Negative, Avith Chapter on Fihns, illustrated, 8vo. cl., 2s 1901
607 BROWN (Hugh) The True Principles of Gunnery investi*,'ated and explained, compre-

hendinf,' Translations of Prof. Euler's Observations on the Nkw Principles of Gunnery,
and on the Track described by a Body in a Resisting Medium, 5 plates, 4to. old calf gilt {title

mended, otherwise a FINE COPY) ; with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 12s Qd 1777
60S BROWN (J.) Mathematical Tables, 5th Ed., enLar<'ed by J. Wallace, diagrams, 8vo,

hf brown calf 3s Edin., 1830
609 BROWN (J. Campbell) On the Artificial Formation of Organic Compounds, plate, 8vo.

(p]). 10), sewn. Is 1870
610 BROWN (J. T.) Photometry and Gas Analysis, 8vo. d., 2s [1883]
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612 BROWN (Richard) History of Accounting and Accountants, ivilh 23 plates of portraits,

fss. of old accounts and titles of old works on book-keeping, thick roy. 8vo. c/., 7* ^d Edin., 1905
Inchuliiij: a bibliography of works on book-koepiii^ in all Europoan languages to 1800.

613 BROWN (Samuel; m.d.) Lectures on the Atomic Theory, and Essays, Scientific and
Literary, 2 vols, post 8vo. cL, 5s Edin., 1858

614 BROWN (Theodore) Stereoscopic Phenomena of Light and Sight, 16 plates, and over

100 ivoodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s 1903

615 BROWNING (Henry B.) Algebra of Ratios, founded on simple and General Definitions,

Avith a Theory of Exponents extended to Incommensurable Ratios, etc. etc., 8vo. boards,

3.S Cambridge, 1849

616 BROWNING (John, f.r.a.s.) How to Work with the Spectroscope, 2 plates {\ coloured),

and ivoodcuts, 8vo. cL, Is
^

[1882]

617 Plea for Reflectors : a Description of New Astronomical Telescopes with Silvered-Glass

Specula, and Instructions for adjusting and using them, 5th Ed., coloured front., plates and
v-yoodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 2.s 1872

018 BRUOKE (Ernst) Die Physiologie der Farben ; with 30 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. calf gilt,

3.S- 6f/ Leipzig, 1866

619 BRUHNS (Karl Christian) New Manual of Logarithms to Seven Places of Decimals, roy.

8vo. ('/., 35 Of/ Leipzig, 1870
620 BRUNEL (Georges) Formulaire des Nouveautes Photographiques ; ivith 145 woodcuts,

er. 8vo. cl., \s (id 1896

621 BRUNEL (Isambard Kingdom, c.e., f.r.s.), Life of, by his Son Isambard Brunel, Chan-
cellor of the Diocese ot Ely, laith steel portrait, 5 steel plates by Adlard, and 22 woodcuts, thick

8vo. cl. {scarce), \5s 1870
The only biography of its subject, one of the most fascinating characters in the history of his great profession. It

contains a copious account of his achievements, including his ovvn share in the Thames Tunnel (1829-31), Clifton Huspension
Bridge ('35-64), Hungerford Bridge ('41-5), the Docks of Bristol, Cardiff, etc., the Great Western, the first Atlantic steamer
( 3S), and the (Irect Britain, the first ocean screw-steamer ('45), and of course the Great Western Railway, and his last

work, the Gkeat Eastern Steamshi'.

622 BRUNEL (Sir Marc Isambard, f.r.s.), Memoirs of the Life of, by Richard Bp:amish,
F.R.S., 2nd Ed., revised, with fine steel portrait by Adlard, 8 plates, and 8 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {scarce),

10s 6d
'

1862
Sir M. I. Brunei, father of his yet more distinguished son Isambard Kingdom Brunel, creator of the Great Western

Railway, will always be remembered as the engineer of the Thames Tunnel (1S25-43), of which, as well of his many inven-
tions and constructions, the above work—his only connected biography—contains fuU descriptions.

623 BRUNNOW (Franz Friedrich Ernst) Lehrbuch der spharischen Astronomie, mit Vor-
^vort von J. F. EnckE; withfolding plate, 8vo. hf bound, "is (p. M. 12. sewn) Berlin, 1851

First Edition of this well-known text-book.

624 BRYAN (Margaret) Compendious System of Astronomy, in a Course of Familiar Lectures,
also Trigonometrical and Celestial Problems, with Key to the Ephemeris, and Vocabulary, 2nd
Ed., with fine portrait of the Authoress and her two Daughters by V( . N UTTER {fine impression),

besides numerous plates, 8vo. contemporary scored calfgilt, \0s Qd 1799
Chiefly valuable for the fine ])ortrait executed in Bartolozzi's stipple manner.

625 — Lectures on Natural Philosophy, with Appendix, containing Astronomical and
Geographical Problems, Tables, and Vocabulary, with fine portrait by Heath after Kearsley, and
numerous copperplates, 4to. contemporary dark purple scored calf extra, g. e., lOs 6d 1806

626 BXJCHAN (Alexander, Sec. Scot. Met. S.) Handy Book of Meteorology, 2nd [last] Ed.,

numerous woodcuts, and 8 charts, post 8vo. hf calf {out ofprint), 3* %d Edin., 1868

627 BUCHANAN (Robertson, c.e.) Practical Essays on Mill Work, and other Machinery,
with Notes and Additional Articles, containing new Researches on various Mechanical Subjects
by Thomas Tredgold, 3rd Ed., with Additions, by George Rennie, f.r.s., numerous woodcuts
and diagrams, roy. 8vo., and Atlas, with over 70 fine steel plates, roy. folio—2 vols. hf. roan,

105 6^ (p. £2. lOi) 1841-50
Last Edition, containing an interesting preface (pp. 38), a life of Buchanan, an original essay by James Nasmyth, the

inventor of the Steam Hammer, ' Remarks on the Introduction of the Slide Principle in Tools and Machines,' etc. etc.

628 BUCHANAN (W. M.) Dictionary of Science and Technical Terms, with Supplement, ed.

by James A. Smith, thick post 8vo. cl., 3* (p. 6*) 1884
629 BUCHNERjun. (Ludwig Andreas) Ueber den Antheil der Pharmacie an der Entwick-

LUNG der Chemie, 4to. (pp. 20), sewn, \s Qd Miinchen, 1849
630 BUCK (George Watson) Practical and Theoretical Essay on Oblique Bridges, 2nd Ed.,

with Diagrams for facilitating their Construction, by W. H. Barlow, with \Zfolding plates, and
diagrams, inipl. 8vo. cL, 6s (p. 12*) 1857

' The standard work for all engineers regarding skew arches. It would be impossible to consult a hQiX^v.'— Engineer.

631 BUCKLAND (William, v.^.s,.. Dean of Westminster) Geology and Mineralogy considered
with reference to Natural Theology ; new Ed., with Additions by Sir Richard Owen, f.r.s.,

John Phillips, f.r.s., and Robert Brown, f.r.s., and Memoir by Francis Trevelyan
['Frank'] Buckland, steel portrait, and 90 plates {including 1 large folding coloured geological
table), 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf neat, 10s Oof 1858

Best Edition of this celebrated ' Bridgewater Treatise ', 'a compendium of geological and palteontological science up to
the date of its publication, eniiched by numerous reflections of a highly philosophic character '.—i?. Hunt, F.R.S.

632 BUDD (Thomas Hayward, f.r.a.s.) The Transit of Venus: its Meaning and Use, plate,

12mo. sewn {out ofprint), \s 6d 1875
633 BUEL (A. W.), and C. S. HILL : Reinforced Concrete Construction : Methods of Calcu-

lation, Representative Structures, Methods of Construction, ivithSll woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 14s (sells

i:i. Isnett) J 905
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G37 BUFF (Heinrich, (f lessen) Famtliar Letters on the Physics of the Earth, etl. by A. W. v.

HoKMANN, F.K.S., 12iuo. cl., with Prof. WiUiamson's auto., 2s Qd 1851
G3S BUGGE (Thomas) Observatione^ Astronomic* Annis 1781, 1782, et 1783, institutjc in Ohservat-

oiio Kt'gio Haiiniensi, et cum Tabulis Astrononiicis comparatie, 4to. old trce-calf {rare),

10,v(k^
"

' Ilaunup, llSi
039 BUILDER'S DICTIONARY (The) : or, Gentleman and Architect's Companion, with the

Necessary Prohloiis in Aritlnnetic, Geometry, Mechanics, VerHiievtive, etc., plates and diagrams,
2 vols. 8vo. old panelled calf (,fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 5« G-t? 1734

' We have i»enis«'<l thes(! two volumes, and <lo think they contain a jireat deal of useful knowledge in the Building
llnsimss.— Nicholas Hawksmoor. .Iamks (iiaas '.

—

Imprimatur.

040 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, Notes on, Part I (Elementary Course^ 2nd Ed., 325 looodcuts,

rov. Svo. cl., ri.v (p. Ki.v 0^/) ^ 1883

041 BULETINUL SOCIETATII de SOIINTE din BUCURE3CI-R0MAnIA, An. C-12

(1S1)7-H»0.S) ; icith numerous plates, 7 vols. impl. Svo. in parts as issued {wanting parts 3 and 4 of
V. 10), £1. U)-! (p. £7. nett)

,
Bucuresci, 1897-19()3

042 BULLETIN de laSociETE Internationale des ElectrieienH, 1883 ii Nov., 18t)3 (Tomes I a XI,
Nov.), 11 vols. impl. Svo. vc. 1-8 hj. calf neat, and vt\ 9-11 sewn as issued, £2. 10* (p. F.27'»

unI)oun<l) 1883-93

BULLIALDUS (Ismael)— i'. ROULLIAU, ante.

BUNGUS (Petrus)— ?'. Uongo, ante.

043 BUNSEN" (Robert Wilhelm v.) Gasometry, comprising the leading Physical and Chemical
Properties of Ga.ses, trans, by Sir Henry Enfield Roscoe, with 60 illustrations, Svo. cl. {scarce),

IQsQd 18r>7

Hunsen was tho founder rtf the analysis of fjases, tlie inventor of the burner and galvanic coll named after him, and the
disc>>vtM«r— with Kin-lihutf—of sjiectruni analysis.

6«4 BURCHETT (Richard) Practical Geometry : a Course of Construction of Plane Geometrical
Fi<::uros. jiunicrous plates, ])ost Svo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 7s 6d) 1869 or 1871

(U") BURCKHARDT (Johann Karl) Table des Diviseurs pour tous les Nonibres des !««•, 2« et .3«

Million, ou plus exactement, depuis 1 h, 3.036,000. avec les Nombres premiers qui s'y trouvent.

roy. 4to. A/, ca// (very scarce), £2. 15? 1817
This imimrtant table of divisors— which has now become very scarce—pives the least divisor of every nunjber not divis-

ible by L', .{, or 5 for the first 3 millions. It was supplemented by J. Glaijjuer for the fourth, fifth, and sixth million
(lS7y-s3). and by J. Dask for the seventh, cijthth, and ninth million (18'J2-i»).

BURGO (Luca di)— i'. Pacioli, post.

010 [BURNETT (Thomas, ;>r., Master of the Charterhouse)] The Theory of the Earth : containing
an Account of the Original of the Earth, and of all the General Changes which it hath alrea<ly

un<lergone, or is to undergo, 3rd Ed., ivith engraved title, 2 plates and other engravings on copper,

folio, old calf, rcbacked, \{)s %d 1897
' Burnet maintaiued that the Earth resembled a gigantic egg ; the shell was crushed at the deluge, the internal wat^m

burst out, while the fragments of the shell formed the mountains, ami at the same catastrophe the equator was diverted
from its original coincidence with the cclii>tic.'

—

D. N. li.

617 BURNSIDE (William Snow), and Arthur William PANTON: The Theory of Equations :

with Intro to the Theory of Binary Algebraic Forms, diagrams, Svo. cl. 3s 6d (p. \0s6d) 1881

048 BURR (Frederick) Elements of Practical Geology, with the Mines and Mineral Productions
of Gt. Hritain, plates and coloured map, 12mo. hf. caff {stain on title), 2s 18;^

049 BURR (S. D. V.) liiCYCLE Kepairing, 4th Ed., enlarge<l, numerous woodcuts and fss., Svo, c/..

2.V (W (p. 4.V Qd nett) New York, 1898
C.JO BURR (Thomas W., f.r.a.s.) Celestial Chemistry, and the Physical Constitution of the

Stars and Nebuhr, coloured plates, and 2 woodcuts, j»ost Svo. (pp. IS), sewn. Is 6d [1865]

651 BURTON (W. K.) The Water Supply of Towns, and the Construction of Waterworks;
with theetlects of Earthciuakes on Waterworks, by JoHN MiLNE, F.R S., 44 i^latcs, and 257 other

illustrations, impl. Svo. buckram, H)s 6d {p. £1. 5?) 1894
0.12 BUTEO [recte BORREL] (Joannes) De I^uadratura CiRCULl Libri II, ubi multorum quadra-

tura* confutantur, et ab omnium impu<;natione defenditur ARCHIMEDES ; ejusdem, Annotationum
Opusculain Errores Campani, Zaujljerti, Orontii, Preletarii, Jo. Penie interpretum Eudidis; with
device on title, \2mo. old calfgilt, newly rebacked {corner stained and a few wornihnles in blank
marqin, otherwise a sound copy), RARE, 17* 6d Lugduni, (r. lioviUius, 1559

• IJiiteon dfvoila les rrreurs d'Oronce Finee e:i 15.0!>, dansun livre rempli de bonne et solid'e gdom^tric, oil il fait Ihistoire

de c<.' probh'ino, et rJ-fute les divers jmralo^'ismes quil avoit dejd occasionnes.'—.Vo/if/ir/o.

653 BUTLEROW (Alexander Michajlovic) Sur la Structure Ciii.mique de quelques IIydrocar-
ni'RES NON-Saturks, roy. 4to. (pp. 16), sewn, is St.-PHersbourg, 1870

'Btitlerow wa.s the first to express himself clearly upon the nature of the Stnicture Theory (which recciveil its name
from him) '—/''"/". A', r. Mfyer.

654 BUY de MORNAS (Claude) CosMOGRAPHiE Methodique et El^mentaire ; ivith ntwierous
plates and maps, Svo. old mottled calf extra (fine copy), with bookplate of Charles Srd Earl Stan-
hope, 7s 6d

'

1770
• Un bon resnm^ <le» connaissances alors acquises sur cette mati^re. L'auteur a faitsuivre son expose cosmographique

d'unt' };e<>nniiihip hisforitiue qui coutient des notions encore utiles*.— i?io;;r. Ci-n.

655 BYERLY (William Elwood, Harvard Univ.) Elementary Treatise on Fourier's Series, an«l

Spherical, Cylindrical, and Ellipsoidal Harmonics, large Svo. cl , Gs Qd (p. l2sQd) Boston [Mass.], 1893
656 Elements of the Differential Calculus, with Examples and Applications, diagrams,

Svo. cl., 4.9 (p. 8.S 6d) ibidem, 1880

657 Elements of the Integral Calculus, with Key to the Solution of Differential Equations,
diagrams, Svo. cl., 4s (p. S.s6^/) «6., 1881

Including * A Short Table of Integrals ', sewn.

3
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659 CABEO (Niccolo, s.j.) Philosophia Magnetica, in quaMAGNETis Natura penitus explicatur,

et omnium qxuxi hoc Lapide cerniintur, Causae Propvij^e afteriintnr. Nova etiani Praxis constrnitnr ;

qu{i? Propriam Poli Elevationem, cum suo Meridiano, ubique demonstrat . . . de Electicis,

et aliis Attractionibus, et eorum Causis ; with enrjravcdtitle, and numeroiisivoodcuts and diagrams,

folio, old vellum {binding, titles, and a few II. wormed), RARE, £1. \2sQd Colonial, 1G29
The first important work 'on electricity that appeared after Gilborfs de il/rt(/;i,e<e (7. r. jJOsO, and, although re-stating

many facts contained in that work, including a number of original investigations.

660 CADELL (William Archibald, f.r.s.) On the Lines that divide each Semidiurnal Arc into

Six Equal Parts, 2 plates, and diagrams, 4to. (pp. 21), sewn, Is ^d Edin., 1816
'Tliomas Allar., Esq. [f.r.s., mineralogist] from the Autlior. '— /)(.<cr. on flyleaf.

661 CAFFIN (Charles H.) Photography as a Fine Art : The Achievements and Possibilities of

Photographic Art. numerousfull-page and other illustrations, 4to. cl., ds (j). 15s nett) 1902

662 CAGNOLI (Andrea) Trigonometrie Rectiligne et Spherique, traduite par N. M. Chompre,
2« Ed., considerablement augmentee ; with numerous plates and tables, 4to. hf. calf, Is 6i 1808

663 Another Copy, calf, 8*

634 CAILLARD (Emma Marie) Electricity, the Science of the XIX. Century, illustrated, post

8vo. fZ., 35(p. 75 6rf) 1891

665 CAJOm (Florian) History of Mathematics, diagrams, 8vo. cl.,QsQd{x>.\As nett) Nciv York, 1894
One of the most valuable smaller histories of mathematics, including a bibliography of 101 works ou the history of

mathen^ati cs. and a copious index.

666 CALIGNY (Marquis Anatole de) Recherches theoriques et experimentales sur les

Oscillations de I'Eau et les Machines H ydrauliques Ix Colonnes liquides oscillantes ; 8 plates,

2 vols. 8vo. sewn, with inscr. to Prof. Williamson, 8s (p. F. 16.) 1883

667 CALLET (rran9ois) Tables Portatives de Logarithmes des Nombres de 1 a 108,000 et des
Sinus et Tangentes ; with plate, roy. 8vo. hf calf; or, calf, 3.s Didot, 1829 or '43

' One of the most complete and practically useful collections of logarithms published, and peculiar in giving a
centisimally divided canon.'— J. IC. L. Glaisher, F.R.S.

668 CAMBRIDGE MATHEMATICAL JOURNAL, Vols. I and II (out of 4), original edition,
withfolding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. ca// (VERY scarce), £1. lOy Cambridge, 1839-41

Cuntaining important contributions by the original editors, Robkrt Leslik Elli.s and Dunxav Farquharson Gregoiiv,
and some of the earliest publications of Arthur Cavlev, f.r s., while .still an undergraduate. George Boole, f.r.s., James
Booth, J. J. .Sylvester. M. Terquem, and W. Walton were also among its contributors.

669 PROBLEMS : a Collection of the Printed Questions for the B.A. Degree at the
General Examinations, 1801-20, 8vo. boards, Ss Cambridge, 1821

670 CAMERARIUS [LIEBHARD] (Joachim) Opuscula aliquot elegantissima : nempe, Erratum,
sive V7TS2 TTTaiafiaTOQ ; ^EoLiA, hoc est, de Ventis ; Ph^enomena, Siderum et Stellarum
HiSTORiA; Prognostica; Planets ac Menses dupliees; Disticha ; ivith diagrams, 12mo.
sewn, £1. Is Basilece, 1536

Very rare, being unnoticed in the list of the authors works in Pog?endorft', the Biogmphle Cenlra^c, etc. It i,s

probably the first work of the author, well known as the friend of Melanchthon, as the co-framer of the Augsburg Confession,
and for the extent and variety of his knowledge.

671 CAMUS (Charles Etienne Louis; f.r.s.) Cours de Mathi^imatique, 4^ [la meilleure] Ed.
;

with plates, 4 vols. 8vo. old mottled calf gilt {fine copy), ivith bookplate of Charles Srd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., 8s M 1768

672 CAMUS ([Fran9ois Joseph] de, Gentilhomm.e Lorrain) Traite des Forces Mouvantes ;

8 folding plates, 8vo. old calf {joints cracked) ; rare, \2s Qd 1722
673 Another Copy, old mottled calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl

Stanhope, F.^.s., I7s6d
Describing 23 machines of the author's own invention. ' Son principal ouvrage. L'auteur y donne beaucoup d'indica-

tions sur les inoyens de perfectionner les cabestans, ainsi que sur une meilleure trempe des metaux ; et il tire de ses theories
plusieurs consequences utiles pour la construction des mousquets', etc. etc.—Lioijr. U(^n.

674 CANEPARIO (Pedro Maria) De Atramentis cujuscunque Generis : Opus sanb novum,
haetenus :\ nemine promulgatum, sm. 4to. (pp. 568), old vellum {browned and some wormholes)

;

RARE, 155 Londini, 1660
Really a compendium of the chemical and pharmaceutical knowledge to the time of publication. About 200 pp. aie

devoted to a description of the ' oleum vitrioli ' (? sulphuric acid). Unkjiown to Poggendorff.
675 CANTOR (Moritz) Vorlesungen iiber die Geschichte der Mathematik. I. Band : Von den

iiltesten Zeiten bis 1200 n. Chr. ; with plate and 107 illustrations, roy. 8vo. sewn, \0s (p. M. 20.)

Leipzig, 1880
070 CAPEL (A. D.) Tips in Algebra, with new Methods for the Resolution of Quadratic and other

Expressions into Factors, post 8vo. hf. bound, 2s (p. 4* Qd) 1887
677 CAPRA (Alessandro, Architetto, Cremonese) La NuovA Architettura Famigliare. divisa

in V Libri corrLspondenti a' V Ordini, cioe Toseano, Dorico, lonico, Corintio, e Composito ; with
very numerous ciirioiis woodcuts {many full-imge), depicting a great variety of Machincrif, etc., 4to.
FINE copy in old vellum (rare), 17s Qd Bologna, 1678

Unknown to Poggendorff and Gra^sse. ' 11 inventa plusieurs machines utiles, et se fit connaitre par divers o'uvrages sur
1 architecture civile et militaire '.—JJioqr. Gen. The above work not only dtals with Architecture, but also with Machinery
ami Hydraulic Engineering (profusely illustrated), Surveying, etc.

678 CAPRA (Baldassare) Usus et P'abrica Circini cujusdem Proportionis, per quem omnia
fere tum EUCLIDIS, tum Mathematicornm omnium Problemata faeili negotio resolvuntur; ivith
nnmerous diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn, 5.9 Bononice, 1655

^ ^^i-.^^^^-i-^
to usiirp Galileo's invention of the Circle of Proportion, which caused the lattcr's caustic answer (7. r. post).

6,0 CAPRON (J. Rand, f.r.a.s.) Photographed Spectra: 136 autotype plates of Metallic,
Gaseous, and other Spectra, and extra plate of the Solar Spectrum {showing bright lines) compared
with the Air Spectrum, with Intro., Descriptions, and Index, 8vo. cl. {out of print), 15s
(p. £1. 10.9) 1S77
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CSl CABACCIOLI (Giovanni Battista, Clen'eiis Reg.) De Lineis Curvis; with 12 platen, nnxAUt.
old calf (fine copy), with bookplate of rhilip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 5s Pisis, 1740

6S2 Proijlemata Varia Mathematica, aceedit Examen Machinaa Motus Perpetui;
ivith 10 foldi/ifj plates, io\'io,finc large copg in contemporari/ white vcllinn, £1. U- Florcntia', 17oo
a vkrv rare work, unknown to Pog:^en<lorttaud t<» the anthor's bia;,'i-ai)hcr in Uio'jraphk (.'fnemle, wliu only mention,

on A<lelunj;'.s authority, the author's oe Lineis mrvii (1740). It is ospet-ially iiiterfstin« for a full description ami
«xainiii:iliouofii machine with •p-'riw'tual motion' 8ub:nitteil to th«» autluu—a fact not noticuil in Dircks.s •Terix'tuum
Mol>ile,' 7. V. itost.

683 CABDANO (Oirolamo) Opera Omnia: tain hactenuH exciisa ; hie tanien aiieta ot eiueiidata

;

qn-iiii nuiKiuani alias visa, ae priiuiiin ex Anctoris ipwiiis Antoj^ipliis enita : cunl Caroli Si'ONIl,
Ml).; loith fine, etched portrait o't. OS, 10 vols, large folio, LAR<iE PAPER; ronfeniporart/ vellum
gilt (KI.SE copy) ; rare, fS. 8* Lugduni, 1G63

084 Artis Maox.*:, sive<leREOUl.l.s AL<;EnRAlcl.sLilM»ruiuis,editioprincepB; wtthdiagrams^
and pen and ink portrait {added), folio, old vellum {title in rough fs, and some 11. water-stained) ;

VERY RARE, £1. 10« Norimbcrgw, Joh. Pctreius, 1545
This work llrst contains • Canlim'.H Fonnula," the well-known theorem for wilviny cubic iMiuations. Althou;;h named

aft4jr him, it was really inventeil by Tart«KHa (<y. r. )tott), who contld«'«l it to C'anlun, on the latler'.s insistent solicitationa
and niMst solemn promises of secresy, broken in uublishin;; thi; work.

* The ArtMtX'jna is a ^reat advance on any alKcbni itreviously publisho<l. Ilithertoaltfebraihts liad confined their attention
to those root;* of equations which were iKwitive. Canlan clis<'us»e«l neijativo and cmmi inmiriii'! v r.>..i-. and prove<i that
the latter could always occur in {tairs. Slo^tof his analysis of cubic etiuatituis seems to hH><' 1 ; he showed that
if the three rootA were real, TartaKlia's solution };avn them in a form which involveil ima ities ... He
established the relations conuectinx the rootn with the cxjetticicnts of an equation, and w;i.-> Uie principle that
underlies DescarU^'s's 'rule ofsi^ns ',' etc. etc.— ir. IK. II. liaU.

683 In Cl. Ptolomaei IlII dc A.strorum Judiciis, ant, nt vul;jro vocant, Qnadripartita>
ConHtnietioniM liWrosCoMMENTARlA ; ojnsdeiiiGEXlTURARU.M lul lianc wientiain rwti* twoivcndaia
oliservatu ntilia EXEMPLA ; with diagrams^ 12nio. sound cop;/ in old calf, with bookplate of F. lilouet

de Camilly, lip. and Count of 'Pulle, \hs Lugduni, 15.")5

6S6 Practica Arithmetic.k, et Mexsuraxdi Sinoularis, in qnaqna> pra'teraliaerktinentur,
verna im<;iiia deinonstrahit ; editio princeps ; with woodcut portrait on title, and numerous
diagrams, \2\\\o. fine copy in old Fremh calf gilt (VERY RARE), £2. 2s Mediolani, l.').'J1)

'Otto e<lition est rare.'-- I'.rmut. 'A work of -rrat merit for the limi-, which indirectly led to his nnown as a
mathematician, by en^aj^ing him in a corrcs^>ondence with Tarta^lia.'

687 De Rerum Varietate Lil»ri XVII, a prima editione al» ip:^ denno autliore reco^niti, ac
plurilms locin l(x*upletati, infinitis<iue niendis rejmr^^ati; acce.H.sit Index auiplis^intUH; with plates^
and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, thick 12iiio. old vellum (52 //. in neatly written mS., a
number of II. water-stained, and afew mended), 12s iid Acinione, 1558

Second edition, i)referrcd to the llrst of ).>07. It forms a se<iuel to </«• SuhtUitatf, and, together with it, contains th«
author's notions on ]ihysics and metaphysics. 'The chief interest of the work consists in tlie hints and }.dimp.<tes it affunis
of principles beyond the full comprehi-nsion of the writer liin)self. The inorKfliiic realm of Nature he asserts to b«»

animated no less than the organic. The indelinitc variability of sjiecies is implinl,' et<;. etc. etc.— £m-i/. Itrit.

fiS8 De Sudtilitate Lihri XXL A<1 illustriss. Pnnci|>em rerranduin (lonzagain. Medio-
lanensis proninciie Pra'fectuiii, editio princeps; with portrait on reverse of title, and numerous
other woodcuts, folio, old red vellum {title and some II. stained, but a large copy) ; very rare,
£5. 5* Xorimbergrr, Joh. Pctreius, 1550

KiiMrKuiTioN of the author's most celebratetl work, and of (jrkat rarity. It is printe<l in a larne Roman ty|)e, and
r important physical investijations, It contains the

descriptioa of'a Hour-sift hi}; machine, and mentions the siftint; proiK'rty of undulating air -a fact only rediscov«re<l and
conaista of 17 preliminary 11., and 371 numbered pp. Anions other important physical investi^'ations, it contains the nn>t

made use of within recent times by F. O. Winkler.

689 Reprint of the above F.ditios, printeil in small tyoc in italics, with numerous wood-
cuts and diagrams, 8vo. old vellum {slightly water stained, and bade of binding damaged), £1. 5a

Parisiis, M. Dupuys, 1551

090 Editio Secunda, nnnc denuini reco^jnitJi atquc perfeeta ; with fine portrait on reverse of title

(different from that in the first edition), and numerous other woodcuts and diagrams, folio, old
Italian white vellum extra {title slightly mended, otherwise a VERY FINE COPY), with contemjwrary
MS. notes (very rare), £2. 10.y Basilea', 1554

Se«x)XD Oriuixal EuiTiox, K»^eatly enbrged and wholly rewrltt"n. It is beautifully printed in a large Itonian tyix*,

and contains for the first time the celcbrat^-J pnjiHisition : Initur his arbitrio vidorltK nlicHs, witiuli causetl his accusa-
tion of heresy, and was left out in the third original edition of )r>00.

691 Reprint of the above Edition, with woodcuts, thick Svo. old vellum, £1. 1« Lugduni, 1554

(592 Editio Altera, ab ii^a authoris recognitione, nnnc demuni eniaculatioreH et lon;,'e per-

fectiorea re<ldiUi [cum INDICE locupletissinio] ; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, thick 12ino.

old limp vellum, ISs 6d ibidem, 1580
' Le <f<:5n6tih7a<<, ainsi (lU-i le «/< i?«nif« ror/e/<Ue, renfermo toutos les connaissances do Canlan en physique, en meta-

]'hyhi«|ue et en histoire naturelle. . . L'autftur tniite tons les sujets, et fait de s«»n ouvriKc une sorte d'encycloptHlie de la

science ot de rindustric au XVI« siccle ; encyclop:-«lic qui iwr.t oinir dc curicux nMiscignemenls.'— L'MJjrr. ('>'». His life by
Prof. Henry Morley is well known.

cm : A IJiouRAPHlCAL STUDY, 1501-76, by \V. (J. Wafers, Svo. cl., .w6rf (p. 10s Qd) 1898

( 94 CABGILL (Thomaa) The Strains on Bridge Girders and Roof Trusses, includinic the

Warren, Lattice, Trellis, Bowstring, and other Fonns of Girder, etc. etc., 64 woodcuts, Svo. cl. {out

ofpnnt), 5s 6d (p. I2s 6d) 1873

095 GABLL (Lewis Buffett) Treatise on the Calculus of Variations, presenting in all

important particulars a Complete View of the present State of the Science, 8vo. cl. (scarce),

£\.2s 6d New York, ISSl

696 English Edition [Reprint on larger paper], large Svo. cl., £1. 5* 1885
The most comprehensive and l»est account of the subject in Enjrlish. Both editions arc now out of print and scarce.
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697 OABNOT (Lazare Nicolas Marguerite, de VInstitut; ^ the Organiser of Victory' ; grand'

father of President Carnot) Geometkie de POSITION, edition originale; ivi'th 15 fol'dinq plates,

4to. hf. calf (RARE), £1.5* 1803
Containing his theory of correlation.

093 Snr la Relation qui existeentre les Distances respectives de cinq Points quelconques

pris dans I'EsPACE, avec Essai sur la Theouie des Transversales ; edition originale ; tcith 3

folding plates, 4to. hf calf (uniform with the above), Is 6c? 1SG6
This'work is important as having created a new system of co-ordinates, which, instead of forming an angle, lie in a

straight line.

009 Both the above Works, bound in one vol. 4to. hf russia, £1. 10* , 1803-6

700 Reflexions sur la Metapiiysique du Calcul lNFiNiTf:siMAL, 3^ Ed. ; with i^late, 8vo.

sewn, Qs 1839
'llyprend partie rontre la reforme qu'avait tentee Lagrange par sa methode des variations. 11 sonhaite qu'on s ea

tienne k la niarche si simple, si luiuineuse de Leibniz, qai se pr6te d'ailleurs mieux aux aijplications. Les mathematiciens
ont suivi scs conseils, sans liofitt^r toutefois ses raisonnements.'—-/. Boyer.

701 CARNOT (Nicolas Leonard Sadi) Reflexions sur la Puissance Motrice du Feu et sur les

Machines propres a d^velopper cette Puissance, edition originale ; with plate, sm. 8vo. boards
(very rare), £2. 25 1824

This celebrated work first contains the author's theorem so well known as ' Caunot's Cycle', and laid the foundation
of the science of thermodynamics. ' Carnot is now recognised as one of the greatest, scientific men of the century; and
had he survived, there is no doubt that the theory of heat would have been established nearly 30 years earlier than it was.
Carnot's methods, as given in his book, were not appreciated till Lord Kelvin in 1848 drew attention to them. The novel
feature of his method was the invention of the cycle of operations, and especially the reversible cycle, etc. etc.'—
J'rof. Knott.

702 CARPENTER (William) Water, not Convex : the Earth not a Globe !, diagrams, Svo.

(pp. 32), seM;», 2* 1871
a scientific squabble with Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, whom the author, an incorrigible Flatearther, affirms to have

demonstratod his theory by experiments on the Old Bedford Canal.

703 CARPENTER (William Benjamin, m.d., f.r.s.) Mechanical Philosophy, Horology, and
Astronomy, new Ed., 181 illustrations, post Svo. cl., 2s (p. 5a) 1857

704 CARRE (Louis) Methode pour la Mesure des Surfaces, la Dimension des Solides, leurs
Centres de Pesanteur, de Percussion, et d'Oscillation par I'Application du Calcul Integral;
with 4 plates, 4to. old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd F.arl Stanhope (see below), lis Qd 1700

The first complete work on the integral calculus. The above copy is specially interesting from having belonged to Philip
2nd Earl Stanhope, according to Lalande the best English mathematician of his day, who added 6 pp. of Propositions
in MS., besides numerous additions to the text.

705 CARRICE (Alick) The Secret of the Circle, its Area ascertained [with Intro, (pp. 15) hy
F. B. Playfair, M.R.C.S.], diagrams, Svo. sewn, 2s 6d (p. 5^) 1876

706 CARRINGTON (Richard Christopher, f.r.s.) Observations on the Spots on the Sun
from Nov. 9, 1853, to March 24, 1861, made at Kedhill, with 166 plates, roy. 4to. cl. (scarce),
£1. Is 1863

The most important work on the subject. ' From a series of 5,200 observations and a great number of accurate draw-
ings, Carrington derived conclusions of great importance on the law of the sun's rotation, the existence and direction of
systematic currents, and the distribution of spots on the solar surface.'—il/ijs A. M. Gierke.

707 Kesults of Astronomical Observations at Durham University Observatory, Oct., 1849
to April, 1852, under the General Direction of the Rev. Temple Chevallier, impl. Svo. cl., 5s

Durham, 1855
'The Rev. Chas. Pritchard with the Autlnr's ComplK '—i«scr. onflyleaj.

708 Another Copy, with inscr. ' J. C. Adams Esq. [F.P.S., discoverer of 'Neptune'] Pembroke
Coll: Cambridge ' on flyleaf, 5s

709 CASATI (Paolo, s.j.) Fabrica, et Uso del Compasso di Proportione, doveinsegna h gli Arte-
liciil modo di fare in esso le necessarie divisioni, e con varij Problemi usuali mostra I'Utilita di
questo Stromento ; ivlthfolding plates, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, or. 4to. hf. calf, or,
boards, uncut, 15s Bologna, 1664

Original Edition of this rare work.
710 CASEY (John, f.r.s.) Treatise on Plane Trigonometry, containing an Account of Hyperbolic

Functions, diagrams, post 8vo. cl. {out of print), As. (p. 7* Qd) Dublin, 1888
' Containing much that has hithert) appeared only in mathematical periodicals.'—Pre/ac^.

711 CASSELL'S Cyclopedia of Mechanics: Receipts, Processes, and Memoranda for Workshop
Use, ba.sed on Personal Experience and E.xpert Knowledge, ed. by Paul N. Hasluck, First
Series, vumerous illustrations, impl. 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 7^ 6d) 1900

712 CASSINI (Giovanni Domenico) : Kecueil d'OBSERVATiONS faites en plusieurs Voyages pour
perfectionner I'AsTRONOxMiE et la Geographie, avec divers Traitez Astronomiques, par
MM. de I'Academie Iloyale des Sciences ; iviih maps and vignettes, large folio, Large Paper

;

old calf gilt (FINE copy) ; ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, f.r.s. (r.\re), £8. 3*.

Imprimerie Iloyale, 169.T
Containing the following treati.ses by Giov. Domenico Ca.ssini, the first and best known of th3 four generations of

Cassinis:—De I'origine et du progres de rAstrononue : Observations Astronomiques : Les Eleinens d'Astronomie veiiflez :

Decouverte de la lumiere celeste qui paroist dans le zodiaque : Regies de 1'Astronomic Indienne: Les Hypotheses et les*
Tables des Satellites de Jupiter [containing the celebrated Tables of the motions of Jui)iter's Satellites— first observed
by him, 'which far exceeded in accuracy any previous efforts of the kind.'—iVo/. Glant^ : and 2 treatises bv Richer
Picart and de la Hire. ^ j .

713 CASSINI (Jacques Dominique, Co7nte de Thury), Pierre Francois MECHAIN, et Adrien
Marie LEGENDRE: Expose des Operations faites en France in 1787, pour la Jonction des
Observatoires de Paris et de Greenwich : Description et Usage d'un Nouvel Instrument,
nropre a donner la Mesure des Angles, a la Precision d'une Seconde ; tvith 5 copperplates]
large 4to. fine copy in contemporary tree-calfgilt {rare), \5s [17921

The instrument above described is the 'circle a deux'lunettes,' invented by Jean Charles de Borda, which did valuable
service during the last French meridian-measurement.
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A typical • perpetuum mobile/
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714 CASSINI (Jean Dominique, Comte de), Histoike de la Vie et des Travaux Scientifiques
et LiTTERAlRES de, par J. F. S. Devic, 8vo. sewn (scarce), 6* Clermont, 1851

The above was the fourth of tliis celebrated family of astrouomers, and finished the topographical survey of franco,
begun by his fatljer.

715 [CASTEL (Louis Bertrand, s.J.)] MathematiqueUniverselle, abregce a I'uaage et ii la portee
de tout le nionde

; folding tables, 4to. nice copy in old calf gilt, with bookplate of I'hilip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, Is iid 1728

710 Traiti^. de Physique sur la Pesanteur Univkrselle des Corps, 2 vols. 16mo. old calf
gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, lOs 1724

* Sa doctrine de la pesanteur dtait, selon lui, la clef du syst^nie de runivers. Tout dependait de deux principes, do la
jjravitedes corps qui les faisait tendre sans cesso au repos, et de Taction des esprits qui retablissait sans ccsse les niouve-
ments.' -liiog. Univ.

717 CASTRONE (Benedict© Maria del, o.p.) Horographia Universalis, seu Seiatericorum
oiniiiuin rianoium sola Trian;,'iiloruin Analysi breviter exposita ; with niunerous plates, 4to. old
calf ifne copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, \2s 6d Panornii, 1728

the author, who was unknown to l'oj,'Kendor(f, whs one of the lirst to construct sundials by the trigonometrical
mcfliod.

7 IS CATALAN (Eugene Charles) Elements de Geometrik, 2« Ed, augmentee; with 17 foldi'na
plates, Svo. hf. calf gilt {out ofprint), fys 1866

711) Manuel des Candidats a lEcole Polyteclinique ; with ;306 diagrams, 2 voIh. fcap. 8vo.

hf calf, is (p. F. 9. sewn) 1857-8
To Catalan is due tlie introtluction of ' circulauls ' into algebra.

720 Traites (voir en ba.s), in 1 vol. 4to. sewn, (is 6d 1840 7
CoNTEsr :—Sur la Transformation des Variables dans les Intcgrales Multiples ('40; : Probleniesde Calcul Integral, 2part8,

'41
: Memoire sur les Surfaces CJauchos a Plan Directeur, vith plnU, '43 : Attraction d'un Ellipsoide Homogene »ur UD jwiut

exterieiu- ou interieur, '41 : Note sur la Theorie des Solutions Singulieres, '47 : etc. etc.

721 CATALDI (Pietro Antonio) Trattato de' Numeri Perfetti, sni. 4to. sewn (rare), £1. Is

Bologna, 160.1
'Cequ'il y a de plus curioux dans cet ouvrajre, c'est nne t^ible des diviscui-s des nombres.jusqu'a \000.'~LibrL There

was no copy of this worl< in Prof, de Morgan's collection, who does not refer to it in his ' Arithmetical Books.'

722 Trattato de Modo brevissimo di trovare la Kadice Quadra delle I^umeri; with
diagrams, 4to. boards (very rare), £1. 15* ibidem, 1613

FiKHT Editiov of the work containing the author's invention of continued fractions. 'The rule for the scjuare root is

exhibited in the n^odern form, and Cataldi shews himself a most intrepid calculator. But the greatest novelty of the book
is the introduction of continued fractions, then, it seems, for the llrst time presented to the world. Here Cataldi reduces

the .square roots of even numbers to continued fractions of the form a+ i"- '"
. . .'—i'ro/. de Morgan.

n+ n +
72.S CATCHPOOL (Edmund) Text-Book of Sound, 3rd Ed., 73 illustrations, post Svo. cl., 2s 1900
724 CAUCHr (Augustin Louis) Exekcices d'Analyse et de PiiYSKiUE Mathi!:mati(2Ue, 4 vol.'*.

4to. /</. a/// (SCARCE), £3. lO.v 1840-7
725 Exercices de Mathem.vtiques, Annees I'^—V« (Cahiers 1 h 51 ; Ic tout pant), 5 vols. 4to.

in 2, hf. white parchment gilt (fine copy), £2. 7s dd 1826-30
This imiwrtant publication first contains his theorem on the pre.ssui*e of fluids (\o\. II, p. 23), and 'Sur la rcsultanteet

les projections <Ie plusieurs forces appliquees a ui: sjul point.' (Vol. 1, p. 21»).

726 , et I'Abb^ Fran9ois Napoleon Marie MOIGNO : Lecons de Calcul Difkerentiel et
de Calcul Intkcr.vl, Tomes I et II, 1*^ Partie [tout pam] ; tclth 2 plates, 2 tbick vols. Svo. sewn,
uncut (scarce), \7s ad 1840-4

727 : Lecons de Mecanique Analytique: Statique ; with 2 plates, 8vo. hf calf,
OS 6d (p. F. 10. sewn) 1868

728 : Studnicka (F. J.) Augustin Cauchy als formaler Begrunder der Determinanten-
Theorie, 4to. scun, '2s Prag, 1876

729 CAUS (Isaac de) New and Rare Inventions of Water-Works, shewin;; tbe Easiest NVaies
to Raise Water Higher then the Spring, by which Invention the Perpetual Motion is
proposed, many hard Labours performed, and" Varieties* of Motions and Sounds produced;
tianslated by JoHN LEAK, with engraved title and 26 plates, besides woodcuts, folio, boards (title,

2 //. and 1 plate mended, and small corner torn off ^plates, otherwise a LARGE AND CLEAN COPY),
with Shadwell Court Library bookplate, £5. 10« J. Moxon, 1659

Tue verv bakk obiginai. Enulish kdition, unkn<»wn to Lowndes and Watt. The machines described are chiefly
ba.sed on the hydraulic theon-ms published by Salomon dk Caps, the author's father {q. v. injra). They inrlnde engines
' torai.se water by means of falling wat-er * (a favourite perjyetunm viobile), 'to counterf'^it the voice of small binis by n«eans
of water and air', ' an Kujcin which shall move of itself (icorked by the exjHinsion of air, heated by the sun, and therefore a
)ir<>totypo of the steam engine), ' to represent divers binIs which shall sing diversly when an owl turns t<jward8 them,' 'to
make organs to .sound ahvaies when tlie sini shall ha .south ', ami many other ingenious contrivances. Pp. 1-lG comprise an
explanation of hydraulic principles, illustrated by woodcuts. It would be unkind to i>erp';tual motioners to dwell on this
work on Water-woiks being translated by a Leak I

730 CAUS (Salomon de) Les Raisons des Forces Mouvantes, avec diverses Machines, tant
utilles que plaisantes, ana quelles sont adiointi plusieurs desseigns de Grotes et FONTAINES ;

with 2 engraved titles, and very numerous full-page and other enqravings on copper, besides wood-
cuts, illustrating a great variety of curious Machinery, large folio, old calf, newly rebacked (first

engraved title soiled) ; excessively rare, £7. 7* Francfort, Jan Norton, 1615
First Editio.v of thiscelebrate«l woik. ' In th*- first part occur his enunciations of the theorems of the expansion and

condensation of steam, and of the elevation of water by the ajiplication of heat, which have pained for him in some quarters
the honour of being the first inventor of the steam engine ... It is almost certain that Edward Somerset, 2nd MarquU
of Worcester [7. v. post], to whom this honour has also been ascribed, and kter engineers, knew and developed the
principles enunciatetl by de Cans.'—D. .V, D.

' Cft ouvrage etait depuis longtemps presque entierementoubli6 lorsqne M. Araoo I'a remis en honneuren revendlquant
pour son autcur le nierite de rinventiou d'une veritable machine k vapeur propre it operer les ^puLsements : or, pour
constater avec certitude les droits de Salomon de Caus a cette precieuse decouverte, il est important de produire la

premiere edition du livro <iui les lui donnc. Cette edition de 1(510 est peu commune en Yr&xn:^'.—Brv.net.
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732 CATANI (Pietro de) Le Pratiche ilelle Due Prime Mathematiche : Libio d' Albaco e

Geometria, nuovamente stampate; with diagrams, 4to. old vellum {back damaged), £L 10s

Venetia, 1546
Vkry rare; quite nnknovn to Prof, tie Morgan, Poggondorfl', Moiitucla, etc. 'Rarissiiiio libro. . . . Uno dei i»iu

iiiteressaiiti trattati d'arithinetica del secolo XVI '.

—

Rkcardi.

733 CAVALIERI [latine CAVALERIUS] (Bonaventura, Ord. Jesuatorum S. Hieronymi)
Directorium Generale Uranometricum, in quo Trigonometrli: Logarithmic.e Funda-
MENTA, ac Regul.e demonstrantiir, Astionomica^que Suppntationes ad ISolani ierh Vulgarem
Additionem reducuntur [cum Tabula Trigonometrica-Logarithmica], editio princeps, 4to.

relhnii {RAHE}, £1. 5s Bonoiiia', 16S2
Containing the author's discovery of the expression for the area of a sjdierical triangle in terms of the spherif^l excess.

He was also the first to introduce the use of logarithms into Italy, and the above work (which Avas reprinted in 1643 with
the title ' Trigonometria i)lana ') was the first on logarithms printed in that country.

734 EXERCITATIONES GEOMETRic.ii VI, editio princeps ; with woodcuts and diagrams, 4to.

large and fine copy in old parchment (RARE), £1. 5* ibidem, 1647
Containing the earliest demonstration of the tlieoreins of Pappus, and the first determination of focal distances of glass

lenses. The third theory contains a defence of the author's theory of indivisibles against Guldin.

73o Geo:metria Indivisibilibus Continuorum nova quadam Katione promota ; icith

numerous diagrams, 4to. contemporary Italian red morocco gilt [top of back damaged)
^

gilt

gauffered edges (rare), £1. 15* ibidem, 1653
The author's principal work, celebrated for elaborating his method of indivisibles. ' In his eaily enunciation of the

principle in lOo.'j Cavalieri as.sertcd that a line was made up of an infinite number of points (each without magnitude),
a surface of an infinite number of lines (each without breadth), and a volume of an infinite number of surfaces (e^ch

Avithont thickness). To meet the objections of Guldinus and others, the statement was recast, and in its final form as

used by the mathematicians of the XVII. Century it was published in liis ErcrcitMlones Georivtricxn in 1047 [?. v. supra] '.

— IF. W. li. Ball.

736 Sfera Astronomica, con I'LTso della Figura, e Pratticlie di cssa, cavate da i MSS. dell'

Autore da L^RBANO D'Aviso, con Vita, altri Problemi e Riflensioni Filosoticlie, e Prattiche
curiose ; icith numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 16mo. old vellum {partly water-stained),

105 Roma, 1690
This work was unknown to Moutucla and Poggendorft". It contains the solution of a number of physical problems.

737 , Elogio di, da Gabbio Piola, con Note, Postille Mateniatiche, ec. ; icith fine front, oj

statue, fs. letter, and 2)1ate. 4to. sewn, bs Milano, 1844

738 CAVALLO (Tiberius, f.r.s.) Complete Treatise on Electricity, in Theory and Practice
;

Avith orio-inal Experiments, 2nd Ed., ^vitll considerable additions and alterjition.s, and APPENDIX
[pp. 51], loith 4: folding copperplates, 8vo. nice copy in contemporary tree-calf gilt, \bs 1782

The copperplates wei'e first issued in this edition. The last part of the work (pp. 357-444) and the Appendix contain
the author's original investigations and inventions, including that of an electrophorus which, with modifications, is used
at the present thne, 'electrometers for the rain, the pocket, and that used with the kite', etc. etc.

739 V^OLLSTANDIGE Abhandlung der theoretisi'hen und praktischen Lelire von (ler Elek-
tricitat, nebst eignen Versuclien, iibersetzt [von J. S. T. Gehler], 2. voni Ubersetzer
vernielirte Auflage ; ivith Afolding plates, 8vo. original boards. Qs Qd Leipzig, 1783

Tiie fourth plate of this tnin.slation is ditterent from that in the Engli.sh original.

740 Treatise on ^Magnetism, in Theory and Practice, -with Original ExperiinentH, 2nd Ed.,
Avith Supplement (i)p. 76), \vith QfoldingjAates by Basire, 8vo. contemporary calf 105 iid 1795

' Cavallo was the inventor of several philosophical instruments and ]»ieces of apparatus for electrical and chemical
experiments. Much ingenuity was shown in tlieir construction, all his instruments for the measurement of the quantity
and force of electricity being remarkable for their extreme delicacy and correctness.'— iJ. Hunt, F.R.S. They are shown
in the plates of the above works.

At end is an intere.sting list of philosophical instruments, with prices (pp. 10),

741 CAVENDISH (Hon. Henry, f.r.s.) Electrical Researches, -written lietween 1771 and
1781, ed. from the Original MSS. by James Clerk Maxwell, f.r.s., luith numerous woodcids
and diagrams, andfss., thick 8vo. cl., 8s (p. 18.v) Cambridge, 1879

The only collected edition of the autlior's writings on electricity, com])rising 'An Attempt to explain sonie of the
Principal Pluenomena of Electricity, by means of an Ela.stic Fluid' (1771) ; 'Account of some Attempts to Imitate
the Effects of the Torpedo by Electricity' (7(5), etc. etc., and a very copious and interesting Introtluction, as well at*

numerous Notes by the Editor.

742 -, The Life of, including Abstracts of his more important Scientiiic Papers, and critical

Inquiry into the Claims of the alleged Discoveries of the COMPOSITION of Water, by George
AViLSON, M.D., portrait and woodcuts, 8vo. cl.. Is Qd Cavendish Soc, 1851

743 Another Copy, loith inscr. 'Robert Irvine Esq. with kindest regards from George
Wilson. October 1. 1858 ', cl., Ss M

' Wilson fully established the piiority of Cavendish with regard to the experimental results on Avhich tlie theory of the
composition of water is based, and showed that Muirhead and Lord Jeffrey had overestimated Watt's merits.'—1). N. B.

744 CAVENTOU (Jean Baptists) Nouvelle Nomenclature Chimique, d'apres la Classification
a(hjptee par M. Thenard, 2« ed., augment^e, 8vo. contemporary hf red calf extra, 5s Qd 1825

745 CAYLEY (Arthur, f.r.s.) Collected Mathematical Papers, with 3 fine photogravure
2)ortraits {on India paper), ivoodcuts. and diagrams, 13 v., with Index—14 vols. 4to. hf. parch-
ment, uncut {fine set), £11. (p. £16. 12.s Qd) 1889-98

' Cayley contributed to nearly every subject in the range of pure mathematics, and some of its branches owe their
origin to him. Conspicuously among these may be cited the theory of invariants and covariants ; the general establish-
ment of hypergeometry on broad foundations, and specially the introduction of 'the absolute' into the discu-ssion of
metrical ])roperties ; the profound development of branches of algebra, Avhich first wero explained in a memoir on
matrices ; contributions to the theory of groups of operations ; and advances in the theory of the solution of the
quintic equation. No less important were his contributions to the theory of analytical geometry, alike in regard to
curves and to surfaces. . . . His services in the region of theoretical astronomy were of substantial importance,'
etc. etc. etc.—Prof. A. B. Forsyth.

746 CHALMERS (James" B., c.E.) Graphical Determination of Forces in Engineering
Structures, over 250 diagrams, large 8vo. cL, \0s 6d (p. £1. 45) 1881
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747 CESSART (Louis Alexandre de), Description des Travaux Hydrauliques de. publiee sur
ley MSS. de I'Autenr [par DUBOIS d'Arnenville] ; with fine portrait by B. Roger, and 67 plates,

2 thick vols. roy. 4to. boards, iincuf. 12s M 1806-9
Tlie autlior built tlie tine biidjic over tl:e Loire at Saiitnurj sinking the piers for the first time by caissons, of which ho

was the inventor, and designed the harbour works at Cherbourg, wliicli were hotrevcr, for want of money, only partially
carried out.

748 CEULEN [alias COLLENJ (Ludolph van) De Circulo et AdscriI'TIS Liber, ill qud
pluriiiioniin i)()ly<roTi()ruiu latt'ia ])er irratioiialiuiii nulneroruln griplios, qiioruiii libet autem pei'

nuineros al)solut<)s secundum Algebricarum .Kquationum le<,'es explicantur. Omtlia Latitia lecit, efe

Annotationibus illustravit Wjllerrordus Snellius ; uith finely engraved portrait on title by
Hetj'n, and numerous diagrams, 4U). FINE LAR(iE COPY in old calf extra [back slightly damaged) ;

rake, £1.55
*

Lugd. Batav, I6\^d
'Adrianns Bomanus and Ludolph van Ceulen occupied themselves with appn>ximatinK to the ratio between the

circumference and the diameter [of the circle]. The former carried the value ir to I'i, the latter to S'l, jdacos. The value
of jT is therefore often named Ludolph's number. His performance was considererl so extraordinary, that the numbers
were cut on his tomb-stone in St. Peter's church-yard at Leyden.'—Pro/. Cojori.

749 FUNDAMENTA Arithmetica et Geometrica. cuHi corniidem usu in varii proldeiaatis,

(Jeonietricis, jjartini solo linearuni, ductu, partiin |>er nunieros irrationales, et t5ibulas sinuuin, et
Algebrani solutis, e vernaculo in I.atinnni translata a WlL[LEnR0RD0] Sn[ellio] K. F. ; with
nnmei'ovs diagrams, 4to. old hf. ealf {browned, and with stamp on title, but sound copy\
los ibidem, 1615

* Cet ouvi-age prouve quo Ludolph dtuit un habile analyste, et qu"il manioit lalgi-bre avec bcaucoup de dexterite.'—
Montucla.

750 OHALLIS (James, j);-., F.R.s.) Essay on the Mathematical Principles of Physics. 8vo. r/.,

3s Cambridge, 1873
751 Lectures on Practical Astronomy, and Astronomical Instruments, w-ith 5 plates

and 02 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out of print). Is Qd ibidem, 1879
The author wa^ the inventor of the 'Transit-reducer' and the ' Meteoroscopc ', and did valuable work in connexion

with the discovery of Neptune.
752 Notes on the Principles of Pure and Applied Calculation; and Applications of

Mathematical PrinciplcH to Theories of Physical Forces, plate, thick 8vo. cl. [out of print), 8* Qd
ib., 1869

' Certain hydrodynamical theorems, which he believed himself to have demonstrated, admitted in his linn conviction, cf
application to the observed laws of light, heat, gravity, molecular attraction, and electricity. The conclusion pointed t >

Avas that the physical forces are mutually related, because all are modes of pressiire of the' same ethereal medium. The
work in which these views were most fully embodied was ' Notes on the Principles on Pure and Ajtplied Calculation '.'

—

Miss Afjnes M. L'lerkc.

753 Remarks on the Cambridge Mathematical Studies, and their Relation to Modern
Physical Science, 8vo. cl, 'Is M tb., 1875

754 CHALMERS (James, inventor of the ' Chalmers Target ') The CHANNEL Railway connecting
England and France, 2n(l Ed., with largefolding plate, 8vo. cl. [scarce), 10« 6rf 1867

This work first suggeste<l the two-tube scheme, which is now considered essential for ventilation. The preface contains
an indictment of the Admiralty in connexion with the author's Target.

755 CHAMBEIIS (George Frederick, f.k.a.s.) Handbook of Descriptive Astronomy, 3rd Ed.,

%cith 286 illustrations [34 full-page), thick 8vo. cl., 7s Gd (p. £1. 8*) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1877
756 Fourth Edition [^<,aeativ enlar«,'ed and re-written], with 75 plates and several hundred

woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. cl., t. e. g.,'£\. \2s 6d (j.. £2. 16a) ib., a. e., 1889-90
Last edition of the best English work on General Astronomy.

757 CHAPMAN (Fredrich Henrik af, Swedish Admiral) Traite de la CONSTRUCTION du!<

A'aisseaux, avec Eclaircissemens et Demonstrations concernant TArchitectura Navalis Meroatoria,
traduit avec Notes et Additions, par VlAL DU CLAIltBOIS ; with 20 folding plates, 4to. contemp-
orary French mottled calf gilt (RARE), £1. 5s Brest, 1781

' Cette t'-aduction est plus estimee que celle par I^emonnier.'— Qiieranl. There was no cony in the Scott Library. Thfl

author was the first to elaborate a complete theory of shipbuilding, and to give rules for flnaing the centre of gravity and
the carrying i>o\ver of ships.

758 CHAPTAL (Jean Antoine, Comte de Chanteloup) L'Art de Faire le ViN, premiere ^ditionj
uithfolding plate on copper, Svo. old tree-ccdf [KAYiV.), £L 1* 1807

This important work first publishes the procc8.s, now known as chupUiUging, for improving wines by neutralising an
excess of acids and adding beet or cane sugar.

759 Chemistry applied to the Arts end Manufactures, with numerous folding copper-

plates of Chemical Apparatus, 4 vols. 8vo. boards, uncut, \0s Qd 1807
' Sa Chimie npfJiijuie jK'ut encore etre consultee avec fruit.'

—

Liogr. Gvn.

CHARCOT (Anthelmus) Lex Natur.?-: L'nica— y. Lesage (George Louis), post.

760 CHARLON (Hippolyte) Tiieorie Matiiematique dea Operations FiNANCikRKs [avec
TAni,?:s Logarithmiques ponr les Calculs d'iNTERET Composi^: et d'AMORTissEMENT], large
8vo. hf. bound [scarce), Ws 6rf 1869

761 CHARPENTIER (Paul) Le Bois ; with 179 woodcuts, roy. Svo. seicn. Is Qd (p. F. 17.50
nett) 1890

762 Gelatines et Colles ; with 42 woodcuts, roy. Svo. sewn, 3s Qd (p. F. 6.50 nett) 1890

763 CHASLES (Michel, de VInMitut) TraitE de Geometrie Superieure ; with \2 folding plates,

Svo. sewn [rare). Vis 1852
764 —,— Another Copy, hf calf [name on title and slightly foxed), 12*

' Chasles iiitro<luced the term anhnrmoi'.ic ratio, corresponding to the German Doj)j)e?tr?7Mi7<rtJ.'{ and to Clifford's cross
ratio ... He gave a reduction, different from Newton's in this, that the fine curves from which all others can be
projected are symmetrical with respect to a centre ... To Chasles we owe the introduction into projective geometry of

non-projective properties of figures by mains of the infinitely distant imaginary? phero-circle', etc. etc. etc.—P/o/. Cnjori,
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7(35 [CHASSELOUP-LAURAT (Le General Fran9ois, Marquis)] EssAis sur qiiel<nies Parties de

1'Artillerie et des Fortifications [avec Notice] ; icith 6 folding plates^ 8vo. old tree-calf extra

{stamp on title), 5s Milan, 181

1

766 [CHAteLET (Gabrielle Emilie, Marquise du)] Institutions de Physique ; with plates

and vignettes, Svo. old calf gilt {fine copy), icith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 6*

Londres, 1741
The authoress's first work, containing an analysis of the philosophy of Leibnitz. She was a prodigy of learning, and

translated Newton's Prinripia into French ; but is probably better known for her intimacy with Voltaire.

767 CHAUVENET (Williain) Manual of Spherical and Practical Astronomy, -with Appendix
on the Method of Least Squares, 4th Ed., revised and corrected, ^ciih \o plates and numerous
illustrations, 2 vols. roy. Svo. cL, \5s (p. £1. 11* 6c?) 1868

'The most complete and exhaustive treatise on the subject which has yet appeared.'

—

l^rof. Simon Keiiromh.

768 CHEMICAL REPORTS and MEMOIRS, on Atomic Vohirne, Isomorphism, Endosmosis, the

Simultaneous Contrast of Colours, Latent Heat, Artificial Formation of Alkaloids, etc., ed. l>y

Thomas Graham, t.r.s., 2 plates and woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 7s (id Cavendish Soc, 1848
Comprising valuable chemical treatises by Otto, Filhol, Julius Voge', Chevreul, E. Kopp, and Bunsen,

A COMPLETE SET TO 19U4 :

709 SOCIETY of LONDON, COMPLETE SET of the PUBLICATIONS of the,

from the beginning in 1841 to 1904 (as UDdev), with numerous portraits, plates, and
looodcuts, 102 vols. 8vo., 100 vv. newly and uniformly hound in Tif. calf gilt, and 2 vv. cK

and hf. cl. (VERY scarce), £70. (p. £130. nett unbound) 1841-19')4
Contents :—Memoirs, 1841-8, 3 v. {very rare and often wantiiui) : Joltrnal, vv. 1-8G, 49-1904 : Collective Indexes, 1841-

1902, 4 V. : Jubilee Volume, '91 : Library Catalogue, '8t>.

The above important set forms a complete record ol Chemistry during its most active and successful period, containing
contributions by Sir B. Brodie, T. Graham, A. W. v. Hofmann, Baron Liebig, Lord Playfair, and other great authorities of
the period, besides Notices on important Papers in other Journals, both British and Foreign. Complete sets such as the
above are very seldom to be met with.

770 , Journal of the, from 1871 to 1901 (Vols. 24-80), with numerous plates and woodcuts,

60 vols. Svo. original cl. {first v. hf morocco), £15. \os (p. £62. nett unbound) 1871-1901

A NEWLY BOUND SET ;

771 CHEMISCHES CENTRAL-BLATT : Vollstandiges Repertorium fiir alle Zweige der

reinen und angewandten Chemie, hersg. v. der Deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft.

E-edaktion Rudolf Arendt ; icith plates {some coloured), and ivoodcuts, complete from
1835 to 1901, 67 vols. 8vo. in 80, newly hound in hf. green calf gilt, £57. 10.?

Leipzig, l^h—Berlin, 1901
An almost complete set of this invaluable periodical, including its forerunners, viz. : Phannaceutisches Centralblatt,

6-20 ('3.5-49), 1.5 v. : Chemisch-pharmaceutisches Centralblatt ('50-6), 6 v. : Cheicisches Centralblatt, Neue Folge, Band I

bis fiinftc Folffe, Band .5 ('56-1901), 46 v. in 59.

772 CHEMISTRY, Theoretical, Practical, and Analytical, as applied to the Arts and
Manufactures, by Writers of Eminence, icith numerous fine steel plates, and a large number
of u'oodcuts, 8 parts impl. Svo. cl. gilt {fresh set), \5s (p. £4. 4.s) [1882]

Containing contributions by Prof. Attfield, Sir I. L. Bell, Sir W. Crookes, Sir C. Le Neve Foster, Prof. Frankland,
C. E. Groves, f.r.s.. Prof. Lunge, M. M. Pattison Muir, f.r.s., Prof. Odling, C. Schorlemmer, f.r.s., Sir William Siemens,
etc. etc. etc. ,

773 CHERUBIN d'ORLEANS (Pere, Capucin) La Dioptrique Oculaire, on la Theorique, la

Positive, et la Meclianique de rOeiilaire Dioptrique en toutes ses espfeces; ivith fine front, and
vignette by Edelinck, and numerous plates, folio, old calf (fine tall copy), with bookplate of
Philip, '^nd Earl Stanhope, f.r.s., and auto, of William Molyneux, the philosopher (16o6-9S)

on title, £\.\s 1671
Montucla attributes to the author the invention of the binocular telescope.

774 CHEVREUL (Michel Eugene, f.r.s.) Considerations Generales sur I'Analyse Organ-
IQUE et sur ses Applications, Svo. hf. calfgilt {scarce), 8^ Qd 1824

The first published work of the venerable author, celebrated for his discoveries and investigations in fatty substances.
He died in 18S9 aged 103, a survivor of the French Revolution !

775 Rapport au Ministre de I'lnstruction Publicpie sur le CouRS de Chimie Appliquee aux
Corps Orgaiii(iues fait eu 1867, Svo. (pp. 56), sewn, 5s 1868

' A nion excellent ami M. Gauthier. E. Cukvrkul.'— /«.•>(•*•. onfli/lcof.

776 CHEYNE (Charles Hartwell Home, pr., Westminster School) The Earth's Motion of

Kotation, including the Theory of Precession and Nutation, diagrams, post Svo. cl. {out of
print), OS 1867

Applying the method of the variation of elements to the general problem of elements, and the general rotation-formukc
to the Earth.

777 Elementary Treatise on the Planetary Theory, diagrams, post Svo. cL {cover stained),
2s 6d (p. 65 6d) 1832

778 Second Edition, revised, diagrams, post Svo. cL, 3^ (p. 6* Qd) 1870
779 CHEYNE (George, m.d., f.r.s.) Fluxionum Methodus Inversa ; sive Quantitatuni

Fluentium Leges Generaliores, 4to. large copy in old panelled calf, with bookplate of Edward \2th
Duke of Norfolk {rare), \os Londini, 1703

In this curious treatise the author applies the integral calculus to medical a.s well as mechanical .science

780 CHILD (Samuel, brewer) Every Man his Own Brewer : the Art and Mystery of
Brewing Porter, Ale, Twopenny and Table-Beer ; calculated, by exposing the Deception in
Brewing, to reduce the Expense of a Family, and lessen the destructive Practice of Public
House Tipling, Svo. (pp. 19), sewn, 5s [1797]

781 Third Edition, carefully revised [with Appendix], Svo. (pp. 22), sewn, 5s n.d.
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7S3 CHILDREN (John George, f.r.s. ; Brit. Mus.) Account of Experiments ^vitll a Large
Voltaic Battery, 4to. (pp. 14)* sewn, Qs Qd 1S15

' To Tlio" Allan Esq'-c [f.r s., mineralogist] from his sincere Friend J. G, Children.'—/nscr. on title.

' On 2 July 1813 Children put in action the largest galvanic battery then construct''d, each plate presenting 32 square

feet of surface. Tfie remarkable results obtained are recorded in the 'Phil. Trans.' for 1S15. For these he received in 1823

the Royal Institution medal.'—Z>. X. U.

784 CHISHOLM (Henry William) On the SCIENCE of WEIGHING and MEASURING, and Standards
of Me;isure and \N'ei^ht, front, and 4o illuatrations, post 8vo. d. {scarce}, os 1877

785 CHLADNI (Ernst Florens Friedrich) Die Akustik ; ivith engraved portrait, and 1 plates, 4t<).

boards, vncnt, \0s (Ul Leipzig, ISO'J

FIK.ST Edition of this most impoitant work, one of (he earliest systematic treatises on the subject, and containing
the author's investigat'ons on the longitudinal waves of stringed instruments.

786 Entdeckungen iilier die TllEORiE den Klanges ; with 11 copperplates, 4to. original

wrapper, UNCUT (RARE), £\. 5s ibidem, 1787
FiK-sT Edition of the author's first and most important work, in which ho laid the foundation of tlie theory of sound.

The plates depict for the tirst time the acoustic phenomenon so well known as ' Chladni's ligures*.
' The fjTther of modern acoustics.'

—

I'ln/. T/indoll, who givesa full account, of the abovi' work in his ' Sound ', pp. 136-1 J5.

787 CHOaUET [(Charles) et LMathias] MATEB. [d'ALMBERT] : Traite 1':lementaire
dAL(;i;iJi:K, ."i^ [(lerniere] Ed., au^Miientee, Svo. /if. calf gilt, lis Qd 1849

788 CHRISTMANN (Wilhelm Ludwig) Cabbala Algebraica, wive Sursolida* .Kquatiouis et

Altionnii Rcsolutio Al^'e])raica, 4t<). boards, U)s 6d Stuttgardia', 1827

789 CHRYSTAL (George), and William Napier SHAW, f.r.s. : Electricity, Electrometer.^,
Macjnktism, and Electrolysis (Rep. from ' Encv. liiit.'), woodcuts, etc., 4to. boards, 'ds (p. 5.v

nett)
'

1894

790 CHUBB (John) On the Construction of Locks and Keys, 10 illustrations, 8vo. (pi). 36), cl.

{name cut off title), scarce, os [18.jO]

'A valuable paper, containing li.sts of all British patents relating thereto, and all communications to the Society of

Art-*. For this he was awarded the Telford silver medal '.—D. N. B.

791 CIACCHI (Giuseppe) Regole Generali d'ABBACO, con un ])revc Trattatodi Geonietria, eMcdi
(It'l inisurarc le siipeiticie de' teneni, e cori)i »olidi ; ^uith coloured arms on title, and woodcuts,
V2u\o. old vellum {binding damaged), 12s Firenze, 1675

A rare work, unknown to Poggeudorfl' and Prof, de Morgan.

792 CIRCLE (The) of the Sciences : a Cycloptcdia of Experimental, Chemical, Mathematical and
Mechanical Philosophy, Avith Intro, by Henry Lord Brougham, /ne steel portraits ofFaraday,
Breu-atcr, and Lord Brougham, jylates, and woodcuts, 4to. cl., 3* %d (p. 8* 6rf) n. d.

793 CIVIL ENGINEER (The) and ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL, Vols. I—Vlll, ivith plates and
numerous iroodcufs, 8 vols. 4t<). cl.,l5s 1837-45

794 ENGINEERS, The Education and Status of, in the United Kingdom and in Foreign
Countries, 8vo. cl., Ss 1870

A COMPLETE SET TO DATE :

795 (INSTITUTION of), MINUTES of PROCEEDINGS of the; from its

beginning in 18:^7 to 1905, 161 v. Subject Index to vv. I-CXVIII, 2 v., Name
Index to vv. I-LVllI, 1 v.—together 1G4 vols. Svo. with an immense number of large

plates and plavs, besides cuts; cl. (very scarce), £47. 10s 1837-1905
ThK EAHLY VOr.lJMKS AR>: EXTRKMELY SiCARCE.
•This valuable publication contains the history and description of the greatest en;;ineering works of the greater part of the

last century, the greatest enKineering epoch in the history of the woikl. There is no other publication of its kind that ran
b^ar the least coniparisoii with it. From the time of Telfonl, Robert Stephenson and Brunei, to that of the eminent mcu
of the present day, scarcely a work has been accou'plished but it is fully described and carefidly illustrated here.'

A further most interesting feature is the full and intimate biographies of deceased meml)ers of the Institution.

790 , Transactions of the. Vol. I (out of 3), with fine portrait of Telford, and
27 plates {one of aidographs of Engineers), 4to. cl., \0s brf 1836

Containing original contributions by Thomas Telfonl, Peter W. Harlow, k.r.s., T. TredgoM, Joshua Field, k.h.s., John
Farev, etc., etc.

797 CLAIRAUT (Alexis Claude) Elp:mens d'ALCkcRE, 4"'e Edition ; with numerous tables, sm. Svo.

old calf. Is Qd 1768

798 L ] Keciiekches sur le.s CouRBES Ji Double Courbure ; with opiates, 4to. old calf gilt {fine

capy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 185 1731
This work, demonstrating that all curves of the third order are projections of one of five parabolas, was written at the

age of 18, and procured the author's admission to the Academy of Sciences. ' Dans ce livre, il resolvait d'importants
]»roblt'mes roulant sur les tangentes de ces courbes particulieres. Leur rectification et la quadrature des cylindres qui les

projettent sur les plans coonlonnesy sont traitees piar la methodc encore en usage aujourd'hui '.—iJoi/er,

790 Theorie de la Figure de la Terre, tirce des Principew de I'Hydrostatique ;
withnumerovs

diagrams, Svo. old calf gilt (FINE COPY) ; RARE, with L^ord Stanhope's bookplate, 18« 1743
'His fame rests chiefly on his 'Theorie de la Figure de la Terra', in which he promulgated the theorem that the

variation of gravity on the surface of ihe earth, regarded as an elliptic spheroid, was altogether independent of the law of

density'. He develops in this work the first theory of capillary attraction, and tirst gives the differential equation, till

then unknown, of the equilibrium of fluids, supposing an attractive force, following any law whatever, to exist among the

molpculi'8.
' In the figure of the earth no other person has accomplishod as much as Clairaut, and the subject remains at present

8ub>tai,li;illy as he left it, though the form is diflJerent.'—rod/iKwfer.

800 CLARIDGE (John, shepherd) The Shepherd of Banbury's Rules to judge of the Changes of

the Weather, grounded on 40 years' Experience, with a Rational Account of their Causes, the

Nature of Wind, Rain, Snow, etc. ; corrected Ed., Svo. hf. roan. Is Qd ^

1827
• To John Campbell [i,i..d., 1708-75] has been g-^nerally ascribed the recast of 'The Shepherd of Banbury's Rules'. It is

somewhat noticeable as an attempt to base on quasi-scientific principles the weather forecasts of the alleged Banbury
.shepherd.*— i^. A'. B. See also Notet and (Queries, 1. Ser., VII. v. 373.
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803 GLABE (Martin, f.r.s.) Tlie Motion of Fluids, Natural and ArtiHcial, in ])aiticular of the

Air and Water, 2ntl Ed., with 8 plates, 8vo. old calf {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd
Earl Stanhope, 5s 1737

804 CLARK [sive CLERKE] (Gilbert, pr.) Oughtredus Explicatus, sive Commentarius in ejus

Claveni Matheniatieam, cum Planetarum Observationibus et HOROLOGIORUM [SOLARIUM]^
CoNSTRUCTiONE ; tvith 2folding plates, 2 vols. 12nio. in 1, old calf {nice copij), icith bookplate of
Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, Is Gd Londini, 1682

The authoi- mentions in this work his invention of the spct-dial.

805 CLARK (Josiah Latimer, f.r.s. ; telegraph cable engineer) ELEMENTARY Treatise on
Electrical Measurement, front., chart, and 41 woodcuts', post 8vo. cL, 2s 1868

800 , and Robert SABINE: Electrical Tables and Formula for Telegraph Inspectors

and Operators, luoodciits, post 8vo. cL, 2s Qd 1871
Althoufjh out of O.ate, both woiks are of some historical value.

807 CLARK (Samuel) Easy Introduction to theTnEORYand Praciice of Mechanics, containing
a Variety of Curious and Important Problems investigated with ithe greatest Facility by the

Application of one General Property of tlie Center of Gravity, without having Resource to the

Composition and Resolution of Forces, diagrams, 4to. old calf, with auto. (1790) and bookplate of
Thomas Legbourn {mathematician) ; rare, 10s 1764

808 CLARKE (Col. Ale:r. Ross, r.e., f.r.s.) Geodesy, tvith 64 illustrations, large 8vo. cl, vncut
(FRESH cory), £1. OS Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1880

The best moilern text-book on the subject in English. It is nut of print and now verv scarce.

809 CLARKE (Frank Wigglesworth) The Constants of Nature, Part V : Recalculation of

the Atomic Weights, new Ed., enlarged, roy. 8vo. half crushed green Levant morocco, vncvt,

t. e. g. (FINE COPY), \5s Washinjfon, 1897

810 CLARKE (John Sutherland) The Properties of the Parabola proved geometrically, witha
Collection of Problems, diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d Cambridge, 1852

811 CLAUSIUS (Rudolph) Tlie Mechanical Theory of Heat, with its Applications to the
Steam-Engine, and to the Physical Properties of Bodies, cd. by Thomas Archer Hirst, f.r.s.,

with Intro, by John Tyndall, f.r.s., woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {fresh copy), scarce, 8s 1867

812 Another Copy, calf neat {damp on title), Ss
First English edition of this epoch-makinj? work, which lirst i)laced thermodynamics on a scitnlilic basis. It wa.s

translated by \arions hands from ' Abhandhmj:en titer die mechanischc Wiirmetheorie' (1S64-7).

813 The Mechanical Theory of Heat, trans, by Walter Raleigh Browne, with wood-
cuts, post 8vo. new hf. brown calf gilt, t. e. g. (SCARCE), 12.s iSd 1879
a translation of the second and greatly' revised edition of the Ahhandlunnen, with 3 Appendixes by the translator.

814 CLAVIUS (Christophorus, Bambergensis, S.J.) Opera Mathematica V Tomis distributa, ab
Anctore nunc denuo correcta, et plurimis Locis aucta; with engraved title containing portrait, and
numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 5 vols, folio, old vellum {badly browned) ; rare, £3. 3^

Moguntiic, 1612
I. In Euclidem et in Tlieodosium commentarii ; de sinibus et lineis tangentibus et secantibus ; triangula rectiliiiea et

s]thit'riva. II. Geoinetria practica ; aritiimetica practica ; algebra. III. In sphieram Joa. de Hacro Bosco commentarius ;

astrohbium. IV. Gnoinonices libri VIII ; fabrica et usus insttumenti horologiorum ; horologioruni nova deseiiptio. V.

Uomani calendarii a Gregorio XIII. restitutio; Jos. Scaligeri elenchus et castigatio cal. gregor. castigata ; responsio ad
calunmias Jos. Scaligeri ; confutatio calendarii Georgi Germanni.

Clavins, 'the Euclid of the XVI. Century', is chiefly known by having, at the instance of Pope Gregory XIII., worked
out tlic improvements in the Julian calendar which resulted in the (iregovian calendiir.

815 Aritmetica Prattica, tradotta di Lorenzo Castellano, revista dal med, P. Claviocon
alcune agginnte, 12mo. old limp vellum, 8s 6d Venctia, 1671

' Perhaps there are more extensive examples of the square root worked by the old method in this treatise than would
easily be found elsewhere.'

—

Vrof. de Morgan.

Commentaria in Euclidem (lG12)-v. Euclides, jjost.

81G Compendium brevissimum Horologiorum Horizontaltum ac Declinantium : Tabulae
Altitudinum Solis pro HORIS ASTRONOMICIS in Signornm Initiis, ad omnes Gradus Altitudinis

Poli Borealis : Tabul.^5 ASTRONOMIC/Ead HOROLOGIORUM Constructioneni maxime utiles, et Notic
in Novam Horologiorum Descriptionem—3 vols. cr. 4to. in one, icith icoodcuts and diagrams;
old limp vellvm (rare), £1. Is Ronuv, 1603-5

817 Gnomices Libri VIII, in quilms non solum HOROLOGIORUM Solarium, sed etiam aliarum
<|Uoque Rerum, qujc ex Gnomonis Umlua cognosci possunt, Descriptiones geometrice demon-
strantur, editio princeps ; with engraved title','wooden ts and diagrams, folio, old parchment {top

of back damaged, and title and afew II. stained) ; rare, £1. 5s ibidem, 1581

818 RoMANi Calendarii a Gregorio XIII. P.M. restituti Explicatio, Clementis YIII. P.M.
jussu edita; accessit Confutatio eorum. qui Calendarium alitor instaurandum contenderunt, editio
princeps, folio, contemporary jJvessed 2}iffikin on oaken boards, sides covered with floral design,

clasps {back slightly damaged, and a number of II. water-stained) ; RARE, £1. 10s ibidem, 1603
First edition of the ofHcial exjilanation of the Gregorian calendar, largely the result of the author's labours.

819 In SPH.ERAM JoANNis de Sacro Bosco Commentarius, nunc quarto ab ipso Auctore
recognitus, et plerisque in locis locupletatus ; ivith numerous woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. old

limp vellum, \2sijd
'

S. Gervasii, 1602

820 CLERK (John, of Eldin, F.R.S. Edin.) Essay on Naval Tactics, Systematical and Historical,

Parts I-IV^ (all pub.), first complete edition, tvith 52 plates {many folding), 2 v(ds. 4to. original

boards, uncut, with auto. o/'JoHN Clerk, Advocate' [Lord Eldin], the author's Son (rare),

£1. 15s 1790-7
One of the most interesting work.s on the subject, which gave ri.se to a prolonged controversy on its merits, it having,

been claimed th.at the author's new proposal of a nian(euvre for ' breaking the enemy's line' had been adopted by Lord
Rodney at the battle off Dominica, April 1*2, 1782, and had largely contributed towards the victory. Prof. Laughtou
howe\er has since shown that there is very little, if any, evidence for this assertion.
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S'2S CLEB.KE (Agnes Mary) Popular History of Astronomy duriii<,^ the XIX. Century, 8vo.

c/., 45 (p. 12s 6f/) ]£dm., 1885
8*24 Third Edition [gi-eatly enlarged], with photo-front., vignette, and 5 plates, thick Svo. cl.,

6s 6d (p. 12s 6dy 1893
The best liistory of Modern Astronoiny.

825 Tlie System of the Stars, v:ith 6 plates and 50 woodcuts, Svo. cl. {out of jirint), 12s 6d
(p. £1. Is) 1890

All excftllent ix)pular treatise on Sidereal Astronomy.
82G CLIFFORD (William Kingdon, f.r.s.) Elements of Dynamic: an Introdnction to the Study

of Motion and Jtest in Solid and Fhiid Bodies, Pt. I. KINEMATIC, illustralcd, cr. 8vo. cl. {bade

siightlfi damaged), 3s Qd (p. 7s Qd) 1878
In tlii-s work, which was never coniplett'd, the author first introduced the sniphical and geometrical methods of MQbius,

Culniann, etr., as applicable to elementary mathematics.
827 Lecturks and Essays, ed. hy Sir Leslie Steimien and Sir Frederick Pollock, with

Intro, [hiographieal and bihlio^naphicalj ])y tlie hitter, Lihrary Edition, icilh 2 portraits, 2 voIh.

Svo. cl., VlsiSd (p. .£1. o.s) 1879
828 CLOCKMAKEBS' COMPANY of the City of London, Some Account of the, compiled

jnini-ipally from their own Records hy S. E. Atkins and A. H. OVERALL, F.S.A., with plates and
woodcuts, roy. Svo. cl., uncut, t. e. g., £1. 8s privately pnnted, 1881

Including bio^^raphies of ct-h-brated members, an account of old patents granted and indentions, etc. etc.

829
, Charter and Bye Laws of the, incorporated 1631,7th Charles Int, front, of Arms,

Svo. calf neat, 6s [ for the Company,] 1825

830 CLOIZEAUX (Alfred des) Manuel de Mineralogie, Tomes I et II, l*^*" fascicule ; with 45 plates,

and n umerovs woodcuts, and Atlas, containing 52 plates—3 vols. Svo. sewn, 10s 6d (p. F. 30.) 1862-74

.JOHN CLARE'S COPY:
831 COCKER fEdward) Arithmetic : a plain and familiar method, snitahle to the meanest Capacity,

for the full riidcrstandin<j: of that incomparable Art
;
perused and published l>y John Hawkins,

portrait: Collins {J ou^, Philomath) Arithmetic, publish'd by J. Plant—in I vol. ISmo. sheep

{broken, and margins shorn) ; sec note, £2. 10s 1688-1704
With autograph of John Clare, the unfortunate Northamptonshire i>easant poet, ISll.

832 Decimal Arithmetic, with Tables of Interest and Rebate .... his Artificial Arith-
metic, shewin*,' the Genesis or Fabrick of the LOGARITHMS . . . his ALGEBRAICAL ARITHMETIC,
etc. etc., perused, conected, and published by John Hawkins, 3rd Ed., with diagrams, large

12mo., large copy in old panelled sheep {back slightly damaged), 12s 6d 1702
b.'i3 Fourth Edition, ivith diagrams, 12mo. contemporary sheep {fine old copy), ICs 6c? 1713

Both the above works were suppo.sed by Prof, de Morgan to be forgeriea.'a view however since discredited. The latter
contains commendatory poems by William Levbourn, William Salmon, etc.

834 CODDINGTON (Henry, f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on Optics, 2nd EA.,with ^folding
plate-:, Svo. calf, or, boards, 3s 6d Cambridge, 1825

'The tiist attempt to make English students acquainted Avith modern methods of investigation in optics.'— il/iss

A. M. Clerle.

835 Treatise on the Reflexion and Refraction of Light, tvith \6folding plates, 8vo. hf. calf
{.stamp on title), 6s 6d ibidem, 1829

' Coiit.iiiiiii^ a very complete investigation of the paths of reflected aiul refracted rays.'—fot'cw.

836 COEHOOBN (Menno Jonkheer van) Nouvelle Fortification, representee en trois manieres,
sur le contenu interieur de I'Hexagone a la Francaise, avec une nouvelle Methode de Fortifier
les Pl.\ces Maritimes; folding plates, Svo. hf calf gilt, tvith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., 8s La Haye, 1741

'J"l>c authors most important work, originating wholly new principles in fortification.

837 COGGESHALL (Henry) The Art of Practical Measuring, easily perform'd, by a Two-Foot
Rule, which slides to a Foot, 4th Ed., with the use of SCAMOZZI'S LINES, for finding the Lengths
and Angles of Hips and Rafters, etc. to any Pitch; the whole carefully revi.sed, etc. et<'. by JoHN
Ham, folding j^lates {one defective and another mended), I2mo. old calf {joints cracked), 6s 1729

838 Seventh Edition, carefully corrected, ivith folding plates, 12mo. suund copy in contemp-
orary sheep, 10s 6d 1785

The sliding rule, described in the above work, was the author's own invention.

839 COLBURN (Zerah
; founder of * Engineering ') Steam Boiler Explosions, Svo. .seun, }s6d 1860

810 COLE (Grenville Arthur James) Aids to Practical Geology, 2nd Ed., 136 illustrations, Svo.
cl., 4 V (p. 10s Of/) 1893

841 COLE (Reginald Sorre) Treatise on Photographic Optics, 104 illustrations, cr. Svo. cl.,

3s (p. ().v) 1899
842 COLENSO (John William, Bp. of Natal) The Elements of Algebra, 2 vols. fcap. Svo. boards,

2s 6d y
r J ,

1859-66
843 COLLIER (John, Teacher of the Mathematicks to the gentlemen Volnntiers in 11. N.) Com-

pendium Artis Nautic.*:, being the Daily Practice of the Whole Art of Navigation,
whereby all Problems are performed only by Tabular Inspection, without the Operation of

Trigonometry, diagrams, 4to. fine copy in old sheep, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
{r-.ire), 15s 1729

Not noticed by Lowndes. PoggenclorfT, or D. N. B.
844 COLLIGNON (Edouard) Traite de MECANKiUE, 1« Partie : ClN^MATlQUE ; with .338 ilUt-

frations, 8vo. hf. calf gilt, .3s 6d 1873
845 COLLINI (Cosimo Alessandro ; Voltaire's Secretary) Journal d'un Voyage, qui contient

ditterentes Observations Mineralooiques, particulieremont sur les Agates, et le Rasalte, avec
la maniere de travailler les Agate-s ; with 14 fnefolding plates on copper, hrge 12mo. hf morocco
neat {plate 10 missing and corner ofplate 14 torn off), 4s Mannheim, 1776
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COLLINS (John; f.r.s. ; corresnondentofNewton and Leibniz) Arithmetic, 1704—i;. Cocker, ««<(!.

8IG The Description and Uses of a General Quadrant, with the Horizontal Projection,
ii])r)n it inverted, ivith diagrams, sni. 4to. (pp. 62), sewn, \Qs Qd 1658

Containing at end a ' Table of the right Ascensions and Declinations of the principal fixed Stars ', and ' Mr, Sutton's

Tables of Declination and Right Ascension '.

847 Navigation by the Mariners Plain Scale new plain'd: or a Treatise of Geo-
metrical and Aritiim"etical Navigation, icith plates and numerous diagrams, and 5 early en-

graved Compass Cards inserted at end, 3 vols. sni. 4to. in 1, old calf {fine copy), rare, icilh

bookplate ofPhilip 2nd Earl Stanhope, £2. 2* 1659
' It becan)e a class-book with the students of navigation of Christ Church Hospital [?].'—D. .V. 77.

S4S The Sector on a Quadrant ; or a Treatise containing the Description of four several

Quadrants . . . each Accomodated for Dyalling ; for the Resolving,' of all Proportions Instrument-

ally, and for the ready finding the Hour and Azimuth Universally in the equal Limbe, with Appen-
dix touching Reflected Dvallinc, from a glass placed at a Reclination, icith 4 copperplates,

ivoodcuts, and diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn [afew wormholes), with old auto, on title (rare), £\. \s 1659
Pp. 203-75 have a 'se])arate title: 'The Dkscription and Uses of a Great Universal Quadrant: with a Quarter of

iStotlers particular Projection upon it, Inverted,' Iti.jS.

'Collins was the register of all the improvements made in the mathematical science ; the magazine to which all tin;

curious had recourse ; and the common repository where every part of luseful knowledge was to b'j found. It was on this

account that the learned styled him 'the English Mersennus'.'

819 COLSON (Nathaniel) The Mariner's New Kalendar, containing the Principles of Arithmetic
and Geometry, with the Use of the Sea-Quadrant, Fore-Staff, and Nocturnal ; Tables, etc. etc.,

cr. 4to. hf. calf {back damaged), 12* Qd 1749
This copy has the bookplate and auto, of John Lee, f.s.a., f.r.s.: (1779-1850), and inscription by the same :

' This was
a popular work in its dav.'

850 New Edition, revised and adjusted to the New-Stile, by William Mountains, f.r.s.,

with the Compleat Irish Coaster, ivith numerous ivoodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. old sheep (joints

broken, and some II. water-stained), Ss Qd Dublin, 1764

851 COLSON (Rene) La Plaque Photographique : Proprietes, le Visible, ITnvisible ; ictth plates,

8vo. cl., 2s U 1897

852 COMBEROUSSE (Charles de) Geometrie Analytique Plane et dans I'Espace. Elements
de Geometrie De.«criptive ; with Atlas of5H plates—2 \o\h. Svo. sewn, 2s 1862

853 COMBES (Charles), Ed. PHILLIPS, etEd. COLLIGNON: Expose de la Situation de la

Mecanique Appliquee, impl. 8vo. sewn (scarce), 5s 1867

854 COMBRTJNE (Michael) The Theory and Practice of Brewing, first edition, 4to. old hf
calf (author^s name cut out of title) ; rare, \bs 1762

Part of the work comprises, in a revised form, the author's ' Essay on Brewing', originally published in 17o,S. The
author claims this work to have been the first 'to reduce this art to rules and principles.' It was printed with the leave

of the Brewers' Company of the City of London, and contains a number • f interesting recipes. The last chapter but one
contains gingerly hints on the use of oil of vitriol, aqua forti.s, salt of steel, copperas, cocculus indicus, and grains of

paradise.

855 Ne^v and Enlarged Edition, 8vo. cl., or, boards, Qs (Sd 1804
856 COMMANDING (Federigo) Liber de Centro Gravitatis Solidorum, editio princeps;

icith numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn (large and clean copy), 106 Bononice, 1565
V. Archimedes, ante.

857 CAMPAGNON (P. F.) Elements de Geometrie: Abrege des Elements de Geometrie ;

u'ith diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf calf gilt, Qs Qd 1868
COMPTES RENDUS de I'Academik des Sciences—?;. In.^titut de Yra-sce, post.

858 COMTES (— des) DiscouRS Philosophiques snr les Deux Merveillks de I'Art et de la

Nature, ou Traite de la liqueur de I'Alchaest, et de la Medicine universelle ; de la matiere de
I'une et de I'antre ; du nioyen d'operer ; et de la VOYE qu'il faut tenir pour faire le Sel de
Tartre VoLATiL, mis en Francois par Kobert Preud'homme, 2^ Ed., corrigee, 16mo. old calf

,

v;ith old MS. notes [very rare), los 1678
859 CONDORCET (Jean Antoine Nicolas de Caritat, Marquis de) EssAis d'ANALYSE, T. I^r, '68:

Du Calcul Ints;gral, '65 : Du Probleme des Trois Corps, '67 : Sur le Systeme du Monde et

sur le Calcul Integral, '68—4 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf (fine copy), luith auto, and bookplate of
Charles ^rd Earl Stanhope, 18* Qd Didot, 1765-8

His 'Essai sur lo Calcul Integral' obtained for him a seat in the Academy. 'His mathematical treatment of
probabilities, and his discussion of differential eiiuatious and finite differences, shew an ability which might h.ive put him
in the first rank had he concentrated his attention on mathematics.'— IF. IF. 11. Mil.

860 CONGR^S INTERNATIONAL des Electriciens, Paris, 1881 : Comptes Kendus des
Travanx ; with diagrams, impl. 8vo. hf. calf, 5s 1882

861 COOKE (Josiah Parsons, Harvard Univ.) Elements of Chemical Physics, 4tli [last] Ed.,
ivith 462 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl. (out of print), 12s C)d (p. £1. Is) 1886

862 — Laboratory* Practice : Experiments on the Fundamental Principles of Chemistry,
woodcut, post 8vo. cl., 2s 6t/(p. 5s) 1892

863 The New Chemistry, woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 2s 1874
864 Eighth [last] Edition, remodelled and enlarged, post 8vo. cl., with inscr. 'Prof Alex.

W. Williamson ivith the warm regards of the author,' 3s Qd New York, 1884
865 COPPERTHWAITE (William Charles) Tunnel Shields, and the Use of COxMPRESSED Air

in Subaqueous Works, tvith portrait of J. H. Greathcad and 257 woodcuts, 4to. cl., £1. Is

(sells £1. WsM nett) 1905
Including a List of English Patents relating to Tunndling with Shield and Compressed Air, 181S-1904.

866 CORACHAN (Juan Bautista) Arithmetica Demonstrada theorico-practica para lo

Mathematico y Mercantil, sm. 4to. old calf gilt (rare), 10s Qd Barcelona, 1719
Unknown to Poggcndorff and Prof, de Morgan.
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8G7 COPERNICUS (Nicolaus, Torinemis ; sac.) De Revolutionibus Orbium Ca:LKSTiu^r, Libri
VI. Habes in hoc opere iain recens nate, «!v: tedito, studiose lector, Motus stellanmi, tarn fixanirn,

quam erraticaruin, cum ex ueteribus, tiiin etiani ex recentibus obseruationibu.s restitutos : & nouis
insuper ac admirabilibus hypothesibus oinatos. Habes etiain Tabulas expeditissimas, ex quibus
eosdetu ad qiioduis tempus quj\m facillime calculare poteris. l<i^itur erne, le<4e, fruere ; editio
princeps; uith numerous diagrams, folio, vellum cover {from old MS.), libra ri/ stamps and old
aulo.^ exlibns Heinrici {?) Pantalponii\obO\ on title, £21. Norimberga^, apudJoh. Pctreium, 1543
A FINE coFY OF THE KXcE-ssivELY RAKE OiiKiiNAL EDITION of tliis momiiiiental work, wliich first Jiiade yniblio the solar

system known by the author's iiaiiH!, and forim^d the startinjc point of modern astronomy. ' The De K'rolutiuuibus lie

complete*! in 1530, but could not be i)revailed on to ^ive to the press till .just before the end of liis life. In 15^2 he was
seizwl w.th apoplexy, accomi)anied by paralysis on the right .side. On •J4th May 1543 the first printed copy of the
work arrived at FranenberK, and was touched by the author's dying hands oidy a few hours before he expired. His
memory gone and his faculties all obscured, it could only be said beseemed to know what it was he touched.'

8GS Editio Secunda [incipit:] De Revolutionibus Orbium Ccelestium, Libri VI, in quibus
Stellanun et Fixarum ot Erraticaruin Motus, ex veteribus atque recentibus Observationibus,
restituit bic Autor. Pneterea Talmlas ex]>editas hiculentasque addidit, ex quibus eosdeni
Motus ad quo<luis Tempus Matliematum stmliosus facillime calculare jioterit. Item, de Libris
llEVOLUTlONUM Nic. Copemici Narratio I., i)er Georg. Joach. Rheticum ad Joan. Schonerum
scripta ; with vignette on title and last L, and nvmerous diagrams, sm. folio, old sprinkled calf,

with arms of James Marquis of Annandale {dated 1723) in gold on sides {corner slightly uater-
stainedand \ I. margined, otherwise a LARGE AND VERY FINE COPY), with AUTO. AND MS. NOTts
OF Arthur Johnston, m.d. (1587-lt)41), Latin Poet, and bookplate of the Earl of Hopetoun
(rare), £6. loi Basilea' [1566]

SCO CORFIELD (William Henry, m.d.) Tlie Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage, 3rd [last]

Ed., cnlarj,'ed by tbe Autlior and LOUIS C. Parke.s, M.D., 8vo. cl., As (p. 16*) 1887

870 CORIOLIS (Gustave Gaspard) Th^orie Mathematique des Effets du Jeu de Billard ; with
\2folding plates, roy. Svo. hf morocco neat {fine copy), \0s Qd 1835

871 Another Copy, old hf. calf {stamp on title), 8s Cul

872 CORNELIUS (Karl Sebastian) Die Theorie des Sehens und raumlichen Vorstellen.ss,
vom pliysikaliscben, j»bysiologisclien und psycbologischen Standpunkte aus lietracbtet; uith
191 woodcuts, Svo. seivn, icith auto. 'Bartholomew Price, Pembroke College, Oxford', on
title, 8s 6d llalle a. S., 1861

873 CORONELLI ([Marco] Vincenzo, [Ord. Min.,] Cosmografo della RepvUica di Venctia) Navi,
b Vascelli, (Jalee, CJalcazze, Galeoni, et Galeotte, Bucintoro, Burcliielli, Peotte, Pi.attoni,

Mar«,dierotte, Fisolere, Condole, Battelli, Cocclii, Flutte, Giaccbi, Balloni, CaracoUe, Canoe,
Palandre, ed altre Bardie Praticate da*,di EuROPEi, Africani, Asiatici, ed Americani, ne'
Mari, Lajjlii, Fiumi, e Canali ; in Guerra, in Pace, in Ricreationi, ed in usi divensi ; with fine
portrait, and 65 BEAUT/FULLY ENGRAVED PLATES ON COPPER {many folding), including over 100
figures, comprising Ships of all Countries, with plans, sections, etc., atlas 4to. newly bound iti hf.

I?
crt//(7j7Mexcessively rare), £25. [Venetia,] IQ87

I* A WORK OK THE oREATKsT RARiTv, quite unknowH to bibliographers (e. g. Brunet or Graesse) and of eqcai, importanxk
to the i«AVAL HI8TORIAX, being in fact one of the earliest (if not the earliest), and certainly the fullest work on the subject,
niiiiutely illustrating the shipping and craft of all nations (including those for war puri>nses), with details as to their
construction. Some of the jdates include pleasure-boats of the author's own invention, and of the most fantastic design.

Coronelli constructed two large globes, which are still to be seen in the National Libraiy in Paris, and was the author
rf over 400 geographiail maps. None of his biogiapherf, however, knew of the above book, winch of all his numerous
works forms undoubtedly his most notable achievement.

CORRESPONDANCE sur I'EcoLE Polytechnique— v. Hachette, post.
874 COSTARD (George, Vicar of Twickenham) Tbe History of Astronomy, with its Applications

to Geoj,'rapliy, History, and Cbronoloj^y, occasionally exemplified by the Globes, with numerous
illustrations, 4to. cl., with auto, of GENERAL CHARLES Vallancey, f.r.s. on title {fine copy) ;

rare, 12* 6d l'767
' It received a distinctive value from the ample stores of Greek and Oriental erudition displayed in it. Designed chieHy

for the use of students, demonstration accompanied narrative, the puriKiseof discovery being thus illustrated as well as its
origin related.'—.Uim A. M. Clerke.

875 COTES (Roger; pr., Prof Astron., Cantab., f.r.s.
; friend of Sir Isaac Newton) De Descen.su

Gravium de MOTU Pendulorum in Cycloide, et de Motu Projectilium ; folding plate, 4to.

(pp. 37), sewn, 6s Cantdbrigiw, 1770
S70 Harmonia Mensurarum, sive Analysis et Synthesis per Rationum et Angulorum Mensuras

promota>; aeeedunt alia OPUSCULA MathemATICA, eclidit et auxit ROBERTUS SMlhl ; with diagrams
and table, 4to. old calf gilt, newly rebacked (RARE), £1. 155 ibidem, 1722

• Including a reprint of the iMjnmetria, with extensive developments and applications of the fluxional calculus.'—I). iV. 11.
' Had Cutes lived, we might have known something I '—.S>r Imw. Neivtnn.
'Cotcs's llarwonia Meiiturnrum was the earliest work in which decided progress was made in the application of

logarithms and of the j>roi«^itiis of the circle to the calculus of fluents.'-Pro/, de Morgan. It is also the first complete
treatise on the integral calculus, and first contains the well-known theorem in trigonometry known by his name, which
dei)ends on the forming of factors of x*— 1. The second part of the work contains 'i^^stimatio Errorum in mixta Mathes
pel variationes Partium Trianguli plani et spha^rici', 'pointingout the best way of arriving at the most probable meanresult
of astronomical observations. It is remarkable for a iiartial anticipation of the ' method of least squares ', as well as for
the first employment of the system of assigning different weights to ob.servations ' (D. N. B), also * de Methodo Difterent-
iali Newtoniana '

;
' Canonotechnia

'
; 'de Descensu Gravium ', etc. etc.

8'" HYDROSTATiCALand Pneumatical LECTURES, published with Notes by Robert Smith
[D.D., Master of Trinity] , 5 plates, Svo. old calf {nice copy), 10* 1738

878 Second Edition, ^vith 5 plates, Svo. old calf, with auto, of William Keate, F.R.S., 1763
{Master of Stamford School), and bookplate of John Keate, D.D. {Head-Master of Eton), 8s 6d 1747
'The course of experiments for which they were composed was among the earliest of its kind given in England.'—A A'. B.
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881 CORNWAIiL: its Mines and Miners: a Popular Introduction to Metallic Mines, by the

Author of ' Our Coal and our Coal-Pits ' [J. R. L.], ivoodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 3s Gd 1855
' In this volume copper and tin are chiefly treated of.'—Preface.

882 COTTA (Bernhard v.) Treatise on Ore Deposits, trans, fiom the 2nd German Ed., by
Frederick Prime, Jr., revised by the Author, numerous illustrations, 8vo. cl., Qs Qd (p. 186?)

New York, 1870
88.3 COTTERILL (James Henry, f.r.s.), and John Henry SLADE : Lessons in Applied

Mechanics, .377 illustrations, tcap. 8vo. cL, 3s (p. 55 Qd) 1891
884 COULOMB (Charles Augustin de, de VInstitut) Memoires [publics, avec Introduction, par le.s

soins de A. Potier] ; with plates and dlaqrams, roy. 8vo. seivn. Is Qd (p. F. 12. nett) 1884
A reprint of all the author's papers on electricity and magnetism, and the resistance of fluids ; including the imporlant

nieiuoir ' Construct on et usage d'une balance electrique', first propounding 'Cou'omb's Law'. It forms Vul. I of
' Collection des memoires relatifs a la physique, publies par la Societe fran(^aise do Physique.'

885 COURNOT (Antoine Augustin) Exposition de la TiiEORiEdes Chances et desPROBx\p,iLiTES;
with plate, 8vo. hf. morocco {scarce), r2.<f Qd

^
1843

886 Another Copy {wanting^ plate) ; also: Lacroix (S. F.) Traite ELEMENTAiREdu Calcul
dcs Prorabilites, 40 (derniere) Ed. ; tvith plates ; and: On Probability (pp. 64) [by Sift John
William Lubbock, f.r.s., and John Elliot Drinkwater]—3 vols. 8vo. in 1, hjf. roan, 12s 6d

1843—'64—['30]
* Cournot's treatment of insurance and the theory of life-tables is classical.'—Pi 0/. Cajori. The work is often quoted in

Todhuuter's ' History of the Theory of Probability '.

887 Recherches sur les Principes MATHEMATiQUESde la Theorie des Richesses, premiere
edition; with plates, post 8vo. ///. 7norocco gilt (scarce) \2s 1838

888 COUBTONNE (Jean) TRAiT^Vle la Perspective Pratique, avec Reniarques sur I'Architec-
TURE; with maneroKsfolding plates, folio, old calf gilt (fine cojv/), with bookplate of Philip 2nd
Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., Ss 1725

' Un excellent traite.'—U/ogrr. Gla.

889 [COWPER (Hon. Spencer, Dean of Durham)] Treatise on tlie Parallactic Angle, with
Appendix, containing a complete set of SOLAR and LUNAR Tables, entitled Tabul.^ Dunel-
MENSES, diagrams, 4to. sewn, Is Qd 1766

The authorship was unknown to Dean Cowper's biographer in D. N. P..

890 Another Copy : Harrington (Thomas) Science Improved, or the Theory of the
Universe, plates {with moveable slips), and maps—2 vols. 4to. in 1, old ccdf, \2s Qd 1766-74

891 CRAIGE (John) Methodus Figurarum Lineis Rectis et CuRVis comprehensarum Quadra-
turas deter.-niinandi ; plate : Tractatus Mathematicus de Figurarum Curvilinearum
QUADRATURIS et Locis Geometricis ; ptlate—2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, boards, 155 Londini, 1685-93

These two tracts are of importance as having been the llrst to m:ike Leibniz's differential c^ilculus known in England.

892 CRAMER (Gabriel) Introduction a I'Analyse des Lignes Courbes Algebriques ; with 33
folding plates, thick 4to. sound copy in contemporarii mottled calfgilt (veryrare), £3.3* Geneve, 1750

'Containing the earliest demonstration that a curve of the «'•» degree is in general determined if 1 n (7t-f 3) points on it

be given. '-ir: W. R. BaU.

893 CRANZ (Carl) Compendium der theoretischen ausseren Ballistik; ivith 110 illustrations,

roy. 8vo. seivn, 13s Qd (p. M. 20.) Leipzig, 1896
Q'he best modern text-book on the subject.

894 CRAWFORD (Adair, m.d., f.r.s.) Experiments and Observations on Animal Heat, and the
Inflammation of Combustible Bodies : an Attempt to Resolve these Phenomena into a General
Law of Nature, 2nd Ed., with very large Additions, 4 copperplates, 8vo. nice copg in contemporari/

tree-calf gilt, lOs Qd
'

1788
This work contains his theory of heat, and the first attempt to ascertain the specific heat of gases.

895 CRESSWELL (Daniel, d.d.) Elementary Treatise on the Geometrical and Algebraical In-

vestigation of Maxima and Minima, with Propositions deducible from Euclid, enlarged Ed.,
diagrams, 8vo. calf {back damaged), 3s Cambridge, 1817

896 CRISP (Oapt. John, Madras Armij) On the Methods of determining Terrestrial" Longi-
tudes by the Moon's Right Ascension, as deduced from her Altitudes and Culminations, 4to

cl. (scarce), 10s Qd Madras, 1827
897 CROCKER (Abraham) The Elements of Land Surveying, with plans (1 coloured), and wood-

cuts, 12mo. old sheep, 3s Qd 1806
898 CROLL (Oswald) Basilica Chymica, continens philosophicam propriA laborum experientifi con

lirmatam Descriptionem et Usum Remediorum Chymicorum selectissimorum. Additus est Trac-
tatus Novus de SiGNATURIS Rerum Internis ; with engraved title containing 6 j^ortraits of
Alchemists (including 'Bog. Bacchon, Anglus^) and ivoodcut, Ato. old parchment (some 11. badlg
browned), \2s Qd Francofurti [160S]

First Edition of this important work, which brought a large number of chomical preparations into medical use, and went
through IS editions within the first 50 years of its publication.

899 : Philosophy Reformed and Improved in Four Profound Tractates ; the I. discovering the
Great and Deej* Mysteries of Nature by Osw: Crollius, the other III. discovering the Wonderfull
Mysteries of the Creation by Paracelsus, both made English by H. Pinnell, 2 vols. 12mo. in 1,

sheep (as good as new) ; rare, \5s 16o7
The Hrst'is a translation of CroU's ' Basilica Chymica ', introducing a large number of new medical preparations, many

of which are still in use.
' Having a good knowledge of chemistry, Croll brought into use many of the medicaments of Paracelsus, together with

other new preparations; among the latter, he was the first to recommend the use of sulphate of potash (Ko SO4) and of
volatile salt of amber (succinic &c\(\).'—Prof. E. v. M(yer.

900 CULLEY (Robert Spelman) Handbook "of Practical Telegraphy, first edition, p^a^es and
woodcids, 8vo. cl., 3s 1863

901 Seventh Edition, revised and enlarged, 18 iJlates. and numerous woodcuts. 8vo. cl. (out

ofprint), Qs (p. 16*)
'

1878



No. 873 {page 45).

Two illustrations (greatly reduced) from this excessively rare work.
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902 CROOKES (Sir William, f.r.s.) On Attraction and Repulsion resultino from Radiation
(from Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc), with plates and woodcuts, COMPLETE in G parts in 1 vol. roy. 4to.

d. (scarce), £1. \s '1873-8

Tlie first account of the author's invention of the Radiometer, and establishing his theory of radiant matter.

903 , Parts 2-4, and 6 ; Avith the following' Papers : on Thallium [discovered hi/ the author],

'63: Researches on the Atomic Weight of Thallium, 4 plates, '7*2: On the Illumina-
tion of Lines of jMolecular Pressure, and the Trajectory of Molecules [containinc/ import-

ant investigations on radiant matter], plate and woodcuts, '79 : On the V^ISGOSITV of Gases at

High Exhaustions, plate, woodcuts, and Sfoldinf/ charts, '81
: Contributions to Molecular

Physics in High Vacua, ivoodcuts, '79: On Radiant Matter Spectroscopy, coloured plate

and tcoodcuts, '83: On the SUPPOSED 'New FORCE ' of J. Thore, woodcuts, '87 -in 1 vol. 4to.

buckram, £1. 5s 1863-87

904 Practical Handbook of Dyeing and Calico-Printing, with 11 plates, 47 specimens of
dyed and printedfabrics, and 38 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 15* (p. £2. 26) 1874

One of the best text-books on tiie subject.

905 Select Methods in Chemical Analysis (chiefly Inorganic), third [last] Ed., rewritten

and enlarged, woodcuts, thick 8vo. cL, 14« (p. £1. \s nett) 1894

906 , and Ernst BOHBIG : Practical Treatise on METALLURoy, adapted from the last

German Edition of Pkof. Kerl's METALLURGY, with 625 woodcuts, 3 thick vols. 8vo. cL, uncut
{scarce), £2. 26- (p. £-1. \9s) 1868-70

907 Vol. II only : Copper and Iron, withTiZ woodcuts, thick Svo. cl., 15*(p. £1. 16a) 1869
: V. Mitchell, and Wagner, po.st.

905 CROSS (C. F.) The Industrial I'ses of Cellulose (Cantor Lectures), roy. Svo. sewn. Is 1897

909 CROSSLEY (Edward), Joseph GLEDHILL, and James Maurice WILSON, Canon of
Worcester, ff.r.a.s.: HANDBOOK of DOUBLE Stars, with Catalogue of 1200 Double Stars and
extensive Lists of Measures, and additional Notes hringing the Measures up to 1879, for the Use
of Anjateurs, with plates and diagrams, 8vo. cl., t. c. g. {scarce), Ms Qd 1879

The only handbook on the subject. * there <lo«s not exist any work wliich gives information sufticiently detailed to be
of value to any one who seriously takes up this study. He must hunt through scores and hundreds of volumes if he
wishes to get an accurate and complete list of the previous measures of any particular double siav.'—Preface.

910 CROUSAZ (Jean Pierre de) Commentaire sur I'Analyse des Infiniments Petits ; with
4 plates, 4to. fine copy in old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 5s 1721

911 Reflexions sur I'Utilite des Mathematiques, et sur la Manifere de les etudier; front.
16mo. old calf, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 3s Amsterdam, 1715

912 Traite de I'ALGiiBRE ; with plates, sm. Svo. nice copy in old calf with Lord Stanhope's
bookplate, 3s Gd 1726

91.*^ GUMMING (Alex., f.r.s.) The Elements of Clock and Watch-Work, adapted to Practice,

^vith 16 large copperplaies, 4to. hf. bound, 105 Crf 17(5(5

One of the best old treatises on the subject.

914 Observations on the Effects which Carriage Wheels, with Rims of different Shapes,
liave on the ROADS, with plate, 4to. sewn^ with long author's inscr. to Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope,

\ F.R.S., 5s
.

1799
I Ailvocating the use of cylindrical wheel rims, instead of ' tapering rims now universally used '.

915 GUMMING (James, f.r.s.) Manual of Electro Dynamics, chiefly translated from the
' Manuel (I'Electricite dynsimique' of J. F. Demonferrand, M-ith Notes and Additions, compre-
hendin«< tlie LATEST DISCOVERIES and IMPROVEMENTS, luith 1folding platesy Svo. boards, uncut,
105 iSd

'

Cambridge, 1827
'Ho constructed most delicate telescopes, and made imiwrtant modifications and simplifications of electrical'methods.

He was the first to show, that when the temperature of one junction of certain thermo-electric circuits was gradually
raised, the current gradually rose to a maximum, then fell off, and finally was reversed at a red heat .'

—

O. T. BttUiny.

91G GUMMING (Linnaeua) Introduction to the Theory of Electricity, with numerous Exam-
ples, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., Ss (p. 8s 6d) 187G

017 Second Edition, with Corrections and Additions, diagrams, post Svo. cl., 4* (p. 8* 6d) 1879
!)1S Third Edition, with Corrections and Additions, diagrams, post Svo. cl. {cover stained), 4s

(p. 8s Gd) 1885
•119 CURIOSITIES in Chymistry : beino; New Experiments and Observations concerning the

Phincii'les of Natural Bodies, written by a Person of Honour, and published by his
Operator, H. G., 12mo. fne copy in hf morocco neat {rai'c), I5s 1691
By way of variety from the tlum prevailing jUiloj^istic theory, the anonymous author originates a still more peculiar theory

of his own, as stated in the intro<luction :
' The ingeniuus author has herein laid a great many Experiments and Observa-

tions to;,'eth.-^r, in order to prove that Wat/;r is the only first Material Principle of Natural Bodies ; and that all tlie other
pretended Hypostntical Principles are ultimate and reducible into mere Elementary Water'.

'•20 CURLE (J. H.) The Gold Mines of the World, numerous plates and plans, 4to. cl., 8s 6d
(p. IGy nett) 1899

A valuable work which should be read by every investor before risking his neck in the Kaffir Circus.

!)21 GUTHBERTSON (Francis) Euclidian Geometry, with numerous illustrations, post Svo. cl.,

2s Gd 1874
!)J2 GUVIER (Leopold Ghristian Frederic Dagobsrt [postea Georges] Baron) Essay on the

Theory of the Earth, with Mineralo^deal Illustrations by Robert Jameson, 4th Ed., with
Additions, G plates, Svo. boards, uncut, Gs Edin., 1822

023 -Rapport HisTORiQUEsur les Progres des Sciences Naturelles depiiis 1789, et sur
leur Etat naturel, nouvelle Ed., Svo. sewn, 3s 1828

924 Another Copy, hf. cl., u-ith Prof. Williamson's auto., 3s Gd 1827
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925 CURIE (Pierre; discoverer of Radium) Proprietes Magnetiques den CORPS a diverses Tem-

peratures (These) ; with woodcuts, roy. 8vo. seivn [out ofprint), 5s 1S95
* Homiiiage ainioal. P. Curie '.

—

Inscr. on title.

92G DAGUERRE (Louis) Historique et Description des Procedes du Daguerreotype et du
Diorama ; icith 6 platen illustrating the Apparatus, etc. used, Svo. seivn (very scarce), £3. 3s 1839

First Edition of perliaps the most important work in the whole range of the history of photography, containing the
first account of the invention of the Daguerreotype.

'The discovery of the Daguerreotype was announced in Jan., 1S30, but the details of the pmcess were not made public
till August of tlie same year. It consists of exposing a metal plate covered with iodide of silver for a suitable time in

a photographic camera, tlie plate being afterwards transferred to a dark room, and exposed to the vapour of mercury, which
develops the latent image, it being afterwards fixed. Although this process has become almost obsolete, it was really the
first which was of any practical value, and experts all agree that no other known process renders some subjects— e. g. the
human face—with such fiJelity and beauty,'— T. C, Ilepvorth.

927 DALE (Jolm Borthwick) Logarithmic and Trigonometric Tables to Five Places of Decimals,
8vo. cL, \s 6d 1905
DALEMBERT—V. ALEMBERT, ante.

928 D[ALENCE(— )] Traite de I'Aiman, divise en 2 parties : les Experiences et les Raisons que
Ton en pent rendre ; 2vith fine front, and numerous copperplates, 12mo. contemporary calf gilt

(RARE), £\. \s Amsterdam, 1687
Containing a number of interesting experiments on the Magnet, and summing up all the knowledge then known on the

subject.

929 [ ] Traittez des Barometres, Thermometres, et Notiometres, ou Hygrometres,
premiere edition ; with front, hy Schoonebeek, and numerous copperplates, 12nio. contemporary
calf gilt {wanting 1 plate) ; RARE, £1.1* ibidem, 1688

the earliest account dealing exclusively with the subject, and especially valuable a.s the first work laying down rules
for the graduation of the thermometer. Botli the above works were unknown to PoggendorfF.

930 DALTON (John, f.r.s.) Meteorological Orserv^ations and Essays, first edition, icith

diagrams, 8vo. FRESH COPY in hoards, uncut, £3. 13.s Qd T. Ostell [1793]
the author's first published work, and excessively rare in the above edition.

'They contained, as the author remarked 40 years later, the gtrms of most of the ideas afterwards expanded by him
into discoveries. A prominent section comprised the result of six years' auroral observations. He had detected independ-
ently the magnetic relations of the phenomenon, and concludeil thence auroral light to be of purely electric origin, aiiil

auroral arches and streamers to be composed of an elastic fluid of a ferruginous nature existing above our atmosphere.
This hypothesis was further developed by Biot in 1820. From simultaneous observations at Kendal and Keswick
Dalton derived from the aurora of 15 Feb. 1793 a height of 150 miles. , . The essay in thesaine volume was remarkable for
the then novel as.sortion that aqueous vapour exists in the air as an independent elastic fluid, not chemically combined,
but mechanically mixed with the other atmospheric gases.'—3/iss A. M. Clarke.

931 Second Edition, with woodcuts, Svo. boards, uncut {stamp on title) ; scarce, 15*

Manchester, 1834
932 Another Copy, hf. calf {nice copy), lis (Sd

'A second edition was published in 1834, with the addition of some notes collected into an appendix, but with no
alteration in the text.'—£a(?e/;i.

933 New System of Chemical Philosophy, Parts I and II, and Vol. II Part I (all pub-
lished), with 8 copperplates, 3 vols, fine copies in hf calf (excessively scarce complete),
£4. 45 ibidem, 1808-10-27
a complete copy of the only edition of this important work, no reprint having ever been issued,
' In this work he developed those primary laws of heat and chemical combination to which he had been gradually led

since ISOl, and laid the foundation of chemical notation by representing grajdiically the supposed collocations of atoms
in compound bodies. Extended and revised bodies of atomic weights were added.'

—

Eadcm.

934 Part I only, with 4 copperplates, 8vo. old hf. calf £1. 5* ibidem, 1808
This volume, complete in itself, contains the first exposition of the Atomic Theory.

935 : Henry (William Charles, f.r.s.) Memoirs of the Life and Scientific Researches of

John Dalton, f.r.s., with bust-portrait, 2 plates, andfs., Svo. cl., uncut, t. e. g., Ss Qd
Cavendish Soc, 1854

Together with R. A. Smith's biography (7. r. infra) the chief authority on Dalton.

936 : Roscoe (Sir Henry Entield, f.r.s.) John Dalton, and the Rise of Modern Chemistry,
portrait and fs., post Svo. cl., \s iSd 1895

937 : Smith (Robert An<,nis, f.r.s.) Memoir of John Dalton, and History of the Atomic
Theory up to his Time, with steel portrait, Svo. cl., with pres. inscr. to Robert Alfred Vaugii.an
{author of ' Hours with the Mystics '), 10* Qd 1856

Containing a complete list of Dalton's publications.

938 DAMBOURNEY (Louis Auguste) Recueil de Procedes et d'ExPERiENCES sur les Tein-
TURES Solides que nos Veg^tanx indigenes connnuniqnent aux Laines et aux Lainages, 4to.

(?) Large Paper ; old calf gilt {binding slightly damajed) ; RARE, £1. 5* 1786
- 1'iRST Edition, printed by order of the French Government, with alphabetical List of Colours (pp. ."^O) at end.

• Dambourney reussit a naturaliscr la garance dans la Normandie ct a tirer un vert primitif tres-solide des bales de la

bourdaine on bourg^ne (rhamnusfrangula). 11 reconnut ensuite la possibilite d'extraire du vouede on pastel (imtli tinctoriu)

un bleu comparable a I'indigo, et imagina que par le moyen du feu on pourrait porter la fermentation a sa perfection.'

—

liiog. (ihi.

DAMMEB. (Otto) Handbpch der anorganischen Chemie—v. Handbuch, post.

939 DANA (James Dwight) Manual of Mineralogy, new Ed., enlarged, 260 illustrations, large

post Svo. cl., 3.5 Qd 1857 or 1863

940 , and George Jarvis BRUSH : System of Mineralogy, comprising the mo.st Recent
Discoveries, 5th Ed., rewritten, with ever 600 i"^'<'trations, thick roy. Svo. cL, 8? 6^/

(p. £1. 166) 1868
This has been considered the best text-book of mineralogy extant.

911 , , and Edward SALISBURY: Text-Hook of Mineralogy, with extended
Treatise on Crystallography and Physical Mineralogy, 4th Ed., coloured fronf., and over

800 woodcuts, large Svo. hf roan, with numerous valuable MS. notes and additions, 6s (ul

New Yorl; 1882
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945 DALLMEYEB (Thomas R., f.r.a.s.) Telephotography : tlie Construction and Application

of the Telej>li<*t();<r;u>liic Lens, 'Hi plates, and 60 diagrams, cr. 4to. cl., 8* (p. 15* nett) 1899

946 DANIELL (Alfred, S:hool Med., Edin.) Text Book of the PRINCIPLES of PHYSICS, illustrated,

8vo. vL, Is (p. £1. U) 1884
Excellent &a a work of reference, an<l i»ayiiig sjiecial attention to medical nhysics.

947 DANIELL (John Frederic, f.r.s.) Elements of Meteorology; Wmvj^ the third [last]

Ed., revised and enhirgetl, of Meteorological E.ssayn, woodcut, front., andfolding niaps and charts,

2 vols. 8vo. cL, uncut {scarce), 12* 6rf 1845
'The tlrHtatti«nipt to collect scatterecl facts on the subject, and to explain the main phenomena of the atniosphere by

physical laws. He insist«<l on the iiaramount importance of extreme accuracy in meteorological ob-servations, and himself

kept a nuMlel record of atmospheric clianges.'— i». A*. 11.

948 Introduction U) the Study of Chemical Philo-sophy, 2nd [last] Ed., enlarged, with
numerous woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), 9a' ^l 1843

949 Another Copy, with Dr. MuspratVs auto., IOa- 6rf

'The niOMt original book on the subject publislnvl at that jxTiod.'—7X N. li.

950 On Voltaic Combinations, with Additional Observations (Philos. Trans.), 2 plates,

4to. (pp. 25), sewn, with author's inscription, \i^8 6d 1836
ThH iii>t priiit'tl .iciount of the author's discovery of the tlntt constant oell (zinc and copper), known by UU name, for

which he n«cei\wl the (.'opley me«ial.

Ill- also illv<•llt>^l a liy>;rometer, a new pyrometer, and wrote many important papera on electrolysis.

951 DANTI (Egnatio, o.p.) Trattato del Use et della Fabbrica dell' Astrolabio, con il

Planisferio <lel Roia.s, primera edizione; with numerous woodcuts, mm. 4to. old Italian vellum
gilt (rare), 17* (Ul Fiorenza, i Giunti, 1569

• .Son Truitr de I'AstnMiU renfernie tine r«marr|ue capitate, dent les meilleurs auteurs ont h tort fait honucur i^ Tycho
Drahe, savoir la diminuation de I'obliquite de lecliptique, ddduilo de la comparaisou deaancienues observations avec les

modernes. '—y>'io</r, oV/i.

952 Seconda Edizione, prinio libro nuovamente ristan»i>ato, et accresciuto in niolto luoghi,

con I'aggiuntii del U«o et Fabbrica di nove altri ISTROMENTI ASTRONOMICI ; with numerous wood-
cuts ofastronomical and geodetic instruments, besides diagrams, Firenze, Giunti, '78 : Trattato della

Descrittione della Sfera Celeste in jjiano di Cl. Tolomeo d'HERCOLE Bottrioaro, tradotto
in jMirlare Italiano, et niolti hiochi corretti . . . aggiontovi la ragionevole confinnatione d'alcune
demonntrationi, et tutte I'occorrenti Operazioni NUMERALI, ecc. ; with diagrams, Bologna,
1572—2 vols. sni. 4to. in 1, FINE COPIES in old white parchment (rare), £1. 8* 6d 1572-8

' Edition plus complete qJie celle de 1501)'.

—

Bruiitt.

9r»;} DARIOT (Claude) Introduction conducing to the Judgement of the Stars, wherein the
M'hole Art of Judiciall Astrologie is briefly and plainly delivered: By which a deterniinate

.Imlgenient may be given ujion any Question (leinanded, much inlarged by N. S. With a briefe

Treatise of Mathematical Physick by O. C, and divers Observations* of Agriculture and
Navigation, very usefull both for Merchants and Husbandmen, by N. S., with astrological figures,

sni. 4U). calf {title mounted and afew icormholes, hut a large and sound copy), with auto, of Joseph
Harrison, agriculturist, on flyleaf £1. 5s 1663

954 DAUBENY (Charles Giles Bridle, m.d., f.r.s.) Introduction to the Atomic Theory, com-
prising the Opinions of the most distinguished Ancient and Modern Philosophens, with reH|>ect to
the Constitution of Matter, first edition, 8vo. sprinkled calf gilt {as good as new), 6s Oxford, 1831

The tlrst history of the Atomic Theory, including a letter on the work froln Dalton, to whom it is dedicated, and a Table
of Atomic Weijjhts.

955 On Ozone, 2 woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 28), sewn, with author's inscr., \s 6d 1867
956 DAVIES (Charles) Elements of Algebra: on the Basia of M. Bourdon: embracina; Sturm's

and Homer's Theorems, and Practical Examples, 8vo. sheep {binding damaged), 2s Qa
New York, 1860

957 Mathematical Science : its Lo^^'ic and Utility, with Explanations and Illustrations of
the best Metho<ls of Instruction, illustrations, 8vo. (pp. 151), sewn, 'Is %d [c. 1860]

958 , and William O. PECK: Mathematical Dictionary and Cyclopedia of Mathe-
matical Science, numerous diagrams, roy. 8vo. hf. bound (scarce), 10« %d New York, 1855

959 DAVIE8 (David Christopher) Treatise on Earthy and other Minerals and Mining, 2nd
Ed, 76 woodcuU, laree post 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 12« Qd) 1888

960 Treatise on Metalliferous Minerals and Mining, 148 woodcuts, large post 8vo. c/.,

53 (p. }2s 6d) 1880
9C1 Third Edition, carefully revised, 148 woodcuts, large post 8vo. c/., 5s %d (p. \2s 6<0 1886

One of the best text-t)Ook8 on the subject. At end is a glossary of Mining Terma.
DAVILER (Augustin Charles)— r. Avii.er, ante.

962 DAVIS (William Morris), L. O. SCHTJLTZ, and B. de C. WABD: Investigation of the
Sea-Bhkkzk, \2 plates, roy. 4to. cl., 5« Cambridge [Mass.], 1890

963 DAVISON (Simpson) Discovery and GEr)ONOsY of Gold Deposits in Australia, compare<l
Mith those of California, etc. etc., and Disquisition on the Origin of Gold in Placer-Deposite and
Quartz-Veins, coloured map, 8vo. d., uncut {scarce), \0s Qd 1860

964 DAVY (SirHumphry, p.r.s.) Collected Works, edited, with Life, by his Brother John, f.r.s.,

portrait andfs., 9 vols. 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), £2. 2s (p. £4. 14« 6d) 1839-40

965 Another Set, v. 1 hf calf, and w. 2-9 cl. {back of v. V slightly damaged) ; cheap set,

£1. 10*

966 Account of Experiments and Observations on the Constituent Parts of certain
A.STRINGENT VEGETABLES, and on their Operation in TANNING, 4to. (pp.41), cl. cover, withname,
etc. on title {rare), 10* %d 1803

' For Sir H. C. Englefield Bart, with the afl>. re»iK>ct8 of the Author.'—7 ««<r. on title.

4
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967 DAVY (Sir Humphrey, p.r.s.) The Bakerian Lectuee on some Chemical Agencies of

Electricity (Phil. Trans.), with copperplate by Basire, 4to. (pp. 56), with author's inscr.
(rare), £L \s 1807

' Right HonWe C. F. Greville [author of the 'Memoirs'] from the Author with his best resp[ects] '.—Inscr. on title.

' In 1806 he made the important discovery [here first described'} that the combinations and decompositions by electricity
are referable to the law of electrical attractions and repulsions, and thu.s demonstrated the intimate connection between
electricity and chemistry'.—J2. T. Thomson, F.B.S.

968 On a Combination of Oxymuriatic Gas and Oxygene Gas (Phil. Trans.), 4to. (pp. 8),

sewn, As 6d 1811
989 Consolations in Travel ; or the Last Days of a Philosopher, first edition, 12mo.

boards, uncut {with some 23encil-7narks) , 5s 1830
Edited by Dr. John Davy, Sir Humphry's brother, who states in the preface that the work ' was concluded at the very

moment of the invasion of the author's last illness '.

970 Electrochemical Researches on the Decomposition of the Earths ; with Observ-
ations on the Metals obtained from the Alkaline Earths, and on the Amalgam procnred
from Ammonia (Phil. Trans.), 4to. (pp. 38), sewn, with author's inscr. {7'are), 13s 6d 1808

The first account of the author's discovery, by electrolysis, of calcium, barium, strontium, magnesium, and boron.
'For Thomas Allan Esq'"e. [f.r.s., mineralogist] from the author'.

—

Inscr. on title.

971 Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, first edition, with copperplates, 4 to. original

boards, uncut (back slightly damaged), 12s 6d 1813

972 Third Edition, withfolding plates on copper [foxed), 8vo. hf. calf, Is Qd 1821
973 Fifth Edition, withfolding plates on copper, 8vo. original hf. cl., uncut, 55 1836
974 Elements of Chemical Philosophy, Part I. Vol. 1 [all published], first edition, with

10 plates, 8vo. (pp. 511), original boai^ds, uncut {name on title), 10s 6o? 1812
975 Another Copy, hf brown calf {one joint cracked), 8s

Perhaps the first connected treatise on Physical Chemistry, as known at the date of its publication, and incorporating
the results of the important discoveries made by the author. Pp. 1-00 contain an interesting ' Historical View of the
Progress of Chemistry '.

976 Fragmentary Remains, Literary and Scientific, Avith Sketch of his Life, and Select
Correspondence, ed. by his Brother John, F.R.S., 8vo. cl. {scarce), Is 6c? 1858

This work is not included in the edition of his 'Collected Works', and .should be added as a supplement.

977 On the Safety Lamp for preventing Explosions in Mines, Houses lighted by Gas, Spirit

Warehouses, or Magazines in Ships, etc., with some RESEARCHES on Flame, copper-plate, 8vo.

original boards, uncut (scarce), £J. Is 1825
Containing an account of the Davy Lamp, the author's best known invention. The above is the second edition, to

which are added 'additional paragraphs, containing some new facts and some practical results connected with the Safety
Lamp ; most of the last occurred to me during.journeys that I have made, for the purpose of int)oducing this invention
into the principal mines of Europe, in which inflammable air is fomid.'—Advertisement.

978 BAVY (John; M.l>.,brotherof Sir Humphry) On a GASEOUS COMPOUND of CARBONIC OxiDE and
Chlorine, 4to. (pp. 8), sewn, ivith authors inscr., Zs 1812

979 Account of some Experiments on the Combinations of different Metals and Chlorine,
4to. (pp. 36), sewn, 5s &d 1812

'For T[homas] Allan [f.r.s., mineralogist (1777-1833)] Esq'c. from his sincerely obliged friend the author.'—/riser.
on title.

980 DAWSON (Commr. Llewellyn Stiles, r.n.) Memoirs of Hydrography, including brief

Biographies of the principal Officers who have served in H.M. Naval Surveying Service, 1750-1885 :

Part I : 1150-1830, portraits, cr. 4to. cl., As Eastbourne [1883]
981 DAY (Henry George, vr.) Properties of Conic Sections proved Geometrically : Part I

:

the Ellipse, numerous diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 2s 1868
982 DAY (Henry Noble, d.d.) Logical Praxis, with exercises for practical application, post 8vo.

cl., 2s Qd New York, 1876
983 DEALTRY (William, f.r.s. ; Archdn. of Surrey) The Principles of Fluxions, 2nd Ed.,

enlarged, with numerous diagrams, large 8vo. boards, uncut {scarce), 10s Qd 1816
' a useful manual for students.'—D. N. B.

984 DECHALES (Claude Francois Milliet, s.J.)—v. Deschales, 7905^.

985 DECKER (General Karl v.; hie E.) Traite EliiIMENTAIRE d'ARTlLLERiE, traduit, avec
Notes et Additions relatives a I'Artillerie fran^aise, par J. RAVICHIO DE Peretsdorf et
A. P. F. Nancy, 8vo. hf calf {stamp on title), 3s Qd 1825

986 DECREMPS (Henri) Diagrammes Chimiques, ou Recueil de 360 Figures qui expliqnent
succinctement les experiences par indication des Agenset des Produits a cote de I'Appareil, et qui
rendent sensible la Theorie des Phenomenes, et representent le Jeu des Attractions par la

Convergence des Lignes ; with 112 copperplates, roy. 4to. sewn, uncut, 12sQd 1823
'A Monsieur de la Ville de la part de I'auteur.'—/jiscr. on title. This curious work includes a chemical glossary in six

languaf^es.

987 DEIDIER (Abhe N.) L'Arithmetique des Geometres, ou Nouveaux Elemens de Mathe-
niatiques : La Science des Geometres, ou la Theorie et la Pratique de la Geometric—2 vols. 4to.,

ivith plates ; contemporary calf gilt, with bookplate ofEdward 12th Duke of Norfolk, 12s 6d 1839
988 La Mechanique Gi<;nerale contenant la Statique, TAirometrie, I'Hydrostatique, et

I'Hydraulique ; icith numerousfolding plates and vignettes, 4to. old French mottled calf gilt {fine
copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 10s 1741

989 La Science des GEOMiiTRES, ou la Theorie et la Pratique de la Geometric ; with
numerousfolding plates, 4to. old calf, with bookplate ofEdward 12th Duke of Norfolk, Is %d 1739

' Ses onvrages lui assurent unei)lacedistinguee parini les matheinaticiens de son temps.'

—

Biogr. &.n.

990 DEINHARDT (Kurt), and Alfred SCHLOMANN : Technical Dictionaries in Six
Languages ; Vol. I : Machine-Elements and Tools, illustrated, post 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (sells 5*
nett) 1906
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991 DELAFOSSE (Gabriel) Rapport sur les Progres de la Mini^:ralogie, impl. 8vo. sewn,
2s Impr. Impcr., 1867

992 DELAMAINE [the Elder] (Richard) Grammelogia, or the Mathematicall Ring, sliowin«r

(any reasonable Capacity that liath not Arithnieticke) how to resolve and WORKE all

ORDINARY OPERATIONS of Arithmeticke, and those which are most ditlienlt with greatest
facilitie : the extraction of Roots, the valuation of Leases, etc. the niejisnring of Plaines and
8<dids, witli the RESOLUTION of Plaine and Sphericall Triangles, and that onely by an
Ocular Inspection, and a Circular Motion, withfolding plate, and engraved diagrams, 12nio.

(pp. 30) sewn (VERY RARE), £2. OS J. Havilaml, 1630
This rare edition is not n<iticed by tlie author's biographer in D.N.B. The only edition contained in Brit. Mus. is that

of 1031, with a dillerently worded title. The work is intended to express ' the speech in lines ' in imitation of Napier's
' Rabdologia ', and contains an attack on W. Oughtred.

993 The Making, Description, and Use of a Small Portable Instrument for the
Pocket (or accordin*,' to any Magnitude) in form of a niixt Trapezia, thus called a HORIZONTALL
Quadrant, ivith engraved title, fine copperplates on movable slivs, and ivoodcut diagrams, 12mo.
contemporary calf (FINE COPY), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.Ii.S. (rare),
£1. 158 W. Leake [1631]

PRESENTATION COPIES FROM TALLEYRAND :

994 DELAMBRE (Jean Baptiste Joseph, de I'Institut) Astronomie Theorique et Pratique
;

irith 'I'd folding idatcs, 3 vols. Aio. contemporary hf. calf; presentation copy from Talleyrand
to the Duke oi Gloucester, with Sandhurst College book/jlate, \7s 6d 1814

* Given ttJtlie Duke of Glmicester at Paris by Prince Taleyrand [.sic] Feb 7. 1S1!».'

—

Inter, on fiyleaf.
' L'n eiichuinenuMit tUs plus hcureux y rend facile et })res<iue j>opulairo TintcUigence des resultats les plus sublimes

;

chaque page y porte renipreinte de I'invention et du genie, et I'entendenient se rdcr6e et se d^lasse k suivre dans son
ensemble cette siriH de fonnules el^antes, de demonstrations ing^nieuses qui n'apjiartiennftnt qu'i I'auteur.'—/-'ouner.

995 Hlstoire <le I'Astronomie; with fine portrait by Desmonlins, and plates, COMPLETE
in 6 v(ds. 4to. contemporary hf. calf, presentation copy from Talleyrand to the Duke of
Gloucester {as above) ; RARE, £7. 1817-27

CONTENU : Astronomie Ancienno, 2 v., '17 : Astronomie du Moyen Age, '19 : Astronomie Mo<lerne, 2 v., '21 : Astronomie
an XVI lie Sifecle, publid i>ar C. L. Mathieu, '27. Tliis important work is the first history on a strictly scientific basis, freed
from all mytliological conceptions and errors that had hitherto disfigured all similar works, and showing chronologically
in a masterly manner the steady advance of the science.

996 : Tables Astronomiques publidcs par le Bureau des Longitudes de P'rance, I® Partie :

Tables du Soleil, par M. Delambre. Tables de la Lune, par M. Biirg, '06 : II^ Partie.
NouvELLES Tables de Jupiter etde Saturne, par M., Bouvard. Nouvelles Tables ecliptiques
des Satellites de Jupiter, par M. Delambre, '08: Tables ECLIPTIQUES des Satellites de Jupiter,
pivr M. Delambre, '17—H vols. 4to. in 1, contemporary hf. calf, presentation copy from
Talleyrand {as above), \2s 6d 1806-17

997 Mi^:thodes Analytiques pour la Determination d'un Arc du Meridien, pr^ceddes
d'une Memoire sur le meme sujet par A. M. Legendre; with 2 plates, 4to. sewn, uncut, \2s Qd

An r//(1799)
Appointed by the French Government, the author measured in 1792 the arc of the meridian between Dunkirk and

Barcelona, wliich was completed in 1799 by Laplace, etc., and served as the basis of the metric system.

998 Rapport Historique sur les PROGRh:s des Sciences Mathematiques depuis J789, et
sur leur etat aetuel, 8vo. boards, with Prof Williamsoii's auto., 5s 1810

999 Tables de Jupiter et de Saturne, 4to. sewn, uncut. Is Qd 1789
, First E<lition of the author's first published work. ' These tables were found to surpass greatly in accuracy those of all

prece<Jing astronomers'.— /'»*o/. R. Grant.

1000 , et Pierre Fran9ois Andre M^CHAIN : Base du Systeme Metrique Decimal, on
Mesure ile I'Arc du Meridien compris entre les Paralleles de Dunkerque et Barcelone, execut^e en
179*2 et Annees snivantes ; with numerousfolding plates, 4 vols. 4to. contemporary calfgilt {binding

of V. I V not quite uniform andjoint cracked otherwise a sound and large copy) ; RARE, £3. 10* 1806-21
The account of the imiKjrtant meridian measurement which served as basis for the metric system.
'.Si Ton considere rimi>ortance du sujet, les questions d'astronomie, de geographic et de physique qu'il fut ndcessaire

dc traiter, les noms celebres des savants franc^-ais ou etrangers qui concoururent 4 cet examen, les consequences capitales
et durables de ce travail, on pent dire qu'aucune autre application des sciences n'est comparable 4 celle-cl, et n'offrc le

nieme cnractere d'exactitude, d'utilite et de grandeur '.—FoMmr.

1001 DELAMOTTE (Philip Henry , f.s.a.) The Practice of Photography : a Manual for Students
and Ani!it<Mirs, with calotype j)ortrait taken by the collodion process, post 8vo. cl. boards {scarce),

\Qs Oil 1853
The first handy-liook of photography. It contains a full account of the collodion process on glass, and a number of

recijics then in use fur all photographic processes.

1002 DELAUNAY (Charles Eugene) Rapport sur les Progres de I'Astronomie, impl. 8vo.
sewn, \siUl 1867

1003 Traite de MecaniqueRationnelle; with 126 woodcuts and diagrams, 8vo. hf calf
neat, 4s

,
1856

1004 Quatrieme Edition ; with 116 diagrams, 8vo. hf morocco {out ofprint), 6s 1866

1005 DELAYAL (Edward Hussey, f.r.s.) Experimental Inquiry into the Cause of the Changes
of Colours in Opake and Coloured Bodies, with Historical Preface, 4to. sewn {rare), 10s 6d 1777

Including the author's ' Exi)eriments and Observations on the Agreement between the Specific Gravities of the several
Metals, and their Colours when united to Glass, etc'

DELUC (Jean Andre)—v. Luc, post.

DE MORGAN (Augustus)—v. MORGAN, post.

1006 DEMPSEY (G. Drysdale, ce.) The Builders' Guide in Materials and Construction, 2nd Ed.,
with Supp'enient and Appendices, 230 wooodcuts, 8vo. cl., 4* (p. £1. 1*) 1857

4 *
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1007 DEMPSEY (G. Drysdale, c.e.) The Practical Railway Engineer: Examples of the

Mechanical and Engineering Operations and Structures combined in the making of a Raihvay, 50
fine steel plates, 4to. hf. morocco neat, t. e. g. {nice copy), 15* 1847

Very interesting as containing detailed plans and illustrations of Formation, Earthworks, Stations, Carriages, "Watering
Apparatus, etc. etc.

1008 DENISON (Herbert) Treatise on Photogravure in Intaglio hy the Talbot-Klic Process,

front, and woodcuts, 8vo. huckram, 2s 6f/ [1894]

1009 [DENISON (Joseph)] New Analogy, for Determining the Distances of the Planets from
the Sun, and of the Satellites from their Primaries, fcap. 8vo. hf. calf, 3s 1842

1010 [ ] New Introduction to the JMathematics, with Appendix, diagrams, large 8vo.

hoards, 3s 6^ 1840
1011 [ ] New Supplement to Euclid's Elements, diagrams, 8vo. hf. calf, 2s M 1840

1012 DENMAN (James Lemoine) The Vine and its Fruit, more especially the Production of

Wine, 2nd Ed., enlarged, 2 coloured maps, 8vo. cl., g.e. {stamp on title) ; out of print, 4s 6d 1875
1013 DENTON (John Bailey) Agricultural Drainage, folding map, roy. Svo. cL {out of piHnt),

3s 1883
1014 DEPARCIEUX [I'aine] (Antoine) Nouveaux Traites de Trigonometrie Rectiligne et

Spherique, demontres par une Methode nouvelle et plus facile, avec un Traite de Gnomonique
;

with Yl fine plates on Dialling, 4to. fine copy in old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., 10s Qd 1741

1015 D[ERHAM] (W[illiam, d.d.. Canon of Windsor, and Pres. St. John's Coll., Oxon.)'] The
Artificial Clock-Maker ; a Treatise of Watch and Clock-Work, shewing to the meanest
Capacities the Art of Calculating Numbers to all Sorts of Movements ; the Way to alter Clock-
Work ; to make Chimes . . . and to Calculate and Correct the Motion of Pendulums ; also
Numbers for divers Movements: with the Antient and Modern History of Clock-W^ORK,
4th Ed., with large Emendations, with plates andfolding tables, 12mo. new hf. brown calf extra
(RARE), £1. 5s 1734

1016 Another Copy, wanting front. ^ last plate torn, and some headlines shorn ; old calf
{joints cracked), 9s Qd

Final edition of one of the most important authorities on the early history of watch- and clock-making.

1017 D^JSAGULIERS (John Theophilus, Chaplain to the Duke of Chandos, f.r.s.) Course of Ex-
perimental Philosophy, ISfine copperplates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf gilt {titles stamped), 10s 1734-44

1018 Another Copy, old calf {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 12s
The author was the son of a Huguenot pastor at La Rochelle, and was brought to England on the Revocation of the

Edict of Nantes hid in a tub. After receiving Holy Orders he became chaplain to ' the Princely Chandcs ', and vicar of
Little StJinmore, Middlesex, where Handel ]ilayed the organ.

' He was the inventor of a machine called the planetarium, which served to determine the exact distances of
the heavenly bodies according to the systems of Newton and Copernicus. He also erected a ventilator in a room over the
House of Commons ' (D. N. i^.)— the prolific parent of many successive extractors of public money, if not of bad air.

WITH NOTE BY THE DUG DE BROGLIE :

1019 DESCARTES (Rene) ffiuvRES Completes, publiees par Victor Cousin, 11 vols. Svo. sewn
{v. VI hf. morocco), and Atlas, containing portrait and 4Q plates, oV)long 4to. cl.—in all 12 vols.

(VERY SCARCE), with auto. note by the Due de Broglie, Prime Minister to Louis
Philippe, £4. 4s 1824-6

The best edition of the comi)lete works, which has entirely superseded that of 1724-9. The last volume contains
works which had not hitherto been translated into French, and extracts from his MSS.

1020 Opera Philosophica (Principia PhilosophijB ; Dissertatio de Methodo : Dioptrice et

Meteora ; Tractatus de Passionibus Animse) ; editio IV. ; with fine engraved portrait andfront, on
copper by C. H., and numerous woodcuts, 4to. fine copy in contemporary calf {joint cracked), £1. Is

Amstelodami, 1664
1021 — Editio Altera ; with portrait by F. v. Schooten (inserted), and numerous icoodeuts, 4to.

old vellum, 15s ibidem, Dan. Elzevier, 1677
1022 Editio Nova j with numerous woodcuts, 4to. fine copy in old white vellum gilt, 10s Qd

ib., 1692
None of the above 3 editions contains ' Medltationes de Prima Philosophia ', and 'Epistola ad Gisbertum Voetiurn*

which are mentioned on the list of contents. They seem never to have been published with any of these editions.

1023 Geometria, cum Notis Florimondi de Beaune, opera atque studio Franc, a Schooten
;

with numerous diagrams, 4to. old vellum {some II. damaged), 8s 6fl? Lugduni Batav., 1649
1024 —; Another Copy, old vellum, with auto, of Thomas Melvill (1726-53), experimental

philosopher, on title {sound copy), 15s
First Latin Edition of this celebrated work, which contains the author's invention of analytical geometry, and

specially valuable for the notes by be Bkaune, which rend-^red the difficult original text easy of comprehension, and
wherein the editor first points out that the properties of a curve can be deduced from those of its tangent ('the inverse
method of tangents ').

1025 De HoMiNE, Figuris et Latinitate donatus a Florentio Schuyl ; finely printed in

large type, toith numerous anatomical engravings {that of the heart with movable slips), and woodcuts
by the translator, or. 4io. fine copy in old calf, £1. Is Lugduni Batav., 1662

First Edition, the French one not having,' been published till \&6A \ it contains an excellent preface by the translator.

In this treatise Descartes applies th'^ law of refraction (based on the emission theory) to the human eye. ' C'est U que
I'auteur expose sa celebre doctrine sur les esprits animaux.'— Ciogr. Gen.

1026 Meditationes de Prima "Philosophia, in quibiis Dei exsistentia, et Anima? bumanae
k corpore distinctio, demonstrantur : Petri Gassendi DiSQUISiTio M etaphysica ; sen Dubitationes
et Instantia^ adversus Kenati Cartesii Metapliysicam, et Kesponsa-2 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, old hf.

binding, 10s Qd Amst., Joh. Blaeu {a la sphere), 1644
Tliird edition of Descartes's work, which laid the foundation of his philosophy, and the first edition of Gasseud's

attack on it.
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1027 DESCARTES (Ren6) Meditatioxks <le Prima Philosophia, Editio Altera, auctior

et emendatior, cum variis Objectionibus Doctorum Virorum, atque Responsionibus Autboris,

cr. 4to. old vellum, %s ib.j J. Jansson, 1658
Coinprisinpr Descartes's ' Epistola ad Voetinm ', with a separate title.

1028 , CORRESPOXDANCE (le, dans les Intdits du Fonds LiiiRi, (*tudiee pour I'Histoire des

Math(^matiques, par Paul Tannery ; with diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn. Is Qd 1893

1029 : Haldane (Elizal>etb S.) Descartes: hLs Life and Times, tvith Z fine portraits, and
view, 8vo. c/., t. e. g., 10* Qd (sells \5s nett) 1905

1030 : [Howard (Hon. Edward)] Remarks on tbe New Philosophy of Des-Cartes, done
by a Gentleman, 4to. contemporary calf gilt, 5s 1700

1031 : Huet (Pierre Daniel; lip. of Aura nchcs) Ce^SVRX PHILOSOPHISE CARTESIAN^., 24mo.
old calf, with auto. ' Z[acheus] Isham [D.D.], 1689' on title, 5s Camjns, 1090

1032 : Millet (J.) Histoire de Descartes avant 1637, avec Analyse du Discours de la

Aletluxle et des Essais de Pbilosonbie: Di<:sCARTES : son Histoire depuis 1637, sa Philosophie,
son. Hole dans le Mouvement g6nt'ral de I'Esprit liumain—2 vols. 8vo. sewn (scarce), £1. Is 1867-70

* A. .M. Emery, prufeHseur dw la faculte des sciences ; hominage de I'auteur. J. Millet.'

—

Inscr. on fiylmf of v. I.

The .><tati<lard bif^yrapliy. n»e alx)ve copy is iMirticiilarly int«^restiiig as Iiaviii}; been the author's presentation copy to

th<^ AuB^. Emery, author of ' Pensees de Descartes ', etc,

1033 DESCHALES(A. Privat) Elementary Treatise on Natural Philosophy, trans, and ed.,

Mitb extensive Additions, by JoSEPH David Everett, F.R S., 3 coloured plates and 760 woodcuts,
tliick 8vo. c/., 3^6rf 1873

1034 Eleventh Edition [rewritten] , 3 coloured plates and 783 woodcuts, tbiek 8vo. cl., Qs Qd
(p. \Ss) 1890

1035 Thirteenth Edition [entirely rewritten] by J. D. Everett, with 3 coloured plates, and
760 woodcuts, tbick 8vo. cl., 8* 6rf (p. 18«) 1894

1036 Part III: Electricity, coloured front., and 181 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2.? 6c/

(p. 4« 6</) 1901
I0S7 Part IV : Sound and Light, 8tb Ed., colouredfront.^ and 192 woodcuts, 8vo. cl.

2*(p. 4*6f/) 1885

1038 DESCHALES [sive DECHALES] (Claude Franqois Milliet, S.J.) CURSUS sen MUNDUS
Matiikmaticus, Editio altera ex MSS. autboris aucta, studio Amati Varcin, S.J. ; xcith

numerous diagrams, 4 vols, folio, old calf {fine copy), ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.R.S., £1. 1* Lvgduni, 1690
•Cette caution reriferine plusieurs traites postlmmes dc I'auteur, qui ne se trouvent pas dans celle de ICHA.'—Brunet.

ElEMENS d'EUCLIDE—V. Euclides, post.

1030 DEVILLE (E.) Photographic Surveying, including? the Elements of Descriptive Geometry
and Perspective, /^/rt^c*, map, and nnmerous woodcuts, S\o. cl., Ss Ottawa, 1895

1040 DIARIAN REPOSITORY (The); or Mathematical Register: containinfj a complete
Collection of all tbe Mathematical Questions in tbe Ladies Diary, 1704-60, witb tbeir

Solutions fully investigated, according to tbe latest Improvements, by a Society of Mathe-
maticians, diagrams, 4to. (pp. 716), contemporary calf gilt, I2s 6d 1774

Coiitaininj: according to the preface improved solutions, son.e in the original work 'having been defective, and some-
times even absurd.'

1041 DIBDIN (William Joseph) Practical Photometry : a Guide to the Study of tbe Mea.sure-
ment of Li^iit, 2 plates, and 30 woodcuts, cr. 4to. cl., 4s (p. 7* 6d)

"

1889

1042 DICK (Thomas) Celestial Scenery : or tbe Wonders of tbe Planetary System displayed, steel

portrait, and 108 woodcuts, large post 8vo. cl., 3s [1861]
1043 Tbe Practical Astronomer, witb Account of tbe Earl of Rosse's Large Telescopes,

etc., front by J. W. Whymper, and 100 other woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1845
' Giving ])lain descriptions and instructions for the use of astronomical instruments.'— Z). N. B.

1044 The Sidereal Heavens, and other Subjects connected with Astronomy, 5 plates, and
numerous woodcuts, jwst 8vo. cl., 3s [1850]

' Presenting arguments for the plurality of worlds.'—/). N. B.

1045 DICKSON (John) The Unity of Physical Sciences : an Inquiry into tbe Causes of
Gravitation and Polarity, with Application of tbe Results to some of tbe i>rincipal
Pba'nomena in each of the Physical Sciences, postSvo. cl. {scarce), 4s 1859

1040 DICTIONARIUM POLYGRAPHICXJM : or tbe Whole Body of Arts regularly digested, with
55 copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. FINE COPY in contemporary mottled calf gilt, with AUTO, and bookplate
o/ John IJovle 5th Earl of Cork and Orrery, f.r.s. {friend of Swift and Pope), I'l. 5* 1735

1047 Another Copy, old calf, 18* 6rf
Including engraving, etching, mezzotint, staining of gla.ss and marble, enamellijig, imitation of precious stones, dyeing

and bleaching, tape.stry-weaviny, and ink-making, and valuable fcr describing many processes now forgotten.

THE LATE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE'S SET:
1048 DICTIONNAIRE des SCIENCES NATURELLES, suivi d'une P>iograpbie des plus cdlebrcs

Naturalistes [redige jar le Bakon Cuvier]; uith numerous plates, all beautifully hand-
coloured, 72 vols. (12 V. ofplates), 8vo. hf. calf, WITH THE LATE Duke OF Cambridge's crest
on titles, £4. 4* (p. F. 1,260.) 1816-30

Containing contributions by the foremost French scientists of the time. The authors of the articles on Physics and
Clieniistry were Lacroix, Fol'RCROY, and Chevreul.

1049 DIDEROT (Denis; Encyclop^diste) Memoires sur diff^rens sujets de Mathematiques ; unth
vignettes and 7 plates, Svo. fine copy in old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.R.S., OS 1748
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1050 DIDEKOT (Denis), et Jean le Bond d'ALEMBEBT : Encyclop^die, ou Dictionnaire

Raisonne des Sciences, des Arts et des Metiers, par une Societe de Gens de Lettres ;
premiere

edition ; with several hundred fine copperplates, 28 vols. roy. folio, contemporary tree-calf extra,

emblematically tooled backs (very fine set), with bookidate of Robert Dundas, Lord Arniston,

£4. 14* 6d Gendve, 1772
Original Edition of this immortal precursor of the Revolution. The numerous plates on science and mechanical

eiiKiiieering it contains are of great historical interest, apart from its disruptive influence on orthodox philosophy and
religious belief. ,

1051 DIEN (Charles) Atlas Celeste, rectiiie et augmente de Cartes Nouvelles : Etoiles doubles,

multiples, coloriees, n^buleuses, et Groupes Stellaires, Mouvements propres des Etoiles, etc. par

Camille Flammarion, 3® Ed. ', with 29 plates {some folding) ; with Text, impl. folio, cL, lis 6d

(p. F.45.) 1877

1052 DIFFERENTIAL and INTEGRAL CALCULUS, Treatises on, by William Hallowes
Miller, m.d., f.r.s., 3rd Ed., Cambridge, '43: T. G. Hall, pr., 3rd Ed., ib., '41 : John Forbes,
D.D., Glasgow, '37— 3 vols. 8vo. in 1, with plates and diagrams ; hf. calf, %s 6d 1S37-43

1053 DIGBY (Sir Kenelm) Of Bodies, and of Mans Soul. To discover the Immortality of

Reasonable Souls. With two Discourses of the Powder of Sympathy and of the Vegetation
of Plants, cr. 4to. old calf {sound copy), with Lord Svffield's boohplate (rare), £1. Is 1669

' Digby first described his well-known weapon-salve, or powder of sympathy, in the discourse alleged to have been
delivered at Montpellier iu 1658. Its method of employment stamps it as the merest quackery. The wound was never to

be brought into contact with the powder, whicli was merely powdered vitriol. A bandage was to be taken from the wound
immersed in the powder, and kept there until the wound healed. He says that he learned how to make and apply the drug
from a Carmelite who had travelled in the East. He first employed it about 1024 to cure James Howell of a wound in his

hand, and he adds that James I. and Dr. Mayerne were greatly impressed by its etticacy, and that Bacon registered it in

his scientific collections '.

—

Sidney Lee.

See Hartman (G.), jwst.

1054 DIGGES (Leonard) : An Arithmeticall Militare Treatise, named Stratioticos ; com-
pendiously teaching the Science of ISubers, as well in Fractions as Integers, and so much of

the Rules and Aequations Algebraicall and Arte of Numbers Cossicall, as are requisite

for the Profession of a Soldiour. Together with Modern Militare Discipline, Offices,
Lawes and Dueties in euery wel gouerned Campe and Armie to be ohserued : Long since

attepted by LEONARD Digges Gentleman, Augmented, digested, and lately finished, by Thomas
Digges, his Sonne. Whereto he hath also adioyned certaine Questions of Great Ordinaunce,
first edition, with the Earl of Leicester's arms on rev. of title, woodcut {twice repeated) of Military
Camp, ornamental woodcut-initials, arms {on p. 72), diagrams and folding plan, sm. 4to. partly in

tlarft lettei'; newly and finely bound in mottled calf gilt, r.e., by W. Pratt {title slightly mended,
and colop)hon and part of device on last leaf missing , otherwise a LARGE AND fine copy); very-
rare, £8. Ss Henrie Bynneman, 1579

The first edition of this work is excessively rare, no copy having happened for sale for many years. A second edition

was published in 1590.

'He [Tliomas Digges] became very proficient in mathematical and military matters, having spent many years 'in

reducing the sciences mathematical from demonstrative contemplations to experimental actions', in which he was aided
by his father's observations, and by conferences with the rarest soldiers of his time.'—1>. N. B. In 15S2 he was chosen by
the Privy Council overseer of the works and fortifications at Dover Harbour. Tycho Brahe praised him highly in a letter

to Sir Thomas Savelle, dated Dec, 1590.

1055 A BOOKE named Tectonicon, briefly showing the EXACT MEASURING, and speedie
reckoning of all manner of Land, Squares, Timber, Stone, Steeples, Pillers, Globes, etc. Further,
declaring the perfect making and large USE of tlie Carpenters Ruler, containing a Quadrant
Geometricall : comprehending also the RARE VSE of the SQUIRE. And in the end a little

Treatise on the composition and appliances of . . . the profitable Staffe, etc. etc., ^vith

woodcuts, diagrams, and folding table, sm. 4to. tiacft letter ; sewn {wanting IJolding table, water-

stained, andafev- headlines shorn] ; RARE, £1. 10^ F. Kyngston, 1625
There is no copy of this edition in the British Museum. Digges is probably rightly credited with having anticipated

the discovery of the telescope.

1056 DIGGES (Thomas) : [A Geometrical Practise, called Pantometria, divided into three
Bookes, Longimetra, Planimetra, and Steriometria, containing Rules manifolde for mensuration
of all lines. Superficies, and Solides . . . framed by Leonard Digges, lately linished by Thomas
Digges his sonne. Who hath also thereunto adjoyned a Mathematical treatise of the five
regulare Platonicall bodies and their Metamorphosis or transformation into live other
equilater unifoorme solides Geometricall, of his owne invention, hitherto not mentioned by any
Geometricians], first edition, with numerous ingenious woodcuts, diagrams, and arms and
printers' device on last leaf, sm. 4to. partly in tlacfe Irttfl* ; sewn {title missing and first leaf
defective ; also small hole burnt through afew II.) ; very rare, £2. 105 H. Bynneman, 1571

The first edition, dedicated to Sir Nicolas Bacon, is excessively rare. ' In this book I find the eailiest printed mention I

ever met with of the theodolite.'—Prof, de Morgan.
1057 Second Edition : A Geometrical Practical Treatize named Pantometria . . .

lately reviewed by the Author himselfe, and augmented with sundrie Additions, Diffinitions

\_sic'], Problemes and rare Theoremes, to open the passage, and prepare away to the vnderstanding
of his Treatize of Martiall Pyrotechnie and great Artillerie, hereafter to be published, u-ith

numerous woodcuts and diagrams, and shield of arms, pott folio, partly in lilartt letter; sound
tall copy in hj. roan, with auto. ' John Hill, 169t ' on p. 195 (very rare), £6. 6s Abell Jeffes, 1591

' Thomas Digges ranks among the first mathematicians of the XVI. century. Although he made no great addition to
science, yet his writings tended more to its cultivation than perhaps all those of other writers on the same subjects put
together.'--/. 0. Halliivell-l'Mllipps.

' The 21st cliapter of the first book includes a remarkable description of ' the marvellous conclusions that may be performed
by glasses concave and convex, of circular and parabolic forms. He practised, we are there informed, the ' multiplication of
beams ' both by refraction and reflexion ; knew that the paraboloidal shape * most perfectly doth unite beams, and most
vehemently burneth of all other reflecting glasses', and had obtained with great success n\aguifying efiects from a com-
bination of lenses . . . The assertion that [Leonard] Digges anticipated the invention of the telescope is fully justified.'—
Mi.is Agnes M. Clerke.



^7Longlmetra.

The 2 I Chapter

Howyem^y ir.oft plcafantly andntid^Iy with a plaincgKifTcCrom

aniiJgh'cliflFc, mcafurctUcdillanceofanyShippeor

Ships en the Sea, as followeth.

fvCi^nr^Tr^5 tl)attljefi>upfrficifstbcrfofbec(niootbejnntlKrronucreno,>fon*
' " rauc, tut flat ano pfatne as may be polTiJbU. 'Ctjlsi (Slafle it beljoo^

llf tl) pre to bang \!p'abouc tbc top of tbe cliffe Uittb t\)t puIlifijcD (Ifcc

totonctoarbequfmflantto t\)t i)o}pn tobercinpouinufibfefirfac

/te''j|§ Dlligciupjfp? if tbcre l;appcti anp crio? (n tijc fititation tfjercofjgrcac
' ^ itifoiuicntcnfcuiavfolIoiMf inpourmcnfuratioH. ^bis Dont, let a

'.Sa^W^^^^^^ pliimbe line fall from ibf Centre cfpour (£ lalTe to tbc ^upetficifg

grouno platte en rljctop of tbeeliffc: (tolncb grounoe platte)airo poumuCDfc fome Utlt*

crenee in tbe cbopfe tbereof, tljat it be as Icuell ano pl.i;nc asf pe ran finoe anp,but tf« bejiOC

alforn'tbcr ruen o} exact le nell.pce fi)all fupplte that toante as 31 (baHtcereaftcr (betoe pou:

but to retume to tbe purpore,pourdafretbu«;fitunte, turning pour face fotoarotbe (bip

oj otber marlie on tbe rea.tobofe oiftanre pie tjrCre,goe b«fktoarD , alluap bauingj»our epe

fijceo on tbe piaffe till tttcb time ai pe can fee tbe ^hip,o? ratber tbe Derp 5)ufl mrtt to tbc

luatfr tbereittjtbflt i«jne,lft anot^ plumbe line fall from pour fpe to tbe grounn, tben cir.

rumfpec tip mcafure botb tbelcngtb of tbefe plumbe lincg , anD alfo tbe Hiitance bcttoeene

tbifi plumbe line anti tbe atber tbat fell fi-om tbe Centre of tbe (SlalTe, tii^ Hone , pee (ball

uetiuct tbe leugtb of tbe perpentJicular from pour epe, out of tbe lengtb oftbe otber perpen-

Difulare from pour (eia(re,anD tbe uiifcrence referue fo? a Diuifo? , tben multiplie t^c fii-

flance oft^ ttoo perpenuicularc littes(,bp tbe beigtb of tbe Cliffe , 3 meane from ^t toater

Dphtaro to t^e ©lafle, ano tbe pjoDuct oiuioe b^ pour referueo Oiuifo?, tbe Cuotient toin

fbetepon tfee eract oilfance to tbe febip o? marke.'But ifpour grountj be not leuen,pe (bail

bprotir£)uflD?ant fctrfl) dje uiffcrcnce o? inetjualitie tljereof , anB if it beelofcoer at tbu

«?lafft!lwn at ttjebietoing Cation, pou (ball oeuucttljeuiffereneefrom pourDmifo?,bu<

ifftmtr»rftOTfe,fl7eDiffernice(balll)eaiiDeDto tbe piuifo?, anD tben (ball pee too^ke as J|

4>«icMo^wriarcD.

*». • «•

C 2 £« m/»I«k

No. 1057.
The celebrated account (printed in 1591) anticipating the invention

of the Telescope (ascribed to Galileo, a.d. i6op).
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1058 DIDION (General Isidore) Traite de Balistique, 2c Ed., augumentde ; with 6 folding
plates, 8vo. hf. calf (stamp on title) ; scarce, 6* 6rf 1860

1059 DILLAYE (Frederic) Principes et Pratique d'ART en Photographie : le Paysage : with
66 illustrations-, roy. 8vo. seicn, 2s Qd 1899

lOOa DILWORTH (Thomas) Miscellaneous Arithmetic : or a full Account of the New
Calendar ; with the several Uses of the Logaiithnis, and of Multiplication and Division by Mony
[sic], etc., first edition, with portrait, large 12nio. sound copy in the original sheep {rare), 15* 1766

•This work is but little known '.—Prof, de Morgan, who did not know tlie above edition, the earliest mentioned beins
one of 1773. Chapters (3 and 7 treat of Observatiorn on the ' Weather, Enigtuatical Writing, with the Character of a good
Christian, set forth in 20 Paradoxes, with their Solution ; and an Essay concerning the Education of Children '. Pp. 207-25

contain curious Arithmetical Poetry.

1031 DIOGENES LAERTIXJS; De ViTIS, Decretis et Responsis celebrium Philosophorum Libri,

nunc prinium excusi [CJrjcce] ; editio princeps, cr. 4to. old smooth green morocco exti-a, g.e., with
Syston Park bookplate (FINE COPY), with Harrow Leaving Inscr. from Henry Drury to Reginald
Merivale, £1. 5* Basilew, H. Frohenius, 1533

' Containing a great mass of interesting information regarding the private lives and habits of the most eminent
pliilosoi)liers of antiquity '.

10G2 DIOPHANTI Alexandrini Arithmeticorum Libri VI, necon de Numeris Multangulis,
nunc priniiini Gnece et Latin6 editi, atque absolutissiinis Conimentariis illustrati, auct. Claudio
Gasp. Bacheto, folio, old calf uHthhookplate ofPkilip2tid Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,£\. IsParisiis, 1621

First Edition, in any languai,'e, of the earliest extant treatise on Algebra.

1033 Editio Nova, cum Conimentariis C. G. Bacheti, et Observationibus P. DE Fermat
;

.accessit DOCTRIN^E Analytic^e inventum novum, collectum ex variis eiusdem de Fermat
Epistolis ; with vignettes and diagrams, roy. folio. Large Paper ; old stamped vellum {stamp on
title, otherwise a FINE copy), £2. 'Is Tolosw, 1670
A RARE AND ESTEEMED EDITION, first Containing Pierre de Fermat's discoveries on the theory of numbers ('de maximis

et minimis')—the first step in the invention of the infinitesimal calculus.

1064 DIBCEIS (Henry, C.E. ; inventor of Pepper's Ghost) Perpetuum Mobile ; or Search for Self-

Motive Power, Cents. XVII. -XIX., from various Autlientic Sources, in Papers, Essays, Letters,

Paragraphs, and numerous Patent Specifications, with Introductory Essay, numerous looodcuts^

post 8vo. cl. (VERY SCARCE), £1. \s 1861
The only work that has ever been published on this still existing craze, containing inter alia all machines on the

supposed perpetual motion principle registered at the Patent Office.

V. WORCESTER (Marquess of), post.

1085 DITTMAB (William, f.r.s.) Chemical Arithmetic, Parti : Tables, Mathematical, Chemical
and Physical, for the Use of Chemists and others, 8vo. cl., 3* Qd (p. Qs nett) Glasgow, 1890

1006 DITTON (Humphry) Institution of Fluxions, containin-,' the First Principles, the Operations,
with its Uses and Applications, 2nd Ed. by JoHN Clarke, D.D., 8vo. contemporary calfgilt, 6s 1726

1007 DIVERSES OUVBAGES de Mathematique et de Physique par Messieurs de I'ACADEMIE
KOYALE des Sciences ; ivith numerous diagrams, folio. Large Paper ; contemporary French
mottled calf gilt, with arms in gold on sides (FINE COPY), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S. , £1. 155 Imprimcrie Royale, 1693

Ctmtaining valuable pieces by de Fbkxicle, de Roberval, Huvoens, Auzout, anci Mabiotte.
1063 DIXON (Alfred Cardew) The Elementary Properties of the Elliptic Functions,

diagrams, ])Ost 8vo. cl., 39 1894
1069 DODQSON (Charles Lutwidge, pr. ; author of * Alice in Wonderland') Syllabus of Plane

Algebraical Geometry, Part I (all pub.) : Points, Right Lines, Rectilinear Figures,
Pencils, and Circles, with diagrams, large 8vo. cl., with inscr. ' From the Author', 4*

Oxford, 1860
1070 DODSON (James, f.r,s.) The Anti-Logarithmic Canon : a Table of Numljersof 11 Places

of Figures, corresponding to all Logarithms under 100,000, with Introduction on Logarithms,
the Improvements, since their Invention, in the Manner of Constructing them, folio, old calf, joints
cracked (very rare), £1. 105 apud auctorem, 1742

'The only considerable work of this kind published ... A very great performance.'—//i<«o/i. 'His most important
work . . . This was unique until 1849. The canon had been actually calculated, it is asserted, by Walter Warner and John
Pell, about 1030-40.'— D..V./J. The author was Master of the Mathematical School of Christ's Hospital, and, with Edward
liowe Mores, one of the Founders of the Eiiuitable Life Assurance Society, for which he compiled many of its tables. He
was also the great-grandfather of AuousTi's de Moroan.

1071 The Mathematical Repository, containing Analytical Solutions of 500 Questions,
mostly selected from Scarce and Valuable Authors, designed to conduct Beginners [Vol. I], sm.
8vo. old calf, 5s 1748

According to W. W, R. Ball, the author originated the theory of annuities as a branch of mathematics.

1072 DOLBEAR (Amos Emerson) Matter, Ether, and Motion : the Factoi-s and Relations of

Physical Science, woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 10* 6d) 1892
1073 DOLLOND (George, f.r.s.) Account of a Concave Achromatic Glass Lens, as adapted to

the Wired Micrometer when applied to a Telescope, which has the property of increasing the Mag-

Jnifying Power of the Telescope without increasing the Diameter of the Micrometer Wires, 4to.

(pp. 7), sewn, Ss 6d 1834
' Describing a skilful application of Barlow's concave lens to the micrometer, specially designed to meet Dawes's needs

in double-star measurement, and highly approved by him.'—Miss A. M. Gierke.

1074 DONALDSON (John) The Geological Staircase, numerous coloured illustrations of Ore-
Deposits, etc., post 8vo. cl., Ss 6d 1855

1075 DONKIN (William Fishbiirn, f.r.s.) Acoustics; Theoretical, Part I (all pub.), c?m^7-am5,
cr. 8vo. cl. {back torn), 3s (p. 7* 6d) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1870

' Devoted to an enquiry into the vibrations of strings and rods, and giving evidence on every page of the combined
musical and mathematical talents of the author.'—Pro/. W. J. Harrison.
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1076 DOGLIONI (Giovanni Nicolo) L'Anno dove si ha Perfp:tto, et Pieno Raguaglio : intoino

alle cosi del Mondo Celeste et Eleinentare, de' Tempi, e del Calendario, ecc, secondo la Nova
Reforma Gregoriana ; ^rith numerous ivoodcuts, and vignette to each month of almanack, ^m.
4to. hf. green calf [large and sound copy) ; RARE, £1. lbs Venetia, 1587

One of tlie earliest— if not the earliest—almanack accordinj,' to the Gregorian Calendar, published 5 years aficr its pro-

claniation, and unknown to Poggendorflf, etc.

1077 DONNADIEU (A. L.) Traite de PhotographIE Stereoscopique : Theorie et Pratique ; icith

110 woodcuts, and Atlas o/ 20 stereoscopic plates, 2 vols. rov. 8vo. sewn [Atlas boards), 4* Qd
(p.p. 9)

'

1892
1078 DONOVAN (Michael) Treatise on Chemistry, 4tli Ed., vignette by Finden, and woodcuts,

fcap. 8vo. hf. calf neat, 2s Qd 1837
1079 DOOLITTLE (Charles Leander) Treatise on Practical Astronomy, as applied to Geodesy

and Navigation, numerous v-oodcuts and diagrams, roy. 8vo. cl., 10s 6^^ (p. 17.? nett) Ncv' For/;, 1885

1080 DOPPELMAYER (Johann Gabriel) Atlas Novus Ccelestis, in quo Mundus Spectabilis, et

in eodem taui Enantiuni quaiu Inerrantiuni Stellaruni Pha.'noniena Notabilia . . . secundum NiC.
COPERNICI et ex parte Tyciionis Brake Hyytothesin . . . e celeberriniorum Astrononioruni Observ-
ationibus graphice descripta exhibentur ; finely enqraved title, and 30 COLOURED folding MAPS

;

also \ folding plates on Mechanics, added, impl. folio, old hf. vellum (VERY rare), £1. 15*

Norimbergm, 1742
A splendidly executed work. The supplementary plates were apparently published with a few copies of the Atlas only.

1081 DORIA (Paolo Mattia) Opere Matematiche, Tomo 1^, nelquale si contengono la Duplicazionc
del Cubo, Actorum Eruditoruni Supplementa, ecc, con Lettera a N. N. ; with 2>lcites, in 1 vol. 4to.

iinc copy in old calf, withbookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope [rare), IsQd Venezia, 1722
The author was one of the most prominent ojipoiients of the philosophy of Descartes.

1082 DORSET (Edward Bates) English and American Railroads Compared, with Discussion
by W. W. Evans, T. C. Clarke, and E. P. ^ortii, folding plates and tables, Svo. cl. [out of
print), 3s 6d New York, 1887

1083 DOSSIE (Robert): Remarks on Mr. R. D.'s Institutes of Experimental Chemistry, in a
Letter addressed to the Authors of the Review, etc., 8vo. (pp. 18), sewn, 2s Qd 1760

1084 DOUGLAS (Gen. Sir Howard, f.r.s.) Essay on the Principles and Construction of Mili-
tary Bridges and the Passafje of Rivers in Military Operations, first edition, tcith Infolding
plates, 8vo. hf calf [title stamped), 5s 181 li

1035 Second Edition, enlarged, with front, of Trajan's Bridge at Alcantara and 12 2>lcttes,

Svo. law calf, B>s Qd 1832
' This work is said to have furnished Telford with the idea of the suspension principle in bridge construction.'

—

D. N. B.

1086 Treatise on Naval Gunnery, 2nd Ed., 5folding plates, Svo. hf. calf, 3s 6d 1829
1087 Fourth Edition [greatly enlarged], plates and numerous woodcuts, thick Svo. hf. calj

(title stainped), Qs 1855
This edition contains a chapter on the Prussian Needle Gun, 'Observations in the Black Sea' [Crimea], accounts of

the Lancaster Gun, etc. etc.

loss Fifth [last] Edition [enlarged and partly re-written], ivith 5 plates and 86 woodcuts,
thick Svo. calf [title stamped) ; out of print, 10s Qd 1860

• One of the earliest works on the subject and of considerable historical interest. It caused the establishment of the
gunnery-ship Excellent and other improvcnionts.'

—

D. N. B.

1089 DOVE (Heinrich Wilhelm ; f.r.s. ) Darstellung der Farbenlehre und Optische Studien
;

with portrait and 2 plates, Svo. hf. calf gilt, with bookplate of Bartholomew [' Bat '] Price, pr.,

F.R.S. , 5s
'

Berlin, 1853
1090 Optische Studien : Fortsetzung der in der ' Darstellung der Farbenlehre' enthaltenen

;

with 8 tables, Svo. sewn, with auto, of Prof Bartholomew Price, 3'iQd ibidem, 1859
First Editions of these two important works. The latter contains the author's iliscovery of the detection of forged

bank-notes by the application of the stereoscope.

1091 The Law of Storms considered in connexion with the Ordinary Movements of the Atmo-
sphere, 2nd [last] Ed., wholly revised and considerably enlarged, trans, by Robert Henry
Scott, f.r.s., tcith diagrams and 6 charts, Svo. hf. calj [scarce), lOs 6d 1862

One of the classic works on meteorology, containing the author's investigation into the laws of gyration and the rotary
movement of storms, named after him.

1092 DOWLING- (Charles Hutton, c.e.) Series of Metric Tables, in which the British Standard
Measures and Weights are compared with the Metric System, Svo. hf. morocco, 3s 1864

1093 DOWNING (Samuel) Elements of Practical Hydraulics, 2nd Ed., enlarged, \2 folding
maps and plates, Svo. cl., 3s Qd 1861

1094 Third Edition, Part I. (all published), with 81 ivoodcuts and diagrams, Svo. cl. [out of
print), 5s 1875

1095 DRAPER (John William, m.d.) History of the Conflict between Religion and Science,
post Svo. cl., 2s 6o? 1887

1096 Scientific Memoirs: Experimental Contributions to a Knowledge of Radiant
Energy, with fine steel portrait, and 100 v-oodcuts, Svo. cl. [out of print), S« Qd (p. 14s) 1878

Containing investigations on the radiations of red-hot bodies, the negative rays of the sun, the diffraction spectrum, tlie

decomjwsition of carbonic acid gas by i)latits in the prismatic spectrum, on daguerreotype, lunar photography, the chli-r-

hydrogon phot<micter, microscopic photography, electro-motive power of heat, etc. etc. etc.

1097 DREW (William Henry, />r.) Geometrical Treatise on Conic Sections, 5th Ed., with
Appendix on Harmonic Ratio, Poles and Polars, and Reciprocation diagrams; with Solutions to

the l*roblems—2 vols, post Svo. cl. [Solutions out of print), 5s 1875-08

1098 DRUDE (Paul) Theory of Optics, trans, by C. Riborg Mann and Robert A. Millikan,
with over 100 woodcuts and diagrams, Svo. cl., lis (p. 155 nett) 1902
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1099 DUBOIS (Eugene) The Climates of the Geological Past, and their relation to the Evolution
of the Sun, large cr. 8vo. cl , 2^, 1895

1100 DUBOURGUET (J. B. E.) Elemens d'ALGEBRE, 8vo. sewn, '2s 1802

1101 [DUBREUIL (Jean, s.j.)] La Perspective Pratique; 2^0 Eilition, augmentee d'lm Traite
de la Persi)ec'tive Militaire; ivith numerous plates, 3 vols. 4to. old calf gilt (FINE COPY), icit/i

bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.K.S., los 1679
Bruiiet mistakenly asserts that only one edition of this work is in existence.

1102 [ ] The Practice of Perspective, written in French by a Jesuit of Paris, since trans, into
English by Robert Pricke, and now a second Time by E. Chambers, f.r.s., third Ed., with the
Theory of Perspective by James Hodgson, f.r.s., icith numerous plates, 4to. old calf {nice

copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, Is 6d 1739
1103 Fourth Edition, with numerous plates, 4to. fine copy in contemporary cxlf, with old

bookplate ' Jicr/inald Pole ', 7* 6d 1705
1104 DUFLOS (Adolf) Handbucii der angewandten, pharmaceutish- und technisch-chemi-

SCHEN Analvsk, 4. Auliage ; xuith portrait and woodcuts, large 8vo. seicn, 3* (p. M. 9.) Breslau, 1871

1105 DUFR^JNOY (Pierre Armand) Traite de Mineralogie ; with numerous plates, 4 vols. 8vo.

hf. calf, icith Prof. Williamson's auto., os 1844-5

1 106 DUHAMEL (Jean Marie Constant, de VInstitut) COURS de MtCANlQUE ; with 4 plates,
2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf roan neat. As 1845-6

1107 Seconde Edition [augmentee]; unth ^plates, 2 vol.^. 8vo. in 1, hf calf neat, 6s 6d 1853-4
1108 TROisii<:ME [derniere] Edition [revue et augmentee] ; with 3 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf

gilt (nice copy) ; rare, \6s 1862-3
•The influence of temperature on .stress was first inve.stij?ated mathematically by Duhamel, who, assuming Poisson's

theory of elasticity, examined the alterations of form which the formula* undergo when we allow for changes ol temperature.'—I'rof. CtijoH.

1109 Elements de Calcul Infinitesimal, 2« Ed. ; ivith 7 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf mottled calf
gilt inice copy), 5s Qd

'

1860-1
1110 Des Methodes dans les Sciences de Raisonnement, l^e a IV»i Parties ; vnth diagrams,

4 vols. 8vo. in 3, hf brown calf gilt [nice copy), \Qs (p. F. 25. sewn) 1865-70

nil DUHEM (Pierre) Theses presentees a la Faculte des Sciences de Paris : I. De I'AlMANTATlON
par Influence : II. Proportions donnees par la Faculto ; ivith woodcut, 4to. sewn [out ofprint),
05 1888

1112 DUJARDIN (Jules) L'EssAi Commercial de.3 Vins et Vinaigbes ; with 6^ woodcuts, post
Svo. cl., '2s 1892

1113 DXJLAGUE (Vincent Frangois Jean Noel) Le.ons de Navigation, 10° Ed., avec Tables;
etc. etc., par V. Dagay ; ivith 10 plates, 8vo. cL, is

,
1849

1114 DXJJttAS (Jean Baptiste Andre) Memoires sur les Equivalents des Corps Simples; with
folding plate, 8vo. sewn, 5s 1859

1 1 15 TniiSE sur la Question suivante : de TACTION du Calorique sur les CORPS Organiques :

Applications aux Operations Pharmaceutiques, 4to. sewn, vncut (.scarce), 10* 1838
1116 Traite de Chimie, appliquee aux Arts, 8 vols. 8vo., with Atlas, containing HI plates,

folio—9 vols. A/, roan (scarce), £1. 5* ' 1828-46
1117 Another Copy, hf calf gilt (nice copy), £1. 12* 6d

' In it.s treatment of the matter, and ((.specially its arrangement, thi.s remained a model for many subsequent text-book.s
on technology.'— iVo/. E. v. Miyer.

1118 , [et Jean Baptiste BOUSSINGAULT] : EssAi de Statique Chimique des 1?:tres
Organises, 2^ E;l., au«;mentee de Docunieus luuneriques, 8vo. sewn, or, hf. bound (scarce), 5s 1842

1119 Troisieme Edition, augmentde de nouveaux Documents, 8vo. sewn, 7s 6d 1841
Last edition, now out of print and scarce.

1120 The Chemical and Physical Balance of Organic Nature, 3rd Ed., with new
Documents [trans.], fcap. 8vo. cl. (scarce), 6s 6d 1844

' E.sjHicially well known ... In this the life of plants and animals, and, in particular, the processes of metabolism,
were treated from the chemical jniint of view."

—

I'roJ. E. v. Meyer.

1121 : RiOGRAPiiiE, i)ar A. W. V. Hokmann, "traduit par Chakles Baye ; ivith heliogravure
portrait by Dujardin on India paper, impl. 4to. sewn, is 1880

V. Lavoisier, post.

1122 DUNCAN (Robert Kennedy) The New Knowledge : Popular Account of the New Physics
and the New Chemistry in their relation to the New Theory of Matter, 54 illustrations, 8vo.
cl., 4* (.sells 65 nett) 1905

1123 DUPIN (Charles Baron) D^veloppements de Geom^trie, avec des Applications a la Stahiiiie
des Vaisseaux, aux Deblais et Kemhlais, au DeKlement, a I'Opti^ue, etc. : Tneorie; with \\ jdatcs,
4 to. hf. calf, 10* 6d 1813

'An important work, introducing the conception of conjugate tangents of a point of a surface, and of the indicatrix.
It contains also the theorem known as Duinn's theorem.'—Prof. C<i.joH.

1124 Mathematics practically applied to the Useful and Fine Arts, adapted to the State
of the Arts in England, by George Birkbeck, m.d., \o plates, 8vo. cl., Ss 6d [1827]

1125 Another Edition, 8vo. cl., 7s 6d Halifax, 1854
With interesting preface by the editor, founder of the Birkbeck Institute and other mechanics' in.stitutions.

1126 [DUPUGET (—)] Essai sur I'Usage de I'Artillerie dans la Guerre de Campagne et dans
celle de Sioj^'es, par un Officier du Corps; with 2 Jolding plans : Kecueil de quelques Petits
Ouvrages: Supplement a I'Essai precedent; with folding i)late—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, old hf. calf
gilt, 5s Amst, 177

i

The authorship was unknown to Barbier.
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1127 DUPUIS-DELCOURT (Jean FranQois) Nouveau Manuel Complet (1'Aerostation, ou

Guide pour servir k I'Histoire et a la Pratique des Ballons ; with 16 folding plates, 16nio. sewn
{scarce), 6s 1850

1128 DXJR]^GE (Heinrich, Prague Univ.) Elements of the Theory of Functions of a Complex
Variable, with especial reference to the Methods of Riemaun ; Authorized Translation, from the
4th German Ed., by George £gp,ert Fisher and Isaac J. Schwatt, 68 diagrams^ roy. 8vo. cL,

7s 6d (p. 105 6d nett) Philadelphia, 1896

1129 DtJIlEK. (Albrecht) Institutionum Geometricarum Libri IV, in quibus Lineas, Superficies,
et Solida Corpora ita tractavit, ut non Matheseos solum, Studiosis, sed et Pictoribus, etc. sint
summe utiles et necessarii, in Linguam Latinam, et nunc iterato editi ; with numerous fine wood-
cuts by Albert Durer, folio, vellum {some II. browned as usual, otherwise an exceptionally-
fine and tall copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £2. 15* Arnhemiw, 1606

1130 DURTUBIE (General Theodore) Manuel de I'Artilleur, 5® Ed., revue et augmentee d'un
chapitre sur I'Artillerie a Cheval, etc., et entierement refondue quant a la partie chymique ;

ivith Infolding plates, 8vo. old hf. calf gilt {title stamped) ; rare, 10* 6d Van III [1795]
' Le premier livre de ce genre qui ait paru.'

—

Querard. The above edition is specially interesting for giving the first

full account of horse artillery.

1131 DUTENS (Louis, f.r.s., Eector of Elsdon) Origine des Decouvertes attribuees aux
Modern ES ; oii Ton montre que nos plus celebres Philosophes ont puise la plupart de leurs
Connoissances dans les Ouvrages des, Anciens, et que plusieurs Verites sur la Keligion ont ete
connues des Sages du Paganisme, 3e Ed., considerablement augmentee, 4to. brown calf, 8s 6d

Londres, 1796
1132 Inquiry into the Origin of the Discoveries attributed to the Moderns, trans, from

the French, -Nvith considerable Additions by the Author, 8vo. old calf, neatly rebacked, with inscr.
' ex dono Autoris. Feb. 1773 ' on flyleaf, Is 6d 1769

' Demonstrating that our most celebrated philosophers have, for most part, taken what they advance from tlie

Ancients ; and that many important truths in religion were known to the Pagan Sages.' Many amusing details of the
author's absurd life in his great wild moorland parish in Northumberland will be found in Murray's Handbook.

1133 DYER (Joseph. Chessborough) Notes on Force, with Reference to the 'Force Heat
Theory,' 8vo. (pp. 12), seivn, 2s 6d Manchester, 1858

' To Thomas Hopkins Esqrc. with the Author's Compliments.'— /7?scr. on title.

A LONG set:
1134 EAGLE (The) : a Magazine supported by Members of St. John's College, from its begin-

ning in 1858 to June, 1903, with jdates, 131 Numbers 8vo. sewn (very SCARCE), £6. 15*

Cambridge, 1858-1903
One of the best and longest maintained of all English University Magazines. Besides mathematical treatises, it

includes article.s on the most varied literary, artistic, and antiquarian subjects, notes from the College records, and
an obituary.

1135 EAGLES (Thomas Henry) Constructive Geometry of Plane Curves, with numerous
Examples, 186 diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 6s Qd (p. 12*) 1885

1 136 EABL (A. G.) The Elements of Laboratory Work, 57 illustrations, sq. post 8vo. cl., 2s 1890
1137 EARNSHAW (Samuel; pr., St. John's Coll., Cantab.) Dynamics, or a Treatise on Motion,

with short Treatise on Attractions, 3rd [last] Ed., diagrams, 8vo. boards, Ss Qd Cambridge, 1844
1138 Treatise on Statics, containing the Theory of the Equilibrium of Forces, 3rd Ed.,

enlarged, bfolding plates, 8vo. boards, Zs 6d ibidem, 1845
The author was the first to take up the treatment of solitary waves.

1139 ECHOLS (William H.) Elementary Text-Book on the Differential and Integral
Calculus, 162 diagrams, 8vo. cl., 5s 6d (p. 8* Qd nett) New York, 1902

1140 ECKHARDT (Christian Ludwig Philipp) Prinzipien der Reinen Analysis, 8vo. cl., with
Prof. Williamson's auto., 2.s Darmstadt, 1833

1 1 11 ECKHARDT (Theodor) Physics in Pictures : the principal Natural Phenomena and Appliances
described and illustrated for Ocular Instruction, with Text, trans, by A. H. Keane, 30 coloured
plates, sm. folio, boards {out ofprint), Qs 6d (p. 12.s 6d) 1882

AN interesting MANUSCRIPT:
1142 ECLIPSE EXPEDITION, 1870-1: a MS. Copy of all the Expenses ot the Scientific

Staflf in connexion with it, on about 100 11., with Original Invoices, and the Treasurer's
General Balance Sheet, folio, cl., I5s 1870-1

The balance sheet shows the cost to have been about £2000, £l.'iOO of which were contributed by the Treasury. The
private accounts give many intere.sting details, e.g. luncheons, oysters, cigars, gloves, shirts, flowers, theatre tickets, etc.
elc, which exhibit the human factor latent even in the austerest of the sciences.

1143 EDER (Josef Maria) The Chemical Effect of the Spectrum, trans, and ed. by Sir W. de W.
Abney, F.R.S., post 8vo. sevm, \s 6d 1883

With author's inscr. to the Society of Antiquaries, and the latter's bookplate.

1144 EDINBURGH JOURNAL of SCIENCE, exhibiting a View of the Progress of Discovery in
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, etc. etc. : conducted by Sir David Brewster, f.r.s., vols. I-X.
[FIRST series complete], with plates, 10 vols. 8vo. hf. bound, £1. 15^ Edin., 1824-9

1 145 PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL ; exhibiting a View of the Progressive Discoveries and
Improvements in the Sciences and the Arts, conducted by SiR D.vviD Breavster and Robert
Jameson, First Series, 14 v., '19-26

; Second Series, v. I-XXXIX {wanting parts 63, 65-7, and
69-70) ;— in all 44 vols. Svo. with numerous plates; old hf. calf, and 11 parts, sewn (scarce),
£6. 6s ibidem, 1819-44

1146 ; First Series only, ivith plates, 14 vols. 8vo. new hf brown roan,
£2. 10s ibidem, 1819-26

1147 Another Set, 14 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut, £1. 15s
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1148 EDINBURGH ROYAL SOCIETY'S TRANSACTIONS, Vol. XXX, parts 2-4, XXXII-XXXVI,
XXXVII, pts. 1-2, and XXXIX, pts. 2-4, icith numerous plates and other illustrations, 23 parts

4to. sea-n, as issued, £3. 3s (p. £30. 12«) Edin., 1881-1900

1 149 EDSER (Edwin) Measurement and Weighing, 36 illustrations, post 8vo. cL, \s 6rf 1899

1 150 EDWARDS (Joseph) Differential Calculus for Beginners, diagrams, post 8vo. d., Is (>rf

{\uAsiSd) 1893

1151 EDWARDS Jun. (Frederick) On the Ventilation of Dwelling- Houses, and the Utiliza-
tion of Waste Heat from Open Fire Places, 2*l^it^ {somefolding), roy. 8vo. cl. {scarce), 6* 1868

Accordiug to tlie preface the first attempt to use the heat escaninj^ by the cliiiuiiej'.

ll.vi EDWIN (R. A., K.N.) Traverse Table; with Simple and Brief Method of Correcting
CoMi'Ass Courses, roy. 8vo. cl., {cover slightly stained), 3* Portsmouth, 1871

1153 EHRMANN (Friedrich Ludwig) Versuch einer Schmelzkunst mit Beyhulfe der
Feukrluft; irith copperplate, sm. 8vo. nice copy in original boards, with bookplate of Prof
F. L. Schurer {Strassburg,fl. 1789) ; scarce, \0s 6d Strassburg, 1786

First Edition, it contains iminerous interestiii^ au<l orij^inal exporiments, i.a. de-scrlbinj; an apparatus invente<l by
the author for using oxyhydro^jen ^as in his smelting operations. The work was considered important enough to be
translated by order of the French Academy.

1154 EssAi d'un Art de Fusion ii TAide de I'AiR du Feu ou Air Vital, traduit par M. dk
Fontallard; suivi dea ME.MOiRESde Mr. Lavoisier sur le m6me Sujet ; with 3 plates, 8vo. old

ealfgdt, lOs Strasbourg, 1787
i.avoisier's contributions (pp. 113) conipri.se :

' De Taction du feu anime jwr I'air vital sur les substances ininerales lea

plus rcfractaires ', 'Sur reflft »jue prod uit sur les pierres precieusos un <Iegre de feu tres-violent ', and 'Sur un inoyeii

dHujcnu'iiter cunsiderablenient Taction du feu et de la chaleur dans les operations rhiiniques '.

1155 EIFFE (John Sweetman) Account of Improvements in Chronometers, with Robert
MoLVNEUX's Specifications for the same [with Preface by Sir J. B. Airy], 5 plates by Basire,
4to. c/., 6* 1842

The iiiiprovoments, for which the author received a reward from the Admiralty, liave reference to the comiKjnsatioa
bahmce.

1 156 EISENSCHMIDT (Johann Caspar) Diatribe de Figura Telluris elliptico-sph/Eroide,
ulii una e.\hil»etur eiu.s ina<j^nitudo per .singul.as dimensiones, consensu omnium Oljservationum
comproliata, editio princeps; with 3 copperplates, sm. 4to. sewn, uncut (rare), £1. \s

Argentorati, 1691
This work, through the author's contention of the earth being elongated towards the poles, caused the long discussion

on th<' fl;;ure of the earth which was only ended in 1736, by the result of Maupertuis and Bouguer's lucridian-measureineut.

1157 EISSLER (M.) Handbook of Modern Explosives, 105 illustrations, cr. Svo. cl., is
([K lOsQd) 1890

1 1 jS electric illumination, by James Dredge (Editor), Conrad Cooke, M. F. O'Reilly,
S. r. T110MP.SON, F.R.S., and H. Vivarez, with Abstracts of [Patent] Specifications relating
to Klectric Lighting (1837-72), compiled by W. Lloyd Wise, Vol. I (all pub,), ivith 833 woodcuts^
thick 4to. cL, lOs (p. £1. 10*) [1882J

still valuable for the list of patents taken out. The proposed 2nd vol., containing the applications of the electric light,
cost i)f prrMhiction, phot^^jnietry, secondary batteries, accessories, motive power, etc., was never published.

1159 ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (The); a Weekly Journal ot Electrical Engineering, with
which is incori)orated 'Electric Light', Vols. IX-XV (New Series, Vols. Ill IX), tvith plates and
numerous other illustrations, 7 vols, folio, A/, calf {last v. sewn), £1. 5* 1889-92

IIGO REVIEW (The); originally the Telegraphic Journal and Electrical Review,
from 1882 to 1893 (Vols. 10-33), illustrated, 24 vols, folio, the first 20 vv. hf calf gilt, and tlie rest

sewn, £8. Ss 1882-93
llGl ELECTRICIAN (The), and Electrical Engineer: a Monthly Review of Theoretical and

Api>li<*d Science, Vols. III-XIV, copiously illustrated, 12 vols. 4to. hf. calf {last 2 vols, sewn),
£1. lOv New York, 1884-92

116-2 ELECTRICIEN (LM: Revue G6n£rale d'^LECTRlclT^ : Secretaire de la Redaction E.
Hosi'ITAliku, Tomes 1 k 6 ; with plates, and numerous woodcuts, 6 vols. roy. Svo. in 6, hf calf gilt,

los 1881-3

1163 6LECTRICIENS, Congres IXTERNATiONALdes, Paris, 1889 ; CoMPTES Rendus des Travaux,
l.uhlif^ IMi h'> soins de .1. .loiiiKKT ; ivith woodcuts, roy. Svo. hf calf, -is 1890

1161 ELECXROCHEMICAL SOCIETY (American), Transactions of the; Vols. l-V,withpor.
traits, plates, and numerous other illustrations, 6 vols. Svo. cl., £1. IS* (p. £3. 15*- nett)

Philadelphia, 1902-4
1165 ELLIOT (James) Complete Practical Treatise on the Nature and Use of Logarithms,

and on Plane Trigonometry, 5th Ed., with Key, 3rd Ed., 2 vols. Svo. cl., 4s [1872-55J
1166 ELLIS (Alexander John, f.r.s. ; philologist) Algebra identified with Geometry, plate,

Svo. sewn {scarce), 5s 1874
Maintaining that algebra is a purely geometrical calculus, not an arithmetical one.

1167 How to TEACH Proportion without Reference to Commensurability, with Notes on
Collateral Subjects, Svo. sewn, 2s 1S77

1168 ELLIS (Robert Leslie; Baconian) Mathematical and other Writings ; edited by William
Walton, with Memoir by Harvey Goodwin [Bishop of Cariisle], steel portrait by lladclyjffe, and
diftgram.'i, Svo. cl.. Is Qd (p. 16*) 1863

1169 [EMERSON (William)] The Arithmetic of Infinites, and the Differential Method; illus-

trated by E.xamples, numerous plates, Svo. old calf, 5s 1767
1170 The Method of Increments, wherein the Principles are demonstrated; and the Practice

thereof shewn in the Solution of Problems, 4to. sewn {rare), 10s 6d 1763
Chiefly based on Taylor's • Methodus Increiuentoruni ', and Stirling's 'Differential Method', and valuable as an early
eatise on the calculus of finite differences.
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1171 [EMERSON (William)] Short Comment on Sm I. Newton's Principia; containing Notes

on some DitRcult Places, 5 plates, 8vo. oldhf. calf gilt, with bookjjlate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,

F.E.S.,2s6d 1770

1172 Tracts : containing Mechanics, the Projection of the Sphere, and the Laws of Centripetal

and Centrifugal Force; new Ed., with Life, by W. Bowe, ^v., plates, ^\o. old calf {joints cracked),

45 1793
The author began life as a poor boy, and walked all the way from Durham to London. ' He refused to become a member

of the Royal Society because, as he said, 'it was a d d hard thing that a man sliould burn so many farthing candles as

he had done, and then have to pay so much a year for the honour of F.R.S. after his name '.'—D. N. U.

1173 EMTAGE (W. T. A.) Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Electricity and
Magnetism, diagrams, cr. Svo. cL, 3s Qd (p. 7* Qd) 1891

1174 Light. 232 woodcuts, post Svo. cl., Zs (p. Qs) 1896

1175 ENOKE(Joliann Franz) Gesammelte mathematische undASTRONOMisCHEABHANDLUNGEN,
3 vols. Svo. sewn, 10s (p. M. 20.) Berliri, 1888-9

Inhalt :— I. AUgemeines betreffcnd Rechnungsmethoden : 11. Methode der kleinstcn Quadrate ; Fehlertheoretische

Untersuchungen : HI. Astronomische und optische Abhandlungen.

1176 Die Entfernung der Sonne von der Erde, aus dem Venusdurchgange von 1761 herge-

leitet : Der Venus^dURCHGANG von 1769—2 vols, post Svo. in 1, new hf. cl., 10.$ Qd Gotha, 1822-4
The author's first published works, and imjiortant as giving the first approximately correct solar paralUx (5".r)71). The

second work forms a continuation of the first.

1177 tjber den Ausnahmefall einer doppelten Bahnbestimmung aus denselben drei

geocentrischen Ortern, 4to. (pp. 27), sewn, 2s Qd Berlin, 1850
1178" ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, 8th Ed.. Vol. I: the Dissertations, thick 4to. cl.,

Is Qd .1853
This volume, complete in itself, was not published in the following editions, and contains dissertations on the history

of science and philosophy by Duoald Stewart, Sir James Mackintosh, Abp. Whately, John Playfair, f.r.s., Sir
John Leslie, and J. D. Forbes, f.r.s.

1179 METROPOLITANA, or Universal Dictionary of Knowledge, on an Original

Plan, edited by Edward Smedley and Hugh James and Henry John Rose, prr., with Index
Volume, QOO fine plates, 29 thick vols. 4to. calf gilt {fine set), £3. 3* (p. £58. in cl.) 1829-45

Among the eminent writers of this cyclopedia, originally proposed by S. T. Coleridge, and still valued for the excellent

original contributions (especially on the exact sciences) which it contains, are Coleridge himself, Sir G. B. Airy, Thomas
Arnold (including his History of Rome), Charles Babbage, f.r.s., Peter Barlow, f.r.s., Bp. Blomtield, Sir R. H. Bonny-
ca.stle, T. L. Donalds(m, Bp. Hampden, Sir John Herschel, T. H. Home, Henry Kater, f.r.s., Dionysius Lardner, Prof,

de Morgan, Card. Newman, Dean Peacock, f.r.s., Cliarles Richardson (including the whole of his English Dictionary), P. M.
Roget, F.R.S., Bp. Stanley, Serjeant Talfourd, Abp. Whately (including his Logic, Rhetoric, etc.), and Dr. Whewell.

1180 : P^NCYCLOPiEDlA OF ASTRONOMY : comprising Plane Astronomy, by Peter
Barlow, F.R.S. ; Nautical Astronomy, by Henry Kater, f.r.s. ; Physical Astronomy, by SIR
J. F. W. Herschel ; and on the Figure of the Earth, and on Tides and Waves, by Sir G. B.

Airy, 22 plates and maps, 4to. cl., 5s 6d 1848

1181 Experimental Philosophy, by Peter Barlow, Francis Lunn, pr., P. M.
Roget, m.d., and George Harvey, 40 plates, thick 4to. hf. russia {binding rubbed), 7s Qd 1848

1182 Mechanical Philosophy : Mechanics, Hydrodynamics, Pneumatics, and Optics,

by Peter Barlow, f.r.s. ; and Sound and Light, by Sir J. F. W. Herschel, IS plates, thick 4to.

cl.,6s6d 1848

1183 Pure Mathematics, by Peter Barlow, Dean Peacock, Dionysius Lardner,
pr.. Sir G. B. Airy, H. P. Hamilton, pr., A. Levy, T. G. Hall, pr., Augustus de Morgan,
and Henry Moseley, 17 plates, thick 4to. cl., 8s 6d 1848

1184 Practical Engineering, and Allied Trades, ed. by Joseph G. Horner, Vols. I-IV
(A—Fil), ivithQ^ plates, and numerous other illustrations, 4 vols. 4to. cl., r. e., 17s 6d [1905-6]

ENOYCLOPijDIE—V. Diderot, ante.

1185 ENFIELD (William) Institutes of Natural Philosophy, Theoretical and Experimental,
with 1\ folding plates, 4to. contemporary tree-calf extra (fine copy), 8.? Qd 1785

1186 ENGINEEJa (The), and Machinist's Assistant : Plans, Sections, and Elevations of Station-

ary, Marine, and Locomotive Engines, Water Wheels, Spinning Machines, Tools, etc. etc., with
Descriptions and Practical Essays, 136 steel plates, and numerous looodcuts, 2 vols, folio, hf brown
7norocco, 10s 6d 1863

1187 ENGINEERING, an Illustrated Weekly Journal, edited by Zerah Colburn, W. H. Maw,
and the late James Dredge, complete from its beginning in 1866 to 1893, with many hundreds
OF woodcuts {many of large size), 56 vols. roy. 4to. vv. 1-52 hf. -bound, and vv. 53-6 sewn as issued,

£25.
'

1866-93
This paper, which immediately it was started obtained, and has held to the present time, the foremost place among

professional papers, gives the fullest information on the theory and the best illustration of the jiracticc of Engineering at

home and abroad. Articles by all the foremcst Engineers on the Iron and Steel Manufactures, Railways, Agricultural
Machinery, Materials of Construction, Iron Shipbuilding, Gas, Water, and Sewage-work.s, Telegraphs, Electric Lighting,
etc., etc., are treated at length in this valuable .journal. The early volumes are now very scarce, and it is also ditticult

to nialvC up manv of the laler ones, as most of the numbers are out of print.

1188 ENGLEFIELD (Sir Henry Charles, f.r.s.) On the Determination of the Orbits of

Comets, according to Boscovich and Laplace, with new and complete Tables, and Examples of the
Calculation by both Methods, 4to., boards, uncut, Qs 1793

1189 ENGLISH (Douglas) Photography for Naturalists, tV/w^^ra^ec?, roy. Svo. buckram, 2s Qd 1901
a complete set to 1896 :

1190 ENGLISH MECHANIC (The), and World of Science, complete from the begiiming in

1865 to August, 1896, copiously illustrated, 63 vols. 4to. 52 vv. cl., 2 vv. hf. bowid, aiid the rest

sewn, £12. 12^ 1865-96
Particularly strong in astronomy and microscopy.

1191 ER-DMANN (Hugo) Lehrbuch der ANORGANISCHEN Chemie; with 4 coloured plates and27Q
woodcuts, Svo. cl., Qs Qd (p. M. 18. Braunschweig, 1898
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um:in qua tres anguli funt acuti Ci^'igurarii aute quadrilatera:?

2llia eft qdratum quod eft equilatcru atqs rectangulii. 3tlia elt

tetragon'^long^iqeft ftgura recrangula : led equilarera non eft.

2llia eft belmuafm: que eft equilatcra : led rcctangula non eft.

DC p:{ncipi)5 g fc notie: rprua oc oifFini

.

(iombusearondein.

Xinet

^^M

T>utKm«

fufifidc0 plana*

Cftculud

/

•potriomawj \ 1

Y / m(noi

Origonina OJtbogoniua wnWi'sbnius

Zctraso^los' ^dratua ( / bclmujf /

• * No. 1199.

The first printed edition of Euclid (obverse of first leaf).
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1192 ESSAYS and ADDRESSES l)y Professors and Lecturers of the Owens College, Man-
chester [ed. bv Balfour Stewart and Alex. W. Williamson, ff.r.s.] 8vo. d. [scarce),

\0s (Sd

"

1874
Containing original contributions by the editors, Sir H. E. Roscoe, W. Boyd Dawkins, W. S. Jevons, and the Rt. Hon.

James Dryce.

119.3 [ETTEN (H. van), pseud. ; recte JEA^i Leurechon, S.J.] Recreation Mathematique, com-
posee de plusieurs Problenies plaisants et facetieux, augnientee en cette dernibre Edition de
jilusieurs Problenies non encore veus ; with numerous ivoodcuts, 12nio. old calf {some II. water-
stained), £1. \s Lyony 1627

Contaiiiinj,' nearly 100 very curious problems, copiously illustrated, and unknown to Poggentlorff, Brun'et, or other
bihliK^raphfis. It served uii<loubtedly as the model of Ozanam's Recreations Mathematiques,

1194 EUCLIDIS Elementorum libri XV ; in i>rinmni ejus librnm Coninientariornni Procli libri IV
;

Grtece [cum Pnefatione SiMONis Gryn.ei], editio princeps ; with geometrical figiires in text,

printer's device on title and at end, and ornamental capitals, folio, tall copi/ in old calf gilt {Joints

broken) ; RARE, £3. Ss Basilcw, Joan. Hervagins, mense Septembri, 1533

1195 Another Copy, hf. hound (one leaf torn and defective), with contemporary MS. notes and
diagrams on margin, £2. 2s

T'hk First Edition ok the Original Grkkk Tkxt ; for the first Latin translation (1482) see ;>o.s/. ' Le Proclus n'a ^t6
reproduit depuis : c'est pounjuoi uotro edition est encore aujourd'hui indispensable, surlout jjarceque Barozzi, qui I'a

suppKee dans sa version d'apres des MSS., n'a pas reiniprime le texte i^it'c.'—Gra-sse. This etlition is also interesting from
its dedication by Simon Gkvn.*:us, Professor of Greek at Basel, to Cutiibekt Tuxstall, Bishop of Durham. Gryna'us
visitetl England two years before the publication of the above edition, and although already a reformer and friend of
Luther, was warndy received by Sir Thomas 3fore, and doubtless also by Bp. Tunstall, whose equal ortho<ioxy, liberality,

and love of learning are well known.
JOHN FLAXMAN'S copy :

1196 Opera qua^ supersunt OxMNIA [Grace et Latine], ex Recensione Davidis Gregorii, m d..

Prof. Savil., r.s.s. ; with vignette on title, and numerous diagrams, folio, contemporary stamjjed
white parchment {a member of II. browned, but a SOUND COPY) ; rare, £1. 10*

Oxoniie, e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1703
This copy belonged to John Flaxman, r.a., the Sculptor, and has his auto, pasted on flyleaf. It also has the auto, and

bookplate of John Lee, q.c, k.r.s (17S3-1800), and the following MS. note in his handwriting: 'Purchased at the sale of
the Library of my friend, Mr. Flaxman, r.a., 12. June, 1828.'

1197 A Large Paper Copy, ivith front, by M. Burghers, large folio, very sound clean copy in
contemporary pa^ielled calf {back slightly damaged), £1. 12* Qd
A splendid edition, with an elaborate preface, and the only one which contains all the works attributed to Euclid. It i.s

uniform in print witli Ilalley's edition of Apollonics Peroaics and ToreUi's edition of Archimkdss {qq. v ante), printed
at Oxford in 1710 and 17lt2.

' Volume joliment imprime et ties estimc h cause de la critique du texte faite sur de bons ilHii.'—Grcesse.

1198 CKUVRES, en Grec, en Latin et en Francais, d'apres un MS. trcis-ancien qui ctait reste

inconnu jusqu'a nos jours, par Francois Peyrard; toith numero2is diagrams, 3 vols. 4to. hf
morocco neat (rare), £2. 12s 6d

'

1814-18
' Cette traduction est regardee comine la meilleure et la plus coini)lete que Ton posskde.'—BUgr. Gen. 'Cette Edition,

basee sur le MS. Vatican ot 28 autres, donne pour la premiere fois le texte des Data revu et corrige, et snpplee un grand
nombre de lacunes.'—Grcesse. ' Edition tr6s precieusc pour les variantcs qu'ellc renferme. '—L'ioj/r. Gm.

LARGE COPY OF THIS RARE EDITION :

1199 [Elementa Geometriae cum Campani Annotationibus ; incipit :] Preclarissimus
LIBER elementorum Euclidis perspicacissimi in artem Geometrie incipit qua foelicissinie ; in
large and small gotf)tr tijpr, with fine woodcut border to A 2, ornamental initials, and geometrical
diagrams throughout in margins, folio, hf. vellum, uncut {first leaf very slightly wormholed, other-

wise an unusually; fine and tall copy) ; very rare, £28. 10*
*

[In fine .] Opus
elementoru euclidis megarensis in geometrid arte. In id quoq. Campani pspicacissimi Cdmenta-
Hones finiM. Eruardus Ratdolt, Augustensis impressor solestissimus. Venetiis impressit.

Anno salutis. MCCCCLXXXII. Octavis. Calen. Jan. Lector. Vale. [1482]
' Premiehk Edition de cette version, et un des plus anoiens livrea imprimis oii se trouvent des figures de mathdmatiques'.

—Brunei. The translation wa« made, apparently from the Arabic, by Adklabd [^thelhard] of Bath. In his dedication
the printer says that the dlflBculty of printing geometrical designs had hitherto made it impossible to print geometrical books

;

but that this difficulty had been ovemome so well by great painters, that 'qua facilitate litterarum oleraenta imprimuiitur
ea etiain geometrice figure conficerentur*.

1200 Elementorum Geometricorum Libri XV, cum Expositione Theonis in i)riore8 h
Bartiiolomeo Veneto Latinitate donata, Campani in omnes, et Hypsiclis Alexandrini in duoa
nostremos; adiecta sunt PHiENOMENA, Catoptrica et Optica, deinde Protheoria Marini et

Data, postremiim, Ouusculum de Levi et Ponderoso, hactenus non visum ; with numerous
woodcut initials and diagrams, folio, original hf vellum {large and sound copy, but wanting 3 II.

as below), £1. 5* Basilece, Joh. Hervagius, 1^46
The first complete edition of Euclid's works. The title and first leaf of text bear the stamp of the clerical censor, who

thought it needful to cut out the three preliminary leaves—an interesting instance of the rigidity of Ecclesiastical censure
at the period of the Reformation.

1201 Another Copy, old vellum {also wanting as v^ual the three preliminary II., and with the

last 2 II. defective, otherwise a very clean and tall copy), 16s %d
1202 Elementorum Liber X., Petro Montaureo interprete, ad Joannem Bellaium Card-

inalem
;
printed in italics, 4to. vellum (fine copy), lis 6d Lutetice, apud Vascosanum, 1551

The Sunderland copy, with large margins, ruled throughout in red, with bookplate.

1203 Elementorum Geometricorum Liber L, cui ex sequentibus libris accesseriit Pro-
POSITIONES selectee atque ita ordinatie, ut demonstrari queant observata Geometrarum Methodo
[auctore Valentino Nabod], 12nio. .tewn {very rare), \2s ^d Coloniw, 1556

Unknown to Poggendorff.

1204 Elementale Geometricum, a Joanne Vcegelin, ad omnium Mathematices studios-

orum utilitatem decerptum ; luith diagrams, 12iuo. sewn {rare), \Qs Qd Francofarti, 1561
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1205 EUCLIDIS VIPrimiElementorum Geometricorum Libri, in commodiorem foimam contracti

et demonstrati a Georgio P'ournier, S.J. ; with diagrams, 24mo. old calf, Is GoJ Parisiis, 1043
1206 Elementorum Libri XV [et Data] breviter demonstrati opera Is. Barrow, d.d. ; with

numerous figures, lOnio. fine copy in old calf, \0s Londini, 1659
1207 Editio Nova, prioribus mendis typographicis nunc deniuni purj^^ata : Lectio in qua

Theoremata Archimedis de Sphaera et Cylindro, per Methodum Indivisibilium investigata,

ac breviter demonstrata exbibentur—2 vols. 16nio. in 1, icith umncrotts figures ; boards, covered
with old sheepskin {rare), \os ibidem, 1678

1208 Elementa Geometrica, Novo Ordine ac Methodo fere demonstrata ; luith front, by
Faithorne, plates, and diagrams, ISmo. old calf, 6a.' Qd ibidem, 1666

1209 Editio Altera, una cum Nic. Mercatoris in Geometriam Introductione ; with front.,

plates, and diagrams, 18mo. old calf gilt, Is Qd ibidem, 1678
1210 Elementorum VI Libri Priores, magnam partem novis Demonstrationibus adornati,

opera et studio Henrici (vOETSII ; ivith etched title, and diagrams, 16mo. old calf, with bookplate

of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 5s Lugd. Bat., 1692
1211 Elementorum Libri Priores VI, item XL et XII., ex versione latina Fred. Command-

INI, accednnt Trigonome trite Planne et Si)hsericae Elementa [cura JoA. Keill], item Tractatus de
Natura et Arithmetica Logarithmorum [EJUSDEM AUCTORIS] ; with 2 plates, and numerous
diagrams {some with MOVABLE SLIPS), 8vo. old calf {title and some II. water-stained), Gs 6d

Oxonice, e Theatro Sheldo7i., 1715
' On y trouve un excellent traite des logarithnies et qnelques autres morceaux utiles qui reudent cet Euclide precieux.'—Montuda.

1212 Editio Quinta, auctior ; loith ^plates and diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 8* Qd
ibidem, ex eodem, 1747

Last and best edition of Reill, who, in Ids preface, urges the revival of the study of Euclid at Oxford and Cambridge.

1213 Elementorum Libri Priores VI, item XI»s et XIP^% et Versione Latina Fred. Com-
MANDINI, sublatis iis quibus olim Libri hi a Theone, aliisque, vitiati sunt, et quibusdam Euclidis
Demonstrationibus restitutis a Roberto Simson, m.d. ; icith diagrams, roy. 4to., Large Paper

;

contemporary calf gilt (fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 10* Qd
Glasgucv, Foidis, 17r.6

1214 Elementorum Libri Priores XII, ex Commandini et Gregorii Versionibus Latinis, ed.,

auxit, etc. Samuel [Horsley], Episc. Roffensis ; with numerous diagrams, 8vo. old calf, newly
rebacked, Qs Oxon., Typ. Clarend., 1802

1215 Elementa, edidit et Latine interpretatus est I. L. Heiberg ; with diagrams, 5 vols, jwst
8vo. sewn, 16* Qd (p. M. 24.60) Leipzig, Teubncr, 1883-8

The best modern edition. ' La plus interessante et la pluscorrecte edition d'Euclide, scientifiquement parlant, est cells

reeeinnient mise au jour a Leipzig par Heiberg.'

—

Boyer.

THE SECOND ENGLISH TRANSLATION :

1216 Elements of Geometry : the first VI Books : in a compendious Form contracted and
demonstrated, by Capt. Thomas Rudd, with the Mathematicall Preface (pp. 96) of John
Dee ; numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. neiv brown calf gilt {title slightly soiled) ; rare, £1. 5s

R. and W. Leybourn, 1651
First Edition of Rudd's edition, unknown to LoAvndes, and the Second English Translat.on of Euclid. Dr. Dee's

preface was originally published in H. Billingsley's translation of 1570.

1217 : The English Euclide : the First Six Elements of Geometry translated out of the
Greek, with Annotations and Useful Supplements, by Edmund Scarburgh, Prebendary of

Sarum, with numerous diagrams, folio, old panelled calf {fine copy), with bookplate of I^hilip

2nd Earl Stanhope, \0s %d Oxford, 1705
1218 Elements, the whole XV Books compendiously demonstrated, with Archimedes

Theorems of the Sphere and Cylinder, investigated by the Method of Indivisibles ; never before in

English, by ISAAC Barrow, D.D., with numerous diagrams, sm. 8vo. old panelled calf ^sQd 1705
1219 Another Edition, with Euclide's Data, Marinus's Preface, and a brief Treatise of

Regular Solids, numerous diagrams, 12mo. old calf 8s 6d 1714
1220 Later Edition, with Supplement, containing some Practical Corollaries deducted from

some of the most material Propositions in Euclide [by Henry Wilson], numerous diagrams,
large 12nio. sound copy in old calf 8s 6d 1722

' Dr. Barrow was one of the first who introduced algebraical symbols into the language of elementary geometry, and
distinctly states, in the preface to his Euclid, that his object is 'to content the desires of those who are delighted more
with symbolical than verbal demonstrations'.'—iJ. Potts.

1221 Elements of Geometry, from the Latin Translation of Commandine ; with the Nature
and Arithmetic of Logarithms, the Elements of Trigonometry, and Preface, by JoHN Keill,
F.R.S., revised, etc. etc. by Samuel Cunn, 7th Ed., with Appendix, nwneronsfolding plates, 8vo.

old calf, Qs 1754
1222 Elements, viz. the First Six Books, with the 11th and 12th. In this Edition, the Errors

by which Theon, or others, have long ago Vitiated these Books, are Corrected, and some of
Euclid's Demonstrations are restored, by Robert Simson, m.d., diagrams, roy. 4to., Large Paper ;

old calf gilt (fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, 125 Qd Glasgow, Foidis, 1756
First Edition, beautifully printed. ' His edition has always held a high character for precision and accuracy, and has

formed the basis of most modern text-books.'—D. N. B.

1223 Fourth Edition, with the Elements of Plain and Spherical Trigonometry, plates, 8vo.

old calf with auto, of George Shaw, F.R.S. (1751-1813), 4* Edin., 1772
1224 Eighth Edition, with Elements of Plain and Spherical Trigonometry, by Robert

Simson, m.d., plates and vignettes, 8vo. old tree-calf, 3s 6o? ibidem, 1791
1225 New Edition, with the Construction of the Trigonometrical Canon, and Account of

Logarithms, by Abraham Robertson, d.d., f.r.s., diagrams, 8vo. hf calf gilt, 3* Qd 1830
' Dr. Simson restored no less thnn ninw t.hpnroms to the .'jth book, besides the excellent definitions of compound ratios.'
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1226 EUCLID'S Elements, with Dissertations to encourage their Critical Examination, as the most
ettt'ctual means of establii-hinjr a Juster Taste on Mathematical Subjects, than that which at

present prevails, by JAMES WILLIAMSON, pr., Fellow of Hertford College, with diagrams, 2 \ols,

4to., old mlf, or, old hf. calf, 10s 6c? Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1781-8

'A strictly lijtral translation, containing tliirteen out of the fifteen books generally ascribed to Euclid."

1227 Elements: the first 6th ami the 11th and 12th Books, chiefly from the Text of Dr.
SiMSON, desit'ned, by means of Symbols to facilitate the Acquirement of Geometry, by Jackscn
MUSPRAIT ^^'ILLIAMS, pr., 8vo. cl., 3* 1829

1228 Elements, Rooks I-VI, XI and XII, from the Text of Robert Simson, m.d., ed. in the

Synilx)lical Form, by R. Rlakelock, diagrams, obi. 8vo. cL, uncut. As 1831
With large margins to allow for the working-out of problems.

1229 New Edition, diagrams, 12mo. cl., 2s (p. 6*) 1860

1230 Elements, chiefly from the Text of Dr. Simson, with Notes, Geometrical Exercises, and
Intro, on the History of CJeometry, by ROBERT PoTTS, first edition, diagrams, 8yo. cL, As

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1845

1131 Another Copy, with Appendix, containing Additional Notes, a Iract (-n Transversals,

and HintH for the Solution of Problems, ett;.—2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut {Appendix sewn), Qs ibidem, 1845-7

'The merilH of liis etlilion of Euclid consisted in a clear arrangement and division of the ccmponent parts of the

pro|)o«itiuns, and in the mlmirable collection of notes.'— D. N. IL

1232 New Edition, corrected and improved, diagrams, 8vo. cl. (some ink-marks), 3s 6d 1861

1233 School Edition, dUigrams, fcap. 8vo. cl., 2* ^p. 4* 6rf) 1872

1234 , The FiRST VI Books of the Elements of, in which Coloured Diagrams and Symbols
are used insteail t>f Letters for the Greater Ease of Learners, by Oliver Byrne, printed by
Whitiiugham, with numerous coloured illustrations, or. 4to. cl., g. e. {somewhat foxed) ; SCARCE,
£\.\8 W. Pickering, 1847

1235 Elements of Geometry [Books I-VI, XI-XII], edited by Henry Martyn Taylor,
F.R.8., vignettes, thick 12mo., cl., 2s 6d University Press, Cambridge, 1895

1236 ELE.MENS, expliquez dune maniere nouvelle et tr^s-facile, avec I'usage de chaque proposi-

tion pour toutes les parties de Mathematiques par [C. F. M.] Dechalles, S.J., nouvelle m\., jiar

JACCiUES Ozanam; with numcro^ts folding plates, large Ylww.fne copy in contemporary calf gilt,

with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 7« (id 17S0
1237 : EucLlDE Meoarense . . . Solo introduttoredelleScientieMathematice,|diligentemmente

ra.s.settato, et alia integritii ridotto, par NiCOLO Tartalea [Tartaglia], con una ampla exposi-

tione dello istesso tradottore di nuovo aggiunta, ecc. ; icith numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. sound
clean copy in contemporary limp vellum (RARE), £1. I* Venetia, G. Bariletto, 1569

'Travail e.stime. Les deux ti-aductions dont s'est servi Tartaglia sont celle de Campano et celle de Bart. Zamberto.'—
Urunrt, who does not mention the above edition.

1238 Elementi della Geometria Piana, Libri VI, nuovamente illustrati [per Stefano Elia] ;

with diagrams, sm. 8vo. old vellum, 3s Qd Napoli^ 1736
the first GERMAN EDITION:

1239 Die Sechs Erste Bucher Euclidis
]
vom anfang oder grund der Geometrj. In welchen

der rechte grund
|
nit t allain der Geometrj (versteh alles kunstlichen

|
gwi.sen

|
und vortailigen

gebrauchs des Zirckels
I
Linials oder Richtscheittes und andrer werckzeiige

| so zu allerhaj

abme.'^sen dienstlich) sonder audi der fiirnemsten stuck und vortail der Rechenkhunst fur^eschriben
und dargethon [sic'] ist. Auss Griechischer sprach in die Teiitsch gebracht

|
aigentlich erklart

.... durch WiLHELM HOLTZMANN ; with diagrams, folio, gotjic lettrr, old boards {partly
browned, title mounted, and some II. mended) ; RARE, £1. \s Basel, J. Kiindig, 1562

The first German Editio.m ok Euclid.

1240 : Clavius (Christophoru.s, S.J.) Commentaria in Euclidis Elementa Geometrica,
et in SPHiERlCA Theodosii, quilns accessit explicatio Sinuum, Tangentium et Secantium crm
Canonibus. TractatioTriangulorum rectilineorum et splucricorum. Omnia, correcta et aucta ;

with numerous diagrams, folio, old stamjxd vellum {some II. browned), £1. 5s Mogunticc, 1612
Last and IJEaT Edition of the most esteenud of the older editions an<l conunentaries of Euclid.

1241 -— : Giordano (Vitale) Euclide Restituto, overo gli antichi Elementi Geometrici ristaurati,
e facilitati ; ici'M numerous diagrams, folio, parchment, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.R.S., 9« Roma, 1680

1242 : Schemata Geometrica, ex Euclide et aliis, Tabulis /Eneis expressa in Usum Tironum
;

47 jilatcs, obi. 4t<). hf. calf, 4s Oxon., Typ. Clar., 1806

1243 EULER(JohannAlbrecht),PaullusFBISIUS, et Laurentius BEBAUD : Dissertationes
SELECTit:, quje ad Imp. Scientiarum Petropol. Academiam An. 175.'i missje sunt; ciim Electrici-
TATIS Caussa et Theoria, Prremio proposito, qua'reretur; uith plate, large 12mo. boards {rare)y

8* 6^/ Petropoli, 1757
1244 EULEB (Leonhard) L'Arithm6tique Raisonnee et Demontr^e: Ouvres posthumes; trad,

par Daniel Bernoulli, corrigde et considerablement augmentde par J. L. Lagrange, 8vo, old
calf gilt, with bookplate of Dr. Richard Congreve {Positivist), lOs Berlin, 1792

Commentationes Arithmetic;e Collects, auspiciis Acad. Imp. Scientiarum Petropol.
edd. P. H. et NicoLAUS Fuss ; insunt plura INEDITA, Tractatus de Numerorum Doctrina
Capp. XVI, aliaque, 2 vols. roy. 4to. hf. bounds with auto, of Prof. R. Lipschitz (SCARCE), £2. 2s

Petropoli, 1849
Including an ' Eloge' by Nicola.s Fuss, and an ' Index systematique et raisonne des oeuvres arithmetiques d'Euler',

containe<l in ihe above 2 vols. (pp. 29) by Bouniakovosky and Tchebvchev.
1246 Letters to a German Princess, on Different Subjects in Physics and Philosophy, tran.*?.

by Henry Hunter, d.d., with Original Notes, and Glossary of Foreign and Scientific Terms,
plates, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf (joints of v. I cracked), with bookplate of Joseph Guilt, F.S.A., 5s 1795

1245
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1247 EULER (Leonhard) Elemens d'ALGEBRE, traduits de I'Allemand [par Daniel Bernoulli],

avec Notes et Additions [par Joseph LOUIS Lagrange], 2 vols. 8vo. contemporary French calf
gilt, 10* Qd 1774

First French Edition. ' The first volume treats of determinate algebra. This contains one of the earliest attempts to
place the fundamental processes on a scientific basis. This work also includes the proof of the binomial theorem for an
unrestricted index . . . The second volume treats of indeterminate or Diophantine algebra. This contains the solution of
souie of the problems proposed by Ferniat, which had hitherto remained unsolved.'

—

iV. W. R. Ball.

1248 Elements of Algebra, trans, from the French [by Francis Horner, m.p.], with the
Notes of Daniel Bernoulli, the Additions of J. L. Lagrange, Original Notes, Life, etc. [by
F. Horner], with hustportrait by William Blake [foxed], 2 vols. Svo. old calf, \-2s 1797

1249 Another Copy, old calf, cl. hacks [ivanting the portrait), 9.9

First E^^jlish Edition.

1250 Fourth Edition, carefully revised and corrected, by John Hewlett, b.d., Svo. hf.
morocco gilt, 5s 1828

' ^leritorious as one of the earliest attempts to put the fundamental processes on a sound liasis.'—Pro/. Cajori.

1251 INSTITUTIONES CALCULI Differentialis, cum ejus Usu in Analysi Finitorum ac
Doctrina Serierum, 2 vols. 4to. boards, uncut, £1. 10* Ticini, 1787
Second Edition, preferable to the first of 1755, being enlarged by Frederico Spkroni from MS. notes by the autlior.
' The first text-book on the differential calculus wliichhas any claim to be regarded as complete, ami it may be .said that

many modern treatises on the subject are based on it.'— IF. W. R. Ball.

1252 INSTITUTIONES Calculi Integralis, in quo Methodus Integrand! a primis principiis
n.^que ad Integrationem iKqu.ationum Differentialium priini gradus pertractatur, cum Supple-
mento; ivith 3 2Jlates, 4 vols. 4to. old hf. russia [Supplement seion), £2. Petropoli, 1768-1845

1253 Editio Tertia [ultima] ; with 3 plates, 4 vols. 4to. cl. [sound copy), £2. vts ih., 1824-45
'They were the most complete and accurate works on the calculus at that time, and contained not oidya full summary

of everything theu known on this subject, but also the /3 and y Functions, and other original investigations.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

1254 Introductio in Analysin Infinitorum, Editio nova ; with plates, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, hf.
cl., uncut, 12s Lugduni, 1797

' a work that caused a revolution in analytical mathematics, a subject which had hitherto never been presented in
so genei aland systematic manner.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

1255 Mechanica, sive MoTUS Scientia analytice exposita ; with 32 plates, 2 vols. 4to. hf.
calf, \2s 6d Petropoli, 1736

The fir.st work which applied analysis to the study of mechanics. ' He worked out the theory of the rotation of a
body round a fixed point, establislied the general equations of motion of a free body, and the general equation of
hydiodynamics. He solved an immense number and variety of mechanical problems which arose in his mind on all

occasions.'—i'ro/. Cajori.

1256 ;- Methodus Inveniendi Lineas Curvas Maximi Minimive proprietate gaudentes, sive
Solutio Problematis Isoperimetrici ; with folding plates, dto. old hf. mottled calf extra, lOs 6d

Lausannce, 1744
•This work, displaying an amount of mathematical genius seldom rivalled, contained his researches on the calculus

of variations (a subject afterwards improved by Lagranj;e), to the invention of which Euler was led by the study of
isoperimetrical curves, the brachiostrochone in a resisting medium, and the theory of geodesies '.—Prof. Cajori.

New Principles of Gunnery— v. Brown, ante.

1257 Scientia Navalis, seu Tractatus de Construendis et Dirigendis Navibus; with 65
folding plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary hf calf, £1. \s Petropoli, 1749

This work first exijresses mathematically the resistance meeting a ship on its path through the water,

1258 Theoria Motuum Lun^, nova Methodo pertractata, cum Tabulis Astronomicis,
unde ad quodvis tenipus Loca Luntx) expedite computari possunt ; with plate, 4to. old hf. calf
16.S &d ibidem, 1772

" He was one of the first to take up with success the theory of the moon's motion by giving approximate solutions
to the problem of three bodies. He laid a sound basis for the calculation of tables of the moon. The researches on the
moon's motion, which captured two prizes, were carried on while he was blind, with the assistance of his sons and two of
his pupils \-^Prqf. Cajori.

1259 Theoria Motuum Planetarum et Cometarum, continens Methodum facilem ex
aliquot Observationibus Orbitas cum Planetarum turn Cometarum determinandi, etc., etc. ; with
plates, 4to. boards, Is 6d Berolini [1744]

1260 EVANS (Sir Frederick John Owen, f.r.s) On the Present State of our Knowledge
respecting the Magnetism of Iron Ships, and the Treatment of their Compasses; with the
Magnetism of Iron and Ironclad Ships, plates, etc., Svo. cl., Ss 1872

1261 , and Archibald SMITH, f.r.s.: Admiralty Manual for Ascertaining and
Applying the Deviations of the Compass caused by the Iron in a Ship, first edition, with
plates and charts, roy. 8vo. cl. boards, with auto, of Archibald Smith, F.E.S., on flyleaf, 5s 1862

1262 Second Edition [enlarged], with 6 plates and 3 charts, roy. Svo. cl. boards, 5s 1863
This edition has ' History and Present State of the Deviation of the Compa.ss,' by A. Smith (pp. 17).

1263 Third [last] Edition [greatly enlarged], with Opiates and 3 charts, roy. Svo. cl. hoards.
Is 6rf 1869

' His most important work. It lias become a standard text-book, having been translated and adopted by all the great
maritime nations.'—Pvo/. W. J. Harrison.

1264 EVANS (Thomas J.), and W. W. F. PULLEN : Treatise on Practical Plane and
Solid Geometry, numerous illustrations, Svo. cl., Ss 6d (p. 9*) 1897

1265 EVERETT (Joseph David, f.r.s.) Illustrations of the C. G.S. System of Units, with
Tables of Physical Constants, cr. Svo. cl.,2s Qd (p. 5^) 1891

1266 Vibratory Motion and Sound, 4 plates and 48 woodcuts, Svo. cl. [cut ofprint), is 1882
' The fir.st English treatise dealing with vibratory motion as a special and separate swhiect.'— Atlu vanim.

1267 EVERTS (A., Jonkheer) Het Electro-Magnetismus tcegkpast op de Vervaardiging van
TiJDWiJZERS of UURWERKEN ; with 2folding plates, impl. Svo. sewn, 3* 6f/

niet in den handel, 's-Hage, 1872
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1268 EWBANK (Thomas) Descriptive and Historical Account of Hydraulic and other

Machines for Raisinj; Water, Ancient and Modern, with Observations on the Meclianic Arts, and

the Development of the Steam Engine, 16th [liist] Ed., enlartjiied, engraved title, a7id 2Q0 tooodcuts,

roy. 8vo. cL, \0s (id (p fl. 10a) New York, 1870
Containing much interesting historical information.

1209 EWING (James Alfred, f.r.s.) Magnetic Induction in Iron and other Metals, 159 Ulus-

trntioit.s, 8vo. cl., 4s (p 10*- 6r/l 1892

1270 FABBE (Jean Antoine) EsSAl sur la Maniere la plus avantageuse de construire les Machines
Hvdrauliqles, et en particulier les MOULINS A Bled; with 6 folding plates, large 4to.

conteniporary calf gilt, 7s 6d 1783

1271 FABRI (Ottavio) L'Uso della Squadra Mobile, con la quale per Teorica et per Pratica si

nii-ura j,'eonietricamente ogni disUmza, altezza, e profondita, s'iuipara a perticare livellare, et

pighire in disegno, ecc. ; with engraved title, folding plate on copper representing the ' movable

quadrant\ and numerous engravings in text, am. 4to. fine copy in old vellum {rare),

15* Vcnetia, 1598
Unknown to Poggendorffand GreeitM. ' Bella e rara edizione.'—iJiccartZt.

1272 FAGNANO (Oiulio Carlo, Marchese de' Toschi) Produzioni Matematiche ; with folding
plntfs, 1 vols. 4t4> sewn, wholli/ uncut (VEEV RARE), £4. is Pesaro, 1750

' II'' may tx; said U) have bet" n the ttn»t writer who direi-te<l attention to the theory of elliptic functions ... He also

l«)iMiv.l out thM rwmarkabl*? an.ilojjy existing between the integrals which represent the arc of a circle and the arc of

a Icmisiate. Finally he provixl tlie formula w *= 2t log < (I— 0/(1 + where i ^ stands for ly—l.'—W. IV. R. Ball.

1273 FAHIE(J. J.) Hi.sTORY of Wireless Telegraphy (1838-99), including Bare-Wire Proposals

for Sul>uf|U«M)iis Telegraphs, portraits and illustratioM, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6*) 1899

IJ74 FAIRBAIBN iSir William, F.R.s.) The KisE and Progress of Manufactures and Com-
merce, and of Civil and Mechanical Engineering in Lancashire and Cheshire, with fine

sted portrait on India paper, 5 plates, woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. cl. extra, g. e., \2s Qd
[privately printed, Manchester, 1869]

' To A. H. Novelli. Esqr« with the author's very kind regards. '--/rwcr. on flyleaf.

1275 Treatise on Iron Ship Building ; its History and Progress, loith 4 plates, and 127

woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), \Qs M 1865
Including an enquiry into the then and prospective state of the Navy, with experimental results on the resisting

powers of armour plates and shot at high velocities.

1276 Treatise on Mills and Millwork, 2nd Ed., withfolding plates, and numerous wood-
cuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cL, ias 1864-5

1277 FAIRFAX (George) Navigation Epitomiz'd : or Particulars most useful and usually taught
in Navigation, hrietly represented and humbly tender'd to the Governours of Christ's-Hospital,
broadsheet of 2 pp. : DISCURSUS HlSTIODROMICUS [a short TREATISE on NAVIGATION in English
verse]. Manuscript on 12 pp., with 2 diagrams, 4to. seivn, lis 6d [ca. 1690]

1278 FALCONER (William, author of ' The Shipwreck ') Universal Dictionary of the Marine :

or the Technical Terms and Phrases employed in the Construction, Eouipment, Furniture,

Machinery, Movements, and Military Operations of a Ship, with Original Desif^ns of Shiping
[sic]. Translation of French Sea Terms, etc. etc., 2nd Ed., with ftie copperplates, minutely
Ulustrating the various parts ofa ship, and its building, 4to. contemporary calfgilt, 15* 1771

* a Krand national work, comprehending evei-ythin^ relating; to the Marine of this country : a i)erformance which dis-

plays jjn-at industry, sagacity, and precision, and is indisixinsable to everyone concerned in maritime afl'airs.'

—

Gent. Mug.

1279 FALE (Thoraaa; Corjms Christi Coll., Cantab.) HOROLOGIOGRAPHIA : the ART of Dialling:
teaching; an Easie and Perfect Way to make all Kindes of Dials upon any plain plat howsoever
placed, with the draNvin«^ of the Twelve Sij^nes, and Howres uuequall in them all, with the
makin;; and u.se of other Dials and Instruments, whereby the houre of the Day and Night is

knowne, with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. ftlartt Icttfr; scum (une UNCUT
COPY 1, £2. 2» F. Kingstone, 1652

1280 Anothke Copy, hf. hound {binding broken, and some II. neatly mended and a few worm-
holed), £1. Is 6d

1281 Another Copy {wanting title), IQsQd
' Ihe table of sines wliich It contains is probably the earliest specimen of a trigonometrical table printed in England.'—

/) .V. /;.

's2 FARADAY (Michael, f.r.s.) The Chemical History of a Candle [including a Lecture on
I'LATiNiM

j
, ed. hy Sir William Crookes, f.r.s., 38 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 3s6d[lS74]

i-'s.s Chemic.vl Manipulation ; being Instructions to Studente in Chemi.stry, on the Methods
of performing ExiKriments ^f Demonstration or of Research, with Accuracy and Success, first

edition, with woodcuts, 8vo. hf calf neat {scarce), 12s 6rf 1827
1284 Second Edition [enlarged] , i^'M woodcuts, 8vo. boards, uncut {some II. foxed) ; scarce,

10s ^d 1830
1285 Third [last] Edition, revised, with woodcuts, 8vo. original cl., uncut, VJs 6d 1842

' Even now a very valuable book of reference.'—/Vo/. Tail.

1286 Manipulations Chimiques ; traduit par Maiseau, et revu pour la Partie technique par
A. Bussy ; vu'th icoodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. original hf. roan gilt, 9s 6d 1827

PublislRMl in the .same year as the English original, and interesting as showing the early appreciation of the great
scientist's work.

\2S7 Experimental Researches in Electricity, from the Philosophical Transactions, with
2 plates, 4to. sewn, with author's inscr., 15* 1832

•Thos. Allan, Esq., etc. etc. etc. [f.b s., mineralogist] from theAu[thor].'— /tisct. on title. Consisting of Experimental
Researches in Electricity, read before the Royal Society, Nov. 24, 1831, and of the Bakerian Lecture, 1832, 'TeiTestrial
Magneto-electric Induction, and Force and Direction of Magneto-electriclndaction generally', and containing the first and
most important of all hia discoveries—that of induced electricity.
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1288 FARADAY (Michael, f.r.s.) Experimental Researches in Cheaiistry and Physics, reprinted

from the Philosophical Transactions, 1821-57, the Journal of the Royal Institution, the Phih)sophical

Magazine, and other Publications, with 3 plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. d. (very scarce), £1. lO.v 1859
Containintj his discoveries or investigations of new compounds of chlorine and carbon (1831), alloys of steel ('22), com-

pounds of hydrogen and carbon, announcing the discovery of benzol ('25), action of sulphuric acid on naphthaline ('26),

decomposition of hydrocarbons by expansion ('27), his very valuable experiments on the manufacture of optical glass ('2t>-

30), the liquefaction of gases, acoustic figures ('31), vibrating elastic surfaces ('31), relations of gold to light ('57), the con-

servation of force (57), etc. etc. etc.

1289 Experimental Researches in Electricity, reprinted from the Philosophical Transac-

tions, 1831-52, with other Electrical Papers fnmi the Proceedings of the Royal Institutitm, the
Quarterly Journal of Science, and the Philosophical Magazine (vol. I., '2nd Ed.), original issue,

with 17 /dates, and woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. in2, hf. calf gdt (SC\RCE), £3. 3s 1849-4-55
' The great work of his life. Fully to understand all the discoveries contained in that extraordinary senes of papers

would need a knowled^'e of all that has been discovered during that time as to electricity, magnetisjn, electro-magnetism,

and diamagnetism.'—Pro/. Tait. They contain his discoveries of induced electricity (' Faradic current '), 1831 ; the electro-

tonic state of matter, '31; identity of electricity from different sources, '33; equivalents in electro-chemical decom-
position, '34

; electrostatic induction, '38
; hydro-electricity, '43 ; diamagnetism, '46 ; relation of gravity to electricity,

'51
; atmospheric magnetism, '51, and many others.

1290 Facsimile Reprint, with plates and woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut {some II. of vol. I
pencilled), £2. os [Bep. of] 1839-55

1291 Vols. I and II, original issue, laith 13 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut, with Prof. William-
son's auto., £1. 10s 1839-44

Including all the author's discoveries on the subject to 1843,

1292 Vol. I only, with ^plates, original issue, 8vo. cl., uncut, 18s Qd 1839
ContainiTig all the author's papers on electricity published in the Philosophical Transaction ft of 1831-8.

1293 The First Nine Series, with copperplates^ 8 parts 4to. in one vol. cl., with author's
presentation inscriptions VERY SCARCE), £2. 2s 1832-5

The rare original memoirs as contributed to the ' Philosophical Transactions ', containing the first printed account of
some of Faraday's most important discoveries and researches, e.g., induced electricity (his marf7uan opns) ; the electronic
state of matter ; identity of electricity from different .sources ; and equivalents in electro-chemical decomposition.

1294 OBSERVATIONS on MENTAL EDUCATION, post 8vo. (pp. 52), sewn, with author's inscr.
{with 3IS. notes etc.), 6s Qd n. d.

1295 On the Existence of a Limit to Vaporization (Philos. Trans.), 4to. (pp. 12), sewn,
with author's inscription, 6s 1826

1296 On the Magneto-Electric Spark and Shock, and on a peculiar Condition of Electric

and Magneto- Electric Induction ; with Additional Observations (Philos. Magazine), 8vo.

(pp. 7), sewn, 4s 1832
1297 Six Lectures on the Chemical History of a Candle; with Lecture on Platinum,

ed. by Sir William Crookes, first edition, v:ith 38 umodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl. {scarce), IQs Qd 1861

1298 Six Lectures on the Various Forces of Matter, and their Relation to each other,

ed. by Sir William Crookes, 2nd Ed., ivith 59 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. hf calf gilt (scarce), 10s 1860
1299 Third Edition, with 59 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., 8s 1861

'A simple work, but in reality most profound, even in its slightest remarks.'

—

Prof. Tait. The last lecture deals witli

'the Correlation of the Phy.sical Forces.' Both editions also contain a supplementary chapter on • Lighthou.se Illumination
by Electric Light.*

1300 : Jones ([Henry] Bence, f.r.s.) The Life and Letters of Faraday, u-ith fine steel

portrait hy Adlard, plates, and woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut (SCARCE), 16s 1870
1301 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, 18s Qd
1302 : Tyndall (John, f.r.s. )'Faraday as a Discoverer, first edition, in large type, with

2 steel portraits by Adlard, large post 8vo. cl., 3s Qd 1868
1303 Second Edition, with 2 portraits, large 12nio. cl., with author's inscription and

auto, letter to Dean Farrar, 12s M 1870
1304 Fourth Edition, with 2 portraits, large 12mo. cl., 2s 1884
1305 FAE.EY (John) General View of the Agriculture and Minerals of Derbyshire. Vol. I

:

The Surface, Hills, Valleys, Rivers, Minerals, Mines, Collieries, Mining Processes, etc. etc., with
2 colouredfolding plates, and map, 8vo. boards, 6s 6af 1815

1306 FATJJAS de ST.-FOND (Barthelemi) Description et Experiences de la Machine
Aerostatique de MM. de Montgolfier, et de celles auxqnelles cette decouverte a donne
lien ; snivie de Recherehes snr la Hauteur a laquelle est parvenu le Ballon du Chanip-de-Mars,
sa route, et les difterens degr«§s de pesanteur de I'air dans les couches de Tatmosph^re ; d'un
Memoire sur le gaz inflammable et sur celui qu'ont employe MM. de MontgolHer, I'art de faire les

Machines a(5rostatiques . . . et sur la manioie de dissoudre la gomme elastique, etc. etc., d'une
Lettre sur les moyens de diriger ces Machines, etc. etc., premiere edition; with fine front,
by de Launay of the ascetit of the Montgolfier {stained), and 8 other copperplates, illustrating the

balloon, its fittings, machinery, etc., 8vo. hf. bound {back damaged), with INSCR. TO Marsiglio
CONTE LANDRIANI, and auto. o/HATTON TURNOR (very RARE), £2. 5s 1783

1307 Another Copy, contemporary calf gilt {sound copy), £2. 10s
This edition contains a 4 pp. Supplement on the ascent of the Marquis d'Arlandes in the 'Muette', which is not

comprised in the '2nd edi,tion.

1308 Seconds Edition ; with front, hy de Launay (fine impression), and 8 copperplates, 8vo.
hoards, uncut {corner of a few pp. slightly water-stained, otherwise an unusually fresh COPY),
£1. 15s '

'

1784
1309 Another Copy, having thefront water-stained, sewn, uncut, £1. 5s

The most important work in the history of ballooning, describing the first successful ascent at Annonay (June 1783)
in a balloon made of packcloth, and inflated with heated air, as well as the historical ascent from the Champs de Mars on
Aug. 27th, 1783, in the presence of 3W000 spectators. The work moreover contains a large amount of interesting
technical details.
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HATTON TUKNOR'S FINE COPIES:
1310 FAUJAS de ST.-FOND (Barthelemi) Description et Experiences de la Machine

Aerostatique de MM. de Montgolfier, premiere edition ; loith 9 plates ; with tlie Supple-
ment : Premiere Suite de la Description des Experiences Aerostatiques de MM. de
Montgolfier, . et celle.s auxquelles cette decouveite a doaiie lieu, contenant les Voyages
Aeriens de la Muette, des Tuileries, de Lyon, de Milan, etc. etc.. Plusieurs Memoires sur la

MANlEREde DiRiGER les Aerostates, etc. etc., ditlerentes nianieres d'obtenir I'air iiillammable

. . . et M^moire sur la (ioninie elastique, etc. ; icith 5 copperplates (3 very fine ones by de Launay,
representing the first three Balloon Ascents)—2 vols. 8vo. contemporary tree-calf extra, with Hatton
Tumor's book/date and auto. (FINE COPIES), £6. 6s 1783-4
The suppleiiieutary volume is excessivkly bare, and contains a large number of additional technical infonnation.

1311 FAURij (J. de, Gcntilhonime /S^wme) Analyse de la Quadrature du Cercle, au moyen de
la Demonstration directe, la plus simple, la plus evideute, et la plus convaincante, 4to. sewn {last

leaf missing), 6s La Haye, 1749
Containing au interesting MS. note by Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, k.r.s., on p. XL An account of this curious work

will be found in Prof, de Morgan's • Budget of Paradoxes ', pp. 89-90.

1312 FAUST (Edwin Stanton, Univ. Strassburg) Die TIERISCHEN GiFTE, Svo. seivn, 4s (p. M. 6.)

Braunschweig, 1906
1313 FAYE (Herve) Nouvelle Etude sui- les Tempetes, Cyclones, Trombes ou Tornados;

with woodcuts and charts, roy. Svo. sewn, '2s Qd 1897
1314 FENWICK (Thomas) Treatise on Subterraneous Surveying, and the Variation of the

Magnetic Needle, 2nd Ed., 8 plates (7 folding), larye 8vo. boards (scarce), 15* 1822
Tlie tirst systematic treatise on mine surveying.

1315 FERGUSON (James, f.r.s.) The Art of Drawing in Perspective, made easy to those who have
no previous Knowledge of the Mathematics, new Ed., 9 plates, 8vo. boards, uncut, is Edin., 1803

THE earliest POPULAR ASTRONOMY :

1316 Astronomy Expjlained upon Sir Isaac Newton's Principles, and Made Easy to

those who have not studied Mathematics, 2nd Ed., with 13 foldiny platesy 4to. sound copy in old

calf {back slightly damaged), \Qs \lbl
• The manner and method of its expositions were entirely original. Astronomical phenomena were for the first time

described in familiar language'.—D.iV. B.

1317 Fifth Edition, corrected, with 18 plates, 8vo. old calf gilt, Ss 6d 1772
1318 Twelfth Edition, improved and corrected by Andrew Mackay, f.r.s., tvith 18 plates,

8vo. old hf calf gilt, 4s 1809

1319 [Fourteenth Edition], with Notes and Supplementary Chapters, by Sir David
Brewster, f.r.s., 2nd Ed. [enlarged], with 26 plates, 2 vols. Svo. in 1, half calf gilt, with book-

plate of Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A., 6s Edin., 1821

1320 Another Copy, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf gilt, 6s 6d
1321 Lectures on Select Subjects in Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, Pneumatics, and

Optics, with the Use of the Globes, the Art of Dialling, and the Calculation of the Mean Times of

New and Full Moons and Eclipses, 9th Ed., ivith 36 jdates, thick 8vo. boards, uncut, 5s 1799
1322 New Edition, corrected and enlarged, with Notes and Additional Volume, containing

the most recent Discoveries, 3rd Ed., with 27 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf, 10* 6d Edin., 1823
* In some degree the first elementary writer on natural philosophy.'— Sir D. Brewster.

1323 New and Improved Edition, adapted to the present state of Science, by C. F. Part-
ington [with Autobiography], ^or^miY, 10 plates, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. boards, or, hf
bound, uncut, 6s 1825
A large portion of the book—one of the standard works of its time—treats of Dialling. There are also chapters on

' Matter and it-s Properties ', 'Mills, Cranes, Wheel-carriages, and the Engine for Driving Piles'.

1324 Plain xMethod of Determining the Parallax of Venus, by her Transit over the Sun,
and thence, by analogy, the Parallax and Distance of the Sun, etc., with plates, 4to. sewn, 5s 1761

1325 Select Mechanical Exercises : she.ving how to construct different Clocks,
Orreries, and Sun-Dials, on Plain and Easie Principles ; with Miscellaneous Articles, and New
Tables, I. for expeditiously computing the Time of any New or Full Moon, etc., II. for graduating
and examining the usual Lines on the Sector, Plain Scale, and Gunter ; and Life, first edition,
with 9folding plates on copper, 8vo. old calf gilt {back slightly damaged), lOs 6d 1773

' His scattered papers were coUectetl in 1773 into a'volume entitled ' Select Mechanical Exercises ' (4th ed. 1823), the
(lartial autobiograpliy prefixed to which is the chief .source of information regarding his early life.'

—

Misn Agnes M. Gierke.

1326 Treatise on the Use of the Globes, republished from the 'Lectures', 12mo. sewn,

2s 1812

1327 , Life of, in a brief Autobiogiaphical Account, and further Extended Memoir, with
numerous Notes, by Ebenezer Henderson, 2nd [last] Ed., with Additions, steel portrait, and
numerous woodcuts, Svo. cl.,6s Edin., 1870

' Ferguson's ' Short Account' of his earlier years (1710-43), here reprinted with notes and illu.strations, is supplemented
with an ' Extended Memoir,' giving all available details of his circumstances and inventions to his death. '—D. A'. B.

ARAGO'S copy:
1328 FERMAT (Pierre de) Varia Opera Mathematica, accesseruut selectse qusedam ejusdem

Epistol.e, de rebus ad Mathematicas Disciplinas aut Physicam perbinentibus scripta? [cur&

Samuelis de P'ermat], with plates and diagrams, folio, (?) Large Paper ; old hf morocco (very
rare), £3. 3s ToIosk, 1679

The excessively rare original edition of this celebrated work of the first inventor of the ditferential calculus. The
correspondence includes letters to and from Pascal, Mersenne, Gassendi, John Wallis, de Freuicle, de Roberval, Sir Kenelm
Digby, etc.

The above copy belonged to Dominique FRAN9018 Jean Akaqo {q. v. ante), and bears on title the inscriptions
' Fr. Arago ', and • From the Library of Fr. Arago. H. S.'

V. DioPHANTUS Alexandrinus, ante.
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1329 FEKB.ABIS (Galileo) Le Proprieta Cardinali degli Strumenti Diottrici : Esposizione

elementcare della Teoria di Gauss e delle sue Applicazioni ; with 66 diagrams^ 8vo. hf. calf gilt,

3s 6d Torino, 1877
1330 FERRERS (Norman Macleod, d.d., f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on Spherical

Harmonics, and allied Subjects, post 8vo. cl. uncut [fresh copy) ; scarce, 17* M 1877
1331 Elementary Treatise on Trilinear Co-ordinates, the Method of Reciprocal Polars,

and the Theory of Projections, 24, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6s Qd) 1861
1332 FICK (Adolf) DieMEDiziNisCHE Physik ; with2ll woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 3s Qd Braunschweig, 1858

Important for containing the author's investigations on Diffusion of Liquids, resulting in the discovery of the law
named after liim.

1333 FIGUIER (Louis) L'Alchimie et les Alchimistes: Essai historique et critique sur ]a

Philosophic Hermetique, 2^ Ed., augraentee, post 8vo. sewn, 2s 1856
1334 FINDLAY (Sir George, General Manager, L.N. W.E.) The Working and Management of

an English Railway, 2nd Ed., enlarged, plates and woodcuts, post 8vo., cl., 3s (p. 7s Qd) 1889
' A valuable practical treatise '.

—

D. N. B.

1335 FINE (Oronce ; latine Orontius Fin^us) de Mundi Sphera, sive Cosmographia, Libri V,
denub castigati, et niarginalibus (ut vocant) annotationibus recens illustrati : quibus turn prima
AstronomijB pars, turn GEOGRAPHIC, ac Hydrographic Rudimenta pertractantur ; ivith num-
erous woodcuts {including several MAPS) and diagrams, sm. 4to. seivn {large copy), 15s Lutetice, 1555

Containing chapters on Dialling, Geodesy, and the Mariner's Compass. ' On dit de lui avec beaiicoupde raison qu'il etait

le restaurateur des mathematiques en France.'

—

Bioor. Gen
1336 FINITE DIFFERENCES (Calculus ofj, The Elements of the, treated on the Method of

Separation of Symbols, 8vo. hf cl., 3s 6c? Cambridge, 1849
1337 FINLEY (Jolm P.) Tornado Studies for 1884, numerous charts, 4to. sewn, 2s Qd

Washington, 1885
1338 FIRE PREVENTION COMMITTEE (British), Publications of the, ed. by Edwin O.

Sachs, with numerous plates, maps, and other illustrations, 3 vols. 8vo. hf. red roan, -£1. Is

(p. £2. 10s Qd) 1898-1900
1339 FIREBRACE (F., Thomason Engineering Coll., Roorkee) Surveying, 2nd Ed., enlarged

[with Appendixes by A. M. L.], \5 plates (2 coloured), and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 8vo.

hf bound {used copy), 3s lioorkee, 1871
1340 FISCHER (Ferdinand) Handbuch der chemisciien Technologie, 15. unigearbeitete

Autiage ; with 830 illustrations, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. v. Ifinely bound in hf. crushed brown morocco,
uncut, t. e. g., v. II sewn, 18s Qd (p. M. 22. unbound) Leipzig, 1900-2

The last edition of the best text-book on the subject.

1341 FISCHER (Philipp) Lehrbuch der hoheren Geodasie ; with folding plates, 3 vols. 8vo. in 1,

hf. bound {scarce), 8s Hd Giessen [1845-61
Important as having formed the basis of J. B. Listing's geodetic work.

1342 FISHER (Irving) Brief Introduction to the Infinitesimal Calculus, 11 diagrams, post
8vo. cl., 2s Qd (p. 4s nett) New York, 1897

1343 FISHER (Osmond, pr.) Physics of the Earth's Crust, diagrams, 8vo. cl , 5s (p. 12s) 1881
Treating mathematically a number of i)henomena of Pliysical Geography.

1344 FISHER (W. Clark) The Potentiometer, and its Adjuncts, 2 plates and 85 illustrations,

8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) 1897
1345 FITHIAN (A. W.) Practical Collotype, illustrated, cr. 8vo. cl.. Is Qd 1901

1346 FLAMMARION (Oamille) Astronomie Populaire : Description generale du Ciel ; with
coloured front., plates, and over 350 woodcuts and diagrams: Le MoNDE avant la Creation de
1'Homme ; 5 coloured plates, over 400 woodcuts, and b coloured maps—2 thick vols, colombier 8vo.

hf. green morocco, uncut, t. e. g., 18s 1885-6

1347 The Atmosphere, trans, [and abridged by C. B. Pitman], ed. by James Glaisher,
F.R.S., with 10 coloured plates, and 81 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., g. e., 8s Qd (p. £1. 10s) 1873

1348 Contemplations Scientifiques, thick post 8vo. hf bound, 3s 1870
1349 FLAMSTEED (John; pr., f.r.s., first Astronomer Royal) Atlas Celeste, 2^ Ed. par J.

FoRTiN ; 50 copperplates, with Text in French, sm. 4to. fine copy in contemporary mottled calf
gilt. Is Qd 1776

1350 HiSTORiA CcELESTis Britannica, coniplectens Stellarum Fixarum necnon Planetarum
omnium Observationes ; subjuncta sunt Planetarum Loca Observationibus deducta, 1675-1720;
luith fine portrait by G. Vertue {brilliant impression), plates and vignettes, 3 vols. roy. folio,

SOUND AND TALL COPY in conternporary calf, with auto. (1739) and bookplate of JoHN BoYLE,
5th Earl of Cork and Orrery, f.r.s. (friend of Swift and Pope) ; very rare, £4. 4s 1725

' Flamstfed's Historia Coiledis, published in 1725, formed a new eia in sidereal astronomy. The hrst volume com])rised
the observations of Gascoigne and Crabtree, 1638-43 ; those made by Flamsteed at Derby and the Tower, 10(JS-74, with the
sextant observations at Greenwich, lti76-89, spared from destruction with the edition of 1712, The second contained his
observations with the mural arc, 1(389-1720. The third opened with a disquisition entitled ' Prolegomena to the Catalogue

',

on the i)rogress of astronomy from the earliest ages, chiefly valuable for the description, with which it terminated, of the
Greenwich instruments and methods ; the catalogues of Ptolemy, Ulugh Beigh, Tyclio Brahe, the Landgrave of Hesse,
and Hevelius followed ; finally came the 'British Catalogue' of 2,935 stars observed at Greenwich, to which Halley's
southern stars were appended . . . His 'British Catalogue' is styled by Baily 'one of the proudest productions of the
Royal Observatory at Greenwich '. Its importance is due to its being the first collection of the kind made with the
telescope and clock'.

—

Miss A. M. Gierke.

1351 Letter concerning Earthquakes, written in 1693, to a Gentleman then residing at
Turin in Savoy, on the Destruction of Catanea, and many other Cities, Towns, and Villages,
in Sicily, in 1692 ; with woodcut, 8vo. (pp. 24), sewn (rare), 15s 1750

This pamphlet is chiefly interesting from betraying the astounding ignorance of the Astronomer Royal in matters
chemical and meteorological. He explains that earthquakes are nothing else but explosions in the air, caused by the
filing of the ' nitrous and suli)hureous particles ' in the latter, and rejects the idea of underground causes as absurd.
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1352 FLAUTI (V.) Geometria di Sito sul Piano, e nello Spazio, 3* ed. riveduta; with folding

plates, roy. 8vo. hoards, 55 Napoli, 1842

1353 FLEMING (John Ambrose, f.r.s.) The Alternate Current Transformer in Theory and
Practice, numerous ivoodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cL, 8s (p. £1. 56') 1890-2

1354 Vol. I : The INDUCTION of ELECTRIC CURRENTS, ivoodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 12s 6c?) 1890

1355 The Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy, ivith 7 plates, and numerous other

illustrations, thick 8vo. cl., \8s (sells £1. 4s nett) 1906

1356 FOCK (Andreas) Introduction to Chemical Crystallography, trans, and ed. by William
J. Pope, with Preface by M. H. Nevil Story-Maskelyne, f.r.s., large post 8vo. d., 3s

Clarendon Press, Oxford^ 1895

1357 FONTAINE (Hippolyte) Electrolyse: Renseignements pratiques; with 34 woodcuts, roy.

8vo. seum, ;iy M .
1885

1358 FONTAINE des CRUXES (Pierre) Traite Complet sur I'Aberration de« Etoiles Fixes,

avec line Methode pour determiner les Ditterences en Longitude en se servant de I'Occultation des

Etoiles fixes jiar la Lune [par Pierre Charles Lemonnier] ; with plates, 8vo. old calf gilt {nice

copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 10s Qd 1744
Rark, unknown to Poggendorff, etc.

1359 FONTANA (Francesco) : Nov^ Ccelestium, Terrestriumque Rerum Observationes. et

forta.sse hactenus non vulgattx?, a Francesco Fontana, specillis a se inventis, et ad summani
perfectioneiu perductis, editoe; with etched portrait, cet. 61, title and numerous other engravings^

and woodcuts, sni. 4to. old limp vellum {some sjnall holes in title, and 1 plate slightly defective);

rare, £1. Is Neapoli, 1646
Chierty interesting for the author's claim to have invented the astronomical telescope in 1608 (invented one year later

by Galileo), and the microscope in 1618 (actually invented by Zacharias Jansen in 1500). The work contains however a
genuine di.scovery—not generally known—the first observation of sjKjts on the surface of Mars.

1360 [FONTENELLE (Bernard le Bovier de)] Elements de la Geometrie de I'Infini ; with
plate, 4to. old ccdf gilt {fine copy), ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 8s M,

Imprimerie Royale^ 1727
1361 Another Copy, old calf, with bookplate of Edward \2th Duke of Norfolk, Is Qd
i;?62 [ ] A Plurality of Worlds, written in French by the Author of the 'Dialogues of the

Dead', trans, by [John] Glanvill, front., and folding plate, 16mo. old calf {binding broken).

Is 6d 1702
1363 [ ] Theorie des TOURBILLONS Cartesiens; avec des Retlexions sur I'Attraction, 12mo.

old calf gilt, 7s 6d 1752
One of the last forlorn-hope attacks on Newton's theory of gravitation, and a defence of Descartes's theory of vortices,

which soon became discredited after the apiHjarance of the Principia.

1364 FONVIELLE (Wilfrid de) Les (tRandes Ascensions Maritimes: La Traversee de la

Manche ; v:ith folding platen, post 8vo. sewn, 2s 1882
1365 FOBBES (George, f.r.s.) Lectures on Electricity, illustrated, post 8vo. cl. {out of pi-int),

3.y 6d 1888
1366 FORBES (James David, f.r.s.. Principal of the United College, St. Andrews ;

geologist). Life
and Letters of, by John Campbell Shairp, Peter Guthrie Tait, and A. Adams-Reilly,
with portraits, map, and photo-illustrations, 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 16*) 1873

With chapter on Forl)es's scientific work.
1367 FORBES (John, u.d.) Theory of the Differential and Integral Calculus, derived

synthetically from an Ori<^nal Principle, diagrams, 8vo. cl., with author's inscr.. As Glasgoiu, 1837
Attempting to establisli the calculus on geometrical principles.

V. Differential and Integral Calculus, ante.

1368 FORBES (Ugo) Memoria sopra un Nuovo FORTINO e due Nuovi Sistemi per Recinti in
Fortilica/.ione Passeggera ; with folding plates, fcap. 8vo. hf.calf, 2s dd Fircnze, 1849

1369 FORD (William) Practical Treatise on Malting and Brewing, with Historical Account
of the Malt Tra<le and Laws, 3 folding plates, 8vo. cl., 5s 1862

1370 FORFAIT (Pierre Alexandre Laurent) Traite Elementaire de la Mature des Vaisseaux ;

with 2Afolding plates containing 190 figures, 4to. old calf gilt {some II. stained), \5s 1788
' Tout ce qui concerne les bois, les muts, les vuilures, les vergues et les autres parties du vaisseau y est decrit avec ime

precision remar<niable'.

—

Hiogr. Chi.

1371 FORSTER (Thomas Igrnatius Maria, m.d., f.r.a.s.) Annals of some remarkable Aerial
and Alpine Voyages, with the Atlections to which Aerial and Mountain Travellers are liable,

and Essay on the Flij^ht an«l Mi<;ration of Birds, woodcuts, 8vo. sewn {scarce), 6s 1832
Including an account ot the autlujr's ascent, with Green, in 1S31, specially undertaken to study the atmospheric origin

of diseases. The above work was uni\nown to D. iV. />'.

1372 Reseahches about Atmospheric Ph.*:nomena, 3rd [last] Ed., enlarged, with the
Calendar of Nature, 6 tinted plates, 8vo. boards, uncut [scarce), \0s 6d 1823

1373 FORSTER (Westgarth) Treatise on a Section of the Strata from Newcastle-on-Tyne to
the Mountain of (Jross Fell, Cumljerland, with Remarks on Mineral Veins in General, and
Treatise on the Discovery, Opening, and Working of Lead Mines, with the Dressing and
Smelting of Lead Ores, 2nd Ed., greatly enlarged, with folding plates [a few coloured), and table,

8vo. new hf. brown calf gilt (SCARCE), 15* Alston, 1821
One of the earliest works on lead mining.

1374 FORSTER (Wilhelm) Sammlung von Hulfstafeln der Berliner Sternwarte, rov. 4to.
cl., 46- Berlin, 1869

1375 FORT (O.), und O. SCHLOMILCH: Lehrbuch der analytischen Geometrie; with
diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf. calf 2s 6d Leipzig, 185^
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1376 FORSYTH (Andrew Russell, f.r.s.) Theory of Differential Equations, 3 i)arts in

4 vols. 8vo. cL, £1. I65 M (p. £2. 2s M nett) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1890-1902
The standard work on the subject.

1377 Trp:atise on Differential Equations, large 8vo. cL, Is (p. 14s) 1885

1378 FOSTER (Sir Clemsnt Le Neve, f.r.s.) The Elements of Mining and Quarrying, with
nearly 300 full-jxigc and other illustrations, large cr. 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 7* 6d nett) 1903

1379 FOSTER (Samuel, Gresham-Colledg) PosthUxMA Fosteri : the Description of a Ruler, upon
which is inscribed divers Scales : and the Uses thereof : hy which the most usual Propositions
in Astionomie, Navigation, and Dialling, are facily performed. Also, a further use of the said

Scales in deliniating of far declining Dials; etc. etc. [ed. by Edmund Wingate], with woodcuts
and numerous diagrams, sm. 4to, sewn {partly water-stained) ; rare, 15s R. and W. Leybourn, 1652

1330 FOUCAULT (Theophile), Appareil de, pour la Fabrication du Gaz riche, Gaz mixte et

Gaz pauvre, rempla9ant economiquement les Usines particulieres a Gaz de Houille ; with 2 plates,

8vo. sewn, \s 6d s. d.

1381 FOUCHER (Abbe Paul) G^ometrie Metaphysique, ou Essai d'Analyse sur les Elemens de
1'Etendue Bornee; with numerous folding plates, Svo. contemporary French mottled calf extra
(rare). Us 6d 1758

' Get ouvrage donna lieu a des discussions assez vives, parce que I'auteur y combat un certain noiubre de propositions
adoptees par tous les geonietres ; niais il partait en geouietrie d'un faux principe, car il admettait que le calcul infinitesimal

suppose necessairemeut I'existence d'elements physiques infiniment yetits.'—Biogr. Gen.

1382 FOULLON (Abel; italice Fullone ; Valet de chambre de Henri II) Descrittione et Uso dell'

Holometro, per saper misurare tutte le cose, die si possono veder, coll' occhio cosiin Lunghezza,
e Larghezza; come in Altezza, e Profondita; with numerous engravings on copper, 4to. sewn
(RARE), £1. Is Venetia, 1564

The author is chiefly known for his invention of the 'bolometer', an improved surveying instrument, of which the
above work contains minute descriptions and illustrations.

1383 FOURCROSr (Antoine Fran9ois Comte de) Philosopiiie Ciiimique, ou Verites Fonda-
mentales de la Chimie Moderne, dispos^es dans un nouvel Ordre, premiere edition, 12mo.

hf. cl., uncut (RARE), 17s 6i 1792

1384 Seconde Edition [revue etcorrig^e], Svo. boards, uncut (rare), 10s 6c/ An III [1795]
This edition is printed in a largpr type and on a superior paper, and is signed by the Author.

1385 Troisieme [derniere] Edition, Svo. seivn, uncut (rare), 10s %d 1806
The above are sound and uncut copies of all the editions published of this important work, setting forth the antiphlogistic

doctrine of the author, who conjointly with Lavoisier and BerthoUet was the originator of chemical nomenclatuie.

1386 The Philosophy of Chemistry, or Fundamental Truths of Modern Chemical Science,

arranged in a New Order, trans, from the 2nd Ed., Svo. boards, uncut, 8s ^d 1795
The English translation of the above work.

1387 Elements of Natural History and Chemistry, trans, from the 3rd Ed. (1789), with

Alphabetical Comparative View of the Ancient and Modern Names of Chemical Substances, and
Preface by the Translator [William Nicholson], containing Strictures on the History and
present State of Chemistry, Observations on the Antiphlogistic Theory and the New
Nomenclature, etc. etc., tables, 3 vols. roy. Svo. old hf. calf uncut [rare), I2s (ad 1790

' Le plus grand monument eleve a la science de la chimie au XVIIJe siecle.'

—

Biog : Gen.

1388 FOURIER (Jean Baptiste Joseph, Baron de) Theorie Analytique de la Chaleur,
edition originale; with 2 plates, 4to. new hf. brown calf gilt (a number of margins luater-

stained) ; VERY SCARCE, £1. Ss Didot, 1822
The author's most important work, containing the celebrated theorem named after him, here applied to solve the

transmission of heat.
' In this work he shows that any function of a variable, whether continuous or discontinuous, can be expanded in a

series of sines of nuiltiples of the variable ; a result which is constantly used in modern analysis.'— JF. W. R. Ball.

1389 FOWLER (Sir John, joint-engineer of the Forth Bridge), Life of, by Thomas Mack ay, with

photogravure portrait, and IS illustrationsfrom photographs, Svo. cl., t. e. g., 4s 6c? (p. 18s) 1900

1390 FOWNES (George, f.r.s.) Chemistry, as exemplifying the Wisdom and Beneficence of God,

icoodcuts, Svo. cl. {back damaged), 2s Qd - ^^'^^

1391 Manual of Elementary Chemistry, 11th Ed., revised and corrected by Henry Watts,
F.R.S., coloured front., and 164 diagrams and woodcuts, ihxdk large post Svo. cZ. {out of print),

5s 1873
'A capital general text-book of chemistry.'—/). JS'. B. The author was the discoverer of beuzoline, and the first to

produce artificially a vegetable alkaloid (furfurino).
, ,, . .,

1392 FOXWELL (Ernest), and T. 0. FARRER: Express Trains : English and foreign, ivUh

maps {2 folding ones in pockets), Svo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) .
^^^^

Tlie average speed of crack expresses has been increased bv ten miles an hour since this interesting book was written.

1393 FRACTIONS, Vulgar and Decimal, 4to. 'pp. 28), sewn, os 1738

UnknowntoProf.de Morgan.
. ,.,,> ^ ^

1394 FRANCCEUR (Louis Benjamin) Traite de Mecanique Elementaire, redige d apres les

Methodes de K. Prony, premiere edition ; icith 8 plates, Svo. calf, 3s An IX [1800]

1395 Complete Course of Pure Mathematics, trans, by R. Blakelock, plates, 2 vols. Svo.

hf. calf {back damaged), 3s Cambridge, 1829-30

1396 Vollstandiger Lehrkurs der reinen Mathematik, ubersetzt von E. Kulp, 2^ Ausgabe

;

icith plates, 2 vols. Svo. in 4, cl., with Prof. Williamson's auto. {Giessen 1845), 3s 6d Bern, 1834

1397 FRANKLAND (Sir Edward, f.r.s.) Experimental Researches in Pure, Applied, and Phy-

sical Chemistry, with 2 plates, Scharts, and woodcuts, Svo (pp. 1091), cl., 15s (p. £1. Ms Qd) 1877

Including all the author's memoirs contributed to the Philosophical Transactions, and containiL'g his uivestigations ou

' alcohol-radicles', his introduction of the doctrine of valency into chemistry, his investigations on combustion, water

analysis, etc. etc.
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1398 FRANKLAND (Sir Edward, f.r.s.) Lecture Notes for Chemical Students, 3rd Ed., by
F. R. Japi>, 2 vols, post 8vo. cL, '^s (p. \0s) 1881

Tlie author was the founder of the doctrine of the saturation-capacity of the elements.

1399 FRANKLIN (Benjamin, f.r.s.) Works, containing several political and historical Tracts not
included in any former edition, and many Letters, official and private, not hitherto published,

with Notes and Life, by Jared Sparkes ; Large Type Edition, with fine engraved portraits,

10 vols. roy. 8vo. cL, uncut, £2. 18* 1882

1400 Complete Works in Philosophy, Politics, and Morals, now first collected and arranged,

with Memoirs of his early Life, by himself, 2nd Ed.
,
portrait by W. Haines, vignettes, and plates,

3 vols. 8v'o. cuntemporary calf {afew plates stained), \os [1806]

1401 xMemoihs of hi.s Life and Writings, by himself, continued by his grandson, William
Temple Franklin, with his Correspondence and Political, Philosophical, and Miscellaneous

Works, portrait, plates, atidfs., 6 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt (nice set), £1. 10* 1818-19
CoNTKNTS :—vv. 1-2, Life ; vv. 3-4, Correspondence: vv. 5-G, Works.

1402 Vols. 1-2, comprising the Life only, luith fine vignette portrait, 2 vols. 8vo.

cl., Ss 1818
1403 Experiments and Observations on Electricity made at Philadelphia in America,

with Letters and Papers on Philosophical Sub.iects; the whole corrected, methodized,
improved, etc., 5th Y.i\.,with 7 copperplates, and woodcuts, 4to. old calf (rare), ivith auto. T[hom.\s]
Jeff". Hogg, Univ. Coll. Oxon. (friend and biographer o/ Shelley) on flyleaf, £1. 10* 1774

Last Edition, ' suppose<l by Dr. Sparks to have receive<l some degree of attention from the author, who was then in

London.'—.^Wi'hon*.
It contains not only his important investigations on electricity, including his kite experiments, proving that lightning

and eh'ctricity are identical, and his invention of the lightning conductor, etc., but also the important discovery of the
course of storms over the North American continent, and other meteorological subjects of almost equal importance.

1404 ExPERiKNCES et Observations sur I'Electricit^ faites h Philadelphie en Amerique,
traduites [avec A<lvertis8e>nent (pp. 20) et Histoire abregde de I'Electricite (pp. 70) par Thomas
Francois Dalibard]; with plate, l2mo. contemporary French calf gilt, 10* 6a 1752

Tlie (irst French translation. The history of electricity prefixed to this edition lias not been published in any other
fonii.

1405 FRANKLIN (J. A.) The Decimal System Facilitated, and adapted intermediately to the
routine methods of Account, Money, and the Precioiis Metals, etc. etc., 4to. scum, 2.9 1853

1406 FBAXNO (Claudio del), y Joacquin de BOULIGNY : Memoria sobre la Teoria y
FabricaCION del Acero en General, y de su Aplicacion a las Anuas Blancas ; with 11 folding
plates, 8vo. morocco gilt, g. e. {stamp ore title), 5* Segovia, 1850

1407 , : Tratado de la Teoria y Fabricacion de la P6lvora en General, las Piezas de
Artilleria y los Proyectiles de Hierro; with tables, 2 vols. 8vo , and folio Atlas, containing 52
folding plates— ?> vols, morocco gilt, g. e. [stamp on titles), \6s ibidem, 1847-8

Both the above works are uniformly bound, with the arms of Spain in centre, and both bear the following inscription :

• Present^l to the Library of the Roval Military College Sandhurst by [Grn.SirJ Robert CWill[am] Gardinkr [Governor
of Gibraltar), The Convent, Gibraltar, 1 Sept. 1S51.'

1408 FR^JMY (Edmond, de VAcademic) Chemie V6g^tale : la Ramie, 8vo. cl., Zs 1886

1409 FRENCH (Jolin, m.d.) The Art of Distillation: or Treatise of the Choicest Spagiricall
Preparations performed by way of Distillation, with Description of the Chiefest Furnaces and
Ve-ssels used by Ancient and Modern Chymists, also Discourse of Spaj^iricall Experiments and
Curiosities, the Anatomy of Gold and Silver, etc. etc., 2nd Ed., to which is added the LONDON-
Distiller: exactly and truly showin*,' the way to draw all .sorts of Spirits and Stron<^- Waters,
with the Additions of other Excellent Waters, with numerous woodcuts of Chemical Apparatus,
2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, hf. calf antique [some blank corners stained, otherwise a sound and large copy)

;

rare, £2. 2s E. Cotes, 1653-2
With interesting preface on the chemical quack of the time.

1410 Fourth [and Last] Edition, to which Is added. Sublimation and Calcination, with
numerous woodcuts, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, contemporary calf {joints broken, but sound clean copy),
£1. lOv

'

a. e., 1667
1411 [FRENCH (John, Teacher of the Mathematicks)] A Perfect Discovery of the Longitude at

Sea : bein;; the Product of 9 Yeai-s Study, and the Frequent Amendments of a Mathematician,
who has us'd the Sea upwards of 25 Years, with woodcuts representing instruments for finding the
Latitude, Altitude, ana Longitude, 4to. (pp. 20), sewn {rare), 10? 1715

The author claims his discovery to bo ' truly projected and adapted for Sea-service ; having first found the Latitude by
an absolute new and true Method ; wliich is to be done in a minute's space any time of the Day or Night, without the help
of Sun, .MiMui or Star." There was no coi)y in the Scott Library.

1412 FREND (William) Principles of Algebra [with Apnendix (pp. 246) by Francis Maseres,
F.R.S., and Observations on Mr. Kaphson's Method of resolving Affected Equations of all Degrees
by Approximation], 8vo. boards, uncut, 6? Qd 17%

' Frend was the last of the learned anti-Newtonians, and a noted oppugnerof all that distinguishes algebra from arith-
metic.' He rejects in the above work negative quantities as nonsensical.

1413 —^— Tangible Arithmetic ; or the Art of Numbering made Easy, by means of an Arith-
metical Toy, which will express any Number up to 16,666,665 ; and with which, by moving a few
I Jails, a great variety of Operations in Arithmetic may be performed, 2nd Ed., 12mo. boards, uncut
{scarce), lOs 6d 1806

' The t^y is the Chinese instrument or abacus, called the Schwanpan.'—Prof. de Morgan.

1414 FRENICLE [de BESSY (Bernard)] Traite des Triangles Rectangles en Nombres,
18mo. contemporary old mlf gilt,with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,F.R.S. {rare) 8*6^1676

See DIVER.SE.S Ouvraoes, ante, for a number of the author's works, including his celebrated 'Solution par les
exclusions.*
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1415 FRENET (Jean Frederic) Recueil d'ExERCiCES sur le Calgul Infinitesimal, 3® Ed. ; loith

diaqrams, 8vo. cl., Zs
^

1873
1416 FilESENIUS (Carl Remigrius) Qualitative Chemical Analysis, 6tli EJ. : Quantitative

Ditto, 4th Ed., by E. L. Bullock and A. Vacher, ivith plates, etc.—2 vols. 8vo. cL, with Prof.
Williamson^s auto., As Qd 1864-5

1417 Qualitative Chemical Analysis, 10th [last] Ed., trans, from the 15th German Ed.
by C. E. Groves, f.r.s., coloured front, and 46 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. [cover stained), 1sQd(^. \5s) 1887

1418 Traite d'Analyse Chimique Qualitative, 9e Ed., redigde d'apres la 16^ Ed. allemande
par L. Gautier ; ivith coloured plate, and 47 woodcuts, large post 8vo. sewn, "^s 6c? [1897]

1419 FRESNEL (Augustin Jean ; f.r.s.) CEuvres Completes, publi6es, par les soins du Ministre
de rinstruction publique, par Henri de Senarmont, Emile Verdet, et Leonor Fresnel [avec
Introduction (pp. 90) par E. Verdet] ; \oith portrait on India paper, 18 plates, woodcuts, and
folding map, 3 thick vols. 4to. hoards, uncut (scarce), £3. 105 Imprimerie Imperiale^ 1866-70

Following in the steps of Thomas Young {q. v. post), Fresnel for the first time established the undulatory theory of light

on a firm basis, and his investigations in this connexion on the interference, polarisation, diffraction, aberration, and
double refraction of light are of the first importance. He also invented the compound lighthouse lenses known by his
name.

'His transcendent mathematical abilities enabled liim to give the [undulatory] theory a generality unattained by
Young. He grasped the theory in its entirety ; followed the ether into the hearts of crystals of the most complicated
structure, and into bodie< subjected to strain and pressure. He showed that the facts discovered by Malus, Arago,
Brewster, and Biot were so many ganglia, so to speak, of its theoretic organism, deriving from it sustenance and explana-
tion . . . Fresnel died, leaving behind liim a name immortal in the annals of science.'—Pro/. Tyndall.

According to the ' Times' passim, the luminiferous ether was quite cavalierly treated at the York Meeting of the British
Association, having been all but ousted by the newer charms of radio-activity and the transmutation of elements.

1420 FREZIER (Amedee Fran9ois) La Theorie et Pratique de la Coupe des Pierres et des
Bois, pour la Construction des Youtes, etc. , ou Traits deStereotoniie; Vols. 1-2, with vignettes

and Q9folding plates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf gilt, ivith bookplate ofPhilip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,
65 ..'

'

1737-8

1421 FRIEDLANDER (Paul) Fortschritte der Theerfarbenfabrikation und verwandter
Indiistriezweige, an der Hand der systematisch geordneten und mit kritischen Anmerkungen
versehenen Deutschen Reichs- Patente dargestellt, II. Teil (1887-90), 4to. setvn, I2s 6rf

(p. M. 24.) Berli7i, 1891
1422 FRISI (Paolo; Barnahite) Opera (Algebra et Geometria Analytica, Mechanica Universa et

Mechanicte Applicatio ad Aquaruni Fluentiuni Theoriam, Cosmographia, Physica, et Mathematica)

;

with bust-portrait, and plates, 3 vols. roy. 4to. hf cl., £1. 1* Mediolani, 1782-5

1423 Another Copy, contemporary Italian vellum [nice copy), £1. 5*
'Bella edizione'.

—

Riccardi. It contains his celebrated Treatises

—

'de gravitate corporum ' and 'de atmosphsera
ccelestium corporum'—which obtained the prize of the Paris Academy.

1424 [ ] Cosmographia Physica et Mathematica (Motuum Periodicorum Theoria; de Rota-
tionis Motu, et Phsenomenis Independentibus) ; with bust-portrait, and 6 folding plates, 2 vols. 4to.

in 1, old hf calf 15* ibidem, [1744] -5
'Le meilleur ouvrage du P. Frisi.'—/}/«ne<.

1425 De Gravitate Universali Corporum Libri III, editio princeps; with Q folding
plates, thick 4to. boards, uncut [rare), \5s ibidem, 1768

1426 FRODSHAM (Charles) A Few Facts connected with the Elements of Watch and Clock
Making, woodcuts, 12mo. seicn, '2s 1862

1427 FROLICH (O.) Die Entwickelung der elektrischen Messungen ; with 124 woodcuts, 8vo.

sewn, 4s (p. M. 6.) Braunschweig, 1905

1428 FROST (A. H., pr.) The MATHEMATICAL Questions of the Senate-House Examination
Papers, 1839-49, arranged according to Subjects, 8vo. hoards, 3* Qd Cambridge, 1849

1429 FRUHLING (R.) Anleitung zur Untersuchung der fiir die Zuckerindustrie in Betracht
komnienden Rohniateiialien, Produkte, Nebenprodukte und Hilfssubstanzen, 6. unigearbeitete

Aullage ; with \^^ woodcuts, 8vo. sevm, 85 (p. M. 12.) Braunschweig, 1903

1430 Another Copy, cl., 8s 6d
Last Edition of this standard work on sugar-analysis.

1431 FURNIVAL (William J.) Researches on Leadless Glazes, 8vo. cl., g. e., 2s 6d
Stone, Stap., 1898

The published price of this work is given as £5. 5s in the ' English Catalogue ' !

1432 FUSS (Nicolaus v.) Umstandliche Anweisung wie alle Arten von Fernrohren in der

grossten nioglichen Vollkomnienheit zu verfertigen sind, aus Euleis Theorie der Dioptrik gezogen,

iibersetzt, mit Zusatzen, von Georg Simon Klugel ; with 2 plates, 4to. sev:n, 5s Leipzig, 1778

1433 GAHRUNGSTECHNISCHES JAHBBUCH, herausgegeben v. A. Schrohe, I. Jahrgang
(1891) ; with 251 icoodcuts, 8vo. cl., ^s (p. M. 7.) Berlin, 1892

1434 GALBRAITH (Joseph A., pr.\, and Samuel HAUGHTON, pr., F.R.S. : Manual of

Mathematical Tables, 4th Ed., fcap. 8vo. cl., \s 6d [c. 18601

1435 GAIilLEI (Galileo) Opere, in questa nuova editioneinsieme raccolte, e di varij Trattati dell'

istesso Autore non piii stampati accresciute [tla Carlo Manolessi] ; with engraved portrait and
fronts., and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 2 thick vols. iio. fine copy in old English calf, with
Edward Lord Svffield's bookplate and crest, £1. 10^ Bologna^ 1656

1436 Another Copy, contemporary Italian vellum gilt [a number of II. broumed), £1. 1*

The first collected edition of Galileo's works.

1437 Opere, nuova Edizione accresciuta di niolte Cose inedite [pubbl., con Vita, dal Abbate
Giuseppe Toaluo] ; with portrait on copper, plates, and numerous diagrams, 4 vols. 4to. boards,

155
'

Padova, 1744
Including tlie ' Dialogo sopra i duo sisteiui del luoudo ', wliicli wua not contained in previous editions of Galileo's works.
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GALILEO GALILEI LINCEO
MATEMATICO SOPRAORDINARIO

DELLO STVDIO DI PISA.

£ Fihfofo, e Matematico prwtArio dd

SERENISSIMO

GILDVeA DITOSCANA.
Doue ne i congrefTi di quattro giomate G. difcorre

jfopraidue

MASSIMI SISTEMI DEL MONDO
TOLEMAICO,£ COPERNICANOi

7rofo^enio indeterminatametite If ragimi Filofofiebe^ e IJaturaU
taafo^erfvM , qwmtofer I'^ltraforte^

CON PRI VILEGI.

IN FIORENZA, Per Gio.Batifla Landini MDCXXXIT.

"

CON UCENZA DE' SVI>EJ{10BJ.

( n. )

DEL Galileo. itt
/pacu tempore codem a duob'us mobilibus pera<3:a,quorutn

umim motu ex quicce uniformitec accderato moveatur. aU
ccrxim vcro monizquabiiiiaxta momentum fabduplum
roomenti maximi velocit^^tis accclerati motus. quod erac

intencum.

The OR. II. Prop OS. 11.

Si aliquodMobile mttu uniformitertcctUr4to dejcendafextjme*

te;JpAti*,qinyufcu»qiie temforibttfab ipfiperiif4,finfiater

feindaplicsts ratione eorundem temporum : nemfe ut eo-

rundem temforum quadreta.

A H Incclligaturfluxustemporiscxaliquoprimo

^ inllann a rcprxfencariper extennonema b; in

quarumancurduoquxlibec tcmpora, a d, a e;

ficque H I linca ia qua mobile ex pundlo H,tan«

^ quam primo mocus principio i defQcndat uni-
- - formiteracccleratum > fitque fpatium h l per-

adum ptimo tempore a d^h m veto fit fpatium

per quod dcfcenderit in tempore a e. Dico>

ipatium M Had fpatium a l .elTe induplicata

ratione ejusquam habet t^mpus e a ad tempus

AD. SeudicamuSjfpatiaM H.H L.eandemha*
bere rationera quam babent quadrata e Aja o .

PonaturlineaAcquemcunqueanguUimcum
ipfa A D continens : ex pundis vero d e dudae
fint parallels d o , e p ;qua»im d o reprxfen-^

tabit maximum gradum velociutis acquidts
in indanti d tcmporrs a o ; p e veto maximum

*- J gradum vclocitaciJ acquifitaein inftanti e tcm-
poris A E. .Quia verofupra demonftratum eft,

quod attinet adfpatia perada, asqualia efTe in-

'ter fe ilia , quorum altenim conficitur a mobilt

ex quietemotuuniformitcraccelerato ; alte*^

turn v«ro , quod tempore eodem conficitur, amobili mottl

Y z zquabili

,f; JiI.^^jT (
IV. )

I. and IV. No. 1439. Engraved and Printed Title of the first edition of

this celebrated work.
II. No. 1445. The famous passage on accelerated fall. III. No. 1447.
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1438 GALILEI (Galileo) Opere ; Prima Edizione Completa, condotta sugli autentici MSS.
Palatini [per cura di EUGENIO ALBfeRI] ; con Supplemento (Ritratto e Tavole) ; with portrait and
plates, 16 vols. roy. 8vo. in 17, LARGE PAPER ; boards, uncut, £4. 10* (p. F.270.) Firenze, 1842-56

Last and bust Edition of Galileo's complete works, inchuliiig his life his disciple by Viviani, and the foriner'K

valuable Corkesposdicsci with some of his most celebrated conteini>oraries, in itself forming" valuable material on the
state of science during the beginning of the XVII. century, and the history of his time.

THE RARE FIRST EDITION :

1439 DiALOGO dove ne i congress! di quattro giornate si discorre sopra i DUE Massimi Systemi
de MoNDO ToLEMAico, e Copernicano ;

proponendo indeterniinatamente le ragione Filosofiche,

e Naturali tanto i>er Tuna, quanto per I'altra parte ; with engraved front, representing AriMotle^

Ptolemy, and Copernicus, woodcuts, and numerous diagrams, 4to. boards, uncut [a number of II.

somewhat browned, but a SOUND AND very large copy) j VERY RARE, £3. 13jf i\d

Fiorenza, G. B. Landini^ 1632
FiBiT Edition of this epoch-making work, a masterly defence of the Coi>enucau system, but causing its author's

iinpri-sonmeul, and—as has been 8tat«<l— his being put to the torture.

The work having been rigidly suppresseil, not only for its 'heretical' views, but also for having ofl'ended Pope
Urban VIIl.'s vanity, who believed hiinielf satirise«l as the dull interpreter of the Ari.st^tolian system, the llrsttHlitiou has
beconirt EX«;KiisivELY kabb.

14 JO Seconda Impressions, accresciuto di una Lettera dello stesso, non piu stampata, e di

varj Trattati dipiii Autori [par cura di Cellenio Zacclori] ; with vignette and numerous diagrams,
4to. soundcopy in contemporary vellum, irith bookplate ofPhilip 2nd Earl Stanhope, Is Qd ibidem, 1710

The second separate edition of the ' Dialogo ', having several letters, including tliat to the Duchess of Tuscany, added.

BUFFON'S COPY :

1441 Systema Cosmicum : in quo Dialogis IV de duobus maxiniis Mundi Systeniatiluis,

Ptoleniaico et Copernicano, Rationibus utrinque propositis indetinitfe disseritur [in Latinuni
reddidit JOANN. ANT. HuGUEFAN] ; accessit locorum S. ScuiPTUR.^-: cum Terne niobilitate

conciliatio [Pauli AntONII Foscarini] ; with front, of Aristotle, Ptolemy, and Copernicus,
iroodcuts, and diagrams, 4to. old vellum^ with auto. * Le Clerc de BuflFon, 1730 ' on title, £1. Si*

Lugduni, 1641
The Hecond Latin translation. The above copy is especially interesting as having belonged to BufTon at the age of 23

(according to the above inscription), whose love for the study of natural science it may probably have powerfully
quickened. It also has an auto, of Buffon dated 1734, followed by that of his friend Gukneau dk MontbiiIllard, pasted in.

14(2 Editio Nova [cum Indice, pp. 24] ; with engraved title, and diagrams, 12mo. (pp. 728),
old calf {one Joint broken), V2s 6d Londini, 1063

The first edition printed in England, unknown to Lowndes, and rare.

1443 Editio Altera ; accessit praeter conciliationem Locorum S. Scriptura? cum Terra? Mobili-
tate, ejusdem Tractatus de MOTU, nunc primum in Latinum versus ; with fine portrait and
engraved title by J. Mxdder, and numerous diagrams, thick 4to. contemporary calf [back slightly
damaged), lOs 6rf Lugd. Batav., 1699
This edition was unknown to Graesse, and contains the first Latin translation of the important ' Discorsi e dimostrazio;ii

mateinatiche . . , alia mecanica e ai movimenti locali.'

1444 DiFESA contro alle Calunie et Imposture di Baldassar Cafra ; with diagrams, sm. 4to.

sewn, 6* Bologna, 1655
See Capra, ante, for the work which provoked the above reply.

1445 Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche, intorno a due nuove scienze attenenti alia
Mecanica & i Movimenti Locali, con una Appendice del centro di gravitji d' alcuni Solidi,

priinera edizione ; with numerous fine woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. old hf vellum, with
auto. 'Joa. Gottliebius Uberis, 1753' on obverse of title, and 2 libi^ary stamps on reverse {very rare),
£1. 10* Leida, Elsevirii, 16.38

Fimt Edition of one of the author's most important works, which laid the foundation ©f dynamics, containing the first

law of motion, his laws of falling bodies (the result of experiments made between 1(302 and 1C04), demouMtrating the
|>aRibolic curves of projectiles (hitherto believed to move in a straight line and suddenly fall vertically to the ground), the
laws of cohesion, etc. etc.

1446 Le Operationi del COMPASSO Geo.METRICO, e Militare; with folding plate, woodcuts,
and numerous diagrams, »m. 4to. *ej''n, 6* Bulogna, 1656

Containing Galileo's invention of the circle of propirtioii.

H47 II S.\G0IAT0RE, nel quale con Bilancia es(iuisita e giusta si ponderano le cose oontenute
nella libra astronomica e filosotica tli LOTARIA Sarsi, priinera edizione ; with engraved title and
portrait by Vdlamocna {fine impression), and engravings in text, sm. 4to. old limp vellum {some II.

wormed on blank margin, otherwise a large and sound copy) ; VERY RARE, with bookplate of
Prince M. A. Borghese, £1. \0s Roma, G. Mascardi, 1623

An answer to Horatio Grassi's polemics against Galileo on the nature of comets, and still unsurpassed as a masterpiece
of crushing scientific criticism.

1448 SIDEREUS NUNCIUS, magna longequeadmirabilia Spectaculapandens . . . qure sunt observ-
ata in Lumu Facie, li.vis innumeris, Lat-teo Circulo, Stellis Nebulosis, apprime vermin IV Planetis
CIRCA Jovis Stellam disparlbus intervallis .atcjue Periodis, celeritate mirabili circumvolutis

;

(juos novissime Auctor deprehendit primus, atque Medicea iSidera nuncupandos decrevit ; with
woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 8vo. sewn, Is 6d Londini, J. Flesher, 1653

Containing Galileo's discovery of Jupiter's 4 Satellites.

1449 — Tractatus de Proportionum Instrumento, (juod merito compendium universal
Geometriae di.xeris ; Lingua Latina conversus, adjectis Notts, quibus et artihciosa Instrnmenti
fabrica, et usus ulterior exponitur [auctore Matthia Bernegerro], editio II. ; withfolding plate,
and numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. boards {a number of II. badly browned), 8s Qd Argentorati, 1635
a Latin translation of No. 1446. The title contains the inscription 'ex Bibliotheca J. B. Cassinii . . . Venetiis 1665'.

1450 QALL (John, Canning Coll., Lucknow), and David BOBEBTSON : Popular Readings in
Science, illustrated, post Svo. c/. {out ofprint), 2s (p. 45) 1895

6
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1451 GALLOWAY (Robert, m.e.i.a.) The Fundamental Principles of Chemistry practically

taught by a New Method, post 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 4s 1888
' On this plan the student's interest can be sustained to the end.'—J'ro/. /. P. Cooke.

1452 Manual of Qualitative Analysis, 5th Ed., rewritten, illus., large post 8vo. c/., 2.s 1870
1453 GALLUCCI (Giovanni Paolo) De Fabrica, et Usu euiusdam Instrumenti ad omnia Hora-

RUM Genera describenda, ad omnem Latitiidinem peropportuni, quod diversis Rationibiis
describitur, et quo modo pro Horologio uti possinius, traditus ; nunc primum Latin^ conscriptus ;

with woodcuts of Sun Dials, and diagrams, sm. 4to. seivn, £1. \0s Venetiis, 1592
1454 De Fabrica et Usu Novi Horologii Solaris, Lunaris, et Sideralis, in pan^a qua-

dam Pixide conssripti, in qua omnia Horarum Genera ad omnem Latitudinem cernuntur, et multa
alia, turn ad Navigationem, tum ad Cosmographiam peropportuna ; nunc primum Latine versus ;

with numerous vjoodcuts {some with moveable figures), sm. 4to. sewn {one corner water-stained),

£2. 2s ib., 1592
The works of this early writer on Dialling are very rare,

1455 GALTON (Francis, f.r.s.) Meteorographica, or Methods of Mapping the Weather, with
20 coloured charts containing over 600 diaqrams, obi. folio, paper boards {scarce). Is ^d 1863

1456 GALTRUCHIUS [recte GATJLTRUOHE] (Petrus, s.j.) Philosophic ac Mathematics
totius Institutio, cum Assertionibua disputatis, et vario genere Problematum, 16mo. old calf,

Q>sQd Vicnnoi Aust., \&Q\

1457 Editio Altera ; with IS plates, 12mo. contemporary calf; or, white vellum {rare), \2s Qd
Cantabrigice, Jo. Field, 1668

1458 GALVANI (Luigi) Opere Edite ed Inedite, raccolte e pubblicate per cura dell' Accademia
delle Scienze dell" Istituto di Bologna [con Rapporto suoi MSS. ed Elogio da G. Venturoli] ;

with fine portrait, Q folding plates, and fs. : Aggiunta (Nuove Notizie, Illustrazioni e Difese,

da SiLVESTRO Gherardi)—2 vols. roy. 4to. in 1, hf calf gilt {fine copy), £\. Is Bologna, 1841-2
Comprising also the author's important anatomical works.

1459 De ViRlBUS Electricitatis in Motu Musculari Commentarius, cum Jo. Aldini
DISSERTATIONE et NoTis ; accesserunt Epistolae ad Animalis Electricitatis Theoriam pertinentes

;

with ^folding plates, roy. 4to. original boards, uncut, \Qs Qd Mutince, 1792
Containing the first account of the author's discovery of 'galvanic' electricity.

1460 Abhandlung liber die Krafte der thierischen Elektrizitat auf die Bewegung der
Muskeln, nebst einigen Schriften von H. H. Valli, Carminati und VoLTA dariiber, Ubersetzt
und herausg. v. Johann Mayer ; with infolding copperplates, 12mo. boards, 8s 6d Frag, 1793

The first German translation.

1461 GANOT (Adolphe) Trait6 Elementaire de Physique, 2ie Ed., entiferement refondue par
Georges Maneuvrier ; with 2 coloured plates, and 1025 woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 4s 1894

1462 Elementary Treatise on Physics, Experimental and Applied, trans, by E. Atkinson,
13th Ed., enlarged, 9 coloured plates and maps and 987 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 15*) 1890

1463 Fifteenth Edition, revised and enlarged, tvith 9 coloured plates and maps, and 1057
woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., Is (p. 15s) 1901

1464 GARDINEK (William) Tables of Logarithms, for all Numbers from 1 to 102100, and for the
Sines and Tangents to every 10" of each degree in the Quadrant, as also, for the Sines of the first

72' to every single second, with other useful and necessary Ta.h\Q^, printed on fine thick paper,
roy. 4to. fine copy in contemporary calf extra (rare), 15* 1742

'Of these tables only a small number was printed, and that by subscription. They have always been held in great
estimation for their accuracy and usefulness.'

—

lltitton.

1465 GARNETT (William) Treatise on Elementary Dynamics, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., Is 6d
Cambridge, 1875

1466 GARNIER (Joseph Blaise) Gnomonique mise h la port^e de tout le Monde ; ou M6thode
simyde et aisee pour tracer des Cadrans Solaires . . . avec Tables pour les dift'^rens Angles
horaires, et Table alphabdtique des principales ViLLES, et la Figure et I'Explication des Instru-
mens ; with 5 folding plates, Marseille, 1773; MoUet (Joseph) Gnomonique Graphique, ou
Methode simple et facile pour tracer les Cadrans Solaires sur toute sorte de Plans, sans aucun
Calcul, et en ne faisant usage que de la Regie et du Compas, premiere edition ; with 9 folding
plates, 1815—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, old hf calf (rare), £1. 10^ 1773-1815

Two early treatises of Dialling made Easy.

1467 GAE.NIER (Leon) Ferments et Fermentations ; ivith 65 woodcuts, post 8vo. sewn, 2s 1888
1468 GARBAKC {William., Assistant Observer, Greenwich Observatory) Copious Trigonometrical

Tables, intended to complete the Requisite Tables to the Nautical Almanack; and as a
necessary Companion to the Theodolite, roy 8vo. old sheep (Joints cracked) ; ra7'e, 6s Qd 1789

1469 GAS INSTITUTE (Incorporated), Transactions of the, from 1877 to 1902, with numerous
plates, 26 v., with Extra Vols. (International Electric and Gas Exhibition, 1882-3: Report of

the Gas Section), 2 v.—28 vols. 8vo. cl., £5. 5* 1877-1902
1470 GASKIN (Thomas, pr., Jesus Coll.) The Geometrical Construction of a Conic Section,

subject to five Conditions of passing through given Points and touching given Straight Lines,
deduced from the Properties of Curves of the Second Order, 2 plates, 8vo. sewn, with author's inscr.

{scarce), 7s Qd Cambridge, 1852
1471 Solutions of the Trigonometrical Problems proposed at St. John's College, Cambridge,

1829-46, 3 plates, 8vo. boards, 3s ib., 1847
1472 GASSENDI [recte GASSEND] (Pierre, Ord. Min.) Opera Omnia, curante NicOLAO Averanio

[cum Epistolis Indicibusqiie] ; with fine engraved portrait, plate of Monument, woodcuts, and
diagrams, 6 vols. roy. folio, contemporari/ parchment, uncut {binding of v. I slightly damaged),
£4. is

'

Florentia!, 1727
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1473 GASSENDI [rede GASSEND] (Pierre, Ord. Min.) Institutio Astronomica juxta Hypo-
theseis tarn Veterum, quam Copernici et Tychonis; ejusdeni Oratio Inauguralis iterate edita;
with woodcuts, 4to. boards^ uncut, \2s Qd Paristis, 1647

First Edition, with dedication to Cardinal Richelieu. 'His Institutio Astronomica (1647) is a clear and connected
representation of the state of the science in his own day.'

1474 Editio Nova ; with woodcuts, 12nio. sewn, 5s Londini, 1653
1475 Editio Altera, ultima paulo ante mortem Authoris recognita, aucta et emendata,

accedunt varii Tractatus Astronomici ; with woodcuts, sm. 4to. old vellum, lbs Hagcs-Com., 16.36
This edition contains the author's ' M^rcurius in Sole Visus ' (an accrmnt of his observation of the Transit of Mercury in

l<i31, including his letter to Prof. Schickhard, of Tubingen, on tho subject); ' Proport io Gnonionis ad Solstitialem
Unibram

' ;
' Noveni Stella? circa Joveni visiB, 1642-3

' ; and ' Parhelia, sive Soles IV Spurii '.

1476 ; Eadem ; accepserunt Galilei NuNCius Sidereus, etKepleri Dioptrice, III. Ed. prioiibus
correctior ; with illustrations, sm. 8vo. old calf {joints cracked), 10s 6rf Londini, 1683

1477 Philosophi.* Epicuri Syntagma, eontinens Canonicam, Physicam, et Ethicam, 12rao.

old calf, 5s ib.y 1668
Containing a complete view of the system of Epicurus.

1478 — The Vanity of Judiciary Astrology, or Divination by the Stars, trans, by a Person of
Quality, with fine engraved portrait, large 12mo. sewn {rare), 12s (ii H. Moseley, 1659

V. Descartes (R.) Meditationes, ante.

i479 GATTERMANN (Ludwig) The Practical Methods of Organic Chemistry, trans, by
\ViLLi.\M IJ. Shober, 82 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., As (p. ^s 6flO New York, 1896

1480 GATTY (Margaret, author of ' Parables from Nature') The BoOK of SuN-DiALS, 3rd Ed.,
enlarged, by H. K. F. Eden and ELEANOR Lloyd, with their CONSTRUCTION by WiGHAM
RicilARD.soN, numerous woodcuts, or. 4to. cL, £1. Is 1890

1481 G[AUQER (Nicolas)] La M^:canique du Feu, ou I'Art d'en augmenter les Etfets, et d'en
diminuer la Ddpense ; P® Partle [seule parue], eontenant le Trait6 des Nouvelles Chemin^es;
with VI plates, 12mo. old calf gilt {nice copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,
IOj Qd 1713

First edition of one of the earliest works on the technics of ventilation and heating. The presontatien inscription from
the author to Earl Stanhope, on title is partially obliterate*!.

1482 [ ] NouVELLE Edition ; with fine front. , vignette, and 12 plates, 12nio. conteynporary calf
gilt. Is Qd Amst'.,\lH

• Ouvragedans lequel on tronve nne grande partie des inventions en ce genre, qu'ona depuis donn^es comine nouvelles,'—Querard, who does not mention this edition.

1483 Fires Improved : a New Method for Building Chimneyf* so as to prevent their Smoaking,
made English and improved by J. T. Desaguliers, F.R.S., with the manner of making COAL-FlRES,
as useful this New-Way, as tlie VVoo<l-Fires propos'd by the French Author, with 9 folding plates,
12mo. old sheep {rare), 12s 6d 1715

'The whole suited to the Capacity of the meane.st Work-man '- ti'h ; creilat Apella.'

1484 Second Edition, with Appendix, containing several farther Improvements made by
the Translator and others, front, afid 10 plates, 8vo. old calf {1 Joint cracked), with curiovs engraved
bookplate of Robert Campbell, 10s 6d 1736

1485 GAUFP (Johaun) Gnomonica Mechanica Universalis, oder die sehr deutlich und leicht
vorgelegte allgemeine Mechanische Sonnen-Uhr-Kunst, in welcher denen Liebhabern diser

• anmuthigen \Vi.s.senschafl["t ein leichter Weg gezeiget wird, wie alle Arten der Sonnen-Uhren zu
verfertigen, und nutzlich zu gebrauchen; mit einer Fortsetzung, mit Tafeln der Sonnen-Hohen,
und des Azimuths derselben, und deren nutzlicher Gebrauch u.s.w. ; with very numerous copper-
plates, 2 v.: Tabul.« Gnomonic.e, oder: Tafeln zur Mechanischen Sonnen-Uhr-Kunst—
3 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, contemporary hf calf gilt (VERY RARE), £3. 3*

Franckfurt [a. M.], 1120—Lindau, 1708
Valuable for its illustrations, giving numerous examples of contemporary dials. The work is unknown to Poggendorff,

Brunei, Qrsesse, and other bibliographers.

1486 GAURICO (Luca ; Episc. (^'iyi7a^w Dwcaiw?) Ephemerides recognitje et ad Unguem castigatfB,
ejusdem Schemata et Pranlictiones ad Annum 1552 ; Isagogicus in totam ferme Astrologiam
hbellus ; quo pacto aeris qualitas diiudicetur ex Theophilo ; Ventorum nomina, ordo, et pro-
prietates; quid lun.ne peragrationes portendant ex Ephestionis thebani iudicijs ; de concaeptu
natorum et septimestri partu ex Valente antiocheo ; imth diagrams and woodcut initials, thick
cr. 4to. old Spanish morocco gilt, £1. 5s Venetiis, Junta, 1533

The author was professor of mathematics successively at the universities of Bologna, Ferrara, Venice, and Rome,
and ultimately Bishop of Civita-Ducale. He combined with his professorial duties that of an astrologer, and consulted
by the Prince of Bentivnglio predicted that he would be chased from his principality in less than a year. The
unlucky prophet received the cruel punishment of 'estrapado,' but had the satisfaction of seeing his prophecy verified
shortly afterward.s.

1487 GAUSS (Johann Karl Friedrich) Beitrage zur THEORiEder algebraischen Gleichungen
;

with plate, Aio. (pp. 34), sewn, 2s Gottingen, 1849
1488 MifeTHODE das Moindres Carres: M^moires sur la Combinaison des Observations,

traduits par J. Bertrand, 8vo. hf. brown calf {scarce). Is 6d 1855
1489 Theoria Motus Corporum Coelestium in Sectionibus Conicis Solem ambientium,

editio princeps; with plate, roy. 4to. hf calf, 12s Hamburgi, 1809
' A treatise which contributed largely to the improvement of practical astronomy, and introduced the system of

curvilinear triangulation'.— W. W. R. Ball. It contains the four formulas in spherical trigonometry known as 'Gauss's
Analogies.'

1490 Theory of the Motion of the Heavenly Bodies moving about the Sun in Conic
Sections, trans., with Appendix (pp. 50), by Rear-Adml. Charles Henry Davis, U.S.N., plates,
4to. cl. {title stamped ana cover worn), scarce, £1. Is Boston [Mass.], 1857

The only English translation of this classic work.

6 •
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1491 GAUSS (Johann Karl Friedrich) :—Briefwechsel zwischen C. F. Gauss nnd H. C. Schuh-
MACHER, herausg. v. C. A. F. Peters, Bd. l-II, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt, Qs Altona, 1860

1492 GAUTHEY (Emiland Marie) Trait6 de la Construction des Fonts [Ouvrage posthunie,

public avec des Additions considerables par N. Navier, Neveu de I'Auteur] ; with 36 folding

plates on copper, 3 vols. 4to. sewn, uncut {rare), £1. 55 F. Didot, 1809-13-16

'Get ouvrage estime se vendait originaireuient 72 fr., inais comme I'edition des tomes II et III est epuisee, on le paye
plus cher aujourd'hui. Le troisieme volume est compose de m^moires coucernant les Canaux de Navigation.'—Unmet.

' II attaqua la theorie ordinaire des voltes, aujourd'hui entierement rejetee : ot c'est k ses vues et aux experiences qu'il

fit dans la suite qu'on doit celle qui I'a remplacee. '—iiio^r. Gen.

1493 GAUTIER (E. J. Armand) La Chimie de la Cellule Vivante ; 2® ^^d. ; illustrated, post 8vo.

sewn, \s Qd 1898

1194 Les Toxines Microbiennes et Animales ; with 20 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. hf. maroon calf

gilt, uncut, t. e. g., 10s 1896

1495 [GAUTIER (Hubert)] NouvELLES Conjectures sur le Globe de la Terre, oh Ton fait voir

de quelle Manifere la Terre se detruit journelleraent, pour pouvoir changer a I'avenir de figure . . .

le prompt retour des Marees ... la hauteur de notre Atmosphere, par le Sieur H. G. I.D. P.

E. CD. R. ; with folding copperplate, large \2mo. finely bound in polished orange Levant morocco,

arms on sides, tooled inside borders, g. e., by Weber (choice copy), £1. 5* 1721

1496 GAY-LUSSAC (Louis Joaeph) CouRS de Chimie, professe a la Facult(S des Sciences, coni-

prenant I'Histoire des Sels, la Chimie v^g^tale et animale [avec Table des Mati^res], 2 vols.

8vo. sewn {scarce), lOs 6d 1833

1497 Instruction sur I'Essai des Matieres d'Argent par la VoieHumide; with 6 large

folding plates, 4 to. sewn, uncut (scarce), 155 Impr. Boyale, 1832
* Son proc^d6 d'analyse des monnaies d'argent par la voie de precipitation (voie liumide), couronne pour ainsi dire la

s^rie de ses travaux d'application. Ce precede est aujourd'hui substitu6 a la coupellation dans tous les hotels de raonnaie

de I'Europe'.— 5iof/r. Gen.

1498 , et Louis Jacques, Baron TH^NARD : Recherches Physico-Chimiques faites sur la

Pile ; sur la Preparation chimique et les Proprietes du Potassium et du Sodium ; sur la Ddcom-

f>osition de I'Acide Boracique, sur les Acides Fluorique, Muriatiqiie et MuriaJ^ique oxigene ; sur

'Action chimique de la Lumi^re ; sur 1'Analyse vegetale et animale, etc. etc., Edition originale

;

with 6 copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. contemporary French tree-calf gilt (VERY SCARCE), £1. 105 1811
The most important of Gay-Lussac's larger publications. * Davy's di.seoveries of potassium and sodium, by the decom-

posing action of the voltaic pile, stimulated Gay-Lussac and Thenard to pursue this class of researches. The results

appeared in their Recherches physico-chimiqucs. Among the most important of tlie discoveries announced there were a

purely chemical process of obtaining potassium directly, the separation of boron from boracic acid, aud new and improved
methods of analysing compounds.'

1499 GAYA (Louis de) Treatise of the Arms and Engines of War, of Fire-Works, Ensigns,
and Military Instruments, both Ancient and Modern, trans, for Publick Advantage, numerous
plates, 12mo. old calf {water-stained, and title soiled) ; RARE, 18* Qd 1678

Not noticed by Lowndes, and interesting as illustrating the Military Costume and Weapons of the XVI. and XVII.
Centuries.

1500 GEITLER (Josef R. v.) Elektromagnetische Schwingungen und Wellen; with 86

ivoodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 3s (p. M. 4.50) Braunschweig, 1905

1501 GELLIBRAND (Henry, Prof Astronomy, Gresham Coll.) Epitome of Navigation, with
Tables of the Sun and Stars Right Ascension and Declination, of the Latitude and Longitude of

Places of Meridional Parts, Traverse-Table, etc., and the Logarithmical Sines and Tangents, with
the Logarithms of Natural Numbers from 1 to 10,000, 4th Ed., enlarged, with woodcuts and
diagrams, 16mo. old sheep, with auto. ' Tho. Hayward, Jan. 1737/8 ' on title, and MS. additions by

the same hand, 15* 1695
' I think there is no book of Navigation of this Volume extant, that contains so much useful matter as this Treatise.'—

Preface.

- Trigonometria Britannica—v. Newton (John), post.

1502 GEMMA Frisius (Rainer) Aritmetica Prattica Facilissima, con 1' a^giunta dell' Abbrevia-
mento de i ROTTI Astroxomici di GiACOMO Pelletario ; e del conoscere a mente le Calende . . .

il luoco del Sole e della Luna nel Zodiaeo ; e la dimonstratione della Radice Cubica . . . del

latino ridotte Oratio Toscanella ; with printer's device on title and last leaf sm. 4to. fine large

copy in old Italian calf gilt {rare), 12*60? Venetia, 1567
' These demonstrations of the rules for the square and cube roots Peletarius treats as a great boon to his reader : and

states that he was very near contenting himself with a reference to his book on oecidt properties of numbsrs'.—/"ro/. de
Morgan.

1503 [GENT (Thomas : bookseller and historian of York) :] Miscellanea Curios.e : or Entertain-

ments for the Ingenious of Both Sexes, containing Enigmas, Paradoxes, and Mathematical
Questions, Jan. 1734 to Sept. 1735 (all pub.), with plates, 6 Nos. 8vo. in \,fine copy in old calf
curiously stamped sides (rare), £1. Is York, apud auctorcm., 1734-5

' Perhaps the earlie.st attempt to establish a serial in a country town. It only ran to six numbers. Ihe projector was
Edward Hauksley, a grammar school master. Gent printed and partly edited it.'

—

D. N. B.

1504 GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE, Manual of (Mathematical Geography, bv M. O'Brien, pr

,

F.R.s. ; Physical Geography, by D. T. Ansted, f.r.s. ; Cartography, by J. R. Jackson, f.r.s. ;

Geographical Terminologv, by C. G. NiCOLAY, pr. ; etc. etc.), woodcuts and maps, 2 vols. 8vo. hf.

calf extra, Qs Qd
"

1852-9

A COMPLETE SET TO 1905 :

1505 GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY of LONDON, Journal of the, complete from its beginning

in 1845 to May, 1905, with num,erous plates^ maps., etc., 60 vols. 8vo. hf. morocco gilt,

^ €. g., and 2 parts, sewn (scarce), £33. 1845-1905
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1506 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY of Gt. Britain, Memoirs of the, and of the Museum of Economic
Geology in London, with numerousfine plates by J. W. Lowry, plans, atid maps {mostly folding and
COLOURED), 2 V. in 3 : The Geology of the Isle of Wight, by Henry William Bristow, f.r.s.,

2nd Ed., by Clement Reid and Aubrey Strahan, numerous woodcuts and 6 fine folding plates

and plans—^ vols. impl. 8vo. in 4, c/., 155 184G-8-89
Including Mining and Metallurgy, and containing contributions by Edward Forbes, Sir William Jackson Hooker, Robert

Hunt, Sir Henry Thomas de la Beche, John Phillips, Lord Playfair, ff.r.s., John William Salter, and Sir Waringtou W.
Srnylh.

1507 GEORGE (John ; Irish Judge) Tlie Cause of Dry Rot discovered, with a Patent Invention

for preserving Decked Vessels from it, and Goods on Board from Damage by Heat, 4 plates, 8vo.

boards, uncut, 6-s 1829

1508 GERARD (Eric, Univ. Liege) Electricity and Magnetism, trans, from the 4th French
Edition, under the Supervision of Dr. Louis Duncan, by R. C. Duncan, illustrated, roy.Svo. c/.,

is (p. 105 Qd nett) New York, 1897

1509 GERHARDT (Charles) Trait6 de Chimie Organique; loith woodcuts, 4 vols. 8vo. hf. calf

gilt (scarce\ £1. 7.V Of/ Didot, 1853-6

l.')I0 Another Copy, mottled calf gilt, £1. 10*
Thia great work embodies all the author's ideas and discoveries, and for the first time elaborates his system of chemical

types, the basis of structural chemistry. It is out of print, and becoming increasingly rare.

l.'.ll , et G. CHANCEL: Precis d'ANALYSE Chimique Qualitative; with 48 woodcuts^

fcap. 8vo. hf. calf, with Prof. Williamson's auto, (scarce), 10* Qd 1855
' His first attempt at the classification of organic compounds is contained in the Precis de Chimie Organique,'—Prof.

E. V. .S{eyer.

1512 GERHARDT (0. J.) Geschichte der MATHEMATlKin Deutschland, 8vo. sewn (scarce), Qs

Milnchen, 1877
1513 GERLACH (J.) Die Photograpiiie als Hulfsmittel mikroskofischer Forschung; with 4

photoftrnphic plates, and 9 woodcuts, 8vo. limp cL, 2s 6d Leipzig, 1863

lul4 [GESNER (Conrad, *the German Pliny')] The Treasure of EUONYMUS, conteyninge the won-
derfull hid secretes of n.ature, touchinjije the most ante formes to prepare and destyl Medicines, for

the conseruation of helth : as Qiiintessece, Aurum Potabile, Hippocras, Aromatical wynes, Balmes,
Oyles, Perfumes, garnishyn^ waters, and other manyfold excellent confections. Whereunto are

ioyned tlie formes of sondry apt FoRNACES, and vessels, required in this art. Translated (with
great diligence, & laboure) out of Latin, by Peter Morwyng felow of Magdaline CoUeadge in

Oxford, first English edition, with numerous woodcuts, sm. 4to., blacfe letter ; hf. calf (last leafof
table wanting and one leaf slightly defective, otherwise A VERY SOUND AND clean copy with ample
margins), £4. 10* John Daie [1559]

First En(;u8H Edition and KxrEasivKLv r\re. Although mainly of pharmaceutical interest, this curious work con-
tains a number of chemical processes in vogue at the time, well illustrated by a number of woodcuts. Some chapters
interesting to the historian of chemistry are : What destination is ; of vessels and instruments belonging to destination ;

of the matter for vessels of destillacion ; of fornaces ; how to close vessels and to defend them, bothe with clay and other-
wise ; of the preparation for destination ; of the rectificatio of liquors destilled ; destillacion by a filter ; of burning water
or single 077/(1 vitx ; of things to be destilled dry ; of quintessence of metals ; of the drawing oute of quintessenca from
Antimania, lead, whit lead ; etc. etc. etc.

1515 GHALIGAI (Francesco) Pratica d' Arithmetica, rivista e ristampata con Diligentia ; with
vignette on title, sm. 4to. old hf vellum (fine tall COPY), very rare, £2. \0s

Firenze, Bern. Giunti, 1548
This copy has at end 4 pp. on Commercial Arithmetic, in a contemporary hand, added.

lolC La stessa, nuovamente rivista, e con somma Diligenza ristampata; unth vignette on title

and last leaf, sm. 4to. old limp vellum (fine large copy) ; rare, £1. 10s ibidem, i Giunti, 1552
1517 Another Copy, with title, etc. mended ; sewn, £1. \s

• C'e.st surtout comme repertoire historique que cet ouvrage acqniert de limportance. Moins difTus que celui de Pacioli,
il a dft avoir plus d'influence sur I'etude des niath^matiques. Cost un resume fort bien fait de tout ce qu'on savait alors.

II Be distingue sous ce rapport de tons Ics trait<'s precedents.'

—

lAbri.

Until the above editions were unknown to Prof, de Morgan, and are very rare.

GHETALDI (Marino)—r. Apollonius Perg.eus, ante.

1518 GLACOMELLI (Francesco) Prima e Seconda Serie di Misure Micrometriche di Stelle
DoPPiE fatte al K. Osserv. del Campidoglio, impl. 8vo. sewn, 2s llonia, 1890

1519 GIANNINI (Pietro) Opuscula Mathematica ; loith folding plates, 4to. old hf. parchment,
with booklabcl of Sebastiano Cayitenzani, Prof, ofMathematics, /Wo/jr^ia (1734-1819), 7* Parmoe, 1773

1520 Another Copy, contemporary tree-calfextra {fine tall copy), with bookplate of Charles
3rd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , 8s Qd

Unknown to Poggendorff, and containing ' De hydraulica ; de cycloide contracta ac protracta ; «[e sectione determinata '.

1521 GIBERNE (Agnes) The Ocean of Air, with Preface by C. Pritchard, pr., f.r.s., 16 plates,
post 8vo. (/., 2.y Gd (p. 5ti) 1891

1522 GIBSON (Robert) Treatise of Practical Surveying, with the Method of Tracing Defaced
Mearings from the Down (or any other) Survey, 3rd Ed., plates, 8vo. old sheep, 3s 6d 1768

1523 GIFFARD (Paxil) Solution du Froid Industriel
;
plate of the author's ice-making machinery,

roy. 8vo (pj). 43), sewn, 2s [1875]
1524 GILL (Augustus Herman, Mass. Inst. Technology) Gas and Fuel Analysis for Engineers,

illustrated post 8vo. cl., 2s (id (p. 5* 6d nett) New York, 1896
1525 GILLISS (Capt. James M., u.s.N.) Catalogue of 16,748 Southern Stars deduced by the

U.S. Naval Observatory from the Zone Observations made at Santiago de Chile by the U.S.
Naval Astronomical Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere, 1849-52 [pp. 420 and Introduction,

pp. l.wi], p/rtYe and woodcuts, 4to. cl., lOs 6d Washington, 1895
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A FINE INTERLEAVED COPY OF THE EXCESSIVELY RARE ORIGINAL EDITION :

1526 GILBERT (William, m.d., Physician to Q. Elizabeth) : Gvilielmi Gilberti Colcestrensis,

Medici Londinensis, de Magnete, Magneticisque Corporibus, et de Magno Magnete
Tellure ; Physiologia noua, pluriniis et Arfiimientis, et Experimentis demonstrata ; with
'Vignette on obverse and arms on rev. of title^ folding diagram, and numerous large woodcuts, folio,

interleaved with contemporary writing paper ; old vellum {back damaged), £25.

Londini, excudebat Petrus Short, 1600
I'UiS IS pkoBABLY THE dNLY CONTEMPOKARY INTERLEAVED COPY KNOWN TO EXIST. It bears on title the autograph

of JoHANN Hartmann (156S-1631), Professor at Marburg University, and the first professor of Chemistry in Germany
(giving evidence of the early appreciation of the work abroad), is unusually tall, measuring l\^^ x 7| inches, and save for

the damaged back, and the title and a number of 11. being foxed, is in remarkably sound and tine condition.

The work itself is of well-known rarity. Prof. Silvanus Thompson, f.r.s., writing on the work in the 'Electrician' of

March 24, 1905, says, ' This hook is much rarer than the first folio Shakespeare
, for while of that work no fev:er ihan 156 copies

areknown to exist, there are only6S copies of the first folio Gilbert knoion,and only two have been sold in the book-auctions during

the last twenty years.' The present offer of two fine copies of this work at reasonable prices therefore forms a unique
opportunity for any library or book-buyer desirous to acquire this truly monumental work.

1527 Another Copy, hf. calf neat {afew II. foxed, and some wormholes in blank margin, other-

wise a FINE TALL COPY (11 J X 7^ inches), £19. 19*^

' Gilbert shall live till loadstones cease to draw.'—I/ryrfeu.
Both the above are original editions of this CELEBR.vrED WORK, wherein the author 'established the magnetic

nature of the earth, Avhich he regarded as one great magnet, and conjectured that terrestrial magnetism and electricity

were two allied emanations of a single force—a view which was only demunstrated with scientific strictness more than
two centuries afterwards by Oersted and Faraday. Gilbert was the first to use the terms ' electricity ',

' electiic force ', and
'electric attraction', and to point out that amber is not the only substance which when rubbed attracts light objects,

but that the same faculty belongs to resins, sealing-wax, sulphur, glass, etc. ; and he describes how to measure the excited

electricity by means of an iron needle moving freely on a point' [the electroscope].
' His work contains all the fundamental facts of the science, so fully examined indeed, that even at this day we have

very little to add to them.'—Dr. Whewell.

1528 On the Loadstone and Magnetic Bodies, and on the Great Magnet the Earth : a New
Physioloory, demonstrated with many Arguments and Experiments; a Translation [with LIFE

(PP- 19)] by P. Fleury Mottelay, with portrait and numerous woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cL, vncut
(scarce), £1. iSs 1893

The only English translation. It contains fs. reproductions of the woodcuts in the first edition, and fs. title-pages of
the first four editions.

1529 GILDEM:EISTER(Eduard) and Friedrich HOFFMANN: The Volatile Oils ; Authorised
Translation by EDWARD Kremers, loith numerous full-page and other illustrations {some from
old chemical works), and maps, roy. 8vo. (pp. 734), hf morocco gilt, 8s 6d Milwaukee, 1900

1530 QlLTi (Sir David, f.r.s., Cape Astronomer Royal), Catalogues of Stars, Royal Observatory
Cape of Good Hope : 4810 Stars for 1850, cl. ['83] : 1905 Stars for the Equinox 18650, cl. [1900]

:

2798 Zodiacal Stars for the Epoch 1900, arranged for Differential Observations of the Planets,

sewn, '99 : 87 Southern Circumpolar Stars for 1882-0, sewn. Cape Town, '02—4 vols. roy. 8vo., IsQd
1883-1902

1531 Catalogue^ of 1713 Stars, for the Equinox 1885-0, from Observations at the Royal
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, 1879-85, with Appendixes : Catalogue of 104 Southern Circum-
polar Stars, and separate Observations of /3, ao and aj Centanri, imp). 4to. cl., Qs 1894

1532 Catalogue of 3007 Stars, for the 'Equinox 1890-0, from Observations at the Royal
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, 1885-95, with Appendixes : Comparison with other Catalogues,
Meridian Observations of a Canis Majoris, a Canis Minoris, (i Centauri, a^ and a* Centauri, and
Positions of Southern Circumpolar Stars, impl. 4to. cl., 8s 6d 1898

1533 Determination of the Solar Parallax, from Observations of Mars made at the
Island of Ascension in 1877 , folding map, and 2 charts, 4to. cl., 5s 1881

1534 Another Copy, boards, 4s
These observations were taken on a plan recommended by Airy in 1857, and known as the diurnal method of parallaxes.

As a result the author found a solar parallax of S.78", corresponding to a distance of 93,080,000 miles.

1535 Heliometer Observations for Determination of Stellar Parallax at the Royal
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, large 8vo. cl., 4s 1893

With ' Heliometer Comparison Stars,' C. G. II., 1898-1900.

1536 Independent Day-Numbers, 1897-1901, as used at the Cape Observatory, 4 parts roy.

8vo. sewn, Is Qd
"

1897-8

1537 Results of Meridian Observations at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good
Hope, 1879-81, 1 plates, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s [1884]

1538 , and J. C. KAPTEYN, Prof. Astronomy, Groningen: The Cape Photographic
DURCHMUSTERUNG for the Equinox 1875, Parts I and II : Zones -18° to -52°, loith plates, 2 thick
vols, large roy. 4to. hf. calf gilt y £\. Is (p. £3.) 1896-7

1539 , Arthur ATJWERS, Berlin, and William Lewia ELKIN, Yale: Determination of

the Solar Parallax and Mass of the Moon, from Heliometer Observations of the Minor Planets
Iris, Victoria and Sappho, made in 1888-9, icith plates and woodcuts, 2 thick vols, large roy. 4to.

hf. calf gilt, £l.5s 1897-8
1540 GIORGIUS (Matthaeus) Elementa Scienti^ Naturalis: Theoremata et Problemata

Physica, etc. etc. ; iviih diagrams, sni. 4to. vellum, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.ES., 4s

^ i^ J I
^^^^^^ j^^.

1541 GIRARD (Albert) Invention Nouvelle en 1'Algebre [Amst, 1629], Reimpression par D.
Rierens de Haan, with fs. title, and diagrams, sq. 8vo. parchrnent wrapper, uncut,
65 Leiden, 1884

' This contains the earliest use of brackets ; a geometrical interpretation of the negative sign ; the statement that the
number of roots of an algebraical equation is equal to its degree; the distinct recognition of imaginary roots ; and
probably implies also a knowledge that the first member of an algebraical equation A (x) — o could be resolved into linear
factors.'— ir. ir. /f. /fal/.
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1542 GIOPPI (Liugi) La FOTOGRAFIA secondo i Process! Moderni, 2^ Ed. ampliata ; with \0 plates,

and 47*2 icoodrnts, tliick sq. 8vo. sewn, ivith avthor's inscr., 5s (p. I^ 12.) Milano, 1893

1543 GIRDLESTONE (William Harding, D.D.) Arithmetic: Theoretical and Practical [with

Appendix of Examination Papers (pp. 150)], new Ed., post 8vo. cl. {out of print), 4* 1892

1544 GliAISHER (James, F.R.s.) Hygrometkical Tables, adapted to the Use of the Dry- and
Wet-Bulb Thermometer, roy. 8vo. sewn, \s Qd 1863 or '6

1.^45 On the METEOROLOGICAL and Physical Effects of the Solar Eclipse of March 15,

1858, \ folding charts, 8vo. (pp. 34), seicn, 2s 1858

]546 TAnLE.s of the Numerical Values of the Sine-Integral, Cosine-Integral, and
Exponential-Integral, 4to. \)\).22),seicn, \sQd 1870

i;347 , Camille FLAMMARION, W. de FONVIELLE, and Gaston TISSANDIER:
Travels in the Air, edited hy J. Glaisher, uith 118 plates and tvoodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., 14s

(p. £1. \lsQd) 1871

1548 : Voyages Aeriens; with portrait of Glaisher, 6 coloured plates, 116 woodcuts,

and 15 charts, inipl. Svo. sewn (some II. stained) ; out ofprint, Hs (p. F.20.) 1870

l,-,49 Another Copy, cl., g. e. (some II. slightly u-ater-stained), \0s Qd
1350 : 1.,UFTREISEN, frei aus dcni Franzosischen eingefiihrt, niit Anhang: Ballonfahrten

wiihrend der IJelagerung von Paris, durch HERMANN Masius ; coloured front., portraits, and
numerous plates and woodcuts, sq. Svo. c/., 3« 6c? Leipzig, 187*2

V. Fla.MMARION, ante.

1551 GLAISHEB (James Whitbread Lee, f.r.s), and others: Solutions of the Cambridge
Sknatk-Hoish Pkoiji.em.s and Riders for 1878, 4 plates, 8vo. cl., Qs (p. 12*) 1879

1552 [GLANVILLE (Bartholomew de, Ord. Min. ; sive Bartholomeus Anglicanus)] Liber de
pROPRiETATinr rerC, folio, gotdir Irttrr ; boards (slightly ivormcd, but a sound copy), £4. 15.?,

Argentine [s. t. n.], 1491
H«i» 2500. • a compilation from various departments of human knowledge. It was the encyclopaedia of the middle

BgM. . . . The Latin text long remained a clas.sic in universities. . . . Douce believed that Shakespeare was well

acquafntwl with the volume. The book was certainly the source of common information on natural history throughout
the midiile ages.'—i>. N. B. Hawkins in liis ' History of Music ' often refers to the work as an authority on the musical
instruments tlien in use.

All clitioiis of the work (which was reprinted as lale as 1609} have now become very rare. The above copy contains
ontitU' tlif auto, of Georgius Bo-ckiris, i.v.io, and Joan : Molitor, 1G2S.

1.353 GLAUBER (Johann Rudolph) Apologia contra Mendaces Christophori Faenneri
Calu.mNIAS, ex Gennanico in Latinnni transfusa, 12nio. seivn, Ss 6d Amstelodami, 1655

1554 Arca Thesauris Opulenta, sive Appendix Generalis Omnium Librornm hactenns
editoruni [Centuria }*RIMA], 12nio. sewn, 6s ibidem, J. Jansson, 1660

l.->55 Liber Idem : Opulenti Thesauri, et Arc.e Thesauri^e, sive Appendicis Generalis
Centuria Secunda—2 vols. 12nio. sewn, \0s (id ib.,a. e., 1660-1

1556 De AURI TiNCTURA, sive Auro Potabili Vero, qnid sit et quoniniodo differat ab Aureo
Falso et Soplii.stico, qnoniodoSpagvrice pr.Tparanduni et qnoniodo in Medicin^ nsurpandum, 12nio.

(pp. 22), sewn, 4$ Qd
"

ib., a. c., 1651
1557 Editio Altera, 12nio. sewn, 4s ib., a. e., 1058
1553 EXPLICATIO Verborum Salomonis : in Herbis, Verbis et Lapidibiis Magna est Virtus,

ctiiji Tractatiuncula de QuiNTA ESSENTIA Metallorum in gratiani eoruni qui tenentur Studio
Divinonnn at([ue Naturalium Miraculomni, 12nio. sewn, 5s ib., a. e., 1664

1559 Ku RNI Novi Philosophici, sive Descriptio Artis Destillatoriie Nova;, withfolding plates^

and other woodcuts, 5 v. : Annotationes in Appendicem V. Partis— 6 parts 12mo. in 1 vol. hf.
cl. ; or, sewn (rare), £1. 1* ib., a. e., 1651

1560 Kditio Altera ; with 2 plates and woodcuts, 6 parts, 12nio. in 1 vol., sewn, £1. Is

ib., a. e., 1658
One of the author's most important works, describing a large number of new chemical processeis, with illu.strations of

the author's apparatus.

1.561 Description of New Philosophical Furnaces, or a new Art of Distilling, with
a Description of the Tincture of Gold, or the True Auruni Potabile, also the First Part of tlie

MlNEliAL Work, set forth in English by J. F. D. M., with curious woodcuts, sni. 4to. new hf.

brown calfgilt (slightly stained); RARE, £2. 2s R. Coats, 1651
FiR-sT Enolish EDiTioN-'of the 'Furni Novi Philosophici'. The translator was John French, m.d. (1616?-57), author

of ' The Art of Distillation '
('/. r. anf<)— a fact unknown to Lowndes and Halkett and Lainp.

1562 LiBELLUS Dialogorum, sive Colloquia, nonnullorum Hermetic^ MEDiciNiE, ac
Tinctura? Universalis studiosonini, in gratiam eorum, qui Hermeticani Philosophiam aniplec-
tuntur, 12nio. sewn, 6* Amst., J. Jansson, 1663

1.-,G.3 Novum Lu.men Chymicum; hoc est, cujusdam recens inventi etMundononduni unquam
patefacti Secreti Ardui Revelatio, 12mo. sewn, 5s ib., a. e., 1664

1564 1— Operis Mineralis Partes III. I. De Separatione Auri^ Silicibus. II. De Ortu et Origine
omnium Metallorum et Mineralium. III. in qua Titulo Commentarii in libellum Paracelsi Coelum
Philo.xophorum, sive Liber Vexationum dictum, etc. etc. etc , 3 vols. 12mo. in 1, sewn, or, hf. cl.,

12.y «6.,rt. g., 1657, or 1659
l.-,65 Opulenti Thesauri, et ARCiE Thesaurari^e, sive Appendicis Generalis, Centuria

Secunda, in qu«^ Scripta antehac edita illustrantur, et Veritas, in illis obscurius explicata,
nianibus quasi jjalpanda traditur, etc., 12mo. seicn, IsM ib., a. e., 1601

1566 1— PHARMACOP(EASPAGYRiCA,siveexactade8criptio,quarationeexVegetabilibus,Animalibu8
et Mineralibus, niodo liaud usitato faciliorique, Utilia, Efticacia, et Penetrantia Medicamenta fieri

pra?pararique possint, editio Latina princeps, 3 vols. 12mo. in 1, sewn (some II. wormed) ; rare,
l&s ib., a. c, 1654-7
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1567 GLAUBER (Johann Rudolph) Tractatus de Natuba Salium, sive dilucida descriptio,

perfecta explanatione declarans Naturam, Proprietates, et Usus Salium vulgo Notorum,
ut et alius cujusdam, admodum mirabilis, et hactenus mundo ignoti salis .... sine ponderum
suorum diminutione, et formarum mutations in dura, et incorabustibilia corpora transmutari
possint, etc. etc. etc., 12mo. sewn (rare), I2s Qd Amst., J. Jansson, 1659

This important treatise first describes 'Glauber's Salt' (Sodii Sulphas, B.P.), which he obtained by the action of

sulphuric acid on common salt, the discovery by which the author's name is best known.
1568 Tractatus de Signatura Salium, Metallorum, et Planetarum, sive Funda-

nientalis Institutio, evidentissim^ monstrans, quo pacto facillime eorum Vires, Significatio,

Natura, et Proprietates ex . . . ipsorum Signatura, Circuli et Quadrati ope, cognosci, addisci, et

supputari queant, 12mo. sew7i, Ss ib., a. e., 1659

1569 Tractatu.s de Tribus Principiis Metallorum, viz. Sulphure, Mercuric, et Sale
Philosophorum, quemadmodum ilia in Medicina, Alchymia, etc. utiliter adhiberi valeant, 12mo.
sewn, 10s 6d ib., a. e., 1667

1570 Vera ac Perfecta Descriptio, qua ratione ex Vini Fecibus bonum plurimumque
Tartarum .sit extrahendum, 12mo. seiV7i, 6s ib., a. e., 1655

' Glauber a de plus repandu de la lumiere sur I'histoire de quelques autres scls, tels que le sulfate et le nitrate d'ammon-
iaque, le nitrate de potasse eniployddansla teinture, etc. II parait avoir entrevule premier I'existencedu chlor. IH'appelle
huilc ou esprit de sel rectifie, et soutient qu'on peut en faire un excellent usage en medicine, etc. II demontra avec sagacite

les phenomenes de composition et de decomposition des corps, et il expliqua, aussi bien que Ton pourrait le faire aujourd'-
hui, plnsieurs operations tout a fait inconnues a son epoque ... II a donn^ plusieurs procedes ingenieux pour la

fabrication des pierres gemmes artiticielles. On peut faire remonter u lui I'invention des bains de vapeur par encaissement.
II a fait connaitre les proprietes de I'acide tire de la destination da bois, indique la maniere de preparer des boissons
vineuses avec les fruits sees et de faire de I'eau-de-vie ou de vinaigre avec du marc de raisin.' -^ioj??-. Gen. He was the
first to procure hydrochloric acid while experimenting with sulphuric acid and common salt, and probably the-first to

obtain nitric acid by the action of sulphuric acid on nitre. He discovered the chlorides of zinc, copper, tin, and arsenic,

and numerous other important chemical preparations, including sulphate of sodium, which is still distinguished by his

name as Glauber's Salt.
* In theoretical points he gave proof of his clear-sightedness, explaining, for example, many of the effects of chemical

affinity in the decomposition of salts by acids and bases, etc. He was the first to explain a case of what we call double
decomposition—the mutual action ot mercuric chloride and antimony trisulphide upon one another. '—Pro/. E. v. Meyer.

1.571 GLASGOW (David) Watch and Clock Making, 69 woodcuts, post8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 4,s 1885
1572 GLAZEBROOK (Richard Tetley, f.r.s.) Light, tvith 134 diagrams, post 8vo. cL, Is 6d

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1894 or '5

1573 Physical Optics, 2nd Ed., 183 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl, 3s (p. 6s) 1886
1574 GLENIE (James, f.r.s.) Demonstration of Dr. Matthew Stewart's 42d Proposition, or

39tli Theorem, which has remained without one for 65 years, 4to. (pp. 30), seivn, 3s 6d 1812
Not noticed in D. N. B., and unknown to Poggendorff.

1575 A FEW Concise Observations on Construction, 8vo. (pp. 8), with author's inscr. to

Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., \s 6d [1784]
1576 GLOBES, The Antiquity and Excellency of, etc. etc., also of the Circles which are described

on the Superficies of the Globes ; of the Equinoctiall Circle, Zodiack, and Eccliptick ... of the
A^erticall Circles, and'Quadrant of Latitude, etc. etc., sm. 4to. (pp. 26), seivn, \2s 6d 1652

Rare, unknown to Watt and Allibone.

1577 , Treatise of the Description and Use of both, with a Geo^aphical Description of our
Earth, 16ino. old calf {nice copy'), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R S., 3s 1718

1578 GMELIN (Leopold) Handbuch derCHEMiE, 4. umgearbeitete Auflage [vollendet von Schloss-
RERGER und List], Bd. 1-4; with plates, 4 vols. 8vo. hf. calf 5s Heidelberg ^ 1843-8

The last edition revised by the author.

1579 Hand-Book of Chemistry, trans, by Henry Watts, f.r.s., with plates, 17 vols. 8vo. cl.,

with Prof. Williamson's auto., £4. 4s Cavendish Soc, 1848-66
Contents :—Anorganic Chemistry, 6 v. (complete) : Organic Chemistry, 11 v. (wanting v. 12).

Gmelin was the discoverer of the ferricyanide of potassium, largely used for the manufacture of Turn bull's blue.

1580 GODFRAY (Hugh) Elementary Treatise on the Lunar Theory, 2nd Ed., diagrams,
post 8vo. cl. 2s Cambridge, 1859

1581 Fourth Edition, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 2s 6d 1885
1582 Treatise on Astronomy, plate, ajid numerous diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 12s 6d)

Cambridge, 1866
1583 GOETHE (Johann Wolfgang v.) Theory of Colours, trans., with Notes, by Sir Charles

Lock Eastlake, r.a., f.r.s., 4 coloured plates, 8vo. cl., uncut (scarce), 15s 1840
1584 GOLDIffAYR [hie GOLDMEYER] (Andreas) Himmlische Harmonie

|
das ist Harmonische

Ewigwehrende
|
Astronomische Tafeln

|
des Lauffs der Sonnen

|
und dess Monds

|
von newen

calculiret ; with woodcut title, sm. 4to. boards {blank margin of some II. wormed) ; rare, 10s 6c?

Nurnberg, 1639
Pp. 29-91 contain explanations hoAV to use the tables.

1585 GOMPERTZ (Benjamin, f.r.s.) Hints on Porisms : a Sequel to * Imaginary Quantities ',

diagrams, 4to. hf cl., 2s 6d 1850
1586 GOODEVE (Thomas Minchin) The Elements of Mechanism, new Ed., xcwntien, with 342

woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d 1883
1587 Enlarged Edition, illustrated, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) 1892
1588 Text-Book on the Steam Engine, 2nd Ed., 143 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl , Is 6c? 1879
1589 Elev^enth Edition, greatly enlarged, illustrated, thick cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 6s) 1891
1590 GOODRICH (W. Francis) Refuse Disposal and Power Production, with 98 illustrations,

8vo. cl., 10s 6d (p. 16s nett) 1904
1591 GORDON (William) The Universal Accountant and Complete Merchant, front.., 2 vols.

^\Q. contemporary calf {nice copy), \0s6d Edin., 1763-5
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1592 GOODWIN (Harvey ; 5\st Bp. of Carlisle) ELEMENTARY COURSE of Mathematics, 4th Ed.,

woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 2s Qd Cambridge, 1853

1593 Fifth Edition, woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 4s ib., 1857

1594 Sixth [last] Edition, revised and enlarged, woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl.. Is Qd ib., 1866

1595 Problems and Examples, adapted to the ' Elementary Course of MathematicH ', 3rd Ed.,

Avith additional Examples in Conic Sections and Newton, by Thomas G. VYVlAN;with Solutions,
3rd Ed., enlarired, by T. G. Vyvian, plates—2 vols. 8vo. cl., Qs Qd ib., 1862-3

1596 [GOODWYN (Henry; brewer in West Smithfield)] Table of the CIRCLES arising from the

Division of a Unit, or any other Whole Number, by all the Integers from 1 to 1024, being all

pure Decimal Quotients that can arise from this Source, roy. 8vo. hoards, uncut, 5s 1823

1597 [ ] Tabular Series of Decimal Quotients for all the proper Vulgar Fractions, of

which, when in their Lowest Terms, neither the Numeration nor the Denominator is greater than
10(K), roy, 8vo. boards, uncut, 5s 1823

GORDON (George) Kemakks on the Newtonian Philosophy—y. Newtoniana, joo5<.

150S GORDON (Jamea Edward Henry) Four Lectures on Static Electrical Induction, 39

woodcuts, 12mo. cl. {out of print), 3s 1879

1599 Physical Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, 3rd [last] Ed., with 73 plates (8

coloured), and 312 woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., \2s Gd (p. £2. 2*) 1891
The author made original researches on electro-magnetic rotation of polarised light, and the specific inductive capacity

of dielectrics.
* Probably the best book of the kind that has ever been published in England.'

—

Academy.

I GOO School Electricity, 140 woodcuts and diagrams, 8vo. cl. {out of print), Zs 18S6

ICOl GOBE (George, f.r.s.) The Art of Electrolytic Separation of Metals, etc. (Theoreti-

cal and Practical), 106 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., is (p. 10* 6d) 1890
1()02 The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, 6th Ed. [with Bibliography, List of Patents,

etc-.], illustrated, ]>ost 8vo. cl., Ss (p. 6*) 1896

1GU3 GORE (James Howard) Bibliography of Geodesy, 4to. cl., 6.9 Washington, 1889
An excflkiit bibliography, comprising about 6,000 works, giving the exact number of pages of each, and including

cmtributions to learned societies.

1604 GOBE (John EUard, f.r.a.s.) Astronomical Glossary, with Tables of Data and Lists of

remarkable Celestial Objects, cr. 8vo. cl.. Is 6d 1893
1605 Astronomical Lessons, /ro/i^. and 21 other illustrations, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1890
1606 Planetary and Stellar Studies, illustrated, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 7* 6c?) 1888
1607 The Worlds of Space : Popular Articles on Astronomical Subjects, plates, large post 8vo.

cl.,3s6d(p.':s6d) 1894
1608 GOUILLY (Alexandre) Theorie M6chanique de Chaleur ; with diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn,

2s ivl 1877
1609 GOULD (Benjamin Apthorp) Uranometria Argentina: Brightness and Position of every

Fi.xed Star to the 7th Magnitude, within 100 Degrees of the South Pole, 4to. hf. morocco {Atlas
wanting as usual), lOs Buenos Aires, 1879

• Thro\i«h Dr. Gould's uncea<sing labours durinjj liis 15 years' residence at Cordoba, a detailed acquaintance with Southern
stars was broupht about. His Uranometria Argentina enumerates the magnitudes of 8,198 out of 10,649 stars visible to the
naked eye under those transparent skies ; 73,leO down to 9i magnitude are embraced in his zones.'—Miss A. M. Gierke.

1610 GOD'YE (Thomas, s.J.) Observations Physiques et Mathematiques pour servir a la Perfec-
tion de I'ASTRONOMIE, etc. ; with plates, 8vo. old calf gilt, with bookplate ofPhilip 2nd Earl Stan-
hope, F.IiS , 5s 1688

1611 GOWEB (Richard Hall, Il.E.I.C.'s Sea-Service) Treatise on the Theory and Practice of

Seamanship, with a System of Naval Signals, third (last) Ed., enlarged, with woodcuts, and
chart of sailing vessel, and movable figures {added), 8vo. old sheep {binding damaged) ; rare^
10« 6c; 1808

DeHcribiuR some of the author's many inventions. He designed the vessel ' Transit,' 'a ship of remarkable speed, four-
niastt'd, with sails of a peculiar character. She beat the government sloop Osprey out of all comparison in a trial of speed.'—liimfs linrnhy.

1612 GRAHAM (Lt.-Col. J. D.) A Lunar Tidal Wave in the North American Lakes, folding
chart, Hvo. hf. calf, 3s (id Cambridge [Mass.], 1861

1013 GRAHAM (Thomas, f.r.s.) Chemical and Physical Researches; with Preface and Ana-
lytical Contents by K. ANGUS Smith, collotype portrait, and woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cl., uncut
(SCARCE), £3. 3.? Collected and printedfor presentation only, Edin., 1876

Present.ition copy to George Gore, f.r.s., with the latter's autograph. It contains the author's numerous papers as
contributed t-o various pericxlicals, and also his discovery of the law of the diffusion of gases.

In connexion with recent invsstigations in radio-activity, his theory that all the elements may be only forms of one
primordial element, gains fresh interest.

1614 Elements of Chemistry, with the Applications of the Science in the Arts, 2nd Ed.,
greatly enlarged, woodcuts, 2 vols. Svo. hf calfand cl., with Prof. Williamson's auto., 6s Orf 1850-8

' Hisa<lmirable t«xt-book. Elements of Chemistry . . . Graham's originality was shown by his valuable physico-chemical
investigations on the diffusion of gases, osmose, etc., which opened out new paths in the science, while at the same time
he enriched general chemistry, especially inorganic, by his purely chemical work.'— Prof. E. v. Meyer.

1615 GRANDI (Guide; Abbas S. Michaelis in Burgo Pisarum) Elementi Geometrici, Piani e
Solid], di Enclide, con varie Annotazioni di Carlo Andreini, ed. 3». ; with 12 plates, 8vo. con-
temporary hf. calf gilt, 5s Firenze, 1792

1616 Flores Geometrici ex Rhodonearum et Clceliarum Curvarum descriptione re-

sultantes; icith 2 plates: De iNFiNiTis iNFiNiTORUM, et Infinite Parvokum Ordintccs
Disc^uisitio Geometrica; with diagrams—2 vols. 4to. in 1, contemporary Italian vellum {nice

copies)', rare, \5s Florentia;, 1128—PisM, 1710
' Ces fleurs geometiiques sont ceilaines courbes decrltes dans le cercle, que Orandi appelle rhodonees parce que leur

figure ressemblait a nne tow '.—Biogr. Gen.
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1617 GE.ANDI (Guido; Abbas S. Michaelis in Burgo Pisarum) Geometrica Demonstratio

TilEOREMATUM HuGENlANORUM circa Logisticam, sen Logarithmicam Lineam; addita
Epistola ad T. Cevam, s. j. ; ivith diagrams, 4to. old tree-calf gilt [fine copy), imth bookplate
of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., 10s Florentim, 1701

1618 — Geometrica Demonstratio Vivianeorum Problematum . . . circa Formationem
ac Dimensionem cujusvis regularis Architectorum Fornicis ; addita Appendice de Geometrica
Quadratura infinitarum partium ciirvte superlicii ConicB; tvith diagrams, 4to. old tree-calf
gilt {fine cojn/), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 10s ibidem, 1699

1619 INSTITUZIONI di Aritmetica Pratica, 8vo. contemporary Italian vellum, 'uncut, 5s

ibidem, 1740
1620 Instituzioni Geometriche ; with 14 plates, Svo. contetnporary hf. calf gilt, bs ib., 1741
16-21 Instituzioni Meccaniche ; with 20 plates, Svo. contemporary Italian vellmn,5s ib., 1739
1622 Quadratura Circuli et Hyperbolae, editio altera auctio'r et accmatior : Prostasis

ad EXCEPTIONES Cl. Varignonii Libro de Intinitis Infinitorum Ordinibus oppositas—2 vols. 4to.
in 1, with diagrams ; old tree-calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.B.S. {rare), 12s Pisis, 1710-13

Advancing that 1=0-1-0+0+ . . .

1623 RiPOSTA Apologetica alle Opposizioni fattegli dal Dottore A. M[archetti] ; ivith

diagrams, 4to. old tree-calfgilt {fine copy\ with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, Ssr Lucca, 1712
'Ilavait avance clans son ouvrage Quadratura Circuli que + + . . . a linfini donne une qiiantite fini. Cette idee

(itait otrange
; Marclietti la trouva impie, et en deinanda la suppression. Grandi ecrivait un dialogue mordant contre

Marchfttti. '—iJ/ogrr. Gen.

1624 GRANT (A. R., pr.) Plane Astronomy : Part I (all pub.), including Explanations of Celestial
Phenomena and Descriptions of the principal Astronomical Instruments, diagrams, Svo. boards,
25 6fl^ Cambridge, 1850

1625 GRANT (John) Experiments on the Strength of Cement, 8 plates, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 5s

(p. lOs 6d) 1875
1626 GRANT (Robert, f.r.s.) History of Physical Astronomy, from the Earliest Ages to the

Middle of the XIX. Century, with detailed Account of the Establishment of the Theory of
Gravitation by Newton, and its Developement by his Successors, with the Progress of
Research in Celestial Physics, thick Svo. cl. {scarce), 10s 6d 1852, or n. d.

Still one of the best histories on the subject. Its merits were acknowledged by the Royal Astronomical Society by
awarding the author its gold medal,

1627 GRAVESANDE (Willem Jacobus 's) Physices Elementa Mathematica, E.xperimentis
conhrmata, sive Introductio ad Philosophiam Newtonianam, ed. III., duplo auctior ; with 121 Jold-
ing plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary calf gilt, 15s Leidce, 1742

La.st axd best Edition, containing a description of the Miostat, the author's invention,
' Lo merite de ci t ouvrage consiste principalement en ce qu'il est peut-etre le premier dans lequel on ait vu les

experiences et les demonstrations substitues aux hypotheses,'—jBiogrr. Gen.

1628 Elemens de Physique demontrez mathematiquement et confirm^z par des Experiences
;

ou Introduction h la Philosophie Newtonienne ; trad, par Elie de Joncourt; with 127 fold-
ing plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary mottled calf gilt (fine COPY), with bookplate of Philip 2nd
Earl Stanhope, F. U.S. ,15s ib, 1 746

1629 ——— Matheseos Universalis Elementa, quibus accedunt, De detemiinanda Forma Seriei

Intinita3 adsumta; Kegula nova ; ivith 4 plates, 16mo. old mottled calf {nice copy), with Lord Stan-
hope's bookplate, 5s ib., 1727

1630 Mathematical Elements of Natural Philosophy, confirmVl by Experiments ; or
an Introduction to Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy, trans, by J. T. Desaguliers, pr., f.r.s., 4th
Ed., ivith numerous folding plates, 2 vols, Svo boards, nncut,'ls Gd 1731

1631 Philosophic Newtonians Institutiones, in Usus Academicos, Ed. II. auctior; with
17 plates, 2 vols. 16mo. old mottled calf {nice copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 5s Leidw, 1728

1632 GRAY (Andrew, f.r.s., Univ. Coll., N. Wales) Treatise on Magnetism and Electricity,
Vol, I (all pub.), illustrated, Svo. cl., 8.9 (p, 14* nett) 1898

1633 — , and George Ballard MATHEWS, f,r.s. : Treatise on Bessel Functions, and
their Application to Physics, diagrams, Svo. cl., 9* (p. 14.s nett) 1895

Containing a bibliography on the subject at end.
1634 GRAY (J. McFarlane) Arithmetic of Building Societies : Building Society Reform—

2 vols. Svo. (pp. 47), sewn, 2s Liverpool, 1864-5
1635 GRAY (Peter, f.r.a.s.) Tables for the Formation of Logarithms and Anti-Logarithms to 24

and less Places, with Intro, and Historical Preface, roy, Svo. cl. {scarce), Qs 1876
The author devoted his life to the study of Life-Contingencies as a labour of love, and was a constant contributor to the

Journal of the Institute of Actuaries,

1636 GRAY (Samuel Frederick) The Operative Chemist : the Arts and Manufactures depending
on Chemical Principles, with 100 steel plates, comprising 35S fgitres, thick Svo. hf. calf {back
damaged), 7s 6d 1828

' A practical work of a high order of merit ' (D, A'', C), and interesting from an historical point of view as giving full

illustrations of contemporary chemical apparatus. The author was father of J, E. and G. R, Gray, the naturalists, and
himself author of the first English Flora on the Natural System, a fact ignored by Lindley.

1637 GREAT INDUSTRIES of Great Britain, with numerous jylates and woodcuts, 3 vols. 4to.

in 1, hf calf gilt, Ss Qd (p. £1. 25 %d) [1878-80]
1638 GREBEL (Moritz Wilhelm) Die complexen Werthe der Fundamental-Functionen in

geometrischer Darstellung ; with 2 plates, 4to. (pp. 22), seivn, 2s Zeitz, 1851
1639 Uber Linsengl.\ser mit Riicksicht auf ihre Dicke ; with plate, 4to. (pp. 32), sewn, 2s M

ib., 1843





Nos. 1698-9 {v^ge 85).

Engraved Title, illustrating Guericke's chief discoveries.
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1640 GREAVES (John, Samlian Prof. Astronomy, Oxon.) Miscellaneous Works, many now first

published, with Life by Thomas Birch, F.R.S., with copperplates {some folding), 2 vols. 8vo. con-

temporary calf gilt, 105 Qd 1737
Containing the ' PyraniidoKraphia ', the author's best-known work, 'a Discourse of the Roman Foot, and Denarius ',

' Dissertation on the Sacred Cubit of the Jews, trans, from the Latin of Sir Isaac Newton, not yet published,' etc., etc.

The author was besides one of the most learned Orientalists of the day and a great Eastern traveller and collector of
MSS., all with a view to the study of mathematics. He was a friend of Abp. J^aud, and Sub-Warden of Merton, from
which office and his Professorship he was expelled by the Parliamentary visitors in 1048, with the loss of nearly all

his library.

1011 GREEN (George; Fellow of Caius Coll.) MATHEMATICAL Papers, edited by NoRMAN Mac-
Leod Ferrers, pi-., Master of Caius, Svo. cl., unctd (very scarce), £2. 2* 1871

Including his important 'Essay on the Application of Mathematicil Analysis to the Theories of Electricity and
Magnetism,' as well as papers on the motion of waves in a canal, and on the reflexion and refraction of sound and
light. ' In the latter the geometrical laws of sound are <leduood by the principle of energy from the undulatory theory,
the phenomenon of total reflexion is explained physically, and certain properties of the vibrating medium are deduced.
He also discusses the propagation of light in any crystalline medium'.— ir. }V. R. Ball.

1642 Essay on the Application of Mathematical Analysis to the Theories of Elec-
tricity and Magnetism, first edition, 4to. cl., £1. 10a- Nottingham, 1823

Vkry scarck, only very few copies having been published by subscription.
'In this essay he first introduced the term 'potential' to denote the result obtained by adding the masses of all tin

particles of a system, each divirled by its distance from a given point; and the properties of this function are first

considered, and applied to the theories of magnetism and electricity.'

—

D. N. B.

1G13 GREENHILL (Alfred George, f.r.s.) The Applications of Elliptic Functions, diagrams,
8vo. cl., 7a- (p. 12*) 1892

1644 Differential and Integral Calculus, with Applications, 2nd Ed. [greatly enlarged
and rewritten], diagrams, post 8vo. cl , os (p. lOs 6d) 1891

1645 Third [last] Edition, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., Qs (p. 10* Co?) 1896

1616 GREENWELL (Allan), and J. V. ELSDEN : Analyses of British Coals and Coke, and
the Characteristics of the Chief Coal Seams worked in the British Isles, with the Classification
of Coals and the Interpretation of Analyses by CLARENCE A. Seyler, folding map, 4to. cl.,

3.5 6rf 1907
1647 GREENWELL (George O.) Practical Tre.vtise on Mine Engineering, 2nd Ed., with 64

coloured plates, roy. 4to. hf. calf gilt, t. e. g. {nice copy), 12s Qd Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1870
1618 Third [last] Edition, reprinted from the Second, 64 coloured plates, roy. 4to. cl. {out of

print), lO.y 1889
1649 GREGAN-ORAUFURD (Alexander auintin, pr.) Essay on the Development of Func-

tions, 8vo. hf calf 35 1844
1650 GREGORiO di San FRANCE3C0 (Padre) L'OxMbre Illustrate, overo Trattato di

Orologj a Sole ; ivilh numerous diagrams, sni. 4to. old vellum {partly water-stained), £1. 1*

lloma, 1715
Rare, unknown to Poggeiidorff and other bibliographers. The last 95 pp. have a separate pagination and comprise

' Tavola delli Logaritmi, e Misologaritiui regolati dal seuo tutto 100,000.'

J 651 GREGORIUS a Sto. VINCENTIO, S.J. : Opus Geometricum de Quadratura Circuli et
Sectionum Coni X Libris comprehensum ; with fine engraved title, and numerous diagrams
{pp. c. 1200) : SARASA (Alfonsus Antonius de, s. J.) Solutio Problematis a K. P. Marino
IVlERSENNO propositi (pp. 35)—2 vols. roy. folio in 1, old white vellum (fine tall copies) ; RARE,
£1. 155 Antverpioi, 1647-9

'Gregory St. Vincent is the greatest of circle-squarers, and liis investigations led him into many truths: he found
the property of area of the hyperbola which led to Napier's logarithms being called hyperbolic. Montucla says of him,
with sly truth, that no one has ever squared the circle with so much genius, or, excepting his princijial object, with so
nuich success. His reputation, and the maiiy merits of his work, led to a sharp controversy on his quadrature, which
ended in its complete exposure by Huygcns and others.'—Pro/, de Monjnn.

1652 GREGORY (David; f.r.s.) Astronomic Physics et Geometric^ Elementa, editio prin-
ceps; with diagrams, folio, contemporary panelled calf, or, old hf. morocco, lis Qd Oxonict', 1702

First Edition. ' It was the first textbook composed on gravitational principles, and remodelling astronomy in con-
formity with physical theory. Newton thought highly of it, and communicated furinsertion in it (p. £32)liis ' lunartheory

'

long the guide of practical a.stronomeis in determining the moon's motions. The discussion in the preface, in whi«-h tiie

doctrine of gravitation was brought into credit on the score of its antiquity, likewise emanated from Newton.'—D. N. li.

1653 Editio Secunda, revisa et correcta, acce.«5serunt Praefatio Editoris [C. HUART (pp. 63)],

Cometographia Halleiana, brevis ad Calcem Horologiorum Sciotericorum Tractatus et
duplex Index ; with numerous plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary mottled calf extra (fine copy) ;

rare, £1. 10* Genevce, 172G
This finely printed edition is specially valuable for containing the first reprint of the now very rare ' Astronon.iie

Coraeticf Synopsis' by Kdmcnd Hallky, f.r.s.

1654 The Elements of Physical and Geometrical Astronomy, done into English, with
Additions and Corrections, with i)R. Halley's Synopsis of the Astronomy of Comets ; the
whole revised ])y Edmund Stone, f.r.s., with numero^is plates, 2 vols. 8vo. old panelled calf {fine
copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., rare, \5s 1726

Including the English edition of Halley's 'Synopsis of the Astronoiny of Comets '.

h)55 Elements of Catoptrics and Ihoptrics, trans, from the Latin, with large Supplement by
William Browne, m.d., 2nd Ed., with Appendix by J. T. Desaguliers, pr., f.r.s. on the
Keflecting Telescope, and Original Letters between Sir I. Newton and Dr. James Gregory
relating thereunto, now first published, with plates, 8vo. old calf, \Qs 6c? 1735

' a concluding remark, as to the possibility of counteracting colour-aberration in len.ses, by combining in them media
of different densities, gave the first hint of the achromatic telescope.'—/). N. B.

1G56 GREGORY (Richard Arman, f.r.a.s.) The Vault of Heaven : Elementary Modern Physical
Ajitronoiiiy, illustrated, cr. Svo. cl., \s 6d 1893
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1657 GREGORY (Duncan Farquharson) Examples of the Process of the Differential and

Integral Calculus, 4^folding plates, 8vo. cl.. As M Cambridge, 1841
1658 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt {nice copy), 5s 6d
1659 Second [last] Edition, by William Walton, Afolding plates, large 8vo. cl, 7s 6d

ib., 1846
' A work which produced a great change for the better in the Cambridge mathematical books. It ia the first in which

constant use is made of the method known by the name of the separation of the symbols of operation, and the author lias

enlivened its pages by occasionally introducing historical notices of the problems discussed.'

—

D. N.B.
1660 Mathematical Writings, ed. by William Walton, with Memoir by Robert Leslie

Ellis [Baconian], portrait and plate, large 8vo. cl.,ls 6d ib., 1865
Containi ng the author's contributions to the Cambridge Mathematical Journal in a collected form.

1661 , and William WALTON: Treatise on the Application of Analysis to Solid
Geometry, 3 plates, 8vo. cL, 4s ib., 1845

1662 Another Copy, hf calfgilt (nice copy), 5s

1663 Second [last] Edition, '•weYA ^i plates, 8vo. boards, Qs 6c? ib., 1852
' The first treatise in which the system of solid geometry is developed by means of symmetrical equations, and a great

advance on those of Leroy and Hymers '.—D. N. B.

1664 GREGORY (James, f.r.s.) Vera Circuli et Hyperbolae Quadratura, cui accedit

Geometria [sic] Pars Universalis, inserviens Quantitatum Curvarum Transmutationi et

Mensurae; with diagrams, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, contemporary calf, with arms in gold on sides

{first title mounted, otherwise a large and sound copy) ; RARE, £1. \s Poiavii, 1668
' Showing how the areas of the circle and hyperbola could be obtained in the form of infinite convergent series, and here

(I believe for the first time) we find a distinction drawn between convergent and divergent series. It contains a remark-
able geometrical proposition to the effect that the ratio of the area of any arbitrary sector of a circle to that of the
inscribed or circumscribed regular polygons is not expressible by a finite number of algebraical terms. Hence he inferred

that the quadrature of a circle was impossible'.

—

W. W. R. Ball.

This edition first contains the Geometrice Pars, in which the author explains how the volumes of solids of revolution can
be determined.

1665 GREGORY (James, Prof Medicine, Edin.) Philosophical and Literary Essays, 2 vols. 8vo.

old hf. binding {cracked), \0s Qd Edin., 1792
' Stating with considerable ability the argument against the necessitarians. Priestley, to whom he communicated the

essays, declared that a reply would be as superfiuous as the defence of a proposition in Euclid. Gregory's main argument
is contained in the 2nd vol. ' An Essay on the Difference between the relation of Motive and Action and that of Cause and
Effects in Physics, on physical and mathematical principles.'—D. N. B.

16{j6 GREGORY (Olinthus Gilbert, ll.d.) Treatise on Astronomy, demonstrated on Mathe-
matical Principles, ^folding plates, 8vo. old calf {cracked), 3s 6d 1802

1667 Treatise of Mechanics, Theoretical, Practical, and Descriptive, 4th Ed., improved, ivith

63 plates, 3 vols. 8vo. hf bound, 7s 6d 1826
The author was a self-taught mathematician, who carried on simultaneously the profession of a mathematical teacher

and a bookseller. ' His treatise on mechanics is his most important contribution to physical science.'

—

D. N. B.

1668 GREGORY (William, m.d.) Letters to a Candid Enquirer on Animal Magnetism, thick
post 8vo. cl., 4s 1851

1669 GREN (Friedrich Albert Karl; founder of * Annalen der Physik') Principles of Modern
Chemistry, systematically arranged, trans., with Notes and Additions, concerning Later
Discoveries, by the Translator, and Tables [on Chemical Attractions, etc.], plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf
bound, uncut,'Ss Qd 1800

1670 GREVENSTEIN (Anton) Eclipsium Omnium a.d. 1593 uscjue ad a.d. 1620 accurata et

diligens ex Tabulis Prutenicis Supputatio, accomodata Meridianis Regiomontano Borussia?, et

Bremensi, cum Appendice, accessit Tractatus Procli DiADOCHi, de Significationibns Eclipsium ;

• luith diagrams, cr. 4to. new hf calf {rare), \Qs 6d Bremce, 1592
Nothing is known of the author of this curious work, which was unknown to Poggendorff, and other bibliographers.

1671 GRIBBLE (Theodore Graham, c.e.) Preliminary Survey and Estimates, illustrated,

cr. 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 7s 6c?) 1891
Containing at end a valuable glos.sary of astronomical and geodetic terms (pp. 25).

1672 GRIFFIN (John Joseph) Chemical Handicraft : a classitied and descriptive Catalogue of

Chemical Apparatus, with over 1500 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 3s %d 1866
• He devised many new and simple forms of chemical apparatus, and did much in introducing scientific methods into

commercial processes.'

—

Prof. W. J. Harrison.

1673 Chemical Recreations, Part I (Chemical Manipulation, and Blowpipe Analysis), 8th
Ed., numerous woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s Glasgow, 1838

1674 The Radical Theory in Chemistry, post 8vo. cl., 3s 1858
1675 GRIFFIN (William Nathaniel, pr.) Treatise on Optics, 8 plates, 8vo. boards, 2s

Cambridge, 1838
1676 Second Edition [enlarged], 4 folding plates, 8vo. boards, 2s Qd ib., 1842
1677 Treatise on the Motion of a Rigid Body, plate, 8vo. boards, 2s ib., 1847

1678 Another Copy, with Solutions of the Examples, 2folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. boards,

3s Qd
'

«6., 1847-8

1679 GRIFFITHS (Major Frederick Augustus, R.A.) The Artillerist's Manual, and British

Soldier's Compendium, 7th Ed., illustrated, 12mo. hf. calf {title stamped), 2s Qd 1856

1680 GRIGBY (George) Memoir, containing a Description of the Construction and Use of some
Instruments to Ascertain the Heights and Distances of Inaccessible Objects without
the Necessity of Reference to Logarithmic Tables, 2 plates (1 stained), and woodcuts, 4to. sewn,
QsU f \ ,

jg^^

1681 GRIMALDI (Gabriello) Memorie sopra la Direzione, UtilitA, ed Invenzione dei Globi
Aereostatici, 8vo. boards, 10* 6d Firenze, 1788

Rare, not noticed in Hatton Tumor's Astra Castra,
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1682 GBIMTHOKPE (Edmund Beckett Denison, first Lord; K.c. ; restorer ofSt. Alban's Cathedral
from his own designs) Rudimentary Treatise on Clocks and Watches, and Bells ; with
full Account of the Westminster Clock and Bells [• Big Ben 'J, 4th Ed., re-written and
en\sirgcd, folding front and 64 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cL, 3s 6d I860

' The best work on the subject probably extant. The treatise on bells is undoubtedly the best in the language.'—
Engineering.

16S3 GRINLING (Charles Herbert) The Ways of our Railways, with numerous platesfrom photo-
graphs, thick so. 8vo. c/., Qs Qd (p. 10* 6f/ nett) J 905

1684 GROBERT (Col. Jacques Fran9oi8 Louis) M^moire surleMoYEN de Trainer en Bataille
les PiiiCES de Gros Calibre: Memoires et Observations sur les AffOts sans Avant-Train et
k Banquette : Manceuvre des Pieces de Seize—4 pieces 4to. in 1 vol., with folding plates \ con-
temporary tree-calf gilt, Ss Qd An IIP—IV [1795-6]

1685 GROSMAN (J., of the University of Prague) Treatise for the Service of Chemistry in
General ; exhibiting the Universal and Specific Principles of Body ; the Simple and Uniform
Proceedure of Nature, in Petrification [sic] in producing Minerals, and the Generation of Gold ;

with the most accurate Process for dulcifying Corrosives, the Medicine of Wedeliusand Paracelsus
for the Gout . . . the reason why the Fulminate of Gold strikes downwards, and the True
Bohemian Paste for Precious Stones, /ron^., a /ic//>/a<e of cabalistic figure, 4to. hf. ca(/' (rare),
155 1766

1686 GROSSMANN (Ernst) Untersuchungen iiber systematische FEHLERbei Doppelsternbeob-
achtungen, ausgefuhrt in Verhindung niit einer Bahnbestimmung des Doppelsterns i\ coronw
borealis, 4to. (pp. 50), cl., 3s Gottingen, 1892

1687 GROSSMAN (M.) Horological Pocket-Dictionary in three Languages (English, German,
and French), 3 vols. 12mo. in 1, interleaved ; hf calf, 5s Glashiitte, 1880

16SS GROVE (Sir William Robert, Justice of the Queen's Bench Division; f.r.s.) On the Corre-
lation of Physical Forces: Lectures in the London Institution, 1843, first edition, 8vo.

(pp. 56), sewn {very scarce), \0s Qd 1846
1689 Second Edition [greatly enlarged], Svo. (pp. 126), cl., 3s 1850
1690 Fourth Edition [enlarged], 8vo. (pp. 299), hf. calf, 3s 6d 1862
1691 Fifth Edition, with Discourse on Continuity, 8vo. (pp. 380), cl., 6s 6d 1867
1692 Sixth [last] Edition, with other Contributions to Science, woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl.,

%incut {scarce), \2s Qd 1874
This edition includes the Bakerian Lecture, 1852, 'On the Electro-Chemical Polarity of Gases', ' On the Strife seen in the

Electrical Discharge in Vacuo', the papers containing his invention of a zinc and platinum galvanic cell, named after him,
and of a 'gas voltaic battery ', as well as numerous otlier papers contributed to the ' Philosophical Transactions ', etc.

1693 Correlation de Forces Physiques ; ouvrage traduit sur la 3™« 6d. anglaise par I'Abbe
MoiGNO, avec Notes par Seouin AIN6, 8vo. sewn, 2s 1856

• It reduced the apparent plurality of forces to virtual unity by demonstrating their mutual convertibility, thus antiei-
iK'tinij hii a year the essay of Helmholtz on the same object.'— D. N. B.

1694 GRUNER (Louis Emmanuel) Studies of Blast Furnace Phenomena, trans., with
Appendix, by L. D. B. Gordon, /ron^, Svo. cl., 3s 1873

1695 GRUNERT (Johann August) Theorie der achromatischen Objective fiir Fernrohre
;

with 2 plates, Svo. setcn, Is Qd Leipzig, 18i7
1696 Theorie der Luftspiegelung (Beitrage z. meteorologischen Optik I. 3) ; with plate,

Svo. sewn, \s ibid., 1849
1697 GUARESCHI (Icilio) Einfuhrung in das Studium der Alkaloide, mit besonderer Beriick-

sichtigung der vegetabilischen Alkaloide und der Ptomaine, in deutscher Bearbeitung herausg. v.

Hermann Kunz-Krause, large impl. Svo. hf crushed olive morocco, uncut, t.e.g. {fine copy),
£1. 5s (p. M. 39. sewn) Berlin, 1896

1698 qUERICKE (Otto v.) Experimenta Nova (ut vocantur) Magdeburgica de Vacuo Spatio,
primiini a Gaspare Schotto, s.j. : nunc vero ab ipso Auctore perfectius edita, variisque aliis
E-xperimentis aucta ; accesserunt de Aeris Pondere circa Terram, de VlRTUTlBUS MuNDANis,
et Svstemate Mundi Planetario, sicut de Stellis Fixis, ac Spatio illo immenso, quod tini
intra quani extra eas funditur ; with finely engraved title, and 19 otherfine engravings on copper,
folio, boards, with old armorial bookplate (RARE), £2. 2* Amstelodami, 1672

1699 Another Copy, contemporary vellum {tall copy), £2. 7* Qd
This celebrated work contains an account of the author's discoveries, viz., the air-parap, the Magdeburg Hemispheres,

and the manometer, and of his experiments ou the nature and effects of air.

1700 GUGLIELMINI (Domenico, m.d.) Opera Omnia Mathematica, Hydraulica, Medica, et
Phvsica, cum Vita a Jo. Bapt. Morgagni ; with portrait and numerousfolding plates, 2 vols.
4to. old Italian white vellum gilt {rather browned), \5s Genevte, 1719

This edition contains the Italian original, with a Latin translation in opiKJsite columns. It comprises the author's
chief work ilella natitra de' fiumi, one of the greatest works on hydraulic engineering of the time ; his contest with
Papin, etc., etc.

1701 GUIGNET (Charles Ernest) Fabrication des Couleurs, roy. Svo. sewn, 4s (p. F. 10. nett)

1888
1702 GUILHAUMON (Jean Baptiste) 6l6ments de Navigation et de Calcul Nautique,

precedes de Notions d'Astronomic, 11^ Partie : Types de Calculs Nautiques, 4to. cl., is 1891
1703 GUMPACH (Johannes v.) Baby Worlds : the Nascent Members of our Solar Household,

with Papers and Dissertations, Astronomical, Meteorological, and Chronological, Svo. cl. {scarce),
10s Qd 1863

The author belonged to the numerous body of scientific 'cranks', and held that the earth is elongated instead of flat-
tened at the poles, so that it must look very like King Louis Philippe's head—the wilful ignorance of which fact by
scientists causes the loss of a million of property and 500 lives yearly. He propounds a number of startling new
theories of physical laws.
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1704 GUILLEMIN (Amedee) Les Applications de la Physique aux Sciences, k I'lndustrie et

aux Arts ; with 22 plates (6 coloured), 427 woodcuts, and 3 maps, inipL 8vo. original hf. morocco
gilt, g. e., 8s 6d (p. F. 20. sewn) 1874

1705 The Applications of Physical Foeces, trans, by Lady Lockyer, and ed. by Sir J.

Norman Lockyer, with 4 coloured plates and 489 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cL, 10s 6d (p. £1. IQs) 1877

1706 Another Copy: also, The Forces of Nature, trans, and ed. by the same; with 11

coloured plates, and 455 woodcuts—2 vols. roy. 8vo. new buckram, £1. \s (p. £3. Is 6o?) 1877-2

1707 Les Cometes ; with 11 plates and 78 vjoodcuts, impl. 8vo. original hf. morocco gilt, g. e.,

Is 6d 1875

1708 The World of Comets, trans, and ed. by James Glaisher, f.r.s., with 11 plates and 75
ivoodcuts, impl. 8vo. cl., g.e., 9s (p. £1. 11* Qd) 1877

1709 Electricity and Magnetism, trans, [by C. C. Harling and R. M. Walmsley], revised

and ed. by Silvanus P. Thompson, f.r.s., luith coloured front, and numerous fine ftdl-page and
other woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cl., 10s 6d (p. £1.11* Qd) 1891

1710 The Heavens : an Illustrated Handbook of Popular Astronomy, ed. by SiR J. NORMAN
Lockyer, 2nd Ed., with 39 p/ti^e*, and 191 woodcuts, thick impl. 8vo. hf. calf; or, cl , 9s

{^.n.UsGd) 1866 or '7

1711 New Edition, revised by Richard A. Proctor, with 26 plates and numerous woodcuts,
8vo. cl., 5s (p. 12* 6d)

,
1872 or '76

1712 Les Mondes : Causeries Astronomiques, 4^ Ed., augment6e, post 8vo. hf. maroon morocco
{nice copy), 3* 6c? 1865

1713 Les Phenomenes de la Physique ; with \l plates, anc? 450 woodcuts, impl. 8vo. original

hf. morocco gilt, g. e., 8* M (p. F. 20. sewn) 1868

1714 The Forces of Nature : a Popular Introduction to the Study of Physical Phenomena,
trans, by Lady Lockyer, and ed., with Additions and Notes, by Sir J. Norman Lockyer,
ivith 2 coloured plates, and 456 woodcuts, impl. 8vo. cl., t. e. g., 10s (p. £1. 1 1* 6</) 1873 or "7

1715 GXJMPERTZ (H.), et — LEBRUN : Trait6 Pratique et Theorique des Mines ; with 15folding
plates, 4to. hf. calf {rare), 10s Qd 1805

1716 GUNTER (Edmund; pr., Gresham Prof, of Astronomy; originator of ' Gunter's Chain')
Workes, containing the Description and iLTse of his Sector, Cross-Staffe, Bow, and Quadrant;
with a Canon of Artificial Sines, Tangents, and Logarithms, and the Use thereof in Trigo-

nometry and Fortification ; 4th Ed., with the Description and Use of another Sector and Quadrant
invented, by Samuel Foster, with engraved titlcj 2 copperplates, and numei-ous diagrams and
woodcuts [one with moveable figure), sm. 4to. old calf, newly rebacked {sound and clean copy)

;

rare, £1. 10*
'

F. Eglesfield, 1662

1717 Fifth Edition, diligently corrected, and divers necessary Things and Matters (pertinent

thereunto) added, throughout the whole work, not before Printed, by William Leybourn, with
engraved title, copperplates, and numerous diagrams and ivoodcuts, cr. 4to. new hf. red calf extra

{somell. stained, otherwise a large and very sound copy) ; RARE, £2. 5s A. C.forF. Eglesfield, 1673
This copy bears on rev. of engraved title tlie auto, of Peter Atkinson (1725-1805), Architect at York, and of ' Nonas

Parker 1675.' It also contain.*? a contemporary folding drawing: ' A Horizontal Diall for the Latitude 5411. according to
the projection in page 69. N. P. F. 1676.'

1718 Another Copy, old hf. calf {large and sound copy, but wanting II. 2-5 of Table), £1. 7* 6c?

Fifth and best Edition, the so-called *6th ed. of 16S0 being merely a reprint of the above with a new title-page.

It also contains, as well as the following work, the author'.s 'Canon Triangulorum ', 'the first table of its kind pub-
lished, which did for sines and tangents what Briggs did for natural numbers.'— D. N. B.

' The honour of the invention of Logarithms, next to the Lord of Merchiston, and our Mr. Briggs, belongeth to Master
Gunter, who exposed their numbers upon a straight line'.—Oughti-ed.

1719 The Description and Use of the Sector, Cross-staffe, and other Instruments, with a
Canon of Artificiall Sines and Tangents, to a Radius of 10 000.0000 parts ; 2nd Ed., much
inlarged, with a newe Treatise of Fortification, not before Printed [by Samuel Foster], with
engraved title, front, on copper, numerous diagrams, and woodcuts, aw '^to. fine copy in contemporary
stamped calf {uahe), £1. 15s 16S6

' Gunter was the first to use the terms cosine, cotangent and cosecant for the sine, tangent, and secant of the comple-
ment of an arc. To him are also due the invention of the surveying-chain, a quadrant, and a scale, and the first observa-
tion of the variation of the compass. The name of Gunter's Scak, or Guuter's Lines, is usually given to the 3 lines to be
seen on almost any sector, and marked N, S, T, meaning the lines of logarithmic numbers, of logarithmic sines, and of
logarithmic tangents. . . . Many rough problems in areas, heights, cubic contents, and other matters, may be performed
through the agency of Gunter's Scale '.

1720 GtJNTHER (Siegmund) Die Meteorologie ihrem neuesten Standpunkte gemass und mit
besonderer Beriicksichtigung geographischer Fragen dargestellt ; illustrated, 8vo. cl., 3s Qd

Munchen, 1889
1721 GUY (Arthur F.; g.p.o.) Electric Light and Power, giving the Result of Practical

Experience in Central-Station Work, illustrated, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s Qd 1894

1722 GTJYOT (— , de la Societe Litteraire de Besanqon) Nouvelles Recreations Physiques et
Mathematiques, contenant toutes celles qui ont 6t6 decouvertes et imagin^es dans ces derniers
temps, sur I'AlMAN, les Nombres, I'Optique, la Chymie, etc., etc.; ivith nearly 100 copperplates
{all finely handcoloured), 4 vols. 8vo. old hf. calf {nice set), lis Qd 1769-70

1723 TROisifeME Edition, considerablement augment^e ; with numerous copperplates, 3 vols.

^\o. contemporary French mottled calf gilt, 12s Qd 1786
' Ersch et quelques autres bibliographes attribuent les i?€cr«aHons PhyAgues a Gcillaumb Gbrmaik Guyot, mais rien

n'est moins certain qu'olles soi<5nt de ee dernier '.—Qu^rarcf.
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1725 HACHETTE (Jean Nicolas Pierre), Correspondance sur I'Ecole Imperials Polytech-
NIQUE, a r Usage des Eleves de cette Ecole; with mimerous plates {mostly folding), 3 vols. 8vo.

hf. calf {title to v. 1 seemingly missing) ; RARE, £1. 5* 1804-lG
This valuable publication contains contributions on a variety of mathematical and physical subjects by Ampere, Biot,

Cauchy, Dupin, Gay-Lussac, Laplace, Monge, Poisson, Thenard, and many other celebrated scientists of the time.

1726 Traite Elementaire des Machines, premiere edition; with 28 plates {many folding),

4to. sewn {title and afew plates soiled). As [1809]
The lirst systematic treatise of machinery treated as part of physics. Pp. 122-160 contain Fire Engines and Fuel.

1727 Seconde Edition, augment^e ; with 32 plates {rnany folding), 4to. old hf. russia, 5s 1819

1728 HADLEY (H. E.) MagnetiSxM and Electricity for Students, illustrated, cr. 8vo. cL, 3.«

(p. Gs) 1905

1729 HADLEY (John, f.r.s.): The Construction and Use of the Sea Quadrant, commonly
called Hadley's Quadrant, containing Directions to render its L^se both easy and certain, par-

ticularlv with Respect to the HACK Observation ; with the Theory of the Instrument, and
correct Tables of the Suns Declination, with plate, 8vo. (pp. 24), sewn {rare), 10s 6d 1757

' In 1730 he made his second great success by the invention of the reflecting quadrant, a simple but invaluable improve,
ment of Uooke's instrument. By means of two small mirrors on a portable instrument it was now first possible easily to

note the angle subtended by two distant objects independently of small changes of place in the centre of observation.'—

D. N. B.

1730 Uso do Quadrante de Hadley, que contem as DirecQoens necessarias para fazar facil e

eerto o Uso deste Nobre Instrumento ; with copperplate of the Quadrant, 8vo. (pp. 28), sewn, 6s 6rf

Londres, 1761
An interesting testimony to the still important position of the Portuguese as seamen In the Eighteenth Century.

IT.n The Nature and Use of Hadley's Quadrant, with the Theory of that Noble and
Useful Instrument, and Description of the NONIUS, with folding copperplate illustrating the

instrument and some of its applications, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn {rare), 12s 6d [c. 1750J
The only descriptisn of the invention of the sextant by Hadley himself was a 10-pp. contribution to the Philosophical

Transactions of the Royal Society. The above tracts were written by London opticiatjs, and are now rare.

1732 HAGELGANSS (Johann Georg) Machina Mundi Sphaerica cum Planisphaerio, oder
voUstiindige Heschreibun*^ einer in der Architectura Cosmica angegebenen zweyfachen Welt-Kugel,
'38 : Architectura Co.smica Eclectica et Enucleata : das Welt-Gebaude, dessen Anfang,
Wiihrung und nachat-bevorstehender Untergang, '36 : Architecturae Cosmicae Comple-
MENTUM, mit einer Cometen-Beschreibung, '44—3 vols. 8vo. in 1, with numerousfolding plates on
copper; fine copies in old white vellum (rare), £1. 1* Franckfurt a. M., 1736-44

This curious work was unknown to Houzeau and Lancaster, Poggendorff, etc.

1733 HAIQH (James, Silk and Muslin Dyer, Leeds) The Dyer's Assistant in the Art of Dyinw
[sic] Wool and Woolen [sic] Goods, extracted from the Philosophical and Chemical Works o1
Ferguson, Dufay, Hellot, Geoftery, Colbert, and de Julienne, trans, from the French, with
Additions and Practical Experiments, first edition, post 8vo. old hf calf {broken) ; rare,

12* 6rf [1778]
One of the earliest English works on the subject.

173t New Edition, post 8vo. old hf calf, \5s York, 1787
This edition includes ' A Hint to the Dyers and Cloth-Makers' (with separate titlepage), not included in the foregoing.

1735 HAIB (T. H.) Views of the Collieries in Northumberland and Durham, 42 large and
fine etchings {many proofs ON India Paper), with descriptive Sketches and Essay on the Coal
Trade by M. Ross, folio, hf bound {some platesfoxed or slightly stained^ ; SCARCE, £1.1* 1844

One of the very rare attempts to show the picturesque side of the heavy trades. The plates are very good etchings, and
give most interesting views of the old-fashioned pit-brows, and staithes on the Wear and Tyne, in the good old days of
sixty years ago before the Factory Acts, when women and girls crawled half-naked on all fours dragging the trolleys along
the underground ways. The book is unknowa to Lowndes and Allibone.

1736 HALDANE (Robert) Workshop Receipts, Second Series, illustrated, cr. 8vo. (pp. 486), c/.,

{out of print , 3s 6d 1890
1737 [HALE (Thomas)] Account of several New Inventions and Improve.ments now necessary

for England, relating to the Building of our English Shipping, the Conservancy of our Royal
Rivers, etc. et<j. ; with the Proceedings relating to the Mill'd-Lead-sheathixg, and the
Excellency and cheapness of Mill'd-Lead in preference to Cast Sheet-Lead ; also a Treatise of
Naval Philosophy by Sir William Petty, 16mo. contemporary sheep, with armorial bookplate
of Viscount Bruce ofAmpthill, 1712 (RARE), £1. U

'

1691
With a 4 p. pamphlet 'Mill'd Lead, demonstrated to be a better and more durable Covering for Buildings," etc., etc..

1695, added.

1738 HALES (Stephen ; Vicar of Teddington, parish pr. of Peg Woffington ; F.R.S.) CONSIDERATIONS
on the Causes of Earthquakes, 8vo. (pp. 21), sewn. Is M 1750

The author gives a personal account of earthquakes which liappened in Loadon on March 8th, 1750, and assigns their
causes to the ignition of ' ascending sulphureous vapours in the earth.'

1739 Description of Ventilators: whereby Great Quantities of Fresh Air may with Ease
be conveyed into Mines, Goals [sic]. Hospitals, Work-Houses and Ships . . . and their Great
Usefulness in preserving all Sorts of Grain Dry, Sweet, and free from Weevels, etc. etc., also in
drying Corn, Malt, Hops, Gun-Powder, etc., 2folding plates : ACCOUNT of a I^SEFUL Discovery
to Distill iouble the Usual Quantitv of Sea Water, by Blowing Showers of Air through the
Distilling Liquor, the great Benefit of Ventilators, and the good Effect of blowing Showers of Air
up through Milk, 2nd Ed., with farther considerable Improvements, the good Effect of Ventilators
in Ships, etc. etc., plate—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, old caZ/" (rare), £1. 55 1743-56

The author, 'a poor, good, primitive creature,' according to his fribble neighbour Horace Walpole, was one of the fore-
most scientists of his time, a zealous parish priest, and a most versatile man. He has the further interest for Americans
as having been one of the tru.stees for the Colony of Qeoroia, and the plant Halesia remains as a memento of this connexion-
's it was named in his honour by John Ellis the naturalist, when governor of the colony.
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1740 HALES (Stephen, Vicar of Teddington, F.R.s.) Philosophical Experiments: shewing how

Sea-Water may be made fresh and wholsome : and how Fresh-Water may be preserv'd Sweet

first edition, with copperplate, 8vo. sewn {very large and clean copy) ; rare, 17* hd 1739
1741 Another and fine Copy, in contemporary calf, with Woburn Abbey booklabel, and arms

of the Duke of Bedford in gold on sides, £1.1*
The author claims to have first discovered 'not only to free distilled Sea-Water, from its nauseous Oily Bitumen,

which made it most disagreeable to drink ; but also from another hurtful Quality, viz. the Si)irit of Bittern Salt '. The
plate illustrates his apparatus.

1742 Another Copy, first edition, with copperplate ; with Account of Experiments and
Observations on Tar- Water, 2nd Ed., with Letter from Mr. Reid, concerning the Nature of
Tar, and a Method of obtaining its Medical Virtues, free from its hurtful Oil, '49 : Account of a
Useful Discovery to Distill double the usual Quantity of Sea-Water, by blowing Showers of
Air up through the Distilling Liquor, with the great Benefit of Ventilators in Slave Ships,
etc. etc., and the good Eflect of blowing Showers of Air up through Milk, 2nd Ed., with Appendix
of further Improvements, '56—3 vols. 8vo. in 1, old calf gilt (rare), £1. 15^ 1739-56

' Hales's best known invention was that of artificial ventilators. The method of injecting air with bellows he applied
to the ventilation of prisons, ships, granaries, etc. . . . The diminution in the aimual mortality at the Savoy prison after
Hales's ventilator had been put up seems to have been very great.'—Sir Francis Darwin, F.R.S.

1743 Account of some Observations and Experiments on Tar-Water : wherein is shown
the Quantity of Tar that is therein ; also a Method to abate that Quantity considerably, and to
ascertain the Strength of the Tar- Water, first edition, 8vo. sewn {large clean copy), Qs Qd 1745

1744 1— Statical Essays : containing I. Vegetable Staticks ; or Statical Experiments on the
Sap in Vegetables .... also, a Specimen of an Attempt to Analyse the Air, by a great Variety
of Chymio-Statical Experiments, 2nd Ed., with Amendments, ivith 19 copperplates by S. Gribelin.
II. HaBmastaticks ; or Hydraulick and Hydrostatical Experiments made on the Blood and
Blood-Vessels of Animals ; also some Experiments on Stones in the Kidney and Bladder, and
Observations and Experiments relating to several Subjects in the first Volume, with Index to
both, first edition, 2 vols. 8vo. nice copy in contemporary calf gilt, with Lord Suffield^s bookplate,
and arms on back (RARE), £2. 5s 1731-3

First Editiok of the collected work.

1745 Another Copy (3rd Ed. of V. I, and 2nd Ed. of V. II), with 19 copperplates, 2 vols.

8vo. old calf, newly rebacked, £1. 10* 1738-40
1746 Another Copy, old calf {sound copy), £1. 7^ 6d

The above, the author's most important work, may be said to have laid the foundation of vegetable physiology. ' Much
of his work was devoted to the study of the loss of water which plants suffer by evaporation, and to the means by which
the root.« make good this loss. In these subjects many of his experiments remain of fundamental importance. . . .

binding that gas could be obtained from plants by dry distillation, he was led to believe that gas might be condensed or
in some way changed into the substances found in plants. In thus recognising that the air may be a source of food to
plants, he was a forerunner of Ingenhousz (q.v. post) and de Saussure. ... In first opening the way to a correct appre-
ciation of blood pressure, Hales's work may rank second in importance to Harvey's in founding the modern science of
physiology.'—5jr Francis Darwin, F.R.S.

' He not only exactly measured the amount of blood pressure under varying circumstances, the capacity of the heart,
the diameter of the blood-vessels and the like, but also by an ingenious method measured the rate of flow of blood in the
capillaries in the abdominal muscles and lungs of a frog.'

—

Sir M. Foster.

A passage in the first volume shows him to have known in one of its aspects the important phenomenon called Osmosis— completely recognised and explained only in 1877 by Wilhelm Pfeifl"er.

1747 Treatise on Ventilators [forming Vol. II of No. 1739], giving the Happy Effects
of the several Trials made of them, and further Hints and Improvements, with 'Sfolding plates,
8vo. old calf {Joint cracked), ivith Lord Boston's armorial bookplate {rare), £1. Is 1758

1748 HALL (Joseph) The Iron Question, with special reference to ' The Bessemer Process,' 2
folding plates, large 8vo. cL, with author's inscr.. Is %d 1857

An outspoken condemnation by a Tipton ironmastiir of the Bessemer process before it had been worked commercially.
The author states that by one process he can ' produce bar iron by the pig ' boiling * principle, which as to tenacity an.l
ductility, forbids and defies improvement.'

1749 HALL (Thomas Grainger, pr., Magd. Coll., Cantab.) Elementary Treatise on the Dif-
ferential and Integral Calculus, diagrayns, large 8vo. cl., 3* Cambridge, 1834

1750 Fourth Edition, including the Calculus of Variations, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4* I81'J

V. Differential and Integral Calculus, ante.

1751 HALLAUER (Octave) Moteurs h, Vapeur : Memoires ; withfolding maps, 3 parts impl. 8vo.
sewn, 35 1878-81
HALLEY (Edmund, f.r.s., Astronomer Royal) Astronomi^e Cometic^ Synopsis—i?. Nos.
1653-4, ante.

1752 Miscellanea Curiosa : a Collection of some of the Principal Phaenomena in Nature,'
accounted for by the Greatest Philosophers of this A^e, with Discourses read before the Koyal
Society, plates andfolding map, post 8vo. old calf gilt {joints cracked) ; rare, £1. Is 1705

Containing the following 'discourses' by Halley : Estimate of the Quantity of Vapours raised out of the Sea; True
Theory of the Tides ; Theory of the Variation of the Magnetic Needle, and the Cause of the Change ; Historical Account of
the Trade Winds and Monsoons ; The Rule of the Decrease of the Heighth of the Mercury in the Barometer ; the Measure
of Gold upon Gilt Wire ; Account of Dr. R. Hook's Invention of the Marine Barometer ; Proportional Heat of the Sun in
all Latitudes ; Degrees of the Mortality of Mankind ; Discourse concerning Gravity ; the Excellency of the Modern
Algebra, etc.

1753 Tabula Astronomic^, accedunt de Usu Tabularum Praecepta ; with fine engraved por-
trait, 4to. old calf, 12* Qd Londini, 1749
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I. No. 1811 (page 91). The first Electrical MachiHe.

II. NOS. 1913-14 (page 96). An early Map of the Moon.
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17o5 HALLEY (Edmund, f.r.s., Astronomer Royal) Astronomical Tables, with Precepts, both
in English and Latin, for computing the Places of the Sun, Moon, Planets, and Comets ; with

fine, portrait, 4to. old calf, newly rebacked {fine copy) ; RARE, £L 1* 1752
Tliis Eii^jlish Edition of the 2'a6i</a'isacoin{)letecopy of the Latin one, with the addition of the Preface, and the ' Precept*

for using the Tables ' translated into English. They contain his discovery of the ' long inequality' of Jupiter and Saturn,
and a reprint of his celebrated ' Synopsis Astronomiab Conieticap,' in which he identified the comets of 1531, 1607, and 1682
(' Halley's Cnnief) as one and the same, and laid the foundation of modern cometary astronomy.

1700 HALLIWELL [-PHILLIPP3] (James Orchard, f.r.s.; Shakespearian) Collection of

Letters illustrative of the Progress of Science in England from Elizabeth to Charles II., 8vo.

cl. {scarce). Ids Qd H. S. S., 1841
A valuable work, containing much interesting correspondence of scientists of the period not elsewhere to be found, and

one of the onlv two publications issue^I by the sl>ort-live«l ' Historical Society of Science.'

1757 HALSTED (George Bruce, Texas Univ.) Elementary Synthetic (tEometry, diagrams,
8vo. d., 'is (Sd (p. Gs 6^ nett) New York, 1892

1758 HAMILTON (Henry Parr, f.r.s.; Dean of Sarum) An Analytical System of Conic
Sections, third Edition, with diagrams, 8vo. boards, or, hf calf, 2s Qd Cambridge, 1834

1759 Fifth [last] Edition [greatly enlarged], with diagrams, 8vo. boards, 'M Qd ib., 1843

1760 The Principles of An.alytical Geometry, with H folding plates, 8vo. boards, or, hf
calf, 'Ssiul

'

ib., 18-2(5

1701 HAMILTON (Sir William, f.r.s. ; diplomatist and archa;ologist ; husband of Emma Lady
Hamilton) OBSERVATIONS on MOUNT Vesuvius, Mount Etna, and other Volcanos. with
Exnlanatory Notes by the Author, hitherto unpuhlished, 2nd Ed., with 5 copperplates of volcanos,

and folding map, sm. 8vo. old calf {joints cracked, hut tall copy) ; R.\RE, 15* 1773
' His leisure was chieHy occupied in the study of volcanic phenomena. . . . Within four years he had ascendfd Vesuvius

twenty-two times, more than once at great rii*k, making himself or causin<{ Fa'jris, an artist trained to the work by him, to

make nunilM>rless sketches at all stajjes of eruptions.'—/>. N. li.

1762 HAMILTON (Sir William Rowan) Elements of Quaternions, edited by his son William
EuwiN H.VMILTON, C.E., first edition, thick Svo. cL, uncut, £1. 10* 18G()

still the classical handbook on quaternions, by their inventor. ' It is founded on the same principles as the ' Lectures',

but the plan arloptcd is entirely new, and the pre.sent work can in no sense be considered as a secoml edition of that former
inw.'— Author's f>re/uce.

1763 Lectures on (Quaternions: a Systematic Statement of a New Mathematical Method,
only edition, diagrams, thick Svo. cL, uncut (very scarce), £2. 15* Dublin, 1853

1764 Another Copy, with inscr. ' Presented to Dr. 2'halen of Upsala, with the regards of the

author. Observatory, March 21th, 1857,' £2. lis Qd
This iniportant work enil)odies the author's invention of quaternions, ' giving him right to rank in originality and insight

with Diophantus, Descartes, and La Grange' {K. E. Anilerson). The Introduction (pp. 64) is esijccially valuable as giving
an historical account of it.

1765 HAMILTON (Sir William [Stirling] ; metaphysician) Discussions on Philosophy and
LiTEK.VTURE, EDUCATION, and UNIVERSITY REFORM, 2nd Ed., enlarged, thick Svo. cl., IsQd 1853

Including the ' Edinburgh ' review of Victor Cousin, according to Lord Jeffrey ' the most unreadable t\\\\\% that ever
api>eared in the Review ' and ' slieer nonsense", and ' On the Study of Mathematics as an Exerci.se of Mind ' (pp. 7S), an
acrimf)nioiis attack on Dr. Whewell, and on Professor de 3Iorgan 'as a logical critic and rea.soner', who replied to it at
length in his JUnJ<j<'t «/ Paradoxes (7. v. jinst).

1766 HAMMABSTEN (Olof, Upsala) Lehrduch der PHYSIOLOGISCHEN Chemie, 4. umgearbeitete
AuHa;re ; with plate, roy. Svo. (pp. 654), hf. German morocco, lOs (p. M. 19.) Wiesbaden, 1890

1767 HAMMOND (John) The Practical Surveyor : particularly of a New Theodolite, likewise
the Description and Use of an UNIVERSAL DiAL, 2nd Ed., enlarged, with Appendix by Samuel
Warner, u-ithfront, of the 'New Theodolite ', andfolding plates^ Svo. old panelled calf, with book-
plate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., Ss Qd 1731

176S HAMMOND (Robert) The Electric Light in our Homes, with S photogra2ihs and Qi wood-
cuts, post Svo. cl., 36- [1884]

1769 HANDBUCH der Anorganischen Chemie, unter Mitwirkung von Drr. Gadebusch, Haitinger,
Lorenz, Froif. Nernst, Schellbach, Stavenhagen u.s.w., herausg. von Otto Dammer; ivith woodcuts,
3 voIh. roy. Svo. in 5, hf. morocco, £3. 7* 6rf (p. M.IOO.) Stuttgart, 1892-4

The counterpart to Beilst«in's • Handbuch der organischen Chemie ' (7. v. auk), and .still unsurpassed as the text-book
of Inorjranic Chemistry.

1770 HANN (James) Elements of Plane Trigonometry, diagrams, cr. Svo. cl., 2s 1849
The author began life as fireman at Hebburn Colliery, and ended as mathematical master at King's College School, where

he hail Mr Fawcett as a pupil.

1771 HANSEMANN (Giistav) Die Atome und ihre Bewegungen : ein Versuch zur Verallgemein-
crnng der Kronig-Clausiusischen Theorie der Case ; ivith 4 folding j^lates, Svo. hf. roan, 5s

Coin, 1871
1772 HANSEN (Peter Andreas) Fundamenta Nova Investigationis Orbits. Ver^e quam

Lux.v perlustrat, cum Solutione Problematis IV Corporum, 4to. sewn, or, boards, \2s Gothce, 1838
1773 A Large and Thick Paper Copy {only veryfew copies thus), large 4to. contemporary

green morocco super-extra, richly tooled back and sides, silken linings and flyleaves, joints, g. e.,

£1. :)s

Containing the author's important researches on lunar perturbations.

1774 HARBORD (John Bradley, Chaplain of the Fleet) Glossary of Navigation, 2nd Ed.,
enlarged, with charts and 2 movable and coloured and numerous other diagrams^ sq. 16mo. (pp. 421 ),

cl., .3s 6d (p. Is 6d) Portsmouth, 1883
177.') HABCOUBT (Augustus George Vernon, f.r.s), and Henry George MADAN: Exer-

cises in Practical Chemistry, Series 1 : Qualitative Exercises, 2nd Ed., with 71 woodcuts,
cr. Svo. cl., 2s Qd Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1872

1776 Fourth Edition, revised by H. G. Madan, 113 woodcuts, thick post Svo. cl., 4s Qd
(p. 105 Qd) a. e., ibidem, 1887

7
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1777 HARDWICK (Thomas Frederick, pr.) Manual of Photographic Chemistry, including

the Collodion Process, otli Ed., Uhtstrated, fcap 8vo. (pp. 532), c/., 6s 6d 1859

1778 Sixth Edition, enlarged, illustrated, fcap. 8vo. (pp. 587), cZ., 8s 6c? 1861
Of interest to the historian of chemistry for containiug a number of processes and recipes Ion" since forgotten.

1779 HARDY (Lt. Robert William Hale, r.n., f.r.a.s.) Incidental Kemarks on some
Properties of Light, illustrated, 8vo. cL, 35 1856

1780 HARGREAVE (Charles James, q.c, f.r.s. ; Judge of Landed Estate Court, Ireland) Essay
on the Resolution of Algebraic Equations [with Preface by George Salmon, pr., Provost of

T.C.D.], 8vo. cl. [scarce), Is Qd privately printed, Dublin, 1866
' The present essay, humanly speaking, may be regarded as the cause of his death.'—Dr. Salmon. ' In 18C6 his attention

was again drawn to a new method of solving algebraic equations, and he began an essay on this question. Want of rest

brought on an exhaustion of the brain, from which he died at Bray on April 23rd '.—D. N. B.

1781 HARKNESS (James; Bryn Mau-r Coll., Pa.), and Frank MORLEY, ^ayer/orc? Coll., Pa. :

Introduction to the Theory of Analytic Functions, 74 diagrams, large 8vo. cl. [scarce),

\2sQd 1898

1782 Treatise on the Theory of Functions, 82 diagrams, larg:e 8vo. cl. (scarce), 18* 1893
The best English text-book on the subject, including a glossary of technical terms, and now out of print and scarce.

1783 HARLEY (Timothy, f.r.a.s.) Lunar Science : Ancient and Modern, 8vo., cl., 2s 1886
1784 Moon liORE, 8 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. gilt [out of print), 5s 1885
1785 HARNACK (Axel) Die Elemente der Differential- und Integralrechnung ; with

diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 5* (p. M. 7.) Leipzig, 1881

1786 Introduction to the Study of the Elements of the Differential and Integral
Calculus, trans, [and revised, with Notes and Index, by George L. Cathcart], large 8vo. cl.,

55 Qd (p. 105 6^) 1891

1787 HARRINGTON (Thomas) Science Improved, or the Theory of the Universe, compre-
hending a Rational System of the most Useful as well as Entertaining Parts of Natural and
Experimental Philosophy, copperplates with movable slips, engraved vignettes, and maps, 4to. nice

copy in contemporary tree-calf extra, \0s Qd 1774
See also Cowper (S.), aate.

1788 HARRIS (John, d.d., f.r.s.) Astronomical Dialogues between a Gentleman and a Lady,
with Description of the ORRERY, 2nd Ed., by George Gordon, plates, 8vo. old calf [joints

weak), with Sheraton bookplate of Sir William trby, of Boston, 6s Qd 1729
The author was Rector of St. Mildred's, Bread St., City, and was severely persecuted by the Lecturer there, who held

hiui up to ridicule in ' The Picture of a High-Hying Clergyman ', 1716. He was also Boyle Lecturer.

1789 Lexicon Technicum: or Universal English Dictionary of Arts and Sciences,
5th Ed., now digested into one Alphabet : with very considerable Additions and Improvements,
2 v., with Supplement, by a Society of Gentlemen, with portrait by G. White, plates, and numerous
woodcuts—3 vols, folio, old calf gilt [fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.

,

155 1736-44
Last and best edition of the first technological dictionary in any language.

1790 HARRIS (John, ' Kuklos') The Circle and Straight Line: Supplementary Illus-
trations, plates, roy. 8vo. cl., 3* Qd Montreal, 1874

A 'circle-squaring' problem.

1791 The Laws of Force and Motion : a Revision of certain prominent Doctrines and
Theories on Conventional Science, 4 plates and woodcuts, 4to. cl , Qs ^d 1890

Intended to show the fallacies of some well-known physical doctrines, e.g , Newton's theory of gravitation, and other
dynamical laws. The work is dedicated to ' the Creator of the Natural Universe.'

1792 -; Lectures on Astronomical Theories : Celestial Sphere : Parallax and Aberration of

Light : Theories of Light : Cometary Orbits, with numerous plates and woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl.,

SsQd Montreal, 1876
One of the scientitlc curiosities, the first treatise advocating a ' Doctrine of the Earth's Perpendicular Axis,' as opposed

to the inclined axis, and explaining the seasons from a wholly novel standpoint.

1793 HARRIS (Joseph; Assay Master, Royal Mint) Description and Use of the Globes and
the Orrery, with brief Account of the Solar System, first edition, withfolding plates, 8vo. fine
copy in contemporary panelled calf, with armorial bookplate of Adml. Earl Ferrers, F.R.S.
(1722-78), 10s 6^; 1731

1794 Third Edition, folding plates, 8vo. contemporary hf. calfgilt, with bookplate of Charles
3rd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 6s

'

1734
1795 Fourth Edition, /oWm^r plates, 8vo. old calf, 5s 1738
1796 Eighth Edition, folding plates, Svo. old calf [binding damaged), 3s M 1757

' On his monument in Talgarth Church it is said, that he invented many mathematical instruments.'—D.iV^.B.

1797 Treatise of Navigation, with another of Plain [sic] Trigonometry, \2folding plates,

4to. fine copy in contemporary calf, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Eaid Stanhope, F.R.S.,10s6d 1730
This work describes some of the author's inventions, viz. a new Azimuth Compass, and a new Fore-Staff, as well as

improvements in the common Sea-Quadrant.

1798 HARRIS (Sir William Snow, f.r.s.) On the Nature of Thunderstorms, and the Means of
Protecting Buildings and Shipping against Lightning, plates and woodcuts, 8vo. cl. [very
scarce), 15s 1843
A full accosnt of his invention of a lightning conductor for ships, and an answer to his critics. His system was adopted

in the Royal Navy in 1839, and rewarded with an annuity of £300. by the Government, and later with a knighthood and a
grant of £5000—an unusual example of official gratitude.

1799 Rudimentary Magnetism, Parts I and II, first edition, illustrated, fcap. Svo. cl,
2s 6d 1850

1800 Treatise on Frictional Electricity, in Theory and Practice, ed., with Memoir, by
Charles Tomlinson, f.r.s., with numerous luoodcuts, 8vo. cl. [scarce), lO* Qd 1867

The editor's own copy, with hiss auto, on Jlyleaf.
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ISOI Anothkr Copy, new hf. brown calf gilt, \2s
A work of wfU-known merit, including cliapters on Accumulators, and on Electrical Manipulation. TIip author was

awanled the Royal Society's Copley Medal for his researches on the laws of electricity of high tension, and tlie Bakerian prize,

for his ' Inquiries concerning the Elejncntary Laws of Electricity'.

1802 HAKTING (Hans) Cber algebraische und xumerische Berechnung der Mikroskop-
OHJKCTn'E geringer Apertur ; with diagrams, roy. 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn, U Qd Wien, 1898

1803 HARTLEY (F. W.) The Ga.s Analyst's Manual [including Photometry], woodcuts, post
8vo. (•/. {out of print), ^s Qd 1879

1804 HARTNER (Friedrich), e Josef WASTLER : Manuale di Geodesia Inferiore ; Tra-
duzione italiana di Pa.squale Fantasia ; vith 2, plates and numerous woodcuts, thick rov. 8vo.

hf. calf, OS Napoii, 1894

1805 HASELDEN (Thomas, Teacher of Mathemcdics in the Royal Navy) The Seaman's Daily
Assistant : a Short, Easy, and Plain Mp:thod of Keeping a Journal at Sea, with Uule.s

shewing the Allowances for Leeway, Variation, Heave of the Sea, Set of Currents, etc., and TaMes
for the Seaman's L^se, sm. 4to. contemporary calf {afew pp. water-stained or inked) ; RARE, 15* 1784

Re<iuiring only the most elementary knowledge of arithmetic to be understooJ.

1806 HASKOLL ("W. Davis, c.E.) Railway Construction, with Treatise on Taking Borings, etc.

et<., BOTH SERIES, with verif numerous folding plates and woodcuts, 4 vol-^, inipl. 8vo. cl., 8s 6d
(p. £.-). losCid)

' '

[1868]-4

1807 HATCH (Frederick H.), and J. A. CHALMERS : The CiOLD Mines of the Rand : a Descrip-

tion of the Mining Industry of Witwatersrand, ivith 14 plates, SO smaller illudrntions, and 1 folding
plans and maps, inipl. 8vo. cl., 8* Qd (p. 17« nett) 1895

1808 HATTON (Edward, Philomercat.) Arithmetick ; or, the Ground of Arts, originally composed
by Dr. Record, and others, and now new Methodized, much Improved, and added a New
Treatise of Decimals, Tables of Simple and Compound Interest, and the easiest Method of

Extracting the St^UARE and CUBE-RoOTS of Numbers, with fine portrait by R. White, and dia-

grams, 4to. FINE COPY in contemporary brown calf, blind-tooled sides {rare), £1.1* 1699
'The lastwlition of Wf^cor^t' i>,GiOHii(h of Artfs I knowof is that by Edw. llatt<in, London, \CW, 4to. ; it has an additional

book calle<i ' Decimals made easie '.'

—

Pidf. de Morgan.

1809 Mathematical Manual : or. Delightful Associate, with diagrams, Svo. fine copy in

contemporary calf, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 5s \12H
Containing a chapter on ' Mysterious Curiosities in Numbers, or Numerical Novelties,'

1810 HAUGHTON (Samuel, ;>/•., t.c.d. ; M.D., F.R,s.) Six Lectures on Physical Geography,
illustrated, 8vo. cl., Qs (p. 12* (id) Dublin, 1880

*In physical geology Haughton studied the effects on the jKisition of the earth's axis of elevations and depressions
caused by geological changes, with the resulting changes of climate. ... lie undertot»k a laborious series of calculations
on solar radiation, the object of which was to determine the eflects on terrestrial climates of alterations in the tempera-
ture of the sun and iu the constitiition of the atmosphere.'—/). N. B.

ISll HAUKSBEE [the elder] (Francis, f.r.s.) Physico-Mechanical Experiments on Various
Subjects, containing an Aceonnt of the Surprizing Phenomena touchin<j Light and Elec-
tricity, producible by the ATTRITION of RoDiES, with many other Remarkable Appearances, not
l»efore observed, with the Explanations of all tlie Machines, and other Apparatus us'd in the
Experiments, ivith 8 fine folding copperplates, cr. 4to. sound tall copy in contemporary panelled
r^f//(VERY RARE), with iuscr. as below, £2. 2s 1709

'Ex doiHi D: D: M: Roberti Simsoni Prof: Math: [1(537-1708, editor of Eud'ul and restorer of ApoUouiux] in
ncademia Glasgouana'.

—

Inscr. onjti/leaf.

One of the most important early works on electricity, containing a ilescription of the kir.st elkcyrical machink
(invented by the author), consisting of 'a pretty large glass cylinder, turned by a winch and rubbed by the hand ', aM
well as descriptions and illustrations of an improved air-pump of his invention, founded on his discovery of the ' lateral
communication of motion in air.'

In his i)reface he mentions that ' the Nature and Ijiws of Electrical Attractions have not yet been much c^jusider'd by
Any'. In the above work and his contributions to the Royal Society he carried further the tentative observations of
Dr. Gilbert and Boyle on electricity, and by his experiments may be said to have laid the foundation of that science. H«
certainly was the first to discover the electric sjwrk. He also determined the relative weiglit of water and air, and was
the tirst to use glass in the electrical machine.

1812 HAUPT (Hermann ; Gen. Manager P. R. R.) Military Bridges, with Suggestions of New
Expedients and Constructions for Crossing Streams and Chasms ; also Designs for TRESTLE and
Truss Bridges for Military Railroads, with 69 lithographs {many full-page), 8vo. hf. calf
{rubbed) ; oid ofprint. Is 6f/ (p. £1. 10*) New York, 1864

A valuable work, the fruit of the author's exi»erience with the Northern Army during the Civil W.ar.

1813 Tunnelling by Machinery : Perforators and Plans of Operations in Mining and Tun-
neling of his Device, 4 foldi7ig plates, Svo. scivn, Ss 6d Philadelphia, 1867

1814 HAUSBBAND (E.) Die ^^ irkungsweise der Rectificir- und Destillir-Apparate, mit
H iilfe einfacher mathematischer Betrachtungen ; illustrated, Svo. sewn, 2s 6d (p. M. 6.) Berlin, 1893

1815 HAUVEL (Charles) Notice sur le Surchauffeur Diff^rentiel, roy. 8vo. seivn {scarce), 5s
Clermont {Oise), 1880

1816 HAt^T (Brene Just, de I'Academic ; Chanoine de Paris) Exposition Raisonnee de la

Theorie de I'Electricite et du Magnetisme, d'apres les Principes de M. jEpinus, des Acade-
mies de Petersbourg, de Turin, etc.; ivith 4 plates, Svo. old leather, or, seion, nncut, Ss Qd 1787

J^piNcs was the natural philosopher of Rostock ;17'_'4-1S02), one of the pioneers of Electro-magnetism, not the fanatical
colleague of Martin Luther.

1817 -; Traite des CARACTi':RES Phvsiques des Pierres Precieuses, pour servir k leur Deter-
mination lorsqu'elles ont H(: taillees; with Z plates, Svo. hf. calf {rare), \0s Qd 1817

1818 Traite Elementaire de Physique; with 24 plates, 2 vols. Svo. seivn, uncut, 5a 1803
1819 Elementary

,
Treatise on Natural Philosophy, trans, by Olinthus [Gilbert]

Gregory, LL.D., 24 copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. old hf. calf, uncut, Is Qd 1807

7
*
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1820 HAt^T (Rene Just, de VAcademic ; Chanoine de Part's) Traite de Mineralogie ;
2^ Ed.,

eonsid^rablement auginent^e, 4 vols. 8vo., and Atlas, containing 120 plates, oblong 4to.—5 vols.

old calf gilt, Ms Qd
'

1822-3
Last and best kdition of the author's most important work, containing liis discovery of the geometrical law of

crystallisation and of piezo-elf ctricity. Thou<;h one of the foremost mineralogists and electricians of the a^e he was a good
Catholic, and wa<! thrown into priNon during the Revolution for refusing to take the oaths required of a priest.

1821 HAVILAND James) Tables of Specific Gravities of all Substances ; Land Measuring ; the

Old and New Weights and Measures ; etc. etc., new Ed., 8vo. boards, 3s 1846

1822 HAWKES (Samuel, Fellow of Trinity) Sketch of the Principles of the Differential Cal-
culus, with Appendix, 4to. sewn {scarce), 6*M Cambridge, 182."^

' Mr. [James] Challii [k.r.s., 1S03-S2, one of the discoverers of 'Ne'ptunt], Trin. Coll. with S. H.'s complts.'—Jnscr.

on. cm-er.

1823 HAWKES (Thomas) : The Art of Writing Geometrically Demonstrated, and compared
with Clark's and Snell's Mathematical Method ; of Great Use to Painters, Stone-Cutters,

etc. ; discovered and designed by T. H., improved and taught by Thomas Davey, ivith 37>/a^e5,

4 to. (pp. 35), sewn, 155 1747

1824 HAWNEY (William, author of 'The Complete Measurer') The Doctrine of Plain and
Spherical Trigonometry, with its Application and Use in Navigation, Astronomy, Dialling,

etc., icith numerous diagrams and copperplates, Svo. old calf, \0s Qd 1725
Rare ; unknown to Watt, Lowndes, or AUibone.

1825 HAYDEN" (William, Chichester) A Very Close Approach to the Geometrical Quadra-
ture of the Circle : a Construction wherein no Error is found on Investigation, according to the
Katio 3.14159 etc., foldiuQ plate, roy. Svo. (pp. 4), sewn, Qs Chichester, 1872

The author's own copy, with corrections. He calls himself the ' discoverer of the proportions of the Great Pyramid ',

and states tliat the above work was laid l)efore the Royal Society by Prof. Stokes.

1826 HAYDN'S Dictionary of Science, comprising Astronomy, Chemistry, Physics, and Meteoro-
logy, with a History of the Physical Sciences, ed. by C. Farrer IIodwell, f.r.a.s., thick 8vo.

cL, OS (p. 18s) 1871, or n. d.

1827 HAYES (Charles; Sub-Governor of the Roy. African, Co.) Treatise of Fluxions: or Intro-

duction to Mathematical Philosophy, containing a full Explanation of that Method by which the
most celebrated Geometers of the present Age have made such vast Advances in Mechanical
Philoso])hy, numerous diagrams, folio, sound copy in contemporary c«(/(RARE), £1. \s 1704

'The first English work explaining Newton's niethod of infinitesimals. After an introduction setting forth most of tin'

chief properties of the conic sections with concise proofs, Hayes applies Newton's method clearly and systematically, first

to obtain the tangents of curves, then their areas, and lastly the problems of maxima and minima. His preface .shows a

good acquaintance with the existing literature of higher mathematics.'—D. N. 11.

1828 HAYES (Richard) The Negociator's Magazine : or the most Authentic Account yot
published, of the Monies, Weights, and Measures of the World, also the European Exchanges,
the Laws and Customs of Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, etc. etc., also Curious Calcula-

tions of great Use in the West Indian and Amekican Trades, etc. etc. ; 9th Ed., with new and
useful Tables, by Benjamin Webb, thick Svo. old calf, newly rebacked, 10s 6c? 17^4

1S29 : An Appendix to Hayes's Interest Book, shewing, by Addition, how to cast up Bank,
India, South-Sea Stock, Annuities, Royal and London Assurances, African, Million-Bank, York-
Buildings, Lottery Tickets, etc. etc. etc., with Table of great L"se to the Proprietors of Stocks,

Annuities, and Bonds, etc. etc., by the Author of Interest at ONE View, sq. 16mo. old sheep,

joints cracked {rare), 15* 173.S

1830 New Method for Valuing of Annuities upon Lives, with many useful Examples and
Instructions for valuing of Single Lives ; Two or more Lives ; Lives taken with other Lives

;

Reversion of Lives, etc. etc. etc., corrected Ed., 4to. large and clean copy in old mottled calf,

\2s iSd 1746
An early work on the subject, wherein tho author claims to have 'reduced it into a much plainer and easier Methwl

than has ever been hitherto published, and made it intelligible and useful to those who have not had the opportunity of an
Arithmetical Education, as well as to the compleatest Arithmetician.'

1831 HAYTER (Charles, portrait painter) New Practical Treatise on the Three Primitive
Colours, assumed as a Perfect System of Rudimental Information, 6 plates (4 coloured), 4to.

boards, os 182G
1832 HAZEN (Henry Allen) The Reduction of Air-Pressure to Sea-Level, at Elevated Stations

West of the Mississippi River, 20 maps, roy 4to. sewn, 4s Washington, I8S2

1833 Thermometer Exposure, diagrams, roy. 4to. sewn, 2s 6d ib., 188.5

1834 HEAP (Major David Porter, U.S.A.) Report on the International Exhibition of

Electricity at Paris, 1881, with \4 plates and over 200 other illustrations, 8vo. cl., 4s

Washington, 1884

183j HEARN (George Whitehead, r.m.c, Sandhurst) Investigation of an Extensive Class of

Partial Differential Equations of the Second Order, in which the Equation of Laplace's

Functions is included, 4to. (pp. 6), hf bound, Zs %d 1846

1836 Researches on Curves of the Second Order, also on Cones and Spherical Conies
treated analytically, with many Properties entirely original, diagrams, 8vo. bds., 3s 6d 184G

18.37 Another Copy, prize calf extra, g. e., 5s

1838 HEATH (Robert Samuel; V.-P. Univ. Birmingham) TREATISE on Geometrical Optics,
numerous diagrams, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 12* 6d) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1887

1839 Second [last] Edition, revised and enlarged, diagrams, Svo. cl., 75(p. 12* 6d) a. e.., ib., 1895
The standard work on the subject.

1840 HEATH (Thomas, Boy. Obs., Edin.) The Twentieth Century Atlas of Popular Astro-
nomy, with coloured front., 21 plates (12 coloured), and 44 woodcuts, colombier 8vo. cl., 4s

{^.IsQd) 1903
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1841 HEATHEB (J. F., R.M.A., Woolwich) Mathematical Instruments : their Construction, etc.;

enlarged Ed., with numeroiis illustrations, 3 vols po8t 8vo. in 1, cL, 2s 1877
1842 HEaVISIDE (Oliver, f.r.s.) Electrical Papers, ivith diagrams^ 2 vols, large 8vo. cl.

(SCARCE), £1. 155 1892
a collection of the author's voluminous and important papers, originally issued in the Electrician, on Electromagnetic

Waves and Surface Conduction.

1843 HEBERT (Luke, c.E.) Tlie Engineer's and Mechanic's Encyclop.*:dia, new Ed , with con-

siderable Additioii.s, plates, and over 2000 woodcuts, 2 thick vols. 8vo. (pp. 1734), cl., Qs 6d 1849
or hist<:)rical interest in connexion with txeneral and Railway engineering, and all departments of industrial cliemistry.

1844 HEIS (Eduard ; Munster) Atlas Coelestis Novus : Stellae per Mediani Europani Solis Oculis
conspicuae secundum veras Lucis Magnitudines e Coelo ipso descriptae, post 8vo. ; with Atlas,
containing 12 large star-maps, oblonjjj folio—2 vols. cl. (.SCARCE), £1. Is Colonitc, 1872

' Besonders beruhmt ist sein AtUu< coelfxtis uovus, in welcht-ni alle niit blos.seni Auge sichtbaren hterne aufgenoniinen
siwl.'—Brockhnus'a Konr.-Lex. ' While engaged on his grwit atlas, \w attentively deteniiined the change of magnitude of
stars visible to the naked eye ; and by means of th»' nalted eye, the oi)era glass, and a small telescope, he ama.ssed a l;irge

numljer of observations,'— //. Macphersjn.

1845 HELIE (Felix) Traite de Balistique Experimentale ; Expose des principales E.xperiences
d'Artillerie executeesil (.ifivre de 1830 j\ 1864 ; with diagrams, 8vo. hf. calf^ As (p. F. 12. sewn) 1865

1846 HELLER (August, Budapest) (Jeschichte der Physik von Aristotele.s l>is auf die ncueste
Zeit, 2 vols. roy. bvo. hf. calf gilt, £1. (p. M. 27. unbound) Stuttgart, 1882-4

One of the best histories of physics publishcil.

1847 HELLINS (John, «r. ; F.R.S.) M.vthematical Essays on Several Subjects: containing New
Improvements and Discovekies in the Mathematics, 2nd Ed., 4to. sewn (rare), \2s 6d 1789

Comprising the following important papers, originally published in the ' Philosophical Transactions', and now revi.se«l

and enlarged: On the Computation of Logarithms: On the Reduction of Equations having two etiual Roots: On the
Correction of Fluents fdund by Descencling Series : On the Translonr.atiou of certain Series to others of SwitXer Couver-
gency : On tin- F«>rce of o.scillating Bixlies on their Centers of Suspension.

1848 HELLYEB (S. Stevens) The Plumber and Sanitary Houses : a Practical Treatise on Internal

Plumbin;; Work, 6th [last] Ed., with 24 plates, and 333 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl, Is (p. 12* 6rf) 1900
'The best treatise existing on practical plumbing ' (77i€ JJui.der), describing the domestic arrangements of the not

remote past with a horrible directness.

)849 HELM (Georg) DieENERGETlKnachihrerGESCHICHTLICHENENTWlCKELUNG ; with diagrams,
8vo. cl. {fresh copy), out of print, lOs Leipzig, 1898

1850 HELMHOLTZ (Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand v.) Handbuch der physiologischkn
OlTiK ; irith 11 plates, and 2\3 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. calf{stamp on title), 18s 6c^ Hamburg, 1867

FiR.sT EuiTioy of the author's most important work, the first systematic treati.se applying physical laws to tlie study
of the physiology of the eye, and equally valuable for the original discoveries and the historical investigations it contains.

1851 Popular LECTURES on Scientific Subjects, trans, by E. Atkinson, with Intro, by
John Tyndall, f.r.s., both series, with woodcuts, 2 vols, large post 8vo. cl.. Is 6d (p. 15*) 1881

1852 EiRST Series only, woodcuts, large post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1873

1853 On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music ; 2nd
English Edition, trans., thoroughly revised, and corrected, with numerous Notes, and New Appendix
to 1885, by Alexander J. Ellis, f.r.s. [philologist], with woodcuts, etc., roy 8vo. cl.,£l. Is 1885

This standard work contains the authors numerous discoveries in physiological acoustics.

1854 Vorlesungen iiber die elektromagnetische Theorie des Lights, herausgeg. v.

Arthur Konig und Carl Runge ; with 54 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. hf. brown morocco gilt, cl. sides {as

good as new), 14.y Hamburg, 1897

1855 : Bois-Keymond (Emil du) Hermann von Helmholtz : Gediichtnissrede, 8vo. sewn.

Is 6d Leipzig, 1897

1856 : Kcenigsberger (Leo) Hermann von Helmholtz, trans, by Frances A. Welby, with
Preface by LORD Kelvin, and Bibliography, with 2 photogravure portraits after Lenbach, and
another wt. 27, 8vo. cl., lis (sells 16* nett) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1906

1857 HELMONT (Fran9oisMercure Baron van) Alphabeti vere Naturalis Hebraici brevissima
Delineatio, (jua^ sinnil Methodu.m suppenditat, juxta quam qui SURDI nati sunt sic informari

possunt, ut non alios saltern LOc^UENTES INTELLIGANT, se<l et ipsi ad Sermonis Usum perveniant

;

with front, and IMi plates illustrating the phonetics of each letter, 2iino. vellum, 10^6^ Sulzbaci, 1667
'Curieux et rare.' — ^V»(ne^ It is one of the earliest treatises on the pliy.siology of phonetics, and on lip-language.

Bound up is 'Tractatus Physici, I. De Corporis et Mentis distinctione. II. De Lofjuela a D. i>K Cordemov. Latine
versi h J * * * C * * *., (Jenevte, 1679.'

1858 HELMONT (Jean Baptiste van) Ortus Medicin.k, i. e. Initia Physicje Inaudita. Progiessus

Medicime Novus, in Morborum Ultionem, ad Vitam Lon^'am, edente Francisco Mercurio van
Helmont, cum ejus Pra»fatione ; with portrait of aut/ior and editor, thick sm. 4to. old vellum
{title slightly mended), £1. 1* Amst., Lud. Elzevirius, 1648

FiR-ST Edition of the author's complete works.

1859 Editio Nova, cumque locupletiori Rerum et V^erborum Indice, adanctior et e.xornatior;

with portrait, thick sm. 4to. sound copy in old calf, 18s 6d ib., a. e., 1652
• He is regarded by some historians of chemistry as the greatest chemist who preceded Lavoisier. lie was the first to

l)oint out the imperative necessity for employing the balarcc in chemistry, and by its means showed in many insUinces

the inilestructibility of matter in chemical changes. He was the first to apply the term gases to elastic aeriform fluids.

He was also the first to take the melting-point of ice and boiling-point of watc^r as st-andards for the measurement of tem-
perature. It is in his work that the term sutumtion is first employed ', etc. etc. etc.

1860 HELSRAM (Richard, m.d., Prof. Nat. Phil. Dublin, friend of Dean Swift) Lectures in

Natural Philo.sophy, published by Bryan Robinson, m.d., with 11 plates, 8vo. old caff {nice

copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd harl Stanhope, F.R.S., 6s 6^ 1739

1861 Second [last] Edition, with 11 plates, 8vo. old panelled calf, 6s 1743
The appendix contains original problems :

' Of the collision of Non Elastick and Elastick Bodies ', etc. etc.
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1862 HEBUVEING (George Wirgman, q c.) Elementary Treatise on the Differential and
Integral Calculus, diagrams, 8vo. hoards, 3s Cambridge, 1848

1863 Second [last] Edition, with Additions, diagrams, Svo. cl., os ib., 1852
Based on the method of limits.

1864 HENDERSON (John) Practical Electricity and Magnetism, with 159 tvoodcuts, cr. 8vo.

d., 35 (p. (is 6d) 1893

1865 HENNELL (Henry, Chemical Operator, Apothecaries' Hall) On the Mutual Action of Sul-
phuric Acid and Alcohol, and on the Nature of the Process by which Ether is formed (Philos.

Trans.), 4to. (pp. 9), sewn, with author's inscription {scarce), 'Ss (jd 1828
This important memoir first made known the synthetic formation of alcohol from olefiant gas and sulphuric acid—

a

process made use of by Berthclot in 1855 to make alcohol from coal gas.

The author, whose biography is unaccountably excluded from D. N. B., was blown up in 1S42 by one of the bombs prepared

by himself for use in the Afghan War.

1866 HENRION (Denis) Memoires Mathematiques recneillis et dressez en faveur de la Noblessk
Francoise. !«»• Volume, auquel est traitte de I'Arithmetique Militaire, Construction des

Tables des Sinus, Touciiantp:s et Couppantes ; Doctrine des Triangles Rectilignes ;

Pratique du Compas de Proportion, etc. etc. ; ivith numerous diagrams, 12nio. old calf, with
bookplate of Philip '2nd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S. (RARE), £1. 1* 1613

First Edition of tlie author's first printed work. Vol. II was published in 1027, and a second edition of the above
volume in 1023.

1867 : Les RECREATIONS MATHEMATIQUES avec I'Examen de ses Problemes en Arithmetique,
Geonietiie, Mechanique, Cjsniographie, Optique, Catoptrique, etc. Preniierement reueu par
D. Henrion. Depuis par M. Mydorge. Et tout nouvellement corrige et augniente, 5^ Edition ;

with numerous woodcuts, 12rno. old sheep {bi?iditig slightly damaged). Vis tid 1659

1868 L'Usage du CoMPAS de Proportion, nouvelienient revft, et augniente d'une seconde
Partie ; tvith plate, woodcuts and diagrams, 12mo. old sheep gilt {one I. mended, otherwise a sound
copii), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., \2s Rouen, 1680

1869 HENRY (James), and Karel J. HORA: Modern Electricity : a Practical Working Ency-
clopedia and Manual, 2folding diagrams and 160 illustrations, sq. cr. Svo. cl., 3s (p. 5* nett) 1905

1870 HENRY (Lucien) Traite de Geod^sie Tacheometrique, son Application au Trace des
Chernins de Fer, au Leve des Parcellaires et du Cadastre : Theorie et Application des Coordonnees
Polaires et leur Conversion en Coordonnees Rectangulaires, 8vo., with Atlas, containing ZQfolding
plates, roy. 4to.—2 vols, hf roan, 8s [1895]

1871 HENRY (William, m.d., f.r.s.) Elements of Experimental Chemistry, 9th Ed., with all

the recent Discoveries, \0 plates by Lowry, and diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf {nice copy), 5s 1823
The author was one of the most cultivated members of Manchester scientific society of his time (1774-1S36), His

doctoral thesis ' De Acido Urico et Morbis a iiiinia ejus Secretione ortis' .should endear his memory to the polite world
of our unreticent age.

1872 HENWOOD (William Jory, f.r.s.) The Metalliferous Deposits of Cornwall and Devon,
Avitli Appendixes on Subterranean Temi)ero.ture, the Electricity of Rocks and Veins, the Quantities
of Water in tlie Cornish Mines, and Mining St&thticH, 12 plates and 11^ tables, mostly folding,
very thick Svo. boards, uncut, \6s (p. £2. 26?) Penzance, 1843

* The name Hejuroodite has been bestowed in his honour on a hydrous phosphate of aluminium and copper.'

—

1). X. B.

1873 HERMANN (Jakob) Phoronomia, sive de V'iribus et Motibus Corporum Solidorum et

Fluidorum ; with engraved title by lVandelaar,and 12folding plates, ^to. old calf, 12s 6d Amst., IIIQ
The author's most important work, in which he mentions an improved form of Anion ton's air thermometer, which is not

effected by changes in the pressure of the air. He was a disciple of Jacques liernoulli, and preceded Buler as professor of
mathematics at 8t Petersburj^.

1874 HERO Alexandrinus : Geometricorum et Stereometricorum Reliv^ui.e ; acceduntDidymi
Alexandrini Mensune Marnioruni et Anonyini Varifc Collectiones ex Herone, Euclide, Geniino,
Proclo,Anatolioaliisque ; eLil)l>. MSS.ed.FRiDERicusHuLTSCH,!8vo.seiyn,5.v (p.M.8.) Berolini, 1864

1875 Spiritalium Liber, a Frederico Commandino ex Grajco, nuperinLatinum conversus ;

with numerous uwodcuts, sni. 4to. old white vellum (a very tall and fine copy), £l.5s Urbini, 1575
1876 Another Copy, hf calf {afew II. slightly stained, otherwise a sound and tall copy), £\.\s

First Edition of the first printed work of Ilero of Alexandria, 'containing descriptions of about 100 small machines and
mechanical toys, many of which are very ingenious, includin}^ an account of a small stationary steam-engine, which is of
the form now known as Avery's patent. . . . There is also an account of a double forcing pump to be used as a fire engine.

... It is only recently that general attention has been directed to liis discoveries, though Arago had alluded to them iu

his elocje on Watt.'— IK IF. R. Ball.

1877 De gli Automati, overo Machine se Moventi Libri II, tradotti dal Greco da Bernard-
ino Baldi, Abbate di Guastalla, nuovamente ristampato et riccoretto ; with engraved title, and
numerous fine engravings on copper and wood, sm. 4to. old Italian vellum {afew 11. slightly icater-

stained, otherwise a sound and tall copy) ; rare, \os Venetia, 1601
A translation of the AvTo/xara, different from the first mentioned work, known as WvevixariKo., and like it containing

descriptions of machines and mechanical contrivances. The above edition is remarkable for the fine engravings it

contains.

, et HERO Ctesibius —v. INIathematici Veteres, post.

1878 : Martin (Theodore Henri) Recherches sur la ViE et les Ouvrages d'HERON d'ALEX-
andrie, et sur tons les Ouvrages Mathematiques Grecs, conserves ou perdus, publics ou inddits,

qui ont 6te attribues h, un Auteur nomine H<Sron, 4to. (pp. 488), seion. Is Qd Impr. Inip6riale, 1S54
1879 HERSCHEL (Caroline [Lucretia]), Memoir and Correspondence of, by Mrs. John

Herschel ; 2nd Ed., icith 2 fine steel portraits {Miss Herschel, ojt. 92, and Sir William Herschel),
and plate of the 40-foot Telescope, large post Svo. cl. {scarce), lOs Qd 1879

The only biography of one of the most extraordinary characters in the history of science. Arrived in England to take
over the household of her brother, she spent her time between household duties and ' sweeping ' the heavens, resulting in

lier discovery of S comets between 17S0 and 1797. For her Catalogiit^ of Znti.'s of Sii- W. Herschi-l's Star Clusters and
Ni'bula' she received the C<>1<1 Mpdal of the Astronomical Societv.
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Siphones autenr 5 quibus vtuntur ad ia

cendia hocmodo conftruuntur ^

Sintduo modioli grei torno expoliti feciindum intc-

riorcm eorum fiiperficiem ad embolos > quemadmodu
hydrauleorum modio li A B C D E F G H : & emboli ip

fis congruences fint K L MN • fimul vero modioli pcr-

forentur interfefe per tubum X O D F : & ex partibus ex-

terioribus intraX O D F tubum habeant aflaria appofita

P Rj quaJia in fiiperioribus di^ta funt^ ita vtin partem

Nos. 1875-6.
./"*''''

The Double Force-Pump invented by Hero ol A\t^attAti4' '*,« ''s ',
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1880 HERSOHEL (Sir John Frederick William, f.r.s.) Account of a Series of Obsekvations
in tlie Summer of 1825 for Determining the Difference of the Meridians of the Royal
Observatories of Greenwich and Paris, roy. 4to. (pp. 50), sewuy 2s 6d 1*826

lg,Si Address at a Special Meeting of the Astronomical Society of London, April 11,

1827, on presenting? the Honorary Medals to F. Baily, Esq., Lieut. W. S. Stratford, R.N., and Col.

Mark Reaufoy, roy. 4to. (pp. 14), seivn, 2s [1827]

1882 On Circulating Functions, and on the Integration of a Class of Equations of Finite

Differences into which they enter as Coefficients, roy. 4to. (p]). 25), sewn, As 1815

188;i Collection of Examples of the Application of the Calculus of Finite Differ-
ences, 8vo. sewn, 5* Cambridge, 1820

1884 Another Copy, with Examples of the Solutions of Functional Equations, by
Charles Babbage, f.r.s., plate, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, boards, 8s 6i 1820

Sir John Herschd's first publication in lKK)k-forni, ami 'one of the most charming mathematical works ever written '.—

I'ro/. Tail. See Peacock, /)0>t^

1885 E.SSAYS from the Edinburgh and Quarterly Kevienvs, with Addresses and other

Pieces, thick 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), 10* %d 1857
Including n^views of Mary Homerville's ' Mechanism of the Heavens', Bowditch's Iranslation of Laplace's ' Mecaniquo

Celesti-'. and Dr. Whewell's 'On the Inductive Sciences'. "Terrestrial Magnetisjn, Adilres.ses to the R. Astronomical Soc,
Translations from the German of Schiller an<l Burger, and original poetry.

1886 Another Copy, calf extra, g. e., with auto, inscr. [see below), 16«
' Mrs. Cameron with best wishes from hor faithfully attached friend, the Author. J. F. W. Hermchkl '.—Itiscr. lasted

t n flylcof.

1H87 Familiar Lectures on Scientific Subjects, diagrams, thick postSvo. cl., 5s 1866 or '7

* a delightful bo<ik \—Mi&s Agnes M. CUrke. It contains lectures on earthquakes and volcanos, the sun, comets,
weather an<l weather propheta, celestial nn?asurings and weighings, and on light.

1888 Manual of Scientific ENtiUiRv for Officers in H. M.'s Navy and Travellers in

(Jeneral ; 3rd Ed. hy Robert Main, pr., p.r.a.s., woodcuts, and 2 maps, thick post 8vo. cl., or,

calf. As 1859
i'uniaining contributions by Charles Darwin, Sir G. B. Airy, Dr. WhcMell, Gen. Sabine, J. C. Prichard, M.d., Sir

Richanl Owen, Sir William Hooker, etc.

1889 Meteorology, 2nd Ed., SplateSt and diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s Qd Edin., 1862
' He gave the earliest discussion of the influence on climate of the earth's orbital eccentricity '.—Miss A. M, Clerke.

1890 On a New Method ©f Computing Occultations of the Fixed Stars, roy. 4to. (pp. 6),

sewn, 2s ed 1824
1891 Outlines of Astronomy, first edition, tvilk Q plates, and numerous diagrams, 8vo. cL,

uncut, OS 1849
1892 Second Edition, with 6 plates, and diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1849
1893 Third Edition, with Opiates, and diagrams, 8vo. /?/. calf, 3s 1850
1894 Fourth Edition, with 6 plates, and diagrams, 8vo. cl.. As 1851

The first revised e<lition, containing an account of ' the remarkable discovery of an additional ring of Saturn, and the
curious researches of M. Peters on the proper motions of Sirius, with several minor features.'

1895 Seventh Edition, with 9 plates, ivoodcuts and diagrams, 8vo. cl., As 6d 1864
1896 Another Copy. hf. red morocco gilt (nice copy), 7s

A reprint of the Jth and wholly rewritten edition.

'iS')7 Tenth Edition [enlarged and revised], with 9 plates, woodcuts, and diagrams, 8vo. cl.,

6s 6d 1869
The last edition revised by the author.

IS98 Eleventh Edition, with 9 plates, woodcuts, and diagrams, sq. 8vo. cl., 6s 1871
A reprint of the 10th and enlarged edition, and the last published 'during the author's lifetime.

1899 New [Final] Edition, with 9 plates, woodcuts, and diagrams, sq. 8vo. cl., Os 6d
(p. 12s) 1878

' Perhaps the most comi»letely satisfactory general exposition of a science ever penned.'

—

Miss Agnes M. Clerke.

1900 Physical Geography, 3 folding plates, thick post 8vo. cl., 3s Edin., 1861 or '7

1901 Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy, with bust-portrait of
Bacon by Finden, fcap. 8vo cl., or, hf calf. As 6d 1830 etc.

'An admirable comment on the Norvm Orgauum.'—l)r. WhevxU. ' It captivated readers of all classes by the qtiict

charm of its style, and the justice and breadth of its views.'—3/7ss Agnes M. Clerke.

1!K)2 Results of A.sTRONoMicAL Observations during 1834-8 at the Cape of Good Hope:
l)eing the Completion of a Telescopic Survey of the whole Surface of the Visible Heavens, com-
menced in 182.>, with lithographic front, of the FeldJiausen Observaton/, and vignette at end, and
17 folding and other plates {somefoxed), roy. 4to. cl. (VERY SCARCE), £1. 15s 1847

The first great star-athis of the southern hemisphere. ' Besides the catalogues of nebuhe and double stars, it included
))rof()und discussions of various astronomical topics. He insisted in it on the connexion of sun-spots v/ith the sun's
rotation, and 8tai-te<l the 'cyclonic theory' of their origin. He investigated graphically the distribution of nebulie, but
fluctuated in his views as to their nattire . . . Uerschel stands almost alone in his attempt to grapple with the dynamical
problems presente<l by star clusters, and his analysis of the Magellanic Clouds was decisive as to the status of
in:bu\w.'—E«idevi

.

1903 Treatise on A.stronomy, new Ed., icith vignette, 3 plates by Adlard, and diagrams,
\2mo hf calf neat, 3s

' '
• ' 1837

1904 and Sir James SOUTH, f.r.s. : Observations of the Apparent Dlstances and
Positions of 380 Double and Triple Stars made in 1821-3, and compared with those of other
Astronomers, with Account of such Changes as appear to have taken place in them since their
Discovery ; also Description of a 5-Feet Equatorial Instrument employed in the Observations,
with A fine coppeiplates by Basirk of Astronomical Instruments, etc., roy. 4to. (pp. 424), sewn^
uncut {scarce), 15s 1825
This valuable star-catalo;:ue was awarded the Astronomical Society's j,'old medal, and the Islamic pri/i- for astronomy.
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1907 HERSCHEL (Sir John Frederick William, f.r.s.) Trait^ de la Lumiere, traduit, avec

Notes, par P. H. Verhulst et A. Quetelet : with \b plates, 2 vols., or, 2 vols, in l,8vo. hf. calf,

10s 1829-33
This work, originally published in the Encycloparlia Metropolitana, has never been published in English in a separate

fonn. ' This admirable treatise, translated into French by Quetelet, besides including many original discoveries, gave
European currency to the undulatory theory of light.'— JV/iss A. M. Gierke.

THE MOON-HOAX :

1908 : Some Account of the Great Astronomical Discoveries lately made l>y Sir John
Herschel, at the Cape of Good Hope, 2nd Ed., 12mo. hf. roan {nice copy) ; scarce, £\. Is

Effingham Wilson, 1836
This solemn scientific hoax by an anonymous writer 'supposed to have been M. Nicollei). which was originally

broached by the New York Sun, relates how Sir John Herschel during his astronomical observations in South Africa

made the most startling discoveries on the moon by magnifying the image obtained by the telescope with a pownrful

microscope [IJ. Mountain ranges, buildings, animals in motion, and even flowers (in one instance a red corn poppy) arc

described to have been observed by tlie ln<!ky Astronomer Royal, and the statements were taken as genuine astronomical

• liscoveries and swallowed wholesale by the numerous breed of the half-learned.

V. Peacock, post.

1909 [HERTTENSTEIN {Johann Heinrich)] Cahiers de Mathematique a I'usage de MM. les

Officiers de I'Ecole Royale d'Artillerie de Strasbourg ; with numerous folding plates, 2 vols. 4to.

nice copy in old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , IsHd Slrashourg, 1737

1910 HERTZ (Heinrich) Untersuchungen ueber die Ausbreitung der elektrischen Kraft;
with 40 diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 4s (p. M. 6.) Leipzig, 1892

1911 Electric Waves : Researches on the Propagation of Electric Action with Finite Velocity

through Space : authorised English Translation by D. E. Jones, with Preface by Lord Kelvin,
40 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 6.y (p. \0s nett) 1893

Containing the author's epoch-making investigations on the diflusion of electric force, now known as ' Hertzian waves ',

which play such an important part in connexion with wireless telegraphy.

1912 HESSE (Ludwig Otto) Vorlesungen uber analytische Geometrie des Raumes, ins-

besondere iiber Oberfliichen zweiter Ordnung, 8vo. hf. bound, 3s Orf Leipzig, 1861
'By linear substitution, he reduced a form of curves of the third degree in three variables to one of only four term?,

and was led to an important determinant involving the second ditterential coefficient of a form of the third degree called the
HesKl'in . . . Many of the most important theorems of curves of the third order are due to Hesse. —Fro/. Cajori.

1913 HEVELIXJS [recte HEWELCKE] (Johannes ; f.r.s ) Selenographia : sive LuN.« De-
SCRIPTIO; atque accurata, tarn Macularuiu ejus, quam Motuum Diversoruin, aliorumque omnium
Vicissitudinuni, Phasiumque, Telescopii Ope Deprehensarum, Delineatio ; in qufi simul cajter-

orum omnium Planetarum nativa Facies . . . addita est, Lentes Expoliendi Nova Ratio, etc. etc. ;

V!ith engraved title, and very numerous other fine copperplates, folio, old calf gilt {one corner water-

stained, and binding slightly damaged, otherwise a sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 10s Gedani, 1647
1914 Another Copy, with a beautiful portrait of the author by J. Falck {corner water-stained,

but brilliant impression), folio, old stamped vellum (FINE AND LARGE COPY), £2. 5s
' The earliest great work on the geography of the moon and the aspects of the planets.'

—

Prof. S. Neircomb.

It also contains his discovery of the libration of the moon in longitude, ami is a work still in great demand.

1915 HEYWOOD (Thomas ; dramatist) A True Description of His Majesties Royall Ship
['The Sovereign of the Seas'] built this Yeare 1637 [by Phineas Pett], at Wool-witch in

Kent. To the great glory of our English Nation, and not paraleld in thfe whole Christian
World. Published by Authoritie, with engraved front, of the ship, sni. 4to. hf morocco, g. e.

{blank margin of declication and last I. mended, otherwise a large and sound copy) ; very
RARE, £4. 4s John Okes,for John Aston at his shop in Cat-eaten-streete, 1637

The ' Sovereign ofthe Seas ' n)arked an epoch in the history of ship-building, being ' the first three-decker and the largest

ship hitherto constructed on modern principles. She was 232 feet in length, of 1(537 toni?, and carried at first 130 pieces

of cannon ; being found unwieldy, she was cut down, and proved an excellent ship, but was burned in 101»6. '—Ca;)f. tlarbett,

R.N. A model of the ship, supposed to be contemporary, is still preserved in the Museum of the Royal Naval College at

Greenwich.

1916 HIGGrlNS (Bryan, m.d.) Experiments and Observations relating to Acetous Acid, Fixable
Air, Dense InHamniable Air, Oils, and Fuel ; the Matter of Fire and Light, Metallic Reduction,
Combustion, Fermentation, Putrefaction, Respiration, and other Subjects of Chemical Philo-
sophy, 8vo. boards, uncut {slightly acid-stained) ; rare, 12s 6fl? 1786

• His best-known work, which appears also to have formed the subject of some of his lectures. He was more successful as

a speculator than as an experimentalist, and many of his views are, for their time, remarkable for their acuteness and
generalising character \—D. N. B. All his experiments and views are still based on the phlogiston theory.

1917 HIGGINS (William, f.r.s. : nephew of the above) Experiments and Observations on the
Atomic Theory, and Electrical Phenomena, 8vo. cl. {rare), 12s Qd 1814

'An unworthy attack upon Dai.ton, in which Higgins set forth his superior claims to be considered the author of the
atomic theory'.

—

D. N. B.

1918 HIGHMOKE (Joseph; painter) The Practice of Perspective on the Principles of Dr.
Bl'OOK Taylor, with 48 folding plates, 4to. old calf {fine copty), ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., 10s Qd

'

1763
1919 HIGHTON (Edward, c.e.) The Electric Telegraph ; its History and Progress, loith wood-

cuts and diagrams, post 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 3s 6^ 1852
Historically interesting for illtistrating various early apparatus and accessories. He incidentally mentions the interest-

ing fact that the semaphore telegraph was still in use between Liverpool and Holyhead.
1920 HILL (Aaron; dramatist) Account of the Rise and Progress of the Beech-Oil Invention,

and all the Steps which have been taken in that Affair, from the First Discovery, to the present
Time, as also what is further designed in That Undertaking, post 8vo. (pp. 112), sewn {title

soiled) ; VERY RARE, £1. Is 1715
a flaming prospectus of the author's .scheme for extracting the oil from beechmast. A patent was granted for the

process, and a company formed to work it with a capital of £25,000, while 4J per cent, was promised after 2 years, ' besides
making the whole nation happy.' The venture collapsed in 171G, and Hill lost a considerable sum by it.

The above work was apparently unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. B.
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1921 HILL (John, Gent.) Arithmetick both in THEORY and Practice, made Plain and Easie,
with Interest and Annuities, Extraction of the Square and Cube Roots, the Tables and Construc-
tion of Logarithms, Arithmetical and Geometrical Progression, etc. etc., third Ed., with several

Algebraical Questions, and Preface by Mr. Humphrey Ditton, sm. 8vo. old calf (some II.

stained) ; rarCy \5s 1721
'A work of much celebrity. It seems to have owed its fame partly to a recommendation of Humphrey Ditton, praising

it in the strongest terms. Perhaps at this time the only things which would catch the eye are the table of logarithms,

and the powers of 2 up to the 144th, very useful for laying up grains of corn on the squares of a chess-board, ruining

people by horseshoe bargains, and other approved problems.'

—

frof. de Morgan, who possessed, however, only the Ttli

edition of 1745.

1922 HILL (John, m.d. ; self-styled 'Sir John') New Astronomical Dictionary, or a Compleat
View of the Heavens ; containing the Antient and Modern Astronomy, with Explanations of all

the Terms used in tliat Science, 12 folding plates^ 4to. old calf (title mounted and last plate

damaged), As 6d 1768
' For physic and farces, his equal there scarce is.

His farces are physic, his jihysica farce is.'— /Jcifuf Uarrul:.
' Hf was very able and very eccentric'.— /'ro/. de Morijnn, and he successfully hoaxed the Royal Society.

1!>2.S HIND (John, pr. ; Sidney Sussex Coll , F.R.A.s.) Digested Series of Examples in the Appli-
cation of the Principles of the Differential Calculus, Svo. boards^ or, hf bounds 3s

Cambridge, 1832

1924 Elements of Algebra, 4th Ed., Svo. hf. brown calf gilt, As ib., 1839

1925 Fifth Edition [slightly enlarged], Svo. boards, 4s ib., 1841

192G Elements of Plane arid Spherical Trigonometry, 2nd Ed., Svo. cl.,2s6d ib., 1828
19'27 Principles of the Differential Calculus ; with its Application to Curves and Curve

Surfaces, 2nd [last] Ed., Svo. boards, os ib., 1831

1928 Principles and Practice of Arithmetic, comprising Logarithms and the Computations
of Arliticers, Surveyors, etc., 5th Ed., fcap. Svo. hf. bound, 2s iid ib., 1845

Highly recommended by Dr. Whewell in his Cambridge Studies.

1929 Solutions of the more dittVult Questions in the Principles of Arithmetic; with
Examination Questions, Svo. boards, 2s (id ib., 1842
HIND (John Russell, f.r.s., discoverer of ' Iris ' and ' Flora ') ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
-I'. Bishop (Cieorge), ante.

1930 The Comet of 1556 : Replies referring to its anticipated Ke-appearance, and to the Appre-
hension of Danger from Comets, post Svo. cL, 2s 6d 1857

A forecast of the re-appearance of the comet of Charles V. in 1858, which, however, did not come true.

1931 The Comets : a Descriptive Treatise, with the numerous Modern Discoveries, and Table
of all the Calculated Comets, from the Earliest Ages, post Svo. cl.. As 1S52
A valuable work, in which the author traced, inter alia, Halley's Comet back to 11 b.c. It was translated into German.

1932 The Illustrated London Astronomy, with 74 illustrations, large post Svo. cl., 2s 6d
1853

1933 HINBIGHS (Gustavus Detlef, m.d.) The Absolute Atomic Weights of the Chemical
Elements, established on the Analyses of the Chemists of the XIX. Century, and Demonstrating
the Unity of Matter, ivith portrait of Berzelius and 3 plates, roy. Svo. sewn, with inscr. to Prof.
W. H. Perkin. As 6d St. Louis, 1901
a vigorous attack on what the author calls the Morbus Stasii, Prof. Frank Wigglesworth Clarke, and the Smithsonian

Institu'iion.

U HIOB.NS (Arthur H., Birmingham and Midland List.) Mixed Metals, or Metallic Alloys,
woodcuts, vr. Svo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) 1890

>35 HIPKINS (W. E.) The Wire Hope and its Applications, with 4S plates (40 coloured) and
icoodcut.s, cr. 4t<). cl., 3s 6d Birmingham, 1896

The autlKjr's firm were the makers of the first successful Atlantic cable.

1936 HIBN (Gnstave Adolphe, Colmar) Constitution de I'Espace Celeste ; with folding plate,
4to. hf morocco gilt, \2s 6d (p. F. 20. unbound) 1S89
A valuable work, esijecially in connexion with cometary astronomy. It is dedicated to the late Emperor of Brazil.

1937 Exposition Analytique et Experimentale de la Theorie Mecanique de la Chaleur,
contenant la Traduction du Livre de G. Zeuner : Grundziige der mechanischen Warmetheorie ;

tvifh plates and woodcuts, 2 vols. roy. Svo. sewn, 9s 1862-76
Vol 11 is of the third and last edition. The author discovered superheated steam, and laid the foundation of the theory

of the jnechanical ('(juivalent of lieat.

1938 HIBSCH (A.), et Theodor v. OPPOLS^ER : Unification des Longitudes par 1' Adoption dun
Meridien Initial UNUiUK, et Introduction d'une Heure Universelle: Extrait des C. R.
de la 7« Conference G^neiale de I'Association Gdodesii^ue Internationale, 4to. (pp. 48), cl., 3s

[Berlin, 1883]
The Conference adopted Greenwich. This must have additionally tickled the London County Council when they

decided to ruin Greenwich Observattjry by making it dance with a rate-eating municipal powerhouse.

1939 HIKSCH (Meier) Collection of Examples, Formulae, and Calculations, on the Literal
Calculus and Algebra, trans, by J. A. Koss, pr., 3 tables, Svo. boards, 3s 1827

1940 Geometry, trans, by J. A. Koss, pr., and ed. by J. M. F. Wright, diagrams, Svo.
boards, 2s 6d

'

1827
19^1 Integraltafeln, oder sanimlung von Integralformeln, roy. Svo. hf. calf, or, old calf,

2* (yd Berlin, 1810
1942 Integral Tables, or Collection of Integral Formulae, trans, [by J. A. Ross, pr.], Svo.

boards, or, hf. calf, 3s 1S23
1943 A Large Paper Copy, roy. Svo. hf calf gilt, os
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1944 HOABE (Charles, c.E.) The Slide-Rule, and how to use it, with slide-ruk in pocket, post Svo.

d., 26- 1875
1945 HOBBES (Thomas, of Malmesbnrrf) Opera PHiLOSorniCA, i\\\»i Latiiie scripsit. Omnia, ante

liuideni per partes, nunc auteni, post cognitas omnium Objectiones, eonjunetim et accuratiiis
edita; vntJi numerousfolding plates and smaller engravings on copjjer, sm. 4to. old hf calf {title

and first I. slightly mended, and some II. wormed), with auto. J[AME8] Stirling [f.r.s., author of
^ Methodus Differentialis"']; rare, 105 6c? Amst., Joa. Blaeu{o la sphere], 1668

Vol. I of the FIRST COLLECTED EDITION, wliicli had to be printed abroad, Hobbes having been forbidden to publish it at
home. It contains Problemata Physica ; Dialogi VI de emendatione Geometria' hodiernsi; contra Wallisiuin de Corpore

;

de Ilomine.

1940 Elements of Philosophy, the First Section, concerning Body, with Six Lessons to the
Professors of Mathematicks of the Institution of Sr Henry Savile, in the University of Oxford,
with numerous folding plates, '56: STITMAI, or Markes of the Absurd Geometry, Rural
JvANGUAGE, Scottish Church-Politicks, and Barbarismes of John Wallis, Professor of
Geometry and Doctor of Divinity, '57: [Stubbe ( William)] Clamor, Rixa, Joci, Mendacia,
Furta, Cachini, or a Severe Enquiry into the late Oneirocritica : or an Exact Account of the
Grammatical Part of the Controversy betwixt Mr. Hobbes and J. Wallis, D.D. {containing both
titles), no printer, '57—3 vols. 4to. in 1, very tall and clean copy in old calf {joints cracked)

;

a very rare collection, £5. 5s R. and W. Leyhourn, 1656—^. Crooke, 1657
' The Tract of Hexry Stibbe, which follows Hobbes's Stiginai in this volume, is one of the rarest Tracts in the English

Language. It is also exceedingly interesting from the Learning and Causticity which it displays The only other Copies
I eycsr saw, having sought & advertised for it for years, are those in the British Jfuseum & Bodleian Library & another
which I obtained from Henry Bohn, all of which however are imperfect, wanting the postscript from p. 17 to 38 so that
this is in fact the only perfe:t copy known. I advised Sir William Molesworth to reprint it in his Edition of Hobbes's
Works. He has not done so, but the reprint of the Stigmai in his Edition was from the Copy in this Volume,—
Jas CaossLEY [^Fonwler and President of the Chetlwin Society]. Sr'l Apl 1849.'

—

Inscr. on flyleaf.

1947 [ ] Lux Mathematica: excussa Cwllisionibus JoH. VVallisii, d.d. et Thomas Hobbesii,
niultis et fulgentissimis aucta radiis Authore R. R. ; adjuncta est Censura Doctrinai Wallisian.T;
de Libra, cum Roseto Hobbesii, editio princeps; ivith plate and numerous dianrams on copper,
sm. 4to. hf. brown calf gilt {nice large copy). Is 6c? Londini, 1672

Written at the age of eighty-four.

1948 [ ] De PRINCIPIIS et Ratiocinatione Geometrarum, ubi ostenditur incertitudinem
falsitatemcjue ; non minorem inesse scriptis eorum, quam scriptis Physicoruni et Ethicorum.
Contra fastuni Professorum Geometrire, editio princeps ; with plates and diagrams on copper,
sm. 4to. old sheep {margins of some II. wormed, hut a tall and sound copy"*, with bookplate of Philip
2nd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S., I2s Qd ibidem, 1666

1949 QuADRATURA CiRCULi, CuBATio SPH.ER.E, DuPLicATio CuBi, breviter demonstrata,
editio princeps, 4to. (pp. 20), hf. brown calf extra {nice large copy), \0s Qd ib., 1869

This pamphlet, containing the philosopher's singular notions on the quadrature of the circle, and other geometrical
fallacies, was answered by John Wallis in his 'Thomie Hobbes Quadratuni Circuli, etc. confutata' (7. v. post).

1950 RosETUM (jEOMETRICUM, sive Propositiones aliquot frustra antehac tentatie, cum
Censura brevi Doctrin.*: Wallisian^ de Motu, editio princeps ; with numerous diagrams on
copper, 4to. (pp. 68), hf. brown calf extra {nice large copy), 8s Qd ib., 1671

1951 Three Papers presented to the Royal Society against Dr. Wallis, with Considera-
tions on his Answer to them, first edition, icith diagrams, 4to. hf. brown calf extra {nice large
copy), \os Printedfor the Author, 1671

Added is a broadsheet, dated April 20, 1074: 'Epistola Thoina- Hobbes ad Dom. Antonium a Wood,' also two broad-
sheets ' To tlie Learned Members of the Royal Society.'

' Hobbes was very wrong in his quadrature ; but, though not a Gregory St. Vincent, he was not the ignoramus in

geometry that he is sometimes supposed. His writings, erroneous as they are in many things, contain acute remarks on
points of principle.'—P/o/. de Morgan.

1952 HOBBS (William) A New Discovery for Finding the Longitude, with 2 plates of the
spring-movement, sm. 4to. (pp. 7), sewn {rare), 7s Qd 1714

The method advocated was by means of a curious watch (worked in conjunction with a chronometer) which is divided
into 100 parts, and of which one hand moves to one part, while the other moves over the whole hundred. The illustration
gives particulars as to its construction.

1953 HOBLYN (Richard Dennis
;

^jr., Balliol Coll.) Dictionary of Scientific Terms, post 8vo.
cl, ^s 1849

1954 HODGE (Paul R., c E.) Analytical Principles and Practical Application of the
Expansive Steam Engine, as employed in Pumping, Manufacturing, Navigation, Railway
Locomotion, etc., with Sfolding plates, and diagrams, 4to. hf. roan, As Qd (p. £3.) 1849

An early treatise on the advantage of'using steam exi)ansively, so greatly developed since in tne compound engine.

1955 HODGES (John A.) Pictorial Landscape Photography, front, and 36 other illustrations,

8vo. buckram, 2s Qd (p. 5.v) Chicago, 1901
19o6 HODGSON (James, f.r s.) The Theory of Navigation Demonstrated: and its Rudiments

Clearly and Plainly Proved, from the First and most Simple Principles of the Mathematicks, with
Rules .and Tables, Catalogue of the Right A.scensions, etc. of some Eminent Fixed Stars, and the
Latitudes of several Ports and Cities, with their Longitudes [also a Triangular Canon
LOGARITHMICAL]

; plates and numerous diagrams {some with moveable slips), thick sm. 4to. old
sheep {joints cracked), 12s Qd 1706

The author was Master of tlie Mathematical School at Christ's Hospital, and a friend of Flamsteed, whose niece he
married.

1957 HOFF (Jacobus Hendrik van 't) Lectures on Theoretical and Physical Chemistry,
trans, by R. A. Lehfeldt, Part II : Chemical Statics, diagrams, 8vo. cl., Qs (p. 8* Qd nett) [1899]

1958 Physical Chemistry in the Service of the Sciences; trans, by Alexander Smith,
ivith portrait, and plate illustrating 'tin disease,' 8vo. cl-, 5s Qd (p. 7* Qd nett)

Univ. Press, Chicago, 1903





FIGl. ncn.

No. 2064 (page 99).

The Pendulum Clock invented by Huygens.
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)9o9 HOFF (Jacobus Hendrik van 't) Sterkochemie, iiacli ' Dix Annees dans I'Histoiie d'une
Theorie,' unter Mitwirkuiig ^le^* Verfassers neu hearbeitet von W. Meyerhoffer; with diagrams^
8vo. cl, 36- (p. M. 5.) Wicn, 1892

I960 Studies in Chemical Dynamics, revised and enlarged by Ernest Cohen, trans, by
Thomas Ewan, with Preface by the Author; 49 illustrations, roy. Svo., d., 5* (p. 10^ 6f/)

Amsterdam^ 1896
1931 HOFFMANN (Friedrich) Observationum Physico-Chemicarum selectiorum Libri III,

in <|uibns nmlta cnriosa Experimenta et lectissimie Virtutis Medicamenta exhibentur, 4to.

old calf. Us Halai,\T22
Tlie author made many important investigations and discoveries in pliarmaceutical and analytical chemistry, includinj:

an analysis of mineral waters, and did good work in combating the iatro-chemical doctrines of Sylvius and Tachenius, but
is perhaps best known by his invention of ' Hoffmann's Anodyne", which is still in use as spiritus (vtkeris composUva of the
IJritish Fliarmacopd-ia.

I'.Hji HOFFMANN (Johann Josef Ignaz v.) Abhandlungen aus der Mathematik und Physik,
nebst mathematisc-lien und physischen Belustigungen ; toith 15 folding plates, 8vo. sewn, uncut, 5s

Mainz, 1838

1963 HOFMANN (August Wilhelm v. ; f.r.s.) Ziir Erinnerung an vorangegangene Freunde :

(Jesammelte Gedachtnissreden ; with portraits and fss. , 3 vols. 8vo. cl., \os (p. M. 23.)

Braunschweig, 1888
' (Jeorgf F. Wilson Esij. with the Author's atfoctionate regards. April S, '81».'— /nac/-. on flyleaf. See also Liebio, post.

1964 HOLDEN (Edward Singleton, Director Lick Observatory) Mountain Observatories in

Amkkk'a and Europe, with numerous plates, 8vo. sewn, 3.y Washington, 1896
1965 HOLDER (William, f.r.s., Canon of St. Paul's) DISCOURSE concerning Time, with

Application of the Natural Day, the Lunar Month, and Solar Year, as Natural ; and of such as
are derived from them, as Artificial Parts of Times, for Measures in Civil and Common Use : for

the better Understanding of the Julian Year and Calendar, eU'., etc., first edition, large
12mo. original sheep, lOs 6d 1694

The author's last work. He was an accomplished musician, and also did much in teaching the deaf and dumb, one of
whom, an Alexander I'npham, he biught to s()eak, though he afterwards temporarily relapsed. He ujarried an elder sister

of Sir Christoi»lier Wren, and had much to do with the latter's education.

\\»}{} HOLLAND (Sir Henry, m.d., f.r.s.) Essays on Scientific and other Subjects, 8vo. cl., 5s 1862
1967 Another Copy, hf green Levant morocco gilt, uncut, t. e. g. {fine copy), 8*

1968 Second Edition [revised and enlarged], 8vo. d., 6.y

'

1862
Containing essays on astronomical, physical, and chemical subjects.

1969 Fragmentary Papers on Science and other Subjects, edited by his Son, Francis
James Holland, Canon of Canterbury, 8vo. c/., 5* 187.'i

I'.tTO [HOLLAND (John)] Treatise on "the Progre.ssive Improvement and Present State of

the Manufactures in Metal, vignettes by Finden, and 300 woodcuts, 3 vols. fcap. Svo. hf. calf
(nice copy), 5s 1831-4

1971 HOLLEMAN (A. F., Univ. Amsterdam) Text-Book of Organic Chemistry, trans, from
the 2nd Dutcli Edition by A. Jamieson Walker and Owen E. Mott, illustrated, 2 vols. 8vo.

cl., Is (p. 10* 6d nett) New York, 1903
One of the best text-books on the subject.

1972 HOLMES (J. H. H., f.s.a.) Treatise on the Coal Mines of Durham and Northumberland;
with tlie Stratifications of the two Connties, and Accounts of Explosions from Fihe-Damp for

the last 20 Years, with Means proposed for their Remedy, and for the General Improvement of

the Mining Svstem, by New Methods of Ventilation, 6 plates, and map, 8vo. boards {rare),

\2s M 1816
Plate 6 illustrates Clanny's, Brandling's, and Murray's Safety Lamps.

1973 HOLTZAPFFEL (Charlea) New System of Scales of Equal Parts, applicable to various
[)urposes of ENGINEERING, etc., withfolding plate of the Scales, 8vo. cl.., is 1833

Tlie autlior's tirst work.

1974 Turning and Mechanical Manipulation : a Work of General Reference and Practical
Instruction on the Lathe, and the various Mechanical Pursuits followed by Amateurs : Vols. I,

II, IV, and V, with very numerous plates and ivoodcuts, 4 vols. 8vo. cl., £2. 12.s- 6d 1846-84
CoNTKNT.s:— I. Materials, their Preparation and Figuration, '4(5: II. Con.struction, Action, and Application of Cuttir.g

Tools, 71): I y. The Practice of Hand or Simpl'i Turning, '79 : V. The Practice of Ornamental and Complex Turning, '84.

1975 HOLWELL (John, Philomath) A Sure Guide to the Practical Surveyor, also how to
convey Water from any Spring-Head, to any appointed place ; the like never before extant
[including a Table for finding the Longitude and Latitude], ivith plates and diagram.^, sm.
8vo. contemporary calf {rare), I5s 1678

The author's first publi.Hlied work,

1976 Trigonometry made Easy; fitted to the meanest Capacity, Opiates, 16mo. nice copy in
contemporary sheep, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.U.S., 6? 1685

The author combined astrology, mathematics, and an extensive practice as a surveyor, and was grandfather of JoH>r
Zei'haniah Holwell, Governor of Bengal, and a survivor of the Black Hole of Calcutta. He was sent in 1085 on a
Government mission to New York, and died there, it is said of poison, .as it was not wi.shed to have him back .again.

1977 HOOD (Charles, f.r.s.) Practical Treatise on Warming Buildings, on Ventilation, and
on the Laws of Radiant and Conducted Heat, the Chemical Constitution of Coal, and the Com-
bustion of Smoke ; 5th Ed., greatly enlarged, woodcuts, 8vo. cl., Zs 6d (p. lOs 6d) 1879

1978 HOOPER (William, md) Rational Recre.vtions, in which the Principles of Numbers
and Natural Philosophy are clearly and copiously elucidated, by a Series of Easy, Entertain-
ing, Interesting Experiments, including those commonly performed with the CARDS, with 65fold-
ing plates on copper, 4 vols. 8vo. contemporary calf e.rtra {fine copy), 15s 1771

1979 Third Edition, corrected, with 65 fine folding plates on copper (.VLL HANDCOLOURED),
4 vols. 8\o. rontcmporary trcc-adf gilt {nirc copy), £1. \s 1787
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1980 HOOKE (Robert, f.R.S., Gresham Prof. Astronomy) POSTHUMOUS Works, containing his

CuTLERiAN Lectures, and other Discourses, with Life, published by Richard Waller, f.r.s.,

with 13 copperplates, folio, old calf {sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 15s 1705
Tlu; Catlerian Lectures contain : An Attempt to prove the Motion of the Eaith, 1674 : Animadversions oh the first part of

the Machina Coelestis of J. Hevelius, 74 : Description of Helioscopes, etc., 76 : Lampas : or Description of some Mechanical
Improvements of Lamps and Waterpoises, 77 : Cometa and Microscopium, 78 : and Appendix : Potentia Restitutiva ; and
Dr. Papiu's Letter ; wliile the Discourses comprise: The present Deficiency of Natural Philosophy : The Nature, Motion,
and Ert'ects of Ijght : An Hypothetical Explanation of Memory : The Cause of Gravitation, Magnetism, etc. : Discourses
on Earthquakes : Lectures for improving Navigation and Astronomy.

1981 : MicROGRAPHiA Restaurata: or the Copper-Plates of Dr. Hooke's Wonderful
DiscoVERiiiS by the MICROSCOPE, Reprinted and fully Explained : Whereby the most Valuable
Particulars in that Celebrated Author's Micrographia are brought together in a narrow Compass

;

and intermixed, occasionally, with many Entertaining and Instructive Discoveries and Observ-
ations in Natural History [by HENRY Baker, f.R.S.], m^A 33 large and fine copperplates {sonic

folding)^ folio, old calf gilt, \))s 1745
Comprising the complete' set of the beautiful original plates, with the text shortened and rewritten by Henky

Baker, f.r.s.

1982 : Philosophical Experiments and Observations of R. H., and other Eminent Virtuoso's
in his Time, pu})lish'd by W. Derham, f.r.s., with plates and woodcuts^ Svo. nice copy in old calf\

newly 7rbacked {rare), £1. Is 1726
'Waller died before a projected second vol urn 3 appeared, and some of the remaining MSS. furnished Derham's 'Philo-

sophical Experiments'.'— 7>. A". 11.

'Hooke was a man of extraordinary inventive genius, and has justly been considered as the greatest of philosoy>hical

mechanics. There was no important invention by any philosopher of that time which was not in part anticipated by
Hooke. His theory of gravitation subsequently formed part of Newton's ; he anticipated the invention of the steam engine,
and the discovery of the laws of the constrained motions of planets. Among his own completed discoveries are the law of
the extension and compression of elastic bodies, the balance spring of watches and the anchor-escapement clocks, and the
permanency of the temperature of boiling water. The quadrant, telescope, and microscope are also materially indebted
to him.' The above three work.s comprise all ever printed of his writings.

V. Boyle (R.) New Experiments, and Nova Experimenta, ante.

1983 HOOPER (Egbart G.) The Manual of Brewing : Scientific and Technical, 2nd Ed., woodcuts,
post Svo. cl. {slightly soiled), 2s Qd 1882

1984 HOOPER (William George, f.s.s.) Aether and Gravitation, Svo. cl., 4s (p. 12*r>rfnett) 1903
A fresh attempt to solve this hopeless problem.

1985 HOPKINS (Evan, c.E.) On the Connexion of Geology with Terrestial Magnetism, 2nd
Ed., enlarged, u-ith 30 plates, and numerovs woodcuts, Svo. cl., tcith author's inscr., 5s 1851

1986 HOPKINS (George M.) Experimental Science : Elementary, Practical, and Experimental
Physics, with front, and 672 woodcuts, thick large Svo. cl., Qs (p. 17« nett) Neiv York, 1890

1987 HOPKINS (Nevil Munroe, George Washington Univ.) Experimental Electrochemistry,
icith 130 illvstrations, roy. Svo. cl., Hs 6d (p. 12s nett) 1905

1988 HOPKINS (Thomas) On the Atmospheric Changes which produce Rain and Wind, and the
Fluctuations of the Barometer, 2nd Ed., with additional Essays and Diagrams, charts, Svo.

cl., Qs 1854
1989 On the Influence of the Earth's Rotation on Winds, Svo. (pp. 11), seum, Is n. d.

1990 On the Influence of Sun-Heated Land in Producing Ascending Atmospheric
Currents, S\o. (pp. 16), sewn, \s Orf Manchester, 1854

1991 On the SEPARATE PRESSURES of the Aqueous and the GASEOUS PORTIONS of tiie Atmo-
sphere, Svo. (pp. 25), sewn, \s Qd ib., 1854

1992 Outlines of an Hypothesis to account for the Production of Rain and Wind, Svo.

(pp. 8), sewn. Is ib., 1852
1993 HOPKINS (William) Elements of Trigonometry, woodciits ; also, Elementary Illus-

trations of the Differential and Integral Calculus, and a few other Tracts— in one vol.

Svo. hf bound, 4s 1833
' Containing a good historical sketch '.—D. N. B. See also Morgan (A. de) and Snowball, post.

The author was known as the Senior Wrangler Maker, and had as his pupils Sir G. G. Stokes, Lord Kelvin, P. G. Tail,

Henry Fawcett, James Clerk Maxwell, and Isaac Todiiunter.

1994 HOPPE (Edmund) Geschichte der Elektrizitat ; illustrated, Svo. hf. calf gilt, Is Qd
(p. M. 13.50 unbound) Leipzig, 1884

1995 HOROLOGICAL JOTJBNAL (The) : the Special Organ of the British Horological Insti-
tute, complete from the beginning in 1858 to l900, with numerous illustrations, 42 vols, large Svo.

and roy. Svo. in 10, hf. morocco gilt {v. 1 wantinq title and index, otherwise a SOUND AND clean
SET), £5. 10s 1858-1900

1996 HORREBOW (Petrus) Opera Mathematico-Physica ; with copperplates and diagrams,
3 vols. cr. 4to. old calf gilt, or, old vellum {fine copies), 12s Qd Havnice, 1740-1

' 11 inventa uiie methode que Bernoulli regardait comme admirable, savoir de trouver la hauteur du pole par le moyen
de deux etoiles qui soient situees I'une au nord et I'autre an sud et qui aient .a pen pres la mfeme declinaison.'

—

Biogr. Gen.
Of special interest is his ' Basis Astronomiae,' in which he describes the astronomical instruments and methods of observ-

ation of Olof Rokmer.

1997 HORSLEY (Samuel; Bp. of St. Asaph, F.R.S.) KODKINON 'EPATOSeENOYS, or the Sieve of

Eratosthenes : an Account of his Method of finding all the Prime Numbers, 4to. (pp. 23),

sewn, 4s 1773
Collated with a MS. of Abp. Laud's. This tract is not mentioned in a professedly complete list of the author's works in D.N.B.

1998 KExMARKS on the Observations made in the late Voyage towards the North Pole, for

determining the Acceleration of the Pendulum, in Lat. 79^' 50', 4to. (pp. 15), sewn, 2s 6d 1774
V. Apollonius Perg^us, ante, and Newton, post.
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1999 HOBROCKS (Jeremiah ; Curate of Hoole, Lanes. ; first observer of the Transit of Venus) :

.Ieremlp. Horroccii, Liverpoliensis Angli, Opera Postjiuma; accedunt Guil. Crabtf.i=:i,

Mancestriensis, Observationes Ccelestes ; JOH. Flamstedii de Teinporis .^icjuatione Diatriba ;

Nuiueri ad Liinie Theoriam Horroccianam ; JoH. Wallisii de Cometarum Distantiis; de Ratio-

num et Fractionum Reductione ; de Periodo Juliana ; with diagrams, thick cr.4to. old c«//(very

rare), £1. 155 Londini, 1678
Horrocks's short life is one of the most shining illustrations in the whole romance of science. Ho observed for the first

time, with a little half-crown telescope, on a Sunday afternoon, Nov, 24 (O. S.), 1C39, a Transit of Venus, having first finished

his Evensong, 'ad majora avocatus quin ob ha-c i>arerga [astronomica] negligi non decuit.' He dit'd next year, lb40, in his

23rd year.
' In the lunar theory he effected an improvement which would alone suffice to obtain for him an imperishable reputation.

His beautiful explanation of the inequality in the moon's longitude, termed the evection, by means of a libratory motion

of the apsides and a variable eccentricity, was the last great step made in the development of the laws of planetary

movement previous to the establishment of the theory of gravitation by Newton.'—7 rof. R. Grant.

2000 , Memoir of the Life and Labours of, with Translation of his celebrated Discourse on

the Transit of Venus, by Arundell Blount Whatton, pr., diagrams and chart, post 8vo. cl.

(scarce), U)s Qd 1859
Tiie r,'nus in Soh v!m, of which the above is a translation, was not included in the foregoing posthumous works, and

•jniy saw the light by care of Hevelius at Danzig in 1G02.

HORTEGA (Juan de)— v. Ortega, post.

2001 HORTON (— ,
pr.. Schoolmaster at Hampton) ACCOUNT of the EARTHQUAKES at LEGHORN in

Italy, Jan. 5-16, 1742, 8vo. (pp. 26). sewn, 4s 1750
A careful account, with a poetical effusion in English and Italian at end.

2002 HOSIER (John, Teacher of Navigation) The MARINER'S FRIEND, or a Treatise on the Stars,

with Table of Star.s. 12n)o. sewn, 2s 6d 1809

2003 HOSPITAIilER (ijdouard) The Modern Applications of Electricity, trans, and enlarged
by Jl'LIU.s Maier, 2nd [last] Ed., with many Additions, ;?/a<c5 and numerous woodcuts, 2 vols.

8vo. r/., 7.v6^/(p. £1.5s) 1883

2004 HOSTE (Paul, s.j., Prof Mathematics, Toulon) Course of Practical Mathematics, par-

ticularly adapted to the Gentlenjen of the Army and Navy, trans, by William Webster, 3rd

Ed., corrected and improved by S. CLARKE, numerous plates, 2 vols. sm. 8vo. contemporary sheep,

6s 1769
Vol. II includes Navigation, the Theory of Working a Ship, and a Glossary of Sea Terms.

2005 HOSTUS (Matthseus) De Numeratione Emendata, veteribus Latinis et Gr.necis usitata

;

tvith device on title, 12mo. hf. calf neat (VERY RARE), £1. 10* Antverpim, ex off. Christ. Plantini, 1582
A very rare work, unknown to Brune't, Graessc, Poggendorff", and other bibliographers. TliC only reference to it which

the advertisers have been able to trace is in Prof.de Morgan's Arithmetical Bcoks, who—although having seen no copy
himself—quotes it on the strength of Dr. Peacock's ' Hi-story of Arithmetic '.

2006 HOUDAILLE (Capitaine) Sur une M6thode d'EsSAi seientifique et pratique des Objectifs
Photographiques et des Instruments d' Optique; withjolding plate, and^l woodcuts, roy.

8vo. sewn, \s 6d 1894

2007 HOt)EL (Jules) CouRS de Calcul Infinitesimal ; with diagrams, 4 vols. roy. Svo. sewn,
£i.7.v6f/(p. F. 50.) 1878-81

2008 HOUGHTON (Thomas) Kara Avis in Terris: or the Compleat Miner, containing the
Liberties, Laws and Customs of the Lead-Mines, within the Wapentake of Wirksworth in

Derbyshire; in 59 Articles, being all ever made; with the Art of Dialling and Levelling
Grooves; and E.xplanation of the Miners Terms, woodcuts, 16mo. contemporary sheep [last /.

missing, and another torn, but a sound copy) ; RARE, 17* Qd 1681
First Edition (unknown to Lowndes) of this curious work, which claims to contain the lirst account of ' Levelling

Giooves ; a thing greatly desired by all Miners ; being a subject never written on before by any.'
' Houghton is valuable for the laws relating to mines, and his explanation of miners' terms, etc.'—lowndex.

2009 HOUSTON (Edwin J.) Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms, and Phrases, illustrated,

sq. cr. 8vo. (pp. 656), cl., 2s 6d (p. 10s 6d) New- York, 1889

2010 HOUZEAU (Jean Charles; Directeur de VOhservatoire de Bruxelles) Methode pour
determiner simultani^:ment la Latitude, la Longitude, I'Heure et I'Azimut, i)our de%
Passages observes dans deux Verticaux, 4to. (pp. 26), cl., 3s Qd [Bruxelles, 1853]

2011 , et Albert LANCASTER, Bibliothfcaire de cct Etablissement : Bibliographie Gen6-
RALE de I'Astronomie, on Catalogue mc^thodiquedes Ouvrages, desM^moires, et des Observations
astronomiques publics depuis TOrigine de ITmprimerie jusqu'en 1880 ; with chart, 2 thick vols,

impl. Svo. in 3, sewn, with author's inscription [see below), £9. Bruxelles, 1887-9-2
' A Monsieur Jenatzy, Chef de division au Ministere de I'Agriculture, honimage des auteurs. J. C. Hoizeau. A. Lan-

caster.'—Inscr. on title of v. I. 1.

The most imjMvtant bitiliogruphy on the subject, the 2nd rolvme oj which is novj out of print and excessively tmrce. It
contains in Vol. I. l. an interesting Intrwluction on the Hi8t<^iryof Astronomy by M. Houzeau (pp. 310), and a Bibliography
of Astrology : in Vol. I. 2: Biographies ct commerce ^pistolaire ; Ouvrages didactiques et generaux ; Astronomie
spherique ; Astronomie theorique : in Vol. II : Meinoires et Notices inserts dans les Collections academiques et les Revues.
A proi)Ose<l third part of vol I, and vol. Ill have never been published.

2012 HOWARD (Luke, F.R.s.) Essay on the Modifications of Clouds, 8vo. cl. (scarce), 5s 1832
' Tills essay gave him a scientific fame. It applies the methods of Linnaeus to the varying forms of the clouds. The

author delines their three chief modifications, which he names Cin-us, Cumulus, and Stratus, and four intermediate or com-
l>ound modlHcations, the best known of which is the Nimbus or rain-cloud. These names have been generally adopted by
meteorologists '.—r/io»Mw Hodgkin, D.C.L.

2013 HUDSON (Ronald William Henry TumbuU) Rummer's Quartic Surface, with front,
and diagrams, 8vo. cl., os 6d (sells 8s nett) U7iiv. Press,^Cqmbridge, 1905

The author had a brilliant mathematical career and became a Fellow of !^t. .Jojm's fc6ll., Cantab//'^uiidied from rock-
climbing in Wales in his 29th year io 1904. ».•>',;••'

.
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2014 HUES (Robert) A Treatise descriptive of the Globes constructed liy Emery Molyneux,

published in 1592, edited by Sir Clements R. Markham ; also Sailing Directions for the
Circumnavigation of England, and for a Voyage to Gibraltar, from a XVth Century MS.,
edited by James Gairdner, with Glossary by E. Delmar Morgan, front, and map, 8vo. cL,

1 0^ M Hakluyt Soc. , 1 880
Hues sailed round the World with Thomas Cavendish, and was a friend of Thomas Chapman the poet, and of Sir Walter

Rale-h.

2015 HULL (Edward, f.r.s.) The Coal-Fields of Gt. Britain : their History, Structure and
Resources, with the Coal-Fields of our Indian and Colonial Empire, and of other Parts of the
World, 5th [last] Ed., revised, embodying the Reports of the Royal Commission of 1904, Opiates,
13 7nups {the large folding one in pocket), and diagrams, 8vo. el., \0s (p. 14s nett) 1905

2016 Third Edition, revised and enlarged, 14 plates and maps, and 23 ivoodcuts, 8vo. cL, 5?

(p. 165) 1873
The standard work on the subject.

2017 Sketch of Geological History, with colouredfolding diagram, or. 8vo. cL, 2s 1887
2018 Volcanoes : Past and Present, with 4 plates and 41 woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 2s 1892
2019 HULLMANDEL (Charles Joseph) The Art of Drawing on Stone ; giving a full Explana-

tion of the various Styles, the different Methods, the Modes of Correcting, and the several Causes
of Failure, new Ed., revised, with 9 lithographs hy the Author (2 on India paper), 8vo. hf. roan
{scarce), \os 1835

' His practice and study resulted in the discovery of a new mode of preparing the stones. . . . Among the many other
artists who availed themselves of his processes for the production of their drawings were Stanfield, David Roberts. Haghe,
Xasli, and Cattermole. With the last he was allied in the perfection of his invention of lithotint'.

—

Cosmo Moiikhouse.

2020 HULLS (Jonathan) Description and Draught of a New-Invented Machine for Carrying
Vessels or Ships out of, or into any Harbour, Port, or River, against Wind and Tide, or in a
Calm. For which. His Majesty has Granted Letters Patent for the Space of Fourteen Years, with
foldingfront., representing the 'Machine ' toiving a Man-of-War, 8vo. boards, uncut, £1. 15^

[1855 : Reprint of] 1737
' He was the first who attempted practically to employ steam in propelling a vessel in water. His experiments were

made on the Avon at Evesham in 1737, the main idea being to have a Newcomen engine—the only sort then known— on a
tow-boat in front of the vessel which it was intended to propel, and connected with it by a tow-ropo. Six paddles in the
stern of the tow-boat were fastened to a cross axis connected by ropes to another axis which was turned by the engine.
Hulls undoubtedly showed how to convert the rectilinear motion of a piston-rod into a rotation motion, which is an
essential principle in steam locomotion whether on land or water. But HuUs's experiment was a failure, and only excited
derision.'—7). ?sf. 5.

2021 HUMBER (William) Complete Treatise on Cast and Wrought Iron Bridge Con-
struction, including Iron Foundations, 3rd [last] Ed., enlarged, irith 115 large plates
{including photographic vietu of raising Saltash Bridge), besides diagrams, 2 vols. impl. 4to. hf.

calf, £1. '5s (p. £6. 16* 6d) 1870
' Mr. Humbefs stately volumes, lately issued—in which the most important bridges erected during the last five years,

under the direction of the late Mr. Brunei, Sir W. Cubitt, Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr. Page, Mr. Fowler, Mr. Hemans, and others
among our most eminent engineers, are drawn and specified in great detail.'

—

En^fineer.

2022 HUMBOLDT (FriedrichHeinrich Alexander, Freiherr v.) Kosmos ; Entwurf einer phy-
sisohen Weltbeschreibung, 4 vols. 8vo., vv. 1-2 hf. calf, vv. ^-4: sewn, with Prof. Williamson's auto.,

Qs Qd Stuttgart, 1845-58
A supj)lementary volume was published after the author's death.

2023 Cosmos: a Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe, trans, by E. C. Otte,
W. S. Dallas, and B. H. Paul, steel portrait, 5 vols. cr. 8vo. cL, Is Qd (p. 19*) 1848-65

2024 KOSMOS: a General Survey of the Physical Phenomena of the Universe [trans, by
AUGUSTIN Prichard, M.D.] , 2 vols. post 8vo. hf. calf, 2s Qd 1845-8

' One of the greatest scientific works ever published, exhibiting in most lucid arrangement many of the principal facts of
the physical sciences and their relations to each other.'

2025 Des LiGNES Isothermes et de la Distribution de la Chaleur sur le Globe, premiere
edition; with folding table: Sur la LiMiTE Inferieure des Neiges Perpetuelles dans les

Montagues de fHimalaya et les Ri^gions Equatoriales—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, contemporary mottled calf
gilt {rare), 12s 6d 1817-20

' Humboldt's treatise on IsothenmU Lines (IS17) constitutes a notable epoch in practical meteorology.'—D/-. Buchan. The
chart ap]iended was the first of its kind.

2026 HUMJE: (William Charles) Treatise on the Theory of Parallel Lines, 2 plates, 8vo. (pp.
48), seu-n, 3s Qd Dublin, 1853

2027 HUNT (Edmund) Color Vision, an Essay discussing the existing Theories, explaining Views
liitherto incompletely published, and comprising Descriptions of iniportant New Experiments, 3
coloured plates, cr. 4to. el., 3s (p. 5.9 nett) Glasgow, 1892

' The result of 50 years* study.'—Prc/ac«.
2028 HUNT (Robert, f.r.s.) British Mining: the History, Discovery, Practical Development,

and Future Prospects of Metalliferous Mines in the United Kingdom, with over 230 illustrations,

thick 4to. cl., Us (p. £2. 2^) 1884
'Containing a mass of valuable results, e.g., of the Royal Commission of 1806, an historical sketch of mining, the

geology of mineral deposits and formation of metalliferous veins, details of the operation of extracting ores, machinery and
ventilation of mines, and the future prospects of British mining.'—D. N. B.

2029 Manual of Photography, 3rd Ed., enlarged, coloured front., and 87 ivoodcuts, post 8vo.
cl., 5s 1853

2030 Fifth Edition, revised, with front, and 101 ivoodcuts, post 8vo. cl., Qs 1857
still of groat interest from an historical point of view.

2031 The Poetry of Science, or Studies of the Phy.sical Phenomena of Nature, 8vo. cl.,

3s 6d , .
1848

2032 Sl^COND EDITIOH^ {vevii?ed] , 8vo. cl., 5s 6d 1849
. - .

'-.' "•
: 'Ay interesting history of the exact sciences.
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2033 HUNT (Robert, f.r.s.) Researchk.s on Light : the Phenomena connected with the Chemical
and Molecular Chanjjes produced by the Intiuence of the Solar Rays, embrachi«;- all the known
Photographic Processes, and New Discoveries in tlie Art, coloured front., and woodcuts,

8vo. cL, &? 6^/ 1844
' Another experimenter who tried to obtain the natural colours of objects by means of photography was Robert Hunt.

These researches took place between 18-10 and 1843, and the results were set forth in his work 'Researches on Light',

published in 1844.'—^. T. Story.

2034 Second Edition [greatly enlarged], with folding front., and woodcuts, 8vo. cl., Hs 6d 1854
' Mainly a history of photography ; but the 2nd edition (1854) contained a large number of original experiments and ne>v

' analyses of the solar ray '.'—i>. N. B.

203r> HUNT (Thomas Sterry, F.R.S.) Chemical and Geological Essays, Svo. cl. (scarce), lOs 6d
Boston [Mass.], 1875

Containing the author's researches on the composition of rocks ' which were of great importance.* He was the inventor
of the green ink with which 'greenbacks' are printed,

2036 HUTTON (Charles, f.r.s.) The Compendious Measurer : a Brief, yet Comprehensive,
Treatise on Mensuration, and Practical Geometry, with Introduction to Arithmetic, woodcuts,
12mo. sheep extra [fine copy), Qs Gd 1807

2037 Course of Mathematics, for the Vne of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, 8tli

Ed., by Olinthus Gregory, diagrams, 3 v., '24-20 : Key by Daniel Dowling, '20—4 vols. 8vo.

boards, 35 (id 1824-20

2038 New Edition, wholly remodelled by William Ramsay, diagrams, thick Svo. boards,

2s 6d 1833
2039 Twelfth Edition, continued and amended by Olinthus Gregory, with considerable

Additions by Thomas Stephens Davies, f.r.s., 2 v. cl. (stained), '41-3: Key by T. S. Davies,
hf cl., '40—3 vols. Svo. ivith diagrams ; %s Qd 1841-3-0

J040 : HiCKiE (James) Key to Rutherford's Edition of Button's Course of Mathematics,
diagrams, Svo cl., 2s 6d 1849

2041 The DiARiAN Miscellany : Useful and Entertaining Parts, both Mathematical and
Poetical, extracted from the Ladies' Diary, 1704-73, with many additional Solutions and
Improvements, illustrated, 5 vols. 12mo. old calf, 10s Qd 1775

2042 Mathematical Tables, with a large and orij,nnal History of the Discoveries and
Writings relating to those Subjects, etc. etc., first editioii, roy. Svo. new bnckram (corner cut off

title) ; rare. Vis Gd 1785
2043 Fifth Edition, roy. Svo. hf. calf bs 6rf 1811
2044 Sixth Edition, large roy. Svo. boards, uncut. Is M 1822

' With introtluction, still valued as an interesting and learned history of logarithmic work. Hutton deprecates the
theory of Napier's iq. v. post] originality as the inventor of logarithms. He suggested the plan of the great work on
logarithms which was afterwards compiled by his friend, Baron Maseros.'

—

D. N. B.

2045 Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary, with Historical Account and Mem-
oirs of Authors Ancient and Modern, first edition, Krith plates, 2 vols. 4to. old hf calf (binding
damaged), Qs 6d 1796

•j()46 Second [last] Edition [enlarged], with 41 copperplates, and numeron^ diagrams, 2 vols.

4to. old hf. calf, \2s Qd 1815
2047 Another Copy, with portrait on copper (inserted), 2 vols. 4to. old tree calf gilt, newly

and neatly rebacked, \Qs 6d
The nr.st mathematical dictionary in English, and still valuable for the biographical information it contains.

2048 The Principles of Bridges : Mathematical Demonstrations of the Properties of Arches,
the Thickness of Piers, etc. etc., 2nd Ed., with Additions, diagrams, 12mo. sewn, 4s 1801

Written on the occasion of Newcastle Bridge being injured by a flood. It'is valuable for e.stabli.shing the mathematical
principle of the law of arches.

2049 Recreations in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, first composed ])y M.
OZANAM, lately recomposed by M. MoNTUCLA, and now trans,, with many Additions and Observ-
ations, nearly 100 copperplates, 4 vols. Svo. in 2, cl., 8s 6d 1814

2050 Tracts on Mathematical and Philosophical Subjects, including the Theory of
Bridges, and experiments on the Force of Gunpowder, with fine portrait by C. Turner, plates,

and diagrams, 3 vols. Svo. contemporary tree-calf (fine copy), with bookplate of Charles ^rd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., \2s Qd 1812

2051 Another Copy, 3 vols, boards, uncut, Qs Qd
2052 Treatise on Mensuration, in Theory and Practice, with numerous diagrams by Thomas

Bewick, thick 4to. old hf calf gilt (fine copy), with Earl Stanhope's bookplate, \5s

Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1770
The diagrams in this work are by Thomas Bewick, the celebrated wood-engraver, and form Ins first essay at

book illustration.

2053 Fourth Edition, with many Additions, diagrams, thick Svo. boards, uncut, 5s 1812
Hutton, who became one of the foremost mathematicians of his time, and the value of whose work in computing the

earth's density was acknowledged by Laplace, began life as a hewer in Long Benton Colliery near Newcastle-nn-Tyne.
' All his books were of a profe.ssional and practical character, and are invariably clear and accurate.'—/). N. B.

2054 HUTTON (James, m.d.) Dissertations on different Subjects in Natural Philosophy, 4to. old
calf (fine tall copy), tvifh bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. (rare), £1. 1* Edin., 1792

Containing the ' Meteorological Dissertations on Riin and Wind ', one of his most important works, wherein he ascribes
the formation of rain to the mingling of two strata of air of different temi)eratures and the subsequent condensation of the
mixture ; also papers on phlogi.ston, and the laws of matter and motion.

• Hutton ranks as the first great English geologist.'—D. N. B.

2055 HUXLEY (Thomas Henry, f.r.s.) Physiography: an Introduction to the Study of Nature,
New Ed., 5 coloured plates, and 122 woodcuts, cr. Svo. cl., 3s (p. 6*) 1882 or

"'
,. »t
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2056 HUYGENS [Latine HUGENIUS] (Christiaan ; f.r.s.) CEuvres Completes, publiees par la

Soci^td hollandaise des Sciences : Tome X : Correspondance, 1691-5
; printed on handmade paper,

with numerous diagrams, thick 4to. original cover, uncut, 15* (sells £1. 5* nett) La Haye, 1905
The last volume issued, completing the author's correspondence.

2057 -; Opera Mechanica, Geometrica, Astronomica et Miscellanea, qune coUegit, emend-
avit, auxit atque illustravit etc. etc. GuiL. Jac. 's Gravesande ; with 56 folding plates, 4 vols.

4to. inl, hf. cl., 16s 6d Lugd. Bat., 1751
Containing all the author's works, except those included in the Opera Posthuma.

2058 Opera Varia [ex recensione G. J. 's Gravesande], with engraved portrait, and 56 plates,

2 vols. 4to. vellum (slightly water-stained), with Prof. Williamson's auto., 12s 6d ibidem, 1724
2059 Another Copy, old calf (large and sound copy), los

This is an earlier issue of the'' Opera Mechanica '", etc., with a different titlepage.

2060 OpUSCULA POSTUMA, qute continent DiOPTRICAM, COMMENTARIOS de VlTRIS FiGURANDIS,
Dissertationem de Corona et Parheliis, Tractatum de Motu et de Vi Centrifuga, De-
scriptionem Automati Planetarii [ex recensione Burcheri de Volder et Bernhardi
Fullenii] ; ivith 19 ^ne copperplates, and numerous diagrams, 4to. contemporary Dutch calf gilt
(rare), 15.$ ibidem, 1703

First Edition of the author's posthumous works, afterwards republished by J. W. 's Gravesande as Opera Rdiqna, and
comprising Huygans's important optical works. The above works form the complete printed works ofHuygens(in aLatin
translation), and are by no means superseded by the so-called ' ffiuvres coujplHes' issued by the Kon. Nederlaudsch
genootschap der wetenschappen, which merely contain his correspondence.

2061 Opera Reliqua [edente G. J. 's Gravesande] ; loith 58folding copjierplates, 2 vols. 4to.

contemporary lohite parchment qilt, lIsQd Amsielodami, 17*^8
' He constructed the pendulum-clock, following out the idea first suggested by Galileo, and developed and gave

precision to the lattcr's investi>j;ations upon accelerated motion under the action of gravity. By means of an improved
telescope of his own construction, Huygens in 16')5 discovered Saturn's ring and the fourth satellite of that planet. He
discovered the laws of collision of elastic bodies about the same time as Wallis and Wren, and also made a material
improvement in the air pump. But his most important discoveries aie in the department of optics : he it was who first

propounded and developed what is now known as the undulatory theory of light, and he is the discoverer of polarisation.*

2062 De Circuli Magnitudine Inventa, accedunt eiusdem Probleniatum quoiundam illus-

triuin Constructiones ; ivith diagrams, Lugd. Bat., Joh. et Dan. Elzevier. '54: Systema
Saturnium, sive de Causis mirandorum SatuVni Plifenomenon, et Comite ejus Planeta Novo ;

ivith plate, woodcuts and diagrams, Hagw-Com., A. Vlacq, '59—in 1 vol. 4to., FINE AND large
copies in contemporary white vellum (RARE), £2. 2s 1654-9

First Editions of these important works, the second containing the first account of the author's discovery of Saturn's
ring and his fourth satellite. It also contains at end a description of the Micrometer.

Bound up with the above two works is ' Epistola de Mundi, quae circumferuntur, Systematis et novo alio illis certiore
Dialogismum paradoxum complexa : Auctore Jacobo Cocc^o' ; with plates, Amst., 16t>0.

2063 Exercitationes Mathematics et Philosopiiicj^. ex MSS. in Bibliotheca Academia?
Lugd. Bat. servatis edidit Petrus Joannes Uylenbroek ; with 4folding plates, andfs., 2 vols.

4to. contemporary hf. calfgilt (fine copy). Vis 6d Hagte Comit., 1833
Containing Huygens's correspondence with Leibniz, the Marquis de I'Hospital, de Vaumesle, Fatio de Duillier, etc etc.

2064 HoROLOGiUM OsciLLATORiUM, sive de Motu Pendulorum ad Horologia antato
Demonstrationes Geonietrica3, editio princeps ; with woodcuts and numerous diagrams, folio,

FINE TALL COPY in old white vellum (very rare), £3. 3* Parisiis, 1673
'A work that ranks second only to Newton's rrincijna and con.stitutes historically a necessary introduction to it.

The book opens with a description of pendulum clocks, of which Huygens is the inventor. Then follows a treatment of
accelerated motion of bodies falling free, or sliding on inclined planes, or on given curves—culminating in the brilliant

discovery that the cycloii is a tautochronous curve. To the theory of curves he added the important theory of ' evolutes.'

... In Huygens's assumption that the common centre of gravity of a group of bodies, oscillating about a horizontal axis,

rises to its original height, but no higher, is expressed for the first time one of the most beautiful principles of dynamics,
afterwards called the princii)le of the conservation of vis viva. The 13 theorems at the end relate to the theory of
centrifugal force in circular motion. This theory aided Newton in discovering the law of gravitation.'— /Vo/. Cajori.

Added are some pp. of an old MS. bearing on the subject, and a folio leaf ' Methode aisee pour apprendre a regler et a
entretenir uue montre h pendule faite par [Markham] Marwick ' [maker of 'long-case clocks ', 1720-40].

2065 KOSMOOEQPOS, sive de Terris Ccelestibus, earumque Ornatu, Conjectur.e, editio
princeps; with 5 folding plates, sm. Ato. fine copy in old white vellum, 15s Hagfr-Com., 1698

2066 Editio Altera; with 5 plates, sm. 4to. oldhf. vellum, IQs ib., 1699
Published posthumously. It contains the author's views on the plurality of worlds.

2067 [ ] Traite de la Lumiere, oii sont expliquees les causes de ce qui luj' arrive dans la

Reflexion, et dans la Refraction, et particulierement dans I'^trange Refraction du Cristal

d'Islande, par C. H. D. Z., avec un Discours de la Cause de la Pesanteur ; with diagrams, cr.

4to. newly bound in polished crimson Levant morocco gilt, cl. sides, rough g. e. {last 2 U. slightly

stained, otherwise a VERY TALL AND FINE COPY) ; very rare, £3 llsQd Leide, 1690
First Edition of this CEf.EBRATKo Work, fir.st propounding his principle of 'elementary waves', enabling him to

explain the reflexion and refraction of light on the basis of the undulatory theory. In the ' Discours de la cause de la

pesanteur', which has a separate title, the author 'developed and gave precision to the investigations of Galileo upon
accelerated motion under the action of gravity ; and there is no doubt that to the clearness of Ms demonstrations his groat
successor, Newton, in preparing his magnificent development of the principle of accelerating force, was largely indebted.'

It also contiiins his discovery of polarisation.
' Nach Form und Inhalt eines der ausgezeichnetsten und geistreichsten Werke der jilteren Vhysik.'—Poggendorff.

2068 HYMEBS (John, Rector of Brandesburton, F.R.S. ; founder of Hymers College, Hidl) The
Elements of the Theory of Astronomy, 2nd Ed., revised, 4 plates, 8vo. boards, 4^

Cambridge, 1840

2069 Treatise on Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions ; containing the Theory of

Curve Surfaces, and of Curves of Double Curvature, 6 plates, 8vo. boards, Zs ib., 1830

2070 Second Edition, altered and enlarged, Opiates, 8vo. boards, Zs Qd ib., 1836
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2071 HYMERS (John, Rector of Brandesburton, F.R.s.
; founder of Hymcrs College, Hull) Treatisk

on Conic Skctions, and the Api>lication of Algebra to Geometry, 3rd Ed., enlarged, 4 -plates,

8vo. boards, 4* Qd Cambridge, 1845
' This work at once became a standard textbook.'—/). N. B.

2072 Treatise on Differential Equations, and on the Calculus of Finite Differences,
plate, 8vo. boards, Ss ib., 1839

2073 Second Edition, enlarged, 8vo. cl., 4s 1858
2074 Treatise on the Integral Calculus, with the Theory of Definite Integrals and of

Elliptic Functions, 2nd Ed., enlarged, 2 plates, 8vo. hoards, 3s M Cambridge, 1835
'The second edition (1835) introduced the subject of ' Elliptic Functions' to English students.'—D. N. B.

2075 Third Edition, enlarged, 2 plates, 8vo. boards, or, cL, As ib., 1844
2076 Treatise on the Theory of Aluedraical Equations, plate, 8vo. boards, 3s ib., 1837
2077 Second Edition, altered and enlarged, plate, 8vo. boards, 3s 6rf ib., 1840
2078 Treatise on Trigonometry, and on Trigonometrical Tables and Logarithms, with Select

Problems and their Solutions, 2nd Ed., enlarged : TREATISE on SPHERICAL Trigonomety, 3 plates—
2 vols. 8vo. in 1, boards, As Qd ib., 1841

' Ilis books exhibit much acquaintance with the progress of mathematics on the continent.'

—

D. N. B.

2079 HYNDMAN (H. H. Francis) Radiation : Electromagnetic Radiation, Rontgen and Cathode
Rays ; witii Preface by Silvanus P. Thompson, f.r.s., diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) 1898

2080 IBBETSON (John Holt) Specimens in Eccentric Circular Turning, with Practical
Instructions, third Ed., with considerable Additions^ copperplates {some folding), and numerous
woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 5s [c. 1830]

2051 IDELEB. (Christian Ludwig) Handbuch der mathematischen und technischen Chrono-
logie, aus den Quellen bearbeitet, 2 thick vols. 8vo. bog.rds, £1. 10s Berlin, 1825-6

The scarce original edition of the author's most important work. ' An exhaustive and commendable work on
the measures of time adopted in various countries, especially in ancient times.'

—

Prof. S. Newcomb.

2052 ILES (George, New York) FLAME, Electricity, and the Camera : Man's Progress from the
First Kindling of Fire to the Wireless Telegraph and the Photography of Color, with 22 portraits

and plates, and 93 cuts, 8vo. cl., is 6d (p. 7s 6rf nett) 1900
2083 INDUSTRIES (The) of the World : a Complete Course of Technical Education, ed. by

Jamks Wvlde, copioitslif illustrated with portraits, plates, and woodcuts, 2 vols. impl. 8vo. in 6
parts, cl. (out of print), \6s (p. £1. 19s) [1881-2]

2084 INGENHOUSZ (Jan, f.r.s.) Experiments upon Vegetables, discovering their great Power of

purifying the Common Air in the Sunshine, and of injuring it in the Shade and at Night, with
a new Method of examining the accurate Degree of Salubrity of the Atmo.sphere, folding plate,

8vo. old crt//(RARE), £1. 5s 1779
The author's chief work, containing hi3 discovery that plants give off oxygen in the sunshine, and carbon dioxide in

the shade.

2085 Lettre a M. J. VAN Breda au Sujet de la Quantite d'AiR Dephlogistiqu6 que lea

YtGtTXVX rdpandent dans TAtmosphere pendant le Jour, etc. etc., 4to. (pp. 14), sewn,
2s (Sd [1785]

2086 Lettre h. M. N. C. Molitor au Sujet de I'Effet particulier qu'ont sur la Germination
des Semences . . . les diffdrentes Especes d'AiR, 4to. (pp. 12), tiewn, 2s [1786]

2087 Observations Physiques : R6Hexions sur I'Economie des Vdg6taux : I'Origine et la
Nature de la Matibre verte de M. Priestley ; with coloured plate, 4to. sewn. As 1784

InKcuhousz, who spent his later years in England, was the first to employ glass jdates in the construction of electric
machines. He also made important researches into the thermal conductivity of different metals, and was the first to
introduce carbon dioxide into medical use.

2088 INGLIS (James) Artistic Lighting ; with * At Home ' Portraiture, Avith Daylight and
Flashlight, by F. DuNDAS TODD, 11 plates, chiejlij portrait-specimens, post 8vo. cl., 2s (id (p. 5s)

Chicago, 1897
2089 INGRAM (Alexander) The Principles of Arithmetic and their Application to Rusiness,

26th Ed., 16mo. old sheep, 3s 6d Edin., 1847
A M.S. note on title by a former owner states that the author was the first to bring out ' the present improved method

of cuIh- root (p. 104).'

2093 INMAN (James, D.D., Prof Navigation, R.N.C., Greenwich) Navigation and Nautical
Astronomy, 7th Ed., with Nautical Tables, for the Use of British Seamen, new Ed., 2 vols.

roy. 8vo. hf. calf, tvith Sandhurst College bookplate, 8s 6d 1849
* In the thirfl e<lition (183.'); he introduced a new trigonometrical function, the half-versino, or haversine, the logarithms

of which were adde<l to the Tables, and enonnously simplified the practical solution of spherical triangles. After long
remaining the recognised textl>ook in the navy, the ' Navigation ' has been gradually superseded, but tlie tables still

continue in use.'—SirJ. K. Ixivghton.

2091 INNES (Robert T. A., f.r.a.s. ; Govt. Observ., Johannesburg) Reference Catalogue of

Southern Double Stars, with Preface by Sir David Gill, f.r.s., impl. 4to. seicn, 8s 6d
(p. 14s nett) Edin., 18dd

' Up to the present time no general catalogue of the double stars of the Southern Hemisphere has been published. The
observer in this field has been compelled either to expend much time in searching ... or to consult and compare many
different pulilications.'—.Sir David Gill.

2092 INSTITUT de FRANCE : Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des Stances de 1'Academie
des Sciences ; Vols. 76-139, 64 vols. 4to. sewn as issued, £12. 12s (p. £38. 10s nett) 1873-1904

2003 Tomes 52 ii 65 ; 14 thick vols. 4to. hf calf £1. 5s (p. F. 210. unbound) 1861-7
See Memoires de Mathematiquk et de Physique, jwst.

2091 INSTRUMENTS de PRECISION: Mus^E R^trospectif de la Classe 15, h I'Exposition
de Paris, 1900; with 9 plates containing 81 portraits of Scientists, besides numerous fine engravings
of historical and modem scientifc instruments, impl. 8vo. sewn, As [1900]

A most valuable collection of scientific instruments of historical interest.

8
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2095 INTEGRAL CALCULUS, Collection of Examples on the, in whicli every Operation of each
Example is completely effected, by a Member of the University [with Table of Integrals], 8vo.

boards, 3.y 6^^ Cambridge, 1835

2096 INTELLECTUAL OBSERVER (The) : Review of Natural History, Microscopic
Research, and Recreative Science, with numerous plates [many coloured), and woodcuts,

12 vols. Svo. hf. calf extra (Jine set), £1. 15s 1862-8

2097 Another Copy, 12 v. 8vo. ; with, its Continuation : The Student and Intellectual
Observer, ivith numerous coloured and other plates, and ivoodcuts, complete in 5 vols. roy. Svo.

—in all 17 vols. hf. calf antique, t. e. g. {fine set)^ £3. 3* 1862-71

2098 Vols. t-III only, with plates {mamj coloured) and woodcuts, 3 vols. Svo. hf. roan,

Qs M 1862-3

2099 IRON and STEEL INSTITUTE, Publications of the, from the beginning in 1869 to 1905,

No. 1 ; viz. : Transactions, 2 v. in 1, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1869-70 {wanting v. II, No. 2) : Journal,
1871-1905, No. 1, 1871-1905 {wanting 1871, No. 1) ; Name Index, V. 1-50 (1869-96), '98 : General
Index, V. 36-58 (1890-1900), 1902 : "Special Volume (The Iron and Steel Institute in America in

1890), n. d.: Library Catalogue, with very numerous plates, portraits, etc.—in all 5 vols. hf.

calf gilt, 56 vols. cL, and 4 parts, sewn (very scarce), £18. 18* 1869-1905

2100 , Journal of the, from 1876 to 1905, No. 1, 9 parts and 49 v. : Indexes
1869-1900, 2 V. : Special Volume (the Institute in America), 1890-1, 1 v.—in all 52 vols. Svo. cl.,

and 9 parts, sewn ; with numerous plates, etc. (fresh series), £10. 10* (p. £50. Si) 1876-1905
One of the earliest and most important publications on the metallurgy of iron, containing valuable original contributions

by the leading inetallurgists of the time. The .second Index Volume contains a ' History of the Development of the
Institute' by Bennett H. Brough, vnth 16 portraits of past-preddeiits.

2101 ISENTHAL (A. W.), and H. Snowden WARD : Practical Radiography : a Handbook for

Physicians, Surgeons, and other Users of X-Rays, third [last] Ed. [greatly enlarged], with
numerous plates and woodcuts, Svo. cl., Ss Qd (p. 6s nett) 1901

2102 ISTITUTO CHIMICO : Ricerche eseguite nell' Anno scolastico 1890-1; ivith plate and
diagrams, roy. Svo. sewn, with inscr. to Prof A. W. Williamson, F.R.S., 2s Qd Roma, 1891

2103 [J. (S. B.)] Cyclometry and Circle-Squaring in a Nutshell, by a Member of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, diagrams, Svo. (pp. 44), seivn, 35 1871
Originating in an attempt to ' draw' Professor Clifford.

2104 JACK (Richard, Teacher of Mathematics, ^c^m.) Elements of Conic Sections, demonstrating
the principal Properties of the Parabola, Ellipse, and Hyperbola, with numerous folding plates
{afew torn), Svo. old calf Qrare), Qs Qd Edin., 1742

2105 Mathematical Principles of Theology, or the Existence of God Geometrically
Demonstrated, Svo. nice copy in old calf, ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.
{rare), lOs 6d 1747

' Propositions arranged after the manner of Euclid, with beings represented by circles and squares. But these circles

and squares are logical symbols, not geometrical ones . . . It is a logical vagary.'

—

Prof, de Morgan.

2106 JACKSON (Lowis d'Aguilar) Accented Four-Figure Logarithms, and other Tables, Svo.
cl, 4:8 Qd

{i>.
9s) 1881

2107 Statistics of Hydraulic Works and Hydrology of England, Canada, Egypt, and
India, large Svo. cl. {out of print), 8s 6d (p. £1. 11* 6d) 1885

2108 JACKSON (S., Victoria Coll., Congleton) Commercial Arithmetic, with Answers, cr. Svo. cl.,

2s 1899
2109 JACKSON (Thomas, Prof Natural Philosophy, St. Andrews) Elements of Theoretical

Mechanics ; ivith 12folding plates containing 200 diagrams, Svo. calf {scarce) , Qs Edin., 1827
An early troatiso on mechanics treated on a purely mathematical basis.

2110 JACOB (William Stephen; Madras Observatory) Double Stars observed atPooNAH, 1S45-6,
4to. (pp. 12), sewn, 2s 1846

2111 JAOOBI (Karl Gustav Jakob) Fundamenta Nova Theoriae Functionum Ellipticarum ;

v'ithfolding table, 4to. hf. cl., or, hf. bound, 8s 6d Regiomonti [Konigsberg i. P.], 1829
' Jacobi's most celebrated investigations are those on elliptic functions, the modern notation in which is sub.stantially

due to him, and the theory of which he established simultaneously with Abel but quite independently of him. Jacobi's
results are given in his treatise on elliptic functions, publi-shed in 1829 . . .'—W. W. It. Ball.

2112 JACOBY (Harold, Columbia Univ., N. Y.) Tables for the Correction of Micrometric
Measures for Refraction, 1890 (Cape Observatory), folio (pp. 7), sewn, 2s [c. 1890]

2113 JACCITJIER (Francois, Ord. Min. ; editor of Newton's Principia) Elementi di Perspettiva
.secondo li Piincipii di BiJOOK Taylor, con varie A<,'giunte spettanti all' Ottica e alia Geometria

;

with l^i^latcs, Svo. old calf gilt {fine copy), icith bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.

,

6s Gd Roma, 1755
2114 JAGO (William, Analytical Chemist) The Chemistry of Wheat, Flour, and Bread; and

Technology of Breadmaking, with numerous woodcuts, Svo. cl., Qs apud auctorem, Brighton, 1886
2115 JAHRBUCH der Chemie : Bericht ilber die wichtigsten Fortschritte der reinen und ange-

wandten Cheniie, heransgegeben von Richard Meyer, I. -VI. Jaiircang ; ivith numerous illus-
trations, 6 vols. roy. Svo. cl., £1. 10* (p. M. 84.) Frankfurt a. M., 1891—Braunschweig, 1896

2116 (Technisch-Chemisches) : ein Bericht iiber die Fortschritte auf dein Gebiete der
chemischen Technologie, hrsg. v. Rudolf Biedermann, Jahrgang VI u. VIII (188J. 188^) ; illus-
trated, 2 vols. Svo. cl., 5s (p. M. 26 ) Berli7i, 1885-7

2117 JALLABERT (Jean) Theses Physico-Mathematic^ de Gravitate, in quibus ejus Leges
ex Motibus Cfelestibus deducuntur, ac circa ejus Causam Mechanicam Hypothesis Eruditorum
examini subjicitur, 4to. (pp. 27), sewn {rare), 6s 6d Genevce, 1731

This thesis, the author'."! first printed work, was unknown to Poggendorff and to his Biographer in Biogr. Gen., and was
defended before Gabriel Cramer, whom he succeeded as professor of mathematics at Geneva.
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2118 JAHRESBERICHT iiber die FORTSCHRITTE der CHEMIE mid verwandter Theile

aaderer Wissenschaften, begriindet von Justus Freiherr v. Liebig und Hermann

Kopp ; COMPLEIE from the beginning in 1847 to 1835, 39 v. : Register 1847-66, 2 v.—
together 41 vols. 8vo., 1847-74 in 24 v. hf. calf, the rest as issued {wanting 1885 -pi. 4),

with auto, of Frof. A. IF. Williamson, F.R.S., £18. 18* Giesseii, 18i7-85
Forniiiig the continuation of Berzklius's ' Jauresbebichte '.

2119 -Another Series, from 1853 to 1861 and 1877 to 1883 (Vols. 7-18, and 31-37), 19 vols, hf-

calf, £5. 1853-83

212) JAMES (Lt.-Gen. Sir Henry, F.R.S.) Abstracts of tli3 Principal Lines of Spirit Level-
ling in England and Wales, front. ; with Atlas, comprising numerous plates—2 vols, inipl.

4to. c/., 8* 1861
2121 Do. Do. of Scotland, /row <.; with Atlas, cowjomi'wfl' 25 j9/a^c5—2 vols. impl. 4to.

c/., 5* 1861
2122 : Account of the Methods and Processes adopted for the Production of the Maps

of the Ordnance Survey of the United Kingdom, with numerous plates^ plans and maps, roy.

4to. cL, Is (p. 14*) 1875
C'ontainin}? contributions on the reduction of maps, photo-zincography, etc. etc.

2123 Extension of the Triangulation of the ordnance Survey into France and Bel-
gium, with the Measurement of an Arc of Parallel in Lat. 52^ N. from Valentia to Mount
Kemmel in Belgium, 7 plates, roy. 4to. cl., Qs 1863

2124 On the Deflection of the Plumb-line at Arthur's Seat, and the Mean Specific
Gravity of the Earth, plate and 2 inaps {one coloured) : On the Figure, Dimensions, and Mean
Specific Gravity of the Earth, as derived from the Ordnance Survey of Gt. Britain and Ireland,

map—2 vols.4to. (pp. 36) in 1, c/., 4s 6d 1856
' Presented to the Royal Military College at Sandhurst by Lt. -Colonel H. James, r.e.'—Jnscr. on flyleaf.

2125 Instructions for Taking Meteorological Observations, with Tables for their

Correction, and Note^ on Meteorological Phenomena, with 20 Jine plates of Meteorological Instru-

ments, etc., and charts {many folding or coloured), roy. 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), 12s 6c^ 1860
Includinji copious description.s of the ineteorolo«;ical instruments then in use.

2126 : Ordnance Trigonometrical Survey of Gt. Britain and Ireland: Account of the
Observations and Calculations of the Principal Triangulation; and of the Figure,
Dimensions and Mean Specific Gravity of the Earth as derived therefrom, drawn up by
Capt. Alex. Ross Clarke, r.a., f.r.a.s., under the direction of Lt.-Col. H. James, front.,

vignette and diagrams, thick roy. 4to. cl. {stamp on title), 105 Qd 1858

2127 JAMIESON (Alexander, ll.d.) Elements of Algebra: an Intro, to Bland's Algebraical
Problems, etc., 8vo. boards, 2s 1830

2128 Treatise on the Construction of Maps, with Appendix and copious Notes, 2Q plates,

8vo. hf calf .36- Of/ 1814
2129 JAMIESON (George, Minister of New Machar) Causality : or the Philosophy of Lawinvesti-

;,'ated, 2n<l [hist] Ed., j,'reatly enlarged, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 8s 6d 1872
Chierty flirectcd against Sir William Hamilton's 'Philosophy of Perception ', and propounding; a new theory of 'repre-

Kentutioii.'

21.30 JAMIN (Jules Celestin, de Vlnstitut) CouRS de Physique de I'Ecole Polytechnique, 2^ Ed. ;

with 8folding plates, and over 1000 woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. hf. morocco extra {nice copy). Is 6d 1863 9
2131 JANVIER (Antide; horologei) Des KtivoLUTiONS des Corps Celestes par'le M^canisme

des KOUAGES ; with 9 fine copperplates {8 folding), showing complex mechanical contrivances, 4to.

setcn, or, boards, 6s Didot, 1812
Chiefly a description of the author's planetarium on the geo-centric system, which, for its mechanical ingenuity, gained

the jiraise of Delanibre.

2132 JARBETT (Thomas; d.d., Orientalist) Y.?>^xy on Algebraic Development, containing the
principal Expansions in Common Alj^ehra, in the DiU'erential and Integral Calculus, and in the
Calculus of I'inite Differences ; the General Term being immediately obtained by means of a New
and Comprehensive Notation, 8vo. boards, uncut. As Cambridge, 1831

' Intended! to illustrate and api)ly a system of algebraic notation submitted by him to the Cambridge Philosophical
Society.'—/). -V. /•'.

21.33 JEANS (Georg-e, pr., Pembroke Coll., Oxon.) PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY for the Unlearned [with
Astronomical and Optical Terms], illustrated, post 8vo. cl., 3s 1856

21.34 JEANS (H. W., F.R.A.S.) Nautical Astronomy and Navigation; new Ed., with numerous
diagrams, 2 parts in 1 vol. ro}'. 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s 6d (p. 14s) 1870-68

2135 JEANS (James Stephen, Sec. Brit. Iron Trade Assn.) Notes on NORTHERN Industries,
written for the Iron and Steel Institute, withfolding plans and tables, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s Qd [1878J

2136 Steel: its History, Manufacture, Properties, and Uses, with 2A plates {mostly folding),
and 186 woodcuts, very thick 8vo. cl., £1. 5s 1880

This important work, the first of its kind, is now out of print and very scarce.

JEBB (Samuel, m.d.) Excerpta quondam e Newtoni Principiis Philosophise Naturalis,
cum Notis N'ariorum—V. Newtoniana, post.

2137 JEFFRIES (J>Q,vi6.', jeweller) Treatise on Diamonds and Pearls, with the True Method
of Manufacturing Diamonds, 4th Ed., corrected to date, 10 plates, and 20 tables, cr. 8vo. cl.,

2s 6d (p. 10.* Qd) 1871
2138 [JENKINS (Mary) Guide to Star-Gazing : a Familiar Explanation of the First Principles of

Astronomy, uith monthly charts, 12mo. cl., 2s 1869
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2139 JELLETT (John Hewitt, b.!)., Provost T. C. D.) Elementary Treatise on the Calculus of

Variations, 8vo. cl. (very scarce), £1. 10s Dublin, 1850
' This valuable work constitutes the only complete treatise on the calculus of variations in the English language . . .

Wo strongly recommend the sLudentto master this important volume,'

—

Todhunter's His', of the Calculus of Variations.

2140 Treatise on the Theory of Friction, loUh 30 illustrations, 8vo. cl. (scarce), 15s

ibidem, 1872
The only extant treatise in English on the theory of friction, considered as a part of rational mechanics. ' Some of the

principles contained in the present treatise are believed to be here enunciated for the first time.'

—

Preface.

2141 JENKIN (Henry Charles Fleeming, f.r.s.) Bridges : an Elementary Treatise on then- Con-
struction and History (from Ency. lirit.), with 2 plates and 133 woodcuts, 4to. cl., 3s

Edin., 1776 [sic, rede 1876]

2142 Electricity and Magnetism, 6th or 7th Ed., with Yll woodcuts and diagrams, cr. 8vo.

cl.,3sQd
'

1881 or '3
' Marking a new departure in the exposition of electricity, as the first text-book containing a systematic application of

the quantitative methods inaugurated by the British Association Committee on Electrical Standards.'—Lorti Kelcin.

The 6th was the last edition revised by the author, and the 7th is a reprint,

2143 Papers Literary, Scientific, etc., ed. by Sidney Colvin and J. A. Ewing, f.r.s.,

with Memoir (pp. 170) by Robert Louis Stevenson, with portraits^ plates, and numerous
diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut (SCARCE), £1. 10s 1887

Much valued not only for the biography by R. L. Stevenson, but also for the high scientific value of the papers them-
selves. It includes a 'Note on the Contributions of Fleeming Jenkin to Electrical and Engineering Science', by Lord
Kelvin, as well as the author's Papers on ' Telpherage ', Submarine Telegraphy, etc. etc., and a List of his Patents.

' In practical engineering thoroughness and soundness marked all Jenkin's work. His determinative work in electricity

is of the highest value, while his varied originality as an inventor is testified by his 35 British patents, and by his scientific

papers.'—G. T. Bettany.

2144 : Reports of the Committee on Electrical Standards appointed by the British
Association, revised by Lord Kelvin, J. Clerk Maxwell, and Fleeming Jenkin, ff.r.s.,

with the latter's Report on Units of Electrical Resistance, and his Cantor Lectures [on

Submarine Telegraphy], 7 folding plates, and diagrams, 8vo. cl. {very scarce), 15s 1873
' The experimental work of first making practical standards, founded on the absolute system, which led to the unit now

known as the British Association ohm, was chiefly performed by Clerk Maxwell and Jenkin. The realisation of the great

practical benefit which has resulted from the experimental and scientific work of the Committee iscertainly due to Jenkin's
zeal and perseverance as secretary, and as editor of the Collected Reports . . . The volume of Reports included Jenkin's
Cantor Lecture ' On Submarine Telegraphy ', through which the practical applications of the scientific principles . . .

became part of general knowledge in the engineering profession '.

—

Lord Kelvin.

2145 JENNINGS (David; Independent Minister, Wapping) Introduction to the Use of the Globes
and the Orrery, with plates, 8vo. nice copy in old calf, with bookplate of Philip Earl Stanhope,
F.KS., 5s 1747

With appendix ' attempting to explain the account of the first and fourth days' work of Creation in the first chapter
of Genesis '.

2146 JENSEN (C. O., Copenhagen) Grundriss der MiLCHKUNDE und Milchhygiene ; with 22
illustrations, 8vo. sewn, 3s (p. M. 4.80.) Stuttgart, 1903

2147 JENYNS [later BLOMEFIELDJ (Leonard, pr.) Observations in Meteorology, relating to

Temperature, the Winds, Atmosphere, Weather Changes, etc., post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 10s Qd) 1858

2148 JEPHSON (Thomas, b.d.) The Fluxional Calculus, with diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf
{scarce), 8s Qd 1826-30

' I have not confined myself to the Newtonian doctrine of limits, but have introduced the principles of La Grange's
Theory of Functions.'—Pre/uce. Vol. II contains the Integral Calculus, Differential Equations, and the Calculus of
Variations.

2149 JERVIS (Col. Henry Jervis-White, R.A., m.p.) Our Engines of War, and how we got ti

make them, with numerous ivoodcuts chiefly from old illustrations, large post 8vo. cl. {scarce),

5s 1859
A good historical sketch, illustrating especially the gradual evolution of firearms.

2150 JESSOP (Francis) Propositiones Hydrostatic/E ad illustrandum Aristarchi Samii Systema
destinatoe, et quaedam Phcenomena Natural Generalia ; with diagrams, 4to. (pp. 34), sewn, 3s Qd

Londini, 1687
2151 JEVONS ("William Stanley, f.r.s.) Elementary Lessons in Logic: Deductive and Induct-

ive, with Vocabulary of Logical Terms, fcap. 8vo. cl., 2s 1870 or '74

2152 The Principles of Science : a Treatise on Logic and Scientific Method ; Library
Edition, with front, of the Logical Machine, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut {out ofprint), 15s (p. £1. 5s) 1874

2153 Another Copy, new 'hf. brown calf extra, uncut, t. e. g., £1. 2s Qd
2154 New Edition, printed in smaller type, withfront., post 8vo. cl., 7s (p. 12s 6d) 1877, or 1879

His most important work, with illustrations derived from almost every branch of science, wherein 'he developed his

theory of logic and scientifio method, and of its applications beyond and, so to speak, above the sphere of physical
science alone. It proved more stimulative to mathematicians than to metaphysicians '.

—

D. N. B.
' W. S. Jevons in his Principles of Science founds induction upon the theory of inverse probability.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

2155 Pure Logic, or the Logic of Quality apart from Quantity, with Remarks on Boole's

System and on the relation of Logic and Mathematics, first edition, post 8vo. cl., with author's
inscr. on flyleaf, 5s 1861

Founded on Boole's ' Laws of Thought' {q. v. ante), but divested of the latter's mathematical dress, ' which, to say the
least, is not essential to it.'— Pre/ace.

2156 The Substitution of Similars, the True Principle of Reasoning, derived from a Modifi-
cation of Aristotle's Dictum, with front, of the Logical Abacus, 12mo. cl. (very scarce), 15s 1869

• Designed as an uncompromising step towards the liberation of logic from the ban of metaphysics, and its establishment
as an exact science.'

—

A. fF. Ward.

2157 , Letters and Journal of, edited by his Wife, with steel portrait by Stodart, 8vo. cl..

Is (p. 14s) 1866
Containing a complete bibliography, an account of his unfinished projected publications, his religious opinions, etc. etc.
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2160 JOACHIMSTHAL (Ferdinand, Breslau Univ.) Anwendung der Differential- und In-

TEGRALRECHXUNG auf die allgemeine Theorie der Flachen und der LiNlEN DOPPELTER Krum-
MUNG, 2. Aufl. V. L. Natani ; illustrated, 8vo. seum, 3s (p. M. 6.) Leipzig, 1881

2161 JOANNET (J.),,et Mathieu DAXJB.IAC : Reponses aux Questionnaires des Examens pour

rADMlssiONii r ECOLE de St.-Cyr, contenant I'ArithnK^tique, I'Alg^bre, la Gc^oni^trie, la Trigo-

nometrie rectiligne, et la Geometrie descriptive ; with 10folding plates, 8vo. hf. calf gilt, 4s 1847

2162 JOHNSON (Capt. Edward J., f.r.s., Supt. Compass Dept. B.N.) Practical Illustrations
of the Necessity of Ascertaining the Deviations of the Compass, with Explanatory
Diagrams, and Notes on the Compass System now adopted in the Royal Navy, Notes on
Magnetism, etc., withfolding chart of the Channel, and plate with movable compass caj'd, roy. 4to.

morocco, with aiUhor's inscr. to Adml. Lord A. Fitzclarence, Qs 1847

2163 JOHNSON (James and John Henry) The Patentee's Manual : the Law and Practice of

Patents for Inventions ; with the Statutes, Rules, and Foreign and Colonial Patent LaMS,
International Convention and Protocol, 6th [last] Ed., enlarged, large 8vo. cl., Ijs (p. 10s Qd) 1890

2101 JOHNSON (John Butler, Washington Univ., St. Louis) The Materials of Construction : a
Treatise for Engineers on the Strength of Engineering Materials, luith plates and numerous
woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 788), ///. calf V2s Qd (p. £1. 5* nett in cl.) New York, 1897

2165 JOHNSON (Robert), and Arthur Brunei CHATWOOD : Photography Artistic and
Scientific, with woodburitype front., 27 j>lates, and diagrams^ large 8vo. cl., t. e. g., 5s

(p. 10* 6d) 1895

2160 Another Copy, prize calf extra, Qs 6d
2167 JOHNSON (Samuel Jenkins, pr., f.r.a.s.) Eclipses, Past and Future, with General Hints

for Observing the Heavens, /ro?/^, ]»ost Svo. cl., 2s 6d Oxford, 1874
Tht' author's rectory of Upton Helions, Devon, sounds peculiarly apt for a solar astronomer.

2103 JOHNSON (V. E.) Our Debt to the Past, or Chaldean Science ; with Essay on
Mathematics and the Fine Arts, cr. Svo. cl., Is Qd [isOO]

2IG9 JOHNSON (William Woolsey, U.S.N. Academy, Annapolis, Md.) ELEMENTARY Treatise on
the Integral Calculus, founded on the Method of Kates or Fluxions, with diagrams, large 8vo.

cl., As (p. Ss) 1883
' Intemled as a supplement to Rice's ' Treatise on the DifTerential Calculus '.'

2170 Tre.\tise on Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations, Svo. cl, \0s (p. 15*

nett) 1889
' Particular attention has been paid to the development of the symbolic methods, especially in connexion with the

operator x—, for which the symbol S has recently been adopted. Some new applications of this symbol have been

made.'

—

rrrfuce.

2171 JOHNSTON [the Elder] (Alexander Keith) Atlas of Astronomy, 2nd YaI, by J. II. Hind,
F.H.S., 18 coloured plates, inipl. 4to. ///. bound, 3s Qd (p. £1. I.9) Edin., 1856

2172 JOHNSTON (James Finlay Weir, f.r.s.) The Chemistry of Common Life, first edition,
with woodcuts, 2 vols, post Svo. cl., 3s 6d Edin.^ 1855

217.S Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, As

2174 New Edition, revised and brought down to date by George Henry Lewes, with
woodcuts, 2 vols, post 8vo., cl.. As 6d ib., 1859

2175 Another Copy, 2 vols, in 1, hf. ccdfncat, 5s
' His last and best •work.'—D.N. B.

2170 Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology, 5th Ed., woodcuts, post Svo. c/.,

2s 6d «6., 1848
2177 Tenth Edition, by Sir Charles Alexander Cameron, c.b., woodcuts^ post 8vo.,

cl.. As ib., 1877
2178 Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology, with Suggestions for

Exi)eriments in Practical Agriculture, Svo. (pp. 1047), hf. calf. As ib., 1845
2179 The Use of Lime in Agriculture, illustrated, post Svo. cl, 3s ib., 1849

'Johnston successfully sought to ^ive recent scientilic discovery a practical application to agriculture and
manufactures. Most of his numerous writings attained great popularity.'—D.jV.ZJ.

2180 JOHNSTONE (John, Land Surveyor) Account of the Mode of Draining Land,
according to the System practised by Joseph Elkington, with \^ folding plates, Svo. hoards,
uncut, (is (kl 1814

2181 JOLY (Charles Jasper, f.r.s.. Royal Astronomer of Ireland) Manual for Quaternions, with
diagrams, Svo., cl.. Is (p. 10* nett) 1905

' Altliou^'h this book may be re','arded as introductory to the works of Hamilton [q. v. ante], it may also to some extent
be considertii as sui)i)lenienting them.'— Preface.

2182 JONCOUBT (6lie de, Prof en Philosophic) De la Nature et des Principaux Usages de
la plus simple Espijce de Nombres Trigonaux, avec deux Tables, dont la preniibre donne, sans
la inoindre Peine, outre la Solution de divers autres Problemes, la Racine Quarree de tout
Quarre, exprime par un Nonibre entier entre I'Unit^ et 40,000,000,000. La seconde aide a trouver
la Kacine CUBiQUEde tout Cube, exprimd par un Nonibre entier, entre I'Unit^ et 216,000,000,000,
or. 4to. nice copy in contemporary calf gilt, with paintedflyleaves (RARE), £1. 1* La Haye, 1762

' Tres rare volume qui fait de faut a la plupart des collections math^matiques '.—MS. note by a/oriner owner.
2183 JONES (David, actuary) On the Value of Annuities and Reversionary Payments, with

numerous Tables, 2 vols. Svo. calf, or, cl (scarce), £1. 7* 6d 1843
• An able and scientific treatise.'— .\/cCi//Zoc/i.

' The notation at pre.sent commonly used is due to David Jones, whose work was the first that contained an extensive
series of commutation tables,'—T. P. Sprague.

2184 JONES (Harry Clary, Johns Hopkins Univ.) Elements of INORGANIC CHEMISTRY, with
59 woodcuts, post Svo. cl, 3s 6d (p. 6s Qd) New York, 1903
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2185 JOPLINGr (Joseph, c.E.) Descriptions of Jopling's Double Cranks, Directions for

Adjusting the Apparatus, etc. etc., with 5 plates, 4to. (pp. 16), half calf {rare), 10s Qd 1825
Added is a testimonial signed by sonio well-known niithematicians and engineers, declaring the apparatus ' most

siin]ile and ingenious, capable of producing, with the utmost facility, an indefinite variety of curves, comprehending those

Avhicli have been the subject of mathematical research, and numerous others, which cannot fail to be of great utility iu

Naval Architecture, Civil Archit-icture', etc. etc.

2186 JORDAN (Camille) CouRS d'Analyse de I'Ecole Polytechnique, Tomes I-Il (Calcul

differential: Calcul integral: Integrales d^finies et indefinies) ; with diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. seivn,

Ss 6d (p. F. 23.) 1882-3

[JORDAN (G. W.)] The Observations of Newton concerning the Inflections of Light—
V. Newtoniana, post.

2187 JORDAN (Wilhelm) GRUNDZiJGE der astronomischen Zeit- und Ortsbestimmung ; with
numerous woodcuts, 8v^o. hf. maroon morocco, Qs Qd (p. M. 10. unbound) Berlin, 1885

2188 JORDAN (William Leighton, f.r.g.s.) The Elements; an Investigation of the Forces
which determine the Position and Movements of the Ocean and Atmosphere, with 8 plates, and
5 coloured charts, 2 vols. impl. 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 85 6c? 1866-7

In this work the author formulates a curious theory of counter-attraction ' which does not supplant the Newtonian
theory of centripetal and centrifugal forces, but simply defines the nature of the latter force : maintaining that the
former is attraction proceeding from solar gravitation, and the latter attraction proceeding from astral gravitation '.—

Preface.

2189 Lecture on the Winds, Ocean Currents, and Tides, and what they tell us of the
System of the World, with 3 plates, woodcuts, and folding chart, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, cl.,

2s &d 1877-8

2190 The New Principles of Natural Philosophy: a Defence and Extension of tlie

Principles established by the Author s Treatise on Ocean Currents, with plates, woodcuts, and
charts, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 65 (p. £1. Is) 1885

Elaborating the curious views held by the author, and containing much controversial matter.

2191 The Ocean : a Treatise on Ocean Currents and Tides, and their Causes, demonstrating
the System of the World, 2nd Ed., loith plates, woodcuts, and charts, 8vo. cl. {out of print), Qs

(p. £1. 1.S)
'

1885
2192 Treatise on the Action of Vis Inertiae in the Ocean, with 3 coloured charts, and

9 plates, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 65 (p. 14*) 1868

2193 JdRGENSEN (Alfred) The Micro-Organisms of Fermentation practically considered, ed.

from the German by G. HARRIS MoRRis, and annotated by Autlior and Editor, with Preface by
Horace T. Brown, 36 icoodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2sQd 18S9

2l9i Third Edition, largely re-written and completely revised, trans, by A. K. Miller and
A. E. Lennholm, with 83 illustrations, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 6s (p. lOs nett) 1900

The above edition contains a copious bibliography on the subject, both English and Foreign.

2195 JOULE (James Prescott, F.R.s.) Scientific Papers, published by the Physical Society of

London, icith fine portrait by Jeens, plates, and ivoodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., £1. 5s (p. £1. 125 nett)

1884-7
Including the author's important papers on therino-electvicity, his discovery of the con.servation of energy, and the

determination of the mechanical equivalent of heat. His name is well-known in electrical science as the unit of thermo-
electricity, and in Joule sImiu, giving the algebraic formula for determining the sajuc.

2196 JOURNAL de I'ilCOLE POLYTECHNIQUE, ou Bulletin du Travail fait a I'Ecole

Cextrale des Travaux Publics, publie par le Conseil d'iNSTRUCTiON et Administra-

tion de cette Eoole ; complete from the beginning in 1795 to 1862; with numerous

copperplates (mostly folding) ; Cahiers 1-39 in 22 vols. : Programmes, 1 v.—23 vols.

4to. hf. calf (very scarce), £18. 18s 1795-1862
Tliis important journal (originally named Journal Polytechnique) contains important contributions on all the subjects

(especially Chemistry) tauglit in the first Technical College over founded, by its professorial staff, including Berthollct,
Pourcroy, Guyton, Hassenfratz, Monge, Prony, Vautiuelin, etc. etc.

Many of the earlier numbers are now out of print and rare.

2197 de Mathematiques Elementaires et Speciales, publie sous la Direction de
Justin Bourget, G. de Longchamps, Vazeille, et Lucien LtvY ; with numerous
diagrams ; complete from the beginning in 1877 to 1888 (Annees l^'^ h, 12°), in 19 vols. 8vo. sewn
as issued {v. I out of print), £2. \Qs (p. F. 165. nett) 1877-88

2108 de Mathematiques Pures et Appliquees, ou Recueil mensuel de Memoires sur les

diverses Parties des Mathematiques
;
publie par Joseph Lionville ; complete from 1848 (Tome

Xllle) to 1863 {2e Serie, tome Yllle) ; with plates, 16 vols. 4to. hf calf, £5. 5* (p. F. 480. unbound)
1848-63

2199 JOtTRNAL (The) of Science and the Arts, edited at the Royal Institution of Gt. Britain
[by William Thomas Brande, f.r.s.], with numerous fine copperplates by Basire, etc., and
ivoodcuts, 22 vols. 8vo. hf. ca// (SCARCE), £2. lOs 1816-27
A complete set rf the original series, wliich was followed by the 'Journal of the Royal Institution ' and preceded the

' London and Edinburgh Pliilosophical Journal." Vols. 7-22 are entitled ' Quarterly Journal of Literature, Science, and
the Arts.'

It contains important contributions by the Editor, Sir Humphrey Davy, Charles Babbage, John Frederic Daniell, Sir
Everard Home, Richard Pliillips, etc. and especially about SO papjsrs by Michael Faraday, whose first contribution to
science, ' An Analysis of Caustic Lime from Tuscany ', it also includes.

2200 (Quarterly) of Science, edited by James Samuelson and Sir William Crookes,
F.R.S., complete from the beginning in 1864 to 1880 (Series I, v. 1 to Series III, v. 2), with plates,
and numerous ivoodcuts, 17 thick vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt, some vols, newly bo^ind {wanting title and
index of last v.), £4. 10s 1864-80
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Titlepage of this rare work, announcing, togetlier witli Nos, 2260-1,
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A COMPLETE SET TO 1904:

2203 JOURNAL of the SOCIETY of CHEMICAL INDUST?Rlf, ed. by Watson Smith,

complete from the beginning in 1882 to 1904 (Vols. 1-23), tvith fine portraits (o?i

Lidia paper) J
plates, and numerous woodcuts, 23 vols. impl. 8vo. hf. calf giU, some Dols.

neichj hound (a fine set), £27. 10; Manchester^ 1882

—

London, 1904

2*204 JOYCE (Jeremiah) Scientific Dialogues, for the Instruction and Entertainment of Yourig

People, explaining,' the first Principles of Natural and Experimental Philosophy; enlarged Ed;i

plates, 5 V. : Companion to do.—6 vols. 18nio. hf. hound, &s 1821-18
The aiitlior was a Unitarian minister and tutor to Lord Stiinhope's sons at Clieveiiing, whence he was committed to tile

Tower with Homo Tooke on a^chartreof Hiyh Treason, and suffered 23 weeks' imprisonment without trial.

llOo JULLIEN (Charles £douard, exinginieur au Crcmot) La Chimie Nouvelle, ou le Crassikr
de la Nomenclature CiiiMKiUE de liAVOisiER, roy. 8vo. sewn, with author's inscr., 3* Qd 1870

A candidate for the Budg«-t of Paradoxes.

220G JTJLLIEN (Michel Marie, s.j ) Problemes de Mecanique Rationelle ; %vith numerous
u-oodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf (scarce), 10s 6d 1855

L'-07 [JTJBIN (James, m.d., f.r.s.)] Ceometry no Friend to Infidelity: or a Defence of Sir
Isaac Newton and the British 5lathematicians, in a Letter to the Author of the Analyst, by
Philalethes Cantaijrigiexsis, Svo. seivn, 5s 1734

ooQS [ ] The Minute Mathematician : or the Free-Thinker no Just-Thinker : a Second
letter to the Author of the Analyst, by Philalethes Cantabrigiensis, diagrams, Svo. sewn,

5s 1735
The above pauiphlcts were directed against Bp. Berkelp:y'.s ' Analyst' and ' Defence of Free-Thinking' (7. r. ante).

_'_>00 Reply to Mr. Robins's Remarks on the Essay on Distinct and Indistinct Vision,
sni. Svo. sewn, Ss 1739

Tliis was answore<l by Robins in his ' Full Confutation '
(7. r. jx)st).

' jurin was one of the most learned men of his day. He had imbibed the Newtonian philo.sophy from Newton himself,

ami was an anient supporter of his teaching on motion and of liis system of Huxions '.

—

(!. T. Dittany. He was believed
tti have cau<f^l tin* cleat li of .sir Robert Wali)ole by administering to him a jiowerful caustic solvent for the stone.

•2110 KAESTNER (Abraham Gotthelf; AE(iUATioNUM Speciosarum Rp:solutio Newtoniana
l»er Series: De Re.solutione Aequationum Differentialium per Series: Unde pliue.s insint

Radices AECiUATioNiBus Sectiones Angulorum Definientibus ; with plate, 3 tracts 4t(».

sewn, is Lipsicc ct Goitingcr, 1743-5-50

2211 Dissertationes Mathematicae et Physicae, Societati Reg. Scientiarum Cottingensi
]7oO-fi() e.vhil)itae ; with Q folding plates, 4to. old hf. ccdfgilt, 5.v Altenhurgi, 1771

2212 KAISEK (Frederik, Lej/den) Forty-one Pamphlets on Astronomy (in Dutch), Svo. and
roy. Svo. sewn, with author's inscriptions, 18s 6d Amsterdam and Leyden, 1836-72

Among much other work of importance, the author did special service in his investigations ou Mans.

2213 KAISEB (H.) COMPENDIUM der PHYSIOLOGISCHEN Optik, fur Mediziner und Physiker; xcith

3 plates (Did diaqutms, Svo. hf. hovnd, 2s Wieshaden, 1S72
_'J14 KALENDARIUM GBEGOKIANUM Perpetuum, cum Privilegio Summi Pontificis,

et aliorum Princii»um ; ivith Papal arms on title, 12mo. boards [some II. hadly water-stained, and
a few soiled, also 1 /. of table somewhat defective) ; VERY rare, £1. \0s Bonue, 1582

The hark urst kdhios of the ortlcial account of the new kalcndar, printed immediately after the bull of Pope Gregory
XIII. Appended is ' R.A«;ioN.vs£KNTo di Ales.sandro Caxobbio, .sopra la Riforma fatta da N. S. Papa Gregorio XI II. lanno
M D.I.XXXII. K'n,,,', \r,sl.'

2215 KANE (Sir Robert John, M.D., F.R.s.) Elements of Chemistry, including the most recent
Di.scoveries and Applications of the Science to Medicine and Pharmacy, and to the Arts, loith 236
woodcuts, thick Svo. (pp. 1224) cl., Is Qd (p. £1. As) Dublin, 1842

'Tlic woik was ir.tro'iuce<l by Faraday into the Woolwich course, and was used in America'.—7). N. B.

2210 KAPP (Oisbert. Univ. Birmingham) ELECTRIC Transmission of Energy : its Transformation,
SulHlivision, and I)islrihution, with plates and woodcuts, post Svo. cl., 2s (p. 7* 6c/) 1SS6

2217 KASCHTJBE (Johann Wentzel) CuRSUS ^Lvthematicus, mler Deutlicher Begrief der
Mathk.mati.schen Wissexschaften ; with very numerous copperplates, 12mo. (pp. 670), new
hf. crt//(RARE), £1. l.v Jena, 1718

Including Physics, Pyroteclmics, Astronomy, Navigation, and Dialling.

221 S KAST (Johann Joachim," ,S^/ra5.s6«r(7)Qu^:STlONUM Decades II de Magnete, i)ro Disptitatione

in Academia Ar^^entoratensi proposita*, sm. 4to. (pp. 32), seivn, \0s Argentorati, 16S3
Rake, tinknown to Poggendorff, etc., and inleresting as an early work on electricity.

2219 KATEB (Capt. Henry, f.r.s.), and Dionysius LABDNEK, pr., f.r.s. : Treatise on
Mechanics (I^rdner's Cahinet Cyclopjrdia), vignette hy Findcn, and numerous steel plates b>/

Adiard : fcap. Svo. cl., 4s 1833
-•-'•20 Ne>v Edition, 12mo. hf. calf, 5s 1835

The chajiter on balances and pendulums, written by Capt. Kuter, is of special importance, as it includes the author's
imjtortant investigations and di.scoveries on the subject, e g. his Balance and Compensation Pendulum.

2221 KAUFMANN [lati7ie MEKCATOB] (Nikolaus; f.r.s.) Institutiones Astronomice, de
Molu Astrorum communi et proprio, .secundum Hypotheses Veterum et Recentiorum prtecipuas;
deque Hy[K)theseon ex Ob.servatis Constructione, cum TabulisTychonianis ; with diagrams, 12mo.
old calf gilt {nice copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 10« 6c? Londini, 1676

Kaufmann was one of the earliest members of the Royal Society, and contributed to its Transactions.

2222 Logarithmotechnia, sive Methodus nova, accurata et facilis construendi Logarithmoa
. . . accedit vera QuADRATURA Hyperbolae et Inventio Summae Logarithmorum, etc. etc.,

editio princeps ; icith diagrams, 4to. old ca// (RARE), £1. 10^ ibidem, 16C8
' He startetl vith the grand property of the equilateral hyperbola which connected the hyperbolic space between the

asymptotes with the natural logarithms. By it Mcrcator arrived at a logarithmic series, which Wallis had attempted b»it

failed to obtain. He showed how the construction of logarithmic tables could be reduced by the f[radrature of hyperbolic
spaces.'— Pro/. Cajori.
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22-23 KAYSER (Edmond) Les Levures : Caracteres morphologiques et pliysiologiques : Applications

des Levftres selectionnees ; with 25 illustrations, cr. 8vo. sewn^ \s Qd [18961

2224 KAYSER (Heinrich) Lehrbuch der Spektralanalyse ; with 9 plates and 87 luoodcvts, 8vo.

hf. olive morocco, 6s 6rf (p. M. 10. unbound) Berlin, 1883

2225 KECKERMANN (Bartholomeeus) Systema Compendiosum totius Mathematices, hoc est,

Geometric, Optic.e, Astronomic et Gj:ographic ; accesserunt Commentatio Nautica et

Index ; with diagrams and cnriovs map, ]2mo. old calf, 6s 6d Uanovice, 1621

2226 KEILL (John, m.d., f.r s. ; detractor of Leibniz) Commercium Epistolicum—v. Newton-
lANA, post.

2227 Examination of Dr. Burnet's Theory of the Earth, with Remarks on Mr. Whiston's
New Theory of the Earth, etc., 2nd Ed., ivith 13 copperplates, 8vo. old calf, Is 6d Oxford, 1734

2228 Another Copy, contemporary mottled calf {nice copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., 95

Disproving Burnet's and Winston's hypotheses, and refuting Descartes's theory of vortices'. The author applies in

this work Huygens's theorem of contrifugal force to explain the figure of the earth. This edition contains a ' Dissertation

on the Different Figures of the Coelestial Bodies ', by Maupertuis, then staying in England.

2229 Introduction to the True Astronomy : or Astronomical Lectures read in the Astro-

nomical School of the University of Oxford, 5th Ed., 2Q folding plates, 8vo. old calf, 45 1760

2230 Introductiones ad Veram Physicam et Veram Astronomiam, quibus accedunt
Trigonometria, de Viribus Centralibus, de Legibus Attractionis ; with 47 plates, 4to. old calf, or,

vellum, Is 6d Lugduni Bat., 1725
2231 Another Copy, old calf gilt, with auto. ' Maiion [afterwards Charles 3rd Earl

Stanhope, f.r.s.]. April the sixth 1798 {Good Friday)' on title, and MS. Index at end by
him ; also his bookplate, 15*

' It was considered his best performance, and generally welcomed as an excellent introduction to Newton's Principia '.—
D. N. B.

2232 Introduction to Natural Philosophy : or Philosophical Lectures read in 1700, with
Demonstrations of Huygens's Theorems, concerning the Centrifugal Force and Circuhir Motion,
trans, from the Latin, 3rd Ed., with woodcuts and diagrams, 8vo. old calf, with, booklabel of
Adam Smith, 75 Qd 1733

2233 KELLAND (Philip, pr., F.R.S., Prof Math., Univ. Edin.) The Elements of Algebra, 8vo. cl.

{covir worn), 3s Edin., 1839
2234 Lectures on the Principles of Demonstrative Mathematics, post 8vo. calf,

3s 6d ib., 1843
2235 Theory of Heat, 8vo. boards, or, calf, 2s Gd Cambridge, 1837
2236 Another Copy ; with Theories of Electricity, Heat, and Molecular Actions by

Robert Murphy, pr., Caius Colh—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf, 3s 6d ib., 1837-3

2237 , and Peter Guthrie TAIT : Introduction' to Quaternions, with numerous
Examples, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 75 Qd) 1873

The author, who was a member of Queen's Coll., Cantab., and Senior Wrangler in 1834, was the first Englishman with a
wholly English education who was admitted to a chair in the University of Edinburgh, and was one of the founders of the
Life Association of Scotland.

2238 KELLY (Patrick) Practical Introduction to Spherics and Nautical Astronomy : an
Attempt to simplify those Sciences, 2nd Ed., augmented, with numerous plates, roy. 8vo., boards,
uncut, 105 Qd 1801

2239 Fourth Edition, with Appendix on Time, Timekeepers, Transit Instruments, etc.,

numerous plates, roy. 8vo. calf {binding slightly wormed), 105 Qd 1813
' An endeavour to simplify stereographic p'rojectiou by the discovery of a projection for clearing lunar distances in

order to find the longitude at sea, with a new method of calculating this problem.' "Pt. II contains a .selection of the chief

i)ropositions in nautical astronomy. The author long kept a successful private .school, 'The Mercantile School,' in
i'insbury Square, and was acquainted with Dr. Maskelync, Sir John Herschel, and Dr. Hutton.

2240 KELVIN (Sir William Thomson, Lord, p.r.s.) Elasticity, being the Article contributed to

the Encyclopedia Britannica, illustrated, 4to. (pp. 30), cl., 3s Qd Edin., J 878
2211 —«— Mathematical and Physical Papers, collected from different Scientific Periodicals

from May, 1841, to the Present Time, ivith 24 plates {many folding), besides numerous woodcuts,
3 vols. 8vo. cl,, £1. 125 Gd (p. £2. 1 15) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1882-4-90

The last volume contains Elasticity, Heat, and Electro-Magnetism ; also 'Supplementary Articles written for the
present Volume, and hitherto unpublished.'

2242 The Molecular Tactics of Crystal, ivith 20 illustrations, 8vo. sewn, 2s

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1894
2243 Popular Lectures and Addresses, Vol. I : Constitution of Matter, illustrated,

post 8vo. cl, 3s Qd 1889
2244 Reprint of Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism, with 3 plates (2 folding), and

numerous woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 8s (p. I85) 1872
2245 Another Copy, hf. morocco extra {nice copy), 10s
2246 Second Edition [slightly enlarged] , with 3 plates and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 10s

(p. I85) 1884
2247 , and Peter Guthrie TAIT: Elements of Natural Philosophy, ivith numerous

diagrams, 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1873
2248 : Treatise on Natural Philosophy, Vol. I [all imblished], with diagrams,

thick 8vo. calf, 10s a. e., ibidem, 1867
2249 Another Copy, hf morocco extra {nice copy), 12s Od
2250 New [last] Edition, illustrated, 2 vols. 8vo, cl., £\. 2s Qd (p. £1. 14*)

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1890-5
'A work which, though never completed, has had an incalculable influence on the progress of physical science.'
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Hallos pclluciJosaccidunc

I. DEFINITIO.

IN'clinatio fupcr fupcrficicm, Aimitur dc angulo inter per-

pendicolarem fuperficici. & quemcunc]; alium radiuni, qui

pcfpcndicularcm lecat in punilo fuperficici.

II. AXIOMA OPTICVM.
Radij in trcdium dcnfius ingreffi rum inclinationc rcfrin-

gunturArcfravili intra corpus accedunt verius perpendicu-

latcni ereOam fiiperdenfi foperficiem in punOo incidentis
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IJI. AXIOMA OPriCVM.
Eademenrefra^ioizdibrum.fivcillinatuia fua ingrcdi-

antut Hv c cgicdianiur. vcl ut tales confidcremur.

IV. PROBLEMA.
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XLIV. PRDPOSITIO.
PiiJuralcntisinvcrfacft.
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XLV. DEFINITIO.
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XLVI. PROPOSITIO.
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Titlepage and iUustrations of this celebrated; ifork.
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PHYSICA COELESTIS,
tradita commentariis

DE MOTIBVS STELLA

M A R T I S,
Ex obfervationibus G . V.

TTCHONIS BRAKE:

Juflu & fumptibus

RVDOLPHI II.ROMANORVM
IMPERATORIS dec

Plurium annorum pertinaci fludio

elaborata r ragse ,

<l4 S'. C*, C^^."^ S*, uMathematico

JOANNE KEPLERO.
QtmeJHidem C^. tMJ'*prhilegia fj?eciali

Anno ajiic Dionyflanx cId Io c ix.

C" /"/r>"1'L" Nos. 2260-1 {v^ge 113).

Titl«I>&Sd< of tbis«xCefesively rare work, giving the first two of Kepler's * three laws'
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2252 KEITH (Thomas) Introduction to the Theory and Practice of Plane and Spherical

Trigonometry, including the Theory of Navigation, improved Ed., with plates and diagrams,
8 vo. calfi join ts cracked) ,3? 1810

2253 KEKUL^ (Friedrich. August v.) Lehrbcch der Organisciien Chemie, fortgesetzt unter
Mitwirkung v. R. Anschutz und G. SCHULTZ, Band 2-3, imd Bd. 4 Lfg. 1 (soweit

bisher erschienen), roy. Svo. in parts as issued [partly out of print), 12.? M (p. M.41.)
£rIangen, 18QS- Stuttgart, 1883

Prof. Kekul6 was one of the founders of structure chemistry, and the first to point cut the tetratoinicity of carbon, and
tlie above work ' served to develop the ' typical ' view, and (in its second volume) strengthened his own assumption as to

the mode in which atoms are combined with one another.'

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer.

•JJj4 KEMPE (Alfred Bray, F.R.s.) How to Draw a Straight Line : a Lecture on Linkage.s,

with 34 woodcuts, post Svo. cl. (scarce), 5s 1877
The discovery of drawing stiaiglit lines by means of the link-motion was discovered by Pkaockllikr, and is here

much eidarged by the author. The above is the fullest work on the subject.

•Jloj KEMPE (Harry Robert, g.p.o.) Handbook of Electrical Testing ; third Ed., with folding

tabic and 135 woodcuts, cr. Svo. cL, As (p. 12* 6</) 1884

22.5G KENNEDY (Sir Alexander Blackie William, f.r.s.) The MECHANICS of Machinery, with

numerous illustrations, thick post Svo. cl., 5s (p. 12* 6d) 1886
One of the best English textbooks on the subject.

2257 KENNEDY (Rankin) The Modern Machine Shop : its Tools, Practice, and Design, Vol. I,

with 8 plates, and 22.'> woodcuts, 4to. cl., Gs (p. 9* nett) 19^7
' The first volume is intended to give a survey of the machinery, processes, and materials employed in the first stages of

pro<luctii)n in metal-workin;^ machine s^hops, showing the mo<les of preparation of the rough forms of materials, previous

to tluir entry to the shop for accuratti linishing and fitting.'— /Vc/<t<'e.

I'J.JS KENNELLY (A. E.), and H. D. WILKINSON : Practical Notes for Electrical
Students: Vol. I: Laws, Units, and Simple Measuring Instruments, tY^w^ira^erf, Svo. c^. ,

lis (p. iis 6d) 1S90

'223i) KEPLER (Johann) Opera Omnia, edidit [et Notas adjecit] Curistianus Friscii ; with
portrait, 3 plates, fs. letter^ and numerous diagrams, S vols. roy. Svo. in 9, cl. (fresh SET), £2. lOs

(p. M.114. unbound) Frankofurti a.M.^ 1858-71
The only complete edition of the author's works ever printfd.

22C0 ASTRONOMIA Nova AlTlOAorUTOl', aeu Physica Cculestis, tradita Commentariis de
AIOTIBUS STELLiE Martis, ex observationibus TVCHONIS 15rahe, plurium annorum pertinaci

studio elaborata Praga; ; with folding table, and numerous diagrams, folio, old ca//" (EXCESSIVELY
RARE\ £7. 7s [Pragcc], 1609

2261 Another Copy, hf. bound [title and folding table mounted, a number of II. guarded or

mended, and some defective, and verses to Tycho Brake torn in pieces, and the paper brittle through-

out, but the text itself in good condition) ; a very cheap copy, £1. 10s
Original Edition of this important work, announcing the finst two of Kepler's 'three laws': (1.) The orbit of the

planet Mars is an ellipse, of which the sun is in one focus. (2.) In describing its orbit, the radius vector of the planet
traverses equal areas in equal times.

2232 ChiliAS Logarithmorum ad totidem Numeros Rotundos, prajmissA, Pemonstratione
Legitima Ortus Lo^arithnioruiu eorumque Usus, quibus Nova traditur Arithnietica, seu Com-
pendium, quo post Numerorunii Notitiam nullum nee admirabilius, nee utilius solvendi pleraque
Problemata Calculatoria ... in Numeris prolixis, citra Laborea molestissimos, editio princeps

;

with diagrams, andfolding table, sm. 4to. sewn (VERY SOUND AND TALL COPY) ; rark, £1. l5

Marpurgi, 1624

22o3 Supplementum Chiliadis Logarithmorum, continens Pr.Tcepta de eorum Usu, editio
princeps, sm. 4to. sewn [slightly browned as usual, othertcise a sound and very tall copy), \2s

ibidem, 1625
Rased on Napier's lo^jarithms but difTerin^ in having the rnt^i'itj (against Napier's ore of the quadrant) divided into equal

parts. The two works are important as having introtluced the use of logarithms on the continent.
* Kepler's table is more convenient than Napier's as a table of the logarithms of common numbers.'

—

Charles Ilutton, F.Jl.S,

2231 De CoMETis Libelli III: I. Astronomicus, Theoremata continena de Motu Cometarum,
ubi Dcmonstratio Apparentiarum et Altitudinia Cometarum qui Annis 1607 et 1618 conspecti sunt,

nova et TrnpaSo^oc: II. Physicus, continens Physiologiam Cometarum novam et irapu^oKoi'. III.

ASTROLOGICUS, de Signiticationibus Cometarum Annorum 1607 et 1618; with 2folding plates and
folding table, sm. 4to. sewn (VERY SOUND AND TALL COPY) ; RARE, £1. 1* Aug. Vindel., 1619

•The first ai)proach to anything resembling a rational explanation of the tails of Comets is unquestionably due to

Kf'pler.'

—

I'roJ. R. Grant. The work also contains the second observation of Halley's Comet, and propounds the erroneous
tlu'ory that comets move in a straight line.

2265 DiOPTRlCE, sen Dcmonstratio eorum qua; visui et visibilibus propter Conspicilla non ita

pridem inventa accidunt. Prajmissaj Epi.STOLiE Galil^ei de iis, item Examen pra-fationis Jo.

PeN/E Galli in Optica Euclidis, de usu Optices in philosophia, editio princeps ; vnth woodcuts,
and numerous diagrams, cr. 4to. new hf calf gilt (fine AND TALL COPY) ; VERY RARE, £2. 5*

ibidem, 1611

2266 Another Edition, with woodcuts and diagrams^ sm. Svo. old panelled calf (rebacked),

8s 6d Londini, Jac. Flcsher, 1653
The first edition printed in England.
This is next to his 'Astronomia Nova' and 'Harmonices Mundi' Kepler's most important work, containing the first

account of his Invkntion of the Astronomical Telkscope, consisting of two convex lenses, as opposed to Galileos telescope

uf one concave and one convex lens.
• L'auteur eipploie Ic premier la regie approximative de la proportionnallt6 de Tangle de refraction 4 Tangle d' incidence

pour etudier les propri^tes des leutilles plano-spheriquea, et 11 donne des formules, encore usitees aujourd'hui i)our calculer

les distances des foyers de serablables lentilles '.—Biogr. Gen.
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2269 KEPLER (Johann) Eclog.e CimoNia*: ex Epistolis Doctissimorum Virorum, etc., quibus
examinantiir Tempora Nobilissiiua I. Herodis Herodiadumcjue. II. Baptisniiet Ministerii Cliristi

annorum non plus 2J. III. Passionis, Mortis et Resurrectionis D. N. Jesu Cliristi, etc. IV. Belli

Judaic! . . . i. a. Commentarius luculentus in Locum Epiphanii oLscurissimum de Cyclo Veteri

Judreorum, sm. 4to. large copy in boards, 10* Francofurti, 1615

2270 Epitome Astkonomi.e Copernican.^, usitatit forma Qujestionum et Responsionum con-

scripta; in VII Libros digesta, quorum III hi piiores sunt de Doctrina SPHiERiCA, editio

princeps ; with woodcuts and diagrams, 12mo. cl. (rare), £1. Lentils ad Danubium, 1618
The first edition contains only the first 3 Books.

2271 Editio Altera [VII LibriJ ; ivith numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols. 12mo. old

calf {slightly browned^ but sound copy), ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,

l2sQd
' *

Francofurti, 1635
'Le premier maniiel d'astronomie fonde sur les nouveaux principes de la science'.— Biogr. Gen. It contains the first

investigation of the luminous ring observed round the sun during solar eclipses. ' In this work he extended this [third]

law to the satellites of Jupiter.'

—

Dr. Whewell.

2272 Harmonices Mundi Libri V, quorum I, Geometricus, IT. Architectonicus, III. Harmoni-
cus, IV. Metaphysicus, Psychologicus et Astrologicus, V. Astronomicus et Metaphysicus, editio
princeps; with plates^ woodcuts, and diagrams, sm. folio, old calf gilt {hole in last leaf, but

SOUND AND TALL COPY) J VERY RARE, with bookplate of FhiUp 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S.,

£3. 135 M Lincii Austricc, 1619
Original Edition of Kepler's second great work ('his chief work'— IF. IF. R. Ball), containing for the first time his

'third law' : The square of a planet's periodic time is proportional to the cube of its mean distance from the sun. As
is well known, these three laws formed the ground-work of Newton's discoveries, and are the starting point of modern
astronomy.

2273 Nova Stereometria Doliorum Vinariorum imprimis Austriaci Figurae omnium
aptissimre et LTsus in eo Virgse Cubicre compendiosissimus et plane singularis ; accedit Stereo-
metric Archimedes Supplementum, editio princeps; ivith ivoodcuts, folio, old vellum (very
RARE), £1. l^sQd ibidem, 1615

'In his Stereometria he determined the volumes of certain vessels and the areas of certain surfaces, by means of

infinitesimals instead of by the long and tedious method of exhaustions. This use of infinitesimals was objected to by
Guldinus and others as inaccurate, but though Kepler's methods are not altogether free from objection, he was substan-
tially correct, and by applying the law of continuity to infinitesimals he prepared the way for Cavalieri's method of
indivisibles [v. No. 735, ante], and the infinitesimal calculus of Newton and Leibniz.'— IF. IF. R. Ball.

2274 De Stella Nova in Pede Serpentarii, et qui sub ejus Exortnm de novo iniit, Trigono
Ignp:o . . . acceserunt I. De Stella Incognita Cygni. il. De Jesu Ciiristi Servatoris
Vero Anno Natalitio, editio princeps; with copperplate and woodcuts, cr. 4to. contemp-
orary calf {back damaged, and a number of II. water-stained)', with auto. ' Bodulphus Asheionus
10 Junij 1615' on title (RARE), £1. Is Fraga, 1606

'A few years after the close of the XVI. Century another splendid new star burst forth in the constellation of Ser-

pentarius. The phenomenon was witnessed by Kepler, who wrote an interesting dissertation on the subject of its

appearance. It was first seen on 17 October, 1(304. It surpassed in brightness the stars of the first magnitude, as well as

the planets Mars, Saturn, and Jupiter ... It began to decline soon after its appearance, and finally ceased to be visible

between Oct., 100.5, and Feb., 16C0.'—Pro/. R. Grant.

2275 Strena, seu de NiVE Sexangula ; with woodcuts, sm. 4to. (pp. 24), sewn, 6s 6d
Francofurti a. M., 161

1

2276 Tabula RUDOLPHIN^, quibus Astronomic^! Scientije, Temporum Longinquitate collapsa3

Pestauratio condnetur, etc. etc. etc. ; with fine engraved front, containing portraits of Copernicus,
Tycho Brahe, etc., 2 vols, folio in 1, old hoards {sound and large copy) ; RARE, £1. Is Ulmce, 1627

' The value of these tables apjiears from the fact that they ranked for a century as the best aid to astronomy. Appended
arc tables of logarithms and of refraction, together with Tycho's catalogue of 777 stars, enlarged by Kepler to 1005.'—
Jgnes M. C'lerle.

' Ce sont de toutes les anciennes tables astronomiquescelles qui reposent sur les phis solidcs fondem.ens, et il est cncoro
des cas on elles s'ecartent pen des phenomenes.'

—

Montuda.

2:217 KERCKHOFF (Pieter Jan van, Groningen) Five Pamphlets on Chemical Subjects in
Dutch and (German, 8vo. sewn, 3s

'

Groningen, 1S51-68
2278 KEKL (Bruno, Bergakademie, Berlin) The AssAVER'S MANUAL: an Abridged Treatise on the

Docimastic Examination of Ores, and Furnace and other Artificial Products ; trans, by William
T. Brannt, and ed. by William H. Wahl, with 65 illustrations, Svo. cl., Qs (p. 12s Qd)

Philadelphia, 1883
2279 [KERN (Johann Gottlieb)] Bericht vom Bergbau ; ivith 18 copperplates, comprising about

lOOfigw-es, 4to. hf. calf, with Sandhurst College bookplate {rare), £1. Is Leipzig, 1772
Interesting as describing and illustrating very fully the methods of mining in vogue in Germany—more especially at

Freiberg in Saxony—in the middle of the XVII Ith Century.

2280 KERSHAW (Jolm Baker Cannington, r.i.c.) Fuel, Water, and Gas Analysis for Steam
Users, with 50 illustrations, Svo. cL, 5s 6rf (sells 8s nett) 1907

22S1 KEYNES (Jolm NeviUe, Pembroke Coll.) Studies and Exercises in Formal Logic, includ-
ing a Generalization of Logical Processes in their Application to Complex Inferences, enlarged
Ed., diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl. {stamp on title), 4s 6d (p. 10s 6d) 1887

Chiefly based on Prof, de Morgan's ' Formal Logic '

(7. v. post).

2282 KILGOUR (Henry) Nitrogen shown to be Carbonic Oxide in an Allotropic State,
8vo. (pp. 31), sewn, Ss [1865]

One of the few vagaries of modern chemistry, but less to be wondered at as the author was a believer in the
' Anglo-Israel ' craze.

228.3 KIMBER (Thomas) Mathematical Course for the University of London, with the whole
Series of Mathematical Papers, 1838-65, enlarged Ed. ; with Key—2 vols. 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1865-4

2284 KING (Franklin Hiram, Univ. Wisconsin) The Soil: its Nature, Relations, and Funda-
mental Principles of Management, ilhistrated, post Svo. d., 2* New York, 1898





No. 2300 {page 116).

One of many fine plates.
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2285 KING (Joseph, Liverpool) Interest Tables, calculated at 5%, from £1. to £10,000., from 1 to

365 Days, improved Ed., with Commission Table, etc. etc., thick 8vo. hf. calf, 2s Qd 1866

2286 KINGZETT (Charles Thomas) History, Products, and Processes of the Alkali Trade,
including the most recent Improvements, with 5 plates and 18 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out of
print), 6s 1877

With iiitprestiiig historical chapters.

2287 Nature's Hygiene: the Chemistry and Hygiene of Eucalyptus, Pine, and
Camphor Forests, and Industries connected therewith, third Ed., 8vo. cl. {out of print),

5s 1888

2288 KINZBRUNNER (Charles) Alternating Current Windings : their Theory and Construc-

tion, icith 89 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (sells 3s 6d nett) 1906

2289 Construction of Electric Machines and Apparatus. Part I: Switchboard-

Apparatus, 10 plates, folio, sewn, Is 6d (sells 2* 6d nett) 1906

2290 Continuous Current Armatures : their Winding and Construction, with 79 illustra-

tions, 8vo. cl., 2s Qd (sells 2s 6d nett) 1906

2291 The Testing of Alternating Current Machines in Laboratories and Test-Room^<:

Vol. I: General Tests; Transformers; Alternators, with 141 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 3s (sells

4.9 Or/ nett) 1907

2292 KIPPENBERGER (Karl) Beitrage zur Reinisolirung, quantitativen Trcnnun«,' und
chemischen Charakteristik von Alkaloiden und GLYCOSIDARTIGEN Korpern, Svo. sewn, Is

Wiesbaden, 1895

2293 KIRCHER (Athanasius, s.j.) Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae, qiiibus adniirand.ip Lucis et

Unibraj in Muntlo, atque adeb Universa Natura, Vires, Etfectusque uti Nova, ita varia Novoruiu
Reconditiorunique Speciminum Exhibitione, ad varies Mortalium Usus, panduntur, editio
princeps ; with engraved title, and numerous other copperplates and diagrams, 2 vols, folio in 1,

old calf gilt (very RARE), £2. 5s Itonuc, 1646

2294 Editio Altera, priori multo auctior ; with fine portrait of Johann Fricdrich Graf
Waldstcin, large Jesuit horoscope, and numerous 2ilatcs and woodcuts, etc., thick roy. folio, hf cl.

{partUj icater-staincd, but a sound copy), £1. 5s Amstclodami, 1671
One of Father Kirclier's most important work.?, containing descriptions of a number of ingenious inventions. He is the

first to mention in the above work fluorescence, and in the second edition gives a copious description of the magic lantern

and the speaking trumpet, the invention of which has been ascribed to him.

2295 Ars Magna Sciendi, qua nova et universali Metho.io per Artificiosum Combinationum
Contextum de Omni Re proposita plurimis et prope Intinitis Rationibus disputari, omniumquc
Summaria qu.-vdam Co^^nitio comparari potest, editio princeps ; with fine jiortrait of the

Emperor Leopold, 2 engraved titles, plates, and looodcuts, 2 v. : SPHINX Mystagoga, sivo Diatribe

Hieroglyphica ; xcith 2 plates, and numerous icoodcuts—3 vols, large folio, old parchment {somewhat
foxed, but sound and tall copies) ; rare, £1. 7* Qd ibidem, 1669-76

2-^96 Magnes, sive de Arte Magnetica Opus Tripartitum, quo prfeterquam quod Universa
Magnetis Natura, ejusque in omnibus Artibus et Scientiis Usus NoVA METHODO explicetur,

etc. etc., editio princeps ; with engraved title and numerous idates and woodcuts, thick 4to. sound
copy in old vellum (rare), £1. 10* liomm, 1641

()f vahie as containing all that was known on the subject at the time of publication. It contains several original observ-
ations, r. g , the influence of volcanic eruptions on the magnetic needle, and .some fanciful subjects as Magnetismus
Musici<e, and Magnetismus Anioris.

The above first edition is especially rare.

2297 Magneticum Natur.*: Regnum, sive Disceptatio Ph.ysiologica do Triplici in Natura
Renim Magnete, Inanimato, Animato, Sensitivo, qua occulta prod'igiosarum quarundam Motionum,
Vires, et Proprictates . . . demonstrantur ; with engraved title, 24mo. sound copy in contemj)orary
tree-calf extra, \0s Amst. [1667]

' Kircher expli(iue dans ce livre tons les ph^nomenes de la physique et de I'histoire naturelle d'apres le seul et unique
principe de I'attraction etde la repulsion.*

—

Bioyr. (ien.

2298 MUNDUS Subterraneus, ([Uo JJivinum Subterrestris Mundi OpiHcium, mira Ergastcrioruni
Naturjp in eo Distributio, Yerbo -ravrdfioptpov Protei Regnum, editio princeps ; with fne por-
trait of Pope Alexander VII., and iiuinerous other fne copperplates and ivoodcuts, 2 vols, large
folio, old russia, newly rebacked in calf gilt {engraved title of v. I mounted, otherwise A VERY FINE
COPY); RARE, £1. 15a- ib., 1665

2299 —Editio Tertia [et optima] recognita, et prioribus emendatior : tum ab Auctore Roma
submis.sis variis Observationibus novis(iue Figuris auctior ; with numerous plates and woodcuts,
2 vols, large folio in 1, sound and tall copy in old stamped vellum, £2. 2s ib., 1678

* C;.'t ouvrage contient la relation d'un grand noiiibrc de faits fabuleux on controuves, tela que dcs recits sur les gonnts,
lc8 dragons et autres animaux chimeriques. L'auteur y annonce aussi qu'il possede le secret de faire revivre dans leurs
forme primitive les cendres d'une plante, resultat qu'il pouvait sembler obtenir an moyen des miroirs convenablement dis-

jK)ses. Le chapitre concernant la ti'ansmutation des metaux a etc reimprim^ dans la Bibliotheca Chimica de Manget.'

—

Jiiogr. Gen.
' Dans son Mumius subterraneus il fait une rude guerre aux alchimistcs, cc qui lui attira de nombrcux ennemis panni les

adeptes.'—//o^er.

2300 ;- MusURGiA Universalis, sive Ars Ma^ma Consoni et Dissoni quh Universa Sonorum
Doctrina et Philosophia, Musicjcque tam Theonciv, quam Practica; Scientia, summa Varietate
traditur, etc. etc., editio princeps ; copiously illustrated with fine copperplates, woodcuts, and
music, 2 vols, folio, large and sound copy in old black morocco {rubbed) ; VERY RARE, £3. 10^

Bom a;, 1650
The author was the first to ascertain—in the above work—the transmission of sound in solid bodies. The work is

jnoreover of great value for describing and illustrating a large number of old musical instruments.
: Pantometrum KiRCHERiANUM,"hoc est, Instrumentum Geometricum Novum a A. K.

ante hac inventum~v. Schott (Kaspar), post.
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2301 KmCHER (Athanasius, S.J.) Phonurgia Nova, sive Conjugium Mechanico-Physicum Artis

et Natura3 Paianympha Phonosopliia concinnatum, qua Universa Sonorum Natura, Proprietates,

Vires Eftectuumque Prodigiosorum Causa?, novfi et miiltiplici Experimentorum Exhibitione
cnucleantur; Instnimentorum Acnsticorum, Machinaruniqiie ad Natur.ne prototyponadaptandarum,
etc. etc. etc. describitur; with fine portrait of the Emperor Leopold by G. A, Wolfgang, and
numerous copperplates in text, besides woodcuts and diagrams, folio, fine copy in old sheep (bach
slightly damaged) ; RAKE, £1. Is Campidonce, 1673

The author was one of the foremost scientists of Geriraiiy during the XVIT. Century, and although his works do not con-
tain many new discoveries, they are valuable for giving an encyclopedic view of the sciences treated as they were known
in his time. For the historian of physical science they are invaluable.

He is known as the inventor of the magic lantern (originally suggested by Porta), and of the aeoliau harp (in the last-

named work), unless that honour belongs to St. Dunstan. He was also the first to mention physiological colours, and to
issue charts of the oceanic currents.

2302 KIRCHHOFF (Gustav Robert) Vorlesungen iiber mathematische Physik: Mechanik,
2. Aullage, roy. 8vo. sewn [title soiled), 4s 6d (p. M.13.) Leipzig, 1877
KIRKBY (John) The Doctrine of Ultimators—v. Raphson (Joseph), post.

2303 KIRWAN (Richard, p.r.i.a., f.r.s., 'the Nestor of English Chetnistry') Elements of

Mineralogy, 2nd Ed., with considerable Improvements and Addhionf?; folding tables, 2, vols. Svo.

fine cojn/ in contemporary tree-calf gilt {scarce), \5s 1794
' The lirst systematic treatise on the subject in English. It was translated into French, German, and Russian.'— 7). N. B.

2301 Essay on Phlogiston, and the Constitution of Acids, first edition, Svo. hf bound
[rare), \0s Qd 1787

' Kirvvan especially, who was one of those who believed phlogiston to be identical with hydrogen, continued to fight

against the new doctrine till 1792.'—Pro/. E. v. Meyer. The above work was tranblated into French in 17S8 by Mine. Lavoisier,
with adverse comments by Lavoisier, de Morveau, Fourcroy, ttc.

2305 The Manures most advantageously applicable to the various Sorts of Soils, and the
Causes of their Beneficial Effect, third Ed., 8vo. (pp. 96), sewn, As 1796

The author was one of the most brilliant and versatile of Irish men of science. ' He corresponded with all the samnts
of Europe; his Wednesday evenings were the resort of strangers of distinction ; the Empress Catherine sent him her por-
trait. IJis library despatched from Galway to London in 1780, was captured by an American privateer. An acconij)lishfd

linguist, a brilliant talker, and an adept in even Italian music, owing to a weakness of the throat he lived on ham and milk
;

kept a pet eagle, and refused a baronetcy from Lord Castlcreagh.'

—

D. N. B.

2.306 KITCHINER (William, m.d.
;
gastronomist) The ECONOMY of the Eyes : Plain Rules to judge

exactly when, and what Spectacles are best calculated for the Eyes ; with Observations on
Opera Glasses and Theatres ; and Account of the Pancratic Magnifier for Double Stars, and
Day Telescopes

;
/row^ .' Part II: Of Tele.scopes : 30 Years' Experiments with 51 Telescopes,

front.—2 vols. 12ino. in 1, brown calf gilt {nice copy), 8* Qd 1824-5

2307 KLAPROTH (Martin Heinrich) Analytical Essays towards promoting the Chemical
Knowledge of Mineral Substances, trans, from the German, thick Svo. boards, uncut {rare),

with auto. 'Br. [Thomas Charles] Hope' [1766-1844, professor of chemistry, Edin., and founder of
Hope prize] on flyleaf, 16* 6c^ 1801

' Klaproth's researches in analytical chemistry were rightly looked upon at that time as patterns for the younger
generation of chemists. They aimed at establishing the composition of minerals by means of improved analytical

methods, and thereby laying the foundation for a chemical classification of them.'

—

I'rof. E. v. Meyer.

2308 KLEIN (Felix) Lectures on Mathematics (The Evanston Colloquium), Aug. 28 to Sept. 9,

1893, before the Chicago Mathematical Congress, reported by Alex. Ziwet, with 21 illustrations,

Svo. cl., As (p. es Qd nett) New York, 1894
2309 On Riemann's Theory of Algebraic Functions and their Integrals, trans, by

Frances Hakdcastle, 43 illustrations, Svo. cl., Zs (p. As Qd nett) Cambridge, 1893

2310 KLEIN (Hermann Josef) Entwicklungsgeschichte des Kosmos, nach dem gegcnwiirtigen
Standpunkte der Naturwissenschaften, Svo. sewn {out ofprint), 2s Qd Braunschweig, 1870

2311 Handbuch der allgemeinen Himmelsbeschreibung vom Standpunkte der kosniischen
Weltanschauung (I. Sonnensystem, 2. Aullage. II. Fixsternliimmel) ; with plates {one coloured),

2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf calf, 5s (p. M. 13. unbound) ibidem, 1871-2

2312 Star Atlas, containing the Stars from 1 to 65 Magnitude between the North Pole and
34° S. Declination, and of all Nebula) and Star Clusters in the same Kegion visible by Telescopes
of moderate Power, with Text, trans, and brought to date by Edmund McClure, pr., M.R.I. A.,

18 wm/w, impl. 4to. cl., As Qd (p. 10^) 1893

2313 KLINKENBERG (Dirk) KoRT Berigt wegens eene Comeet-Sterre die zich in 1757-8 zal

vertoonen ; \ciih 2 jjlates, Svo. (pp. A4), sewn, 3s 6d Haarlem, 1755
The author was the discoverer of the comet of 1757.

2314 Verhandeling benefens de Afbeldingen van den OVERGANG der Planeet Venus,
6 Junij 1761 ; with colouredfolding plate, Svo. (pp. 42), sewn, 3s ib., 1761

2315 KNIGHT (Charles) The English Cyclopedia : a New Dictionary of Universal Knowledge :

Arts and Sciences, ivith numerous woodcuts, 8 vols. 4to. hf. calf, \bs (p. £4. 166-) 1859
Based on the Penny Cyclopedia, and containing contributions by some of the first scientists of the time.

2316 KNIGHT (Edward Henry) Practical Dictionary of Mechanics, including the History
of Inventions, Technological Vocabulary, etc., with Supplement, with Index References to

Technical Journals, 1876-80, 131 plates and 9,944 woodcuts, 4 thick vols. impl. Svo. cl., €1. 10s

(p. £4. As) [1877-84]

2317 KNIGHT (Gowin, f.r.s. ; Principal Librarian, Brit. Mus.) Attempt to demonstrate, that
all the Phcenomena in Nature may be Explained by Two Simple Active Principles, Attrac-
tion and Repulsion, 4to. sewn, 5s 1748

' Of interest as showing marks of an epoch in which attempts wore made to push the Newtonian doctrine into molecular
speculations '.

—

D. N. li.
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2318 KNIGHT (William, Fi-oj. Nat. Phil., Aberdeen) Facts and OBSERVATIONS towards a New
Theory of the Earth, 8vo. hoards, uncut, 6s Edin., 1818

2319 Another Copy, calf gilt, with authors inscr. to Lord Gray^ Is 6rf

Chiefly of geological and iiiineralojrical interest.

2320 KOBEL (Jacob) Astroladii Declaratio, ejusdeni Usiis mire jucundus, non modo Astrolojijis,

Medicis, Geographis, etc. utilis ac nece.ssarius : veriim etiam Mechanicis quibusdam Opificibus non
]»arum coinniodus ; facilioribus Formulis nnper aucta, lon^reque evidentior edita ; acccssit ISAGO-
GON in ASTROLOGIAM JUDICIARIAM ; ivith uiunerous woodcuts, ICnio. (pp. 65) sewn {rare), \0s Qd

Colonics, 1594
Containing at end a chapter on mathematical instruments and their use.

2321 KOBOLD (Hermann, Kiel Sternwarte) Der Bau des Fixsternsystems, mit besonderer Beriick-

sichtigung der photometrischen Resultate ; with 3 folding plates and 19 smaller illustrations,

8vo. seicn, 4s 6d (sells ^L 6..50. nett) Braunschweig, 1906

2322 KOHLBAUSCH (Friedrich) Introduction to Physical Measurements, with Appendixes
on Absolute Electrical Measurements, etc., trans, by THOMAS HUTCHINSON Waller and Henry
Richardson Procter, 8vo. cL, Zs (p. 12s) 1873

2323 KOLBE (Hermann) Short Text-Book of Inorganic Chemistry, trans, and edited by T. S.

HuMPiDGE, with coloured spectrum-table, and cuts, post 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 7s 6rf) 1884

2321 KONIG (Josef, Miinster) Chemische Zusammensetzung der MENSCHLICHEN Nahrungs-
und Gkn'USSMITTEL, nach vorhandenen Analysen mit Angabe der Qiiellen zusammengestellt, mit
e. Einleitung iiber die Erniihrungslehre, 3. sehr vermehrte Aufl. ; illustrated, sq. roy. 8vo. (pp.

1189), cL, 8s Qd (p. M. 2-5.) Berlin, 1889

2325 KdNIGSBEBGEB (Leo) Vorlesungen iiber die Theorie der elliptischen Functionen,
mit Einleitung in die allgemeine Functionenlehre ; with 62 luoodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf.

bound, 10s Qd (p. M. 21.60. unbound) Leipzig, 1874
2326 KOOL (J. A.), en P. J. SIEDEtTBURG: De Transportkabel : Oxderzoek n'aar de

Proeflijn bij Brighton ; with V2 folding plates, roy. 8vo. sewn, 3s Qd Rotterdam, 1871
a report on the working of the Brighton ' Wire Tramway', and on overhead cable transport in general.

2.327 KOPP (Hermann) Geschichte der Chemie ; with 4 portraits, 4 vols. 8vo. sewn (very scarce),
.€3. 3s Braunschweig, 1843-7

' Distinguished by its comprehensiveness and thoroughness. lie possesses in a remarkable degree the gift of syni-
pathetically tracing out the development of important ideas and hypotheses.' -Pro/. E. v. Meyer.

2.328 KORN (Arthur, Univ. Munich) Elektrische Fernphotographie imd Ahnliches, 2.

Auflage ; ivith plate and 21 woodcuts, post 8vo, sewn, 2s Leipzig, 1907
The be.st account hitherto published of telautography (telegraphic photography), including an historical account, and a

de.scriplion of the various methods.

2329 KORTEWEQ- (D. J., Univ. Amsterdam) Algemeene Theorie der Ponderomotorische
Krachten, met Opmerkingen door J. D. v. d. Waals, 4to. (pp. 68), hf. leather, 4s

Amsterdam, 1879
An elaboration of Ampere's ' Theorie mathematique des phenomenes electro-dynaraiques.*

2330 KRAFFI (Friedrich, Univ. Heidelberg) Kurzes Lehrbuch der anorganischen Chemie
;

ivith coloured table, and numerous woodcuts, large 8vo. hf. blue calf gilt^ 3s (p. M. 11. unbound)
L.eipzig, 1891

2331 KB.AKATOA, The Eruption of, and subsequent Phenomena: Report of the Royal Society's
Krakatoa Committee, ed. by G. J. Symons, f.r.s., with coloured plates after W. Ascroft,
showing the remarkable Twilight and After-glow Effects at Chelsea, and numerous diagrams,
maps, etc., 4to. cl., £1. Is 1888

2332 KRAMP (Christian; Univ. Strasbourg) Analyse des Refractions Astp.onomiques et
Terrestres ; with plate, 4to. (pp. 230), sewn [rare), 10s Strasbourg, 1799

'Containing a more complete investigation on the subject than any which had hitherto appeared . . . Hy a vigorous
analysis Kramp deduced an expression for refraction involving two constants, the values of which it was possible to
determine without having recourse to astronomical observation.'—7Vo/. 11. Grant.

2333 KRUPP (Alfred; German steel magnate), and Andreas WILDBERGER: The Metallic
Alloys, with Appendix on their Coloring, trans., with extensive Additions, by William T.
Brannt, 16 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 12s 6rf) Philadelphia, 1889

2331 KUHFF (Henry, Catherine Hall) Elements of the Calculus of Finite Differences, with
its Application to the SUMMATION and Interpolation of Series, 8vo. sewn, 3s Cambridge, 1831

2335 KUHN (Carl, Miinchen) Handbuch der angewandten Elektrizitatslehre, mit besonderer
Beriicksiehtigung der theoretischen Crundlagen ; with 682 looodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 1424), calf, 5s

(p. M. .54. sewn) Leipzig, 1866
2330 KXJNCKEL [v. LdWENSTJERN] (Johann) Ars Vitr.aria Experimentalis', oder

Vollkommene Ghismacher-Kunst . . . Die allerkurtz-biindigsten Manieren das reinste Chrystall-
(Jlass, alle gefiirbte Glaser, kunstliche Edelstein oder Fliisse, Amausen oder Schmeltze, Spiegeln,
Ultramarin, Lace- und ander niitzliche Mahler-Farben . . . zu machen . . . Samt einem II. Haupt-
Theil, mit mehr als 200 Experimenten vom Glasmahlen, VergUlden und Brennen, vom HoUand-
ischen Kunst- und Barcellan-Tbpflferwerk, Glas-brennen und Mahlen . . . mit einem
Anhange von den Perlen und fast alien natiirlichen Edelsteinen ; with engraved title, and
numerous other fine engraved plates, besides woodcuts, 4to. FINE COPY in contemporary vellum
(binding slightly damaged) ; RARE, £1. 10s Amsterdam una Danizig, 1679

FiKST Edition of this clas-sic work on the art of glassmaking, first containing the author's discovery of ruby glass,
besides a large immber of useful recipes. The plates afford a very accurate picture of contemporary processes.

2.337 KUNDT (August, Berlin) Vorlesungen iiber Experimentalphysik, herausgegeben [mit
kurzer Biographie] v. Karl Scheel ; with portrait, coloured plate, and 534 illustrations, large
8vo. (pp. 876), buckram, Us Qd (p. M. 15. sewn) Braunschiveig, 1903
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2338 KtJsrEL (Guido, Ophir Works) Nevada and California Processes of Silver and Gold

Extraction, etc. etc., with the General Metallurgy of Silver Ores, II plates, large 8vo. cl., 5s 1868
2339 LA BECHE (Sir Henry Thomas de, f.r.s., founder of S. Kensincfton School of Mines)

Inaugural Discourse at the Opening of the School of Mines, South Kensington, Nov. 6th,

1851, 8vo. (pp. 24), sewn, 3* 1851
2310 The Geological Observer, with 309 woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 887), A/, morocco {scarce), Ss 1851
2311 • Report on the Geology of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset, with 11 plates

and coloured map {all folding), besides woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., uncut {cover slightly damaged),
scarce, \6s 1839

' It is not too much to say that the publication of these works [the above two] would alone have placed him in the
first rank of geologists. In them he exhibits the most varied acquirements, applying almost every branch of science to
the elucidation of geological facts. Notwithstanding the rapid advancement of geological knowledge, these books will

long continue to be well worthy of the earnest study of every geologist.'—Pro/. W. J. Harrison.

2342 Selection of the Geological Memoirs contained in the Annales des Mines, with
Synoptical Table of Equivalent Formations and M. Brongni.\rt's Table of the Classifi-
cation of Mixed Rocks, trans., with Notes, 11 folding platen and m%ps {some coloured), 8vo. cL,

6s 6d 1824
The author's first published work.

2343 LA CAILLE (Abbe Nicolas Louis de ; f.r.s.) Lecons El^mentaires d'AsTRONOMiE
g^om^trique et physique; nouv. . A. augment^e ; ivith plates, 8vo. old calf gilt, 4.9 1755

2344 Another Copy, old calf gilt, with auto. [Professor] 'Alex. W. Williamson [F.E.S.].

Paris. 1848 ' on reverse of title, 5s 1761
2345 Another Copy, old calf extra {fine copy), ivith bookplate of Charles Srd Earl Stanhope,

F.R.S., Qs
,

1764
23*6 Lemons Elementaires de Mathematiques ; nouv. Edition par I'Abb^ Marie ; with

plates, 8vo. old calf gilt, loith Lord Stanhope's bookplate, As 1770
2347 LA GHAMBB.E (Marin Cureau de) Nouvelles Observations et Conjectures sur I'Iris

;

ivith engravings, 4to. old calf gilt. Is %d 1650
2348 LA CHAPELLE (Abbe N. de ; f.r.s.) Traite des Sections Coniques, et autres Courbes

anciennes, avec un petit Traite de la Cicloide, oil Ton fait voir comment cette Courbe a contribue
a perfectionner les Horloges a Pendule, des Dissertations historiques sur I'Origine des Sciences
etc. ; with 10folding plates, 8vo. old calf gilt {rare), \0s 6d 1765

2349 LA CONDAMINE (Charles Marie de) Journal du Voyage fait par Ordre du Roi h
I'Equateur, servant d 'Introduction historique «a la Mesure des trois premiers Degres du
Meridien; with fine plates and maps {chiefly folding) ^ '51; avec les 2 Supplements, '52-4

—

3 vols. 4to. in 2, old calf gilt (RARE), £1. 1* ' 1751-4
The supplements also contain the author's reply to Bouquer, who attacked hlra shortly after their return to France.

2350 Mesure des Trois Premiers Degres du Mi^ridien dans I'Hemisphere Austral ;

with ^folding plates, and vignette, 4to. old calfgilt {rare), 12s Qd Imprimerie Royale, 1751
These two works form the account of the author's geodetic mission to Peru, in conjunction with Bouguer, for

measuring the meridian near the equator, co-operating with another mission sent to Lapland and led by Maupertuis
(7. V. pos^, Clairaut, and Celsius, to measure the meridian near the north pole. The result of these two missions first

established the correctness of Newton's views of the earth having the shape of an ellipsoid—a fact previously much
doubted as the result of a faulty nieridian-measuiement by Cassini and Picard.

' This is the account of the scientific operations, divided into 2 parts. The first relates to the geodetical measurements,
and the second to the astronomical observations. ]'p. 239-58 contain an important discussion of Picard's operations'.

—

I'rof. Todhunfer.

2351 LACOTE (Auguste) Synth^^se des Corps Azotes, roy. 8vo. seivn. Is 1880

2352 LACKOIX (— de, Commissary General of the Marine) Abstract on the Mechanism of the
Motions of Floating Bodies, trans, by Adml. [Sir Charles] Knowles, plate, 4to. (pp. 53),

sewn, 5s 1775
' Containing more knowledge in the art of ship-building than any other book hitherto published that 1 have met with.'—

Preface.
, ,

2353 LACROIX (Sylvestre Fran9ois) Elemens d'ALGEBRE, 16e Ed. : Complement, 6« Ed.—
2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf calf, 2s Qd 1836-5

2354 XXIII« Edition, revue, corrig^e et annotee par E. Prouhet, Svo.hf. brown morocco neat,

4s
,

1871

2355 Elements de Geometrie, 16« Ed. ; with 9 plates, 8vo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy), 2.s 1848

2356 XVIIP Edition, redi^ee par E. Prouhet ; with diagrams, 8vo. hf. brown morocco neat
uniform with Nos. 2354 and 2366), 2s Qd

,
1872

2357 Traite du Calcul Differentiel et du Calcul Integral, 2® [derni^re] Ed., revue et

augmentee ; withfolding plates, 3 vols. 4to. new hf buckram {rare), £1. 2*^ Qd 1810-19

2358 Another Copy, hf. calf £1. 1*
The first exhaustive treatise on the subject ever written, and still of some value.

2359 Traite Elementaire de Calcul Differentiel et Integral, 5^ Ed., augmentee ;

with plates, 8vo. boards, or, hf calf, 2s Qd 1837

2360 HuiTiEME I^DITION, revue et augmentee de Notes par C. Hermite et J. A. Serret ;

with 5 folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf, ^s (p. F. 15. unbound) 1874
2361 Elementary Treatise on the Differential and Integral Calculus, trans., with

Appendix and Notes [pp. 250, by Charles Babbage, Sir John Frederick William Herschel,
and George Peacock, Dean of Ely, ff.r.s.], ?^/^A 5 plates, thick 8vo. boards, uncut {scarce),

12s Qd Cambridge, 1816

2362 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt {nice copy), 14*
'This translation gave the first impulse to a mathematical revival in England, by the introduction of the refined

analytical methods and the more perfect notation in use on the continent.'

—

D.N.B. The appendix on finite differences by
Sir John Herschel was styled by Prof. Tait ' one of the most charming mathematical works ever written.*
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2363 LACROIX (Sylvestre Fran9ois) Traite El6mentaire du Calcul des Probalites,
3*^ Ed., coriigee ; with plate, Svo.^sewn, 2s 1833

2364 QUATRIEME [DERNIERE] EDITION ; Withfolding plate, 8vo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy), As 1864

2365 Traite Elementaire de Trigonometrie Rectiligne et Spheruiue, et d'Application de
I'Algebre a la Geometrie, 9« Ed, ; with 5 plates, 8vo. hf. calf, 2s 1837

2336 Onzieme [derniere] EIdition, revue et corrigde ; tvith 5 ^j/a^c*, 8vo. hf. brown morocco

neat {uniform with Nos. 23.54 and 2356), 3s Qd 1863

2367 Le MexME, premiere edition, an VII ('99) : Essais de Geometrie sur les Plans et les

Surfaces Courbes, premiere edition, '95: Traite Elementaire de Statique, par Gaspar.
Monga, 38 Ed., an F// ('99)— 3 vols. 8vo. in 1, with plates, old calf {rare), with bookplate of
Richard Congreve {Posit ivist), lOs 6d 1795-9

The second work is especially interesting as containing Monge's invenlion of descriptive geometry, worked out by the

author independently of the former.

2.368 LAFAR (Franz) Teciinische Mvkologie : ein Handbuch der Garungsphysiologie, mit Vorwort
von Emil Christian Hansen, lid. I : Schizomyceten-Garungen ; ivith plate and 90 woodcuts,

roy. 8vo. sewn, nncut {out ofprint), V2s Qd
'

Jena, 1897

2.369 LA G[ARENNE] (Vicomte T[aillepiedJ de) Domitor [Le Dompteur de I'AiR]: Aerostat
Dirigeaijle: Ohjet d'une Demande de Brevet; with 3 lithographic plates (2 of the * Domitor \
and 1 of the ' Aerotdre), roy. 8vo. (pp. 28), sewn {scarce), lOs 6d 1852

An interesting account of two ' navigable balloons, one of an oval form and the other resembling that of a ship, which
in both cases are directed by parachutes, serving for a rudder in one case, and in the other for a sail.

The work was unknown to Hatton Turnor, and must be very rare, as well as one more instance of the craving of the.

French aristocracy for the deniier cri de la vie sportive.

2.370 LAQNY (Thomas Fantet de ; f.r.s.) Analyse G6nerale, ou M^tiiodes Nouvelles pour
resoudre les Probkkmes de tons les Genre-s et de tons les Degrez h I'lNFlNl, 4to. old calf gilt (fine

copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., and numerous MS. additions by him,

lOsQd
,

1733

2371 NouvEAUxEL^MENSd'ARlTHMETlQUEetd'ALGfcBRE.ou Introduction aiixMath^matiques,

12nio. old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , 6s 1697
' Renferiiiant quelques considerations origiuales sur les numerations.'— ZJioffr. Gpa.

2372 LA GOURNERIE (Jules de) Traite de Geometrie Descriptive, 2^ Ed., 3 vols.: Atlas;
with 150 plates, 3 vols.—6 vols. 4to. in 2, hf. morocco gilt, lis (p. F. 30. unbound) 1873-85

2373 Vols. I and II only (Vol. II 1st Ed.), with Atlas, containing lOi plates, 2 vols. 4to.

boards, Is 1873-62

2:n4 [LAGRANGE (Joseph Louis Comte)] Lecons sur le Calcul des Fonctions, nouvelle Ed.,

revue et augnientee par I'Auteur, Svo. hf. calf {binding broken), 3s 6d 1806
' In this work he jjives his theorem on the limits of Taylor's Theorem.'—Pro/. CajoH.

2375 Lectures on Elementary Mathematics, trans, [with Memoir] by Thomas Joseph
McCoR.MACK, portrait, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. os nett) Chicago, 1898

2376 Mecanique Analytique, nouvelle (2^) Ed., revue et augnientee par I'Auteur, 2 vols.

4to. in 1, old hf calf, I2s Qd 1811-15

2377 Another Copy, 2 vols. 4to. old hf. calf, tvith Sandhurst College bookplate, and inscr. as

below, I6s
'Given to the Duke of Gloucester at Paris by Prince Taleyrand [8tc] Febr. 1819.'—Inscr. on fiyleafof v. I.

2378 Troisieme Edition, revue, corrig^e et annot^e par J. Bertrand, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, hf.

culfgilt,n.\s 1853-5
' His great work in which he lays down the law of virtual work, and from that one fundamental principle, by the aid of

the calculus of variations, deduces the whole of mechanics, both of solids and liquid.s.'— IF. W. R. Hall.

'A kind of .scientific poem'.—.S7r IK. R. Ilaniilton.

2379 [Traite] de la Resolution des Equations Numi^:riques de tons les Degr(5s, premiere
edition, 4to. old calf, with auto, inscription * de la part de I'Auteur ' on flyleaf, 10.5

An VI [1798]

2380 Nouvelle [2^] Edition, revue et augmentee par I'Auteur, 4to. old hf. calf, with Sand-
hurst College bookplate, AND INSCR. AS ON No. 2377, 7^ Qd 1808

' In this he gives the method of approximating to the real roots of an equation by mcau.s of continued fractions, and
enunciates several other theorems.'— IF. W. R. Jiall.

2381 Theorie des Fonctions Analytiqufis, eontenant les Principes du Calcul diff^rentiel,

degagds de toute consideration d'inftninient petits, d'evanouissans,^de liniites et de Huxions, et

reduits i\ I'analyse algcjbrique des quantitds tinies, nouvelle [2«] Ed., revue et augmentee par
I'Auteur, 4to. old hf. calf ivith Sandhurst College bookplate, AND INSCR. AS ABOVE, 6s 6fl? 1813

'The object of this work is to substitute for the difterential calculus a group of theorems based on the development of
algebraic functions in .series'.

—

W. W. R. Jiall.

2332 LA HIRE (Philippe de) La Gnomonique, ou M6thodes Universellas pour Tracer des
HORLOGES SOLAIRES OU Cadrans sur toutes Sortcs de Surfaces ; with 6 plates, 18mo. old calf
gilt {nice copy) ; RARE, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, £\.\s 1698

' Livre vraiiiient nouveau, qui porte I'empreinte des theories geometriques de son auteur, et oii toutes les questions
sont resolues graphiquement, sans le concours de la trigonometrie meme rectiligne et par I'unique emploi de la regie du
comi)as et du ill i plomb'.

—

Biogr. Gen.

2383 Memoires de Mathematique et de Physique, eontenant un Traiti^ des Epicycloides,
ct de leurs U.sages dans les Mechanique.'< ; I'Explication des principaux Effets de la Glace et du
Froid ; Dissertation des Differences des Sons de la Corde de la Trompette Marine ; et

Traite des difterens AcciDENS de la Y(JE ; toith woodctits and numerous diagrams, 4to. old calf
{back slightly damaged) ; RARE, £1. Is Imprimerie Royale, 1694

Including the authors valuable treatise on epicycloids, and their application to mechanics, chiefly founded on the
teaching of Desargues. The second treatise contains an investigation on the thermometer.
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2384 LA HIRE (Philippe de) NouvEAUX Elemen.s de Sections Coniques, les Lieux Geoniet-

riques, la Construction, on Eftection des Equations; with diagrams, 12mo. old calf gilt [bark
slightly damaged), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., Qs Qd 1679

2385 New Elements of Conick Sections : Avith a Method for their Description on a Plane,
trans, by Brian Robinson, with diagrams, 12nio. old sheep, Qs Qd ]70t

2386 Third Edition, diagrams, i2nio. hf calf {some II. ivater-stained), 4* 1729
*IIis work on conic sections is purely synthetic, but differs from ancient treatises in deducing the properties of conies

from those of the circle in the same manner as did Desargues and Tascal. His innovations stand in close relation with
modern synthetic geometry.'—Pro/. Cajori.

2387 Tables Astronomiques, avec les Mouvemens du Soleil, de la Lune, et des autres
Planetes, deduits des seules Observations, et indcpendamment d'aucune Hypothese ; la Methode
du Calcul Astronomique, et le Calcul des Eclipses par la seule Trigonometric rectiligne ; la Descrip-
tion et rUsage des Instrumens d'Astronomie, etc. etc. etc., 3™^ Ed. ; taith 4 folding plates, besides

numeroiLS diagrams, 4to. old vellum {fine copy), 8* Qd 1735
Containing a description of a machine of the author's invention showing the theory of eclipses.

2388 LAISANT (Charles Anne) Applications Mecaniques du Calcul des Quaternions. Sur
un Nouveau Mode de Transformation des Courbes et des Surfaces (Theses), 4to. hf cl.,

65 Qd 1877
2389 LAISSLE (Fr.), et Ad. SCHUEBLER : Calcul et Construction des Ponts Metalliques,

traduit de rallemand; with \Q plates, and 261 woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols. Bvo. in 1, hf. calf
gilt, 5s 6d (p. M. 16. unbound) Stuttgart, 1871

2390 LAIiANDE (Joseph Jer6me Le rran9ois de; f.r.s.) Astronomie, premiere edition; with
3d folding plates, 2 thick vols. 4to. hf vellum, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.P.S.,
6s 6d

,
1764

2391 ——- Seconde Edition, revue et augment^e [avec Tables Astronomiques calcul^es pour le

Meridien de Paris jusqu'h, 1770 (pp. 248)]; with 42 folding plates, 3 thick vols. 4to. old calf
gilt, 10s 6d 1771

'Get ouvrage, qui est son principal titre de gloire, est un repertoire complet de tout ce que Ton savait alors et de
beancoup de methodes peu repandues.'— ^iogr. G^n. He determined the parallax of the moon on a voyage to the Cape of
Good Hope,

2392 Logarithmisch-trigonometeische Tafeln, herausgegeben von H. G. Kohler, 24mo.
boards, Is Qd Leipzig, 1844

' [Prof.] A. Williamson [f.r.s.] from his friend Horsford. Giessen, 1845'.— Inscr. on flyleaf.

2393 Tables Astronomiques calcul^es pour le Meridien de Paris, sur les Observations les

plus exactes, faites jusqu'en 1770, 4to. old calf gilt, is [1771]
2394 LA LANDELLE (Guillaume Joseph Gabriel de) Aviation, ou Navigation Aerienne

;

with vignette of the author's remarkable aeroplane, post 8vo. sewn {some II. water-stained) ; scarce,

8* U 1863
De La Landelle's was one of the first aeroplanes suggested, driven and lifted solely by steam power. The rather fan-

tastic machine had the form of a ship, the hull flanked with aeroplanes, and 2 masts, each carrying four sets of screws an I

a partly folded umbrella to open if needed into a parachute.

2395 LALANNE (Leon Louis Chretien) Memoire sur I'Arithmoplanimetre, Machine arith-

ni^tique et geom^trique, donnant facilement les Rdsultats des Operations les plus conipliquees de
Calcul et de Planim^trie (pp. 64) : Instruction Pratique pour I'Usage de I'Arithmoplani-
metre (pp. 8)—2 parts 8vo., with 2 folding plates of the machine, and table ; sewn, ivith author's
inscr.. Is 6d 1840—*. d.

An account of this ingenious but now forgotten calculating machine, which solved numerical equations of the
first seven degrees.

2396 LA LOUSi^RE [hie LALOVERA] (Antoine de, s.j.) Quadratura Circuli et Hyperbolae
Segmentorum, ex dato eorum centro gravitatis, una ciini inventione proportionis et centri gravi-

tatis in proportionibus sphserae pluriniorumque yjeriphericorum, nee non tetragonismo absoluto
certtie cuiusdam cylindri partis . . . denionstrata atque ad calculum reducta, etc. etc. ; ivith

numerous diagrams, thick ]2nio. old vellum {rare), \0s 6d Tolosce, 1651
• Huygens encore fort jeune, dcmontroit, vers le m6me t«mps, les memes xkrWA^J'—Montucla. 'He has a claim to

distinction in having been the first mathematician to study the properties of the helix.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

2397 LAMB (Horace, f.r.s.) Elementary Course of Infinitesimal Calculus, with numerous
diagrams, thick post 8vo. cl., Qs (p. 12*) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1897

2398 LAMBERT (Johann Heinrich) Beytrage zum Gebrauche der Mathematik unci deren
Anwendung ; with co}vperplates, 3 vols. 12nio. old calf {rare), 165 Qd Berlin, 1765-72

'His first research on pure mathematics developed in an infinite series the root x of the equation x^^+px = q. His
results stimulated Euler and Lagrange. ... To the genius of Lambert we owe the introduction into trigonometry of
hyperbolic functions, which he designated by sink x, cosh r, etc.'—Prof. Cajori.

2399 Description d'une Table Ecliptique nouvelle et univer.«elle, avec la Maniere de s'en

servir, et une Methode facile pour le Calcul et la Projection des Eclipses, etc. ; with 2 folding
tables, 12mo. old hf. calf, 6s ibidem, 17G5

2400 Insigniores Orbits Cometarum Proprietates ; with 2 plates: Cosmologische
Briefe iiber die Einrichtung des Weltbaues—2 vols. sra. 8vo. in 1, old hf calf gilt {fine
copy), with bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £1. Is Avgspurg, 1761

First Editions of both Works. The first contains Lambert's celebrated theorem on the movement of comets for the
area of a focal sector of a conic in terms of the chord and the bounding radii :

' la plus belle et la plus importante decouverte
de la theorie des cometes ' {Lagrange) ; while the second ' laid the foundation of what may properly be called a science of
the stars ' (Agnes hf. Gierke).

2401 La Perspective affranchie de I'Embaras du Plan G^ometral, premiere edition;
ivith 3 folding plates on copper, large 12mo. sewn, 8s 6d Zuric, 1759

' Containing researches on descriptive geometry, and entitling him to the honour of being the forerunner ot

Monge '.—Prof. Cajori.
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2404 LAMBERT (Johann Heinrich) Photometria, sive de Mensura et Gradibus Luminis,
COLORUM et Umbr.«, editio princeps; %vith S plates, sin. 8vo. old hf. crt^/(RARE), £1. 5*

Avg. Vindzl., 1760
First Edition of this work, which first laid a scientific basis for the measurement of the intensity of light.

2405 Les Propri^t^s Remarquables de la Route de la LuMifeRE, par les Airs, et par
pliisieurs Milieux refringens apheriques et concentriques, avec la Solution des Probl^mes,
premiere edition ; xtnth 2 plates, 8vo. sewn (rare), \0s %d La Haye, 1758

The author's first published work, containing important researches on the refraction of light. It greatly influenced

Arago in his researches on polarisation.

2406 PVROMETRIE, oder voin Maasse des Feuers und der Warme, 1. Ausgabe; with Hfold-
ing plates, 4to. old hf. c«//(rare), £1. \s Berlin, 1779

• Lambert's most important work, I'yrometrie (Berlin, 177ft), is a systematic treatise on heat, containing the records and
full discussions of many of his own experiments.'— iJ/iq/. Brit.

2407 [ ] SvsTkME du Monde, premiere Edition, 12nio. old hf. calf {fine copy), with bookplate of
Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, F.H.S., 5s Bouillon, 1770

An abridged translation of the ' Cosmologische Briefe ' by J. B. Merian.

2408 The System of the World, trans, [with 'Encomium'], by James Jacque, 12mo.
boards, uncut, 4« 1800

2409 ZusATZE zu den LoGARiTHMisciiEN und Trigonometrischen Tabellen zur Erleichte-

rung und Abkiirzung der bey Anwendung der Mathematik vorfallenden Berechnungen, large

12mo. old vellum, 5s Berlin, 1770
The above copy belonged to Thomas Clausek, the astronomer, and has his auto. 'Thomas Clauson. Altona 1825' on

title, and a MS. index at end in the same handwriting.

2410 LAMi: (Gabriel) Cours de Physique, 2® Edition ; with plates, 3 vols. 8vo. hf calf, with auto,

of Prof A. W. Williamson, F.R.S., Qs 1840
2411 ExAMEN des Diff^rentes M6thodes employees pour ri^soudre les PROBLfeMES de

G6om6trie, Edition origrinale ; with 2folding plates, 8vo. sewn, uncut, \Qs 1818
The author's first published work, the above original edition of which is now excessively rare.

2412 Lemons sur les Coordonn^es Curvilignes et leurs diverses Applications, 8vo. hf. roan
gilt (scarce), V2s 1859

2413 Lemons sur les Fonctions Inverses des Transcendantes et les Surfaces Isothermes,
8vo. hf calf [binding rubbed), Ss 1857

2414 Another Copy, hf roan gilt, Zs 6d
This work first introduced the functions known by the author's name.

2415 Lecons sur la Th6orie Analytique de la Chaleur; with diagrams, 8vo. hf. roan
gilt, is '

,
1861

2416 Le(^ons sur la Th^orie Math^matique de I'Elasticit^ des Corps Solides; 2vith

plate, 8vo. hf calf gilt (scarce), \2s 1852
•A probleni in elasticity called by Lamp's name, viz. to investigate the conditions for equilibrium of a .spherical elastic

envelope subject to a given distribution of load on the bounding spherical surfaces, and the determination of the resulting
shifts is the only onnipletely general problem on elasticity which can be said to be completely solved.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

2417 LA M^THERIE (Jean Claude de, Docteur en Medecine) EssAi Analytique sur I'Air Pur,
et les dillt'rentes Especes d'AiR, premiere edition, Svo.fne copy in contemporary French calf
extra (rare), \0s Qd 1785

In this work the author was the first to maintain—what was then considered a paradox, and even ridiculed by Lavoisier
—that oxygen does not form a neces.sary constituent of acids.

2418 LAMONT (Johann v. ; f.r.s.) Handbuch des Magnetismus ; with 281 ivoodcuts, roy. 8vo. calf,
.1v 6d Leipzig, 1867

The atithor, who was born in Scotland, discovered the decennial magnetic period, and the ' earth-current '.

2419 LAMY (Bernard, Prestre deVOratoire) OuVRAGESde Math^matique ; with numerous plates,

woodcuts, and diagrams, 3 vols. 12mo. old calf gilt (nice copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S , ls6d Amsterdam, 1734

2420 Traite de Perspective, oii sent contenus les Fondemens de la Peinture ; plates and
woodcuts, 12rao. old calf gilt, with I^ord Stanhope's bookplate, 4s 1701

2421 LANA (Francesco [Terzi de] , s.J.) Prodromo overo Saggio di alcune Inventioni Nuove
preinesso nil' Arte Maestra, per mostrare li piu reconditi Principij della Naturale Filosofia,

riconosciuti con accurata Teorica nelle piu segnalate Inventioni, ed Isperienze sin' hora ritrovate da
gli Scrittori di questa Materia, etc. ; with 20 plates, folio, ^fwe and large copy in old Italian vellum
(back of binding damaged) ; VERY RARE, £1. 14* Brescia, 1670

This work is impf»rtant in the history of ballooning as being the first to formulate a theory of aerostatics. The author
proposed— besides many other curious experiments— to exhaust hollow globes of copper, which, being lighter than the air,

were to ralne the vehicle placed underneath. Plate II illustrates this fanciful idea.

2422 LA-NDEN (John, f.rs.) Animadversions on Dr. Stewart's Computation of the Sun's
Distance from the Earth, folding plate, 4to. (pp. 14), sewn, 4s printedfor the Author, 1771

Tl>© ab<jve copy has the author's life (from the ' tfniversal Magazine', 1791) added in an old hand.

2423 Discourse concerning Residual Analysis: a New Branch of the Algebraic Art, of
very extensive Use, both in Pure Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, '58 : The ResidUxVL
Analysis; a New Branch of the Algebraic Art, Book I [all published], 5 folding plates, '64 :

Mathematical Luciibrations : containing New Improvements in various Branches of the
Mathematics, 5 plates, '55—3 vols. 4to. in 1, contemporary hf calf gilt, with bookplate of Charles
3rd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. (RARE), £1. \0s 1755-64

The first two works are important as the first attempt to substitute a purely alg-ibraical method for the fluxional calculus,
a subject further developed by Lagrange in his Theorie df^ fonctions aiialytiques.

2424 Mathematical Lucubrations : containing New Improvements in various Branches of
I the Mathematics, unthfolding plates, 4to. old calf, binding broken (rare), 9s 6rf 1755

' His writings servwl as tbe starting-point of investigations by Euler, Lagrange, and Legendre '.—Prof. Cajori.
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2425 LANDEN (John, f.r.s.) Mathematical Memoirs respecting a Variety of Subjects; with

Appendix containing Tables of Theorems for the Calculation of Fluents, 11 vlates, 2 vols.

4to. in 1, sound copy in calf gilt (rare), £1. bs 1780-9

2426 Volume I only, withfolding plates, 4to. hf. calf [binding broken), 8s Qd 1780
'The remarkable theorem known by Landen's name, for expressing a hyperbolic arc in terms of two elliptic arcs, was

inserted in the 'Philosophical Transactions' for 1775, and specimens of its use were given in the first volume of his

'Mathematical Memoirs' (1780). In a paper on rotary motion he obtained results differing from those of Euler and
D'Alembert, and defended them in the 2nd volume of Mathematical Memoirs. In the same work he solved the problem of
the spinning of a top, and explained Newton's error in calculating the effects of precession '.—Agnes M. Clerke.

2427 LANGMAID (J., r.n.), and H. QAISFOK.D, r.n. ; Elementary Lessons in Steam
Machinery and the Marine Steam Engine, with the (Construction of a Battleship ; en-

larged Ed., with 62 plates, 8vo. cl., 8s 6d (p. 6s nett) 1893
2428 IiANKTflEE (John, land agent) The Elements of Land Valuation, 8vo. cl, 2s Dublin, 1853
2429 LANSBERG [recte LAENSBERG-H] (Philips van) Opera Omnia ; ivith engraved title, fine

portrait by W. Delff, folding plates, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, thick folio, old vellum,

or, old calf gilt, £1. Is Middelburgi Zelandice, 1663
' Volume peu comraun '.

—

Brunei. It contains: Triangulorura Georaetria : Cyclometria Nova: Uranometria : In Quad-
rantem, tum Astronomicum, turn Goometricum, Introductio : Horologiographia Plana : Commentationes in Motuir. Terrai

Diurnum : Tabula-- Motuum Coelestium Perpetuae : Chronologia Sacra.
' On y trouve de fort bonnes choses.'

—

Montuda.

2430 Bedenckingen op den Dageluckschen, ende Jaerlijckschen Loop van den Aerdt-
KLOOT ; niitsgaders op de ware Afbeeldinge des sienelijcken Kernels ; ivithfolding plate, and wood-
cuts, sm. 4to. old hf. parchment, 6s Qd ibidem, 1650

2431 Tabulae Motuum Coelestium Perpetuae; ex omnium Temporura Observationibus
constructae, Teniporumqiie omnium Observationibus consentientes, item Novae et Genuinse Motuum
Ccelestium Theorica?, et Astronomicarum Observationum Thesaurus, editio princeps; ivith

brilliant impressions of the finely engraved title containing 8 portraits of celebrated astronomers
and the poi'trait by W. Delff; also woodcuts and diagrams, folio, old parchment (rare), £1. 5s

ib., 1632
First Edition of this once celebrated work, which was intended to supersede Kepler's Rudolphine Tables.

2432 Triangulorum Geometric Libri IV, in quibus novfi et perspicua methodo Triangulorum
Doctrina explicatur [accedit CANON LOGARiTHMicus], editio princeps; with woodcuts and
diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn (browned and title slightly mended) ; rare, 15s

Lugd. Batav.y ex off. Plantiniana, 1591
2433 Editio Secunda, aucta ; printer^s device on title, vignettes, and numerous diagrams,

sm. 4to. new hf. roan neat (fine copy) ; rare, ivith numerous MS. additions in a contemporary hand,
and auto, ofProf. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S. , Ss Amsterdam, W. Bla^uw, 1631

One of the earliest trigonometrical canons, 'a brief, but very elegant work ; the whole being clearly explained : and it is

perhaps the first set of tables titled with those words.'

—

Hutton.

2434 LAPLACE (Pierre Simon Marquis de) (Euvres: Traite de M^canique Celeste [avec
les 4 Supplements], 2^ Ed., conforme a la premiere (Tom. 3 h, 5 premiere edition), 5 v.,

'29-02-25 : EXPOSITION du SvSTiiME du MoNDE, 5e fid., augment^e ; unth portrait, '94 : Theorie
Analytique des Probabilites, 3^ Ed., augmentee, avec les 4 Supplements, '20[-.5]—7 vols. 4to.

uniformly bound in hf calf, £2. 15s 1802-29
presentation copy from TALLEYRAND TO THE DUKE OF GLOUCESTER:

2435 Exposition du Systeme du Monde, 4^ Ed., revue et augmentee par I'Auteur ; ivith fine
portrait, 4to. old hf calf, with Sandhurst College bookplate, 10s 1813

' Given to the Duke of Gloucester at Paris by Prince Taleyrand [sicl. Feb.T lSl9.'—Inscr. on flyleaf.

2436 Cinquieme Edition, revue et augmentee par I'Auteur ; with engraved portrait, 4to. hf.
morocco gilt, 10s

,
1824

2437 Sixieme Edition [Edition-facsimile publiee par I'Acad^mie des Sciences], roy. 4to. sewn,
12s (p. ¥. 20. nett) 1884 {Reprint of] 1835

This work contains, as an introduction, a concise history of astronomy, considered a masterpiece of French literature,

which procured his admission to the French Academy. It also contains liis celebrated nebular hypothesis.
' A very clear popular expositiou of the laws of the celestial motions. '—Pro/. ^. Newcomb.

2438 Memoire sur les Mouvemens de la Lumiere dans les Milieux Diaphanes ; with plate,

4to. (pp. 44), sewn {rare), 12s 1810
PRESENTATION COPY FROM TALLEYRAND TO, THE DUKE OF GLOUCESTER :

2439 Theorie Analytique des Probabilites, 2^ Ed., revue et augmentee par I'Auteur; avec
2 Supplements— in 1 vol. 4to. old hf. calf, ivith Sandhurst College bookplate, 15s 1814-18

' Given to the Duke of Gloucester at Paris by Prince Taleyrand [sii-\. Febr. 1819.'—/user, on flyleaf.

'The introduction (pp. cvi) is an admirable and masterly exposition without the aid of analytical formulie of the
principles and applications of the science. One of the most important parts is the api)lication of probability to the
method of least squares. '—Pro/. Cajori. It also formulates Laplace's theory of generating functions.

PRESENTATION COPY FROM TALLEYRAND TO THE DUKE OF GLOUCESTER :

2U0 Traite de Meicanique Celeste [avec les 4 Supplements], premiere edition, 5 vols.

4to. old hf. calf {binding of v. I cracked), with Sandhurst College bookplate (very rare), £3. 3s
An F// [1798-]] 825

' Given to the Duke of Gloucester at Paris by Prince Taleyrand [_sic]. Febr. 1810.'— 7nsc?'. on flyleaf.
'Selon M. A. Maury des fautes graves se sont glissees dans Timpression de la nouvelle edition, et laissent ainsi k la

premiere toute sa rarete et tout son prix.'

—

Blogr. Gen. ,

2441 Le MfiME (Tomes I et II, 2^ Ed., Ill a V, premiere edition), avec tous les

Supplements, 5 vols. 4to. hf. calf {nice copy), £1. 10s , 1829-5
2442 QUATRIEME Edition, r^imprim^e d'apres I'Edition princeps de 1798-1825, sous les

Auspices de I'Acad^Mie des Sciences ; with finely engraved portrait, 5 vols. 4to. hf cl., £3.

(p. F. 100. nett unbound) 1878
2443 Another Copy, 5 vols, hf, m&rocco gilt, imcut, t. e. g., £3. 15*
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A SOUND UNCUT COPY

:

2444 LAPLACE (Pierre Simon Marquis de) M^canique Celeste, translated, with

Commentary, by Nathaniel Bowditch, f.r.s., with Memoir of the TransLxVTOr

(pp. 168), by Nathaniel Ingersoll Bowditch, with fine portraits of the Author,

Translator, and his Wife, and diagrams, 4 thick vols. roy. 4to. original cl., uncut (very

rare), £16. I65 Boston [Mass.'], 1829-39

2445 Another Copy, netvly lound in hf. red morocco gilt, cl. sides, with trans-

lator's INSCR. to E. Nutty, £17. 17^

This is the only EnftU-sh translation of Laplace's chef'd\cuvi-f, and is now very rare, very few of the 250 copies printed
ever hapixMiing f(»r sale ; it is moreover noteworthy as the (Irst great scientific work issued in the United States.

•An exact and careful tran-«lation into very good English, exceedingly well printed, and accompanied with notes
appended to each page, which leave no step in the text of moment unsuppljod, and hardly any material dilticulty either of
conception or reasoning unelucidate<l.'—.S'ir JoAh Uerm-hd (Quart. /Jci'iVip).

' II existe plusieurs traductions des a'uvrcs de Ijiplace en diverscs langues. L'unedes plus cstimees est la version anglaise
dc la Mt'canique celeste par Bowditch.'

—

E. Merlteiu:

2446 Treatise upon Analytical Mechanics : being the First Book of the M^caniqup::
CELESTE, trans., with Notes by John TOPLIS, pr., Fellow of Queen's Coll., Cantab., with folding
plate, 8vo. boards, uncut, 4s Nottingham, 1814

2447 : [Young (Thomas, F.R.S.)] ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS of the Celestial Mechanics
of Laplace, Part I, comprehending the First Book (all pub.), numerous diagrams, Svo. boards,
uncut, 5s 1821

2448 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt (nice copy), 6s 6d
Including original contributions on the motion and cohesion of fluids, and on * interpolation and extermination.

2449 LANTEBI (Jacomo) Due Dialoghi del Modo di Disegnare le Piante delle Fortezze
secomlo EUCLIDE ; e del Modo di Comporre i Modelli, e Torre in Disegno le Piante del Citta

;

ifith diagrams, sm. 4to. old limp vellum {rare), lOs Venetia, 1557
This im"»)ortant work was the first to suggest a new plan of fortification on a geometrical basis. It was unknown to

Poggendorff.

2450 LANZ (— ), and Augustin de BETANCOTJRT : Analytical Essay on the Construction
of Machines, trans., 2nd Ed., with \2 folding plates, 4to. boards, uncut, 5s R. Ackermann[c. 1820]

2451 LARDEN (W.) ELECTRICITY for PUBLIC SCHOOLS and Colleges, illustrated, or. Svo. cl., 3s

(p. 65) 1887

2452 LAKDNEB (Dionysius, pr., f.r.s.) Analytical Treatise on Plane and Spherical
Trigonometry, and the Analysis of Angular Sections, 2nd Ed. improved, with plates, etc., Svo.
boards, 3s Qd 1828

2453 Elementary Treatise on the Differential and Integral Calculus, Svo. (pp. 555),
boards, or, hf. calf, 3s Qd 1825

2454 Hand-Book of Astronomy, with 37 plates and over 200 woodcuts, 2 vols, post Svo.
cl., is 1853-6

2455 Third Edition, revised and ed. by Edwin Dunkin, f.r.a.s., numerous plates and
woodcuts, thick post Svo. cl., 4s 1867

2456 Handbook of Natural Philosophy, copiously illustrated, 4 vols, post Svo. cl.,

(is 6d 1855-6
2457 Manual of Electricity, Magnetism, and Meteorology, ed. and completed by

Charles V. Walker, with 2 vignettes by Finden, and woodcuts, 2 vols. fcap. Svo. hf. calf neat,
4s 6rf 1841-4

2458 The Museum of Science and Art, with numerous woodcuts, 12 vols. cr. Svo. in 6, cl., Is 6d
(p £1. 1*) [1854-6]

'The most valuable contribution that has ever been made to the scientific instruction of every class of society.'—Sir
Lkirid Brticster.

2459 System of Algep.raic Geometry, Vol. I (all pub.), containing the Geometry of Plane
Curves, diagrams, Svo. hf. bound, 3s 6d 1825

2460 New Edition, with diagrams, Svo. cl., 3s Qd 1831
2481 Time: its Measure and Reckoning explained: Clocks and Watches, and Electro-

Motive Power ; with other Treatises on Astronomy, all illustrated—in I vol. post 8vo. cl.,

4s [c. 1850]
Bound up is : Fisher (George Thomas) Jlicroscopic Manipulation, illitstruted, '40.

2462 Treatise on Arithmetic, new Ed., vignette by Finden, 12nio. hf. calf neat, 3s 1836
2463 Treatise on Geometry, vignette by Finden and diagrams, 12mo. half calf neat, or, cl.,

3s 1840
2464 Treatise on Heat, vignette by Finden, 12mo. cl., 2s 6d 1837
2465 Another Copy, hf. calf neat, 3s
2466 Treatise on Hydrostatics and Pneumatics, vignette and woodcuts, 12mo. cl., 2s 6c? 1836
2467 Another Copy, hf calf neat, 3s
2468 LA RUE (Warren de, f.r.s.) On the Total Solar Eclipse of July 18th, 1S60, observed at

Rivabelos.\, near Miranda de Ebro, in Spain (Bakerian Lecture), loith 14 plates of Solar Promin-
ences, besides woodcuts, roy. 4to. sewn, with author's inscr., Qs Qd 1862

I'
His observations proved conclusively that the ' red flames ' or ' prominences ' observed during eclipses, belong to the

sun and not to the moon.'—D. N. B. 'To De La Rue belongs the full credit of having solved this important question.'—
Sir Norman Lockyer.

9-
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2469 LA RTJE (Warren de, f.b.s.), Balfour STEWART, f.r.s., and Benjamin LOEWY

:

Researches on Solar Physics, II. Series: Area-Measurements of the Sun-Spots, observed
by Carrington [q. V. ante], 1854 60, and Deductions therefrom, with Appendix on their Distribu-

tion in Heliographic Latitude, 4 plates, 2 parts roy. 4to. (pp. 42), sewn, 4s privately printed, 1866-8

2470 LA RIVE (Augusta Arthur de) Trait6 d'ELECTRiclT^ th^orique et appliquee; vnth over

440 woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, 12s 6d 1854-8

2471 Another Copy, hf. broivn morocco [nice copy), \Qs

2472 Another Copy, hf. purple morocco extra {fine copy), \Ss Qd
2473 Treatise on Electricity in Theory and Practice, trans, by Charles V. Walker,

f.r.s. , numerous woodcuts, 3 thick vols. 8vo. cl. {scarce) ; £1. 5* 1853-8

2474 Another Copy, hf purple morocco extra {fine copy), £1. 12* Qd
This still valuable work contains in a collected form all the author's important discoveries and investigations. De

la Rive was one of the founders of the electro-chemical theory of galvanism, which, slightly modified, was accepted by
Faraday ; he was also the inventor of the first gold-plating process, for which he received a prize of 3000 francs fiom the
Paris Academy.

2475 : Notice Biographique, par J. Louis Seret, with photo-portrait, roy. 8vo. sewn, uncut,

45 Geneve, 1877
2476 LARKIN (N. J.) Introduction to Solid Geometry, and to theSTUDYof Crystallography,

containing an Investigation of some of the Properties belonging to the PLATONIC Bodies inde-

pendent of the Sphere, with Afoldingplates by Lowry, 8vo. cl., or, hf. calf, 3* 6c? 1820

2478 LASSAR-COHN (Dr., Kbnigsherg) : Arbeitsmethoden fiir ORGANISCH-CHEMISCHE Labora-
TORIEN, 3. vollstandig umgearbeitete Auflage ; with 131 illustrationSy complete in 5 parts roy.

8vo. sewn, £1. 5* (p. M. 40.) Hamburg, 1901-3

2479 Laboratory Manual of Organic Chemistry, trans, from the 2nd German Ed., by
Alexander Smith, with 42 illustrations, cr. 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 8s 6c?) 1895

2480 LATHAM (Baldwin, c.E.) Sanitary Engineering: a Guide to the Construction of Works
of Sewerage and House Drainage, with Tables for facilitating the Calculations of the Engineer,
21 plates, and numerous looodcuts, 8vo. hf. calf {title stamped) ; scarce, 15s (p. £1. 10s) 1873

A standard work on the subject ; now out of print and scarce.

2481 LATHAM (H., Trinity Hall, Cantab.) Geometrical Problems in the Properties of the
Conic Sections, diagrams, 8vo. sewn, Is 6c? Cambridge, 1848

2482 LATITUDE, Series of Pamphlets on the Determination of (in various Languages), between
1830 and 1890, ivith plates, 11 pieces 4to. (one 8vo.) in 1 vol. 4to. hf. calf neat, 12s M v. p., 1830-90

Including the following authors :—J. F. Encke, '30 : Chr. Hansteen, '49 : E. Plantamour, "73
: G. Lorenzoni, '75 : C.

Weyprecht, '77: K. Oertel, '85: il. Gcehnuyden, '88: A. A. Rambaut, '89; F. Porro, '90: andCommissione Italiana p^-r

la Mi^ura do" Gradi in Europa, '75.

2483 LAURENT (Auguste) Methods de Chimie, 8vo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy) ; scarce, 12s 6^ 18o4
2484 Chemical Method, Notation, Classification, and Nomenclature, trans, by Wil-

liam Odling, F.R.S., 8vo. cl., 8s Cavendish Soc, 1855
Containing the author's substitution theory. He was the first to distinguish clearly between the definitions of

molecular, atomic, and equivalent weights, and to point out that the substitution of hydrogen by halogenic atoms does
not materially alter the properties of a chemical compound.

2485 LAURENT (Hermann) Th^orie des R^siDUS, Svo. hoards, 2s 6rf 1865
2486 Traite d'Analyse ; loith diagrams, 7 vols. Svo. hf. green morocco^ cl. sides {nice set),

£2. 15s - 1885-91
CoNTENU:—I. Calcul Diffbrkntikl. Applications analytiques : II. Applications geom^triques : III. Calcul

Integral. Integrales d^finies et indetinies : IV. Theorie des functions algebriques et leurs int^grales : V. Equations
DiFF^RENTiELLES ordinaires : YI. Equations aux derivees partielles : VII. Applications g6om6triques de la theorie des
equations differentielles.

2487 Tome I : Calcul Diff^rentiel, Applications Analytiques et G^om^triques, 8vo. sewn,
5s (p. F. 10. nett) 1885

2488 [LAURIE (James)] Examination of the Astronomical Doctrine of the Moon's Rotation,
with plate, 8vo. cl., 5s Edin., 1847

The authorship of this pamphlet (which was unknown to Halkett and Laing), denying the moon's rotation, is revealed
in Prof, de Morgan's Budget of Paradoxes, where the work is characterized as ' a systematic attack of the character
afterwards made with less skill and more notice by Mr. Jellinger Synjons.'

2489 LAVOISIER (Antoine Laurent) (Euvres, publi6es par les soins du Ministre de 1' Instruction
Publique [Editeur : Jean Baptiste Andr6 Dumas, President de I'Acad^mie des Sciences]

;

with fine portrait by Levasseur, and numerousfolding plates, 4: thick vols. 4to. boards, uncut {out

ofprint), £2. 15s Imprimerie Imp6riale, 1864-8
The only complete edition of Lavoisier's works and memoirs ever issued.

2490 : M^MOiRES de I'AcAD^MiE Royale des Sciences, 1782-3 [pp. 457-676, containing various
Memoirs by Lavoisier], 2fne copperplates, 4to. sewn, 5s 1782-3

2491 : M^THODE de Nomenclature Chimique, proposee par MM. de Morveau, Lavoisier,
Bertholet [sic] , et de Fourcroy ; on y a joint un nouveau Syst^me de Caractferes Chimiquea,
adapt^s h cette Nomenclature, par Hassenfratz et Adet ; with 7 tables, Svo. old mottled calf
gilt (VERY RARE), £1. lls 6rf 17S7

First Edition of this important work, first propounding the principles of chemical nomenclature now in use.
* The reform of language effected by Lavoisier was an indispensable prelude to the reform of [anti-phlogistic] thougTit.

The new terminology prevailed without change for 50 years, and has been fitted, by trifling modifications, to meet the
exigencies of recent progress.'

—

Ency. Brit.

2492 Opuscules Physiques et Chimiques, Tome pr (seul paru) premiere edition ; ivlth

^folding plates, 8vo. contemporary hf. calf gilt (RARE), £1. Is 1774
In this work Lavoisier first gives his investigations into the properties of air, in connexion with numerous experiment.s,

and lays the basis of his anti-phlogistic theory.

2493 Seconde Edition [augment6e] ; with 3 plates, 8vo. seion, uncut, 10s 6c? 1801
• Get ouvrage, k I'exception des tables, fut imprim6 pendant la detention du citoyen Lavoisier \—Avis axi lecteur.
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2496 LAVOISIER (Antoine Laurent) Experiences sur I'Effet Compare de Diff^rens Com-
bustibles (Extiait des Menioires de I'Acad. Roy. des Sciences), roy. 8vo. hf. green roan, 5s [1781]

2497 Trait^ El^mentaire de Chim IE, presente dans un Ordre nouveau et d'aprfes lea

D6couvertes niodernes
;
premiere edition ; with 13folding plates, and tables, 2 vols. Svo. in 1,

contemporary French mottled calf gilt, £3. 3* 1789
'The excessively bark original edition of one of the most important works in the history of chemistry. The

collected edition published by the French Goveniment (7. v. svpra) only gives the text of the second edition (q. v. infra).

'The acceptance of the 'oxygen theory' was enormously facilitated by the defined and logical form given to it in his

Trai'e eJementaire dc chimie. Indeed the hist<jry of science scarcely presents a second instance of a change ao fundamental
accomplished with such ease'.

—

Ency. Brit.

2498 NouvELLE [Seconde] Edition, b. laquelle on a joint la Nomenclature Ancienne et
MODERNE, pour servir k rintelligence des Auteurs ; difterens M^MOIRES de MM. Fourcroy et

Morveau, et le Rapport de MM. Baum6, Cadet, Darcet et Sage, sur la N^cessiti^: de
reformer et de perfectionner la Nomenclature Chimique ; tuith 13 folding plates, and
tables, 3 vols. Svo. nice copy in contemporary French calf extra (rare), £1. 15* 1789

This edition is valuable for containins; the Mithode de Numendature, forming the 2nd edition of the work, and being
enlarged, but without the Memoirs by Hassenfratz and Adet, which comprise pp. 253-S7 of the first edition (7. v supra).

-M99 Elements of ('hemistry, in a New Scientific Order, containing all the Modern Dis-

coveries, trans, by Robert Kerr, f.r.s. Edin., new Ed., with Notes, Tables, and considerable
Additions, 13 foldina plates, thick Svo. boards, uncut, or, calf, joints cracked (rare), £1.1*

Edin., 1793, or '96

The English translation of the Traite flementaire. * Some very material additions have b«on made by the translator in
this edition, relative to certain discoveries in chemistry since the publication of the original.'

—

Preface.

2500 Fifth Edition, with Notes, Tables, and considerable Additions [and copious Index],
1 i folding plates, 2 vols. Svo. hf. calf gilt (nice old copy), £1. 5* ibidem, 1802

V. Ehrmann, and Jullien (C. E.), ante.

2501 LAWSON (Henry, f.r.s.) On the AJtRANGEMENT of an Observatory for Practical
Astronomy and Meteorology, with 5 folding plates, roy. 8vo. cl., loith author's inscr., 5s

Bath, 1844
2502 Observations on the Placing of Thermometers, with the Plan of a Stand, by

which many of the Errors arising from Want of Uniformity will be avoided ; a broadsheet, with
illustrations, folded to Svo. size, cl. cover, 3s Qd [1846]

The invention of this thermometer-stand gained the imze by the Society of Arts.

.^JOS [LAWSON (John, pr., Sidney Sussex Coll., Cantab.)] Dissertation on the GEOMETRICAL
Analysis of the Antients, with Collection of Theorems and Problems, without Solutions,
2 plates, and diagrams, Svo. (pp. 56), sewn (rare), 5s Canterbury, 1774

Unknown to Poggendorff.

2504 LEADBETTER (Charles) Astronomy of the Satellites of the Earth, Jupiter, and
Saturn, grounded on Sir Isaac Newton's Theory ; also New Tables of the Motions of the
Satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, with a Problem to find the Latitude, etc. etc., Svo. (pp. lOi}, sewn,
3s 6d 1729

2505 Compleat System of Astronomy, with NE^v Tables of the Motions of Planets,
P^JXED Stars, etc., numerous diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. old calf gilt (nice copy), with bookplate of
Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R. S.

', 8s 6d 1 728
' He gav^ in this work perhaps the earliest demonstration ofa well-known property ofstcreographic projection. '—/).JSr. If.

2506 Mechanick Dialling : or the New Art of Shadows, freed from the many Obscurities,
Superfluities, and Errors of Former Writers, laid down after so plain a Method that any Person
with a Pair of Compasses and Common Ruler only may make a Dial, etc. etc., tcith numerous
plates, Svo. old calf gilt (nice copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate : rare, £1. 1* 1737

2507 New Edition, not only very much improved by the Addition of the New Star-Dial,
etc., but is the only Book upon the Subject that hath been adapted to the New Stile, with
plates, Svo. boards (used copy), \0s 6d 1773

Containing also a 'choice collection of Mottos in English ami Latin' ; 'a new and coiTect alphabetical table of the
most eminent cities, etc., showing the elevation of the ixjle, and the difference of their meridian from London '; and 'the
best and moat approve<l methods of painting sun dials.'

•J.">08 1— Uranoscopia : or the Contemplation of the Heavens : a Demonstration of the Equation
of Time, with the Method of observing Solar Ingresses into any Point of the Ecliptic, etc. etc.

etc., diagrams, Svo.fne copy in old calf gilt, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, os 6d 1735
' LeKlhetter was one of the fijst commentators on Newton, and his writings were u.scful in their time.'—D. N. B.

2.309 LEAPER (Clement J., f.c.s.) Materia Photographica : the Manufacture, Properties, and
L'ses of the Substances employed in Photography, illustrated, post Svo. cl., 2s 1891

2510 LE BLOND (Guillaume) L'Arithm^tique et la G6om6trie de I'Officier : Th^orie et
Pratique appliqu^es aux Emplois de I'Homme de Guerre ; with 45 plates, 2 vols. Svo. old mottled
(alf extra (fne copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S , Ss Qd 1748

251 1 Elemens de Fortification, 5° Ed. augment^e de 1' Explication ddtaillee de la Fortification
de M. DE COEHORN, etc. etc. ; with 37 plates, Svo. old calf gilt, luith bookplate of Charles 3rd
Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 5s 1764

2512 LECCHI (Giovanni Antonio, s.J.) Idrostatica esaminata ne' suoi Principj e Stabilita nelle
sue Kkgole della Misura dell' AcQUE Correnti ; withfront., woodcuts, and folding plate, 4to.

hf. bound, Gs iSd Milano, 1765
2513 LECONTE (Charles) Des Lois qui president aux COMBINAISONS Chimiques : Constitution des

Composes Inorganiques et Organiques, Svo. sewn, ivith inscr. to Prof A. W. Williamson, F.R.S.,
2s M 1853

2514 LEDIEX7 (Alfred) Les Nouvelles M^thodes de Navigation : £tude Critique ; with plates
and woodcuts, roy. Svo. (pp. 534), cl., 5s (p. F. 15. nett) 1877
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2515 LEE (Arthur BoUes) The MiCROTOMiST's Vade-Mecum, 3rd Ed., with diagrams, 8vo. cl., Qs

(p. 14.)' 1893

2516 LEFEVRE [latinc FABER Stapulensis] (Jacques) : Arithmetica Speculativa Boetii

per Jacobum Fabrum Stapulensem in compendium redacta. Arithmetica Practica
Christierni Morssiaui in V partes digesta. I. de numeris integris. II. de fractionibus

vulgaribus et physicis. III. de regulis quibusdam. IV. de progressione et radicum extractione.

v. de proportionibus ; with symbolical woodcut on last I., 18mo. sewn (fine copy) ; very rare,

£2. lOs
'

BasilccB, Uenr. Petrus, [col.] 153(5

This edition was unknown to Poggeudorff and Prof, de Morgan, nor is it mentioned in a long list of Lef^vre's works is

Biographie Generale. Nothing seems to be known of Christiern Morssian.

9517 LEFilVRE (Julien) La Spectrometrie : Appareils et Mesures; illustrated, post 8vo.

sewn, Is [1896]

2518 La Spectroscopie ; illustrated, post 8vo. sewn, Is [1896]

2519 liEGENDRE (Adrien Marie ; f.r.s.) Elements de Geometrie, avec Notes j ivith plates,

8vo. cl., 2s 1823

2520 Other Copies, hf. bound, Is Qd • 1823, '51, etc.

2521 Nouvelle Edition, avec Additions et Modifications par Alphonse Blanchet ; snivie

de la 15« Ed. donn^e par Legendre ; with diagrams—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. cl., Ss 1849[-3]

2522 ViNGTiEME Edition [revue et augmentee] ; ivith diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 2s Qd 1876
' The later editions contain proofs of the irrationality of ir and it^. An' appendix on the difficult question of the

theory of parallel lines Avas issued in 1803, and is bound up with most of the subsequent editions.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

2523 Elements of Geometry and Trigonometry, with Notes, trans, from the French ; ed.

by Sir David Brewster, f.r.s., with Notes, Additions, and Introductory Chapter on
Proportion [by Thomas Carlyle], diagrams, 8vo. cl. (scarce), 12.5 6d Edin., 1824

Of special interest for the essay by the historian—his only contribution to the exact sciences.

2524 EXERCICES de Calcul Integral sur diverses Ordres de Tran.scendantes et sur les

Quadratures, avec le Supplement a la Premiisre Partie ; i<;j7A plates, 3 vols. 4to. in 2, hf. calf

{wanting title to v. I) ; VERY SCARCE, £3. 3*^ 1811-17-16
' Tlie third and most of the first volume are devoted to elliptic functions . . . The contents of the remainder of the

treatise are of a miscellaneous character ; they include integration by series, definite integrals, and in particular an
elaborate discussion of the Beta and GaTiima functions.'— W^. W. R. Ball. The third volume contains : 'Construction des

Tables Elliptiques ' (pp. 3-124) and Tables I-V (pp. 47), with 1 title dated 181G.

2525 Theorie des Nombres, 3« [la meilleure] Edition, 2 vols. 4to. seivn, uncut (fine

copy) ; VERY RARE, £3. Didot, 1830
The BK3T EDITION, NOW EXCESSIVELY SCARCE. 'The third edition, issued in 1830, includes the results of his various

later papers, and still remains a standard work on the subject. It may be said that he here carried the subject as far

as was possible by the ai)plication of ordinary algebra.'— ir. W. R. Bait, llie law of quadratic reciprocity, which
connects any two odd primes, was first proved in tliis book. Gauss called the proposition 'the gem of arithmetic' . .

This work also contains the useful theorem by which, when it is possible, an indeterminate equation of the 2nd degree

can be reduced to the form ax^ f by^ + q/? ^ 0.'— IF. W. R. Ball.

2526 Traite des Fonctions Elliptiques et des Integrales Eul6riennes, avec Tables pour
en faciliter le Calcul numerique ; with folding plates, 3 vols. 4to. hf morocco gilt [fine copy) ; very
scarce, £8. 8s 1825-6-8
Bound up with vol. IH is : J.\cQm (Gii-stav Jacob) Fundamcnta Nova Thcoriae Functionum Ellipticarum, 4to.

Regiomonti, 1820.
' The most important of Legendre's works. He took up the subject where Eiiler, Landen, and Lagrange had left it,

and for 40 years was the only one to cultivate this new branch of analysis ... He imjiarted to the subject that
connexion and arrangement which belongs to an independent science. Starting with an integi-al depending upon the square
root of a polynomial of the fourth degree in .r, he showed that such integrals can be brought back to three canonical forms,

designated by F
(<l>),

E {(}>) and TT (<^), the radical being expresseil iti the forms A (</>) — V 1 — Ic'^' sin=« </». He also undertook
the prodigious task of calculating tables of arcs of the ellipse for different degrees of amplitude and eccentricity, which
supply tlie means of integrating a large number of differentials.'—i'ro/". Cajori.

2527 LE GIVRE [Latine GIURIUS] (Pierre, m.d.) Arcanum Acidularum novissinie

proditum. Principioruni Chymicoruni Disquisitionis Auxilio, in quo communis Opinio de
Aquarum Mineralium Aciditate convellitur. Additae sunt Epistolre nniltoruni illustr.

Medicorum cum ejusdem Kesponsis, 18nio. old limp vellum [rare), 10s Qd Amstelodami, 1682
' Demonstrat <iuoque vitriolum habere eandem sympathiam cum tere, quam habet alumen cum ferro, aquasque

ferrugineas nullum vitriolum continore, quia istud minerale ferruni alteratatque in les convertit, sed illassuam aciditateni

traherc ab alumine.'

—

I'reface.

2528 LE GRAND (Antoine, o.s.f.) Entire Body of Philosophy, according to the Principles of

RenATE DES Cartes, trans., with large Additions never yet published, by Richard Blome,
ruled with red ink, ivith about 100 curious plates, folio, old hf rnssia, \Qs Qd 1694

' A Cartesian philosopher of great note.'

—

Ant. a Wood.

2529 LEHMANN (Carl Gotthelf) Physiological Chemistry, trans, from the 2nd Ed. by
George E. Day, f.r.s., 3 vols. 8vo. cl. : Atlas of Physiological Chemistry, by Otto Funke
(Supplement), 16 plates, 4to.—4 vols., with auto, of Prof A. W. Williamson, F.R.S., \0s Qd

Cavendish Soc, 1851-4

2530 LEHMANN (Otto, Karlsruhe) Physikalische Technik, speciell Anleitung zur Selbstan-
fertigung physikalischer Apparate ; with 17 plates and 882 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. maroon morocco,
5s 6c7(p. M. 8. unbound) Leipzig, 1885

An important work by the originator of molecular physics.

2531 LEIBNIZ (Gottfried WiLhelm Freiherr v.) Opera Omnia, nunc primum collecta, in CIasse.9

distributa, Prsefationibus et Indicibus exornata, studio LUDOVICI Dutens ; with fine portrait by
P. Savart, 6 thick vols. 4to. sound copy in contemporary white vellum (rare), £3. 3* Genevan, 1768

' Collection tres-rechcrclu'e.'—Z?r(tnei. It contains the ' eloge'by Font<^nelle, and a life by Jacob Brucker.
•

: Recueil de Diverses PiiiCES (1720)— v. Newtoniana, post.
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2532 LEIBNIZ (Gottfried Wilhelm Freiherr v.) : Virorum Celeberr. G. G. Leibnitii et JOH.

Bekxoullii Commercium Philosophicum et Mathematicum, 1694-1716; with fine portrait of

Leibniz by Ficquet, and nutnerous plates, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf gilt, lis 6d Lausamue, 1745
Iinpoitant for containinj,' the correspoudenco between Leibniz and Jean Bernoulli on the question of the priority of thd

invention of tho diderential calculus between Leibniz and Newton, See Newtoniana, post, for Commercium Epistolicimi

j^ivins conclusions in Newton's favour.
.

2583 LEIFCHILD (John B.) On Coal at Home and Abroad, with relation to Consumption, Cost,

Demand, and Supply, etc. etc., with Appendix, 8vo. cL, 2s (p. 4* 6d) 1873

2531 LEISS (C.) Die optischen iNSTRLMENTEder Fjrma R. Fuess : dercn Beschreibung, Justierung

und Anweiidunjj ; with 3 plates and 233 woodcuts, 8vo. seion, Qs (p. M. 11.) Leipzig, 1899

2535 LEITCH (William, Principal, Univ. Queen's Coll., Canada) God's Glory in the Heavens,
2nd Ed., with 12 plates, and woodcuts, i)08t 8vo. cl., 2s 1862{

2536 LEITH HABBOUR, CORRESPONDENCE and REPORTS relative to the Improvement of, 2 plans

(1 coloured), 4to. .sewn, 3s 6d Leith[l822]

2537 LEITHHEAD (William) Electricity: its Nature, Operation, and Importance in the

Phenomena of the Universe, 51 illustrations, fcap. 8vo. cl. (somewhat stained)^ 2s 1837
Dedicated to Faraday.

2538 LEJEUNE-DIRICHLET (Peter Gustav ; Gottingen) VORLESUNQEN uber Zahlentheorie,
heraus«;e«eben v. R. Dedekind, 8vo. hf. calf gilt. As Braunschweig, 1863

' Of his original researches the most celebrated are that on the establishment of Fourier's Theorem, and that in the theory

of numbers on asymptotic laws, i.e. Jaws which approxmiate more closely to accuracy as the numbers concerned become
larger. '-jr. W. It. IMl.

2539 l6mERY (Nicolas) COURS de Chimie : la Mani^re de faire les Operations qui sont en usa^e
dans la M6decine, par une M6thode facile ; nouvelle 6d., augment^e par [Theodore] Baron ; with

plates, thick 4to. fine copy in old calf gilt [joints cracked), with arms of King George III. in gold

on sides, \5s 1756
' l^ meilleure edition est celle donnee par Baron en \~b(y.'—Iiiogr. Gen. • Cc livre a fait autorite en chimie pendant plus

de 100 ans, 11 a ete le guide, le code, le manuel oblige dos chimistes du XVIII« siecle, et menie apres le renouvellement de
la science on chercha longtemps encore dans le livre de Lemery des precedes, dcs details pratiques que Ton ne trouvait

iMjjiit al(jrs '.— CVij).

2540 LEMOINE (Georges) Etudes sur les Equilibres Chimk^ues : with woodcuts^ Svo. sewn, with
inscr. to P)of. A. W. Williamson, F.li.S., 3s 6d{\). F.9.) 1881

2541 LE MONNIER (Pierre Charles; f.r.s.) Histoire Celeste, ou Recueil de toutes les Obsery«

ations Astronomi([ues faites par Ordre du Roy ; avec Discoure sur le Progres de 1'Astronomic
lepuis la fondation de I'Observatoire Royal ; with 7 plates, 4to. old mottled calf [fine copy), with
bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , 7s Qd 1741

2542 [ ] Institutions AsTRONOMiQUES, avec Essai sur I'Histoire de I'Astronomie Moderne ; with
plates, 4to. boards, vncut, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 5s 1746

' C'est un des meilleurs ouvrages qu'on ait fait en francjais sur I'astrononiie elementaire.'

—

Lalamle.

2543 La Theorie des.CoMETES, avec Tables pour calculer les Mouvenients des Conietes, du
Soleil, et des priiicipales Etoiles lixes ; with plates, 8vo. old calf gilt (FINE TALL COPY), ivith Lord
Stanhope's bookplate, 8* Qd 1743

2544 Another Copy, old calf gilt. Is
A translation of Halley's Sipwpsis, with additions by Le Jlonnier.

2545 LENORMAND ,(L. S. ),— JANVIER, et D. MAGNIER: Nouveau Manuel Complet de
rHoKLOGER, nouv. Ed. refondue ; withfolding plates, 2 vols. 12mo. in 1, cl., os 1876

2546 LENS (Arnoldus de, medicus ac 7na<^ewae/cw5) In Geometrica Elementa ElSAGOGE; with
printer's device on title, woodcuts, and diagrams, 16mo. old parchment, Qs

AntverpicB, Christ. Plantinus, 1565
Unknown to Poggendorff.

2547 LEONI (Antonio Gamillo, sac. Piacentino)^ Lo Squadro di : Trattato breve per havere Dis-
tanze de' Siti, dari il suoa Pretendenti legitinii nelle Alluvioni de' Fiumi, repararsi dalle Corrosion!
Fluviali, e misuraie un' Acqua Corrente ; withfront., and plates, cr. 4to. boards, uncut, \0s

Parma, 1699
Jjl8 LEOTAUD (Vincent, s.j.) Examen CiRCULiQuADRATUR^Ehactenuseditarum Celeberrim.e,

([uam . . . Gkegorius S. Vincentio, s.j., exposuit, necnon Curvilineorum Contemplatio :

olim inita ab Artusio de Lionne, Vapincensi Episc. ; with fine portrait of Hugucs de Lionnc,
Marquis de Berni, by Nantueil, vignettes and numerous diagrams, 2 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, old calf gilt

[fine copy) ; RARE, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £1. 5* I^ugduni, 1654
V. II is a refutation of the alleged discovery of the sciuaring of the circle by Gregoire de St -Vincent. V. I containsaii

original treatise by Bp. A. de Lionne, his only work oxtant. ' II est le premier qui ait remarque la quadratilite absolue
des deux p<^)rtion8 <le la lunule d'Hippocrate.'— /iioi/r. den.

2549 LEROY (Charles Fran9ois Antoine) Analyse Appliquee ;\ la G^ometrie des Trois
Dimensions ; with 5 plates, 8vo. boards, 3s 1829

2550 Seconde Edition, augmentee ; 5 plates, Svo. hf calf (rubbed), Ss 6d 1835

2551 Autre (2«) Edition, augment^e; 5 plates, 8vo. hf. calf, 3s 6d Li^ge, 1839
2552 Trait6 de Geom6trie Descriptive ; ivith 60 plates, 2 vols. 4to. hf. calf, 4s 1834
2553 Traite de St^reotomie, 4to., witii Atlas, containing 74 plates, roy. folio—2 vols, hf

calf. Is 6d 1844
2554 liESAGE (George Louis) :—Charcot (Anthelmus, Lugdunceus) Lex Nature: Unica, seu de

Attractione a<l Impulsionem revocata ; Theses Philosophical, 4to. sewn, with numerous MS.
notes by G. L. Lesage {see below), £2. 2s Lugduni, \11Q

This attack on Lesage's famous theory explaining the phenomenon of gravitation is important as having belonged to
Lesage liimself, who has added a large number of MS. notes in confutation of certain passages, and thereby enlarged his
own views on the subject. The thesis itself was written—according to Lesage's MS. notes on title—by Pierre Siooronb
(1719-1.S09), a well-known physicist, against whom the notes are dircctetl.
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2555 LEONHARD (Carl Csesar v.) Handbucu der Oryktognosie, 2. vermelirte Aufl. ;
with

7 plates, thick 8vo. hf. hound, Zs Heidelberg, 1826

255G LESCALLIEK (Daniel) Trait6 Pratique du Gr^ement des Vaisseaux, et autres Batimens

de Mer; with Z^fine copperplates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf gilt (RARE), £1. Is 1791

2557 Another Copy, 2 vols, in 1, old calf gilt, 18s Qd
An excellent treatise not only on rigging ships, but also on French naval architecture at a time when it excelled in some

respects (and enriched !) even that of England.
See Lever (Darcy), iwst.

255S LESLIE (Sir John) Elements of Geometry, Geometrical Analysis, and Plane
Trigonometry, with Appendix, Notes and Illustrations, first edition, diagrams, 8vo. old calf,

[some II. stained), 5s
, A^^-V' }o??

2559 Third Edition, improved and enlarged, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4s ; or, old tree-calf, 5s ib., 1817

'A work conspicuous for freshness and originality of treatment. It attracted considerable attention, and had an

article (by John Playfair) devoted to it in Edin. Rev.'—D. N. B.

2560 Elements of Natural Philosophy, Vol. I [all published] , including Mechanics and

Hydrostatics, first edition, with 10 folding plates, Svo. old hf. calf {back slightly damaged),

Qg ib., 1823

2561 Second Edition, corrected and enlarged, with 10 folding plates, thick Svo. hoards, uncut

{slightly soiled). Is 6d ib., 1829

2562 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, with Sandhurst College bookplate, 9s

In this work the author ' has given the first correct explanation of the rise of a liquid in a tube by considering the effect

of the attraction of the solid on the very thin stratum of liquid in contact with \t.'—J. Clerk Maxwell.

2563 Experimental Inquiry into the Nature and Propagation of Heat, with copperplates,

thick Svo. old hf. calf {slightly water-stained) ; SCARCE, 12s Qd 1804

2534 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, with Sandhurst College bookplate, 15s Qd
' An important contribution to the scientific study of the subject; the experimental methods and results were sound

and fruitful, and at the same time attractively simple ; and his hypotheses based thereon, though proved inadequate by

later discoverers, were nevertheless a substantial advance on those current at the time. It is by his discoveries in

relation to the radiation of heat, first announced in this volume, that the name of Leslie is most widely known. His work
obtained from the Royal Society the Rumford medal in 1805.'—/). N. B.

2565 Geometrical Analysis, and the Geometry of Curve Lines, being Vol. II of a Course

of Mathematics, and designed as an Introduction to the Study of Natural Philosophy, 22 folding

plates, Svo. hf calf, or, cL, uncut, 4s Qd Edin., 1821

2566 The Philosophy of Arithmetic, exhibiting a Progressive View of the Theory and
Practice of Calculation, ^vith an enlarged Table of the Products of Numbers under 100, first

edition, withfolding table, and diagrams, Svo. boards, uncut, 5s Qd ib., 1817

2567 Another Copy, wanting the table, Svo. old calf, 4s

2568 Second Edition, improved and enlarged, with very large folding table, and diagrams,

Svo. hf. calf, Is ib., 1820
'Containing an elaborate discussion of fundamental principles and much interesting information on the history of the

subject.'—D. N. B.

2569 Rudiments of Plane Geometry, including Geometrical Analysis, and Plane
Trigonometry, diagrams, Svo. boards, 3s Qd ib., 1828

2570 Short Account of Experiments and Instruments, depending on the Relations of Air
to Heat and Moisture, front. : Description of Instruments for extending and improving

Meteorological Observations, /ro/i^., etc.—2 vols. Svo. in 1, old (^//(scarce), 15s ih., 1813-20
' In 1810 he successfully applied the absorbent powers of sulphuric acid to freeze water under the rec-'iver of the air-

pump. This is the first recorded achievement of artificial congelation. * A Short Account of Experiments and
Instruments ' (1813) contains a description of this experiment, and is full of important and original work '.—D. N. B.

2571 LETTER (A) from Paris concerning some New Electrical Experiments made there [by

T. N.] , 4to. (pp. 7), sewn, 3s 1746
A description of the remarkable experiments which resulted in the invention of the Leyden Jar.

LEURECHON (Jean, s.j.) Recreation Mathi<:matique— v. No. 1193, ante.

2572 LEURET (Franqois), et Jean Louis LASSAIGNE : Recherches physiologiques et

chimiques pour servir a I'HiSTOlRE de la Digestion ; folding table, Svo. sewn, 2s Qd 1825

2573 LEVER (Darcy) The Young Sea Officer's Sheet Anchor ; or a Key to the Leading of

Rigging, and to Practical Seamanship, first edition, with very numerous plates, finely

engraved on copper, 4to. hf. calf {sound copy) ; SCARCE, £1. Is 1808
' It had an immediate success and continued for nearly 40 years the text-book both in the Royal Navy and in the

mercantile marine.'—.Sir J. K. Laughton. There was no copy of the above edition in the Scott Library.

2574 LE VERRIER (Urbain Jean Joseph; discoverer of Neptune) Sur la Planete Neptune,
4to. (pp. 8), sew7i {scarce), 12s 1848

2575 LEVESaUE (John, Anchor Brewery, St. Luke's) The Art of Brewing and Fermenting, and
Making Malt, exhibited in Essays and Decimal Tables, with Description of the Author's newly-
invented Thermometer, 3rd Ed.

, folding front., Svo. cL, 5s 1815
This edition contains a List of Brewers in London, and the quantities brewed by each, 1759-60, and 1835.

2576 Fifth Edition, with Abstract of the Act to Allow the Use of Sugar in the Brewing
of Beer, by Giles Hall, /ron^, Svo. cl., 3s 6c? [1853]

This edition refers to the permission then tirst granted to use sugar in brewing.

2577 LEVETT (R.), and C. DAVIDSON: The Elements of Plane Trigonometry, plate and
diagrams, 2 vols. cr. Svo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 7s) 1896-2

2578 LEWES (Vivian B., Boyal Naval Coll., Greenwich) Cantor Lectures on Acetylene, impl.

Svo., seivn, Is 1899

2579 Service Chemistry : a Short Manual of Chemistry, and its Applications in the Naval
and Military Services, illustrated^ Svo. cl.y 4ts (p. 15s) [1889]
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2580 LEWIS (Rt. Hon. Sir George Cornewall) Historical Survey of the Astronomy of the

Ancients, thick 8vo. c/., uncut (scarce), 15^ 1862
' Applying a sceptical analysis to the ambitious Egyptology of Bunsen.'— B/icy. Brit.

2531 LEWIS (Major J. F., r.e.) Permanent Fortification for English Engineers, 43 folding
plates, thick 8vo. hf. hound, 5s (p. 10* Qd nett) Chatham, 1890

2582 LEWKOWITSOH (Julius) Chemical Analysis of Oils, Fats, Waxes, and of their

Commercial Products, founded on Benedikt's 2nd Ed. of ' Analyse der Fette ', 2nd Ed., enlarged,

illustrated, thick 8vo. cl , \2s 6d (p. £L 5* nett) 1898

2583 LEYBOURN (Thomas, E. M. Coll., Sandhurst) The Mathematical Questions, proposed in

the Ladies' Diary, and their Original Answers, with some New Solutions, from 1704 to 1816,

diagrams, 4 vols. 8vo. boards, uncut, with bookplate of F.-M. William 3rd Earl of Harcourt,
10* 1817

2584 Another Copy, 4 v., with the New Series, Vols. 1 and 2 (of 3), with plates and diagrams
—6 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt, uncut, £1. \s 1817-06-9

2585 LEYBOURN (William) Arithmetick : Vulgar, Decimal, Instrumental, Algebraical
. . . whereunto is added the Construction and Use of several Tables of Interest and Annuities,
Weights and Measures, both of our own and other Countries, with fine portrait aet. 30 by B.
Gaywood, 12ino. large and sound copy in contemporary sheep (RARE), £1. 5*

R. and W. Leyhourn, 1660
Thk third kuition and very rare, being unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. B., where the Ist and 2nd

editions only are mentioned, and to Prof, de Moif;aD, who in describing the 4th ed. states ' I have not met with any
earlier edition '.

It is also the first edition to have the fourth part.

2536 Seventh Edition, carefully corrected ; and very much enlarged by the Author, with
portrait aet. 04 by van der Gucht, plate, and diagrams, large 12mo. old calf, newly rebacked {a few
II. wormed), 10s ^d J. Matthews, 1700

2587 The Art of Dialling, performed Geometrically, by Scale and Compasses : Arith-
metically, by the Canons of Sines and Tangants : Instrumentally, by a Trigonal Instrument,
accomodated with Lines for that Purpose : the Geometrical Part whereof is performed by Pro-
jecting of the Sphere in Piano, upon the Plain itself, whereby not only the Making, but the
Keason also of Dials is discovered, first edition, with seated portrait {differentfrom the two above),

2)latc, and diagrams, sra. 4to. large and sound copy in contemporary sheep, newly rebacked (very
rare), £2. 5s B. Tooke and T. Sawbridge, 1669

This edition is excessively rare, that of 1687 being given by Hutton as the first, and was unknown to the author's
biographer in D. N. B.

2588 The COMPLEAT SURVEYOR : containing the whole Art of Surveying of Land, by the
Plain Table, Theodolite, Circumferentor, and Peractor: after a more easie, exact and
compendious manner, then hath been hitherto published by any . . . with the taking of all

manner of Heights and Distances . . . also, the manner how to know whether Water may be
conveyed from a Spring head to any appointed place or not, etc. etc., toith numerous diagrams,
folio, hf. bound (last I. missing, and title slightly soiled), £[. 5s R. and W. Leybourn, 1653

Avery rare Koixioy, unknown to Watt. It was originally published in 1650 as * Planometria ' by ' Oliver Wallikby'.

2589 Fourth Edition, corrected and much enlarged, with portrait aet. 48 by R. White {fine
impression), numerousfolding j)lates, and diagrams, folio, sound and tall copy in old calf {binding
damaged) ; RARE, £1. \s G. Sawbridge, 1679

The last edition published during the author's lifetime.
There is an old auto. ' J. Hill ' on title, probably of 'Sir ' John Hill, quack scientist {v. No. 1922).

2590 Fifth Edition, with Appendix on Practical Observations in Land Surveying, by
Samuel Cunn, with the fine portrait by White, and numerous plates, folio, old panelled calf {fine
copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., lis Hd 1722

2591 Another Copy, sound copy in old calf {joints cracked), 12* 6d
2592 Cursu.s Mathematicus : Mathematical Sciences, comprehending Arithmetick, Geometry,

Cosmography, Astronomy, Trigonometry; with Descriptions of the Instruments, fine portrait of
the author (et. 6i by R. White {brilliant impression), and numerous folding plates, thick folio,

sound copy in contemporary calf, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 18* 6rf 1690
Including besides the above-mentioned subjects treatises on Dialling and Navigation, Astronomical Tables, and Table of

Logarithms.

2593 —^— Mathematical Institutions, wherein the Doctrine of Plain and Spherical Triangles is

.succinctly handled, geometrically demonstrated, etc. etc., with numerous folding plates, cr. 4to.

fine copy in old panelled calf {joints cracked), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 8s 6d 1704
2594 Panarithmologia: or the Trader's Sure Guide, containing exact and useful Tables

ready cast up, atlapted to the Use of Merchants, etc. etc. ; shewing the Interest of Money, and
Discount on prompt Payment; fourth Elition, 16ni3. old sheep {fine copy); RARE, with Lord
Stanhope's bookplate, £1.1* 1727

• The most enduring of his works ' [D. N. JJ], and the Earliest Ready Rk^koxer in English.

2595 Panorganon : or a Universal Instru.mkxt performing all such Conclusions Geometrical
and Astronomical as are usually wrought by the Globes, Spheres, Sectors, Quadrants, Plani-
spheres, etc., with seated portrait, and numerous diagrams, sni. 4to. old calf {slightly browned,
otherwise a fine copy) ; rare, £1. 5* W. Birch, 1672

Containing also • Problemes in Dialling '.

2596 A Platform for Purchasers, a Guide for Builders, a Mate for Measurers, with
engraved arms of London, and 3 plates {one defective), 12rao. old calf {a few II. stained),
10* %d T. Raw, 1685

V. No. 1717-18, ante.
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2597 LEYBOTJRN (William) Pleasure with Profit : consisting of Recreations of Divers Kinds,
published to Recreate Ingenious Spirits and to induce them to make farther scrutiny into these
Sublime Sciences, and to divert them from following such Vices, to which Youth (in this Age) arc

so much Inclin'd, with a Treatise of Algebra, according to the late Improvements, with a
New Series for the speedy Extraction of Roots, and a Converging Series for all manner of Adfected
Equations, by Richard Sault, plates and diagrams, folio, sound and tall copy in old calf gilt,

withaido. ' Tycho Wing, \12Q' {astrologer^ on title, 15*
"

1694
Including besides mathematical subjects, astronomical, physical, niagnetical, and chemical ones.

'Leybomn's works all grew out of his teaching, and were deservedly popular. They are clear and attractive in style,

and are the work of a man of considerable ingenuity and uncommon industry.'— Z). N. B.

259S L'HOSPITAL (Guillaume Fran9ois Antoine, Marquis de St.-Mesme) Analyse des
INFINIMENT Petits, pour I'lntelligence des Lignes Courbes, 2^ Ed. ; with numerous plates, 4to.

old calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., Is Qd 1716

2599 NouvELLE Edition, avec Nouveau Commentaire pour I'lntelligence des Endroits les

plus difficiles [par A. H. Paulian] ; S plates, 8vo. hf. calf {hack damaged), 4s 6o? Avignon, 1768
' Containing a partial investigation of the limiting value of ratio of functions which for a certain value of the variable

take the indeterminate form : 0. This work brought the differential notation into general use in France, and helped to
make it known in Europe.'— JF. W. R. Ball.

2600 , Traite Analytique des Sections Coniques et de leur Usage pour la Resolution des
Equations ; dans les Problemes tant determinez qu' inddterminez ; Ouvrage jmsthume, premiere
edition; with numerous plates, 4to. old calfgilt, with Lord Suffield's bookplate, Qs 1707

2601 Nouvelle Edition ; with plates, 4to. old calf, with auto, of Prof. A. W. Williamson,
F.B.S., 5s 1720

2602 Another Copy, old calf gilt {fine copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, Qs 6d
2603 An Analytick Treatise of Conick Sections, and their Use for Resolving of Equa-

tions in Determinate and Indeterminate Problems, plates, 4to. hoards {broken), 5s 1723
' For nearly a century it was deemed a standard work on the subject.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

2604 L'HTJILIER (Simon Antoine Jean; f.rs.) Exposition Elementaire des Principes des
Calculs Superieurs; with plate, 4to. sewn (tvanting 1 plate), Zs 6d Berlin [1787]

This work received the prize of the Berlin Academy of Science.

2605 Polygonometrie, ou de la Mesure des Figures Rectilignes ; et Abreg6 d'lsoPERi-
METRIE Elementaire, on de la D^pendance Mutuelle des Grandeurs et des Liraites des Figures

;

with 2 plates, 4to. hoards, 4s Geneve, 1789
2606 Another Copy, nice copy m old calf gilt, 5s

2607 LIAGBE (Lt.-Gen. Jean Baptiste Joseph) Calcul des Probabilites et Th^orie des
Erreurs, avec Applications aux Sciences d'Observation en general et a la Geodesie en parti-

culier, 2° [derniere] Ed. par Camille Peny; with diagrams, thick sq. 8vo. boards (scarce),

18s 6d Bruxelles, 1879
Especially valuable for apjilyii g the calculus of probability to geodetic problems.

2608 Sur les Corrections de la Lunette Meridienne, 4to. (pp. 71), cl., 2s Qd [ibidem, 1845]

2609 LIBRI [-CARRUOOI] (Guillaume Brutus Icilius Timoleon Comte ; biblioklept) Histoire
de^ Sciences Mathematiques en Italie, depuis la Renaissance des Lettres jusqu'a la Fin du
XVlIe Siecle; luith diagrams, 4 vols. 8vo. hf. French calf gilt (scarce), £1. 1* 1838-41

' Get ouvrage est rcmarquable par de consciencieuses recherches d erudition et par un style aussi clair qu'elegant.'

—

Biogr. Gen. It still remains an authority on the subject, and it was very j-ad that Gulielmus Brutus Icilius Timoleon
should ever have lapsed from the stern virtue of a student of the exact sciences.

2610 Memoria sopra la Teoria dei Numeri, 4to (pp. 24), sewn {scarce), 6s Firenze, 1820
The author's first published work, written at the age of 17, which at once established his reputation as a mathematician.

2611 LICK OBSERVATORY, Publications of the, of the University of California, prepared by
Edward S. Holden, Vol. I, ivith front., and numerous full-page and other woodcuts of Astro-
nomical and Meteorological Instruments, 4to. cl., 6s 6c? (p. 12* nett) Sacramento, 1887

Including Meteorological Observations at Mount Hamilton, Sept. ISSO—Nov. '85, by Thomas E. Frasku (pp. 8(5),

Reduction Tables for the Observatory by G. C. Comstock (pp. 130), etc.

2612 : Reports on the Observations of the Total Eclipse of the Sun, Dec. 21-22, 1889
[at Cayenne], and of the Total Eclipse of the Moon, July 22, 1888, with Catalogue of the
Library [ed. by Edward S. Holden], icith 11 plates {including fine silver prints of eclipses

by Burnham, Schaeherle, etc.), 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s ibidem, 1891

2613 LIEBIG (Justus Freiherr v.) Chemische Briefe, 1. Auflage, post 8vo. cl , 45 Heidelberg, 1844
2614 Sech.ste [letzte] Auflage, 8vo. hf morocco, 3* Qd ibidem, 1878
2615 Familiar Letters on Chemistry, in its Relations to Physioloory, Dietetics, Agriculture,

Commerce, and Political Economy, third Ed., much enlarged [by William Gregory, M.D.],

thick fcap. 8vo. cl., 3s 1851

2616 Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged by John Blyth, m.d., post 8vo. hf calf, 4s 6d 1859
2617 Chemistry in its Applications to Agriculture and Physiology, ed. by Lyon Play-

fair [Lord Playfair], f.r.s., 2nd Ed., with numerous Additions, 8vo. cl., 3s 1842
2618 Third Edition, revised and enlarged, 8vo. cl., 4s 1843
2619 Ueber Gahrung, Quelle der Muskelkraft und Ernahrung, 8vo. sewn, 2s

Heidelberg, 1870
2620 Die Grundsatze der Agrikulturchemie, mit RUcksicht auf die in England angestellten

Untersuchungen, 2. Auflage, mit Nachtrag, 8vo. sewn, 2s Braunschweig, 1855

2621 The Natural Laws of Husbandry, ed. by John Blyth, m.d., 8vo. cl., 3s 1863
2622 Ueber Theorie und PRAXIS in der Landwirthschaft, 8vo. sewn, 2s Braunschweig, 1856
2623 Die Thier-Chemie, oder die organische Chemie in ihrer Anwendung auf Physiologic

und Pathologie, 2. Aufiage, 8vo. sewn, 2s ibidem, 1843
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2621 LIEBIG (Justus Freiherr v.) Animal Chemistry, or Organic Chemistry in its Applications

to Pliysiology ami Pathology, ed. by William Gregory, m.d., 8vo. cZ., 4* 1842

2625 Third [last] Edition, greatly enlargecl, Part I (all pub.) : Chemical Process of Respira-

tion and Nutrition. Metamorphosis of Animal Tissues (Method to be pursued in the Investigation),

Svo. cL, is
, ^ ^

1846

2626 Trait6 de Chimie Organique : Edition Fran^aise, consid^rablement augment^e par

I'Auteur, et publi6e par Charles Gerhardt, 3 vols. Svo. hf. calf. Is Qd (p. F.2.5. unbound) 1841-4

2627 Untersuchungen iiber einige Ursachen der Saftebewegung im thierischen
Organismus ; icith luoodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 2s Braunschweig, 1843

2628 , and Hermann KOPP : Annual Refort of the Progress of Chemistry, and the Allied

Sciences, eJ. by A. W. V. HoFMANN and Warren de La Rue, Vols. I-IV (all published),
4 vols. Svo. cl. {scarce), £1. Is 1847-50

2629 Vols. I- II I only, 3 vols. Svo. hf. hound {backs dainaged)^ Is 6d 1S47-9
The English edition of ' Jahre-sbericbt iiber die Fortscuritte der Chemie' (7. v. aide).

2630 , Johann Christian POGGENDORFF, und Friedrich WOHLER: Handworter-
BUCH der REINKN und angewandten Chemie, 2. Autiage, neu bearbeitet von mehreren Gelehrten

und redigirt von HERMANN V. Fehling; with numerous woodcuts, 9 vols. Svo. in 11, hf. calf, 10;

(p. M. 176. unbound) Braunschweig, 1856-64

2631 : Hofmann (August Wilhelm v., F.R.S.) The LiFE-WoRK of Liebig in Experimental and
Philosophical Chemistry, with his Influence on the Development of the Collateral Sciences

(Faraday Lecture, 1S75), with fine photo-portrait, andfs. ofQ-p. letter to Faraday, Svo. cl. {scarce),

\0s Qd 1876
' Seinera lieben Freunde F. Knapp niit Larzl. Gruss der Verf.'—JnAcr. on flyleaj.

2632 : KoHUT (Adolph) Justus von Liebig: sein Leben und Wirken, auf Grund der besten
und zuverliissigsten Quellen geschildert, 2. Aufla^e ; with portrait, 34 illustrations, and 2fs. letters,

Svo. cl., 6s Giessen, 1908

2633 : Justus Liebig, Dr. der Medicin und Philosophic, usw. usw., analysirt von P. T.

MeissneR, Professor der Chemie in Wien, Svo. sewn, 6s Frankfurt a M., 1844
A scurrilous attack on Liebig, provoked by a by no means moderate article by the latter on the author in ' tJber den

Zustjind der Chemie in Oesterreich ' in his 'Annaleu der Chemie', v. XXV. For another bitter llixi LiebiyiemU sec

Ml'I.DER, p').»7.

2634 LIEBISCH (Theodor, Gottingen) Physikalische Krystallographie ; with 9 fne photo-

gravure plates, and 298 woodcuts, roy. Svo. seivn, I5s (p,M. 25. nett) Leipzig, 1891
One of the most important handbooks on the subject.

2635 LIGHTNING ROD CONFERENCE : Report of the Delegati:s, ed. by G. J. Symons,
F.R.S., numerous icoodcuts, Svo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 7* 6d) 1882

Valuable for its large amount of statistical matter and full bibliography.

2636 riilMOJON de ST.-DIDIER (Alexandre Toussaint)] The Hermetical Ti.iumph: or the
Victorious Philosophical Stone : a Treatise more compleat and more intelligible than any has
been yet, concerning the Hermetical Magistery, trans, from the French, with the Ancient ^\ar of

the Knights, trans, from the German, and Annotations, with emblematic front., J2mo. old calf
{rare). Vis 6d 1723

2637 LINDNER (Paul) Mikroskopische Betriebskontrolle in den Garungsgewerben, mit
Einfiihrung in die technischen Biologic, HefenreinkuUur und Infektionslehre, 3. neubearbeitete
Aurt. ; with \ plates and 229 woodcuts, roy. Svo. cl., 9s (p. M. 17.) Berlin, 1901

2638 LINEHAM (Wilfrid J.) Text-Book of Mechanical Engineering: Workshop Practice,

Theory and Examples, 7th Ed., enlarged, with numerous plates and woodcuts, thick large post
8vo.cl.,6i6d{\).l5s) 1904

2639 LIPPE (H. v. der) Die Weinbereitung und die Kellerwirtschaft, 4. [neueste] giinzlich

neu bearbeitete AuHage von Graegers Kellerwirtschaft; with 54 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. M. 8.)

Weimar, 1894

2310 LIPPMANN (Edmund O. v.) Die Chemie der Zuckerarten, 2. vollig umgearl>eitete Auflage
von 'Die Zuckerarten und ihre Derivate,' thick Svo. hf. German morocco, Hs 6d (p. M. 17.50)

Braunschweig, 1895
One of tlie beat liandbook.s on the chemistry of sugar.

2811 LIPP3 (Gottlieb Friedrich, Leipzig Univ.) Die psychischen Massmethoden ; ivith 6 wood-
cuts, Svo, sewn, 2-s 6d Braunschweig, 1906

2612 LIPSIUS (Justus; recte JOEST LiPs) PoLiORCETicwN, sive de Machinis. Tormentis. Telis.
Libri V ; ivith numerous engravings of ancient Engines of War, or illustrating various modes of
Attack and Defence, sm. folio, old limp vellum, 16s Antoerpim, ex Off. Plantiniana, 1596

2313 L'ISLE [(Joseph Nicolas de; f.r.s.)] MItIMOIRES pour servir a I'Histoire et au PROGREsde
I'AsTRONOMiE, de la Geooraphie, et de la Physique: Dissertations, Pi^-ces nouvelles, Observ-
ations et Keilexions ; withfolding plates, 4to. old calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd
Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 6s 6d ' " St. Petersbourg, 1738

Tlie illustrations contain one showing the author's graduation of the thermometer on quite a novel plan, which
however was never adopted for use.

25U LISTING (Johann Benedikt) Vorstudien zur Topologie; ivith woodcuts, Svo. (pp. 68),

sewn {scarce), 5s Gottingen, 1843
' Various researches have been brought under the head oT analysis situs. The subject was first investigated by Leibniz,

and was lator treated by Gauss, whose theory of knots has been employed by J. B. Listing.'— Prof. Cajori.

2315 LIVERSIDGE (Archibald, f.r.s., Univ. S:/dneg)The Minerals of New South Wales, etc.,

tvith large coloured mineralogical map, and woodcuts^ impl. Svo. cl., uncut {out of print), Is 6d
(p. ISs) 1888
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2646 LITTLE (James, pr.) Conjectures on the Physical Causes of Earthquakes and Vol-

canoes, explaining them on a new Hypothesis of the Structure of the Earth, and of the Existence
of an Internal Atmosphere communicating with ours, 8vo. hoards, uncut {rare), \0s 6rf

Dublin, 1820
The author attempts to prove that earthquakes are caused ' by the explosion of confined or compressed air in cavities

underground.'

2647 LIVERPOOL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY'S Journal, from 1883-4 to 1888-9 (Vols. 2-7),

ivith numerous plates and woodcuts, 6 vols. 8vo. in 4, red roan gilt [wanting titles of vv. 3 and 4),

10s Qd Liverpool, 1883-9

2648 COMPASS COMMISSION'S Three Reports on the Magnetism of Ships and the
Deviations of the Compass, with Additional Papers by Archibald Smith, f.r.s., and Capt.
Sir Frederick John Owen Evans, r.n., numerous plates and charts, 8vo. hf. morocco.

Is Qd Washington, 1869
' This report is by very far the most important document, in reference to the difficult subjects of the magnetism of iron

ships, the change of magnetism, the correction of the compass, and the adjustment of the correctmg apparatus, that has
yet appeared.'—Sir G. B. Airy, F.R.S.

2649 LLOYD (Humphrey, d.d., f.r.s. ; Provost T. C. D.) Elementary Treatise on the Wave-
Theory of Light, 2nd Ed., with Additions, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 5s 1857

2650 Third Edition, revised and enlarged, with diagrams, 8vo. cl. [out of print), 8* Qd 1873
' There is no bo<ik in any language which puts the leading principles of this subject so clearly and concisely, and at the

same time so completely and in such an interesting manner, before the student.*

—

Academy.

2651 Lectures on the Wave Theory of Light, 2 folding plates, 8vo. cl, uncut, 5s

Dublin, 1841
Forming the first edition of the ' Elementary Treatise on the Wave Theory of Light.'

2652 On the Mean Results of Observations, 4to. (pp. 13), sewn, 2s Qd ib., 1849
' Dr. [George] Buist from the Author.'— /Ttscr. on title.

2653 — Miscellaneous Papers connected with Physical Science, with 4 plates, and ivoodcuts,
thick 8vo. cl., uncut {out of print), 9* (p. \Qs) 1877

Containing the author's important papers as contributed to the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, the British
Association Reports, etc., also his Lectures and Addresses. It includes his invention, 'of a new magnetical instrument
for the measurement of the inclination,' etc., his discovery of conical refraction in biaxi&l crystals, his valuable report on
the ' Progress and Present State of Physical Optics ', his investigations on ' light reflected and transmitted by thin plates,'
etc. etc.

2654 Results of Observations at the Magnetical Observatory of Dublin, 1840-3

:

I. Series : Magnetic Declination, 3 plates, 4to. (pp. 25), sewn, with author's inscr. to Dr. Buist,
3s 6d Dublin, 1849

2655 Treatise on Light and Vision, diagrams, 8vo. hf. morocco gilt (title stamped)

;

scarce, V2s 1831
The author's first publication.
' A most valuable though scarce work. The chapter on spherical aberration and the general description of instruments

have been derived mainly from this treatise.'—Pro/. Heath in ' Geometrical Optics'.

2656 Treatise on Magnetism, General and Terrestrial, 3 plates, and diagrams, 8vo. cl.,

uncut {out of print). Is Qd 1874
2657 LOCK (Alfred G-.) Gold : its Occurrence and Extraction ; the Geographical and Geological

Distribution of Gold-bearing Rocks, Modes of Working Shallow Placers, etc., Hydranlicing, the
Reduction and Separation of Auriferous Quartz, the Treatment of Complex Ores containing other
Metals ; also a Bibliography and a Glossary of English and Foreign TeRxMS, tcith 185 woodcuts,
and 6 maps, thick impl. 8vo. (pp. 1250), cl. (SCARCE), £1. 105 (p. £2. 12s Qd) 1882

The most extensive work on the subject ever written, and indispensable as a work of reference.

2658 LOCK (Charles G. Wamford) Workshop Receipts, third series, illustrated, pest 8vo. cl,
\s ^d (p. 55) 1885 or '89

2659 Fourth Series, illustrated, post 8vo. cl, \s 6c? (p. 6s) 1889
2660 Miner's Pocket Book : a Reference Book, with woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. roan, g. e., As

(p. 125 Qd)
"^

1892
2661 LOCKYER (Sir Joseph Norman, f.r.s.) Astronomical W^orks (as under), with numerous

plates and other illustrations, 6 vols. (4 Svo., 1 post 8vo., and 1 12mo), cl. {partly out of print), £2. 5s
(p. £4. 125 6rf)

V
. f J Kf^ J J i^

/^ggg^^
CoNTEKTS:— Elementary Lessons in Astronomy, '68: The Spectroscope and its Applications, '73: Ccmtributions to

Solar Physics, '74
: Stargazing, Past and Present, '78 : Chemistry of the Sun, '87 : The Meteoritic Hypothesis, '90.

2662 The Chemistry of the Sun, with 134 illustrations, 8vo. cl. {out of print), 7s 6d (p. 14*) 1887
This work develops the author's theory of sun-spots, first communicated to the Royal Society in 1886.

2663 Contributions to Solar Physics : a Popular Account, with special reference to
Spectroscopic Researches, with coloured plates and 175 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl extra, t.e. q.
{out ofp)rint), \Qs M (p. £1. 11* %d) 1874

The author was the first to apply spectroscopy to the study of the sun's surface.
2664 The Uawn of Astronomy : a Study of the Temple-Worship and Mythology of the

Ancient Egyptians, with plates and numerous other illustrations, sq. roy. Svo. buckram, t. e. g.
(scarce), 17* M 1894

2665 Elementary Lessons in Astronomy [revised Ed.], coloured front., 15 plates, and 78
woodcuts. 12mo. cl, 2s Qd (p. 5* %d) 1883 or '86

2666 The Meteoritic Hypothesis : the Results of a Spectroscopic Inquiry into the Results of
Cosmical Systems, 7 plates, and 101 woodcuts, Svo. cl, 12s (p. 17* nett) 1890

This important work contains all the author's investigations on the subject, and includes his proposition that 'all
self-luminous bodies in the celestial space are composed either of swarms of meteorites, or of masses of meteoric vapour
produced by heit.'

2667 The Spectroscope and its Applications, coloured front., and 60 ivoodcuts, post Svo. cl.

[scarce), 5s 1873
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2668 LOCKYER (Sir Joseph Norman, f.r.s.) Stargazing: Past and Present, with front, and
217 woodcuts, 8vo. cL, or, hf. bound (out ofprint), lOs 6d (p. £1. 1*) 1878

Including a valuable historical account of the ' pre-telescopic age ', and of the invention of the telescope ; also accounts
of ' Time and Space Measures ', and ' Modern Meridional Observations ',

2669 Studies in Spectrum Analysis, with 8 coloured platen, and 51 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl.,

3.S 6d (p. 6.5 6d) 1878

2670 LOCOMOTIVE TESTS and EXHIBITS: the Pennsylvania Railroad System at the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904, with very numerous plates and woodcuts, 8vo. hf. black

morocco. Is Qd Philadelphia, 1905
The complete record of the exhaustive dynamometer and other tests got from locomotives running stationary on

supporting wheels.

2671 LODGE (Sir Oliver Joseph, f.r.s.) Electrons, or the Nature and Properties of Negative
Electricity, illustrated, 8vo. cl., 4* 6rf (sells 6* nett) 1906

2672 Lightning Conductors, and Lightning Guards: a Treatise on the Protection of

Buildings, Telegraph Instruments, Submarine Cables, etc., from Damage by Atmospheric
Discharges, with 18 plates and numerous woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 7* 6fl? (p. 15^) 1892

' Experiments showed me that several of the current ideas on tlie subject were unfounded and incorrect . . . The
application of the known fact of electrokinetic momentum revolutionized the treatment of certain phenomena.'— Pr«/oce.

2673 Modern Views on Matter (Romanes Lecture), Svo. sewn, \sM
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1903

2674 Pioneers of Science, with 120 portraits and other illustrations {many from old prints),

large post 8vo. cl., 3* Qd (p. Is 6rf) 1893
Containing essays on Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Newton, Bradley, Lagrange, Laplace, Sir W.

Herschel, Bessel, etc.

2675 Signalling across Space without Wires : the Work of Hertz and his Successors,

with steel portrait of Hertz, and woodcuts, 2nd enlarged Ed., Svo. cl., 2s [1898]

2676 Third [last] Edition, with Additional Remarks on the Application to Telegraphy, and
Later Developments, 67 illustrations, 8vo, cl., Zs Qd (p. 5s nett) [1900]

2677 The Work of Hertz and some of his Successors, unth steel portrait, and diagrams, 8vo.

c/., 25 [1894 or '95J

2678 LOGARITHMS, Table of, for Numbers to 10,000, with Sines and Tangents, 16mo. hf. vellum,

2s M W. and J. Mount, Postern Row, Tower-Hill, 1750

2679 LOHNEYSS (Georg: Engelhard v.) Grundliciier und aussfuhrlicher Bericht von
Bergwercken, wie man dieselbigen niitzlich und fruchtbarlich bauen . . . insbesonderheit die

Ertze und Metallen . . . autfs niitzlichste bearbeiten, roj«ten, waschen, puchen, seigern, in kleinem
Feuer probiren, cimentiren, scheiden, und im grossen Feuer ohne Abgang schmeltzen und zu
Nutze machen soil ; sampt Berg-Ordnung, und Bericht von der Bergleute Verrichtung und
Freyheiten ; with engraved title, and 16 finely etched folding plates, minutely illunirating the

machinery and processes in Mining and Metallurgy in vogue, folio, old calf, with clasps (fine
copy) ; RARE, £1. 105 Leipzig, 1690

a complete tr*»ati.se on mining and metallurgy as practised in Germany at the end of the XVII. Century.

2680 LOMBARD (Jean Louis) Tables du Tir des Canons et des Obusiers, avec une Instruction

de s'en servir ; icith plate and vignette, 8vo. old hf. calf, bs s. /., 1787
The author was the teacher of Napoleon who made the prophetic prediction :

' Ce jeune homme ira tres-loin.'

2681 LOMMEL (Eugen, Erlangen) The Nature of Light, with General Account of Physical
Optics ; coloured spectrum-table and 188 woodcuts, 5th Ed., 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 5*) 1888

2682 Studien Uber die Bessel'schen Functionen, 8vo. hf cl. (scarce), 5s Leipzig, 1868
2683 LONOE (Albert) La Photographie Moderne: Traits pratique de la Photographie et de ses

Applications h 1' Industrie et jI la Science, 2^ [derni^re] Ed., compl6tement refondue ; ivith 5 plates

anrf 346 looodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s Qd (p. F. 15.) 1896

2684 LONEY (Sidney Luxton, Roy. Holloway Coll.) The Elements of Coordinate Geometry,
diagrams, post Svo. cl., Zs Qd (p. 7* Qd) 1904

2685 Treatise on Elementary Dynamics, enlarged Ed., diagrams, with Solutions, 2 vols.

cr. 8vo, cl., 5s (p. 15*) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1891-2

2686 LONG (Roger, D.D., F.R.S., Master of Pembroke Hall) ASTRONOMY, vnth numerous fine folding
plates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf, with bookplate ofEdward Lord Nuffield, Is Qd Cambridge, 1742 64

2687 Another Copy, 2 vols, old calf gilt (joints cracked), with Arms of Kino George III. in
gold on sides, Ss Qd

2688 Another Copy, with the rare Continuation, including Books IV and V [edited and
continued by Richard Dunthorne and William Wales, f.r.s.], in 2 vols. roy. 4to. sound copy
in contemporary hf. calf, uncut, \5s ibidem, 1742-84

' An important work '.—Agnes M. Gierke. The continuation includes an interesting memoir of the author, as well as a
list of contents to v. II.

2689 LONGOMONTANUS [recte LONGBERG, sive LUMBORG] (Christian Severin) ASTRO-
NOMIA Danica, in duas Partes tributa : quarum I. Doctrinam de Diurna Apparente Siderum
Revolutione super Sphoera Armillari Veterum instaurata, explicit : IL Theorias de Motibus
Planetarum ad Observationes Tychonis Brahe, et proprias, in triplici Forma redintegratas,
complectitur ; cum Appendice de Asscitiis Coeli Phaenomenis, nempe Stellis Novis et Cometis,
editio princeps ; tvith numerous diagrams, 4to. hf. roan gilt, £1. 1* Amst., 1622

The author's most important work. According to Gassendi, this work should be attributed more correctly to Tycho
Brahk, as the tables of celestial movements were begun under his direction, and executed after a treatise by him which
had been copied by Longomontanus. Important as the author's works were, he was much given to superstition (e. g. the
evil iuHuence of coinet.s), and his circle-squaring problems turn up in his works as unexpectedly and persistently as King
Charles's head.
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2690 LONGFIELD (Moimtifort ; Q.C., Judge oj the Landed Estates Court) Elementary Treatise
on Series, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 4* Dublin, 1872

This work was unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. B.

2691 LONGBIDGE (James Atkinson, m.i.c.e.) The Artillery of the Future, and the New
[Smokeless] Powders, diagrams, Svo. cL {oid of print), 35 ^d 1891

Advocatiii's high pressure in strong and comparatively short guns.

2692 LOOMIS (Elias, Yale Univ.) Elements of the Differential and Integral Calculus,
revised Ed., with diagrams, Svo. sheep {rubbed), 4* Ne^o York, 1874

2693 Introduction to Practical Astronomy, with Collection of Astronomical Tables,
5th Ed., diagrams, roy. Svo. cl., uncut, 3* ibidem, 1865

2694 Seventh Edition, diagrams, roy. Svo. sheep {back damaged), 35 ib., 1868 or '72

'The best Avcrk of the kind la the English tongue '.—/. P. Nichol, LL.D. 'Containing much information for the

amateur astronomer '.—Simon Newcomb.

2695 The Recent Progress of Astronomy, especially in the United States, third Ed.,

re-written and much enlarged, illustrated, Svo. cl. (out ofprint), 5s ib., 1856
'The work is clearly written, popular, but still with a precision which pronounces the author equal to his task.'

—

Westminster Rev.

2696 LORENTZ (H. A., Leyden) SiCHTBARE und UnsichtbaRE BeweGUNGEN ; with 40 illus-

trations, S\o. sewn, 25 (p. M. 3.) Braunschweig, 1902

2697 LORENZ (Hans) Neuere Kuhlmaschinen, ihre Konstruktion, \Virkung;sweise und
industrielle Verwendung ; illustrated, post Svo. cl., 'is Qd (p. M. 5.) Miinchen, 1896

2698 LORENZ (Ludvigr Valentin) CEuvres Scientifiques, revues et annot^es par H. Valen-
TINER : Tome II, 2® fascicule (Vie de I'auteur ; d^veloppement des fonctions au moyen d'integrales

d^finies ; th^oreme sur la fonction potentielle ; revaluation des aires, etc. etc.) ; with portrait,

Svo. sewn, Ss fid Copenhague, 1904
2699 LORENZINI (Lorenzo) Exercitatio Geometrica : in qua a^itur de Dimensione omnium

Conicarum Sectionum, Curvae Parabolicse, Curvaeque Superficiei Conoidis Parabolici, et

pra?cipue unica Enunciatione indicatur Centrum Gravitatis etc. etc. ; with 14 folding plates, 4to.

fine copy in hf. roan gilt, \0s 6d Florentice, 1721
Tliis work was written during the author's 20 years' imprisonment at Volterra with no other help than his memory.

According to Wolf {Ada Eruditonivi) it is superior to the works of ApoUouius of Perga and Vivian! on the same subject.

2700 LORIMER (John, m.d.) Concise Essay on Magnetism ; with the Declination and Inclination

of the Magnetic Needle, and an Attempt to ascertain the Cause of Variation thereof, with

fine portrait by Basire, and Qfolding copperplates, 4to. (pp. 49), sewn, 5s 1795
2701 Ano-ther Copy, boards, uncut, with inscr. 'From the Author to General {Robert]

Melville ' [F.E.S., inventor of a naval gun] , 6s 6d
Containin;i an interesting ' Historical Account of the Discovery of Magnetism, and of the Magnetic Needle ' (pp. 11).

2702 LOUIS (Henry, Durham Coll. of Science) Handbook of Gold Milling, front, from old print,
3 plates, and 120 woodcuts, thick cr. Svo. cl., 5s (p. 105 nett) 1894

270.3 LOURENCO (A. V., Lisbonne) Recherches sur les Composes Polyatomiques, Svo. sewn^
xcith inscr. to Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.K.S., 2s 1863

2704 LOVE (Augustus Edward Hough, f.r.s.) Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of
Elasticity, diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. cl., \0s (p. £1. 45) University Press, Cambridge, 1892-3

2705 LOVE (John) Geod^esia : or the Art of Surveying and Measuring of Land made easie, with
a more Facile and Sure Way of Surveying by the Chain, than has hitherto been taught ; also how
to lay-out New Lands in America, etc. etc., 2nd Ed., with Additions, diagrams, Svo. old calf.

Is Qd 1715
2706 Eighth Edition, conected and improved by Samuel Clark, diagrams, Svo. old calf

{lack damaged), 5s 1768
2707 LOVIBOND (Joseph W.) Measurement of Light and Colour Sensations : a New Method

of Investigating the Phenomena of Light and Colour by means of the Selective Absorption in
Coloured Glass, graded into Scales of equivalent Colour Value ; with phototype of the author's
tintometer', numerous coloured plates, and woodcuts, Svo. cl., 35 6d (p. 75 Qd) [1893]

2708 [LOYS de CH^SEAUX (Jean PhiUppe)] EssAis de Physique ; with plates, 12^0. fine copy
in old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , 5s 1743
CoNTENU : Essai de Dynaniiqr.e ; Traite de la Force de la Poudre a Canon ; Du Mouvenient de I'Air dans la Propagation du Son.

2709 LOZERAN du FESC (Louis Antoine, s.j.) Dissertation sur la Cause et la Nature du
ToNNERRE et des Eclairs, avec I'Explication des divers Phenomenes qui en dependent, 16mo.
boards {rare), \2s 1727

This work received the prize of the French Academy. Bound up with it is ' Dissertation sur les Triremes ou Vaisseaux
de Kuerre des Anciens' {withmit t tie), pp. 71 [1721].

2710 LUBBOCK (Sir John William, f.r.s.
; father of Lord Avebury) On the Theory of the MooN,

and on the Perturbations of the Planets: On the Determination of the Distance of a
Comet from the Earth, etc. : Account of the * Traite sur le Flux et le Reflux de la Mer ' by
Daniel Bernoulli; and Treatise on the Attraction of Ellipsoids—3 vols. Svo. in 1, boards,
uncut, 8s 6d 1833-2-1

' His laborious researches in physical astronomy were mainly directed towards the simplification of methods ; and he
introduced uniformity into the calculation of lunar and planetary perturbations by employing in the former, as in the latter,
the time as the independent variable. '—3/i«s A. M. Gierke.

2711 , and John Elliot Drinkwater BETHUNE: On Probability, first edition, Svo.
(pp. 64), seivn (scarce), 5s [1830]

' An excellent elementary treatise ... a binder's blunder caused this work to be often attributed to De Morgan, despite
his frequent disclaimers . . . Lubbock was foremost amongst English mathematicians ia adopting Laplace's doctrine of
probability.'—Mss A. M. Clerke.

See CouRNOT, ante, and Morgan, po*^.
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2712 LUBY (Thomas, pr.. Fellow of T. C. D.) Compendium of Analytical TRiG0N0METRY,./bWm'7
plate, 8vo. hoards, 3* &d Dublin, 1834

This work was unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. li.

2713 LUC (Jean Andre de; f.r.s., reader to Quee/i Charlotte) Idees sur la M6te0R0L0GIE ; with 2
folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. nice copy in contemporary mottled calf extra, 10s 6f/ 1787

' Dt'luc made very numerom exneriinents on the atmosphere, iuquirinj? into the modes of production of clouds, rain,

hail, dow, etf*.. ... He enunciated a point of the highest inijiortance when he endeavoured to show that the amount of

water-vapour in the atmosphere, or in any closed vessel, is independent of the density of the air in any other gaseous sub-
stance in which it is diffused, a theory which was subsequently prove<l more clearly by John Dalton.'—iVo/. W. J. Harrison.

2714 Kecherches sur les Modifications de 1'Atmosphere, contenant I'Histoire critique du
Barom^tre et du Tliermometre, leur Construction et Usage, principalenient a la mesure des
Hauteurs, et a la correction des Refractions Moyennes ; withfolding plates on copper, 2 vols. 4to.

old brown calf extra [fine copy), 15s Gendve, 1772
2715 Another Copy, contemporary brown calf gilt, witharms and initials o/King George III.

in gold on »idcs, Ms Qd
the author's most important work, containing his discovery of the maximum density of water, his invention of an

hygrometer (based on the property of ivory expanding or contracting by the amount of atmospheric moisture), and his
observations on latent heat. He was the discovei-er of the ' dry pile ', afterwards improved by Zainboni, and the first to
give correct rules for measuring heights by the barometer.

2716 LXJDLAM (William, pr.) Astronomical Observations made in St. John's College,
Cambridge, 1767-8, with Account of several Astronomical Instruments, with S folding plates

on copper, 4to. hf. calf gilt, vjith Sandhurst College bookplate (rare), lOs Cambridge, 1769
At end are ' Problems relating to Pendulumsand Clock- W«)rk ', and ' Two Pai>erd relating to Mr. Harrison's Discoveries,

given in to the Board of Longitude ', the author having been one of the three experts appointed by the board, to enquire
into the merits of the latter's watch.

• He enjoyed considerable reputation at the time for his skill in practical mechanics and astrouomy, as well as for his
mathematical lectures.'—D. N. B.

2717 The Rudiments of Mathematics, for Students at the Universities : containing an Intro-

duction to Algebra ; Remarks on the first VI Books of Euclid ; the Elements of Plain [sic]

Trij^onometry, first edition, with ^folding plates, 8vo. hf. bound, Is Qd Cambridge, 1785
'It became a standard Cambridge text-book, passed through several editions, and was still in vogue in 1815.'—X). X. B.

2718 LUFF (Arthur Pearson, m.d.), and Frederic James M. PAGE : Manual of Chemistrv,
Inor<,^anic and Organic, with Synopsis of the Conjoint Board and the Society of Apothecaries,
illustrated, 12mo. cl., Zs (p. Is 6d) 1904

2719 fLUKIN (James, pr.)] The Amateur Mechanic's Workshop: including Turning, Casting,
Forging, Brazing, Soldering, and Carpentry, by the Author of the ' Lathe and its Uses', 2nd Ed.,
icith plates and woodcuts, 8vo. hf. bound, 3s 1872

Halkett and Laing erroneously attribute the authorship to Elias Taylor.

2720 LULLIUS (Raymundus ;
' Doctor Illuminatus ') Opera ea aune ad ad inventam ab ipso Artem

Universalem Scientiarum Artiumque omnium brevi compendio, tirmatjue memoria apprehend-
aruni pertinent, ut et in eandem quorundam Interpretum Commentani, hoc demiim tempore
coniunctim emendatiora locupletioraq. non nihil edita sunt, editio princeps ; with ivoodcuts^
thick 12mo. old parchment (rare), £2. 2s Argentina;, 1598

Raymond Lull was not only one of the most learned illustrations of the Franciscan Order, but one of the earliest of
modiiBval Christian missionaries (a.d, 1315). He is celebrated in a twofold capacity—that of the scholastic metaphysician,
and that of an experienced chemist.

2721 Editio Secunda; accessit huic Editioni Valerii de Valeriis Patricii Veneti Aureum
in Artem Lulli Generalem Opus ; luilh table, woodcuts, and diagrams {some ivlth MOVABLE SLIPS),
thick 8vo. sewn {a number of II. browned, and wanting all after p. 786), 15s ibidem, 1617

This edition is important for first containing Giobdano Bruno's ' De Lulliano Specierum Scrutiuio', ' De Lampade
Combinatoria Lulliana'. ami 'De Progressu Logicae Venationis '. They are all included in the above copy, which only
wants the commentary by Valerius and the index.

2722 Ars Magna Generalis et Ultima, quanimcunque artium et scientiarum ipsius Lulli
a.ssecutrix et clavigera et ad eas aditum faciliorem praebens: antehac nusquam arti impressorite
emunctius commendata et per M. Bernh. La Vinheta, artis illius ftdelissimum interpretem
elimata ; handsomely printed in a small gotfiic letter, loith 4 woodcut figures and numerous pretty
initials, and vignette at end, sm. 4to. hf vellum {wanting title, and wormed, but otherwise a sound
and tall copy) ; RARE, £1. \s Lugduni, Jacobus Marechal, sumptibus Simonis Vincent, 1517

' His great work, which has so severely tested the sagacity of commentators. It is the development of the method of
teaching known subsequently as the ' Lullian method' (aftei wards revised and improve<l by Giordano Bruno): a
mechanical aid to the mind in the acquisition of knowledge and the solution of all jKJssible problems by a systematic
manipulation of certain fundamental notions (the Aristotelian categories, etc.). He even invented a machine to assist in
this grt-at task.'

2723 LUMIERE ilLEOTRiaUE (La) : Journal Universel d'Electricit^ : Revue Scientifique
Illustree publiee sous la Direction scientifique de Th. DU MONCEL ; COMPLETE from the beginning
in 1879 to Dec. 1892 (Vols. 1-46), copiously illustrated, 46 vols. 4to., vv. 1-10 hf calf gilt, and the
rest sewn as issued (scarce), £8. %s 1879-92

2724 Another Set, from 1879 to 1883 (Vols. 1-10), illustrated, 10 vols. 4to. sewn, £1. \s 1879-83
The most important French journal on the subject. It waH continued in 1894 by * Eclairage Electrique,'

2725 LUNN (John Robert, ,S^^ John's Coll., Cantab.) Of Motion: an Elementary Treatise,
diagraifis, 8vo. cl., Zs Qd Cambridge, 1859

2726 LtJPKE (Robert) Elements of Electro-Chemistry, treated experimentally, trans, from the
2nd Ed. l)y M. M. Pattison Muir, 54 woodcuts and diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 7* Qd) 1897

2727 LUPTON (Sydney) Elementary Chemical Arithmetic, 12mo. cl., 2s (p. 4s Qd) 1882
2728 LUTHER (G.) Construction and Equipment of Grain Magazines, ed. and trans, by F.

Stallmaier and Joseph Fux, 26 plates {U folding), and 116 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. boards, 3s Qd
(P 7s Qd) Manchester, 1886
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2729 LUNABDI (Vincent, Secretary to the Neapolitan Ambassador) Account of the First Aerial

Voyage in England, in Letters to his Guardian, Chevalier Gherardo Compagni, written
under the Impression of the various Events that affected the Undertaking; first edition, with
'2folding plates of the Balloon and Apparatus, 8vo. hf. brown calf neat, uncut (FINE COPY), with
author's auto, on half-title (rare), £1. 1* 1781

An appendix contains attestations by eye-witnesses, and a poetical effusion addressed to the author.

2730 Another Copy, sewn, with author's auto., 17* Qd
2731 Second Edition, with fine portrait {foxed) by Bartolozzi after Cosway, but without

the plates, 8vo. sewn, with author's auto., 185 Qd 1784
'After various delays and apprehensions, Lunardi, having made his will, ascended from the Hon. Artillery Co. 's ground

at Moorfields on 15 Sept. 1784, in the presence of nearly 200,000 spectators. The balloon was about 32 feet in diaireter,

and was filled with hydrogen under the direction of Dr. George Fordyce. He sailed over London at a great height, and
descended near Ware. The attempt excited great interest among all classes. . . . The king viewed the balloon through
a telescope from the Queen's presence chamber at St. James's. Several descriptions were printed, the best of which is

that written by Lunardi himself.

—

D. N. B.

2732 Account of Five Aerial Voyages in Scotland, in a Series of Letters to his Guardian,
with fine portrait of the author in the uniform of the Hon. Artillery Co. by BuRKE after Nasmith,
and 2 plates {differentfrom those in the above work), 8vo. sewn (very RARE), £1. Us Gd 1786

2733 Another Copy, without the portrait, sewn, £1. 5s
Containing at end Verses (pp. 10) 'To Mr. Lunardi, on his Successful Aerial Voyages from Edinburgh, Kelso, and

Glasgow ', by James Tytlkr, the first British aeronaut, in which the latter gives some interesting details regarding his

'Edinburgh Fire Balloon'.

2734 Account of his Ascension and Aerial Voyage, from the New Fort, Liverpool, on
the 20th of July, 1785, in Three Letters to George Biggin, with portrait by Mme. Bovi, 'pupil
to F. Bartolozzi' : ACCOUNT of his Second Aerial Voyage from Liverpool, 9th Aug., 1785, in

Two Letters to George Biggin—2 pamphlets, 8vo. sewn (very rare), £1. os [1785]
' He takes a high place among the pioneers of ballooning, his ascent having been made less than a year after the first

flight in a ' Montgolfifere ' by Fil&tre de Rozier, and only a few days after the ascent by John Tytler from Edinburgh on
27 August 1784'.—D. N. B.

2735 : Sage (Mrs., the First English Female Aerial Traveller) Letter to a Female Friend,
describing the General Appearance and Effects of her Expedition with Mr. Lunardi's
Balloon, which ascended from St. George's Fields on Wednesday, 29th June, 1785, accompanied
by George Biggin, Esq., third Ed., 8vo. (pp. 32), seivn {rare), 10s [1785]

2736 LTJTSCHAUNIG (Victor) La Th^orie du Navire, traduit par G. M. AuRADOU ; ivilh

diagrams, roy. 8vo. hf. morocco gilt {scarce). Is 6d 1885

2737 LUYTS (Jan) Astronomica Institutio, in qua Doctrina Sphaerica atque Theorica, intermixto
iisu Sphtera? Coelestis, et variis Chronologicis, pertractantur ; with fine engraved front, by J.

Mulder containing 6 portraits of the chief Astronomers, charts of the moon, and numerous engrav-
ings in the text, 4to. old calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,

Is 6d Trajecti, 1692
An adaptation of the system of Tycho Brahe, the author rejecting the Copernlcan system as opposed to the Bible.

2738 LTDAXi (Thomas, Accomptant to the Commissioners of IT. M.'s Revenue of Excise) Vulgar and
Decimal Arithmetic, demonstrated and made easie to the Meanest Capacity, 12mo. contemp-
orary panelled sheep {rare'^, \bs 1710

The above work, professedly written to supply the want of a work on Arithmetic based on 'plain and easie' rulee, is

rare. There was no copy in Prof, de Morgan's collection.

2739 LYON (John, Professor of Mathematics, near Sommerset House in the Strand) An Appendix
touching Reflective Dialling (Direct Dialling Ly a Hole or Nodus ; Dialling for the Weather

;

Refracted Dialling ; Reflected Dialling from any Horizontal Glasse ; from any Reclining
Glasse), sm. 4to. (pp. 26), sewn, 7s 6d 1658

2740 LYON (John, pr., historian of Dover) EXPERIMENTS and OBSERVATIONS with a View to point
out the Errors of the present Received Theory of Electricity ; tending to establish a New
System on Principles conformable to the simple Operations of Nature, 2 foldi?ig plates, 4to. sound
tall copy in old calf, 9s 17S0

'The electric fluid is nothing else but the particles which have been diffused from the sun through the diflFerent elements
of water, earth, and air.'—Intro. The work is especially directed against Benjamin Franklin's theories.

2741 McADIE (Alexander) Mean Temperatures and their Corrections in the United
States, roy. 4to. (pp. 45), sewn, 2s Washington, 1891

2742 McAULAY (Alexander, Univ. Tasmania) Utility of Quaternions in Physics, 8vo, cl.,

Ss Qd (p. 5* nett) 189;J
Applying quaternions to the study of elastic solids, electricity and magnetism, hydrodynamics, and the vortex-atom

theory.
The preface contains an indictment of Cambridge University for its unaccountable neglect of the study of quaternions.

2743 l^IACDONALD (Hector Munro, f.r.s.) Electric Waves (Adams Prize Essay), large 8vo.

cl., Qs (p. lOs) ' Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1902
2744 MACDONALD (Sir John Denis, m.d., B.N., f.r.s. ) Guide to the Microscopical

Examination of Drinking Water, with 24 lithographs of numerous micro organisms, 8vo. cl.,

35 Qd (p. Is 6c?) 1875
2745 —;— Sound and Colour, their Relations, Analogies and Harmonies ; with colour charts,

sections of the eye and ear, and musical staves with notes in colours, 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), 10* 6g? 1869
Probably the earliest work referring to this curious subject. The author began his scientific career by serving on the

celebrated exploring voyage of H.MS. Herald.

2746 MAGDONALB (Wiliiam J., f.r.s.e.) Higher Geometry, with diagrams, fcap. 8vo. cL,
^sQd Edin., 1S90

2747 MACFARLANE (Alexander, f.r.s.e.) Physical Arithmetic, woodcuts and diagrams,
cr. 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 7* 6flO 1885

' The method here developed may be called the equivalence method. Each quantity is analysed into unit, numerical
value, and, when necessary, descriptive phrase.'—Pre/ixce.
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2748 MACGEORGE (G. W. ; m.i.c.e.) Ways and Works in India: its Public Works, from the
earliest Times, with illustrations and maps, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), ^s (p. 16s) 1894

2749 McGIBBON (W. C, Principal Glasgow School of Marine Kng.) Indicator Diagrams for
Marine Engineers, withplates and numerous diagrams, 4to. cl., 5s (sells ls6d nett) Glasgow [1906]

2750 MACGREGOR (William) Tables for the Extraction of Interest on Current Accounts,
ami Discount of Bills, at Twenty-Two different Rates from ^ to 1 % etc., 6th Ed., enlart?ed,
folio, cl., 5s Qd (p. 105 6d) Edin., 1904

2751 MACKAY (Andrew, f.r.s.e) Collection of Mathematical Tables for the Navigator,
Geographer, and Surveyor, etc., 8vo. old sheep (joint cracked), 5s 1804

' He made important contributions to the science of navigation, and was a skilful, accurate, and indefatigable calculator
of mathematical tables.'—1). N. B.

2752 McKENDRICK (JolinGray, M.D., f.r.s.) Life in Motion, or Muscle and Nerve, illustrated,
post 8vo. cl. [out of print), 5s 1892

2753 MACKENZIE (George) The System of the Weather of the British Islands, 2 charts, 8vo.
cl., uncut (scarce), I2s 6d Perth, 1821

' He discovered that the periodical commencement and termination of years of scarcity or abundance are undoubtedly
ascertainable, with the recurrence of favourable or unfavourable seasons. In the spring of IS 19 Mackenzie succeeded in
fonning his ' primary cycle of the winds ', and received the thanks of the Board of Agriculture.'

—

D. N. B.

2754 MACLAURIN (Oolin, f.r.s.) Account of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophical Discoveries
;

jjublished from his MSS. [with Life] by Patrick Murdoch, f.r.s., first edition, with Qfolding
plates, roy. 4to., Large Paper ; old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.^.,
\'2s 6rf 1748

The last chapter treats ' Of the Supreme Author and Governor of the Universe, the true and living God ', and ends with
an argument in favour of a future life, dictated but a few moments before his death.

*>755 Third Edition, with Q plates, 8vo. old calf. As 1775
2756 Geometria Organica, sive Descriptio Linearum Curvarum Universalis ; with

plates, 4to. o/rf ca//{rare), £1. Is
'

Londini, 1720
2757 A Large Paper Copy, large 4to. old calf (joint broken), with bookplate of Edward

12th Duke of Norfolk, E.M.,£l. lOs
' Newton had discovered the theorem that if two angles of given magnitude be movable round their vertices, and the

Intersection of a side of the one with a side of the other be made to travel along a straight line, the intersection of the other
p lir of sides will describe a conic. Maclaurin developes this into a general method of reducing the description of a curve to
the description of another curve of lower order ; the theory is one of much beauty and power '.—D. N. B.

2758 Treatise of Algebra, containing the Fundamental Rules and Operations, the Composi-
tion and Resolution of Equations of all Degrees, the different Affections of their Roots, and the
Application of Algebra and Geometry to Each Other, with Appendix on the general
Properties of Geometrical Lines, first edition, withplates and diagrams, 8vo. old calf (rare),

12s 6d 1748
2759 Fifth Edition, withplates and diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 6s 1788
2760 Sixth Edition, withplates and diagrams, 8vo. old sheep (broken), 5s 1796

The Apjiendix, which previously appeared in Latin, is translated in the last two editions.
' It is a model of clear and terse exposition, and was in vogue as a Cambridge textbook for more than lialf a century.'

—

D. N. B.

2761 Treatise of Fluxions, first edition, ivith 36 plates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf gilt, with book-
plate of Edward 12th Duke of Norfolk, E.M. (rare), 15s

" Eiin., 1742
2762 Another Copy, 2 vols, in 1, old calf (broken), 12s
2763 A Large and Thick Paper Copy, 2 vols. 4to. sound copy in old calf gilt, £1. 1*

' Le chef-d'oeuvre dc geometric qu'on pent comparer a tout ce qu'Archimede nous a laiss6 de plus beau ct de plus
Ingenieux.'

—

Ixxgrange.
' The Hrst logical and systematic exposition of the method of fluxions ... In it he gave a proof of the theorem that

f (x) = f (o) + xf ' (o) +.^f " (o) + . . .He also gave the correct theory of maxima and minima, and rules for finding

and descriminating multiple points. This treatise is however especially valuable for its solutions of numerous problems in
geometry, statics, the theory of attraction, and astronomy.'— fr. W. R. Ball. It also contains in a revised form the author's
prize essay on the gravitational theory of tides.

' The one mathematician of first rank trained in Great Britain in the Eighteenth Century '.—D. N. B. He organised the
defence of Edinburgh against the Jacobites in the 'Forty-live.

276* MAGLEAB (Sir Thomas, f.r.s., Cape Astronomer Royal) Contributions to Astronomy and
G?:odesy, 4to. d., 5* 1851

Containing his Comparison of Southern Stars of the British Association Catalogue ; his Determination of the Parallax
of a Centauri, 1842-8, etc. etc.

2765 McMAHON (James), and Virgil SNYDEB; Cornell Univ.: Elements of the Differ-
ential Calculus, 89 diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4-9 Qd (p. 9a') New York [1898]

2766 MACMILLAN (Alexander) Arithmetic, with its General Application, and its Application to
Trade, 12mo. (pp. 252), sewn, 10s Qd Dumfries, 1811

A very rare book, luiknown to Prof, de Morgan, and other bibliographers.

2767 [MACdUER (Pierre Joseph)] Dictionary of Chemistry, with full Explanations of the
Qualities and Modes of Acting of Chemical Remedies, and the Fundamental Principles of the
Arts, Trades, and Manufactures dependent on Chemistry, trans., with Notes and Additions, by the
Translator [James Keir, f.r.s.], 2 copperplates, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf gUt, 12s dd 1771

' His work lay less in theoretical than applied chemistry, to which he made valuable contributions, especially in the
manufacture of jtottery and in dyeing.'— i'ro/. E. v. Meyer.

2768 MADDY (Watkin, pr., St. John's Coll., Cantab.) The Elements of the Theory of Plane
Astronomy, with A plates, 8vo. hf calf (plates stained), 3s Cambridge, 1826

2769 New Edition, greatly enlarged by John Hymers, d.d., f.r.s., 4 folding plates, 8vo.

hf calf (scarce), Qs 6d ibidem, 1832
' An excellent work.'—Agnes M. Gierke.
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2770 MACPHERSON (Hector, Jun.) A Century's Progress in Astronomy, 8vo., cL, 4« (sells

65 nett) JSdin., 1906

2771 MAEDLER (Johann Heinrich) Populare Astronomie, 4. vollig umgearbeitete Auflage,

8vo. hf. bound {wanting Atlas), 2s Berlin^ 1849

2772 MAGAZINE of SCJENGE (The), and School of Arts : illustrating the most Useful, Novel
and Interesting Parts of Natural History and Experimental Philosophy, Artistical Processes,

Ornamental Manufactures, and the Arts of Life, with hundreds of tvoodcuts, 7 vols. roy. 8vo.

hf. calf, lOs 6d 1840-6

2773 "MAGELLAN [or MAGALHAENS] (Joao Hyazinthe de, f.r.s.) Description of a Glass-
Apparatus for making in a few Minutes, and at a very small Expense, the best Mineral
Waters, with Description of Two New Eudiometers, 3rd Ed. enlarged, with Examination of

T. Cavallo's Strictures on these Eudiometers, /row^., 8vo. (pp. 88), sewn, 5s 1783

2774 MAGINI (Giovanni Antonio) Nov^ Coelestium Orbium Theoric^ congruentes, cum
Observationibus N. COPERNICI ; tvith engraved title, and numei'ous woodcuts, 4to. old limp
vellum, \Qs Venetiis, 1589

The author rejected the Copernican system, fearing the penalties of the Inquisition. All his ^vritings have become
VERY RARE.

2775 De Planis Triangulis Liber; ejusdem de Dimetiendi Rations per Quadrantem, et

Geometricum Quadratum Libri V; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. sound copy in
contemporary limp vellum, £1. 55 ibidem, 1592

' Mag'ini a rendu de veritables services a I'astronomie, a la geographic et k I'optique. '—Btogrr. Gen.

2776 MAGNAGHI (G. B., Capitano di fregata) Gli Strumenti a Riflessione per Misurare
Angoli ; ^cith 82 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco gilt, 5s (p. L. 10. nett unbound) Milano, 1875

2777 MAGNUS (Sir Philip, m.p.) Lessons in Elementary Mechanics, with numerous Exercises,

illustrated, post 8vo. cL, \s Qd 1885, or '89

2778 MAHISTKE (A., Lille) COURS de Mecanique Appliquee ; illustrated, 8vo. hf. morocco gilt

{slightly water-stained) ; scarce, 65 Qd 1858
MAHON (Viscount) Principles of Electricity (1779)—v. Stanhope (Charles 3rd Earl)—̂ >05f.

2779 MAIGNAN (Emanuel, Ord. Min.) Perspectiva Horaria, &ive de Horographia Gnomonica
tum Theoretica, turn Practica . . . pra^cipuam admirationem habet Thaumantias Catoptrica
atque Dioptrica, id est refiexus, ac refractus a Speculo Cylindrico Solaris Radius, etc. etc. etc.

;

loith numerous copperplates {some folding), besides several hundred diagrams, thick folio, fine copy
in contemporary Italian vellum {a few II. mended or stained, otherwise a LARGE and FINE COPY) ;

VERY RARE, £2. 25 Eomae, 1648
Containing the first theory of the reflection of light.

2780 MAIN (Robert, pr., f.r.s.; Badcliffe Observer [and Philip Thomas]) Practical and
Spherical Astronomy, with diagrams, 8vo. cl., \s (p. 14s) Cambridge, 1863

' Including all the mathematical processes which will enable the reader to understand the operations of a modern
Observatory furnished with the ordinary meridional and extrameridional instruments.'

—

Prejace.

2781 MAIRAN (Jean Jacques d'Ortous de) Lettre ;i Mme. * * * [DU Chatelet] sur la Question
des Forces Vives : L'Estimation et la Mesure des Forces Motrices des Corps ; with plate :

Deidier (Abbe) Nouvelle Refutation de I'Hypotese des Forces Vives—3 vols. 12mo. in 1,

fine copy in old calfgilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S., Is 6d 1741
2782 Traite Physique et Historique de I'AuRORE Boreale, 2^ Ed., revue et augment^e de

plusieurs Eclaircissemens ; with 17 plates, 4to. old calf gilt, 16s Qd Imprimerie Royale, 1754
Best Edition of the earliest exhau.stive treatise on tlie aurora borcalis, the height of which he estimates as above 100

geographical miles.

2783 MAJOCCHI (Giovanni Alessandro) Sull' Incertezza della Meteorologia sulla Necessita
e sul Modo di stabilire i Fatti per isciogliere il Problema dell' Utilith, dei Paragrandini, 8vo.

(pp. 40), sewn, 5s Milano, 1824
2784 MAJOR (Frederick) Spacial and Atomic Energy : Part III, Heat, thick 8vo. sewn, ^s Qd

(p. 75 Qd) 1891
2785 MALBY'S Telescopic Companion, or Celestial Globe-Atlas, exhibiting the whole of the

Stars in the Catalogues of Piazzi, Bradley, Hevelius, Mayer, Lacaille, and Johnson ; the Double
Stars marked from Herschel and Struve corrected from Baily's Edition of Flamsteed's British
Catalogue, -svith Additions from the most esteemed Astronomers, and the Nebula observed by
Sir W. and Sir John Herschel, Messier, and Dunlop, 21 beautifully engravedfolding maps by John
Addison, all finely COLOURED, folio, hf. morocco neat (scarce), 15* 1859

2786 MALCOLM (Alexander, teacher of the Mathematicks at Aberdeen) New System of
Arithmetick, Theoretical and Practical, wherein the Science of Numbers is demonstrated in a
Kegular Course from its First Principles ; the Practice and Application to the Affairs of Life and
Commerce being also fully explained : making the Whole a Complete System of Theory, for Men
of Science and Business, 4to. old calf, IQs 1730

' One of the most extensive and erudite books of the XVIII. century.'—Pro/, de Morgan.
2787 MALFATTI (Gianfrancesco, Univ. Ferrara) EsSAi Analytique sur I'Integration de deux

FORMULES Differentielles, et sur la Somme generale des Series Harmoniques k Termes
rationnels, 4to. (pp. 60), sewn, is [Turin, 1790]

The author was the originator of the geometrical problem named after him.
2788 MALHAM (John, pr.) The Naval Gazetteer ; or Seaman's Complete Guide : a full alpha-

betical Account of the several Coasts in the Known World, with Sailing Directions for the different
Ports, etc. etc., numerous charts, 2 vols. 8vo. old hf. calf gilt. Is Qd 1795

The author taught navigation at Plymouth, and obtained a Dorsetshire vicarage ; when having written a pamphlet to
prove that country clergymen need never reside on their livings, he moved to London and wrote for the booksellers—
another characteristic of the good old times before the Oxford Movement so feelingly lamented by the Bishop of Carlisle.
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2789 MALLEY (Abrah.am Cowley) Photo-Micrography, including Description of the Wet
Collodion and Gelatino-Bromide Processes, with the best Methods of Mounting and
Preparing, 2nd Ed., enlarged, 3 jylates, and numerous woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3* (p. 7* Qd) 1885

2790 MALOMBKA (Giuseppe, Nohilc Cremonese) Pratica Universale, facilissima, et breve di

Misurare con la Vista ; with etched title, and numerous etchings in the text, 2 vols. 4to. in 1,

boards, uncut (afew II. stained), \2s [Fiorenza, 1630J
Unknown to PogKendorflf.

2701 MALOBTIE (CoL C. Martmont de) Treatise on the Science and Practical Detail of

Trigonometrical Surveying, with Description of the Repeating Circle, and Borda's Reflecting
Circle, etc. etc. etc., 2nd Ed., uith copperplates of Surveying Instruments, etc., 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf,

5.9 6d 1820
2792 MANCHESTER SCIENCE LECTURES for the PEOPLE [edited by Sir Henry

Enfield Koscoe, f.r.s.], Series I-X, with woodcuts, 5 vols, post 8vo. cl. [scarce), \2s Qd
Manchester [1866-79]

A valuable collection of jwpular lectures by the Eilitor, Prof. Clifford, Sir William Hugjjins, Prof. Huxley, Prof.
.Stanley Jevons. Sir J. N. Lor-kyer, Prof. OJling, Prof. Tj'ndall, Prof. A. W. Williamson, and others.

2793 MANDEY (Venterus) Mellificium Mensionis : or tiie Marrow of Measuring, with choice
Piinoiples and Problems of Geometry, 3rd Ed, with Additions, portrait aet. 37 by B. White,
plates, and diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 5s 1717

2794 Fourth Edition [Reprint of the above], vnth the portrait, 8vo. fine copy in old calf, with
bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , 6s 1727

2795 Synopsis Mathematica Universalis : or a Brief System of Mathematics, including
Astronomy, Dialling, Optics, etc. etc., with Astronomical and Geogiaphical Tables, portrait by
R. White, and plates, 8vo. fine copy in old calf, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate {rare). Is Qd 1729

According to the preface a translation of J. J. Hainlin's ' Synopsis Mathematica ' (litVlt).

2796 and Joseph MOXON, f.r s. : Mechanick-Powers : or the Mistery of Nature and Art
unvail'd, shewing what Great Things may be performed by Mechanick Engines . . . with
a Treatise of Circular Motion artificially fitted to Mechanick u.se, and the making of Clock-
work, and otiier Engins, with numerous plates, cr. 4to. old calf {rare), 16s 6d 1696, or n. d.

2797 Another Copy, unbound, \os
Acconling to the preface the first systematic treatise on practical mechanics. The autlior is not noticed in D. N. }!.,

jjor by Hutton, etc., and some autobiographical details in the 'Synopsis Mathematica' will therefore be of interest.

2798 MANFREDI (Eustachio ; f.r.s.) De Annuis Inerrantium Stellarum Aberrationibus ;

with folding plates, 4to. old calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.Jl.S. {rare), 10s 6d

'

Bononice, 1729
a work still of importance, controverting some of Roemer's observations on the parallactic i)ath of Sirius and Lyra.

2799 Ephemerides [et Nov^: Ephemerides] Motuum Cqxestium, 1715-50, e Cassinianis
Tabulis ad Meridianum Bononia) supputattB ; uu'th numerous charts and diagrams, 4 vols. 4to. in 2,

old calf {fine copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 15s ibid., 1715-25
'The first volume is an excellent introduction to astron »my, and the other throe contain numerous calculations '.

—

Rose.

2800 De Gnomone Meridiano Bononiensi deque Observationibus Astronomicis eo Instru-
mento peractis ; luith 2folding plates, 4to. old Italian vellum {sound copy). Is Qd ibid., 1736

2801 Another Copy, contemporary calf gilt {fine copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate,
7s 6d

2802 ;— Instituzioni Astronomiche : Opera postuma ; with \ofoldingplates, 4to. sound copy in
Italian vellum, with contemporary MS. notes on margin, Qs ib., 1749

2803 MANFBEDI (Gabriello) De Constructions /J^quationum Differentialium Primi
(iRADUS ; withfolding plates, 4to. hf. bound, uncut, lis 6d Bononia;, 1707
A very rare work wliicli was highly commended by Leibniz. It is practically the first work on the subject, and

contains all tiiat was known at the time, as well as numerous new problems of the author's invention.

2804 MANILIU3 (Marcus) Astronomicon [cunt Antonio Molinio] ; very neatly printed in
italics, with device on title and last I., 32mo. calf, 3s Lugduni, Jo. Torncpsius, 1566

2805 Idem, a Josepho Scaligero ex vetusto codice Gemblacensi infinitis mendis repurgatum,
ejusdem Notae [pp. 510J, quibus auctoris prisca astrologia explicatur, Ccastigationum caussa^
redduntur, portentosa? transpositiones in eo auctore antiquitus commissa} indieantur, 2 vols. cr.

4to. in 1, old calf, neatly rebacked in maroon morocco gilt {fine copy), \2s

Lugd. Batav., ex off: Plantiniana, 1599-1600
2806 Idem, ex Recensione et cum Notis Richardi Bentleii

; finely printed in large type, with
fine portrait of the Editor by G. Vertue, and large folding plate, 4to., LARGE Paper ; contemp-
orary calf gilt, g.e., \os Londini, 1739

Bkn'tlev's first kdition, and the most beautiful ever issued of the work.
_>S07 Editio Altera, cum selectis Variorum ac propriis Notis, Prrefationi subjuncta, Varia de

Manilio Judicia et JuLii PoNTEDERiE Epistola de Manilii Astronomia et Anno coelesti, cura
et studio M. Eliae Stceber ; with engraved front., large 12mo. hf morocco gilt. Is 6d

Argentorati, 1767
2803 Another Copy, contemporary white vellum, with arms in gold on sides (fine copy), with

boolcstamp of MAUK Pattison, 10*
' Cette edition, dtcenue Irh-rare , rend le texte de Bentley. L'editeur s'est servi de la collation de deux M3S. de Paris et

de Leipsic et de Vap)xirativi dc Ju.ST. Vierschroot, destine pour une nouvelle edition.'

—

Graesse.
' The work of Manilius is of great leariung ; he had studied his subject in the best WTiters, and generally represents the

most advanced views of the ancients on astronomy.'—fincy. Brit.

2809 MANN (Robert James; M.D., f.r.a.s.) The Planetary and Stellar Universe, with 10
plates, 12mo. cl., 3s 6d 1845

The first of the author's popular textbooks, which 'entitled him to a notable place amongst those who first attempted
to make science popular, and its teaching generally intelligible ' (D. N. B.).

10 *
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2812 MANNHEIM (A.) M^moires (24) sur la Geom^trie ; with diagrams, 4to. sewn, Is Qd 1867-77

2813 MANUAL of Geographical Science ; Parti: Mathematical Geography, by M. O'Brien, pr.,

F.R.S., Physical Geography, by D. T. Ansted, f.r.s., Chartography, by J. R. Jackson, f.r.s.,

and Theory of Description and Geographical Terminology, by C. G. Nicolay, pr. ; illustrated,

Svo.cl.,AsQd 1852
2814 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES (British), edited by G. Phillips Bevan, with plates

and woodcuts, complete in 14 vols. 12m6. cL, \5s (p. £2. 9^) 1877
2815 MA€IUENNE (Leon) Les Sucres et leurs principaux Derives, 8vo. (pp. 1032), cL, Qs

(p. F. 16. nett) 1900
2816 MARAT (Jean Paul, Docteur en Medecine et M6decin des Gardes-du-Corps de Monseigneur le

Comte d'Artois; M.D. of St. Andreivs, killed by Charlotte Corday) D^COUVERTES sur la Lumiere
;

constat^es par une Suite d'Exp^riences nouvelles qui ont ^te faites un trfes-grand nombre de fois

sous les yeux de MM. les Coramissaires de l'Academic des Sciences, 2® Ed., 8vo. oldcalf, newly and
neatly rebacked, £1. 10s Londres, 1780

Though now chiefly known as one of the most hideous monsters of the Terror, Marat was previously the author of
works of no small scientific value. He was one of the first to attack Newton's emission theory of light—a heresy which
prevented his elevation to the French Academy.

2817 Kecherches Physiques sur le Feu ; with 7 folding plates^ 8vo. seion, uncut {slightly

wormed, and corners of some II. and of the plates gone), £1. Is 1780
Giving, by his theory of a fiuide igtie, a mechanical explanation of the phenomena of heat,

Marat stayed many years in England, and on the reconamendation of certain Edinburgh physicians received the degree
of M.D. from St. Andrews University.

All his works are now very rare.

2818 [MARCET (Jane)] Conversations on Natural Philosophy; in which the Elements of that
Science are familiarly explained, and adapted to the Comprehension of Young Pupils, by the
Author of Conversations on Chemistry, etc., revised Ed., with 23 plates, thick post 8vo.

boards, uncut, 4s 1820
2819 MARCHAND (Abbe D.) La Science des Nombres d'aprfes la Tradition des Sifeeles. I^ Partie

[seule parfle] : Explication de la Table de Pythagore : Hoefer (Ferdinand) Histoire des
Mathematiques jusqu'au Commencement du XIX^ Sifecle, 2° l&d. : Bosanquet (Bernard
Tindal) Treatise on the Trisection of an Angle of 30^, and of any other Plane Angle, diagrams—
3 vols, post 8vo. in 1, hf morocco neat, Qs 1877-9-6

2820 MARCHELLI (Giovanni, s. J.) Trattato de Compasso di Proporzione ; with largefolding
plate, sm. sq. 8vo. old hf calf {back damaged), Qs Milano, 1750

Rare, unknown to Poggendorff, and other bibliographers.

2821 MAROHETTI (Angelo) La Natura della Proporzione, e della Proporzionalita, con
nuovo, facile, e sicuro Metodo spiegata, sm. 4to. sewn, 8* Fistoia, 169."»

Unknown to Poggendorff.

2822 MARCI [de KRONLANDJ (Johann Marcus, m.d. ; Uniu. Prague) Thaumantias Liber de
Arcu Coelesti deque Colorum Apparentium Natura, Ortu, et Causis. In quo pellucidi
Opticao Pontes a sua scaturigine, ab his vero colorigeni rivi derivantur; with fine engraved title

and portrait, and numerous diagrams on copper^ sm. 4to. white vellum extra, r. e. (FINE tall
copy) ; VERY RARE, £1. 15s [colophon :] Pragce, 1648

This important work contains the author's discovery of the prismatic dispersion of light, in which he was the fore-
runner of Newton.

2823 MARESKA (Joseph Daniel Benoit), et Fran9ois Marie Louis DONNY: Memoire sur
un Appareil de Thilorier Modifie, et de I'Acide Carbonique liquide et solide ; with :i plates,
4to. (pp. 33), sewn, Ss 6d Bruxelles, 1845

An improvement on Thilorier's apparatus (the first to produce liquified carbon dioxyde in larger quantities), which
excluded all danger in operating it, and at the same time liist enabled the author to liquify a number of other gases.

2824 MARESTIER (Jean Baptists, ingenieur de la Marine royale) Memoire sur les Bateaux j\

Vapeur des Etats-Unis d'AMERlQUE, avec Appendice sur diverses Machines relatives a la

Marine, roy. 4to. hf calf {wanting Atlas), Is Qd Imprimerie Royale, 1824
' Charge de faire I'application des principes qu'il avaitemisdanscet ouvrage, il construisit le premier batime'nt h vapeur

et le premier appareil a basse pression que la marine fran«^aise ait possed^.'— Biogrr. Gen.

2825 MAREY (ijtienne Jules) La Methode Graphique dans les Sciences Experimentales, et
principalement en Physiologie et Medecine ; with 348 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 5s (p. F. 18.) [1878]

2826 Movement; trans, by Eric Pritchard, with 200 illustrations, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d
(p. 7* 6d) 1895

' The most comprehensive summary hitherto published of the result and possibilities of instantaneous photography.'—
Translator.

2827 MARIE (Maximilien) Histoire des Sciences Mathematiques et Physiques, Tomes 1 et 2
(de Thales a Vi^te) ; ivith diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, 6s 6d (p. F. 12.) 1883

2828 MARIOTTE (Edme) CEuvres, comprenant tons ses Traitez paruz separement ou pas encore
publiez ; with 25 plates, 2 vols. 4to. old Spanish calf extra, tooled sides, g. e. {fine copy), with book-
plate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., £1. 5s Leide, 1717

2829 NOUVELLE Edition; with 25 plates, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, hf. calf gilt {some II. foxed), lis 6d
La Haye, 1740

Containing all the author's important papers on percussion, the nature of air and its pressure, the movements of fluid
bodies and of pendulums, on colours, etc. He is best known as the discoverer of the law namsd after him (although lirst
discovered by Boyle) on the pressure of gases, and was the first to make observations on radiant heat.

2830 The Motion of Water, and other Fluids ; a Treatise of Hydrostaticks, with Practical
Rules for Fountains, or Jets d'Eau, trans., vnth Annotations, by J. T. Desaguliers, pr., f.r.s.,

7 plates, sm. 8vo. old panelled ca/f, 8s Qd 1718
2831 [MARSH (J., of Chichester)] The AsTRARiUM Improved ; or Views of the principal Fixed

Stars and Constellations, 12 plates^ with Introduction, 4to. boards^ Zs 1833
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2832 MABOLOIS (Samuel) Mathematicum Opus Absolutissimum, continens Geometrije,
Fortitieationis, Architectural, et PerspectiviB theoretictB ac practicfe Regulas, Denionstrationes, et
Figuras accuratissiinas, studio atque opera Alberti Girardi ; with fine engraved title, and very
numerous large platen, folio, old calf (binding slightly damaged), \2s 6d Amstelodami, 1633

Best EDITION, containiti}; the valuable and numerous additions by Albert Girard, who styles the author 'niathe-
niaticorum sui seculi facile princeps '.

2833 MARaxXAND (Charles) Remarks on the different Constructions of Bridges, with 4 plates
[3 folding), 4to. (pp. 15), sewn (wanting title), 3s 1749

Partly a criticism of the failure of Westminster Bridge, with a reference to the author's owu bridges at Brentford and
Chertsey.

2834 MARSSON (Jean Gabriel) Les Trois Coups d'EssAi Geometriques, contenanfc une
Solution Illusoire du fameux Probl6nie de la Quadrature du Cercle, accompagnee de 6
Theoretnes fort curieux, etc. etc. ; 4 plates, 4to. boards, or, sewn (rare), 7s 6d Strasbourg, 1770

2835 MARTIN (Benjamin) Course of Lectures in Natural and Experimental Philosophy,
Geography, and Astronomy, with folding copperplates, 4to. Spanish calf (fine copy), with
bookplate of Philip '2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., lOs 6rt Beading, 1743

This work was unknown to Martin's bioj?rapher in I). N. B. The plates include an illustration of the author's invention
of a * pocket reflecting microscope with a micrometer".

2836 [? ] Description of a New Universal Microscope, which has all the Uses of the Single,
Compound, Opake, and Aquatic Microscopes ; also the Improved Solar Microscope with
Megalascope, with Catalogue of the Principal Microscopic Objects, 2 plates, 8vo. (pp. 16), sewn,
3s 6rf 1786

2837 Description and Use of an Orrery of a New Construction, with a Mathematical
Theory for calculating the Wheel-Work to the greatest Degree of Exactness, folding plate, 8vo.

(pp. 28), sewn, 3s 1771
2833 Appendix to the Description and Use of the Globes, with plate, 8vo. (pp. 84), sewn,

2s erf 1766
2839 Essay on Electricity on the Principles of Sir Isaac Newton's Theory of Vibrating

Motion, Light, and Fire, with the Phflenomena of 42 Capital Experiments, 8vo. (pp. 40), sewTt
(rare), 5s Bath, 1746

'His experiments are popular experiments on electrical induction. The essay contains a dim forecast of modern
theories '.—IK N. 11.

2810 Essay on Visual Glasses (vulgarly called Spectacles), the Nature of Vision in the
Eye explained, and Glasses of a new Construction proposed, 4th Ed., folding plate, 8vo.

sewn, 3s 1758
2841 [ ] Essay on the Nature and wonderful Properties of Island [sic] Crystal, respecting

its manifold and unusual Refraction of Light, plate, Svo. (pp. 16), sewn, 2s n. d.

2S42 Institutions of Astronomical Calculations, containing a New Set of Solar Tables
by Tobias Mayer, a New Set of Lunar Tables by Clairaut, and the Nature, Construction,
and Use of Astronomical Ta})les, and the Calculation of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, with the
Doctrine of Shadows, etc., 3folding plates, 8vo. old vellum, 0* 6f/ 1765

2843 Institutions of Astronomical Calculations, with Description of two New Pieces of

Mechanism for exhibiting Artificial Views of Transits of Venus, 2 plates, 8vo. (pp. 28),

sewn, 3s 6d 1773
2344 LOGARITHMOLOGIA : or the whole Doctrine of Logarithms, Common and Logistical, in

Theory and Practice, largefolding plate, 8vo. old calf gilt (rare), 10* 6d
J. Hodges, at the Looking Glass on London Bridge, 1740

2815 LOGARITHMOLOGIA NoVA : a New and Compendious System of Logarithms . . . illustrated

by the Logistic Curve at large ; with the Construction and Delineation of all the Logarithmic
Lines and Sca,\es, folding plate, Svo. (pp. 54), sewn, 4*

^
1772

' The invention of logarithms has been unjustly ascribed to Lord Neper, whereas it is in reality due to Mr. Edward
Wright, as I have fully demonstrated '.—I'refuce.

2S46 The Mariner's Mirror : or the Philosophical Principles of Navigation . . . with the
Construction of Nautical Scales and other Instruments ; with Part II, containing a New Method
for Finding the Longitude at Sea, 3 plates, 8vo. sewn (rare), 5s 1768-9

With priced list of scientific instruments at end.

2847 ; MiCROGRAPHIA NoVA : or a New Treatise on the Microscope, and Microscopical Objects,
with the Camera Obscura and the Solar Microscope, with 2 folding plates of microscopes, 4to.

seivn, 5s Gd Beading, 1742
Containing illustrations and descriptions of 2 microscopes mounted by tlie author, viz. ' Pocket Reflecting Microscope

with a Micrometer', and ' Universal Microscope, with a Micrometer."

2348 New and Compendious System of Optics, with Practical Description of a great
Number of Useful Optical Instruments and Machines, and their Construction shewn from the
Theory, and the Manner of adapting Micrometers to Microscopes and Telescopes, 3i folding plates,

thick '8vo. old calf Qs 1740
2S49 Optical Essays, plate, Svo. (pp. 54), sewn, 3s 6rf [1770]

Containing at end a 5-p. list of Philosophical, Optical, and Mathematical Instruments made by the author, with pricks.

2850 Philosophia Britannica: or a New and Comprehensive System of the Newtonian
Philosophy, Astronomy, and Geography, with numerous plates, 2 vols. Svo. FINE COPY in con-

temporary English blue morocco super-extra, g. e., with bookplate of John 5th Earl of Cork and
Orrery, F.B.S. (friend of Swift, Pope and Johnson), 16* 6d Beading, 1747

2851 — The Philosophical Grammar : the Present State of Experimented Physiology, or
Natural Philosophy, 2nd Ed., with large Additions, 2Q plates, Svo. fine copy in old calf, with
bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., 4s 1738

' The most successful of Martin's works,'—D. N. li.
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'J852 MAKTIN (Benjamin) Plain anil Familiar Introduction to the Newtonian ExperI'

MENTAL Philosophy, 5tli Ed., ivlth Q folding plates, 8vo. nice copy in old calf, 2>s ^d 1765
2853 The Principles of Pump-Work illustrated, and applied in the Construction of a New

Pump without Friction, or Loss of Time, or Water, in Working, proposed for the Service of the
British Marine, with 2 plates, Svo. (pp; 33), sewn {rare), 4s 6d n. d.
This work was unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. B. One plate illustrates the author's ' frictionless ' pump.

2854 TiiERMOMETRUM Magnum, or GRAND STANDARD THERMOMETER, to whicli are adjusted
the celebrated Scales of Sir I. Newton, Fahrenheit, de L'Isle, and R6aumur, ivith large plate, Svo.

(pp. 10), seivn (I'are), Qs 1772
Not noticed in D. X. B. The plate illustrates the five different thermonietric scales, which naively indicate tempera-

tures below the absolute zero of temperature (— 273" C), Mercury being 'fixed and malleable' at — 440° C. (!). It is

interesting for giving the author's own thermonietric scale, beginning at — 6100 C, 10,000' being 0° C, and 10,100° the
temperature of melting wax.

2855 The Young Gentleman and Lady's Philosophy, 2nd Ed., corrected, with 71 copper-

plates, 3 vols. Svo. nice copy in old calf extra, 8s Qd 1772-S2
2856 Third Edition, corrected, 71 copperplates, 3 vols. Svo. old hf. calf, 6s 1781-2

still of interest for giving correct illustrations of many contemporary scientific apparatus and instruments.

2857 The YouNG Student's Memorial Book, or [Mathematical] Pocket Library, plate and
woodcuts, 16mo. ^ne copy in old calf with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S.,
2s 6d 1736

2858 The YouNG Trigonometer's Compleat Guide, ivith plates and numerous diagrams,
2 vols. Svo. old calf ifne copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, Qs 1736

' Ho was an able writer. He wrote on every mathematical subject (and never otherwise than well, I believe, except on
biography), and a complete set of his works is rarely seen '.^FroJ. de Morgan.

2859 MARTIN (F. P. B.) Memoir on the Equinoctial Storms of March-April, 1850 : an
Inquiry into the Extent to which the Rotatory Theory may be applied, with folding maps,
large roy. Svo. cl. {scarce), lOs 6d privately printed at the author's press, 1852
An important investigation, pursued with the countenance of the Board of Admiralty, including leave to copy their Logs.

2860 MARTIN (Geoffrey) Researches on the Affinities of the Elements, and on the Causes of

the Chemical Similarity or Dissimilarity of Elements and Compounds, with plate,

woodcuts, and 14 tables, roy. Svo. cL, 10^ 6d (p. 16* nett) 1905
Including an interesting speculation on dram-drinking as an instinctive preparation for the fall of earth-temperature

with the cooling of the sun, when alcohol may take the place of water as the fluid which bathes the tissues of the living
organism.

2861 MARTIN (Louis Aime) Lettres u Sophie sur la Physique, la Chimie, et I'Histoire
Naturelle, avec Notes, par E, L. M. Patrin, nouv. Ed., augmentee ; ivith plates on Natural
History (finely handcoloured), 2 vols. Svo. extra boards, uncut, 10s Qd 1822

2862 MARTIN (Thomas, c.e.) The Circle of the Mechanical Arts, containing Practical
Treatises on the various Manual Arts, Trades, and Manufactures, 2nd Ed., with numerous plates,

4to. (pp. 622), boards, uncut, 5s 6d 1818
Including a chapter on llailwavs.

2863 MARTIN (Capt. W. R., Boijal Naval Coll., Greenwich) Treatise on Navigation and
Nautical Astronomy, with 8 plates, movable compass card, and numerous diagrams, rov. Svo.
cl.,QsM{\^.\8s) " 1888

2864 MARTIN (William, of WaWs-End, Northumberland) New System of Natural Philo-
sophy, on the Principle of Perpetual Motion ; with a Variety of other Useful Discoveries :

patronised by His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, ivith fine portrait by Lambert, Svo.
boards, uncut (very scarce), £1. 1* Newcastle, 1821

Containing, besides a description of his ivrpetumi mublle, which he 'sold in ISIO to a person in London where it remains
moving to this day ' (p. SO), a 'refutation' of Sir Isaac Newton, with a new .system of the world, also accounts of liis

numerous inventions, e.g. a Safety Lamp, a Ventilator for Coal Mines, and ' for preserving Seamen's Lives.'
The author was brother of John Martin, the painter of Miltonic mythology, and of Jonathan Martin, the firer of York

Minster.
' Despite his quackery and buffoonery, he possos.sed much ingenuity as a mechanician, and in 1S14 waa presented with

the Isis silver medal by the Society of Arts.'— 2). N. B.

2865 MARTINE (George, m.d.) Essays and Observations on the Construction and Graduation
of Thermometers, and on the Heating and Cooling of Bodies, third Ed., with folding plate
giving 15 different thermomctric scales, sm. Svo. original calf [rare), 10s Qd Edin., 1780

Valuable for the plate of thermonietric scales. According to Prof. Preston, who only quotes a French translation of the
above work, the author was the first to find the law of the cooling of a body for differences exceeding 40° or 50° C. The
author died of fever in 1741 while attached to the Carthagejia expedition under Admiral Vernon.

2866 MARTINELLI (Domenico, Spolctano) Horologi Elementari fatti con I'AcQUA, con la
Terra, con I'Aria, col Fuoco; alcuni Muti, ed alcuni col Suono, tutti facili, e niolto conmiodi

;

with 16 etched plates illustrating the mechanism of many curious clocks, sm. 4to. old hf vellum
(RARE), £\.\s Venetia, 1669
Unknown to Poggeudorff. * A curious work, describing various methods of ' elemental clocks ', i.e. clocks which were

set going by earth, air, fire, and water ; some of which could be made to show the time of day, the days of the week and
month, the courses of the moon and planets, with the Epact.'— JFoorf's Curiosities of Clocks, where the details of construction
are described.

2S67 MARTINO (Niccolo) Elementa Statices ; with 10 plates, thick 12nio. old calf gilt, with
bookjilate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.K.S., 4s Neapoli, \T2i

2868 MASCART (:6leuthere ; de VInstitut) Traitji: d':fiLECTRlClT6 Statique ; with 298 woodcuts,
2 vols, large Svo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy), IO5 Qd (p. F. 30. unbound) 187©

still a standard work on the subject.

2869 Traite d'OPTiQUE ; with 2 plates and 395 ivoodcuts, 3 vols. roy. Svo. hf parchment^
morocco labels, r. e., and Atlas, containing 2 copperplates (1 coloured), folio, sewn (fine copy),
£2. Is Qd 1889 93
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2871 MASCART (illeuthere ; dc Vlnstitiit)^ et J. JOUBERT: Lecons sur rELECTRiciTE et le

Magnetisme ; with 264 ilhtstrations, 2 thick vols. 8vo. scicn, "s Qd (p. F. 48.) 1882-6

2872 Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, trans, by Edmund Atkinson, ivith

264 illustrations, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., \2s 6d (p. £2. 2*) 1883-8

2873 MASCHERONI (Lorenzo) Geometrie du Compas, traduit par Antoine Michel Carette ;

with l-ifolding jilates, 8vo. seivn, 6s 1798
This curious work attempts to work problems fcir wliich Euclid, as is v/ell known, presupposes the use of a ruler anil

a pair of con. passes, by the latter instrument only. 'A curious tour-de-force.*

—

W. IP". R. Ikill.

2874 MASERES (Francis, f.r.s., Cvrsitnr-Baron of the Exchequer) Dissertation on tlie Use of

the Negative Sign in Algebra : containing a Demonstration of the Rnles usually given
concernin<^ it ; and shewing how Quadratic and Cubic Equations may be explained, without the
Consideration of Negative Roots ; Avith Mr. Machin's Quadrature of the Circle, diagrams,
4to. hf. bound (rare), £1. 10* printedfor Samuel Richardson, 1758

The author's first published work, and especially interesting as having been printed by Samuel Richardson, the
novelist.

' He rejected negative quantities and made war of extermination on all that distinguishes algebra from arithmetic '.

2875 The Doctrine of Permutations and Combinations, as delivered by James Bernoulli,
in his * Ars Conjectandi ', and John Wallis, in his Treatise on Algebra, the former containing
Sir Isaac Newton's Binomial Theorem ; with other useful Mathematical Tracts, roy. 8vo.

fine copy in old calf gilt, neivly rebacked, £\. \s 1795
Containing a translatioa of the 3 Hrst Chapters of Book 11 of Je^n Bernoulli's ' Ars Conjectandi' ; Thomas Simpson'h

' New and General Method of (hiding the Sum of any Series of Powers ' (1740) ; Johx Wallis'* * Discourse of Combinations,
Alteniatious, and Aliquot Parts ' (U;S5) ; Thomas Brancker's 'Table of Odd Numbers ' (1608) ; de Laoney's 'Method of
Approximation,' translated ; Raphson's Method of resolving Equations by Approximation ; Cbarlei Hdtton's ' Table of
Square Roots, etc., from 1-1000', etc. etc.

2876 The Principles of the Doctrine of Life-Annuities; explained in a Familiar Manner,
so as to be intelligible to Persons not acquainted with the Doctrine of Chances ; with a Variety of

Tables at ditt'erent Kates of Interest, both for Single and Joint Lives, accurately computed from
Observations, thick 4to. boards, uncut, 10* Qd 1783

• A volinninous work, useful at the epoch of its publication. The author gives a good deal of information resijecting

the efforts that had been made to provide annuities for the poor.'—AfcCt/Woc7t, It is now rare, a number of copies having
been destroyed (see Prof, de Morgan's ' Budget of Paradoxes ').

2877 [ ] ScRiPTORES Logarithmici ; or Collection of several Curious Tracts on the Nature
and Construction of Logarithms, with some Tracts on the Binomial Theorem and other
Subjects connected with the Doctrine of Logarithms, with portrait of John Ward, F.R.S. , plate,

and diagrams, 6 thick vols. 4to. new hf. buckram (VERY SCARCE), £6. 15* 1791-1807
a reprint of rare publications on the subject, with copious introductions by the rtlitor. ' A set of valuable reprints.'

—

Vrof. de Morgan.

2878 Tracts on the Kesolution of Affected Algebraick Equations by Dr. Halley's,

Mr. Kaphson's, and Sir Isaac Newton's Methods of Approximation, 8vo. old calf, Is Qd 1800

2879 Tracts on the Resolution of Cubick and Biquadratick Equations, thick 8vo. calf,

or, cLy 5s [1803]
' The works of Maseres in mathematics are original and excellent.'

—

Dr. PrUttley,

V. Frend, ante.

2880 MASKELYNE (Nevil; pr., f.r.s., Astronomer-Royal) Account of Observations made on the

Mountain Scheh allien for finding its Attraction : Proposal for Measuring the Attract-
ion of some Hill in the Kingdom by Astronomical Observations—2 vols. 4to. in 1 (pp. 45 and

7), sewn, with author's inscr. (see below) ; rare, 155 1776
As a result of his observations for determining the attraction of mountains by deviations of the plumb-line, the author

found ll".6 as the sum of contrary deflexions east and west of the hill. From this James Hutton- (7- v. ante) deduced the

mean density of the earth as 4..'> (but actually, according to the latest researches, 5.53). For these investigations Maskelyne
was awarded the Copley medal. He also was the inventor of the prismatic micrometer.

' A M. Jeurat de I'Academie Royale des Sciences a I'Observatoire Royal a Paris du [xic] imrt de son tres humble Sorvitcur

L'Auteur.'

—

Inscr. on cover.

2881 Proposal for Measuring the Attraction of some Hill in this Kingdom by Astro-
nomical Observation, 4to. (pp. 7), semi, 36- 1778

The proposal which resulted in the measurement for its attraction of Schiehallion in Pertlishire.

2882 Astronomical Observations made at Barbados; at Willoughby Fort; and at the

Observatory on Constitution Hill : made at St. Helena, plate—2 parts 4Uu

(pp. 6 and 42), sewn, 4s 1765

2883 Concise Rules for Computing the Effects of Refraction and Parallax in Varying
the Apparent Distance of the Moon from the Sun or a Star, also an easy Rule of Approximation
for computing the Distance of the Moon from a Star, etc. etc., plate, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn, 3s 1765

2884 Tables for Computing the Apparent Places of the Fixt Stars, and reducing Observ-

ations of the Planets, folio, old hf calf. Is 6d 1774

2885 MASON (Monck) Aeronautica; or Sketches illustrative of the Theory and Practice of

Aerostation : comprising an Enlarged Account of the late Aerial Expedition to Germany
[with Charles Green and Robert Holland, m.p.], with 5 striking plates on stone, 8vo. hf. red

calf gilt (front, wanting) ; VERY SCARCE, £1. 1* 1838
• The introduction of coal-gas, instead of hydrogen, by Mr. Green, is the most important advance in aerostation .since the

earliest days of the art. His largo coal-gas balloon, in 1S36, bore ilessrs. Green, Holland, and Mason from London to

Weilhurg in Nassau, dist^int 500 miles, in is hours '.

2SS6 MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS and EXAMPLES, arranged according to Subjects, from
the [Cambridge] Senate-Hou.'^.e Examination Papers, 1821-36, with Appendix of S.-H. Ques-
tions for 1837, 8vo. hoards, As Cambridge, 1837

2887 aUESTIONS and SOLUTIONS, from the 'Educational Times ', with many Addi-

tional Papers and Solutions, ed. by W. J. C. Miller, diagrams. Vol. XLIX, 8vo. boards, 3*

(p. 6s Qd nett) 1888
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2888 MATHEMATICI VETERES : Atiien^i, Apollodori, Philonis, Bitonis, Heronis, et

aliorum Opera, Graice et Latine pleraque NUNC primum editA ex MSIS. Codd. Bibliotliecai

Regia3 [a Melch. Thevenot, Jo. Boivin etPn. dela Hire] ; beautifully printed, with numerous
fine engravings on copper of Physical and Chemical Apparatus and Instriiments, etc., roy. folio, old

calf {VERY rare), £5. 5.9 Parisiis, ex Typogr. Eegia, 1693
"'Recueil recherche'.—Bruiiet. This beautifuUi'- exeRuted work contains :—AthenvEus [Mechanicus] de Machinis

Bellicis ; Apollodori [Architecti] Poliorcetica excerpta [o/i War Engines']; Philo [Byzantinus] de Telornni Con-
structione ; Bitonis de Constructione Bellicaruin Machinarum et Catapnltarum ; Heronis [Ctesibii] Opera Matlieinatica ;

Hkronis [Alexanurini] Spiritualia [i.e. Pneumatica, containivg a deiscription of ' Hero's Fountain', etc. etc.'] ; de Auto-
matorum Fabrica ; JuLii Africani Keo-rot [Greek Text only] ; etc. etc.

2889 MATHEMATICIAN (The), edited by Thomas Stephens Davies, f.r.s.e., William
Rutherford, f.r.a.s., and Stephen Fenwick, complete with the Supplementary No. to v. Ill,

plates and diagrams, 3 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt (SCARCE), £1. \s 1845-50
Vol, I is of special importance for containing tlie'best and fullest account of William George Horner's discovery of a

method— still known by his name— of solving numerical equations of any degree by continuous approximation.

2390 MATHEMATICIENS, L'Intermediaire des, diiige par C. A. Laisant et Emile Lemoine :

Tome III; with diagrams, 8vo. cL, 3s (p. F. 7. nett unbound) 1896
2891 MATHEMA TICS, Elementary Course of, for the Use of the Royal Military Academy,

Woolwich, with plates, numerous woodcuts and diagrams, and maps, 3 vols. roy. 8vo. cl., uncut,
12s Qd 1853

2892 Another Copy, hf. calfgilt, 15s
Containing contributions by William Rutherford, f.r.a.s. (Arithmetic and Algebra, Differential and Integral

Calculus); Stephen Fenwick, f.r.a.s. (Applications of Algebra to Geometry, Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry);
Thomas Stephens Davies, f.r.s. (Geometry) ; G. F. Heather (Mechanics) ; and Col. William Yoll\nd, f.r.s. (Geodesy,
including Pr^actical Astronomy).

,

2803 MATHEMATIdUES, Elemens des, oil Ton expliqne les principales Proprietes des Grandeurs,
etc. etc., sm. 8vo. vellum, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 3s s. I., 1725

2894 MATHEB (William; surveyor of highways at Bedford) The YouNG Man's Companion : or,

Arithmetick made Easie, with Plain Directions for a Young Man, to attain to Read and Write
true English, and Short-Hand, or Characters, 4th Ed. {see note), with very large Additions, wood-
cuts andmap, thick IQwxo.very sound copy in contemporary sheep (RARE), £1. 5s Sarah Howkins, 1695

The author was one of the early Quakers, who, after continuing in the Society for forty years, finally returned to the
English Church. The above is ' his chief work, containing, in a very small compass, information on nearly every practical
.subject. It became extremely popular, and ran through 24 editions. To the fourth edition, 1095, are added some verses, and
14 chapters vMtlen by Mather's son Samuel, a clever young man, who died at the age of 22.'—D. N. B. There was no copy of
the above or any other edition in Prof, de Morgan's collection.

2895 MATHER (Sir William) On the Machinery used in Boring Artesian Wells, and its

Application to Mining Purposes, with 3folding plans, 8vo. (pp. 23), sewn. Is Qd Manchester, 1864
2896 MATHESON (Ewing, m.i.c.e.) Aid Book to Engineering Enterprise Abroad, illustrated,

8vo. cl., 3.S Qd (p. \2s Qd) 1878
2897 Works in Iron : Bridge and Roof Structures [with Technical Vocabulary in 6

Languages], tiumerons woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., or, hf. bound {out of print), 5s (p. 15* in cl.) 1873
2898 MATHET (L.) Traite pratique de Photomicographie : le Microscope et son Application a

la Photographie des Intiniment Petits ; with 7 plates^ ivoodcuts, and diagrams, cr. 8vo. sewn,
2*

*

[1899]
2399 Traite pratique de Photographie St^r^oscopique ; illustrated, cr. Svo. sewn,

l-^' [1899]
2900 MATTEUCCI (Carlo, Univ. Pisa) CouRS Special sur ITnduction, le Magnetisme dc

Rotation, le Diamagnetisme, et sur les Relations entre la Force magnetique et les Actions
moleculaires ; with 2foldi?ig plate-s;, 8vo. hf. roan neat (scarce), 10s 1854

2901 Le Meme, avec Cours d'ELECTRO-PHYSlOLOGlE ; with 2 folding plates—2 vols. Svo. in 1,

hf. calf gilt (scarce), 17s Qd 1854-8
Containing important investigations by the author (see Wiedemann's Ixhre vom Galvanismus), especially in connexion

with physiological electricity. The first work contains his experiments and the apparatus invented by him showing the
develoi)iiieiit of induced currents produced either by the discliarge of a Levdcn jar or by the pas.sage of a voltaic current.

2902 MATTHEWS (Charles George), and Francis Edward LOTT, ff.i.c. : The Microscope in
the Brewery and Malt-House ; tvith 21 fine plates (some coloured), besides woodcuts, roy. Svo.
cl.,QsQd 1889

Dedicated to Pasteur.
2903 MATTHEWS (G. F., Peterhouse) Manual of Logarithms, diagrams, Svo. cl., 3s (p. 5.*

nett) 1890
2904 MATTHEWS (William) Compendium of Gas-Lighting, with Account of some recent

Contrivances for enabling the Consumers of Gas to ascertain the Quantity and Quality supplied,
2nd Ed., 2 plates, and woodcuts, post Svo. boards (scarce). Is Qd 1832

2905 MATTHIES (E.) Nautische Tafeln fiir NoRD- und OsTSEE, roy. Svo. cl.. Is Qd Emden, 1897
2906 MAUNDER (Edward Walter, f.r.a.s.; Greenwich Observatory) Astronomy avithout a

^Telescope, with \2star tnaps, and 45 other illustrations, Svo. cl. (cover stained) 3s (p. S^^nett) [1902]
2907 MAUPERTUIS (Pierre Louis Moreau de) Oi^uvRES, nouvelle Edition corrigee et augment^e ;

with fine engraved portrait by Daidle, plan, and diagrams, 4 vols. Svo. old calf gilt (FINE COPY),
with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , lis Qd Lyon, 1756

' La meilleure edition '.—Querard. Containing an account of the author'.s important geodetic mission to Lapland for the
meridian measurement near the North Pole, which his fur-clad portrait recalls. He is best known for his theorem of ' last
action , later enlarged by Euler.

2908 — Astronomie Nautique : ou iEl^mens d'Astronomie, tant pour un Observatoire fixe que
mobile

;
with diagrams, Svo. old calf gilt (fine copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, Qs Qd

Impnmerie Royale, 1743f
Not contained in the above edition of the author's works.
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modiolum retro volvcmus quod fu-

pcrcft funis ad xquipondium anncxi,

flcque propofjrura fincm afrcqucmur.

Si prxtcrca bis tcrve ire& rcdirc ar-

culam volucrimus.totics eadcmarte
utcmur. Hoc pado tcmpla ope laxa-

mcntorum & glomorum
, qua longi-

tudinc volucrimus , movcri curabi-

mus. Fingatur arcula cum tubo , vifa

CT traufvcrfo } litquc arcula | & , &
modiolus «, tubus r, funis a/3, tro-

chlea if , xquipondium J", &: annulus

ti conjundus i.

Circularis autem motus fit hoc mo-
do. Signerur htcris aQy circuluspec

quern ambulatura cd arcula ; circuit

centrum fit /. Ducatur Ijnea rcda « •/*»

ocadhancadangulos re£lo$ perpun-
^um y. Imca f a ^; At autcm

» C diame-

ter unius c tnbus rotis, cujus magnitu-

dinisvidcturj media pars pra-diftx li-

nex iit punftum a.Conjungantur dux
lincx I C « <^, ira-qualis fit axi rotarum

linea at-j&ad Imcam »<Jr ducaturpa-
rallcla linea »0«. Sit arcula ,MAr?,

qux habcat latus r? parallclumad li-

ncam a S, ducarur alia J , & ad hanc
cum angulisrcda -rp, fcfta in medio
a linea 0. Erunt autem loca rotarum

in diamctris «^ 6x tc. Axes veto

ru c;^ jam aptabunturuippofitxrotat

extra arculam, fie utAm in piano fuf-

ftineant. Erantpoftcacufpiaes axium
ubi funt punfta rvoy. Rurfus fit in-

tra pundla a. r modiolus , cui cifcum-
volvctur funis : cxtera autem, utfii-

pra monuimus componuntur, ficque

/•.w-2y.y.

jf»romata.
•:•—'::••.:<£

No. 2888 (page 144).

Specimen page of this beautifully executed work.
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NOS. 3190-1 {page 159).

Portrait of John Napier of Mercliiston, tlie inventor of logarithms.
\
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2910 MAXJPERTXnS (Pierre Louis Moreau de) La Figure tie la Terrk, determinee par les

Observations de MM. de Manpertuis, Clairaut, Camus, Le Monnier, et de I'Abbd Outhier,
accompagnes de M. Celsus, faites au Cercle Polaire, premiere Edition, with 9 folding plates,

and fine map^ 8vo. nice copy in contemporary calf gilt (RARE), 15* Impi'imerie Jioyale, 1738

2911 NouvELLE Edition, dans laqiielle on a niLs les figures aux pages oil elles se rapportent

;

with diagrams, and map, 8vo. hf. bound [browned but sound copy), 9a- 1739
2912 The Figure of the Earth, determined from Observations at the Polar Circle, trans.,

with 9folding plates, and map, 8vo. old calf, newly and neatly rebached (RARE), Ms Qd 1738
' Manpertuis adopU'd and explained Newton's propositioiis on attraction and on the flgtire of the earth ; and he

conducted an expedition to Lapland, for the measurement of an arc of t)io meridian, the result of which was fatal to the
Cassinian hypothesis.'

—

Frof. Tmlhunttr.
8eo No. 7l''.> anfe.

2913 MAURICE (Antoine) Theses AsTRONOMico-PHYSiCiE de Actione Solis et Lvnje in Aerem
et Ac/uas, 4to. (pp. 24), sewn, 2s Gd Geneva:, J 732

2914 MAUKO (Marco, Theosebo, Phonasco, e Philopanareto) Annotationi soiira la Lettionk della
Speka de JSacro Uosco, dove si diehiarano tutti e principii Mathematici e Naturali, che in quella
si possan' desiderare ; con alcune quistioni Notabili . . . erarisegreti . . . una NUOVA Tradut-
TIONE di detta Spera ; una Spera Theologica Divina, e Christiana ; una Spera Platonica, con
alcune eccitationi mathematiche, ecc. ; una NuovA INVENTIONE, et Astronomico Instrumento,
per SUBITAMENTE FADKICARE le dodici CASE Celesti della FiGURA AsTRONOMlCA, senza altri

Canoni, o Calculo; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams^ 8vo. sound and clean copy in old
vellum (VERY RARE), £1. 10* [colophon:] Firenze, 1550

Unknown to I'oggendorff. The above copy contains pp. 201-19, which are often wanting.

291o MAuKOLTCUS (Franciscus, Abbas Messanensis) Opuscula Mathematica, nunc priminu
in Lucem edita, cum Rerum onmium notatu dignaruni Indice locupletissimo ; with numerous
diagrams, 2 vols. 4to.in 1, old hf. vellum {back slightly damaged), g. e. (RARE), £1. lOv Venetiis, 1575

• He is doubtless the greatest geometer of the XVI. century. From the notes of Pappus, he attempted to restore the
missing fifth book of Apollonius on vmxima and minimn. His chief work is Ids masterly and original treatment of the
conic sections, wherein he discusses tangents and asymptotes more fully than Apollonius had done, and applies them to
various physical and astronomical problems.'

—

Prof. Cujuri.

2916 MAURY (Matthew Fontaine, U.S.N. , National Observatory, Washington) Investigations of

the Winds and Currents of the Sea : On the Probable Relation between Magnetism and
the Circulation of the Atmosphere—2 tracts in 1 vol. 4to. hf. calf, Qs Qd Washington, 1851

2917 The Physical Geography of the Sea, first edition, with 3 woodcuts, and 10 maps and
charts, roy. 8vo. d.. Is Qd 185G

The author's most important work, which laid the foundation of oceanography. It also contains his invaluable wind
and current charts, the tirst of their kind, which rendered such conspicuous service to navigation and meteorology.

2918 Second Edition [much enlarged], with numerous folding charts and diagrams^ 8vo. c/.,

4* Of/ 1861

2919 New Edition, with 13 charts and diagrams, 8vo. cl., Zs 1881

2920 MAXJVILLON (Jakob) Essai sur I'Influence de la PouDRE A Canon dans I'Art de la

Guerre Moderne ; with 7 plates, 8vo. (pp. 518), old calf 5s Leipsic, 1788

2921 MAW (William Henry ; p.r.a.s.), andJamesDBEDGE; editors of ' Engineering' : MoD'EV^^i

Examples of Koad and Railway Bridges ; illustrating the most recent Practice of leading?

Enp^ineers in EUROPE and America, with 94 large plates^ and numerous woodcuts, folio, hf.

morocco, \0s (p. £2.) 1872

2922 MAXWELL (James Clerk, f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on Electricity, edited by
William Garnett, with 6 plates and 53 woodcuts, 8vo. d., 4« (p. 7* 6rf)

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1881

2923 On a Method of making a Direct Comparison of Electrostatic M-ith Electro-
magnetic Force ; with Note on the Electromagnetic Theory of Light, woodcut, roy. 4to.

(pp. 15), sewn, with author's inscr., 4* 1868
' Describing another important .series of experiments, those on the velocity of propagation of electro-magnetic wave*'.

—11. T. Glaztbrook, F.R.S.

2924 Theory of Heat, with diagrams, 12mo. cl, \s &d 1871 or 1872

2925 Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, first edition, with 20 plates and 105 dia-

grams, 2 vols. 8vo. cl. Is Qd (p. £1. 11* 6rf) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1873

2926 Second Edition [partly rewritten by the Author ; edited, with Additions, by Sir W. D.
NiVEN, F.R.S.], with 20 plates and 105 diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. c/., 12* 6rf (p. £1. 11» Gd)

a. €., ibidem, 1881

The last e<lition revised by the Author. 'The first 9 chapters were in some cases wholly rewritten, much new matter

being added, and the former ontents rearranged and simpliHed.'—/'re/ucc.

2927 Third [last] Edition [revised and enlarged by J. J. Thomson, f.r.s.], ivith 20 plates

and 107 diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. cl, £1. 1* (p. £1. 12*) «• «•, **•. 1892
• The great modern classic on the subject '.—I'rof. Knott. This edition contains Maxwell's method of determining the

self-induction of a coil, reprinted from his paper on the ' Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field.'

2928
, Life of, with select Correspondence and Occasional Writings, and his Contribu-

tions to SCIENCE, by Lewis Campbell, pr., and William Garnett, Library Edition, with

3 fine steel portraits by Stodart, 5 coloured plates, 1 fs. pp., and numerous woodcuts, thick 8vo.

cl, uncut, \0s
'

1882

An adequate record of a great scientist and very memorable man.

2929 : Glazebrook (Richard Tetley, F.R.S.) James Clerk Maxwell and Modern Physics,

with portrait, cr. 8vo. cl, \s Qd ^^^
V. Jenkin (H. C. Fleeming), ante.
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2930 MAWE (John) Descriptive Catalogue of Minerals, 2nd Ed., with the Method of examining

Minerals by the Blow-Pipe, /ron^. .- Treatise on Diamonds and Precious Stones, with the
best Methods of Cutting and Polishing them, 2nd Ed., 2 coloured plates—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf.
calf, 5s Qd 1816-15

2931 MAXWELL (William H.) British Progress in Municipal Engineering, icith 66 plates
{W folding), impL 8vo. hoards, ^s (p. (Ss nett) 1904

2932 MAYER (Alfred Marshall) Sound : a Series of Simple, Entertaining, and Inexpensive Experi-
ments, with front, and 61 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cL, 2s 1879, or '81

2933 , and Charles BARNABD : Light : Simple, Entertaining and Inexpensive Experiments,
with 29 ivoodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 2s 6d 1878

2934 MAYER (
Johann Tobias) Tabula Motuum Solis et Lunj^ novje et correcta?, quibus accedit

Methodus Longitudinum promota, editse jussu Prcefectorum Rei Longitutidiarise [cura Nevil
Maskelyne, sac., f.r.s.] ; with 2 plates, 4to. old calf (rare), 17* 6d Loiidini, 1770

2935 Another Copy, contemporary calf gilt (fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S. , £\. \s

FiBST Editton of these celebrated tables, for which the author was recommended by Bradley as worthy to participate
in the price offered by Parliament for finding the longitude at sea. By Actof Parliament Mayer's widow was awarded £3000.

* Mayer was the first who constructed lunar tables of sufficient accuracy for the great practical purpose of finding the
longitude at sea. This he did by means of Euler's theory and a skilful discussion of observations.'—Pro/, li. Grant.

2936 MAYOW (John; f.r.s.) Tractatus V Medico-Physici. I. De Sal-Nitro et Spiritu Nitro-
Aereo. II. De Respiratione. III. De Respiratione Foetus in Utero, et Ovo. IV. De Motu
Musculari, et Spiritibus Animalibus ; ultinms de Rhachitide ; first complete edition, ivith fine
engraved portrait, and 6 folding plates, sm. 8vo. large sound copy in old calf (very rare),
£2. 25 Oxonii, 1674

2937 Editio Altera ; with portrait and 7 plates, re-engravedfrom the above, 12mo. old vellum,
£1. \s Hagae-Com., 1681

Mayow may be said to have laid the foundation of anti-phlogistic chemistry (although it was not fully developed until
Lavoisier) by his theory of combustion contained in the fir.st treatise. He Avas moreover the first to give a good physio-
logical explanation of the function of breathing, and the discoverer of the donble articulation of the ribs with the spine.
He also gave a theory of chemical affinity, and a mechanical explanation of the act of jumping.

MEOHAIN (P. F. A.), et J. B. J. DELAMBRE : Base du Systeme Metrique Decimal
—V. Delambre, ante.

a complete set to JUNE 1905;

2938 MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, PROCEEDINaS of the INSTITUTION of, complete

from its beginning in 1847 to June 1905, with General Index, 1874-84, with many
diagrams, tables, etc., 64 vols. 8yo. cl., and 8 parts, sewn (scarce), £21.

Birmingham and London, 1847-1905
The above is a very good set of this valuable publication, founded under the Presidency of George Stephenson, and

containing a great number of contributions by leading men during fifty of the most important years in the history of
English mechanical development. It is of equal importance to the railway and to the general mechanical engineer.

2939 MEERMAN (Gerard) Specimen Calculi Fluxionalis, quo exhibetur Generalis Methodus
duaium pluriumve Quantitatum Variabilium in semet Multiplicatarum Fluxiones et Fluentes
cujuseunque Ordinis ope Seiierum Intinitarum adinveniendi ; accedunt alia Miscellanea, 4to.

(pp. 112), sewn, Qs Qd Lugd. Bat., 1742
Rare ; unknown to Poggendortf.

2940 MELANDERHJELM (Daniel), and Paolo FRISI; Barnahite : alterius ad alteruni de
Thkoria Lun.?5 CoMMENTAPtil ; ivith plate, 4to. sewn, As Parmm, 17G9

2941 MELDOLA (Raphael; f.r.s.), and William WHITE: Report on the East Anglian
Earthquake of April 22nd, 1884 ; with maps, and views of damaged buildings, 8vo. cl., bs

Essex Field Club, 1885
2942 MEMOIRES de Mathematique et de Physique, lirez des Registies de I'Academie

Koyale des Sciences : a Series from 1692 to 1734 (wanting 1708) ; with very numerous plates
and ivoodcv.ts, 39 vols. 4to. contemporary dark purple morocco extra, r. e. (very fine old set),

with bookplate of John Ath Duke of Bedford (1736), and Woburn Abbey bookplate, £8. 8*

imprimerie Royale, 1692-1734
This important publication of the scientific section of the French Academy (afterwards changed to'lnstitut de France)

equals in importance the Transactions of the Royal Society, containing as it does memoirs by the most eminent French,
and many foreign, scientists. The larger part has never been reprinted, and can only be obtained in this form.

2943 , presentes h I'Academie Royale des Sciences, par divers S9avans, et Ifts dans les

Assemblies; with numerous copperplates. Vols. I-VII (of 11), 4to. conteinporary brown calf gilt

(fine series), ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £3. 35 apud eandem, 1750-76
Comprising a large number of original contributions, some by Lavoisier, Laplace, Stonge, Coulomb, Lagrange, Sabatier, etc.

See INSTITUT de France, ante.
2944 de la Societe des Sciences physiques et naturelles de Bordeaux, complete from

1866 to 1903 (ic S^rie, Tome IV u 6^ Serie, Tome III) ; with portraits, and numerous plates and
woodcxds, 30 vols. roy. 8vo. seivn, £8. (p. F. 348.) 1866-1903

This important publication contains contributions by the foremost French scientists, e.g. liourget, Darboux, Delbos,
P. Duhem, Frenet, Gayon, Hoiiel, Laisant, Perez, Rayet, Tannery, and Vigouroux, and was the first to publish translations
of, and thereby make known, the famous discoveries of Lobatschewsky and Bolvai.

Four of the above volumes are out of print and scarce. Added are PROcis-VERBAUX des Seances, 1804-5 a 1903-4, in

10 vols. sewn. ,

2945 MENDELEEFF (Dmitri Ivanovitcli) The Principles of Chemistry, trans, from the
Russian (5th Ed.) by George Kamensky, and edited by A. J. Greena>yay, tvith 97 woodcuts,
2 vols, large 8vo. cL, lOs 6d (p. £1. 16*) 1891
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294t) MENELAI Alexandrini Sph.ericorum Libri III [cum Edmundi Halley, s.r.s.]; with
diagrams^ sra, 8vo. old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., \0s

[Londini, 1707 J

This was tho Origisal Edition, without title or preface, which was uever published, but only given by Halley to his

friends. It was eventually published by Costard in 1758.
' Never published. Mahon. Given me February 10, 1708'.— S/.S. note by Lord Stanhope.
'

. . . In it are also found the theorems that the sum of the three sides of a spherical triangle is less than a great circle,

anil tliiit tlic sum of the three anj:les exceeds two ri«ht angles.'

—

Prof. Ciijori.

MERCATOR (Nikolaus) Logarithmotecunia, etc.—v. Kaufmann, ante.

2947 MERRETT (Henry S.) Practical Treatise on Land and Engineering Surveying,
Levklling, Estimating Quantities, etc., with the various Instruments required, etc., Fifth
[LAST] Edition, with Appendi.x by George W. Usill, 42 plates, roy. 8\o. cl., 6s 6d (p. 125 Qd) 1897

Ouf of tho best treatises on the subject.

2948 MERRIFIELD (Charles Watkins, f.r s.) Tecunical Arithmetic and Mensuration, tcith

39 diafframs, cr. 8vo. cl., \s (id 1872
2949 MERRIFIELD fJohn, f.r.a.s.) Treatise on Nautical Astronomy, with 70 diagrams, cr.

8vo. cL, Ss 6d (p. 7s 6d) 1886
2950 , and Henry EVERS : Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, with front, and

74 woodcuts, 8vo. cl , uncut {out of print), 6s (p. Hs) 1868
2951 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, 6s 6d

One of the best handbooks on the Rubjcct.

2952 MERRILL (Lt. -Col. William Emery, U .S. Army) Iron Truss Bridges for Railroads:
Methods of calculating Strains, with a Comparison of the most prominent Truss Bridges, Bridge
Computations, and the Economical Angles for Struts and Ties, 2nd Ed., wUh 9 lithographs, and
20 diagrams, 4 to. hf. calf, Is 6d (p. £1. 5s) New York, 1870

2953 MERRIMAN (Mansfield, Lehigh Univ.) Elements of the Method of Least Squares,
diagrams, post 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s 1877

2954 Text-Book on the Method of Least Squares, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4* 6d (p. 8* 6d nett)

1885 or '86

2955 METCALFE (Capt. Henry, U.S. Army) Course of Instruction in Ordnance and Gunnery,
3rd [last] Edition, thick post 8vo., with Atlas, containing 30 plates, folio—2 vols, cl., I3s 6d
(p. £1. Is nett) New York, 1894

2956 METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE'S DAILY WEATHER REPORTS, complete from

March 21st, 1872 to Dec. 31st, 1894,45 vols, folio and 4to. hf. brown calf (sound

LIBRARY set), £16. 16* 1872-94
All invaluable body of meteorological infonnation of wliich probably only a very few complete sets uow remain.

A FINE COMPLETE SET TO DATE :

2957 SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS (as under), complete from tho beginning in

1861 to 1906, copiously illustrated with plates (including portrait i), woodcuts, and

charts, 63 vols, in 29 (58 roy. 8vo. and 5 8yo.) cl. (fine set), £15. (p. £45. unbound)

1861-1906
CoNTKNTrf :—Pkockedings of the British Meteorological Society, 5 v. Svo., '61-71 : Quakterlv JorKNALolthe [later

Royal] Meteorological Society, ed. by James Glaisher, k.r.s., 32 v. roy. 8vo. in 18, '71-l'.iOO: Tlie Mkikobolo<iical
Record : Monthly Resuks of Observations at the Stations of the Meteorological Society, with Remarks on the Weather,

by William Marriott, 25 v. roy. Svo. in 5, '8l-l<)0(>: R.M.S.'s Library Catalocjue, '"Jl.

Complete sets as above are very seldom met with, the earlier volumes being out of print and scarce.

*2y58 Another Set, complete to 1904, comprising the Proceedings, 5 v. 8vo. : Quar-
terly Journal, w. 1-30, roy. 8vo., and Library Catalogue, roy. 8vo.—toj;ether 36 vols, in

parts, newu as issued, £9. 9* 1861-1904

2959 QUARTERLY JOURNAL, edited by James Glaisher, f.ils., from the lieKinnin^ in

1871 to 1899, illustrated, 25 xoh. roy. Svo. the first 10 v. cl., and rest in parts as issued (wanting

6 2Ktrts\ £'6. \os 1871-99

i>960 (Scottish), Journal of the, complete from 186* to March 1905 (New Series,

No. 1 to III. Series, No. 21), with illustrations, mans, and charts, 12 vols, and 1 partimpl. 8vo. sewn

as issued, £6. 6s (p. £19. Is 6d) Edin., 1864-1905

2961 BECOBD (The) : Monthly Results of Observations at the Stations of the Royal

Meteorok)<,dcal Society, with Remarks on the Weather, by William Marriott, icith maps,

from the beginning in 1881 to June 1892 (Vols. I—XI, and v. XII, pts. 1 and 2), 46 parts roy. Svo.

sewn, £1. 1* (p. £3. 4*) 1881-92

V. Symoxs's Monthly Meteorological Magazine, post.

2962 OBSERVATIONS at Stations of the Second Order for 1878, published by Direction

of the Meteorological Council, roy. 4to. sewn, 6s (p. £1.) ^^f^
2963 , Results of, made at the Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, 1854-62, 2 vols.

4to. hf. bound {back of 1 v. damaged). Is 6d Toronto, 1864

2964 METHOD of SCIENCE, Lectures on the, edited by Thomas Banks Strong, Dean of Christ

Church, with diagrams, Svo. cl., 5s (sells 7* 6d nett) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1906

Con.sisting of contributions by Proff. T. Case, F. Gotch, C. S. Sherrington, and W. F. R. Weldon, W. McDougall,

A, II. Fi.son (Evolution of Double Stars), Sir R. C. Temple, W. M. Flinders Petrie, and the Editor. ^

2965 MEZ (C, Univ. Breslau) Mikroskopische Wasseranalyse : Anleitun^ zur Lntersuchung dea

Wassers, mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung von Trink- und Abwasser ; %oith 8 plates and ^^umermi^

woodcuts, Svo. sewn, \2s 6d (p. M. 20.) Berlin, 1898
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'2966 METITJS (Adrianus) Primum Mobile, Astronomice, Sciograpliice, Geometrice, et Hydro-

<i^raphice; Editio nova, Instrumentis Mathematicis aucta a GuiL. BhJEU, Amsterdami^
G. Blmu, 1633, 4 vv.: De Theoria et MoTU SoLis, ih., a. e., '33: De XJsu utriusque Globi
Tractatus ; adjecta est nova Sciatericorum, et Artis Navigandi Ratio novis Instrumentis et Inven-
tionibus illustrata, Franekerce, '24 : Universe Astronomic^ Institutio [wanting title

;

? Amsterdam, '30)—7 vols. 4to. in 1, with very numerous woodcuts and diagrams; FINE COPY in

old vellum (rare), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £1. 12s 6d 1624-33
With collective title ' Opera omnia astronomica

'
; containing illustrations of scientific instruments of the author's own

invention.

2967 [MEURDRAC (Marie)] La Chymie Charitable et Facile, en faveur des Dames, 3^ Ed.,

reveiie et augmentee de plusieurs Preparations nouvelles et curieuses; with engraved front, and
plate of chemical characters, 16mo. contemporary calf gilt [rare), 15* 1687

Probably the first lady chemist, but left iu utter oblivion by an ungallant world. As may be expected, the science is

reduced to the chemistry of cosmetics.

2968 METER (Ernst v., Dresden) History of Chemistry from the earliest Times to the present
Day, trans., with the Author's Sanction, by George McGowan, thick 8vo. c/., 8* Qd (p. 15a-

nett) 1891

2969 MEYER (Franz Eduard Moritz) Manuel historique de la Technologie des Armes a
Feu, traduit, avec Annotations et Additions, par M. RiFFEL, I« Partie (seule parue), depuis
rinvention des Armes jusqu'a 1763, 8vo. hf calf [rare), 10s 1837

A valuable history of fire-arms, arranged chronologically, with a copious subject-index.

2970 MEYER (Hans, Univ. Prague) Anleitung zur QUANTITATIVEN Bestimmung der Organ-
isciiEN Atomgruppen ; with woodcuts, 8vo. cl, \s Qd Berlin, 1897

2971 MEYER (Lothar Julius, Univ. Tiihingen) Die modernen Theorien der Chemie und ihre

Bedeutung fiir die chemische Mechanik, 4. umgearbeitete Aufiage; with plate, 8vo. hf. calf gilt,

3s 60^ (p. M. 17.) Breslau, 1883
2972 Modern Theories of Chemistry, trans, from the 5th German Edition by P. Phillips

Bedson and W. Carleton Williams, unth folding chart, thick 8vo. cl. [out of print), lOs Qd
(p. 185) 1888

2973 • Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry, trans, by P. Phillips Bedson and W. Carle-
ton Williams, 2 tables, 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 9s) 1892

2974 MEYER (Oskar Emil, Breslau) Die kinetische Theorie der Gase, in elementarer Darstel-
luno; niit mathematischen Grundsiitzen, 8vo. hf calf, 4s (p. M. 8. sewn) Breslau, 1877

2975 MEYER (Victor, Univ. Heidelberg) Ergebnisse und Ziele der stereochemischen For-
SCHUNG, 8vo. sewn, 2s Heidelberg, 1890

2976 , und Paul JACOBSON: Lehrbuch der Organischen Chemie ; with woodcuts, 2 thick
vols. 8vo. in 3, 2 vv. hf. German calf gilt, and 3 parts sewn as issued {a few II. of v. I stained

^

;

scarce, £3. 17s 6^ Leipzig, 1893-1903
Inhalt:— I. Allgemeiner Tei). Verbindungen der Fettreihe. II. Cyclische Verbindungen, Naturstoffe, bearbeitet von

C. Harries und A. Roissert. 1. Einkernige isocyclische Verbindungen. 2. Die Gruppe der mehrkernigcu Bauzolderivate.

2977 MICHAELIS (August; Univ. Rostock) Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der anorganischen
ChExMIE, auf Grund von Otto's ausfiihrlichem Lehrbuch der Chemie neu bearbeitet, 5. umgear-
beitete [NEUESTE] Auflage; with 4 plates [one coloured), and very numerous woodcuts, 4 vols.

8vo. iu 6, 2 vols. hf. cl., and the rest sewn, £3. 10s (p. M. 110. unbound) Braunschweig, 1878-89
Forming Vol. II of Graham -Otto's ' Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der Chemie '.

2978 MIOHELL (John; pr., Queen's Coll., Cantab., F.R.s.) Conjectures concerning? the Cause,
and Observations upon the PHENOMENA, of EARTHQUAKES, particularly the great one of Nov. 1,

1755, at Lisbon, etc., plates, 4to. (pp. 71), sewn, 4s 1760
' Putting forward the theory of their origin through the elastic force of subterraneanly generated steam '.—Z). .V. B.

2979 MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY, Journals of the, complete from their beginning in 1853 to
August, 1S92, ivith numerous plates {many coloured), and tvoodcuts, 48 vols. 8vo. in 40, hf. brown
calf gilt, cl. sides, and 4 part.s, sewn (A fine set), £14. 1853-92

Contests:— Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, 16 v., 1853-68: Monthly Microscopical Journal, IS v. in 10,
'6!»-77: Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society, '78— August, 181*2, 14 v., and 4 parts.

2980 MIEGE (Guy; Ambassador-extraordiyiary to Russia, Sweden, and Denmark) New COSMO-
GRAPHY, or Survey of the Whole World, with a new Project for bringing up Young Men to Learn-
ing, plate, 12mo. contemporary calf, 10s &d 1682

Containing chapters on astronomy and meteorology.
2981 MIETHE (Adolf, Charlottenburg) Photographische Optik ohne mathematische Entwicke-

lungen : rcith 2 plates, and 72 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. hf. calf, 3s Berlin, 1893
2982 MILADOWSKI (Michel), et Antoine IZBIOKI: Solution du PROBLiiME de la Quadra-

ture du Cercle ; with folding plate, roy. 4to. (pp. 18), sewn {scarce). Is 6d [1850]
The conclusion arrived at by the author is that the ratio of the diameter to the circumference equals 5 : 16, giving 3.2 a^'

value for jr. The above work was apparently unknown to Prof, de Morgan.
2983 MILLAR (William J., c.E.) Latitude and Longitude: how to find them, revised Ed.,

diagrams, post 8vo. cl., Is 6d 1903
2984 MILLER (John) Andrea Palladio's Elements of Architecture restored to its Original

Perfection, with a Geometrical Explanation of the true Principles of Perspective, shewn
in a more Easy and Familiar Manner than in any Work yet made Public, etc. etc., with 28 copper-
plates, 4to. sewn {side lines cut into), 7s 1759

2985 MILLER (Thomas Hugh) Introduction to the Differential and the Integral Calculus,
diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1891

2986 M:ILLER (William Allen, f.r.s.) Elements of Chemistry, Theoretical and Practical, 3rc(

Edition, with Additions, numerous woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. cl., with pixs. inscr., and auto, of Prof
A . W. Williamson , F.R.S. y 5s 1863-7

I
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2988 MILLER (William Allen, f.r.h.) Elements of Chemistry, Last Editions, copiously

illustrated, 3 thick vols. 8vo. cl. (out ofprint), £1. \s (p. £3. 165 6rf) 1877-80
Contents :—Part I: Chemical Physics, (5th Bd. by Herbert McLeod, '77 : Part II: Imoroanic Chrmistry, Oth Ed.,

with Additions, 'ly Charles E. Groves, "78: Part III: Organic Chemistry, Section I [all published], 5th Ed. by U. E.
Armstrono and C. E. Groves, '80.

2989 Part III : Organic Chemistry, Section I : Hydro-carbons, Alcohols, Ethers, Aldehydes,
and Paraffiuoid Acids, 5th (last) Ed., revised and re-written by H. E. Armstrong and Charles
E. Groves, woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 1079), cl. (out of print), 9s (p. £1. 11* Qd) 1880

2990 Introduction to the Study of Inorg.vnic Chemistry, cr. 8vo. cl., \s Qd 1876, or '87

2991 MILLER (William Hallowes, F.R.s.) Elementary Treatise on the Differential Cal-
culus, 2 plates, 8vo. boards, 3* Cambridge, 1833

2992 Third Edition, 2 plates, Svo. boards, 3.s 6c? ibidem, 1843

2993 The Elements of Hydrostatics and Hydrodynamics, 2nd Ed., enlarged, 5 plates, 8vo.

boards, 2« ib., 1835

2994 Third Edition, 6 plates, 8vo. boards, 2* 6rf ib., 1843

2995 Tract on Crystallography, diagrams, Svo. cl., As ib., 1863
An enlargement of the author's contributions to Phillips's Mineralogy, with new theorems from the Philosophical

Magazine, 1857-9.

2996 Treatise on Crystallography, first edition, with 10 plates, Svo. boards, uncut (scarce),

8s 6d ib., 1839
• Miller developed a system of crystallography which was far more simple, symmetrical, and adapted to mathematical

calculations than any which has yet been devised.'

—

Prof. Bonney, F.R.S.
' His system gave expressions adapted for working all the problems thata crystal c&n present, and it gave them in a form

that appealed at once to the sense of symmetry and appropriateness of the mathematician ... He thus placed the keystone
into the arch of the science of crystallography.'—Pro/. Miiskelyne, F.R.S.

2997 Five Tracts on Mineralogy, from the ' Philosophical Magazine \ diagrams, 5 parts Svo,

in 1, sewn, fts 1857-60
V. Differential and Integral Calculus, ante.

2998 MILLS (Edmund James, F.R.S.) Destructive Distillation: a Manualette of the Paraffin,

Coal Tar, Kosin Oil, Petroleum, and kindred Industries, Svo. cl., Is 6d 1877

2999 MILNE (John, teacher of Mechanical Drawing, Edin.) Practical View of the Steam Engine,
with Account of a Mercurial Statical Dynamometer, and Results of the Draught of Horses,
Quantum of Friction on Railways, e'c, as proved by it [in English and French], with 2 copper-

plates (numbered III and IV) : Plans for the Floating off of Stranded Vessels, and for

Raising those that have Foundered ; with an Improved Method of Carrying Vessels over Banks in

Shallow Water, 2 plates, 2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf calf (scarce), 10s 6d Edin., 1830-2S

3000 MILNE (John; F.R.S.) Notes on Crystallography and Crystallo-Physics, diagrams, 8vo.

cl. (out of print), 2s 6d 1879
3001 MILNE (Joshua, Actuary to Sun Life Office) Treatise on the VALUATION of Annuities and

Assurances on Lives and Survivorships ; on the Construction of Tables of Mortality, and on the
Probabilities and Expectations of Life ; wherein the Laws of Mortality that prevail in different

Parts of Europe are determined, and the Comparative Mortalities of different Diseases and of the
two Sexes are shown : with a Variety of New Tables, 2 vols. Svo. boards, uncut (scarce), with
auto. J. W[are'] Stephenson [Equitable Society'], £1. 1.? 1815

This famous work revolutionized actuarial science. 'Milne was the first to compute with accuracy the value of fines,

and liis notation for the expression of life contingencies suggested that afterward adopted by A. de Morgan in his ' Essay on
Probabilities '. His book may still be lead with profit.'— IF, A. S. llewins.

3002 MILNES (James, Rector of Ingestre) Sectionum Conicarum Elementa, nova Methodo
demonstrata, Ed. III., auctior ; with plates, sm. Svo. nice copy in old calf, with bookplate of Philip
2nd Enrl Stanhope, F.R.S., As Oxoniw, 1723

3003 MINCHIN (George Minchin, F.R.s.) Treatise on Statics, with Applications to Physics,
3rd Ed., enlarged, with 315 diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. cl., 10* (p. £1. 5*) Clarendon Press, Ojford,\SSAQ

3004 Another Copy (V^ I 3rd Ed., V. II 4th [last] Ed.), 2 vols. Svo. cl., ISs a. e., ib., 1884-9

3005 MINERAL INDUSTRY (The) : its Statistics, Technology, and Trade in the United
States and other Countries, from the Earliest Times to the end of 1892, Vol. I, ed. by Richard P.

RothWELL, sq. roy. Svo. cl., 8s (p. £1. nett) New York, 1893

300G MINING ENGINEERS (INSTITUTION [originally FEDERATED INSTITUTION]
of), TRANSACTIONS of the, edited by M. Walton Brown, complete from 1891-2 to

1904-5 (Vols. 3-27), with numerous plates and other illustrations, and maps, 25 thick

vols. roy. Svo. neucly hound in hf. brown calf gdt, £15. 155 Neiocastle-on-Tyne, 1891-1905
This important periodical i.s one of the most valuable records of current work in mining, and is published in a great dis-

trict where the most modem methods have always been emploj-ed.

3007 and MECELA.NICAL ENGINEERS (North of England Institute of). Trans-
actions of the, from 1871 to 1898-9 (Vols. 21-38), withnumerous plates and woodcuts, 18 v. : ANNUAL
Reports, etc., from 1890-1 to 1903-4 (wanting 1894-5), 13 parts: General Index to vv. 1-25:
Subject-Matter Index of Mining, Mechanical, and Metallurgical Literature, ed. by
M. Walton Brown, 1900 and 1901, 2 parts : Reports (as under), 7 parts—in all 18 vols, and
23 parts roy. Svo. sewn as issued, £7. 7* ibidem, 1871-1904

Contents of Reports : Use of Explosives in the Presence of Fire-Damp in Mines, 3 parts, '90-1
; Flameless Explosives,

3 parts, *y4-6: Mechanical Coal-Cutting, pt. 1 : Longwall Machines, ]f)03.

3008 MAGAZINE (The; and Review : a Monthly Record of Mining, Smelting, Quarrying,
and Engineering, edited by Nelson Boyd, f.g.s. ; Vols. I, and II, No. 1 (all ^nhliahed), woodcuts,
Svo. hf. calf extra (scarce), 10s 6d 1872
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3009 MIKAMI (Rafael, Hehreo Fisico, e Matematico) Compendiosa Introduttioxe alia prima
Parte della Specularia, cioe della Scienza de gli Specchi. Opera nova, nella quale brevemente,

e con facil modo si discorre intorno a gli Specchi e si rende la cagione, di tutti i loro miracolosi

eftetti ; loith vignettes and diagrams, sm. 4to. old vellum, \2s Fcrrara, 1582
Rare, unknown to Poggendorff, and other bibliographers.

3010 MIRIEL (Gilbert ; Ecole Navale, Brest) Telegraphe Hughes: Album de Planches con-

tenant Vues d'ensemUe de I'Appareil en Demi-grandeur, en Plan, Elevation, Profil et Vue per-

spective, etc. etc., avec Texte explicatif ; loith 21 plates, roy. 4to. sewn, Zs Brest, 1873

3011 MISCELLANEA CTJRIOSA : a Collection of some of the Principal Phenomena in

Nature, accounted for by the Greatest Philosophers of this Age, with Discourses read before

the Royal Society, for the Advancement of Physical and Mathematical Knowledge, ivith numer-
ous folding plates and map, 3 vols, post 8vo. sound copy in old calfgilt (rare), £2. 2* 1705-7

Containing the following 'discourses' by Edmund Halley, F.n.s. : Estimate of the Quantity of Vapours raised out of

the Sea ; True Theory of the Tides ; Theory of the Variation of the Magnetic Needle, and tlie Cause of the Change ; Hist-

orical Account of the Trade Winds and Monsoons ; The Rule of the Decrease of the Heighth of the Mercury in the

Barometer ; the Measure of Gold upon Gilt Wire ; Account of Dr. R, Hooke's Invention of the Marine Barometer ; Propor-

tional Heat of the Sun in all Latitudes ; Degrees of the Mortality of Mankind ; Discourse concerning Gravity ; the Excel-

lency of the Modem Algebra, besides contributions by John Collins, J. Craig, David Greoorv, A. de Moivre, John
Wallis, and many others.

3012 MITOHEL (Major-Gen. Ormsby Macknight, U. S. Army) The Orbs of Heaven : a
Popular Exposition of the great Discoveries and Theories of Modern Astronomy, illustrated,

post 8vo. cL, 2s Qd 1858

3013 Popular Astronomy : a Concise Elementary Treatise, revised by L. Tomlinson, illus-

trated, post 8vo. cL, 2s Qd 1860

3014 MITCHELL (James, ll.d.) The Elements of Natural Philosophy, illustrated throughout
by Experiments, which may be performed without Regular Apparatus, front, {foxed), post 8vo.

hoards, 2s iSd 1819

3015 MITCHELL (James, F.A.s.) Dictionary of Chemistry, Mineralogy, and GEOLOGY,/ro/i^.,
thick 12mo. cL, 3^ (p. 10* 6rf) 1864

3016 MITCHELL (John) Manual of Practical Assaying, edited by Sir William Crookes,
F.R.S., 6th [last] Ed. [greatly enlarged and partly rewritten], ivith 201 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl.

{out of print), 15* (p. £1. UsQd) 1888

3017 Fourth Edition, by Sir William Crookes, f.r.s., illustrated, thick 8vo. cl., As

(p.£l. Il5 6rf) 1873
still one of the best treatises on the subject.

3018 MITCHELL (Lt.-Col. Sir Thomas Livingstone; f.r.s., Australian explorer) Outlines of a
System of Surveying, for Geographical and Military Purposes, comprising the Principles on
Avhich the Surface of the Earth may be represented on Plans, with 2 engraved plans, and diagrams,
post 8vo. hf. calf {stamp on title) ; scarce, \Qs Qd 1827

3019 MIZAUiiD [Latine MIZALDUS] (Antonius) Ephemerides Aeris Perpetu^e : seu Popularis

et Rustica Tempestatum AsTROLOGiA, ubique Terrarum et vera, et certa. Prolegomena in easdem.
Ubi de aeria brutonl pra?sagitione, et FACILI methodo pr.^.dicendarum omnium aur.^ com-
motionum ex soLis phenomenis: De Arcanis Nature, Libelli IV. Editio III., Libellis II

pulcherrimis aucta et locupletata— 2 vols. 24mo. in 1, sound copies in old limp vellum (very rare),
£1. 105 Lutetiae, 1554-8

An early work of great interest on Meteorology and Weather-forecasting. ' La plupart dos ecrits de Mizauld est devcnue
extiemenient r&VG.'—Biogr. Gen.

3020 MOESSARD (P.) L'Optique Photographique ; with 149 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d 1898
3021 MOHR (Friedrich) Lehrbuch der chemisch-analytischen Titrirmethode, 3. umgearbeitete

Auflage ; illustrated, 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d Braunschweig, 1870
3022 Vierte Auflage, durchaus umgearbeitet ; with numerous woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 3* 6^

(p. M. 17.) ib., 1874
3023 Traite d'ANALYSE Chimique par la Methode des Liqueurs Titrees,, revu et aug-

mente par A. Classen ;
3ni<^ Ed. fran^aise traduite par L. Gauthier sur la 6"i« Ed. allemande;

with over 200 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. hf. red morocco {nice copy),lOs 6d (p. F. 22.50 nett unbound) 1888
' One of the chief promoters of volumetric methods was Friedrich :Mohr, who both improved old proces.ses and intro-

duced many new ones ; he rendered great service by the publication of his Lehrhuch der chenis:hen Titrirmethode.'—Prof.
K V. Meyer.

MOIGNO (Abbe Franqois Napoleon Marie) LEgoNS de M^canique Analytique—v.

Cauchy, ante.

Lecons de Calcul Diff^rentiel et Integral—v. Cauchy, ante.

3024 Repertoire d'OPTiQUE Moderne, ou Analyse compile des Travaux modernes relatifs

au Phenomfenes de la Lumiere ; with diagrams, 4 vols. 8vo. sewn, uncut (VERY SCARCE), £2. 10.?

1847-50

3025 Traite de Telegrapiiie Electrique, avec Expos^ de la T^legraphie en general, et de
la T^le^raphie ancienne de Jour et de Nuit, 2^ Ed., enti^rement refondue, 8vo., with Atlas,
containing 22 fine steel plates, sq. 8vo.— 2 vols. hf. calf, 5s 1852

Last edition of this interesting work, describing many ingenious systems long since forgotten.

3026 MOINET (L.) Nouveau Traite ^General d'HoRLOGERiE, 3^ Edition, avec Appendice,
contenant de nouvelles Etudes sur les Echappements anciens et modernes, le Pendule ordinaire,

le Pendule conique et le Balancier annulaire, avec la Theorie du Spiral reglant de M.
Phillips, les Applications de I'Electricite h, I'Horlogerie, et la Description d'une Serie

d'Appareils sp^ciaux se rattachant a I'Art de I'Horloger, par A. Debize ; with 2 plates, 2 v., with
Atlas, containing 70folding plates—3 vols. impl. 8vo. hf black morocco (SCARCE), £2. 2s 1375

Last edition of the best work on clock and watch-making.
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3027 MOISSAN (Henri), et L. OUVRARD : Le Nickel, cr. 8vo. scivn, Is 6d [1896]

3028 MOIVRE (Abraham de ; F.R.s.) Animadversiones in D. Georgii CHEYNyi<:i Tractatum de
Fluxionum Methodo InversA; with diagrams, sni. 8vo. large sound copy in old calf {rare),

\0s 6d Londini, 1704
* This work procured him the notice of [Jacques] Bftrnoulli. The rejoinder of George Cheyne was purely personal, and

de Moivre left it ujMioticed.'— .li/wes M. Clerke. See No. 779 for the work whicli provoked it.

It is also noteworthy as an early work on Newton's tiuxional calculus.

3029 The Doctrine of Chances : or a Method of Calculating the Probabilities of Events in

Play, third [last and best] Edition, fuller, clearer, and more correct than the Former, with
medallion portrait by J. Dassier^ and vignette, roy. 4to., LARGE Paper ; old calf, newly and neatly
rebacked, £1. Is 175tf

' Hi.s work on the theory of probal»ility surpasses anything done by any other mathematician except Laplace. His
principal contributions are his investigations resjK'cting the Duration of Play, his Theory of Recurring Series, and his
extension of the value of Bernoulli's theorem by the aid of Stirling's theorem.'—fro/. Cajori.

A very full account of the above third e<lition will be found in Todhunter's IlLstory of the Theory of Probability (<].v. jwst).

3030 [ ] Miscellanea Analytica de Seriebus et Quadraturis ; with diagrams, 4to. old calf
(name cut off title, but fine copy), with NUMEROUS MS. NOTES BY Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.R.S., and bookplate of the third Earl Stanhope, £1. 5* Londini, 1730

' De Moivre's most important work. He demonstrated in it his method of recurring series, created ' imaginary trigono-
metry', thi-ough the invention of the theoren: known by his name, and generalised Cotes's 'Theorem on the Property of
the Circle ' (p. 17). Naude'.s presentation of the book to the Berlin Academy of Sciences procured the election by acclama-
tion of its author as a member '.—Z). N. 11.

3031 MOLENBROEK (P., Univ. Leyden) Anwendung der QuATERNlONEN auf die Geometrie,
8vo, hf. morocco tieat, 4* 6d (p. M. 7. nett unbound) Leiden, 1893

3032 Theorie der Quaternionen ; with diagrams, Svo. hf. morocco neat, 4s 6rf (p. M. 7. nett
unbound) ib., 1891

3033 Over de Toepassing der QUATERNIONEN op de Mechanica en de Natuurkunde :

Waals (Johannes Diderik v. d.) Thermodynamische Theorie der Capillariteit in de
onderstelling van Continue Dichtheidsverandering—2 vols. impl. Svo. in 1, hf cl., 4.s

Amsterdam, 1893
3034 MOLESWORTH (Caroline) The Cobham Journals : Abstracts and Summaries of her

Meteorological and Phenological Observations, 1825-50, with Intro., Tables, etc., by
Eleanor A. Ormerod [entomologist], roy. Svo. cl., os (p. 10.s 6d) 1880

Miss Molesworlh was one of the earliest and most remarkable of those amateur observers whose labour of love
practically founded the science of meteorologj' in England. Carried on for over forty years at her place at Cobliam in

Surrey, the (observations amounted to over seventy-tive thousand, which have been abstracted with the greatest care by
Miss Ormerod.

3035 MOLL (Gerrit, Univ. Utrecht) Geschiedkundig Onderzoek naar de Eerste Uitvinders der
Verrekijkers, 4to. (pp. 107), sewn (scarce), 5s 6d [Amsterdam, 1831]
An interesting historical disquisition on the invention of the telescope, deciding in favour of Lippershay and Metius.

It contains reprints of important documents on the question,

3036 , en Albert van BEEK : Proefnemingen aangaande de Snelheid van het Geluid ;

vnth plate and Qfolding tables, 4to. (pp. 63), boards, ^s [ib., 1823J
MOLLET (Joseph) (Jnomonique Graphique, 1815—v. Garnier (J. B.), ante.

3037 MOLYNEUX (William, f.r.s.) Dioptrica Nova: a Treatise of Dioptricks, wlierein the
various Effects and Appearances of SPHERICK Glasses, both Convex, Concave, Single and
Combined, in Telescopes and Microscopes, with their Usefulne.ss in many Concerns of Humane
Life, are e.xplained, with 43 plates, 4to. old calf (rare), 12s Be? 1692

The author was helped by Flamsteed in the composition of this work, which was for a long time the standard one on
optics {D. N. B.). Its appendix first contains the celebrated theorem for finding the foci of optic glasses by Edmund
Hallev, who also revi-scd the i)roof sheets during publication.

.{038 MONCEL (Comte Theodore Achille Louis du) Elements of Construction for Electro-
Magnets ; trans, by C. J. Wharton, post Svo. cl., 2s 1883

3039 Etude du Magnetisme et de I'Electro-Magn^tismr au point de vue de la Con-
struction des Electro-Aimants; with plate and vwodcuts: Etude des Lois des Courants
Electriques au point de vue des Applications Electriques—2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf. morocco extra
(nice copy), Qs 6d 1858-60

Containing valuable original researches on induction.

3010 Expose des Applications de I'l^LEcrRiciT^ (Notions Technologiques, et Applications
Mdchaniques, Physiques et Physiologiques), 2® ]fcd. ; with numerous steel plates and woodcuts, 3 v.

:

Notice sur I'Appareil d'iNDUCTioN Electrique de Huhmkorff, et les Experiences que Ton en
pent faire, 3® Ed. ; ivith woodcuts—4 vols. Svo. in 3, hf. bound (some II. stained), Is Hd 1856-7

3041 Le Meme, avec le Supplement: Revue des Applications de I'ElectricitiJ:, 1857-8;
with plates and woodcuts—4 vols, Svo. hf morocco extra (fine copy), 15* 1856-9

' Parmi les lois que I'auteur a decouv.irtcs sont celles qui se rapportent a la disposition des piles en series : elles sont
d'Jine extrfime importance pour les applications electriques ', etc. etc.—Guyot de Fere.

3042 Notice sur I'Appareil d'lNDUCTioN Electrique de Ruhmkorff, avec M^moire snr les
Courants Induits, 4« Ed. [refondue et augmentee]; with woodcuts, Svo. hf. morocco extra (nice
copy), 5s

^
1859

3043 Revue des Applications de I'Electricit^, 1857-8: Etude de Magnetisme et de
I'Electro-Magnetisme an point de vue de la Construction des Electro-Aimants—2 vols. Svo.
in 1, with steel plates and woodcuts ; hf. calf, Qs 1859-8

3044 , and Frank GERALDY : Electricitv as a Motive Power, trans., with Additions,
by C. J. Wharton, 113 woodcuts, post Svo. cl., 2s (p. 7* Qd) 1883

3045 mONCKHOVEN (Desire van) Photographic Optics, including the Description of Lenses
and Enlarging Apparatus, with 52ilates and 87 woodcuts and diagrams, cr. Svo. cl. (scarce), 5s 1867
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3046 MONATSBERICHT der konigl. Prkussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin,

1876-81, 6 vols. 8vo. : Sitzungsberichte der kgl. Pr. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 18S2-1903,
4to. with numerous plates and other illustrations ; in parts as issued, £4. 10^ Berlin, 1876-1903

Wanting 18S9 all after part 38, 1890, 1891 all before pt. 25, 1S92 all after pt. 40, and 1893.

3047 (BiBLiOGRAPHiscHER) liber neu erschienene Schul- und Universitatschriften
(Dissertationen, Programrnabhandlungen, Habilitationsschriften, etc.), herausgegeben von der
Zentralstrelle fiir Dissertationen und Programme, III.—XVII. Jahrgang, mit Sachregistern zu
Jg. 4-13. 15-17, 8vo. sewn {wantinj xii. Nos. 7-8, xiii. 9, xiv. 4. 5. 8. 9, xv. 2. 3, xvii. 7. 11),

£1. 155 Leipzig, 1892-1906
Valuable for containing a large number of scientific monographs, none of which are included in the German book

catalogue. Vol. Ill is out of print and very scarce.

3048 MONGE (Gaspard) Application de I'Analyse k la G^ometrie, 5^ [dernifere] Ed., revue,
corrigee et annotee par J. Lionville ; with fine portrait by Tavernier, and 5 plates, 4to. hf. calf,

with Sandhurst College bookplate (very scarce), £2. 17*M 1850
* He introduced into analytic geometry the methodic use of the equation of a line. He made important contributions to

surfaces of the second degree, and discovered between the theory of surfaces and the integration of partial differential

equations, a hidden relation which threw new light upon both subjects. He gave the differential of curves of curvature,
and applied it to the ellipsoid,' etc. etc.

—

Prof. Cajori.

3049 Geometrie Descriptive, 5« Ed., augment^e d'une Th^orie des Ombres et de la

Perspective, extraite des Papiers de I'Auteur, par M. Brisson ; with 28 plates, 4to. hf. russia,

95
,

1827
3050 Sixieme Edition ; with 28 plates, 4to. hf, calf, lOs Qd 1838

The work which created descriptive geometry.
' He was the first who proved that the square of any surface is equal to the sum of the squares of its projections on the

3 co-ordinate planes.'— Poifs Euclid.

3051 Traite Elementaire de Statique, 7« Ed., revue par J. N. P. Hachette; with 5
plates, 8vo. hf. calf, 3s • 1835

3052 MONNET (Antoine Grimoald) Trait6 de la Dissolution des M^taux, 12mo. old calf extra
{title slightly defaced), Is Qd Amsterdam, 1775

' Ouvrage estime '.

—

Biogr. Gen.

3053 MONTANABI (Geminiano ; Univ. Bologna) Discorso sopra la Tromba Parlante. con
Trattato postumo del Mare Adriatico, e sua Corrente esaminata, co la J^aturalezza de Fiumi
scoperta, e con Nove Forme di Ripari corretta ; with plate, large 12mo. boards, lOs Venetia, 1715

3054 T- Le FoRZE d'EoLO : Dialogo fisico-matematico sopra gli Eftetti del Vortice, 6 sia Turbine,
detto negli Stati Veneti la BisciABUOVA, che il 29 Juglio 1686 lia scorso, e flagellato molte Yille,

e Luoghi di Mantova, Padova, Verona, ecc. : ^vith 2 plates, 16mo. fine copy in old vellum, \5s

Parma, 1694
3055 Pensieri Fisico-Matematici sopra alcune Esperienze intorno diversi Effetti

de' LiQUiDl in Cannuccie di Vetro, ed altri Vasi ; with plate, sm. 4to., fine COPY in boards,

vncut, with auto. * Bobertus Bannerman, Scotus, Consiliarius Bihl. Britanice, 1674' on title (rare),
£1. Bologna, 1667

This classic work contains inA'estigations on capillarity, to which very little was added up to the end of the XVlIIth
Century. The author was also the discoverer of the variability of /3 Persei,

MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL MAGAZINE-v. Symons, post.

3056 NOTICES of the ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY, containing Papers,
Abstracts of Papers, and Reports of the Proceedings of the Society, complete from Nov., 1867 to
April, 1900 (Vols. 28-00, No. 7), with numerous plates, woodcuts, and maps, 32 vols, and 7 parts
8vo., the first 27 vols, in cl., and the rest sewn, £8. Ss 1867-1900

3057 Another Set, from Nov. 1874 to Nov. 1897 (Vols. 35-57), with numerous illustrations,

23 vols. 8vo., vv. 35-50 uniformly bound in hf. calf gilt, and vv. 51-7 in hf red roan, £6. 65 1874-97
3058 MONTI (Ermenegildo, sacerdote bolognese) La Quadratura Geometrica del Circolo e de'

suoi Settori Lineare e Numerica; with ^folding plates, 8vo. sewn, 8s Bologna, 18.30
Apparently very rare, being unknown to Poggendorft', and having escaped even the watchful eye of Prof, de Morgan.

3059 [MONTMORT (Pierre Remond de, f.r.s.)] Essay d'ANALYSE sur les Jeux de Hazard;
with fine engraved vignettes of Gamblers, and tables, 4to. contemporary calf gilt {rare). 10s 6c? 1708

An important work on the theory of probability, which greatly influenced de Moivre {v. No. 302P). A full ace nint of it

will be found in Todhunter's History of the Theory of Prohahility, pp. 7S-134.

3060 MONTTJCLA (Jean iltienne, de VInstitut) Histoire des Mathematiques, leur Progrfes jusqu'a
nos Jours, le D^veloppement des principales Decouvertes, les Contestations qui se sont eleveesentre
les Math^maticiens, et les principaux Traits de la Vie des plus celebres ; nouvelle [2<ie] YA.,
consid^rablement augment^e et prolongee jusque vers I'Epoque actnelle, achevee et publi^e par
JEROME DE Lalande ; with 2 fine portraits by St. Aubin, etc., and 45 folding plates, 4 vols. 4to.

sound copy in contemporary Italian white vellum gilt (rare), £5. 15* Qd An VII [1799] -1802
3061 Another Copy, 4 vols, tree-calf gilt, newly and handsomely rebacked (fine copy), £6. 6.5

Still a work of great value, indispensable to the historian of mathematics, and containing much interesting information
not elsewhere to be found.

3062 [ ] Histoire des Recherches sur la Quadrature du Circle ; Ouvrage propre a instruire

des decouvertes r6elles faites sur ce probl^me c^l^bre, et k servir de preservatif contre de nouveaux
efl'orts pour le resoudre : avec une Addition concernant les Problemes de la Duplication du
Cube et de la Trisection de I'Angle ; with 8 folding plates, 12mo. fine copy in contemporary
mottled French calf extra, Qs Qd 1754

3063 Nouvelle [2A^] :^dition, revue et corrigee [par S. F. Lacroix] ; with 4 folding plates,

8vo. sewn, vncut, 12s 1831
' This is the history of the subject . . . Montucla is an admirable historian when he is writing from his o^vn direct

knowledge.'—Pro/, de Morgan.
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3066 MOOHE (Sir Jonas, Surveyor-Gen. of Ordnance; Governor of Christ's Hospital; F.R.S.)

:

Moor's Arithmktick, treatinj,' of Vulgar Arithmetick, with several new Inventions to ease
the Memory, by Nepairs [sir] Rods, Logarithms, Decimals, etc. and of Arithemetick in
Species or Algeijra, whereby all ditficult Questions receive their Analytical Laws and Resolu-
tions [•2nd Ed.,] with a new Contemplation Geometrical upon the Oval Fij^ure called the Ellipsis,
and the tM'o first Rooks of Mydorgius his Conical Sections analized by that reverend Divine
Mr. W. Oughtred, and Enj,di8hed, the first part in blacfe \t\Ux ; with folding plates, 12mo. fine
copjf in contemporary calf (rare). Vis Qd N. Brook, 1660

'This is Jonas Moore's first work, and is a very goml one. It is very complete in decimals, giving the contracted
multiplication and division. It has the use of logarithms (in which the operations with the negative characteristic are
fully given), algebra from Oughtred, etc. etc.'—Pro/, de Morgan.

3067 Modern Fortification : or Elements of Military Architecture, and the Manner
of Defendinf' and Besieging Forts and Places ; with the Use of the Joynt-Ruler or Sector, for
the speedy Description of any Fortification, /o/rf«i«^ plates, l'2mo. fine tall copy in contemporary
calf, 8s 6d a. e., 167'3

3068 ; New Systeme of the Mathe.maticks, including Trigonometry, Cosmography, Naviga-
tion, the Doctrine of the Sphere, Astronomical Tables, Tables of Logarithms, and a new
Geography, with engraved front, by Yeates, and numerous plates^ maps, and diagrams, 2 thick
vols. 4to. contemporary calf (FINE COPY), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,
\ls Qd 1681

' His principal work. It appeared pcsthumously in 1(581, under the supervision of his sons-in-law, William Hanwav
and JoH.N PoTKNOKR. The seotions on Algebra, Euclid, and Navigation were written by Pkrkins, master of the
mathematical school of Christ's Hospital ; while Flamstkkd communicated the astronomical tables.'— i4i7n« M. Clerkt.

3069 MOORE (Ralph) The Ventilation of Mines, with 37 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 3s Qd Glasgow, 1859
3070 MORAND (Jean Francjois Clement) M^moires sur la Nature, les Effets, Propri6t6s, et

Avantages du Feu de Charbon de Terre Appret6, pour 6tre employ^ commoddment,
^conomiquement, et sans Inconvenient, au Chauflage, et a tous les Usages Domestiques ; with
A copperplates of fireplaces: OBSERVATIONS CRITIQUES sur un Onvrage intitul6: Examen de la
HouiLLE, con.sid^r^e comme Engrais des Terres, par [Joseph] Raulin. Instruction sur
rUsage des Houilles d'ENGRAis, et de leurs Cendres, Experiences et Observations sur la
Maladie du Seigle, nomm^e Ergot, etc. etc., par L. S. D. L[e] B[run]—2 vols, large 12mo. in 1,

fine copies in old calf gilt, 15? 1770-7
Two early French works on coal. According to the preface of the first work, the use of coal for domestic purposes

seems to have been unknown in France, and one fourth of the whole population of Paris is stated to be unable to have fires

in the winter owing to the scarcity of wood.

3071 MOREL (A. M. Th.) Trait^ pratique des Feux d'Artifice, pour le Spectacle et pour la
Guerre; with \i folding copperplates, illtcstrating a great variety of Fireworks, 8vo. old sheep
(rare), 10.9 Or/ 1818

3072 MORELOT (Simon, Professeur de Chimie Pharmaceutiqiie a VEcole de M6decine de Paris)
HiSTOiRE Naturelle appHou^e ii la Chimie, aux Arts, aux ditf^rents Genres de I'lndustrie, et
aux Besoins personnels de la Vie, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, 4* 1809

3073 MOREWOOD (Samuel, Surveyor of Excise) Essay on the INVENTIONS and CUSTOMS, of both
Ancients and Moderns, in the Use of Inebriating Liquors [and Opium], ^rith interesting
Anecdotes illustrative of the principal Nations of the World, and Historical View of the Extent
and Practice of Distillation, as to its Commerce, and as a Source of National Income ; with
much curious Information respecting the Application and Properties of several parts of the
Vegetable Kingdom, woodcuts, 8vo. boards, uncut (scarce), 15* 1824

a rare and interesting work, unknown to Lowndes and AUibone.

3074 MORFIT (Campbell, Univ. of Maryland, and Clarence) Chemical and Pharmaceutical
Manipulations : a Manual of the Mechanical and Chemico-Mechanical Operations of the Labora-
tory ; 2nd and enlarged Ed., with 5.37 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cL, 3.s 6rf (p. £1. 1*) Philadelphia, IS'^l

3075 MORGAN (Augustus de) Arithmetical Books, from the Invention of Printing to the
Present Time: Jirief Notices of a large Number of Works, drawn uj) from Actual Inspection,
8vo. cl., uncut {.scarce), \2s Qd 1847

3076 Another Copy, with inscription *Sir W. Rowan Hamilton [inventor of Quaternions'] from
the Author ', 15s
A valuable work, containing over 1500 titles, with critical and historical notes, copious introduction, and index.

' Few contempocaries were as profoundly read in the history of mathematics."—ProA Cajori.
' The most worthless book of a bygone day is a record worthy of preservation. Like a telescopic star, its obscurity may

render it unavailable for most purposes ; but it serves, in hands which know how to use it, to determine the places of
more important bodies.'

—

Fre/nce.

3077 The liooK of Almanacs, with Index of Reference, by which the Almanac may be
found for every Year, whether in Old Style or New, from any Epoch, ancient or modern, to
A.D. 2000, witir Means of Finding the Day of any New or Full Moon from B.C. 2000 to a.d. 2000 ;

3rd Ed., by E. J. WoRMAN, obi. 8vo. cL, '4s Cambridge, 1907
3078 A Budget of Paradoxes, reprinted, with the Author's Additions, from the Athenaeum

[edited by his Wife Sophia], thick 8vo. cl., uncut (scarce), £2. 10* 1872
One of the most interesting and witty books ever written, and invaluable for its history and bibliography of some

scientific fallacies, e. g. 'circle-squaring'. It contains besides a large number of anecdotes, etc. on mathematical and
scientific subjects. ' He hadaloveof puns, and all ingenious puzzles and paradoxes, which makes his ' Budget of Paradoxes'
as amusing as it is learned.'—Sir Leslie Stephen.

3079 The Differential and Integral Calculus, with Elementary Illustrations, 8vo.

(pp. 869), hf calf, or, calf, lOs 6d S. D. U. K., 1842
' Still a standard work, and containing much that is original with the author.'—Pro/. Cajori. ' A work of great ability,

and noticeable for the rigorous treatment of infinite series.'— IK. W. R. Ball.

3080 Elements of Algebra, preliminary to the Differential Calculus, Svo. cl., Zs 1835 or '37

11
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3081 MORGAN (Augustus de) The Elements of Arithmetic, first edition, fcap. 8vo. boards

[rare], 5s 1830
The author's first original work.

3082 Third Edition [rewritten], 8vo. cL, 3s 1835
3083 Fourth Edition, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1840
3084 Fifth [last] Edition [enlarged], 8vo. cl., 4^ 1846
3085 Elements of Trigonometry, and Trigonometrical Analysis, diagrams : The Con-

nexion of Number and Magnitude ; an Attempt to explain the Fifth Book of Euclid—2 vols.

8vo. in 1, cl., 5s 1837-6

3086 Essay on Probabilities, and on their Application to Life Contingencies and Insurance
Offices, vignette by Finden, fcap. 8vo. cl., uncut, 4* 1838 or n.d.

3087 ANOTHER Copy, hf. calf neat, 4* &d
3088 Explanation of the Gnomonic Projection of the Sphere : a Description of the

Construction and Use of the Larger and Smaller Maps of the Stars ; as also of the Six Maps of

the Earth, illustrated, 8vo. cl., 4* M 1836
3089 Formal Logic : or the Calculus of Inference, Necessary and Probable, 8vo. cl.

(scarce), £1. Is 1847
One of the first works attempting to place logic on a mathematical basis. It caused an attack from Sir William

Hamilton, the metaphysician, who accused the author of having appropriated therein his doctrine of the ' quantification of
the predicate '. Prof, de Jforgan's reply may be found in his Budget of Paradoxes.

30^0 The Globes, Celestial and Terrestrial, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3s 6c? 1845 or '47

3091 [ :] Library of Useful Knowledge : Mathematics I. Study and Difficulties of

Mathematics. Arithmetic and Algebra. Examples of the Processes of Arithmetic and Algebra.
II. Geometry, Plane, Solid, and Spherical. Elements of Trigonometry : Spherical Trigonometry.
Algebraical Geometry, with numerous diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. c7., uncut "(SCARCE), £1. Is 1836-5

All the articles of vol. I, as well as 'Spherical Trigonometry' of v. II, were by Prof, de Morgan, and, excepting
the first, have never been republished in any form. The rest were written by Pikrce Morton, William Hopkins
{v. No. 1993, ante), and S. W. Waud.

3092 Volume I only, 8vo. hf. calf gilt, lOs 6d 1836
3093 : On the Study and Difficulties of Mathematics : Elements of Spherical

Trigonometry : also, Elements of Trigonometry, by William Hopkins : On Probability
[by Sir John William Lubbock, f.r.s., and John Elliot Drinkwater] : Account of Bacon's
Novum Organon : Arithmetic and Algebra : Elementary Illustrations of the Differ-
ential and Integral Calculus—2 vols. 8vo. with numerous diagrams, hf calf gilt, 15s [1830-6]

The above copy belonged to Joseph Gwilt, f.s.a., who has added some MS. notes and his bookplate.

3094 On the Study and Difficulties of Mathematics, new Ed. [revised, with Preface, Notes
and Index, by Thomas J. McCormack], ivith portrait, 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 4s Qd nett) Chicago, 1898

3095 Trigonometry and Double Algebra, with front, and diagrams, 8vo. cl. (scarce),
185 Qd 1849

' His 'double algebra' was the forerunner of quaternions, and contained the complete geometrical interpretation of

\/— 1'.

—

R.A.S. Monthly Notices. Sir W. R. Hamilton acknowledged the suggestions received from the above work in

his Lectures on Quaternions (q. v. ante).

3096 , Memoir of, by his Wife Sophia Elizabeth, with select Letters, autotype portrait, 8vo.

cl. {out of print), 8s 6d 1882
Valuable for the author's interesting correspondence with Sir William Hamilton, Sir John Herschel, Dean Peacock,

Admiral Smyth, Dr. Whewell. and many others.

V. Ramchundra, post.

3097 MORGAN (Silvanus ; writer on heraldry) Horologiographia OPTICA : Dialling Universall
and Particular : Speculative and Practical, with diverse Propositions of the use and benefit of

shadows, servin*,' to prick down the Signes, Declimation, and Azimuths, on Sun-Dials, etc.,

illustrated by diverse Opticall Conceits ; lastly Topothesia, or a feigned description of the
Court of Art, full of benefit for the making of Dials, Use of the Globes, Difference of Meridians,
and most Propositions of Astronomic, with many usefull Instruments and Dials in Brasse, made
by Walter Hayes, in More Fields, with finely engraved front., aiid numerous woodcuts and
diagrams, sm. 4to. contemporary calf {slightly ivormed, and front, shorn ; otherwise a very fine
AND LARGE COPY) ; RARE ; £3.'3s R. and W. Leybourn, 1652

3098 Another Copy, ivanting engraved title, I. of verses, and pp. 5-6, also top of printed
title defective, sm. 4to. contemporary c«//" (CHEAP), \8sQd

3099 MORGAN (William, f.r.s., Actuary to the Equitable Society) The DOCTRINE of Annuities
and Assurances on Lives and Survivorships, stated and explained, with Intro., and Essay
on the Present State of Population in England and Wales by IIichard Price, 8vo. boards,
uncut {rare), \5s 1779

' Morgan takes high mnk among the pioneers of life assurance in England. The phenomenal success of the Equitable
Society in the midst of so many contemporary failures was mainly due to his carelul administration and sound actuarial
advice. The details which he i)ubli.shed as to the mortality experience of that society furnished data lor the amendment
of the Northampton tables, and the construction of others by various actuaries. The ttrst instalment of Morgan's
statistics was published in his Doctrine o/ Annuities, 1779 '.—D.X B.

3100 MORIN (Gen. Arthur) Aide-Memoire de Mecanique Pratique, 4^ Ed.; tvith 10 woodcuts,
8vo. hf calf extra, 3s, dd 1858

3101 Cinquieme Edition [consid^rablementaugmentee] ; withl^ivoodcuts, Svo. hf. calf, 4s 1864
3102 Machines et Appareils destines a I'El^vation des Eaux; with ^ folding plates, Svo.

hf calf gilt, 4s
,

1863
3103 Notions Fondamentales de Mecanique, et Denudes d'Experience, 3® Ed. ; ivith 5

plates a7id 102 diagrams, Svo. cl., 3s 6d 1860
3104 DEUXikME Edition ; ivith 5 plates, and 100 woodcuts: Sonnet (H.) Notions de Mecan-

ique, 2^ Ed., augraentee; loith 4 plates, and diagrams—2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf. calf gilt^ 5s 1855-7
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3106 MORIN (Gen. Arthur) Notions Gkomktriques sur les Mouvements et leurs Transform-
ations, S*^ Ed. ; with nuvierous illustrations, 8vo. sewn, 3* 1861

3107 MORITZ (Edward Ralph, f.i.c), and G. H. MORRIS: Handbuch der Brauwissenschaft,
auf Veranlassung der Versuchs- und Lehranstalt fiir Brauerei in Berlin ins Deutsche iibertragen

von WiLHELM WINDISCH ; With 49 woodcuts, Svo. c/., 75 6rf (p. M. 12.) Berlin, 1893

3108 MORLAND (Sir Samuel) Elevation des Eaux par toute Sorte de Machines, reduite h la

Mesnre, au Poids, ii la Balance, i)ar le nioyen d'un nouveau Piston, et Corps de Pompe, et d'un
nouveau Alouvenient Cyclo-Elliptique, en rejeltant Tusage de toute sorte de Manivelles ordinaires;

avec 8 Problemes de Mecuanique; printed in red and black, with numerous Jine copperplates,

4to. old calf gilt (back slightly damaged) ; VERY RARE, £1. 10* 1685
The author's'mortt iiuixjrtatjt work (no Enylisli edition of wliich has ever been published), including his invention of

the ftluvger jmnip, eontainint: the glanil and stufliny box—a contrivance oaen erroneously attributed to James Watt. The
apj)endix contains various niathematical jjroblonis and tables.

'Morland was one of the chief nuclxanicians of his time . . . His most important discoveries were in connexion with
hydrostatics . . . The problems connected with raising water to a height by mechanical means were receiving a great
amount of attention during the midtlle of the XVII. century, and to the discoveries in this Held (in wliich Morland Iwre an
impiirtant part) are largely attributed the subsequent rapid development of the steam-engine and the accelerated rate of
evolution in mechanical science generally."

—

D. X. Ii.

In the original MS. of the above work (preserveil in the British Museum) the author made an important suggestion for

emploviuii steam for working pumps, which made him one of the tlrst to demonstrate the practical utility of steam-power.

3109 MO'ROGUES (Sebastian Fran9ois Bigot, Vicomte de) Essay de I'Application des Forces
Centrales aux Effets de la Poudre a Canon, d'oii Ton d6duira une TIi6orie propre i\ perfec-

tionner les ditterentes bouehes a feu ; withfolding plate, post 8vo. old hf calf gilt, 5s 1737
KING WILLIAM IV. 'S COPY:

3110 Tactique Navale, ou Traite des Evolutions et des Signaux; with 49 plates, roy.

4to., (?) Large Paper; contemporary/ French calf gilt, with straggling autos. * William
Henry Duke of Clarence, Captain in the Royal Navy ' [afterwards K. William IV.]. and
of [Vice-Adml. Sir] Samuel Hood ; also the Sailor King's bookplate, £2. 2* 1768

' Excellent ouvrage, que Ton consultc encore avec fruit '.

—

Biogr. Gen.

3111 MORRIS (Albert J. T., Incumbent of St. James's, Muthill) TREATISE on METEOROLOGY, with
the latest Discoveries and Theories, illustrated, post Svo. cl., 35 Qd Edin., 1868

3112 MORRIS (Gael) Tables for Renewing and Purchasing of Leases, as also for Renewing
and Purchasing of Lives, with other necessary Tables for Computing of Interest, either Simple
or Compound, 18mo. old calf [binding slightly damaged), 6* 1735

3113 Another Copy, ^wc copy in contemporary calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.R.S., 8* 6c?

MORSSIANUS (Christiernus)—V. Lefevre (J.), ante.

3114 [MORTON (Peter)] Geometry, Plane, Solid, and Spherical, with the Theory of Projection,
and Plane Sections of the Cone and Cylinder, diagrams, Svo. cl., or, hf. calf, 3s

S. D. U. K., 1830 or '38

3115 MORTON (William J., m.d.), and Edwin W. HAMMER: The X Ray ; or Photography
of tlie Ixvlsible, and its Value in Surgery ; illustrations, post Svo. cl., 2s (p. 4*) [1896]

3116 MOSELEY (Henry, f.r.s. ; Canon of Bristol) Lectures on Astronomy at King's College,

London, with Jront. and woodcuts, post Svo. cl. [back damaged), 3s 1839
3117 The Mechanical Principles of Engineering and Architecture, ivith numerous wood-

cuts, etc., Svo. hf morocco, or, hf. calf, 4s 1843
'A standard text-book on the subject.'—Pro^. Malum.

3118 Treatise on Mechanics applied to the Arts, including Statics and Hydrostatics, illus-

trated, fcap. Svo. cl.. 2s Qd 1834
3119 MOSES (Alfred Joseph; Columbia Univ.), and Charles Lathrop PARSONS: Elements of

Mineralogy, Crystallography, and Blowpipe Analysis, from a Practical Standpoint, illus-

trated, roy. Svo. cl., 6s (p. 10s nett) New York, 1895
3120 MOSS (Thomas) Treatise of Gauging : or the Modern Practical Ganger, containing a great

Variety of new and interesting Improvements . . . with Demonstrations of several verv useful and
remarkable Properties of Vessels and Instruments, relative to this Art, 3rd Ed., greatly enlarged,
with folding plate and woodcuts, Svo. old sheep [cracked), 8s 1779

Rare, unknown to Lowndes and AUibone.
3121 MOTTE (Andrew) Treatise on the Mechanical Powers, wherein the Laws of Motion and the

Properties of those Powers are explained, etc., plates and diagrams, Svo. old calf gilt, 3s Qd 1727
3122 MOXON (Joseph, f.r.s.) Mathematicks made Easie: or a Mathematical Dictionary,

explaining the Terms of Art, and Difficult Phrases used in Arithmetick, Geometry, Astronomy,
Astrology, and other Mathematical Sciences, with Appendix of Weights and Measures, the Marks,
Symbols, and Abbreviations in Algebra, etc., 2nd PM., much enlarged by Hen. Coley, with plate
and diagrams, 12mo. old calf {cracked) ; rare, 12s M apud auctorem, 1692

The terms are arranged alphabetically, and the work constitutes the first Mathematical Dictionary in the language. The
editor, Henry Coley, was ' Teacher of the Mathematicks in Baldwins Gardens ', the present site of St. Alban's, Holborn.

3123 A Tutor to Astronomie and Gp:ographie : or an Easie and speedy way to know the Use
of both the Glol)e8, Coilestial and Terrestrial, with the Antient Poetical Stories of the Stars,

collected from Dr. Hood, and a Discourse of the Antiquity, Progress and Augmentation of

Astronomie, first edition, with front, and other engravings on copper, and diagrams, sm. 4to. old
calf, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, £1. Is a. e., 1659

3124 Fourth Edition, corrected and enlarged, with Appendix shewing the Use of the
Ptolemaick Sphere, ivith engravings on copper, and woodcuts, sm. 4to. old calf, 10s Qd a. e., 1686

3125 Fifth Edition, corrected and enlarged, with fine portrait, engravings on copper, and
woodcids, sm. 4to. old calf^ 10s 6c? 1699

11 •
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3126 MOXON (Joseph, f.r.s.) Mechanick Exercises, or the Doctrine of Handy-Works,

first edition, with portraits of Guttenherg and Laurens Koster, and 51 other fine copper-

plates, 2 vols. cr. 4to. contemporary calf (2 plates mended, and the corners of a few II.

slightly stained, hut a very fine and tall copy), very rare, with bookplate of PInb'p

2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , £13. 13^ apud auctorem, 1677-83

3127 Another Copy, wanting title of no. 7 and plate 7 of v. I, and title, dedication,

pp. 1-128, and plates 1-18, 20 and 33 of v. II; also a few plates at end waterstained,

2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, hf. green morocco, uncut, t. e. g., £3. 10s

A very rare work, vol. I comprising Smithing, Tool-Making, Joinery, Carpentry, and Turning, while vol. II (pp. 304,
with 35 plates) isdavoted wholly to the Art of Printing.

' He was the tirst of English letter-cutters who reduced to rule the art which before him had been practised but by
guess : by nice and accurate divisions he adjusted the size, situation, and form of the several parts and members of lettei's

and the proportion which every part bore to the whole '.

—

Timperley's Dictionary of Printers and Printing.

3128 Second Edition, with Additions, 17 plates, cr. 4to. contemporarg calf {slightly wormed
and water-stained, otherwise a sound copy), \bs a. e., 1693[-4]

Neither this nor the third edition includes the portion on the Art of Printing, which was issued only with the first edition.

3129 Third Edition, to which is added Mechanick Dyalling : shewing how to draw a true
Sun-Dyal on any given Plane, however Scituated ; only with the help of a straight Ruler and a pair
of Compasses, and without any Arithmetical Calculation, with numerous copperplates, 8vo. old
panelled calf {back slightly damaged), 18s 6d 1703

Besides Dialling, this edition contains a chapter on Bricklaying.
'His principal work, and an interesting exposition of ' handy-works '.'

—

D. N. B.

3130 Practical Perspective ; or Perspective made easie. Teaching by the Opticks, Catop-
tricks, and Dioptircks \_sic'], with 42 large copperplates, folio, old calf (rare), ivith bookplate of
Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S., £1. 10* apud auctorem, 1670

According to the author this was the first English work on the subject.

3131 A Large Paper Copy, folio, sewn, uncut {blank top margin of title and dedication
defective), £2. 2*

Mechanick Powers (1696)—v. Mandey (V.), ante.

3132 MUDD (James) The Collodio-Albumen Process, Hints on Composition, and other Photo-
graphic Papers, cr. Svo. cl., 2s Qd ISBfi

3133 MUDGE (Thomas), Description of the Time-Keeper invented by, with a Narrative by
Thomas Mudge, his Son, of Measures taken to give Effect to the Invention since the RewarI)
bestowed upon it by the House of Commons, 1793 ; a Republication of a Tract on the Improvement
of Time-Keepers, and Letters written to him by Count Bruhl [sic], 1773-87, with fine 'portrait by
Schiavonetti after Dance, and 9 folding plates, 4to. contemporary tree-calf gilt (rare),
£1.105 1799
A full account of the author's chronometer—an improvement on Harrison's—for which he received a parliamentary grant

of £2500. Mudge was the inventor of the lever escapement, and made Dr. Johnson his first watch in 1768. One of his
watches is still preserved In going order in the Soane Museum.

Bound up with the above is :—Explanation of Time-Keepers, constructed by Thomas Earnsh\w and John Arnold,
published by Order of the Commissioners of Longituile, with iS folding plates on copper, 4to. 1806, containing their invention
of the expansion balance, the cylindrical balance spring, and the detached detent escapement. They were the first to pro-
duce low-priced chronometers, and Arnold was the first to introduce the term ' chronometer '.

3134 MUDGE (Maj.-Gen. William, f.r.s.), Isaac DALBY, and Major-Gen. Thomas Fred-
erick COLBY, F.R.S. : Account of the Operations for accomplishing a Trigonometrical
Survey of England and Walks, from its beginning in 1784 to 1809, with infolding plates and
maps on copper, 3 vols. 4to. hf. russia gilt {nice copy), lis 6d 1799-1801-11

3135 Another Copy, 3 vols. hf. calf, 14s

3136 Vols. I and II only, 1784-99, with 29 plates, 2 vols. 4to. hf. russia gilt {back of v. II
slightly damaged). Is

'

1799-1801
A continuation of General Roy's survey, which only included Kent, and the first ordnance survey of England and

Wales. It also includes the measurement of an arc of the meridian between Dunnose Point, Isle of Wight, and a station
near the mouth of the Tees. Its protagonist was the 'Lieutenant Colonel Mudge, The Tower', whose old-world legeml
we have so often noticed at the base of the finely-engraved first issue of the Ordnance Maps.

3137 MTJGDAN (Martin) Argon und Helium : zwei neue gasformige Elemente ; with 10 woodcuts,
roy. Svo. sewn. Is Stuttgart, 189G

3138 MTJIR (Matthew MoncrieflF Pattison, Caius Coll., Cantab.) Treatise on the Principles of
Chemistry, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 15^) University Press, Cambridge, 1884

3139 , and David Muir WILSON: The Elements of Thermal Chemistry, with woodcuts,
Svo. cl., 5^ (p. 12s 6d) 1885

3140 MUKHOPADHYAY (Asutosh, Univ. Calcutta) Elementary Treatise on the Geometry
of CONICS, numerous diagrams, cr. Svo. cl., 2s 6c? (p. 4^ 6c?) 1893

3141 MULCAHY (John, Queen's Coll., Galway) Principles of Modern Geometry, with Appendix
of Questions, Svo. cl., ^s %d Dublin, 1852

3142 MULDER (Gerard Jan) Chemische Untersuchungen [liber die Galle, Protein, Behenol
und AMORPHES Chinin], unter des Verfassers Mitwirkung iibersetzt von A. Volcker, 2 parts Svo.
sewn {scarce), Qs Qd Frankfurt a. M., 1847

Containing the author's important investigations on proteids. The preface alludes to Liebig, and gravely reflects on his
character : '. , . so sehr wiinsche ich, dass diese Untersuchungen nicht in die Hiinde des Mannes gelangen mochten, der
statt Wahrheitssinn grobe Selbstsucht, statt Wis.senschaft Gewinnsucht niihrt, dessen Bestreben Yernichtung und Rache
erfiillf.
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3143 MULDER (Geraxd Jan) The Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology, trans,

by P. F. H. Fkomberg; with Intro, and Notes by James F. W.Johnston, f.r.s., 20 plates

{Sanely handcoloured), thick 8vo. cL, uncut (SCARCE), 15* Edin., 1849
in this important work the author was the first to call attention to the presence of albumen in plants.

3144 The Chemistry of Wine, ed. by Henry Bence Jones, m.d., f.r.s., cr. 8vo. d., uncut,

Qs 1857
still an important authority on the subject.

3145 Minor Works in Dutch (as under), 4 vols. 8vo. sewn, As Rotterdam, 1845-50
CoNTKXTs :—Gebangan's water (iodium houdende) : Suikerwet : Voeding in Nederland : Wet op hot zout.

3146 MULIERS [Latine MULERIUS] (Nicolas des) Tabulae FRisiCiE Lun^e-Solares quadru-
plices; e Fontibas Cl. Ptole.m.bi, Regis Alfonsi, Nic. Copernici, et Tychonis Brahe
recens constructor, quibu.sacces.sereSolis tabulre totidem ; hypotheses Tychonis ilhistratae : Kalend-
arium Romanum Vetus, cum Methodo Paschali emendatjl ; vnth engraved title comprising
portraits of Hipparchus and the 4 astronomers, woodcuts, and diagrams, 4to. sound copy in calf,

\5s Alcmarim, 1611

3147 Another Copy, old limp vellum (large and fine copy), 18« 6c?
' Juste Scaliger et Ubbo Era-nius I'avaient engage a faire ce travail.'—iJiogr. (ien.

3148 MULLEB (Johann) Lehrbuch der kosmischen Physik, 3. umgearl>eitete Auflage ; with 25
plates and 385 woodcuts, 8vo.., with Atlas, containing 40 plates {partly coloured), obi. folio,

2 vols. hf. roan gilt, As 6d (p. M. 22. unlK)und) Braunschweig, 1872

3149 MttLLER (Johann Heinrich Traugott) Beitrage zur Terminologie der griechischen
Mathkmatiker, 8vo. (pp. 40), sewn {scarce), 2s Leipzig, 1860

31.M) MtJLLER-POUILLET'S Lehrbuch der Physik und Meteorologie, 9. unigearbeitete und
verniehrte Autlage von LEOPOLD Pfaundler und Otto Lummer ; with 12 plates (6 coloured),

and many hundred woodcuts, 2 thick vols. 8vo. in 3, buckram, £1. Is 6d (p. M. 40. unbound)
Braunschweig, 1902-1897-3

Inhalt :— 1. Mechanik. Akustik, neue verbesserte und ergUnztc Ausgabe : II. 1. Optik : II. 2. Von der Wanne.
3151 II. Band, 2. Abteilung : Von der Warme [und den meteorologischen Erschei-

nungen] ; ivith 366 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 5s Qd (p. M. 10.) ib., 1898

3152 MtJNSTER (Sebastian) Compositio Horologiorum, in Piano, Muro, Truncis, Anulo, con
[sic] concavo, cylindroet varijsQuADRANTiBUS, cum SiGNORUM ZODIACI et diversarum Horarum
Inscriptionibus, editio princeps; with numerous woodcuts, sm. 4to. very large and fine
COPY in contemporary vellum (VERY RARE), £2. IOa- Basilew, Ilenr. Petrus, mense Martio, 1531

The 3ECOND printed, and the first rkally complkte, work on dialling, the lirst having been one on cylindriral

dialling only by Johann Schoner, and published in 1515.

3153 Rudimenta Mathematica. Haec in duos digeruntur Libros, quorum prior Geometriae
tradit Principia seu prima Elementa, una cum rerum et variarum figurarii dimensionibus.
Posterior uero omnigenum Horologiorum docet Delineationes ; with very numerous well-

executed woodcuts, andfolding plates, folio, sewn {rare), VlsQd ibidem, 1551
Valuable for a copiouatreati.se on Dialling (pp. 69-242), with copious illustrations.

3154 MURDOCH (Patrick, Rector of Slradishall ; f.r.s.) Mercator's Sailing, applied to the
True Figure of the Earth, with Intro, concerning its Discovery and Determination, plates, 4to.

boards, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 8s 6d 1741
' For the Rij^ht Honorable the Earl Stanhope from the Author.'—//iscr. onjtyleci/.
' The most distinctive j)art of the work is the treatment of the hypothesis that the Earth is not houiogcnoous, but has a

central nucleus denser than the surrounding fluid.'

—

Pro/. Todhicnter.

3155 MURPHY (Robert, jpr., Caius Coll., Cantab.) Treatise on the Theory of Algebraical
Equations, 8vo. cL, Ss S. D. U.K., 1839

3156 Another Copy, hf calf gilt. As

3157 Elementary Principles of the Theories of Electricity, Heat, and Molecular
Actions, Part I [all pub.] , Electricity, 8vo. boards, 3s Cambridge, 1833

' His works on the theory of equations and on electricity are of high genius '.—Vrof. de Monjun.

3158 [MURRAY (Jolin, M.D., f.k.s.e.)] Comparative View of the Huttonian and Neptunian
Systems of Geology, in Answer to the Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory of the Earth, by
Prof. Playfair, 8vo. hf calf, 5s Edin., 1802

3159 Experiments on Muriatic Acid Gas, with Observations on its Chemical Constitution,

and on some other Subjects of Chemical Theory, 4to. (pp. 42), sewn, 3s ibidem, 1818
3160 MURRAY (John, f.s.a., f.l.s.) Experimental Researches on the Light and Luminous

Matter of the Glow-Worm, the Luminosity of the Sea, the Phenomena of the Chameleon,
the Ascent of the Spider into the Atmosphere, and the Torpidity of the Tortoise, 12mo. boards,

uncut (scarce), 12s 6d Glasgow, 1826

3161 MURRAY (Kenneth S., m.lmech.e.) Handbook on the Use of Compressed Oxygen,
illustrated, 8vo. cl., \s Qd 1893

3162 MURRAY (Mungo) Treatise on Ship-Building and Navigation: the Theory, Practice and
Application of all the necessary Instruments, with the Construction and Use of the new Invented
Shipwright's Sector, Tables of the Sun's Declination, etc. etc. etc., 2nd [best] Ed., with
Supplement, containing a Translation of what M. Bouguer has written on that Subject, and
M. Duhamel's Method of finding the Center {sic'] of Gravity, with some Remarks by the Author,
numerousfolding plates, thick 4to. old calf, 15s 1765

One of the earliest systematic treatises in the language on Shipbuilding, containing also an abridged translation of
Duhamel du Monceau's ' Elements de 1'Architecture Navale'.

3163 MUSPRATT (James Sheridan, f.r.s.) Chemistry, Theoretical, Practical, and Analytical, as
applied and relating to the Arts and Manufactures, with numerous steel portraits of chemists,

and hundreds of woodcuts, 2 vols. impl. 8vo. in 7 parts, cl. {dean copy), 15s (p. £3. 13s 6o^) [1854-62]
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8164 MUSSCflENBROEK(Pietervan; F.R.s.) Elementa Physics, conscriptain Usus Academicos j

with numerous plates, 8vo. old mottled calf {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.R.S. , 55 Lugd. Bat., 1734

3165 - Elements of Natural Philosophy, trans, by John Colson, pr., f.r.s., with 26 plates,

2 vols. 8vo. sound copji in old calf, with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, Qs 6d 1744
3166 . EssAi de Physique, avec une Description cle nouvelles sortes de Machines Pneumat-

iquES, et iin Reciieil d'Experiences par J [an] v[an] M[usschenbroek], traduit par Pierre
Massuet ; with 'S32}lcites, tliick 4to. old calf gilt {Joints cracked), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate,

12.9 Qd Leyden, 1739
' C'est le plus vaste recueil de ce qu'on connalssait alors en physique : il contient beaucoup de reclierches particuliferes

a I'auteur sur les frottenients, la roideur et la force des cordes, I'electricite, la cohesion des corps, etc'

—

Biogr. Gen.

3167 =- Physics Experimentales et Geometric^ Dissertationes ; ivith 28 plates and large

chart, thick 4to. old calf gilt, with I^ord Stanhope's bookplate, 10s 6c? ibidem, 1729
' On y trouve d'excellents travaux sur I'aimant, sur les tubes capillaircs, sur la cohesion de la force des corps, etde bonnes

observations m^teorologiques appliqudes meme a la medicine '.—Biogr. Gen.

3168 Tentamina Experimentorum Naturalium captorum in Academia del Cimento, ex
Italico in Latinum conversa ;

quibns Commentarios, Nova Experimenta, et Orationem de Methodo
Instituendi Experimenta Physica addidit ipse ; luith 32 copperplates, 4to. contemporary calf gilt

{rare), 15* Vienme, 1756
Containing 'Experimenta in Ainbra aliisque Corporibus Virtutis Electrical ', etc., but of special importance as including

the tirst description of the author's pyrometer—the first ever invented.
The author Avas also the inventor of the Leyden Jar in conjunction with Cunaeus, his assistant, who was felled to the

ground on its unexpected discharge ; and with his teacher 's Gravesande is regarded as the regenerator of experimental
physics,

3169 MYDORGE (Claude) Prodromi Catoptricorum et Dioptricorum sive Conicorum Libri IV
priores ; ivith numerous diagrams, folio, old calf {rare), los Parisiis, 1639

' One Avho treated conies still by ancient methods, but who succeeded in greatly simplifying many prolix proofs of Apol-
loiiius, was Claude Mydorge.'

—

Prof. Cajori. ' 11 (it tailler a Paris d'excellents verres, qui furent au philosojihe d'une grande
utilite pour etudier les proprietes de la nature dela \\\m\erQ'.—Biogr. Gen.

3170 ExAMEN du LiVRE des Recreations Mathematiques : et de ses PROBLtiMES en
Geoiuetrie, Meclianique, Optiqne, et Catoptriqne ; oil sont aussi discut^es et restablies plusieurs

Experiences Physiques proposees, premiere edition ; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams,
larjie Vlmo.fine copy in contemporary limp vellum, \2s 1630

This was a reconstruction, with great improvements, of the Recreation viatheinati<iue of Jean Leurechon, s.j. (v. No.
1193, ante.)

3171 MYTHOGKAPHI LATINI : C. Jul. Hyginus, Fab. Planciades Fulgentius, Lactan-
Tius Placidus, Albricus Philosophus. Thomas Munckerus ex MSS. emendavit, et Com-
mentariis perpetuis instruxit, cum Dissertatione de Mythologia ; ivithfront., portrait, and numer-
ous astronomical engravings, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, broicn calf, 6s Qd Amst., 1681

3172 NACHBICHTEN von der koniglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften und dor
Georg-August-Universitat zu Goettingen, 1888-92, und 1894, 6 vols. roy. 8vo. seivn, 7s 6d
(p. £1. los nett) Gottingen, 1888-94
XADAB : A Terre et en I'AiR— z;. Tournachon (F.), post.

3173 NAPIER (James, F.c.s.) Manual of Dyeing Receipts, with numerous samples of dyed cloth

and silk, cr. Svo. cl., 5s 1855
3174 Manual of Electro-Metallurgy : including its Applications to Manufacturing

Processes, Srd Ed., enlarged, with 53 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3s Qd 1857
3175 NAKBIEN (John, f.r.s.) Analytical Geometry, with the Properties of Conic Sections,

and Appendix on Descriptive Geometry, diagrams, 8vo. boards, 2s 1846
3176 Historical Account of the Origin and Progress of Astronomy, 5 plates illustrating

the ancient systems, 8vo. scored russia gilty with author's inscr. to Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A., and the

tatter's bookplate {scarce), 10s 6d 1833
' a Avork of considerable merit and research '.—Agnr.'s M. Gierke. ' The chapters on the Hindu and other Asiatic systems

are particularly valuable, and embody much matter that is nowhere else accessible to the English reader.'

3177 NASMYTH (James; inventor of the steam-hammer), and James CARPENTER, F.R.A.S. :

The Moon : considered as a Planet, a World, and a Satellite, first edition, with 24 fine
plates {one coloured), and numerous ivoodcuts, 4to. cl., \5s (p. £1. 10*) 1874

First and best edition, with superior impressions of the beautiful plates, ' consisting of photographs of carefully con-
structed models placed in strong sunlight, which give a better idea of the telescopic aspect of the moon than photographs
taken direct.'

—

D. N. B.

3178 : James Nasmyth, Engineer : an Autobiography, edited by Samuel Smiles ; Library
Edition, with fine etched portrait by Rajon {on India paper), and numerous illustrations, 8vo. cl.,

6s (p. 16s)
'

1883
Including a chronological list of the author's numerous mechanical inventions.

3179 New Edition, with portrait, and numerous other ivoodciits, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) 1885

3180 NATURE : a Weekly Illustrated Journal of Science, containing Articles and

Reviews by many eminent Writers ; complete from its beginning in November, 1869

to 1904, with many thousand excellent woodcut illustrations, 71 vols. impl. Svo,

original cl. gilt (a fresh LiBRARr set), £12. 12s 1870-1904
3181 NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE RUNDSCHAU : Wochentliche Berichte iiber die

Fortschritte auf dem Gesamratgebiete der Naturwissenschaften, herausgegeben von W. Sklarek ;

IX.—XX. Jahrgang ; illustrated, 12 vols. 4to., the first 7 v. in buckram, and the rest in nos. as issued,
£2. 10s (p. M. 200. unbound) Braunschweig, 1894-1905
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3182 [NAPIER, or NEPER (John, Laird of Merchiston)] Arcanum Supputationis
Arithmeticak : quo Doctiina et Praxis Sinuum ac Triangulonim mirfe abbreviatur: Opus
curiosis omnibus, Georaetricis proesertim et Astrononiis utilissiinum ; with vignette on title, and
numerous diagrams, Svo. large and sound copy in old ca//" (rare), £1. 5^

Lugduni^ Huguetan et Ravaud, 1658
3183 A Thick Paper Copy, Svo. while vellum (fine copy), £1. 175 Qd

Including a reprint of the author's famous work 'Mirikici Looarithmobum Canonis Descriptio', containing his

invention of Logarithms, with the 'Canon' or Table, and his posthumous * Mirifici Looarithmorum Constructio',
explaining the method of their constniction.

This edition is a reprint of the Lyonese one of 1620 (in itself a facsimile reprint of the original), and very rare, being
unknown to Bninet.

Thick PajHjr copies were unknown to Mr. W. Rae Macdonald.

3184 De Arte Logistica Libri ([ui supersunt [edited, with Introduction (pp. 92), by Mark
Napier], with fine mezzotint portrait aet. 66 by Hodgetts, and aquatint view of Merchiston Castle^

4to. boards, uncut, £1. 1* Edinburgi [Maitland Club], 1839
' His earliest mathematical investigations seem to have been directed to systematislng and developing the sciences of

algebra and arithii>etic, and the fragments published for the first .time in 1S39, under the title De Arte Logistica, were the
result of his initial studies. Here he mentioas that he was considering imaginary roots, a subject he refers to as an
algebraic secret, and that holiad discovered a general method for the extraction of roots of all degrees '.—>»-'. iioe-VftcfZouaW.

3185 The CONSTRUCTION of the Wonderful Canon of Logarithms, trans., with Notes and
Catalogue of the Various Editions of Napier's Works, by William Rae Macdonald, cr.

4to. cl., Jtncut (scarce), 12s ibidem, 1889
De<licat<Ml to Lord Napier and Ettrick, Napier of Merchiston'a representative. It contains a very conjplete and

valuable bibliography of the author's works, as well as a biographical introduction.

3186 : Mirifici Looarithmorum Canonis Descriptio, ejus(^ne Usus, in utraque Trigono-
metria ; ut etiam in onini Logistica Mathematica, amplissimi, facillimi, et expeditissiini

Explieatio. Authore ac Inventore, Joanne Nepero, Barone Merchistonii, Sec. Scoto, editio
princeps; title within woodcut border, and numerous diagrams, sin. 4to. neivly and finely bound
tn hf. polished crimson Levant morocco extra, uncut {some II. somew/uit water-stained, otherwise a
VERY fine and UNUSUALLY TALL COPY), vsry rare, £8. 18* Gd ib.,ex officim Andrew Hart, 1614

3187 Another Copy, old hf. calf {title soiled and slightly defective, and blank corner torn off
4 II. ; otherwise a TALL and sound copy), £7.

First Edition of one of the most important works in the history of mathematics, being the first to give an account of
the invention of logarithms. There were two f.^.s-wes of this edition, the lirst having the reverse of the last leaf blank, whil«
the second contains an ' Admonitin ' on it. linth tlie above, copies are of the first and the rarer issiie, of which there are only
5 copies in the i)ublic libraries t)f the United Kingdom, while there are 14 of the 2nd issue. The second copy has moreover
the rare misprint of pp. 22 and 23 instead of 14 and lo.

' It is one of the greatest curiosities of the history of science that Napier constructed logarithms before exponents were
used . . . Napiers process is co unique and so different from all other modes of presenting the subject that there cannot
Ik; the shadow of a doubt that this invention was entirely his own ; it is the result of unaided, isolated speculation . . .

Nai>i»r's great invention was given to the world in 1G14 in a work entitled Mirifici Ingarithmorum canonis descriptio. In it

he explained the nature of liis logarithms, and gave a logarithmic table of the natural sines of a qtiadrant from minute to

minute.'—Pro/. Cnjori.

3188 : Rabdologi^., seu Numerationis per Viroulas Libri II, cum Appendice de expedi-
tissisinio [*zc] MULTIPLICATIONIS Promptuario; quibus accessit i'C Arithmeticae Localis
Liber unus. Authore & Inventore Joanne Nepero, Barone Merchistonii, &c. Scoto; first

edition, with engraved and woodcut tables, ISmo. original rough calf {onejoint cracked, otherwise a
FINE old copy) ; VERY RARE, £5. 5* tb., Andreas Hart, 1617
Thk Roxhitrohe Copy, with hookplate of George Chalmers, F.S.A.
With dedication to Chancellor Seton, Earl of' Dunfermline, in which Napier explains the title as numeration by little rods.

'These rods, being usually made of bone or ivory, were familiarly called ' Napier's bones '. By means of them multipli-

cation and division could be performed by methods which were received throughout Europe as a valuable aid to the rude
arithmetic of the day. The extraction of the square and cube root could also be performed by their help, in conjunction
with two larger rods, the method of constructing which is described. In an appendix 'de exp<.'(iitissimo MuItij)lieationis

Promptuario ' he explains another invention for the performance of multiplication and division— ' the most exiHHi itions of all

'

—by means of metal plates arranged in a box. This is the earliest known attempt at the inventitm of a ojilculating machine.
There is also added his ' Local Arithmetic,' wherein he describes how multiplication an«I division, and even the extraction

of roots, may be perfonned on a chess board by the movement of counters.'

—

D. N. l>.

3189 : BucHAN (David Steuart lltli Earl of), and Walter Minto: ACCOUNT or the Life,
Writings, and Inventions of Napier of Merchiston, with 5 plates, roy. 4to. boards, uncut
{wanting title and portrait), 5s ib., 1787

With api)endix containing 'Analytical Theory of Logarithms', 'The Hyperbola as connected witli the Logarithms',
etc. etc.

3190 : Napier (Mark) Memoirs of John Napier of Merchiston, his Lineage, Life, and
Times, with a History of the Invention of Logarithms, with fine steel portraits {some foxed),

plates, andfss., 4to. scored russia gilt, g. e. (SCARCE), £1. 12* (id ib., 1834

3191 Another Copy, original cl., uncut, £l.'7s6d
The best biography of Napier, and especially valuable for the copious ' History of the Invention of Logarithms ' (pp. 73).

The appendixes include 'ThePhilosopher's Theory of Equations, literally trans, from the unpublished Latin MS.,' and an
unpublished letter from Johann Kepler to Napier; while the illustrations contain 'Neper's Bones', his Arithmetical
Triangle, and a fs. of the titlepage of the first edition of the Logarithms.

3192 NAXJMANN (Alexander, Giessen) Lehr- und Handbuch der Thermochemie, Svo. hf.-calf

neat, 6s Qd (p. M. 15. unbound) Braunschweig, 1882

3193 NAUTICAL ALMANAC (The), and Astronomical Ephemeris for 1770-1, '75-8, '84,

'S9-'90, '97-8, 1802, 04-6, 09, '11, '20-3, '25-6, '28, '32, '34, '37, '39, '42-3, '48, '63, '73, and '76,

34 vols. Svo. boards (5 v. calf or hf. bound), £2. 25 1770-1876

3194 NEGRETTI and ZAMBBA'S Treatise on Meteorological Instruments, with 98 wood-
cuts, roy. 8vo. cl. , 2s 1864
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A FRESH SET OF THIS INVALUABLE PUBLICATION ; COMPLETE TO 1906 :

3195 NAVAL ARCHITECTS' INSTITUTION, TRANSACTIONS of the : edited by Sir

Edward J. Reed, m.p., George Holmes, etc., complete from the beginning in 1860 to

1906, illustrated with over 400 large folding plates^ 48 vols., with Indexes to

Yv. I—XXXV, 2 v.—in all 50 vols. 4^. cl. (scarce), £22. 10s 1860-1906
This is a very difficult set to get. as only enouo:li copies for the members themselves are issued of each part, and

the early volumes are very scarce, while as the chief record of this great branch of engineering it is of international

importance, and should be found in every good scientific library.

' The progress of shipbuilding in this country is recorded in a manner worthy of so great an industiy. There is no more
splendid volume of transactions than that which the institute of Naval Architects issues ye&rly.'—Satvrday Beview.

3196 NAVIER (Claude liOuis Marie Henry) R^sum6 des LEgoNS sur 1'Application de la

M^canique a I'Etablissement des Constructions et des Machines, 2" [derniere] Ed.,

augmentee ; with 11 folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, 4s 1833-8
' Ouvrage estime.'—iiio(/r. Gen,

3197 Lehrbuch der Differential- und Integralrechnung, rait Zusatzen von Liouville

;

deutsch herausg., niit e. Abhandlung der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate von Theodor
Wittstein, 2 vols. 8vo. cL, 2s Qd Hannover, 1848-9

3198 NEISON (Edmund, F.R.A.S.) The MooN, and the Condition and Configurations of its Surface,
with front., 4 coloured plates, and 126 maps, thick sq. 8vo. cl. (out of print), lOs 6d (p. £1. lis Qd)

1876
' Nasmyth aiid Carpenter's beautifully illustrated volume, 1874 (q.v. ante) was succeeded by a still more weighty con-

tribution to lunar science in Mr. Nelson's well-known book, accompanied by a map based on the survey of Beer and
Madler, but adding some 500 measures of positions, besides the representation of several thousand new objects '.

—

Agnes
M. Gierke.

3199 NELTHROPP (Henry Leonard, pr., F.s.A.) Treatise on Watch-Work, past and present,

illustrated, cr. 8vo. cl., 3* 6d (p. 65 6d) 1873
3200 NEBNST (Walter, Univ. Berlin) Theoretische Chemie vom Standpunkte der Avogrado'-

SCIIEN Regel und der Thermodynamik, 3. Autlage; with 36 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. fineli/ bound in

hf. crushed brown Levant morocco, uncut, t. e. g., lOs 6d Stuttgart, 1900
3201 NESBIT (John CoUis) On Agricultural Chemistry, and the Nature and Properties of

Peruvian Guano, 6th Ed., with pastoral vignettes, 8vo. cl., 2s 6d [1856]
3202 NESSLER, (Julius) Die Bereitung, Pfl'ege and Untersuchung des Weines, 6. vermehrte

Auflage, mit Anhang : Behandlung des Obstweines und Weinessigs ; ivith 36 woodcuts, 8vo.

sevjn, Ss 6d (p. M. 6.) Stuttgart, 1894
3203 NEUFFEB (Carl, Apotheker) Anleitung zum AUFBAU der Galvanischen Saule, und zur

Anwendung derselben auf verschiedenen Krankheiten, post Svo. (pp. 50), sewn {wantinq plate),

2s 6d lilni, 1802
3204 NETJHAUSS (Richard) Lehrbuch der Mikrophotographie ; with 7 plates, and 61 woodcuts,

roy. 8vo. handsomely bound in hf. dark green morocco, uncut, t. e. g., Qs Braunschweig, 1890
3205 NEUMANN (Carl) Die magnetische Drehung der Polarisationsebene des Lichtes :

Versuch einer matliematischen Tlieorie ; ivith diagrams, Svo. sewn, 2s Halle a. S., 1863
3206 NEUMANN (Kaspar; Berlin, F.R.s.) Chemical Works, abridged and methodized, with

large Additions, containing the later Discoveries and Improvements, by William Lewis, f.r.s.,

4to. hf. bound, \2s 1759
3207 Another Copy, old calf gilt, tvith arms {?ofthe Duke of Sussex) on sides, \os

An epitome of the chemical knowledge of the time, and interesting for elaborating Stahl's phlogiston theory.

3208 NEUMAYER (Georg v. ; Director, Flagstaff Observatory, Melbourne) Discussion of the
Meteorological and Magnetical Observations at the Flagstaff Observatory, Melbourne,
1858-63, with plates and charts, inipl. 4to. boards (scarce), 10* 6d Mannheim, 1867

3209 — Anleitung zu wissenschaftlichen 13eobachtungen auf Reisen, 3. vollig umgear-
beitete Auflage ; with numerous woodcuts, plates, and maps, 2 vols. 8vo. in parts as issued,

£1. 105 (p. M. 49.) Hannover, 1905-6
1nha.lt:—I. Geographische Ortsbestimmung : Geliinde-Aufnahme : Geologie : Erdbeben : Erdmagnetismus : Meteoro-

logie : Meeresforschung und Gezeitenkunde : Astronomic. II. Landeskunde : Statistik : Heilkunde : Landwirtschaft

:

Pflanzengeographie : Linguistik : Zoologie : Ethnographic : Das Mikroskop und der photographische Api)arat.

3210 Band I : Geographische Ortsbestimmung, Topographische Aufnahraen, Geologie, Erd-
magnetismus, Meteorologie, Astronomic, Hydrographie, Weltverkehr u. s. w., 2. nmgearbeitete
Aufl. ; with woodcuts, and 2 folding maps (I coloured), Svo. hf. calf gilt, 7s 6d (p. M. 18.

• unbound) Berlin, 1888
3211 NEVE (Richard, Philomath) MathemATICKS made Plain, in the Solution of Variety of

Useful Propositions, all Perform'd by that Excellent Line of Numbers, commonly called
Gunter's-Line : approved by the Royal Society, 12mo. old calf, Qs 1708

3212 NEVILLE (John, m.r.i.a.) Hydraulic Tables, Coefficients, and Formula, for finding
the Discharge of Water from Orifices, Notches, Weirs, Pipes, and Kivers, 2nd Ed., with
extensive Additions, 46 woodcuts, large 8vo. cl., 5s 1860-1

3213 NEWCOMB (Simon; f.r.s.) Astronomy for Everybody: a Popular Exposition of the
Wonders of the Heavens, with Introduction by Sir Robert S. Ball, f.r.s., 65 illustrations, Svo.
cl., t. e. g., 4* (p. 7* Qd) 1903

3214 Catalogue of 1098 Standard Clock and Zodiacal Stars, roy. 4to. cl, 8* 6c?

[Washington, c. 1880]
3215 Discussion of Observations of the Transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769, roy. 4to.

hf. cl., 5s ibidem, 1890
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3^16 NEWCOMB (Simon ; f.r.s.) Generalized Theory of the Combination of Observations so
as to Obtain the Best Result, roy. 4to. (pp. 24), sewn^ with author's inscr.y 2s Qd

[Washington, 1880]
3217 Popular Astronomy, withfront., 112 woodcvts, and 5 star maps, 8vo. cL,Qs (p. 18s) 1878
3J18 Second Edition, revised, unthfro7it., 116 woodcuts, and 5 star maps, 8vo. cl. (cover worn),

8s (p. 185) 1883
An invaluable work to the amateur astronomer, including a good bibliography of the best astronomical works, ancient

and modern.

3219 Researches on the Motion of the Moon, made at the U. S. Naval Observatory,
Washington : Pt. I : REDUCTION and DISCUSSION of OBSERVATIONS of the MoON before 1750, roy.

4to. sewn, ds Qd Washington, 1878
Helmholtz's Copy :

3220 Another Copy, sewn, with bookstamp ' H. von Helmholtz,' on cover, 7s 6d
Investigating the errors of Hansen's Lunar Tables (q. v. ante) as compared with observations before 1750.

3221 NEW-HOUSE (Capt. Daniel) The Whole Art of Navigation, with the most Useful Tables
in Navigation, containing the Application of Geometry and Astronomy to Plain and Mercator's
Sailing, with or without the Logarithms, the Description and Use of the most necessary Instru-
ments for Observation at Sea, the Explanation of Sea Terms, the Method of finding the Variation
of the Compass by the Sun's Azimuth and Amplitude; also of Keeping a Sea-Journal, 3rd Ed.,
with engravings, and numerotis woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. old sheep {cracked), with bookplate of
Philip '2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S. (rark), £1. 11* 6d 1708

3222 NEWLANDS (John A. B.) On the Discovery of the PeriodIC Law, and on Relations
among the Atomic Weights, post 8vo. cl. (scarce), 5s 1884

Tha i)erio<nc law was discovered simultaneously, but independently of one another, by the author and Prof. Lothar
Mever (7. r. ante).

3223 NEWMAN (Francis William; brother of Cardinal Newman) The Difficulties of Ele-
mentary Geometry, especially those which concern the Straight Line, the Plane, and the Theory
of Parallels, with 122 illustrations, 8vo. sewn, 3* Qd 1841

3224 Elliptic Integrals, 8vo. cl., As Qd (p. 9*) Cambridge, 1889
3225 NEWMAN (John, m.i.c.e.) Earthwork Slips and Subsidences on Public Works: their

Causes, Prevention, and Reparation, post 8vo. cl., 3* Qd (p. 7* Qd) 1890
3226 Metallic Structures: Corrosion and Fouling, and their Prevention, thick

er. 8vo. cl., As Qd (p. 9*) 1896
3227 Notes on Concrete and Works in Concrete, 2nd Ed., enlarged, post 8vo. cl. (out of

print), 3s Qd 1894
3228 NEWTH (George S., f.c.s.) Manual of Chemical Analysis, Qualitative and Quanti-

tative, illustrated, post 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 6* Qd) 1898
3229 Text-Book of Inorganic Chemistry, 10th [last] Ed., enlarged, illustrated, thick post

8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 6* Qd) 1903
3230 NEWTH (Samuel, d.d., Priticipal, New College, London) Elements of Mechanics, including

Hydrostatics, 6th Ed., numerous diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 8* Qd) 1879
3231 First Book of Natural Philosophy, 8th Ed., with numerous diagrams, post 8vo. cl..

Is Qd 1872
3232 Mathematical Examples, 2nd and corrected Ed., post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 8* Qd) 1861
3233 NEWTON (Sir Isaac, p.r.s.) Opera quae extant Omnia, Comnientariis illustrabat Samuel

Horsley, r.s.s. [Episcopus Roffensis] j with plates, tables, and diagrams, 5 vols. 4to. old calf
gilt (rare), £9. 9* Londini, Nichols, 1779-85

The only collected edition of Newton's works, now becoming increa.singly rare, and first containing his iniijortant
Geometria Analytica.

3234 [ ] Analysis per Quantitatum Series, Fluxiones, ac Differentias : cum Enum-
eratione Linearum Tertii Ordinis [edente William Jones, S.R.S.] , editio princeps ; with vignettes
and numerous diagrams, 4to. contemporary hf. binding, uncut (title and some II. slightly ivormed,
and afew II. browned) ; rare, with bookplate of Edwoird Vlth Duke of Norfolk, E.M., £1. os

ibidem, 1711
3235 Another Copy, old calf, with auto, of Francis Horner (1778-1817, M.P., translator of

Euler's Algebra) on title, £1. 7* Qd
First edition of Newton's Treatises on the higher mathematics, containing his discovery of the differential calculus. It

comprises :
' De Analysi per Aequationes Infinltas ',

' Fragmenta Epistolaruui ', ' De Quadratura Curvaruni ',
' Euumeratio

Linearum Tertii Ordinis ', and ' Methodus Differentialis*.
' In his Latin preface Jones gives notes of the earliest applications oi Newton's method, no doubt with some reference to

the contest with Leibnitz which was then preparing '.—D. /V. B.

3236 [ ] Arithmetica Universalis; sive de Corapositione et Resolutione Arithmetica Lil>er,

ciii accessit Halleiana ^-Equationum Radices arithmetice inveniendi Methodus, editio
princeps; with numerous diagrams, post 8vo. old panelled calf, newly rebacked (FINE COPY) ;

rare, 16.S Cantabrigice, 1707
Published by William Whiston, pr., f.r.s., against the author's wishes.
•It contains important results on the theory of equations. Newton »howe<l that in equations with real coefficients

imaginary roots always occur in pairs. His inventive genius is grandly displayed in his rule for determining the inferior
limit of the number of imaginary roots, and the superior limits lor the number of iwbitive and negative roots ' , etc. etc.

—

Prof. Cajori.

3237 Editio Nova [curante G. J. 's Gravesande] ; with 13 folding plates, 4to. souyid copy in
old vellum, with auto, of Prof. Lipschitz, YlsQd Lugd. Bat., 1732

'Among the most interesting theorems contained in the work is his attempt to find a rule (analogous to that of
Descartes for real roots) by which the number of imaginary roots of an equation can be detennined.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

The above edition contains an appendix ' De Solutione et Constructione .£quationum Scripta varia ', including con-
tributions by Edmund Hallby, John Colson, Colin Maclaurin, ff.r.8., etc. In his prefiice 's Gravesande states that the
first edition was published without the author's knowledge or consent—a statement denied by Whiston in his Memoirs.
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3238 NEWTON (Sir Isaac, p.r.s.) Universal Arithmetick: or a Treatise of Arithmetical

Composition and Resolution, with Edmund Halley's Method for Finding the Roots of

Equations Arithmetically, trans, by J. Raphson, and revised and corrected by Samuel
CUNN, 2nd Ed., very much corrected, ivith Sfolding plates, 8vo. old calf, Is 6(^ 1728

3239 Third Edition, with Treatise on the Measure of Ratios by James Maguire, and
Notes by Theaker Wilder, d.d.. Senior Fellow of T. C. D., plates, thick Svo. old calf, Qs 1769

3240 The Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms Amended, with Short Chronicle from the First

Memory of Things in Europe, to the Conquest of Persia by Alexander the Great, first edition,
4to. old calf \2s Qd 1728

3241 Another Copy, old calf gilt [fine copy), with bookplate of Edward Lord Suffield, and his

crest on back, 16s
' Containing an attempt to determine the dates of ancient events from astronomical considerations . . . Newton

indicates the manner in which astronomy might be used to verify the views on the chronological points derived in the
main from Ptolemy, which were held in his time. These views liave since that date been proved, by the Babylonish and
Egyptian records, "to be on the whole correct.'—iJ. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S.

3242 Enumeratio Linearum Tertii Ordinis ; sequitur Illustratio ejusdera Tractatus

auctore Jacobo Stirling ; with plates, Svo. old hf. calf gilt, Is Parisiis, 1797

3243 Lectiones Optica, MDCLXIX ad MDCLXXE, in Scholis publicis habitae : et nunc
primuni ex MSS. in lucem editae, editio princeps; with 24 folding plates, 4to. fine copy in

contemporary calf {RA.RY.) , £1. 5* Londini, 1729

3244 Another Copy, contemporary calf gilt [joints cracked), £1. \s
Consisting of two parts, ' de radiorum lucis refractionibus ', and • de colorum origine '. Only the first part was

translated into English.
' Before the end of 10(39 he had worked ont the details of his discovery of the decomposition of a ray of white light into

rays of different colours by means of a j^rism. The complete explanation of the theory of the rainbow followed from this

discovery. These discoveries formed the subject matter of the lectures which he delivered as Lucasian professor from
1(569 to 1671 . . . The MS. of his original lectures was printed in 17:i9 under tlie title Lectiones OiMcae.'—lV. W. R. Ball.

3245 Optical Lectures read in the Publick Schools of the University of Cambridge, 1669,

never before printed ; trans, out of the Original Latin, first edition, with 13 folding plates, Svo.

old calf, Us 6d 1728

3246 The Method of Fluxions and Infinite Series ; with its Application to the

Geometry of Curve-lines, trans, from the Latin Original not yet made publick ; with a
Perpetual Comment, consisting of Annotations, Illustrations, and Supplements, by John Colson,
F.R.S. , tuith front, of shooting flying on copper, and diagrams, 4to. sound tall copy in old calf

[joints weak), with bookplate of Edward 12th Duke of Norfolk, E.M. (rare), £1. 5s 1736
One of Newton's chief works, being a translation of his original MS. on fluxions,

3247 De MuNDi Systemate Liber. In Usum Juventutis Academiae, ivith 2 folding jilates,

4to. nice copy in contemporary calf. Is 6d Londini, 1731

3248 Treatise on the System of the World, trans, into English, with diagrams, Svo.

contemporary calf gilt, As %d 1728

3249 [ ] Opticks : or a Treatise of the Reflexions, Refractions, Inflexions and Colours of Light

;

also Two Treatises on the Species and Magnitude of Curvilinear Figures, first edition, with

folding plates, 4to. sound tall copy in old calf (very rare), £2. \2s Qd S. Smith and B. Walford, 1704

3250 Another Copy, old calf extra [fine copy), £2. 17s fSd

This work expounds the cori)uscular or emission theory of light, and first contains his important optical discoveries in

a collected form. The above edition also contains two important mathematical treatises left out in the later editions, viz.,

' Enumeratio Linearum III. Ordinis ', and ' Tractatus de Quadratura Curvarum ', conttvining his invention of the
' fluxional ' calculus, and stating in the introduction that he had invented the ' method ' in 1665-6—thus claiming priority

over Leibniz.
' In this work he dealt in detail with his theory of fits of easy reflexion and transmission, and the colours of thin plates,

to which he added an explanation of the colours of thick plates and observations on the inflexion of light,'— IF. W. R. Ball.

3251 Second [first Octavo] Editjon, with Additions, folding plates, Svo. old calf, or,

boards [rare), 16s 1718
In this edition the number of queries at the end of the work is increased from 16 to 31, including the celebrated one

(No. 28) : ' Are not all hypotheses erroneous in which Light is supposed to consist in prcssion or motion propagated

through a fluid medium ?
*

. . If it consisted in pression or in motion propagated either in an instant or in time, it -would

bend into the shadow. For pression and motion cannot be propagated in a fluid in right lines beyond an obstacle which

stops part of the motion, but will bend and spread every way in the quiescent medium which lies beyond the shadow.'

Query 17 discusses the double refraction of Iceland spar. It also contains a new and interesting preface, mentioning inter

alia :
' I do not take gravity for an essential property of bodies.'

3252 Third Edition, corrected, withfolding plates, Svo, hf. bound, 12s 1721
This is a literal reprint of the foregoing edition, save for the addition of one passage in the last sentence in the work

referring to Noah and his sons.

3253 Fourth [Final] Edition, corrected, ivith folding plates, Svo. large copy in old calj

[wanting 2 plates), 8s Qd 1730
This vvas the last edition revised by the Author. 'It was corrected by the Author's own hand, and left before his

Death with the Bookseller.'—Pre/f?ce.

3254 Optice : sive de Reflexionibus, Refractionibus, Inflexionibus et Coloribus Lucis Libri

III, Latine reddidit Samuel Clarke, d.d. ; accedunt Tractatus II ejusdem Authoris de Speciebus
et Magnitudine Figurarum Curvilinearum ; with folding plates, 4to. old calf, newly
rebacked (rare), £1. 5s Londini, 1706

The first Latin Editiov, and the first containing Newton's views on the double refraction of Iceland spar. The
translator received £500. from Newton for his work.

3255 Editio Altera, cui accedunt ejusdem Lectiones Opticae, et Opuscula Omnia ad
Lucem et Colores pertinentia [interprete Samuele Clarke, d.d.]; with 42 folding jdates, 4to.

old calf gilt, 12s Qd Graecii [c. 1740]

This edition does not include the mathematical writings, but contains the 'Optical Lectures,' and Newton's Memoirs on

Light and Colour, contributed to the Philosophical Transactions between 1672 and 1676.

Newton's ' Oi)tics ' laid the foundation of the emission or ' corpuscular ' theory of light, which was soon succeeded by
Huygens's undulatory theory. It contained the theory of the rainbow, and an analysis of the colours of thin metallic plates.
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3256 NEWTON (Sir Isaac, p.r.s.) Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica, Editioll.,

auctior et emendatior; withfolding plate, and numerous diagrams, Aio. large and clean copy in old

calf, with bookplate of Edward I2ih Duke of Norfolk, E.M. (very rare), £2. 25 Cantabrigia;, 1713

32o7 — Another Copv, nice copy in old calf, neatly rebacked, £2. 2s
Tliis edition coutains considerable arldi'tions by the antlior, wiiile the chapters on the lunar theory and the theory of

comets were nuich enlarged. It was edite<i by Rooer Cotiw, f.r.s., whose preface (pp. 16), in which he vigorously attacks
the Cartesian philosophy then still in vogue at the universities, and refutes an assertion that Newton's theory of attraction

is a causa occulta, is of great historical importance.
It also contains a new preface by the author, and a Latin poem on liiin by Edmund Hallev, the Astronomer.

3258 Editio Tertia aucta et emendata ; with fine portrait act. 83 by G. Vertue, and numer-
ous diagrams, 4to. sound copy in old calf gilt, £1. 1* Londini, 1726

3259 ' Another Copy, old calf, neatly rebacked {partly waterstaincd and portrait

wanting), \5s
3260 A Thick Paper Copy, with brilliant impression of the portrait, thick 4to. old calf, newly

and neatly rebacked, £\. 11* 6rf

3261 Another Thick Paper Copy, hf. hound {portrait wanting, and anotJier from the

Amsterdam edition inserted), £1. Is
' This edition, the last published during tbeauthor'n life-time, and the one on which all subsequent ones are based, waa

edited by Hknrv Pkmbkrton, m.u., k.r.s., and contains a new preface by Newton, and a larae number of alterations, the
most imiM)rtant being the scholium on tluxions, and the addition of a new one on the motion of the moon's nodes, V)

which I may add an account of some additional exuerimonts on the resistance of the air to bodies falling through it, and
the use of some fresh astronomical observations in book III.'— JK. IK. IL liall.

The second edition, which is much rarer than the third, was reprinted at Amsterdam in 1714 and 1723.

3262 Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica, Perpetuis Commentariis iilustrata,

coinmuni studio PP. Thomae Le Seur et Francisci Jacquikr, Ord. Min. ; with vignettes, and
numerous diagrams, 3 vols. 4to. in 4, contemporary calf, with bookplate of Edward \2th Duke of
Norfolk, E.AL, £1.5* Gencvae, 1739-42

The kirst so-called ' Jesuits' Edition,' much valued for its copious commentary. * Ijq professeur Calandrini, a Geneve,
a ^tc I'editeur de cet excellent commentaire et I'a enrichi de notes, de citations et de demonstrations. '—/irM«ef.

3263 Editio Nova, sumraa Cura recensita; with numerous diagrams, 4 vols. impl. 8vo.

boards, tincut, lis Glasgua^, e Praclo Acad., 1822
The third and best of the 'Jestiits' Editions,' edited by John M. F. Wright, containing all the prefaces to the

first three editions. ' Edition belle et soignee.'—2»ru/i€f.

3264 Reprint of the Same, with diagrams, 2 thick vols. impl. 8vo. boardSf uncut, 12* 6rf

ibidem, 1833

3265 The Same, 2 v. : Commentary on Newton's Principia, with a Supplementary Volume,
by John M. F. Wright, 2 v.—4 vols. impl. 8vo. hoards, uncut, £1. 1* ib., 1833

3266 : Sir Isaac Newton's Principia, reprinted for Sir William Thomson [Lord Kelvin]
and Hugh Blackburn, with numerous diagrams, 4to. cl., uncut, £1. 1* ib., 1871
A reprint of the third edition of the ' Principia', the last published during the author's lifetime, and containing besides

the authors prefaces to the three editions, the valuable introduction to the 2nd edition by Roger Cotes, and the Latin
verses by Edmund Halley, and a number of typographical corrections by the editors, as well as a fs. of the title of the
third edition.

3267 The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, trans, by Andrew Motte ;

with the Laws of the Moon's Motion, according to Gravity, by John Machin, F.R..S., with fronts.,

and vignettes by the Translator, and numerous folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf, 12* Cxi

Benj. Motte, 1729
First edition of the first English translation of the Principia, 'handsomely printed', and 'a highly creditable

production.'

—

D. N. B.

3268 Another Copy, hf hound {cheap copy). Is Qd
3269 New Edition, with Newton's System of the World, a short Comment on, and Defence

of, the Principia, by W.Emerson ; and Life, carefully revised and corrected by William Davis,
portrait by Scriven, numerous folding plates, and diagrams, 3 vols. 8vo. old calf, or,hf. calf {rare),

ns6d ' 1803

3270 Principia [the first Three Sections] , with Notes, Examples, and Deductions, con-

taining all that is read at Cambridge University, by J. M. F. Wright, with 5folding plates, 8vo.

hoards, 3* Cambridge, 1830

3271 The First Three Sections, diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 1* ibidem, 1834

:i272 the First Three Sections, with Appendix, and the IX. and XL Sections, ed. by
John H. Evans, Master of Sedbur^h School, 3rd Ed., diagrams, 8vo. hf. cl., 2* ib., 1843

.S273 Fifth Edition, by P. T. Main, diagrams, 12mo. cl., 2* ih., 1871

3274 Book I, Sections I. II. III. in the Original Latin, with Notes and Refcrencea

by William Whewell, d.d., diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 2* 6rf 1^46

3'275 Tables for Renewing and Purchasing of the Leases of Cathedral-Churches and

Colleges, according to several Rates of Interest ; also Tables for Renewing and Purchasing
of Lives, Leases ot Land or Houses, etc. etc., 4th Ed., with the Value of Church and College

Leases consider'd : The Reasonableness of Church and College Fines asserted [by Henry
Gally, D.D.] —2 vol.s. 8vo. in 1, old calf, 8* 6d 1731

3276 Sixth Edition, with Tables of Interest exactly computed at 3, 3i, 4, and 5 p.C, with

other useful Tables, 12mo. old calf {Joints cracked, andfirst 2 //. mended), 5* 1742

Although generally attributed to Sir I. Newton, the authorship of this work, which U not included in Horsley'a edition,

is doubtful.

3277 Two Treatises of the Quadrature of Curves, and Analy.sis by E^iuations of an

Infinite Number of Terms explained ; containing the Treatise-s trans, into English, with large

Commentary, etc. etc., by John Stewart, Aberdeen, diagrams, 4to. nice copy in old calf, with

bookplate of Edward 12th Duke of Norfolk, E.M. {rare), £1. 1* 1'45
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:

3278 BALL (Walter William Rouse, Trin. Coll. Cantab.) Essay on Newton's 'Principia',
diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 4* (p. 6s nett) 1893

3279 BJREWSTER (Sir David, f.r.s.) Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and Discoveries of Sir
Isaac Newton, with 2 steel portraits^ and woodcuts, 2 vols, large 8vo. cL, uncut (scarce), 17* Qd

Edin., 1855
The chief authority on Newton's life.

3280 CASTEL (Louis Bertrand, s.j. ; f.r.s.) Le Vrai Systeme de Physique G^nerale de M.
Isaac Newton, expose et analyse en parallMe avec celui de Descartes ; with '^ folding plates,

4to. old calf {somewhat foxed), 5s 1743
3281 CLARKE (John, Dean of Sarum) Demonstration of some of the Principal Sections of Sir

Isaac Newton's Principles of Natural Philosophy, with VJ plates, 8vo. old calf, with auto,

of Prof A. W. Williamson, F.R.S., Is 6d 1730
' He was distinguished as a mathematician.'—D. N. B.

3282 COMMERCIUM EPISTOLICUM D. Johannis Collins at alioruni de Analysi promota :

jus?u Societatis Regiae in lucem editum [cur4 JoANNis Keill, s.r.s.] ; editio princeps ; with
diagrams, 4to. sewn {library stamp on title, and some neat ink marks) ; very rare, £1. 15*

Londini, 1712
This is the celebrated report drawn up by order of the Royal Society, and consistinj? of a selection from the corre-

spondence of John Collins, f.r.s,, with some of the most celebrated mathematicians of the time, which substantiated
Keill's charge against Leibniz of having derived the fundamental ideas of his calculus from papers by Newton, said to have
been communicated to him through Collins and Oldenburg.

Although greatly biassed in Newton's favour, the work is nevertheless a ' a repertory of the utmost value to the history
of science ' {[). N. B.). and excessively rare. A second edition was published in 1725.

3283 DOMCKIUS (Greorgius Petrus) Philosophia Mathematica Newtoniana Illustrata ;

with \G plates, 8vo. old calf, with bookplate ofPhilip 2nd Earl Stanhope, FM.S., 5s 6d Londini, 1730
The book was licensed by William Whiston, who characterizes the above commentary as ' satis et feliciter '. Nothing is

known of tlie author s life ; he figures in Allihone as ' Domekins '.

3284 EDLESTON (J., Trinity Coll. Cantab.) CORRESPONDENCE of Sir Isaac Newton and Professor
[Roger] Cotes, including Letters of other eminent Men, now first published, with Appendix of

Unpublished Letters and Papers by Newton, with Notes ; Synoptical View of his Life, etc.

etc., with fine steel portrait, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 10s Qd 1850
' By far the most valuable collection of facts relating to him is the Synoptical View of Newton's Lifp, edited by Edleston

in 1S50.'— />. A'. l'>. The preface contains an interesting historical account of the lirst two editions of the ' Principia '.

EMERSON (William) Short Commentary on Sir I. Nevvtons Principia—v. No. 1171, ante.

3285 GORDON (George) Remarks upon the Newtonian Philosophy, wherein the Fallacies of

the pretended Mathematical Demonstrations are clearly laid open, and the Philosophy
itself fully proved to be false and absurd, by Mathematical and Physical Demonstration,
diagrams, r2mo. old calf {Joints cracked) ; rare, 5s 1719

3286 — Second Edition, with Preface (pp. 51) shewing how a Set of Men, whose Characters
and Interests depend upon the Reputation of that J^hilosophy, endeavour to support it in

the Eyes of the World against these Remarks, by indirect Management ; for Want of Reason
and Argument, diagrams, 12mo. old calf, 10s 6d n.d.

This curious paradox appears to have missed Prof, de Morgan's ken. The preface is of special interest.

3287 [JORDAN (G. W.)] The Observations of Newton concerning the Inflections of Light,
with other Observations differing from his, and appearing to lead to a CHANGE of his Theory of

Light and Colours, 9 plates, 8vo. boards, uncut (very scarce), £1. 5s 1799
This work is unknown to bibliographers, nor can anything be traced concerning its author. Yet the work is of con-

siderable interest, and even importance, as it treats wholly on the interesting subject of Interference, and shows the
weakness of Newton's emission tlieory of light, and the objection to his ' easy tits of transmission and reflexion ' in con-
nexion with it. The author made many original experiments on the subject, which are all the more important as they were
made only 3 years l)eforo the discovery of the principle of interference by Thomas YouN(i.

3288 MACLAURIN (Colin, f.r.s.) Account of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophical Dis-
coveries, published from the Author's MSS. [with Life (pp. 20)] by Patrick Murdoch, f.r.s.,

tirst edition, with Qfolding plates, 4to. hf. black morocco gilt {slightly stained), lOs 6d 1748
3289 Another Copy, old calf 9s

3290 A Large Paper Copy, on fine thick paper, large 4to. old hf. calf gilt {back slightly

damaged), with bookplate of Viscount Porchester {3rd Earl of Carnarvon), V2s Qd
The life prefixed is still the chief authority on Maclaurin. The work was published by siibscription for the benefit of

the author's children, and contains a long list of subscribers. The last chapter treats ' Of the Supreme Author and
Governor of the Universe, the true and living God ', and ends with an argument in favour of a future life, dictated but a
few moments before his death.

3291 Third Edition, 8vo. old hf. binding, 5s 1775^

.3292 Another Copy, old calf, 6* 6d
3293 MARTIN (Benjamin) Plain and Familiar Introduction to the Newtonian Philosophy,

icith 6 folding plates on copper, 8vo. nice copy in old calf gilt, 5s 1754
3294 PARKES (W.) Newton Refuted : a Geographical, Nautical, Mechanical, and Mathematical

View of the tlniverse, plate, 8vo. (pp. 79), seivn, 4s Qd 1804
An extraoi-dinary exposition of ignorance, in which the author upholds the Ptolemaic system, and essays to prove ' on

mathematical, mechanical, geographical, and nautical principles the error of the Newtonian or Copernican system.'

3295 [PEMBERTON (Henry, m.d., f.r.s.)] View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy, with fine
vicpiettes by J. Pine, and numerousfolding plates, 4to. hf. black morocco gilt {some plates slightly

soiled), 9s 1728
3296 A Large Paper Copy, on fine thick paper, with brilliant impressions of the vignettes, roy.

4to. old calf, \2s Qd
3297 Another Copy, newly and neatly rebacked, \5s

' Interesting as being the account of a near friend .'—!». N. B. The preface contains the author's recollections of Newton.
There is also a Poem on Sir Isaac by R. Glovkr, and the celebrated ' Eloge ' by Fontknelle, with an English translation.
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NewtonianA, contimied :—
RAPHSON (Joseph, F.R.s.) The History of Fluxions, 1715—v. post.

3298 RECUEIL de Diverses PifeCES sur la Philosophie, la Religion Naturelle, I'Histoire, les Math^-
matique-s, etc. par Mrs. Leibniz, Clarke, Newton, etc. [pulilie par Pierre des Maizeaux;
F.R s.], 2 vols. 16mo. Jine copy in old hf. calf gilty with bookplate of Charles 2nd Earl Stanhope,
F.R.S. , Is Qd Amsterdam, 1720

Coiitainiiif? the correspondcnco of Leibniz and A. S. Conti, f.r.s., on the disputed invention of the differential

calculus, slso Newton's leniarks, and Leibni/'s letter to him.

3299 B.IQAUD (Stephen Peter, Savilian Prof. Astron., Cantab., F.R.S.) Historical Essay on the

First Publication of Sir Isaac Newton's Principia, diagrams^ 8vo. hf. calf (scarce), 6s Qd
Univ. Press, Oxford, 1838

'A valuablf^ work. ... It was an atlniirable exposition of the facts then known, and contained much new and
interestin-^ m.itter about Hallev, wlio.se life Ri^aud intended to write'.

—

D. N. Ji.

3300 ROSENBEROEB (Ferdinand) Isaac Newton und seine physikalischen Principien : ein
Hauptstiick aus der Entwickelungsgeschichte der niwlernen Physik ; toith 25 diagrams, 8vo. seion,

7s 6d (p. M. 13.50) Leipzig, 1895
3001 VOLTAIRE (FranQois Marie Arouet de) Eli^.mens de la Philosophie de Neuton [sic],

mis a la port(5e de tout le nionde, premiere edition; with fine portrait of Voltaire, front., and
vignettes by Folkema, and full-page and other engravings, 8vo. hf. calf gilt^ with contemporary
auto. * J", (jirardot, Delbrancourt ' on rev. of title, £1. U Amsterdam, 1738

Thi.s first edition is verv rare, and contains a poem and dedication to the Marquise du Ch/ltelet. All following editions
were greatly altered.

' The story that this train of thought [on gravitation] was aroused by seeing an apple fall is due to Voltaire, and is

given in his 'Philosophie de Newton'. Voltaire had it from Newton's st^'p-niece, Mrs. Conduitt. For many years
tradition marked the tree in the garden at Woolsthorpe : it was shown to Sir D. Browster in 1S14, and was taken down in

1 S20.'— /X .V. /;,

3002 WRIGHT (J. M. F., Trin. Coll. Cantab.) COMMENTARY on Newton's Principia ; with a
Supplementary Volume, diagrams, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. boards, uncut, 5s 1833

3003 NEWTON (John ; Canon of Hereford) AsTRONOMiA Britannica, exhibiting the Doctrine of

the Sphere, and Theory of the Planets Decimally by Trigonometry, and by Tables, fitted for

the Meridian of London according to the Copernican Systeme, as it is illustrated liy BuL-
LIALDUS, and the easie way of Calculation, lately published by Dr. Ward, numerous diagrams,
cr. 4to. old hf. calf (very sound and large copy), 12* 6d E. and W. Leybourn, 1657

3304 The English Academy; or a Brief Introduction to the Seven Liberal Arts: Grammar,
Arithmetick, Geometric, Musick, Astronomic, Rhetorick, and Lo^ic, with the necessary Arts an(l

Mysteries of Navigation, Dyaling, Surveying, Mensuration, Gauging, and Fortification, etc. etc.,

2nd Ed., 12mo. old calf, 6s 6d A. Milbourn, 1693

3305 Trigonometria Britannica : or the Doctrine of Triangles : the Construction of the
Naturall, and Artificiall Sines, Tangents and Secants, and Table of Logarithms, etc. etc., and the
Use or Application of the Canon of Artificiall Sines, Tangents, and Logarithms ; the one composed,
the other trans, from the Latine of Henry Gellibrand; a Table of Logarithms to 100,000
thereto annexed, with the Artificial Sines and Tangents, to the hundred part of every Degree

;

and the three first Degrees to a thousand parts, diagrams^ folio, fine tall copy in old calf {rare),

\ls 6fl? R. and W. Leybourn, 1658
Dedicated to 'Tlic most Illustrious Lord, the Lord Richard Cromwel.' The above copy has on title the auto.

'Jo. Crewe', the first Lord Crewe of Stene, who was one of the means of Tumble-down-Dick's retirement iiit<3 private life.

' His writings are a i)roof of his great application to study, and a sufficient monument of his genius and skill in the
mathematical sciences.'— 7)r. Ilutton.

3306 NICHELSON (William ; master mariner) Treatise on PRACTICAL Navigation and Seaman-
ship; with a Method the Author advised, with Directions of sailing down, and entering, the
Channel, both in fair and foul Weather, and which was adopted in Scenes of the greatest Distress

at Sea in a violent Storm, with front, and 4 aquatint plates of ships by R. Pollard, after T. Luny,
roy. 4to. old calf {\ joint cracked) ; rare, \5s 1792

Containing a large number of original suggestions by the author, who appears tx> have commanded for eight years
a merchant ship in the Jamaica trade. The work is rare, and was unknown to Lowndes.

.3.307 NICHOL (John Pringle, f.r.a.s.) Cyclopaedia of the Physical Sciences, with the
Assistance of Eminent Scientific Men, 5 plates, 4 maps, and numerous woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl.,

5s 1857

3308 The Phenomena and Order of the Solar System, with 21 lithographs, many after old

prints, and woodcuts, post 8vo. cl.. As Edin., 1838

3309 The Planet Neptune : an Exposition and History, with 6 plates^ and diagrams, 8vo. cl.,

25 ib., 1848

3310 Views of the Architecture of the Heavens, 3rd Ed., with 23 plates, and diagrams, 8vo.

cl., 3* ib., 1839
' Nichol was a prolific and 8ucce8.sful writer. His books were eloquent, enthusiastic, and learned. 'George Eliot'

described herself in 1841 as ' revelling ' in them, and they were most effective in the popularisation of science. . . . His
astronomical observations were directed chiefly to the physical features of the moon, and to the nebuUe,' QtAi.—Agnes M.
Gierke.

3311 NICHOLS (Edward Leamington, Cornell Univ.) Laboratory Manual of Physics and
Applied Electricity, arranged and edited, vjith illustrations, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., 16« &d (p. £1. 5*

nett) New York, 1894
Contents :—Junior Cour.se in General Physics, by Ernest Merbitt and Frederick J. Rogers : Senior Courses and

Outline.'? of Advanced Work, by G. S. Moler, F. Bedell, Horner J. Hctcbkiss, C. P. Matthews, and the Editor.

3312 NICHOLS (Edward West) Differential and Lntegral Calculus, with Applications for

Colleges and Technical Schools, 74 diagrams, sq. 8vo. hf, roanf 4* (p. 7* 6rf) Boston IMass.}, 1900
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3313 NICHOLSON (John, c.e.) The Operative Mechanic, and British Machinist : a Practical

Display of the Manufactories and Mechanical Arts of the United Kingdom, 2nd Ed., thick 8vo.

hf. russia, 45 1825
3314 NICHOLSON (Peter) The Builder's and Workman's New Director, with the Elements

and Practice of Geometry in its Application to the Building Art ; new Ed., much enlarged, with
fine portrait by Armstrong, 136 plates, and numerous diagrams, 2 vols. 4to. hf. calf gilt, 9* 1845

3315 Essay on Involution and Evolution ; containing a New, Accurate, and General
Method of ascertaining the Numerical Value of any Function of an Unknown Quality

; particu-
larly applied to the Operation of Extracting the Roots of Equations, with Appendix, shewing the
Use of Figurate Numbers and Arithmetical Equivalents in the Extraction of Roots, 8vo. sewn
{scarce), 8* Qd 1820

One of the autlior's most important works, for which he received the thanks of the Paris Academy of Science. It con-
tains his invention of a method for obtaining the rational roots, and of approximating to the irrational roots, of an
equation of any order whatsoever.

3316 Essays on the Combinatorial Analysis : its Application to some Problems of Algebra

;

the Expansion of a Multinomial, the Reversion and Conversion of Series, etc. etc., clearly indicat-
ing the Law of Expansion, 8vo. hoards, 5s 1818

3317 Introduction to the Method of Increments, expressed by a New Form of Notation ;

shewing more intimately its relation to the Fluxional Analysis, 8vo. boards, 5s 1817
3318 The New Carpenter's Guide : a Complete Book of Lines for Carpentry, etc. on

Methods entirely new ; founded on Geometrical Principles, with 20 plates engraved by the
Author, 4to. old hf. calf (rare), I2s 6d 1792

First Edition of the author's first published work. ' In this he made known an original method of constructing groins
and niches of complex forms.'

—

D. N. B.

3319 Popular Course of Pure and Mixed Mathematics, with Tables of Logarithms, and
numerous Questions, numerous plates and diagrams, thick 8vo. old calf, 6s 6d 1823

3320 Treatise on Projection on entirely New Principles, with a Complete System of
ISOMETRICAL DRAWING, engraved title, fine steel portrait^ and 62 copperplates, 8vo. ct., uncut,
%s 6d 1837

' His great ability as a mathematician enabled him to simplify and generalise many old methods, besides inventing new
ones. He formulated rules for finding sections of prisms, cylinders, or cylindroids, which enabled workmen to execute
handrails with greater facility and from less material than previously . . . and was the inventor of the application of
orthographical projection to solids in general.'

—

D. N. B.

3321 NICHOLSON (William) The First Principles of Chemistry, first edition, ivith folding
plate, thick 8vo. old calf (cracked), 10s 6d 1790

3322 Third Edition, revised by the Author, /o/c?m(7 plate, thick Svo. boards, uncut, Ws 1796
The first 82 pp. contain interesting cliapters on physical chemistry, and the appendix tables of ' comparative heats ',

' elective attractions ', etc. etc.

3323 Introduction to Natural Philosophy, first edition, with numerous copperplates,

2 vols. Svo. contemporary tree-calf extra, with bookplate of Charles 3rrf Earl Sta7ihope, F.B.S.,
9s 1782

The first of the author's numerous publications, ' which soon superseded Rowning's • System of Natural Philosophy ' as
an elementary class-book.'—D. N. B.

3324 Third Edition, with Improvements, numerous copperplates, 2 vols. Svo. fine copy in old
calf extra, 9)S Qd 1790

3325 Journal of Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, and the Arts, with numerous copper-
plates, 34 vols. Svo. old hf. calf gilt, and 3 vols, in boards [nice set), £1. \5s 1802-13

3326 Another Set, but wanting vv. 2, 4, 13, 19, 24, 29 and 30, 27 vols. Svo. boards, uncut, 15s
Containing important contributions by Sir Humphry Davy, Sir William Horschel, Dr. Priestley, and others.

3327 The Navigator's Assistant, with Tables for determining a Ship's Place at Sea, plates,

Svo. old tree-calf extra {fine copy), with bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S., 5s 1784
The author discovered the chemical action of the galvanic pile, and in conjunction with Carlisle, was the first to observe,

by its action, the electrolysis of water. He also invented an improved areometer, which is in use at the present day, and
patented in 1790 the first idea of a cylinder printing-machine. See also No. 1387, ante.

3328 NICKEL (Emil) Die Farbenreaktionen der Kohlenstoffverbindungen, 2. umgearbeitete
Aufiage, Svo. sewn. Is 6d Berlin, 1890

3329 NICOLAI (Giambatista, Arciprete di Padernello ; Univ. Padua) Dissertazioni Due
Fisico-Matematiche (degli Elastri di Massa Finita ; e di un Pendolo immeiso in un Fluido)

;

with plate, 4to. (pp. 49), seivn, 4* 6d Padova, 1772
3330 Delia Possibilita della Heale Soluzione Analytica del Caso Irreducibile, 4to.

seivn, or, boards, 4s ibidem, 1783

3331 NIEROP (Dirck van) Nederduytsche Astronomia : Onderwijs van den Loop des Hemels;
met Voorbeelden der Son-Eclipsen, welcke rekeningdoor verscheyden voorbeeldenghetoont wordt;
2« druck, vermeerdert, met een Planeet-Wyser ; with fine engraved title with portraits of the
author and 6 astronomers, folding chart, and numerous diagrams, 4to. tlarfe Utter ; fine copy in
old white vellum, 12s 6d Amsterdam, 1658

Rare ; unknown to Poggendorft".

3332 NIEO [Latine NIPHTJS] (Agostino) Commentationes in Libr. Auerois de substatia
ORBis ; handsomely printed in 0Otl)lC letter in double columns, folio, seivn (fine AND large copy) ;

RARE, £1. Is [col. .'] Venctiis, Bonetus Locatellus, 1508
a commentary on Averrhoes's compendium to Ptolemy's Almagest.

3333 De Verissimis Temporum Signis Commentariolus ; with vignette on title and last l.y

12mo. sewn, with bookstamp of the Mazarine Library on title and last I., 12s 6d
ibidem, Hieron. Scotus, 1540

A commentary on Aristotle's Meteordogica.
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3334 NIETZKI (Rudolf, Univ. Basel) Chemie der organischen Farbstoffe, 2. umorearljeitete

AuHaL^e, post 8vo. cL, with auto, of Prof. W. H. Perkin, F.E.S., 2s ed (p. M. 8.) Berlin, 1894
3335 NI^ON (B. C. J., Peterhovse) Geometry in Space: containing Parts of Euclid's 11th and

12tli Books, and some Properties of Polyhedra and Solids of Revolution, diagrams, post 8vo.

cl., 2s Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1888

3336 NOAD (Henry Minchin, f.r.s.) Chemical Manipulation and Analysis, Qualitative and
Quantitative, with the Principles of Chemical Nomenclature, etc. etc., enlarged Ed., ttnth numer-
ous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 68 1852

' a valuable treatise.*—D. N. B.

3337 The Improved Induction Coil, with a Description of beautiful and instructive Experi-
ments, etc. eXc, front, and 40 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., 2s 6rf 1861

3338 Manual of Electricity, includmg Galvanism, Magnetism, Diamagnetism, Electro-

Dvnamics, Magneto-Electricity, and the ELECTRIC Telegraph, 4th Ed., toith 500 woodcuts,

thick 8vo. cl., 4s (p. £1. 4*) 1859
3339 The Student's Text-Book of Electricity, imth over 400 woodcutsy cr. 8vo. cl, 3.? 6d

(p. 125 6f/) 1867
3340 Last Edition, with Intro, and Additions by Sir William Henry Preece, f.r.s.,

471 woodcuts, thick cr. 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 12* 6d) 1879
3341 NOBILI (Leopoldo) Introduzione alia Meccanica della Materia ; with 7 folding plates,

large 8vo. hf. calf, uncut, 5s Milano, 1819
3342 Sopra I'lDENTlTA dell' Attrazione Moleculare coll* AstronomicA; with 4 folding

plates, roy. 4to. hf. calf uncut, Ss Modena, 1818
Both the above works were unknown to Poggendorff. The author was the discoverer of Nobili's rings, the coloureil

transparent films of metal deposited by electro-chemical processes. He also invented the ' thenno-multiplier.'

3343 NODIEB (Charles, de VAcadimie fran<;aise), et Amides PICHOT : Essat Critique sur le

Gaz Hydrogene, et les divers Modes d':ECLAIRAGR Artificiel : BACHETTE (L. J.) Du Gaz
Hydrogene Carbon^, et de son Application h. I'Eclairage—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, contemporari/

hf. calf, \0s Qd 1823 "4

Two early works on gas-lighting. The first is especially Interesting as being the work of the well-known litterateur.

See Acctm. ante.

3344 NOLLET (Abbe Jean Antoine; f.r.s.) Essai sur I'Electricit^ des Corps, premiere
edition; with fine front., and 4 plates, 12mo. old calf gilt (rare). Ids 6d 1746

3345 QUATRIEME Edition [augmentee] ; with the engraved front, and 4 plates, 12mo. fine

copy in old calf gilt, &s 1764
One of the author's most valuable works, containing a large number of important original investigations.

3346 Le(^ons de Physique Experimentale ; with numerous plates, Vols. I—IV (of 6), 12mo.
old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., Qs Qd 1743-8

The author was the discoverer of the endosmosis of fluids, and in France is considered the father of experimental
physics. The above contains valuable investigations on the concussion of elastic bodies.

3347 Lettres sur I'Electricite, dans lesquelles on examine les Ddcouvertes qui ont ^ih faitea

.sur cette Matiere depuis I'ann^e 1751, et les Consequences que Ton en pent tirer, nouvelle Ed. ;

in'th 8 copperplates, 2 vols. 12mo. contemporary mottled calf gilt, 10s %d 1764
3348 NOB.IE (John William) Complete Epitome of Practical Navigation, with a correct and

extensive Set of Tables ; 19th Ed., considerably augmented, and adapted to the New Nautical
Almanac, by ARTHUR B. MARTIN, f.r.a.s., with plates^ charts, and diagrams, thick 8vo. sheep^

75 6<^ (p. 16s) 1868
' His ' Navigation' is still a standard work, and is in constant demand.'— 7). N. B. Tlie author was the owner of the

'Navigation Warehouse', 157, Leadenhall Street, E.C., with the figure of the little Midshipman (still existing), which was
inniiortalised by Dickens in Domhey and Son as the shop kept by Sol Gills.

3.349 NORMANDY (Alphonse Rene le Mire de) Commercial Hand-Book of Chemical
Analysis, new Ed., enlarged and rewritten by H. M. NoAD, f.r.s., 94 woodcuts, thick cr. 8vo. cl.

[out of print), Is (p. 12s %d) 1875
3350 NORRIS (William) Modern Steam Road Wagons ; vnth 79 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 5s (sells

7s Qd nett) 1906
3351 NORWOOD (Richard) Trigonometrie, or the Doctrine of Triangles, shewing the

mensuration of Kight lined and Sphericall Triangles : ^yith the grounds and demonstrations
thereof. Both performed by that late and excellent invention of LOGARITHMES, after a more easie

and compendious manner, than hath beene formerly taught. Whereunto is annexed (chiefly for

the use of Seamen,) a Treatise of the application thereof in the three principall kindes of

sailing. With certaine necessary Tables used in Navigation, first edition, with numerous
diagrams, sm. 4to. FINE COPY in old calf (HARE), £1. 12s 6rf William Jones, 1631

Containing at end 'Ten Chiliades or, the I^parithmes of Absolute Numbei*s from a unite to 10000,' and 'A Triangular
Canon Logarithmicall, or, a Table of Artiliciall Sines, Tangents, and the Complements ArithmeticAll of Sines supplying
the use of Secants. To Radius 10,0000000, and to every degree and minute of the Quadrant.'

Referring to Briggs's work on logarithms, the author in his preface mentions : 'Though we handle both the same thing,
yet it is in such a different manner, that there is scarce any one proposition haiidled by us both.'

3352 Eight [sic] Edition, being diligently Corrected, in divers difficult Places explained
;

New Tables of the Stars right ascensions and Declinations added, and the whole Work very much
enlarged, by the Author himself [with LOGARITHMIC TABLES], numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. fine
and large copy in calf, £1. Is B. W.for W. Fisher, 1685

Between 1633 and 1635 the author measured a degree of the meridian between London and York, and in it first

employed the compass to avoid deviations from the route measured—a fact unnoticed in D. N. B.
He was sent out by the Bermuda Company to survey the islands in 1610 (when he was accused of dishonest collusion

with the Governor), and is of interest to Americans as having in 1023 patented lands in Virginia, though it is doubtful if

he ever went there.
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3358 [NORWOOD (Richard), and Henry BOND:] A Triangular Canon Logarithmicall, or

a Table of Artiiiciall Sines, Tangents, and the Complements Arithmeticall of Sines supplying the

use of Secants : To Radius, 10,000 00, and to every Degree and Minute of the Quadrant, 12mo. ///'.

I'oari, (? imperfect at end) ; RARE, 155 W. Leybourn, 1GG4

3354 NOYES (William Albert, edr. Jl. Amer. Chem.. Soc.) ORGANIC Chemistry for the Labora-
tory ; with figures, sq. post 8vo. cL, 3* (p. 6* Qd nett) Easton, Fa., 1897

3355 NUIS (Hendrik Jaspar) 't Gebruik van het Rectangulum Catholicum Geometrico-
ASTRONOMICUM, ofte Reghthoekig Algemein Meet-en Sterkundig Plat, verstrekkende voor een
PrOPORTIONAAL-PASSER, MeETKUNDIG ASTROLABIUM, AlGEMEINE ZONNEWYZER, enz. ; With

2 folding plates, and numerous ivoodcuts and diagrams, cr. 4to. old white vellum (very fine
COPY), 155 Zwolle, 168(3

Very rare ; unknown to Poggendorff, Brunet, and other bibliographers. Pp. 310-41 contain chapters on Dialling.

3356 NYSTROM (John W., c.e.) Project of a New System of Arithmetic, "Weight, Measure,
and Coins, to be called the Tonal System, with Sixteen to the Base, colouredfront, of ' tonal

'

measures, and diagrams, roy. 8vo. cl. (scarce). Is 6d Philadelphia, 1862
a counterblast to decimal isers. The author claims this to be the best of all systems ' for measurement in the shop and

market as for calculation, being based on binary multiplication and division '.

3357 OBACH (Eugene F. A.) Cantor Lectures on Gutta Percha, with 13 plates and numerous
other illustrations, impl. 8vo. sewn, 3s 1898

3358 O'BRIEN (Charles) The Callico Printers' Assistant; from the first Operation of Designing

Patterns, to the Delivery of Work for Sale, with Thoughts on Genius and Invention, Suggestions

for an Improved Mode of Printing, etc. etc., and a concise History of Callico Printing:
White (J.) Art's Treasury of Rarities, and Curious Inventions, containing the Mystery of

Dying [sic^ Cloth, Silk, etc., preparing and colouring Skins . . . cementing broken Glass and
China, etc." etc. etc., 6th Ed.—2 vols. 12mo. in 1, old calf gilt (rare), lis 6d 1789— Glasgow, 1773

3359 O'BRIEN (Matthew, pr., Caius Coll.) Elementary Treatise on the Differential Calculus,
in which the Method of Limits is exclusively made Use of, 6 folding plates, 8vo. boards, 3s 6d

Cambridge, 1842

3360 Mathematical Tracts, Pt. I : on Laplace's Coefficients, the Figure of the Earth, the

Motion of a Rigid Body about its Center of Gravity, and Precession and Nutation, 8vo. sewn, 3s

ibidem, 1840

3361 Treatise on Plane Co-ordinate Geometry, Part I [all published, containing Right

Lines, Circles, and Conic Sections] , 5 plates, large 8vo. boards, 3s 6d ibidem, 1844

a complete set to 1905 :

3362 OBSERVATORY (The) : a Monthly Review of Astronomy, edited by Sir W. H. M.
Christie, f.r.s., E. W. Maunder, H. H. Turner, T. Lewis, and H. P. Mollis, ff.r.a.s.,

complete from the beginning in 1877 to 1905, with numerous photographic and other plates

{including portraits), and woodcuts, 28 vols. 8vo. , vv. 1-27 in hf. calf gilt, and v. 28 seivn (nice

SET) ; SCARCE, £7- 105 1877-1905

3363 Another Set, from 1884 to 1893 (Vols. VII—XVI), with plates and woodcuts, 10 vols.

8vo. in 6, hf roan qilt, £1. \s 1884-93

3364 ODE (Jacobus, 'Univ. Utrecht] Principia PfllLOSOPHliE Naturalis ; with 42 plates, 2 vols.

4to. in 1, old calf {joints cracked), 4* Trajecti, 1726-7

3365 Another Copy, old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S., 5s
Unknown to Poggendorff.

3366 ODLING (William, f.r.s., Waynflete Prof Chemistry, Oxon.) Course of Practical
Chemistry for Medical Students, post 8vo. cl.. Is 1854

3367 Second Edition, woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., with Prof Williamson^s auto.. Is Qd 1865

3368 Lectures on Animal Chemistry, post 8vo. cl., with author's inscr. {out of print),

2s Qd 1868

3369 Manual of Chemistry, Descriptive and Theoretical, Part I (all published), 8vo.

boards {scarce), 6s 1861

3370 . Outlines of Chemistry, or Brief Notes of Chemical Facts, post 8vo. cl. {out of print),

3s 6d 1870

3371 OERSTED (Hans Christian) ExperimentA circa Effectum Conflictus Electrici in Acum
Magneticam, editio princeps, 4to. boards (very rare), Hafnice, 1820

This classic work contains the author's discovery of electro-magnetism, the starting-point of electrical engineering.
' Oersted showed that a magnet tends to set itself at right angles to a wire carrying an electric current. He also found

that the way in which the needle turns, whether to the right or to the left of its usual position, dejiends upon the position

f.f the wire that carries the current -whether it is above or below the needle—and on the direction in which the current

flows through the wire.'

—

Prof. Silvanus Thompson.

3372 OHM (Georgr Simon) Die Galvanische Kette, mathematisch bearbeitet ; original

edition, with plate, post 8vo. boards (rare), 15* Berlin, 1827
This work first contains one of the most important discoveries in electrical science, now known as Ohm's Law -the basis

ol the present system of electrical measurements. ,

3373 Theorie Mathematique des Courants Electriques : Traduction, Preface et Notes

par J. M. Gaugin ; with diagrams, 8vo. hf broivn calf gilt {nice copy) ; scarce, lOs 6d 1860
The first French translation of the above work.

3374 OPPOLZER (Theodor Bitter v.; Univ. Vienna) Lehrbuch zur Bahnbestimmung der

Kometen und Planeten (Bd. I, 2. voUig umgearbeitete Autiage), 2 vols. impl. 8vo. in 1, hf.

morocco gilt, uncut (VERY SCARCE), £7. 10* Leipzig, 1882-80

Last edition of this important work, the most complete treatise ever issued on the calculation of th? courses of

comets and planets, representing a wholly new treatment of the subject, and suggesting numerous improvements in the

methods hitherto pursued.
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3375 O'DRISCOLL (Florence) Notes on the Treatment of Gold Ores, vnth 28 woodcuts, roy.

8vo. cL, is 6d (p. 8* 6d nett) 1889

3376 OGAN (Alfred) Railway Collisions Prevented, with 5 plates, 8vo. (pp. 54), sewn, with inscr.

to lioss D. Mangles, M.P., chairman of the East India Co., Ss 6d 1855
An account not only of the Hrst suggestion of tlie Block System, but of its automatic working by electricity, and of

electric communication between signalmen and drivers. The apparatus was invented by a Mr. Tyer, an electrical

engineer. The pamphlet is dedicated toCapt. R. H. Barlow, General Manager of the South Eastern Railway, which wa8
the first line to try the system.

3377 OGILBY (William, Trinity Coll., Cantab., F.G.S., M.R.i.A.) New Theory of the Figure of the
E\RTH, considered as a Solid of Revolution; founded on the Direct Employment of the

Centrifnf»al Force, instead of the common principles of Attraction and Variable Density, diagrams,
roy. 4to. (pp. 121), sewn, 5s 1872

Directed against the fondness and towering pride of mathematicians, and their 'analytical shibboleth ^.'

3.37S OHM (Maxtin ; brother of the electrician) The Spirit of Mathematical Analysis, and its

Relation to a Logical System, trans, [with Notice] by Alexander John Ellis, post 8vo.

boards, Ss 1843
This translation was the first mathematical publication (his fii-st published work was one on Uorse-taming as practised

by the Red Indians) of that remarkable man Alexander Jons Ei.uis, mathem.itician, philologist, 8i)elling reformer and
adv(M-:it(' of phonetic spelling, historian of Old English pronunciation, an<l scientific musician.

.3379 OKEN" (Lorenz ; Univ. Munich) Erste Ideen zur TilEORiE des LiCHTS, der FiNSTERNiss, der
Fakukx nnd der Warmk. 4to. (pp. 46), sewn, 2s Qd Jena, 1808

3380 OLBERS (Heinrich Wilhelin Matthias) Abhandlung liber die leichteste nnd bequeniste
Methode die Bahn eines Cometkn aus eigenen Beobachtungen zu berechnen; with copper-

plate, sm. 8vo. original boards, with autos. of Prof. M. W. Drobisch, 1825, and Prof K. B.
MoUweide, 1807 (rare), £1. \s Weiviar, 1797

First Edition of this imjjortant work, first announcing the author's invention of a new method of computing the paths
of comets.

' Olbers's inethod is still regarded as the most expeditious and convenient in cases where absolute rigour is not required.

By its introtluction, not only many a toilsome and thankless hour was spared, but workers were multiplied, and encouraged
in the prosecution of labours more useful than attractive.*

—

Agnes M. Clerke.

3381 OLNEY (Edward, Univ. Michigan) First Principles of Algebra, cr. Svo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 65)

New York, 1885

3332 General Geometry and Calculus, toith over 250 diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4s ibidem, 1884

3383 [OPPEL (Friedrich Wilhelm v.)] Analysis Triangulo'rum ; with plates, 4to. sewn, or,

boards, 4? Dresdce, 1746

3384 OPUSCULA OMNIA ACTIS Eruditorum Lipsiensibus inserta, necnon Epitomae si quf©

Materia vel Criticis Animadversionibus celebriores, 1621-1700; with numerous copperplates, 3 vols.

4to. old calfgilt (FINE COPY), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £1. IO5

Venetlis, 1740-1
Containing all the more important treatises published in the 'Acta Eruditorum Lipsiensia* between 1680 and 1700,

including numerous contributions by Leibniz, Jean and Jacques Bernoulli, v. Leeuwenhoek, Hevelius, Flamsteed,
Huygens, Papin, Briggs, Halley, etc. etc.

3385 ORCHARD (Thomas N., m.d.) The Astrono.my of Milton's * Paradise Lost', with 5 plates

and 8 woodcuts, Svo. cl. {out ofprint), \0s Qd 1896

3386 ORD (William Miller, m.d.) On the Influence of Colloids on Crystalline Form and
Cohesion, S plates, and woodcuts, large 8vo. cl., As (p. Ss Qd) 1879

3387 ORDNANCE NOTES (Nos. 206-a35) from the Ordnance Office, War Department,
Washington, D.C, with numerous plates, and woodcuts, folio, hf. calf {title stamped), 8s Qd

[Washington, 1882-3]

3388 ORMATHWAITE (Sir John Beam Walsh, first Lord) Astronomy and Geology Com-
PAKKi), post 8vo. hf. calf neat {stamp on title), Ss 1872

3389 ORFORD (Henry) Modern Optical Instruments, and their Construction ; illustrated,

or. Svo d.,\sQd 1896

3390 [ORIGANUS, recte TOST (David)] Annorum Posteriorum XXX, incipientium ab A. Chr.

1625 et desinentium in annum 16.54, Ephemerides Brandenburgice Ctelestium Motuum et

Temporum, summa diligentia in Luminaribus Calculo Dnplici Tychoni.s et Prutenico, in reliquis

Planetis Prutenico sen Copernicajo elaborata? ; with woodcuts, thick 4to. old calf (wanting title

and 9 preliminary lines), \ls Qd Francofurti ad Viadrum, 1609

3.391 ORLANDI (Giuseppe) Tacheometria : Corso pratico di Topogiafia Nuraenca, 2*1* Edizione

;

illustrated, sq. 8vo. cl., 4^ 6c? Tortno, 1896

3.392 ORR'S Circle of the Sciences : Treatises on the Principles of Science, with their Application

to Practical Pursuits, with coloured maps, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, COMPLETE m
9 vols, large post Svo. hf. calf extra {nice set), \5s (p. £2. 5s Qd in cl.) J^?^d^

Cf)NTKNi-8 :— I. Physiology and Anatomy, by Sir R. Owen, R. L. Latham, etc.: IT. Mathematical Scjence.s by J. K.

Young, J. F. Twisden. etc. Mil. and VI. Zoology and Botany, by E. Smith and W. S. Dallas : IV. Elementary Chemistry,

by J. Scoffern : V. Geolopy and Mineralogy, by D T. Ansted, J. Teiuiant, etc. : VII. Practical A.stronomy and Meteorology,

by J. R. Young, E. J. Lowe, etc. : VIII. Practical Chemistry, by J. Scoffern, etc. : IX. Mechanical Philosophy, by W.
Mit-ohell, J. R. Yonng, etc. , .

3393 Vol. II : The Mathematical Sciences, by J. R. Young, J. F. Twisden, pr., and Alex.
Jardine, diagrams. 8vo. cl., 2s 1^^**

3.394 Vol. IV : Geology and Physical Geography, Mineralogy and Crystallography,
illustrated, 8vo. cl., 2s I860

3395 Vol. V ; Nautical and Practical Astronomy, and Meteorology, illustrated, 8vo.

cl.,2s 1-60

IJ
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3396 O'REILLY (R., delV Accademia di Bologna) Saggio suU' Imbiancamento, colla Descrizione

del NUOVO Metodo d' Imbiancare per mezzo del Vapore, dopo il Processo di Chaptal, e la sua
Applicazione alle Arti, tradotto, con Note, da Gaetano Maria La Pira ; with 14 plates of
Bleaching Apparatus, etc., 8vo. vellum {binding damaged), Is 6d Napoli, 1804

3397 ORTEGA [hie HORTEG-A] (Juan de, Ord. Pred.) Tractado Subtilissimo d' Arismetica y
de Geometria, ahora de nueuo emendado con miicha diligecia por GONCALO BusTO d' muchos
errores que aula en algunas impressiones passadas. Van anadidas en esta impression las prueuas
desde reduzir hasta partir quebrados, y en las mas de las figuras de geometria sus prueuas, con
ciertos auisos subjetos al Allgebra, y al fin deste tractado 13 exemplos de arte mayor ; with
woodcut title in red and black, and diagrams ; printed in a handsome gott)ic letter, sm. 4to. Spanish

calf extra, richly tooled back {a few headlines shorn, and a very small hole in title, also one I.

mended, and a few letters defaced ; otherwise a VERY SOUND AND CLEAN COPY) ; very rare,

£6. 65 [Sevilla,'] 1552
The original Spanish editions of the above work (which more generally occurs in French editions with the author's name

Gallicised as L'Ortie) are of extreme rarity, the earliest edition quoted by Antonio being that printed at Granada in 1563.

The above edition was unknown alike to Brunet and Graesse, and Prof, de Morgan possessed only a French translation of

which he mentions :
' This is perhaps the first book in French on commercial arithmetic. I have not found mention of it

in any catalogue. It is a good Italian importation, through Spain : and must have made the readers of the Boethian school
stare to see what arithmetic really could do.'

There is no notice of the author in any biography, nor was the work known to Montucla or Poggendorff.

3398 OSBORN (Henry Stafford, Lafayette College) The Metallurgy of Ibon and Steel, Theo-
retical and Practical, in all its Branches, with special reference to American Materials and
Processes, with Qfolding plates and 230 woodcuts, very thick roy. 8vo. cL, uncut, £1. 10* (p. £6.)

Philadelphia, 1869

3399 Practical Manual of Minerals, Mines, and Mining: Suggestions as to the Localities

and Associations of all the Useful Minerals, Methods for their Analyses, and Hints on the various

Operations of Mining, including Architecture and Construction, 35 plates ivith 171 figures, roy.

8vo. cL, 85 %d (p. £1. \s) ibidem, 1888

3400 OSTHOrr (Georg) Hulfsbuch zur Anfertigung von Kostenberechnungen ini Gebiete
des Ingenieurwesens, 2. Auflage, 8vo. cl., 3s Leipzig, 1883

3401 OSTWALD (Wilhelm, Univ. Leipzig) Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Chemie, Band I

:

Stochiometrie, 2. umgearbeitete [neueste] Auflage ; with 173 woodcuts, 1 vol. roy. 8vo. in 2,

hf calf [out ofprint), £1. 5* Leipzig, 1891

3402 Band IT, II. Teil : Verwandtschaftslehre, 2. umgearbeitete [neueste]
Auflage ; with 389 illustrations, thick roy. 8vo. sewn, £1, (p. M. 29. nett) ib., 1896-1902

Well-known as the great text-book of physical chemistry. The ' Lehrbuch ' has never been translated into English.

3403 Manual of Physico-Chemical Measurements, trans, by James Walker, with 188
woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 7* nett) 1894

3404 Outlines of General Chemistry, trans., with Author's Sanction, by James Walker,
F.R.S., 58 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. (out ofprint), 10s 1890

JUST published at 7* Qd nett :

3405 Der Werdegang einer Wissenschaft : GemeinverstJindliche Vortriige aus der Geschichte
der Chemie, 2. vermehrte Auflage der ' Leitlinien der Chemie,' post 8vo. cl. Leipzig, 1908

An excellent short history of chemistry.

3406 OTT (Karl v.) The Elements of Graphic Statics, trans, by Sir George Sydenham Clarke,
F.R.S., 93 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1888

3407 0[UGHTRED] (W[illiam, pr.^) The Circles of Proportion and the Horizontal Instru-
ment. The Former shewing the maner how to work Proportions both .simple and compound . . .

newly increased with an Additament for Navigation . . . the Later teaching how to work most
Qu?estions, which may be performed by the Globe : and to delineat Dialls upon any kind of

Plaine ; with the excellent Use of TWO Rulers for Calculation, trans, from the Latine by
William Forster, first edition, with 3 folding plates, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams,
sm. 4to. contemporary limp vellum (rare), £1. 15* A. Mathewes, 1633

'The addition above named gives the first description of the sliding rule. The circles of proportion are what would
now be called circular sliding rules ; and the two rulers are the common sliding rule, the rulers being kept together by the
hand. Various errors are afloat about the invention of the sliding rule. Some give it to Wingate, some to Guuter, some to
Partridge. But the truth is that Oughtred inventsd them.'—Pro/, de Morgan.

It also contains the first account of the author's invention (made in 1600) of a projected horizontal instrument for
delineating dials on any kind of plane.

3408 Clavis Mathematic^e denuo limata, sive potius fabricata, cum aliis quibusdam ejusdem
Commentationibus ; Ed. III. auctior et emendatior ; with diagrams, 12mo. contemporary calf {some
II. worrned, otherwise a sound copy) ; rare, \os

'

Oxoniae, L. Lichfield, 1652
' His Clavis Mathematicue is a good systematic text-book on arithmetic, and contains practically all that was then

known on the subject. In this work he introduced the symbol x for multiplication. He also introduced the symbol :

:

in proportion : previously to this time a proportion such as a : b = c : d was usually written a - b - c - d ; he denoted it

a.h::c.d.'—lV.W. B.Bali.

3409 Trigonometria : hoc est, Modus computandi Triangulorum Latera et Angulos, ex Canone
Mathematico traditus et demonstratus, cum Tabulis Sinuum, Tangent: et Secant: etc.; ivith

numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. large and sound copy in contemporary ivhite vellum {rare), £1. 55

Londini, R. et L. W. Leybourn, 1657
' Oughtred also wrote a treatise on trigonometry published in 1657, in which abbreviations for sine, cosine, etc. were

employed. This was really an important advance, but the works of Girard and Oughtred, in which they were used, wero
neglected and soon forgotten, and it was not until Euler reintroduced contractions for the trigonometrical functions that
they were generally adopted.'— IK. W. R. Ball.

V. Clark {No. 804), ante.
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No. 3415 {page 171).

An early forerunner of the bicycle (A.D. 1774).
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3410 OTTLEY (W. C, Cains Coll.. Cantab.) Treatise oa the Differential Calculus, with
Collection of Examples: on Differential Equations, with Examples: Hamilton (Henry
Parr, F.R.S., Dean of Sarum) Analytical System of Conic Sections, Srd Ed.—3 vols. 8vo. in 1,

with diaqrams ; hf. morocco gilt, t. e. g., Ss Cambridge, 1837-2-4

3411 Treatise on Differential Equations, with Collection of Examples, 8vo. boards,

a? Qd ib., 1832
3412 Another Copy, with auto. * J. W. Colenso, St. John's Coll. Cambridge ' [Bp. of Natal],

^s^d
3413 Treatise on the Integral Calculus, with a Collection of Examples, Svo. boards,

Ss 6d ib.y 1838
3414 OUDEMANS (Jan Abraham Christiaan) Beschrijving en Afbeelding van een Uni-

versaal-Instuument van Repsold ; with 2.folding plates, roy. 4to. sewn, 45 Leiden, 1852
The ' universal iiistniment' was made for astronomical jjurposes during an astronomical exi)cdition to the Dutch East

Indies.

3415 OVENDEN (— ) : DESCRIPTION of a Machine to travel without Horses : Invented by
Mr. Ovenden, at Mr. Jacob's and Viny's, Blackfriara Rd., London, 1 p. of Text, and copperplate,

Svo. sewn {very rare), 10s %d [1774]
This is probably the earliest fuot-driven carriage invented, and as such the forerunner of the bicycle, although both

inventor and invention have fallen into utter oblivion.

The niachine is statetl to be 'capable of travelling, with ease, six miles in an hour; and, by a particular e/:ertion of the
footman, might travel nine or ten miles an hour on a good road, and even would go up a considerable hill.' The master
sat in fi out, while the ' footman ' did the work.

3416 OVERMAN (Frederick, Mining Engineer) The Manufacture of Iron, in all its various
Branches, with EssAY on the MANUFACTURE of Steel, 3rd Ed., revised, with 150 looodcuts,

roy. Svo. cL, 5s 6d Philadelphia, 1854
3417 Practical Mineralogy, Assaying, and Mining, etc., 2nd Ed., fcap. Svo. hf. calf

gilt, 2.V ibidem, 1854
3418 OVIDIO (Enrico d') Le ProprietX Fondamentali delle Curve di Second' Ordine, studiate

sulla Equazione generale di secondo Grado in Coordinate Cartesians ; with diagrams, Svo. sewn, 2s

Torino, 1876
3419 OXLEY (Thomas, c.e.) The Celestial Planispheres, or Astronomical Charts, with a

complete System of calculating Nativities by the Celestial Planispheres, new and improved Formula)
for Astronomical Calculations, choice Astrological Aphorisms, etc. etc. etc. ; with the Supple-
ment—2 vols. Svo. in 1, cl. {wanting plates), 6s 1830

3420 The Gem of Astral Sciences, or Mathematics of Celestial Philosophy ; with Improved
Formulae, new and expeditious Tables of Right Ascensions and Declinations of the Planets, etc. etc.,

4 copperplates, Svo. cl., 8s fid [1848]
In his preface the author claims to be the inventor of ' my Patent American hand Clearing Machines, and hand Clearing

Engines for cutting down standing Timber level with the ground, which have been used in the Western World for over a
quarter of a century', and of 'my lately patented Self-reefing and unrevfing Paddle Wheels, the Submarine Feathering
Propeller Wheels, and my Expanding and Contracting Proi>eller8, etc' He also claims to have invented and constructed
'the working model of a steam boat, some 10 years before one was seen on the River Thames'. The modest inventor
is li.iwovcr not mentioned in D. N. Ji.

3421 OXYGEN:— Beschreibung einiger zum Gebrauch der dephlogistisirten Luft bey dem
Blaserohr und Schmelzfeuer eingerichteten Maschinen, samt einer Anweisung sich die

dephlogistisirte Luft in Menge zu verschaffen; vnth 2 folding plates on copper, 12mo.
boards {rare), 12s 6d Tubingen, 1785

The first part consists of a description of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe, and the second of a machine to produce oxygen in

large quantities, devised by the anonymous author himself.

3422 OZANAM (Jacques) Dictionnaire Mathematique, dans lequel Ton trouve, outre les Termes

Ide cette science, plusieurs Termes des Arts et des autres sciences ; avec des raisonnemens qui con-

duisent pen h pen I'esprit a une connaissance universelle des Mathcmatiques ; with numerous
copperplates and woodcuts, 4to. old calf gilt, S* 6d 1691

3423 [ ] Methode de Lever les Plans et les Cartes de Terre et de Mer ; with copperplates

of Surveying Instruments, etc., and diagrams, 16mo. fine copy in old calf gilt, with bookplate of
Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 6s 1700

.3424 Recreations Mathematical and Physical ; laying down and solving many Profitable

and Delightful Problems, done into English, with 27 copperplates, and numerous woodcuts, sm. Svo.

old hf. russia, Qs 1708

3425 New Edition, lately recomposed, and greatly enlarged by J. E. MONTUCLA ; and now
trans., with many Additions and Ohservations, by CHARLES HUTTON, F.R.S., with ^8 folding
plates, 4 thick vols. Svo. old calf gilt {broken), 12* 6c? 1S03

• I believe that it would be difficult to find in any of the books current in England on mathematical amusements as
many as a dozen puzzles which are not contained in oi.e of thes^e four volumes*.

—

W. W. R. Ball. The above edition has
also been used, and is frequently referred to, in Mr. Ball's Mathematical Recreations and Problems.

' Cet ouvrage curieux contient la solution d'une foule de problemos. On y trouve encore un traitd de Jiorloges elementaires,

une dissertation sur les lamj^s perpetueUcs, enfin nn ample recueil de tours de gobelets et descamotago '.—^tterard.

3426 Trait6 de Fortification, contenant les M^thodes anciennes et modernes pour la Con-
struction et la Deffense des Places, et la Manibre de les attaquer ; with 44 copperplates, Svo. old calf

gilt, with marginal notes in an old hand, 5s 1694

3427 L'UsAGE de Compas de Proportion, explique et demonstrd d'une Manibre courte et

facile, et augments d'un Trait6 de la Division des Champs ; dernibre t^d., augmentde ; with 2
copperplates of the Compass, and numerous diagrams, Svo. old calf gilt, 8s 6d 1736

The author was a noted mathematician of his time, and his name recalls that of Frederic Ozanam and the short-lived
Catholic Revival in Franco under Lacordaire.

3427*OZANNE (Jeanne Franijoise) Diffeb^nts Sujets de Marine ; with engraved title, and 11

copperplates, rrprcscntinq small craft of various rig, oblorg 12mo. hj. cl.,.\2s6d [c. 17S0]
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3428 OZANNE (Nicolas Marie ; brother of theforegoing) Marine Militaire, ou Recueil des differens

Vaisseaux qui servent a la Guerre, suivi des Manoeuvres qui ont le plus de raport au Combat ainsi

qua I'Ataque et la Defence des Ports ; 5^ fine vignettes on copper, with text engraved beneath, roy.

8vo. fine copy in contemporary French mottled calf gilt (rare), £1. 10* [c. 176U]

3429 [PACIOLI (Luca, Ord. Min'.)] SuMA de Arithmetica Geometria Proportioni & Propor-
TIONALITA ; sig. a^ surrounded by fine woodcut border, also numerous woodcuts and geometrical

figures on margin after LEONARDO DA ViNCI, besides large woodcut initials, 2 vols, folio in 1, gotfttf

letter ; oldhf. vellum {blank margin oftitle and ofafew other II. mended, 2 pp. soiled, and blank corner

of 3 II. cutoff, otherwise a very sound and large copy, measuring llf x 8J inches); very
rare, £9. 15* [last leaf:] Vinegia . . . Paganino de Paganini da Brescia. M.CCCC.LXLIIIJ

[1494] . adi. 10. de nouebre.
The above constitutes the earliest printed book on algebra. Hain-Copinger 4105. Proctor 516S.

3430 Another Copy, hf parchment; wantingf 24 of vol. II, some II. wormed, last I. mended,
also partly water-stained, but a VERY LARGE COPY (12 x 8^ inches), £6. 65

The above copy is in a very rare state {prohahly unique) in having no woodcut border round sig. a, and in a large

number of the smaller woodcut initials, as well as the large one on sig. al being left out, while for a large initial on page 1

of vol. II is substituted one of a wholly different design.

3431 Seconda Edizione : JSUMMA de Arithmetica, Geometria, Proportioni, et Propor-
TIONALITA, nouamente impressa ; with fine woodcut border on title and first leaf of text, and num-
erous fine luoodcut initials [one giving the author^s portrait), besides numerous diagrams on margin,

folio, gotl^ic lettei* ; hf vellum (title slightly mended, otherwise a fine copy) ; very rare, £6.

[col. .'] per Paganino, in Tusculano sulla riva dU laco Benacense, 1523

3432 Another Copy, hf. russia extra (an exceptionally fine and tall copy, measuring

Hi X 81 inches), £7. Ms Qd
The above second edition is as rare as the first, and perhaps preferable to it on account of its typographical execution.

The author, perhaps better known as Luca di Borgo [or Burgo], the name he took on entering religion, was the first to

introduce symbols in algebra.
' In the arithmetic Pacioli gives rules for the four simple processes, and a method for extracting square roots. He

deals pretty fully with all questions connected with mercantile arithmetic, in which he works out numerous examples, and
in particular discusses at great length bills of exchange and the theory of book-keei>ing by double entry. This part was
then the first systematic exposition of algoristic arithmetic. . . . In the algebra he discusses in some detail simple and
quadratic equations, and problems on numbers which lead to such equations. He mentions the Arabic classification of
cubic equations, but adds that their solution appears to be as impossible as the quadrature of the circle. . . . Though
much of the matter described is taken from Leonardo's Liber Abaci, yet the notation in which it is expressed is superior to

that of Leonardo,' etc. etc. etc.— JF. W. R. Ball.
' In the mathematical writings of the monk Luca Pacioli symbols began to appear. They consisted merely in abbrev-

iations of Italian words, such as p for pi^i, m for raeno, co for cosa . .
.

'

—Prof. Cajori.

3433 PADOVANI (Giovanni de ; Latine Joannes Paduanius, Veronensis) De Compositione, et

Usu Multiformium Horologiorum Solarium ad omnes totius Orbis Kegiones, ac Situs in

qualibet Superlicie ; nunc denuo niultis in Locis illustratum et auctum ; adiectre sunt pra-terea

peculiares Method! ad dignoscenda stellarum loca, et supputandas quascunque tabulas, tarn per
minutissimum caleulum, quam per instrumentum nunquam hactenus ab uUo excogitate ; wdh
vignette on title, and numer'ous other woodcuts, 4to. old vellum, £1. 10s

Venetiis, apud Franc. Franciscium, 1582
Houzeau-Lancaster No. 11,375. A very rare work. An earlier edition, containing less than half the above, was

published in 1.570.

3434 PAGANI (Francesco, da Bagnacavallo) Arithmetica Prattica Utilissima, artificiosamente
ordinata ; nella quale si contiene il vero, e facile MoDO di Conteggiare, con mold Quesiti im-
portanti, e necessarij a Ragionieri, a Mercanti, et ad ogni persona, in tutti i Paesi, cr. 4to., large
copy in old limp vellum, £1. 10s Ferrara, Vitt. Baldini, 1591
a very rare- work, quite unknown to Prof, de Morgan, who did not even mention it in his * List of 1.580 Names of

Reported Authors of Works on Arithmetic,' nor to Poggendorff, Graesse, Brunet, and others.

3435 PAGE (James Morris, Univ. Virginia) Ordinary Differential Equations, with Intro-
duction to Lie's Theory of the Group of One Parameter, post 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 6s 6g^) 1897

3436 PAINVIN (Louis) Theorie des Surfaces Polaires d'un Plan [Extrait, pp. 198] ; ivith

diagrams, 8vo. cl., 2s Qd [1866]
3437 PAL.AZ (Adrien, Lausanne) Treatise on Industrial Photometry, with special Application

to Electric Lighting, trans, by George W. Patterson Jr., and Meril Rowley Patterson,
with 92 illustrations and diagrams, roy. 8vo. cl., 6s Qd ip. 12s 6c?) New York, 1891

The only work published on this subject.
3438 PALLISER (John William) Complete Course of Problems in Practical Plane

Geometry, diagrams, obi. 4to. cl., 2s M [1871]
3439 PALMER (Charles, Geyit.) Treatise on the Sublime Science of Heliography, satisfactorily

demonstrating our Great Orb of Light, the SuN, to be absolutely no other than a Body of
Ice ! Overturning all the received Systems of the Univer.se hitherto extant; proving the cele-
brated and indefatigable Sir Isaac Newton, in his Theory of the Solar System, to" be as far
removed from the Truth, as any of the Heathen Authors of Greece or Kome, Svo. (pp. 54),
sewn (rare), 10s 1798

The author burnt some tobacco with a burning glass, for which he found he could substitute a lens made of ice ; which
led him to the discovery that 'the sun is a crystalline body receiving the radiance of God,' etc. etc.

3440 PALMER (Major-Gen. Henry Spencer, r.e.) The Ordnance Survey of the Kingdon : its
Objects, Mode of Execution, History, and present Condition, Svo. cl., 2s M 1873

3441 PALMIERI (Luigi, Univ. Naples) The Eruption of Vesuvius in 1872, with Notes and Intro,
on the present State of Terrestrial Vulcanicity, the Cosmical Nature and Relations of Vulcanoes
and Eartliquakes, etc., by Kobert Mallet, f.r.s. ; ^plates, roy. Svo. cl. [scarce), 8s (Sd 1873

Important for the editor's preface (pp. V8), in which he lays the foundation of his theory of the fracturing and folding
origin of the earth's emst.
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3442 [PAMAN (Roger)] The Harmony of the Ancient and Modern Geometry asserted, plates
and diagrams^ 4to. sewn, As 1744

An answer to Bp. Berkeley's * Analyst ' (g. v. ante).

3443 PAMBOUE. (Fraiwjois Marie Guyonneau, Comte de) Practical Treatise on Loco-
motive Engines on Railways, with Formuhe fonnded on a great many New Experiments on
the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, with many ditterent Engines and considerable Trains of
Carriages ; with Appendix, showing the Expense of conveying Goods, by Locomotive Engines, on
Railroads, with 'ifolding copperplates, 8vo. c/., 'uncut (SCARCE), 12* Qd 1836

First Edition of the first En^lbh work on Locomotive Engineering, giving copious formulse for resistance, curves,
fuel consumption, etc. etc.

3444 Second Edition, increased by a great many New Experiments and Researches, with
ofolding copperplates, thick 8vo. cL, or, hf. calf. Is iSd 1840

3445 The Theory of the Steam Engine, showing the Inaccuracy of the Methods in Use for
calculating the Effects or the Proportions of Steam Engines, and supplying a Series of Practical
Forniuhu, etc. etc. etc., 8vo. /</ calf (scarce). Is 6d 1839

'The investigations of the Count de Pauibour on tlie theory of the steam engine were conducive to the progress of
thermodynamics by pointing out the proper mode of applying mechanical principles to the expansive actiou of an elastic
Huid. '—iVo/. RankiM, F.R.S.

ff j t> if i~"

3446 PANIZZA (Francesco) Aritmetica Pratica, 12mo. c/., 1* Milano, 1894
3447 PAPER, Rki'ort of the Society of Arts Committee on the Deterioration of, with

Appendixes, inipl. 8vo. sewn, Is (id 1898
3448 PAPPI Alexandrini Mathematics Collectiones a Fkederico Commanding in Latinum

conver.sii', et Commentariis illustratae, editio princeps ; unth woodcuts and numerous diagrams^
folio, sound and tall copy in old calf gilt, red edges, I6s (id Pisauri^ 1588

' Volume pen commun.'—JSntnf^
3449 _— EpiTiO Nova : in hac nostra Editione ab innumeris, quibus scatebant Mendis, et

pnecipue in Groeco contextu diligenter vindicata [a Carolo Manolessio] ; with Austrian arms
engraved on title, woodcuts, and numerous diagrams, folio, old calf (a number of II. badly stained
on blank margin, otherwise a sound and tall copy), £1. Botionice, 1660

•
. . . From tiie Seventh Book, which is th? longest and most valuable, i.s derived a large part of our knowledge of

Greek geometry. Many of the writings here analysed are no longer extant, and it is on the indications (e. g. Euclid's
Porismi) which Pappus gives of the object or the contents of them that the geometers of the 17th and 18th Centuries
relied for their restorations of these writings. . . . Several of the books contain important theorems, the discovery of
which is probably due to Pappus himself. One of these has been long associated with the name of Guldinus (1577-1()43).
Some others have received a brilliant development from the mathematicians of modern times.'

V. Aristarchus, ante.

3450 PARACELSUS (Aureolus Philippus Theophrastus Bombast ab Hohenheim, dictus)
Opera Medico-Chemica sive Parauoxa, cum Indicibus ; with woodcuts, including portrait,
11 V. in 1 : Bertheonea, sive Chirurgia Minor, 1 v.—2 very thick vols. 4to. original pressed
pigskin, with clasps [browned throughout as usual) ; RARE, £3. 3s [Francofarti a. M.,] 1603-5

This Latin edition was unknown to Poggendorff, Graesse, Brunet, and Ebert.

3451 , The Hermetic and Alchemical Writings of, now for the first Time translated faith-
fully and unabridged ; edited, with Notes, copious Hermetic Vocabulary, and Index, by
Arthur Edward Waite, printed on specially made antique paper, 2 vols. 4to. cl., uncut, t. e. g.
(SCARCE), £1. \bs 1894

' Containing the whole and unabridged body of literature attributed to this celebrated adept, treating directly of
Alchemy and the tran.scendental doctrines and pliysics of the Magnum Opus ; besides the whole Paracelsian Literature of
the Great Elixir and the Universal Medicine, and an exhaustive Catena of Alchemical References scattered throughout
his chirurgical works.'

3452 ^i Fasciculus Paracelsic;e Medicine Veteris et non Novx', per Flo.sculos Chimicos
et Medicos, tanquam in compendiosnm Promptuarium collectus, in quo de Vita, Morte, et Resus-
citatione Kerum, de Tuenda et Conservanda Sanitate, necnon Expellendo Morbo per Instaura-
tionem Virium Naturalium, de Prteparationibus Medicamentoruni, etc. etc. etc., Gerardo
DoRNEO interprete, sm. 4to. new hf. calf antique {rare), 16s Qd Francofurti a. M., 1581

3453 : Paracelsus his Aurora, and Treasure of the Philosophers. Also of the Water-
Stone of the Wise Men ; describing the matter of, and manner how to obtain the Universal
Tincture. Faithfully Englished. And Published by J. H., Oxon., 16mo. old hf. calf {sound and
clean copy), rare, £1. 1* G. Calvert, 1659

' Paracelsus was the man who, in the first half of the XVI. century, opened out new paths for chemistry and medicine
by uniting them both. To him is undoubtedly due the merit of freeing chemistry from the restraining fetters of alchemy,
by a clear definition of scientific aims. He taught that ' the object of chemistry is not to make gold, but to prepare
medicines."— Pro/, E. v. Meyer.

3154 V. Sendivogius, ;)05<.

3455 ' PARALLAX ' : Zetetic Astronomy—v. Rowbotham, post.
3456 PARDIES (Ignace Gaston, s.j.) Elemens de Geometrie, oil par une M^thode courte et

aisee Ton pent apprendre . . . les plus belles Inventions dcs anciens et des nouveaux Geometres,
4'"*^ Ed. ; with woodcuts, etc., 24mo. old calj gilt {back slightly damaged), with bookplate of Philip
2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., As Qd

'

1683
3457 Short, but yet Plain Elements of Geometry, rendered into EngliHh by John Harris,

D.D., F.R.S., 3rd Ed., with manyNew Propositions, Additions, and useful Improvements, rfia^raw*,
16mo. old calf gilt {fine copy), icith Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 5s 6d 1705

3158 [PARIS (John Ayrton, m.d., p.r.c.p.)] Philosophy in Sport made Science in Earnest : an
Attempt to illustrate to First Principles of Natural Philosophy by the aid of Popular Toys and
Sports, new Ed., with numerous characteristic woodcuts by GEORGE Cruikshank, and diagrams,
cr. 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), \Qs Qd 1833

The illustrations to this long popular book, with those to Pkttigrew's ' Egyptian Mummies,' represent George
Cruikshank in the unusual role of a scientific illustrator.
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3459 PARIS da MONTEFANO (Ludovico, Ord. Min) ScALA d' Araceli Moltiplicata. Opera

plena de meraviglie, dove per molte vie si mostra, come in rebus creatis no si trova cosa, eh' in

quantita numerica arrivi al numero prodotto dalla moltiplicatione dupplicativa fatta sopra tutti h 124

aradiui di detta scalinata: eccettuati li gradi della gratia santiticante della Madre de Dio; li

quali lo superano quasi infinito, sm. 4to. old hf. morocco gilt, 15s Roma, 1652

Very rare, aiid unknown to Poggendorff, Brunet, Graesse, etc. 'An exceedingly scarce and curious working of a sum

346o'p1aRKEr7j.VS^. John's Coll., Cantab.) Elementary Thermodynamics, numerous diagrams,

cr 8vo. cl., 4s 6d (p. 9s) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1891

3461 PARKES (Samuel, manufacturing chemist) Chemical Catechism, with copious Notes,

Vocabulary of Chemical Terms, useful Tables, and instructive and amusing Experiments,

2nd Ed., with considerable Additions, /ron^., thick Svo. boards, uncut {back torn off), Is Qd 1807

The most popular of the author's works, which went through numerous editions.

3462 PARKINSON (James, Hoxton) The Chemical Pocket-Book ; or Memoranda Chemica

;

^arranged in a Compendium of Chemistry, 3rd Ed., with the Latest Discoveries, engravedfront.

of Economical Laboratory, and vignette, fcap. Svo. hf. bound (water-stained), 3s 6d 1803

The author a surgeon in Hoxton, is best known for his ' Organic Remains of a Former World,' whose appearance

Dr Martell considered ' a memorable event in the history of British Paheoutology.' He was also examined before the

Privy Council in connexion Avith the 'Pop-Gun Plot' to assassinate George III. at the theatre by means of a poisoned dart.

3463 PARKINSON (Stephen, d.d. ; St. John's Coll., Cantab. ; f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on

Mechanics, with Examples, 2nd Ed., revised, diagrams, post 8vo.d. {cover soiled), 2s6o? (p. 9s 6t^)

Cambridge, 1861

3464 Third Edition, revised, diagrams, post Svo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 9s 6d) ibidem, 1863

34(55 Treatise on Optics, 2nd Ed., revised, diagrams, post Svo. cl., 3s (p. 10s 6rf) 1866

3466 Third Edition [enlarged], diagrams, post Svo. cl., 4s (p. 10s Qd) 1870

3467 Fourth [last] Edition, revised, diagrams, post Svo. cl., 5s (p. 10s 6d) 1884

Prof. Parkinson was Senior Wrangler in 1845 when the late Lord Kelvin was second. ' In the IS years of his tutorship

nearly a thousand pupils passed under his care, and ' Parkinson's side ' was an important factor in the prosperity of St.

John's College.'—i). N. B. The retable in the new Chapel is in his memory.

3468 PARNELL (Col. the Hon. Arthur, r.e.) The Action of Lightning, and the Means of De-

fending Life and Property from its Effects, cr. Svo. cl. {out ofprint), 3s Qd (p. 7s Qd) 1882

3469 PARR (G. D. Aspinall) Electrical Engineering in Theory and Practice, icith 282 illus-

trations, Svo. cl., t. e. g., 8s 60? (p. 12s nett) 1906

3470 PARSEY (Arthur ; miniaturist) The Quadrature of the Circle discovered. Submitted

to the Consideration of the Royal Society, on whose Protection the Author humbly throws him-

self, with folding plate, Svo. (pp. 24), sewn {rare), 10s Qd printed for the author, 1832

With author's inscription to Patrick Kelly, ll.d., mathematician (1756-1842), and MS. note by the former. The author,

who also distinguished himself as a paradoxer on perspective, found 3.0625 as value for n.

3471 PARSHALL (Horace F., m.ic.e.), and Henry Mete alf HOBART, m.le.e. : Electric
Railway Engineering, with 437 illustrations, including many folding plates, thick 4to. cl.,

£1. 10s (sells £2. 2s nett) 1907

3472 PARTINGTON (Charles Frederick) Historic and Descriptive Account of the Steam
Engine, comprising the various Modes of employing Elastic Vapour as a Prime Mover in Me-
chanics ; with Appendix of PATENTS and Parliamentary Papers, 8 fine folding plates on copper

of historic engines, besides woodcuts, Svo. boards, uncut. Is Qd 1822
Containing a bibliography on the subject from 1629 to 1822.

3473 PASCAL (Blaise) ffiuvRES [Completes, puhliees, avec Discours sur sa Vie et ses Guvrages

(pp. 119), par Charles Bossut, s.j.] ; with engraved portrait, and woodcuts, 5 vols. Svo. old calf

gilt {binding slightly damaged), £1. Is La Haye [Paris], 1779
Still a much esteemed edition, containing Nicole's elogium, and the cpitapli by Proust de Chambourg. Vols. 4 and 5

comprise Pascal's mathematical writings, and vol. 3 pieces attributed to him.

3474 CEuvRES Completes [avec sa Vie par Mme. Perier (Gilberte Pascal)] ; with dia-

grams, 3 vols, post Svo. cl., 5s 1882-1-0
Including the mathematical works.

3475 [ ] Lettres de A. Dettonville, contenant quelques-unes de ses Inventions de Geo-
metrie, s^avoir la Resolution de tons les Prohlemes touchant la Roulette, I'Egalit^ entre les Lignes

courhes de toutes sortes de Roulettes, et des Lignes Eliptiques, I'Egalite entre les Lignes Spirale,

et Parabolique, etc. etc. etc., premiere edition; with 4: plates, 4to. old calf gilt (very rare),
£5. 5s G. Desprez, 1659

Containing Pascal's celebrated treatises on the properties of the cycloid, called roulette by the author. Misled by this

name, one of the weekly journals which provide mental food for the British Public informed its readera that Pascal was
the inventor of the game of this name as played at Monte Carlo !

3476 Traitez de I'Equilibre des Liqueurs et de la Pesanteur de la Masse de I'Air, con-

tenant I'Explication des Causes de divers eifets de la nature qui n'avoient point este hien connus
jusques ici, & particulieremet de ceux que Ton avoit attribuez k I'horreur du Vuide, premiere
(Edition ; with 2 folding plates, 12mo. handsomely bound in red Levant morocco, tooled inside

borders, g. e. (CHOICE COPY) ; VERY RARE, £2. 12* Qd a. e., 1603
Containing his law on the pressure of fluids, as well as an account of the famous Puy de Dome experiments, which

conclusively proved the pressure of air. At end is an account of Robert Boyle's experiments and observations on the
same subject,

3477 Traite du Triangle Arithmetique, avec quelques autres petits Traitez sur la mesme
Matiere, premiere edition; with 1 plate, 4to. old ca^/(RARE), £3. 15* a. e., 1665

Containing the important treatises that made Pascal the founder of the mathematical theory of probabilitieo.

3478 : BouTROUX (Emile, de VInstitut) Pascal ; trans, by Ellen Margaret Creak, with
Notes ;

portraits, views, andfss., post Svo. cl., 3s (p. 5* nett) Manchester, 1902

3479 : ViNET (Alexandre) I^tudes sur Blaise Pascal, Svo. sewn, 3s Qd 1848
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3480 PARTHEIL (Gustav) Die drahtlose Telegraphie ; illustrated, roy. 8vo. sewn, \s Berlin, 1902
3481 PASCH (Moritz, Giessen) Einleitung in die Differential- und Integral- Rechnung ;

with 53 diagrams, large 8v<). sewn, 2s (p. M. 3.20) Leipzig, 1882
3482 PASCOLi (Alessandro) Del MOTO, che nei Mobili si refonde per Impulso Esteriore ; with

7 plates, 4to. old calf gilt {fine copy), ivith bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 6*

Roma, 1723
3483 PASI (Bartholomeo di, di Venetia) Tariffa de Pesi e Mesure correspondenti dal Levante

al PonEte: da una Terra a Taltra : e a tutte le parte de Mondo: con la Noticia delle Robe die
se trazeno da iino Paese per I'altro ; nuonamente cO diligentia ristampata, thick 12mo. original

hf. adf, oaken boards [title wanting, but a sound copy) ; very rare, £1. 5*

[col. :] Venetia per Alexddro di Bindoni, 1521
3484 Altra Edizione, con Tavola copiosissima, e facilissima a trovare ogni cosa per ordine,

nuouamete fatta : e con somma diligeza revista e stjlpata ; title within woodcut border, 12tuo. fine
COPY in vellum (RARE), £2. 2* [col. .] Vinegia, Pietro di Nicolini da Sabbio, 1540

• Livre curieux et asMCz rare'.--Br«n«/.

3485 PASLEY (General Sir Charles William, r.e., f.r,s ) Complete Course of Practical
Geometry, including Conic Sections, and Plan Drawing; treated on a Principle of peculiar
Perspicuity ; 2nd K<1., much enlarged, with diagrams, thick 8vo. hf. cl., 5s 1822

348G PASSERINI (Pelle^ino) La NoN Insufficienza dell' Attuale Sistema di Scrittura
Doi'PiA e la Tenlta dei CoNTi in Partita Doppia, col Sistema Giornale-Mastro e suo Libro
Ausiliario, folio, sewn, Ss Qd Roma, 1875

3187 PASTEUR (Louis) Etudes sur la Biere : ses Maladies, Causes qui les provoqnent, Proc6d6
pour la rendre inalterable; avee une TiltORiE nouvelle de la FERMENTATION ; with 12 plates, and
85 cuts, 8vo. seion (scarce), £1. 10s 1870

Pasteur was the first to give the theory of vital fennentation, which has now quite superseded the contact tbeorj- of
Berzelius and Mitscherlich, as well as the tiiechanical one of Liebig.

3488 Studies on Fermentation : the Diseases of Beer, their Causes, and the Means of
preventing them, trans., with Notes, Index, and Original Illustrations, by Frank Faulkner and
D. Constable Robb, with 12 plates and 85 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., uncut (scarce), £1. Is 1879

a translation of the ' fitiule sur la Biere.

3489 ErUDES sur le Vinaigre, sa Fabrication, ses Maladies, Moyens de les pr(5venir: Nouvelles
Observations sur la Conservation des Vins par la Chaleur ; with woodcuts, 8vo. new hf. cl. (VERY
scarce), £1. 10* 1868

Containing the author's important investigations on acetic fermentation.

3490 : Duclaux (Emile ; directeur de VInstitut Pasteur) Pasteur : Histoire d'un Esprit ;

icith woodcuts, roy. 8vo. buckram extra, As Sceaux, 1896
3491 : Monument Pasteur et Institut Pasteur de Lille, inaugur^s le 9 Avril 1889; with

2 fine plates, 4to. sewn, 3s 6d Lille, 1899
3492 PASTORELLI'S WiND and Weather Indicator, and the Stations of the Meteorolo«ncal

Ottice, designed and constructed by Andrew Steinmetz, with map with movable wires, oblong
4to. mounted on cardboard, 2s 6d [c. 1875]

3493 PAUCTON (Alexis Jean Pierre) Theorie de la Vis d'ARCHiMtiDE, de laquelle on di^duit celle

des Moulins census d'une NouvELLE MANliiRE, avec la Construction d'un nouveau Lock ou
Sillonietre, et d'une sorte de Rames trfes-commodes, avec Dissertation sur la Resistance des Bois,

etc. ; with 7 plates, 12mo. sewn {rare), 6s 6d 1768
Containing i. a. : Moteur tr^s-r^gulier applicable aux pendules : Horloge de Sable pour la Mer : Nouveau Tube pour les

Baromctres, etc.

3494 PATJLUS Venetus [Paolo Nicoletti], Ord. S. Augustini: Physica Pauli Veneti, cum Textu
Argiropyli : Liber de Compositione Mundi

;
printed in got^ir Irtter, u^th titles within woodcut

borders, large initials, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams—2 vols, folio in 1, old stamped ccdf,

rebacked {some II. wormed or water-stained, but in sound condition), RARE, £1. Is

[colophon :] Lugduni, Antonius du Ry, 1525
A commentary on Aristotle's Physica, Meteorologica, etc., which served as a textlbook in the Italian univerBities for

ovt-r a century. The author (' un homme d'une vaste Erudition, mais d'une vanit<i insupportable '—Biogr. Gin.) must not be
coiifnnnded with the homonymous historian of the Council of Trent.

3495 PAULY (J.) NOTIONS Elementaires du Calcul Diff^rentiel et du Calcul Integral ;

ivith 75 diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn, is (p. F. 7.50) 1887

3496 PAYEN (Anselme) Industrial Chemistry, based on the German Edition by Stohmann and
E^xglkr, edited, with Chapters on the Chemistry of the Metals, etc., by B. H. PAUL, Q2S woodcuts,

thick 8vo. cl. {out of print), 8s 6d (p. £2. 2*) 1878

3497 PAYNE (William) Introduction to GEoyiETRYy with diagrams, 12mo. old calf {Joints broken),

2s 6d 1768

3498 PEACOCK (Daniel Mitford,pr., Trinity Coll., Cantab.) COMPARATIVE ViKW of the Principles
of the Fluxional and Differential Calculus, 8vo. (pp. 95), sewn {title soiled) ; scarce, 5s

Cambridge, 1819
A defence of the fluxional notation against the attempts of Dean Peacock, Sir J. F. W. Herschel, and Cliarles Babbage

(77. r. ante et ivfm) to introtluce the diflerential notation.

3499 PEACOCK (George, Dean of Ely ; F.R.S.) COLLECTION of EXAMPLES of the Applications of

the Differential and Integral Calculus, vdth 6 plates, 8vo. boards, uncut; or, hf. calf. Is dd
Cambridge, 1820

3500 Another Copy, unbound, 6.? Qd
Dean Peacock's first work.

3501 The Same, with Collection of Examples of the Applications of the Calculus of

Finite Differences, by [Sir] J. F. W. Herschel, f.r.s.—2 vols. 8vo. in \,hf.calf, lOsQd
ib., 1820
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3503 PEACOCK (George, Dean of Ely, f.r.s.) Both Treatises, ante, with Examples of the

Solutions of Functional Equations, by Charles Babbage, f.r.s. (pp. 42), plate—'d vols. 8vo.

in \,cl., \2s 6d Cambridge, 1820 [-20]
' To these admirable works was mainly due the restoration of mathematical science in England by introducing the

differential notation and continental methods of analysis'.—.rlfifftes M. Gierke.

See Nos. 194, 1883-4, and 2301-2, ante, and Thomas Young, post.

3504 Treatise on Algebra, first edition, with diagrams, thick Svo. hf. calf, 5s 6d ib., 1833

3505 [Second Edition, wholly rewritten and greatly enlarged], with diagrams, 2 vols. Svo.

hf cl., 10s Qd (p. £1. lis 6c?) ibidem, 1842-5

350C Another Copy, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf neat, lis 6c?

The above edition was so wholly rewritten as to amount to a different work, and is divided into Arithmetical Algebra

(v. I), and Symbolic Algebra, and its Applications to the Geometry of Position (v. II).

' He was one of the first to study seriously the fundamental principles of algebra and to fully recognise its purely

symbolic character. He advances, though somewhat imperfectly, the 'principle of the permanence of equivalent forms'

It assumes that the rules applying to the symbols of aritiimetical algebra apply also in symbolic algebra.'—Pro/. Cajori.

Dean Peacock was not only a great mathematician and a University reformer, but the whole-hearted restorer of Ely
Cathedral on Catholic lines, in conjunction with Prof. Willis, Sir Gilbert Scott as architect, and Mr. Beresford-Hope.

3507 PEACOCK (James, f.r.s.) Descriptions of Three Simple Instruments for drawing
Architecture, etc. in Perspective (1785)—u Cavendish, post.

3508 PEACOCK (Richard Atkinson, c.E., f.g.s.) Saturated Steam the Motive Power in

Volcanoes and Earthquakes; Great Importance of Electricity, 2nd Ed., improved [with
Supplement (pp. 60)],/ron^, post 8vo. hf. morocco neat {stamp on title) ; scarce, 5s 1882

3509 PEARSON (George, m.d., f.r.s.) Experiments with a View of decompounding Fixed Air,
or Carbonic Acid, 4to. (pp. 20), unbound (rare), 6s 6d 1792

' Among his most important chemical papers is that on the composition of carbonic acid, an extension of the work of

Smithson Tennant. which led Pearson to the discovery [described in the above paper] of calcium phosphide.'—D. N. B.

3510 PEARSON (Henry, Trinity Coll., Cantab.) Syllabus of Algebra, containing all its Principles

which are of any Utility in the more advanced Parts of Mathematics, Svo. boards, 2s 6rf

Cambridge, 1834
3511 [PEARSON (James, f.r.a.s., Vicar of Fleetwood)'] The Elements of the Calculus of Finite

Differences, treated on the Method of Separation of Symbols, 8vo. hf. cl. [very scarce),

10s Qd Cambridge, 1849
3512 Elementary Treatise on the Tides, based on that of Sir J. W. Lubbock, f.r.s., with

a newly-devised Method of Computation of the Heights of High Water at Liverpool, with
Factors for other Ports and Tables adopted by the Admiralty, 5 plates and map, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s 1881

3513 PEARSON (Karl; f.r.s.) The Grammar of Science, with 25 illustrations, cr. Svo. cl. {scarce),

5s 1892
Comprising : Facts of Science ; Scientific Law ; Cause and Effect ; Probability ; Space and Time ; Geometry of Motion

;

Matter ; Laws of Motion ; Life ; and Classification of Sciences.

3514 PEART (Edward, m.d.) On the Elementary Principles of Nature; and the Simple Laws
by which they are Governed : an Attempt to demonstrate their Existence, and to explain their

Mode of Action, particularly in . . . Cohesion, Gravitation, Magnetism and Electricity ; and also

Fire, Light, and Water, Svo. hf. calf gilt (rare), £I. Is Gainsborough, 1789
An extraordinary work, interesting for having been written at a time when chemical notions began to clarify into moie

rational theories. The author, while rejecting Priestley's as well as Lavoisier's tlieories, tries to explain physical
phenomena by assuming the existence of four elements— aether, phlogiston, the acid principle, and earth.

' The elementary principles of nature therefore are three ; two active, and one more pa.ssive or fixed. The two active
principles are Jither and Phlogiston ; and each of these, by their union with the more passive principles, forms a secondary
or more fixed principle; a fixed particle of matter, with an aethereal atmosphere, forms an earthly particle or principle

;

and with a phlogistic atmosphere, the acidifying principle.'—p. 24.

3515 PEAT (John, Incumbent of Sevenoaks Weald) THOUGHTS, in Verse, on a Plurality of

Worlds, post Svo. sewn, Is Qd 1856
Dedicated, with permission, to Sir David Brewster.

3516 PEATTIE (James) Steam Boilers : their Management and Working on Land and Sea,
illustrated, cr. Svo. hf calf gilt {title stamj ed), 2s 1888

3517 —;— Second Edition, with 35 diagrams, cr. Svo. cl.,2s (p. 5s) 1892
3518 PECHEUX (Hector) Traite theorique et pratique d'ELECTRiciT^, avec Notes additioiinelles de

J. Blondin et E. Neculcea. Preface de J. Violle ; with 789 woodcuts, roy. Svo. (pp. 739), sewn,
9s (p. F. 17. nett) [1904]

3519 PECKSTON (T. S., c.E.) Theory and Practice of Gas-Lighting : containing much original
Matter relative to Coal-Gas, 2nd Ed., with entirely new Treatise on the Economy of the Gases,
procured for Illuminating Purposes, from Oil, Turf, etc., 14 plates, Svo. boards; or, hf. bound,
Ss %d 1823

According to the preface the author planned and executed the gas works at Southampton, Dublin, Newport (I. W.),
Brentford, and Dudley.

3520 Pi:CLET (Jean Claude Eugene) Trait6 de la Chaleur : consider6e dans ses Applications :

4e [derniere] Edition, publide par A. Hudelo ; with 3 plates (1 coloured), and 702 woodcuts,
3 vols. roy. Svo. sewn, £1. (p. F. 50.) 1878

3521 PEDDIE (William, f.r.s.e.) Manual of Physics : an Introduction to the Study of Physical
Science, with over 200 illustrations, cr. Svo. cl., 3s (p. 7s Qd) 1892

3522 PEIRCE (Benjamin, Harvard Univ.) System of Analytic 'yiKcnxinic^, finely printed in large
type, with plate, large 4to. cl., uncut (scarce), ill. 10s Boston [Mass.], 1855

' I have reexamined the memoirs of the great geometers, and have striven to consolidate their latest researches and their
most exalted forms of thought into a consistent and uniform treatise '.—Preface.

' His demonstrations are always concise, and remarkable for the directness with which they attain their end. In the
present volume is an instance in which a proposition is establishel by a few lines of argument as clearly and incontrovertibly
as by the dozen pages which the first propounder of the theorem employed in its proof.'—r/lomas HUl, D.D. (President Oj

Harvard College).
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3523 P^LIGOT (Eugene Melchior, de VImtitut; discoverer of uranium) Recherches sur la

Nature et les Proprietes Chimiques des Sucres, 8vo. (pp. 65), sewn, 3s [1838]
3524 PELLATT (Apsley) Curiosities of Glass Making, with the Processes and Productions of

ancient and modern Glass Manufacture, withQfine COLOURED PLATES, and numerous woodcuts^
cr. 4to. calfg'Ut (rubbed), g. e. (scarce), £1. 1* 1849

Containing valuable investigations on glass-making. The author was the inventor of • crystallo-ceraniie or glass incrus-
tation'.

3525 PELLIZER (Joseph Emmanuel) Memoirs for the Correction of Time, with copperplate and
woodcut, 4 tracts 8vo. and 12nio. sewn, Qs 6d [1800]

Four paniphieti', including one for suppressing the Precession of the Equinoxes. The author complains in one of
'having been grossly repulswl by the Hoanl of Longitude, and other Ifarnod societies'.

3526 PELOUZE (Theophile Jules), et Paul AUDOUIN" : Notice et Certificats relatifs k
I'Appareil Condexsateuk pour UsiNES a Gaz ; with 2 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s 1878

3527 . et Edmond FREMY, Menibres de VInstitut : TRAiT^de CillMlE G6nerale, Analytique,
Industrielle, et Aj^^ricole, 3" [UERNIERE] EDITION, entierenient refondue ; with very numerous
woodcuts, 6 vols roy. 8vo. in 7, hf. morocco gilt, £1. 5? (p. F. 120. unboun«l) 1860-4

3528 PELTZ (S.), und R. HABICH: Praktisciies Hand- und HiJLFSBUCH fiir Bierbrauer und
Malzer ; with IIS illustrations, 8vo. sewn, 3« (p. M. 8.) Braunschweig, 1876
[PEMBERTON (Henry, M.D., F.R.S.)] View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophv, 1?28—».

Nos. 3295-7. ante.

3529 PEMBERTON (Max; novelist) T\\q Amateur MOTORIST, with 68 illustrations, mostly from
))hotoffr<(/>hs, 8v(). cl., Hs (sells 12^ Qd nett) 1907

3530 PENDLEBURY (Charles, f.r.a.s.; ^7. Paul's School) Lenses and Systems of Lensf:s,
treated after the Manner of Gauss, icith 24 diaqrams, 8vo. cl, 2s Qd (p. 5.9) Cambridge, 1881

3531 PENNETHORNE (John), and John ROBINSON : The Geometry and Optics of Ancient
Architecture, illustrated by Examples from Thebp:s, Athens, and Home, with 56 large and
fine plates {some beautifully COLOURED), besides numerous engravings in iezty atlas folio, /*/.

morocco gill, t. e. g. {scarce), £3. '^s (p. £7. 7*) 1878
The final work attempted by the author to prove his theory of 'optical corrections', showing that 'the Greek architects

changed the first figure in their design into one which should produce to the eye an anparent syinniotry and accuracy of
outline, or, in the words of Plato, 'the artists bidding farewell r^) truth, change the real symnjt-try, and acconimo<iate to
images such conimeiisurations as are only apparently beautiful' ... [in the ab)ve work] Pounethorne sets forth in
minute detail his theory of the manner in which the actual proportions of the original design were adapted to the optical
conditi'iis of correct perspective.'— D. N. B.

3532 [PENROSE (Francis, m.d.) An Essay on Magnetism: or an Endeavour to explain the
various Properties and Effects of the LOADSTONE, with its Causes], 8vo. (pp. 40', sewn {title

ivantina), 3.s Oxford, 1753
3533 PENROSE (Francis Cranmer, f.r.s., f.r.i.b.a., f.r.a.s.; Surveyor to St. Paul's) On a

Method of Prkdicting by Graphical Construction Occultations of Stars by the Moon,
and Solar Eclipses, for any given Place, with more rigorous Methods of Reduction for the
accurate ('alculati<in of Longitude, 3 plates, roy. folio, cl. {cover stained), 5s (p. I2s) 1869

3531 PENTHER (Johann Friedrich) Gnomonica Fundamentalis et Mechanica : wie man . . .

allerhand Sonnen-Uhren, Regulaire, Irregulaire, niit Minuten und himmlischen Zeichen auf
allerhand Flachen . . . verfertigen solle. Worzu noch eine neue Invention einer Universal-
Sonnen-Uhr komnit, welche ohne Magnet-Nadel zu stellen, selbst die wahre Mitternachts Linie,
und Abweichung aller Wande von den Haupt-Plagis Mundi, wie auch Elevationem Poli bei Tage
anzeiget, u. s. w. ; with engraved title, and i. 5 fne folding plates on copper, large folio, sound copy
in old vellum, £1. 10* Augspvrg, 1734

Very rare, unknown to Graesse, and interesting for containing tlie author's invention of a 'universal sundial which
may be set without the magnetic needle.' Very little is known of the author, who was professor of matheniatica at
Gbttingen University.

3535 Praxis Geometric : Alle bey dem Feld-messen vorkommende Fiille, niit Staben, dem
Astrolabio, der Boussole und der Mensul, in Ausnicssung eintzeler Linien, Fliichen, etc. ; with
engraved title, and 2b fine copperplates, Augspvrg, 1732: SchtLbler (Johann Jacob) NtJTZLlCHE
Anweisung zur iinentbehrlichen Zimmermanns-Kunst, worinnen von den Antiquen und
Modernen proportionirten Diichern die nothige Projection in eineni deutlichen Zusainmenhang
geometrisch vorgestellet, und daraus die Italianische, P'ranzosische und Teutsche Heng- und
Spreng-Werke unter einer leichten Methode . . . recht begreifflich geniacht ; with 44 fine copper-
plates, Niirnberg, 1731—2 vols, large folio in 1, contemporary calf gilt (rare), £1. \Qs 1732-1

0536 [PEPYS (Samuel ; f.r.s., Secretary to the Admiralty^ diarist)] Memoires relating to

the State of the Royal Navy of England for Ten Years, Dttermin'd December 1688,

with very fine portrait by R. White after Kneller (brilliant impression), am. 870.,

Large Paper; contemporary mottled calf, with old auto, of T. Coke on title (fine fresh

copy) ; very rare, £15. lbs 1690
One of the most important works in connexion with the early history of the British Navy, containing an account of its

reconstruction, chietly due to the Duke of York (later James II ). and the author himself.
'The Duke of York, afterwards Jatnes II., a.ssist«d by the celebrated Samuel Pepys, as Secretary, did much for the

navy. He appointed a new commission when he came to the throne, with which he joined Sir Anthony Deanc, the Itest

naval architect of the time, who essentially improved the ships of the line by copying from French models ; at tliis time
and during the XVIII. Century, naval aichitecture was zealously studied in France, and the English constructors were so
sensible of their inferiority that even up to the beginning of the XIX. Century all our best ships were either captured from
the French or copied from them. At the Revolution of 1681) the fleet was in excellent condition, with sea stores complete
for eight months for each ship. The force consisted of 184 vessels, carrying 6930 guns, and 42,000 men, whereof nine were
first-rates.'—Ctti>«. Garbett, R.N.
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35S7 PEPPER (John Henry ; exhibitor of ' Pepper's Ghost ') Cyclopedic Science Simplified

;

revised Ed., with colouredfront, and 537 woodcuts {including the Ghost), cr. 8vo. cl., g. e., Ss Qd
[c. 1880]

A COMPLETE COPY :

3538 PERCY (John, f.e.s.) Metallurgy : the Art of Extracting Metals from their Ores, and
adapting them to various purposes of Manufacture, a complete set, with numerous plates and
woodcuts, 5 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut {fresh set) ; SCARCE, £3. 3^ (p. £7. 13^) 1861-80

Contents :—Fuel, Fire-CIays, Copper, Zinc, Brass, etc., '61 : Iron and Steel, '64
: Lead, including Desilverization and

Cupellation, '70 : Refractory Materials, and Fuel, '75 : Silver and Gold, Pt. I (all pub.), '80.

' The first great treatise on metallurgy written in modern times. It contains over 3,500 pp. of terse and exact description

of metallurgical processes, of minute and scientific discu.«sion of the chemical problems they involve, often based on the

author's careful original research, and of suggestions for future investigations. The drawings of plants are remarkably
exact. The book, which has been translated'ioto French and German, and has become a classic, involved an immense
amount of labour, Percy's work on alloys, his discovery of ' aluminium bronze,' and his view that in many countries the

iron age preceded the bronze age, deserve special mention '.—D. N. B.

3539 : Fuel, Fire-Clays, Copper, Zinc, Brass, etc., with 152 woodcuts, 8vo. cl.,

uncut (scarce), \5s 1861
The metallurgy of copper, zinc, and brass has not been included in the new edition of the work, and never republished

in any other form.

3540 : Introduction, Refractory Materials, and Fuel, greatly enlarged Ed.,

with 112 woodcuts, and ^folding plates, thick 8vo. cl., uncut, \Qs 6o? (p. £1. 10*) 1875
a new edition of the work on ' Fuel, Fire-Clays,' etc., excluding, however, the metallurgy of copper, zinc, and brass,

3541 : Iron and Steel, with 223 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., uncut (very scarce),
£1. 55 1864

' The exceedingly important Thomas-Gilchrist process for making Bessemer steel from iron-ores containing phosphorus
was an outcome of this work (pp. 815, 818-19), and was discovered by his pupils.'—D. N. B. The work has been out of

print for many years, and is now very scarce. It also contains the result of the analysis of a large number of specimens of

iron and steel, collected by S. H. Blackwell, and now in the Jermyn Street Museum.
3542 : Lead, including Desilverization and Cupellation, with 155 woodcuts, 8vo.

cl., uncut, 105 Qd (p. £1. lOs)
,

1870

3543 PERDONNET (Albert Auguste) Traite El^mentaire des Chemins de Fer, 3^ [derniere]

Ed., considerahlement augmentee; with fine steel portraits of George Stephenson and others, and
numerous plates, mops and plans {the folding ones linen-mounted), and woodcuts, 4 thick vols.,

8vo. hf. morocco {titles stamped), Ss Qd (p. F. 70. sewn) 1865

3544 PEREGRINUS of MARICOURT (Peter) Epistle to Sygerus of Foncaucourt, Soldier,

concerning the Magnet [written in 1269 ; trans, from the Latin hy SiLVANUS P. Thompson, and
amended by reference to the Phillipps MS., A.D. 1391], finely printed in red and black in special

Caxton type at the Chiswick Press on handmade paper, with 3 woodcuts, cr. 4to. hf. holland, uncut
(only 240 copies privately printed), £1. 105 6d 1902

Peregriiius was the first who made experimental investigations on the magnet, distinguishing the two poles, and pointing
out the attraction of oi>posite poles.

3545 PEREIRA (Jonathan, m.d., f.r.s.) Lectures on Polarized Light; with Lecture on the
Microscope, 2nd [last] Ed., greatly enlarged from Materials left by the Author, ed, by Baden
Powell, pr., f.r.s., with 103 ivoodcuts and diagrams, fcap. 8vo. cl. {scarce), 8s Qd 1854

Specially valuable for the notes by the editor, a contributor to ' Essays and Reviews ', and discoverer of that curious
phenomenon of interference known as ' Powell's Bands '.

3546 PERI (Giovanni Domenico, Genovese) 11 Negotiante; aggiuntovi in questa Editione il

Secretario di Banco di Mattia Cramero ; with vignette on titles, 4 vols. 4to. in 1, fine copy
in boards, uncut, £1. 5s Venetia, 1697

The most complete edition. Vol. Ill is entitled ' I Frutti d' Albaro overo il Negotiante'.

3547 PERISSE (Sylvain) De I'Emploi de I'Acier dans les Constructions Navales, Civiles et

Mecaniques, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s 1884

3548 PERKIN (William Henry, Jun.), and Frederic Stanley KIPPING ; ff.r.s. : Organic
Chemistry, 2 vols. er. 8vo. cl., 2s Qd (p. 75) ,

1894-5

3549 [PERRINET d'ORVAL (Jean Charles)] Manuel de I'Artificier, 2^ Ed., augmentee

;

luith 12 folding copperplates, and tables, 12mo. nice copy in contemporary French mottled calf gilt

{rare), 105
'

1757
' Ouvrage dans lequel Diderot et d'Alembcrt ont puis6 des renseignraents pour les parties de VEncyclopedie qui traitaient

de eette partie '.—iitogr-. Gen.

3550 PERRY (Stephen Joseph, s.j., f.r.s.);—Cortie (A. L., s.j.) Father Perry, the Jesuit

Astronomer, with portrait and illustrations, post 8vo. boards, 2s 1890

3551 PESCHEL (A.) Hilfsbuch flir die Montage elektrischer Leitungen zu Beleuchtungs-
ZWECKEN ; with 322 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s (p. M. 6.) Leipzig, 1896

3552 PETERMANN (A., station agricole de Gembloux) Recherches de Chimie et de Physiologie
appliquees k 1'Agriculture : Analyses de Matieres fertilisantes et alimentaires. Tome I (1872-

82) ; with 2 plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 45 (p. F. 10.) Bruxelles, 1883

3553 PETERMANN (Augustus) Atlas of Physical Geography, with Descriptions embracing
the Physical Phenomena of the Globe, by Thomas Milner, coloured front., and 15 coloured

maps, besides 130 woodcuts, impl. 4to. cl., g. e., 3s Qd 1850

3554 PETERS (C. P. W., Sternwarte Altona) ASTRONOMISCHE Tafeln und FORMELN, 8vo. hf
morocco gilt {nice copy), Qs Hamburg, 1871

3555 PETERS (Edward Dyer, Jr., m.d.) Modern American Methods of Copper Smelting,
with woodcuts, roy . 8vo. cl., os (p. I85) New York, 1887

3556 PETIT (P.) Etude sur I'Aerage des Travaux Pr^paratoires dans les Mines <\ Grisou;
with 13 folding j^lates, 27 charts, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 45 Qd St.-JEJtienne, 1900

3557 PETROVITCH (Michailo, Belgrade) La Mecanique des Phenomisnes fondle sur les

Analogies, post 8vo. boards^ Is Qd 1906
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3559 PETTY (Sir William, f.r.s.) The Discourse made before the Royal Society the 26. of

November 1674 concerning the Use of Duplicate Proportion in sundry Important Particulars

;

with a New Hypothesis of Springing or Elastique Motions, 24mo. contemporary sheen {title

somewhat soiled, and pp. 113-114 slightlif defective); very rare, with Chippetuiale bookplate of
James Erskine, Lord Alva^ 1722-98, 18s 6rf John Martyn, Printer to the Royal Soc, 1674

In his dedication to the Duke of Newcastle the author states the work to contain three parts: ' I. an Endeavour to
explain the Intricate Notions, or Fhilosophia Primaot Place, Time, Motion, and Electricity ; II. to excite the World to the

study of a little Mathematicks by shewing the use of Duplicate Proportions in «omi of the most weighty of Humane
affairs; III. Chymerical Speculations, to consider such points and proportions, even in .4<oms (such, whereof perhaps a
Million do not 'make up one visible Corpiieculum,) as may give an Intelligible Account of the Nexures, Mixtures, and
Mobilitjps of all the parts of the Universe.'

3560 PETVIN (John, Vicar of Ilsington, Devon) Letters concerning MiND, with a Sketch of

Universal Arithmetic, comprehending the Differential Calculus, and the Doctrine of

Fluxions, 8vo. contemporary ca//(RARE), £1. Is 1750
' Donura Gulieliuii [sic] Petvin Edvd" Stone'. [? Edmund Stone, f.r.s., mathematician, oh. 1765].—/n-str. onfli/leaf.

This work, which was seominxly unknown to Prof, de Morgan, 'was written before the Dispute arose about the
Doctrine of Fluxions ', and aims at ' discovering the Philosophical Arithmetic (lost for Ages), and reducing the Science of
Mathematics to its primitive Purity and Simplicity.'

3561 PEUCER (Kaspar; Univ. Wittenberg, son-in-law of Melanchthon) Elementa DoCTRINiE de
CiRCULis Ccelestibus, et Primo Motu, recognita et correcta: De DiMENSiONE Terr^e et
Geometrice Numerandis Locorum Particulariorum Intervallis ex DoCTRINA Triangulorum
Sph^ricorum et Canone Subtensarum ; accedit Descriptio Locorum Terrae Sanctae autore
Brocardo Monacho—2 vols. 12mo. in 1, with folding tables, and numerous woodcuts {one with
movable slips), and diagrams ; old limp vellum (very rare), £1. 5* Witteberga:, 1553-4

3562 PETJERBACH [Latine PURBACHIUS] (Georg) : Elementa Arithmetices: Algorithmus
de NuMERis Integris auctore Georgio Peurbachio. De Numeris Fractis, Regulis
CoMMUNiBus, et Proporcionibus [sic'\. Cum Praefatione Philippi Melanchthonis; title

within woodcut border, 12mo. hf. calf {a number of II. water-stained, otherwise sound, and a vci'y

large copy), £2. 105 [col. :] Vitebergae, per Jos. Clug, 1534
An exceedikgly rare edition, unknown to Prof, de Morgan, Poggendorff, Brunet, and Graesse. The latter mentions

however an edition of Wittenberg, 1536. It is of special interest as the first containing Mklanchthon's Preface. The
last part, ' De Proportionibus ex Elementis Euclidis ', is by Johann Vogelin.

3563 : QuADRATu Geometricu praeclarissimi Mathematici Georgii BURBACHII ; title printed
in red, with woodcut, and diagrams, folio (pp. 20), sewn (rare), £1. 10*

Nurenberge, Joa. Stuchs, 1516
' He also invented various other instruments, among which was the Gnomon, or Geometrical' Square, with canons and

a table for Its use.'—Dr. Hutton, F.R.S.

3564 TiiEORiCARUM NOUARUM [Planetarum] Textus cu vtili ac preclarissima expositione

Francisci Capuani DE Manfredonia. Ite in eadg Syluestri de Prierio perfamiliaris COM-
MENTATio. Insuper Jacobi Fabri Stapulen. astronomicum. Omnia nuper summa diligentia-

emeiidata . . . ; finely printed in a small gotl)if letter, with device of Jehan Petit on title, large

woodcut on its reverse, and numerous smaller ones and diagrams, folio, old calf {binding damaged,
and text slightly wornud, but a sound tall copy), with auto. * Israel Lyons Junr. [the Mathe-
matician^, Jan. 1764' (rare), £1. 175 6rf

[colophon ;] Parisiis, caracteribus Michaelis Lesclecher opificis.

Sumptibus Johanis Parvi et Beg. Chauderon, 1515
Although containing no notable discoveries, the above work is important as closely examining the theories of the

ancients, and as having been the first to inaugurate the new era of astronomical research. It is moreover a fine specimen

of typography.
' Les deux homines i qui les mathematiques doivent le plus dans le XVe siecle, sont Purbach et Rtgiomontanm. Ce ne

serA pas concevoir d'eux une idee trop avantageuse, que de les regarder les vrais restaurateurs de ces sciences, et surtout

de rastronomie'.—iforttucto.

3565 Editio Altera : Novae Theoricae Planetarum, h. Petro Apiano iam ad omneni

veritatem redactoe, et eruditis figuris illustratae ; with numerous diagrams, 16mo. sewn {last I.

mounted), 5s [col. .] Venetiis, Petrus de Nicolinis, 1551

V. Regiomontanus, Sacro Bosco, et Schreckenfuchs, post.

3566 PEVEBONE (Giovanni Francesco, di Cuneo) Due Breui et Facili Trattati, 11 primo

(I'Arithmetica : I'altro di Geometria : ne i fjuali si contengono alcune Cose Nuoue Piaceuoli h

Utili, si a gentilhuomini come artegiani ; vnth title within beautiful ornamental border, and
portrait, also numerous woodcuts and diagrams, cr. 4to. fine and large copy in old white vellum

(very rare), £3. 35 Lione, Gio. di Tournes, 1658

Original edition of this rare work, a full account of which will be four.d in Biccardi's BiblioUca McUematica. It wae

reprinted in l-'iSl.

3567 PFANHAtrSER (W.) Die Galvanoplastik ; with 35 illustrations, large 8vo. sewn, 3s

Halle a. S.f 1904

3568 PFEIFER (Franz Xavier) Der Goldene Schnitt und dessen Erschcinungsformen in

Mathematik, Natur, und Knnst ; with 13 plates, roy. Svo. new hf. cl., 4s 6d Augsburg, [1885]

3569 PFEIFFEB (Emil) Die Analyse der Milch ; with 5 illustrations, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s

Wiesbaden, 1887

3570 PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL and TRANSACTIONS, edited by Jacob Bell, m.p.,

complete from the beginning in 1841-2 to Jane 8, 1901, with plates and numerous

woodcuts, QQ vols. 8vo., vv. 1-51 hf. calf, and the rest sewn as issued, £15. 15^ 1842-1901

The foremost pharmaceutical journal in the English language, and the official organ of the Pharmaceutical Society, of

which the original editor was the founder. It contains many articles of great Interest to chemists, especiaUy in connexion

with vegetable alkaloids.

Complete seta such as the above are excessively difficult to get.
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3573 PHEAR (Sir John Budd, Clare Hall) Elementary Mechanics, with numerous diagrams,

8vo. cl., or, boards, 2s Qd Cambridge, 1850
3574 PHILELEUTHERUS LONDINENSIS : De Conservatione Virium Vivarum Disser-

TATIO ; withfront, on copper, 4to. (pp. 50), sewn (rare), 6s Londini, 1744
Attempting to prove the superiority of Newton's fluxional calculus to Leibniz's notation. It has been mistakenly

attributed to John Burton, pr.. Fellow of Eton, who used the same pseudonym,

3575 PHILIPPE (Adrien) Etudes sur I'Horlogerie a I'Exposition de Paris, 1878, post 8vo.

sewn, \s Qd Gendve, [1878]

3576 Les Montres sans Clef, ou se montant et se mettant a I'Heure sans Clef ; with 3folding
plates, 8vo. sewn, 4s 1863

3577 PHILIPPE3 (Henry) The Purchasers Pattern, shewing the true value of the Purchase of

any parcel of Land or Houses, by Lease or otherwise. Also new Tables of Interest and
Rebate at 6 per Cent. ; the Measuring of Land, Board and Timber, and the false rules and
deceits of many therein. Also the Gauging of all Vessels, with many other Rules about Weij^hts

and Measures, and several Tables of Accounts, etc. etc., 3rd Ed., much enlarged, with woodcut
device of Sun on blank I., and diagrams, 18mo. sound copy in contemporary calf, £1.1*

B. and W. Leyhourn, 1656
A rare work, unknown to Lowndes and Prof, de Morgan. On flyleaves are added a few tables in a neat contemporary

hand.

3578 Fifth Edition, with Tables of the Excise of Beer and Ale, diagrams, 18mo. contemp-
orary sheep, lis E. Cotes, 1667

' This little Book was almost utterly destroyed and lost in our late sad and lamentable Desolation, by the furious

Flames ' [the Fire of London].

—

Address to the Reader.

3579 New Issue, contemporary sheep, \'2s Qd B. Billingsley, 1676

3580 PHILIPPI (Wilhelm) Elektrische Kraftubertragung ; with 4 ^jZa^e*, and 321 other

illustrations, 4to. sewn, 10s Qd (p. M. 16.) Leipzig, 1905
3581 PBILIPSON (William, Newcastle on Tyne) On the Suspension of Carriages, revised Ed.,

with numerousfolding plates, besides woodcuts, 8vo., cl., 3s Qd New York, 1889

3582 PHILLIP (William) : A Booke of Secrets: Shewing diners waies to make and prepare all

sorts of Inke and Colours . . . also to write with Gold and Siluer, or any kind of Mettall out of

the Pen : with many other profitable secrets, as to COLOUR QuiLS and Parchment of any colour:

and to graue with STRONG Water in Steele and Iron . . . Translated out of Dutch into

English, by W. P.; Avith a little Treatise intituled Instructions for ordering of Wines:
shewing how to make Wine, That it may continue good and faint not. Neither become sower, nor
lose colour. And how you may remedie faint Wine, take away the hoarinesse, with other
instructions for the preseruation of the same. Written first in Italian, and now newly translated

by W. P., with woodcut ornament, apparently forming front, (defective), sm. 4to. (20 11.), tllarft

Utter ; utibound (excessively rare), £5. 15*

printed by Adam Islipfor Edward White, and are to be sold at his shop
at the little North dore of Pouls, at the signe of the Gun, 1596

The translator was unknown to Halkett and Laing, but there is little doiibt that is was William Phillip, who translated
a number of books out of Dutch.

3583 PHILLIPS (John, f.r.s.) Manual of Geology, Theoretical and Practical, edited by Robert
Etheridge and Harry Govier Seeley, ff.r.s.. with colouredfront., 3Q plates, numerous wood-
cuts, and coloured map, 2 thick vols. 8vo. cl., uncut (out ofprint), £1. 5* (p. £2. 12^) 1885

Last edition of one of the best text-books on the subject.

3584 The Planet Mars (Quart. Journal of Science, July, 1865), plate, etc., 8vo. (pp. 13), sewn,
IsQd [1865]

3585 PHILLIPS (John Arthur; f.r.s.) Elements of Metallurgy: a Practical Treatise on the
Art of Extracting Metals from their Ores, with 205 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cl., uncut, Ss Qd
(p. £1. Us) 1874

3586 Manual of Metallurgy, or Practical Treatise on the Chemistry of Metals, 215 woodcuts,
thick post 8vo. cl., 3s 1852

3587 Another Copy, hf morocco (stamp on title), 3s 6d
3588 Second Edition, enlarged, with 218 woodcuts, thick post 8vo. hf. morocco (stamp on

title), 4s 1854
3589 The Mining and Metallurgy of Gold and Silver, with front., 7 plates, 84 icoodcuts,

and map, sq. roy. 8vo. cl., uncut, t. e. g. (scarce), los (p. £1. 11* Qd) 1867
3590 Treatise on Ore Deposits, 2nd Ed., rewritten and greatly enlarged by Henry Louis,

Durham College of Science, with 128 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cl., IQs (p. £1. 85) 1896

3591 PHILLIPS (Josiah Samuel) The Explorers', Miners', and Metallurgists' Companion,
with Appendix on the Mining Laws of the United States, 2nd Ed., with numerous woodcuts
and diagrams, roy. 8vo. cl., Qs Qd (p. £1. U* Qd) [San Francisco,'] 1873

3592 PHILLIPS (Sir Richard; publisher; Radical ; Sheriff of London) A DICTIONARY of the Arts
of Life and Civilization, first edition, with engraved front, and vignette, and woodcuts, thick
post 8vo. calf gilt (rare), IQs [1833]

3593 A Million of Facts, of Correct Data, and Elementary Constants, in the entire Circle
of the Sciences, and on all Subjects of Speculation and Practice, enlarged Ed., with portrait by
T. Landseer, A.R.A., thick post 8vo. hf. morocco. Is Qd 1843

3594 Another Edition, /row^, thick post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7* Qd) 1873
'Sir Richard Phillips had four valuable qualities : honesty, zeal, ability, and courage. He applied them all to teaching

matters about which he knew nothing ; and gained himself an uncomfortable life and a ridiculous memory.'—Pro/, ae
Morgan.
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3596 PHILLIPS (Charles E. S.) Bibliography of X-Rav Literature and Rf:search (1896-7),.
with Historical Retrospect, and ' Practical Hints ',/ron^ of portraits, 8vo. c/., 2.s Qd [1898]

3597 PHILLIPS (William, F R.s.) Elementary Introduction to Mineralogy, new [5th and
last] Ed., with extensive Alterations and Additions by H. J. Brooke and W. H. Miller, ff.r.s.,

647 illustrations, thick large post 8vo. c/., uncut, 5s 1852
' An extraordinary treasure of crystallographic facts.'

—

Dr. Whewell.

PHILO Byzantinus—V. Mathematici Veteres, ante.
3598 PHILOSDPHIA V'ktus et Nova ad Usum ScholjT? accommodata, in Regia Burgundia oliiu

pertractata ; with front, and engravings, Ed. nova locupletissima, 2 vols. 4to. old calf gilt, 6s 6d
Noribergae, 1682

Including Losic, Metaphysics, Physics, Astronomy, Chemistry, etc.

3599 Editio Altera, niulto auctior; with numerous plates, 6 vols. 12mo. contemporary calf
(fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.^ 10s 6d Parisiis, 1681

FINE library SET:

3600 PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE (The), or Annals of Chemistry, Mathematics,

Astronomy, Natural History, and General Science, edited by Richard Taylor,

Richard Phillips, Sir David Brewster, Sir Robert Kane, W. Francis, G. F. Fitz-

gerald, and the late Lord Kelvin, complete from 1827 to June, 1895, viz. Second
Series, 11 v , '27-32 : Third Series (London and Edinburgh Philosophical Mag. and
Journal of Science), 37 v., '32-50: Fourth Series (London, Edinburgh, and Dublin
Phil. Mag.), 50 v., '51-75: Fifth Series, 39 v., '76-95—in all 137 vols. 870., m;i7^

hundreds of fine plates and woodcuts; uniformly bound in hf. calf gilt (66 fv. newly

hound) ; very scarce, £160. 1827-95
So scarce is this migfizine that complete sets are rarely or ever met with. The set now offered is quite complete save

for the first series, which has however little intrinsic scientific or coniinercial value.

3601 ANOTHER SET, from 1814 to 1820, and from 1827 to 1890 (as under),

with numerous plates, 144 vols. 870., those to 1870 newly hound in hf. roan, and the rest

hf. calf hf. morocco, and cl., £140. 1814-90
Contents:—[First Series:] The Philosophical Magazine and Journal, ed. by Alex. Tilloch, Vols. 43-58, 1814-20:

[Second Series:] The Philosophical Magazine, ed. by R. Taylor and R. Phillips, 11 v., '27-32: [Third Series:] The
London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine, ed. by Sir D. Brewster, R. Taylor, K. Phillips, and Sir R. Kane, 37 v.
'32-60: Fourth Series : The London. Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, ed. by Sir R. Kane and W. Francis .

50 v., '51-75: Fifth Serie.s, v. 1-30, '76-90.

3602 (London and Edinburgh), and Journal of Science, conducted by Sir David
Brewster, f.r.s., Richard Taylor, and Richard Phillips, f r.s.. III. Series, Vols. 8, 9,

11-37, and IV. Series, Vol. 1, with numerous plates, 30 vols. 8vo. hf. calf (some vols, damaged),-
£7. Is 1836-51

V. Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, ante.

3603 TRANSACTIONS of the ROYAL SOCIETY of LONDON, from their begin-

ning in 1655 to 1869, viz., abridged to 1800 by Drs. Hutton, Shaw, and Pearson, wiih

numerous engravings, 18 v.: and continued at Large to 1869, with very numerous fold-

ing plates, etc. 69 V.— in all 87 vols. 4to. neivly hound in hf. calf gilt, £63.

1665 [1809]-1869
The above set contains the important contributions by Sir William Crookes, J. F. Daniell, Sir Humphry Davy, Michael

Faraday, Sir John Herschel, Sir Charles Wheatstone, Thomas Young, the late Lord Kelvin, and many other celebrated

scientists.'

3604 of the Royal Society of London, from their beginning in 1665 to 1800, abridged.
with Notes and Biographic Illustrations, by Charles Hutton, George Shaw, m.d., ff.r.s., and
Richard Pearson, m.d., f.s.a., with numerous plates, 18 thick vols. roy. 4to. hf. calf {somewhat
icater-stained, and a number of bindings broken) ; a cheap set, £2. 2s 1809

'The most important communications are reprinted entire, the less important papers are given in an abridged state,

so however as to retain whatever is especially curious or u.seful in them. The pai>ers in foreign languages are here

translated.'— /'rf/ace.

The w(jrk is jiioreover of additional interest for the numerous interesting notes and biographies it contains.

3605 PHIPSON (T. L., F.c.s.) Meteors, Aerolites, and Falling Stars, withfront., and 26 wood-
cuts, post 8vo. cl., Zs 1867

3606 Phosphorescexce, or the Emlssion of Light by Minerals, Plants, and Animals, t^tYA

front., and 29 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., 3* 1862

3607 PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS (The) : a Weekly Record of the Progress of Photography,
edited by G. Wharton Simpson, from 1863 to 1875 (Vols. 7-19), with numerous illustrations,

13 vols. 4 to. hf. calf gilt I nice set), £2. 2* 1863-75

3608 SOCIETY of LONDON, Journal of the, containing its Transactions, and a General

Record of Photographic Art and Science, edited by J..R. Major, pr., F-S.A., Sir William
Crookes, f.r.s., and others, from 1857 to 1882 (Vols. 3-25), with numerous illustrations, 23 vols,

roy. 8vo. in 13, hf. calf gilt (fine set), £4. 4« 1857-82
a long run of this important publication, covering the most eventful years in the history of photography. It is

.

rendered additionally interesting by having all the original advertisements bound in.
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3609 PHYSICAL LABORATORIES (The) of the University of Manchester : a Record of 25

Years' Work, with portrait of Prof. Arthur Schuster, F.R.S., 9 plates, and 4 folding plans, 8vo.

cL, Zs (p. 6s nett) Manchester, 1906

A FINE SET :

3610 SOCIETY of LONDON, Publications of the, complete from their beginning

in 1871 to 1901 (as bslow), with numerous foldinj plates and woodcuts, 20 vols, and

4 parts, roj. 8vo., 14 vv. hf. green morocc) gilt, uncut, t. e. g., 2 vv. hf. calf gilt, and the

rest sewn as issued, £11. lis 1874-1901

Contents :—Proceedinos, 17 v., 1874-1901 : Abstracts, 3 v., '95-1900: Physical Mrmoirs, etc., 4 parts, '88-94.

3611 Another Set, from 1884 to 1905 (vv. 5-19), with the Abstracts, with

numerous folding plates and woodcuts. It vols. roy. 870. hf. hrown morocco gilt, cl. sides,

£8. 8s

*

1884-1905

3612 PIAZZI (Giuseppe; Ord. Theat, Palermo) Pr^cipuarum Stellarum Inerrantium Posi-
tiones M^dI/E, ineunte Saeculo XIX., ex Observationibus habitis in Specula Panormitana,
1792-1813, 4to. sewn, £3. Panormi, 1814 [Facsimile Reprint of Berlin, 190.3]

' This great work is justly considered to be one of the most iinportaiit that has ever b en executt'd by a single individual.

Every star was observed several times, and a mean of all the results taken as the final place of the star. Moreover, the
table of refractions employed by Piazzi in reducing the stars to their mean places, was deduced by himself exclusively from
his own observations. From the circuiustance of its being at once so exteusive, so accurate, and so independent in its con-
struction, this catalogue has formed the groundwork of much valuable research to the theorist, while at the same time it

has proved an inestimable boon to the practical astronomer.'

—

Prof. 11. Grant.
'Piazzi set an example of improved methods of observation, resulting in the publication, in 1803 and 1814, of two cata-

logues of about 7,(;00 stars—the second [the above] being a revision and enlargement of the first—which for their time were
models of what such works should be.'

—

Agnes M. Vlerke.

The original of the work is excessively rare, and almost unprocurable.

3613 Delia Specola Astronomica de' Re^j Studj di Palermo; with 4 fine folding plates on
copper of astronomical instruments, 2 vols, folio, fine copy in calf gilt, Yls Qd Palermo, 1792-4

An account of the Palermo Observatory, erected under the author's supervision, and interesting for the description of
the astronomical instruments, including ii great 5 foot circle constructed by Ramsden, ' the most perfect measuring instru-

ment hitherto employed by an astronomer '(^Srnes M. Gierke), which served for the stellar observations embodied in his Star
Catalogue, and his discovery of the planet Geres.

3614 Result of Calculations of the Observations made at various Places of the Eclipse
of the Sun, June 3, 1788, 4to. (pp. 10), unbound, 3s Qd 1789

The author's first publication.

3615 PIOARD (Alfred, de VInstitut) Exposition Universelle Internationale de 1889 h Paris :

Rapport General; with numerous plates, 10 vols, inipl. 8vo. sewn, £1. 1* (p. F. 125. nett)

ImpHmerie Nationale, 1891-4

3616 PIOARD (^mile, de VInstitut) La SCIENCE Moderne, et son Etat actual, post 8vo. sewn, 2s

[1905]

3617 PIOARD (Jean) Ouvrages de Mathematique. Observations Astronomiques et Phy-
siques par [Jean] Richer. Du Micrometre, par [Adrien] Auzout. DoCrassitie Tuborum,
et Experimenta Projectionis Gravium, Auctore [Olaf] Romer; with numerous fine copper-

plates {many folding) by PiCARD, etc., 4to. sound copy in old hf calf, £3. \Qs La Haye, 1731
A VERY RARE AND VALUABLE voLUMK, unknowu to Querard, Poggendorfir, and the author's biographer in Biographie

Generate.

It contains the following works by Picard : La mesure de la terre {containing the results of his meridian measurement
between Lavoisine and Amiens, in which sextants and telescopes were employed for the first tim^) ; De la pratique des grands
cadrans par le calcul ; Observations astronomiques faites en diverses parties du royaume, 1C72-S1 ; Fragments de dioptrique

;

Traite du nivellement (co«,toi«ift(/ a description of the author's hydrostatic hdance) ; Observations astronomiques en Danne-
marck : Abrege de la mesure de la terre ; Ue mensuris.

Richer's work is important as having been the first to show, by experiments with the pendulum, the gradual decline oi

gravity towards the equator, whiiC Auzout's treatise contains his discovery of an improved micrometer.

3618 PICKERING (WiUiam, Merchant-Adventurer) The Marrow of the Mathematicks, made
Plain and Easie to the understanding of any ordinary Capacity, after a New, Compendious, Easy
Method, with Measuring Surface and Solids, etc., and a Small Tract of Gauging Wine, Ale, or

Malt, by J. L., P. M., plates and numerous diagrams, 16mo. old sheep neat {rare), 15s 1710
Tins edition was unknown to Lowndes. There was no copy of any edition in Prof, de Morgan's collection.

3619 PICTET [-TURRETINI] (Marie Auguste; f.r.s.) Considerations on the Convenience
of Measuring an Arch \_sic\ of the Meridian, and of the Parallel of Longitude, having the
Observatory of Geneva for their common Intersection, with folding map, 4to. (pp. 22), sewn,
bs 1791

3620 PICTURES of the Heavens, by the Author of « A Present for Young Churchmen', etc., with
\\ plates, woodcuts, and star-maps, fcap. 8vo. cl., 2s 1857

Dedicated to Lady Raglan.

3621 PIDDINGTON (Henry, President of Marine Courts, Calcutta) The Sailor's Horn-Book for

the Law of Storms : a Practical Exposition of the Theory of the Law of Storms, and its Uses to

Mariners of all Classes in all Parts of the World, shewn by Transparent Storm Cards and Useful
Lessons, 3rd [final] Ed., enlarged*, folding charts, also 2 transparent ones in pocket, 8vo. hf. blue

morocco, g. e. {nice copy), 8s 6c? 1860

3622 Fifth Edition, withfolding charts (2 transparent ones inpocket), Svo. cl., 5s (p. 105 6c?) 1869
In this work the author originated the word ' cyclone '.
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THE FIRST STAR MAPS :

3625 [PICCOLOMINI (Alessandro, Abp. of Patrasso)] De la Sfera del MoNDO, Libri IV in Lin-
gua Toscana : De le Stelle Fisse, con le sue Figure e Tavole, dove cfl niaravigliosa agevolezza
potra eiasche duno conoscere qualunque stella de le XLVIII luiinagini del Cielo stellato, ecc,
prima edizione ; with woodcuts, diagrams, and 48 star niaps, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, old Italian vellum
{hole in title and last 2 //. mended), rare, £L 1« Venetia, 1540

3626 Altra Edizione, old Itmp vellum (binding damaged and stained^ also seme II. uatev'
stained), 15s ibidem, 1548

The second work ' De le Stelle Fisse ', which has a separate title-paRfl and i»agination, is of special interest, conUining
as it does thei first published star maps—a. fact not generaliy known. Four ditlerent magnitudes are distinguished, and the
stars are named with Latin letters. The Greek lettering, still in use at the present time, was ttrst used by Johannes
Bayer in 1G03.

3627 y^ [New Edition of Both Works] : di nuovo da lui ripolita, accresciuta, e lino Ji sei Libri,
di Quatro ciie erano anipliata, e quasi per ogni parte rinovata, e riformata ; with numerous dia-
grams, woodcuts, and the 48 star maps, 2 vols. 4to. in \, sound copy in old vellum, 15* ibidem[l56i]

The Hrst work has been greatly enlarged in the above e«lltion, and increased from four to six books.

3628 Gli Stessi ; with numerous diagrams, woodcuts, and 48 star maps, 2 v., 1579 : La Prima
Parte delle Theoriche overo Speculationi de i Pianeti; with numeraus diagrams, 1508—
3 vols. 4to. in 1, very sound and clean copies in contemporary limp vellum, 18« 6rf ib., 1579-68

36-29 De Sphaera Libri IV, ex Italico in Latinum conversi ; eiusdem Compendium de Cogno-
scendis Stellis Fixis, et de Magnitudine Terr.e et AqU/E Liber, itidem Latinus factus,
Joan. Nicol. Stupano Rheto inlerprete ; with woodcuts, numerous diagrams, and 48 star maps,
3 V. : VERiE Solaris atque Lunaris Anni Quantitatis aliarunKjue Rerum ad Calendarii
ROMANI Emendationem pertinentiuin, de Ortu atque Occasu Stellarum Fixaruni Explicatio.
Opus olim a Petro Pitato Veronensi conscriptum ; nunc revisum, etc. [a JOA. Nic. Stupano]—
4 vols. 4to. in 1, contemporary limp vellum (rare), £1. 12* 6rf Basilece, 1568

'Pierre Pitatus de Verone fit u'n grand uombre d'obscrvations pour determiner au juste lea p^riodes luDaires et
solaires. II presenta en 1550 au pape Pie IV un plan de reformation.'—Afontitd«.

3630 PIERRE de STE.-MARIE MAGDELAINE {de la Congregation des Fueillans) Trait6
d'HoRLOGlOGRAPHlE, contenant plusieurs manieres de construire sur TOUTES SURFACES, toutes
sortes de Lignes Horaires, et autres Cercles de la Sphbre, avec quelques Instrumens pour la
mesnie pratique, et pour connoistre les Heures durant NuiT : I'Heure de Fluset Retlusdela Mer

;

plus la M6thode de Couper, en Pierre ou en Bois, les Corps Regaliers et autre Polyedres, par le

Cube et par le Cylindre ; nouvelle Ed., augmentee de plusieurs Propositions ; with engraved title,

and T2Jine copperplates, \2mo. fine copy in contemporary calf extra (RARE), £L 10* 1680
Houzeau-Lancaster No. 11,455 ; but unknown to Poggendorff, Graesse, Brunet, etc.

3631 PIESSE (G. W. Septimus, analytical chemist) The Art of Perfumery, and the Methods of

Obtaining the Odours of Plants, with Appendix on the Colours of Flowers, Artificial Fruit
Essences, etc., first edition, with numerous pretty full-page and other woodcuts, post 8vo. cl.

{scarce). Is Qd 1855
One of the best books on the subject.

3632 PIETRA (Angelo, Genovese Monaco) Indrizzo degli EcONOMi, osia ordinatissima Instrut-
TIONE da regolatamente FORMARE qualunque SCRITTURA in un LlBRO DOPPIO ; aggiuntovi
1' Esseniplare di un Libro Nobile, col suo Giornale, ad Uso della Congregation Cassinese, dell*

Ordinedi S. Benedetto, con due Tavole, 1' una de' Capitoli, et 1' altra delle Cose piu degne, a pieno

intendimento di Ciascuno ; with woodcut on title, andfolding table, folio, white vellum (VERV FINE
copy) ; VERY RARE, £2. 2s Mantova, Franc. Osanna, 1586

Independently of its value as an early and important work on book-keeping, the above work is of Interest as giving an
insight into the economy of an Italian monastery at the end of the XVIth century.

3633 PIQG (James) Railway « Block ' Signalling : the Principles of Train Signalling, and Appa-
ratus for ensuring Safety, with 147 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 4* (p. 7* 6rf) [1898J

A good account, with historical chapter, of the practical aboliiion of railway collisions in England.

3634 PILATRE de ROZIER (Jean Fran9ois) : Lettres de I'Observateur Bon-Sens h. M. de * * ,
sur la Fatale Catastrophe des infortunes Pilatre de Rosier et Romain, les A^ronautes et

rAerostation ; with 2 etchings, of the balloon and of • Vaffreuse catastrophe \ 8vo. (pp. 39), sewn
(RARE), 155 Londres [Paris] , 1785

Unknown to Hatton Turner, and interesting as a contemporary account of the disaster that overtook the two balloonistii,

whose balloon, a combination of the Montgdfiere and Charliere (or the heated air and hydrogen varieties) took fire at a
height of 1200 feet on an attempt to cross the Cliannel from Dover to Calais, and they themselves wore dashed to the ground.

3635 PILBROW (James, c.E.) Atmospheric Railway and Canal Propulsion, and Pneumatic
Tklkgraph, 2nd Ed., with 3 largefolding platen, 8vo. (pp. 42), sewn, 8.y 6rf 1844

An attempt to overcome the hopeless waste of iM)wer on the 'atmospheric railway " of Clegg and Samuda, by making
the piston run in a closed pipe, and work a series of cogs and pinions.

3636 : Boyman (Boyman) PiLBROw's Condensing Cylinder Steam Engine, vnth 8 large

folding plates, 8vo. (pp. 103), sewn, 6* 1841

3637 PINAR (Manuel Conde de Canete del, cdpitdn de fragata) Observaciones de Precision
con el Sextante ; Examen y CoRRECCiON d^l Sextants ; with 2 plates—2 vols. 8vo. hf. maroon
morocco neat, is 6d [? Madrid, 1895-67]

3538 PINGRi: (Alexandre Guy) Com6tographie, ou Traits historique et theorique des Comfetes ;

with copperplates, 2 vols. 4to. old mottled calf extra (scarce), £1. 5« Imprimerie Royale, 1783 4
* The most complete historical and general treatise on comets which has appeared.'—Pro/. Newcomh.

3639 PINI (Ermenegildo [recte Carlo] ; Barnabite) De Venarum Metallicarum Excoctione,
editio princeps ; withZQfolding plates of metallurgical plant or processes ^ 2 vols. 4to. boards,

uncut, \2s Mediolani, 1779-80

« Get ouvrage a eu da succia '.—Bntnefe
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3640 PIOBERT (Gen. Guillaume) Traitp: (I/Artillerie tlieoiique et pratique: Precis de la

Partie Elementaire et Pratique, 3^ Ed., augmentee; Partie Theorique et Experi-
MENTALE : Proprietes et Effets de la Poudre, 2^ Ed. augmentee ; with 13 folding plates, 2 vols.
8vo. hf. calf {out of print), Qs Qd 1852-9

3641 PISKO (F. J.) Die Fluorescenz des Lichtes ; with woodcuts, Svo. sewn, 2s Wien, 1861
3642 PITATUS (Petrus, Veronensis) Yy.rm Solaris atque Lunaris Anni Quantitatis aliarutnque

Rerum ad Calendarii Romani Einendationem pertinentium : de Ortu item atque Occasu Stellarum
Fixarum, compendiosa atque dilucida Explicatio. Tridentini Consilii Patribus exhibitum :

nunc verb denu6 reuisura et diligentissimfe castigatuni, sm. 4to. very large and sound copy in hf.
russia {hack slightly damaged), £\. \s Basilece, 1568

Rare ; unknown to Poggendorff, and of great interest as a precursor of the Gregorian reform of the Kalendar, proposed
to the Council of Trent. 'Pierre Pitatus de Verone fit un grand nonibre d'observatious pour determiner au juste les
periodes lunaires et solaires. 11 presenla en 1550 au pape Pie IV' un plan de reformation '.—il/onincto.

V. PICCOLOMINI {Mo. 3629), ante.
3643 PITISCUS (Bartholomeeus) Trigonometric sive de Dimensione Triangulor[um] Libri V,

item Problematum variorii nempe Geodaetieorum, Altimetricorum, Geographicoruni, Gnomoni-
corum, et Astronomicorum Libri X Trigonometrife subiuncti, ad Usum eius demonstrandum;
with engraved title {mounted), vumerous diagrams, and vignette on last I., cr. 4to. pigskin, g. c.

{pp. 23 24 in MS.), 15s [colophon:] Auq. Vindel., 1600
3644 Trigonometrie : or the Doctrine of Triangles, trans, by Ra : Handson, with

eertaine Nauticall Questions, together with the finding of the Variation of the Compasse.
All performed Arithmetically, without Map, Spha3re, Globe, or Astrolabe, by the said R. H., title

within elaborate woodcut-border, and woodcuts and diagrams: A Canon of Triangles—2 vols,
cr. 4to. in I, sound copy in old panelled calf, £3. 3* ' J. Tap [1630]

The English translation is excessivkly bark, and was unknown to Watt, Lowndes, and Allibone ; nor is there a copy
in the British Museum Catalogue of English Books to 1640.

The first complete textbook of trigonometry. ' It contains the expressions for sin (A + B) and cos (A + B) in terras of
the trigonometrical ratios of A and B.'—W. W. R. Ball.

3645 PITT (John, butler to Sir William Geary) How to Brew Good Beer, with Practical In-
structions for Making Malt, ivoodcuts, foap'. Svo. cl. {out of print), 3* Qd 1859

3646 PIZZIGHELLI (G.), and Baron A. Ht^BL : Platinotype, trans, by J. F. Iselin, and ed. by
Sir W. de W. Abney, f.r.s., woodcuts, cr. Svo. sewn, 2s 188*6

3647 PLANA (Giovanni Antonio Amedeo) Theorie du Mouvement de la Lune, 3 thick vols. ;

avec le Supplement- 4 vols. 4to. original boards (VERY scarce), £2. 175 6c? (p. F. 120.)

Turin, Impr. Royale, 1832-57
* The method of Plana agrees essentially with that pursued by Clairault and his successors ; but he has'introduced into

it several ingenious modifications. The entire researches of this distinguished geometer exhibit the most commanding
mastery of his subject.'—Pro/. R. Grant.

3648 PLANIS CAMPY (David de, dit I'Edelphe, Chirurgien du Boy) Bouquet compose des plus
belles Fleures Chimiques, ou ajencement des preparations, et experiences 6b plus rares secrets,
et Medicamens Pharmaco-Chirniques

; prins des Mineraux, Animaux, et Vegetaux. Le tout par
une methode tres-facile, et commune aux Chimiques ordinaires

; fine portrait on copper, and
numerous woodcuts of chemical apparatus, thick sm. Svo. old vellum {stained, a hole in title, and
pp. 99.3-4 wanting) ; VERY RARE, £1. Is 1629

Probably the most copious chemical treatise of the time. It contains a full dictionary of terms and a list of symbols
at end.

3649 PLANTAMOUR (Emile; f.r.a.s.) Experiences faites {\ Geneve avec le Pendule h Rever-
sion ; with 3 plates (2 folding) : NouvELLES EXPERIENCES, et D(^termination de la Pesanteur k
Geneve et au Righi-Kulm—2 vols. roy. 4to. in 1, boards, 8s 6d Gendve, 1866-72

3650 , et Gustav Adolph HIRSCH : Determination Telegrapiiique de la Difference
de Longitude entre les Observatoires de Geneve et de Neuchatel ; with 4 plates (2 folding),
roy. 4to. sewn, 4s ib., 1864

3651 PLAT (Sir Hugh, of Lincoln's Inn) The Jewel House of Art and Nature : containing
Divers Rare and Profitable Inventions, together with sundry new Experiments in the Art of
Husbandry

; with Divers Chimical Conclusions concemins: the Art of Distillation, and the
rare practises and uses thereof; also a rare and excellent Discourse of Minerals, Stones,
Gums, and Rosins, with the veitues and use thereof, by D. B., Gent. [Arnold de Boate], with
numerous woodcuts, cr. 4to. old calf, newly rebacked {water-stained, otherwise a sound and large
copy) ; RARE, £1. 175 6d B. Alsop, 16.53

Containing important notes on manures, brewing, mnemonics, moulding and casting of metals, fishing, etc. 'Not
the least popular was his collection of reciies for pieserving fruits, distilling, cooking, hou.sewifery, cosmetics, and the
dyeingofhair'.—D. iV. i,>.

3652 PLATTNER (Karl Friedrich) The Use of the Blowpipe, in the Examination of Minerals,
Ores, Furnace-Products, etc., trans., with Notes, by James Sheridan Muspratt, f.r.s. ; with
Preface by Justus Freiherr v. Liebig, first Englisli edition, with diagrams, Svo. hf. calf 3s

1845
3653 Third Edition, enlarj?ed, illustrated, Svo. cl., is 1854
3654 , and Theodor RICHTER : Manual of Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis

with the Blowpipe; trans by Henry B. Cornwall and John H. Caswell, 2nd Ed., with
spectrum plate and 88 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cl. {scarce), \2s Qd (p. £1. 11* 6c?) New York, 1873

A complete translation of the original work, containing matter left out in the edition of 1S75.

3655 Another [last] Edition, by T. Hugo Cookesley, with 78 ivoodcuts, thick Svo. cl.

{scarce), 10s 6c; (p. £1. Is) 1875
'This branch of chemical analysis, originally confined to the determination of the noble motals in the dry way, has

become expanded into an important branch of analytical chemistry, particularly since C. F. Plattner's comprehensive
researches and the publication of his [above] classical book.'—Pro/. E. v. Meyer.
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3657 PLATEAU (Joseph Antoine Ferdinand; Ghent) Statique Exp^rimentale et Th^orique
de^ Li(iL'lDP:s sniinis aux SEULES FORCES MOLECULAIRES ; with 93 diagrams, 2 vols. roy. 8vo.
sewn, 6a- 6d (p. F. 15.) Gand, 1873

Specially valuable for the author's investijjations on the subject of jets.

3658 PLAYFAIR (John, f.r.s.) Works, with Memoir [by the EoiTORand Lord Jeffrey; edited by
James G. Playfair] , 4 thick vols. 8vo. cL, uncut, or, hf. bound, uncut (scarce), £1. \s Edin., 1822

Containing all the author's works and jiapers, save 'Elements of Geometry ' and 'Outlines of Natural Philosophy",
and including his celebrated ' Illustrations of the Iluttonian Theory of the Earth", which inaugurated the new science of
geolojjy, and the valuable ' Progn-ss of the Malliematical and Physical Scienct-s.*

3659 Elements of Geometry, witii Sunplement on the Quadrature of the Circle and the
Geometry of Solids, also Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, diagrams, Svo. hf.
calf, or, calf, Zs ib., 1819, or '22

3660 Seventh [best] Edition, with Additions [by William Wallace], diagrams, Svo.
boards, 5« ib., 1826*

3661 Thirteenth [late.st] Edition, with the Notes adapted to Students, and the Trigono-
metry re-arranged and extended, by P. Kelland, f.r.s., diaqranis, post Svo. cl., ^s Qd ib., 1875

36C2 Outlines of Natural Philosophy, first edition, with 6 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn,
4s ib. 181214

3063 Last Edition (Vol. I 3rd Ed., and v. II 2nd Ed.), with 7 plates, 2 vols. Svo. boards,
uncut, dsGd »6., 1819-16

3664 Another Copy, hf. calf. Is 8rf

3065 FLESSNER (M.) Die neueste Erfindung. Das Antiphon : ein Apparat zum Unhorbar-
machen von Tonen und Geriiuachen, 2. Autlage ; illustrated ; Svo. (pp. 48), sewn, 2*

liathenow [1885]
3666 PLIMSOLL (Thomas) Our Black Diamonds : their Origin, Use, and Value, woodcuts, 12mo.

cl. boards, 2s Qd 1861
By Mr. Plimsoll's father.

3007 PLINIUS Sectindus (Caius) Naturalis Historia, cum Commentariis et Adnotationibns
Hermolai, Barbari, Pintiani, Rhenani, Gelenii, Dalechampii, Scaligeri, Salmasii, I.s.

Vossil, et variorum ; accedunt variw Lectiones ex MSS., item J. F. Gronovii Notte ; unth
engraved titles, 3 thick vols. Svo. finely bound in crushed crimson Levant morocco extra, uncut,
t. e. g., by F. Bedford (choice copy), £3. 15s Lugd. Bat., 1669-8
Belle Edition, et I'une des moins communes de la collection des anciens Variorum.'—Brumt. • Edition comc.te.'—Grafs^e.

3CC8 POGGENDORFF (Jchann Christian) Biographisch-literarisches Handworterbuch
zur Geschichte der exakten Wissenschaften, enthaltend Nachweisungen iiber Lebensver-
hjiltnisse und Leistungen von Mathematikern, Astronomen, Physikeru, Cheinikern, Mineralogen,
Geologen, u.s.w. aller Volker und Zeiten, 4 vols. roy. Svo. new hf morocco, £8. 1 1* Leipzig, 1863-1904

The best bibliography of the exact sciences in existence. Vols. 3 and 4 were edited by W. B. Feddkrsk.v and A. J. v.

Obttingen.

3069 Geschichte der Physik : Vorlesungen an der Universitat zu Berlin ; with 40 woodcuts,

Svo. hf. calf {nice copy), ISs ib., 1879

3670 Lebenslinien zur Geschichte der Exacten Wissenschaften seit Wiederherstellung

derselben, roy. 4to. cl., 4s Berlin, 1853

3671 POINCAB^ (Henri Jules, de Vlnstitut) Electrite et Optique : la Lumiere et les ThiJ:ories

Electrodynamiques : Lemons profess6es il la Sorbonne, 1888, 1890 et 1899, 2«^ [dernifere] Edition,

revue et completee par Jules Blondin et Eugene Nit;cuLc6A; vnth 62 diagrams, roy. Svo.

(pp. 651), hf. blue calf, 15* 1901

3672 La Science et I'Hypothese, post Svo. sewn, 2s
,

[1902]

3673 POINSOT (Louis) Elements de Statique, suivis de Quatre M6moires, 9« Ed., angraent^e

;

with 4 plates, Svo. hf. calf, 65 6c? 1848
Best Edition, well printed in large type. The vnimoirti comprise : ^ur la Composition des Momenta et des Aires ; sur

le Plan invariable du Systeme du monde ; sur la Theorie generale de lEquilibre et du Mouvement des systimes ; sur une
Theorie nouvelle de la Rotation des Corps.

3674 Dixieme Edition ; with 4 plates, Svo. hf. calf, 5s ^d 1881
' This work is remarkable not only as being the earliest introduction to synthetic mechanics, but also as containing for

the first time the idea of couples.'— Pro/. Ctijon.

3875 TH60RIE Nouvelle de la Rotation des Corps ; with 2 folding plates, 4to. sewn {scarce),

105 1851

367G Outlines of a Nenv Theory of Rotary Motion, trans., with Notes, by Charles
Whitley, f.r.a.s., 3 plates, Svo. cl., uncut {very scarce), 12* 6f/ Cambridge, 1834

' A clear concei)tion of the nature of rotary motion was conveyed by Poinsofs elegant geometrical representoUon by

means of an ellipsoid rolling on a certain fixed plane,'— Pro/. Ctyori.

3077 POINTER (John, Rector of Slapton, Northants.) A RATIONAL ACCOUNT of the WEATHER,
shewing the Signs of its several Changes and Alterations, with the Philosophical Reasons of them.

Collected from Common Observations, etc. etc. ; 2nd Ed., corrected and much enlarg'd ;
with

Three Essays towards accounting for L A continued Course of Wet Years. IL The Cause of an

Aurora Borealis. III. The Cause of the Plague. Svo. old calf {very rare), £1. 1« ,1738
Comprising ' Signs of Rain, Rainy Weather, Fair Weath.^r, Mists, Windy Weather and Tempests. Hail, Cold and Frosty

Weather, Hard Winters, Pestilential Seasons, and Signs of the Weather from the Weather-Glasses
, , , on.

' It was pointed out in the (kntleman:<f Magazine, 174S (pp. 255-r.). that this volume supplied the groundwork of The

Shepherd of Banbury's Rules to judge the Weather, by John Claridge, shepherd '.— 1». A. B. {v. Ao. 800, anle).

3678 POLEHAMPTON (Edward, pr.), and John Mason GOOD, f.r.s. : The Gallery of Nature
and Art, or a Tour through Creation and Science, unth 100 copperplates, 6 vols. Svo. hf. calf extra

{nice set), lis 6d ^ , t. , ». J
Containing articles on astronomy, meteorologj-, mining, etc. Dr. Mason Gootl was grandfather of Dr. John Mason

Neale the bymnologLst. .^
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36S0 POISSON (Simeon Denis ; f.r.s.) Nouvelle Theorie de TACTION Capillaire ; withfolding

plate, 4to. hf. m//" (scarce), £1. 15* 1831
« Reprenaiit la theorie de Taction capillaire, 11 trouve la cause de ces phenom^ncs dans cette remarquo, que la densite

d'un liquide varie avec la profondeur de la partie que Ton considere et aussi avec la distance de cette partie aux parois du
vase qui renfenue le liquide.'—-B. MerZicMX.

3681 Reciierches sur le Mouvement des Projectiles dans I'AiR, en ayant 6gard a leur

Figure et leur Rotation, et k I'lnfluence du Mouvement Diurne de la Terre, 4to. hf. calf 5s 1839

3682 Recherches sur la Probabilite des Jugements en Matiere Criminelle et en

Matiere Civile, precedees des Ragles g^nerales du Calcul des Probabilites, 4to. calf or, hf
calf Is 1837

The author develops in this work his ' law of great numbers.'

3683 Theorie Mathematique de la Chaleur; with folding plate, 4to. hf calf {water-

stained), 95 1835

Containing numerous important propositions, chiefly on the distribution of heat and the heat of the centre of the earth.

3684 Le Meme, avec le Supplement—2 vols. 4to. in 1, hf. calf 12s Qd 1835-7

The supplement consists of a ' Memoire sur les temperatures de la partie solide du globe, de I'atmosphfere, et du lieu do

I'espace ou la Terre se trouve actuellement.' ,
, ,, , • 7 « j^ t 7-

3685 Traite de Mecanique, 2^ [derniere] Ed., considerablement augraentee ; with 7 folding

plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, 6s 1833

3386 Another Copy, hf calf 7s Qd
The best-known of the author's works, and for a long time the standard work on the subject.

3087 Treatise of Mechanics, trans., with explanatory Notes, by Henry H. Harte, pr.,

Fellow T. C. D., with 8 folding plates, 2 thick vols. 8vo. hf. morocco gilt (scarce), £1. Is 1842
' The knowledge of mathematical mechanics of solids attained by the great mathematicians of the XVIII. century may

be said to be summed up in Lagrange's Mecaniqtce awilytique [q. v. ante} and Poissou's Traite de Mecanique.'—W. W. R. Ball.

3688 POLE (William, f.r.s. ; musician and whist player) Iron as a MATERIAL of CONSTRUCTION,
diagrams, post 8vo. cL, or, hf. calf [out ofprint), 2s Qd 1872

3689 Treatise on the Cornish Pumping Engine, with Historical Notice of the Applica-

tion of the Steam Engine for Draining Mines in Cornwall, and Analytical Investigation of the

Action of the Cornish Engine, with 10 folding plates, and woodcuts, 4to. cL, 7s 6d (p. £i. 12s) 1844-8

3690 Another Copy, hf calf 8s 6d
The classic work on one of the most highly specialised and efficient products of English steam-engine practice.

3691 POLENI (Giovanni Marchese, Padova; f.r.s.) Epistolarum Mathematicarum Fasciculus ;

with \0 folding plates, 4to. old calf gilt (FINE COPY), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope,

F.R.S., 12s 6d Patavii, 1728
The author's correspondence on astronomical, hydraulic, mathematical and physiological subjects with Manfredi, Guido

Grandi, Jacob Hermann, and Marinoni.
' Bella e rara edizione . . . pregevola collezione.'—EiccartZi. The author's statue in Padua was one of the first works

of Canova.

3692 De Motu AquM Mixto ; 3 plates, '17 : De Castellis per qufe derivantur Fluviorum
Aqu^ ;

plate, '18
: De Mathesis in Rebus Physicis Utilitate, '20 : De Physices in Rebus

Mathematicis Utilitate, '16: Observatio Solaris Eclipsis, V. Nonas Maias, 1715, '17:

Miscellanea : de Barometris et Thermometris : Machine ARiTMETiCiE [sicl, etc. etc., '09—
6 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf {nice copies), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. (rare),
£1. 5s ib. et Venetiis, 1709-20

These are the author's chief scientific writings, especially valuable for his work on hydi-aulics (of which a full account
is given in Montucla, v. Ill, pp. 6S4-5), now very scarce. Three of them were unknown to Poggendorff.

3093 De Vorticibus Ccelestibus Dialogus ; cui accedit Quadratura Circuli Archimedis et

Hippocratis Cliii Analytice expressa ; with 1 folding plates, 4to. fine copy in contemiJorary Italian
vellum {rare), 10s 6c? Patavii, 1712

3694 POLINIEBE (Pierre) Experiences de Phisique, 4^ :Ed., augmentde; with plates, 2 vols.

12mo. nice copy in old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 5s 1734
According to Poggendorff, the author was the first to deliver public lectures on experimental physics in Paris.

3695 POLLARD (J.), et A. DUDEBOUT : Architecture Navale : Theorie du Navire; with
folding plates, and numerous diagrams, 4 vols. roy. 8vo. hf. green morocco gilt {nice copy), £1. 12s 6rf

(p. F. 54. nett unbound) 1890-4
3698 POLLOCK (David, m.i.n.a.) Modern Shipbuilding, and the Men engaged in it : recent

Progress in Steamship Design and Construction, with Descriptions of notable Shipyards, Biograph-
ical Notes, etc., 15 portraits, and 3 views of steamships, besides woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out of print),

4s M 1884
3697 The Shipbuilding Industry: its History, Practice, Science, and Finance, 20 plates, post

8vo. cl., 2s 1903
3698 PONCELET (General Jean Victor) Trait^ des Propri6tes Projectives des Figures ; with

\2 plates, 4to. sewn, uncut, with auto, of Gen. R. C. Moody, 8s 1822
3699 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, 9s

' Long one of the best-known text-books on modern geometry. By means of projection, reciprocation, and homologous
figures he established all the chief properties of conies and quadrics. He-also treated the theory of polygons.'—

3703 POND (John, Astronomer Royal) Astronomical Observations at the Royal Observatory
at Greenwich, 1811-17, printed on thick paper, ivith 2 plates, 3 vols. roy. folio, hf calf with Sand-
hurst College bookplate, £1. 5s 1815-19

The Observations were continued to 183.".. Vol. II (ISU-IO) includes the author's Catalogue of 400 Stars, reduced to
1817^0. The plates illustrate the six-foot mural circle by Troughton, which was mounted at the Observatory in 1812.

Arago visited Greenwich to acquire Pond's methods ; Airy regarded him as the principal improver of modern practical
astronomy

; Bessel, many of whose refinements he anticipated, was his enthusiastic admirer.'—^(;«e,s M. Gierke.

3701 POOLE (Joseph) The Practical Telephone Handbook, and Guide to the Telephonic Ex-
change, ivith 227 illustrations, sq^. post 8vo. hf morocco neat {title stamped), 2s Qd 1891
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3703 PONTiJCOTJLANT (Comte Philippe Gustave Doulcet de) Theorie Analytique dii
Systkme du MoXDK, avec les Supplements aux Livre^j II, V et VII, 4 vols. 8vo. /*/. calf gilt,
with Sandhurst College bookplate (SCARCE), £1. 156' 1829-46[-60]

3701 Seconde Edition, considorablement augmentde, 4 vols. 8vo. A/, cl. {somewhat foxed),
£'2. 1856-34-46

Voli}. Ill and IV are of the first edition, no second edition having ever bien pabli^bed. The former contains the theory
of the planets, and vol. IV the lunar theory.

3705 POPE (Frank Leonard ; editor • Electrical Engineer ') Modern Practice of the Electric
Telegraph, 5tli Ed., enlarj^ed, 65 woodcuts, 8vo. A/, morocco neat, 2s New York, 1871

3706 POPULAR SCIENCE BEVIEW (The): a Quarterly MLscellany of Entertaining and Instruct-
ive Articles on Scientific Subjects, edited by Jame.s Samuelson, from the beginning in 1862 to
1881, with vert/ numerous plates {many coloured), besides woodcuts^ 20 thick vols. 8vo. A/, calf extra
(fine set), £2. 10? 1882-81

Oontaioinjf contributions by G. V. Chambers, f.ra.s., Sir William Crookes. Goorge Gore, r.R.s., Robert Iluut, P.R.S.

,

Ge«rg3 Henry Lowes, and many other well-known scientist*.

3707 PORTA (Giovanni Battista della) Ars Destillatoria, das ist, die Edele vnd in aller Welt
geliebte Kunst zu destilliem, welche nicht allein einen newen vnd zuvor vnbekannten Methoduni
... in sich begreitt't: sondern auch alle Heiinlichkeiten der Natur zu erkiindigen, vnd alle
vermischte Sachen in ihre eigene vnd sonderbare Elenienten zu re.solviren . . . vnterweist ... in
unsere Hochteutsche Sprach vbersetzt [von Peter L'ffenbach]; with numerous woodcuts illus-

trative of contemporary chemical apparatus, sin. 4to. sound copy in contemporary pressed pigskin^
with clasps {name and stamp on title) ; RARE, £1. 5.; Franck/urt a. AT., 1611

This German edition was unknown t3 OFaesse and Ebert.

3703 Elementorum Curvilineorum Libri III, in quibus altera Geometrij« parte restitute,

agitur do CiRCULI Quadr.VTUka ; with numerous diagrams, 4to. sound and tail copy in boards,
\Qs %d Roma, 1610

3709 Another Copy, A/, d. {afew holes in title, and some II. browned), %s 6d
The treatise on circle squaring is here first published ; the rest of the work was already contained in the PiuHmatlcj of

ItWj ((/. V. infra). The work, according to Prof, de Morgan, is a 'ridiculous attempt, which delles description, except that
it is all about luiiules.'

3710 De FuRTivis Literarum Notis, vulgo de Ziferis Libri IV, editio princeps; with
woodcuts {ivith MOVABLE SLIPS), and fine woodcut ortiamentSf cr. 4to. old Italian vellum {blank
bottom of title margined), £1. 5s Neapoli, Joa. Maria Scotus, 1563

Tuis FIRST EDITION IS VKRY RARE, Gracsse mentioning only the folio edition of 1004. ' Dans w traits des chitfres ou
d'ecriture secrete, il indique 180 proc6d63 diflerents et met en outre sur la voie de les multiplier a I'inflni.'—iJioj^. Gin.

3711 MAGliE NaturALIS, sive de Miraculis Kerum Naturaliuni Libri IIII, cum Indice, ISmo.
boards, within^cr. ^ Monasterii Weingartensis, A. S. 1599,' 10« Qd Antverpice, Christ. Flantinus, 1585

The Alagia NaturiUis in 4 books is quite a different work from that in 20 books, containing far more occult and
superstitious matter than the latter, which made it however more acceptable to tlie contemporary reader. The author
mentions therein the camera obscura without the lens, the discovery of which is generally ascribetl to Leonardo da Vinci,

bat was really first mentioned by Levi ben Ger.son in a work translated iu a.d. 1342 under the title ' De Sinibus et Cordis.*

The camera with the lens was first described in the work rewritten in 20 books.

3712 Magi/E Naturalis Libri XX, in quibus Scientiaruni Naturaliuni Divitia? et Deliciio

demonstrantar, iam de novo, ab omnibus Mendis remirsjati, in Lucem prodierunt ; accessit Index ;

with woodcuts and diagrams, thick 12mo. old calf (back slightly damaged), lOs 6d Hanoviw, 1644
This celebrated work was the earliest to contain a description of the camera obscura with a lens. ' Parmi beaucoup de

chosos ridicules ou pueriles on trouve une foule de bonnes observations sur differents {joints d'histoire naturelle, sur la

lumiere, les verres optiquos, les feux d'artifico, la statique, la dynamique, la boussole, la fabrication des lunettes, etc.'—

lUogr. (len.

3713 De MUNITIONE Libri III ; with numerous woodcuts, cr. 4to. boards, uncut [fine copy), 10*

Neapoli, 1608
Treating of fortification.

3714 Pneumaticorum Libri III, quibus accesseruntC(jRViLiNEORU.M Elementorum Libri II,

editio princeps ; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, white vellum {side

margins neatly mended, but a sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 1* ... .**'• ^9^^
Tins work is of interest as containing tho earliest attempt towards measuring the volatne of steam given off by a given

'^'^^An apparatus'^similar to that of Hero of Alexandria is described by della Porta, in his Pneumatics, publii.he.1 (n IflOl,

with this addition, that the condensation of steam within a close vessel is described as a means of producing a vacuum,

and thereby causing water to ascend and fill the vestel'.— Pro/. Ratikine, F.K.S.

3715 POMARIUM : Sylvas cfcduametglandariam, Oiivetum. Vineam, Arbustum, Hortos Coron-

arium, et Olitorium, Segetem, Pascua, Cultum, et quicquid ad universam agricolationis liwtoriam

pertinere visum est ; with vignette on title, and woodcut initials, cr. 4to. sound copy tnold^.

vellum extra {VERY RARE), £1. 5s
. „ . .^ . , \ , .

This seems to be one of the rarest of della Porta's writings ; it was unknown to Bmnet and Graesse. nor is it contained

in a full list of the author's works in £io<7r. 6'eft. .,,,,.,. • •^i j-
3716 De Kefractione Optices Parte Libn IX, editio pnncepa; with numerous dtagranu,

sm 4to. sound copy in limp vellum, l&J ., .
'

' Plus que ne lavaitfait Maurolico, il approcha de la veritable theorie de la vision, et ddtnontra *>«• »<>;"
»K!i^mI«

les objets, non iKir des rayons emanant de loeil, mais par la luraiire qui y penetre du
']''^f'^:J^^.^^^^J^^^it l?r.Tt^

.sont fort curieuses, et il profita beaucoup des connaissanc«4 que Paolo harp., avec qui il s etalt li6, iK>sH6^lait sur cctle

matiere. 11 fut le premier qui lixa la distance du foyer d'un miroir concave au quart de son dumetre -^*<Vr. ''^•

The author also explains in the work the twinkle of sUrs as the result of the disi.ersion of their light m the atmosphere.

3717 I Tre Libri de' Spiritali, cio^ d' Inalzar AcQUEper FoRZAdell' Aria ;
wUh numerou^

woodcuts, cr. 4to. FINE COPY in contemporary limp vellum (RARE), 15*
,, ,. „'I ..TT

' On trouve A la page 75 de cet opuscule une figure represenUnt la machine invents Mr Porta pour 61evcr 1 ean i 1 aide

de la force ^lastiqulde la vapeur, figure dont Fr.' Arago a donne un fac-simile dans sou H%$hnrc (Us machinet a vapeur .-

Brufut. There is also au illustration of a tA«rmosc()p< on page 76. „,
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3719 PONTON (Mungo) Eaettiquakes : their History, Phenomena, and Probable Causes, revised

Ed., with Account of recent Earthquakes, 28 plates and woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl. {out of print),

3s 1888
This work is not noticed in D. N. B. The author made the discovery that the action of sunlight renders bichromate of

potassium insoluble,

3720 POUTER (George Richardson, f.e.s., author of * The Progress of the Nation ') The Nature
and Properties of the Sugar Cane, with practical Directions for the Improvement of its

Culture, and the Manufacture of its Products, 6 plates of Machinery, etc., 8vo. cl., uncut
{stained) ; scarce, \Qs Qd 1830

Of value for its statistical portion (pp. 79).

3721 [ ] Treatise on the Origin, Progressive Improvement, and Present State of the MANU-
FACTURE of Porcelain and Glass, engraved title by Finden, and 36 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., or,

hf calf, 2s 6d 1832
3722 On the Origin, Progressive Improvement, and Present State of the Silk Manufacture,

engraved title by Finden, and 39 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. hf. calf, 2s 6d 1831
3723 PORTRAITS :—Icones Professorum Leidensium ; 48 copperplate portraits of celebrated

Theologians, Physicians, Jurists, Mathematicians, etc. etc., includinq B. and W. Snellius,

Ludolph van Ceulen, Hugo Grotius, J. J. Scaliger, Justus Lipsius, D. Heinsius, Franc. Junius,
Arminiu^, Ev. Vorstius, and G. J. Vossius, all printed 07i one side only, cr. 4to. original parch-
ment, £1. lis 6c? s. a. [c. 1680]

3724 PORZIO [latine PORTIUS] (Lucantonio ; Univ. Naples) De MOTU Corporum Nonnulla, et
de NonnuUis Fontibus Naturalibus, Ed. II., cui accessit de MoTU Corporum ; with plates, 12mo.
old vellum, 8s 6c? Neapoli, 1704

Bound up is : Considerazioni del P. D. Guidone Grando sopra la Scrittura di L. A. Porzio circa '1 moto de' gravi per il

piano inclinato, Roma, 1710.

3725 PORZIO [latine PORTIUS] (Simone) De Coloribus [Aristotelis] Libellus, Comraentariis
illustratus : una cum ejusdem Praefatione, qua Coloris Naturam declarat : De DOLORE Liber :

De CONFLAGRATIONE Agri Puteol.\NI Epistola—3 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, old Italian vellum
(RARE), £1. 5s Florentiae, 1548-51

'Ses ouvrages sont tr6s-rares aujourd'hui.'—JBiogrr. Gen.

3726 POTTER (Francis, fxr. ; f.r.s.) An Interpretation of the Number 666, wherein, not onely
the Manner, how this Number ought to be Interpreted, is clearely proved and demonstrated, but
it is also shewed y<^ this Number is an exquisite and perfect Character, truly, exactly, and
essentially describing that State of Government, to w^ii all other notes of Antichrist doe agree,
with engraved symbolic title by W. MARSHALL, 4to. old calf, newly rebacked (rare), £1. 7s 60?

Oxford, Leon. Lichfield, 1642
' a wild but ingenious theory of the Number of the Beast, connecting 25, the ' appropinque ' square root of i^<o&, with

various Romi.sh institutions. Wood says it was translated into Fi'euch, Dutch, and Latin. Pepys, who read the work in
November 1666, considered it ' mighty ingenious'.'—Z). N. Jl.

See No. 461 ante, for another work on this palladiuTu of British Protestantism.

3727 POTTER (Richard, Prof. Astronomy, Univ. Coll., Lond.) ELEMENTARY Treatise on Hydro-
statics, illustrated, 8vo. cl., 2s 6c? Cambridge, 1859

3728 Elementary Treatise on Mechanics, revised Ed., diagrams, 8vo. cl., 2s Qd
1848, '55, or '59

8729 Elementary Treatise on Optics (Pt. I 2nd Ed.), illustrated, 2 vols. 8vo., cl., 4s 6rf 1851
3730 POTTER (Thomas, Clerk of Works to Lord Ashburton) Concrete : its Use in Building, and

the Construction of Concrete Walls, Floors, etc., 2 folding plates {linen-mounted), and woodcuts,
post 8vo. hf. calf gilt (out ofprint), 4s [1877]

3731 POTTS (Robert, Trinity Coll., Cantab.) ELEMENTARY Algebra, with brief Notices of its
History, 8vo. cl. {out of print), 3s 1879

3732 Elementary Arithmetic, with brief Notices of its History, 8vo. cl., 2s Qd
Cambridge, 1876

V. Euclides {Nos. 1230-3), ante.
3733 POUCHET (Felix Archimede) The Universe : or the Infinitely Great and the Infinitely

Little, with 4 coloured plates, and 343 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cl. gilt, g. e., 8s (p. £1. lis M)
1870

3734 POXJILLET (Claude Servais Mathias) Elements de Physique Experimentale et de
M6t6orologie, 7"^® [derniere] Edition, 2 thick vols., with Atlas, containing 50 plates—Z vols.
8vo. sewn, 3s Qd 1856

3735 POUMET (— ) Instruction sur les Effets des Boucues h. Feu, et I'Artillerie de Campagne,
etc., 8vo. hf. calf, 3s 1828

3736 POUSSIGUE (Leon) Conditions d'ExPLOiTATiON [des Mines] a Grande Profondeur
;

. with Z folding plates, and ivondcuts, 8vo. sewn, 3s St. Etienne, 1900
3737 POUTET (Jean Joseph iltienne, pharmacien-chimiste) Traite des Huiles, et Traite des

Savons -, with 8 plates, 4to. sewn, 6s 6a 1828
3738 POWELL (Baden, pr., f.r.s., Savilian Prof Geometrt/ ; ^Essayist and Reviewer ' ) Elementary

Enquiry into the Nature of Radiant Heating Effects from Terrestrial Sources, 4to.
(pp. 18), sewn, 3s 1825

3739 History of Natural Philosophy, fcap. 8vo. hf. calf, 3s 6d 1834
3740 POYSER (Arthur William, T CD.) Magnetism and Electricity, with over 300 woodcuts,

cr. 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 4s 6c?) 1892
3741 PRACTICAL BREWING, etc. : Prize Essays, reprinted from Holmes's Brewing Trade

Gazette, revised, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d Leeds, 1879
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No. 3881 {page 195).

One of ip5 copperplates.
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3743 POZZO (Agostino dal, hie AUGUSTINUS A PUTEO, J. U. D. ac Matfiesiphilus) Gnomonices
BiFORMis, Gkometric.e, «c., et Arithmetics Synopsis; tcith front., plate, and numerous other
engravings on copper in text, 4 vols. 4to. in 1, white limp vellum (2 holes in titU, but a sound copt/),

i^2. 2s Venetiis, 1679
A VERY RARK WORK, which seems to l)e quite unknown to bibliographers, f.q., Pogjjei.dorff, Montucla, Gracsse, or

Brunet. nor does anything seem to be known of the author, who is not inciudi>d in th«> UnHjrapKie dfiuraU.
Part II contains * De Uorologiis Solaribus describendis per Tabulas Ononionicas ; Tabularunt Gnouionicaruni Usus per

P«Tipheriam et Regulam' ; and 'TabulieGnonionica; CLXXXIV, pro Delineandis Sciathericis Italicisct Babylonicis ', etc.
enijraced on 181 pp.

3744 PBA.TT (Henry, m.d.) Pbincipia Nova Astronomica, with 44 plates, 4to. cl. gilt {out of
print). Is 6d 1894

Pro[Kiunding a 'quateniary solar system', making the sun Vn revolve round an equatorial sun. the Iatt«r round a itolar

sun, and that round the central sun, the centre of the universe. None of these sana are supposed to be luminous, and the
work is ino<le.stly prefaced by * «ptis crtiiet ' f

3745 PRATT (Henry F. A., m.d.) On Eccentric and Centric Fohck: a New Theory of Pro-
jection, with 26 diagrams, lar|,'e 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), 10* 6rf 1862

• Dr. Pratt not only upsets Newton, but cut« away the very ground he stands on : for he destroys the first Uw of
motion, ami will not liave the natural tendency of matter in motion to be rectilinear. This was also John Walsh's notion.'—Prof, de Morgan's ISutlijet of I'aradotei.

3746 On Ordital Motion : the Outlines of a System of Physical Astronomy, diagrams,
8vo. cl. (scarce), lOs 6d 186.1

' In this work Dr. Pratt insists that the precession of the equinoxes is cauasil by the motion of the solar system round a
<listant central sun. In it the author refers to a few notes, wliich completely destrov the theory of gravitation In tanas
'perfectly intelligible as well to the unlearned as to the leanuil ' : U) lue they aie quite unintelli|jible, which rather tends
to conflnn a notion I have long had, that I am neither one thing nor the other.'—/do*.

3747 PRATT (John Henry, f.r.s., Archdn. of Calcutta) The Mathematical Principles cf

Mechanical Philosophy, and their Application to the Theory of Universal Gravitation,
with 5folding plates, thick 8vo. boards, uncut, Us CanUridge, 1836

3748 Second [last] Edition, revised and improved, with 5 folding plates, thick 8vo. boarcU,

uncut Is (p. £1. Is) ib., 1842 or '6

3749 Another Copy, 8vo. tree calf extra, 9« ib., 1845
This work was largely made use of by Prof. Todhunter In his ' Analytical Htatics.'

3750 Treatise on Attractions, Laplace's Functions, and the Figure of the Earth,
4th Ed., with diagrams, post Svo. hf. calf gilt {slightly wormed), 8« 6rf 1871

Last Edition, and now out of print and scarck.
'

' The distinction between the coefficients and functions of Laplace is given for the flrat time to ray knowledge in Pratt's
' Figure of the Earth.' '—Prof Todhvnter.

3751 PRECHTL (Johann Joseph v.) Praktische Dioptrik als vollstiindige nnd jfemeinfoMliche

Anleitunj,' zur Vp:rfertigung achromatischer Fernrohrk, nach den neuesten Verl)e»»erungen

und Hiilfsmitteln imd eigenen Erfahrungen ; with 4 folding plates, Svo. original hf. roan gilt,

g. e.. Is 6d Wien, 1828

3752 PREECE (Sir William Henry, f.r.s.), and Julius MAIER: The Telephone, with 290

illustrations, thick cr. Svo. hf. morocco neat {title stamped) ; out ofprint, 6s (id (p. 12* 6d) 1889

3753 , and Sir James SIVEWRIGHT, g.p.o. : Telegraphy, first edition, with 161 wood-

cuts, post Svo. cl., 2s 6d 1S76

3754 New Edition, greatly enlarged, with 267 woodcuts, post Svo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 7» 6rf)

1901 or '03

• An excellent manual'.—Pro/. SUvanua Thom]tfon.

3755 PRESCOT (Bartholomew, Etruria) Defence of the Divine System of tlie World ; which

represents the Earth as being at Rest, and the Heavenly Bodies in Motion about it; with a

Demonstration of the Fallacy of the Solar System, invented by Pythagoras, revised by

Copernicus, and established by Sir Isaac Newton, with a Keply to an Anonynjous Cnixc, front.

(pp. 9S) : Reply to Jonathan Banks in his Attack on • A Defence ' (pp. 48)—2 vols. 8vo. sewn

{rare), \2s 6rf Liverpool, 1803-4

Prof, de Morgan in his Budget of Paradoxes states that he had never »een a copy of this curious astronomical paradox.

3756 The System of the Universe, in which the Unchangeable Obliquity of the Ecliptic ; the

Solar and Lunar Equations, deduced from Circular Orbits; and the Direct, Retrograde and

Stationary Appearances of the Minor Planets, are mathematically demon.strated, on the

Basis of the First Chapter of Genesis. Book II., with a Review of the Reviewers, and a

Letter to John Pond, f.r.s., Astronomer Royal, with plates, Svo. boards, uncut (rare), 15m tb., Ii23

The author describes himself as the author of ' The Inverted Scheme of Copernicus ' ; the present work U an exposure

of the Baseless Fabric of the Newtonian System. Prof, de Morgan, who budgets two of the author's other books In hte

' Paradoxes ', was unaware of this one.

S757 PRESCOTT (George Bartlett) Bell's Electric Speaking Telephone : its Invention, Con-

struction, Application, Modification, and History, with plates, and about 330 woodcuts, Svo. cL.

5s 6d{n £1 Ts) ^^^ ^^'^' ^^^^

3758
-'
History, Theory, and Practice of the Electric Telegraimi, first edition. tct<A/ron^

anrf 98 laoodcuts, large i)Ost Svo. c/., 3*
, J^'^*^^'* V"J^- J

' }
^^

3759 The Speaking Telephone, Electric Light, and other recent Electncal Inventions

foldingfront, and 321 woodcuts, Svo. cl. {out ofprint). As (p. 12*660 ^^a V i

3760 The Speaking Telephone, Talking Phonograph, and other Novelties, 208 v^oodcuts,

Svo cl is **•' ^^'°

37CI PRESTON (Thomas, Rog. Univ. Ireland, F.R.S.) The THEORY of Heat, with 190 Ulustrations,

thick Svo. cl., 8s (p. 17* nett) ^ JJxl
3762 The Theory of Light, 205 diagrams, Svo. cl., 5s (p. 12* 6d) i»w
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3765 PRESTWICH (Sir Joseph, f.r.s.) Geological Inquiry respecting the Water-Bearing
Strata round London, with Reference especially to its Water-Supply, large coloured map, and

ivoodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out of print), Qs 1851

•An excellent volume '.—Prof. Bonney, F.R.S.

3766 Geology: Chemical, Physical, and Stratigraphical, Vol. I: CHEMICAL and PHYSICAL,

ivith 6 plates and maps {all linen-mounted), and 218 ivoodcuts, roy. Svo. hf. morocco neat {title

stamped), 12s 6d Cp. £1. 5* in cl.) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1886

3767 PE,]feVOST (Pierre, Gendve) Del'ORlGlNE des FORCES Magneitiques ; ivith 2 plates, 8vo. sewn,

uncut {rare), 7s 6d Geneve, 1788

3768 PRICE (Bartholomew, jor., f.r.s., Master of Pembroke Coll., Oxen.) Treatise on the Differ-

ential Calculus, and its Application to Geometry, founded chiefly on the Method of Infinites-

imals, 4 plates, 8vo. hf. cl., Zs Qd 1848
' Bat ' Price's first publication, the foundation of his great Treatise on the Infinitesimal Calculus.

3769 Treatise on Infinitesimal Calculus, with plates, 4 thick vols. 8vo. cl., £1. 7^ Qd
Univ. Press, Oxford, 1852-62

JJ770 Another Copy, Vol. I being 2nd [last] Ed., with plates, 4 thick vols. 8vo. cl., £1. 10s

a. e., 1857-62

Containing Differential and Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, Applications to Algebra and Geometry, and

Analytical Mechanics. . ,_ . . «. .

3771 Vols. I-III only (Diff'erential and Integral Calculus: Calculus of Variations: Statics

and Dynamics of Material Particles), plates, 3 thick vols, cl., £1. 1* «. e., 1852-G

3772 Vol. I only (Differential Calculus), plates, thick 8vo. cl., %sQd a. c, 1852
A standard v/ork on the subject. Vols. 1 and 2 are out of print and scarce.

3773 PRICE (Lake) Manual of Photographic Manipulation, treating of the Practice of the Art,

and its various? Applications to Nature, with 58 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), 7s Qd 1858
• First Edition of one of the earliest manuals of photography, by a well-known water-colour artist.

3774 PRICE (Richard, d.d., f.r.s.) Observations on Reversionary Payments, Annuities, the

Method of Calculating the Values of Assurances on Lives, and on the National Debt, with

Tables ; 2nd Ed., with additional Observations and Tables, 8vo. old calf {joints cracked), Qs 1772

3775 Fourth Edition, with History of the Sinking Fund, and State of the Public Debt in 1783,

etc., 2 vols. 8vo. fine copy in contemporary tree-calf extra, ivith Lord Sufjidd's bookplate, 15s 1783

3776 Fifth Edition, with Algebraical Notes, Solution of New Problems in Annuities, and
General Intro., by William Morgan, f.r.s., 2 vols. 8vo. old calf gilt, newly rebacked, 15s 1792

3777 Seventh Edition, with Algebraical Notes, and the Solution of New Problems in Annui-
ties, by William Morgan, f.rs., 2 vols. 8vo. old hf. calf {rubbed), with Adml. Sir C. E. NugenVs
bookplate, 12s Qd 1812

' One of the most important and long the most popular work on annuities and life-insurance '.—McCnlloch.

3778 [PRIDEATJX (John, 8Qth Bp. of Worcester)] Hypomnemata Logica, Rhetorica, Physica,

Metaphysica, Pneumatica, Ethica, Politica, GEconomica ; with engraved title by W. Marshall,
representing the author preaching before the dean and chapter, etc. etc , 12mo. hf. calf gilt {headlines

shorn), 15s Oxoniae, L. Lichfield [c. 1645J
Written for the students of Exeter College, Oxon., of which the author was Rector from 1612 to 1642, and whose reputa-

tion he largely increased.

3779 PRIDEATJX (T. Symes) On Economy of Fuel, particularly with reference to Reverberatory
Furnaces, woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 2s 1853

3780 PRIEST (Walter B.) A Scheme for the Promotion of Scientific Research, 8vo. cl. , Is Qd 1905

3781 PRINCE (Charles Leeson, f.r.a.s.) Observations upon the late Great Comet and Transit
of Venus, made at Crowborough, Sussex, 18S2, with 7 plates, 8vo. limp, cl., 3s 6a?

privately printed, Lewes, 1883

3782 PRINGLE (Andrew) The Optical Lantern for Instruction and Amusement, 3rd Ed.,

considerably enlarged, 72 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s 1899

3783 PRINGLE (Sir John, m.d., p.r.s.) Discourse on the Attraction of Mountains, delivered

Nov. 30, 1775, 4to. (pp. 3S), sewn, 7s 6d Royal Soc, 1775
' Monsieur Jeaurat [de la] part de son ami Mr. [Nevil] Maskelyne {F.R.S., Astronomcr-Roynl].'—Inscr. on cover.

3784 Discourse on the Different Kinds of Air, delivered Nov. 30, 1773, 4to. (pp. 32), sewn,

4s apud eandem, 1774

3785 Discourse oh the Torpedo [Electric Fish], delivered Nov. 30, 1774, 4to. (pp. 33),

sewn, 3s a. e., 1775
The above discourses were comments on the works of Nevil Maskelyne, Dr. Priestley, and John Walsh respectively

(' discussed with great learning and much discrimination.'—D. N.B.) on awarding the Copley medal to their authors.

3786 PROCLUS, The Philosophical and Mathematical Commentaries of, on the First Book of

Euclid's Elements ; with a History of the Restauration of Platonic Theology, by the
latter Platonists, and a Translation of Proclus's Theological Elements [by Thomas Taylor,
* Platonist'], with 2 finely engraved vignettes, 2 vols. 4to. boards, uncut (SCARCE), £1. 75 Qd 1792

3787 Another Copy, 2 vols, hf calf {as good as new), £1. 10s
' Containing a great deal of valua»)le information on the history of Greek mathematics. ... He has preserved for us

quotations from other and better authorities.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

3788 r :] Sphaerae atque AsTRORUM CffiLESTiUM Ratio, Natura, et Motus : ad totius

Mundi Fabricationis Cognitione Fundamenta [accedunt Josephus ffl-eglerua; de SolidtE
SPHERiE Constructione ; Proclus Diadocus : de Sph.^ra, Gr. et Lat. : Hemicyclium
Berosi; Aratus: Phenomena, cum Commentariis Theonis, Gr. ; Planisphaerium Ptolemsei
et Jordani]; ivith title within fine woodcut border, woodcut initials, and numerous diagrams
\Basilew, Valderus], 1536 : ASTROJ.OGICA [ex Heph^estione aliisque antiquis, Gr. et Lat., edente
JOACH. Camerario], Norimbcrgae, Jo. Petreius, 1532—2 vols. sm. 4to. in I, contemporary pressed
pigskin (rare), £2. 10s 1536-2
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DR. PRIESTLEY INVENTS SODA-WATER :

37S9 PRIESTLEY (Joseph, ll.d., f.r.s.) Directions for Impregnating Water with Fixed Air,
in order to coinniunicate to it the peculiar Spirit and Virtues of Pynnont Water, and other Mineral
Waters of a similar Nature, front, (pp. 26) : Experiments and Observations on Different
Kinds of Air, Vol. I, with 2 folding plates (name on title)—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, sound copies in old
calf {VERY RARE), £1. 1* 1774-2

In the first work Dr. Priestley appears as fli
" ir of the Man about Town by discovering Sooa-Water. Hi«

metUcxl was to prcluce carbon dioxi.le by pouri icid over chalk, and then toaglutc it in a vessel of water. Uo
gives directions for usin;? it medically, and claii: ptioiial antiseptic properties.

3790 Experiments and Observation-sou dilFerent Kinds of Air (Vols. I and III first edition,
and V. II 2nd Ed.), with copperplates, 3 vols. 8vo. old calf gilt {binding slightly loonncd, but a sound
copy) ; RARE, £1. lOs 1774-6-7

3791 Another Copy of the above Editions, with plates, 3 vein. 8vo. hf. bound, uncut, £1. 7sM
Dr. Priestlpy's most important publication, containing accounts of bis dlscoveriMof oxjrgen, nitric oxide, nitiDua oxide,

sulphurous acid, carbon dioxide, hydrochloric acid, and ammonia gaaes.
The abovo e<lition of v. 11 (with the dedication date«l Nov. 1775) is especially iotereaUng for stating on p. 830 that

Dr. Priestley while staying in Pans, Oct. 1774 mentioned to l^voisier the experiments he made In connexion with his
discovery of oxygen, adding :

' He (Lavoisier) presently found what I have called depUogitHeattd air, but without invest-
igating the nature of it.' This would settle the ((uestion of Lavoisier's claim to be an Independent discoverer of oxygen.

3792 Experiments and Observations relating to various Branches of Natural History ;

with a Continuation of the Observations on Air, Z foldingfronts, on copper, 3 vols. 8vo. old hf.ctilf

(rare), £1. 10« \11^—hir%ningham, 178l-«
3793 Another Copy, 3 vols, large 8vo. hf. bound, wholly uncut, with bookplate of the 1st Lord

Belper, F.R.S., £1. 15s
^ ^ * r~

^

Forming a sup))lctnent to the foregoing work. Vol. Ill (pp. 400-20) contains his general theoretical view* on cbetniatry.
in which he still tenaciously clings to the phlogiston theory. Vol. II c<impri»e« an analysis of bis reaearchM to 1781, aiM
the whole work contains a number of important new researches and experiments.

3794 Condensed Edition of Both Works : bein^ the former 6 Vols, abridged and methodixed,
with many Additions, 9 copperplates, 3 vols. 8vo. original boards, uncut, £1. 5* Birmingham, 1790

3795 Another Copy, hf. bound, £1. 1*
'In the condensed edition of his works, published in 1700, he descriljod interesting experiments on the thermal oon*

ductibility of gases, which he found to be much the greatest in the case of hydrogen '.—I). S. B.
In this edition he also more fully describes his visit to Paris, and his communications to Lavoisier as to his discovery of

oxygen. (Vol. II, pp. 108-10).

3796 Experiments and Observations relating to the Principle of Acidity, the Compositioh
of Water, and Phlogiston ; with additional Experiments, and Objections [by Henry Caven-
dish] considered—3 parts 4to. (pp. 11, 18, and 14), sewn. Is 6d 17H8

3797 Experiments and Observations relating to Air and Water, 4to. (pp. 31), sewn, 5s 1785
Containing the accsunt of ' an admirable series of quantitative experiments on the oxidation of iron and the reduction

of the oxide by hydrogen, with formation of water'.— Z). N. li.

3798 Experiments on the Phlogistication of Spirit of Nitre, 4to. (pp. 12), sewn, 3j 1789

3799 Experiments on the Transmission of the Vapour of Acids through an Hot Earthen
Tube, and further Observations relating to PHLOGISTON, 4to. (pp. 11), sewn, 3* Qd 1789

Added is : * On the Production of Nitrous Acid and Nitrous Air ', by Isaac Mii.ner, f.r.8.. Dean of Carlisle (pp. 14).

3800 Further Experiments relating to the Decomposition of Dkphlogisticatkd and
Inflammable Air, 4to. (pp. 10), 25 6d 1791

3801 Familiar Introduction to the Theory and Practice of Perspective, 2nd E«l.,

connected, numerousfolding plates, 8vo. old sheep {joints cracked and somewhat foxed), 5t 1780
With dedication to Sir Joshua Reynolds.

3802 The History and Present State of Electricity, with original Exi>eriracnt«, nwt
edition, with 7 copperplates, thick 4to. old calf I5s 1767

The proofs of this edition were corrected by Benjamin Franklin and John Caktok.

3S03 Second Edition, corrected and enlarged, with 8 folding plates, 4to. old calf {bottom Itne

of title cut of), 10s 6d 1"S«

This edition contains numerous additions, chiefly from the works of German authors, and an a^ldltlonal plate, repre-

senting a new type of an electrical machine. , «»#»«
3804 Fifth Edition, corrected, with 8 folding plates {somefoxed), 4to. hf calf, lOs 6d 1794

The last edition published of the work. .. . *, <m. •tii4 ->#
' Priestley's electrical work is mostly sound, and much of it is brilliant. It shows him at his byt. The

"•J^«7
oj

Electricity' supplies an excellent account of previous work both treated historically and summsrised
yT*"'**^/*"^*

"*"

his own reflexions and experiments. ... He anticipated therein Henry Cavendish and C. A. de OotUonb "/"^Jf^W^^
suggestion that the law of electric attraction is that of the inverse square, deducing thU ttxm an experimcDt sufgesiM Of
Franklin.'—Z>. N. B. . • ir t i

3805 The History and Present State of Discoveries relating to Vision, Light, ami

Colours, loith biographical chart, and 24 folding plates, 2 vols. 4to. hf. russia {backs damaged),

with auto, of William White Cooper, ophthalmologist (1816-86) onflyleaf, 10* 6d itU
3806 Another Copy, thick 4to. sound copy in hf. calf, 12»

, . » ,, • n v n
' In the ' History of Light ' (pp. 390 et scq.) he announced his adherence to Boscowlch s theory of points or force, —u. n.a

3807 PRITCHARD (Charles; D D., F.R.S., SavUian Prof. Astronomy, Oxon.) Treatise on the

Theory of Couples, with a Simple Method of investigating the Ellipticity of the Ka^t"/ consideroil

as a Heterogeneous Spheroid, folding plate, 8vo. (pp. 47), seicn {scarce). As 6d Cambridge, 18J1

' Adopted in the teaching of the university.'—^i^n^^/f. Cierke. ^^^^ . , , .

3808 , Memoirs of the Life of, compiled by his Daughter Ada P«rrcHABD,^ith hw
Theological Work by J. J. S. Perowne, lip. of Worcester, and his ASTRONOMICAL WORK i>y

H. H.Turner, F.R.S, ;?or<mtY,8vo.c/., 3* 6(/ (p. 10* 6</) ,,,-.* , n««^« -«1
3809 PROJECTILES: Expi^:riences faites h Metz en 1S34, par Ordre du Mmistre de Onerre, snr

les Batteries de Breche, sur la Penetration des Projectiles dans divers Milieux r<»»»taM,

et sur la Rupture des Corps par le Choc ; with plates, 8vo. hf calf gUt, As i«wo
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3811 PROCTOR (Richard Anthony, f.r. A.s.) Chance and Luck : the Laws of Luck, Coincidences,

Wagers, Lotteries, and the Fallacies of Gambling ; with Notes on Poker and Martingales,

post 8vo. cL, 2s (p. bs) 1887
Proving scientifically the unsoundness of all gambling ' systems.'

3812 The Constellation-Seasons : an easy Guide to a Knowledge of the Stars, 13 maps^
with Intro., 4to. boards (out ofprint), 3s 1867

3313 Easy Star Lessons, new Ed., with 83 star-maps {iS full-page), post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6*) 1882

3814 Essays in Astronomy : Papers on Planets and Meteors, the Sun and Sun-surrounding

Space, Stars and Star Cloudlets, and Dissertation on the approaching Transits of Venus ; with the

Life and Work of Sir John Herschel, 10 plates and 24 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out of p'int), Is

(p. 14s) 1872
3815 Half-Hours with the Stars, 12 maps, with Descriptions, 4to. boards, 2s (p. 5s)

1881, or '92

3816 Half-Hours with the Telescope, first edition, with 1 plates and 15 woodcuts, 12mo.

cl. {scarce), 5s [1868]
Perhaps the author's most popular book, which went through 20 editions during his life-time.

3817 Handbook of the Stars : the Places of 1500 Stars, List of Star-Names, ets. etc., 3 maps,
and diagrams, fcap. 8vo. cl. {out of print), 3s 6d 1866

3818 Light Science for Leisure Hours [First Series], 2nd Ed., post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7^ Qd)

1873

3819 Third Series, 4 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 4s 1883
Containing an account of the great Solar Eclipses since 186S, with the results obtained, etc.

3820 The Moon : her Motions, As{)ects, Scenery, and Physical Condition, first edition, with

3 fine lunar photographs by Rutherford, and 22 plates, thick post 8vo. cl.. Is Qd (p. I5s) 1873
Valuable for its lunar photographs, which are best in the above edition.

38'^1 New Star Atlas, 12 maps and 2 index plates, with Intro, on the Study of the Stars,

diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 2s Qd (p. 5*) 1877, or '79

3822 The Orbs around Us : Familiar Essays on the Moon and Planets, Meteors and Comets,
the Sun and Coloured Pairs of Snns, front., post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7* Qd) 1872

3823 Other Worlds than Ours : the Plurality of Worlds studied under the Light of recent

Scientific Researches, with 6 plates (4 coloured), and woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 10* 6rf) 1870

3824 New Edition [revised], with 7 plates {i?icluding folding map), and woodcuts, post 8vo.

cl., 4s (p. 10s 6d)
'

1878, or '82

3825 Pleasant Ways in Science, new Ed., luoodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. Qs) 1889

3826 The Poetry of Astronomy : the Heavenly Bodies regarded as suggesting Thoughts
respecting Infinities of Time and Space, of Variety, Vitality, and Development, 8vo. cl. {out of
print), 4s (p. 10s 6rf) 1881

3827 Rough Ways made Smooth: Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects, post 8vo. c/., 4s

(p. 10s Qd) 1880

3828 Saturn and its System, new Ed., with 13 steel plates, 8vo. d.y 4s Qd ]905

3829 Science Byways : Life in other Worlds ; Comets and the Sun ; the North Pole ; Rain
Danger from Lightning ; Automata, etc. ; with Essay : Money for Science, with collotypeportrait,

large post 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 5s Qd (p. 10s %d) 1875

3830 The Seasons Pictured in 48 Sun Views of the Earth and 24 Zodiacal Maps and other

Drawings, 21 plates, 4to. boards {out ofprint), 4s 1885

3831 The Spectroscope and its Work, with coloured spectrum table, and woodcuts, 16mo.
cl. {out ofprint), 2s S. P. C. K., 1888

3832 Star Atlas, for Students and Observers, shomng 6000 Stars and 1500 Double Stars

;

Nebulae, etc., 14 lar^e maps {including index maps), folio, cL, 6s (p. 15s) 187 7

3833 The Stars in their Seasons : an Easy Guide to a Knowledge of the Stars, 12 double

maps, 4to. boards, 2s Qd (p. 5s) 1883

3834 The SuN : Ruler, Fire, Light, and Life of the Planetary System, with 10 plates (7 coloured),

and 107 woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s (p. 14s) 1871

3835 Second Edition [revised and enlarged], with 10 plates (7 coloured), and 106 woodcuts,

thick post 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 14s) 1872

3836 Third Edition [revised and shortened], with 9 plates (7 coloured), and 100 woodcuts,
thick post 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 14s)

'

1876

3837 Transits of Venus, from the first observed by Horrocks in 1639 to the Transit of 2012,

with 20 plates (12 coloured), and 37 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s 1874
Containing the author's reply to Sir George Airy's acrimonious attack on his paper on the transit of 1S74.

3838 The Universe of Stars : Researches into and New Views respecting the Constitution
of the Heavens, 2nd Ed., with \2 plates and 15 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 10s Qd) 1878

3839 The Universe of Suns, and other Science Gleanings, with plate and 10 woodcuts, post

8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7s M) 1884

3840 , and Arthur Ccwper RANYARD, f.r. as. : Old and New Astronomy, best
EDITION, with 31 plates and 472 ivoodcuts, large inipl. 8vo. calf gilt, g.e. {rubbed) ; SCARCE, £1. 10s

3S41 Another Copy, in parts, sewn as issued, £1. 5s
The author's iriagnum opiis, ' designed to embody the studies of his life.'

3842 PROXJT (William, m.d., f.r.s.) Chemistry, Meteorology, and the Functions of Digestion
considered with reference to Natural Theology (Bridgewater Treatise), ivoodcuts and map, 8vo.

calf gilt, 3s W. Pickering, 1834
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3843 PBONY (Baron Gaspard Clair Fran9ois Marie Biche de) Lec^ons de M^canique Ana-

LYTIQUE, donn^es a I'Ecole Iiuperiale Poly technique ; uith 4 folding plates, 2 vols. 4to. hf. calf,
with SandhurU Ctllege bookplate, Is 6d 1810-15

no 4 A
^^^^ above vols, contain : de rcquilibre et Uu mouvement des corpii solbles ; no continiutlon wa« ever publbh<yl.

3844 MfeCANiQUE Philosophique, Oil Analyse Kaisonn^e, des diverges Parties de la Science
de 1 Lquilibre et da Mouvement, 4to.ca//{«carc«), 10» Imprimerie de la lUpubliau^.an K/Z/tlHOOJ

The author was one of the first to apply to practical purpowM the .llBcoveriea and prtwiva iu tbeorvUcal ntrchaoica
maae duriiij; the second half of the XVllI. Century, and wan the inventor of a frictional dynamometer known by hU name.

3845 I*B,YCE (William, m.d., of Jiedi-uth) Mixeralooia CoRNL'niEXsis : a Treatise on Mine-
rals, Mines, and Mining, the Theory and Natural History of Strata, Fissures, and Lodes, etc,
With the Methods of Discovering and Working of Tin, Copper, and Lead Mines, and of
Cleansing and Metalizing their Proilucls; with E.xplanation of the Terms and Idioms of MiNEBS,
fine portrait by Basire, and 1 folding plates, folio, hf. calf gilt (portrait mounUd, otherwise a very
sound and clean copy) ; rare, £1. 12» 6rf 1778

• His chief work. It was the reault of careful study of the mining world of Cornwall, and ia still of value, both for
historical jxirposcs aiui fur practical uiininj; '.—I). S. B.

3846 PTOLEM^US (Claudius) Omnia quae extant Opera [UtineJ.practerGeoKraphlam : samma
Cura et Diligentia castigata ab Erasmu Osualdo ScHREKiiKSFUciisio, et ab eodem lngO|nea in
Alniagestuin Pruefatione, et tideli.stimis in priores libn>.s AunotutiunibuttilluHtraU; WAfAniMiefviw
dvigrams, folio, sewn, with book^tamp of btrasburg Univertitu Library {large and sound copy),
^^' ^ {col. :] BasiUae, Henr, Petrus, 1551

' £dition tr^-estim^ dm astrononies, et que Ton prit^re, avee rai«on, k relle de 1.S41 '.—Omutt, It oootaioa the Alms-
Kest, with additions by Oiurico, an<i intruductlon and annoUtiopM by the wlilor; de lulicii* UbrilV; CvoUlOQiUuai

;

iuerrautiuni Stellaruui 8|« liticatlonws ; Pb«ki.i Diadociii Hyp.>ty|wal» AUrononiicarum Pu«itiununi (pn. 46).

3847 AlmaoestC : Opus ingens ac nobile oumes Celonl raotus continens. Felicibas Astria
eat in luce5 : Ductu Petri Liechtenstein ColoniC-jis

\ finely printed in gotfiir Irtlrr ; wUh beanti.
fill woodcut initials, and numerous geometrical designs on tnargin, folio, old itumited coif (a LARGE
AND fine COPY), £2. 2i Venctiis, Pctrus LiecAtensUin, 1615

The Latin ver8i».n was made from the Arabic. The above edition is remarkable an a Hni« upwlmrn of typography.
3848 Almageste : Magnae Construciionis. id est Perfectic Cu'lestiuni Motttum PertracU-

tionis. Lib. XllI, Graecb [edente Simone GRYNi«:oJ. Theonis Alexandrini in eosdein CoM-
MENTATIORUM Lib. XI [edente JoACHIMO Camerario] ; tcith very numerous diagrams, 2 vo\m.

folio in 1, boards {some II. wormed on blank margin, but a tall copy) ; rare, £2. lOs

Basiletr, Joa. WalderuSt 15SS
First Edition of the Greek Original of the Almagest, wUh a Up. dedication to Uk.nbv VIII. by tJu editor. TImoo'b oom>

mentary has a separate title and pagination.
Til is work en.bi>dies the geocentric sy:ite:'.i of astronomy known as the Ptolemsic, and formed th« great autbodtj o«

astronomy down to Copernicus.

3819 Another Copy, without the Commentary l)y Tlicon of Alexandria, folio, original

stamped calf {back of binding mended, otherwise a Verv large AND FINE COPY), with SxndhurA
College bookplate, £1. 10*
A number of copies of the above work were issued without Theou'a commentary, and Ita abeeooe tlMrafim does not

constitute an imperfection.

3850 In Magnam Comfositioxem, quam Almagestu.m vocant, Libri XIII, consciipU k
Joanne Regiomontano [Muller], in quibus Univeina Doctrina de Ccclestibus Motibu*. Maxni*
tudinibus, Eclipsibus etc. in Epitouien redacta, proponitur ; icith uoodcul ornament on title, and
numerous geometrical designs on margins, folio, sewn (VERY RARE), £2. 10* Noriberga: [«/rJ, 1550

The tirst work by Regiomontanus, who was brtlped in writing it by his teacher Pei'KRttA<'ti (</. r. anU). 'In thla the
trigonometrical functions sine and cosine were used, and a table of natural sinea was introduced. I'urtiaoli died before Uit
book was llnished '.— JK. W. 11. LM.

3851 MAGHMATIKH i'YNTASlS. COMPOSITION M.VTIII^IMATIQUE, traduite poor la prcmlbre

Fois du grec en fran(,'ai.s, sur les MSS. ori<5inaux <le la Hibliolh(\jue linpCTiale do Paris, jiar TAlin^
Nicolas B. Halma, et suivie des Notes de Jean Baitiste Joseph Delamdre; wUh front.,

portrait, and diagrams, 2 vols. roy. 4t3. contemporary hf. russiagilt {afew U.ofv.I toaterslaincd,

otherwise a VERY SOUND AND CLEAN COPY) ; VtRY .SCARCE, £9. 9* 1813-16

3852 Volume I only, withfront, and diagrams, thick roy. 4to. seten, UXCt'T, £1. 10* 1813
Both the above copies of vol. 1 contain at end 48 pp., and vol. II 40 pp.. of Notes.

J'he best edition, and at the .same time the only Fi-ench translation of the work ever pablbhed. ttha>th<? Orrelj oriaital

on opposite pages. Only 400 copies were issued, and the work uas become very acarce, more e*p«clally tJie iMwtid vulunii

(where the liiUiotheque Inieriale has become the BiU. du lloi, and which coutaina a mcdalUou {lortnit of l.«uU XVlll.X

which is now most dittlcult to obtain.

3853 Harmonicorum Libri III, ex Coild. MSS. XI, nunc primuni Gnrcee<litiis [tir]. Johannk4
Wallis, S.T.D., R.S.S. recensuit, edidit. Versione et Notisiliustravit. et Auctariuin adjecit ; wdh
fine engraved portrait by J. Savage, ito.Fl^KCOVY in cl.{R\HK}, £\. Is

Uxonii, e TAeatro Shddontano, 1082

3854 Another Copy, without the portrait, 4to. old calf {back damaged), 12*
' Traite fort utile pour connoilre la thc-orie dc cet art et son histoire chcx 1m anciena*.— Jf'>»i/i«'»«.

3855 Liber de Analemmate, a Frederico Commanding iiwUuratus, et Coinmcntanui lllii»-

tratus, qui nunc primum in Lucem protiit. Ejtwdeni FRED. Commandini Lil»cr de HorolooiOKUM
Descriptione; with anchor on title, and numerous diagrams, or. 4to. larae and fine coftytn old

Italian vellum {rare), 17* Qd Jiomae, Paulus Manuttus Aldt F., 1662

The only edition published. . « i •

3856 Planisph^rium. Jordani Planispii^erium. Frederici Commandi.vi m Ptolcmai

Planispharium COMMENTARIUS, in quo universa Scenographicjs ratio quam brevisswne tfa<litur,

ac demonstrationibus confirmatur; with anchor on titUi and last I., and numerous duigrams,

2 vols. sni. 4to. in 1, old limp vellum, £1. Venettu lAldiu], 1558

V. Danti, ante.
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3857 PXJCKLE (G. Hale, Windermere Coll.) Elementary Treatise on Conic Sections and

Algebraic Geometry, 4th Ed., enlarged, diagrams, post 8vo. cl , 3s (p. 7s 6c?) 1870

3858 PUISSANT (Louis) Recueil de diverses Propositions de Geometrie, r^solues et demontrees
par rAnalyse Alg^brique, precede d'un Precis du Leve des Plans, 3® [dernifere] Ed., augmentee

;

with 6folding plates, 8vo. hf. calf gilt, 5s 1824

3859 Traite de Geodesie, ou Exposition des Methodes Trigonometriqnes et Astronomiqnes,
applicables a la Mesure de la Terre, et a la Confection des Canevas des Cartes et des Plans Topo-
graphiques, 2^ Ed. ; with 11 fine folding plates on copjjer, chiefly of Geodetic Instruments, 2 v.;

avec le Supplement—3 vols. 4to. hf calf with inscr. * Given to the Duke of Gloucester at
Paris by Prince Taleyrand [sicl. Feb^ 1819 ' onflyleaf of v. /, andSandhurst College bookplate

(scarce), £1. 105 1819-27
' Puissant avait une predilection toute particuli^re pour la g6cdesie,dontonpeut dire qu'il fut pendant un demi-siecle le

rcpresentant le plus eminent.'—^iogrr. Gen. He was the first to point out the errors in Delambre and Mechain's Base dw
Systeme metrique decimal {q. v. ante).

3860 PULSIFER (William Henry, St. Louis) Notes for a History of Lead ; and an Inquiry into
the Development of the MANUFACTURE of White Lead and Lead Oxides, roy. 8vo. cl., t. e. g.,

95 (p. £1. 5s) New York, 1888
• The history of lead seems to have been neglected, and I have been unable to find a work devoted to this subject, or

even a satisfactory historical sketch.'

—

Preface.

PUTEO (Augustinus a) —v. Pozzo, ante.
3S61 QUADRI (Giovanni Lodovico) Tavole Gnomoniche per le Ore Oltramontane, con altre

Tavole appartenenti alia Construzione degli Orologj a Sole, e per altri Usi, con la Descrizione
di uno Strnmento per osservare con Esattezza quanto I'Ago calamitato declini dalla Meridana

;

with 2folding plates and 3 other engravings on copper by the Author, 4to. boards, uncut, 15s

Bologna, 1743
Mentioned by Montucla in his list of the principal works on dialling.

3862 aXJEKETT MICROSCOPICAL CLUB, Journal of the; from its beginning in 1868 to 1891,
with numerous plain and COLOURED PLATES, and woodcuts, 10 vols. 8vo. hf calf gilt (vv. 1-2

newly bound), £2. 155 1868-91

3863 QUET (Jean Antoine) De rELECTRiciT^, du Magn^tisme et de la Capillarity ; illustrated,

impl. 8vo. sewn {scarce), 5s Qd Imprimeric Imperiale, 1867

3864 aUETELET (Lambert Adolphe Jacques) Sur 1'Homme et le Developpement de ses
Facultes, on EssAi de Physique Sociale ; with plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, Qs Qd 1835

Applying the theory of probabilities to the phenomena of physical and social life. ' Get ouvrage acheva de placer son
auteur tres haut dans I'opiiiion du raonde savant. II fut traduit en anglais et en alleraand, et eut I'honneur d'une centre-
fagon a Bruxelles.'

—

E. MaiUy.

3865 , et Jean Guillaume GABNIEB : Correspondance Mathematique et Physique
;

with numerous Jolding plates. Vols. 1-10 (out of 11), 8vo. contemporary hf. calf neat (3 plates
apparently wanting) ; very scarce ; cheap, £5. 55 Gand, 1825—Bruxelles, 1838

Tliis important work contains many original contributions by Quetelet.

3366 : Mailly (Edouard) EsSAi sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de L. A. J. Quetelet, post 8vo.
sewn, 2s Bruxelles, 1875

3867 B. (J. A.) Comets' Tails no longer a Mystery ! and a few Questions, 5 plates, and wood-
cut, oblong 12mo. (pp. 30), cl., 5s 1873

The author's theory is that ' the Nuclei of Comets are entirely surrounded by an atmosphere' (p. 19).

3868 BADAU (Bodolphe) L'Acoustique, ou les Phdnonibnes du Son ; with 5 plates and 109 wood-
cuts, cr. 8vo. sewn {scarce), Ss 1867

3869 Tables Barom^triques et Hypsom^triques pour le Calcul des Hauteurs, cr. 8vo.
seivn, Is 6d 1881

3870 BADCLIFFE CATALOGUE (Second) : containing 2386 Stars, deduced from Observations,
1854-61, at the Kadcliffe Observatory, Oxford, and reduced to 1860, under the Superintendence of
IlOBERT Main, pr., f.r.s., roy. 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 155) Oxford, Parker, 1870

3871 OBSEBVATOBY, Oxford, Astronomical and Meteorological Observations at
the, under the Superintendence of MANUEL J. Johnson and Robert Main, pr., ff.r.s., from
1858 to 1880 (Vols. 19-38), 20 vols. roy. 8vo. cl., £2. 105 ibidem, 1858-80

This series includes ' a valuable series of double-star measures with the heliometer.'—Arjnes M. Gierke.

3872 BAETiyiAKEB (Jean) Traicte d'ARiTHMETiQUE, contenant les qvatre Especes, auec la Regie
de Trois, et la Practique. Tr6s-proulitable et vtile a la leunesse, et autres desireux d'apprendre la

dite Science, reveue et corrige de plusieurs fautes, 16mo. parchment cover from an old musical
MS., £1. l5

^
S. Omer, 1634

Very rare, and unknown to Graesse, Brunet, and other bibliographers ; while Prof, de Morgan only knew the edition
of 1662 {Arithmetical Books, p. 105). The first edition was apparently published in 1596.

3873 BAILWAY (Great Northern) : General Instructions and Regulations for the
Executive Department, 5th Ed., with woodcuts of signals, 12mo. leather, 3s 1853

An intcresUng little book, dating soon after the opening of the line through to Doncaster. Danger-signals and dogs,
' long sidings ' and London luggage, follow more or less in succession, time signalling is the only system, block working
unknown, and interlocking undreamt of.

3874 BAILWAYS, A Practical Enquiry into the Laws of Excavation and Embankment upon :

an Attempt to develop the Natural Causes which affect the Progress of such Works, and to point
out the Means by which the greatest Expedition and Economy in Execution may be obtained, with
Appendix, etc., by a Resident Assistant Engineer, ^vith 3 folding lithographs {one of the

Bredon Cutting in March 1840), 8vo. cl., uncut (scarce), 155 1840
The author claims to be the first to have fully treated the subject of excavations, and to give a correct working

/ormula.
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3877 RAILWAY STBUCTUBES, Report of the Committee on Wind Pressure on, with 12
folding diagrayns^ folio, hf. calf gilt, 5s 1881

A result ol the Tay Hri^lge disaster. The Coininissionen were Sir John Ilawkshaw, Sir William Annstrong, Mr. W. U.
liarlow, Sir George Stokea, aad Col. YoUand.

3878 RAMBOSSON (Jean) Astronomy, trans, by C. B. Pitman, with 10 coloured plates, 63 wood-
cuts, and 3 maps, 8vo. cl. {out ofjtrint), 6* Qd (p. 16*) 1875

3879 HiSTOiRE (Ics Met^:ores, et des Grands Plidnombnes de la Nature, with 2 coloured plates,
and 90 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco, g. e., 3s 6d (p. F. 8.50) Didot, 1860

3880 RAMCHUNDRA {Teacher of Science, Delhi College) TREATISE on Problems of Maxima and
Minima, solved by Algedra ; reprinted under the superintendence of [and with Preface (pp. 23)
by] Augustus de Morgan, with S plates, 8vo. d., 5s 1859

' Reprinted by order of the Court of Diractom of the East India Company in acknowlod^ment of th« author'H mwrit,
and in testimony ot the »ense enterUincd of the im|iorUnce of indeitcndent speculation aH an iniitrument of national
progress in India",— Tit/c. Hainchundra was aflerwardu baptized, and nearly hw. Ma lift in the Indian Mutiny.

3881 RAMELLI (Agostino, Ingegniero del Re di Francia ct di Polhmia) Diverse et Artikiciose
Machine, nelle quali si contenjforio varij et industrioHi Movimenti, dejjni di (Jrandissima
Speculatione, per cavarne beneticio infinito in o;;ni sorte d' o[>eratione, prima edizione; tcith

engraved title with fine portrait on reverse and 1)5 copperplates Ulustrating a great variety of
machinery, folio, new hf calf antioue {title slightly inked, and margined, some 11. somewhat soiled

or water-stained, and the last mended) ; VERY RARE, £2. 10* Parigi, in easa del' autore, 1588
'Ct^t ouvrage, 6crit en italiett et en francia, Mt rare ft recherche'.— ilruii^t. Th« MacOMthy eopjr, on UrKr pA|**r,

fetched 512 francs. The above copy belonged to Hbnry Maumlay (177M83I), engineer, teacher or Sir Jaeeph Whltwofth
and James Nasniyth, etc., an<l has hiii bookplate as well aa terse MS. reinarka bearing on the value of rteh machine
described.

3882 ScHATZKAMMER Mechanischer Kunste, darinnen viel unterRchiedene Wanderl»ahre,
Kunstreiche Machinaj zu l>etinden, so man zu Frieilens und Kriegesszeiten, in- und auftserhalb

Vestungen, auch sonsten hochniitzlichen und wohl gebrauchen kan. Jetzo mit Ijcsondereni Heiss

ins Deutsche versetzet durch Henning Grossen den Jiingern; with engraved title, fine jtortrait,

and 195 copperplates re-cngraued by A. Bretschneider, folio, fine coi'Y in contemporary white

vellum, £2. 2^ Leipzig, apud interpretem, 1620
These are the only two editions of this work ever published. ' Un recueil fort curieux, reprj^nenUnt den niachinos

destinoes la plupart a Clever I'eau, k trainer de lounles charges, k lancer des traiUs et dca grr'nailes entlainnu'ca. <>n y
reinarque I'application de I'axe coude, de la ponipc aspirante et foulante, dc la vis d'Archimede et dc la fontaine d'Uertm.
Differentes sortes de balistes et de catapultes y sont representees, aiusi qu'une nclerie m6caniquo ; et, chose plus siugulidTo

encore, on y tronvo, nioins la vai)eur, notre bateau a aubes'.—J5i<^r. Utn.

3883 RAMMELSBERQ (Karl Friedrich, Univ. Berlin) Handiiuch der kry.stalixkjraphi.scii-
rilYSiivALlscilEN Chemie ; luith 343 woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, lis 6d (p. M. 28.) Leipzig, 1881-2

The standard work on the subject.

3884 RAMSAY (Sir Andrew Crombie, F.R.S.) The Physical Geology and Geography of Gr.
Britain, 3rd Ed., with coloured map and woodcuts, large post 8vo. cl., 3j iid (p. Is 6d) 1872

3885 RAMSAY (Sir William, f.r.s.) The Gases of the Atmosphere : the History of their Dis-

covery, with 8 portraits, and woodcuts, large post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 6s nctt) 1896

3386 RAMUS (Petrus, i^ecte Pierre de la Ram^e) Arithmetices Libri II, et ALGEBRiK totidem:

a Lazaro Schonero eniendati et e.vplicati : ejusdem Schoneri Libri II: De NUMERls FlouR-
ATIS : De LOGISTICA Sexagenaria ; with Jolding table, Francofurdi, '86 {title damaged) :

SCHOLARUM Metaphysicarum Libri XIV, in totidein Metaphysicos Libros Aristotelii*, Parisiis,

'66: Scholarum Physicaru Libri VIII, in totideni acroamaticos libros Aristotclis, ib., '65—

3 vols. 12nio. in 1, contemporary vellum, £1. 5s 1565-W
The last two works are fir=it editions ; they are a fierce attack on Aristotelian principles, still In the spirit of hU

inaugural thesis, ' quiccunque ab Aristotele dicta essent, cctninentitia esse '.

The above edition of the Arithmetice was unknown to Prof, de Morgan, who only quotes that of 15M.

3887 Scholarum Mathematicarum Libri XXXI, editio princepa; with large woodcut

vignette on title, and numerous diagrams, 4to. old limp vellum (browned and some II. waterstaitudt

oihenvise a sound and large copy) • VERY RARE, £2. 12* 6d Basilea;, Eus. Episcopius, 1009
' Cette premiere Edition est si rare qu'elle est restie inconnue 4 de Morgan. On y tiouvc (pp. 1 15-45) arm trait* d'Arith-

m6tiqueendeuxlivres'.—Gra«5««.
. , , . ...» j i ,

3888 Editio Nova, a Lazaro Schonero recognita et eniendata; with device on title and last

I., and numerous diagrams, 4to. old vellum {back damaged) ; RARE, lbs

Francofurtit Adrea; Wecheli heredes, 1599

This work remained for a long time the textbook on the subject. Tlic author was one of the vlcUnis of the mMMcre of

St. Bartholomew. „ .,, _ _ »« j ^
3389 RANSOME (James Stafford, m.i.c.e.) Modern Wood-Working Machinerv, 72 ^ooo^nds,

icai>. Hvo. hf. calf {title stamped), 2s 6d mow "
^

3890 RANYARD(Arthur Cowper, F.R. A. s.) Observations made daring Total Solar EcLireiw

collated, with 18 plates, and numerous woodcuts, thick 4to. hf. morocco, uncut, t. e. g., ^L
*J

(p. £2. 25 nett unbound)
^^ . , . ^, .x

The celebrated 'Eclipse Volumk' of the Royal Astronomical Society « Memoirs (vol. X LI).
.vi^u .^

• His most extensive work in astronomy was the eclipse volume of the R. A.8. (Memoirs, vo . X\.\ ,
'"*"'«"•"

systematised and discussed the observations of all solar eclipaes down to 1878. It was originally eomnifncwl In coo-

junction with Sir George Airy, but soon devolved on Ranyard alone '.— D.S. "•
, ^ . ^ , ,

. . . ^
' In his splendid volume on eclipses, with which the systematic study of corfinal stnictiire may be Mil vi wn

Mr. Ranyard first generalised the svnclinal peculi-irity by a comparison of records. Ue further polnUrt onv nt
and branching shapes assumed by the comiKtnent filaments of massive bundles of rays. —Mus Agnra M. utrK*.

Srd

Vt wlsirOT^e rec^nir^'a'^ tVeliest ^rk on the sul^ject, a poalUon which it «ail hold* In the opinion of pt»ctic»l

navigators.'—5ir J. K. Laughton.

3891 RAPER (Lt. Henry, r.n.) The Practice of Navig.vtion and Nautical Astbonomv,

Ed., with diagrams, thick 8vo. hfcalf, bs
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3892 RANKINE (William John Macquom, f.r.s.) Miscellaneous Scientific Papers, from the

Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal and other Scientific or Philosophical Societies, and the

Scientific Journals, with Memoir by P. G. Tait, edited by W. J. Millar, with fine Napieresque

portrait on steel by Adlard, 'i plates, and numerous diagrams, thick roy. 8vo. cl., uncut, 16* 6o?

(p. £1. lis 6^) 1881
The work is divided into 3 parts : Temperature, Elasticity, and Expansion of Vapours, Liquids, and Solids ; Energy

and its Transformations, Thermodj namics. Mechanical Action of Heat in the Steam Engine, etc. ; Wave Forms, Propul-

sion of Vessels, Stability of Structures, etc, ; and contains his application (simultaneously with Lord Kelvin and

Clausius) of the doctrine that heat and work are convertible, to the discovery of new relations among the properties of

bodies ; as well as all his important papers on molecular ]ihysics.

3893 Manual of Applied Mechanics, 11th Ed., thoroughly revised by W. J. Millar,
numerous diagrams, thick cr. 8vo. cl., os (p. 12* 6d) 1885

3894 Manual of Civil Engineering, 2nd Ed., revised, numerous diagrams, thick cr. 8vo. cl.,

3s (p. 16s) 1865

3895 Manual of Machinery and Millwork, first edition, numerous diagrams, thick

cr. 8vo. c/., 35 (p. 125 6(/) 1869

3896 Manual of the Steam Engine, and other Prime Movers, 11th Ed., revised by W. J.

MMjLAB., folding plates, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, thicker. 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 125 6<^) 1885
The first treatise on the steam engine which was based on the mechanical theory of heat, and still one of the best text-

books on the subject.

3897 Useful Rules and Tables relating to Mensuration, Engineering, Structures, and
Machines, first edition, with plate and diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 96) 1866

' Rankine was one of the little group of thinkers to whom, after the wondrous Sadi Carnot, the world is indebted for

the pure science of modern thermodynamics But his services to applied science were relatively even greater. By his

admirable teaching, his excellent textbooks, and his original memoir-*, he has done more than any other man of recent

times for the advancement of British Scientific Engineering'.—Pro/. Tait.

V. Shipbuilding, post.

3898 BAOULT (Francois M., Grenoble) Cryoscopie ; with portrait and ivoodcuts, post 8vo. boards.

Is Gd 1901

3899 RAPHSON (Jcseph, f.r.s.) Analysis ^Equationum Universalis, seu ad .^quationes
Algebraicas resolvendas Method us Generalis, et Expedita, ex nova Infinitarum Serierum Methodo,
deducta ac demonstrata. Ed. II., cum Appendice, cui annexum est, de Spatio Reali, seu Ente
Infinite Conamen Mathematico-Metaphysicuni ; with diagrams, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf, with

armorial bookplate of J. L. Calandrini [1703-58, predecessor of G. Crarner at the Genevese

Academy], and 3IS. equations by him on fiyleaf (RA^E), }6s 6d Londini, 1697
' La methode suivie par Raphson difleie encore fort pen de celle de Newton. II lui a seulement donne quelques degr^s

defacilite par certaines tables qu'il a dressees, et qui, sur I'inspection seule d'une equation d'un degre quelconque jusqu'au

dixieine, font connoitre le numerateur et le denominatcur de la fraction qu'il faut ajouter a la racine d^ja a-peu pres ou
deja ajiprochee par le calcul.'

—

Montxida.

3900 The History of Fluxions, showing in a Compendious Manner the first Rise of, and
various Improvements made in that Incomparable Method, first edition, with diagrams,

4to. old calf, with bookplate of Edward \2th Duke of Norfolk, E.M. (RARE), £1. 5s 1715
An important work in connexion with the contest between Newton and Leibniz as to the priority of the invention of

the differential calculus On p. 07 first appears aji important letter from the latter to the Abbe Conti, in which he admits

that ' Collins me tit voir une partie de son commerce'. In a second letter (p. 106) he writes :
' Je u'ay jamais nie qu 'a mon

second Voyage en Angleterre j'aye vft quelques Lettres de M. Newton chez M. Collins, mais je n'en ay jamais vCi ou

M. Newton aitexplique sa Jlethode des Fluxions'.

Bound up with the above are : The Doctrine of UIvTimators, or the tiue and genuine Foundation of what has hitherto

mistakenly pre\ ailed under the improper Names of P'luxions and the Differential Calculus, by Jolm Kirkby, pr., with

diagrams, 1748: and Treatise of Conic Sections, by Robert Steell, vrih folding plates, 1745.

3901 BASFAIL (FraiKjois Vincent) Nouveau System e de Chimie Organique, fonde sur des

Methodes nouvelles d'Ubservation ; with 12 finely engraved folding plates (6 coloured), 8vo. hf.

bound. Is 6d 1833
Dedicated ' a mon pauvre Mattre, I'Abb^ Eyssdric'. The work had the honour of being placed on the Indrx by Decree

of July 28, 1834. It is important as the first woik in which the microscope was successfully employed in the study of

organic chemistry.

3902 BASPE (Rudolph Ericli) Account of some German Volcanos, and their Productions, with

a new Hypothesis of the Prismatical Basaltes ; established upon Facts. Being an Essay of Physical

Geography, etc. etc., with 2 coloured folding plates, 8vo. fine copy in contemporary calf (rare),

16s
*

Lockyer Davis, 1716
'Humbly preeented by the author '.—7?i.''cr. on title. The work (which is unknown to Poggendorfl), is mainly of

interest for the peisonality of its author, a Geiman professor at Cassel, who fled to England in 1775 to avoid punishnjent

for theft. He was ekcbd a Fellow of the Royal Society, tut struck off the rolls on his antecedents becoming known. He
was the author of the original ' Banm Munchausen ', and a swii.dler of a most interesting type, on Avhom the character of

1 ovstirstvivd, with the incidents connected with him, are based in Sir Walter Scott's Antiqiiary. S»e No 478, ante.

3(>03 Critical Essay on Oil-Painting
;

proving that this Art was known before the

Pretended Discovery of John and Hubirt van Eyck, with Theophilus de Arte Pingendi,

Eraclius de Artibus Romanorum, and a Keview of Farinator's Lumen Anima", with fs. 'plate, 4to.

sewn {rare), 12s 1781

3904 BATHBORNE (Aaron) The Surveyor, in Foure bookes ; with finely engraved title wdh
celestial and terrestrial globes, and showing surveyors with instruments, and 2 fine portraits of the

author, act. 44, by S. Pass, and Charles /., aet. 16, by F. Delaram {Irilliant impressions), besides

numerous diagrams, folio, old hf. white vellum, with arms on sides, rebacked (fine copy) ; VERY
RARE, £3. 105 W. Stonsby,for W. Burre, 1616

' The most valuable of the kind that was possessed by those times.'—Do«aZt?so?i's Agricult. Biog. Nothing seems to be

known of the author. The various books comprise: I. The Elements of Geometric, with Theorems ; U. The Use and

Operation of the former Theorems ; III. The Exact Operation of Instrumentall Dimensions by divers meanes ; IV. The
Legall Part of Survey. In the 3rd book the author describes 'the use of an Instrument cf mine owne, which I call

the Peractor, and of a Chayne, which I call the Decimall Chayne, with the divisions and parts thereof : which rightly

vnderstood and practised is farre more vsefuU and absolute for speed and exactnesse, then any yet euer vsed.



No. 3904 {page 196).

Engraved title of this rare work.
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3905 [RAUCOUBT (Antoine)] Manual of Lithography ; clearly explaining the whole Art, and
the Accidents that may happen in Printinjj, with the diflerent Methods of avoiding them, 3rd Ed.,
corrected, to which is added (NOW first printed) Selections from the Work of M. Br^geaut,
forming a Sequel, and bringing down the Improvement in the Art to the present Time, trans, by
Charles Joseph Hullmandel; with 2 folding lithographic plaits by the Translator^ 8vo. c/.,

uncut (SCARCE), £1.1* 1832
' Uulliiiandel'M practice and study resulted iii the discovery of a new mode of pn-parinK the stouea. . . . Among other

improvements lie made in the art were a graduatf-d tint, the introduction of white in tlie high lights, and the use of the
stump on the stone.'— Co»mo yonkhoute.

390C RAY (John, f.r.s.) Miscellaneous Discourses concerning the Dissolution and Changes of
the World, wherein the Primitive Chaos and Creation, the tieneral Deluge, Fountains, Fonned
Stones, Sea Shells found in the Earth, Subterraneous Trees, Mountains, Earthquakes, Vulcanoes,
the Universal Conflagration and Future Stat€, are larirely Discuased and E.\auiine«l, 12mo. old
calf, 125 6</ 1698

' Important on account of the aocarate vibws It propounds aa to the nature of foMlla, and from tha oae made of tlwm
by Paley '.—D. N. B.

3907 READ (John) Experiments and Observations with the Dourler of Electricity, to
determine its real Utility, in the Investigation of the Electricity of Atmospheric Air, in different

degrees of Purity, 4to. (pp. 9), sewn, 3.» 1794
3908 A Meteorological Journal, princi|)ally relating to Atmospheric Electricity, kept at

Knightsbridge, from May 9, 1789 to May 8, 1791, 2 copperplates, 2 i»arU 4to. (pp. 60), sewn,
53 6(1 17912

3909 READ (Samuel), Henry CHATFIELD, and Auguttin F. B. CRSUZE: Kkports on
Naval Construction, 184*2-4, by the Chatham Committee of Naval Architects, appointe<l

by the Lords CommissionerH of the Admiralty, April 27, 1842, wUh numerous folding plates and
tables, folio, hf russia gilt (scarce), £1. 1« 1847

• Sent for the information of the Committee of Refercnr* by Admiralty Ordor. 14th Febniary IMS.*— /iwrr. o« tUU,
Including 'Tables of Practical Data fur the Construction of Ships of War.' Samuel R«ad, who died in 1803, aKsd 67.

was one of the founders of the Institution of Naval Architects, and his a'oove ReporU 'are highly eatoemed.' His bioKraphy
is unjustly excludeU from D. N. B.

3910 RECORDS (Robert, m.d.) The Castle of Knowledge [on reverse of title :] containing the
Explication of the Sphere, bothe celestiall and materiall, and diners other thingcM incident therto.

With sundry pleasaunt proofesand certaine newe demonstmtions not written before in any vulgaro

woorkes, first edition, with emblematic engraved title, and numerous woodcuts, sra. folio, new hf.

brown calf gilt {title somewhat defective, afew headlines shorn, some II. umter-stained, and last 2 //.

mended, otherwise a large and SOUND COPY) ; VERY RARE, with auto. 'John Bowles' [?], 1593*

on title, £7. 155 [colophon:] Reginalde Wolfe, 1556
'The Copernican system was recognised in this book for the first time in England'.—J. 0. //n^/iuY/i/'AiMi/./rt. It

contains a dwlication in English to Queen Mary, and another in Latin to Cardinal Pule. D. S. B. erroneously mentions l&il

as the date of the first edition, a statement paliwibly wrong, as Queen Mary's accession did not take jilacw until I.'»&S,

and Cardinal Pole was consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury (as such the work is dedicat<Ml to him) only after Abp.
Cranmer's execution in 1550.

Grounds of Artes [Arithmetic], last edition (1699)—v. Hatton, ante.

391

1

[ ] The Pathway to Knowledg, containing the First Principles of Ueometrie, as they

may moste aptly be applied vnto practise, bothe for vse of instniments (Jeomeirioall, and aHtro-

norincall and atso for proiection of plattes in euerye kinde, and therfore much necessary for all

sortes of men, first edition, with printer's device on last leaf, tvoodcuts, and numerous diaaramtt

em. 4to. sprinkled calf antique, newly rebacked {title soiled and a few slight wormholes, otherwise

a large and sound copy) ; very rare, £8. 8* [colophon :] Reynold Wolfe, 1551

According to Prof, de Morgan this work contains the first use of the term 'sine' in KngHsh. 'He ^^pl*'""
J"^*"

*""

• lunar eclip.ses, promises a treatise on cosmography, and gives a description of Euclid Bk. I Prop. !*• f^;*«^*^<>' *^^^
7 various questions in practical geometry, an<l a list of astronomical instnimcnts in uae. There is also a roQgH OSMnMaMMtt
- of the magnitude of the earth, which is said to be 21,»KX) miles round.'—1>. N. B.

3912 : Records Arithmetick: or, the Ground of Arts: teaching the jjerfect work and practice

of Arithmetick, both in whole Numbers and Fractions, after a more easie and exact forme thett

in former time hath been set forth ; afterwards augmented by John Dek, and Hincc enlarged wiUi

a third part of Rules of Practice, abridged into a briefer metluxl then hitherto hath l«*en nubllibed.

»etc., by John Mellis; and now diligently perused, corrected, illustrale*! and enlarge<l. eUs. et«.

; etc. by R. C. and Ro. Hartwell, Philomathemat., with diagratns, l2mo. parUy bUrfc Iftlrr ;Mto
"' hf brown calf gilt {rare), £1. 15s

^ , .u .. . --^ .1
The above copy belonged to William Andrew Chatto, the historian of wood-rnigrmvlng, and brtra hU auto, and inacr.

.•^013°[ ^^'] The Whetstone of Witte, which is the seconde parte of Arithmetlke :
conUinvM the

atraction of Rootes : The Cossike Practise, with the rule of Equation : and the woorke« of Sunle

Nombers, first edition, with diagrams, and 2folding tables, sm. 4to., blarkjfllrr ; »»^«' spnnkua

calf gilt {part of one table in contemporary MS., and some It. waterstaxncd, o/A«rirMe o LARGE

andsoundcopy); veryrare,£7.7* „ ^, ^ ^ /^'\^^TSl.^?^;id
"'-^

The above is the first treatise on Algebra in English, and the first EnglUh work
•"P^i>.';»«J^ "^£^5. t\JS2i Zw

' Interesting as containing the earliest introduction of the sign - for ejitulity . . . lu thU work HeoorM alieirea now

the square root of an algebraical expression could be extracted.— JT. » . «. «"*• «^ «.. *v« «-- -^tj-. l« «o«H«h nn
• Recorde was practi^lly the founder of an English scIuk.I of malhemath»I writers. H< WM the flwt wrtty «» Ogf'gon

arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy, and the first to intro<luce algebra into Knglana. 'f^f^^U^^^^
one of the first to see the independence of an algebraical operation and it^ numerical jntUlMWiiMJii. •J^^S^^T'CuftU
others, even Vieta, in his perception of general results coni.-cle.l with the f"'^«»™V'

, .^2^5SL -SrS^'aSnn-T^
from the tendency, then common, to invest simple numbers with the character of pUli«, UoMm, «Ce. He also osea firae-

tions and Arabic numerals with greater freedom than was usual in his time. —IK A. is.
«rt«-i-«- mIv aT mm

ThB above copy contains the rOLDINO TABLES WHICH ARE NKABLY ALWAVH ABBEWT BIglMUU* T OOIWMU OOiy OI OM
folding table, r 2-4 apparently having never b«en issued.
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3914 RAYMOND (Rossiter Worthington) Mines, Mills, and Furnaces of the Pacific States

and Territories, with o folding plates, and diagrams, large 8vo. cl., As (p. 16s) New York, 1871

3915 READE (T. Mellard, f.g.s.) The Evolution of Earth Structure, with a Theory of Geo-
MORPHIC Changes, 40 plates, 8vo. buckram, \2s Qd (p. £1. Is nett) 1903

Applying dynamical principles to the explanation of the facts of geology.

3916 READWIN (T. Allison, f.g.s.) Index to Mineralogy: an Alphabetical List of about 2500

Minerals, with references to their Place in the British Museum, 8vo. (pp. 52), sewn {out of print),

25 U 1867

3917 REAUMUR (Rene Antoine Ferchault de, de VAcademic) L'Art de Convertir le Fer Forge
en Acier, et I'Art d'Adoucir le Fer Fondu, ou de faire des Ouvrages de Fer Fondu aussi hnis que
de Fer Forge ; with 17 folding plates, 4to. contemporary calf gilt, newly rehacked (very rare),

£2. 26- 1722
' His admirable treatise ... He made an extensive series of experiments on the subject [carburization of bar-iron], of

which the records are worthy of being perused at the present day '.—/o7i/i Percy, F.R.S.

It is also valuable for the plates illustrating contemporary apparatus and methods for converting iron into steel.

3918 REBIERE (Alphonse) Mathematiques et Mathematiciens : Pensees et Curiosites, 2^ Ed.

,

angmentee, 8vo. sewn, 4* 1893

3919 RECORDON (C. J.) Solutions Approchees de la Trisection de I'Angle et de la

Quadrature du Cercle ; with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, '2s Lausanne, 1865
' Le dernier effort possible de la geometrie proprement diltQ.'—Introduction.

3920 RECORDS of the School of Mines. Vol. I. Part I : Inaugural and Introductory Lectures to

the Courses 1851-2, impl. 8vo. cl. {scarce), &s 1852
Containing contributions by Sir H. T. de la Beche, Lord Playfair, Edward Forbes, Robert Hunt, Sir A. C. Ramsay

Sir W. W. Smyth, and John Percy, if.r.s.

3921 RECUEIL des Pieces qui ont remport^ les Prix de I'Acad^mie Royale des Sciences depuis

leur Fondation en 1720 jusqu'a 1772; with numerous copperplates, 9 vols. 4to. calf gilt, newly
rebacked (FINE set) ; RARE, £6. 6s 1752-77

a most valuable collection of prize essays on mathematical and physical subjects, many of which have never been
published in any other form. It includes contributions by J, P. de Crousaz, Colin Maclaurin, f.r.s., J. S. Afazieres, Daniel
and Jean Bernoulli, Pierre Bouguer, C. E, L. Camus, Charles Bossut, s.J., Giovanni Poleni, Euler, Voltaire, J. L.
Lagi'ange, and many others.

de DiVERSES Pieces sur la Philosophie, la Religion Naturelle, I'Histoire, les Mathd-
matiques, etc. par Mrs. Leibniz, Clarke, Newton, etc.— -y. Newtoniana {No. 3298), ante.

3922 REDDING (Cyrus) French Wines and Vineyards ; and the Way to find them, cr. 8vo.

cl., 3s 1860
3923 History and Description of Modern Wines, 3rd Ed., enlarged, with steel front, and

numerous woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., Zs 6d 1851
'His best book. By advocating the reduction of the duties on French wines it did much to educate public opinion

on this subject, and to prepare the way for the rectiJication of the tariff [and tlie introduction of Gladstone Claret] in

I860.'—D. N. B.

3924 REDMAN (J. B., M.i.c.E.) Lectures on Marine Engineering at the School of Military-

Engineering, Chatham, 1875-6, with 10 plates, and folding table {linen-mounted), folio, hf calf
{title stamped) ; scarce, 8s 6d privately printed, Chatham, 1877

3925 REED (Sir Edward James, f.r.s.) Our Iron-Clad Ships : their Qualities, Performances,
and Cost, with Chapters on Turret Ships, Iron-Clad Rams, etc., front, and other illustrations,

large 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s (p. 12*) 1869

3926 REGIOMONTANUS (Joannes) Fundamenta Operationum, quae hunt per Tabulam
Generalem : vel, Apodixes et Demonstrationes earum, quve in Tabulis Primi Mobilis, cum Tabulis
EclijDsium Burbachii [sic] praeceptoris editis a [Georgio] Tanstetero, prtecepit, in comnmnem
omnium Mathematum studiosorum utilitatem nunc primum editm [ab Andrea Schonero] ; tvith

bold title in red and black, woodcut arms of Otto Heinrich, Pfalzgraf bei lihein on rev., and
diagrams^ folio, boards (very large and fine copy) ; very rare, £3. 35

Neuburgi ad Danubium, 1557
3927 De Triangulis Omnimodis Libri V : quibus explicantur res necessarioe cognitu, volentibus

ad scientiarum Astronomicarum perfectionem devenire : qua? cum nusqua alibi hoc tempore
expositai habeantur, frustra sine liarum instructione ad illam quisquam aspirarit. Accesserunt
NiCOLAi CuSANi de QuADRATURA CiRCULi, deque recti ac curvicommensuratione: itemque Io.de

Monteregio eadem de re IXiyKTiKci, hactenus a nemine publicata ; with numerous diagrams, 2 parts

folio, seivn {i^t. II slightly wormed, otherwise large and sound copies) ; very rare, £3. 3*

Norimbergcc, Jo. Peireius, 1533
First Edition of the first work, the first systematic treatise on trigonometry, and also the author's most

important work. The second piece is a refutation of Cardinal Cusa's circle-squaring problems.
Regiomontanus—whose real name was Miiller—is also known as Johannes de Monteregio and Konigsperg, and was

the disciple of Peuerbach {q. v. ante).

3928 ^— De Triangulis Planis et Sph^ricis Libri V, una cum Tabulis Sinuum, in quibus
tota ipsorum triangulorum scientia exprimis fundamentis Geometricarum cnrotti^tujv absolutissime
extructa continetur, edita per Danielem Santbech ; with numerous diagrams, folio, new hf.

brown calf gilt (large and fine copy) ; rare, £1. 12^ Qd Basilece [1561]
Third Edition of the author's trigonometry, a second having been published in 1546. Appended is ' Tractatus super

Propositiones Ptolemaei de Sinibus et Chordis ', by Georg Peuerbach (Purbachius), the teacher of Regiomontanus.
' Regiomontanus and Purbach adopted the Hindoo iine in place of the Greek chord of double the arc. Regiomontanus

emphasised the use of the tangent in trigonometry, and following out some ideas of his master, calculated a table of
tangents ... He was the author of a complete treatise on trigonometry, containing solutions of both plane and spherical

triangles. The form which he gave to trigonometry has been retained, in its main features, to the present day, . . .

Regiomontanus ranks among the greatest men that Germany has ever produced.'—Pro/. Cajori,

V. PTOLEMiEus, ante, et Santbech (Daniel), post.
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3930 BEDDIE (James, Hon. Mem. Dial. Soc., Edin. Univ.) Current Fiivsical Astronomv
critically examined and CONFUTED : I. Vis Inertia? Victa ; or Fallacies attecting Science. II. Tlio
Mechanics of the Heavens. III. Victoria toto CujIo ; or Modern Astronomy recast, with diagrams,
8vo. cl. (scarce), with author's itiscr., \0s 6d 1865

Tliis curious work is fully ilincusseU in I'rof. do Morgan's budget of Paratloies, pp. 871'2,aiid 477-490.

REGIUS (HenricuB) Philosophia Naturalis (1661)—v. Uoy, post.

3931 REGNAULT (Noel, s.j.) Entretiens Physiques d'ARiSTE et d'EuDOXE, qui r«nferment c«
qui s'est decouvert de plus curieux et de plus utile dans la Nature ; tcith mnncroua copperplates^
3 vols. 12mo. old calfgtlt {nice copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.tHs6d 1729

'Ccl ouvrax*) t*ut uu grand nucctJi.'

—

(Jtururd.

3932 L'Origine Ancienne de la Physique Nouvsllk, 3 vols. 12mo. old calf gilt, with Lord
Stanhope's bookplate, 10* 6d J7S4

' L'auteur y revendi<iue en faveur do rantiquit^ un (craud notubra d'iDV«uUoiw ou d'idtet nouvtllf'.^Btogr. Ohu
3933 Philosophical Conversations : or, a New System of Physics, by Way of Dialoj^ie»

trans., with Notes, by THOMAS Dale, M.D., with numerous copperplates, 3 voU. 8vo. old calf gdt,
10* G</ 1731

This early tmtise on phyaicit contain* many interaatinc axperimenU.
393* REICHENBACH (Karl Freiherr v.) Researches on Magnetism, Elictricity. Heat,

Light, Crystallization, and Cukmical Attraction, in their relation* to the ViUl Force,
trans, and ed., with Notes and Appendix, by William CiRKOORY, m.d.. 3 fulJina plutes, 8vo.
cl., is Qd 1850

The author ia Iteat known aa the dlaeovensr ofcrooaoto and paraffin

3935 REID (David Boswell, m.d., f.r s. Edin.) Elkments of Practical Chi n: f

Experiments, with Directions for performing them, and for the Preparation an i

most important Tests and Reagents, 122 wooiicuts, 8vo. hf. cl., uncut, Os ; •

3936 Illustrations of the Theory and Practice of Ventilation, with R«i i

Warming, Exclusive Lighting, and the Communication of Sound, front., and numerous *i\,i>.i, ,.u

and diagrams, 8vo. cl., uncut {stamp on title) ; SCARCE, I5s 1H44
' The book attracted general nolice, and his system waa adopted by Sir Charles Barry in the new DouaM of Parliauicnl.

Reid was engagea for five years upon this work. His method wa.s also applied more fully Ui St. Oeorfn'a Hall, Liverpool.'—D. N. li. It waa the parent of the many scheinfs for making the House of Commons warm and ooqr, whleh, wlta the
organization of the Kitchen Committee, have swallowed up go much national time and money during fUCOMalw Tory tad
Radical majoritias for sixty years.

3937 REID (Henry, c.E.) Practical Treatise on Concrete, and how to make it ; with* the Uaet
of Cements, Limes, and Mortars, 2nd Ed., with 5 plates, post 8vo. hf green morocco {stamp on
title), as 1873

3938 Practical Treatise on Natural and Artificial Concrete: itii Varieties and
Constructive Adaptations ; new Ed., with 4 plates (3 coloured), and 59 woodcuts, 8vo. d., with
author's inscr. {out of print), Is 6d (p. 15*) 1879

3939 Another Copy, hf. morocco neat (stamp on title), Ss

3940 Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Portland Cement, with Translation of

A. LiPOWiTZ's Work, describing a New Method adopted in Germany, 6 plates, and woodcuts,

2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf calf {stamp on title), 3s Qd 1868

3941 The Science and Art of the Manufacture of Portland Cement, with OlMervationn

on some of its Constructive Applications, 2 portraits and 66 woodcuts, thick Hvo. d. {out of print),

%s M (p. 18*) 1«77

39 i2 Another Copy, hf. morocco gilt {stamp on title), 9«

3913 REID (John, surveyor) The Young Surveyor's Preceptor, Architbct's and BuiLDBt*s

CJuiDE : a clear and comprehensive Analysis of Architectural Mensuration, 2nd [last] Ed., rerined,

with IG plates, 4to. hf. morocco gilt, 5s 18W

3944 REID (Thomas) Treatise on Clock and Watch Making, theoretical and practical, flrtt

edition, with 20 folding plates, roy. Svo. (pp. 476), hf calf {scarce), £1.1* Edin, 1820

3945 Second Edition, with engraved title, and 20 folding plates, roy. Svo. hf. morocco gdt,

I5s (!lasgow,[mQ]

3946 Another Copy, handsomely bound in hf blue morocco gilt, t. e. g. (FINK OOPY), £1. \s

3947 Seventh Edition [with Preface ; revised by \\iLU\>i Axjld], engraved front , and 20

plates, roy. Svo. cl., \2s 6d •*•• **"'

3948 Another Copy, A/ morocco p'l/^ 15* .._... , .r^ ^ ..i ^ i.i-.i--^,
' a most excellent vforV.'-Neithropp's Treatise on WaUhwork. ' Excallent ouvraRe '.-IToiiu*. It U oT spedal value for

giving the author's rules for finding the number for teeth of wheels, and leavea of pinions.

3949 REID (Major-Gen. Sir WiUiam, r.e., f.b.s.) Attempt to develop the Law of Storms by

means of Facts, arranged according to Place and Time ; and hence to point out a Cause for the

Variable Winds, with the view to Practical Use in Navigation, first edition, irt/A ]0 large

folding charts, besides fine woodcuts by W. J. LiNTON, and diagrams, impl. 8vo. cl., uncut, tciTA

author's inscr. {fresh copy), £1. 1*
*^

3950 Another Copy, hf. calf, 15.?
, . ,. » ^ ^ il xir i i .w...«« — /

3951 Third [last] Edition, with 12 charts (10 folding), woodcuU by W. J. Ll>T0N, and

diagrams, impl. Svo. d., uncut (fresh copy), 15* '°^

3952 Another Copy, hf calf, \2s€d
, . u. u v ^-« .- «h- . i.. «#

'The work laid down, for the guidance of seamen, those browl and general rules which are known as we law oi

^ °S book' is' no leas interesting for containing some of the earUest work In wood-engmrtog, rapwseottog ship* In

di3tre.ss, by Willi.\m James Lintox.
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3953 REID (Major-Gen. Sir William, k.e., f.r.s.) The Progress of the Development of the

Law of Storms, and of the Variable Winds, with their practical Application to Navigation,
with Q plates and charts, and numerous diagrams^ impl. 8vo. c/., uncut^ 145 1849

3954 Another Copy, hf. bound, \2s Qd
Forming a complement to the foregoing ' Attempt'.
' The object of tliis volume is to show the progress made in the development of the Law of Storms, and to point out

how the same law accounts lor variable winds, and for many of those changes of the wind which, until recently, have
baffled explanation.'—/ntro.

3955 BEIMEK (Nicolaus Theodor ; Unio. Kiel) Historia Problematis de Cubi Duplicatione,
sive de Inveniendis Duabus Mediis continue Proportionalibus inter Duas Datas ; ivith 2 folding
plates, 8vo. seivn {rare), Is Qd Gottingae, 1798

The most extensive work on this subject ever published.

3956 REIS (Paul) Electrisciie Maschinen, insbesondere magnetisch-electrische Maschinen
und deren Anwendungen ; with 37 woodcuts, 8vo. seivn, 25 Leipzig, 1877

3957 REIS (Philipp), Inventor of the Telephone: a Biographical Sketch, with Documentary
Testimony ; Translations of the Inventor's Original Papers, and Contemporary Publications,
by SiLVANUS P. Thompson, F.R.S., with bust-portrait, 2 plates, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl.,

35 6c? (p. 75 Qd) 1883
3958 KEMSEN (Ira, Johns Hopkins Uiiiv.) COLLEGE Text-Book of Chemistry, with 79 woodcuts,

large post 8vo. cl., 5s 6d (p. 85 6d nett) 1901
' Intended to fill a place between ' An Introduction to the Study of Chemistry' and the ' Inorganic Chemistry."—Pre/ac«.

3959 Inorganic Chemistry, with 78 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 8s (p. I65) 1889
3960 Introduction to the Study of [Inorganic] Chemistry, with woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., or,

hf. calf, 35 (p. 65 6d) 1886
3961 Introduction to the Study of the Compounds of Carbon, or Organic Chemistry,

with woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., with auto, of Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S. , ^ Qd (p. 6560^)

Boston [Mass.], 1885
3962 Fourth [last] Revision, woodcuts, post Svo. cl., 35 %d (p. 65 &d) 1906
3963 The Principles of Theoretical Chemistry, with special reference to the Constitution

of Chemical Compounds; 4th Ed., thoroughly revised, large post Svo. cl., 35 (p. 75 Qd)

Philadelphia, 1892
3964 HENALDINI (Carlo; Univ. Pisa) Ars Analytica Mathematum, Veterum Analystarum,

Recentiorum Doctrinam locupletatam complectens ; atque adeo de Resolutione, et Compositione
Mathematica edisserens : demum in maiorem Artis illustrationem Theoremata, ac Problemata
resoluta exhibens, Florenticc, IQGo—Patavii, 1669-8: Geometra Promotus, Patavii, 1670—
4 vols, folio in 3, with numerous woodcuts and diagrams ; old calf gilt {newly rebacked), with book-
plate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. (VERY rare), £2. 25 1665-70

3965 Another Copy, 4 vols, folio in 3, boards, uncut, £1. IO5
Vol. HI is entitled ' De Resolutione et Compositione Mathematica', and contains numerous applications to physics,

including a thermometer (the author's favourite study) 'ab auctore adinventum', also ' auctoris modus peculiaris ad
explorandam aeris gravitatein ', etc., etc. According to Poggendorff, the author was the first to suggest taking the
temperature of freezing and boiling water as fixed points on the thermometric scale.

3966 Opus Mathematicum, in quo utraque Algebra, vetus sc, et nova a se in Opere, hac de
re pridem edito, pertractata Novis Pr^ceptis; novisque demonstrationibus illustratur.

Methodus quoque Resoluthmis et Compositionis Mathematicoe longfe copiosiis, quam ibidem, ad
abstrusiora Theoremata, et Problemata enodanda declaratur. Pars prior Numeeosam Alge-
bram complectens; with diagrams, thick Ato. old limp vellum {water-stained), 145 Bononicb, 1655

3967 RENNELL (Major James, Surveyor-Gen. of Bengal, f.r.s.) Investigation of the Currents
of the Atlantic Ocean, and of those prevailing between the Indian Ocean and the Atlantic,
8vo. red morocco super-extra, silken linings and flyleaves {back faded), g. e. (2 plates apparently
missing) ; rare, 85 Qd published for Lady Rodd, 1832

' Rennell devoted an enormous amount of labour and trouble to the study of winds and currents, collecting a great mass
of materials from the logs of his numerous friends and correspondents ... He was the first to explain the causes of the
occasional northerly set to the southward of theScilly Islands, which has since been known as 'Ilennell's Current.' His
current charts and memoirs were invaluable at the time.'—Sir Clements Markham.

3968 RENNEWALD (Heinrich Konrad, Goslariensis) DissertATio Inauguralis de Borace,
sm. 4to. (pp. 40), seimi {rare), 65 Halce Magd., 1745

Interesting as an early treatise on the subject, the chemical nature of borax having only been ascertained in 1732. It
was unknown to Poggendorff.

3969 REPERTORY of ARTS, Manufactures, and Agriculture, consisting of original Com-
munications, Patent Specifications, and Practical and Interesting Papers, selected from the Philo-
sophical Transactions, etc. etc., and Notices of all Patents granted, Second Series, Vols. 26-39,

with numerous folding plates on copper, 14 vols. 8vo. rough calf, lis Qd 1815-21

3970 RERUM NATURALIUM Scriptores Graeci Minores. Vol. I {all pub.]: Paradoxographi,
Antigonus, Apollonius, Phlegon, Anonymus Vaticanus; recensuit Otto Keller, post 8vo.

sewn, 2s Lipsiae, 1877
3971 REULEAUX (Franz) Der Constructeur : ein Handbuch zum Gebrauche beim Maschinen-

Entwerfen, 3. erweiterte Auflage; with nearly 800 woodcuts, ro3\ 8vo. hf morocco gilt {nice copy),

6s 6d (p. M. 14.40 unbound) Braunschweig, 1872
3972 Theoretische Kinematik : Grundziige einer Theorie des Maschinenwesens ; with 8fold-

ing plates, and 452 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. hf morocco gilt {nice copy), 12s Qd ib., 1875
Still a standard work on the subject.

3973 Die Thomas'sche Rechenmaschine ; with largefolding plate of the calculating machine,
Svo. (pp 40), sewn, 2s Qd Freiberg, 1862

Thomas's calculating machine is still unsurpassed for the simplicity and ingenuity of its construction.
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NOS. 4063-5 {page 205).

The earliest practical electric telegraph apparatus (A.D. 1816).
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; ')74 RESAL (Ame Henri) Traite de Cinematique Pure ; tcith diagrams, 8vo. sewn, or. boards

(out o/j)rint}, 3s 6d jjjg2
3975 Traite Elementaire de Mecanique Celeste ; withfolding plates, 8vo. c/., U 1885

' Anio!iK valuable text-b<x)k8 on mathematical astronomy ranlu Traite de Mecanique CiUaU of H. V(MUX'.—Prpf Caiori
3976 BEUSS (Albert Reichard) Dissertatio Inauguralis sifitens Disquiaitionem Aoalyticam

Akcani Tartari, 8111. 4to. (pp. 48), sewn (rare), 5s Halm Magd., 1743
, Unknown to Pt»m;endorflr.

3977 REVTJE du OENIE MILITAIBE; complete from the becinniug in 1877 to June 1902, with
very numerousfolding plates, plans, and other illustrations, 23 vols. 8vo. hf. calfgilt {titles stamped),
£3. 3s (p. F. 387. .10 m-tt unbouiul) 1887-1902

3978 UNIVERSELLE <le8 Mine.s, de la Metallurgik, de« Travaux Publics, des Sciences et
des Arts appliques a I'Indu.strie, sous la Direction de Ch. DK Cuypbb. Tomes 39 at 40 ; with
plates, 2 vols. 8vo. in parts, sewn, tis 1876-7

3979 REYE (Theodor, Strassburg) Die Geometrie der Lagb (Bd. I. 3. AuH.; Bd. II. 2 Aufl.);
with plate and diagrams, 2 \ ols. larjje 8vo. in 1 , hf. calfgilt, 6s 6d (p. M. 14. unbound) Leipzig, 1886-2

One of the bettt text-books of synthetic geometry.
3980 [REYNEAU (Abb6 Charles Ren^)] Analyse Demontri^ie. ou la M^tliode de raMmdre lei

Problt'ines des Math6mati(|ues, et d'apprendre facilenient ces Sciences, par un PRftTRK de I'ORA-
TOIRE ; with 5 plates, 2 vols. 4to. in \,Jine copy in contemporary calf extra, \(U )708

* L'auteura recueilli dans cet ouvrage les prinripales theories r^pandu<^« dans les iruvres da DcM'artes, Leibnitz, Ntwion,
les Bernoulli, etc., et dt-montri- plusieurs mothodes «jul ne I'avaieut pas ^t^ jiisqu'alors '.—(Juerant.

3981 REYNOLDS (Edward Morris, pr., Clifton Coll.) MoDEBN METHODS in Elementary Geo-
METRV, with numerous diagrams, er. 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 2* 6d 1868

3982 REYNOLDS (08borne,'F.R.s., Prof Engineering, Univ. Manchester) V\VKVi& on ViYX^MK'HlCAh
and Physical Subjects, reprinted from xanons Transactions and Journals, withptates^ andnumer'
ous woodcuts and diagrams, 3 vols. impl. 8vo. c/., £1. 12« Qd (p. £2. 6« 6^^ nett)

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1900-3
Including the author's important investigations on the motion of deep-water waves. YoL III contains 'Tlie Sub*

Mechanics of the Universe'.

3983 Sewer Gas, and how to keep it out of Houses, 3rd [last] Ed., 8 woodcuts, post 8vo. hf.
morocco neat, 2s 1876

3984 RHEIMS (J. F. H. de) First Practical Lines in Geometrical Drawing, vyith 68 plates^
8vo. cL, 3s Qd (p. 9s) 1866

3985 RICCARDI (Pietro) Saggio di una Bibliografia Euclidea, 5 parts 4to. in 4, 1887-98:
Saggio di una Biblioteca Matematica Italiana del Secolo XIX, '90—5 part* AUt. sewn,
\Qs Bologna, 1887-93

3986 RICCATI (Conte Giordano) Delle Corde, ovvero Fibre Elastiche: Schediasmi Fisico-

Matematici ; with 1folding plates, andfolding table, 4to. boards, uncut, 8» Jiologna, 1767
3987 Another Copy, hf. calf uncut, 8s 6d

a valuable work (Pognendorff), coiitAining original investigations on the vibration of violin-strings.

3988 RICCATI (Conte Jacopo Francesco ; father of Giordano and Vincenzo Riccati) Opere ; with
plates and woodcuts, 4 vols. 4to. vellum, £1. Is Lucca, 1761-0

Containing all the author's important physical and mathematical papers, wlited by his sons, Gioboano and ViKciwtro

Riccati.
' He did a great deal to disseminate a knowledge of the Newtonian philosophy in Italy. Besides the equation known

by bis name, certain ca.ses of which he succeeded in integrating, he discussed the question of the possibility of lowering

the order of a given differential equation.'— IF. W. II. Ball.

3988'RICOATI (Conte Vincenzo, s.j.) De Seriebus Recipientibus Summam Generalkm Algebra-
icam aut Exponentialem Coninientarius, 4to. sound copy in contemporary white vellum^

65 Bononio', 1766

3989 RICCI (Francesco, Palermitano) NuovA Pratica Mercantile, con la Kadice ^uadrata,
e Cuba, tanto di sani, quanto di rotti, e sue Approssiiiiationi, 12mo. (pp. 482), hf calfgilt {a few

II. at end mended, and afew at beginning water stained), I2s 6d Macerata, 1650

Very rare, and unknown to Prof, de Morgan and other bibllograpbers.

3990 RICCIOLI (Giovanni Battista, s.j.) Argomento Fisico Matematico contbo il Moto
DiURNO deila Terra, confemiato di nuovo con I'occasione della Kii>osU ulle Consulerazioni sopra

la Forza del detto Argomento, ecc, fatte dal Fr. Stefano de gli Aycv.u :
with diagrams,^.

4to. boards [rare], Is Bologna, 1068

An attempt to refute the ' heretical ' views of Galil'W.

3991 RICE (John Minot),and William Woolsey JOHNSON : Elkme.ntahy 1 kk.\ti.se on the

Differential Calculus, founded on the Method of Kates or Fluxions ;
Abrid^^'ed hd.. i^ifA

40 diagrams, large cr. 8vo. cl. (cover stained), 3s (p. Is6d) «, '^^
,.. '

3992 RICHARDS (John) On the ARRANGEMENT, Care, and OPERATION of Woon-VVoBKlMO

Factories and Machinery, 65 woodcuts, post 8vo hf. morocco, 2s Aetc York, 18/3

3993 RICHARDSON (Charles James, architect) Popular Treatise on the Warming and

Ventilation of Buildings, showing the Advantages of the Improved bystern of Heated >\ater

Circulation, etc. etc. etc., 18 folding plates (all linen mounted), 8vo. hf bound, 3sM 18.57

3994 RICHARDSON (CUfford) The Modern Asphalt Pavement, wtth 32 full page and other

illustrations, Svo. cl., 8s (p. 125 Orfnett) ,^ /^x,^:i\V
3995 RICHARDSON (William, Surgeon, f.s.a. Scot.) The CHEMICAL Principles of the Metal-

lic Arts, with the principal Diseases incident to the different Artificers, the Means oi

Prevention and Curef and concise INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of CHEMISTRY, tables, 8vo.

boards, uncut (rare), Ss6d
, ^ .k^ STJ^.tTote'ci'ttS

Especially interesting as an early instance of solicitude for workerB In poisonous trade*, thep «* now asupie oi uw
Midland dis^ct.

1
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3996 B.IGHABDSON (John) Philosophical Principles of the Science of Brewing, containing

Theoretic Hints on an Improved Practice of Brewing Malt-Liquors, and Statical Estimates of the
Materials for Brewing, or a Treatise on the Application and Use of the Saccharometer,
including Tables and Directions for using it, 3rd [last] Edition, front., 8vo. boards, uncut {rare),

155 York, 1805
' In this work he dwells on the utility of the thermometer and saccharometer in brewing, instead of determining

quantities by rule of thumb. He was the first to bring to the knowledge of brewers the use and value of the saccharo-

meter, as Coinbrune in 1762 had first recommended the thermometer.'—D, N. B.

RICHER (Jean) Observations Astronomiques et Physiques—v. Picard (J.), ante.

3997 RICHTER (M. M.) Lexikon der Kohlenstoff-Verbindungen, mit Supplement I, ura-

fassend die Litteraturzeit v. 1. Apr., 1899 bis 31. Dec, 1900, 2 vols. sq. impl. 8vo. (pp. 2482), hf.

red morocco gilt, and 1 part, sewn (fine copy), £3. 3* Hamburg, 1900-1
This important work, unique of its kind, is arranged according to the atomicity of carbon, from Ci to Cgsv, with a Table

of Percentages, and an alphabetical Index. The text is in four languages—German, English, French, and Italian,
' Ein General-Register fiir das Gesamtgebiet der organischen Chemie. . . Das vollkommenste Werk, welches auf dem

Gebiete des Litteraturnachwoises geschallen ist.'—Ber. d. deutsch. Pharm. Ges.

3998 RICHTER (Victor v.) Chemie der Kohlenstoffverbindungen oder Organische Chemie,
7. Auflage, neu bearbeitet v. R. Anschutz ; with woodcuts, 2 vols, large post 8vo. hf. morocco
gilt. Is Qd Bonn, 1894-6

3999 Neunte [stark vermehrte] Auflage, bearbeitet v. R. Anschutz ; with woodcuts,

2 vols, large sq. post 8vo. (pp. 1550), hf. German morocco [nice copy), 14* (p. M. 31.) ib., 1900-1

4000 Lehrbuch der anorganischen Chemie, 8. Auflage, neu bearbeitet v. H. Klinger
;

with coloured spectrum plate^ and 90 woodcuts, sq. large post Svo. hf. German morocco, Ss Qd
(p. M. 10.) ib., 1895

4001 RIDEAL (Samuel, f.c.s.) Sewage, and its Bacterial Purification ; 2nd Ed., with 49
illustrations, roy. Svo. cl., Is (p. 145 nett) 1901

4002 Third [LAST] Edition, enlarged, with 58 illustrations, roy. Svo. cl., 12* (p. 16s nett) 1906
One of the best works on the subjects The above edition contains 2 new chapters : Sewage Outfalls and Discharge, and

the Agricultural Value of Bacterial Effluents.

4003 Water and its Purification, 66 woodcuts, post Svo. cl., Ss 6d (p. Is Qd) 1897
4003*RIDER (William) The Principles of Perspective, and their Application to Drawing from

Nature, with 12 plates, Svo. boards, 3s Qd 1836
4004 RIEGKE (Friedrich Joseph Pythagoras) Mathematische Unteriialtungen ; with

diagrams, 3 vols. or. Svo. in 1, boards, 3s Stuttgart, 1867-73

4005 RIEMANN (Georg Friedrich Bernhard, Gottingen) Die partiellen Differential-
Gleichungen der mathematischen Physik, in 4. [neuester] Auflage neu bearbeitet von
Heinrich Weber ; with diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. hf. German calf [as new), 15* Qd (p. M. 23.20)

Braunschweig, 1900-1

4006 Another Copy, hf. calf {nice copy), \Qs Qd
4007 RIESS (Peter Theophil) Abhandlun'gen zu der Lehre von der Keibungselektricitat

;

with 2 plates, 2 vols. Svo. sewn, Qs (p. M. 13.) Berlin, 1867-79
' Riess investigated several interesting cases of distribution. He found the density at the middle of the edge of a cuba

to be nearly 2^ times as great as that at the middle of a face ; while the density at the corner of the cube was more than
four times as great.'—Pro/. Silvanus Thojnpson.

4008 Die Lehre von der Keibungselektricitat ; with 12 folding plates in copper, 2 vols.

Svo. hf. calf, 10s Qd (p. M. 24. sewn) ibidem, 1853
Embodying the author's important investigations on frictional electricity, in which he used an electric air-thermometer

devised by himself, which however differs, according to Prof. Silvanus Thompson, in no way from tliat invented by
B. Kinnersley 90 years before.

4009 RIFFAULT (Jean Rene Denis), Armand Denis VERGNAUD. and G. Alvar TOUS-
SAINT : Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Colors for Painting, revised and
edited by Francois Malepeyre, trans, by A. A. Fesquet, with 80 illustrations, thick roy. Svo.

hf.broivn morocco neat {title stampedfbut good copy) ; scarce, I5s (p.£l. lis 6c? in cl.) Philadelphia, \^li:
' By far the mo.st thorough and complete treatise on the subject ever published in English '.—Preface.

4010 RIGAUD (Stephen Peter, f.r.s. Savilian Prof. Astronomy) Account of some Early Pro-
posals for Steam Navigation, Svo. (pp. 14), sewn {scarce), 3s Qd Ashmolean Sac, Oxford, 1838

' As a mathematical antiquary and bibliographer, Rigaud had no rival previous to Dc Morgan '.—D. N. B.

Historical Essay on the First Publication of Sir Isaac Newton's Principia— i;.

Newtoniana (No. 3299), ante.
4011 RIGBY (Edward

; physician; Mayor of Norwich) Chemical Observations on Sugar, Svo.

(pp. 116), sewn {rare), \5s 1788
The experiments are still based on the assumption that sugar consists of ' a peculiar acid and phlogiston.' The chapters

include : Production and Composition by Natural Processes ; Decomposition by Art, especially by Fermentation ; the Uevi.
vification of Sugar, etc.

4012 RIGG (Arthur) Practical Treatise on the Steam Engine, with 96 steel plates, and 200
woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. d., Qs Qd (p. £2. 2s) 1878

4013 Another Copy, hf morocco. Is Qd
4014 RIMMEL (Eugene) The BOOK of Perfumes, 6th [last] Ed., vnth plates (1 coloured), and

numerous woodcuts, Svo. cl., g. e. {slightlyfoxed) ; scarce, Qs Qd 1868
' a volume of great interest in an historical, antiquarian, scientific, and social point of view.'

4015 RIOS (Joseph de Mendoza, f.r.s.) Complete Collection of Tables for Navigation and
Nautical Astronomy, with Simple Methods for all the Calculations at Sea, particularly for
deducing the Longitude from Lunar Distances, and the Latitude from Two Altitudes of the
Sun and the Interval of Time between the Observations, 4to. hf calf antique (2 //. damaged),
5s Qd 1805

4016 Second [last] Edition, improved, 4to. hf. russia, 9s Qd 1809
•By his discoveries he completely changed the bases of nautical a.stronomy'.—D. N. B.

'
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4017 BINGELBEKGH (Joachim Sterk van) Lnstitutiones Astronomic.^ ternis libris cout^nto,

quorum Drirnu-s Spha^ne ac Muruli Naturam declarat : secundus Orbiiim : tertius Circulorum
;cum Additionibus et Indice; with Sessa's device on title and blank i. at end, woodcut border on

sig. A^, and diagrams, IGuio. old limn vellum (rark), 17* 6d
[col. :] yenetiis. Ant. de Nicolinis de Sabio, sumptu Melch. Sesste, l&iS

4018 RITCHIE (Archibald Tucker) The Dynamical Theory of the Formation of the Earth,
2 thick vols. 8vo. cL, uncut (scarce), Ss 6d IgjjQ

Attempting to prove ' tliat the earth did not always rotate round it4 axU,' an argument to which 1186 pp. an deTOt«d.

4019 BITCHIE (William, f.r.s.) Principles of the Differential and Intbqral Calculus, 2nd
[laatj Ed. by J. Anthony Si'ENCER. diagrams, ixwt Svo. cL, 3j 1847

4020 Principles of Geometry, diagrams, post Svo. cl., 2s 6d 1888
4021 RITT (Georges) PROBLkMKS d'ALOEBRE, et Exercises de Calcul Algehrk^uk, aveo le«

Solutions, 40 Ed. : B^zout (Etienne) Elements d'ARiTilMi^iTKiUK, rdimprinids par J. F. Saiqby.
2« Ed. —2 vols. 8vo. in 1, A/, calf gilt (out of vrint), 5s Qii 1858-2

4022 BITTER (Franz) Astrolabium, das ist : Griindliche Be^chreibun^' uud Unterricht, wie solokeH
lierrliche und hochnlltzliche Astronomi.'«che Instrument, aufTallerley Polus U6b, so wol aaeh nacli
eines jeden selbst KefiiHi^'on Griiss aufl'i^erisscn, und verfertigt werden soli ; with engraved tUUt
numerous folding plates on copper, and woodcuts, cr. 4U). sewn {large and eound copy) ; RARK,
^1. 105 NiinU^ [1618]

Unknown to PofQtendorfr, but uientionM by Grm«Me.
4023 —

I

Speculum Solis, das ist : Sonnen-Spiegel, der kunsUtiindi^^er, leichler und griindlicher
Bericht von den Sonnenuhren, und was denselbigen angehoret ; nunmehr mit dem DRITTKN
Theil, allerhand neuer Ebfindungen vermehret durch einen Liebhaber detm Studii Matbe-
matici ; with engravedfront., and numerous woodcuts, am. 4to. setcn, £1. 7« 6rf ibidem^ 1652

4024 Dasselbe ; fine copy in old vellum, £1. WsQd
Vkry rare, unknown to PoggemlortT and Graeffso. The oriKinal edition, comprUing the flnit 2 part* only, appMrad la

1609-11. The last part contains some curious conceits on sun-dials, including one sounding all hour* by elUiampladteg
a charge of gunpowder by means of a burning-glass, or by sound cau8o<l by steam generated by the aame me*na ; abo how
to make a .sun-dial out of a suu-ttower, etc. etc.

4025 BITTER (Heinrich), et Ludwig PRELLER: HiSTORiA Philosophic Grjecjb: Testi-
nionia Auctorum, Gr. et Lat. [cum Notis] ; Editio VII. [cum Indicibus], curantibus Fr. Schultess
et Ed. Wellmann, Svo. buckram, &s &d (p. M. 11. nett) Gotha, 1888

4026 RIVARD (Dominique Franqois,, Univ. Paris) Elemens de Geometrie, avec AbregA
d'ARiTHMETlQUE cl d'ALGEBRE, 2° Ed. au^rmeutde ; with plates, Alo. fine copy in old calf gilt,

with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., !Ss 1738
4027 RIVERS (Industrial) of the United Kingdom, by various well-known Experts, 21 plates,

Svo. cL, 2s Grf (p. 75 6rf) 1888

4028 ROBB (Russell) Electric Wiring for the Use of Architects, Underwriters, and the
Owners of Buildings, with 75 illustrations^ so. Svo. cl. (put of print), 4* (p. \Qs Qd nett)

New York, 1896

4029 ROBERT (Henri) L'Art de connaItre les Pendulks et les Montres ; yr6c6d6 de TArt de
les conduire et regler, par FERDINAND Berthoud, 2^ Ed., augmentt^e ; with 4 steel plates, post

Svo. .<ieym, 4i- 6d 1849

4030 ROBERTS (James, Inner Temple) The Grant and Validity of British Patents for Inven-
tions, vjith woodcuts and diagrams, thick roy. Svo. cl., lis (p. £1. 5s nett) 1903

4031 ROBERTS-AUSTEN (Sir William Chandler, f.r.s.) Introduction to the Study of Metal-
lurgy; 4th Ed., revised and enlarged, unth nwnerous charts and illustrations, Svo. c/., 5«6<f

(p \5s) 1898

4082 ROBERTSON (Abram, d.d., p.r.s., Savilian Prof Geometry, Oxon.) Elements of CoNiC Sec-

tions deduced from the CoNE, and designed as an Introtluction to the Newtonian Philosophy,

lo folding plates, Svo. boards, uncut, 3* Gd Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1818

403.3 Geometrical Treatise of Conic Sections, with Treatise on the Primary Properties of

Conchoids, the Cissoid, the Quadratrix, Cycloids, the Logarithmic Curve, and the Ix>garitlmiic,

Archimedean, and Hyperbolic Spirals, 28 folding plates, Svo. boards, uncut, or, hf. calf, iis

apud eandem, tbtaem, 1802

4031 Sectionum Conicarum Libri VII ; accedit Tractatus de &ctioniba« Conicis, et^de

Scriptoribus qui earum Doclrinam tradiderunt ; with 45folding plates, 4to. old calf, 10» »*., I <92

4035 Another Copy, contemporary tree-calfgilt (fine copy), I2s Qd
' His chief work, with an exhaustive survey of the history of the study.—^•/'- {'

4035*ROBERTSON (Frank, r.e., f.r.a.s.) Engineering Notes, Svo. hf calf gut (stamp on <»t^ ;

out ofprint, Hs Qd (p. 12* 6d) ^ . . ,, »,. '^5
4036 ROBERTSON (John, F.R.S.) The Elements of Navigation, containing the Theory and

Practice, with all the necessary Tables; with Treatise of MARINE FORTIFICATION, 7th Ed., with

Additions by Lt. Lawrence G wynne, r.n., with numerous plates and diagrams, 2 voU. roy. »\^.

old sheep (one V. slightly damaged), 4s 6d _ . » . ,„ #i. ««».ii..-*«,.i
**

Lastedition of the author's chief work, which went through 7 editions within thn first 60 years.of lU P«bUcatioD.

4037 Treatise of such Mathematical Instruments, as are usuallv put into a FORfABLE

Case, with Account of the Authors who have treated on the Proi»ortional Compawes and »«cU)r.

first edition, with 1 folding plates, Svo. hf bound, \0s 6d
, . . -^ n.-,««^«H«« ntiti

Bound up is : Description and Use of Hartleys Q.iadrant. with a new Additional Apparafus.
•"J.'^'f'^jj"'^^^ ^l

Theory, by WJUiam Jones, plate, 1795 ; also CaUlogueol Optical. Mathematical, and Phlio*ophlcal HutminenU by

According to Chasles, Robertson was the first to discover the theorem that In itcrtJOg hie projection Uf angia

between two circles of the sphere equals the angle between the two circlca on projection.
^^ ^
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4038 ROBERTSON (C, m.d.) Is the Earth a Planet? a Study in Physical and Mathematical

Geography, diagrams, 8vo. boards, 3s Qd Edin., 1897

a latter-day defence of the Ptolemaic system, the result of vertical solar rays during a long residence in India,

4039 ROBERTSON (Frederick Duncan Stnian, f.c.s.) Practical Agricultural Chemistry,
with 41 illustrations, large post 8vo. cL, 5s (sells 75 Qd nett) 1907

4040 ROBERTSON (Henry, m.d.) General View of the Natural History of the Atmosphere,
and of its Connexion with the Sciences of Medicine and Agriculture, including an Essay on the

Causes of Epidemical Diseases, 2 vols. 8vo. hoards, uncut. Is %d Edin., 1808
' By far the best work that has appeared on those points of agricultural connexion.'—DonaZcZsoji.

ROBERVAL (Giles Persone de)—v. Diverses Ouvrages {No. 1067), ante.

4041 ROBINS (Benjamin, f.r.s., Engineer General to HE. I. Co.) Discourse concerning the

Nature and Certainty of Sir Isaac Newton's Method of Fluxions, and of Prime and

Ultimate Ratios, diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 6s 1735
' In 1735 he demolished in the Discourse the objections brought by the celebrated Bp. Berkeley (v. 2^0.348, an/e) against

Newton's principle of ultimate ratios.'

4042 Full Confutation of Dr. Jurin's Reply to the Remarks on his Essay on Distinct

and Indistinct Vision, sm. 8vo. sewn, 3s 1740
See JuRiN (No. 2209), ante, for the pamphlet which provoked it.

4043 Mathematical Tracts, published [with Life (pp. 42)] by James Wilson, m.d., plates

and diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. old caZ/ (VERY RARE), £1. 105 1761
Contents : I. New Principles of Gunnery, with several subsequent Discourses on the same Subject, the greatest Part

never before printed. II. Discourse on the Method of Fluxions, and of Prime and Ultimate Ratios, with other

Miscellaneous Pieces.

4044 New Principles of Gunnery : containing the Determination of the Force of Gunpowder,
and Investigation of the Difference in the Resisting Power of the Air to Swift and Slow Motions ;

with Account of his Life and Writings by James Wilson ; new Ed., with Additions by
Charles Button, f.r.s., 1 plates, 8vo. hf. calf gilt {stamp on title), scarce, 12* 6c? 1805

4045 Another Copy, old tree-calf, newly rehacked, \Zs
Last and best Edition of the author's most important work, including 14 other papers by him on the same subject.

' The real founder of the science of gunnery was B. Robins, whose New Principles of Gunnery treated of atmospheri<!

resistance, the force of gunpowder, the effects of varying the length and weight of guns, etc. His invention, the Ballistic

Pendulum [dexribed and illustrated above^, enabled the velocity of a cannon-ball to be measured '.

4046 BOBINSON (Harry Perry) Pictorial Effect in Photography : Hints on Composition and
Chiaroscuro for Photographers, with Chapter on COMBINATION PRINTING, 3 Jine photographs, and
numerous plates and woodcuts, cr. 4to. hf. calf {title stamped), 5s Qd 1869

4047 BOBISON (John, f.r s.e.) System of Mechanical Philosophy, with Notes by Sir David
Brewster, with 50 folding plates, 4 thick vols. 8vo. boards, uncut, I2s 6d Edin., 1822

4048 Another Copy, wanting the plates, 4 vols, cl., 4*
Consisting of reprints of papers contributed to the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and articles in the

Encyclopedia Britannica. The article on the steam engine was revised and enlarged by Jamks Watt, the author's friend,

who acknowledged that Robison suggested to him the application of the steam engine to locomotion in 1759.
' In 1769 Robison anticipated Meyer in the important electrical discovery that the law of force is very nearly or exactly

in inverse square.'—D. N. B. ' One of the greatest mathematical philosophers of his age.'

—

Sir Javies Mackintosh.

4049 ROBSON (John Henry, pr.. Downing Coll.) GEOMETRICAL Drawing, 2nd Ed., enlarged, with
folding front, and numerous diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1886

4050 ROBSON (Thomas Charles," h.e.i.c.s.) Treatise on Marine Surveying, with 7 folding
plates, 8vo. hf. calf {scarce). Is 6c? 1834

The first treatise on the subject in English.

4051 RODING (Johann Hinrich [sic]) Allgemeines Worterbuch der Marine in alien euro-
paischen Seesprachen [deutsch, hollandisch, danisch, schwedisch, engliscii, franzosisch,
italienisch, spanisch und PORTUGIESISCH] , nebst vollstandigen Erkliirungen ; with 115 copper-
plates, 4 vols. 4to. sound copy in old calf gilt, £1. 1* Hamburg [1794- 8J

The most complete dictionary of sea terms ever published.

4052 ROHAULT (Jacques) OIuvres Posthumes [publi^es par Claude Clerselier] ; with
numerous diagrams, thick 4to., (?) Large Paper ; old calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of
Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 12* Qd 16S2

Containing the ' Traite de mecanique '.

4053 Trait^ de Physique ; with 16 folding plates, 2 vols. : Entretiens snr la Philosophie
—3 vols. 16mo. in 2, fine copies in vellum, £1. lO*

Amsterdam, Jacques le Jeune {a la sphere), 1672

—

M. Le Petit, '74

A finely printed and very rare edition, unknown to Poggendorff, Graesse, Que'rard, etc.

4054 Trait6 de Physique ; with 16 plates, 2 vols.sm. 8vo. old calf gilt, \2s Qd ibidem, [c. 1680]
A spurious reprint of the above edition. All editions of this work are now rare.
' II construisait avec trois tubes de verre une espece de barometre, connu anjourd'hui sous le nom de cJiamhre de RohauV.

II demontrait, par les differentes refractions de la lumiere, que les couleurs n'etaient que des modifications de cette matiere.
Ses experiences sur I'aimant furent aussi tres-remarquables '.—Biogr. Gen.

4055 System of Natural Philosophy, with Dr. Samuel Clarke's Notes, taken mostly ont
of Sir I. Newton's Philosophy, done into English by John Clarke, Dean of Sarum, 2nd Ed.,
plates, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, old panelled calf, newly rebacked (RARE), 16s 6d 1729-8

This work long formed the text-book of physics at Cambridge. The translation itself is of importance in the history (<f

science as having been instrumental in introducing the Newtonian system there, by means of marginal notes in which the
translator exposed the fallacies of the Cartesian system, then still omnipotent at Cambridge University.

4056 ROHR (Moritz v.) Die binokularen Instruments, nach Quellen bearbeitet; with 90 illus-

trations, roy. 8vo. sewn, 4* &d (p. M. 6.) Berlin, 1907
The best history of the binocular telescope, with a copious bibliography of works of historical importance.

4057 Theorie und Geschichte des photographischen Objektivs, nach Quellen bearbeitet

;

with 4 lithographs, and 148 other illustrations, large 8vo. sewn, 8s (p. M. 12.) ib., 1899
Pp. 399-435 comprise a valuable bibliography.
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4057*ROIAS (Joannea de) Commentariorum in Astrolabium, quod Planisphwriuiu vocant,

Libri VI, nunc priaiimi in Lucem editi ; additus est INDEX Capituiu et Herum, quiu toto Opere
contiuentur, locupleLitwiimis ; handsomely printed in iUilics ; with numerous fine woodcuts, 4to.
fine copy in contemporary limp vellum (VKRY RARK), £1. 15* Lutetiie, Ifol

Houzeau-Lanctater No. 3276 ; it w»« however unknown to Poggendorff and Bruu«?t.
4058 BOLFE (William James; editor * Poptilar Science New*), and J. A. QILLET: Elkmknts

of AsTRONOMV, 4th Ed., enlarged, with coloured spectrum plate, 17 star-maps, and woodcuts, post
«vo. cL, ;iv New York [1»(>8]

4059 BOLLWYN (J. A. S.) Astronomy Simplified for General Rbadino, with numerous new
Explanations and Discoveries in SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, etc. etc., 20 plates (many coloured), and
diagrams, 8vo c/ , 4* (p. 10* 6rf) [1871]

4060 BOMAXO (Antonio Luig^i de') Prospetto delle CONSEGUKNZB derivate alle Lagune di
\>:nezia, ai Purti, ed alle Liniitrofe Provincie dope, la Diversione de' Fiumi analiai e Avilup|>o delU
Dottiina, coll' Apjilicazione al PoRTO tli Malamocco; with ^folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. A/. caU",

ew ^d , Venezta, 1815
4001 BOMB de PISLE (Jean Baptiste Louit) Essai •)•' <'ff<^TALLOGRAPiflE. on Description de«

Figures (J^onidlriques, pronres u (lillerens Corps du K : al, connuji vulgaircnient sous le noni
de Cristaux ; with 10Joldiny plates, 8vo. contempom . mottUdealfatU (RARE), 12*^ \Ti%

Tills iiiii>urtaiit work iii>t demonatrated Uie Uw of cuu*Uuc> ufanglaa in cryaUutoicrapliy.

BOMEB (Olat) De Crassitie Tudoruu, et Expkrimenta PBOJEcriOMis Uravium—«.
PiCAItl) (J.), ante.

4062 BONALDS (Edmund, Queen's Coll., Galway), and Thomas BIOHABDBON: Chemical
Teciinolouy, incorporating a Revision of Dr. Knapp's 'Technology ', 2nd (.la^ij Ed., Parts I

and 11 : FUEL and its APPLICATIONS, with 6 plates (2 coloured), and 433 woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. el.,

uncut, 6* Qd (p. £1. 16*) 1856
' Th« book, which was recognisfxi as a standard work, haa been incorporated by C. B Urovea and W. Tliorp Is tiMir

Chemical Tfchiwlogy '.—D. N. It.

Prof. Ronalds was a nephew of Sir Francis Ronalds, and though a fcraduatc of Oieaaen, Jena, B«rltB, II«id«lb«qL vaA
Paris, lie was boycotted &» a ' tmdesiaan ' by the savamU of Edinburgh when herfuiigiied hla chair at Oftlway to take OHUVt
of the lioniiington Cheiiiical Works.

4063 BONALDS (Sir Francis, f.r.s. ; inventor, in 1816, of the electric telegraph) Dbscbiptions of an
Electrical Telegraph, and of some other Electrical Apparatus, withH plates (onefolding) qftks
Jnstallation and the Electrical Apparatus used, large 8vo. boants, uncut (VERY SCABCB),
£1. ll*6t^ 18SI

4064 ANOTHER Copy, hf. calf, £1. 15*
' Mrs. Edm<l. Ronalds with Sir Fra' Ronalds's kind regards*.—/rwcr. on tUU.

4065 Another Copy, with photo portrait aet. 83 added ; boards, uncut (FBRSH COPY), £2. 2*;
' T. 8. Whittein, Esqr«. with the kind regards of Sir Fra«. Ronalds '.—Inicr. on title.

This work contains the account of the electric telegraph invented by the author, which transmitted aignaU frosi Ma
house at Uaimnersiiiith (occupied later on by William Mouris, the poet, and known as * Keluiscolt Houae'} overa^ytlMS
of wires 8 miles long, by observing at one end the divergence ot a pair of pith balls when a charge nf electricity wo MSl
into the other.

' Ronalds's instrument was of real practical use, and the brilliant idea of using synchronously routing Ui**.^, now
en^ployed in the Hughes printing apparatus, was entirely his own. The only defect in hlK invention wan the coiuparaUv*

slowness with whir.h a succession of symbols could be transmitted '.—D. N. H. He at once offere^l lli«« invrnliuu to \hm

Admiralty, and was ollicially answered that now the French war was over telegraphs of any kind w.re u>Ully tiiiii«*r«Mary,

and that no other than the semaphore then in use would be adopted. The inventor published the above aocuunl in I8;(a,

ami then dropi)ed telegraphy for go<xl.

4066 BONKETTI (John G. H., instrument maker) Treatise on a New Dry and Wbt Uulb
Hygrometer, for measuring the Force and Weight of Aqtieous Vaiwur in the Atmo«pliere. and

the Corresponding Degrees of Evaporation [with Formula and Tables], /ran/., 8vo. (pp. 15), «ei9i»

(scarce'\ Is 6d lo§*

The (li'ial form of the hygrometer—an improvement on Daniell's- -which seenia to liave been Inveotad by Book«tUhIm«tIC

4067 BONTQEN (WUhelm Konrad v.) Eine Neue Art von Strahlkn, 2 panipbleU 8vo. sswm, is
IVarMburg, 18M

The first communication of the diacorery of X raya.
. ^ *

4063 BAY SOCIETY (American), Transactions of the, 1905, wtth plates and woodcuts, Bro.

^l 4, J'htladelphia, 1905

40G9 BOOD (Og-den Nicholas, Columbia Univ.) Modern Chromatics, with Applications to Art

and Iinlustrv, ind Ed , with colouredfront., and 130 illustrations, post 8vo. el., 2« tW (p. 5*) 1883

4070 BOOZEBOOM (H. W. Bakhuis, Amsterdam) Die heterogenen Cleichgewichtb voni

Standpunkte der Phasenlehre; tcith 2 plates, and 203 other iUustrations 2 vols. 8vo. sewn,

12? Qd(\) M 18 )

Braunschweig, 1901-4

INUALT :-I. Die Phasenlehre. Systeme aus eincr Komponente. II. Systi-me aiia iwri Komponetiten I. led.

The author's investigations on the chemical theory of phawesarc of well known importMMt.

4071 BOSGOE (Sir Henry Enfield, F.R.s.) Spectrum Analysis: Six Uctares Uofore the Society

of Apothecaries of Lonclon, with Appendi.xe«, 7 spectrum plates (2 coloured), and 73 woodcuts, 8vcu

4072'''-^^"seco#d EomoN [Iniarged], with 7 spectrum plates (2 coloured), and 94 woodcuts, Sro.d^

4073^——Third EDiTiON*[greatly enlargetl], with 10 spectrum and other plates (3 coloured), onrfW

woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. extra, t. e. g.. Is fid (p. £1. 1*)
a \ , *u^ k^tU^, .«^ AnTiinR

4074 Fourth [l.vst] Edition, revised and considerably enlarged by the Author and Abtiiub

Schuster, f.r.s., with 6 plates (3 coloured), and 119 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. extra, t. e. y. *^
(p. £1. 1*)

^^^

4075 Another Copy, c/., t. e. g. {wormed), 10*
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4078 ROSCOE (Sir Henry Enfield, f.r.s.), and Arthur HAKDEN : New View of the Origin of

Dalton's Atomic Theory, with Letters and Documents concerning Dalton's Life, now first pub-

lished, with steel portrait of Dalton by Jeens, and 6 plates andfss., 8vo. buckram, 4s (p. Os nett) 1896

4079 , and Carl SCHOBLEMMER, f.r.s. : Treatise on Chemistry, with steel portrait of
Dalton, and numerous woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. in 9, cL, £3. 105 (p. £8. 17*) 1877-93

Contents :—I. Non-Metallic Elements : II. Metals, 2 v. : III. Organic Chemistry, 6 v. Two volumes are now out of

print and scarce.
' Forming the most extensive, and at the same time readable, text-book on the subject. —D. N. B.

4080 , The Life and Experiences of, written by himself, with numerous portraits of the

author and celebrated chemists of his time, and plates, thick 8vo. c^. 8s (p. 12s nett)
..

1906

4081 ROSE (Gustav) Elemente der Krystallographie, nebst einer tabellarischen Ubersicht der

Mineralien nach den Krystallforinen, 2. Auflage ; with 10 copperplates, 8vo. boards, with auto, of
Prof Alex. W. Williamson, F.R.S. , 4s Berlin, 1838

The author was the discoverer of polymorphism in crystallography. The above was the first text-book on the

subject published.

4082 ROSE (Thomas Kirke, Assayer of the Mint) The Metallurgy of Gold, with 69 woodcuts,

thick 8vo. cl., 6s (p. £1. Is)
'

1894
Containing a long bibliography at end, wliich includes many interesting works of historical interest.

4083 ROSENBERG (E.) Electrical Engineering : an Elementary Text-Book, trans, by W. W.
Haldane Gee and Carl Kinzbrunner, with front, and 263 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6sj 1903

ROSENBERGER (Ferdinand) Isaac Newton und seine rhysikalischen Principien—
V. Newtoniana {No. 3300), ante.

4084 ROSLING (Christian Lebrecht) Kritische Prufungen und Berichtigung der bisherigen

Elektricitatslehre, durchgangig auf Experimente gegriindet, als Vorbereitun^ einer kiinftig

aufzustellenden richtigern Theorie vom Galvanismus ; with plate, 8vo. hf calj [joints cracked),

Is 6rf Ulm, 1823
A laborious recapitulation of the knowledge on electro-magnetism gained since 1820 by Oersted, Ampere, Biot, Arago, etc.

4085 ROSS (Alexander, Vicar of Carisbrooke) The New Planet no Planet : or the Earth no
wandring Star ; except in the wandring heads of Galileans. Here out of the Principles

of Divinity, Philosophy, Astronomy, Reason, and Sense, the Earth's immobility is asserted ;

the true sens of Scripture in this point, cleared ; the Fathers and Philosophers vindicated ; divers

Theologicall and Philosophical! points handled, and Copernicus his Opinion, as erroneous,

ridiculous, and impious, fully refuted, sm. 4to. hf white vellum extra {title soiled, corners of a
few II. damaged, and some II. water-stained) ; very rare, £1. 10s J. Young, 1646

4086 The Philosophicall Touch-stone: or Observations upon Sir Kenelm Digbie's
Discourses of the nature of Bodies, and of the reasonable Soule [v. No. 1053]. In which his

erroneous Paradoxes are refuted, the Truth, and Aristotelian Philosophy vindicated,
the immortality of mans Soule briefly, but sufficiently proved, and" the weak Fortifications of a
late Amsterdam Ingeneer, patronizing the Soules mortality, briefly slighted, sm. 4to. calf gilt

{water-stained, otherwise a sound and very large copy) ; VERY RARE, £2. 2s apud enndem, 1645
The author was immortalised by Butler in Iludibras :

' There was an ancient sage philosopher
That had read Alexander Ross over.'

He was chaplain to Charles I., and was buried in Eversley Church, after leaving legacies to All SS.', Southampton,
Carisbrooke Parish, Aberdeen University, and the University Libraries at Oxford and Cambridge.

4087 ROSS (Rear-Adml. Sir John, arctic explorer) Treatise on Navigation by Steam ; com-
prising a History of the Steam Engine, and an Essay on a System of the Naval Tactics
peculiar to Steam Navigation, as applicable to Commerce and Maritime Warfare, etc. etc., with
engravedfront, {foxed) of ' the James Watt, steam packet, propelling against a storm ', and numer-
ous woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. boards, uncut (SCARCE), 10s Qd 1828

4088 Another Copy, hf calf {sound copy), with author's inscr. on title, 12s 6c?

With appendix (pp. 68) : Chronological Account of Discoveries and Improvements on the Steam Engine, including
ABOUT 400 Patents, with Indexes.

4089 R [OSS] (W[illiam]) The New Astronomer: or Astronomy made easy by such Instruments
that readily shew by Observation the Stars, or Planets Places, either in the Equator or Ecliptick,

or of Luna in her proper Orb, in any Part of the World ; they also take the Latitude, find the
Variation of the Needle, and the True Hour of the Day, etc. etc., with diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 96),

sewn {plates wanting) ; rare, 5s printedfor the author, 1735
4090 ROSS (Lt.-Col. William Alexander, r.a., f.g.s.) The Blowpipe in Chemistry, Mineralogy,

and Geology, containing all known Methods of Anhydrous Analysis, etc., enlarged Ed., with
plates and woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s 1884

With dedication, in German, to Prof. Bruno Kerl.

4091 Pyrology, or Fire Chemistry, with 4 coloured plates, 2 charts, and numerous
icoodcuts, impl. 8vo. cl. {scarce), 14s 6d (p. £1. 16s) 1875

The preface includes an attack on Lavoisier, ' who seems to have been a clever man utterly devoid of honourable
principle, with about as much candour as a cat surprising mice'.

4092 ROSS (Major William Gordon, r.e., r.m.a., Woolwich), Manual of Practical Solid
Geometry, 26 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl. {out of print) 2s 1887

4093 ROSSI (Gaetano) Soluzione esatta e regolare del Difficilissimo Problema della Quadratura del
CiRCOLO, con molte Corollarj, non che di molte altre importanti Diraostrazioni cernenti al

Soggetto ; with portrait by Charles Knight {imitator of Bartolozzi), and folding table, 8vo. sewn
{rare), 10s Qd Londra, 1804

Interesting for a list of subscribers, including many English names, and headed by the Prince of Wales (with
10 copies), which would make it appear that the circle-squarers of the time were largely depending upon their English
patrons. The preface is signed by the author in MS.
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4091 RdsSLEIl (Balthasar) Speculum Metallurgij-: Politissiraum, oder: hell-ix)lierter Bkrg-
JiAU Spiegkl, darinnen zu linden: wie man Ber^werck suchen, ausschiirtfen, mit Nutzen bauen,
allenthalben wohl anstellen, befordero, dabey alles Gestein unci Ertze ^ewinnen, fordera, rbsten,
Bchmeltzen, u.s.w. ; toith numerous copperplates depicting mining and metaliurgical procesteSt
folio, /ne copi/ in old parchment, £2. 2t Drudmt 1700

Vkry rark ; unknown to PogKendorff, GimoMe, Bniuet, etc. Th« pUtM are moifc iBtaresUog m ahowing gaoloi^etl
sections of lodes, mine-timbering, winding apparmtiu, •melting and refining proeaaaea, ate. aa pnetiaad in Saxtwy in the
Seventeenth Centur)'.

4095 KOST (Johaxin Leonhard) Astronomisches HandBuch, trorinnen das nohtwendi|{8te [t%e\

anzutreffen ist, was zur Aiisiibang der unentbehrlichen A^trononiie erfordert wird ; wUh front.
and \A folding plates (7 of astronomical instruments), thick 4to. sewn, uncut, 5s N^mhtrg^ 1796

4096 BOTHE (Gottfried, M D., Leipzig) Kurtze doch grundliche Anlkituno zar Chymib . . .

aus der bcriiliintest^n Me<iicoruiu, fionderlich Lndovici. Wcdelii, Stahlii etc Scbrifl\en, nebat
andern, die man sonst rar nn<l geheim gelialten, 12mo. sevon {rare), 8*M Leipzig^ 1717

First Emtion of this once popular work, which went through many editk>nt, and was tranalated into Preoeh.

4097 BOTHSCHILD (M. D.) Hand-Book of Precious Stones, illustrated, poet 8vo. d. {put qf
print), 2,s- (jd (p. 5,v) New York, 1890

4098 BOTHWEILEB (Johann Jakob) AlAZKBi'IXCHKMioo-PuYSlCA, de Mktallobum Obnkra*
TIONE et TjiANSMUTATlONE, sm. 4to. (pp. 20), scicn (rare), 5* Twbingm, 1665

4099 BOXJCHE (Eugene), et Charles de C0MBEB0U8SE : Trait^ de GioutTRlR EUtMBIIT-
AIRE ; tcith 570 diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 800), A/, calf gdt, 3* 6d 1866

4100 BOUSE (William) The Doctrine of Chanci-:s, or the Theory of Gamino made easy to
every Person, so as to enable them to calculate the Probabilitiee of Evente in Loiieriee. Carda,
Hor»e Racing, Dice, etc, with Tables on Chance, never before pnh\iah9d,vigmeiUomcopptr(m
title, 8vo. hf. cl., ds 118141

4101 BOUTH (Edward John, f.r.s.) Treatise on Analytical Statics, with namerooi Examplee,
diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. cl. {cover of v. I soiled and damaged), 8* 6d (p. £1. 4*)

Univ. Press, CamMdgt, 1801-8

4102 Second [last] Edition, diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. el. {fresh copy), Ms (p. £1. 8«|
apud eandem, tb., 1806-1002

410.3 Treatise on Dynamics of a Particle, with nnmerons Examples, diagrams, 8yo. el,

{fresh copy), 8s 6d (p. 145) a. «,, •*., 1808

4104 Treatise on the Dynamics of a System of Rigid lk>DiE8, with nameroos Examples,

4th Ed., enlarged, diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. cl. {covers soiled and damaged), Is 6d (p. £1. 8*) 1882-4

4105 Later Editions (v. I 6th, and v. II 5th), diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. cL {fresh copy), ISt

(p. £1. 8s) 1807-2

4106 Treatise on the Stability of a Given State of Motion, particularly Steady Motion
(Adams Prize Essay, 1877), Svo. cl. {cover soiled), is (p. 8s 6d) 1877

4107 BOUTLEDGE (Bobert, F.c.s.) Discoveries and Inventions of the Nineteenth Century,
9th Ed., with 434 illustrations, sq. Svo. cl., g. e., 2s (p. 7* Qd) 1801

4108 Popular History of Science, with 331 plates and woodcuts, including many portraits of
Scientists, thick large post 8vo. cl., g. e. {out of print), Ss Qd 1881

4109 [? BOWBOTHAM (Samuel, m.d.)] Zetetic Astronomy. Earth .not a Globe ! an Exneri-

mental Inquiry into the True Figure of the Earth, PROVING it a PLANE, without Axial or Orbital

Motion ; and the ONLY MATERIAL WORLD in the UNIVERSE ! By • PARALLAX', with woodeutt

and diagrams, 12mo. cl. {scarce), 10* Gd n^lS^
The authorship is given as above on the authority of Halkctt and I^ing. Prof, de Morgan howavw mantmBimtt^my

rar<uloxr$, p. 306) an S. Goulden as the author of this eiKK-h-maijinK work, which •!»<> conUlnaJflW *»yy,» y,!^
theory of perspective, admirably fitting facts with the author's theories, and exploding once for all tka MttqanM MlMl
of aglobuur earth.

4110 [BOWE (John)] INTRODUCTION to the Doctrine of Fluxions, reTised by aeveral GentleoMi

well skill'd in the Mathematics, firgt edition, wUh numerous diagrams, 8vo. old calf OjmiI

cracked) ; rare, 8s U
. ,

MXCCLI [tic; rttU 1751

J

Interesting as the earliest elementary treatise on the Huxional calcoloa. ,j,ri \

4111 Third Edition, with Additions and Alterations, 12 foldtng plates, SvcoM ««V ('wjj.

105 6d __^
* ''*'

Thiswlition was wholly rewritten, and contains an hlatorioalprafcoa. ^ , . . w.. ...„
4112 [ ] Fourth Edition, with Essay on the Theory; reYiwd, «w;f«^«/'«' "^

^'''"i!!
Davis, interleaved, and diagrams added, post Svo. hf. ealfjbaek damafftd), «»W ^^^^^.^^J^

In his preface the editor mentions the ' groat scarcity ' of the above editions, and the dilBcally of procurlBf a oopy or

4113^BOWELL (^George AugustuB) Essay on the Cause of Rain and iUi allied
^^^^'"J'^^^jjg

^
The' autlior objecU to the cyclone theory of storms, and advances one of bU own, mainly baaed on tb« qoanUty of

4114 B0WNiNT(j5S^ Rector of Anderby) COMPENDIOUS SVETWlof NATURAL Phiu»OPHY : with

Notes, containing Mathematical Demonstrations, and some Occasional Remarks ;
7lh Bd.. with

Additions, numerous plates, 2 vols. Svo. old calf, ls6d iv,«a«.i onoCaa "a veir
Last Edition of ' a very ingenious work.'-Okar^* HuUon,JR.S. Prof de Montan <J^^^'^"'**"'

*»*"** • '"'^

pretty conceit on the subject of attraction '
in this work ' which Bo«»Tich

''Jf•^fr'^'t.*w^w M«xttnn MnlaJn.
4115 — Preliminary Discourse to an intended Treatise on the !« lixiohart Method, «P'«;n.

ing its Nature and Peculiarity in a familiar and easy Manner, 2 plates, 8va sewm, 3» oa aao
• Largely argumentotive.'—D. N. B.

, w^„««, -i-

4116 BOY (Claude, graveur en taiUe douce) EssAl snr la Perspectivb PRATIQUE, pw le MOYEN da

Calcul ; with copperplate, Svo. (pp. 62), sewn, 3» 6rf * '*^
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4117 ROY [latine REO-IUS] (Hendrik van, Uniu. Utrecht) Philosophia Naturalis; in qua tota

Rerum Universitas, per clara et facilia Principia, explanatur ; withJine portrait by Matham, plates,

and numerous woodcuts, cr. 4to. old calf {slightly water-stained, hut sound copy), lOs Qd
Amstelcedami, Lud. et Daniel Elzevir, 1661

Pp. 242-A7 contain an interesting account of the magnet, which is not mentioned in Sir Francis Ronalds's Catalogue.

4118 ROY (Maj.-Gen. William, f.rs.) Account of the Measurement of a Base on Hounslow-
Heath, with 4:folding plates of instruments, etc. hy Basire, folding map, and tables, 4to. (pp. 94),

sewn {rare), \0s 6d 1785
' The measurement of this base may be considered to be the foundation of the important Trigonometrical Survey of Gt.

Britain [q. v., Nos. 3134-6).'—Pro/. Todhunter.
' Roy selected Hounslow for a base line, which was measured in the summer of 1784 three times over by means of cased

glass tubing, seasoned deal rods, and a coffered steel chain made by Ramsden, the length being 27,404 feet, and the dis-

crepancy between the several measurement under 3 inches. This work excited considerable scientific interest, the King,
the master-general of the ordnance, and many distinguished savants visiting Hounslow during its progress.'—CoL Vetch, R.E.

4119 Account of the TrigonOxMETRical Operation, whereby the Distance between the
Meridians of the Royal Observatories of Greenwich and Paris has been determined, with
9folding plates on copper of instruments, etc. by Basire, and 2 folding maps, 4to. (pp. 161), sewn,

8s 6d 1790
An account of the common English and French survey of 1787. * In the summer of 1787 Roy carried his triangulation

from the Hounslow base to the Kentish coast, and on 23 Sept. met the French commissioners at Dover, and, after a con-

ference between them, the observations connecting the English with the French triangulations were made from both sides

of the Channel. A base of verification, 28,535 feet long, was measured on Romney Marsh under Roy's direction, and
found to differ only 28 inches from its calculated length as determined by the triangulations of the Hounslow base.'—Coi.
Vetch, R.E.

4120 The Same ; with Account of the Mode proposed to be followed in the Trigonometrical
Operation for determining the relative Situation of the Royal Observatories of Greenwich
and Paris, with Observations on the Magnitude and Figure of the Earth, folding tables, 2 vols.

4to. ia 1, hf. calf gilt, with inscr. ' Fi'om General Melville. J. D. 5. Jan. 1804' on titles, 14* 1790-87
See Maskelyne, poxt.

4121 ROYAL COLLEGE of CHEMISTRY, Reports of the, and Researches conducted in the
Laboratories, 1845-7, 8vo. cl. {scarce), \Qs 6rf 1849

The only volume ever published by this short-lived society, comprising Remarks on the Importance of cultivating
Experimental Science in a National Point of View, an Introduction, both by A. W. v. Hofmann, f.r.s., and Researches in

Inorganic and Organic Chemistry by the same (on the volatile organic bases), Frederick Field, C. B. Mansfield, H. M.
NoAD, F.B.S., Warren de la Rhe (on cochineal), and others.

A VERY FINE SET :

4122 SOCIETY of CANADA, Proceedings and Transactions of the, complete from the
beginninginl882to 1899 (Original Series, 12 v.4to., and Second Series, Vols. 1-5,5 v.impl.8vo.),

with numerous portraits, plates, woodcuts, and maps, 17 thick vols, handsomely hound in crimson
morocco extra, with initials V.R. inlaid in white and blue morocco, g. e., £10. lO*

Montreal, IS8S—Toronto, 1899
This beautiful set was presented by the Society to Queen Victoria, and each volume bears the Queens initials on the

sides. The first volume also contains official copies of letters from Lord Lansdowne to Lord Derby, and from the Society's
Secretary on presenting it to the Queen.

4123 Volume IV only, with 12 plates, besides woodcuts, roy. 4to. cl., 5s Montreal, 1887
of EDINBURGH— V. Edinburgh {No. 1148), ante.
of LONDON, Philosophical Transactions of the — v. Philosophical

Transactions {No. 3603), ante.

4124 RUDIMENTUM Anglo-Latinum GRAMMATICS Literalis et Numeralis, in usum Schols
Regis Westmonasteriensis ; with diagrams, 8vo. fine copy in contemporary sheep {rare), lOs 6d

Londini, ex OfficinCi Eliz. Redmayne, 1688
The second part of the work contains Arithmetic, and is interesting as showing the standard of mathematical

knowledge deemed necessary for Westminster School at the period of the Revolution.
4125 RUDIO (Ferdinand, Zurich) Geschichte des Problems von der Quadratur des Zirkels von

den iiltesten Zeiten bis auf unsere Tage ; illustrated, 8vo. sewn, 4* Leipzig, 1892
By showing the transcendental value of the quantities e and ir, Hermite in 1873 finally proved the impossibility of the

squaring of the circle by elementary geometrical means, the arithmetical solution of the problem having long been known
as impossible.

RUDOLF (Christoph) Die Coss — v. Stifel, post.
4126 RUFFINI (Paolo) Sopra la Determinazione delle Radici nelle Equazioni Numeriche di

QUALUNQUE Grado, impl. 4to. (?) Large Paper ; sewn, uncut {rare), 15s Modena, 1804
This work received the prize of the Sociefa Italiana.
Added is ' Riflessioni di Pietro Abbati intorno al Metodo di Lodovico Lagrange per la Soluzione delle Equazioni

Numeriche (pp. 29), Modena, 1S04.

4127 Teoria Generale delle Equazioni, in cui si dimostra impossihile la Soluzione Algeb-
raica delle Equazioni Generali di Grado Superiore al Quarto; with 2 folding tables, 2 vols. sq.

8vo. contemporary hf. calf gilt (RARE), £1. Bologna, 1799
Important as first maintaining'the impossibility of solving algebraic equations of the fifth or of a higher degree, the

proof of which was given by Abel in 1S26.
'Though inconclusive, Rufflni's demonstrations are remarkable as containing anticipations of Cauchy's theory of

groups. '—Pro/. Cajori.

4128 RUMFORD (Sir Benjamin Thompson, Count, F.R.s.) Essays, Political, Economical,
and Philosophical, new Edition, with numerous plates on copper and wood, besides woodcuts,
3 vols. 8vo. old mottled calf gilt (rare), £1. lOs 1800-2

The first collected edition of the author's works.
4129 Another Copy (Original Edition), Vols. I, II, and v. Ill pp. 1-191, with numerous

plates and woodcuts ; sewn, uncut, £1. Is 1796-8[-1800]
' Tyndall gave Rumford the credit of travelling with Sir John Leslie over common ground on the subject of radiant

heat and of anticipating Thomas Graham in experimenting on the diffusion of liquids, and also for the first accurate
determinations for the calorific power of fuel.'
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4130 RUMFORD (Sir Benjamin Thompson, Count, F.R.s.) Complete Works, with Memoir, and
Notices of his Daughter by G. E. Ellis ; new Edition, published by the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, with numerous steel portraits, plates and woodcuts, 5 thick vols. roy. 8vo. cl.

(SCARCE), £5. 5* 1875-6
Best edition of the works of the author, the fomider ot the Royal Institution, and the originator of the mechanical

tlieory of heat.

4131 Account of a Method for Measuring the Comparative Intensities of the Light
emitted by Luminous Bodies, Afolding plates by Basire (pp.40) : Account of some Experiments
upon Coloured Shadows (pp. 12)—4to. sewn, Qs 1794

4132 Experiments ui)on Heat, 4to. (pp. 33), sewn, 3* 1792
4133 New Experiments upon Heat, folding plate, 4to. (pp. 32), sewn, Ss 6d 1786
4134 Experiments to determine the po.sitive and relative (Quantities of Moisture absorbed

from the Atmosphere by various Substance.s, under similar Circumstances (pp. 6) . Experi-
ments on the Production of Dephlogisticated Air from Water with various Substances,
folding plate (pp. 41)— 4to. seicn, 4s 6d 1787

A(l<led are iMipers by John Hunter, r r.h., William Nr-holson, and Edward Warinij, k.r.h.

4135 Philosophical Papers: a Collection of Memoirs, Dissertations, and Experimental
Investigations relating to various branches of Natural Philosophy and Mechanics, with
Letters, Vol. I [all published], with \3 folding plates by Basire, 8vo. old calf (blank corner of
title cut oj); rake, £1. 1* 1802

This volume is often a<lded as vol. IV' U> the * Essays *, and contains exi)erlnients on giiniKiwder, on Gnns, on the Pro-
duction of Air from Water, Moisture .ibsorbcil from the AtmosDhere, the Relative Intensities of Light, Coloured Shadows,
tlie Harmony of Colours, the Chemical ProiKTties of Liyht, and the Weight or Poudenibility ascribe«l to Heat.

4136 M^MOIRES sur la Chaleur ; unth woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, uncut (rare), 12* %d Didot, 1804
CoNTENL- : I. Recherches sur la nature de la chaleur, et la mauibre dout elle est projiagiV ; IL Memoire sur la chaleur ;

III. Observations sur les petits puits qui se forment en ete dans <l« grandes masses solid«s de glace, aux glacieis de
Cliamouuy : avec qq, nouv. remarqnes sur la propagation de la chaleur dans les liqui<ies; avec Notice liistoriquo dos
divei-ses exixiriences sur la chaleur faites par I'auteur. The first and third ujemoirs were translated by M. A. Pictet.

4137 R'&MKER (Karl Ludwig Christian; Sternwarte zu Hamburg) Astronomical Observ-
ATIONS at the Observatory at Paramatta in New South Wales, 4to. (pp. 160), sewn, with inscr.

by John Davy, M.D., F.R.S., 7s 6d 1829
Including the important observation of Encke's comet during its perihelion passage in 1822.
* Rumker's observations were so far valuable, that besides showing that the comet actually did come back, they

furnished Encke with the means of predicting with greater certainty its next return in 1825."

—

(!. F. Chambers, F.R.A.S.

4138 Handbuch der Schiffahrts-Kunde, mit Seemans-Tafeln, 6. AuHage; unth compass
card, 5folding maps, and diagrams, roy. 8vo. sheep, 3s Hamburg, 1850

4139 MlTTLERE Oerter von 12,000 Fix-Sternen fiir den Anfang von 1836, abgeleitet auH den
Beobachtungen der Hamburger Sternwarte, I. u. II. Abtheilung (0. bis 12. Stunde), 2 parts,

ol>long 4to. sewn, 3s 6d ib., 1843-4

4140 RUMPLER (A.) Die NiCHTZUCKERSTOFFE der RiJBEN, in ihren Beziehungen zur Zucker-
fabrikation. 8vo. hf German morocco gilt, 8s 6d (p. M, 13.50) Braunschweig, 1898

The standard work on the by-jiroducta in the manufacture of beet sugar.

4141 RUSSELL (Major C.) The Tannin Process [in Photography], 2nd Ed., with diagrams,
fcap. 8vo. cl. (scarce), 5s 1865

This process was the first success in obtaining a good dry collodion plate.

4142 RUSSELL (Harry Luman, Univ. of Wisconsin) Outlines of Dairy Bacteriology, 4th Ed.,

revisod. with woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 2s 6d (p. 5s nett) Madison, Wis., 1899

414.3 RUSSELL (John Scott, f.r.s.) The Modern System of Naval Architecture, with 165

large and fine plates, 3 vols, atlas folio, vol. I (tea:t) hf. calf, and w. II and III (plates) sewn^

£2. 12* Qd (p. £42.) [1864-5]
The most magnificent work on the subject ever published. The author wag the builder of the 'Great Eaateni ' ateam-

ship, and joint designer of the ' Warrior,' the first sea-going armoured frigate. ' He discovered the exintence of the wav<

of translation, and developed the wave-line sy.stem of construction of ships.'— D. N. If.

4144 RUSSELL (Stuart A., M.LC.E.) Electric Light Cables, and the Distribution of Elec-
tricity, with 107 illustrations, post 8vo. cl., Ss (p. Is 6d) 1892

4145 RUSSELL (Sir William Howard ; war correspondent) 1\\e ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH, t^JtYA title

and 35 other fine tinted lithographs by Robert Dudley, and map, large imp!. 8vo. cniblematic

cl. super-extra, g. e. (fine copy) ; SCARCE, 15* Aiy and Son [1865J
This account of the laying of the second Atlantic cable has a special interest from its \iewa and drtaiU of the ' Great

Eastern' steamship, which performed the work. The cable snapped in mid-ocean, and the enterprise waa not carried to

a successful l.ssue until the following year. .. v
The beautiful plates afford an excellent idea of the technical part of the enterprise, the scenery of the Iria^ and

Newfoundland coasts, and the old-world aspect of the Agamemnon (which laid tlic 1868 cable) and the Great Kaat«m.

4146 RUST (Arthur) Electricity : theoretically and practically considered by the Aid of Thermo-
electricity, 25 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. calf neat {out of print), 3* [1888]

4147 RUTHERFORD (Ernest, f.r.s., McGUl Univ.) Kadio-Activity, 2nd Ed., 8vo. cl.,
12f

6</

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1905
'

I scarcely think any other person has spent more hours in reading the first and second editions of Rutherford's • Radio-

activity ' than I have'.

—

Lord Kelvin. , ^ t

4148 RUTHERFORTH (Thomas, D.D., F.R.S. ; Begius Prof. Divinity, Cantab.) Ordo Institu-

TIONUM Physicarum ; ivith 31 plates, 4to. sewn, 4s Cantabrtguc, 1/43

4149 Another Copy, contemporary calf gilt (fine copy), os 6d
4150 System of Natural Philosophy': Lectures in Mechanics, Optics, Hydrostatics,

and Astronomy in St. John's College, with 31 plates and map, 2 thick vols. 4to. old calf gtU,

10s 6d
. . ,^y}^fS

There are also elementary chapters on AcousUca and Meteorology under HydrosUtica. No mention i» made or eiectn-

city or magnetism.
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RUTHERFORD (William, f.r.a.s.)—v. Mathematician {No. 2889), and Mathematics

[No. 2891-2), ante.

4151 RYAN (Matthew, of Tipperary) The Celebrated Theory of Parallels: Demonstration of

Euclid L Axiom 12, with a partial Refutation of Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy of the Uncon-
ditioned or Infinite, diagrams, 8vo. (p. 16), sewn, 2s Washington, 1866

4152 RYFF (Peter; Univ. Basel) Qu^STiONES Geometric^ in Euclidis et P. Rami S.Toixt'nocnv,

quibus Geod^siAM adjecimus per usum Radii Geometrici ; ivith numerous woodcuts and diagrams,
4to. boards, uncut {browned and afew II. slightly wormed), Qs Francofurti, 1621

4153 Editio Altera, cui accessit Commentatio Optica, sive brevis Tractatio de Perspectiva
COMMUNI ; with plates, woodcuts, and diagrams, 12mo. old calf, neatly rebacked, with bookplate of
Philip '2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., Is 6d Oxonice, 1665

The above is the only edition containing the author's treatise on perspective.

4154 RYLAND (John [Collett, Baptist minister^ Northampton), [and James FERGUSON,
F.R.s.)] : Easy Introduction to Mechanics, Geometry, Plane Trigonometry, Measuring
Heights and Distances, Optics, and ASTRONOMY ; and Essay on the Advancement of Learning
by various Modes of Recreation, \2folding plates, 12mo. contemporary calf, \0s Qd

E. and C. Dilly, 1768
' It is his [Ryland's] chief merit to have done more perhaps than any man of his time to promote polite learning among

the baptist and orthodox dissenters.'—D. N. B.

4155 RZIHA (Eduard) Die Theorie der Minen basirt auf die Wellenbewegung in concentrischen
Kugelschichten ; with 3folding plates, and diagrams, 8vo. half calf {title stamped), os

als MS. gedruckt, Lembcrg, 1866
4156 RZIHA (Franz V.) Lehrbuch der gesammten Tunnelbaukunst ; with hundreds of wood-

cuts, 2 vols. 4to. sewn, \6s (p. M. 54.) Berlin, 1867-72
Important as the first German systematic treatise on tunnelling.

4157 SABINE (General Sir Edward, r.a., p.r.s.) Account of Experiments to determine
the Figure of the Earth, by means of the Pendulum vibrating Seconds in Different Latitudes ;

as -well as on various other Subjects of Philosophical Inquiry, 4to. hf calf, with AUTHOR'S INSCR.
{see below), and Sandhurst College bookplate (scarce), £1. Is

printed at the expense of the Board of Longitude, 1825
•John Narrien Esq^e. [f.r.s.] with many thanks for his valuable critical remarks on the Work. NovK 16*^ 1825.'—

Inscr. on title.

'An enduring monument of his indefatigable industry, his spirit of inquiry, and wide range of observation. The work
was honoured by the award to him of the Lalande gold medal of the Institute of France in 1826.'—D. N. B.

The facts contained in the work enabled Gauss to lay down his theory of terrestrial magnetism.

4158 A Comparison of Barometrical Measurement, with the Trigonometrical Deter-
mination of a Height at Spitzbergen, with 2 plates, 4to. (pp. 20), sewn, 5s 6d 1824

'To Peter Barlow Esq'e. [k.k.s.] with Lieut. Hr. Foster's [f.r.s.] sincere [regards].'—Inscr. on title.

4159 Observations at the Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory at the Cape of

Good Hope : Vol. I : Magnetical Observations, 1841-6, with Abstracts of the Observations,

18^1-50, folding charts, impl. 4to. cl., uncut, lOs (p. £2. 2*) 1851

4160 at HoBARTON, in Van Diemen Island, and by the Antarctic Naval Expedi-
tion, Vols. I-II : 1841-5, with Abstracts of the Observations, 1841-50, charts, 2 vols. impl. 4to. cl.,

uncut, lis 6d (p. £5. 5s) 1850-2

4161 at St. Helena, Vol. 1 : 1840-3, with Abstracts of the Observations, l8i0-5, folding
charts, impl. 4to. cl., uncut, 9s (p. £2. 2*) 1847

The detachment of R. A. engaged were lodged in Lougwood House.

PRESENTATION COPY TO F.-M. SIR J. F. BURGOYNE :

4162 at Toronto in Canada, Vols. I-II : 1840-5, with Abstracts of the Observations to

1852, plate andfolding charts, 2 vols. impl. 4to. cl., uncut, 18s 6d (p. £5. 5s) 1845-53

4163 Vol. I only: 1840-2, plate and folding charts, impl. 4to. hf. calf, with inscr. to Prof
NaiTien, F.B.S., 9s (p. £2. 12s Qd) 1845

4164 Observations on Days of Unusual Magnetic Disturbance, made at the British

Colonial Magnetic Observatories, Vol. I [all published] : 1840-4, impl. 4to. cl., uncut, 10s 1851

4165 Part I only: 1840-1, impl. 4to. cl., 5s 1843

4166 Another Copy, hf calf, with Sandhurst College bookplate, 5s
' It is to this distinguished observer that we are chiefly indebted for ths organization of the vast system of observatories

which have been established in later times, and for the complete discussion of the observations which they have afforded,

and which have totally changed the aspect of the science of magnetism'.—Z)ea?i Peacock, F.R.S.
The observations at Toronto and Hobart are especially valuable as having borne out John Lament's discovery of the

periodicity of magnetic variation.

The following is a complete list of the observations published under Sir Edward Sabine's superintendence (and contain-
ing his valuable introductions) : Toronto, 3 v., St. Helena, 2 v., Cape of Good Hope, 2 v., and Hobart Town, 3 v.

4167 SACCHERI (Girolamo, s.J.) Qu^sita Geometrica, a Comite Rugerio de Vigintimiliis omnibus
proposita, soluta ; with 8 jilates, 4to. seion, 6* ^d Mediolani, 1693

The author anticipated Lobatchewsky's doctrine of the parallel angle.

4168 ST.-JTJLIEN (Antoine de; Chevalier de Malte) La Forge de Vulcain, ou I'Appareil des

Machines de Guerre: Traite curieux dans lequel on fait voir conmie en racourci quels sont les

Instruments Militaires, leur forme, matiere, composition, fin, appareil et execution, et les eflets

surprenans qu'ils produisent, etc. ; with uoodciit plates, sm. 8vo. (pp. 144), sewn {wanting one or

two II. at end), As 6rf La Haye, 1606 [sic ; recte 1706}

4169 ST.-ROBERT (Paul de) Peincipes de Thekmodynamique ; with diagrams, roy. 8vo. hf calf
{out ofjjrint), 5s Turin, 1865

Largely mathematical, and based on the researches of Lord Kelvin, Bankine, and Clausius. It contains an important
chapter ; Mouvement des projectiles dans les armes a feu.
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, 4170 SACRO BOSCO [anglice HOLYWOOD, sive HALIFAX] (Johannes de) SphvERA Mundi,
una cu additionil^s nOnullis litteia A sparsim ubi insert;e sint si<^natis Contraqiie creinonensia in

planetarum theoricas delyramenta JohaNIS de mote kegio disputatioes . . . Necud Georgii
PURBACHii I eorude mot-^ pljinetarum, etc. ; lumdsomdy printed in a Ronuui type, with large and
beautiful woodcut initials, and 7iunierous woodcuts and diagrams {some in contemporary colouring),

srn. 4to. boards [first I. wormed and mended, rendering the text slightly defective, otherwise sound
and a VERY TALL COPY), £3. 3* Venetiis, 's. t. n., Prid. Cal. Aprilis, 1488

Hain *14ir2. A bakb edition, consisting of (59 11., with 34 or 35 lines to a pa^je. It is the third edition having the
commentary of Regiomontanus, the first liaving been issuetl by Ratdolt in 14S2.

4171 Sphera Mundi cu tribus Commentis nuper editis vz. Cicciii Esulani, Francisci
CAPUANide Manfredonia, Jacobi Fabri Stapulensis; [accedunt Tiieoric^s Nov.e Planetarum
Georgii Purbachii, et in eas Francisci Capuani de Manfredonia Expositio] ; printed in a
handsome Roman type, with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, folio, LARGE AND VERY FINE COPY
in the original oaken boards, stamped leather back {back damaged, and afew II. wormed), £5. 5«

VenetiiJi, per Simonem Papienseni dictum Bioilaquam, Anno Cristi Siderum conditoris, 1499

4172 Another Copy, hf. white vellum extra, morocco Labels {loormed, and afew II. stained), £3. 10*

Hain *14125. It consists of 149 II., partly in double coliiinns, with 59 and GO lines to a page. Houzean-Lancaster
(No. 1G42) mentions only a 4to. edition of the above issiip, dale<l 1499.

4173 Opusculu de sphera mudi : cu additionib'* & familiarissinio cflniCtario Petri Ciruelli
Daiocesis: nunc recenter correctis a suo auctore : intersertis etift egregiis que8tionib« dni Petri de

Aliaco: Cinielo (Pedro ; teacher of Philip If. of Spain): CURSUS quatuor Matiiematicaru
Artiu Liberaliu: quas collegit atque correxit magister Petrs Ciruelus Darocfsis Theologua
sinml z philosophus

—

both works partly printed in got()ir letter, with fine woodcut titles, figured
initials, and other vmodcuts (including fine portrait), and diagrams, 2 vols, folio in 1, original

stamped calf on oaken boards {binding slightly wormed and damaged, but the work, savefor afew
wormholes, and the corners ofsome II. stained, in LARGE AND FINE CONDITION), £8. 8*

[r.ol., V. /.] in Alma Complutensi Universitate, apud Michaelem de Eguia xv. Decembris, 1526
' Veby rare, and typographically of great interest, having been printed only 10 years after the famous Coniplutensian

IPolyglott Bible. It was unknown to Houzeau-Lancaster, who only quotes (No. 1643) a folio edition of Paris of the above
date, edited by Orontius Fin^eus.

C.rnelo's mathematics comprise Arithmetic, Geometry, Circle-Squaring (intending a solution of the problem, and
unknown to Prof de Morgan), and Perspective. It has no colophon, which may possibly be missing. At end is ' Petri

Cirueli Darocensis questiunnula preuia in Musicam speculativam Divi skverini BOETii(sign. A 1-8, B 1—8, and C 5 leaves

—3 apparently missing— in all 23 11), which does not seem to bolong to the work, as the last papcs bear the date 1628.

•Ciruelo fut un dcs hommesqui contribuerent le plus a la diffusion des sciences exactes an XVIe siecle. '—7Jio;/r. Ccn.

4174 Libellus de SpH/ERA ; accessit Computus Ecclesiasticus, etc. etc., cum Pnefatione

Philippi Melanchthonis ; with folding plate, woodcuts, diagrams, and tables, 16nio. vellum.^

with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., \0s 6d Wittebergw, 1629
One of the last editions of the work, interesting as showing its'continued popularity, in spite of the numerous errors

it contains, already pointed out by Barozzi in 1570. It was unknown to Houzeau-Lancaster (No. 1653), who mention the

edition of 1601 as the last of this issue.

4175 : Vinet (Elie) SpHvERA Joannis de Sacro Bosco, Emendata, ejusdem Scholia in

eandeui Spha'ram, necnon PlERli Valeriani Compendium, et Petri Nonii Demonstratio de
In.Tequali Climatum Latitudine : eodeni Vineto interprete ; with numerous woodcuts, 16mo. old

vellum {headlines shorn, and binding damaged). Is Qd Vinetiis, 1562
Houzeau-Lancaster, No. 1057.

V. Clavius, ante.

4176 SADLER (James) : Authentic Narrative of tie .IiIrial [sic'] Voyage of Mr. Sadler, across

the Irish Channel, from Belvedere-House, Drumcondra, on Oct. Ist, 1812, with Observations on
the Important Objects connected with /Erostation {sic\ with map, 8vo. (pp. 24), sewn {title soiled) ;

RARE, 125 6d Dublin, 1812
' In spite of a rent in the balloon (which he partially repaired with his neckcloth) he nearly succeeded in crossing the

Channel ; but when over Anglesey a strong southerly current carried him out to .sea, and he had a most perilous escape,

being rescued by a fishing craft, which ran its bowsprit through the Iwlloon.'—D. N. B.

The above account contains a poem by Erasmu.s Darwin.

4177 SADLER (Windham William, son of the above) Narrative of the -Erial [.sjc] Voyage
across the Irish Channel, from Portobello Barracks, Dublin, on July 22, 1817, 8vo. (pp. 25),

sewn {map wanting) ; RARE, 10* Qd Dublin, 1817
This account was unknown to Hatton Tumor. ' He rose to a great height, obtained the proper westerly current, and

managed to keep the balloon in it across St. George's Channel. In mid-cliannel he wrote, ' I enjoyed at a glance the

opposite .shores of Ireland and Wales, and the entire circumference of Man '. Having started st 1.20 p.m., he alighted a
milfe south of Holyhead at 6.45 p.m.'—D. N. B.

He was killed on his 31st ascent near Blackburn,

4178 SAGE (Balthazar Georges, de VInstitut) L'Art d'ESSAYER I'Or et I'Argent; Tableau
compared de la Coupellation des Substances m<5talliques, par le njoyen du Plombou du Bismuth :

Procdd^a pour obtenir I'Or plus pur que par la vole da Depart ; with 4 folding plates on copper, 8vo.

sewn, 10* 6c? Imprimerie de Monsieur, 1780
' Sage pent etre regarde comme ayant crec la docimasie en France, et c'cst la son plus beau titre de gloire,'—/Jiojrr. Cen.

4179 SALA (Angelo) Chry.solOGIA, seu Examen Auri Chymicum, in quo demonstratur, auro nee
inesse substantiam aliquam potabilem, nee illud arte spagyrica transmutari posse in substantiam
aquosam, oleosam vel salinam ; et quid proprib intelligatur per aurum potabile. Adjecti sunt
Aphorismi Chymiatrici ; vnth engraved emblematic title, 12mo. old painted boards (RARE),

£1. l5 Jfamburgi, 1622
• Sala surprises us by bis able criticisms both of the Paracelsian and the old medical schools, and also by his (for that

time) wide knowlc<lge of chemistry ... He formed correct ideas with regard to the comiwsition and reactions of many
chemical compounds, such as had never been advanced before his time.'—Prof. E. v. Meyer.

4180 SALKOWSKI (Ernat, Univ. Berlin) Practicum der PHYSIOLOGISCHEN und PATHOLOGISCHEN
Chemie, nebst Anleitung zur anorganischen Analyse fiir Mediciner with coloured spectrum plate,

and 10 woodcuts^ 8vo. d., 35 (p. M. 8.) Berlin^ 1893
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4181 SALLEKON (Jules) Notice sur les Instruments de Precision, 3^ et4e Parties : Pesanteur,

Hydrostatique, Calorique, Mecanique; luith 696 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. half crimson morocco
neat, 35 Qd 1864

4182 SALLUSTJ (Abate Giuseppe de') Storia dell' Origine e de'PROGRESsi delle Matematiche
di piu' Autori, riiinita in Coiiiraentarj a Forma di Cronaca, 5 vols. Svo. sewn, uncut {scarce),

105 Roma, 1846
4183 SALMON (George, pr. ; f.r.s., Provost T. C. D.) On the Degree of the Surface Reciprocal

to a Given One, 4to. (pp. 28), hf. calf, 3s 6c^ Dublin, 1857
4184 Lessons Introductory to the Modern Higher Algebra, 8vo. cl., uncut, 5s ih., 1859
4185 Third Edition [enlarged], 8vo. cl. (scarce), 16*6^ ib., 1876

' No account of contemporary Avritings on higher algebra would be complete without a reference to the admirable text-
books by G. Salmon, in his higher Algebra, and by J. A. Serret, in his Coiirs d'algebre superieure [g. v. post], in which the
chief discoveries of their respective authors are embodied.'

—

W. W. K. Jiall.

4186 Treatise on the Analytic Geometry of Turee Dimensions, 8vo. cl., uncut {cover worn),
10s 6d ib.^ 1862

4187 Fourth [last] Edition, thick Svo. hf. calf gilt (very scarce), £2. 2s ib., 1882
4188 Treatise on Conic Sections, with Account of some of the most important Modern

Algebraic and Geometric Methods, diagrams, Svo. cl., 2s 6d ib., 1848
4189 Second Edition, revised and enlarged, diagrams, Svo. cl., 3s ib., 1850
4190 Third Edition, revised and enlarged, diagrams, Svo. cl., 3s Gd (p. I2s) 1855
4191 Treatise on the Higher Plane Curves: a Sequel to 'Conic Sections', diagrams, Svo.

cl., 7s Qd Dublin, 1852
4192 Second Edition [enlarged], diagrams, Svo. cl. (scarce), 15s ib., 1873

' Enibodying the chief discoveries of its author.'— W^. (F. 7^. Ball.

4193 SALMON (William; mountebank and quack) Polygraphice : or the Arts of Drawing,
Engraving, Etching, Limning, Painting, Washing, Varnishing, Gilding, Colouring, Dying [sic],

Beautifying and Perfuming ; 5th Ed., enlarged with above a thousand considerable Additions,
with engraved title by W. Shermn, portrait act. 27, and 25 copperplates, thick sra. Svo. old calf
{rare), £1. 5s 1685

Containing also ' 112 Chymical Arcanums of Petriis Johannes Faber, trans, into English ', and ' Choice Chymical
Prejiarations, fitted for Vulgar Use, for curing most Diseases.'

4194 Eighth Edition, enlarged with above 500 considerahle Additions, and the Addition of
almost five whole Books, with portrait by v. d. Gucht {differerd from the above), and 25 copper-
plates, thick Svo. sheep {back slightly damaged, and some ll. water-stained^, \ls Qd 1701

This edition is dedicated (evidently without leave) to Sir Godfrey Kneller. At end the auihor advertises his Family
Pills, at \s a box, said to cure 'scurvy, dropsy, gout, pains in the head, nose, shoulders, etc., dulness and heaviness,
pimples, all sor*-,» of worms, the King's Evil, cachexia in virgins, wind, vapours, melancholy,' and a host of other diseases.

4195 SALMON (William ; builder at Colchester) Palladio Londinensis : or the London Art of
Building, with the Builder's Directory ; 4th Ed., with great Alterations and Improvements by
E. HOPPUS, Surveyor to the London Assurance, ivith numerous copperplates {many folding), 4to
contemporary sheep, 8s 6d '

1752
The author is not identical with the above empiric of this name (1044-1713), a fact unknown to Allibone.

4196 SALOMONS (Sir David Lionel, v.-p.ie.e.) Eli:ctric Light Installations, Vol. I: the
Management of Accumulators ; 7th Ed., ivith plates and woodcuts, post Svo. cl., 2s (p. 5s) 1893

' The best work on the subject.*

—

English Mechanic.

4197 Experiments with Vacuum Tubes, with portrait and 54 illustrations, cr. Svo. cl.. Is 6d 1903
4198 [SALTONSTALL (Charles; sea captain) The Navigator, shewing and explaining all y^chiefe

Principles and Parts, both Theorick and Practick, in the Famous Art of Navigation], with
numerous diagrams, sni. 4to. sewn {title wanting, but a large AND VERY fine copy) ; ex-
cessively rare, £5. 5s {G. Hertock, 1636]

'The work is extremely rare, and in the British Museum tliereis only an imperfect copy of the tliird edition (of '? 1000). In
the dedication to Thomas, Earl of Arundel and Surrey, he describes himself as a stranger to the land and his kinsfolk, many
long voyages having banished him from the remembrance of both ; ami in the body of the work he speaks incidentally of
having sailed with the Hollanders. As a treatise on navigation, the little book has considerable merit; it strongly con-
demns the ' plaine charts ' then in use ; urges the use of the so-called Mercator's charts, the invention of which he correctly
attributes to Edward Wright, and discusses at some length the principle of great circle-sailing.'—Sir J. K. Langhton.

4199 SALXJSBURY (Thomas) Mathematical Collections and Translations, Tome I. (all puh-
lished); icith plates, 2 vols, folio in 1, newhf calf antique (VERY RARE), £2. 10s. W.Leybourn, 1661

Comprising ?/i«^ only English translation extant oi Galileo's System of the World (pp. 424, with Table, -plates): Do.
Epistle to the Grand Dutciiesse [of Tuscany] on the Rash Citation of Sacred Scripture in Conclusions meerly Natural:
Kepler's and DiDACds's Reconcilings of Scripture Texts : Foscarini's Epistle on the Pythagorean and Cupernican Opinion
of the Mobility of the Earth : Castelli's Mensuration of Running Waters : Do. Draining of Fenns : and Corsini's StJite

of Inundations, with 2 indexes.

4200 SALVATI (Ferdinando, capitano di corvetta) Vocabalario di Polveri ed Explosivi,
2^ Edizione, thick gq. Svo. hf. olive morocco neat, r. e. {title stamped). Is Qd Roma, 1893

4201 SAMXJDA (Joseph. d'Aguilar, m.p., m.i c.e.) Kailways Atmospheriques, ou Application
de la Pression Atmospherique a la Traction sur les Kailways, traduit et annote par C. DU Perron ;

^cith Zfolding plates, Svo. (pp. 62), sewn {scarce), 5s 1S42
The ' Atinospheric Railway ' actually worked the St. Germain ineline till 1S60, the only instance of its practical em-

ployment after its collapse on the South Devon Railway.

4202 S. JOSEPHO (Paulinus a, recte Paolino Chelucci A St. Josepho, c.r.s.p.) Institutiones
Arithmetics, cum Appendice de Natura, atque Usu Logarithmorum, 4to. old Italian
vellum {rare), 12s Roma, 1743

' Questa primera edizione merita lode il buon metodo segiuto dall' autore nella esposizione delle regole aritmetiche piii

accorcio all' insegnamento.'— /Jfccardi. There was no copy in Prof, de Morgan's collection.

STO. VINCiENTIO (Gregorius a, s.j.)—v. Cregorius, aw^e.
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4202*SANDEMAN (Patrick, observer) Monthly Tables of Daily Means of Meteorological
Elements, deduced from Observations taken at the Observatory, Georgetown, British
Guiana, from Jan. 1846 to Dec. 1856, 4to. cl. (very scarce), £1. 1* Greenock, 1857

The tables comprise temperature (max. and min.), pressure, vapour, humidity, wiud, rain, evaporation, and dew point,
with copious ' Remarks on the Weather,'

4203 SANG (Edward, f.r.s.e.) Elementary Arithmetic, large post Svo. cl., 3s6d Edin., 1856
Intended to supply ' an intellectual instead of a routine course of instruction.*

4204 New General Theory of the Teeth of Wheels, with 53 plates, impl. 8vo. cl. {cover
stained) ; scarce, 10s 6fl? ib, 1852

Treating the subject from a mathematical point of view. There is an appendix of Tables. 'The amount of friction
has, perhaps for the first time, been rigorously examine<l.'

—

Preface.

4205 New Table of Seven-Place Logarithms of all Numbers from 20,000 to 200,000, pre-
pared under the Auspices of the Associated Life Insurance Offices in Scotland, impl. Svo. cl., 8s

(p. £1. Is) 1871
4205*SANTBECH Noviomagrus (Daniel) Problematum Astronomicorum et Geometricorum

Sectiones VII (De Observationibus tu>v ipaipo^ivwv -, de Canonibus Primi Motus ; de Rationibus
Umbrarum et de Instrumentis Sciotericis ; de Generalibus Maj^nitudinum Dimensionibus ; de
Katione Librationis, quit* in Ducendis Aquis observatur ; de Artilicio eiaculandi Splwi'ras e Tor-
mentis; de Observationibus Geographicis) ; with numerous spirited woodcuts, ana diagrams of
Astronomical Instruments, Triangulations, Cannon, etc. etc., folio, new hf. brown calf gilt (FINK
tall COPY) ; VERY RARE, £2. 2s BasxUae, 1561

A curious circumstance connected with this work is that nothing is known of its author, who is not mentioned by
Montuclaur Poggendorfr(who mistakenly attributes the work to liegiomoutanus), or in other bibliographies. It forms
unquestionably an illustration and enlargement of Regiomontanus's treatise on trigonometry (9. v. infra et a>i(f), and is

especially interesting for its numerous well-execute«i woodcuts.
Poggendorff mentions a Johannes Noviomagus (Jan Bronckhorst), \4'.H-\^>70, who for some time professed mathematics

at Rostock ; but there is no evidence to connect him with the above Daniel Santbech Noviomagus.

4206 Another Copy ; also, REGIOMONTANTJS (Joannes) De Triangulis Planis et
SPHiERlcis Libri V, unh, cum Tabulis SiNUUM, in quibus tota ipsorum trian<,'ulorum scientia ex
?rimis fundamentis Geometricarum onrodnKiup absolutissinife extructa continetur, edita per
)anielem Santbech Noviomagum ; with numerous diagrams, Basilew [1561]—2 vols, folio in 1,

hf. calf neat (fine COPIES), £3. 5*

4207 "SANTINI (Giovanni) Rapporti sulle Osservazioni dell' Ecclisse Totale di Sole del
22 Die. 1870, e.sef;uite in Sicilia dalla Commissione Italiana ; with 2 lithographic views of the
astronomical stations, 14 plates {mostly COLOURED and folding), and map, folio, sewn. Is 6d

Palermo, 1872
Comprising reports by Proflf. Secchi, Cacciotore, Blaserna, Denza. Lorenzoni, Legnazzi, Tacchfni, and others.

SABASA (Alfonsus Antonius de, S.J.)—v. Gregorius, ante.

4208 SAKAVA (Giovanni) Institutione de' Mercanti, che tratta dei Comprare et Veniere, et
della Usura che puo occorrere nella Mercantia, con un Trattato de' Cambi, nuovamente
tradotta di lin^jua spagnuola dal S. Alfonso dUlloa

;
printed in italics, with woodcut initUds,

12mo. parchment wrapperfrom old MS. {title and 1 I. slightly wormed) ; VERY RARE, £2. 5*

Venetia, 1561
An extremely rare volume of commercial arithmetic and science, unknown to Prof, de Morgan, Brunei, Graesse, etc.

4208*SARTORI (Giuseppe) Trasmissione Elettrica de Lavoro Meccanico, con Descrizione dei
Principali Impianti esistenti, ecc. ; with 163 full-page and other illustrations, 8vo. i^ewn, 3* Qd
(p. L. 9. nett) Milano, 1899

4209 SAUL (Edward, Magd. Coll., Oxon., Rector of Harlaxton) HISTORICAL and Philosophical
Account of the IUrometer, or Weather-Glass, wherein its Reason and Use, the Theory of
the Atmosphere, and the Causes of its different Gravitation, are assign'd and e.xplain'd, and a
Modest Attempt from thence made towards a RATIONAL ACCOUNT and Probable Judgment of

the Weather, 2nd [last] Ed., 8vo. old calf {joints cracked) ; rare, \2s Gd 1735
Dedicated to the 3id Duke of Rutland, father of the celebrated MarquiK uf Granby.

4210 SAUNDERSON (Nicholas, f.r.s. ; Lucasian Prof. Mathematics) The Elements of

7\lgebra, with Account of his Life and Character, collected from his oldest and most intimate
Acquaintance, with fine portrait holding an armUlary sphere by v. d. Gucht after Vanderbcmck,
andfolding plates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf, \Qs Qd Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1740

' A model of careful exposition, reminding one of the ' Algebra ' which Euler dictate<l after having been overtaken by
blindness. It contains an account of Euclid's doctrine of proportion, a good deal of what we now call mensuration, a con-
sideration of Diophantine problems, and of magic squares, and it Hnishe«l with the solution of biquadratic equations.'

—

D. iV. B. The memoir prefixed, the chief authority on this blind mathematician, is supposed to be derive<l Ironj his friends
Thomas Nettletou, Richard Wilkes, J. Boldero, Gervas Holmes, etc.

4211 , Lectures on Astronomy as delivered by, a neatly written Manuscript, on 89 II.

written on one side only, with numerous illustrations on the opposite blank pp., sm. 8vo. old parch-
ment, £1. 55 [c. 1730]

An interesting relic of the blind mathematician. The above lectures are written partly in English and partly in Latin.
None of his lectures were published, but according to D. N. B. '.some are extant in MS. in the University Library at
Cambridge.'

• Lord Chesterfield, who was at Trinity Hall, 1712-14, and attended Saunderson's lectures, described him as a professor
who had not the use of his own eyes, but taught others to use theirs.'—//. F. Baker, F.R.S.

4212 The Method of Fluxions applied to a select Numl^er of Useful Problem.s, with the
Demonstration of Cotes's Forms of Fluents, the Analysis of the Problems in his Scholium Generale,
and an Explanation of the principal Propositions of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy, \2 copper-

plates, Svo. old calf, 6* 1756
' An interesting manual of elementary mathematical physics.'—Z). N. B.

4213 Select Parts of the Elements of Algebra, 5th Ed., revised and corrected by'John
Hellins, pr., F.R.S., 2 plates, Svo. boards^ uncut, 3* 6rf

" 1792
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4214 SASSI (Luigi) Le Carte Fotografiche ; illustrated, 12mo. cL, 2s Milano, 1899
4215 Ricettario Fotografico, 2a Ediz. ampliata, 12rao. cl., \s ib., 1899
4216 SAUNIER (Claudius) Le Temps : ses Divisions principales, ses Mesures et leurs Usages aux

Epoc[ues Ancieimes et Modernes ; illustrated, 12mo. sciun, Zs Qd 1858
With interesting history of ancient and modern time-measuring instruments.

4217 Traite d'HoRLOGERiE MoDERNE, Theorique et Pratique ; with 21 folding plates [care-

fully coloured), and 80 woodcuts^ thick impl. 8vo. hf black morocco gilt {nice copy), \2s Qd
(p. F. 45. nett unbound) 1872

A standard work on the subject. The plates are finely engraved to a large scale.

4218 The Watchmaker's Hand-Book ; trans., revised, and enlarged by JULIEN Tripplin,
Besan9on, and Edward Rigg, Royal Mint, with 14 plates and 27 woodcuts^ cr. 8vo. cl., 4s

(p. 125 6r/) 1881
4219 SAUSSURE (Horace Benedict de, Gen^oe) EssAis sur I'Hygrom^trie. I. Description d'un

nouvel Hygrometre comparable. II. Theorie de I'hygrometrie. III. Th^orie de I'^vaporation.

IV. Application des theories pr6c6dentes a quelques pli^nomfenes de la metdorologie, premiere
Edition ; with 2 coppe7plates, 4to. sound copy in old hf calf or, original paper covers, uncut
(RARE), £\. Is Neuchdtel, 1783

4220 R^IMPRESSION ; with copperplate, 8vo. hf. bound (wanting one plate), Qs ib., 1783
Containing the autlior's invention of the liair hygrometer. ' His ingenious and extensive researches, conducted with the

simple hair hygrometer, entitle him to be considered the founder of hygroinetry.'—ylZex. Buchan.
' Un des plus beaux ouvrages dont la science se soit enrichie a la tin du XVIIIe siccle '.—Curier. ' C'est la que Saussure

fit connaitre son importante decouverte que I'air se dilate et devient speciliquement plus l^ger a mesure qu'il se charge
d'hnmiditt'.'— L'/of/r. Gen.

4221 SAUSSURE (Nicolas Theodore de) Chemische Untersuchungen uber die Vegetation,
iibersetzt, mit einem Anhange und Zusiitzen, von F. S. VoiGT, 8vo. hf calf, 5* Leipzig, 1805

Containing liis theory on the formation of vegetable mould, and the conversion of carbonic acid gas into organic com-
pounds under the influence of water and light.

4222 SAVAGE (E. B., A.M.i.c.E.) Sewerage and Sewage Disposal of a Small Town, with 5
folding plates {liyien-mounted}, 8vo. hf calf neat, Ss 6d [1895]

4223 SAV:6RIEN (Alexandre, ing^nieur de la marine) L'Art de Mesurer sur Mer le Sillage du
Vaisseau, avec une Idee de I'Etat d'Armement des Vaisseaux de France ; with ^fine copperplates

by Francois, 8vo. old calf [rare), 12* 6c? 1750
Containing the description of two machines for ascertaining a vessel's speed at sea, and advocating the formation of a

naval academy as well as a journal devoted to naval matters.

4224 SAVERY (Thomas) Navigation Improv'd : or the Art of Rowing Ships of all Rates, in

Calms, Avith a more easy, swift and steady Motion than Oars can ; also, a Description of the
Engine that performs it ; and the Author s Answer to all Mr. Dummer's Objections that have
been made against it, withfolding plate, and woodcuts, cr. 4to. hf parchment, uncut, £1. Is

[1880, /*'. reprint of] J. Moxon, 1698
Only IQ copies of this reprint were issued. ' In 1696 he invented a contrivance for rowing ships in a calm by means of

two paddle-wheels, one at each side of the vessel, worked by a capstan placed between. William III. thought highly of
it, but, although Savery demonstrated its practicability by fitting it to a small yacht, official jealousy prevented its

adoption by the navy. He was obliged to content himself by publishing an account [the above] of his invention . . .

This treatise contained a vehement protest against the treatment accorded him in official circles.'—X>. N. B.

4225 SAWITSCH (Alexis, Univ. St. Petersburg) Abkiss der praktischen Astronomie, vorzuglich

in ihrer Anwendung auf geographische Ortsbestimmung, nach der 2. Original-Ausgabe, unter
Mitwirkung des Verfassers neu herausgegeben v. C. F. W. PETERS ; with 6 plates, 8vo. (pp. 864),

hf morocco gilt [nice copy), 8s (p. M. 20. sewn) Leipzig, 1879
Still a very valuable work, containing many original investigations.

4226 SAWYER (Arthur Robert, f.g.s.) The Goldfields of Mashonaland, with 1\ folding plates

{some coloured), roy. 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 3* 6o? Manchester, 1894

4227 SAWYER (John, f.i.a.) Automatic Arithmetic : a New System for Multiplication and
Division without Mental Labour and the Use of Logarithms, with automatic calculating

tables {linen-mounted), oblong 8vo. cl. {scarce), Is ^d [1878]
' By the aid of the 1,7.50 figures in these tables, any number whatever can be multiplied or divided by any other number

which does not exceed 1)90,909,999.'—i're/ace.

4228 SAWYER (William Edward) Electric Lighting by Incandescence, and its Application
to Interior Illumination, with 96 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 10s 6c?) New York, 1881

One of the earliest treatises on glow-lamp lighting.

4229 SCHEELE (Carl Wilhelm) Chemical Essays, trans, from the Transactions of the Academy
of Sciences at Stockholm, with Additions [by Thomas Beddoes, M.D.], 8vo. Jine copy in old calf
gilt, newly and neatly rebacked (very rare), £1. 15s 1786

The author's most important work, containing accounts of his discovery of hydrofluoric, tartaric, benzoic, arsenious,
molybdic, lactic, citric, malic, oxalic, gallic, and otlier acid.s. He also separated independently chlorine, baryta, oxygen,
glycerine, and sulphuretted hydrogen gas, obtained tlie salts of manganese, and showed how manganese colours glass.

His name is familiar in ' Scheele's green ', the pigment produced by arsenite of copper, which he first de.scribed, and for a
strong solution of prussic acid, which is well-known to tlie medical profession. He ended tragically, poisoned by prussic
acid fumes, which he tried to obtain pure from ferrocyanide of potassium.

4230 Efterlemnade Bref och Anteckningar, utgifna af [Baron] A. E. Nordenskiold ;

with statue-portrait, woodcuts, andfs. letters, impl. 8vo. sewn, \0s Stockholm, 1892
Containing Scheele's hitherto unpublished correspondence, mostly in German, with Retzius, Gahn, Bergman, Hjelm,

and Lavoisier. Prefixed is a very complete bibliography.

4231 Supplement au Traite Chimique de I'Air et du Feu, contenant un Tableau abr^g^ des
Nouvelles D^couvertes surlesdiverses Espfecesd'Air par J. G. LEoNHARDY, des Notes de Richard
Kirwan, et une Lettre du Dr. Priestley, traduit et augments par le Baron [P. F.] de
Dietrich,
trouve

ICH, avec la Traduction des Experiences de M. Scheele sur la Quantite d'Air Pur qui se

dans I'Atmospht're, 12mo. contemporary sheep (rare), 125 Qd 1785
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4231*SCHAEBERLE (John Martin, lecA O65erm<or»/) Terrestkial Atmospheuic AfisoRrTiON
of the I'noTOCJHArillC Uavs of LkjhT, roy. 8vo. c/., 3* :Saciamctito, 1893

4232 SCHAFFER (Jakob Christian Gottlieb) Dlssertatio Inauquralis Chemico-Mkdica de
Magnksia, 4to. (pp. 32), sewn, is Argentorati, 1774

4233 SCHAKNHOBST (Gten. Gerhard Johaan David v.) Handbuch der Artillkrik ; with 37
folding plates on copper, 3 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gill (titles stamped), with Sandhurst College bookplate
(rare), \7s 6(1 Hannover, 1804-6 14

All irnporUiit work by thefkinouMreorganiscr of the PruskUii anny.
4234 SCHEFFER (Heinricli, Flemberg) DissKRTATio Inauouralis MeilicadeSALKde Skiqneitk,

4t(). (pp. 40). seicn, :iv 6</ Jenae, 1742
4235 SCHEFFER (Henrik Theopbilus, Direetenr de VAcadiniie Royale de* Sciences de Stockholm)

EssAi sur I'Art de la Tkintukk, conimentd et d^velopi»d par le cdlebre [T. O.] Bergman, 8vo.
(pp. 143), sttvn (rare). Vis Qd 1787

Treatiuguf the dyeint; of cotton, Uneo, vool and silk lu three ooloura—red, yellow, tnd bice, ehiefljr ftrom a cheitiical
point of view.

4236 SCHEFFER (Johann) De Re Vehicular! Vkterum Libri 11; awedit Pyrrhi Ligorii de
Vehiculi.s Fkacjmkntum, nunquam ante publicatuiu. cum Annotationibiu; with finclu engraved
title, and numerous engravings on copper and wood in the text, thick cr. 4to. sound eop^m eonUmp-
orury white vellum (RARE), 1*1. 1« Framof^krU, 1671

Not only intf«r«)stiiiK front an archu«)lot;iral but al«o from the technical tBU(liioiut,a« U|{ivei deUlUof tbeooostrODtkm
of tlie vwliicle.s of the uucienU.

4237 SCHEFFERS (Geor^) Anwenduno der Differential- ond iNTBaRAL-RECHMUNa auf
Geometrie ; illustrated, 2 voIb. 8<p 8vo. original el., Ms (id (p. M. 25.) LetpMHl* lOOI-S

Inhalt:— I. EInnibrung in die Theoric der Curven in der Ebene und im Raunie. II. nnftthmng la dJeAeoite der
FlJichen.

4238 SCHEFFLER (August Christian Wilhelm Hermann) Der Situationskalkul : Vernuch
einer arithinetLschen Darstellunj^ der niederen und holieren Geometrie auf Grund einer aljbtmkten
Aullassung der riiuinlichen Grossen, Fornien und He\ve|;un«;en ; with 97 diagrams, 8vo hf. roan
gilt, as M (p. M. 7.50 sewn) Jirauntchweuj, 1S51

4239 Die unbe-STIMMTE Analytik, I. Alitheilunj;, 8vo. sewn, \s (id Hannover, 1854
4240 SCHEIBLER (Christoph; Univ. Giessen) Philosoimiia Compkndiosa, exhilwDH I»>jica',

Metapliysicie, Physica', Geometrijv, Astronomije, Optica}, Ethicie, Politicre, Oeconomiuf, Comiien*
dium Metliodicuiii, Ed. X., auetior, .<}m. 8vo. sound copy in old mottled sheep, ^M Londini, 1«H5

4241 SCHEINER (Christoph, s. J.) Pantographice, seu Ar^ Delineandi Res qaaftlibet per I'arallelo-

)?rammiim Lineare seu Cavum, Mechanicum, Mobile; Lil>elli8 il expHcata. et Demonstiationibnii
Geometricls ilhistrata : quorum prior Epi[>edo^raphicen, nive Planorum, ponterior Stereo^^raphicen,
seu Solidorura a.spectabilium vivam Imitationem atque Projectionem edooet; with finely engratted
title containing portraits of 5 Popes, etc., and numerous engravings on copper in text, 4to. sewn
(RARE), £1. 5« Jtomae, l(i31

4242 Another Copy, contemporary white vellum (fine copy), £1. 7« 6d
' Dana cet ouvra^c il dccrit U con.Htniction et niontrc Ion uaaKca du i>antO({raphe, initruinent •!•• plus iof^oleot. M.

depuis fort connu, dont on m sert |iour copier <1h i;rand en petit, on au contraire, un deMin quelocmqar, mts mtoir tot'tnt

ilessiiier. O't itistrument »ei>l ni(<ritait rimmortalite de »»on inventcnr.'—.Won/ado.

42i3 SCHELLEN (Thomas Joseph Heinrich) Die Spectralanalyse in ihrer AnwendanK auf dla
Stoffk der Erde und die Natur der fliMMELSKoHPEU, 2. umgearlwitete und aelir vermehrte
Autiage ; with 5 portraits, 8 coloured plates, and 223 woodcuts, thick 8vck in 4 iiarts, «eini, is

(p. M. 16.) Braunschweig, 1871

4244 Dritte DURCHAUS UMGEARBEITETE Auplagk ; loith 8 coloured plates, and 382 tooodeuts,

2 vols. 8vo. sewn (wanting Atlas of 18 plates) ; out of print. As (p M. .32.) i* , 1883
4245 Spectrum Analy.sis in itH Appliaition t^i Terre-strial SriiSTAXCEs. and the Physical

Constitution of Heavenly Bodies, trans, from the 2nd German Edition byjANEaodCAROLiNR
L.\s.SELL; ed., with Notes, by SiH WILLIAM ni(;(;iN8, F.R.8 , with 13 plates (M«*<(y OOLOUUKn).
including Angstrijm's and Kirchhoffs maps, and 22:J woodcuts, thick 8vo. d., %s in. £1. 8e) 1872

4246 Second [last] Edition, trans, from the 3nl German Ed., ed.. with Noten, by Siu
W. de W. Abney, R,E., P.R.S., with 14 plates (some folding or coloured), including Angstrom^s and
Cornu's maps, and 291 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. (scarce), I6s (p. £1. 1 U (w) 1885

' The moHt complete treeliae on the aubject.'

4247 SCHEMATA GEOMETRICA ex EucLIDK et alili, Tabulis .V.nexB expmsft In Usam Tironum

;

with engraved title and 60 plates by J. Basire, oblong 4 to. hf. bound, 2s

lOronii,] e Typogr. Ctartnd., 1800

4245 Editio Altera ; with \Sfolding plates, 8vo. boards, 2s ib., a. «., 1844

AN INTERESTING SPECIMEN ()F A XVI. CENTURY GERMAN BINDING:
4249 SCHEUBELTUS [Germanic^ SCHETBL] (Johann, Univ. Tubingen) De NUMBBU et diverais

Rationibls seu Reoulis COMPUTATioNi'M Opnwulum, non mdum (ul unum qoendam vnlgareoit

sed etiam cognitionem et scientiam exquisitiorem aiithmetica; accomodatum ; with diagrams,

thick 12mo., fine copy in contemporary German stamped calf, with central figure of the Child

Christ (faintly gilt) on obverse, andfemale figure (on reverse), surrounded by figured and floriated

borders (back andjoints worn) ; VERY RARE, £1. 15* [eol. .1 Lipsim, Mich. Blum, 1545

This work was unknown to Prof, de Mori»n (* ArithmcUcal Booka'X who only knew tlie •uthor'a edition of Bucild.

4250 SCHILLING (N.H.) Handbuch der SteinkohlengasBeleuchtung, mit einer (JF^sciiiriiTE

derGASBELEUCHTUXG von F. Knapp, 3. [NEUESTE] uuif'earteitete AUFLAGE ; withTi lilfu^graphic

plates, and 388 woodcuts, 2 vols. roy. 4to. cl., ISs Qd (p. M. 54.) Milnchen, 1879

The best and most complete work on ga.4 mannbcture.
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4251 SCHLEGEL (Gustave) Uranographie Chinoise, ou Preuves directes que I'Astronomie

Primitive est originaire de la Chine, et qu'elle a 6t6 empruntee par les Anciens Penples Occident-
aux a la Sphfere Chinoise, 2 vols, impl, 8vo. : Atlas Celeste, Chinois et Grec, d'apres le Tien-
Youen-Li-Li ; with 7 plates, obi. folio—3 vols, sewn, 18* M (p. £1. 10* nett) La Haye, 1875

4252 Another Copy, wanting the Atlas ; sewn, \0s

4253 SCHLCESING Fils (Theodore) Principes de Chimie Agricole, 2e jfid. ; cr. 8vo. sewn.
Is Qd [1897]

4254 SCHMID ("Wolff^fang', Rechenmeyster zu Bamberg), Das erst [zweit, dritt vnd viert] buch
der Geometria. Ein kurtze vnterweisung, was, vn warauff Geometria gegriindet sey, und wie
man, nach anweysung der selben, mit dem Circkel und Richtscheydt, allerley Lini, Flech, vnd
Corper ausstheylen, vnd, in fiirgegebner proportion, machen soil ; handsomely printed in gotl^tc tgpp,
with numerous geometricalfigures, sm. 4to. old vellum, £1. 109 [col. .•] NiXrnberg, Joh.Petreius, 1539

Very rark. and unknown to Pogjiendorff, Ebert, and Brunet ; while Kaestner, wJio describes the work at some length
in his ' Geschichte der Mathematik ', mentions that his copy wanted the title.

4255 SCHMIDT (J.) Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Buchsenmachkrkunst, und zur richtigen
Beurtlieilung der Schiessgewelire ; with 9 large folding plates^ l2mo. (interleaved) ; hf. calf
{wanting 1 plate), 3^ Qd Weimar, 1843

4256 Another Copy, with ]0 folding plates {perfect): Die Geheimnisse der englischen
Gewehrfabrication und BiJCHSENMACHERKUNST, sowie der Erzeugung der versehiedenen
Eisensorten zu den feinsten Jagdgewehren, aufgedeckt und erljiutert von "William Greener,
iibersetzt von C. H. Schmidt ; with 16 plates, 2 vols, large 12mo. in I, hf. calf gilt, 12s 6d ib., 1843-2

4257 SCHMIDT (Johann Friedrich. Julius, Sternwarte zu Athen) Erlauterungsband zur
Charte der Gebirge des Mondes, nach eigenen Beobachtungen in 1840-74 entworfen, large 4to.

hoards, 6* (p. M. 16.) Berlin, 1878
4258 Das ZODIACALLICHT : Ubersiclit der seitherigen Forschungen nebst neuen Beobachtungen,

1843-55, 8vo. sewn, 2a' .. Braunschweig, 1856
4259 SCHMIDT (Julius, Stuttgart) Uber die Erforschung der Konstitution und die Versuche zur

Synthese wichtiger Pflanzenalkaloide, roy. 8vo. buckram, 5s Stuttgart, 1900
4260 SCHNEEBERGER (Anton, medicus Tigurinus) De Multiplici Salis Usu Libellus, 12mo.

old hf calf [very rare), IQs Qd Cracoviw, Lazarus Andrece, 1562
Unknown to bibliographers.

4261 SCHNEITLEB (C. F.) Die Instruments der hoheren und niederen Messkunst ; with 213
woodcuts, 8vo. sewn. Is 6a Leipzig, 1848

4262 ZwEiTE, sehr vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage ; with 228 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn {out of
print), 2s 6d ib., 1852

4263 SCHOOTEN (Frans van) Mathematische Oefeningen, met een Tractaet, handelende van
Keeckening in Speelen van Geluck, door Christianus Hugenius ; desen druck vermeerdert
met en korte verhandeling van de Fondamenten der Perspective ; unth numerous woodcuts and
diagrams, sni. 4to. old white vellum, \2s 6d Amsterdam, 1659-60

4264 Another Copy, wanting the collective title ; old white vellum, \0s
The Dutch edition of the Exercitati ones Mathemaiicw, ' in which he recommended the use of coordinates in space of three

dimensions '.—IF. W. R. Ball. It is further valuable for the treatise by Christiaan Huygens, one of the first on the theory
of probabilities. The treatise on perspective is contained in this edition only.

4265 De Organica Conicarum Sectionum in Plano Descriptione, cum Appendice de
Cubicarum ^quationum Kesolutione ; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, cr. 4to. old
vellum, or, old calf, newly rehacked, \2s 6rf Lugd. Bat., ex. Off. Elzeviriorum , 1646

Of great interest for the first chapter, ' De rectis lineis, qua; in piano ex motu implicato describuntur ', in which the
author devises a method i)f drawing a straight line by means of a link and a triangular ruler, especially in connexion with
the alleged discovery of drawing straight lines by linkages by A. Peaucellier in 1864.

4266 Trigonometria Triangulorum Planorum, cum Sinuum, Tangentium, et Secantium
Canone accuratissinio, Latinfe reddita a JOANNE Magiro ; with engraved front., and numerous
diagrams, 18mo. contemporary calf, 4* %d Bruxellis, 1683

V. Descartes {Nos. 1023-4), ante.

4267 SCHORLEMMER (Carl, f.r.s.) Manual of the Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds;
or, Organic Chemistry, with woodcuts, 8vo. cl., Zs (p 14^) 1874

V. Roscoe (No. 4079), ante.

4268 SCHRECKENFXJCHS (Erasmus Oswald ; Univ. Freiburg) Commentaria in Novas
Theoricas Planetarum Georgii Purbachii, quas etiam brevibus Tabulis pro eliciendis turn

mediis tiim veris motibus omnium Planetarum, item Tabulis Conjunctionum et Oppositionum
ac ECLIPSIUM Luminarium ad summum illustravit, etc. ; accesserunt varia exempla et demon-
strationes, quibus Astrononiia^ studiosus suo marte omnis geneiis tabulas secundorum mobilium
facile conliciet, etc., pr.neterea elegantes tingulorum Planetarum sphnerje. Philippi insuper
Imsseri Medici et Mathernatici in eiusdem Purbachii Theoricas, tabulis utilissimis adiectis ; with
very numerous woodcuts and diagrams, folio, old beards (fine and very large copy), £1. 10*

[col.:'] Basilcw, per Hcnrichum Petri, 1556
First Edition, and very rapk. The colojhon is rn p. 412, after which are two 11., Ptolemad de Chordis Tabula',

numbered 413, 414, 415, and 424. Later editions were published in 1669 and 1576. The work was unknown to Graesse,

Brunet, or Ebert.

V. Ptolemaeus, ayite.

4269 SCHRON (Ludwig, Jena Observatory) Seven-Figure Logarithms of Numbers from 1 to

108,000, and of Sines, Cosines, Tangents, Cotangents to every 10 Seconds of the Quadrant; -with

Table of Proportional Parts; 5th Ed., with Description by Augustus de Morgan, F.R.A.S. ;

printed on green paper, impl. 8vo. hf. morocco, 10* %d 1865
' The most powerful and best printed ten-second -tables which I have seen.'—Pro/, de Morgan.
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No. 4273 (pa^e 217).

Title and illustration of the part giving the first account of Quericke's

invention of the air°pump, which suggested to Robert Boyle the invention

of his own improved one.
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4270 SCHOTT (Kaapar, s.j., Univ. Wtirzburg) CURSUS Mathematicus, sive Absolut* oiuniom
Matheinaticarum DiKciplinaruin Kneyclop.edia, accesserunt Theorkshs MechaxiC-«: Nov.€; in/A
engraved title, and numerous plates, folio, sound copy in old calf, with bookplate of Phdip 2nd
Earl Stanhope, F.K.S., I6s Herbipoii, 1661

4271 Editio Secunda ; with engraved title, and numerotu plaiee, folio, old eal/{badt slightly
damaged), \2s Bamberoit, 167.

4272 Magia Universalis Natur.« et Artis, sive RecomJita Nalumlium et Artificialium
Renini Scientia; continet Pare I. Optica. II. Aooostica. HI. Matheiiiatica. IV. Pbyaic*; with
engraved title, and numerous plates, 4 vols. 4to. sottnd copy in contemporary hf. calf <rabb),
£2. 5* ih., 1677

'CetouvraKe«»tl«ni<-

"

^— '
,i.-—.- -' -^iqofaftu XVII* •i^l«.'.-B<afr. G^

It ift the author's iii< >~ table optksl expariiiMoU. • ffood •xpiaMUoa of optkal vus-
morph<Mc«, ami «wp«ri.. ui; nil««fore]rUiidit«l amI roaimJ anamorphaMa.

' Mech.iTn ' ~ }' -: .uii iiM-rrmiHiiFiKirr, auf drn mtaa Bllek nldit rriilSrllelMr, <^<iaclMr BrarhH-
niineeri, in: ,.tik wiehURen Beiii«rkiinK«ii iiiaeliradaa IIatt|iUolMlt dieaaa Iwkaatttito Wrrkr»
aiu.'— Hi/. . riiUacoouDtortlM wurk will be fband (W p|t. SM^KW.

4273 Mm Hwirv 11 vim:ailro Pneumatica, «|ua Aijaei Elemeoti Natom, ProprfeU*, Via
Motrix, atque Oceultus cum Aere ConHictus, h pnuita Fuodanieatli deoMMUitnbtar . . . Experi>
menta Hyuraulico-Pneuniatica. Abdoliita MachinaniiM \"ii<'« «» A-"» «;•..« n.Urtii.. RaUn ae
Methodus . . . acceHsit ExPKKiMKxrrM Novum Ma tabilire.

alii evertere eonantur, editio princeps; with engra.
. .

' <^ppfr,

and woodcuts, 4to. sound copy in old tree-calfgilt (BARK), ill. IO4 JJerltpoli, 1687
Tbls work U imiiortant as containing the flntt account of the alrpuiop inranted bjr Cyrm v. Ot>K«icsK, the aotlm'a

friend.
' ReadiHK in 1«U7. in Sftiott'i* Uetluii,int Aytfrau/ico-pMMMMea, of Ooarfekr'a InvraUnn of ciliaoatttHK the air hi • dond

veaitel, Robert Boyle att Robert Hookn to contrive a method laaa elomav. and the raeult waa the aiMAllad mmdktmm
lioyleana, completed towartln MM*, and pn^entinc all the eaaential qnalltiea of the modeni ali^Daair> '~ ''*-" " ' '"''

4274 Organum Mathkmaticum, quo i>er pancas et facillim^ pftrabilea Tabcl' ini

ad nio<Iuin Organi Pneuniatici constructam reconditas, plene^ne Matbemakicn- > mIo

novo ac facili tra<luntur, editio princeps ; with engraved tttle, 40 copperplates {itw*tly /Udtng),
woodcuts, andfolding tables, thick 4to. old calf, 12* ih., IMHB

AT,b Pantometrum K1RCHERIANU.M, h. e , Infitruiuentuin IJeometricum N« ' * *t \)C.

ASIO Kirchero inventuni, nunc univeniam pa*nc Praclicani Oconietriaui Ciimpl- -a-

tuni, perspicuisque DenionHtrationibus illustratum ; with engraved title contu. ^ ^... :....: of
Christian Duke of Mecklenburg, the author's patron, and 32 copperplates, 4to. Jine copy in old

white vellum (rare), £1. Is tb., 1660
Tliis is one of the rare variations with the frontispiece ' apud Joannrm Amnldtim Chollnum ', aad datad ou it IMH

The • instrument' wai" for surveying purpojieu, and oonmslwi in the main of a square woodeo fhuna and • rular.

4276 Phvsica Curiosa, sive Mirabilia Natura' et Artis, quilmn pleraque. quns de Angelk,
Da'nionibufl, Hoiuinibus, Spectris, Energunieni8, Monstria, Porlentia, Aninialibus. Metcoris, tie.

rara, arcana, curiosaque circumferuntur, et ad VeriUtis trutinani exi)cndnntur, l-Mitio III.; with

engraved title, and about GO plates {some folding), 2 thick voIh. 4to hf. calf, £1. \s 16., 1007

'Celt-' Mition e«t pnftrablp A la premi.-re. Iwauconp iix.JnH ctniipbtc, qui parut en I6t>l '~ Brmnei.

4277 Technica Curiosa : varia Experinienta. TcchnaHtnata Pneuniatica, Hvir.Mii-n Hv.lro.

technica, Mechanica, (Jraphica, Cychmietrica, Chrononietrica, Autoinatica, ( lUe

Artis arcana ac iniracula, rara curiosa, ingeniosa. nm^fnanique |Mtrtem nova et am ' a,

editio princeps; with engraved title, and 60 fnc copperplates (many fdding), li voU 4U>. in I.

fine copy in old white vellum (RARE), £1. 12» (k/ _ , ^ •*•. 1664

Containinj: an acr.x.nt ..fihee«ril«8t use of the dlrlng bell, which is sUtail to have Ukrn filaea atTM> hifara Ih*

Kmpen.r fliarW V. in 1 .:w. In thia work tha aathor ala» snpporU the elaitn of \ Ataauwca JlA«j>rc8 to b« Ifes OtfglMl

Inventor of llic Torricellian tube.

It include* full accoiinUnf the aeroalatlc«»pert«i«t« of BowBTBoTuia»dOrroir.Oc«««c««. ^^ .^ _.
• 8«>s exci^ll^nti. o<ivt^;:r^ <|iii ..„t basoeoap coatrlbai sat pr««rte daa ariatMsas phyitowa. etmUmmmt6m fcWa eariy,

de» observations pnciruMH. dc« «|.«ri«ii«t dlgnaad'attwiMon at pooTMl mattra aar Is rait 4a iiliuiiws d^ooavailM .-
Mrrcirr SI -Ifjrr.

4278 SCHKdTEB (Johann Hieronymua) Aphboditogbaphischb Fbagmentk, lor MOMtn
KennlnisH des Plant ten Venr t be>KefUKt4fr IkwchreilMiBg des liUenlbalbdieii STAMisni
Telencops. init prat tin. htn 1 ^en und lleoUachlungen liber di« GrttMe ^.^^V^^^iSj.
with 10 copperplates, 4to bon . / ^a^.,. « . . Pr.^~^*' *'^

All lh« authur's works are rare, ina*./ cv|..es having perished in the flra cmaad bjrtha FMarh 4«rtag »*«

4279°—I^Vbservations on the ATMOsmsBBS of VBKU8 and the Moow, tJ>«!«;»«"P*^*^I^V
^

perpendicular Heights, and the Twilight ooeasiooed by them, Irans., wtth 4 eopperplmtM, 4io.

(pp.0 ),mm, ^ ^^^^,, ^^^^^^ .^ t„^\,^r Pponr nf ih* MnnniAinoBs Ineaiuditica, RotaUoa,4280 - New Observations in further Proof of the Monntaioooa ioequM
Atmn-nhprr nnd Twilitrht of the Planet VenL'S. traoa.. with 4 plates, 4U». fpp. 60).Vilight of the Planet Venus, trana.. with 4 plates, 4U». ipp. 60). §ewn

Inii

.

i.g the author's Onal eoocloaioo as to the pwenca of an ataoaphmm •>«*/'*
flnit, on I

!

noUoo of brflliaonr towarda tha trmlnator, aUrilMtad to atawpMW M>(>npU0Wj

Atmosphere, and Tw
Imj- I'g

flret, oui! nanotioo of brnUsDcy towarda tha trnnlnalor. «MriWaatow»o«nBaia«rTw^ j«-

exlensir.n . mlelrr!r of thn hon» of tha ««e»iit ; toatly.^^^fTT^j'j 5SS ""^ n»«"*-««« «-
t..rMr> *hai waaUk««loha«iittloat»lWlht.—^f««»*- Cwftf.

_ _ __ ,

4281 Selenotopogi FbaomkmTB wir genaoem Kenniniss der Mondfliche, Ibrcr

erlittenen VeranderunKc;- ... .Uuiospb»re; wOk 4Z copperplates, tbick 4U>. */•
^^J^j-J^^^j^ ,7^,

With dedication to GeoTFe III. 'SchrWer wsa tha to«»4er ofdaacHpUreMtrwo^r ta
SST!S[;jr«£'7ti'2ii

England . With in.tnnnenls of gradually increasing poww. he atadlei dortng M 7«" <*«2«2f23^^1^
ami planets. The field was thrn almoat ontrndden ... ami ha has ainca had so "I'^^Si?!**^ ^SlS.

«»«»*«"»
J1,\LL «f >,u honrlv w»trhinffs ... He laid the fonndatioo of the oraiporalfrt alodjr of Iha^moooa i

ratience of his hourlv watchings ... He laid the fonndatioii of the oraiporalfr* afodr of »>«,«»«» ••?\^/
t^ed^criptivi particular, of thf ptonaU tabortooaly coUected ^hliocouAlttitad aatoreofmoreor 1^ Mlabla inf(

tion hardly added to during the ensQliig half eentarj.'-At^n M. Otrkt.
^ ^
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4282 SCHRYVER (J. de, Forges d'Hautmont) Etude sur les Marteaux-Pilons ; with 2 largi

folding plates, 8vo. sewn, 2s Bruxelles, 1882

4283 SCHUBERT (Friedrich Theodor, St. Petersburg) Populare Astronomie : I. unci III. Theil

(I. Geschichte der Astronomie. Sphiirische Astronomie. III. Praktische Astronomie) ; ivithplates,

2 vols. 8vo. boards, 3s St. Petersburg, 1804-10

4284 Traite d'Astronomie Theorique, 3 vols. 4to. boards {wanting the plates), ^s Qd
ib., Imprirnerie de VAcademie Imp. des Sciences, 1822

SCHUBLER (Johann Jacob) Nutzliche Anweisung zur unentbehrlichen Zimmermanns-
KUNST (1731)—V. Penther (J. F.), ante.

4285 SCHTJLENBURG (Adolf v. d.) Die Auflosung der Gleichungen funften Grades,
8vo. (pp. 40), sewn, \s Qd Halle, 1861

4286 SCHULTZ (Gustav ; Munich) Die Chemie des Steinkohlentheers, mit besonderer Beriick-

sichtigung der kiinstlichen organischen Farbstoffe. Bd. I : Die ROHMATERIALIEN, 3. umgear-

beitete Auflage ; with woodcuts, 8vo. hf. German morocco, Is (p. M. 12.) Braunschweig, 1900

4287 SOHTJLZ (Friedrich N., Jena) Die Grosse des Eiweissmolekuls, roy. 8vo. sewn, \s 6rf

Jena, 1903

4288 Die Krystallisation von Eiweissstoffen, nnd ihre Bedeutung fUr die Eiweisschemie,

roy. 8vo. sewn, Is ib., 1901

4289 SCHUSTER (Arthur, Owen's Coll.), and Charles Herbert LEES, ff.r.s. : Intermediate
Course of Practical Physics, illustrated, post 8vo. cl., 2s 6g? (p. 5*) 1896

4290 SCHUTZENBERGER (Paul, College de France) Les Procedes Chimiques de Blanchiment,
de Teinture, d'iMPRESSlON, d' Apprets, roy. 8vo. seiun, 2s Qd hnpr. Nat., 1882

4291 SCHWENDLER (Louis) Instructions tor Testing Telegraph Lines, and the Technical
Arrangements of Offices, Vol. I, 2nd Ed., with woodcuts, 8vo. hf. brown calf gilt, 3s 1878

4292 SCIENCE for ALL, edited by Robert Brown, f.l.s., with coloured fronts., and numerous
woodcuts, complete in 5 vols. 4to. cl., \Qs ({). £2. 5*) [1877-82]

4293 Another Copy, 5 vols, hf calf gilt, \2s Grf

Containing contributions by well-known authorities, including many articles on astronomical subjects by R. A.

4294 •' GOSSIP [originally HARDWICKE'S] : an Illustrated Medium of Interchange and
Gossip for Students and Nature-Lovers, edited by Mordecai Cubitt Cooke, J. E. Taylor and
others, COMPLETE from the beginning in 1865 to 1900, with several thousand woodcuts, 36 vols,

roy. 8vo. hf. roan gilt, £3. 3s 1866 1900
Although chiefly devoted to Natural History, tliis valuable publication contains many interesting contributions to the

Exact Sciences.

4295 Another Set, complete from the beginning in 1865 to 1889, copiously illustrated, 25 vols.

roy. 8vo. cl., £1. 5* 1866-89

4296 LECTURES at South Kensington, by Sir W. de W. Abney, Sir A. B. W. Kennedy,
Edward Forbes, Sir W. Siemens, Sir H. E. Roscoe, ff.r.s., etc. etc., with woodcuts, 2 vols,

post 8vo. cl., or, hf. calf gilt {titles stamped), 6s (p. 12s) 1878-9

4297 SCIENTIA ECLIPSIUM ex Imperio et Commercio Sinarum illustrata, complectens
Integras Constructiones Astronomicas Jacobi Philippi Simonelli, Ubservationes
SiNicAs, etc. Ignatii Kegler, Investigationes Ordinis Eclipsium Melchioris a Briga, ss.j.

;

with engraved front, and VI folding plates on copper, 4 vols. 4to. in 1, sound copy in contemporary
white vellum (rare), £1. Is ' Romce, 1744-7

Houzeau-Lancaster No. 12,139.

4298 SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS, Handbook to the Special Loan Collection of, at the
South Kensington Museum, 1876, illustrated, 8vo. cl., 3sM [1876]

Including contributions by J. Clerk Maxwell, W. K. Clifford, Sir W. de W. Abney, Sir J. N. Lockyer, Sir Archibald
Geikie, T. H. Huxley, N. S. Maskelyne, ff.r.s., etc. etc.

4299 OPINION : a Weekly Record of Scientific Progress at Home and Abroad, with
woodcuts, 3 vols. roy. 4to. cl. (scarce), £1. Is 1869-70

These were the only volumes ever published of this valuable journal, which contained articles of exceptional interest by
some of the foremost scientists of the time. It was afterwards incorporated with the English Mechanic.

4300 SCOFFERN (John, Prof Chem., Aldersgate Coll) The Manufacture of Sugar, in the Colonies
and at Home, CHEMICALLY CONSIDERED, vnth coloured plate, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl.

{scarce), 8s Qd 1849
Containing numerous original investigations by the author to cheapen the manufacture of cane sugar.

4301 Projectile Weapons of War, and Explosive Compounds, 2nd Ed. ; with woodcuts,
fcap. 8vo. hf. morocco Jieat {title stamped), 5s 1852

4302 , Sir WilUam FAIRBAIRN, F.R.S., and others; The Useful Metals and their
Alloys : Mining, Ventilation, Mining Jurisprudence, and Metallurgical Chemistry, with plates,
and numerous woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 4s 1857

4303 SCORESBY (William, pr. ; f.r.s. ; master-mariner) Magnetical Investigations, Part I : the
Principles affecting the Capacity and Retentiveness of Steel for the Magnetic Condition ; with
the Development of Processes for determining the Quality and Degree of Hardness of Steel, 2 plates,
8vo. c/.,4s 1839

4304 SCOTT (David Wardlaw) Terra Firma : the Earth not a Planet, proved from Scripture,
Reason, and Fact, with 'true* map of the world {folding) on the pancake theory, post 8vo.c/.,5s 1901

Perhaps one of the fullest contributions to ' zetotic ' astronomy, comprising 304 pp. of text. The South Pole represents
the end of the earth, A chapter is devoted to 'the Dangers of Navigation in Southern Seas caused by the Globular
Tlieory' to prevent ships from droi)ping ottthe edge of the earth into space.

4305 SCOTT (WiUiam, pr., Sidney Sussex Coll.) Elementary Treatise on Plane Coordinate
Geometry, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 2s Cambridge, 1853
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4306 SCOTT (Robert, Coxlodge Colliery) Tkeatise on the Ventilation of Coal Mines, witli
Narrative of Scenes and Incidents from the Life of a Practical Miner, 2nd Ed., plates^ 8vo. xeiew,
3« 1868

4307 SCOTT (Robert Henry, F.R.S.) Barometeb Manual: Board of Trade, wUh woodcuU and
4 charts, roy. 8vo, sewn, 2* 1871

4308 Elementary Meteorology, 2nd Ed., woodcut*, and 1 1 eharU, cr. 8vo. el.,2t9d(n. 5») 188S
4309 • IxsTRL'CTioNs in the Use of Meteorological iNSTRUMEvrs, wUA eolourta plate of

Clouds, woodcuts, and folding table (linen- mounted), roy. 8vo. /»/. red morocco gilt (titU $tamped)t
Ss Qd 1875

4310 Weather Charts and Storm Warnings, 2 fuU-pttge and numerous otMer eharU, post
8vo. c/., 2* 1876

4311 Third [last] Edition, revined and enlarKed, with nuineroui eMarti{2/»U'page), pott 8vo.
cl., 3» 6/ 1887

4312 SCOTT-MONCRISFF (Gol. Qeor^e Kenneth, R.E.) The Principlkr of STRUCTURAL Design,
Part I, lailh 8 platen, woodcuts, and table, 8vo. cJ., 5$ (p. lO* fid neU) ChatJkam, 1807

SCRIPTORES LOGARITHBIICI, vuU. (17911807)—v. BiABKlun {No. 2377), ante,

4313 SCROPE (George Julius Poulett, M.P., f.rs.) The Gkolooy and Extinct Voloahom of
Central France ; 2nd [lant] Ed., enlarged, withfolding panoramic viewe, woodcuUt and mape in

pocket, 8vo. cl., uncut {out of print). Ids (id (p. £1. 10«) 1858
' The Hecond ctlition in Ntill carefully r«ad by every mologtot who vblU AaverfBe. LflU *ho r«vto««d tht Irat •dtcio*

in tl e QmirUrly lurietv, Juntly calleil it the most »Me work vhloh lu4 apptMod aiaM PUyfklr's * iUnrtnUcMi of tiM
Uuttonian Theory,' —Rn'f. Itonnen, F.R.S.

4314 Volcanoes: their Phenomena, Share in the Stnictare and CompodtioQ of the Barth'k
Surface, and Relation to its Internal Forces, with Catalcmjue of all known VOLCANOIS; Sad Ed.,
enlarf;ed, icith nuip, coloured front., and woodcuts, 8vo. d., t>» 1862

4315 SCULPTURA HISTORICO-TECHNICA : or the HISTORY and ART of ENORAVIIta, with a
COLLKCTION of various Mahks and CvPHEUS, and a Chronological and Hlitorioal SeciM ol Uie
Painters from the XI. Century ; 4th Ed , with numerous etchings illustrating the variout modea of
engraving, lar«;e 12nio. contemporary tree-calf {corners of some U. and platet torn ojf^ 5mI nice

copif) ; rare, \bs 1770
4316 SECCHI (Angelo, S.J., Observatoire du ColUge Romain) Le Solbil: Expot^ des prindpaloa

Decouvertes Modernes Rur la Structure de cet Astre, son Influence dans TUnivera, et aat Rftlattom
avec les autres Corps Celestes ; with Sfolding spectrum plates (2 eoloured)^ and 129 W09detli», 6fO.

hf calfgilt {nice copy), 6s
,

1870

4317 Deuxieme [DEKNiliRE] EDITION, revue et augment<^ ; iriM 13 fne plates of solar

protuberances, nebtdie, and star spectra {mostly COLOURED), and 280 woodcuts {afew tinted), 2 vol*.

roy. 8vo., with Atlas, containing 6 spectrum plates {folding), sq. 4to. -in all 3 yoU., handsomely
bound in Spanish calf extra (FINE COPY), £1. 7* fid 1875*7

' The most complete »iid beautifully Jllu«tr»ted tM«tl*e oil the *uii which hu yet tpfmnd.'—I'ruf. Simon Ktmtomh,

4318 SEDOWICK (James, ii E.i.c.s.) True Principle of the Law of Storms, practically amuoMd
for both H : fs, with 4folding plates, impl. 8vo. boards, 3s (id l8tt

In Pi.Mi V Horn Book thla work i^ refermi to *• 'thi* wratclMdlf ignoimoi work, mhkk had bMa tiM

princi{ial ca : roiieoiis Ulem about tlie law of itonnii '.

4319 SEEBECK (Thomas Johaxin) Obcr die magnetischb Polarisation der Mbtallb and Erzb
durch Tkmpkratur DiFFEKENZ; with 2 plates, and 2folding tables, 4to. sewn (VMY I^S). *^*^

author's in'scr. {see below), £2. 2*
,. ^ Berlimj 1988

' 8r. H<jch w..hl«eboren Herrn Oehelineralh u. RiU*r 18a»ic«l Thoma*) roil fluMiamm Vo« Wf«MMr.—^i*> M«r.
ThlH Important work coiitaioa theauUior'a di«»r«ry of TBBiiiio.»UKmuciTT, wkfeh iM oMala«d by hMflag S pOM Of

contact of two (liuiinilar inetaU in a cloaetl circuit.

4320 SEELia (Bduard) Oroanlschb Reaktionen and RBAasMTIBN, thick 8to. V"- maroon m^
extra, uncut, t. e. g. {fine copy), 9s (p. M. 15. unbound) StmttMi, imi

4321 SEONEB (Johann Andreas .; r R.8.) Astronomischb VoBLBSUlioBJf : sins deatUelM

AnweisuuL' zur i^riindlichen KenntniM des HimraeU ; with finely engraved paeiraU bg Fnaer.and

17 plates, 2 voU. 4to. in 1, old hf calf. Ids ^ _^^ ^.^J!^M1^^
Tlie author is bmt known a« the Inventor of the watarwhwl known by bb MiM*tb« pcotoijrp* or ta« fMOWa t«rm.

4322 CURSUS Mathematici (Elementa Arithmeticof, Gaometricip, el Calcnli Gconietrid:

Elenienta Analvwos Kinitonini et Inlinitorum, 3 v. : ElemsnU Caleall IntcKraht*, Para I.); tnth

plates, 5 vol«. *12nio. old hf calf gilt (nice copy), with iookplaU </ Charles Zrd harl Utankope,

F Ii S SsQtl Iialfr, IToMB
4323 SEKON [vere NOKSS] (Georffe Augustus) The EVOLUTIOK d the Stbam 1>xX)M0TIV1C,

1803 98, with nearly 100 jtlates and woodcuU of historical or typical English engmes, 8va cf. 2j
(i) 5*)

18W

4324 A History of the Great WtaTERN Railway ; being tbe Story of ^JJ^^i^^^^^^^^
with numerous portraits, views, and illustrations of historical engines, 8vo. d , 3sW (p. <#W) 18W

4325 SEMPLE (George, architect) Treatise of BiriLDlNc; in Water : Ihe Repair and Re-buildiog

of Essex IJRiixJE, Dublin, and Bridge Building in general, and an Attempt to contrive and Intro-

duce QUICK and cheap Methods, for erecting »ubrtantial Stone iiriLDiNc;.s. and other Worka.

in FRESH and salt Water, qiakino Boos, and MorMMs; with 12 Prariical I roponiUons, and a

Plan for a spacious and commodious Harbour for the Downs m England, projecting to 20 Fwt deep

at Low Water, with 63 copperplates, 4to. hf. calf {rare), \5s ^,am^ i« 1-4 *I?;.<i w«
• His best known work wa. AS^ex bridge tcrow the Uffey. THU »-

**!f«»i"i'*i/SiSSS?^ £m^BrS^i ^
considered one of the best bridge* in Ireland. The goremmwit awwdeil Uoi £400. for hi* stnlOM. wmex Urtoge wan

taken down in 1872.'—D. N. B. ., ,
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4327 SELMI (Francesco) Studi sperimentali e teorici di Chimica Molecolare, 1843-6 ; with

woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s Modena [p. 1850]
The author was the first to investigate the physiological action of tlie alkaloids of putrefaction, and to give their present

name of ptomaines.

4328 SENDIVOGIUS [hie SANDIVOGIUS ; recte SENSOPHAX] (Michael) A New Light of

Alchymie : taken out of the fountaine of Nature, and Manuall Experience ; with a Treatise of

Sulphur ; also Nine Books of the Nature of Things, by Paracelsus, and a Chymicall
Dictionary explaining hard places and words met withall in the writings of Paracelsus, and
other obscure Authors ; all faithfully trans, by J[OHN] F[rencii], M.D., sm. 4to. very sound copy
in contemporary calf, neatly repaired (rare), £3. 3* Richard Cotes, 1650

'That celebrated treatise, the New Light of Alchemy ... It insists on the existence of a sperm in everything, and that
all Nature originated at the beginning from one only seed. It treats of the generation of metals and the manner of their
differentiation, of the extraction of their seed, and of the manufacture of the stone or tincture.'—>I. E. Waite.

4329 [ ] Cosmopolite, ou Nouvelle Lumiere Chtmyque [trad, par Jean Beguin] : Traite
du SoULPHRE, Second Principe de la Nature [trad, par F. GuiRAUD] : Traits du Sel, Troisieme
Principe des Choses Minerales : Lettre Philosophique, trad, par Antoine du Val—4 vols.

12mo. in 1, old calf gilt (binding somewhat damaged on one side) ; very rare, £1. 55 1669-71

4330 SENEBIER (Jean) Rapports de I'Air avec les Etres Organises, ou Traits de I'Action du
POUMON et de la Peau des Animaux sur I'AiR, comme celle des Plantes sur ce Fluide, tires des
Jqurnaux d'Observations et d'Experiences de Lazare Spallanzani, avec quelques M^moires de
I'Editeur sur ces Matieres, 3 vols. 8vo sewn, uncut (rare), 12s Geneve, 1807

Forming a continuation of the author's translation of Spallanzani's Memorie sulla Respirazione.

4.331 SENGUERD (Wolferd, Leyden) Philosophia Naturalis, IV Partibus, primarias Corporuni
Species, Atfectiones, Differentias, Productiones, Mutationes, et Interitus, exhibens. Ed. II.,

priore auctior ; with engraved title by Schoonebeek, folding plateSy and numerous other fine en-

gravings on copper, 4to. old calf, £1. 125 Qd Lugd. Bat., 1685
This work is very rare, and unknown to Graesse and Brunei. The above edition is of special importance, as it is the

first to contain a description of the author's air-pump.
• Darin die ihrer Zeit berlihmte Luftpumpe mit schiefliegendem Stiefel und doppelt durchbohrtem Hahne beschrieben,

die er aber erst l(i97 ausfl'iliren Hess.'—Poj/srefttZor/.

4332 SENNEE.T (Daniell, Wittenberg) Epitome Naturalis Scienti^, Ed. ultima : Auctarium
Epitomes Physics—2 vols. 18nio. in 1, old calfgilt, newly and neatly rebacked (rare), £1. 1*

Oxonice, G. West, 1664
'Sein wichtigstes naturwissenschaftliches Werk.in wolchem sich die ersten Andeutungen seiner atomistischen Theorie

finden. Er betont den Unterschied zwischen der Theilung eines Continuums in's Unendliche ini mathematischen Sinne
von der Theilung im physischen Sinne '.—Prof. A. Heller.

4333 SENNETT (Richard, M.i.c.E.) The Marine Steam Engine, 2nd Ed., with 261 woodcuts and
diagrams, thick 8vo. cL, As (p. £1. \s) 1885

4334 Another Copy, hf olive morocco gilt {title stamped), 45 Qd
4335 F'ifth Edition [enlarged and rewritten], by Henry J. Oram, with 414 woodcuts and

diagrams, large 8vo. cl., 95 (p. £1. I5) 1900

4336 SERPIERI (A.) Das elektrische Potential, iibersetzt v. R. v. Reichenbach ; with 44 wood-
cuts, large post 8vo. sewn, 2s Wien, 1884

4337 SERRET (Joseph Alfred, de la Sorbonne) CouRS d'ALGEBRE Superieure, 3^ Ed. ; with
diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf mottled calf extra [nice copy), IO5 Qd (p. F. 24. nett unbound) 1866

One of the best text-books on the subject, ' embodying the chief discoveries of the author.'— IF. W. R. Ball.

4338 CouRS de Calcul Diff^rentiel et Integral, 2® Ed. ; with diagrams, 2 thiclc vols. Svo.
sewn, 125 (p. F. 24. nett) 1879-80

Final Edition of this invaluable work, containing the author's improvement of Cauchy's method of solving partial
differential equations of the first order having any number of variables.

4339 M^MOiRE sur la Representation Geom^trique des Fonctions Elliptiques et Ultra-
Elliptiques, 4to. (pp. 40), sewn, 3s [1851]

4340 TniiSES de M6CANIQUE et d'AsTRONOMiE, pr^sent^es k la Faculty des Sciences de Paris,
4to. (pp. 40), seivn, 3s 1847

4341 Traite d'ARlTHMi&TiQUE, 8vo. hf calf gilt, 2s 1852
4342 Traite de Trigonometrie, 6^ Ed. ; with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d 1880

4343 SERRET (Paul, College St. Barbe) G60METRIE de Direction : Application des Coordonnees
Poly ^driques. Propriete de 10 Points de TEllipsoide, de 9 Points d'une Courbe Gauche du 4® Ordre.
de 8 Points d'une Cubique Gauche ; with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 5s Gd (p. F. 10. nett) 1869

4344 Des Methodes en GlEOM^TRlE ; with numerons diagrams, 8vo. seivn [scarce). Is %d 1855
' J'ai cherche d reunir ... la plupart des doctrines acquises a la geometr'ie infinitesimale pendant la premiere p6riode de

son histoire.'

—

Preface.

4345 SERVISS (Garrett Putnam) Astronomy with an Opera-Glass, with numerous woodcuts and
diagrams, large 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 75 6c?) Neiv York, 1888

4346 Eighth Edition, with Appendix, illustrated, large 8vo. cl., As 6d (p. 75 6d nett) ib., 1895
4347 Other Worlds : their Nature, Possibilities and Habitability in the Light of the latest

Discoveries, with 5 plates, diagrams, and 6 charts, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 65 nett) 1902
4348 SERVUS (H.) Die Geschichte des Fernrohrs [und der Spiegelteleskope] bis auf die

neueste Zeit ; with 8 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 2s Berliti, 1886
4349 SEWALL (Charles Henry) Wireless Telegraphy : its Origin, Development, Inventions, and

Apparatus, 2nd Ed., with 5 plates, and 85 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 6s 6d (p. IO5 6c? nett) 1904
4350 SEXTON (Alexander Humboldt, Glasgow) Fuel and Refractory Materials, with front.,

and 104 illustrations, post Svo. cl., 2s 6c? (p. 55) 1897
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4351 SFORTXJNATI (Giovanni, da Siena) Nvovo Lume. Libri di Arithmetica, intitulato

:

Niiovo Lume iin})[er]oclie molte p[ro]positioni che per altri autori sono falsamete cocluse: in questo
si eniedano : «S: castigano: con ciiiate: lucide : ^: aperte dimostrationi : niolto bene discusse, &
ventillate. Co vno breve trattato di (iEOMETRiA : per quiVto a vno pratico Agrimensore si

conuego, con TAUOLE da COMPORRE le CORDE : da misnrare la tenuta da ciaschuna botte «!s: etiam li

staggiiioli da niistirare gli scemi di quelle. Coniposto per lo acutissimo perscrntatore delle Archi-
njediane «Is: Euclidiane dottrine, prima edizione ; title within woodcut border^ vignette at end, and
woodcuts and diagrams on margins, cr. 4to. old hf. vellum {afew corners water-staitied, otherwise a
VERY FINE COPY)'; VERY RARE, £3. 3* [col. .] Vinegia, Nicolo di Aristotile do. Zoppino, 1534

Consisting of 12H numbered 11., signatures a—p in fours, and q in 5, the last leaf being blank,

4352 [Seconda Edizione] ; title within woodcut border, woodcuts and diagrams, and vignette at
end, cr. 4to. old boards (FINE COPY), £1. 10* [title .] 1544. \col. .] Venegia, Bernardino de Bindoni, 1545

4353 Another Copy, boards, uncut [title mended and some II. stained), £1.
A reprint of the first edition on 121» numbered 11. The spelling, woodcut border, and vignette however are different.

435^ Altra Edizione ; with woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. old limp vellum, £1. os

{col. .] Venetia, Francesco dc Leno, 1568
All editions of this work are very rare, especially the first. The last, of 15t58, was unknown to Brunet and Graesse, who

mention however a reprint of the first edition, Sitna, \hM.
Prof, de Morgan, who owned an imperfect copy of an edition which he was on this account unable to describe, states :

* I can find no incntiuii of Sfortun.iti in catalogues.'

4.355 SHADWELL (Arthur, m.b.) The London Water Supply, post 8vo. cl. {out of print), 2s 6d
(p. 5.s) 1899

4356 SHADWELL (Adml. Sir Charles Frederick Alexander, f.r.s.) Tables for Facilitating
the Determination of the Latitude and Time at Sea by Observations of the Stars, new Ed.,
diagrams, roy. 8vo. cl., with author^s inscr., 4* 1854

4357 Tables for Facilitating the Reduction of Lunar Observations, diagrams, roy. 8vo.

ci., with author's inscr., 4* 1860
4358 SHALER (Nathaniel Southgate, Harvard Univ.) Aspects of the Earth: a Popular

Account of some familiar Geological Phenomena, with \Q plates, and 86 other illustrations,

s(|. roy. 8vo. cl, 8.9 (p. 16s) 1890
4359 SHANKS (William, Houghton-le-Spring) Contributions to Mathematics, comprising chiefly

the Rectification of the Circle to 607 Places of Decimals, impl. 8vo. cl., or, hf. calf (scarce),
15* printedfor the author, 1853

The lar<j;est approximation of the value of n hitherto publifhed—to (>07 places— calculated from Machin's formula.
The Subscribers include Dr. Whewell, Prof, de Morgan, Sir John Herschel, and other eminent mathematicians of the time.

4360 SHANNON (River) ; Fourth Report of the Commissioners appointed for the Improve-
ment of the Navigation of the. Part 1, with 52 folding plates {some coloured), thick folio,

hf. cl.. Is %d Dublin, 1839
4.361 SHANNON (Robert, m.d.) Practical Treatise on the Art of Brewing, Distilling, and

Rectification, with the genuine Process of making Brandy, Rum, and Hollands Gin, with the
Modern Improvements in Fermentation, and the Makin<j of WiNES, Cider, and Vinegar; also

Appendix on the Culture and Preparation of Foreign Wines, Brandies, and Vinegars, previous to

Exportation, copperplates and tables, thick 4to. cl., 15* 1805
Probably one of the fullest treatises on the subject ever published. The author claims to have had unique opiwrtunitiea

in collecting infonnation, and studying the science, at home and abroad.

43G2 S[HABP] (A[braham], philomath) Geometry Improv'd : 1. By a Large and Accurate
Table of Segments of Circles, its Con.struction and various Uses in the Solution of several

ditticult Problems. 2. A Concise Treatise of Polyedra, or Solid Bodies of many Bases, with
Afolding copperplates by the Author, 4to. old calf, newly rebacked {rare), \os 1717

' Remarkable for the great number of its calculations, amoiif? other things the logarithms of the numbers from I to 100
and of all the primes up to 1100, each calculated to (51 figures of decimals ; and for the plates of solid figures cut by his
own hand, which are very clear.'—D. N. li.

4363 SHARP (Archibald) Balancing of Engines, Steam, Gas, and Petrol : an Elementary
Text-Book, using principally Graphical Methods, with diagrams, 8vo. cl., is (sells Qs nett) 1907

4364 Bicycles and Tricycles : their Design and Construction, with 565 woodcuts, thick post
8vo. cl. (out of print), 7s 6d (p. 15*) 1896

4305 SHAW (Peter, m.d., Scarborough; editor of Francis Bacon and Robert Boyle) Chemical
•Lectures, publickly read at London, 1731-2, and since at Scarborough, 1733, for the Improve-
ment of Arts, Trades, and Natural Philosophy, thick 8vo. fine copy in old calf gilt, newly
rebacked (rare), 15* [1734]

Interesting as indicating the knowledge of chemistry in England at the time. It contains chapters on fermentation
and putrefaction, analytical and synthetical chemistry, distillation, oils and salts, colours, metallurgy, pyrotechny, and
one with interesting experiments ami suggestions, head ei 'Of Eidarging Chemistry '.

436G SHAW (Thomas George) Wine, the Vine, and the Cellar, with woodcuts, large 8vo. cl., 5s

(p. 16«) 1863
De<licate<l to Mr. Gladstone.

4387 SHAW (William N.) Heat (Practical Work at the Cavendish Lalioratory), woodcuts, 8vo.

boards, 2.y Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1886
4368 SHEEPSHANKS (Richard, pr., f.r.s., Sec. R.A.s.) Tables for facilitating Astronomical

Reductions, 4to. cl., u-ith auto, of Edwin Dunkin, F.R.A.S. on title {scarce). Is 6d 1846
4369 SHEILDS (F. W., m.i.c.e.) The Strains on Structures of Ironwork ; with Practical

Remarks on Iron Construction, 5 plates, roy. 8vo. hf. morocco gilt {title stamped), 3s 1861

4370 SHELDON (SeLmuely Brooklyn Polytechnic Inst.), and Hobart MASON : Dynamo-ElectriC
Machinery : its Construction,' Design, and Operation. [Vol. I :J Direct Current Machines,
with 202 illustrations, large post 8vo. cl., 6s 6d (p. 126- nett) 1901
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4372 SHENSTONE (William Ashwell, f.r.s.) The Methods of Glass Blowing, illustrated, post

8vo. cl. (out ofprint), 2s Qd 188«
4373 The New Physics and Chemistry : Popular Essays, 8vo. cL, 5s (p. 7* 6fl?nett) 1906
4374 SHEPPABD (Samuel Edward), and Charles Edward Kenneth. MEES ; Investigations

on the Theory of the Photographic Process, with plate and 65 other illustrations, post 8vo.

cL, 4s 6d (sells 6* 6d nett) 1907
4375 rSHERWIN (Henry)] Mathematical Tables, contrived after a most Comprehensive

Method, viz. a Table of Logarithms, from 1 to 101,000, with the Differences and Proportional
Parts, Tables of Natural Sines, Tangents, and Secants, with their Logarithms, and
Logarithmick Differences to every Minute of the Quadrant ; with their Construction and Use, ivith

plate, large 8vo. old calf, or, old calf, newly rebacked, 9s 1717, or '26

Including: 'Of Logarithms, their Invention and Use,' by John Wallis : 'A Most Compendious and Facile Method
for Constructing the Logaiithms,* by Edmund Halley ; 'A Method of Making Logarithms by Multiplication,' by
Abraham Sharp ; 'An Easy Quadrature of the Circle,' by Edmvnd Halley, etc.

4376 Third [or Fourth] Edition, carefully revised and corrected by William Gardiner
with plate, roy. 8vo. boards, or, old calf, 8s 1742, m' '61

' Of the books of logarithms now in use, Sherwin's Muthematical Tables form the most complete collection of any,
containing besides the logarithms of all numbers to 101,000, the sines, tangents, secants, and versed sines, to every
minute of the quadrant. The third edition, in 1742, which was revised by Gardiner, is esteemed the most correct of
any.'—Dr. C. Mutton, F.R.S.

4377 SHIELDS (J. E., c.e.) Treatise on Engineering Construction, with 44 illustrations, large
12mo. hf. morocco neat, 2s (p. 7* 6d) New York, 1877

4378 SHIPBUILDING, Theoretical and Practical, by Isaac Watts, W. J. M. Kankine,
Frederick K. Barnes, and James Kobert Napier. Corresponding and General Editor
W. J. M. Rankine, ivith numerous large plates [mostly folding), besides woodcuts and diagrams,
roy. folio, hf. morocco gilt, or, hf. calf gilt, £1. Is (p. £4. 4*) 1866

4379 SHOBTESS (J.) Harmonic Architecture, exemplified in a Plan, Elevations and Sections,
etc. of a Building, with Four different Fronts, upon a Harmonic Form or Cube, now made
Octangular, with 8 plates, 4to. (pp. 4), sewn [rare), 6s 1741

4380 SHORTBEDE (Major-Gen. Robert, f.r.a.s.) Traverse Tables to Five Places for every
2' of Angle up to 100 of Distance ; edited by Edward Sang, f.r.s.e., large impl. 8vo. cl. [scarce),

155 Edin., 1864
' The present table was computed by taking the natural sines and cosines given in the common 7 figure tables, adding

each successively up to 100 ; the correctness of the work being proved at every tenth result. From the slips so i)repared
the types were set up by the computers ; and so carefully was this done that the errors in setting up averaged less than
one per page '.—Preface. The figures are in a peculiar type, specially cast for its legibility.

43S1 SHUCKBURGH[-EVELYN] (Sir George Augustus WiUiam, f.r.s.) Account of the
Equatorial Instrument, vjith 6 copperplates by Basire [one large and foldina), and 3 tables, 4to.

(pp. 62), sewn, 4s
"

1793
4382 SIBSON (Alfred, f.c.s.) Every-Day Chemistry ; woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 2s 1861
4383 SIEMENS (Werner v.), Personal Recollections of, trans, by W. C. Coupland, with helio-

gravure portrait, 8vo. calf extra, g. e.. Is Qd (p. 15* in cl.)

"

1893
4384 SIGATJD de la F0N3D (Jean Ren6) Essai sur Differentes EspkCES d'AiR, qu'on ddsigne

sous le Nom d'AiR Fixe ; with 5 folding plates on copper, 8vo. fine copy in contemporary mottled
calf gilt, \2s Qd 1779

'En 1776 il experimentait avec 3Ia(iuer. Occupcs a etudier le gaz hydrogone, qu'on nommait alors air inflammable, lis
rcconnurent que sa combustion produisait de I'eau . . . Sans doute il y a loin de ce premier jet de lumiere aux grands
resultats prodnits par I'appareil que Lavoisier imagina en 1783 ; mais il n'en reste pas moins demontr^ que I'honneur de la
decouverte appartient a Sigaud-Lafond.'—i/. Bayer.

4385 SIMMS (Frederick Walter, m.i.c.e., f.r.a.s.) Practical Tunnelling, and the Construction
of the Brickwork of Tunnels, with the Labour required, and Cost, as exempliiied by the Bletch-
INGLEY and Saltwood Tunnels, S. E. R., first edition, with front, and other woodcuts, and
12 steel plates by Lowry [8folding), 4to. hf. green morocco gilt. Is Qd 1844

' In 1842 he received the Telford medal from the Institution of Civil Engineers for some communications on the science
of tunnelling'.— i;. N. B.

4386 Second Edition, by W. Davis Haskoll, c.e., with woodcuts, and 16 steel plates [many
folding), large impl. 8vo. cl., 5s (p. £1. 1*) 1860

4387 Third Edition, with Chapters on Recent Practice as exemplified by the St. Gothard,
Mont Cenis, and other Modern Works, by D. Kinnear Clark, m.i.c.e., with numerous wood-
cuts, and 21 steel plates (IS folding), large impl. 8vo. cl., 9s (p. £1. 10s) 1877

4388 Another Copy, with all the plates linen-mounted, hf. maroon morocco gilt, \2s Qd
4389 Treatise on the Principles and Practice of Levelling, with Telford's Rules, and

Description of Macneill's Dynamometer, 3 plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s 1837
4390 Third Edition, with Additions, and Law's Practical Examples for Setting-out Rail-

way Curves, 1 folding plates [linen-mounted), and woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco neat [title stamped),
2s Qd 1846

4391 Fourth Edition, revised, ^vith Additions, and Trautwine's Field Practice of Laying
out Circular Curves, 1 folding plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco neat, Zs 1856

4392 Treatise on the principal Mathematical Instruments employed in Surveying,
Levelling, and Astronomy : their Construction, Adjustments, and Use, with Appendix and
lables, FINAL EDITION, with woodcuts ajid diagrams, 8vo. cl., or, hf. bound, 3s 6d 1844, '9. or '50

4393 SIMONIN (Louis) Underground Life, or Mines and Miners, trans, and edited by H. W,
Bristow, f.r.s., with 20 coloured geological maps, 10 chromolithographs of metalsy etc.,'and 160
woodcuts, impl. 8vo. cl., g. e., or, hf roan, t. e. g., \2s (p. £2. 2*) [1868]

With large additions by the translator, and specially adapted to British mining.
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4394 SIMPSON (Thomas, f.r,s.) The Doctrine of Annuities and Reversions, with Tables
hewinjj the Values of Single and Joint Lives, etc. etc., with Method of investigating the Value of
Annuities by Approximation, without the help of Tables, diagrams, 8vo. sewn {rare), 5s 1742

4395 The Doctrine and Application of Fluxions, containing (besides what is common on the
Subject) a Number of New Improvements in Theory, and the Solution of a Variety of very
Interesting Problems, first edition, with numerous diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf, 7s Gd 1750

4.396 New Edition, by W. Davis, with Life, diagrams, 8vo. sheep {joints cracked), is [1805]
4397 Essays on Several Curious and Useful Subjects, in Speculative and Mix'd

Mathematicks, illustrated by a Variety of Examples, with diagranis, 4to. sewn, 5s 1740
4398 Another Copy, with Miscellaneous Tracts on some Curious and very Interesting

Subjects, wherein the Precession of the Ef|uinox, the Nutation of the Earth's Axis, and the
Motion of the Moon in her Orbit, are determined—2 vols. 4to. in 1, icith plates and diagrams ; old

hf. calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S. (rare), 18« 6d 1740-57
4399 Miscellaneous Tracts on some Curious, and very Interesting Subjects in Mechanics,

l*HVsicAL-Astronomy, and Speculative Mathematics, wherein the Precession of the Equinox,
the Nutation of tiie Earth's Axis, and the Motion of the Moon in her Orbit, are determined,
3 plates {mended), 4to. old calf {rare), 10s 1757

' Containing his best known investiKations . . . the eighth memoir contains a discussion of the 3rd and 9Lh section of
the I'rinclpia, and their application to the lunar orbit. He obtained therein a differential equation for tlic motion of the
apse of the lunar orbit similar to that arrived at by Clairaut, but instead of solving it by successive approximations he
deduced a general solution by iudetenninate coefficients'.— IK. W. B. Ball.

4400 The Nature and Laws of Chance, after a new, general, and conspicuous Manner, new
Ed., 8vo. hf calf, is 1792

'Simpson's problems are nearly all taken from de Moivrk (q. v. ante), and the mode of treatment is substantially the
same,'—i'ro/. Todhuvter.

4401 Select Exercises for Young Proficients in the Mathematicks ; new Ed., with Life,
by Charles Button, f.r.s., diagrams, 8vo. old calf {slightly damaged), 3s 6d 1792

• Contaiidng the solutions of numerical problems and a theory of gunnery.'— FK, W. It. Ball.

4402 Another Edition, revised by J. H. Hearding, diagrams, 8vo. boards, uncut, 3s 1810
4403 Treatise of Algebra, with the Construction of a great Number of Geometrical

Problems, first edition, 8vo. old calf {slightly damaged), 3s 6d 1745
4404 Second Edition, with large Additions, diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 3s 6d 1755
4405 Fifth Edition, revised, diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 3s 1782
440G Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical, with the Construction and Application of Logarithms,

2nd Ed., diagrams, 8vo. sewn {rare), 6s 1765
' In this" he intrtxhirecl the current abbreviations for the trigonometrical functions.'— fK W. R. Ball.

4407 SIMPSON [or SYMPSON] (William, m.d.) Zymologia Physica, or a brief Philosophical
Discourse of Fermentation, from a New Hypothesis of Acidum and Sulphur, wherebj the
Phu3nomenaof all natural Hot Baths, the Generation of Minerals, the Production of many Acidulac
or Spaw-Avaters, the Grand apparances of Heat, Fire, and Light, throughout the triplicity of

Nature's Dominions, in the productions of Bodies, are solv'd from the INTESTINE DUELLINGS and
INWARD COLLISIONS of the foresaid principles. Whereby other subterraneal Phoenomena, as
Damps, Earth-quakes, Eruptions, etc. likewise the appearances of Meteors, etc. . . . are from"
the same Doctrine of Fermentation genuinely solv'd ; with a Discourse of the Sulphur-Bath at
Knarsbrough, 12mo. contemporary sheep {some slight wormholeSy but a sound copy) ; very
rare, £2. 2s W. Cooper, 1675

The author develops a theory of ' fermentation ' to explain physiological and chemical phenomena. A passage on p. 2

is of interest in connexion with the atomic theory :
' Whereas the Corpuscularians (who are now the most recent Physio-

logists) suppose matter under the consideration of motion and figure, to be the competent Elements and Principles of
Bodies, we shall shew, that by the power of fermentation, one part of matter mechanically indivisible, may for ought we
know be splitt and sub-divided by a subtile comminution into 1000 perhaps lO.O'JO parts.'

'The author seems to have tried the effect of mixing sulphur and nitre, and to have convinced himself that mineral
waters, hot springs, volcanoes, earthquakes, St. Elmo's fire, meteors, and even the occasional luminosity of the sea were
all due to mixtures of these two bodies with water or vapour.'— 0. /. Syvions, F.R.S.

4408 SIMSON (Robert, m.d.. Pro/". Mathematics, Glasgow) Sectio^um Conicarum Libri V; with
numerous plates, iio.fne copy in old calf, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S.^
8s Qd Edinburgi, 1735

Based on the Greek mathematicians, and professedly written to 'correct the prevailing false taste of introducing
al^braical calculation '.

4409 , Account of the Life and Writings of, by William Trail, m.r.i.a., Chancellor of St.

Saviour's, Connor, vnth vignette portrait on copper^ and plate, 4to. hf. calf gilt (SCARCE), tvith

Sandhurst College bookplate, \2s 6d Bath, 1812
The fullest biography of the author extant. It also contains an Account of the Mathematical Collections of Pappus

;

Two Passages from Pappus ; and Dr. Simson's Translation of Pappus's Description of Euclid's Porisms.
See Nos. I'Jia and \'2-22-r) for the author's editions of Euclid.

4410 SUtE (Georges, Ecole d'Horlogerie de Besan^on) L'Horlogerie h I'EXPOSITION Universelle
de 1867 a Paris ; with 18 plates, 8vo. sewn, is Besangon, 1870

4411 M6M0IRE sur un Polytrope, et quelques autres Appareils servant h, I'^tude des Mouve-
mentM de Rotation ; uith i plates {3 folding), 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d ib., 1862

4412 SKELTON (H. J.) ECONOMICS of Iron and Steel, illustratedy post 8vo. hf. morocco neat,

3s [1891]
4413 SKUIMSHIRE (Samuel) Land Surveying : its Theory and Practice, with plate and 202 illus-

trations, 8vo. cl., 4.9 (id (p. 7* 6rf nett) 1901
4414 SLOANE (Thomas O'Conor) The Arithmetic of Electricity, illustrated, large 12mo. cL,

2s (p. 45 6d nett) New York, 1891
4415 SMALLEY (G. B., f.r.a.s.) COMPENDIUM of FACTS and FORMULAE in PuRE Mathematics

and Natural Philosophy, fcap. Svo. c/., 2$ 1862
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4416 S[INCLAIR] (G[eorge, Prof. Philosophy, Glasgow]) The Hydrostaticks : or the Weight,

Force, and Pressure of Fluid Bodies, made evident by Physical, and Sensible Experiments, with
some Miscellany Observations, the last whereof is a short History of Coal, and all the Common,
and Proper Accidents thereof ; a Subject never treated of before, with engraved title, 7 plates, and
woodcuts, sm. 4to. contemporary ca// (VERY RARE), £5. 56 Edinburgh, G. Swintoun, etc., 1672

4417 Another and fine fresh Copy in the original sheep, with author's inscr. ' Ffor my
Lord Arniston' [Sir James Dundas, Lord Arniston, Lord of Session, oh. 1679], and the latter's

etched armorial bookplate, £6. 155

4418 Another Copy, wanting the engraved title and 2 plates ; contemporary calf {back

damaged), £1. 5s
' He appears to have been employed by coalowners iu the Lothians to report on the extent and dip of tlie various beds

of coal in the neighbourhood, and his report was published in 1072 in his ' Hydrostaticks', where he suggested the best

methods of draining off water from the coal seams. In this work he shows a knowledge cf English collieries as well as

Scottish.'—D. N. B.
The work is moreover of great interest for containing the author's investigations with the barometer (the first under-

taken in Scotland) to measure altitudes and the depth of mines ; also an account of a diving bell, which he used in

exploring the ship Florida, a relic of the Armada, wrecked on the Isle of Mull. Pp. 238-47 contain a relation of the case of

Gilbert Campbell of Glencure, Galloway, who was exorcised in 1654. The author was a strong believer in witchcraft, and
wrote a well-known work * Satan's Invisible World discovered ', first published in 1685.

4419 SLtrZE [Latine SLUSIUSJ (Rene FranQois de, Abbe d'Amas ; F.R.s.) Mesolabium, seu Dute
Mediae Proportionales inter Extremas Datas per Circuluni et per Infinitas Hyperbolas, vel Ellipses

etperquamlibetexhibitse, ac Problematum omnium solidorum Effectio per easdem curvas ; accessit

pars altera de Analysi ; et Miscellanea ; with mimerous diagrams, sm. 4to. large sound copy in

white vellum, \5s Leodii Eburonum, 1668
'II est I'auteur d'une m^thode par laquelle, une equation quelconque solide etant proposee, on pent la construire d'une

infinite de manieres diff'erentes par le moyen d'un cercle et celle des sections coniques qu'on voudra'.
The above edition contains the Analysis, not included in the first of 1659. ' De Siuze introduced the notation of fr and

fy for the derived functions of f (x, y) with regard respectively to x and y.'—W. W. R. Ball.

4420 SMABT (John) Tables of Interest, Discount, Annuities, etc., 4to. old hf. morocco, uncut
(RARE), £1. 1726

4421 Another Copy, old calf, newly and neatly rebacked, £1. 1*
' Best Edition of these celebrated tables.'

—

Prof. de. Morgan. They were reprinted verhatim by Francis Baily, f.r.3.,

in his ' Doctrine of Interest and Annuities ' Iq. v. ante], where he says :
' I am happy to observe, that after many years'

experience, I have not met therein with any errors but such as might be discovered on inspection.'
'Their accuracy and excellence have been universally admitted.'

—

McCulloch.

4422 SMEA.TON (John, f.r.s. ; builder of the Eddystone Lighthouse) ACCOUNT of some Experiments
upon a Machine for Measuring the Way of a Ship at Sea, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn, is [s. I.,] 1754

4423 Experimental Enquiry concerning the Natural Powers of Water and Wind to

Turn Mills, and other Machines, depending on a Circular Motion, with 3 folding plates on
copper, 4to. (pp. 77), sewn {rare), 10s 6d 1760

Original Edition of this important paper, for which he was awarded the Copley medal of the Royal Society, and which
' is justly regarded as the most masterly report that has ever been published on the subject.'

—

S. Smiles.

4424 : and an Experimental Examination of the Quantity and Proportion of

Mechanic Power necessary to be employed in giving different Degrees of Velocity to Heavy
Bodies from a State of Rest ; also New Fundamental Experiments on the Collision of Bodies,
with 5folding plates on copper, roy. 8vo. boards, uncut. Is Qd 1794

4425 Second Edition, with 5 folding plates on copper, '96 : Experimental Enquiries con-
cerning the Principle of the Lateral Communication of Motion in Fluids ; applied to the
Explanation of various Hydraulic Phenomena, by J. B. Venturi, trans, from the French [by
William Nicholson], 2 folding plates, '99—2 vols. roy. 8vo. in 1, boards, uncut, 12s 1796-9

4426 ——— Historical Report on Ramsgate Harbour, written by Order of the Trustees, first

edition, ivith 2folding plans, roy. 8vo. sewn {rare), 10s Qd 1791
' In carrying out the elongated pier, Smeaton first employed the diving-bell in building the foundations, making use of

a square iron chest weighing about half a ton '.—S. Smiles.

4427 Miscellaneous Papers, comprising his Communications to the Royal Society, forming a
Fourth Volume of his Reports, with 12 copperplates, 4to. hf. russia {one joint cracked, and title

stamped), Is 6d 1811
Containing his improvements of the air-pump, Savery's steam-engine, the mariner's compass, etc. etc. etc

4428 Narrative of the Building, and Description of the Construction of the Edystone
Lighthouse with Stone, with Appendix on the Lighthouse on the Spurn Point, built upon a
Sand ; 2nd Ed., corrected, tvith vignette on title, 20 copperplates of views, plans, and elevations,

and details of Smeaton's building, and of the previous ones by Winstanley and Rudyerd, and 3 maps,
impl. folio, hf. cL, uncut {some 11. stained) ; rare, £1. 10^ 1793

The best Edition, wliich was reprinted in 1813. The building of the Eddystone Lighthouse has made Smeaton's name a
household word among successive generations of Englishmen until to-day. It was built in 1756-9 of solid granite blocks,
and was the greatest work of its kind hitherto undertaken, and remained in use until 1879, when it was rebuilt as a monu-
ment on Plymouth Hoe, as the rock which formed the foundation had become greatly weakened by the sea.

' Smeaton's story of the Eddystone Lighthouse is told in a very effective manner. It possesses an interest almost
dramatic, exhibiting a contest between a strong, skilled, and determined man, and the most tremendous forces of nature.'
—5. Smiles.

4429 Reports made on Various Occasions, in the Course of his Employment as a CiviD
Engineer [with Life] , with fine portrait by W. Bromley after W. Brown, 70 copperplates, and
7)iaps by W. Lowry, 3 vols. 4to. hf. morocco gilt {titles stamped, hut sound copy), lis Qd 1812

4430 Another Copy, with Miscellaneous Papers (forming Vol. IV), with 84 copperplates
and maps, 4 vols. 4to. hf. calf gilt, £1. 5.9 1812-14

Published by the Society of Engineers, and containing all the author's important works, including his imurovement of
Savery's steam-engine, accounts of his bridges at Perth, Banff, Coldstream, Hexham, and the North Bridge, Edinburgh, his-

canal and harbour works, etc. etc.
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4431 SMEATON (John, builder of the Eddystone Lighthouse) Description of a New Pyrometer,
with a Table of Experiments made therewith, copperplate, 4to. (pp. 16), seiun, 3? [1754]

4432 Sl^IEE (Alfred, f.r.s. ; Surgeon to the Bank of England ; author of 'My Garden') ELEMENTS
of Electro-Biologv, or the Voltaic Mechanism of Man ; of Electro-Pathology, especially of

the Nervous System, aad of Electro-Therapeutics, with tuoodcuts, 8vo. cL, Is 6d 1849
4433 Another Copv, hf green morocco gilt {title stamped), 8s 6d

'A pioneer excursion into the territory of electrical physiology.'—D. N. B.

The author was the inventor of the galvanic battery known by his name (zinc and silver in sulphuric acid), for which he
received the Isis medal of the .Society of Arts.

4434 Elements of Electro-Metallurgy ; 2nd Ed., considerably enlarged, w^th 5 specimens

of electrotype, and 37 woodcuts, Svo. cl. {scarce), I2s 1843
' An important work, dealing with the laws regulating the reduction of metals in different states, as well as a description

of the processes for platinating and palladiating, so that reliefs and intaglios in gold can be readily obtained. Since was
also the tlrat to discover the means by which perfect reverses in plaster could be made by rendering the plaster non-
absorbent.'—/). N. B.

4435 The Eye in Health and Disease, with Account of the Optometer, for the Adaptation
of Gla.sses, 2nd Ed., with Paper on the Stereoscope and Binocular Perspective, ^plates and
48 woodcuts, 8vo. cl.y 5s 6d 1854

4436 Instinct and Reason : deduced from Electro-Biology, with 10 plates {mostly col-
oured), and 65 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., uncut, 65 1850
A popular adaptation of his ' Elements of Electro-Biology ', and one of the first works on electrical physiology.

4437 Principles of the Human Mind deduced from Physical Laws, with the Lecture on
the Voltaic Mechanism of Man, woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3* 1849

A sequel to Elements of Electro-Biology.

4438 SMILES (Samuel, ll.d., ivhen Sec. Leeds and Thirsk Ry.) Railway Property: its Condition
and Prospects, 8vo (pp. 64), sewn {scarce). Is Qd [1849]

A counterblast to the fall in stocks following the Railway Mania.

4439 Industrial Biography : Iron Workers and Tool Makers, post 8vo. cl.,1s (p. 65) 1863
4440 Lives of the Engineers, with an Account of their chief Works, and History of Inland

Communication in Britain, 3 v. : Lives of BouLTON and Watt, principally from the Original Soho
MSS., with History of the Invention and Introduction of the Steam-Engine—4 vols. 8vo.,

Library Editions, with steel portraits and numerous pretty woodcut illustrations ; cl., uncut
{out of print), £\. 5s (p. £4. 46) 1862-5

Including Brindley, Vermuyden, Myddleton, Perry, Smeaton, Rennie, Metcalfe, Telford, and George and Robert
Stephenson.

4441 Cabinet Edition, revised, with steel portraits, and numerous woodcuts, 5 vols, large post
8vo. cl., 155 (p. £1. 176' M) 1874

4442 SJttlTH (Alexander, Univ. Chicago), and Edwin Herbert HALL, Harvard Univ.: The
Teaching of Chemistry and Physics in the Secondary School, woodcuts, large post 8vo. cl.,

4s /p. 65 nett) 1902
4443 SMITH (Charles, Master of Sidney Sussex Coll.) Elementary Treatise on Solid Geometry ;

2nd Ed., diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 4.s (p. 9* Qd) 1886
4444 Solutions of the Examples in a Treatise on Algebra; 2nd Ed., or. Svo. c/., 5*

(p. 106' 6(/) 1890
4445 SMITH (David, pattern dyer, Halifax) The English Dyer, with Instructions how to dye 150

Shades on Cotton Yarns in the Hank, 50 Shades on Cotton Wool, 150 Shades on Worsted Yarns,
100 Shades on Animal Wool, and 50 Shades on Silk in the Skein, also other valuable Information,
with 550 dyed specimens, thick 8vo. hf. morocco neat, £1. .5* (p. £4. 4«) Manchester, 1882

With each of the shades a dyed pattern and a genuine receipt is ;riven ; also receipts for making all the dye spirits used
in the work ; and the best mode of extracting burrs from wool, and cotton from rags.

4446 SMITH (Edward, m.d., f.r.s.) Handbook for Inspectors of Nuisances, illuslratedy ^ost Svo.

hf morocco gilt, Ss 1873
4447 SMITH (George) Treatise of Comets: the various Appearances of the late Comet, the

History of Comets, with the Nature and Design of Saturn's Kin«,', and their Distance, Velocity,

Size, Solidity, and other Properties, and the wonderful Phajnomenaof their Tails and Atmospheres
accounted for, 2 copperplates, 8vo. hf bound {last I. mended); rare, lOs 6d 1744

4448 SMITH (George, of Kendall in Westmorland) Compleat Body of DISTILLING, explaining its

Mysteries in a most easy and familiar Manner, containing an exactt and accurate Method of

making all the COMPOUND Cordial-Waters now in Use, with their several Virtues; also

Instructions for learning the Distiller's Art, with Computation of the original Cost of the
Ingredients, and the Profits, 2nd Ed., with front, of itill, 8vo. old sheep, newly rebacked {a few
II. wormed) ; rare, \1s &d MDDCLXVl [sic ; recte 1776J

Containing 'an account of several rich cordials, not mcntion'd in any treatise of distilling extant.'—Prc/occ.

4449 SMITH(Godfrey) The Laboratory; or School of Arts : exhibiting curious and valuable Exper-
iments in Kehning, Calcining, Meltin*;, Assaying . . . Choice Secrets for Jewellers . . . The
Art of making Glass, etc. etc. etc., compiled from German, and other foreign Authors, 4th Ed.,
with Additions, 17 copperplates, 8vo. hf bound, \2sQd 1755

ScAKCK, and unknown to Watt, Lowndes, and AUibone. The work contains a number of curious recipes, culled from
a great variety of sources.

•4450 SMITH (Robert Angus, f.r.s.) Air and Rain : the Beginnings of a Chemical Climato-
logy, with plates, charts, and woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., uncut {sc irce), 12s 6d (p. £1. 4s} 1872

Largely a collection of the author's important papers on hygienic chemistry, describing his methods of determining the
amount of oxygen, carbon dioxide, etc. in the air.

'As the chemist of sanitary science, Smith worked alone.'—I>r. Thorpe. 'Less attention ha.s been paid to this work
than it deserves.'—i). N. B.
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4453 SMITH (James, member of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board) Curiosities of MATHE-

MATICS, for the Instruction of Mathematicians, and the Benefit of the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, with plate, and diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 51), sewn, 6s

Liverpool, 1870
The red rag in this particular tauromachy was supplied by the late Prebendary Allen Whitworth, then incumbent of a

parish in Liverpool.

4454 Letter to the Duke of Buccleuch, President elect of the British Association, on the
Quadrature and Rectification of the Circle, diagram, Svo. (pp. 73), sewn, 5s ib., 1867

Enough to make any Duke forswear to all eternity playing the figure-head at scientific picnics.

4455 The Quadrature of the Circle : Correspondence between an Eminent Mathe-
matician [Prof, de Morgan] and James Smith, icith 2^ plates [many folding), and diagrams,
Svo. cl., uncut (scarce), £1. \s 1861

This work was ridiculed in the Athemeum, and thus was instrumental in staiting its author on his interminable circle-

squaring crusade. A full account of his works and the controversy is given in Prof, de Morgan's Budget of Paradoxes.

4456 The Ratio between Diameter and Circumference in a Circle demonstrated by
Angles, and Euclid's Theorem, Proposition 32, Book I, proved to be fallacious, with 6
folding plates, and numerous diagrams, 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), £1. 5s Liverpool, 1870

' Ho is beyond a doubt the ablest head at unreasoning, and the greatest hand at writing it, of all who have tried in our
day to attach their names to an error. Common cyclometers sink into puny orthodoxy by his side.'—i'ro/. de Morgan.

'Smith was not content to claim that he was able graphically to construct a square equal in area to a given circle, but
boldly laid down the proposition that the diameter of a circle was to the circumference in the exact proportion of 1 to

3 l-I'j.'—D. N. B., wherein, for his eminence as a paradoxer, he secured the honour of a biography, when some of the best
English Churchmen of the Catholic Revival were left out in the cold.

4457 SMITH (James Hamblin, Cai^is Coll.) Introduction to the Study of Geometrical Conic
Sections, numerous diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1887

4458 Treatise on Elementary Statics ; 2nd Ed., diagrams, roy. 8vo. cl., 2s 1869
4459 SMITH (Robert, d.d., f.r.s.. Master of Trinity ; founder of Smith's Prizes) CoMPLEAT

System of Opticks : a Popular, Mathematical, Mechanical, and Philosophical Treatise, with
Remarks upon the Whole [with Essay on Distinct and Indistinct Vision, by James Jurin,
M.D., F.R.S.], with 83 plates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf gilt, newly and neatly rebacked, 10s Qd

Cambridge, 1738
This work is of special importance in connexion with the theory of the telescope—a fact elucidated in Dr. v. Rohr's

' binokulare Instrumente '.

4460 CouRS COMPLET d'OPTiQUE, traduit, avec des Additions considerables sur toutes les

nouvelles Ddcouvertes, par l[e] P[ere] P[ezenas] ; with 13 plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary French
calf gilt, with bookplate of L. A. P. Bourbon Biisset, Citoyen Frangais, 1793, 12s 6d Avignon, 1767

The above-mentioned is an interesting example of a French bookplate of the Revolutionary Era, and is pasted over the
owner's earlier armorial bookplate, dated 1788, as General le Vicomtedu Bourbon Busset.

4461 Harmonics, or the Philosophy of Musical Sounds, with 25 plates, thick roy. 8vo.,

Large and thick Paper ; old calfgilt, 12s 6d Cambridge, 1749
4462 Second Edition, much improved and augmented, with 29 folding plates, 8vo. old calf

gilt {one Joint cracked), Is Qd 1759
' Both works were of the highest value. They were recommended to Gibbon by George Lewis Scott, with the words

that the treatise on optics entered ' into too great details for beginners ', and that the volume on harmonics ' is the prin-
cipal book of the kind ' '.—D. N. B.

4463 SMITH (Robert H., Mason Coll., Birmingham) Forty-three Graphic Tables or Diagrams
for the Conversion of Measurements in Different Units, 28 plates, oblong 4to. boards, 4s

(p. 7s Qd) 1895
4464 Graphics, or the Art of Calculation by Drawing Lines, applied especially to Mechan-

ical Engineering, Part I [all pub.l, 8vo., with Atlas, containing 29 plates, roy. 4to.—2 vols, cl.,

6s Qd (p. 15s) • 1889
4465 SMITH (Thomas) Evolution : or the Power, and Operation of Numbers, in the Statement,

the Calculation, the Distribution, and the Arrangement of QUANTITIES, Linear, Superficial, and
Solid, with diagrams, large Svo. boards, 3s Qd 18.35

4466 SMITH (W.Ford, m.i.m.e.) On an Improved Tool and Holder for Turning and Planing,
and on some Modern Systems of Cutting Metals, with plates, Svo. (pp. 64), sewn, 2s Qd [1883]

4467 SMITH (William Robert, m.d., f.r.s.) Laboratory Text-Book of Public Health, with
front., 8 photographic plates, and 82 icoodcuts and diagrams, Svo. cl., 7s Qd (p. £1.) 1896

4468 SMITH (Willoughby) Induction, with ^plates, Svo. (pp. 17), li7np morocco. Is Qd 1882
4469 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, ANNUAL Reports of the Board of Regents of the,

from 1861 to 1875, and 1881 to 1882, with numerous plates and other illustrations, 17 vols. Svo.

cl., with auto, ofJohn Hutton Balfour, F.R.S., £1. 10s Washington, 1861-82

4470 SMYTH (Charles Piazzi, Astronomer Royal for Scotland ; son of Adml. Smyth) Astronom-
ical Observations at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, Vol. XIV, with 22 plates {mostly
COLOURED), thick oblong 4to. cl., 12s Qd Edin., 1877

Containing Edinburgh Star-Place Catalogue and Ephemeris, 1830-90 (pp. 641) ; and Observations of the Earth-Thermo-
nieteis at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, 1870-6 (pp. 57).

4471 Pamphlet of Extracts from the 13 Vols, of the Astronomical Observations at the
Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, with numerous plates ayid charts {some coloured), oblong
4to. boards. Is Qd ib., 1872

Contents :— Certain Annual Star Catalogues from Observation : Observations at the Great Pyramid in Egypt : Auroral
and other Faint-light Spectroscopy: Scottish Meteorology ; Tables of Means, 1856-71 : The Hyperborean Stornr., Oct. 2-3,

1860 : Short Description of Edinburgh Observatory.
4472 Teneriffe, an Astronomer's Experiment : or Specialities of a Residence above the

Clouds, with 20 photo-stereographs, and map, thick post Svo. cl., t. e. g., 5s Qd (p. £1. Is) 1858
' The first example of the application of the principles of the stereoscope to book-illustration.'—£a;a7;uner. On p. 213

the author mentions his experiment to ascertain lunar radiation.
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4473 SMYTH (Sir Warington Wilkinson, f.r.s.) Rudimentary Treatise on Coal and Coal
Mining, 7th Ed., enlarged, ivith 48 icoodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl. boards, 2s 1890

4474 SMYTH (Adml. William Henry, f.r.s ) ^Edes Hartwellian,^, or Notices of the Manor
and Mansion of Hartvvell, with 12 Jine plates by J. Basire, etc. {one of Encke's Comet coloured)^

numerous woodcuts, and map, loy. 4to. cl. [back of cover damaged], with author's inscr., Is 6d
pi'ivately printed, 1851

Hartwell House, Buckingham shii-e, was well known as giving an asylum to Louis XVIII. from the French Revolution
till the Restoration, and afterwards devolved on John Lee, f.r.s., who built the observatory.

Pp. 223-356 are devoted exclusively to Astronomy, and contain accounts of Encke's Comet, y Virginis, Colours of
Double Stars, Epps's Meridional Observations, and the origin and transit room ol Hartwell Observatory.

4475 A Cycle of Celestial Objects ; observed, reduced, and discussed, first edition, with
numerous woodcuts, 2 thick vols. 8vo. hf. calf (SCARCE), Ids 1844

Contents :—V. I. Prolegomena; V. II. The Bedford Catalogue. ' Containing .580 double stars, 20 binary systems,

SO triple and multiple stars, and 170 clusters and nebulie, observed at Be iford ; nnluoed to Jan. 1, 18-10. A most inter-

esting, but very .scarce work. ... As a manual pointing out objects worth looking at, Adml. Smyth's Bedford Catalogue

is unrivalled. '—(/'. F. Chambers, F Jt.A.S.

4476 Second Edition, revised, condensed, and greatly enlarged by George F. Chambers,
F.R.A.S., with colouredfront., and 51 illustrations, thick Svo. cl., uncut, t. e. g., 6* (p. £1. 1*)

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1881
Mr. G. F. Chambers is not only a veteran astronomer, but will be recognized at the present moment as a protagonist

for freedom and equality in religious education.

4477 Speculum Hartwellianum : the Cycle of Celestial Objects continued at the
Hartwell Observatory to 1859, with Notice of Recent Discoveries, including Details from
the ^'Edes Hartwelliana?, with \ fine plates {one coloured), fs., map, and numerous woodcuts, roy.

4to. cl., 85 6rf privately printed, 1860
Including a chapter on meteorology.

4478 Description of an Astrological Clock, belonging to the Society of Antiquaries,
front, by Basire, and woodcuts, 4to. sewn, Ss 1848

4479 The Sailor's AVord-Book : an Alphabetical Digest of Nautical Terras, including some
more especially Military and Scientific, but useful to Seamen, with Archaisms of early Voyages,
etc. ; Best Edition, by Adml. Sir Edward Belcher, medallion portrait, thick 8vo. cl.,

I2s 6d 1867
4480 Sidereal Chromatics : a Reprint, with Additions, from the • Bedford Cycle of Celestial

Objects,' and its • Hartwell Continuation,' on the COLOURS of Multiple Stars, plate of colours,

impl. Svo. cl., 5s privately printed, 1864
4481 A Large Paper Copy, roy. 4to. cl., g. e., 7s 6d

Dedicated to'John Lee, y.c, F.R.S.. of Hartwell Hou.se.

4482 SNELL (Albion T., m.i.c.e.) Electric Motive Power: the Transmission and Distribution
of Electric Power by Continuous and Alternate Currents, with its Application to Mining Work ;

2nd Ed., with 224 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 10* 6d) [1899]
4483 SNELL van ROYEN (Willebrord) DocTRiN.t; Triangulorum Canonic^i-: Libri IV, post

mortem Auctoris in lucem editi h Martino Hortensio, qui istis Problematum Geod.eticorum
et Sph.ericorum Tractactus sin^ulos adjunxit; with numerous diagrams: Canon Triangul-
ORU.M, ex accuratissimis Operis Palatini Tabulis expressus—2 vols. 12mo. in 1, old calf gilt, unth
auto, of John Kersey, mathematician (1616-90), and bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.
(RARE), £1. 5s Lugd. Batav., 1627-6

' In geodesy he laid down the principles for determining the length of the arc of a meridian from the nieasurenumt of
any base line, and in spherical trigonometry he discovered the properties of the polar or supplemental triangle.'—
W. yv. R. Ball.

4484 TiPHYS Batavus, sive Histiodromice, de Navium Cursibus, et Re Navali [accedunt
TABUL.E Canonice Parallelorum et Canones Loxodromici] ; with 3 fine copperplates, and
diagrams, sm. ito. fine copy in old hf vellum, ivith Lord Stanhope's bookplate {RAliE). £1. Is

ibid., ex off. ElzevirianA, 1624
a treatise on navigation ('plus savant et plus mathematique que pratique '—Afon««c/<t), containing illustrations of

the ships of the ancients. The author is well known as the discoverer of the law of refraction, and the editor of the
works of .Sti;vin-us (7. v. ]>ost).

4485 SNOWBALL (John Charles, St. John's Coll., Cantab.) The Elements of Mechanics, 2nd
Ed., with numerous diagrams, 8vo. boards, 3s 6d Cambridge, 1845

4486 The Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, with the Construction and
Use of Logarithmic Tables, 3rd Ed., diagrams, 8vo. cl., 2s 6rf ib., 1837

4487 Fifth Edition [condensed], diagrams, Svo. boards, 2s Qd ib., 1840

4488 Seventh Edition, diagrams, 8vo. boards, 3s ib., 1848
4489 Final Edition, diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7* Qd) 1852, or '63

4490 SNYDER (Carl) The World Machine: the First Phase : the CoSMiC Mechanism, illustrated,

large Svo. cl., 7s (sells 9* nett) 1907
Largely a history of astronomy.

4491 SOAVE (Francesco, c.R.s.) Elementi d'ARiT.METiCA : Trattato il piii chiaro precise e facile

onde iniparare rAritmetica anche senza la voce del Maestro, 3 vols. 12mo. boards, uncut
{rare), 8s 6d Venrzia, 1796-7

The author is perhaps best known for his NovdU tmrali, and htituzioni di logica. He was one of tlie original members
of the Societd Italianu. The above work, containing much commercial arithmetic, was unknown to Poggendorff, nor had
Prof, de Morgan a copy.

4492 S0CI6T]& CHIMiaTXE de PARIS, Conferences faites h la, 1887-1892, par Henri Moissan,
E. Mallard, A. Haller, Scheurer-Kestner, H. Millot, A. Combes, Maquenne, E. Duclaux, Franchi-
mont, Guye, etc. etc. ; with diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. sewn {scarce), 10^ 1889-92

Containing important original contributions, including one ou Fluor by Prof. Moissan, two on Camphor by A. Haller
and M. Cazeneuve, on Chlorine Gas by A. Millot, etc. etc.
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4193 SNOW (Robert) Observations of the Aurora Borealis, from September 1834 to September
1839, ivith diagrams, post 8vo. (pp. 17), hf. calf, Ss 6d privately printed, 1842

4494 SOCIETY of ARTS, The JOURNAL of the, and the Institutions in Union ; from

Nov., 1857 to Nov., 1906 (Vols. VI-LIY), copiously illustrated with thousands of

woodcuts, etc., 49 v. : Index to vv. XXI-XXX—50 vols. roy. 8vo., the first 25 vv. hf.

calf gilt, and the rest in hf. roan gilt (fine set), £15. 155 1857-1906

4495 : TRANSACTIONS of the SOCIETY instituted at London for the EN-

COURAGEMENT of ARTS, MANUFACTURES, and COMMERCE, with the Premiums

offered; COMPLETE from the beginning in 178S to 1833 (Vols. I-XLIX), with

portraits and numerous plates, 40 v. : Index to vv. I-XXY—50 vols. 8vo., the fir6t 33 vv.

in hf. russia gilt, and the rest in hoards or sewn (very SOUND set), £12. 12s 1783-1833

Two very important publications, especially in connexion with applied science ; they contain valuable contributions by
some of the foremost scientists of the time. The descriptions of inventions which were awarded prizes by the Society are

of special importance. The Journal forms the continuation of the Transactions.

4493 SOETEN (Mattheus) Algemeene Manier tot het Maaken van Zonnewysers op allerley

effen Vlakken . . . voor alle persoonen die met een Passer gewoon zyn oni te gaan, enz. ; with

26 plates, 12mo. old vellum [rare), V2s Qd Amsterdam, 1719
Unknown to Poggendorff, Brunet, Graesse, and others.

4497 SOHNCKE (Ludwig Adolf, Univ. Halle) Bibliotheca Mathematica : Verzeichniss der

Biicher liber die gesammten Zweige der Mathematik, welclie in Deutschland und im Auslande
von 1830 bis 1854 erschienen sind, mit Materienregister [vollendet von Wilhelm Engelmann],
Svo. sewn, 4s

"
Leipzig, 1854

An international bibliography of mathematics, 1830-54.

4498 SOLAR ECLIPSES (Total) of July 29, 1878, and January 11, 1880, Reports on the, issued

by the United States Naval Observatory, with numerous plates {some coloured), and
looodcuts, thick 4to. cl. {back torn), 15* Washington, 1880

The leading, and a truly amazing, characteristic of the phenomenon of the solar eclipse of 1878 was formed by two vast,

faintly luminous vnng>i of light, expanded on either side by the sun in the direction of the ecliptic. By far the most
striking observati<ms were made by Newcomb at Separation (Wyoming), and by Langley at the summit of Pike's Peak [both

in the ab ire volume'], at an elevation of 14,100 feet above the sea. Never before had an eclipse been viewed from anything

approaching that altitude, or under so translucent a sky.'—Agnes if. CUrke.

4499 of May 28, 1900, and May 17, 1901 : Reduction Tables for Transit Circle
Observations : Reduction Tables for Equatorial Observations: The Present Status of

the Use of Standard Time (forming Publications of the U.S. Naval Observatory, II. Series,

Vol. IV, pt. IV), with numerous plates, 4to. cl., lis Qd ibidem, 1906

4500 SOLLY (Edward, f.r s.) Syllabus of a Complete Course of Lectures on Chemistry, 8vo.

cl, 3* 1849

4501 SOLSKI (Stanislaw, s.j.) Praxis Nova et Expeditissima Mensurandi Geonietri^e . . . sine

Usu Ordinario Regular proportionum . . . accesserunt dua3 aliaj praxes multo faciliores, si Tabulae

addantur gradus fixi, vel mobiles ; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. old boards, lis 6d
Cracovioi, 1688

Very rare, and unknown to Poggendorff, Brunet, Graesse, etc.

4502 SOMERSET (Edward Adolphus Seymour, llth Duke of) Treatise in which the Ele-
mentary Properties of the Ellipse are deduced from the Properties of the Circle, and
Geometrically demonstrated, with diagrams, Svo. calf extra, by Hayday, with the Duke's library

stamp on title, 5s 1842
Probably the only mathematical treatise by a British Duke.
' Given me by the Duke of Somerset July 10th, 1842 '.—Inscr. on flyleaf.

4503 SOMERVILLE (Mary) On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences, 8th Ed., with bust-

portrait on steel, 5 plates, and diagrams, 12mo. cl., or, hf calf, 3s Qd 1849

4504 Another Copy, calf extra {nice copy), 4s Qd
4505 Ninth Edition, completely revised, with bust-portrait, 10 plates, and diagrams, post

Svo. cl , or, hf calf bs 1858

4506 Another Copy, cl., with inscr. and quotation from ' Locksley Hall ' by Prof. Walter
W. Skeat, pr., dated Jan. 1860, Qs

4507 Tenth [last] Edition, by Arabella B. Buckley, with portrait, woodcuts and dia-

grams, large post Svo. cl., Qs Qd 1877
' An able summary of research into physical phenomena. A sentence contained in it, pointing out that the perturba-

tions of Uranus might disclose the existence of an unseen planet, suggested, as Prof. Adams afterwards declared, the

calculations from which he deduced the orbit of Neptune '.

—

D. N. B.

4508 Mechanism of the Heavens, 116 diagrams, thick Svo. cl., uncut (scarce), £1. 1* 1831

4509 Another Copy, hf. calf {title mended), lbs
' Unquestionably one of the most remarkable works that female intellect ever produced in any age or country,'—.Sir

John Herschel (Edin. Rev.).

4510 On Molecular and Microscopic Science, with plates and numerous woodcuts, 2 vols.

post Svo. cl., 7s Qd (p. £1. l5) ^ 1869
' a summary <jf the most recent discoveries in chemistry and physics '.—D. N. B. It was written at the age of 87.

4511 Physical Geography ; new Edition, thoroughly revised, with fine {not bust) portrait,

aet. 68, by W. Holl, 2 vols. 12mo. calf extra, Qs Qd 1849

4512 SOMOFF (Joseph, Univ. St. Petersburg) Kinematik, aus dem Russischen ubersetzt yon ALEX-
ANDER ZiWET ; with diagrams^ Svo. hf. maroon morocco neat {title stamped), 4s Leipzig^ 1878
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4515 SOPWITH (Thomas ; f.r.s.) Account of the Mining Districts of Alston Moor, Wear-
dale, and Teesdale, in Cumberland and Durham, with the Scenery, Antiquities, Geology,
and Mining Operations in the Upper Dales of the Rivers Tyne, Wear, and Tees, coloured plan, and
woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., uncut (scarce), I2s %d Alnwick, 1833

Tliis copy belonge«l to Samuel Edward [Cook, afterwards] Widdrington, f.b.s., and contains an interesting 5-i). MS.
account of the author by the former's father, Joseph Cook.

The author is well known for his series of wooden models of geological structures, illustrating the stratification of the
Newcastle coalHtild.

4516 SOREL (Ernest) La Grande Industrie Chimique Minerale : Soufre, Azote, Phosphates,
Alun ; with 113 illustrations, thick 8vo. sewn, 7s 6d (p. F. 14. nett) 1902

4517 SORET (A.) CouRS Theorique et Pratique de Photographie ; with 75 illustrations, post
8vo. sewn, 2s 6d 1894

4518 Optique Photographique ; urith 72 illustrations, cr. 8vo. sewn, \s Qd 1891
4519 SOTHERN (J. W. and R. M.) Simple Problems in Marine Engineering Design (includ-

ing,' Turbines). 2nd Ed., post 8vo. cl., Is 6d Glasgow, 1908
4520 SOUTH (Sir James, f.r.s.) Observations of the Apparent Distances and Positions of 458

Double and Triple Stars, made 1823-5, with a Ile-exanunation of 36 Stars of the same Descrip-
tion, the Distances and Positions of which were communicated in a former Memoir [also, Syn-
optical View of the Results afforded hy the Observations detailed in the present, and preceding
Communications], 4to. (pp. 418), sewn, with inscr. to the Malta Garrison Library by John Day,
M.D., F.R.S., \bs 1826

Forming pt. I of Phil. Trans, for 182fl.
' He executed at Passy, near Paris, in a few months what Herschel calletl 'a noble series of measures ' on 458 compound

stars, of which 100 were new ; and for these labours was awarded the Copley medal in \%-l(S.'—Agues M. Gierke.

4521 SOVER (Bartholomeus, Friburgensis) CuRVl ac Kecti Proportio; with fine engraved portrait

,

and nu7nerous diagrams, cr. 4to. sewn, 9* Patavii, 1630
4522 Another Copy, old vellum [fine copy), \0s 6d

Rare; unknown to Poggendorff, Brunet, Graesse, or Ebert.

4523 SPALLANZANI (Lazaro, Pavia ; F.R.S.,) Chimico Esame degli Esperimenti del Sig.

Gottling, Prof, a Jena, sopra la LuCE de FOSFORO di KuNKEL osservata nell' Aria comune, ed
indiver-si Fluidi Aeriformi Permanenti, nella qual Occasionesi esaminano altri Fosfori Posti dentro
ai medesimi Fluidi, e si cerca se la Luce Solare guasti il Gaz Ossigeno ; withfolding plate, large
8vo. sewn, uncut (rare), 125 modena, 1796

The celebrated physiologist's only contribution to chemistry.

V. Senebier, ante.

4524 SPARKES (A. L.) The Inductive Algebra, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s [1881]
4525 SPEARMAN (Captain J. Morton) The British Gunner, 2nd Ed., vignette on copper, and

woodcuts, r2mo. hf. calf gilt, 4s 1828
4526 SPEOOLA VATICANA, PUBBLICAZIONI della; Fascicoli II e III; with portraits of Pope

Leo Xlll. and of Contradml. Mouchez, and numerous fine photographic and lithographic plates,

andfolding charts, 2 vols. 4to. boards, Ss 6d Roma, Tipografia Vaticana, 1891-3
Containing contributions by Fraxcesco De.vz.v (director), Gim3EPPK Lais, etc. Vol. Ill contains some line photographs

of clouds.

4527 SPEIDELL (Euclid) Logarithmotechnia : or, the Making of Numbers called Logarithms
to 25 Places, from a Geometrical Figure, with Speed, Ease, and Certainty. The like not
hitherto published, with folding plate showing the ^geometrical figure', sm. 4to. old mottled calf
gilt {wormed, otherwise fine copy) ; rare, with bookplate of Charles Srd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,
lis 6d 1688

4528 SPEIDELL (John, practitioner in the Mathematicks, and professor thereof in London) Geo-
metricall Extraction, or a Compendious Collection of the Chiefe and choysc Problemes, collected

of the best, and latest Writers. VVhereunto is added, about 30. Problemes of the Authors Inuen-
tion, being for the most part, performed by a better and BRIEFER WAY, then by any former
Writer, with numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn (rare), £1. 15.s E. Allde, 1617

There is no copy of this edition in the British Museum. The author was the father of the above Euclid Speidell, and
the first to publish a table of logarithms on the natural base o. His biography is unaccountably omitted from D. N.B.

'Not only these Problemes . . . but much more . . . may be performed by a Mathematical Scale, now newly (thi.s

present yeare) by me inuented.'—Pr?/ace.

4529 SPENCER (W. H.) ELEMENTS of QUALITATIVE Chemical Analysis, 4to. rl. (out of print),

3.S (p. 10.S- Qd) 1860
4530 SPETH (Johann) Dissertatio Inauguralis, qua Solutio Martis Puro Alcali et Ana-

TOMIA SuLPiiURio Co.MMUNis sistuntur, 4to. (pp. 43), sewn, 3s Qd Halo;, 1712
4531 SPEYERS (Clarence Livingston, Rutgers Coll.) Text-book of Physical Chemistry; with

diuqrains, large post 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 10.S 6d nett) New York, 1897
4532 SPIEGEL (Leopold, Berlin) Der Stickstoff und seine wichtigsten Verbindungen ; with wood-

cuts, 8vo. (pj). 924), 7iew hf cl., 15s dd (p. M. 20. unbound) Braunschweig, 1903

4533 SPINUGCI (Giuseppe) Aritmetica Pratica, o sia Modo Facilissimo di Conteggiare senza
Maestro con diversi Esemjij ragguagliati in Moneta, Pe:io, e Misura dello Stato Pontificio, 8vo.

hf. bound. Is 6rf Fermo, 1778
Unknown to Prof, de Morj^an.

A FINE SPECIMEN OF BINDING:
4534 Another Copy, finely bound in contemporary Italian red morocco super-extra, richly

tooled back and sides, with the arms of Cardinal Casali in gold on sides, gilt flyleaves, g. e. (choice
copy), £1. 5s

This appears to have been the author's presentation copy to Card. Antonio Casali, Prefect of the Holy Congregation, to
whom the work is dedicated, it being printed on superior paper, and having the misprints neatly corrected in MS.
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4535 SPINOZA (Benedictus de) 'Stelkonstige Reeckening van den Regenboog', and ' Reecken-

ING van Kanssen '
: Two nearly Unknown Treatises. Reimpression [with Preface] by D. Bierens

DE Haan, with diagrams, cr. 4to. sewn {scarce), 6s Leiden, 1884
' The editor of Spinoza, Glazeinaker, thought this tract on the rainbow was lost, if not burned '.—Preface. These two

works were the only contributions of the philosopher to the exact sciences.

4536 SPITZGESCHOSSE, Die Derivation der, als Wirkung der Sehwere, bearbeitet v. Dy., Art.
Hptm. ; with plate, 8vo. sewn, \s 6d Cassel, 1864

4537 SPON'S Dictionary of Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military, and Naval, with Tech-
nical Terms in French, German, Italian, and Spanish, edited by Owen Byrne and Ernest
Spon, ivith nearly 8000 illustrations, 3 vols, large roy. 8vo. in 8, cL, £\.\s (p. £5. 8s) 1869-74

4538 Another Copy, with the Supplement, ed. by Ernest Spon, m.i.c.e., with about 10,000
illustrations, 4 thick vols. roy. 8vo. handsomely bound in hf. crushed morocco, t. e. g. (fine copy),
£3. lbs (p. £9.) 1873-81

Still much valued as a general work of reference on engineering.

4539 Mechanics' Own Book : a Manual for Handicraftsmen and Amateurs ; 2nd Ed., with
1419 illustrations, thick 8vo. cl. {name cut off title), 2s (p. Qs) 1886

4540 SPON (Ernest, m.i.c.e.) Water Supply : the Present Practice of Sinking and Boring Wells,
with Geological Considerations, 2nd Ed., with front. ^ and 304 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. {out ofprint) ^

hs M (p. 105 6g?) 1885
4541 Workshop Receipts [First Series], with 66 illmtrations, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 5s) 1888
4542 SPOONER (Charles Edwin, m.i.c.e.) Narrow Gauge Railways, with numerous plates and

woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3* M (p. 12s Qd) 1871
4543 Another Copy, with the plates linen-mounted, thick 8vo. hf. calf {title stamped), 4s Qd

Mr. Spooner's unique experience with the Festiniog Railway on the 1 ft. 11^ inches gauge had much to do with the
decision to provide (or saddle) India with a metre-gauge main-line system.

4544 SPOTTISWOODE (William, p.r.s.) Polarisation of Light, with 2 coloured plates, and 29
woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl. {scarce), 3s Qd 1874

4545 SPRAGUE (Jolin T., m.i.c.e.) Electricity : its Theory, Sources, and Applications, 2nd Ed.,
enlarged, with 124 woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 15s) 1884

4546 SPRATT (Thomas, 8oth Bp. of Rochester) History of the Royal Society of London, for the
Improving of Natural Knowledge, 4th Edition, with 2 plates, 4to. old calf gilt, 6s 1734

4547 SPRATT (Vice-Adml. Thomas AbelBrimage, f.r.s.) On the Geology of Malta and Gozo,
2nd Ed., withfoldingfront., map, and 2 coloured charts, 8vo. (pp. 16), sewn {scarce), 5s Malta, 1854

' Col. Randolph, Grenr. Guards. F'', Sm WiLLm. Reid.'—Juscr. on cover.
The above was unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. D.

4548 SQUIRE (Jane) Proposal for Discovering our Longitude, with French Translation on
opposite pp., with queer folding chart of cabalistic signs named in uncouth jargon, 4to. old
sprinkled calf {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , £1. Is 1742

4549 Second Edition, in English only, with folding charts, sin. 8vo. old calf, with emblematic
design on sides, ivith bookplate of Charles Srd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 12s J743

The authoress, probably tlie only woman who ever wrote on such a subject, claims to have discovered how to find the
longitude at sea, on the naif supposition that the course of the .ship and the distance run be exactly known. The first part
contains her voluminous and persistent correspondence with the members of the Parliamentary Commission for judging
proposals to determine the longitude, and begins with the dedication ' Gloria in Excelsis Deo, et in Terra Pax Hominibus
bonie Voluntatis *. The authoress is not in D. N. B., and her work is not mentioned by Watt, Lowndes, or Allibonc, and
seems to be veky scarce.

4550 STAHL(Georg Ernst; originator ofthe phlogiston Meory) FundamentaChymiaeDogmaticae
et ExPERiMENTALis, etc. etc., annexus est Tractatus IsAACi Hollandi de Salibus et Oleis
Metallorum ; Ed. II. auctior, 3 vols. 4to. in 1, boards, 15s Norimbergae, 1746-7

' 11 y etablit I'existence de son,phlogistique comme principe.'—Uiogrr. Gen. See Bkchee (No. 303), ante.

4551 STAINVILLE (J. de, Ecole Polytechnique) MELANGES d'ANALYSE Algebrique et de
Geometrie ; with 3 plates, thick 8vo. hf bound, 4s 1815

4552 [ ] Recueil de Problemes resolus par des Considerations purenient Geometriques ; with
4 plates, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 5s 1809

4553 STALKART (Marmaduke) Naval Architecture, or the Rudimentary Rules of Ship
Building, with Observations tending to its further Improvement [with Dictionary of Tech-
nical terms], engraved front., roy. folio, contemporary tree-calf gilt {wanting Atlas of plates),
5s 1781

4554 STALKER (John), and Georgre PARKER: Treatise of Japaning and Varnishing:
a compleat Discovery of those Arts, with the best way of making all sorts of Varnish for
Japan, Wood, Prints, or Pictures, the Method of Guilding, Burnishing, and Lackering,
with the Art of GuiLDiNG, Separating, and Refining Metals, and of Painting Mezzo-tinto
Prints ; also Rules of Counterfeiting Tortoise-Shell, and Marble, and for Staining or Dying
Wood, Ivory, and Horn, with above 100 distinct Patterns for Japan-work, in Imitation of
the Indians, for Tables, Stands, Frames, Cabinets, Boxes, etc., with 24 large copperplates,
roy. folio, /we copy in contemporary calf (very rare), £6. 6s Oxford, apud auctores, 1688

An extremely rare volume, unknown to Lowndes, and containing many noteworthy recipes or directions now probably
lost or forgotten. The plates * in imitation of the Indians ' \recte, Chinese and Japanese] are of especial interest.

4555 STANCARI (Vittorio Francesco ; Univ. Bologna) ScHEDiE Mathematics post ejus Obitum
collectae ; ejusdem Observationes Astronomic^e ; with 4 plates, 4to. contemporary Italian
vellum {one corner water-stained), 12s Qd Bononice, 1713

' Avec 61oge par EusTACHK Manfrkdi. On y remarque principalement les pages relatives au calcul infinitesimal, les
premieres qui aient et6 publiees sur ce sujet en Italie.'—£iogfr. Gen.

4556 STANDAGE (H. C.) Agglutinants of all Kinds for all Purposes, 8vo. cl., 4s 6d (sells 6s nett)

1907
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4557 STAMMESHAUS (W.) Darstellung der Dioptrik des normalen menschlichen Auges,
zugleich eine Einfiihrung in das Studium derselben ; with 66 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. bound, '6s

(p. M. 7.) Oberhausen, 1877
4558 STANHOPE (Charles 3rd Earl, f.r.s., when Viscount Mahon) Principles of Electricity,

coutaininjj' divers New Theorems and Experiments, Avith an Analysis of the superior Advan-
tages of high and pointed [Lightning] Conductors ; also an Explanation of an Electrical
Returning Stroke, by which Fatal Effects may be produced, even at a vast Distance from
the Place where the Lightning falls, with 6 copperplates, 4to. old calf gilt, newly rebacked (rare),
£1. \s 1779

This work was the first to make known the principle of the return stroke of lightning. ' He contended that when a
large cloud is charged witli electricity it drives out a considerable jKjrtion of the electricity in its neighbourhood, which
often returns to its original position with such violence and in such quantity as to destroy life.'

—

\V. P. Co^irtney.

Many books in the present catalogue are from the author's library, and bear either his own bookplate, or that of his
father, Philip 2ihI Earl Stanhope, f.r.s,

4559 STANLEY (Anthony Dumond, Yale Coll.) Tables of Logarithms of Numbers, and of
Logarithmic Sines, Tangents and Secants, to 7 Places of Decimals, with other Tables in frequent
Use, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s New Haven, 1849

* Prized for their accuracy.'

4560 STANLEY (William Ford, f.r.a.s.) Descriptive Treatise on Mathematical Drawing
Instruments, with Hints on Drawing and Colouring ; 2nd Ed., with numerous woodcuts, post 8vo.

hf. calf gilt, 2s 1868
4561 Sixth Edition [enlarged] , woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 2s 6d 1888
4562 Experimental Researches into the Properties and Motions of Fluids, with Theo-

retical Deductions therefrom, woodcuts, lar«je 8vo. cl., 5s (p. \5s) 1881
4563 Notes on the Nebular Theory in relation to Stellar, Solar, Planetary, Cometary, and

Geological Phenomena, 3 plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out ofpinnt), 4s (p. 9s) 1895
4564 Surveying and Levelling Instruments, theoretically and practically described, 3rd

[last] Ed., with 372 woodcuts, large cr. 8vo. cl., 4s (p. Is Qd) 1901
4565 STANSBIE (John Henry, f.i.c.) Iron and Steel, tvith 87 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 4s 6d (sells

6s nett) 1907
4506 STABK (Johannes, Gottingen) Die Dissoziierung und Umwandlung chemischer Atome,

8vo. sewn, \s Braunschweig, 1903
4567 STARRAT (William) The Doctrine of Projectiles, with the Description and Use of a New

Mathe.matical Instrument, and several curious Properties of Projectiles never l>efore publish'd,

withfolding plates, 8vo. old calf [fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S.,

{rare), 8s (5d Dublin, 1746
The author claini.s that his instrument ' solves any Problem in Gunnery, also, with a small addition, mea.sures the

Heijjht, or Distance of any Object on any Plane accessible, or inaccessible, together with the Ascents, or Descents of
tho.se Planes.'

4568 STAS (Jean Servais) (Euvres Completes, avec Notice Biographique par W. Spring
;

publiees sous la Direction de W. Spring et J. B. Depaire ; with 3 fne heliogravure portraits,

plates and woodcuts, 3 thick vols. 4to. sewn, £\. 10s Bruxelles, 1894
Containing the author's 'cla.ssical researches on the atomic weights of oxygen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, nitrogen,

sulphur, silver, otc. In Sbas's case the extreme limit of accuracy was reached which was possible with the means at
command.'

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer.

4569 STAUEFER (David McNeely, m.i.c.e.) Modern Tunnel Practice, illustrated by Ex-
amples from actual Recent Work in U. S. A. and Foreign Countries [including the Simplon
Tunnel ; with Glossary], 13S woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., \4s (p. £1. Is nett)

'

1906
4570 STEAM HEATING PROBLEMS, or Questions, Answers, and Descriptions relating

to Steam-Heating and Steam-Fitting, from the 'Sanitary Engineer', loith 109 illustrations,

8vo. hf. morocco neat, 3* &d • New York, 1886

4571 NAVIGATION : Vessels of Iron and Wood ; the Steam Engine ; and on ScREvr
Propulsion, by Sir William Fairbairn, f.r.s., Messrs. Forrester, of Liverpool, John
Laird, m.p., Oliver Lang, etc. etc., with Results of E.xperiments on the Disturb.\nce of the

Compass in Iron-built Ships, by Sir G. B. Airy, f.r.s., woodcuts, 4to. ; with Atlas, contain-

ing 15 fine folding plates by Le Keux, Lowry, etc., impl. folio—2 vols, hf.cl. (fresh copy), \5s

(p. £2. 125 6c?) 1858
Valuable for the early history of steam navigation and especially screw-propulsion. It contains plans of the 'Glow-

worm ', ' Rainbow ',
' Fulton ', • Firebrand ',

• Nevka ', ' Cyclops ',
' Isis ',

' Orion ', and ' Great Britain '.

4572 STEEL (James) Selection of the Practical Points of Malting and Brewing, and
Strictures thereon, for the Use of Brewery Proprietors ; ivith 10 folding plates, 4to. cl. {out of
print),lsQd{\>.£\.\Qs) 1881

Treating the subject wholly from a practical standpoint, which, as the author avers, has lieen unduly neglected in

nearly all works on brewing.

4573 STiENSEN [Latine STENO] (Nicolas) Elementorum Myologl* Specimen, seu Musculi
DESCRimio Geometrica, cui accedunt Canis Carcharia? Dis-sectum Caput, et Dissectus Piscis ex
Canum Genere ; with 7 plates, and numerous diagrams^ 4to. old calf gilt (FINE COPY) ; rare, unth
bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £1. 5s Florentice, 1667

In this work the author was the first to recognise the muscles as the only active organs of animal motion, thus pre-
paring the way for G. A. Borklli (q. v. ante).

4574 De Solido intra SOLIDUM naturaliter contento ; with 1 plate, 4to. vellum (excessively
RARE), £3 105 ibidem, 1669

First Edition of this important work, the first treatise dealing with, and creating. Crystallography. The author
therein also first points out the true origin of fos.sil animals, and explains the origin of the earth, indicating the stratifica-

tion of rocks, and distinguishing between volcanic, chemical, and mechanical modes of origination.

4575 Facsimile Reprint, %mth plates, 4to. sewn, 10s Qd 1904
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4576 STEPHENSON (George), Railway Engineer, The Life of, by Samuel Smiles, ll.d., Library

Edition, ivith steel portrait by W. Holl, thick 8vo. cL, bs (p. 16s) 1857, or '58
Including a resume of the Kailway System and its Results, by Robert Stephenson. ' The standard authority.*—D. N. B.

4511 STEPHENSON (Robert, m.p., f.r.s., son of George Stephetison) Report on the Atmospheric
Railway System, with 27 plates and folding table of pressure diagrams, 4to. (pp. 44), sewn
(scarce), £I. \s 1844

The report was undertaken for the Chester and Holyhead Railway Co. (then promoting their bill in Parliament), and
saved them from the disaster of adopting; the atmospheric system.

' He appears to have been the first independent investigator of the atmospheric system, in its application on a
practical scale.'— IF. Pole.

4578 : Jeaffreson (John Cordy) The Life of Robert Stephenson, f.r.s., with Chapters on
some of his most important PROFESSIONAL Works by William Pole, f.r.s., with 2fine portraits
and opiates by Adlard, besides woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., 10s (p. £1. 12*) 1864

Including a full and very fair account by Mr. Pole of the Atmospheric delusion.

4579 STEVENSON (Alan, f.r.s.e.) Account of the Skerryvore Lighthouse, with Notes on the
Illumination of Lighthouses, with 33 steel plates, 117 woodcuts and diagrams, and folding
map, impL 8vo. cl., with author's inscr., lo5 (p. £3. 3^) Edin., 1848

4580 Another Copy, cl. {back damaged), with anthor's inscr. 'from an old schoolfellow,' Vis
The third of the great triplet of early lighthouses which fascinated our youthful imagination—the Eddystone, the Bell

Rock, and the Skerryvore, and in the wildest situation of them all,

' It still remains a standard book ... He designed and carried out ten lighthouses, including Skerryvore lighthouse
tower, the fine.st example for mass, combined with elegance of outline, of any extant rock tower.'—D. J\r. 'b.

4581 STEVINTJS (Hendrik; son of Simon Stevinus) W^ISCONSTICH filosofisch Bedryf, hegrepen
in veertien Boeken ; with woodcuts, thick cr. 4to. ; with Atlas : Plaetboec vervangende de
FiGUREN of FoRMEN gehorig tottet WiscoNTicii [sic'] Filosofisch Bedryf ; with 29 finefolding
plates on copper, folio—2 vols, old white vellum {fine copy) ; RARE, £1. los Leyden, 1667— 2;. p., 1668

4582 Atlas only : Plaetboec vervangende de Figuren of Formen' gehorig tottet Wis-
CONTICH [sic] Filosofisch Bedryf ; ivith 29 fi7iefolding plates on copper, folio, old vellum, llsGd

z. p., 1668
Chiefly dealing with hydraulic problems and engineering. The work is rare, and was unknown to Poggendorff, Brunet,

Graesse, etc.

4583 STEVINUS (Simon, de Bruges) OEuvres Mathematiques, oil sont inserees les M6moires
Mathematiques ; le tout reveu, corrig^, et augment^ par Albert Girard ; with numerous
woodcuts and diagrams, folio, old calf {side margins water-stained, and some II. wormed) ; rare,
£1. 15s Leyde, B. et A. Elsevier, 1684

The most complete edition of the author's works, containing : Arithm^tique ; Algebre de Diophante d'Alexandrie
;

Pratique d'Arithmetique ; Cosmographie ; Pratique de Geometric ; Art Ponderaire ou Statique ; Optique ; Castrametation
;

Fortification par Ecluses ; Fortification.

4584 Hypomnemata Mathematica, e Belgico in Latinum ?i' Wil[lebrordo] Sn[ellio1
conversa ; with woodcuts, and numerous diagrams, thick folio, old white vellum {some margins
worn) ; RARE, £1. 10* ib., J. Paiius, 1608

The first collected edition of the author's works.
'He introduced in his Arithmetic exponents to mark the power to which quantities were raised ... He further .sug-

gested the use of fractional (but not negatived exponents, and a decimal system of weights and measures. His geometry
is ingenious . . . Some theorems on perspective are enumerated.'

—

W. W. It. Bull. His his work (m book-keeping is

also of great importance.

4585 De Beghinselen der Weeghconst: DeWEGHDAET: De Beghinselen des Water-
WICHTS ; all first editions, with numerous diagrams (all in FINE CONTEMPORARY colouring),
3 vols. sm. 4to. in 1 , sound copies in boards (excessively rare), £8. 8s

ib., Christofell Plantijn, 1586
'It is however on his Statics and Ifydrostatics published (in Flemish) at Leyden in 1580 that his fame will rest. In

these works he enunciates the triangle of forces—a theorem which some think was first propounded by Leonardo da Vinci.
Stevinus regards this as the fundamental proposition on the subject ; previou.s to the publication of his work the science
of statics had rested on the theory of the lever, but .subsequently it became usual to commence by proving the possibility
of representing by straight lines, and so of reducing many theorems to geometrical propositions, and in particular to
obtaining in that way a proof of the parallelogram (which is equivalent to the triangle of forces). . . . Stevinus also found
the force which must be exerted along Ihe line of greatest slope to support a given weight on an inclined plane—a problem
the solution of which had b'?en long in disjuite. He further distinguishes between stable and unstable equilibrium. In
hydrostatics he discusses the question of the pressure which a fluid can exercise, and explains the so-called hydrostatic
paradox.'— IT. W. R. Ball.

4586 NiEUWE Maniere van Sterctebov door Spilsluysen ; first edition, with fine vignette,

and numerous other woodcuts, folio, sewn (FINE copy) ; VERY rare, £1. 5* Rotterdam, 1617
In this work the author first propounds h^'s theory of fortification based on a system of locks and canals, which .still

forms the principle of the fortification of Holland.
' Sa fortification par ecluses est encore aujourd'hui un ouvrage digne de lemarque.'

—

v. d. JVeyer.
' Hij gaf voor het eerst eene volledige boschrijviug der schutkolk-of kamersluizen.'

—

Van Bmgge.
4587 NouvELLE Maniere de Fortification par Escluses; ivith vignette on title, and

numerous large woodcuts (pp. 65) : La Castrametation, descrite selon I'ordonnance et vsage
du . . . Prince Maurice, Prince d'Orange, etc., 2^ Ed., reueue & corrigee; with fine engraved
portrait of Maurice, Prince of Orange, and plate of his arms, besides vignette and ivoodcuts

(pp. 58)—2 vols, folio in \,fine and large copies in boards (very rare), £2. 2.9

Leyden, M. et B. Elzevier, 1618
The first work is a translation of 'Nieuwe maniere van Sterktcbou.'

4588 Vande Spiegeling der SiNGCONST; et Vande Molens: deux Traites in^dits. Re-
impression [avec Preface] par D. Bierens de Haan, cr. 4i{o. parchment cover {out of print),

5s Amsterdam, 1884
4589 : GOETHALS (Felix Victor, bibliothecaire de la Ville de Bruxelles) Notice Historique

sur la Vie et les Travaux de Simon Stevin, de Bruges, suivie de Remarques sur le Dodoens
de M. van Meerbeeck ; with etched portrait, 8vo. sewn {scarce), Is Qd Bruxelles, 1842

One of the best biographies of Stevin.
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loai>ot(«Tli)ncl(hcvoeten. Tate 11 » tit of.Wy mocter.vindenhoe

« - fvaer fheel iKhaem A B C D fy, inet al Jatta in ende
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f Tmwy». HetheclliihaemABCD
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rghcvidu des heekn hcfaaetDi ghfr:

iMadeii oaerdcn cyfck.
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Illustrations of these classic^ works on mechanfes' aAd*h>^1rosfat'ics.







No. 4599 {v^qe 233).

Xh^ first machine patented converting rectilinear into rotary motion (A.D. 1767).
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4590 STEWART (Alfred Walter) Stereochemistry, with 87 illicstrations, thick post Svo. c/., 6s

(p. 10.9 M) 1907
4591 STEWART (Balfour, F.H.S.) The Conservation of Energy : an Elementary Treatise on

Energy and its Laws, 14 woodcuts, post Svo. cL, 2s Qd (p. 5*) 1873, '4, or 7
This admirable popular exposition was translated into French, German, aud Czech.

4592 Elementary Treatise on Heat; 2nd Ed. [enlarged], with 79 woodcuts, cr. Svo. c/.,

2* (p. 7s Qd) Clarendon Pre^s, Oxford, 1871
4593 Fifth Edition [revised by P. G. Tait], with 85 illustrations, cr. Svo.hf. calf neat {title

stamped), Zs 6d a. e., ib., 1SS8
4594 Lessons in Elementary Physics, new Ed., with colouredfront, and 137 woodcuts, 12mo.

cl., 2s (p. 4s Gd) 1870
4595 , and WiUiam Winson Haldane GEE : Lessons in Elementary Practical Physics,

with over 300 woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols. or. Svo. cl., 5s (p. I3s 6d) 1885-7

4596 Last Edition, with 32G woodcuts, 2 vols, post Svo. cl.. Is 6d (p. 13* 6^0 1904-3
'Ihe most complete exposition of exiM>riinental methods in physics which has been written.'

—

Prof. A. Schuster, F.R.S.

4597 [ , and Peter Guthrie TAIT :] The Unseen Universe, or Physical Speculations on a
Future State, first edition, Svo. cl., os 1875

4598 Second Edition [with new Preface in answer to Critics, especially Prof. W. K. Clififord],

Svo. cl. (name cut off title and cover worn), 4? 1875
' Aiming' at deducing from th« combination of a nu:nber of theological po.stulates with current scientific doctrines the

existence of the .soul and of a transcendental universe '.

—

D. N. B. It went througli 14 editions.

4599 STEWART (John) Description of a Machine or Invention to work Mills by the Pcwer
of a Fire-Engine. but particularly useful and profitable in Grinding Sugar-Canes, with Plan
of a Fire Enjrine, the said Machine, and a Suj^ar Mill and Boiling House, and Appendix, shewing
the Utility of the said Invention, and Calculation of the Power of Cattle and Fire Engines in Grind-
ing Canes, large folding plate illustrating the engine, Svo. (pp. 54), sewn (VERY RARE), £1.5* [1767]

A very rare pamphlet, containing an account of tlie author's invention, the first engine for working a cane-mill, and accord-
ing to Robert Stuart, thk first machink patknted converting rectilinbar into rotary motion. Nothing appears to bo
known about its author, but there is a reference to the machine in one of James Watt's letters (Muirhead's Life of Watt,
iJnd Ed., p. 274): 'One Stewart had a patent for an engine which produced a rotative motion, by a chain going round a
pulley and round two barrels furnished with ratchet wheels, with a weight suspended to the free end of the chain, which
served to continue the motion during the return of the engine. I have never seen this, but believe there was no fly.'

4600 STEWABT (Matthew, f.r.s., Minister at Rosneath ; Prof. Math., Edin.) The Distance of

the Sun from the Earth determined, by the Theory of Gravity, with 2 plates, 8vo., Thick
Paper ; contemporary green morocco extra, g. e. {fine copy) with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl
Stanhope, F.E.S., \0s %'d Edin., 1763

The subject is treated geometrically. The author wrongly computed the distance at 119,000,000 miles, which evoked a
bitter attack by John Landkn, k.r.s. {v. No. 2422).

4601 Some General Theorems of Considerable Use in the Higher Parts of Mathe-
matics, with 'ifolding plates, Svo. old calf gilt, newly rebacked (rare), 18* 6rf ib., 1746

Including his discussion of the properties of the circle and straight line, treated by ti-ansversals and involution.
' He pursued the subject of porisms in a different and new direction. In doing which, he was led to the discovery of

those curious and interesting propositions, which were published under the title of General Theorems, in 1746 . . . They
placed their discoverer at once among the geometricians of the first rank . . . They are among the most beautiful, as well
as most general propositions known in the whole compass of geometry.'

—

Dr. Ilutton, F.R.S.

4002 Tracts, Physical and Mathematical, containing an Explanation of several important
points in PHYSICAL ASTRONOMY, and a New Method for ascertaining the Sun's Distance
from the Earth, by the Theory of Gravity, with 19 folding plates, Svo. hf calf neat {nice copy) ;

rare, 15s ib., 1761
* In these tracts, after laying down the doctrine of centripetal forces in a series of propositions requiring rnly a

knowledge of the elements of plane geometry and of conic sections, he proceeded to determine in the same manner ' the
effect of those forces which distuib the motions of a secondary planet.' A" theorem in which he deduced the motions of
the moon's apsides attained an accuracy far surpassing that reached by Newton. The result confirmed that arrived at by
Charles Walmsley in 1749 (q. v. post.).'—D. N. B.

4603 STEWART (R. Wallace) Magnetism and Electricity: Second Stage, 2nd Ed., rewritten,

illustrated, cr. Svo. cl., 2s 1906
4004 The Tutorial Physics, with numerous Examples (Vv. I and IV, 4th Ed., vv. II and III

3rd Ed.), copiously illustrated, 4 vols. cr. Svo. cl., 6s (p. 14*) 1899-1903

4605 STIFEL (Michael) : Die Coss [i.e. Algebra] Christoffo Rudolffs, mit schonen Exempeln
der Coss, gebessert und sehr gemehrt ; with diagrams, woodcut device and arms at end, thick cr.

4to. old vellum {title slightly mended, andff. 475-8 in MS., but a sound copy) ; very rare, £1. 10*

[title:] n.p., 1571 [col.:] Konigsberg in Pr., 1554
' In 1.553 Stifel brought out an edition of Rudolff's Die Cost in which he introduced an improvement in the algebraic

notation then current. The symbols at that time ordinarily used for the unknown (juantity and its powers were letters

which stood for abbreviations of the words. Among those frequently adopted were 11 or Rj for railix or res (x), Z or C for

zensua or census (x*), C or if for c«&ws(x»), etc. Thus x» -«- 5x — 4 would have been written \ X -^.b R m. 4 ; where p stands
for pins and m for minus. Tlie advance made by Stifel was that he iiit.roduce<l th«^ .symb<;l.s \A, lAA, lAAA, for the
unknown quantity, its square, and its cube, which shewed at a glance the relation between them."

—

W. W. R. Ball.

4606 STILLMAN (Thomas Bliss) Engineering Chemistry: a Manual of Quantitative Chemi-
cal Analysis for Students, Chemists, and Engineers, with 154 illustrations, rov. Svo. cL, Ts 6d
(p. 19.« 6d nett) Ea.ston, Pa., 1897

4007 STIRLING (James, f.r.s.) Methodus Differentialis : sive Tractatus de Summatione et

Interpolatione Serierum Infinitarum ; with diagrams, cr. 4to. sewn {a few II. water-stained on
corner, and one I. slightly defective) ; VERY RARE, £1. 10* Londini, 1764

This work is of importance in the history of the differential calculu.s, as having been the first to give the proof of
what is known as ' Maclaurin's theorem ' [v. Nos. 2761-3, ante] ; but, save for Montncla, who gives a full account in his
Histoire des mathematiques, v. Ill, pp. 223-7, the work is, curiously enough, almost unnoticed in moderft histories ftf

mathematics.
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4608 STIER (Johann) PRiECEPTA Doctrine Logics, ExHiciE, Physics, METAPHYSiCiE, Spheri-

CiEQUE, brevibiis Tabulis compacta, una cum QUESTIONIBUS PHYSlCiE controversis ; Editio IV.
;

with engraved emblematic title, cr. 4to. contemporary calf^ newly rehacked (fine copy) ; rare,
£L Is Londini, B. Daniel, 1652

4609 Editio Octava ; vnth engraved title, sm. 4to. sound copy in contemporary calf, I5s
ib.y J. Redmayne, 1678

Unknown to Poggendorff, Brunei, Graesse, Ebert, etc., nor does anything seem to be known of its author. Although
numerous editions appear to have been published in England, the work is not noticed by Watt or Lowndes.

4610 STIRRUP (Thomas, Philomat.) The Artificers Plain Scale : or the Carpenters New
Rule, shewing how to measure all Superficies and Solids . . . Geometrically, without the help of

Arithmetick : it being a new way not heretofore practised . . . and to measure Board and Timber
Instrumentally, upon the Scale it selfe, without Arithmetick or Geometry . . . also, how to take
Heights and Distances severall ways, and to draw the Plot of a Town or City, with numeroiis
woodcuts and diagrams, 18mo. contemporary sheep (rare), 15*

B. and W . Leyhourn, for Thomas Pirrepont, 1651

4611 The Description and Use of the Universall Quadrat, by which is performed, with
great expedition, the whole Doctrine of Triangles, both Plain and Sphericall, two severall wayes
with Ease and Exactness, also . . . Propositions ... in Astronomic, Navigation, and Dialling, by
which is also performed the proportioning of Lines and Superficies : the Measuring of all manner
of Land, Board, Glasse, Timber, Stone, etc., with 3 plates and numerous woodcuts, sm. 4to.

contemporary ca//" (fine copy) ; rare, £1. 12* 6d B. and W. Leyhourn, 1655
The author claims for his instrument the performance ' with incredible expedition, plainness, facility, and pleasure, of

the whole Doctrine trigonometrical, as well plain as sphericall.'

—

Preface.

4612 Another Copy ; with Horometria : or the Compleat Diallist, wherein the whole
mystery of the Art of Dialling is plainly taught three several wayes ; two of which are performed
Geometrically by Rule and Compass onely : and the third Instrumentally, by a Quadrant fitted

for that purpose ; with . . . Propositions ... in Astronomy and Navigation ; also Appendix,
shewing now the parallels of Declination ; the Jewish, Babylonish, and Italian hours ; the
Azimuths, Almicanters, etc. may be easily inscribed on a Dial whatsoever, by Rule and Compasse
onely ; and to Draw a Dial on the Seeling of a Room, by William Leybourn. Also, Diall-
ing Universal, performed by an easie and most speedy way . . . performed by certain Scales

set on a small portable Rule, by G. S. Practitioner in the Mathematicks, 2nd Ed., with Additions,
with plates and numerous woodcuts—2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, fine copies in contemporary calf,

£3. IZs Qd apud eosdem, 1655-9
Vert rare ; unknown to Lowndes,

4613 STODOLA (A., Polytechnikum, Zurich) Steam Turbines, Gas Turbines, and the Future of

Heat Engines ; revised from the 2nd German Ed., with Mathematical Supplement and Aid
by Louis C. Loewenstein, with 241 woodcuts and 3 lithographic tables in pocket, roy. 8vo.

cl.. Us (p. £1. Is nett) 1906

4614 STOEFLEB (Johann; Univ. Tiibingen) Coelestium Rerum Disciplinae, atque totius

Sphaericae, variorum ASTROLABIORUM COMPOSITIONEM seu Fabricam, necnon eorundem
Usuum ac variarum Utilitatum Explanationem ... in aliquot Locis praecipub cum Propositioni-
bus, tum earum Expositionibus, in meliorem Formam redigenda, atque imprimenda curavimus ;

with numerous large woodcuts; Moguntiae, Petrus Jordan, 1535: MtJNSTER (Sebastian)
Organa Planetarum ; with numerous large woodcuts {majiy with moveable slips), [col. .] Basilew,
H. Petrus, 1536 [Sigg. A-C infours and D 'in sixes, without title) : Theoria Trium Superiorum
Planetarum, Saturni scilicet, Jovis et Martis ; front, with portrait, and woodcuts {Sigg. a-i^

in fours; s. I. aut t. n.)—3 vols, folio in 1, old vellum, rebacked (RARE), £3. 3* 1535-6
The first work is valuable for giving an historical account of the various modes used in the construction of the astro-

labe. A full account of the work is given in Delambre's ' Histoire de I'Astronomie '.

4615 Elucidatio Fabricae UsusqueAstrolabii, cuiperbrevisejusdem AstrolabiiDeclaratio,
k Jac. Koebellio adjecta est ; cum diligenti Recognitione, una cum Schematum Negotio Accom-
modatorum, exactissima Expressione, et Indice ; unth numerous fine woodcuts, andfolding tables,

]2mo. sewn {imperfect at end), 8s 6d Colonice, 1594
4616 Ephemeridum Opus, a capite anni Redemptoris Christi 1532 in alios 20 proxime subse-

quentes : ad veterum imitation^ accuratissimo calculo elaboratum ;
printed in gotljic letter, with

arms on title, woodcuts and woodcut initials, cr. 4to. contemporary vellum {binding slightly

damaged, top of title worn, and a number of II. water-stained on top margin) ; with numerous MS.
notes in an old hand, £1. 105 • Venetiis, Petrus Liechtenstein, 1532

This extremely rare edition was unknown to Houzeau and Lancaster, and Graesse, who only mentions that of Tubingen,
1533. The latter edition only was contained in the Libri Catalogue, where it is said that ' the rarity of these Ephemcrides
is such that Delambre was unable to see a copy.'

4617 STOKES (Sir George Gabriel, f.r.s.) The Absorption of Light, and the Colours of

Natural Bodies, illustrated, post 8vo. sewn. Is 6c? 1877
4618 On Light, in three Courses (Burnett Lectures), post 8vo. cl., 45 (p. *Js 6c?) 1887
4619 Another Copy, 3 parts post 8vo. cl., 4? (p. 7* 6rf) 1884-5-7

' The evidences in favour of the ether-wave theory, and its success in explaining the most complicated phenomena,
under the most crucial tests, are admirably set forth.'—Sat. Rev.

4620 STONEY (Bindon Blood, f.r.s.) The Theory of Strains in Girders and Similar Structures,
with Observations on the Application of Theory to Practice, and Tables of the Strength and other
Properties of Materials ; enlarged Ed., with 5 plates, and numerous woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo.

hf. calf {back rubbed and title stamped), \5s (p. £1. 16^) . 1873
A standard work on the subject.
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4G21 STONE (Edmund, f.r.s.) The Method of Fluxions both Direct and Inverse, the former

bein^' a Translation from Marquis de l'Hospital's 'Analyse des Infinements [sic] Petits', with
16 fuiding plates, thick 8vo. old calf, 5s I73O

4G22 Analise des Infiniment Petits, comprenant le Calcul Integral ; traduit par M.
Rondet [avec Discours Preliminaire par L. K. Castel, s.j.] ; with plates, 4to. old calf gilt (fine
copy), with bookplate of Philip '2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 7s 6d I735

The discours preliminaire contains valuable biographical material. The work was issued as a supplement to de
l'Hospital's Differential Calculus.

4623 — New Mathematical Dictionary, with the Rise, Progress, State, Properties, etc. of
Things in Pure Mathematicks and Natural Philosophy, numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 8vo.
sheep {some II. water-stained) ; rare, 6s 1726

4624 STONE (Edward James, f.r.s., Cape Astronomer Royal) The Cape Catalogue of Stars.
deduced from Observations at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, 1834-40, and reduced
to 1840, roy. 8vo. cl., 6s Cape Town, 1878

482o The Capk CATALOGUE of 1159 STARS, deduced from Observations at the Royal Observa-
tory, Cape of Good Hope, 1853-61, reduced to 1860, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s ib., 1873

4626 Catalogue of 12.441 Stars, for the Epoch 1880 ; from Observations at the Royal
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, 1871-9, with folding map {linen-mounted) in pocket, 4to. cl.,
12* 1881

' The standard merit of this work was acknowledired by the bestowal of the Lalande prize of the French Academy in
1S81.'—.l^/ie? 3f. C7erA«.

4627 Results of Astronomical Observations at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good
Hope, 1874 : Tables for Facilitating the Computation of Star-Constants—2 vols. roy. 8vo.
in 1, cl. Is 6d Cape Town, 1877

' A worthy inheritor of Airy's methods, Stone rendered very considerable services to exact astronomy. . . . The proper
motions of 40(; Southern stars were determined by him, and approximately the relative masses of the comjionents of
a centauri.'— Afines M. Gierke.

4628 [STONE (Nicholas)] Enchiridion. Of Fortification, or a handful! of knowledge in Martiall
atiaires, demonstrating both by Rule, and Figure (as well Mathematically by exact Calculations,
as Practically) to fortify any Body, either Regular, or Irregular. How to runne Approaches, to
pierce through a Counterscarfe, to make a Gallerie over a Alote, to spring a Mine, etc., with other
matters belonging to Warre . . . , with etched title, and 26 fine etchings, 12mo. contemporary calf
{plate 1 missing, and top of title and one plate defective) ; very rare, 12s

[col. .] Printedfor Richard Royston, 1645
Containing interesting descriptions and illustrations of Held pieces, petards, etc. The authorship was unknown to

llalkett and Laing.

4629 STOPES (Henry) Malt and Malting : an Historical, Scientific, and Practical Treatise, showing,
as clearly as existing Knowledge permits, what Malt is, and how to make it, with 150 woodcuts,
roy. 8vo. cl., with author's inscr., 16s 6d (p. £1. Is) 1885

One of tlie best English works on the subject, and especially valuable for a very complete bibliooraphy, on 200 pages.

4630 STOBMONTH (James) Manual of Scientific Terms: Pronouncing, Etymological, and
Explanatory, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7.? 6d) Edin., 1879

4031 STORMS [latine STURMIUS] (Jan ; Univ. Louvain) De ACCURATA CiRCULl Dimensione et
QUADRATURA, cum Sylvula Epi»rammatum, /Eni^matum, aliorumque Versuum de Numeris:
LuDUS FoRTUNAE, ad Recreandam Societatem, Latinis Versibus omnibus in contrario Sensu
retrogradis exhibitus—2 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, old ivhite vellum (RARE), £1. Is Lovanii, 1633-5

The second work was unknown to Poggendorff.

4632 STORY-MASKELYNE (Mervyn Herbert Nevil, f.r.s.) Crystallography : a Treatise on
the Morphology of Crystals ; with 8 plates and 398 woodcuts, thick post 8vo. d., 6s 6d (p. 128 6d)

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1895
4633 STRACHEY (Edward, b.c.s.) Bija Ganita : or the Algebra of the Hindus, 4to. boards,

uncut {scarce), 12s 6d 1813
a translation of Bhaskaba's Bija Ganita, with notes and a copious introduction, in which the author attcroptK ' to

support the opinion that the Hindoos had an original fund of science not borrowed from foreign sources.'

4631 STRAKER (O.) Instructions in the Art of Lithography, with 6 plates illustrating chromo-
lithoriraphji, roy. 8vo. hf green morocco neat {title stamped) ; scarce, IQs 6d 1867

4635 STRAUCH (-ffigidius) Tabulae Sinuum, Tangentium, Logarithmorum, etc.; accedunt
L. C. Sturmii Tabula' Nova) Architecturic ; with front., 2 vols. 18mo. in 1, old calf gilt {fine copy),

with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 5s Amstelodami, 1700
46.36 STREATFIELD (Frederick William, F.i.c.) Pr.vctical Work in Organic Chemistry,

with Preface by Raphael Meldola, f.r.s., 35 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. {oiit of print), 2s 6d 1891
4637 STRECKER (Adolph), and Johann WISLICENUS : Short Text-Book of Organic

Chkmistry, trans, and edited, with extensive Additions, by W. R. HODGKINSON and A. J. (iREEN-
awav, woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 5s (p. £1. Is) 1881

4638 STREETE (Thomas) Astronomia Carolina : a New Theory of Celestial Motions, far

more Easie, Expedite, and Perspicuous, than any before Extant, with Exact and most Ea.sie

Tables, and Precepts for the Calculation of Eclipses, etc., 2nd Ed., with some Lunar and Planetary
Observations, and a Proposal of their Uses in Navigation, with diagrams, 4to. old panelled calf,

8s 1710
The appendix, ' Obscrvationes Syderum, et imprimis Lunse in Suburbio lx)ndinensl apud Islington, 1082-4 ' is by

Edmund Hai.li;y. f.r s.

4639 STREETER (Edwin William) Precious Stones and Gems : their History and Distinguishing
Characteristics; second Eti., with Additions, numerous coloured and other plates, including
photographs of S. African diamond mines, 8vo. cl. gilt, g.e. {back soiled) ; SCARCE, 17* 6d 1877

Well known as a standard work.
16 •
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4642 STRETTON (Clement E., c.e.) The Locomotive Engine and its Development: the

Gradual Improvements in Railway Engines, 1803-93, 2nd Ed., enlarged, with portrait, and 95

illustrations {somefolding) ,
postSvo. cL, 2s 1893

4643 Safe Railway Working : Railway Accidents, their Cause and Prevention, with

Modern Appliances and Systems [including Continuous Brakes] , 2 plates, and 33 woodcuts, post

8vo. cL, 2s 1887

4644 STRODE (Thomas, of Maperton, Somerset) A New and Easie Method of the Art of

Dyalling, containing I. All Horizontal Dyals, all Upright Dyals, Reflecting Dyals, Dyals

without Centres, Nocturnal Dyals, Upright Declining Dyals, without knowing the Declination of

the Plane. II. The most Natural and Easie Way of Describing the Curve-Lines of the Suns
Declination on any Plane. The like never before published, with numerous diagrams, 4to. hf.

huckram {title mended, but a large and sound copy), veryrare, £1. 7*60? H. C.for J. Taylor, 1688
' The Method of drawing the Parallels of the Suns Declination, will give (if I am not deceived) a Diversion to those of

the Highest Forms in the Mathematicks, being not Extant (as I have great reason to believe) in any Author '.—Preface.

4645 [STRONG (Martin)] Essay on the Usefulness of Mathematical Learning, in a Letter

from a Gentleman in the City to his Friend in Oxford, 2nd Ed., post Svo. (pp. 39), sewn, Ss 6d
Oxford, 1723

This pamphlet was also ascribed to John Arbuthnot, m.d., and John Keill, f.r.s.

4646 STROOTMAN (J., Ingenieur v. d. Waterstaat) Proeve van een Onderzoek naar de Beste
der bekende WlJZEN om hier te lande Groote Zeesluizen te bonwen, met theoretische

beschouwing van Ijzeren SLUiSDEUREN,benevensbeschrijving van Bestaande Wijde Sluizkn
;

with 6 folding plates, 4to. hoards, uncut, Qs Qd Breda, 1858

4647 STROUD (Henry, Armstrong Coll., Newcastle-on-Tync) Elementary Practical Physics,

115 diagrams, post Svo. cL, 2s
,

1899

4648 STRUVE (Friedrich Georg Wilhelm v.; Pulkova Observatory) Etudes d'AsTRONOMiE
Stellaire : sur la Voie Lactee et sur la Distance des Etoiles Fixes, roy. 8vo. sewn, with

auto. ' J[OHN] Lee [f.r.s.], Hartwell, 12. July. 1848' on ohv. of title, and inscr. as below on

reverse, 6s St.-Petersbourg, 1847
' Lent to l[saac] Cullimore, Esqr. [Egyptologist]. Returned after his death. 10. May. 1852. J. Lee.'

4649 Expedition Chronometrique entre Poulkova et Altona, pour la Determination dc

la Longitude G^ographique Relative de I'Observatoire Central de Kussie, impl. 4to. morocco

extra, g. e., with inscr.from Count S. S. Ouvaroff, archcBologist, '^sQd ibidem, 1844
' Monsieur le Due de Rignano de la part de Mr. Ouvaroff.'—Jjiscr, on flyleaf.

4650 STRUVE (Hermann; Univ. Berlin) Uber den Einfluss der Diffraction an Fernrohren
auf Lichtscheiben ; with diagrams, impl. 4to. sewn, with auto, of Prof Oudemans, os

St. Petersburg, 1882

4651 Zur Theorie der Talbot'SCHEN Linien, impl. 4to. (pp. 13), sewn, \s ib., 1883

4652 STRUVE (Ludwig v. ; Univ. Charcow) Resultate aus den in Pulkowa angestellten

Vergleichungen von Procyon mit benachbarten JSternen, impl. 4to. sewn, \s Qd
St. Petersburg, 1883

4653 STRUVE (Otto Wilhelm v. ; Observatory of Pidkova) Beitrag zur Feststellung des

Verhaltnisses von Keppler zu Wallenstein, impl. 4t(). (pp. 36), sewn, with author's inscr. to

Prof. Oudemans, 3* 'S^^- Petersburg, 1860

4654 Beobachtungen des Grossen Kometen von 1861 ; with plate, impl. 4to. sewn, 2s

ibidem, 1S68

4655 LiBRORUM in Bibliotheca Speculae Pulcovensis Anno 1858 exeunte contentorum

Catalogus Systematicus [cum Indicibus], roy. 8vo. (pp. 1000), hf. calf ; presentation copy to

John Lee, F.B.S., F.S.A., founder of the Hartwell Observatory (scarce), 15s ib., 1860
'A valuable Catalogue of Astronomical Works. A present to me from Professor F. G. W. von Struve, and liresented

to me by his Son in July 1860. J. Lek.'—Iwscr. on flyleaf.

Valuable for containing a number of works and pamphlets not to be found elsewhere.

4656 NouvELLE Determination de la Parallaxe Annuelle des Etoiles a Lyrce et 61

Cygni, impl. 4to, (pp. 51), sewn, with inscr. to Prof. Oudemans, Zs Qd ib., 1859

4657 — Observations de la Grande Nebuleuse d'ORiON, faites h. Cazan et h Poulkova ; with

^plates, impl. 4to. sewn, 5s ib., 1862

4658 , und Friedrich August Theodor WINNECKE : Pulkowaer Beobachtungen
(am Refractor und Heliometer) des Grossen Cometen von 1858 ; with 6 plates, impl. 4t<).

sewn, with inscr. to Prof. Oudemans, 5s ib., 1850

4659 STUART (Robert, c.e.) Descriptive History of the Steam Engine, first edition, with

^S plates of historic engines, and ivoodcut, Svo. boards, uncut, 8s 6d 1824

4660 Second Edition [unchanged], unth 48 plates, and vignette, Svo. boards, uncut,

Is Qd 18-24

4661 Third Edition, with the 'iS plates printed on thick paper, Svo. boards, uncut, \0s 1825
Valuable as a pictorial record of the gradual development of the steam engine. All the above editions contain a List cf

English Patents, from Savery's in 1698 to 1823.

4662 New Edition, with Supplement continuing the Subject to 1829, with 54 plates, and
vignette, Svo. cl., uncut, VJs Qd 1829

' The most complete collection of accounts of various inventions is Stuart's History of the Steam Engine ; a book now
very scarce.'— ir. J. M. Rankine, F.R.S.

4663 Historical and Descriptive Anecdotes of Steam-Engines, and of their Inventors

and Improvers, with 64 fne plates of historic engines, 27 portraits of inventors, and 8 plates con-

taining 30 fss. of their autographs, besides numerous woodcuts, 2 thick vols. 16mo. cL, uncut (very
scarce), £1. 105 1829
A still more copious and valuable account than the ' Descriptive History '. It contains a chronological List of Patents,

J030-1828, including Cecil's early Gas-Engine, with very interesting biographical and critical notes.
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[STXJBBE (William)] Clamor, Rixa, Joci, etc.—v. Hobbes, cmte.

4665 STUKELEY (William, m.d., f.r.s., Eector of St. George's, Queen Square) The Philosophy
of Earthquakes, Natural and Religious; or an Inquiry into their Cause and Purpose, 2 vols.
8vo. in 1, old calf, 10* 6^ 1750

4666 STURGEON (William, Addiscombc) SCIENTIFIC Researches, Experimental and Theoretical,
in Electricity, Magnetism, Galvanism, Electro-Magnetism, and Electro-Chemistry,
with 19 copperplates, 4to. cl. (SCARCE), £1. 5* published bj/ subscription. Bury [^Lancs.l, 1850
a rppriiit of the complete works of the Inventor of thk Dynamo-Electki'c and the Maoneto-Electrical Machines,

as contributed t'l various scientific journals, and complftted only a few weeks before his death. They include a description
of ' Sturgeon's disk ', the ignition of gunpowder by electrical discharge, his important discovery of the electro-magnet,
kite experiments, the action of magnets ua non-ferruginous metals, on Marine Lightning Conductors, and his ' Experi-
mental Researches ', describing the process of amalgamating the zinc plate of an electric battery with a film of mercury.

4667 Three Accounts of Aurora Rorealis ; and of the Formation of Clouds, as observed
in the Locality of Kirkby Lonsdale, Svo. (pp. 20), sewn, 2s 6t/ Manchester, 1848

4668 STURM (Jacques Charles FranQois, de VInstitut) COURS de M^CANIQUE, public d'aprbs le

V(cu de I'Auteur par E. Prouhet ; with 191 diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf calf gilt, 3s 6rf 1861
4680 On the SOLUTION of NUMERICAL E(iUATiONS, trans, by W. H. Spiller, 4to. sewn

(scarce), 8s Qd 1835
Containing the author's celebrated theorem determining the number and situation of roots of an equation comprised

between given limits. The work was awarded the prize of the Paris Academy.

4670 STURM (Johann Christoph) Collegium Experimentale, sive Curiosum, in quo Primaria
Seculi superioris Inventa et Experinienta Physico-Matheniatica, spectanda oculis subjecit

;

2v. : Ad Henricum Morum Cantabrij^iensem Eplstola, qua de ipsius Principio Hylarchio sen
Spiritu Naturae .... disseritur : ©aymantIaaos Waymasia, sive IRIDIS Admiranda sub
Rationis accuratius examen revocata ; xcUh 6 plates, and very numerous engravings on copper,
4 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf, with curious engraved French scientific bookplate of G. Fage (ca. 1780),
also bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. (rare), £\. 5s Noriniberga;, 1701-1685-99

Containing a description of the chief discoveries of the time, and of the differential thermometer, theauthor's invention,
as well as an interesting account of the aerostatic projects of Fbancksco Lana (<2. r. ante), which h« followed up by similar
experiments.

4671 Mathesis Enucleata, cujus pr.Tcipua Contenta sub fineni Priefationis, uno quasi
obtutu spectanda, exhibentur

; [Ed.] II., niulto emendatior, thick large r2nio. old calf. As ib., 1695
4572 Mathesis Enucleata : or the Elements of the Mathematicks, made English by

J[?0SEPH] R[?APHSON], A.M. and R.S.S., with plates, 8\'o. fine copy in contemporary panelled
calf, 8s 6d 1700

' Arithmetic and Algebra are here very nearly separated.'

—

Prof, de Morgan,
4673 Mathesis Juvenilis : a Course of Mathematicks for Young Students, made English by

George Vaux, m.d., numerous platen, 3 vols. Svo. old panelled calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip
2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., 9s 1709-8

' The best collection of useful and entertaining things I have ever seen.'—Jo/in Uarris, F.R.S.

4674 STUBM (Leonhard Christoph; son of the above) Der Wahre Vauban, oder der von den
Teutschen uiid Holliindern verbesserte Franzosische Ingenieur, worinnen die Arithmetic
Geometrie, oil- und defrensiv- Kriegs-Bau-Kunst, nach den Grundwitzen von Vauban, deutlicli

erklaret: nebst einer ganz ncuen Methode zur irregulairen FORTIFICATION; with engraved
front., and numerousfolding plates and plans, cr. 4to. contemporary pressed pigskin, 8s Gd

^ilrnbcrg, 1737
'Scs ecrits, qui roulent sur toutos lea parties d3 I'architecture, ont beaucoup contribiie a faire avaucer en Allemagnu la

pratique de cet art.'— FAogr. Gin.

r. Strauch (Aegidius), ante.
STURMIUS (Joannes)—v. Storms, ante.

4075 STURMY (Capt. Samuel) The Mariners Magazine, stor'd with these Mathematical Arts:
Navigation and Geometry; Mathematical Instruments; the Doctrine of Triangles; the Art of

Navigation; Surveying, Gauging, Measuring, Gunnery and Artificial Fire-Works; Astronomy;
the Art of Dialling; with Tables of Logarithms, the Suns Declination, etc. etc., also the
Penalties and Forfeitures relating to tbe Customs, and to Navigation, 2nd Edition, diligently

revised and carefully corrected, by John Colson, with fine portrait by A. Hertocks, engraved
title in compartments by T. Cross, and numerous plates and engravings on copper {some with
moveable slips), besides diagrams, folio, old calf, newly rebacked {portrait slightly mended, other-

wise a large and sound copy) ; VERY RARE, £3. 15s Printed by Anne Godbtd, 1679
This edition was unknown to I>owndes, who only mentions those of 1609 and 1G84. It contains an apiK-iidix, 'Com-

pondiuMj of Fortitication, both geometrically and instrumeiitally by a Scale, by Philip Stavnked, 1G78'.

4676 Fourth Edition, with useful Additions, engraved title, numerous plates, and engravings
on copper {some with moveable slips), and diagrams, folio, old panelled calf, newly rebacked {one I.

mended, and library stamp on title, otherwise a LARGE AND SOUND copy) ; VERY RARE, £2. 2s

E. Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1700
Tlie above e<lition (apparently the last issued) was unknown to Lownde.s, Watt, and AUibone. There was no copy of

any edition in the Scott sale.

4677 SUEVUS [.? gcrmanice SCHWABE] (Sigismund) ARITIIMETICA HlSTORlCA. Die Lobliche
Pechenkunst durch alle Species und fiirnembste Kogeln, mit schonen gedenkwirdigen Hi.storien

und Exempeln . . . der lieben Jugend zu gutte erkleret . . . Aus vielguttenBiichern und Schrifften

mit tleis zjisammen getragen, thick cr. 4to. old vellum {one I. of preface missing, and another
mended), £1. Is Bresslaw, 1593

Very rare, and unknown to bibliographers. The only reference to the author's iiame is in Prof, de Morgan's 'Arith-
metical Books', where it is misspelt Sweuiiw.
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4679 SUESS (Eduard, Univ. Vienna) The Future of Silver, trans, by Robert Stein, 8vo. cl.,

2s M Washington, 1893
Partly metallurgical.

4680 SUFFOLK: (W. T., f.r.m.s.) Spectrum Analysis as applied to Microscopical Observation ;

with 7 plates {one coloured) of absorption spectra, 8vo. cl., '6s Qd 1873

4681 SUGAR:—Enquete sur les Sucres : Commission formee avec 1' Approbation dii Roi, sous la

Presidence du Ministre du Commerce et de Manufactures, pour I'Examen de certaines Questions

de Legislation Commerciale, interleaved throzighout, 4to. hf. calf (Joints cracked), 8s Qd [1828]
Containing much statistical inf©rmation.

4682 SULLY (Henry) Regle Artificielle du Tems. Traite de la Division naturellc et artificielle

du Tems, des Horloges et des MoNTRES de differentes constructions, de la maniere de les con-

nottre et de les regler avec justesse ; with plate, 12mo. old calf gilt, with old armorial bookplate

of Mr. Carpentier, Auditeur en la Chambre des Comptes, also that of Charles Srd Earl Stanhope,
F.K.S. (VERY RARE), £1. 155 1717

The author, an Englishman, who settled in Paris as a watchmaker, was the inventor of the frictional roller, and was the

maker of watches showing both mean and apparent time. The work contains ' Remarques sur le Discours de M>'. H. H.',

by Leibniz, a 'Description d'une Montre de Nouvelle Construction' by the author, and his controversy with Jacob
Kresa, s.j.

' His justly-appreciated work, ' Regie artificielle du Temps ', now extremely scarce.'—Kelthropp's ' Treatise on Watch-
Work', where a full and interesting account of the author and his work will be found on pp. 88-91.

4683 SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION'S Transactions, from the beginning in 1868 to 1S9S, 28 v. :

Professional Notes, 1886-1896, 7 v.—together 35 vols. 8vo. cl., with folding maps and plates,

and Index, sewn, £3. 15*
'

1868-96

4684 SUTCLIFFE (George L.) Concrete : its Nature and Uses, with 58 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl.,

3s 6d (p. 95) 1893

4685 SUTTON (Francis) Systematic Handbook of Volumetric Analysis, 6th Ed., enlarged,

with 102 woodcuts and diagrams, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 17* 6c?) 1890

4686 SUTTON (Samuel) Historical Account of a New Method for extracting the Foul Air
out of Ships, etc., with the Description and Draught of the Machines, 2nd Ed., with Two Rela-
tions given thereof to the Ptoyal Society by Dr. Mead and Mr. Watson, and Discourse on
Scurvy by Dr. Mead, with folding plate, 8vo. old calf, newly rebacked, with auto, of William
Vaughan (1752-1850) on title '{rare), \2s Qd 1749

The author's invention was taken up by the Admiralty, who provided every ship with the apparatus. The above
edition has a preface by Richard Mead, m.d., f.r.s., in which he exclaims :

' The invention, I may venture to say, does
honour to our nation, and will in time be found of more public benefit than any discovery in mechanics, which has been
produced these hundred years.' There is no notice of the author in D. N. B., and the work was unknown to Lowndes.

4687 SUTTON (Thomas, Caius Coll., Cantab.) The Calotype Process : a Hand Book to Photography
on Paper, with specimens ofunwashed and washed iodized paper, post 8vo. cl. boards {scarce), Qs 1 855

The calotype or talbotype was the photographic process which immediately followed the daguermtype, and consisted of
paper sensitized by iodide of silver and nitrate of silver. It was invented by William Henry Fox Talbot, f.r.s.

4688 Dictionary of Photography, the Chemical Articles A, B, C, by John Worden, first

edition, with numerous diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl.. Is 6d 1858
' The first photographic dictionary published in Europe.'

—

Preface.

It is also interesting in connexion with the history of photography, and contains many recipes and processes long
since forgotten

.

4689 , and George DAWSON : Dictionary of Photography, with numerous diagrams, cr.

Svo. cl, Zs Qd (p. Ss Qd) 1867
Second edition of the foregoing work.

4690 SUZZI (Giuseppe) Disquisitiones Mathematics ; ivith 2 plates and vignettes, 4to. (pp. 86),

sewn, 4s Venetiis, 1723
Unknown to Poggendorff. One chapter treats of the Newton-Leibniz controversy concerning the priority of the

invention of the dififerential calculus.

4691 SVANBERG (JOns) Exposition des Operations faites en Lapponie, pour la Determination
d'un Arc du Meridien, 1801-3, par MM. ufverbom, Svanberg, Holmquist, et Palander ; v-ith 3

plates, 8vo. boards {rare), \2s Qd Stockholm, 1805
' It is well known that the Lapland arc was measured at the beginning of the present century by Svanberg and others

under the direction of the Stockholm Academy of Sciences. Lalande alludes to the early stages of this operation.

Svanberg obtained a decidedly shorter length for a degree of the meridian than that of Maupertuis, namely 571?(5. 159

instead of 57437.9 toises ; but the middle points of the two degrees are not quite identical.'— 7. Todhuntcr, F.R.S.

4692 SWAN (John) Calamus Mensurandi : the Measuring Reed, or, the Standard of Time, con-

taining an exact Computation of the Yeares of the World, from the Creation thereof to the

Destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans ; stating also, and clearing the hid Mysteries of Daniels
70 Weekes and other Prophecies, etc. etc., 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, cl. {title slightly damaged) ; rare,
17s Qd J. Williams, 1653

Dedicated to Sir BulstrodeWhitelocke, and probably the earliest English work on chronology.

4693 Speculum Mundi. Or, a Glasse representing the Face of the World : shewing both that

it did begin, and must also end : the manner How, and Time When, being largely examined. The
whole of which maj^ be fitly called an Hexaraeron, or Discourse of the Clauses [sic]. Continuance,
and Qualities of things in Nature; 3rd Ed., much beautified and enlarged, sm. 4to. old calf,

newly rebacked {slightly wormed) ; very rare, £I. 10s R- Davenport, 1665
This very curious and interesting work, valuable for its meteorological portion, is divided into six parts, to repre-

sent the Days of Creation. It is a kind of encyclopedia of natural and mythical history, interspersed with curious stories

and quotations. In the chapter on Earthquakes is a curious reference to ' America, a conjecture how it came at the first to

be unknown.' On page 443 we read ' In the Kingdom of Congo be certain great Dragons with wings, in bignesse like to

rams, ... of blew and greeu colour.'
There is also a copious account of that heraldic boast, the Unicorn.
' An extremely interesting and popular treatise on meteorology . . . Some of the notions are very funny,' etc. etc.—

G. /. Symons, F.R.S.
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4694 SWINBURNE (James, F.R.s.) Practical Electrical Measurement, 55 woodcuts, 8vo. cl.,

2s Qd 1888

4695 Practical Electrical Units popularly explained, fcap. 8vo. d., Is %d 1883
4696 SWINDEN (Jan Hendrik van) Dissertation sur la Comparaison des Thermometres ;

with copperplate, and largefolding table, 8vo. old hf. calfgilt {rare), \'2s 6o? Amsterdam, 1778
Valuable for containing accounts of numerous thennonietric scales, most of which are now forgotten, and can only bo

traced from the above and a few other contemporary works.

4697 Observations sur le Froid Rigoureux du Mois de Janvier 1776 ; withfolding tables

Svo. sewn, uncut, 8« ^d ibidem, 1778
An interesting account, with copious meteorological statistics, of the great cold of 177C. A comparative thermoraetric

table shows the greatest cold of 86 European towns to have been in Rudolstatt, Gennany, at 65.5" of frost F., while the
lowest reading in London was 13.5°.

4698 Theoremata Geometrica, accedunt Problematum Geometricorum Libri Y ; with 5
folding plates, 8vo. boards, uncut, 4s 6d ib., 1786

4699 SWINGLE (C. F.) Twentieth Century Hand-Book for Steam Engineers and Elec-
triclvns, with Questions and Answers: Electrical Division by H. C. Horstmann and
V. H. TousLEY, with 260 illustrations, so. post Svo. limp morocco, withflap and pocket, g. e., Is Qd

Chicago, 1905
4700 awiTZER (Stephen) Introduction to a General System of Hydrostaticks and Hydrau-

licks, Philosophical and Practical, wherein the most reasonable and advantageous Methods of

raising and conducting Water, for the Watering Noulemens Seats, Gardens, etc. are care-

fully (and in a Manner not yet publish'd in any Language) laid down ; with a Physico-niechanical
Enquiry into the Ori^'in and Rise of Springs . . . the Principles of Waterworks . . . and the
best Engines for raising and distributing Water, with front., and 59 folding copperplates, 2 vols.

4to. in 1, hf. calf {wanting plate 14, and a number of II. and platesfoxed) : rare, 15* 1729
This copy belonged to William Nicholson (1753-1815), inventor, and editor of ' Nicholson's Journal of Natural Philo-

sophy,' and has his auto, pasted on Hyleaf, and MS. notes in the text.

4701 Universal System of Water and Water-Works, Philosophical and Practical, with
front., and QQfolding plates on copper, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf {fne copy), with bookplate ofPhilip
2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. ; rare, £1. 5s 1734
A verbatim reprint of the above ' Intro<lnction ' with a new title. It is valuable for its numerous illustrations of con-

temporary water-engines, and the views of formal gardens with water-works.
' G. W. Jolinson considers Switzer to be greatly superior to Bradley, Lawrence, and the other contemporarv writers on

gardening. He was a skilful draughtsman, and himself designed many of the illustrations to his workk. These are im*
portant as giving examples of the ideals of the early XVIII. century in gardening.'—D. N. B.

4702 SYIiVESTER (James Joseph, f.r.s. ; Savilian Prof. Geometry, Oxon.) Astronomical Pro-
LU.SIONS, commencing with an Instantaneous Proof of Lambert's and Euler's Theorems .... and
a Discussion of Motion in a Circle and its relation to Planetary Motion, Svo. (pp. 26), interleaved

;

limp morocco, 2s 6d 1866
4703 Memoir on Rational Derivation from Equations of Coexistence : a new and

extended Theory of Elimination, Part I, Svo. (pp. 6), unbound, with inscr. to Prof Plana, 2s 1S39
4704 On a Remarkable Discovery in the Theory of Canonical Forms and of Hyper-

determinants, Svo. (pp. 20), setvn, with author's MS. corrections and inscr. to Peter Mark
Roget, F.R.S., 3* Qd ISol

4705SYMONS (George James, f.r.s.) British Rainfall: on the Distribution of Rain over the
British Islands, from 1867 to 1899 (Vols. 8-40), with plates, woodcuts, maps and charts, 33 vols.

Svo. cl., £2. 175 6rf (p. £13) 1867-99

4706 Another Set, from 1871 to 1898, with plates, woodcuts, maps, etc., 27 vols. Svo. cl.,

£2. 5* (p. £10. \0s) 1871-98

4707 Another Set, from 1872 to 1893, with plates, woodcuts, maps, etc., 22 vols. Svo. cl.,

£1. 10s 1872-93
' In 1S9S the number of stations had grown [from 168 iji 1660] to 8,404, and they were manned by an army of over 3,000

volunteer observers. This unique organisation was kept by Symons under close personal supervision, and the upshot was
the accumulation of a mass of data of standard value, unmatched in any other country. The sanitary importance of
water-supply was a determining motive for its collection.'

—

D. If. li.

The Eruption of Krakatoa— i?. iVo. 2331, ante.

4708 Monthly Meteorological Magazine, from 1870 to 1898 (Vols. V-XXXIII), with plates,

woodcuts, and tables, and Index to Vols. I-XXX—together 30 vols. Svo. cl., £2. 2s (p. £7. 10*) 1870-98

4709 Another Series, from 1870 to 1892 (Vols. V-XXVII), and Index to vols. 1-30, with plates,

woodcuts, etc., 24 vols. Svo. vols. 5-12 hf. calf, and the rest cl., £1. 105 1870-92

4710 SZERDAHELYI (Georg: Aloys, s.j.) Eleoia Epidictica per quam demonstratur : Primum
Hominem Adamum fuisse Primum et Maximum Astronomum, Svo. (pp. 26), sewn {rare), 4s

Viennm, 1789
4711 T. (R.) A BriefTreatise of the Use of the Globe, Celestiall and Terrestriall, wherein is set downe

the Principles of the Mathematicks, fit for all Travellers, Navigators, and others that doe love the
Knowledge of the same Art, with diagram on last I., sm. 4to. (pp. 40), sewn {rare), 15*

F. Forcet,for WU : Lugger, on Tower-hill at the Posterne-gate, 1647
Chiefly an introduction to nautical astronomy from the sliop of a Seventeenth Century ' Norie'.

4712 TACK (D^sirfe, ingtnieur-mtcanicien) Du Meilleur Emploi de la FORCE de la Vapeur, sous
le Rapport de I'Economie et de la S(5curite, ou Considc^rations thcJoriques et pratiques sur lea

Systemes i\ Basse, Moyenne, et Haute Pression ; with folding table, Svo. (pp. 52), sewn {scarce), 5s

Bruxelles, 1834
4713 TACKELS (E. J.) :6tude sur les Armes se chargeant par la Culasse j with 2 plates, and

woodcuts, large 8vo. hf calf neat {scarce), 6s 6d Bruxelles, 1866
Interesting as one of the earliest accounts of breech-loaders.
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4714 TACdCTET (Andreas, S.J.) Opera Mathematica, demonstrata et propugnata a SiMONE

Laurentio Veterani ; with finely engraved title and heaittifid portrait of Cardinal Eospigliosi

{dedicatee) by R. Collin, and numerous folding plates, thick folio, old calf {sound copy), with fine
engraved bookplates of van Hulthem and van Havre {not quite perfect, as noted below), 10s

Antverpia;, 1669

4715 Another and Complete Copy, with finely engraved title and portrait of Card.
Eospigliosi, and numerous folding plates, very thick folio, old English calf {fine copy), with etched

bookplate of Robert Lowndes, 1702 (rare), £1. 1.9

This copy contains ' Cylindrieorum et Annulariuin Libri V ', and ' Dissertatio de Circnlorum Volutiouibus ', which are

often missing, and absent in the first-named copy. In the first the autlior shows a new method of calculating the contents
of a number of bodies, which had hitherto only been found by the method of indivisibles.

4716 Arithmetics Theoria et Praxis, Editio II. correctior ; with plate, 12mo. old vellum ;

or, old calf, 5s 6d ibidem, 1665
According to Dean Peacock, Tacquet was a late employer of the old method of division.

4717 Elementa Geometric Planse ac Solidse, quibus accedunt Selecta ex Archimede Theore-
niata, Editio III. correctior ; with plates, 12mo. old vellum; or, old calf, 5s ib., 1672

4718 Elementa Euclidea Geometric, Plana? ac Solidcc ; et selectae ex Archimede
Theoremata, quibus accedit Trigonometria, novissiraam banc Ed. adornavit, Scliemata XL
addidit, etc. etc. GuL. WiiiSTON; with 2olates, 8vo. old calf {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip
2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., As Qd Arnstelodami, 1725

' Les ouvra^es elementaires de Tacquet se recommandent par une grande clarte.'—Utoj/r. Gen.

4719 The Elements of Euclid, with select Theorems out of Archimedes, with Practical
Corollaries, shewing the Uses of many of the Propositions, by William Wiiiston, pr,, 6th Ed.,

with Appendix of Practical Geometry, by S. Y\vl.y.y.1^\ plates, Svo. old calf, 4* Dublin, 1728
Including an 'Historical Account of the Rise and Progress of the Mathematioks ' (pp. 12).

4720 TADDEI (Annibale) II Ragioniere Perfetto, ossia Nuovo Corso d'Istruzioni per la di lui

Professione, 4 vols. 4to. hf white vellum gilt, \5s Roma, 1839
Containing an interesting historical introduction (pp. 33).

4721 TAGLIANI (Giuseppe, Canonico da Macerata) Orologi Riflessi per mezo di un picciolo

Specchio parallelo, o perpendicolare all' Orizonte ; with arms on title and numerous woodcuts, 4to.

old Italian vellum {title very slightly mended, otherwise a fine AND UNCUT COPY) ; rare, £1. Is

Macerata, 1648
One of the few works treating of reflecting sundials. It was unknown to Poggendorfl".

AN excessively RARE EDITION :

4722 TAGLIENTE (Giovanni Antonio) : Considerando io loANNi Antonio Taiente, quanto e

ne
I

cessaria cosa a diuersi Mercatanti, & a molti Artesani
|
li quali fanno le sue mercantie ne le

loro botege, &
\
assai di loro no sanno la regola del tenere con

|
to dei loro libri sempii ne dopii, «fc

pero
I

mi sono mosso a componer la presen
| te opereta per quelli che hano

|
debisogno accio chc

sapi-
I

no tenere ordinata
|
mente el detto conto del suo libro Vgnoso

|
come seguendo piu oltra

ue-
I
derete la regola sua, cr. 4to. hf. vellum {the last 8 pp. partly water-stained and wormed, and

parts of letters defective, also 2 very slight wormholes through the first 8 IL), £18. 18*

[Colopho7i :] Hauendo Io Giouanniantonio Tagliente provisionato dal
\
Serenissimo Dominio

Veuetiano, con ogni debita cura di-
|
mostrato afare diuerse Partite di ragione mercan-

tile C07i
I
le sue regole secondo el consueto delH pratichi mercatanti,

\
Et sforzatomi di

narrare qudto e siato il bisogno si della
\
Inclita citta de Venetia come etid de tutte le

altre citta del
\
la Italia, Hormai io faro fine &> se per alcuno mio difiet \

to o ucro
corso di penna alcuno jKlcgrino ingcgno retrouas

\
se nella presente mia opera

qualchc erroreprego che in
\
mio loco uoglia supplire, laquale c intitulata Luminario di

\

Arithmetica stampaia co gratia et Priuilegio del Anno di \
nostra salute, M.D.XXV.

The earliest issue of the first edition of the first work treating exclusively of bookkeeping. All editions of

the work are of great rarity, but the above is exceptionally so. It is quite unknown to bibliographers, eg., Riccardi,
Brunet, Graesse, etc., nor is there a copy in the British Museum or in any other great pnblic library.

The first author to refer at all to the 1525 edition is Mr. Richaid Brown, who in his History of Accouvting and
Acco^uitants, mentions an edition in 24 11. of this date, which actually forms a later issue of the above edition. The above
edition in 16 leaves, however, is quite unknown to bibliographers, nor with the sole exception of this and another copy in

a London Professional Library, can any copy be traced as being still in existence.

4723 : Considerando Io Giovann' Antonio Tagliente quanto e necessaria cosa a li nostri

Magnifi [sic] gentilhuomini «& ad altri mercatanti il laudabile modo da tenere conto de libbro
DOPPIO cioe, el Zornale, el Libro con I'alphabetto secondo il consueto di questa inclita Citta di

Vinegia, io qui se^'uendo con I'agiuto del ... . Aluise da la Fontana, ui daremo Io amaestra-
mento che con facilita Io potrete imparare, laqual opera ancor sara di molto utilita Vniversalmente
ad ogniuno, come ne Tojiera uedereti ; with woodcut on title of pen in hand, 16mo. boards {some II.

water-stained, otherwise a SOUND copy) ; very rare, £5. 5*

[col. .•] Vinegia, per Giouann' Antonio di Nicolini da Sabio, 1533
This edition was unknown to Mr. Richard Brown. It consists of 36 11., signatures A-D in eights and E in fours.

4724 [ ] Libro di Abacho il quale insegna a fare ogni ragione mercantile «S: pertegare le terre.

Con I'arte della Geometria, & altre nobilissime ragioni straordinarie. Con la Tavola come
rispondeno i pesi, & Monede, di molte Citta »!s: Paesi, con la inclita citta di Venetia. II quale
Libro si chiama Tesoro Uniuersale ; title in red within woodcut border, with large woodcut of a
Business College on rev., and numerous smaller woodcuts and ornaments throughout, 16mo. old
painted wrapper {afew II. mended on blank margiii, and a few others slightly gnawed, but a sound
copy); very rare, £3. 155 [col. .] Venetia per Francesco de Leno, 1570

Of great rarity, like all the editions of Tagliente's Abaco. The above edition was unknown to Brunet.
It is a remarkable fact tliat, althougti Tagliente was one of the earliest and most important writers on commercial

arithmetic, hardly any copies of any editions are left at the present time. This rarity may account for the fact that these
works were unknown to bibliographers of scientific works, as Montucla, Poggendorflf, Prof, de Morgan, etc., and that no
biography of either Tagliente can be found in any biographical dictionary.
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4725 TAGLIENTE (Giovanni Antonio) Opera Nova che insegna a fare ogni Ragione di Mer-
CANTIA. Et prima a sapper releuare ogni numero, Poi a Moltiplicare, Partire, Somare, Sottrare
con le sue proue, la Regola del tre con laquale si puo fare ogni ragione di Mereatia, eioe come jyiria
a dire. JSe la libra, el centenaro ouer el migliaro di una Alercautia uale tanti danari, che ualera
tante libre. Et anchora a sapper fare le Ragioni delle Compagnie & baratti con altre molte ragione.
Et a pertegare le terre & mnri con arte Giometricale come nellopera uederete; title witlunjine
woodctit border, with portrait of Archimedes on rev., also numerous interesting woodcuts and orna-
ments, sm. 4to. hoards (3 II. stained and la^t I. slightly wormed, otherwise a remarkably fink
COPY), £8. 85 [col. .] Stapado u Bernadin Venetian dc Vidali, \_Venetia,\, 1527

ExcBssiVELv RARR, and unknown to Brunet, Gracsse and other bibliographers. The work consists of si«uatur«s
A to N (the last misprinted F) in fours, or 52 11. in all.

4726 : Lo presente libro Insegna La vera arte de lo ExcellE
| te Scriuere de diuerso

VARIE SORTI de LITERE Le quali se
J
fano pr geometrica Ragione, ix. con La pesente | opera oguuno

Le Potra Imparare impochi giorni p |
Lo aniaistramento,

| ragioni,
|
&

|
Essempli, conie qui

sequente
|
Vedrai.

|
Opera del TAGLIENTE nouaniente

| compcsta cum gratia nef anno di fira

salute
I

MDXXY ; with numerous bcautijul specimens of handierititig, ornamental alphabets,
initials, printing characters, etc., some in white on black ground, besides full-page woodcut of
writing tools, sm. 4to. hf. vellum (a very fine and large copy) ; excessively rare, £15.

[Venttia,] 1525
One of the earliest and most important works on calligraphy, giving a great variety of spociincoB of handwrittn;;,

printing characters, etc., all beautifully executed.

The above edition, the second and probably the rarest of all (which consists of 24 unnumbered II., signatures A—F in
fours), is excessively rare, and was unknown to Brunet and Gracsse. Riccartll mentions this e«litioii, but K'ves a vt-ry
faulty copy of the title, and moreover mistakenly states that the signatures coasi<t of A—E only. The only copy he
quotes was that of the Biblioteca Communale of Reggio. The first edition of 1521 was known alike to Brunei, Urmesae,
and Riccardi.

A copy of the edition of ir>27 fetched £10. at auction in 189S.

4727 [TAGLIENTE (Hieronymo)] Opera che insegna a fare ogni Ragione de MercaTIA, & a
pertegare le terre con arte giometrica Intitolata Componimento di Arithmetica ; printed in

gott(ic letter, title printed in white on black ground, with large woodcut on reverse^ and ntunerowt
curious woodcuts in text, and arithmetical diagrams, 16mo. hf. bound, rough edges (half the title

missing, but a TALL AND REMARKABLY CLEAN COPY), Very rare, £7. 7* *. /. aut t. n. (? 1528)
The date is given on the title, but a portion of the latter being torn off, only MDX is still discernible. Owing to the

extreme rarity of all the works of both Taglientes, no complete bibliography of their works and e<iitions has ever been
given, and it is therefore impossible to identify this, or the edition given below. It coqsists of 88 leaves, or sigiiaturcH
A to Z in fours, the la.st 1. being blank.

4728 Another Edition, printed in gotl&ic letter, with numerous woodcuts and ornaments,
16mo. boards {wanting title, and with a small hole going through the larger part of the toork) ;

very rare, £5. lOs
'

s. I. aut a.
The collation of this eflition agrees exactly with the one above, but the different spelling, as well as some woodcut

ornaments varying from those in it, mark it as a distinct, and judging from internal evidence, earlier edition.
According to Cicogna (in 'Saggio di Bibliografia Veneziana ') the author wrote the work at the request of his kinsinan

Giovanni Antonio. It resembles to some extent the latter's Opera Noca (q. v. supra).

4729 TAISNIER (Jean) Opus Mathematicum VIII Libros complectens, qoorura VI priores Libri
Absolutissimte Cheiromanti^e Theoricam . . . VII. Physiognomi^e Di.spo.sitioneni . . . VIIL
Periaxiomata de Faciebus SignorUxM . . . complectitur . . . Item Isagogen Astrologi^:
JUDICIARI.E, et totius Divinatricis Artis Encomia, cam Indice copioso ; ivith author's portrait on
reverse of title, and very numerous woodcuts illustrating Palmistry, Physiognomy, and Astrology,

folio, sound copy in old limp vellum (rare), £2. 2;? Coloniw Agrippinw, 15tf2

4730 Another Copy, sewn {slightly wormed, and 3 small holes in title), £1. 10*
' II y a beaucoup emprunte au medecin B. Codes pour cet ouvrage, qui expose d'une fa^on didactique U chiromande,

Ijinhysiognomie, les presages, I'astrologie, Qtc.'—Biogr. Gen.

4731 TAIT (Peter Guthrie, f.r.s.e.) Elementary Treatise on Quaternion.s, with diagrams,
8vo. cL, 5s (p. 12s Qd) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1867

4732 Second Edition, enlarged, with diagrams, 8vo. prize calf extra {nice copy), Is 6d
Univ. Press, Cambridge [1873]

Still the best working book on the subject for the studenl.

4733 Lectures on some Recent Advances in Physical Science, with woodcut*, post 8vo.

cl. {out ofprint), 4s 1876

4734 Second Edition, revised, with a Lecture on Force, woodcuts, post 8vo. el., 5s 1876
An excellent sketch on the more recent discoveries in physics ba.sed on the doctrine of energy. It includes a chapt«r

on the ' Early History of Energy '.

4735 Light, with diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 'As Edin., 1884

4736 Properties of Matter, with diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7s Qd\ ib., 1885
' These [above three work.sj arc written in a forcible style and with a masterly touch which cliaractcri»e« all bia

productions. Tait has a great power of treating abstruse questions in a simple, direct manner,'

4737 Sketch of Thermodynamics, 2nd Ed., extended, large post 8vo. cl., 3* to., 1877

, and Lord KELVIN, pr s. : Elements of Natural Phi lo.sophy—i?. Nos. 2247-50, ante.

4738 , and William John STEELE: Treatise on the Dynamics of a Particle, with

numerous Examples, 2nd Ed., vjith diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3* Cambridge, 1865

4739 Third Edition, considerably augmented, diagrams, post 8vo. cl., is 1871

, and Balfour STEWART : The Unseen Universe—». Nos. 4597-8, ante.

V. Kelland (Philii)), ante.

4740 TARR (Ralph Stockman, Cornell Univ.) Economic Geology of the United States, with

briefer Mention of Foreign Mineral Products, 2 plates, chart, and 27 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s 61

(p. 16s nett) ^cw York, 1804

With bibliography on mining and metaUorgy.
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4741 TANNER (Henry S.) Description of the Canals and Rail Road3 of the United States,

comprehending Notices of all the Works of Internal Improvement throughout the several States,

with fine folding maps, roy. 8vo. cl., 10s Qd New York, 1840
An interesting account of U. S, railways in their infancy. Appended is a Glossary of Railway Terms (pp. 30).

Although railways were a purely English invention, it must have been satisfactory to Mr. B. Sawin to be assured in the
preface that 'the general extension of railways in the United States is one effect of that enlightened constitution of

Government which impresses an indelible mark of distinction between the enterprizing American and the plodding
inhabitant of the other hemisphere '.

4742 TANNERY (Paul) La Geometrie Grecque, comment son Histoire nous est parvenue et ce

qu'on nous en savons. pe Partie [seule parue'\ : Histoire gen^rale de la G6om^trie el^mentaire, roy.

8vo. seivn, 3s 1887

4743 TARTAGLIA [sive TARTAXEA] (Niccolo) : Opere del Famosissimo Nicolo Tartaglia,
ciofe QuEsiTi, Travagliata Inventione, Nova Scientia, Ragionamenti sopra Archimede ;

with portrait on 3 titles, and numerous other fine woodcuts, and folding plan, 4 vols. sm. 4to. in 1,

old limp vellum (rare), £1. 10* Venetia, 1606
Apparently the last edition of the above four works published, and the only one with a collective title.

Euclide Megarense— y. No. 1237, ante.

4744 General Trattato di Numeri, et Misure; with portraits {duplicated), and numerous
diagrams, 6 vols, folio in 2, old vellum (back of binding of v. I damaged, title of v. Ill margined
and stamped, a few II. wormed, and a number slightly water-stained, but on the whole a sound and
large copy) ; very rare, £2. 155 ibidem, per Curtio Troiano, 1556-60

Forming to some extent a continuation of the Arithtnetica (q. v. infra). ' In this he showed how the coefficients of x
in the expansion of (l+x> could be calculated, by the use of an arithmetical triangle, from those in the expansion of

(1 +»)"^^ for the cases when n is equal to 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. The treatise on arithmetic and numbers is one of the chief

authorities for our knowledge of the early Italian algorism. It is verbose, but gives a clear account of the different arith-

metical methods then in use, and has numerous historical notes which, as far as we can judge, are trustworthy, and are

ultimately the authorities for many of the statements in the last chapter [of Mr. Ball's 'History of Mathematics']. It

contains an immense number of que.stions on every kind of problem which would be likely to occur in mercantile arith-

metic, and there are several attempts to frame algebraical formula^, suitable for particular problems. These problems
give incidentally a good deal of infonnation as to the ordinary life and commercial customs of the time,* etc. etc. etc.

—

W. yv. R. Ball.

4745 TUTTE FOpere d'AEiTHMETiCA, nelle quali in XVII Libri con varie Prove, & Ragioni,

mostrasi ogni Prattica Naturale, & Artificiale, i Modi, & le Regole da gli Antichi, & Moderni
usate neir Arte Mercantile; «& ove interviene Calcolo, Pesi, Denaii, Tariffe, Calmeri, Baratti,

Canibi di Banchieri, ecc. ; with device on titles, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, old Italian vellum {first title

stained) ; VERY RARE, £1. 5s ib., 1592-3
A reprint of the first volume of the Trattato di Numeri (q. v. supra).

4746 La Nova Scientia, con una Gionta al Terzo Libro ; with woodcut title, and woodcuts,

[col.:] Venetia, Nic. de Bascarini, 1550: Quesiti, et Inventioni Diversi ;
prima edizione;

ivith fine portrait, and other woodcuts, and diagrams, ib.. Vent. Rufiinelli, 1546—2 vols. sm. 4to.

in 1, very sound copies in Italian vellum, £1. 5« 1546-50

4747 New Editions of Both Works, with woodcut title, atid numerous woodcuts and
diagrams, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, old limp vellum {binding damaged, the 2nd tvork wanting title and
preliminary II., and some II. slightly wormed), \hs [col. :] Vinegia, 1558-62

In the Nova Scientia the author investigates the fall of bodies under gravity, and first makes known the theorem that

the range of projectiles is largest if the angle of projection is 45°
; while in the Quesiti (which contains a dedication to

Henry Vlll.) the author claims the invention of the theorem for .solving cubic equations (known as ' Cardan's Formula'),
which was treacherously published by Cardan in 1645 as his own in his Ars Magna. See No. 684, ante. It further

contains investigations on gunnery,the composil ion ofGunpowder, the invention of which the author ascribed to Archimedes,
and chapters on fortification ; and gives interesting autobiographical information.

4748 Quesiti, et Inventioni Diverse, prima edizione, with portrait, woodcuts, and
diagrams {title stained and mended), [col. .] Venetia, 1546 : La Nova Scientia, con una Gionta al

Terzo Libro; with woodcut title, woodcuts and diagrams, ib., 1551: Regola Generale da
Sulevare con Ragione e Misura no solamete ogni affondata Nave; ma una Torre Solida di

Mettallo, trovata da Nicola Tartaglia, delle discipline Mathematice amatore intitolata la

Travagliata Inventions, prima edizione; with portrait {difierent from that in 'Quesiti^),

and woodcuts {ib., 1551): Ragionamenti sopra la sua Travagliata Inventione, nelli quali se

dechiara volgarmente quel libro di Archimede Siracusano intitolato de Insidentibus Aqute, con

altre Speculative Pratiche da lui ritrovate sopra le Materie, prima edizione, ib., 1551—4 vols,

sm. 4to. in 1, old Italian vellum, £2. 5* 1546-1551

4749 Gli Stessi ('Regola' e 'Ragionamenti' delle prime edizioni), ivith 3 portraits {one

duplicated), and numerous fine woodcuts and diagrams ; 4 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, old vellum gilt

(fine copies), £2. 2* ibidem, 1550-4

4750 Regola Generale da Sulevare con Ragione e Misura no solamete ogni atFondata

Nave ; ma una Torre Solida di Metallo intitolata la Travagliata Inventione : Ragiona-
menti sopra la sua TRAVAGLIATA Inventione, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, both first editions, with

2 portraits {duplicated), and other fine woodcuts ; old limp vellum {large andfine copies), 15s

ibidem [1551]-51

The first work contains an account of some ingenious contrivances for lifting and salving submerged vessels.

4751 RiSPOSTE (V) a Messer LuDOVico Ferraro et Hieronimo Cardano [over Dispute

Mathematice], 5 pamphlets : QuiNTO Cartello di LoDOVico Ferraro contra Messer Nicolo

Tartaglia; with diagrams— in 1 vol. sm. 4to. Italian white vellum extra, £3. 155

ib., I5i7-S—Milano, 1547
ExcEssiVKLY RARE, and unknown to Graesse and PoggendorfF, and important in connexion with the origin and history

of Cardan's Formula. ' Ouvrage fort rare dont on ne connait qu'un seul excmplaire, celui que M. Silvestro Gherardi a cede

ik M. Libri, aprts I'avoir reproduit a Bologne, en 18i6.' —Bninet.
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4752 TARN (Edward Wyndham) Practical Geometry for the Architect, Engineer, Surveyor,
and Mechanic ; 2nd Ed., with Appendixes on Diagrams of Strains and Isonietrical Projection,
with 172 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. (cover stained), 3* 6rf (p. 9*) 1882

4753 TATE (Thomas Turner, f.r.a.s.) The Principles of Mechanical Philosophy applied to
Industrial Mechanics, ivith diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4s 1853

4754 Treatise on Factorial Analysis, with the Summation of Series, containing various
New Developments of Functions, etc., 8vo. boards; or, A/, calf {scarce), 6* 1845

4755 Another Copy, sewn, 5s 6d
Containing theorems that are ' either new, or obtained by processes which are niw.'—Prr/aa. The author also employs

several new symbols.
• Tate made many original and valuable researches in mathematical and cxperimenlal science'.—D. N. B.

4756 TATTERSHALL (Thomas, pr., Queen's Coll., Cantab.) Elementary Treatise on the
Differential and Integral Calculus, diagrams, 8vo. boards, 3« 6(^ Cambridge, 1838

4757 TAYLOR (Brook, f.r.s.) Contemplatio Philosophica : a Posthumous Work, with Life, by his

Grandson SiR WiLLiAM YouNG, f.r.s., and Appendix of sundry ORIGINAL Papers, Leiters from
the Count Kaymond de Montmort, Lord Bolingbroke, Marcilly de Villette, Bernoulli, etc., Jinrly
printed by Bulmer, with fine mezzotint portrait by U. Earlom. roy. 8vo. handsomely bound in con-
temporary smooth crimson morocco gilt, g. e. (only 100 COPIES PRIVATELY printed), £2. 12* 6rf 1793

' With Sir W. Young's Comptv to Ld. Boston.'—/n.<.cr. on flylfnf. 'The ContenijJntio Philonfiphicti was prinUHi at Londuu
in 1793 for private circulation and is now extremely rare.'—W. W. K. liall. The life prenxetl ia the chief authority ou the
author.

4758 Linear Perspective : or a New Method of representing justly all manner of Objectaas
they appear to the Eye in all Situations, first edition, with vignette, and 18 plates, 8vo. teum
{rare), 10s 6d 1715

4759 New Principles of Linear Perspective : or the Art of Designing on a Plane the
Kepresentations of all sorts of Objects in a more General and Simple Method than has been done
before, first edition, with ]3 plates, 8vo. sewn {rare), I2s 6d 1719

4760 Third Edition, revised and corrected by John Colson, f.r.s., with 13 plates, sm. 8vo.

sewn, 125 6rf 1749
'Containing the earliest general enunciation of the principle of vanishing iwints'.— IK W. R. Ball.

4761 Both the above Works, first editions, with numerous plates, 2 vols. sm. 8vo. in 1,

old panelled calf {fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., £1.5* 1715-19
These were the first English works treating the subject of porsiiective scicntiflcally.

4762 Methodus Incrementorum Directa et Inversa; with diagrams, 4to. old calf {VERY
rare), £2. 25 Londxni, 1715

• In reality the first treatise dealing with the calculus of finite difl'erences. It contained the celebrat««l formula known
as ' Taylor's theorem '. The importance of the discovery was not fully recognised, however, until it was iwinttnl out by
Lagrange in 1772. In this work Taylor also applied the calculus for the solution of several problems which had baffled

previous investigators. For the first time he determined the differential equation of the jiath of a ray of light when
traversing a heterogeneous medium. He also discussed the foim of the catenary and the detenninatiou of the centre!

of oscillation and percussion '.—D. N. B.

4763 TAYLOR (Charles, D.D., Master St. John's Coll., Cantab.) GEOMETRICAL CONICS ; including'

Anharmonic Katio and Projection, with diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 5s Cambridge, 1863

4764 The [Elementary] Geometry of Conics, 2nd Ed., revised and enlarijed, 2 plates and
diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 2s •^•» 1873

4765 — Third Edition [wholly rewritten] , 2 plates and diagrams, post 8vo. cl., Ss ib., 1880

'The characteristic feature of this edition is the use of the Eccentric Circle [adopted from an almost forgotten work by

Boscovich].'—Pr</«ce.

4766 Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged, diagrams, post 8vo. cl. {slightly jtenctlletfj, 2s

to., 1883

4767 Introduction to the Ancient and Modern Geometry of Conics : a Geometrical

Treatise on the Conic Sections, with Collection of Problems, and Historical Notes and Prolegomena,

numerous diagrams, 8vo. cl. {some II. neatly ink-lined) ; scarce, 15* w., 1881

A work of great value, especially for its historical information.

4768 TAYLOR (F. Glanville, Univ. Coll., Nottingham) Introduction to the Differential Md
Integral Calculus and Differential Equations, 127 diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 9«) 1899

4769 TAYLOR (George Nelson) Treatise on Plane Astronomy and Natural Phiix)sophy,

with front, by Findcn, post 8vo. cl., 2s 6d '^'•'

4770 TAYLOR (James Morford ; Colgate Univ.) ELEMENTS of the Differential and Integral

Calculus, with Examples and Applications, 61 diagrams, 8vo. cl., is (p. Ss Od)
Boston [Mass.], 18S4

4771 TAYLOR (Janet) A Planisphere of the Fixed Stars, 3 maps, 4to. : Directions to it, and

Remarks on the Stellar and Planetary Systems, 4th Ed , 8vo.—2 vols, boards, 5s
^ ,o.«

apud auctorem, at her Nautical Academy, Mtnonet, n. a.^looS

4772 Lunar Tables ; by which the True Distance is obtained from the Api»arent Altitudw

;

thereby avoidin«' the usual tedious Preparations, previous to clearing a Lunar DisUnce, wun
engraved front, of • The Mariner's Calculator', 8vo. hf calf, wUh Sandhurst College oookplaU

{scarce) \Qs 6d
Containing also a description of the ' Mariner's Calculator, which corablnw the m^"' "^ m*Wng obiiervaUons. with the

power of giving solutions Ui all problems in Nautical Astronomy, without the use of a ninglc calcuUtlon, <";>"8 L-J-

4773 Third Edition, with short Treatise on the Chronometer, v.ith Directions for its Manage-

ment, and the Method of obtaininj,' its Kate at Sea, 8vo. hf calf, with Sandhurst College bookplate,

The works of the learned authoress, together with those of Jank SgtiRK (7. r. ante), would form no ^ ^""""""jj;

for the Suffragette locker, as the calcmlation of nautical tables would certainly floor most male M. P. n. But wouia even

Mrs. Taylor have taken command of a ship at sea ? Uer biography is ungallantly omitted from V. H. Ji.
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4774 TAYLOR (John) Thesaurium Mathematics, or the Treasury of the Mathematicks, \yith

the Mensuration of Board, Glass, Tiling, etc., likewise the Art of Gauging, Dialling, Fortification,

Military-Orders, and Gunnery . . . with Table of 10000 Logarithms, Log-Sines and Log-
Tangents, with fine portrait by vein Houe, and ^folding plates, 8vo. old calf gilt. Is Qd 1687

4775 TAYLOR (John, f.r.s.) : Records of Mining, edited by John Taylor, f.r.s., f.g.s., etc..

Part I (all pub.) with \1 fine copperplates {manyfolding) , 4to. hf. calf gilt (SCARCE), £1, 1* 1829
Containing the following contributions by the Editor : Prospectus of a School of Mines in Cornwall ; On Pumps used

in Mines ; Retorts for the Distillation of the Mercury from Amalgamated Metals ; W. Brunton's Patent Calcining Furnace

;

On the Duty of 8team Engines ; Tables exhibiting the Quantities of Copper, Tin, etc. produced in Gt. Britain ; also two
articles by John Henry Vivian, f.r.s. ': The Process of Amalgamation as practised at Freyberg ; and On the Smelting of
Silver Ores.

4776 TAYLOR (Michael) Sexagesimal Table, exhibiting, at Sight, the Result of any Proportion,

where the Terms do not exceed 60 ; also Tables of the Equation of Second Difference, and for

turning the Lower Denominations of English Money, Weights, and Measures, into Sexagesimals
of the Higher, and vice versa ; and the Sexagesimal Table turned into Seconds as far as the
1000th Column, being a very useful Millesimal Table of proportional Parts, with Precepts and
Examples, roy. 4to. hf. vellum, uncut {rare), 16.s 1780

The largest sexagesimal table ever issued. It was published by order of the Commissioners of Longitude.

4777 Tables of Logarithms of all Numbers, from 1 to 101000 ; and of the Sines and Tangents
to every Second of the Quadrant, with Preface, and Precepts for their Explanation and Use (pp. 64),

by Nevil Maskelyne, pr., f.r.s.. Astronomer Royal, large impl. 4to. calf, or, hoards (scarce),
£1. 105 1792

4778 Another Copy, hf. russia {title and a few II. stained), £1. 55
a rare and valuable work. ' Dem Gedanken, zur Berechnung der Funktion eines sehr klelnen Winkels zu Reihenentwick-

lungon zu greifen, entsprang auch cine noch heute vcrwendete Regel zur Bestimmung von log sin x und log tg .r, die der
Greenwiclier Astronom Nevil JIaskelyne herleitcte und die seinen Namen erhalten hat. En hat dieselbe initgeteilt in der
Einleitung zu seiner Au.^gabe der Tables of Logarithms von Michael Taylor, 1702.'—i'ro/. Moritz Cantor.

4779 TAYLOR (Robert Llewellyn, f.i.c.) The Student's Chemistry : Inorganic Chemistry and
Chemical Philosophy, colouredfront., and 37 woodcuts, post 8vo. roxhurghe, 2s (p. 5s) 1892

4780 TAYLOR (Sedley, Fellow of Trinity) Sound and Music : a New Mathematical Treatise on
the Physical Constitution of Musical Sounds and Harmony, including the chief Acoustical
Discoveries of Helmholtz, post 8vo. cL, Ss 6d (p. 85 6^^) 1883

4781 TAYLOR (Thomas ; ' Flatonist ') The Elements of a New Arithmetical Notation, and of

a New Arithmetic of Infinites, in which the Series discovered by Modern Mathematicians,
for the Quadrature of the Circle and Hyperbola, are demonstrated to be aggregately Incommen-
surable Quantities : and a Criterion is given, by which the Commensurability or Incommensur-
ability of Infinite Series may be accurately ascertained ; with Appendix of some Properties of

Perfect, Amicable, and other Numbers, no less remarkable than novel, 8vo. hoards, uncut {rare),

105 %d 1828
' A curious attempt at establishing a theory of infinites, the unit of which is 1 +1 + 1 + etc. ad inf.'—Prof, de Morgan.

See Nos. 37S6-7 for the author's translation of Proclus.

4782 TEACHING of MATHEMATICS, Discussion on the (British Association, 1901), ed. by
Prof. Perry, with B.A. Committee's Keport by Prof. Forsyth, 8vo. cl. hoards, 2s 1902

4783 TECHNICAL DICTIONARIES, The Deinhardt-Schlomann Series of, in Six Languages:
German, English, French, Kussian, Italian, and Spanish. Vol. II : Electrical Engineering,
including Telegraphy and Telephony, ed. by Charles Kinzbrunner, tvith about 4000 ilhis-

trations, large 12mo. (pp. 2100), cl., \6s 6d (sells £1. 5* nett) 1908

4784 Vol. Ill : Steam Boilers, Steam Engines, Steam Turbines, ed. by Wilhelm
Wagner, with about 3500 illustrations, large 12mo. (pp. 1322), cL, lOs Gd (sells 16^ nett) 1908

4785 Vol. IV : Internal Combustion Engines, compiled by Karl Schikore, with
about 1000 illustrations, large 12mo. cl., 5s 6d (sells 8* nett) 1908

4786 TECKLENBURG (Theodor S.) Handbuch der Tiefbohrkunde ; with portrait, \b^ fine plates

and 301 woodcuts, complete in 6 vols. impl. 8vo. sewn, £1. 17* 6rf (p. M. 86) Leipzig, 1886-96
The standard work on the technics of boring. It comprises : I. Das englische, dcutsche und canadische Bohrsystem :

II. Spiilbohrsystem : III. Dianiantbohrsystem : IV. Seilbohrsysteni (Brunnenbohren) : V. Horizontal- und Geneigtbohren
u. s. w. : VI. Schachtbohren.

4787 TELEGRAFIE, Jaarboekje voor, 1860 [uitgegeven door J. C. Evers en L. Arisz] ; with
lithographic portrait of Morse, and Zfolding plates, 12mo. boards, 3* Leeuwarden, 1860

A complete set to 1905:

4788 TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS, JOURNAL of the SOCIETY of, including original Papers,

Communications, and Discussions on Telegraphy and Electrical Science, edited by Sir

Francis John Bolton and H. Schutz Wilson, the late William Edward Ayrton, f.r.s.,

etc. etc., complete from the beginning in 1872 to March, 1905, icith plates, and numerous wood-

cuts, 34 vols. 8vo. new hf. morocco, cl. sides, £22. lOs 1872-1905

Containing many valuable contributions by the late Loud Kelvin. The Society has since changed into the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers.

4789 TENNANT (Lt.-Gen. James Francis, r.e., f.r.s.) Keport on the Preparations for, and
Observations of, the Transit of Venus, as seen at Koorkee and Lahore, Dec. 8, 1874, with

2 plates and plan, Calcutta, 1877 : Reports on Telescopic Observations of the Transit of

Mercury, May 5-6, 1878 [by A. Hall, William Harkness, J. R. Eastman, E. S. Holden,
etc.], woodcuts, Washington, '79—2 vols. 4to. in 1, cl., Qs 1877-9

4790 TERRY (Hubert Lanphier, f.i.c.) India-Rubber, and its Manufacture, with Chapters on

Gutta-Percha and Balata, with illustrations, 8vo. cl., 45 (p. 6s nett) 1907
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4791 TELESIO (Bernardino, Cosentino) De Rerum Natura juxta propria Principia Liljer I. et II.

denuo editi
: l)K ills, qiue in Aere; et de TERR.i^:-MOTinus,; Liber L'nieus, editio* princeps : De

COLORUM Generatione Opusculuiii, editio princeps: De Mari Liber Unicus, editio princeps
—4 vols. 4to. in 1, with vignette on titles, and woodcut initials; large andfine copies in calf (why
rare), £2. 12* 6d Neapoli 1570

The first is the author's most important work, and historically of great interest as being the first revolt anainst th«
Aristotelian basis of physics (for which reason it was promptly placed on the Index]. The author only recognises
three principles : heat and colil, which are immaterial and active, and matter, the leading principle. Tlie (Irst two are tlie
active principles which have formed the universe and the earth out of matter, which latter id supitosed to potisess no
active forces in itself.

In astronomy he declares for a geocentric system. Hearing is caused by the movement of air, while sound is the result
of the mutual and violent concussion of bodies.

The Telesian system gained many followers, and exerted a great influence on the pliilosophlcal views of Ids contemn,
oraries. Sir Francis Bacon, Giordano Bruno, and CamjKinella praise him as the first successful oi)ponent of the wripatetic
school, and his claim to fame still lies in the fact that he was the first to lead natural science into new and more rational
cliaiiiu'ls.

4792 TENNENT (Sir James Emerson, F.R.s. ; author of ' Ceylon ') The Story of the GuNS, vdth
'^plates, and numerous woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 3a* 6rf (p. 7« Qd) 1864

A plea for the Whitworth Gun, and against the Armstrong.

4793 TESLA (Nikola), The Inventions, Researches, and Writings of; with special Reference to
his Work in Polyphase Currents and High Potential Lighting, by Thomas Commkrford
Martin, 2nd Ed., with portrait and over 300 illustrations, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 12* Qd New York, 1891

Including a short Memoir of this remarkable son of a Sorb parish priest, and giving the only account of Ids inventions,
viz., telegraphy through the earth without wires, electric lighting by means of vacuum tubes, i>olyphaso alternate
current motor, enablir.g transference of electric energy at long ilistances from the source of origin, etc. etc.

4794 [TESTA (Abate Domenico)] Delia Contemporanea Propagazione de' SuoNi Divkrsi, 4to.

(pp. 43), sewn {no title) ; rare, Gs 6d [Milano, 1787]
' Blairan avait deja tente de resoudre une partio du probl^mc difficile c»ntenu dans ce sujet ; mais il Tavait tralte eii

physicien ; I'abbe Testa etablit dans son memoire qu'il on fuut chercher I'explication non daus la physique, mais daus la
psychologie, et il developpe cette opinion avec beaucoup de talent.'—fer is.

4795 THACKEB (Anthony, author of the Ladies' Diary) Miscellany of Mathematical Pro-
blems, Vol. I {all pub.), containing a New Method of solvinjj Geometrical Problems ; a Complete
Treatise of Spherical Trigonometry ; a Collection of Spherical Problems ; a Variety of (Questions,
and Diophantine Problems; Solutions to the Questions in the Gentleman's and Ladies Diary for

1743, diagrams, '43: Treatise containing an Entire New Method of solving Adfected
Quadratic, and Cubic Equations, with their Application to the Solution of Biquadratic Ones,
and New Ta'oles for finding the Roots of Cubics, invented by the late ingenious A. ThACKER,
calculated and exemplified by W. Brown, 2nd Ed., '48: BROWN (W., Cleobwy Free School)
Problems in Practical Geometry, containing Theorems never before made publick, diagrams,
'48—3 vols. 8vo. in 1, contemporary calf {rare), 15s Birmingham, 1743-8

These three works are quite unknown to Lowndes, Watt, Allibone, Poggendorff, etc., nor is anything known of the
inventr>r of the new method of solving quadratic and cubic equations.

4796 THELTJ (— ) Notice sur les Etais de Mines en France ; with plates of pit props, etc., 4to.

sewn {scarce), 5s Gd Impr. Nationale, 1878

4797 TH^NARD (Baron Louis Jacques) Trait^ de Chimie Eldmentaire, Thdorique, et Pratique,
5" Ed., augmentee ; tvith plates, 5 vols. Svo. hf. calf, 5s

,
1827

4798 [Keimpression de la Sixieme et Derniere Edition], avec Es.sai sur la Philosophio
Chimique, et Precis sur 1'Analyse, 2 vols. roy. Svo. hf. calf {binding of v. II damaged), 5s

lirnxelles, 1830
' Malgre les recentes d^couvertes, cet ouvrage jouit encore aujourd'hui d'une grande autorit<^. '—Bioj/r. din. The author

discovered hydrogen peroxide, and in 1811, in conjunction with Oay-Lusiac, the elementary analysis in chemistry. 8eo
No. 14'.»S, nnt>;.

4799 THEODOSII Tripolitae Spiiaericorum Libri (1612)— v. Clavius, ante.

4800 THEONIS Smyrnaei, eorum, qujje in Mathe.maticis al Platonis Lectionem ntilia sunt,

Expositio, Gnece, nunc primum edita, L.\TINA Versione ac Notis illustrata ab Ismaelk
BULLIALDO, editio princeps, 4to. large and sound copy in contemporaru limp vellum, with book-

plate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., and MS. note in Latin by nim concerning the author
{rare), 10s Gd Lutetiie Paris., 1644

4801 Eadem, Graece ; Bullialdi Interpretationem Latinam, Lectionis Diversitateni guamque
Annotationem addidit J. J. de Gelder, 8vo., Vellum Paper Edition ; sewn, uncut, As Gd

Lugd Bat., 1827

4802 Eadem, Graece : Exposition des Connaissances Mathdmatiques utiles pour la Lecture de
Platon, traduite pour la premitire Fois du Grec en PVan^ais par J. DUPUIS ; avec Epilogue : Le
NOMBRE de Platon (Memoire definitif) ; with woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 4» 1892

4803 Liber de Astronomia, cum Sereni Fragmento : Textum nrimus edidit, Latine vertit,

Descriptionibus Geometricis, Dissertatione et Notis illustravit Til. H. Martin \ accednnt nunc
primum edita GEORGll Pachymeris e Libro A.stronomico delecta Fragmenta, etCnALClDII Locu»

ex Adrasto vel Theone expressus ; with 8 plates and 2 folding fss., Svo. hf. roan gUt (scnrce),

\2s Parisiis, e Reipublicce Typographeo, 18-19

The only edition of the work ever published, produced at the cost of the short-lived Itepublic'of IMS.

V. Ptolem.kus, No. 3848, ante.

4804 THERMOSIPHON, Pratique de I'Art de Chauffer par le, ou CALORiFfeRE h Eau
Chaude ; avec les Eft'ets de la Ciialeur, les Causes du Mouvement de I'Eau, les difTc^renU

Appareils applicables au Chaufiage des Serres et des Habitations, leur Influence sur la Sante des

Hommes et des Plantes, par A***, Membrc des Soci6t<Ss d'Horticulture de Paris ; with 21 copper-

plates, oblong 4to. sewn {scarce), Is Gd 1844
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4806 THIBATJT, dit Le Lorrain (P., Distillateur ordinaire du Roy) COURS de Chymie, derniere

Edition, corrigee de plusieurs Fautes ; ivith engraved tiUe shoicing various stills, etc., 18rao.

(pp. 444), old vellum {rare), \2s 6d Leyde, 1672
Unknown to Brunet, Graesse, Poggeudorff, etc., and containing much pharmaceulicalmat'.er ; also alchemical, e, g. on

the Tincture of Gold, etc.

4807 THOMALEN (Adolf) Text-Book of Electrical Engineering, trans, by George W. O.
Howe, South Kensington, with 454 diagrams, roy. 8vo. cL, \Qs (p. 15s nett) 1907

4808 THOMAN (Fedor) Theorie des Interets Composes et des Annuites, suivie des Tables
Logarithmiques, traduit par I'Abbe BOUCHARD, avec Avertissement de Joseph Bertrand, roy.

Svo. sewn, 6s (p. F. 10 nett) 1878
4809 THOMAS (M., de Colmar), Instruction pour se servir de FArithmometre, Machine h

Calculer inventee par; with plate, Svo. sewn, 3s 1865
Still the best calculating machine, performing the four rules of arithmetic with surprising speed. It was in use in 1865

by the Western and Northern Railways of France, the Ponts et Chaussees, and Cambridge University Observatory.

4810 THOMAS (Joseph William, f.i.c.) The Ventilation, Heating and Lighting of Dwell-
ings, 72 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) 1906

4811 THOMPSON (A. Beeby) The Oil Fields of Russia, and the Russian Petroleum Industry :

a Practical Handbook on the Exploration, Exploitation, and Management of Russian Oil
Properties, including Notes on the Origin of Petroleum in Russia, Description of the Theory
and Practice of Liquid Fuel, and Translation of the Russian Rules and Regulations, with 95 plates,

woodcuts, and maps, and 31 tables, thick 4to. buckram, £1. 15s (p. £3. 3s nett) 1904

4812 THOMPSON (Edward C.) Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of the Anode and Cathode :

Principles, Applications and Theories ; with Concluding Chapter by William A. Anthony ; with
45 plates, and 60 diagrams, roy- 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. 7s Qd) New York [1896]

4813 THOMPSON (Silvanus Phillips, f.r.s.) The Development of the Mercurial Air-Pump,
reprinted, with Additions, from the Journal of the Society of Arts, 43 woodcuts, impl. 8vo. (pp. 37),

sewn, Is 6d 1888
4814 Dynamo-Electric Machinery, 2nd Ed., enlarged and revised, with 324 woodcuts, thick

Svo. A/, morocco {title stamped), 3s Qd 1886
4815 Another Copy, cl., 4s

4816 Third Edition, enlarged and revised, with 378 woodcuts, thick Svo. cl., 5s6d (p. 16s) 1888
4817 Fifth Edition, revised, with 19 plates, and 520 woodcuts, thick Svo. cl. {some II. gnawed

and slightly defective), 7s 6c? (p. £1. 4s) 1896
4818 The Electromagnet, and Electromagnetic Mechanism, with 213 woodcuts, Svo. cl.

{scarce), 10s 1891
4819 Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism, new [final] Ed., with 2 charts,

and 291 woodcuts, 12mo. cl, 2s %d (p. 4s 6rf) 1895
4820 Polyphase Electric Currents, and Alternate-Current Motors, 2nd [latest]

Edition, enlarged, with ^folding plates, and 358 icoodcuts, thick Svo. cl. (scarce), £1. Is 1900
Witli Appendix containing a schedule of Britisli patents on polyphase and alternating current motors, 1878-99.

4821 THOMSON (Adam ; Watchmaker) Time and Timekeepers, with numerous looodcuts, fcap. Svo.

cl., with author's bookplate {scarce), 6s Qd 1842
' A concise and very complete history.*—G'en*. Mag.

4822 THOMSON (David) The Description and Use of the Longitude Scale, or Lunar
Corrector, for readily clearing the Apparent Lunar Distances from Effects of Parallax and
Refraction ; and for finding the Apparent Time from the Altitude of the Sun, or a Star ; 2nd Ed.,
greatly enlarged, roy. Svo. hf. calf {scarce), 5s for the author, 1823

4823 THOMSON (James, Belfast; LL.D. ; father of Lord Kelvin) Elements of Plane and
Spherical Trigonometry, with the First Principles of Analytic Geometry, 6th Ed., 2 plates,

Svo. cl., 2s Qd 1858
4824 Another Copy, interleaved with writing paper, hf. calf, 3s

4825 Introduction to the Differential and Integral Calculus, with Appendix on the
Theory of Curves, 2 plates, Svo. boards, 2s 6d Belfast, 1831

4826 Third Edition [rewritten], with 3 plates, post Svo. cl., 3s 1856

4827 THOMSON (Sir Joseph John, F.R.S.) On some Applications of Dynamical Principles to

Physical Phenomena, roy. 4to. sewn, 2s
'

1886
4828 Applications of Dynamics to Physics and Chemistry, post Svo. cl, 4s (p. 7s 6^) 1888
4829 Conduction of Electricity through Gases, with 183 illustrations, Svo. cl, 7s (p. 16s)

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1903
Containing the important investigations for which the author was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 190(3, and

'developing the view that the conduction of electricity through gases is due to the presence in the gas of small particles
called ion-s", which under the influence of electric forces move from one part of the gas to another.'

—

Preface.

4830 The DISCHARGE of ELECTRICITY through Gases, with 41 diagrams, post Svo. cl, 3s

(p. 4s Qd nett) 1903
4831 Elements of the Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism, ivith 133

diagrams, post Svo. cl, 4s (p. 10s) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1895

4832 Second Edition [corrected], with 133 diagrams, post Svo. cl, 4s Gd (p. 10s) a. e., 'ib., 1897

4833 THOMSON (Thomas, Univ. G^/as^^oi^; M.D., f.r.s.) Attempt to establish the First Principles
of Chemistry by Experiment, 2 vols. Svo. boards, uncut {rai^e), 10s 6d 1825

' In 1819 Thomson began a series of experimental researches with the view of testing, or rather confirming, the theory of

William Prout, that the atomic weights of all elements are exact multiples of that of hydrogen. The results of the many
thousands of experiments which he conducted with this object were extremely favourable to the theory and were
published in 1825 under the title 'An Attempt, etc.'—D. N. B.
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4835 THOMSON (Thomas, Univ. Glasgow ; M.D., F.R.s.) Annals of Philosophy; or Ma^^azine of
Chemistry, Mineralogy, Mechanics, Natural History, Agriculture, and the Arts, from Januarj',
1813 to December, 1818, with plates and woodcuts, 12 vols. 8vo. hf. bound {Joints cracked), with
Lord Gray's bookplate, £1. 10s 1813-18

The journal was afterwards editcil by Richard Phillips, k.r.s., and in 1S27 merged in the 'Philosophical Magazine.'
The editor contributed to it, in 1813-14, a long and important series of papers, • in which the atomic theory was applietl to
elucidate the comix)sition of a very large number of compounds. These contributed largely to making the theory known,
especially en the Continent of Euroite.'—X>. N. B.

4836 Brewing and Distillation, with Practical Instructions for Brewing Porter and Ale
according to the English and Scottish Methods, by WiLLlAM Stewart, vcith 6 plates, large post
8vo. cl, 5s Edin., 1849

The author was the inventor of Allan's Kaccharomet«r.

4837 History of Chemistry, 2nd Edition, with portrait of Dr. Joseph Black,2 vols. 12mo.in 1,

cl. (scarce), Is 6d [c. 1833]
Still much valued, and especially interesting for an account ' Of the Atomic Theory ' (pn, 277-309 of v. II).

4838 History of the Royal Society, from its Institution to the End of the Eighteenth
Century, 4to. hf. calf, or, hf. morocco, Ss 6d lgl2

Containing an account of the most important pajiers in each branch of science published in the 'Philosophical TranB«
actions ' ; also a chronological and alphabetical list of Fellows.

4839 Outline of the Sciences of Heat and Electricity, with front, and woodcuts, 8vo.
boards, uncut, Qs 1830

Written as an introduction to the study of chemistry.

4840 System of Chemistry, Third Edition, with plates, 5 vols. 8vo. hf. calf {vol. I rehacked) ;

SCARCE, £1. 1* Edin., 1807
• The Gift of my old & valued friend Dr. [afterwards Sib James] Ivory [originator of the Ivory theorem]. J. M.' -

Inscr. on flyleaf.

'He visited Dalton in Manchester on 26 Aug. 1S04, and received from him an account of the new [atomic] theory which
he introduced into the third edition of his 'System ' published in 1807. This uvw the first deUiiUd public an nouncrthent o/thg
theory, for Dalton did not publish his ' New System of Chemical Philosophy '

(q. v. ante) until 1808.'—/). N. H.

4841 Fourth Edition, with plates, 5 vols. 8vo. old calf gilt, 12s 6d ibidem, 1810
4842 Fifth Edition [partly rewritten], 4 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, \2s 1817

' The later editions contain many of his own discoveries besides those of contemiiorarics. The work helped to improve
the system of classification adopted in chen)ical science.'—D. N. B.

4843 THOMSON (William, Soth Abp. of York; F.R.S.) Outline of the Necessary Laws of

Thought : a Treatise on Pure and Applied Logic, 3rd Edition, much enlarged, printed by Whit-
tingham, with table of Sir W. Hamilton s scheme of Notation, post 8vo. cl.,vncut (scarce), 6s&d 1854

this edition contains considerable alterations suggested by Sir William Hamilton and Prof, de Morgan, as well as an
appendix (pp. 28) ' On Indian Logic ' by Prof. Max Miiller.

4844 Fifth Edition, ivith table, post 8vo. cl., with auto, of Prof. James Sully, Zs 1860

4845 Later Edition, with table, post 8vo. cL, 3* (p. 6*) 1875
This well-known work deals with proposed developments of logic on algebraic lines.

THOMSON (Sir William, p.r.s.)—u. Kelvin (Lord), ante.

4846 THORNTON (John) Advanced Physiography, 2nd Ed., with coloured spectrum-plate, and
over 180 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., Is Qd (p. 4* 6fl?) 1890

4847 New Edition [enlarged], with coloured plate, and over 180 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 2s

(p. As 6d) 1892

4848 THORPE (Thomas Edward, f.r.s.) Manual of Inorganic Chemistry, new Ed., illustrated,

2 vols, pest 8vo. buckram, 4s (p. lis) ,
1890

4819 THUDICHUM (John Louis William, M.D.), and August DUPRE, F.u.s. : Treatise on the

Origin, Nature, and Varieties of Wine : a Complete Manual of Viticulture and lEnologj',

withfront, and 85 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. gilt, t. e. g. (out of print), Is C>d (p. £1. 5s) 18/2
The best English work on the subject.

4850 THtJMMIG (Ludwig Philipp) Meletemata varii et rarioris Argumenti ; with 3 plates, 12nio.

old calf gilt, with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 6s lirunsviga:, 1727

Containing ' Consideratio physico-mathematica de Hieme Anni 1709
'

; de Propagatione Lumlnis in Systemate Plane-

tario ; etc. etc. The first is of some meteorological interest.

4851 THUNBERG (Daniel af) EssAis de batir sous I'Eau, faite a la Construction du Nouveaa
Bassin ou des Nouvelle.s Formes h. Carlscrona, donn6s au Public par Jean Fellers ; Traduction

du Suddois, 4to. (pp. 51), sewn (wanting plates), 3* %d Stockholm, 1776

4852 THURSTON (Robert Henry, Cornell Univ.) Manual of the Steam Engine (Pt. I
:
History,

Structure, and Theory. Pt. II : Design, Construction, and Operation), 2nd Ed., revised, with

fronts., 385 woodcuts and diagrams, charts, and tables, 2 thick vols. 8vo. cl., Ms 6rf (p. £2. 10«nett)
New York, 1894-3

4853 THWAITE (Benjamin Howarth, C.E., F.c.s.) Gaseous Fuel, including Water Gas: iu

Production and Application, table, large 12nio. hf. calf, 2s
, . t>i • i>- i ^^**J

4854 TIBBLES (William, M.D.) The THEORY of Ions : a Consideration of lU Place in Kiology and

Therapeutics, post 8vo. cl.,2s r - i r^
^^^

4855 TIDY (Charles Meymott, F.c.s.) Handbook of Modern Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic,

2nd [last] Ed., enlarged, thick 8vo. cl., with author's inscr., Qs (p. 18«) 1887

The author originated a process for determining the amount of organic matter in water by oxidation with potaaalum

permanganate, known as ' Tidy's Process.'

4856 TIELKE (J. O.) The Field Engineer : Instructions on every Branch of Field Fortification,

demonstrated by Examples which occurred in the SEVEN YEARS War, trans, from the 4th German

Ed. by Edwin Hewgill, Coldstream Guards, with 35 copperplates, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. contemporary

tree-calf, with Sandhurst College bookplate, %s%d ^ .^ u u .

Dedicated to Frederick Augustus, Duke of York, Lieutenant-General, and ' Bishop of OtDaburgh.
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4857 TILDEN {William Augustus, f.r.s.) Manual of Chemistry, theoretical and practical, based

on Watts's Edition of Fownes's Manual, with 2 plates, and 143 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. (pp. 616), cl., As

(p. 106) 1897
4858 TIMMINS (Samuel; Shakespearian) The Resources, Products, and Industrial History

of Birmingham and the Midland Hardware District: British Association Reports, with
woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. {scarce), \0s Qd 1866

An interesting account of the industrial condition of the B'ack Country 40 years apo, with copious statistics, containing
contributions by J. Beete Jukes, k.r.s., Samuel Bailey, John Jones, f.g.s., and Mr. Chamberlain (on the Manufacture of
Iron Wood Screws).

4859 TINDALL (W. Edwin, r.b.a.) The Selection of Subject in Pictorial Photography, with
numerous plates and woodcuts, roy. 8vo. buckram, 2s Qd 1901

4860 TINMOUTH (Nicholas, master attendant of Woolwich Docki/ard) Inquiry relative to various
important Points of Seamanship, considered as a Branch of Practical Science, with 2 folding
plates [slightly stained), and woodcuts, 8vo. hf roan, 4^ 1845

Investigations on the strength and properties of rope and chain cables, on rigging shears, and the nature and properties
of a span.

4861 TISSANDIER (Gaston) History and Handbook of Photography, trans, by John Thomson,
F.R.G.S., with phototint front., and over 70 plates and woodcuts, sq. post 8vo. cl., with auto.,
philological notes, and scorings by Dr. B. Atkinson, T.C.D. [scarce), Qs Qd 1876

4862 Les Merveilles de'la Photographie, 2^ Ed., augmentee; with photoglyptic front., and
76 woodcids, post 8vo. sewn [scarce), 5s 1874

The original of the above 'History', with a different frontispiece.

4863 ;- Popular Scientific Recreations in Natural Philosophy, Astronomy, Geology,
Chemistry, etc. etc., trans, and enlarged, with 906 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. hf. calf, is 1885

Voyages Aeriens—v. Nos. 1547-9, ante.

4864 TIZARD (W. L., Prof, of Brewing, Nine Elms) The Theory and Practice of Brewing, with
the newly discovered Principles of Conversion and Extraction in the Mash-Tun, the Philosophy of

Climate, Season, and Site, the Modus Operandi of Fermentation, and the effectual Prevention of

Acidity, also many new Practical Observations, 2nd Ed. [enlarged], 8vo. (pp. 603), cl. [back slightly

damaged). Is Qd sold by the author, 1846
4865 A Voice from a Mash-Tun : a Dissertation on the recently-discovered Principles of

Saccharification, with Description of the Patent Apparatus, Analysis, etc. etc., post 8vo. cl.,

3s 6d apud eundem, 1845
4866 TOALDO (Abate Giuseppe; Univ. Padua) Dei Conduttori per preservare gli Edifizj

da' FULMINI : Memorie ; with 2 copperplates, 4to. hf. vellum, Qs Venezia, 1778
Containing many new suggestions regarding lightning rods, also some by — Barbier, translated from the French. The

author was the first in Italy who dared to attach lightning conductors to churches in opposition to popular prejudice.

4867 Confronto delle Stagione coi principali Prodotti della Campagna, 12mo. sewn, 3s

Padova, 1787
Containing 18 pp. of meteorological tables at end.

4868 Delia Vera Influenza degli Astri, delle Stagioni.e Mutazioni di Tempo, Saggio
Meteorologico, fondato sopra lunghe Osservazioni, ed applicato agli Usi dell' Agricultura,
Medicina, Nautica, ec. . . . Si aggiungono i Pronostici di Arato, tradotti da A. L. Bricci, e la

Descrizione d'un nuovo Pendolo a Correzione del Ch. P. Boscovich, prima edizione ; with
copperplate of the pendulum, andfolding tables, 4to. boards, uncut [rare), \2s Qd ibidem, 1770

The appendix by R, G. Boscovich is contained only in the above edition.

4869 Terza Edizione, di molto accresciuta, e migliorata ; with folding tables, 4to. hf. vellum, 8a'

ib., 1797
'Ses decouvertes sur linfluence des astres et de la lune en particnlier, sur les saisons, lui assurtirent un rang distingue

parmi les physiciens, Ayant remarqne qu'au bout de 18 ans les phenomenes meteorologiques se reproduisaient dans le

merae ordre, il dressa trois de ces periodes et leur donna le nora de Saros. Les astrononies les appelfirent depuis cycles

ioaldins.'—Biogr. Gen.

4870 Tavole di VlTALlTA, 4to. (pp. 32), sewn [rare), 5s ib., 1787
Some of the earliest vital statistics published in Italy.

4871 TODD (David P., Amherst Coll.) Report on the Total Solar Eclipse of 1878, July 29, with
12 plates, iio. sewn, 3s Washington, 1880

4872 Stars and Telescopes : a Hand-book of Popular Astronomy, founded on the 9th Ed. of

Lynn's Celestial Motions, with colouredfront., and numerous plates and woodcuts [including many
portraits), post 8vo. cl. gilt, 5s (p. 85 Qd nett) 1900

4873 TODD (Mabel Loomis) Total Eclipses of the Sun, copiously illustrated, feap. Svo. cL, Is Qd
(p. 3s Qd) 1894

4874 TODD (Thomas, Philomath.) Perpetuum Kalendarium Astronomicum : or a Perpetual
Astronomical Kalendar ; containing a compleat Systom [sic'] of Astronomical Calculations ....
all the fixed Festivals .... a correct Tide- Table ... a Catalogue of the Latitudes, Longitudes,
and longest Days .... Rules to be observed in knowing the Weather, etc. etc., sm. 4to. sewn
[rare), \2s Qd Edin., 1738

In his preface the author claims for his work that ' no such Piece was or is extant in the World."

4875 TODHTJNTER (Isaac, f.r.s.) Algebra, with numerous Examples, 4th Ed., revised, post8vo.
cl.,2sQd[\>.1sQd) 1S66

4876 New Edition, with Key, 2 vols, post 8vo. cl.. Is Qd (p. 18*) 1883-5

4877 The Conflict of Studies, and other Essays on Subjects connected with Education, Svo.

new buckram [scarce). Is Qd 1873
On the study of mathematics in English universities and public schools, with chapters on Competitive Examinations,

Academical Reform the Mathematical Tripos, etc.
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4878 TODHUNTEB (Isaac, f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on Laplace's Functions, Lame's
Flnctions, and Bessel's Functions, post 8vo. d., uncut (scarce), £1. lOs 187.>

4879 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt {a few II. slightly tconned), £1. 5s
' The work may be regarded both as an account of the Functions to wliich it is specially devoted, and also as a con-

tinuation of the two volumes on the Differential and Integral Calculus respectively [qq. v. infra} ; the three together
form a connected treatise on the higher department of pure mathematics.'—/«rro.

4880 Elementary Treatise on the Theory of Equations, with a Collection of Examples,
post 8vo. cl., 2s Cambridge, 1861

4881 Second Edition, revised, post Svo. c/., 2s 6d 1867
4882 Third Edition, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7* 6d) 1875
4883 The Elements of Euclid, with Notes, Appendix, and Exercises ; new Ed. by S. L. Loney,

with diagranis : Key to the Exercises—2 vols, post Svo. cl., 5* 6d (p. 11*) 1899-88
4884 History of the Mathematical Theories of Attraction, and the Figure of the

Earth, from Newton to Laplace, with diagrams, 2 thick vols. Svo. cl. (very SCARCE), £3. 3s 1873
4885 — Another Copy, hf. morocco, £3.

An invaluable work, the first comprehensive history on the uhjeet. 'Although uiueb luu bMii published on the
History of Astronomy, yet the progress of the mathematical development on the kUtory of attractiOD hma b<Mn left almost
untouched.'— /*r«/ace.

4886 History of the Mathematical Theory of Prodabiuty, from Paacal to Laplace, thick
Svo. cl., uncut, or, hf. morocco gilt (very scarce), £2. 2# CatiUfriilge, 1865

4887 Another Copy, brown prize calf extra (fine copy), £2. 7*M
The only important history of the Uieory of probability extant, and like Dr. Todhuntar'i oth«r hictorioal work*, '•f

great value also from a bibliographical point of view.

4888 History of the Progress of the Calculus of Variations daring the XIXxu Century,
withfolding plate, Svo. cl., uncut, with author's inscr. (VERY SCARCE), £2. 5« ihidm^ 1861

4889 Another Copy, hf calf £2.
4890 Another Copy, new hf brown calf extra, uncut, t. e. g., £2. 7*M
4891 History of the Theory of Elasticity, and of the Strength of Materials, from

Galilei to the present Time ; edited and completed by Karl Pearson, f.r.s., with plates and
woodcuts, 2 thick vols. Svo. in 3, d., uncut, £1. 12* 6rf (p. £2. 15«) ibidem, Univ. Press, 1886-93

4892 Vol. I only : from Galilei to Saint-Venant (1639-1850), with plates and woodcuts, thick
Svo. cl., 12* 6rf (p. £1. 5*) 1885

4893 Plane Trigonometry, with numerous Examples, 8th Ed., unlh diagrams, pott Svo.
d., 2s 6d (p. 5*) 1880, or '4

4894 Another Copy, with Key, 2 vols, post Svo. d.. Is 6d (p. 15* 6d) 1884-70
4895 Researches in the Calculus of Variations, principally on the Theory of Dis-

continuous Solutions (Adams Prize Essay, 1871), Svo. new hf. calf extra, uncut, t. e. g. {afew
dight wormholes), £].7s6d 1871

' His most original work.'—J. Bass MulUinger.
' A most important research, developing the theory of discontinuous solutions (discuMed in particuUr pUoM hf

Legendre), and doing for this subject what Sarrus had done for multiple integrals.'—iVo/. Cajori.

4896 Spherical Trigonometry, with numerous Examples, diagrams, poet 8vo. d., 2s
Cambridge, 1859

4897 New Edition, enlarged, post 8vo. cl., 2* %d 1871, or '8

4898 Treatise on Analytical Statics, with numerous Examples, 2nd Ed., enlar^d, with
diagrams, post Svo. d., 3* Cambridge, 1858

4899 Third Edition, enlarged, wu7A diagrams, post Svo. d., 4* (p. 10* 6</) 1866

4900 Treatise on the Differential Calculus, with numerous Exampleti, 5th [PiifAL]

Edition, with diagrams, post Svo. d., or, hf. calf 5* (p. 10* %d) 1871

4901 Sixth Edition [unaltered], with diagrams, post Svo. cl., 5* (p. 10* 6</) 187S

4902 Seventh Edition [unaltered], with cliagrams, post Svo. d., 6* 6rf (p. 10* 6</) 1875

4903 New Edition [unaltered], with diagrams: IS^ej hy H. St. J. Hunteb, with diagrams—
2 vols, post 8vo. d., 12* (p. £1. 1*) 1890-88

4904 Treatise on the Integral Calculus and it« Application*, with numerous Example*,
3rd Ed., enlarged, with diagrams, post Svo. hf. calf, 4* 1868

4905 Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged, with diagrams, pout Svo. d., 4s6d{p. \0s6d) 1874

4906 Final Edition [enlarged], with diagrams, poet Svo. d , 6* (p. 10* 6d) 1891

4907 Another Copy, Mith Key by H. St. J. Hunter, with diagrams, 2 voU. po«t Svo. d.,

12* (p. £1.1*) 1895 89

4908 Treatise on Plane Co-ordinate Geometry as applied to the Straight Line and the

Conic Sections, with numerous Examples, 6th Ed., with diagrams, poat 8vo. d., Ss (id

(p. 7* Qd) W4
William Whewell, d.d. : an Account of his Writings—r. Whkwell, post.

' Todhunter's su.stained industry and methodical distribution of hia time «nabl»«d him to acquire a wide •eonaintalir*

with general and foreign literature ; and besiili-s being a sound Utin and Grerk scholar, be was fkmiliar with Preneb.

German, Spanish, and lUlian, and also with Russian. Hebrew, and Sanskrit. IJe waa well vei»«l In the hUt^ry of

philosophy ; his habits and tastca were singularly simple ; and he was not witbout coutidermble humour. -J. Eau
MuUingtr.

4909 TOLHAUSEN (Alexander und Louia) Technologisches Worterducii in franzrisischer,

deut.-^cher und englischer Sprache, 13d. Ill: DEUTSCH-ENQLISCH-FRANZOSLSCH, 2. Anflage, large

12nio. (i)p 960), hf. German morocco qilt, 4* (p. M. 8 sewn) Leipzig, 1882

4910 TOMLINSON (Charlea, F.R.S.) (Dyclop^kdia of Useful Arts, Mechanical and Chemical,

Manufactures, Mining, and Engineering, with AOfine ited plates, and 2411 woodcuts, 2 thick vols,

impl. Svo. hf calf antique. Is 6d (p. £2. 5*) 1854
Of historical interest, illustrating every variety of contemporary machinery.

17
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4911 TONGE (James) Coal [its Natural History and Uses], with 46 illustrations, 8vo. cL, 4.9

(p. 65- nett) 1907
TONSTALL (Cuthbert, 36<A Bp. of Durham) De Arte Supputandi—v. Tunstall, post.

4912 TOPPING (Michael) Account of the Measurement of a Base Line on the Sea Beach,
near Porto Novo, on the Coast of Coromandel, in May, 1788, 4to. (pp. 15), unbound, 2s 1788

4913 TORELLI (Giuseppe) De Nihilo Geometrico Libii II ; with diagrams, 8vo. old hf. vellum
(rare), 10* 6d Veronce, 1758

• Sein Hauptwerk, welches neulich aus der Vergessenheit durch O. Stolz hervorgerufen wurde. Nach Torelli ist die
Differentialrechnung nichts anderes als eine Rechnung mit Nullen. Man muss aber die metaphysische und die geomet-
risclie Null untersclieiden.'—Pro/. Moritz Cantor.

4914 TORRICELLI (Evangelista) Lezioni Accademiche (Delia Forza della Percossa; della

Leggerezza ; del Vento ; della Fama ; in Lode delle Mattematiche ; dell' Architettura Militare

;

Encomio del Secol d'Oro) ; with woodcuts, 4to. sewn, with Prof. Eiccardi's booklabel (rare), £1. Is

Firenze, 1715
This copy belonged to Prof. Riccardi, and contains old MS. notes, on which he remarks in his Biblioteca Matematica

Ituliana: ' L'esemplare da me posseduto porta alcune correzioni mss., e pare servisse alia stampa dalla seconda edizione
dil823'.

4915 A Large Paper Copy, with beautiful etched portrait by Anichinio, and woodcuts, 4to. old
Italian vellum (fine copy), £1. 8s 6c?

With preface (pp. 45) by the editor, Tommaso Bonaventuri, giving an interesting account of Torricelli's experiments
and discoveries.

The portrait is not mentioned in the collation of the work given by Riccardi, and appears to have been published only
with large paper copies.

4916 Opera Geometrica : de Sph^era et Solidis Sphseralibus ; de Motu Gravium naturaliter

descendentium ; de Motu Projectorum ; de Dimensione Paiabolte ; de Solido Hyperbolico; cum
Appendicibus de Cycloide, et Cochlea ; with engraving on copper, and numerous diagrams,
4to. sound and clean copy in old vellum, with Lord Enoch's bookplate (very rare), £1. 15s

ibidem, 1644
The author's most important work, containing all his discoveries.
' His great discovery was the interpretation of the previously known fact that water will rise in a suction pump only to

the height of about 32 feet—the idea that the column of fluid is sustained by the pressure of the atmosphere on the open
surface of fluid. The vacuum in the barometer is i\\e Torricdlian vacuum ; and the barometer is sometimes called the
Torricellian tube. Torricelli also effected the quadrature of the cycloid—in this he was anticipated by Roberval—and
made other mathematical discoveries. To him is due the fundamental principles of Hydromechanics ; and he made and
greatly improved both telescopes and microscopes.'

4917 TORTOLINI (Bamaba) Nuove Applicazioni del Calcolo Integrale relative alia Quad-
RATURA delle Superficie Curve, e Cubatura de Solidi ; colle Addizione, 2 parts 4to. in 1

(pp. 49), sewn, 3s Roma, 1844-6

4918 [TOURNACHON (Felix)] A Terre et en I'Air: Memoires du Geant, par Nadar, avec
Introduction par JACQUES Babinet, de I'lnstitut, post 8vo. (pp. 439), sewn (a few II. slightly

stained) ; scarce, 6s 6c? 1864
The 'Geant' was the greatest balloon hitherto constructed, and was composed of 2 balloons, one within the other,

with a lifting power of 4^ tons, and had a square house fixed under it instead of the ordinary car.

4919 TRABAUD (M., Maitre-ds-Arts) Le MOUVEMENT de la LuMliiRE, ou premiers Principes
d'Optique ; with 6folding plates, 8vo. old French marbled calf gilt, 3s 6d 1753

4920 [ ] Principes sur le Mouvement et I'Equilibre, pour servir d'Introduction aux Mecan-
iques et k la Physique ; with numerous plates, 4to. fine copy in contemporary calf gilt, with
bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.Ii.S., 6s 1741

4921 TRAILL (Thomas W., m.i.c.e.) Boilers, Marine and Land : their Construction and Strength

:

Rules, Formula^, Tables, etc. relative to Material, Scantlings, and Pressures, Safety Valves,
Springs, Fittings and Mountings, etc., 2nd Ed. [enlarged], woodcuts, sq. post 8vo. (pp. 547), hf.
morocco, 4s (p. 12s 6d) 1890

4922 Third Edition, with woodcuts, sq. post 8vo. cl., 4s 6c? (p. 12s) 1896
4923 TRAUTWINE (John C, c.e.) The Civil Engineer's Pocket-Book, 15th Ed., revised by

John C. Trautwine, Jr., cojiiously illustrated with woodcuts and diagrams, post 8vo. (pp. 866),
roan, g. e., withflap. Is Qd (p. £1. Is nett) New York, 1891

4924 New Method of Calculating the Cubic Contents of Excavations and Embank-
ments, by the Aid of DIAGRAMS, 2nd Ed., revised, with \0 plates and 14 diagrams, large 8vo. cl.

(scarce), 6s
'

Philadelphia, 1853
4925 TRAUZL (Isidor) La Dynamite, Substance explosive invent^e par A. Nobel, Ingenieur

Suedois : Extrait d'une Brochure allemande par Paul Barbe, avec Notes du Traducteur ; with
2 folding plates, roy. 8vo. sewn (scarce), 6s Qd 1870

The first work giving an account of dynamite, invented by Alfred Nobel in 1SG7.

4926 TREADWELL (Frederick Pearson, Zurich Polytechnikum) Analytical Chemistry, trans,

from the 2nd German Ed. by William T. Hall ; Vol. II : Quantitative Analysis, with 96
illustrations, 8vo. cl., 10s 6d (p. 17s nett) New York, 1904

4927 TREILLE (A.), et A. MEYER: Solution d'un Grand Probl^me. La Navigation
A^rienne Realisable, par la Substitution an Ballon Sph^rique du Ballon en Couronne,
Systeme des Auteurs ; entierement nouveau, facile, simple, rationnel, et exempt de dangers;
with folding plates, 8vo. (pp. 14), sewn (VERY SCARCE), £1. Is Noyon, 1852

An extremely rare tract, quite unknown to Mr. Hatton Turnor, and other historian.s of ballooning. The new balloon
has a cylindrical shape, is fed with hot air, carries sails, and has rotating arms for propulsion. The authors say ' pour le

moment, semblable a la vapeur au temps de Newcomen, I'aerostation attend encore la sublime intervention d'un Waast ',

who seems to be James Watt.

4928 TREVIGAR (L., Aulcp Clarensis socius) Sectionum ConicarUM FRAGMENTA, Methodo
facillima depiopstrata ; mth numerous plates, 4to. old calf, is Cantabricficc, 1731
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4929 TREDGOLD (Thomas, c.E.) Elementary Principles of Carpentry: a Treatise on the

Pressure and Equilibrium of Beams ami Timber Frames, the Resistance of Timber, and the Con-
struction of Floors, Roofs, Centres, Brid^jes, etc., with the Nature and Properties of Timber and
numerous Tables, first edition, with 22 copperplates, 4to. hf. calf qilt (RARE), 17a- 6rf 18^0

' With « he exception of Barlow's 'Essay on the Stren>,'th of Timber' \u lsl7, tr«d>;old's work watt tUo llrst tt-riouaattempt in En^laml to determine practically an-l Kci.'ntitlcally the data of rt-sistance. Before his time eugineArs nUtA
chiefly on the formula- and results atuinwi by BuObu and Peter vau Muuchenbroek in bin tkv$iem EmtriwuHtaU*
et Geometncw (v. No. 31G7, anU). Several editioua of Tredgold'8 work have been publi»hed. and it remaiiu ui aut^oritv on
the subject.'—D. X. B.

.^ . —— .uMw^t/ ua

4930

I

— Third Edition, considerably enlargtHl, with Appendix, containini» Specimens of varioua
Ancient and Modern Roofs, by Peter Barlow, f.r.s., with Jine engraved portrait, 50 plaU^t,
and woodcuts, 4 to. hf. morocco, uncut, t. e. g., \2t 1840

TELFORD'S COPY:
4931 Practical Essay on the Strength of Cast Ibon. containini; Practical Rules, Tablea,

and Examples ; also Account of some New Expekiments, with extensivf Tableuof tlu- IVotK-rtiei
of Materials, first edition, with 4 copperplates, 8vo. hf. calf, with auto. * Tho«. Telforti * om
title {rare), \2s 6(1 1328

A«cording to Prof. Toiihunter the author waa the flmt to att«iM|>t the d«t«rinioation of tlta poalUoa of Um ntntfal Ht.
4932 Fourth Edition, with Notua by Eaton Hodgkinson, f.r.8., and BxperineaUl

Researches on the Strenj^'th and other Pro|K'rtie« of Cast Iron, with the Developemeni of N©W
Principles; Calculations deduced from them; and Inquiries applicable to Rigid and Toaaeious
Bodies generally, by the EDITOR, with 4 plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. V" ^ ('•''« ttamped), U 1842

4933 Another Copy, hf. morocco (title stamped), 4s Qd
4934 Another Copy, cL ; with Part II : Experimental Rkskarchbs on the Stkkxgth and

other Properties of Cast Iron, by Eaton Hodgkinson, f.r.8 , with platet and diagram$, kf. d.
—2 vols. 8vo., 8* 1842-6

4935 —;— Practical Treatise on Rail-Roads and Carriagka shewing the FrinoiplM of
Estimating their Strength, Proportions, Expense, and Annual Produce, with the Theory, Cflect,
and Expense of Steam Carriages, Stationary Engines, and Gas MACHINFJi, 2nd Ed., with 4 plates,
8vo. hf. cL, uncut (scarce), I2s 6rf 1835

Containin<,' tables on the maximum power of steam of a cubic foot of water, a) In high praaaura atoaia •Dff:ioe« ; b) In
a condensing stoam engine, et<:. etc. etc., and giving the reault of a nuinbar of experlmeBtJi In eoiUMXloa with nllway
enKineering. Fig. 20 shows an 8-wheel t>ogie goods waggon.

4936 Principles of War.ming and Ventilating Public BuildingH, etc., and of CootUiicUiig
Fire-Places. Boilers, Steam Apparatus, Grates, and Drying liooms, with Remarks on the Nature
of Heat and Light, 2nd Ed., improved, with 9 copperplates, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. Jl{f. calf
neat {stamp on title), 5* 1824

4937 The Steam Engine : its Invention and Progresfeive Improvement: an Inventigation uf iU
Principles, and its Application to Navigation, Manl'Facturi>:s, and Railways; new Ed.,
enlarged by the Contributions of eminent Scientilic Men, and exten<led to the Scieuce of STKAM
Naval Architecture, revised and etlited by W. S. B. Woolholse, f r.a.s., with Jtns steel

portraits of the author and James Watt, 125 steel plates {many folding), and numerous woodcuts,
2 thick vols. 4to. new hf. buckram, \5s (p. £4. 4*) 18S8

This edition contains an account of exporiinentu to ascertain the ratio of the *p<**I of a Mteam boat to Iht power, aa4,lB
the appendix, contributions by P. O. Bahiuw. 'On the Motion of Hteam VaaaeU ; Jamb* Riowick, *On the ItUua Boata
of U. S. A.

'
; JosKi'H Glynn, f.r.s., * On the Indicator', etc. etc.

4938 Third [last] Edition, greatly enlarged, with 226 steel plates (many folding), emd IM
woodcuts, 3 vols. 4to. in 4, hf, morocco, £1. U (p. £9. 19« 6</) 18804

Tliis edition is divided into Ixx^oniotive Engine*, Marine Enginaa (t vol*.), acd SUtkNMrjr gftaw. TlM loeOMOtlrw
include Kir Daniei (iooch's magnilicent Broad Gauge Single ' Iron I)uk« ', IMS, which with ita fMlowa,afUr Maajr l«hoU«r.
in;,'s, t^xjk tln> fastest expresses on the Great Western Railway till the gauge »•»« taken op In 19W.

4939 TK£NCHANT (Jean) L'Arithmetique, departie en troii^ Livres, en»entble nn petit diaoonni

des Change«, avec I'art de CALCULER aux (Jktons ; revui* et augiiientee en cekte deniiere edition,

tant de plu8ieui>i regies et articlc^s, iiue dune Table de |>uid8 de XXII Provinces, oorraqioiidMUi

I'une ji rautre; with folding table, 12mo. old limp vdlum (BARK), \%s Lyon, P. Bigaud, 1018
The author was a follower of Ramus. His work on calculating by count«n»—one of th« few vorka on the Mhl«eC—ta of

The mode of calcuUtIng with counteni waa a very (kTourite <me with tb« aB«ilacat«l tltmn up to Iks aUddIt ui Um
XVI Century. Shakespeare (Winter*. Tale, Act IV, Seene J) make* tho y«raag aksfkmd Mf : 'I cmnwI dot vltiMvl

counters.'

4940 TBOMHOLT (Sophus) Sur les P^RIODKS de rAURORK liORlbALB d'apriw dc« ObRerraiioiM

faites ii (Jodthaab en Uroenland Tin Danish and French], with 2 charts, folio (pp. 60), el , S»6<l

Coj>' 1882

4941 TROUESSART (J.) E.SSAI HlsTORlQUE «ur la TufeORll det CORPS, Simples ou i >r«s,

et do leurs divers Modes de Combinaisons, depuis TOrigine de la Science jiuqa'A I— .^ ., Svo.

seicn, 7s Qd Brest, 1854
Hcarce, and onkuown to Ixjrenc.

4942 TROWBRIDGE (William Petit, Vale College) Heat as a Source of Power, with Appli-

cations of (.;eneral Principles to the CONSTRUCTION of StbaM GbnebatOBS: an Introduction to

the Studv of Heat- Engines, with numerous plates and woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. Ida)

New York, 1874

494.3 [TRUCHOT (Charles)] Etude sur la Transmission Electrh^ue de rEsBRoiB; with wood-

cut, roy. 8v<.. sewn. Is Qd Clermont-Ferrand, 1891

4944 TRUTAT (Eugene) La Photographie appliqu^ ^ PArch^LO^JIB j wUh photographs anU

woodcuts, post $VQ. sewn, Is

M

^"^
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4946 TRURAN (W., C.E., Dowlais Works) The Iron Manufacture of Gt. Britain, theoretically

and practically considered, including descriptive Details of the Ores, Fuels and Fluxes employed,
the preliminary Operation of Calcination, the Blast, Ketining, and Puddling Furnaces, Engines
and Machinery, etc. etc. ; 2nd Ed., revised from the Author's MS. by J. Arthur Phillips, f.r.s.,

and William H. Dokman, C.e., with 84 plates, roy. 4to. hf. morocco gilt [stamp on title), 8s 6d
(p. £3. 10s) 1862

' The great value of his work is rather as a record of the exact state of this industry at the time at which he wrote, than
as a scientific treatise.'—Pre/ace.

4947 TSCHERMAK (Gustav) Lehrbuch der Mineralogie; U'ith2 coloured plates, and 700 wood-
cuts, large 8vo. hf. calf, 4s (p. M. 18 sewn) Wien, 1884

4948 TUCK (John, of Croydon, Brewer) The Private Brewer's Guide to the Art of Brewing Ale
and Porter, with complete Instructions for Country Victuallers who brew at home, with Account
of Drugs, Tables of Duties, Laws of Excise, the Art of Sweetening Casks, Instructions for making
up Spirits, etc., 8vo. cL, uncut (scarce), 6s • 1822

Second edition, with preface attacking Accum's Treatise on Brewing {v. No. 2V, ante).

49 9 TUMLIRZ (Ottokar ; Innsbruck Univ.) Potential, and its Application to the Explanation of

Electrical Phenomena, trans, by D. Robertson, with 108 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl. {out of print),

2s 6d 1889

4950 Theorie Electromagnetique de la Lumiere ; Ouvrage traduit par G. van der
Mensbrugghe ; with diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s 1892

4951 TUNSTALL \hic TONSTALL] (Cuthbert; 36^A Bp. of Durham) De Arte Supputandi
Libri IV ; with printer's device on title, sm. 4to. old limp vellum {some II. wormed or stained, other-

wise a sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 10* Parisiis, ex ojfficina Rob. Stephani, 1538
The first work on arithmetic by an English author, and 'decidedly the most classical book which ever was written on

the subject in Latin, both in purity of style and goodness of matter. The author had read everything on the subject, in

every language which he knew . . . and had spent much time in licking what he found into shape. For plain common
sense, well expressed, and learning most visible in the habits it had lormed, Tonstall's book has been rarely surpassed,

and never in the subject of which it treats.'—Fro/, de Morgan.
The book is dedicated to his friend Sir Thomas More, and gains further interest as showing the greatest figure in the

Catholic as opposed to the Genevan Reformation in England as a proficient in the exact sciences of a very high order for

his time.

4952 TUNZELMANN (G. W. de) Electricity in Modern Life, illustrated, post 8vo. cl. Is 6d
[1889]

4953 TTJRGAN (Julien) Les Ballons : Histoire de la Locomotion A6rienne depuis son Origine

jusqu'k nos Jours, prec^d^e d'une Introduction par Gerard de Nerval; with 17 plates from
contemporary prints, 12mo. sewn {scarce). Is Qd 1851

Very interesting for its plates illustrating the various balloons from de Lana's imaginary 'Floating Boat ' to Benin's
'Aerostat with reversed Parachute '.

4954 TURNBTJLL (W. P., Fellow of Trinity) INTRODUCTION to ANALYTICAL Plane Geometry,
with diagrams, 8vo. cl. {out of print), 5s (p. 12s) Cambridge, 1867

4955 TURNBULL (William) Treatise on the Strength a,nd Dimensions of Cast Iron Beams,
when exposed to Transverse Strains, from Pressure or Weight, with Tables of Constants, and the

Theory of Bramah's Hydro Mechanical Press, looodcuts, 8vo. hf calf, 3s Qd 1831

49^6 Treatise on Trigonometrical Surveying, with diagrams, 8vo. cl., 2s Qd 1849

4957 TURNER (Herbert Hall, f.r.s., Savilian Prof Astron., Oxon.) Modern Astronomy : some
Account of the Revolution of the Last Quarter of a Century, with plates and cuts, post 8vo cl.

{cover stained), 3s 6fl? (p. 6s nett) 1901

4958 TURNER (Richard, pr., ll.d.) The Young Geometrician's Companion: a New and Com-
prehensive Course of Practical Geometry, with curious and interesting Problems, illustrated,

12mo. old sheep, is 1787

4959 TURNER (Thomas) The Metallurgy of Iron, with 80 woodcuts, Svo. cl., 6s (p. 16s) 1895
With an interestinj^ history of the subject.

4960 TURNING, The Handbook of, Concentric, Elliptic, and Eccentric, with 14 plates of chucks,

tools, patterns, etc., and portrait of the Author done in the Lathe, fcap. Svo. cl., os 1859

4961 TURNOR (Christopher Hatton, Rifle Brigade) Astra Castra : Experiments and
Adventures in the Atmosphere, with 5 plates containing 22 portraits of celebrated balloonists,

34 fne photozincographs of historical ascents or balloons from rare conte^nporary prints, and
numerous woodcuts, impl. 4to. hf. roan, uncut {out ofprint), £1. Is (p. £2. 2s) 1865

The best and fullest account of ballooning, containing extracts from noted works, a bibliography, and a chronological
listof ascents, 1783-184S.

4962 TURPAIN (Albert, t/'iu'y. -Borc^^a wic) Les Applications Pratiques des OndesElectriques :

T61egraphie sans Fil : Tdlegraphie avec Conducteur: Eclairage Commande a Distance; with 271

woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s Qd (p. F. 12 nett) 1902
Containing lists of patents, with full accounts of the chief ones, and a bibliography.

4963 TWINING (Thomas) Technical Training: a Suggestive Sketch of a National System of

Industrial Instruction, founded on a general Diffusion of Practical Science among the People, 8vo.

cl. {out of print), 6s (p. 12s) 1874
' Thomas Twining (1&06-95 [a member of the public-spirited family of tea-merchants and bankers]) was an authority on

technical education, on which he published a voliune in 1874'

—

D. N. B.

4964 TWISDEN (John Francis, pr. ; Prof. Math., Staff^ Coll.) Elementary Introduction to

Practical Mechanics, with 185 diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 10s 6o?) 1863
4965 Third Edition [enlarged], with 182 diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 10s 6d) 1870
4966 Eighth Edition, with 184 diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 10s 6d) 1886

4967 TYERMAN (Thomas F.) The Moon's Rotation, examined by the Newtonian Theory of

Gravitation, 3 plates, impl. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d Oxford, 1885
a contribution to the lunar motion paradox.
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4970 TYNDALL (John, f.r.s.) On the Absorption and Radiation of Heat by Gases and
Vapours, and on the Physical Connexion of Radiation, Absorption, and Conduction, plate
(pp. 39) : On the Absorption and Radiation of Heat by Gaseous Matter : Second Memoir,
2/late (pp. 45)—2 parts 8vo. sewn (scarce), os Qd 1861-2

'The power to absorb an<l the power to radiate Tjrndall showed to be perfectly reciprocal. He also established that,
as re{;ar«Is their powers of absorption and radiation, liquids and their vapours respectively follow the aame order.'—D. A'. B,

4971 Address before the British Association at Belfast, with Additions, 8vo. cl. [out of
print), Is Qd 1874

The Apologia pro Fide sua, much inishaDdled in the name of R4>Ugion at the time.
4972 Address to the Mathematical and Physical Science Section of the British

Association, Norwich, Anjinst 19, 1868, 8vo. (pp. 6), sewn, with author'* itiscr., U [1868]
* Mrs. (iritlith, preient^d by Johs TvNDiLU'— /lucr. on title.

4973 Comparative View of the Cleavage of Crystals and Slate Rocks, woodcut, 8to.

(pp. 14;, setcn, 2s 6d 1856
The acponnt of the author's discovery tluit preasure alone waa enough to produce the clt-avage of iilat« rocks.

4974 Contributions to Molecular Physics in the Domain of Radiant Heat: Memoini
from the Philosophical Transactions' and * I'hiloaopbical Magazine', with Additions, 2/oUimff
plates, and numerous woodcvts, 8vo. el. (out of print), 9* (p. 16«T I87»

' The astouiKiin;; change in the deportment of matter towardx h<-.it rm<li.ited from an obacQrs aoarte whldi
the act of cheniioal combination, and many other point* «>f equal were Brat esUbltabed by
fnr which Tyndall receive<l the Rtimfonl me«lal in 1809. Tliey ».\ .-red togrther in VoiUritmtiomM to
rhy<iici. This volume also includes a Heries of striking ex|icnm<; ' leoompoaltioo of Tapoori by liglit

the blue of the firmament and the ptilarisation of sky-light were shuwn U> be due to exe«Mively flue pftrUelea lioatiai in
our atmosphere.'—D. N. B.

4975 Essays on the Floating Matter of the Air, in relation to POTRtrACTiOM and
Infection, woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3* 6d (p. Is 6rf) 1881

Including the author's ingenious experiments to discriver bacteria in Die air by optical means. It fptr* the Ant
impetus to the poi>ularisation of the Germ Theory which has hel|ied so much to make life lntrre«Ung to tha idla rlok.

4976 ExPEitiMENTS on the Vibrations of Strings, 8vo. (pp. 9), tewtt, U 1866
Faraday as a Discoverer—v. Nos. 1302-4, ante.

4977 The Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers, Icb and CiLACIERS, new Ed., with Jln$
front., and 34 other woodcvts, post 8vo. c/., 2« 6</ (p. 5») 1872. '3, '8. cr 86

4978 P'ragments of Science for Unscientific People: a Serieu of detacned Keaa;

Lectures, and Reviews, first edition, with woodcuts, 8vo. el.. As (p. 14*)
Including interesting sketches of Faraday.

4979 Third Edition [unaltered], 8vo. cl. [cheap copy), 3s (p. 14») 1871

49S0 Fourth Edition [enlarged], loith woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6* (p. Ms) 18T2

1871

This edition contains his views on the relation Wtween science and theohjgy, which jjave caoM to a keen nMitiortlwr;

(ilso an interesting new pr»-face (pp. 14). and several new articles, nr., On the Physical Baaia of Molar Chemistry ; Ob
Force ; and the Copley Medalists of 1870 and 1871 [James Prescot Joule, and Julius R<ibert v. Mayer].

4981 Sixth Edition [enlarged and rewritten], with icoodcuts and map, 2 voU. poet Sro. ei.

(cheap copy). Is Qd (p. 16*) 1879

4982 Eighth Edition, icith woodcuts, and map, 2 vols, post 8vo. cl., 9s 6d (p. 16#) 1892
In this edition the article ' On Dust and Disease ' has bi'cn left out, and one on 'The Sky 'addei in lU ataad, aod one,

' The Scieiitiflc U^c of Imasi'i-i^ion ', mo<Jified.

4983 Heat considered as a Mode of Motion : twelve I-^ctores at the Royal Institatton. 1862,

first edition, with folding plate, and 100 woodcuts, post 8vo. el., or, hf. eaif,3t(id{p. \2»0d) 186S

4984 Second Edition, with Additions, plate, and 101 woodcuts, poet 8ro. e/., Zt6d{p, \ilt6d)

1865

4985 AnotHErCopv, A/. ca//.<7t/^ 4* .„ «jv .*^«
4986 Third Edition, with Additions, plate, and 108 ttwodeuU, poet 8vo. el., it (p. ilsSd) 1868

4987 Fourth Edition, withfolding plate, and 109 woodcuU, thick noat 8vo. cl.tb» 1870
This edition contains 'some account of my recent researches on the chemical reactions «»f Ijichl, ®"J^j5]Jrj"']2"

•

dvnamical point of view '.—I'refnc*. It also includes an explanation of the blue of the sky. and of the MttrtMUM of lU

light, as well as an hypothesis regarding the constitution of comets, and remarks on tbe pulariaatloa of MM.

4938 Fifth Edition [enlarged], with plaU, and 108 woodevU, poet 8to. d.,i» (p. I0»
•'O'

J676
This edition contains a new chapter, and concluding additions ; an article ' On Hinging FUmea' howaver, oooUioad la

the 3rtl and 4th editions, Is left out. . - < %c% \ ioaa
4939 Eighth [Final] Edition, wUh front, and 125 woodcuts, poet 8to. d., is (p. 12«) I»W

Containing three new chapters. Including ' The Labours of Mayer.'
. ^ .. . , » «„ »i_ «.-* m_^

• In this work, whicli has been reganled as the best of Tyndalls books, that dimcult subject waa Ibr tiM Bfil UiM
presente<l in a popular fonn.'— />. N. /i.

. ,.- ^ . . ,. . j * « o ^
4990 Lessons in Electricity at the Royal Institolion, 1875-6, with 68 woodeutt, poet ©'^o- «»•»

\s Qd »*'•

4991 La MatiI-ire et la FORCE: La Force: deux Conferences traduitce par VAnBt F. N«M.
MOIGNO, ?^d. revue, post 8vo. sewn (out of print), \s Qd J^

4992 New Fragments [of Science], post 8vo. d., 5s Qd (p. \OsQd) WW
4993 Another Copv, hf. green calf extra, uncut, t. e. g. (nice copy). 7s Qd

4994 Notes of Lectures at the Royal Institution on Electrical Phenombna and THiOBlw.

1870, new Ed ,
post 8vo. cl., \s Qd

, ,_, '^J
4995 Notes of Lectures at the Royal Institution on LlOHT, 1869, poet 8vo. sewn, U 1 87 1, or 9

4996 Another Copy, d., \s Gd
. . , j. *». '^"'^^ ?

4997 Uksearchks on Diamagnetism and Magne Crystallic Action, including the Qaejtion

of Diamagnetic Polarity, first edition, with 10 plates, and numerous woodcuU, 8vo. d., Qsoa

(r\ 14e^ lo/tl

' He showed that the antithesis of the two forces was absolute : dlamagnetlam rwembllng magnetism as to P'.»Urity and

all other characteristics, differing only by the substitution of repulsion for attrartion and He* verm .-v. n. if.

The above edition is the best, several papers having been left out in the later ones.
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4998 TYNDALL (John, f.r.s.) The Older Electricity : its Phenomena and Investigators, Notes

and Historic Memoranda: Six Lectures at the Royal Institution, 6 parts 8vo. unbound {scarce),

4s 6d
'

1884
An interesting contribution towards the early history of electricity down to Faraday.

4999 Six Lectures on Light, delivered in America, 1872-3, first edition, with front., and
59 woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 3s 1873

5000 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, 4s

5001 Second Edition, t^^YA steel portrait of Thomas Young by Adlard after Laurence, j^laie,

and 59 woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 3s (p. 7^ 6c?) 1875
This edition has some new articles in the Appendix substituted for those contained in the first.

5002 Third Edition [revised], with portrait of Young, plate, and 57 woodcuts, post 8vo. cL,

3s 6d (p. 75 6^)
'

1882
5003 Fourth Edition [partly rewritten and shortened], with portrait of Young, and 57 woodcuts,

post 8vo. cL, 4s (p. Is Qd) 1885

5004 Das Light, autorisirte deutsche Ausgabe, hrsg. v. Gustav Wiedemann ; with portrait

of Young, and 60 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. German morocco, 2s Braunschweig, 1876
5005 Sound : Eight Lectures at the Royal Institution, first edition, with steel portrait of

Chladni by Adlard, and 169 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., or, hf. calf, 3s Qd (p. 9*) 1867
5006 Second Edition, with portrait of Chladni, and 169 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 96) 1869

This edition contains at end ' Summary of the Recent Researches of M. Regnault ', written by himself (pp. 10).

5007 Third Edition [greatly enlarged], with front, offog-siren, portrait, and \^Q woodcuts,
post 8vo. cl., 55 (p. 10s Qd) 1875

This edition first contains an account of the author's experiments (as scientific adviser to the Trinity House) at the
South Foreland on fog, his invention of the fog-siren [here misspelt ' syren'], etc.

5008 Sixth [last] Edition [revised], with front., portrait, and 2^2 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 6*

(p. 10s Qd) 1895
' Tyndall discovered that non-homogeneity of the atmosphere affects sound as cloudiness aff'ects light. The atmosphere

was also shown to exercise a selective and continually varying influence on sounds, being favourable to the transmission
sometimes of the longer, sometimes of the shorter, sonorous waves.'— D. N. B.

5009 On the Sounds produced by the Combustion of Gases in Tubes, 8vo. (pp. 7), sewn,
\s Qd 1857

5010 XJFFENBACH (Philipp) De Quadratura Circuli Mechanici, das ist ein neuer, kurtzer,

hochniitzlicher und leichter Mechanischer Bericht von der Vierung oder Quadratur dess Circkels,

Nvie man solche Kunstrichtig zu Wercke bringen soil ; with fine engraved title, and numerous
diagrams on copper and wood, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, seivn (rare), £1. Is Niirnberg, 1653

' Philipp Uffenbach, ein Maler in Frankfurt am Main, lehrte 165S geometrische Konstruktionen, welche gee'gnet waren,
die Liinge des Kreisumfanges nahezu richtig herzustellen.'

—

Prof. Moritz Cantor. The author thus seems one of the very few
circle-squarers whose results were of some practical use.

Tlie work is rare, and was unknown to Prof, de Morgan, Poggendorff, Montucla, Graesse, etc.

5011 TJHLAND (Wilhelm Heinrich) Notes et Formules de I'Ing^nieur, traduit et annote [sic]

par C. DE Laiiarpe, H. Fontaine, et N. Jarry, 2- Ed., augmentt^e ; with42\ woodcuts, and map,
12mo. hf. calf gilt, 3s 1882

5012 TJLZER (Ferdinand), and A. FB.AENKEL : Introduction to Chemical-Technical
Analysis, trans., with Appendix, by Hermann Fleck, illustrated, 8vo. cl , 3s 6rf (p. 6s nett)

Philadelphia, 1898

5013 TJNICORNO (Joseppo, Mathematico) De I'Arithmetica Universale, Parte Prima
[e Seconda], nellaquale si contiene non solo la Theorica di tutti i Nunieri, ma ancora la

Prattica ai)partenente a tutti i Negotii Humani, trattata, e ampliticata con somma eruditione, c

con novi, ed isquisiti modi di chiarezza ; with numerous diagrams, 2 vols. sra. 4to. in 1, old Italian

vellum, £5. 5s Venetia, 1598
An excessively rare work, unknown to Poggendorff, Prof, de Morgan, etc., the second part of which i.s almost

unprocurable. This part consists almost exclusively of commercial arithmetic and bookkeeping.
' Ouvrage estime, et dont la seconde partie est si rare que Haym assurait qu'elle n'avait pas paru'.

—

Brunei.
The Libri copy, sold in 1857, fetched 261 francs.

5014 UNITED STATES Geographical Surveys, West of the 100th Meridian, Report on, in

Charge of George M. Wheeler, Vol. II : Astronomy and Barometric Hypsometry, with 22
plates {some folding), roy. 4to. cl., I2s 6d Washington, 1877

5015 TJNWIN (William Cawthorne; f.r.s.) The Elements of IVIachine Design, enlarged Ed.,
with 325 diagrams and woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 6s) 1886, or '8

5016 Lectures on the Distribution of Stre.ss in Beams; on Continuous Web Girders;
and on Roofs, with plates and woodcuts, folio, hf. roan, 5s privately printed, 1868

5017 Lectures on the Steam Engine, 8 plates: Construction of Railways, 15 plates—
2 vols, folio in 1, hf. roan, 5s 1868-9

5018 Treatise on Hydraulics, with 149 illustrations, 8vo. cl., Ss Qd (p. 12$ 6d nett) 1907

5019 URANIA'S MIBBOK, or a View of the Heavens, 32 cards of constellations, engraved by S.

Hall, with the stars accurately perforated according to magnitudes, large Svo. in

cardboard case, \Qs Qd
'

[c. 1830]
An excellent practical way of learning the constellations.

5020 URBANITZKY (Alfred Hitter v.) Electricity in the Service of Man : a Popular and
Practical Treatise on its Applications, edited, with copious Additions, by Richard Wormell,
revised and enlarged by R. Mullineux Walmsley ; with Intro, by John Perry, f.r.s., nearly

870 illustrations, thick Svo. cl., \s (p. 9^)
'

1890

5021 URSIN (Georg Frederik Krtiger) Logarithmi VI Decimalium, sc, Numerorum ab 1 ad
100.000 et Sinuum et Tangentium ad 10"

;
quibus additi sunt varii Logarithmi et Numeri, saepius

in Mathesi adhibiti, thick Svo. hf. calf, 3s Qd EafniWy 1827



DEREMILITARI LIB. X. 2ST

Inucntum eft quo^ue machinae huiufcc tuum, Sigifmunde Pandulphe, qua
nlzxncx tormentarii puiuer/s pjenag cu fungi an'di foinitc vrentis emittuntur

No. 5037 (page 255).

A curious type of cannon to hurl modo hibernico projectiles * round the corner

'
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5022 XJRE (Andrew, m.d., f.r.s.) Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines: their Prin-

ciples and Practice, first edition, with 1241 woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 1341), russia gilt, Zs 1839
5023 Fifth Edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged by Robert Hunt, f.r.s., with nearly

2000 ivoodcuts, 3 thick vols. Svo. cl., its 1863
5024 Another Copy, 3 vols. hf. russia {nice copy), 6* 6rf

5025 Seventh [last] Edition [greatly enlarged], ]>y Robert Hunt, f.r.s.. and F. W.
RUDLER, Vols. I, II, and IV (Supplement), with about 2000 woodcuts, 3 thick vols. Svo. cl.,

10* 1878-81
5026 New System of Geology, in which the Great Revolutions of the Earth and Animated

Nature are reconciled at once to Modern Science and Sacretl History, tcith 7 plates, and 61 wood-
cuts, thick Svo. boards, uncut (title inked) ; scarce. Is Qd 1829

' Pointing out the importance of chemistry and phyaica to the ffeologiat, but chiefly devot«d to a eriticitm of Um
Huttonian and Wernerian theories, and to the advocacy of the orthodox syatcm of chronology.'—D. S. B.

5027 Recent Improvements in Arts, MANUFACTURE.S, and Mines, 190 mwh/ck/*, Svo. c/.,3« 1844

_^^^ Intended aa a supplement to the • Dictionar)- of Arta.'

5028 URaTJHART (John W., ce.) Sewing Maciiinkry: ito History and Construction, with
Technical Directions, illustrated, fcap. 8vo. cl., Is 6d 1881

5029 Electric Liuht : its Production and Use, 5th Ed., enlarged, with numerous iliusirationSt
post Svo. /if. calf, 2s 189S

5030 URaUHART (Sir Thomas, of Croinartie ; translator of Rabelais) The Trissotetraa : or a
most exaui.site Table for re.solvin«; all manner of Triangle.s, whutlier Plaioo or Sphericall,
Rectangular or Obliquanj,'ular, with greater facility, then ever hitheru> liath been practiced ....
Now lately invented, and perfected, explained, commented on. and. with all poMible brevity, and
perspicuity, in the hiddest. and most researched mysteries, from the very limt {(ronnda of the
Science it selfe. proved, and convincingly demonstrated, flrat edition, ttith 2 pp. of diagnumi,
sm. 4to. sewn, uncut {portrait wanting and title and last I. soiled) ; rare, I'l. Is

Printed by James Young, 1645
An extraordinary work, and interesting; as haviag l>een inflaenced by Napier's discoveries. It is wHttan In the fkneiftel

language that ini;;ht be expected from the translator of Rabelais, and la inatbematically perhaps most intiorMllng fbr
trying trt create fresh though impracticable symbols.

5031 URSINUS [Germanice BEHR] (Benjamin) Rhabdologia Neperiana. das iat, Newe, nnd
sehr leichte art durch etliche Stiibichen allerhand Zahlen ohne miihe. und bergegen gar gewias,
zu Multipliciren und zu dividiren, auch die Regulam Detri, und bcyderley ioM gemein ubiiche
Radices zu axtrahirn . . . erstlich erfunden durch . . . Joil.VNNEM Nepbrum . . . Anitzo aulTd

kiirtzeste, als immer miiglich gewesen, nachvorhergehenden gnugnamen Probstucken ins Deatflcba

uber^esetzt ; with 6 copperplates, sm. 4to. old painted boards {small piece of title and last t.

mended); VERY RARE. £1. 10* Berlin, iin Grawen Kloster, lOSS
The first Continental translation of Napier's Rihdnlogia (/. v. ante). It is very rire and was unknown to Pogttvndortr,

Kiistner, and Montucla. The imprint is interesting as an early use of the name Berlin at a time when according to
M. Desrh.iinps and other bibliographers the city was calletl Frie<lrichsHt«<U.

5032 VALENTIN (William George, f.c.s.) Course of Practical Chemistry, or Qaaliutive
Chemical Analysis, ed. and revised by W. R. HODOKINSON, 9th Kd., with front, and 41 woodcuts,

Svo. cl., 4s (p. 9v) 1808
Including very useful ' Qualitative Analysis Tables.'

5033 VALENTINE (E. Seton), and F. L. TOMLINSON: Travels in Spacb: a History of

Aerial Navigation, with Intro, by Sir Hira.m Maxim, with numerous platct and smalUr
illustrationsfrom contemporary prints or photographs, Svo. cl., 5s (p. 10* Qd nett) 1902

In spit« of the title none of the*travfHers left the atmosphere.

VALENTINUS (Basilixis)—v. Basilius. ante.

5034 VALERIO (Luca) I)e Centro (Iravitatis Solidorum Libri III; with numerout diagranvs

:

QuADRATLRA Parabolae per Simplex Falsum, et altera qukm necanda Archimedia expeditior;

with diagrams— 2. vols. sm. 4to. in 1, old Italian vellum (eabe), £1. U Roma, 1004-6
First Editions of both works. They were reprinted in 16flO aod 16«l reapeettvely. The Bnrt gained the admiraUon of

Galileo, who found it so much superior to his own researchea io IHaeorti • DnumtnuiotU, that he decided oot to

continue his investigations on the subject.

Valeric was a memljer of the Accademla de' Lincel, but ezpellM ftwn it in 1«1« for pabliely declaring Galileo a follower

of Copernicus.

5035 VALERIUS de VALERIIS, Patricius Venetus : AuRKUM aane Opirs, m ono m omnia
breviter explicantur, qua* Scientiarum omnium Parens, RavmundI's Lullus. tarn in Scientiamni

Arbore, quam Arte Cenerali tradit, sm. 4to. old vellum {a few II. water-stained, otherwi— a very

sound and large copy) ; RARE, tcith auto, of Prof A. Wigand {ante-Darwinian), £1. fi#

Augusta; Vina., 1580

5036 VALLEJO (Jos^ Mariano) Compendio de MatbmXticas Punu* y MiataM,4» Edicion. anment-

ada ; loith plates, 2 vols. i>oi»t Svo. Spanish calf gilt {title of v. / wanting), 3* 6d Madrid, 1840

A BEAUTIFUL ILLUMINATED COPY :

5037 VALTXJRIO (Roberto) De Re Militari Libri.s XII mult^ omaculatius. ac pictari«, qnw
plurima? in eo aunt, elc«rantioribu8 cxpreasum, quhm cum Veronce inU*r initia arti« chAlrojfrapnic*

Anno M.CCCCLXXXIll inuulgaretur ; with numerous large and very Jine woodcuts from the

designs of Mateo Pasti, and several hundred woodcut initials, all beautifully coloured and
heightened with gold by a contemporary hand, folio, old tree calf extra {wanttnrf pp. \9\2,

239-40, and 297-8, one /. damaged, afew others mended on margin, and afew illumtnatwns slightly

damn-stained; otherwise a VERY TALL COPY IN REMARKABLY OOOD PERSBRVATIon), £9. 9*

Parisiis, Christianus Wechelus, 1632

The third edition and the first printed in Paiis. It was reprinte'l in 1534 and IW.**.

' Get ouvra^e temoignc de la connaisaance approfondie que Valturio avait dee auteura de 1 antiquity ; 11 dicrit avec UDe

grande clart6 leura machines de guerre, et en donne en m4mo temps le deealn.'—Btojrr. 0*».
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5038 VALLEMONT (Pierre Le Lorrain, Abbe de) Description d' I'Aimant, qui s'est forme k la

Fointe du Clocher neuf de N. Dame de Chartres, avec plusieurs Experiences tres-curieuses, sur
Aimant, et sur d'autres matieres de Physique ; with vignette and woodcut, 16ino. old calf, with

hooklahel of Andre de Champcour (1770-1823), 12s 1692
Mainly treating of the nature and properties of the magnet. The last chapter suggests its use in finding the

philosopher's stone.

5039 La Physique Occulte, ou Traite de la Baguette Divinatoire, et de son Utility pour
la Decouverte des Sources d'EAU, des Minieres, des Tresors Cachez, des Voleurs et des Meur-
triers fugitifs, avec les Principes qui expliquent les Ph^nom^nes les plus Obscurs de la Nature.
Augmente en cette Edition, d'un Traite des Causes Magnetiques, des Cures Sympathiques,
des Transplantations, et comment agissent les Philtres, par un Curieux de la Nature ; with
engraved title and copperplates, thick 16mo. old boards, uncut (RARE), £1. Is 1696

The kirst work on the Divining Rod, containing also a number of physical experiments with it. ' Lorsque parut ce
livre, le public s'occupait beaucoup de la baguette divinatoire qu'un paysan de Saint-Veran, en Dauphine, nomme Jacques
Aymar, venait de mettre en vogue, en operant par ce moyen des d^couvertes merveilleuses '.—Brunei.

5040 VARIGNON (Pierre ; f.r.s.) Eclaircissemens sur I'Analyse des Infiniment Petits [et

sur le Calcul Exponentiel de Bernoulli] ; with 6 plates, 4to. old calf [binding slightly
damaged) ; rare, \0s

"

1725
'Ses Eclaircissements mirent desormais a I'abri de toute contestation la decouverte de Leibniz et de Newton.'

—

Biogr. Gen.

5041 , NOUVELLE M^CANIQUE ou Statique, dont le Projet fut donne en 1687 [publiee, avec
Eloge, par DE Beaufort et I'Abb^ Camus] ; with 64 plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary calf gilt

(fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.E.S., lis 172>
Dedicated to Sir Isaac Newton. ' He simplified the proofs of many of the leading propositions in mechanics, and recast

the treatment of the subject, basing it on the composition of forces.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

5042 VAUBAN (Sebastien le Prestre de, Marichal de France) CEuvRES Militaires (Attaque et
Defense des Places, Mines) ; nouvelle £d., par [le General] E. P. FOISSAC [-Latour] ; with
numerousfolding plates, plans, etc., 3 vols. 8vo. hf. russia (SCARCE), £1. Is An ///[1795]

The first collected edition of Vauban's military works, with numerous valuable notes and tables by the editor. They
form perhaps the most important contribution ever made to the science of fortification.

5043 VEGA (Georg Freiherr v.) Sammlung mathematischer Tafeln, als neue und vollig
umgearbeilete Auflage der grosseren Logarithmisch-Trigonometrischen Tafeln herausg. von J. A.
Hulse, roy. 8vo. hf russia gilt [nice copy), 2s Qd Leipzig, 1840

5044 Thesaurus Logarithmorum Completus, ex Arithmetica Logarithmica, et ex Trigono-
metria Artificiali Adriani Vlacci collectus, pluribus Erroribus purgatus, in Novum Ordinem
redactus [Latine et Germanice], editio princeps, folio (pp. 715), original boards (rare), £2. 15s

Lipsim, 1794
5045 Another Copy, new hf. calf antique (an unusually sound and clean copy), £3. 3*

• Vegas voUstandigstes und bedeutendstes Werk. . . . Man findet darin Tafeln fiir Kreisbogenlangen, eine umfassende
Sammlung trigonometrischer Formeln und Wolframs hyperbolische Logarithinen der Primzalilen '.

—

Prof. Moritz Cantor.

5046 VEGETIUS Benatus (Flavius) De Ke Militari . Sexti Julii Frontini de Strategematis .

Aeliani de Instruendis Aciebus . Modesti de Vocabulis Rei Militaris, praeclara opera
nunc denium ad niultorum vett. Codd. fidem recognita et castigata [a Godefrido Hittorpio]

;

printed in italics, with large woodcut initials, 12mo. fine copy in old limp vellum, with auto.
• Sylvius Fontruicus, 1579 ', 7* 6d • Colonice, 1532

5047 ——;— , et Alii aliquot Veteres : De Re Militari Libri ; accedunt Frontini Strategemata
et alia Opuscula, omnia emendatiiis, quaedam nunc primiim edita h, Petro Scriverio, cum

, Commentariis aut Notis GOD. Stewechii et Fr. Modii ; with numerous woodcuts, thick 4to. old
vellum [some II. inked, otherwise a fine copy), with old bookplates of James Carrington, Chancellor
ofExon., and Henry John Beaumont Swete, los [Lugd. Bat.], ex off. Plantiniana, 1607

First edition with the celebrated commentary by Stewechins, which has often been republished. The above edition is

moreover very interesting for the numerous good woodcuts of war-engines, ancient warfare, etc. which it contains.

VENTURI (Giovanni Battista) Experimental Enquiries concerning the Principle of the
'Lateral Communication of Motion in Fluids (1799)-r. Smeaton, ante.

5048 VENTXTROLI (Giacomo, sacerdote Bolognese) Breve Compendio di tutte le Regule dell'

Aritmetica Prattica, necessario h, qualunque persona desidera d'apprendere presto i veri Modi
di CONTEGGIARE, cavate da' piii celebri Autori, che tin' hora habbino scritto ; aggiontivi alcuni
Qufcsiti tin' ad' hora da gli altri Scrittori male intesi ; with woodcut arms on hf title, sm. 4to. old
limp vellum [water-stained and afew II. wormed, but a large and otherwise sound copy), \Ss

Bologna, 1662
5049 Another Cop^y, with Ordini ARiTMETici,.sm. 4to. '63: Dialogo Aritmetico, nel

quale si contengono i veri Fondamenti dell' Arte, 2^^ Impressione, 12mo., '64: Scorta di
EcoNOMiA, o' sia Dialogo di Scrittura Famigliare, sm. 4to., '66—4 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, icith

woodcut arms on half-titles ; old Italian vellum, £3. 35 ibidem, 1662-6
All excessively rare, and quite unknown to bibliographers, Poggendorff, Prof. M. Cantor, etc. ; nor is the author

included in the ' List of loSO Names of reported Authors etc. of Works on Arithmetic ' in Prof, de Morgan's Arithmetical
Books.
The first work, which is on book-keeping, was unknown to Mr. Richard Brown, and is not contained in the bibliography

of his ' History of Accounting'.

5050 VENTUROLI (Giuseppe, Bologna) Elements of Practical Mechanics, with Treatise on
the Principle of Virtual Velocities, and its Uses in Mechanics, trans, by Daniel Cresswell,
D.D., F.R.S., 4 plates, 8vo. cl., 3s Cambridge, 1823

5051 VERONESE (David, di Genova) Libretto d'ABACO, per Principianti, 12mo. old limp vellum
[name cut out of title), £1. Is Genova, 1626

Very rare, and unknown to Brunet, Graosse, Poggendorflf, Prof, dc Morgan, etc. On page 52 is a table showing the
value of the coins of various countries.
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5052 [VENUSTI (Antonio Maria)] Compendio Utilissimo di «iuelle Cose, le quali a Nobili e

Christiani Mercanti appartengono ; with device on title, 12mo. old vellum (wanting 4 //., title
cropped, and some II. wormed), £1. \s MUano, 1561

Very RARE, and seemingly unknown to Mr. Richard Brown, who doss not mention It in hiti ' Bibliojjraphy of EUK>k-
keeping It contains

:
Discorso della Mercantia ; Trattato del Cambio di Blsenzone ; Ksortatlone a' Mercaoti : InsUtu-

tione (le Mercanti ; and Trattato de' Cainbi in genenile.
5053 VERDAM (Gideon Jan) Commentatio de Compositione Virium ; with 2 folding plait*,

large 8vo., Thick Paper ; sewn, uncut, 5s Qd Trajecti a. jf, 1825
Tliia work was awarded a prize by the University of Utrecht.

505i VERDET (Marcel Emile) (Euvres, publiees par les Soin« de ses Elfeves ; with Jine ttmL
portrait, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 8 vols, large 8vo. hf. calf neat ($ome titles stamped) ;

SCARCE, £4. 10s ImprimerU ImpiriaU. ou Nationale, 1868-72
CoNTENu:— I. Notes ct Menioires, avec Notice par A. A. d« La Hivk: II. 111. Coa-« d« Physique, 2 v. : IV. Con.

ferencea de Physique, publiees i)ar U. Uernkz, 2 partu : V. VI, I^ohb dOptiijue phyHtqiM, pabl&ea par A. Lbvistal.
2 V,

: VII. VIII. Theorie mecanique de la Chaleur, publiee i>ar J. C. Priuhos et J. Viollit, 2 v.

5055 Lecons d'OPTiQUE PuvsUiUE, publi<ie9 par A. Levistal ; iriM IM diagrams, 2 vols. iM^e
Svo. brown pnze calf extra (fine copy) ; SCARCE, £1. \s Imprimerie Jmp^riale, 18b»

Containing an interesting hi.story of the undulatory theory of light, alaoroMarcbeti on double renncUon. rv»Ury iiol*ri«a-
tion, etc. etc. ; with full bibliographies to each chapter.

5056 Theorie M^CANUiUE de la Chalkuk, public par Jean Charles Prudhon et Jules
ViOLLE ; with 111 woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols, large 8vo. in 1, neic hf brown calf gilt, 12« /

apudeandtm, 1868-72
With copiouM bibliographicn

5057 VERNON-HARCOURT (Leveson Francis, m.i.c.e.) Haruolk.s and Docks: Iheir Phj-nical
Features, HLstory, Construction, Etiuipnient, and Maintenance, with StAtUtics an to their Com-
mercial Development, with 16 largefolding plates, besides %voodcuts,2vo\H.%vo. ' 'vl ly scakck).
£1 10* Clarendon I ' >rd, I8H.-|

One of the best works on the subject. The author was profesnor of civil engineering in Univer>. : .ndun, una
of the Harbour Commissioners of Newport (Mon), Sligo, and Poole, and did iinpurUnt work la Iii'lia in cunaetloB Willi
the improvement of the river Ilugli for navigation.

5058 Sanitary Engineering, with respect to Water-supply and Sewage Dinpottl, k^ 887
woodcuts, Svo. buckram, 9s Gd (p. 14* nett) 1907

5059 Treatise on Rivers and Canals, relating to the Control and Improvement of Hivere,
and the Design, Construction, and Development of Canals, with 21 large folding plates (linen-

mounted), and 20 tooodcuts, 2 vols. Svo. hf morocco (titles stamped), Qs 6// (p. £1. I*)

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1882
5060 VERVEB (B., Maestricht) L'Eclairage au Gaz h TEau h Nardonne et rKcLAlRAGBauOA*

Leprince, examines et conipards ; with woodcuts, Svo. sewn, 2s Leide, 1858
5061 VESCOVALI (Angelo) bull' Accrescimento della Forza Motrice Idraulica, e sol Miglio-

raniento della Distrilmzione delle Acque di Koma. 4to. (pp. 9), sewn, 2s Jloma, 1858
VICECOMES (Antonio Maria)—r. ViscoNTi, post.

5062 [VIERO (Francesco)] Desckizione d'un Apparecchio di Macchine per Cavare e Manbg-
GIARE le Arie generalmente dette FissE ; with 2 folding plates on copper, 8vo. (pp. 48), Mwm
(rare), os Bologna, 1788

. Interesting as describing new apparatus and giving rules for manipulating gases in the Uboratory.

5063 VIETE [latine VIETAJ (Fran90i8) Opera Mathe.matica, OperA atque Studio Krakcisci a
Schooten; with numerous diagrams (a few with moveable slips), folio, old white vellum (VEUY
FINE COPY), with Prof Riccardi's booklaSel (rare), £2. 2s Lugd. liatav., W. et A. ELZEVIR. 1640

ISAAC BARROW'S ANNOTATED COPY:
5064 Another (? Large Paper) Copy, contemporary English calf (rebacked),with old auto.

'J. Hawkins £1. 4.4', and that o/ Isaac Barrov7. with ver^ numerous mB. problems,
solutions, and quotations in the latter's very neat hcmdwritin^, £10 lOs

Ok CREVT INTEREST AS llAVINO BKEH THE WORKING COPY Or THAT fillKAT MATilXMATK I AM A«l|. TIICiUidlAX UaAC
Barrow, d.d., thk tkachkr or Sir Isaac Nbwtom.

' Belle edition '.—lirunct.

In his most im|X)rUnt work, In Artem, ' (he earliest work on nvmbolic algebra ', h« * introdoosd Um OM of totUra tor

both known and unknown (positive; quantiti'W, a notation for the |>owen« <»f i

working with homogeneous e<|iiationi« . . . One of hiH improvrment<« wan ttiat

consonants B. C, D, etr„, and the unknown qiiantitiea by the vowels A, E. 1, ete., Um oUmt WM to I

.

to represent the st^iuare, cube, etc. of <tuantities which iMtl already occurred in tk» •quaUOM . . . Hmm two liiipr»v*>

raents were almost essential in any further pmgreM In attrebra. . . . Virta'a works oa gMOMtfV an food. HCBppltad
algebra and trigonometry to help him in iuvestigating Uie pro[)eKiet of llpinea ', etc etc vie.— Ir. W. M. BalL

• The greatest mathematician of the Sixteenth Century '.—Tknmttn Fotrur, pr.

5065 De Numerosa Pote.statum a^l Exegesim HESOLUTioNK.exOpcre restitute Mathemattew
Analyseos, seu, AlgebrA novA, editio princeps, folio (pp. 72), with vellum wrapper from XV.
Cent. MS. in gothic characters (VERY RARE), £1.5* Parisiis, IK U Clerc, 1000

' Dealing with' numerical p<|uations. In thi-i a meth'Ml for approxiintUng to the raliira of pokit^ve rooOi la giroo . . .

Tlie principle is similar to that of Newton's nile.'— 11'. If*. R. Ilalt.

5066 Zeteticorum Libri V ; unth diagrams, folio (pp. 47), old vellum wrapper (no ttUe) ; RARB,

155 *. /. aut. i. n.

This edition is unknown to bibliographers, the flmt of 1598 eonsisUng of only Ibor books. The wort deaU with the

solution of equations.

5067 VIGENEBE (Blaise de, nourbonnois)'VKKlcrTt du Feu et da Sel. Excellent et rare Opnucule,

trouv6 parmy ses Papiera ajires son Deeds ; with engraved vignette on title, 4to. old hf calf gilt

(slightly water-stained) ; RARE, £1. 5» 1618
This work contains the first description of crystallised benzoic add. ' On j trouve une recette pour fkire de I'or. —

the above is the first kditiox, the date of which is given as 1(508 In Biogr. Gin.-s^ imlfM« mistake as tlie Privilegs Is

dated October, 1617. There were reprints iu ld42 and 1061, both of which ue also rare.

tra , De ' iDinmaoso um vim m muotv in-

fiuanUtlss, Md wlbreod tiw advMtact of
, he dmotod Um known ooMtlUH bf Um
e.. th« oUmt WM to IstTOMM now qnebols
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5068 VIEILLE (Jules, Ecole Normale) CouRS Compl^mentaire d'Analyse et de Mecanique
Rationnelle, 8vo. hf. calf gilt, Zs 1851

5069 VIGNOLA [recte BAROZZI] (Giacopo) : Regola delli CiNQUE Ordine d'ARCHiTETTURA di

M. Jacomo Barozzio da Vignola ; ivitk numerous fine engravings {several folding), 12mo. old
vellum (fine copy), with auto. o/[SlR] T[homas] Isham, Rome, 1678 on flyleaf, \2s Qd

IRoma] ,' G. M. Paluzzi [c. 1670]
This pretty edition, unnoticed by Brunet and Graesse, is dedicated to Cardinal Flavio Chigi, nephew of Pope Alexander VII.

5070 Reigle des Cinq Ordres d'ARCHiTECTURE ; with woodcut title with portrait, and 35 other
large woodcuts, folio, sewn, 10s P. Mariette, 1653

' Traite le plus ct'lebre et le plus utile qui ait jamais 6te publie sur I'architecture,'

—

Blogr. Gen.

5071 VIGNOLES (Charles Blacker, c.E. ; f.r.s., m.r.i.a.) Statements respecting the Method and
Cost of Producing Coke from Turf, with large folding plate of the apparatus, 8vo. cl., with
author's inscr. [see below) ; verg scarce, 12s 6d privately printed, 1850

'George Shaw Esq. with the Author's Coraps.'

—

Inscr. on title.

The turf is specially prepared by being subjected to steam in an apparatus constructed by the author. The work i.s

not mentioned either in the author's biography or in D. N. B. The bogs of Ireland are still left to nature and company
promoters.

5072 , Life of: Soldier and Civil Engineer: a Reminiscence of Early Railway History, by
his Son Olinthus John Vignoles, pr., St. Peter's, Vere St., with fine portrait, 19 woodciits,
andfolding map (linen-mounted), 8vo. hf calf neat (title stamped) ; out of pi^int, Is 6d 1889

C. B. Vignoles introduced the flat-footed rail, generally known as the Vignoles, and patented, with John Ericsson, a
new method of ascending steep inclines on railways. Among the railways he constructed were the Sheffield and
Manchester Railway (M. S. and L.), the Paris and Versailles, and the Midland Counties (the nucleus of the Midland Railway),
besides railways in Germany and Spain.

' With C. B. Vignoles the romantic era of modern engineering may be said to have passed away '.

5073 VIGNOLI (Giuseppe), et Fran9ois JACdUIER: Disquisitiones Statico-Mechanic^
;

withfolding plate, 4to. sewn, 3s Qd Romce, 177i
5074 VliiLE (Georges) Recherches Exp^rimeNTALES sur la "V^g6tation ; with 2 large plates and

numerous woodcuts, super-impl. 4to. boards, with author's inscr. to Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S.
(out of print), 10.9 Qd 1853

' Ce volume a pour objet de mettre en evidence I'absorption de I'azote dc I'air par les plantes et de faire connaitre les

circonstances qui modifient I'activite de cette absorption '.

—

Preface.

5075 VILLEMOT (Abbe Philippe) Nouveau Systeme, ou Nouvelle Explication du Mouvement
des Planetes ; with plates, 12mo. old sheep gilt, with bookplate of Philip Ind Earl Stanhope,
F.R.S. , 7s Gd Lyon, 1707

The author tries to explain the movement of the solar system on the basis of Descartes's theory of vortices. In tlie

preface he acknowledges not having seen Newton's Prindiria, 'puisque son livre est tres rare en co pais'. There is a
Latin translation on opposite pp. by Camclle Falconet.

5076 VILLI^ (E., Lille) Compositions d'ANALYSE, Mecanique, et Astronomie, donnees h la
SoRBONNE pour la Licence hs Sciences Mathdniatiques, siiivies d' Exercises sur les Variables
Imaginaires, Parties I et II (1869-90) ; with diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf green morocco gilt, 13s 6d
(p. ¥. 17.50 nett sewn) 1885-90

6077 VIMERGATO (Giovanni Battista, Monaco di Certosa) Dialogo [della Descrittione Teorica
et Pratica] de gli Horologi Solari : nel quale con Ragioni speculative, et prattiche facilmente
s'insegna il Modo da fabricar tutte le Sorti di Horologi, nuovamente posto in Luce, con le

Postille in Margine, et con le Tavole copiosissime ; with numerous woodcuts, also large woodcut
initials, and printer's device on title and a( end, cr. 4to. contemporary calf (some II. wormed on blank
margin, otherwise a large and sound copy) ; VERY RARE, £1. 10s

Vinegia, Gabriel Giolito de' Ferrari, 1566
Honzeau-Lan caster No. 11,367, but.unknown to Poggendorff and Brunet.

5078 VINCE (Samuel; Archdn. of Bedford; Plumian Professor, F.R.S.) Complete System of
Astronomy, with 19 plates, 2 vols. 4to. hf. calf (title of v. I mounted and 1 Joint of binding
cracked), 7s Gd Cambridge, 1797-9

' His magnum opus, which, although no longer read, retains its monumental reputation.'

—

Miss A. M. Clerke.

5079 The Elements of the Conic Sections, adapted to the Use of Students in Philosophy,
3rd Ed., with 3 folding plates, 8vo. (pp. 47), seivn, 2s ib., 1805

5080 Fifth Edition, 3 plates, 8vo. sewn, 2s ib., 1817
5081 On the Motion of Bodies affected by Friction, plate, 4to. (pp. 25), sewn, 2s Gd 1784

With ' Observations and Experiments on the Light of Bodies in a State of Combustion ', by G. C. Morgan, f.r.s.

(pp. 23), 1784.

50S2 New Method of Investigating the Sums of Infinite Series, 4to. (pp. 22), sewn, 2s 1791
5083 Observations on the Hypotheses which have been assumed to account for the Cause

of Gravitation from Mechanical Principles, with diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 26), sewn (scarce), ^s

Cambridge, 1806
5084 Plan of a Course of Lectures on the Principles of Natural Philosophy, 8vo. sewn,

2s Gd ib., 1793
5085 On the Precession of the Equinoxes, plate, 4to. (pp. 5), sewn, Is Gd 1787
5086 The Principles of Fluxions, for Students in the University, 3rd Ed., enlarged, with

diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 2s Gd Cambridge, 1805
5087 Fourth Edition, corrected and enlarged, with diagrams, 8vo. boards, uncut, 3s ib., 1812
5038 Treatise on Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, with Intro, on the Nature and

Use of Logarithms, 3rd Ed., corrected, with 2 plates, 8vo. sewn, 2s Gd ib., 1810
' As a mathematician Vince was one of the last representatives of the English synthetical school. His scientific

treatises are able, but inelegant.'—ilftss .1. M. Clerke.

6089 Treatise on Practical Astronomy, with 8 plates, 4to. hf calf, 4s ib., 1790
Explaining the construction and use of astronomical instruments.





NOS. 5101-2 and 5105 {page 259).

A characteristic illustration of ancient water-engines.
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5090 VILANT (Nicolas, Reg. Prof. Mathenuitics, St. Andrews) The Elements of Mathematical
Analysls, abriclj,'e(l, with Notes demonstrative and explanatory, and Synopsis of Rook V of
Euclid, 8vo. sewn, As

'

AWiw., 1798
5091 VINCENT (Camille) Carbonisation des Rois en Vases Clos, et Utilisation des Produits

Derives ; with 28 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 3s 1873
5092 Industrie des Produits Ammoniacaux ; ttilh 32 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 'Ss Qd

(p. F. 9 nett) 1884
5093 VINE (Charles J.) Hints on Drawing for Process Reproduction, with plates, 12ino. teum,

isHd 1805
VINET (Ehe) Spilera Johannis de Sacro Rosco Emendata (1562)—w. Sacro Rosco, ante,

5094 VINTNERS, The Art and Mystery of, 8vo. (pp. 79), sewn (title uxinting) ; rare. Is 6rf

[c. 1750]
A veritable wine ad ult<>rotor's vade-mecum, ftill ofJiorrid recipes to rcntore wine eveo in the moit hopelexa condition,

and valuable as a collectiou of contemporary trade tricks. It wa* unknown to Watt,

5095 VIOLETTE (Henrv) Nouvelles Manipulatio.vs Ciiimk^ues Simplifi^es. contenant U
Description d'Appareils enti6reuient notiveaMx, d'une Construction Bimplo et facile ; with
numerous tcoodciits and tables, 8vo. hf. calf, lis Brureiles, 1839

5096 VIOLLE (B.) Trait6 Complet des Car«6s .Maoh^ues, suivi d'un Trait<^ des Cubes Magiqubs,
et dun Essai sur les Cercles Maoiques, 2 vols. 8vo., and Atlas, with 54 plates, containing 400
figures, o])lon<,' folio—3 vols. hf. morocco {nice copii), 18* %d 1837*8

The most complete work ever pubiisheil on this curious arithmetical amusement.
' An elaborato work, useful an containing hundreds of illustrationn.'— IK. W. R. Btill.

5097 VIRGHNIO (Michele) De Natur.« in Sy.stemate Orqanico Uniformitate Ph3rsic»
Aninuilis et Vo;.,'etal>ilis Exercitatio, 8vo. sewn, 3s 6d Ilomtr, 1784

509S VIRLET (Theodore) Coup d'(EiL ^'6n^ral et statistique sur la M^TALLURGIE, 8vo. (pp. 138),
sewn, '2s (id 1837

5099 [VISCONTI, Latine] VICECOMES (Antonio Maria, Piacentino) Practica Numeborom, et
Mensurarum, ac AUuvionis Partitionem, investij^andi, et ut in Indice seqnenti; with arms of
Octavio Farnese Duke ofParma on title, numerous woodcuts and diagrams, atul printer's device on
last I., »m. Ato. fine copy in contemporary limp vellum (VERY RARE), £1. \2s^d Brixiae, 1581

5100 Another Copy, contemporary limp vellum (name cut off blank top of title, otherwise a
large andfine copy), with bookplate o/ Michel Chasles, £1. lOi

• A book of mixed arithmetic and altjebra, in which the modem method of division Ih uael. It would, I think, repay
an examination, particularly on the part which relates to the extraction of root*.'— Pro/, de Moryan. 'Thlii work of
Visconti is very scarce.'— JVf. lAbri. It was unknown to Brunct, Graesse, Poggendorff, etc.

5101 VITRUVITJS Pollio (Marcus) De Architectura Libri X, cum Comnientariin Daniblis
Barbari, electi Patriarchae Aquileiensis : Multis Aedificiorum, Horoloqiorum, et

Machinarum Descriptionibus, et FioURis, unJi cum Indicibus copiosis, aucti et illustrati

;

with very numerous large and fine woodcuts, and diagrams, folio, old limp vellum (some U.
browned as us^tal, otherwise a very sound copy), £1. 15* Venttiis, 1567

5102 Another Copy, old limp vellum (back of binding slightly damaged, but a FINE AND
exceptionally clean copy), £2. 2s
A l)eautiful edition, esteemed for the woodcuts it contains. 'Texte de I'^lition Lyonnaise de IMS eorrl|[4 wr d«

con.jectun^s et muni d'un commentaire explicatif. Une partie de« figures ont iti gravies par Olov. C'ruftber.'—(TraeaM.

The Sunderland copy (in calO fetched £4. 15«.

5103 De Architectura Libri X, ope Codicis Guelferbytani, Editionis Principis, ceterorunique

Subsidiorum recensuit, et Glos.sario illustravit AUGUSTUS KODE; with vignette of the

Mausoleum on title, 4to. sewn, 5s Qd Berofini, 1800

5104 Another Copy, calf extra, g. e. (fine copy), Ss
' Assez belle tVJition'.—/;run«^ The glossary is in i^miin, German, Kn-nch, Italian, and EoKllsh.

5105 I DiECi Libri dell' Architettura, tradotti e connuentati da Monn. Daniel Barraro
eletto Patriarca d'Aqnileia, da lui riue<luti et ampliati ; et hora in piu comnioda F' -^lotti;

with plates (some folding), and hundreds of other fine tcoodcuts, 4to. weir hf. ralj title

mounted, and about 2011. wormed), with auto. *D'Arblay' on fiyleaf, and some M> * the

same handwriting, £1.5* Venetia, 1587
An edition much value«l for its wowlcutu. Those on machinery are eapwlally Interesting.
' Ce qui donne a cet oiivrape une valeur particuliire.cest quil eat le aetil de cc genrequl stdt {Ar^enu Joaqa k nona.cMt

quMl renfermc des notions importanti'H \x>nT rhistoire de I'art, c'eit qu'll a *t* ecrit a une ^puquc oii rarchit<«Uire k Homt
atteignit i sa plu.s grande iKTlectiim '.—liiog. <ifn.

Hook 8 deals with WATKnsuri'i.v nn<l AyiKi>rcTs ; the 0th with DlALLlMn, and tho 10th with JiKCMAirira.

5106 Architecture (Ienkrale, re<ltiite en Abreg6 par Claude Perrault ; witheopperpUUet,

12ino. old calf (back of binding slightly damaged), 4* 6tf AmsterdaM. 1681

5107 [VIVENAIR (—)] The Air Balloon: or a Treatise on the Aerostatic Globe, lately

invented by the celebrated MONS. MoNTGOLFlER of Paris, shewing, I. Thojie Propcrtiea of Air,

which influence an Air Balloon. II. The particular Construction and Methods of filling it.

III. Some of the great Variety of probable Uses which this important Discovery may l>e applied

to for the BeneHt of Mankind. The whole rendere<l familiar to the plainest Capacity, ufith etching

showing ascent of a earless balloon, 8vo. (np. :«), sewn (very rare), £1. 10# O. Kearsley, 1783

The first Enolish work on bai.loomino. Mr. Ilntton Tumor, who «li<l not own a copy, only metitlonfi an «llUon of

1784. A postscript gives an account of the ascent of J. A. C. Charlrs on Dec. lat, 178.T—the «r«t aaoent of • balloon filled

^'
There are soinc interest injc suRKestlons as to the future uses of balloons, and tMXuU are generally reoonunended on medical

Krouml.s a.s a • chan>,'e of air'. .^, m t ^ ai.

5108 VIVIAN (John Henry) DESCRIPTION of the PROCES.S of AMALGAMATION, twU 7 pfoie*, 4t»^

(pp. 22), sewn, 4*
Describing the methods u»ed at PrdbeiiB In Saxony.
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5109 VITALE (Geronimo, Cler. Reg.) Lexicon Mathematicum, hoc est Remm omnium ad

universam plane Mathesim qiioquo Modo, directe vel indirecte spectanctium, Collectio, et

Explicatio ; with engraved title, and numerous engravings on copper, thick 4to. old calf {hack

damiged), 6s %d Romm, 1690
' Containing much information respecting the history of mathematics '.

—

M. Libri.

5110 VIVIANI (Vincenzo ; f.r.s.) Enodatio Problematum Universis Geometris propositorum h
Claudio Comiers ; prsemissis Tentamextis variis ad Solutionem illustris V^eterum Problematis
de Anguli Trisectione ; with plates, 4to. old Italian vellum {fine copy), 10s 6d Florentiw, 1677

'He explained in 1677 how an angle could be trisected by the aid of the equilateral hyperbola or the conchoid.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

5111 [ ] Formazione, e MisURA di tutti i Cieli, con la Struttura, e Quadratura esatta

dell' Intero, e delle Parti di un Nuovo Cielo ammirabile, e di uno degli Antichi delle Volte
Regolari delle Architetti, curiosa Esercitazione Matematica di V.V. ultimo Scolare del Galileo ;

with diagrams, 4to. Italian vellum gilt [rare), 155 ih., 1692
' In 1602 he proposed the problem to construct four windows in a heinispherical vault so that the remainder of the sur-

face can be accurately determined : a celebrated problem of which analytical solutions were given by Wallis, Leibnitz,

David Gregory, and James Bernoulli.'— fT. W. R. Ball. The above work cont<ains, inter alia, the solution of this problem,
which according to Montucla is superior to all others.

5112 De Locis ISolidis secunda DiviNATio Geometrica in V Libros amissos Arist^I
Senioris Geometrse ; Opus Conicum, continens Elementa Tractatuum ejusdem Viviani, quibus
tunc ipse multa, maxima, et abdita, in Mathesi Theoremata demonstrare cogitaverat . . .

Addendis auctum, etc.; with Jine portrait of Galileo hy F. A. Lorenzini, 2 folding plates and
numerous diagrams, folio, (?) Large Paper; old calf extra {joints tueak, otherwise a fine copy),
with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., 16.s 6d ib. [1701]

5113 Another Copy, old calf extra (fine copy), 17* 60?
' Contenant une multitude de proprietes nouvclles des sections coniques'.

—

Montucla.

5114 De Maximis et Minimis Geometrica Divinatio in V. Conicorum Apollonii Perg^i
adhuc desideratum; with plates, and numerous diagrams, 2 vols, folio in 1, Large Paper ; old
mottled caZ/ (fine copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S., \os ib., 1659

' Get ouvrage savant se rencontre difficilement.'

—

Brunei. ' Eine der sehr wenigen Wiederherstellungen, von deren Werte
man nachtraglich durch Wicderaufflndung des wahren Wortlautes sich liberzeugen konnte.'

—

Prof. Moritz Cantor.

5115 VLACd (Adriaen) Tabulae Sinuum, Tangentium, et Secant ium, et Logarithmi Sinuum,
Tangentium, et Numerorum, ab Unitate ad 10,000, cum Methodo facillim^, illarum Ope, resolvendi

omnia Triangula Rectilinea et Sphaerica, et plurimas Qurestiones Astronomicas ; Ed. ultima, ab
innumeris Mendis purgata, 12mo. old calf {cracked), 3s Qd Amst., 1742

5116 Trigonometria Artificialis: sive Magnus Canon Triangulorum Logarithmicus, ad
Radium 10,000,000,000, et ad dena Scrupula Secunda ; cui accedunt Henrici Briggii Prof.

Oxoniensis Chiliades Logarithmorum XX pro Numeris Naturali Serie crescentibus ab Unitate
ad 20,000, quorum Ope Triangula Plana et Sphrprica, inter alia Nova Eximiaque Compendia h

Geometricis Fundamentis petita, sola Additione, Subtractione, et Bipartitione, exquisitissim^

dimetiuntur ; with numerous diagrams, folio, hf. French morocco gilt (GOOD copy) ; very rare,
£2. 25 Goudw, 1633

This important work formed the basis of Vega's Thesaurus {q. v. ante), where it is termed 'opus rarissimum', and
contains the logarithmic sines and tangents to ten places of figures, with their differences, for every 10 seconds in the
quadrant, also Briggs's tables of the first 20,000 logarithms carried to ten places of figures, besides a description of the

tables and their applications, chiefly extracted from Briggs's Trigonometria Britannim, which was published in the same
year by the same publishers.

5117 VOCH (Lukas) Die KuNST Sonnenuhren auf das Papier oder eine Mauer zu zeichnen, durch
Hiilfe des jeglichen Orts gewohnlichen Werkmaases, oder auch mittelst des Halbzirkels; with

1 folding copperplates, 12mo. sewn, vncut {rare), I2s 6d Augsburg, 1778
Not noticed by Graesse.

5118 VOGEL (Hermann Wilhelm) The Chemistry of Light and Photography in their Applica-

tion to Art, Science, and Industry; thoroughly revised Ed., with 2ihotographic atid other plates,

and woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s Qd 1876

5119 Lehrbuch der Photographie, enthaltend die photographische Chemie, Praxis und
Aesthetik, 3. ganzlich umgearbeitete Auflage; with plate of 16 colours, and another of their photo-

graphic equivalents, photographic plate, anrf 250 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 35 (p. M. 12) Berlin, 1878

5120 VOGT (Carl) Lehrbuch der Geologie und Petrefactenkunde, 4. [neueste], vermehrte und
verbesserte Auflage; with 1558 woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, \2s Qd (p. M. 26 sewn)

Braunschweig, 1879

5121 VOGT (Johann Gustav) Entstehen und Vergehen der Welt als kosmisclier Kreisprozess,

auf Grund des pyknotischen Substanzbegriffes, 2. [neueste] umgearbeitete Auflage, erganzt durch

die Behandlung der wichtigsten Probleme einer realen Weltanschauung von durchaus neuen
Gesichtspunkten ; with 146 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. (pp. 1005), cl., As (p. M. 13) Leipzig, 1901

5122 VOIRON (— , prof, de math&matiques au Prytanee Militaire) HiSTOiRE de I'Astronomie
depuis 1781 jusqu'a 1811, 4to. hf. russia gilt {one joint cracked), with Sandhurst College bookplate,

Qs Qd 1810
Intended as a supplement to Bailly's 'Histoire de I'Astronomie' {v. Nos. 228-31, ante).

5123 VOLKMANN (Paul, Utiiv. Kbnigsberg) Einfuhrung in das Studium der Theoretischen
Physik, insbesondere der analytischen Mechanik, mit Einleitungin dieTheorie der physikalischen

Erkenntniss; with diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn, Qs (p. M. 9) Leipzig, 1900

5124 VOLPICELLI (Paolo) NuovA Generale Soluzione della x^ + yS^z^, e sue Conseguenze,

4to. (pp. 51), seun, with inscr. to the Duca di Rignano, 3* Qd Roma, 1851

5125 Solution d'un Probleme de Situation relatif au Cavalier des Echecs, 4to. (pp. 9),

sewn, 2s 1850
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5126 VOLTA (Conte Alessandro

; f.r s.), Collezione dell' Opere del [pubblicata da Vincenzio
Antinori] ; wdhjinc engraved portrait by Raphael Morghen, andfolding platen, 3 vols. 8vo. in 5
boards, vncut, £1. 1* Firen-'c 1816

5127 Another Copy, 3 vols. Svo. A/, calf gilt (portrait wanting), £1. U
5128 A Large Paper Copy, on Jine paper, with the portrait, 3 vols, large Svo. in 5, boards

uncut, £1. Is 6d
The only collected edition of the author's scientific works. His work, which started a new era in electrical soienw

Includes the discovery of the electric decomposition of water, and the invention of the electric battery, the Voltaic Pile*
electrophorus, his condensing electroscope (proving contact electricity), etc. etc.

'

• By some writers the name Galvanic Battery is given in honour of Galvani ; but the honour is certainly VolU'a'.—
Prof. Silvanus Thompson.

5129 Account of some Discoveries made by Mr. Galvani, of Bologna, with ExperimenUand
Observations on them [in French], 4to. (pp. 35), stujn, 5* I793

5130 Lettres Rur I'AiR Inflammable des Marais, auxtjuellea on a ajout^ trois Lettres du
niOme Auteur tirc^es dii Journal de Milan, traduites de I'ltalien ; with copperplate, Svo. contemp-
orary mottled ralfqilt, &>' 6^/ Strasbourg. 1778

5131 VdSSnJS [VOS] (Gerard Jan; Canon of Canterbury) De QUATUOR Artibus Popul.*\RIBLS
(Grammatistice, Gymnaxtice, Musice, et (iraphioe) ; de Philolooia; de SciEXTIls Mathk&iaticis,
cui Operi subjungitur, Chronologia Mathematicorum, 3 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, old calf {very sound
copy), 10* Amsteladami, Jo. Blaev, 1650

The third work is Interesting for containing a short history of the mathematical acl^ncc*. Geranl Vo«owed hitCanonry
to Ahp. Land— a characteristic example of the latter's enlixht«ned patnmaffe of learning.

5132 VOSSIUS (Isaac; Canon of yVindsor, son of the above) De LuciS Natura et Proprietatb;
with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn {rare), \2a 6d

Amstelodami, L. et D. Elzevir, 1662
This work contains the passage in which the author accuses Descartes of plaffiarism from Willebront Buelliui fur his

law of refraction. Vossius also formulates in it a new theory of colours, in which su'phor, said to be contained in avery
body, plays an iuiix)rtant part ; and declares that light and heat are merely accidents.

5133 De MoTU Marium et Ventorum Liljer ; with diagrams, cr. 4to. sound copy inold velium^
lOs 6d HagaeCom., A. Vlacq, 166S

5134 Another Copy, sewn, 9*
' He attributes the tides to the influence of the sun, and describes a ' baroscope ' by means of which oavigator* mtRht

with certainty foretell the approach of storms.'

—

D. N. B.

5135 De Nili et alioruin Fluminum Origine [cum Appendice ad Scriptum de Natura et
Proprietate Lucis, accedit Epistola ad Amicum de Potentiis quibnsdam MechauiciM]; with
2 large folding maps on copper of Abyssinia and the Nile, and numerous woodcuts, nm. 4to. sewn
(rare), £1. I5 ibidem, apud eundem, 1666

The author's most valuable scientific work, containing an important doctrine in oceanocrapby : 'Omnia ttuinina tx
collectione aqua> pluvialis oriri', afterwards elaborated by Mariotlc and de la Metherie. Bawed on it, he attributes the
floo<ling of the Nile to the heavy rainfall of Ethiopia. It also contains a theory of the capillarity of mercury, but
erroneously attributes the rising of the sap in plants to the action of capillarity.

5133 Responsum a<l Objecta Joh. de Bruyn, Professorio Trajectini, et Petri Petiti, Medici
Parisienais [de Luce] ; with diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn, Is 6d ib., apud eundem, 1663
A defence of his ' de Lucis Natura.'
In spite of his clerical preferment, Isaac Vossius was a freethinker, yet absurdly credulous. Cluulea II. U said lohave

remarke'l (»f him that he would Ix'lieve anything if only it were not in the Bible.

5137 V Y V YAN (Thomas Grenfell) Elementary Analytical Geometry, revised Ed., with
diaqramfi, post Svo. c/., 2s (p. 7* 6f/) Cambridge, 1870
WAALS (Johannes Diderik v. d.)— v. Molenbroek, ante.

5138 WABNER (Robert) Ventilation in MiNES.trans by Charles Salter, with 30foldingplates,
besides wnor/rufs, roy. Svo. cl., 6s Or/ (p. 10;s 6rf nett) 1903

5139 WAGENAER (Lucas Janssen) : The Mariners Mirrour, wherin may playnlv be seen the
Courses, Heights, Distances, Depths, Soundings, Flouds and Ebs. Kisings of Lands, Rocks,
Sands and Shoalds. with the Marks for th' ExTRiNGSof the Harbouroughs, Havbns and P0RT8
of the greatest Part of Europe : their several Tralicks and ('ommwhties : Tojjether wV' the

Rules and Instrumets of Navigation. First made i's: set fourth in diuere exact Sea-Ciiarts,
by that famous Navigator Luke Wagenar of Enchui.sen, and now fitted with neoeftMirie

additions for the use of Englishnien by [Sir] Anthony Ashley. Ileerin also may Ikj under-

fitood the Exploits lately atchiued by the riglit Honorable the L. Admiral of EnglAd with her

Ma"«* Nauie, and some former Seruices don by that worthy Knight S"* Fra. DraKK, with beauti-

fully engraved title by Theodore de Bry, 3% Jine folding charts on copper by T. DE Bry, A.
Ryther, Jod. Hondius, and J. Kutlinger, and 3 plates {one with moveable compast-card),
2 parts in 1 vol. roy. folio, old white vellum extra, in cardboard-case {binding slightly damaged, leaf

of arms, charts 3, 6, 11, 14, 22, half of 20 of part I, and 13 and 14 of part II micttng, and
engraved title slightly stained, otherwise a REMARKABLY SOUND, CLEAN AND LARGE COPY);
extremely rare,' £18. \8s *. /. aut t. n. [1588]

This work, which first appeared in the original Dutch in 1584, is of preat ImporUnce not only from being the nwrr
KNOWN coLLKc-rioN of CB.iBTM, but especially for containlnir, in the almve tranalaUon, the riairr acooukt or the DsrsaT

OK TOE Spanish Armada. There in also an account of Sir Francia Drake'* expedition to Qulit in 1587, referred l« as ' the

fonner services '.

The translator, the grandfather of the I1r»t Barl of Sliafteabur)-, afterwarda acootupanied Drake and 8ir John Norria on
their expedition to Sjain in l.'iSO, ami in 1596 acted as aecreUry to the Earl of B««ex during the expedition to Cadiz.

The work is exceedingly rare, and the atiove copy wan the only nne Hold by auction (in 1905, when itfetche<l £25. 10»)

within the last 22 years, and j.roUbly for many yrani before. It belonged to Adinl. Sir Sidney Smith, the hero of the

SiP'jeof Acre, and was exhibited at the Tudor Exhibition, Ix)ndon. 18.S!»-yO.

5140 WAGNER (Rudolf) Handbook of Chemical Technology, trans, and edited from the 8th

German Edition, with extensive ADDITIONS, by SiR WILLIAM Crookes, F R.8., unth 336 woodcuts,

thick Svo. cl.,6s6d{]^.£l. 5s) 1872
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5143 WADDINGTON (Robert, teacher of the mathematics) Practical Method for Finding the

Longitude and Latitude of a Ship at Sea, by Observations of the Moon, with General Rules
for computing the same, with all necessary Tables and Explanations, etc. etc., woodcuts, cr. 4to.
seian, QsQd 1763

The aulhor claims to have improved the method of finding the longitude at sea then in use ' by taking the mean of
several observed distances for each observation ', and by the compilation of a table ' to obtain the variable quantity of the
moon's motion by interpolation.'

5144 The Sea Officer's Companion, containing New Tables for accurately obtaining the
Latitude of a Ship at Sea, and the Variation of the Needle, by the Moon, also New Tables
to obtain the Latitude, by Four different Methods, by the Sun, etc. etc., diagrams, cr. 4to. sewUy
5s Downing St., Westminster, 111 {)

5145 WAHNSCHAFFE (Felix; Berlin) Guide to the Scientific ExamInation of Soils, com-
prising select Methods of Mechanical and Chemical Analysis and Physical Investigation, trans, by
William T. Brannt, illustrated, cr. 8vo. cL, Zs (p. 8* Qd) ~ 1891

5146 WAITE (Arthur Edward) Lives of Alchemystical Philosophers, based on Materials
collected in 1815, and supplemented by recent Researches, with Philosophical Demonstration of
the True Principles of the Magnum Opus, or Great Work of Alchemical Reconstruction, and
some Account of the Spiritual Chemistry, with Bibliography of Alchemy and Hermetic
Philosophy (pp. 30), 8vo. cl. (scarce), 15* 1888

5147 WAKEIjY (Andrew) The Mariner's Compass Rectified, with the Instruments most in Use
in Navigation, and Table of Latitudes and Longitudes, much enlarged by J. Atkinson, tvith

woodcuts (one moveable) of Astronomical Instruments, etc., 12mo. old sheep, Ss 6d
W. Mount, on Tower hill, where you may have all Sorts of Sea-Books, 1741

This copy bears on title the auto, of Thomas Glass, m.d. {d. 1786), inventor of a process to prepare magnesia alba, and
an authority on inoculation for smallpox.

5148 New Edition, revised and carefully corrected, with accurate Tables of the Sun's Declina-
tion, adjusted to the New-Stile, by William* Mountains, f.r.s., woodcuts, llmo. old calf, 6s%d 1759

The editor was ' Teacher of the Mathematics, in Shad-Thames, Southwark. Young Gentlemen Boarded '.

5149 WALCKIERS de ST. AMAND (— ; de Bruxelles) : Rapport fait a 1'Academic Royale des
Sciences, sur la Machine Electrique nouvellement iuventee par M. Walckiers de St. Amand
[par M. J. Brisson, J. B. Le Roy, N. C. Comte de Milly, et P. S. de Laplace] ; with coloured
folding plate of the machine, 8vo. (pp. 29), sewn, £1. 1* [1784]

Very rare, and unknown to Poggendorlf, Querard, Graesse, and other bibliographers, nor contained in the Ronalds
Catalogue. In this machine silk iubtead of glass is used as the electrifying body, and its sparks are stated to liave been
from 17 to 19 inches in length—the largest hitherto obtained.

5150 WALDO (Frank) Modern Meteorology : the Growth and present Condition of some of its

Phases, 112 illustrations, post 8vo. cl., 2s 1893
5151 WALDOW (Alexander) Illustrierte Encyklopadie der graphischen Kunste und der

verwandten Zweige : Buch-, Stein- und Kupferdruck, Lithographic, Photolithographic, Chcmitypie,
Zincographie, Xyiographie, Schriftgiesserei, Sterotypie, Galvanoplastik, etc. etc., herausgegeben
unter Mitwirkung bewiihiter Fachgenossen ; with plates and numerous woodcuts, roy. 8vo.

(pp. 911), new hf. calf gilt, 10s 6oJ (p. M. 23.50 sewn) Leipzig, 1884
5152 WALKER (Adam) System of Familiar Philosophy, including every material Modern

Discovery and Improvement, with 47 copperplates, 4to. (pp. 572), old hf. calf gilt {sound copy), with
bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, F.ll.S , lOs 6d 1799
A series of lectures on Physics, Chemistry, and Astronomy, containing original experiments on coaches, etc. etc. by

the author, and accounts of his own inventions, including his ' Improved Steam Engine'.

5153 WALKER (Charles Vincent; f.r.s.) Electric Telegraph Manipulation: the Theory,
and Plain Instructions in Transmitting Signals to Distant Places, as practised in England, through
Electricity and Magnetism, laith woodcuts, 16mo. hf. morocco neat (scarce), 5s 1850

Written when the aulhor was telegrai^h superintendent to the South Eastern Ry., one of the first lines to use the
electric telegraph extensively in England. At this date (1S50) the writer says the Brigliton Railway hatl no telegraphs !

The book includes a chapter on the Submarine Telegraph. The author also, in conjunction with J. Glaisher and G. B.
Airy, introduced the system of electric time-signals from Greenwich Observatory.

5154 WALKER (Frederick, c.E.) Aerial Navigation : a Practical Handbook on the Construction
of Dirigible Balloons, Aerostats, Aeroplanes, and Aeromotors, with front, and 104 illustrations,

post 8vo. cl., 45 (p. 7* M nett) 1902
5155 WALKER (George, f.r.s., of Nottingham) Treatise on the Conic Sections, with 21 plates,

4to. boards, uncut, 5s 1794
5156 Another Copy, old tree-calf (rebacked), with inscr. by Francis Maseres, f.r.s., 6s 6d

Founded on the 24th Proposition of Sir Isaac Newton's ' Universal Arithmetic ', and ' in the construction and demonstra-
tion almost wholly original.'—Prc/tice.

The author was a very able dissenting minister of Nottingham, and a powerful orator, compared by the third Duke of
Portland with Cicero, to the Litter's disadvantage. ' The variety of his interests is shown by his publication of his treatise
on Conic Sections while he was agitating against measures for the suppression of public opinion which terminated in the
' Gagging Act ' of 1795.'— D. N. B.

5157 [WALKER (Gen. James Thomas, r.e., f.r.s.; Mutiny hero)] Tables of Heights in Sind,
the Punjab, N. W. Provinces, and Central India, determined by the Great Trigono-
metrical Survey of India, trigonometrically and by Spirit Leveling [sic} Operations, to May,
1862, with chart, and large map in cover, roy. 8vo. cl., 10s 6d Calcutta, 1863

' The accuracy achieved was such that the difference between the measured length and the length computed from
triangles, commencing 4S0 miles away at the Calcutta base-line and passing through dense jungles, was but half an inch.'

—Col. Velch, R.E.

5158 [ ] Tables of Heights in N. W. Provinces and Bengal, determined by the Great Tri-

gonometrical Survey of India, by Spirit Leveling Operations, to May 1865, with chart, roy. 8vo. hf.

cl.f or, cl., 5s Boorkee^ 1866
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No. 5139 {page 261).

Engraved title by Theodore de Bry to this excessively rare work.
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5159 WALKEB* (Richaxd, Apothecary to the Raddiffe Infirinary) Experiments on the Production
of Artificial Cold (pp. 8) : Observations on the best Methods of Producing Artificial
Cold, plate of apparatus (pp. 20)—2 parts 4to. sewn, 'is Qd 1788-95

5160 WALKER (Robert, Wadham Coll.) The Elements of the Theory of Mechanics, Svo. hf.d.,
35 Oxford, 1830

5161 WALKER (Sydney F., m.i.m.e.) Electric Lighting for Marine Engineers, 2nd Ed., with
108 woodcuts, post 8vo. c/., 2^ (p. 5*) [1896]

5162 Electricity in Mining, with 32 plates, and 163 other Ulmtratimts, Svo. c/., 6« (p. 9s
nett) 1907

5163 Steam Boilers, Engines, and Turbines, with 28 plates, and 189 other Ulustratiom, Svo.
cl., 6s (sells 9* nett) 1908

5164 WALKER (Thomaa Andrew; contractor) The Severn Tunnel: its Construction and
Difficulties, 1872-87, with 5 fine steel portraits of Sir John Hawkshaw, the Author, and others,
and over 40 lithographs and plans {mostly folding), roy. Svo. c/., 8* (p. £1. 5*) 1S8S

The history of the inoiit romantic and exciting work In all EuglUh engineering, writteu by the nian who carried it
throu<;h. It incluiJes ^enerouH rncoj^iiitiou of all the chief a^entJt einpluyad, and not IcAitt of Ijiniliert the diver, who
crawled a thousand feet in the dark to shut the iron door at the end of the heading, when it wan coniplelely drown«<l out.

5165 WAXKER (William, Jr.) Memoirs of the Distinguished Men of Science of Gt. Britain.
livinj; in 1807-8, with Intro, by Robert Hunt, F.R.S., withfoldingfront., containing 51 portraits,
by William Walker, 8vo. cl., 6s 6d 1862

Thf» fifty-one liero coinniemoratc<l were a truly remarkable illustration of the age th«y Ilve<l in.

5106 WALKIN6AME (Francis, writing-master) The fit\D Tutor's Assistant, l>einj; a Com-
pendium of Arithmetic and a complete Question- Hook. The KULES are Versified; a Plan
entirely New, and much better adapted to Young Minds than that of I'rose, 12iuo. old calf (very
sound copy); VERY RARE, £1. \s 1781

This in tiie ISth e<lition of the ' Tutor's Asitbtant ', from which it differa in having the rul(« rertHM. This * portJMl
edition ' api)ears to have had no success, and was unknown alike to Pcpf. de Morgan and D. If. B., while the praae vwiiaa
went through numberless editions.

' By lar the most used of all the school-books, and deserving to stand high among thein.'—PrV. Ut Uorgan.

5167 WALL (A. H.) Artistic Landscape Photography, with 5 plates, and nunurous woodcuts,
Svo. hf. buckram. Is 6d (p. 3* 6d) Bmdford, (1896]

5168 WALLACE (Alfred Russel, F.R.S.) Man's Place in the Universe: aStudv of the HesultH
of Scientific Research in Relation to the UNITY or PLURALITY of WORLDS ; 4th Ed., with Addi-
tional Argument dependent on the Theory of Evolution, diagrams and map, thick Svo. cl.,3s6d

(p. 6*) 1904
Dr. Wallace's remarkable argument (ujainst the plurality of worlds.

5169 WALLACE (Robert, Prof Mathematics, Glasgoiv) Elements of Algebra : a nhort and
practical Introduction on a New Plan, with Siniplilication of the Rule for the Solution of Equations
of all Dimensions, Svo. sewn, Zs 1828

5170 WALLACE (William) Alston Moor: its Pastoral People, its Mines and Miners, with
plates, 8vo. cl., with auto, letterfrom the author, 3* 6d Newcastleon-Tyne^ 1890

An interesting account of the wild leadmining country in the high moors of West Tyneluad, which hat bean worlud
since Roman times.

5171 WALLACE (William Clay, M.D., N. Y. Inst, for the Blind) The Accommodation of the Eye
to Distances, with woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 36), sewn, with auto, of Peter Mark lioget, F.R.S., 3«

New York, 1850

5172 The Structure of the Eye, with reference to Natural Theology, 22 woodcuts, iKwt

8vo. cl., with Dr. RogeVs bookplate and auto., 3* 6d ibidem, 1836

5173 WALLER (Augustus Desire, f.r.s.) Lectures on Physiology, I. Series: on Animal
Electricity, illustrated, Svo. buckram, Zs (p. 5* nett) 1897

5174 WALLERANT (Frederic) Groupements Cristallins ; with 33 diagrams, post 8vo. boards,

\s [1899]

5175 WALLERIUS (Johan Gottskalk) Meditationes Physico-Chemic.*: de Orioinb Mundi,
imprimis Geocosmi, ejusdemque Metamorphosi ; toith jilate, sm. Svo. old parchment (back slightly

damaged, and some II. stained) ; rare, 8^ Stockholmia, 1779
The author was Bergman's predecessor as professor of chemistry at Upsala, and made ioin« Important invecti^tiobs in

agricultural chemistry. The above work was unknown to Poggendorff.

5176 WALLIS-TAYLER (A. J., C.E.) Modern Cycles: a Practical Handbook on their Con-

struction and Repair, with over 300 illustrations, post 8vo. d. (out of print). As 6d (p. 10«0</) 1897

5177 Kefrigekation, Cold Storage, and Ice-Making : a Practical Treatise on the Art and
Science of Refrigeration, with 361 illustrations, Svo. d., 10« (p. 15* nett) 1902

5178 WALLON (Etienne) Traite El6mentaire de TObjectif PhotographiqUE ; with 135 wood-

cuts and diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn, As (p. F. 7-50 nett) 1891

5179 WALMESLEY (Charles; O.S.B., F.R.S., Pp. of Rama) ANALYSE dea MKSURES.dcH Kapports.

et des Angles : ou Reduction des Integrates aux Logarithmes, et aux ArcH de Ccrcle ; with 4

plates, 4to. old mottled calf, newly rebacked, with bookplate of Edward 12/A Duke of Norfolk,

E.M. (RARE), 17* 6d *749

5180 Reimpression ; with A plates, 4to. old tree-calf extra (fine copy), 18* 1753

An extension and explanation of Cotea's * Hamionia Mcn«urarura '
(</• »• <"»<')•

5181 WALMSLEY (John) Plane Trigonometry and Logarithms, diagrams, post 8vo. c/., 2#

(p. 06)
*^8

5182 WALSH (David, M.D.) The Rontgen Rays in Medical Work, 2nd Etl., rewritten and

enlarged, vnth 31 plates and 72 other illustrations, vo. d„ 5* (p. 10*W nett) 1899
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5183 WALLIS (Johannes, d.d., s.r.s., Prof. Savilianus) Opera Mathematica ; with fine portrait

after Sonmans of the author mt. 83, besides numerous diagrams, 3 vols, folio, old calf gilt (very
rare), £4. 105 Oxonioi, e Theatro Sheldomano, 1695-3-9

Comprising also the author's editions of ancient authors, viz. : Claudius Ptolemitus ; Porphyry ; Jfanuel Bryennius •

Archiniedes's Arenarius, and Dimensio Circuli ; Aristarchus ; and Pappus ; as well as his voluminous correspondence with
various mathematicians.

Vol. II contains the first published account of Sir Isaac Newton's Invention of the fluxional calculus.
' In mathematical history Wallis ranks as the greatest of Newton's English precursors. He was as laborious as he was

original ; and, by the judicious use of his powers of generalisation, he prepared all the subsequent discoveries of that age.
The principles of analogy and continuity were introduced by him into mathematical science. His interpretation of
negative exponents and unrestricted employment of fractional exponents greatly widened the range of higher algebra.
Finally, he invented the symbol for infinity, oo.'—j\iiss A. M. Gierke.

5184 Opera Mathematica ; with folding plate, and numerous diagrams, 2 vols. sm. 4to.
sound copy in old vellum, £1. 12s 6d ibidem, L. Lichfield, 1657-6

5185 Another Copy, with Commercium Epistolicum, de Quaestionibus quibusdam Mathe-
maticis, edidit Johannes Wallis ; with diagrams, Oxonii, 1658—3 vols. .sm. 4to. in 2, contemp-
orary calf {back of binding of v. I slightly damaged, otherwise A VERY SOUND COPY), £2. 5*

The first collkcted edition of the author's works then published, comprising : Orutio Inavgurulis ; Muthesis Univer-
salis, embodying the substance of his professorial lectures ; Adversus Meihomii de Proportionibus Dialognm, Tractatvs
Elencticus; de Anqulo Contactus; de Sectionibus Conicis, the first clear exposition of Descartes's invention of analytical
geometry ; Arithmetica Infinitorum, his most important work, ' the most stimulating mathematical work so far published
in England, and containing the germs of the dififerential calculus

'
; Eclipscos Solaris Observatio. Each of these treatises has

a separate titlepage and pagination.
The above edition was unknown to Lowndes, Allibone, Watt, and Poggendorff, and is very rare ; while most of the

treatises it contains appear here for the first time.

5186 Grammatica Linguae Anglicans, cui praefigitur, de Loquela sive Sonorum Form-
ATIONE, Tractiitus Grammatico-Physicus, et (nunc primuui) subjimgitur, Praxis Grammatica,
Ed. IV., prioribus auctior, 12nio. old calf {fine copy), \0s Qd ib., apud eundem, 1674

5187 De Loquela, sive Soxorum Formatione, Ed. VI. : Jo. Conradi Amman Surdus
LOQUENS, sive Dissertatio de Loquela, qua non solum Vox humana, et loquendi artiticium ex
originibus suis eruuntur, sed et traduntur media quibus Surdi et Muti loquelam adipiscantur

—

2 vols. 16mo. in 1, boards, ivith bookplate of Charles 3rd Earl Stanhope, F.B.S., 12s 6d
Lugd. Batav., 1727

Wallis's ' De Loquela' was originally published with his 'Grammatica Llnguie Anglicanae', and describes in detail the
various modes of production of articulate sounds. It led Amman, the writer of the second tract, to his invention of a
method for imparting the art of speech to deaf-mutes. The above edition of Amman's work has a letter from Wallis
prefixed.

5188 MechanicA: sive, de MoTU, Tractatus Geometricus, Pars I. in qua, de Motu
Generalia ; de Gravium Descensu, et Motuum Declivitate ; de Libra. Pars II. in qua, de Centro
Gravitatis, ejusque Calculo ; with finely engraved portrait by W. Faithorne, andfolding plates^

2 vols. 4t0. in 1, VERY FINE AND LARGE COPY IN THE ORIGINAL CALF (VERY RARE), £1. 105

Londini, Gul. Godbid, 1670
One of the classics of mechanics, containing the first exhaustive treatment of the theory of the collision of bodies con-

sidered as imperfectly elastic bodies—being the solution of a problem propounded by the Royal Society—while Sir

Christopher Wren and Huygens treated the subject simultaneously, but confined their theory to perfectly elastic bodies.
On these investigations, according to Prof. Mach, Sir Isaac Newton based his researches c ntained in the Principia,

' Wallis geht von deni Grundsatze aus, dass das Moment, das Produkt aus der Masse (Pondu.s) und der Geschwindigkeit
(Celeritas), bei dem Stosse maassgebend sei. Durch dieses Moment wird die Kraft des Stos.ses bestimmt. Stossen zwei
(unelastische) Korper mit gleichen Momenten aufeinander, so besteht nach dem Stoss Ruhe. Bei ungleichen Momenten
ergibt die Differenz der Momente das Moment nach dem Stosse.'

—

Prof. Mach.

5189 Treatise of Algebra, both Historical and Practical, with some Additional Treatises,

I. Of the Cono-Cuneus. II. Of Angular Sections, III. Of the Angle of Contact. IV. Of Com-
binations, Alternations, and Aliquot Parts, first edition, with folding plates, and numerous
diagrams, folio, old c«^/(rare), £1. l5 J. Playford, 1685

5190 Another Copy, old stamped white vellum {fine copy), £1. 5*
Both the above copies contain at end ' A Brief (but full) Account of the Doctrine of Trigonometry, both Plain and

Spherical ', by John Caswell (pp. 17), 16S5.
' In 1685 Wallis published an Algebra, preceded by an historical account of the development of the subject, which

contains a great deal of valuable information. This algebra is noteworthy as containing the first systematic use of formulue..

A given magnitude is here represented by the numerical ratio which it bears to the unit of the same kind of magnitude
',

etc. etc. etc.— IF. W. R. Ball.

5191 : Commercium Epistolicum, de Qucestionibus quibusdam Mathematicis nuper habitum,
inter D. GULIELMUM Vicecomitem Brouncker ; D. Kenelmum Digby, Equitem Anglum ; D.
Fermatium, in suprema Tholosatum Curia Judicem Primarium ; D. Freniclum, Nobilem
Parisinum. Una cum D. JoH. Wallis Geomet : Profess : Oxonii. D. Franc : A Schooten, Math :

Prof: Lugd. Bat.; Aliisque, edidit Johannes Wallis, S.Th.D. ; with diagrams, sm. 4to. old

mottled calf, rebacked {fine and large copy) ; RARE, with Westminster School bookplate, 18s Gd
Oxonii, A. Lichfield, 1658

The letters by Fermat and Frenicle (on the theory of numbers), are of importance, and have, with the sole exception of

the author's complete works, never been reprinted.

V. Aristarchus, ante.

5192 WANDELAINCpURT (Abbe Antoine Hubert) Le Manuel des Jeunes Physiciens, ou
Nouvelle Physique El^mentaire, contenant les D(5couvertes les plus curieuses et les plus utiles ;

with woodcuts. 16mo. hf. russia, 5s Verdun, 1778

5193 WANKLYN (James Alfred), and W. J. COOPER: Air-Analysis : a Piaclical Treatise,

with Appendix on Illuminating Gas. 9 plates, besides woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cL, 2s dd (p. 5s) 1890

5194 , and Ernest Theophron CHAPMAN: Water-Analysis : a Practical Treatise,
j

10th Ed., revised, woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cL, 2s 6d (p. 5s) 1896
|

5195 "WANNAN (A. C, C.E., and E. W. I., m.i.m.e.) Marine Engineer's Guide to Board of

Trade Examinations, with front, and numerous illustrations, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 8* 6d) 1898
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NOS. 5413-18 (page 275). Specimen' illustrations, II. and IV. representing
examples of a perpetuum mobile, and III. a 'sailing chariot'.
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5196 WALTON (J.) The Catechism of the Author of the Minute Philosopher fully answer'd,

ivith diagrams, sm. 8vo. (pp. 30), sewn (rare), 4» I735
5197 A Vindication of Sir Isaac Newton's Principles of Fluxions, against the Objections

contained in the Analyst, sni. 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn (rare), 6« I733
The above were perhaps the best answern to Bp. Berkeley's attack on the principles of Newton's fluxlonal calculoa

(j'. Nos. 347-8, ante). They were unknown to Watt, Alli>x)ne, Poggendorff, etc., but are fUlly discussed by Pn>f Moritjc
Cantor.

5198 WALTON (William, Trinity Coll., Cantab.) Collection of Problems in Illustration of the
Principles of ELEMENTARY MECHANICS, KnM b folding plates, 8vo. el. (used copy), 3*

Cambridge, 1858
5199 Collection of Problems in lUusti-ation of the Principles of Theoretical Hydrostatics

anil Hydrodynamics, ^folding plates, 8vo. c/., 3* ibidem, 1847
5200 Collection of Problems in Illustration of the PVinciplcR of Theoretical Mechanics.

Q folding plates, 8vo. cL, 3« 16., 1842
5201 Another Copy, hf calfgilt, 3* (Sd

5202 Second Edition [enlarged], xcith 1folding plates, 8vo. c/., 4*M ib., 1855
5203 Third [last] Edition [with numerous atlditional Problems], 1 folding plates, thick 8vo.

c/.,8*(p. 16*) ib., 187tt
5204 Problems in Illustration of the Prinoiplea of Flank Coordinate Gisombtby.

diagrams, 8vo. cL, 4* (Sd i6., 18S1
5205 Treatise on the Differential Calculus, diagrams^ 8vo. c/., 3« ib., 1845, or '6

5>06 Another Copy, c/., vith auto. [Sir] 'J. Knox Laughton, Caius Coll: \H52' on ftyleqf,
as 6d ib., 1846

5207 Another Copy, with Collection of Problems in lUastration of the Principles of
Theoretical Hydrostatics and Hydrodynamics, 'A plates—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, bf calf gilt,

6s ib., 1845-7
5-208 WANSBROUGH (William Dyson) The Portable Engine: iU Construction and Manage-

ment, with 2 folding plates (linen-mounted), and 90 voodcuts, post 8vo. hf. green calf 2* 6d 1887

5209 WARBURTON (Henry, f.r.s. ; m.p.) On the Partition of Numbers, and on Combinations
and Permutations (pp. 22) : On Self-Repeating Series (pp. 16)—2 vols. 4to. in 1,^. calf with
Sandhurst College bookplate. As 6d Cambridge, 1847*54

The author's only two niatheinatical works. He was <>ne of the founder* of London UniverHlty, and an otlgiiul member
of the Political Economy Club.

5210 WARD (George, Philomath.) The Gauger's Practice: or the Practical Way how to Gauge
and Inch Brewers Tuna ; and the Gauj^ing of Casks, according to the True Rules of Art, with a
Table of Cylinders in Ale (iallons and Centessemal [sic] parts, from 8 to 00 Inches in Dianiiter

[sic] , and 31 Inches in Depth, 8vo. sound copy in contemporary sheep. Is 6d 1693
Unknown to Lowndes, Allibone, and Watt.

5211 WARD (John; (rauger General of Excise) Clavis I'sUR.E ; or a KEY to INTEREST, both
Simple and Compound, with Rules to be observ'd in Estimating the Value of Annuities, or

Leases, and Insurances for Lives, with folding portrait by v. d. (Jucht (fine impression), 12mo.
sound copy in old calf (rare), V2s Qd 1710

Unknown to Ix)wnde8 and Prof, de Morsan.

5212 The YouNO Mathematician's Guide : a Plain and Easie Introduction to the Mathe>
maticks, with Apjiendix of PRACTICAL GAUGING, 3rd Ed.

^
portrait by van der Gueht, and diagrams^

sm. 8vo. old calf, 6.* 1719

5213 Sixth Edition, carefully correcte<l, and New Tables of Compound Interest at 5 p.c,

portrait and diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 5« 1734

5214 Seventh Edition, with the History of Logarithms, and Index, diagrams, 8vo. old

calf 5s 1740

r,2i5 Eleventh Edition, with Supplement, containing the History of Ixkiarithms, dia-

grams, 8vo. old calf, 5s 1762
' A nfwful course, which U recommended by Rapbuon and Wttoa.'—Prnf. dt Moronn.

5216 WARD (Seth, 50M Bp. of Sarum : Savilian Prof; F.R.8.) IDEA Trigonometrlk DRMOX-
strat.*: (in usuni Juventutis Oxon.) ; item Pradectio de CoMETis, et ln<iui(*itio in RullialDI
ASTRONOMl.*: PHILOLAIC.+: Fundamesta ; with diagrams, 3 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, old mlf is.^und

copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Karl Stanhope, F.Ii.S., 15* O '.43

In the last treatise, the author a«lvance« ' a theory ot planetary motion at once timpler and more »ccu. .1 of

RouUiau. . . . Acconlmfj lo his hy|Kjthej«iB the line drawn from a planet to the nuperiur focoa of IU elUputni >'iu\i \nro9

with a uniform an;.'ular velocity n»iind that i)oint '.-/>. A'. li.

5217 WARDLE (Sir Thomas, f.c.s.) Examination into the Divisibility of the Brin or I'ltimatb

Fibre of the Silk of Bcunbvx Mori, or Silk of Commerce, and of some Wild Silks, with a Mono-
graph 'sullo SHlacciar.si delle Sete Tinto ', trans, by Kate Milnee and the Author, with

numerous illustrations, 8vo. cl., 4« Manchester, 1908

5218 WARDLE (W.) Comprehensive Reference Book on Practical Coal Mining, 3rd Ed.,

with portrait, and numerous plates and woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s 1889

5219 Fourth Edition [enlarged], icith portrait, and numerous plate* and tooodcutSt 8vo. ri.,

5.9 ^ ^*^ ^

5220 WARNER (Thomas) How to keep the Clock right by Observations of the Fixed Stars
with a Small Telescope, with Tables of Stars, roy. 8vo. cl. (scarce), 5s 1809

5221 WARR (George Finden) Dynamics, Construction of Machinery, Equilibrium of

Structures, and the Strength of Materials, with 277 woodcuts, 8vo. c/., 2# Qd 1851

5222 Another Copy, V« calf gilt, 3s
18
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5223 "WARING (Edward, m.d., f.r.s. ; Lncasian Prof. Math., Cantab.) On Centripetal Forces,

with plate, 4to. (pp. 36), seivn, 2s 6d 1788
5224 On INFINITE Series, plate, 4to. (p^. 27), setvn, 2s 1791
5225 Meditationes Algebraic^, Editio III. [et ultima], recensita et aucta: Miscellanea

Analytica, de /Equationibus Algebraicis, et Curvaiinii Proprietatibus ; with 3 plates—2 vols.
4to. in 1, calf gilt, with arms on back and sides, £1. Is Cantabrigim, 1782-62

The Meditationes, termed by Lagrange 'un ouvrage rempii d'excellentcs reclierches ', contains numerous important
investigations on the theory of equations, and enlarges the results contained iu the Miscellanea. In it also was first
published Wilson's theorem on the theory of numbers.

' In den Miscellanea Analytica, 1702, werden die drei ersten Glieder der allgemeinen transformierten Gleichung ohne
Ableitung angegeben. Dieses beriihmte Verfahren hat spjiter Lagrange unabhiingig ausgearbeitet. In seincn nach-
folgenden Werken hat er Warings Prioritiit angezeigt'.—Pro/. Moritz Cantor.

Bound up at end is, 'A Vindication of the Miscellanea Analytica, in Answer to a late Pamphlet entitled Observa-
tions, etc' [by Sir John Wilson, f.r.s.], 8vo. (pp. 22), Cambridge, 1760.

5226 Meditationes Analytics, Editio II., cum nonnullis Additionibus ; with plate, 4to.

(pp. 771), old calf {Joints cracked), with bookplate of Henry Bickersteth, Lord Langdale, Master of
the Rolls, 105 ibidem, 1785
A copious account of this important work will be found la Prof. Moritz Cantor's Vorlesungen iiber GescMchte der

Mathenuitik, vol. IV', i)p. 275-0.

5227 On the Method of Correspondent Values, etc., 4to. (pp. 19), sewn, 2s 1789
5228 Proprietates Algebraicarum Curvarum ; with 1plates, 4to. sewn, 5s Cantabrigian, 1772
5229 Another Copy, old calf with Lord Langdale's bookplate and MS. additions, 7s 6d

' Ein geistreiches, vielseitiges Werk, durchaus original gedacht, und jedenfalls eine der bedeutendsten Erscheinungen
der ganzen Eiioche auf diesem Gebiet.'

—

Prof. Cantor.

5230 On the Resolution of Attractive Powers, plate, 4to. (pp. 14), sewn, 2s 1789
• Undoubtedly one of the ablest analysts tliat England has i>voduced.'—Dngald Steu-art.

5231 WARING (George Edwin) Draining for Profit, and Draining for Health, illustrated,
post 8vo. hf calf, 2s New York [1867]

5232 The SANITARY DRAINAGE of Houses and Towns, illustrated, post Svo. hf. calf, 3s
(p. 10* 6c?) ib., 1876

5233 WARREN (Henry White, d.d.) Recreations in Astronomy, with Directions for Practical
Experiments and Telescopic Work, 83 illustrations and star-maps, post Svo. hf morocco neat {out
of print), hs New York [1879]

5234 WARREN (John, pr.; f.r.s.) Treatise on the Geometrical Representation of the
Square Roots of Negative Quantities, with diagrams, 8vo. boards, uncut, 6s Cambridge, 1828

'Representing every kind of quantity geometrically by the intervention of symbolical expressions, which involve the
square roots of negative quantities, and designate lines in position as well as magnitude. The work bears evident marks
of originality, and has received honourable mention from continental as well as Irom English mathematicians '.—D. N. R.

5235 WATCHMAKER (The), Jeweller, and Silversmith, Vols. 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10, with plates
and numerous woodcuts, 5 vols. 4to. in 4, cl., lOs 1877-85

5236 WATKINS (Francis ; opticien) L'Exercise [sic] du Microscope : un Abrege de tout ce qui a ete
^crit par les meilleurs Autheurs, avec les Precautions qu'on doit prendre pour faire les Observations
avec Succes, et Description d'un Microscope, qu'on pent appeller Universel, construit sur un
nouveau Plan; with large copperplate, 12rao. old sheep {joints cracked), Qs

Londres, chez Vauteur, 1754
5237 WATSON (Henry William

; p-., f.r.s.) The Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry,
diagrams, 12mo. cl.. Is Qd 1871, or '2

5238 Treatise on the Kinetic Theory of Gases, 8vo. cL, \s 6d Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1876
5239 Second [last] Edition, post 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 4s 6d) a. e., ib., 1893
6240 , and Samuel Hawksley BURBURY; f.r.s.: The Mathematical Theory of

Electricity and Magnetism, ivith diagrams, 2 vols. Svo. cl., 6s 6d (p. £1. 1*) a. e , ib., 1885-9
6241 Vol. II only : Magnetism and Electrodynamics, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 10s 6d) 1889
5242 , and Edward John ROUTH, f.r.s. : Cambridge Senate-House Problems and

Riders for 1860, with Solutions, 3 plates, post 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 3s 6d (p. 7s 6d) Cambridge, 1860
5243 WATSON (Richard ; absentee Bp. of Llandaff : f.r.s.) Chemical Essays (Vols. 1-3, 3rd Ed.,

and 4-5, first edition, 5 vols. 12mo. boards, uncut (rare), £1. 5s 118i-7—Cambridge, 1786
5244 Sixth Edition, 5 vols. 12mo. mottled calf gilt, 16s 6^ 1793-6

' The most notable essays are (1) ' On the Degrees of Heat at which Water boils ', describing an experiment on the boiling
ofwater, in a closed Hask nearly free from iiir,which has become classical

; (2) ' On Pit-coal ' (1 781), suggesting the condensing
of the volatile products from coke-ovens, an operation which has recently become of great industrial importance ; (3} ' On
the Smelting of Lead Ore' (1781), suggesting the condensation of lead fume, and of the sulphurous acid produced in the
roasting of sulphide ores

; (4) ' On Zinc' (1786).'—!). .V. B.
The ' Chemical Essays ' also include the author's contributions to the ' Philosophical Transactions ', and the Transac-

tions of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, comprising his discovery of the black-bulb thermometer, and
his ingenious ' Experiments and Obser^-ations on various Phtenomena attending the Solutions of Salts '.

5245 Institutionum Chemicarum in Pnelectionibus Academicis explicatarum. Pars Met-
ALLURGICA, Svo. (pp. 66), seion, 7s 6d Cantabrigian, 1768

'The gift of the author'.—7?iscr. on rev. of title. This work formed the textbook for part of the author's course in
chemistry on his appointment as professor of chemistry at Cambridge University, and was designed as ' a contribution to
the work of giving ' a scientiflc form ' to chemistry.'—Z). N. B. His success in chemistry was at first a remarkable tmr de
force, as on his appointment to the chair his acquaintance with the science was absolutely nil, and he spent fourteen
months straight away in reading it up and in experimenting with an operator from Paris. He then quickly became a
skilled original investigator, as shown above.

5246 Another Copy, with Essay on the Subjects of Chemistry, and their General Di\ision

:

and Plan of a Course of Chemical Lectures—3 vols. Svo. in 1, old calf {very scarce), los

ibidem, 1768-71-71
Bishop Watson was probably the champion absentee even of the age he lived in. He was Bi.shop of lilandaff for thii ty-

four years and never once resided within the dioce.se, but lived in a house of his own at the Lakes.
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5248 WATSON (James C, Univ. Michigan) Theoretical Astronomy, relating to the Motions of

the Heavenly Bodies revolving around the Sun in Accordance with the l^aw of Universal (iravita-
tion. imp). 8vo. c/, £1. \s (p. £2. 5*) PhUadelphta, 1868

One of the most valuable textJjooks on mathematical a.stronomy.
The author discovered the spurious iiitramercuriau planet ' Vulcan' as the result of hia obser\'atious durinz the total

solar eclipse of July 29, 1S7S.

5249 WATSON (WiUiam, F.R.S.) ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL Physics, enlarged Ed., Ulmtrated, i>ost
8vo. cl., \s 6d 1904

52.30 Text Book of Physics, taith 564 illustrations, thick large postSvo. c/., 5s6d{p. \0s 6rf) 1899
52.51 WATT (Alexander) ElectroDeposition : a Practical Treatise on the Electrolj-sis of CJold,

Silver, Copper, Nickel, and other Metals, and Alloys, with Chapters on Electro-Metallurgy,
coloured front., and 144 woodcuts, thick poet 8vo. cL, 5s (p. 12* Qd) 1«86

5252 WATT (James, f.r.s.). Correspondence of, on his Discovery of the Theory of the Compo-
SITION of Water, with Letter from his Son, edited, with Intro. Remarks and ApiH?ndix, by
James Patrick Muirhead, with steel portrait bt/ Findcn, and jAaie, 8vo. cL (scarce), 15» 1846

' In the controversy rcKi^otin;; tlie priority of Watt or of lienry Cavcn.liish in the diaoovery of the composition of wat^r,
Muirhead t<x)kiunnite pains to silt Mvery i«article of evidence. Not .«»atisiie<l with free aeoeM to the W«tt and UoulUtn
papers, and to such livinK authirities as Hrewster, Davy, JellYey, and Itruu^liam, ha vlaited Piris in 1842 to confer with
Ai-ago, Berzelius, and other savante, and in 184»; publishetl a clear vindication of Watt's rlK^t" '.—/>. N. B.

5253 : Arago (Fmn^ois Jean Dominique) Life of Jame.s Watt, with Memoir on Machinern
considered in relation to the Prosperity of the Working Clawtes [translated, with Notes anil
Appendix, by J. P. Muirhead], and Historical Account of the Diacovery of the C^mposilion of
Water, by Lord Brougham [and also Eulogium of Watt by Lord Jeffrey], 8vo. cl. (scarce),
^ Edin,, 1839

5254 Third Edition, with woodcuts, 12mo. c/., 5* t6., 1839
5255 : Muirhead (James Patrick) The Life of James Watt, with Selections from his

Correspondence, with ^ portraits (2 medallion), plate, fs. title-page, and 32 /*. woodcuts, 8vo. hf.
calf {rubbed), with bookplate of Henry Reeve, C.B., 6* 6rf 1858

5256 Second [last] Edition, revised, with A portraits (Z medallion), fs. title pagCf and 28/*.
woodcuts, 8vo. cl. (out of print), 7s Qd (p. 16*) 1859

' This work, scholarly in style, and sympathetic in tone, avoids with careftil accuracy the erpon of unfonndeil claim, no
less than of unfounded detraction.'—D. N. It.

5257 : The Origin and Progrf-ss of the Mechanical Inventions of James Watt,
illustrated by his Correspondence with his Friends, and the Specifications of his Patents, with
2 steel portraits, Sofolding plates of machinery, and 60 fs. woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. c/., uncut (out of
print), £1. Is (p. £2. 5*) lHr.4

5258 Another Copy, 3 vols. hf. calf {rubbed), Ms 6d
5259 Another Copy ; with Life by J. P. Muirhead, with steel portraits, and woodcuts—\n all

4 vols. 8vo. brown calf extra {nice copies), £1. 17* 6d 1854M
5260 A Large Paper Copy, vnth the fronts, on India paper, 3 vols. 4to. cl., uncut, with

author's inscr. to the Master of Balliol [Robert Scott, D.D.], 1855, £1. 11« 6^/ (p. £4. 4*)
Tliis edition shows the plates of machinery to greater advantage than does the ortlinary one, where they ar* fuld«>«l.

'A work of great labour, which olfers a rich mine to the scientific student. The thinl vol , illMHtrate<l by 34 ailmin!.;.'

engravings of machinery by Ixiwry, deals with the 'specification of patents'; the second with ' extractn fn»iii r,,ir. •

spondence". Hut the introducton' memoir (vol. I) was of more general interest, and became the nucleus of the fulh r J..j€

o/JonifJ Watt ' (n. v. gupni).—D. N. 11.

'A complete and exact history of the more important ateps In the progress of the stwiMi engine down to the tium of
Watt, and of the Inventions of Watt himself, is contained in Muirhead's Mrchmtiml luventiontof JunuM M'<i«, and l.i/t t^f

JonwA n'utt ; works specially distinguished by the fullness and precision with which original doctunenls and aatborillM
for facts are cited.'—Pro/, Rankine, F.R..S.

5261 : Pemberton (T. Edgar) The Life of James Watt, of Solio and Heathfield : Annals of

Industry and Genius, cr. 8vo. cl., Is Qd (p. 3s nett) 19(>4

: Smiles (Samuel, ll.d.) Lives of Boulton and Watt— r. Nos. 4440-1, ante.

-,262 : Williamson (George) Memorials of the Lineage, Early Life, Education, and
Development of the Genius of James Watt, with 3 portraits ( 2 of Watt after Kenning and
Sir W. Ikechey, 5 plates of engines, etc,, and 1 fs. letters etc., and fs. map, 4U>. ealf extra (VERY
scarce), £1. 15* printedfor the Watt Club [Kdin.], 1856

The chiif authority on Watt's early life.

5263 Monument:—Proceedings of the Public Meeting at Preeniasons* Hall, on June 18th,

1824, for erecting a MONUMENT to the late James Watt, 8vo. sewn, 3s 1824
Including speeches by Sir Humphry Davy. Watt's paitner Boulton, Sir Robert Feel, William Wilberfore*, and the

inevitable Lord Brougham, who thought a steam engine immeasurably more wonderful than an elephant's trunk.

526 1 WATTS (Henry, f.r.s.) Dictionary of Chemistry, and the Allied Branches of other Sciencen,

founded on that of Dr. Ure, 5 vols., with l.ST SUPPLEMENT, woodcuts-Q thick vols. 8vo. hf. ealf

gilt {Suppl. cl.), \ls^
. , ..

1863;72

-,265 Another Copy, 5 vols., with Supplement Mil, pt. I, 3 voUi., woodcuU—\xx all 8 thick

vols. 8vo. cl., £1. 10« ....... }®^7*
r,266 New Edition, revised, 5 v., with all Supplements, 4 v., woodeuU—xn all 9 thick vols.

Svo cl. (scarce), £2. 15* „ , *S""'^
' Containing excellent summaries of the facte and theories of chinnlstry, presented In an unusually readable and

attractive form.'

—

D. N. D.
, •»»»•«

5267 Last Edition, revised and wholly rewritten by H. Forster Morley and M. M. Pattison

Muir, 4 thick vols. Svo. hf brotvn morocco, £3. 10* (p. £9. 17«) 18H8-94

5268 Manual of Chemistry, theoretical and practical, based on Fewness Manual ;
N ol I :

Physical and Inorganic Chemistry, 2nd [last] Ed., by W. A. Tilden, f.r.s., coloured front^

and 122 woodcuts, post Svo. cl. {out ofprint), .3* 6rf (p. 8« Brf)
,« •lo
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5270 WATTS {Francis, f.i.c. ; Antigua) Introductory Manual for Sugar Growers, illustrated,

post 8vo. cL, 35 (p. 6s) 1893
5271 WATTS (Isaac, d.d. ; hymn-writer) The Knowledge of the Heavens and the Earth made

Easy : or tlie First Principles of Astronomy and GEOGRArHY, 5th Ed., with plates^ Svo.

old calf, 5s 1752
5272 WATTS (William Marshall, D. sc.) Index of Spectra, with Preface by Sir Henry

ROSCOE, F.R.S., with 9 plates (1 coloured), Svo. cl. (scarce), 10s 1872
5273 Revised Edition, greatly enlarged, with Intro, on the Methods of Measuring and

Mapping Spectra, with folding plate, 8vo. cl. (scarce), 15* Manchester, 1889
' The object of this book is to facilitate spectroscopic research by collecting all existing measurements of the spectra of

the elements, and presenting them on a uniform scale of wave-lengths.'—Pr^/ace,

5274 WAUD (S. W., pr., F.R.A.s.) Treatise on Algebraical Geometry, with diagrams, Svo. cl.,

2s 6d S. D. U. K., 1835
5275 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt, 3?

5276 WEALE (John) Dictionary of Terms in Architecture, Building, Engineering, etc. etc., 4th
Ed., with numerous Additions, by Robert Hunt, F.R.S., numerous woodcuts, sni. post Svo. d., 2s

(p. 55) 1873
5277 Quarterly Papers on Engineering, ivith fine steel portraits of Brindley, Jessop,

Chapman, and Clegg, and numerous fine copperplates and plans hy Lowry [mostlyfolding), besides

woodcuts, 6 vols. 4to. hf. cl., uncut (.SCARCE), £1. lO.s

'

1844-9
Containing Memoirs of James Brindley, William Chapman, William Jessop, and Samuel Clegg, and Contributions by

Sir Samuel Benthani, Sir William Fairbairn, William Pole, r.R.s., John Rennie, f.r.s,, F. W. Simms, c.e., James Vetch,
K.R.S., etc. etc., also 'Progress of the Machinery and Manufactures in Ot. Britain from the Saxon Era to the Reign of

Queen Anne' [anonymovs (pp. 234)], and interesting chapters on Atmospheric Railways and Locomotive Engineering,
including the Taunus Railway, one of the earliest Continental lines, and the early and classic experiments of MM. Gouiii
and Le Cliatelier on working locomotives exi)ansively.

5278 WEBB (F. C, A.i.c.E.) Treati.se on tlie Principles of Electrical Accumulation and
Conduction, Part I (all pub.), with 76 woodcuts, post Svo. hf. morocco neat (scarce), 5s 1862

Interesting as one of the earliest works on the subject, and treating it on original and speculative lines.

5279 WEBB (Thomas WiUiam, pr., f.r.a.s.) Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes, first

edition, withfolding map, 12mo. cl., 2s 1859
5280 Fourth Edition, greatly enlarged, with 3 plates and woodcuts, cr. Svo. cl., 4s (p. 9s) 1881

5281 Fifth Edition, revised and greatly enlarged, by T. E. Espin, pr., f.r.a.s.. Vol. II : The
Starry Heavens, ivith plates and woodcuts, post Svo. cl., Ss (p. 65 6d) 1894

' a work which has done more than any other to advance the cause of amateur observation.'

—

D. N. B.

5282 WEBBER (William Hosgood Young, Gas Light and Coke Co.) Town Gas, and its Uses for

the Production of Light, Heat, and Motive Power, with 71 illustrations, Svo. cl., 4s (p. Qs nett)

1907
5283 WEBER (Ernst Heinrich und Wilhelm Eduard) Wellenlehre auf Experiments

GEGRUNDET, oder liber die Wellon tropfbarer P'liissigkeiten niit Anwendung auf die SCHALL- und
LiCHTWELLEN ; with \^ finefolding plates on copper, andfolding table, thick post Svo. hf. mottled

calf gilt (fine copy) ; rare, £1.1* Leipzig, 1825
5284 Another Copy, hf. russia (plates slightly foxed), lis 6d

This classic on wave-motion, which is dedicated to Chladni, first dejnonstrated the interference of sound-waves by the
tuning-fork.

'The subject of stationary waves was first experimentally treated by the Messrs. Weber, in their excellent researches
on Wave-motion,'

—

Prof. TymlnU.

5285 WEBER (Heinrich; Univ. Strassburg) Lehrbuch der ALGEBRA ; with diagrams, 2 vols. Svo.

(pp. 1450), sewn, \2s Qd (p. M. 36) Braunschweig, 1895-6
5286 WEBSTER (John, practitioner in physic and chirurgery ; author of ' The Desplaying of

Supposed Witchcraft') Metallographia : or an History of Metals, wherein is declared the
signs of Ores and Minerajs both before and after digging, the causes and manner of their genera-
tions, their kinds, sorts, and ditterences ; with the description of sundry new Metals, or Semi-
Metals, and many other things pertaining to Mineral knowledge, as also, the handling and shew-
ing of their Vegetability, and the discus.sion of the most difficult Questions belonging to Mystical
Chemistry, as of the Philosophers Gold, their Mercury, the Liquor Alkahest, Aurum potabile,

and such like, gathered forth of the most Anthers that have written in Greek, Latine, or High-
Dutch ; with some Observations and Discoveries of the Author himself, sm. 4to. (pp. 404), large
and sound copy in old panelled calf, rebacked (RARE), £1. 15s Walter Kettilby, 1671

One of the earliest English works on metallursv. It is dedicated to Prince Rupert. Pp. 2o-3St contain an interesting
account 'of those Authors [chiefly Alchemists] that liave treated of Metals and Minerals.' There are also several
diapters on Alchemy, and pp. 350-88 'of the Transmutation of Metals."

presentation copy to CHARLES DICKENS :

5287 WEBSTER (Thomas, f.r.s., q.c.) The Case of Josiah Marshall Heath, the Inventor and
Introducer of the Manufacture of Welding Cast Steel from British Iron, roy. Svo. cl. boards
(scarce), V2s Qd 1856

' Charles Dickens Esq"", from tlie author.'-—7H.'«er. on title.

The pathetic case of the inventor of tlie manganisation of iron and steel, who lest his law case and patent-rights against
a comhination of stoel-manufacturers. 'My friend, Mr. Webster, who was one of the counsel for Heath, has piiblislied

an excellent rei)ort [the above] of all the legal ]iroceedings in this celebrated patent ca.se, from whicli I have obtained my
information on the subject.'

—

John Percy, F.R.S. It was doubtless sent to Charles Dickens from liis known sympathy
with all cases of right against wrong. lieath is not mentioned in D. N. B.

5288 Minutes of Evidence and of Proceedings on the Liverpool and Birkenhead Dock
Bills in the Sessions of 1848, 1850, 1851, and 1852, with folding plates of tidal diagrams and
plans, roy. Svo. cl. (scarce), \0s 6d 1853

' For many years the standard work of reference relating to the river Mersey.'—D. N. B. The above copy belonged to
George Rennie, c.e., and has his auto. ' George Rennie May 1856 ' on title.
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5290 WEBSTER (Thomas, f.r.s., q.c.) The Principles of Hydrostatics, 2ad Ed., enlarged.
ivith ivoodcuts, 8vo. calf gilt, t.e.g.,2s6d Cambridge^ 1838

5291 Third Edition, woodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 2« 6d 1847
5292 The THEORY of the EiiUlLiBRiUM and MOTION of Fluids, ytt^f, 8vo. c/., or, h/. c/., 2* 6d

Cambridge, 1836
5293 Another Copy, with Principles of Hydrostatics, '35—2 vols. 8vo. in i. A/", ealf gilt,

Ss6d ib., 1836-5
The above works were all unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. B.

5291 WEBSTEB (William) Compendious Course of Practical Mathemamck^, pjirtioularly

adapled to the Use of the Clentlenien of the ARMY and Navy. with numtrous capi^erplatcs ana
tables, 3 vok. ICuio. old calf gilt {nice copy), with bookplate of Philip 2nd Earl Utanhopc, FJi.S.,

08 (kl 1730
Incluilinj; Fortitlration. Gunn«ry, Xavij^itioii, an<l tlie Theory of Workiiijt a Ship.

5295
T'.'^^'®

Description and Vhk of a Complete Sett or Cask of Pockkt-In»trimknts:
containing the Con.stniction of the »everal Lines laid down on the IMain-Scale, and Sector; with
their Application, correctcil Ed., 4 copperplate.'*; Hvo. (pp. 61), seicn, 4* 1768

5296 WECKER(Johann Jakob, m.d. ; /?rM«/)Eu;nTEEN IIjkiksoi tlu'SKCKKTsof AitTiuid Nature.
bein«i the Sunune and Substance of Naturall Philonophy, methodically dij;este<l ; now much
au;^'niented and inlar«;ed by Dr. K. Read. A like work never before in tln» Eo;;liHh Tonjiue ;

with engraved title by Uaywood, containing 7 jtortraitt, and nunurout troof/rw^, tolio, old pan-
elled calf, newly rehacked {one or two II. of table mining, alxo nanuji scribbled on printed tttle) :

VERY RARE, £1. 'ts Simon Miller, I66U
The 'Secrets', which havelieeii collected rntiu ahoiit i:iO<liirtTviit authorii, inclu.lr M«creU of ni<-tal« ; of slaw: of Ji«»eU,

and how to couuti-rfeit them; of meteon*, an hail, raiu. snow, thuinler, liKhtniu^', t«*m|>r«t». and Uif like; of kcteoom.
naturall niagick, mathematicks, itmsick, and a-itrolo};)' ; itecretN meclianicall ; K^creU of aport*. drlighta and ny:r««Utint,

etc. etc. etc.

This EiiKliHh trai-.slalion, wliich containx many original contribntiuuii by the editor, i« very raro ; the llibbert copy
fetched £.'>. on. At cud is u 3-p. list of Simon Milh*r'ri miblicatiuua.

5297 Les Secrets et Merveilles de Nature, recueillie« de diver« Autheuw. Livro non
seulement necessaire aux curieux, ains ii tons ceux qui font profession des Arta Liltcmux, et

subtiles inventions . . . reveu, corrige, et augment^; with nnmerout woodcuts^ thick 12nio.

old vellum, I2s Gd lioutn, 1651
' A very curious work, much sought after on account of the alnguUr doctrioea and McreUi of every Mleuoe contained

therein '.— /.I '(r J Catnlogtte.
' Cet uuvragt! est toujuurs n»cherche des curieux, i)our les clioeeH singuliereM «iu'il renferme '.

—

Uiogr. fair.

5298 WEDGWOOD (Hensleigh ; philologist ; police magistrate, Lambeth) The Principles of

Geometrical Demonstration, deduced from the Original Conception of Space and Form,
diagrams, past 8vo. cl. boards {scarce). As 1W4

5299 WEDGWOOD (Josiah, f.r.s.. Potter to his Majesty) ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS on MAKi.N<i

a Thermometer for measuring the Higher Degrees of Heat, with plate ^ 4Ui. (pp. 19), »r»r/f.

tisGd lT»«i

An account of the author's ingenious invention of a pyrometer, still employed in some potteries, ooiMMilig of eylinden

of i>reparcd clay, the extent of shrinkage of which indicates the degree of heat in the furnace.

5300 WEDGWOOD (Thomas ; son of the above : the first photographer : benefactor of Coleri.hf. \

ExPEiJiMENTS and On.sERVATiONSon the Production of Light and Heat from different |{<'ii' -

by Heat and Attrition, 4to. (pp. 20), sewn, 5« I «y*
• The earlii'st suggestion of the g.-neral law, since esUblishe*!, tluit all bodies become red-hot at the MUM tamperalur*.

It is remarkable as indicating a considerable power of research when he was only 20 yeari of fie,'—Majf>r t.. /VtrWw, tt F.

5301 : Litchfield (K. IJ.) To.m Wedgwood, the First Photcmsrapher : an ^ i

Life, his Discovery, and his FriendHliip with SAMUEL TAYLOR Coleridge, inrlu

Letters to the Wedgwoo<ls, an<l an Examination of Accounts of alleged Earlier i 11.-1....11 y ...

DISCOVERIE.S, with 4 portraits, 5 views, and fs. of handwriting, 8v«». buckram, t. e.g., 5* •i''

(p. 8«-nett)
,

''''•^

ConUiniuK a reprint of Thonuis We«lK'WiHjdrt iiajier in the Journal of ihr I i IS<r-', ' An '

Methotl of copying I'aintiuKH ui>on (JlasH, and of making rroftles, by ' ' 'H** \'*' •

InvenU-d by T. Wedgwood, with Obmirxatlonn hy H. Davy ^the flrat i»nK. ~. :.. ,..^ ^ picture. b> •. _ I

liuht on a «ei:sitive Hurface.
. ..^ . •.. ^. ».,

The l)Ook is also of far mow tlian scientific IntcresJ , ami ftoll of snggeaUve pMaag^ on the liteiature aiid thoagbt of tlie

5302 WEGMANN (Edward, c.K.) The Design and Constructign of Dams, including Ma>onry,

Earth, KockFill, 'J'imlK?r, ami Steel Structures, also the nrinciiml Tyi>es of Movable Dams, 5lh

[latest] Ed , revised and enlarged, wUh 100 plates {many folding), 120 smaller aivttrationa, and

25 tables, 4to. cl., lis (sells £1. 1* nett) -^^"^ ' «'^'. »W«
One of the l«iit woiki* «»n the suLji-ct.

6303 The Water SUPPLY of the Citv of New York, wUh \4S plate*, plans, and map9 (Mr

manyfolding ones LINEN-MOUNTED), and 73 smaller illustration*, 2 vol*. 4U). A/, yrefi* moroei»

gilt, cl. sides, £1. 5s (p. £2. 2* nett in cl.) .,..,... ^ !?«**' . .'

This valuable work in HiMJcially interenting for the hUtorical ioformatlnn It eontaloa, which iDcludce a full account •

the Old Croton Aqueduct.

5304 WEIDLEB (Johann Friedrich ; f.r.s.) Historia Astronomi.k, sive de Ortu et ProgreMU

Astrononiijc, thick 4to. old calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Phtltp 2nd harl Stanhope,

FES. lOs Gd Vttemlfergot, 1741
'

' On V voit eclater beaucoup .lerudition, princimlement aur l«i premlem chapltrm qol coocemeot lea pretnl^nM (rMJM

de rastn>nomie •.—3/onfuc/a. 'C'est la aeulc hintoire comphte de rastmnomle quoo ait eoe juaqu * pn^ent, a»antque

celle de Delainbrc eut i>aru ; elle est remplie .IVrudition et d.; n«herche* '.—UlatfU.

5305 WEILER (W.) WoRTERBUCH der Elektricitat und des MaoNBTISMUS: ein Hand- und

Xachschlagebuch ; with 81G illustrations, [tost 8vo. cl., 7* (p. M. 13.30) Leipzig, 1898
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5306 WEDDLE (Thomas; F.R.s. ; Sandhvrst College) New, Simple, and General Method of

Solving Numerical Equations of all Orders, 4to. (pp. 36), hf. cL, or, hf.-bound, is Qd
publishedfor the author, Tynemouth, 1842

This paper was read before the Royal Society, and procured his election as a fellow.

5307 WEINHOLD (Adolf Ferdinand) Physikalische Demonstrationen : Anleitung zuni

Experimentiren ; with 4 plates, and 483 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. hf. cl. {nice copy), 3s (jd (p. M. 22)
Leipzig, 1881

5308 Introduction to Experimental Physics, Theoretical and Practical, includin<;

Directions for Constructing Physical Apparatus, and for Making Experiments, trans, and edited

by Benjamin Loewy, f.r.a.s., with Preface by George Carey Foster, f.r.s., 3 colouredplates,

and 404 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., calf, or, hf. morocco {out ofprint), 5s (p. £1. 11* 6c?) 1875

5309 "WEISBACH (Julius) Ingenieur : Tafeln, Formeln und Regeln der Arithmetik, Geometric,
Mechanik und des Ingenieurwesens, 6. Autia^e von F. Reuleaux und G. Querfurtii ; with 489
woodcuts, 12mo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy), 3s 6</ (p. M. 8 sewn) Braunschweig, 1874

5310 Lehrbuch der Ingenieur- und Maschinen-Mechanik, mit den nothigen Hiilfslehren

aus der Analysis, 5. [neueste] verbesserte und vervoUstandigte Auflage bearbeitet von Gustav
Hermann, Teil I, Teil II, 1.—2. Abteilung, Teil III, 2.-3. Abteilung ; with about 4000 wood-
cuts, 6 thick vols. 8vo. new hf. brown calf gilt, £5. (p. M. 158.60 unbound) ib., 1875-1901

Inhalt :—I. Theoretische Mechanilt, 75 : II. 1. Statik der Bauwerke, 'S3 : II. 2. Mechanik der Uratriebsniaschinen, '87 :

III. 2. Maschinen zur Ortsveriindernng, 'S2 : III. 3. Maschiiien znr F'ormveriindernncr, 2 v. '96-1901.

5311 Manual of the Mechanics of Engineering, and of the Construction of Machines, with
Introduction to the Calculus, Vol. I : Theoretical Mechanics, trans, from the 4th German Ed.
by Eckley B. Coxe, ivith 902 woodcuts, thick 8vo. new buckram, 8s 6d (p. £1. 5,s) New York, 1872

5312 Vol. II : Application of Mechanics to Machines. Part 11: Heat, Steam, and
Steam Engines, trans, from the 4th German Ed. by A. Jay Du Bois, with Additions showing
American Practice by R. H. Buel, c.e., with 818 woodcuts, large 8vo. hf. calf {title stamped),

8* 6rf (p. £1. 1* nett) ibidem, 1878

5313 Principles of Mechanics and Machinery of Engineering [trans, by J. R.], with 867
ivoodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. Jtf. morocco, or, hf. calf, 4* 1847-8

5314 WELD (Charles Richard) History of the Royal Society, with Memoirs of the Presidents,

compiled from Authentic Documents, with plates, woodcuts, and fss., 2 vols. 8vo. cl., lOs

(p. £1. 105) 1848
'A well-writb'n, and much-needed supplement to the histories of Birch and Thomson.'—D. N. B.

5315 Descriptive Catalogue of the Portraits in the Possession of the Royal Society, 8vo.

sewn {scarce), 6s 1860
' An interesting api)endix to the ' History ', compiled by order of the council.'—Mf»i.

5316 WELD (Laenas Gifford, Univ. Iowa) Short Course in the Theory of Determinants, post

8vo. cL, As (p. 7* M) 1893
5317 WELLING- (Georg- v.) Opus Mago-Cabbalisticum et Theosophicum, darlnnen der Ursprung,

Natur, Eigenschaften und Gebrauch des Salzes, Schwefels und Mercurii, nebst sehr vielen

sonderbaren mathematischen, theosophischen, magischen und mystischen Materien, audi die

Erzeugung der Metallen und Mineralien, aus dem Grunde der Natur erwiesen wird, mit
einem besonderen Anhang etlicher sehr rar und kostbarer chymischer Pie9en [sic'], 3. Autlage ;

with copperplates of cabalistic figures, 4to. hf. smooth red morocco gilt (rare), £ 1 . 5* Frankfurt, 1784
Unknown to Mr. A. E. Waite. The supplement includes : Di.scurs von dem Stein der Weisen, von 1). Hensing

;

Anonyini Alchimische Fragen, etc.

5318 WELLINGTON (Ai'thur Mellen), W. B. D. PENNIMAN, and Charles Whiting
BAKER: The Comparative Merits of various Systems of Car Lighting, by Oil Lamps,
Compressed Gas, Gasoline Carbureters, and Electric Lighting, with 10 folding plates {linen-

mounted), and 67 woodcuts, 12mo. hf. morocco neat, 4s Qd New York, 1892
5319 W[ELLSJ (J[ohn]; Gresham College) SCIOGRAPHIA, or the Art of Shadowes, plainly demon-

strating, out of the Sphere, how to project both great and small circles, upon any Plane what-
soever : with a NEW Conceit of reflecting Sunne beames upon a Diall, contrived on a Plane,
which the direct beames never shine upon. Together with the manner of cutting, the live Regular
Platonicall bodies ; and two other, the one of 12, the other of 30 Rhombes, never discovered
HERETOFORE ; also the linding of their Declinations, and Reclinations, and adorning with vaiiety
of Dials. All performed by the Doctrine of Triangles ; and for ease, and delight sake by helpe
of the late invented and worthily admired Numbers, called by the first Inventor Logarithmes,
ivith very numerous woodcuts and diagrams, thick sm. 8vo. old calf, newly rebacked {one I. slightly

defective, and 2 bookstamps on title, otherwise a sound copy) ; rare, £1. 10* T. Harper, 1635
'This tract of Dyalling was written for mine owne private deliylit and exercise . . . My two late worthy friends

Master Henry Briggs and Master Edmund Gunter desired to peruse it ; and finding that the Arithmeticall part was per-

formed by Logarithmes of both kinds, and therefore might serve instead of uses for the Chiliads and Canon, compiled by
them ; did earnestly sollicite m^e to print the same.'

—

Freface.

6320 WELLS (Samuel, Register) History of the Drainage of the Great Level of the Fens,
called Bedford Level, with the Constitution and Laws of Bedford Level Corporation,
2 thick vols. roy. 8vo. boards, uncut. Vis (p. £3. 3*) for the author, J 830

' a full account, historical, legal, practical, and statistical. , . , The account is as minute as Dugdale's . . . and no
doubt possesses great local interest.'—(^hiort. Rev. Vol. II consists exclusively of reprints of historical documents.

It is dedicated to the then Duke of Bedford as Governor, ' in the fondly-cherished hope that the House of Russell will

continue to evince the inextinguishable zeal for the rights and interests of the fens which have so pie-eminently marked its

illustrious predecessors '. All the dwellers on the Level are now (April, 1909) aghast at the approaching sale— even though
at low prices directly to themselves—of the great Thorney estate.

5321 WELLS (Sidney Herbert) Practical Mechanics, 2nd Ed., with 15 illustrations, post 8vo.

d.,2s 1902
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5322 WELLS (William Charles, m.d., f.r.s.) Au Essavoii Dew, and several Appearances connected
with it, first edition, 8vo. new hf. calf extra (FINE COPY) ; excessively scarce, £2. 2«

printed for Taylor and Uessei/, 1814
5323 Second [final and slightly enlarged] Edition, 8vo. new hf. calf extra (fine copy) ;

very scarce, with author's inscr. (see below), £1. 10*
*

apud eosdcm, 1815
To Sir Everard Uomc Bar*, from tlie Author.'—/»L«:r. on titlf.

'He demonstrated after a series of well-arranged observations made In the garden in Surrey of his friend James
Dunsrauro, that dew is the result of a i)receding cold in the siH which it ap{>ear4, and that the cold which
produces dew is itself productKl by the ra«liation of beat from tho^ . which dew isde|>ositeil. For this, the first
exact explanation of the phenomena uf de'.v, he wa« awarded the li il of the Uuval .Society.'—1>. y. D.

5324 Reprint of the Second Edition [without Dedication and Notice,' but with List of
Contents added], 12aio. hf. morocco gilt, g. e. (scarce). Is ikl 1877

5325 Reprint of the Second Edition [with Dedication, Notice, and List of Contents], eil.

with Preface, and Annotations by L. P. Casella, F.R.A.S., and Appendix by K. Strachan, 8vo.
d. (scarce), 155 1866

One of the classics of meteorology, t«rHicd by Prof. TyD<lall ' a 1 y and lucid
exposition,' and by Sir John Herschel ' onc<»f the mast beautiful n; ving within
a moderate compa.«»s'. The e«litor tcstittes in his preface to the exi _--. ..:^ . . ... . ..., ^ ..uJn*; mean-
while the reprints themselves have become scarce.

5325 E.ssay uj)on Single Vision with Two Eyes, with Experiments and ObservatiooB on
several other Subjects in Optics, 8vo. sewn, with author's iNSCa. (su below), and MS. correetiont,
IOj 1792

'To Andrew Gauinell, Eq. fron hi< friend the Author.'—Ins r. un rte. of title. Part II c^jnlalus the author's new
theory respecting • visible direction '.

5327 Two Essays : one upon Single Vision with Two Eyes ; the other on Dew ; a Letter
to Lord Kenyon ; and Account of a Female of the White liace of Mankind, part of whose Skin
resembles that of a Ne^ro, with some Observations on the Causes of the Dilferences in Colour and
Form between the White and Negro llaces of Men, with MEMOIR by himself, 8vo. hf. calf (VERY
scarce), £1. 5s 1818

The only collected edition of the authors chief works, published by his friend Samuel Patrick. The • Letter to lyird
Kenyon ' explains his differences with the College of Physicians. The memoir Indiided la the chief authorltj on Um
author's life.

53-28 WELT (Adrianus Dominicus van) Chimlk Oppress.e et De.spect.k Oemitus, ad FArentes,
PlKcbum et Naturain, Ele^'iaeis collecti et expositi, am. 4to. (pp. 23), seivn, 5s Lugd. BcUav., 1701

5329 WERNER (Abraham Gottlob) Treatise on the External Characters of Minerals; an
improved Translation [of Thomas Weaver's], with Notes, '49-50: [Anonymous:] Analysis of

the Natural System, and its Applications to the Mineral Kingdom : an Original Es«ay, wUh
3 coloured plates, '46-7—2 vols. roy. 8vo. in 1, c/. (SCARCE), 12* 6rf iVernerian Club, i840-50

'To Werner belongs the great merit of having brought into prominence a definite principle in the coostructlou of the
earth's crust, and a precise method of geological investigation'.

—

I'rof. Jam*.i Geikir, y.R.S.

5330 [WESLEY (John, pr.)] The Desideratum : or Electricity made Plain and Useful, by
a Lover of Mankind, and of Co.mmon Sense, 12mo. old hf. calf (r\ke), 15s Bristol, 1771

(.){* much interest as being written by the great founder of the Methodist Societiei. One half of the work i» un the
therapeutic uses of electricity, and forms one of the earliest treatises on the subject.

5331 WEST (Daniel) Grand Discovery. Demonstration of the True Circumference, with the

Exact Area and (^uadraturk of the Circle, from the Use of his New Method of employing
Lines and Circles in Motion, with i plates, impl. 8vo. (pp. 30), cl. gilt, g. e. (scarce), 10* 6d f 1875J

The grand discovery appeared unfoitunately too late to hv budgeted by Prof, de Morgan ; the author fli»d« S.M:'h a«

value for IT. The discovery is offered to the Queen by the author, • Iwnditi- his aged form in loral obeUanoe ', that it mav
become the rarest jewel in her crown ; and for the consideration (»f her Miyesty's MiniHtem, both Hooaea of Flarliament, all

Governments, and every Lover of Mathematical Truth thi-oughout the World.

5332 WEST (John, Rector of St. Thomas in the East, Jamaica) MATHEMATICAL TREATISES

:

L Theory of Analytical Functions. II. Spherical Trigonometry, with Practical and
Nautical Astronomy ; edited from the Author's MSS. by SiR JoHN Lf^liR, with MEMOIR by
Edward Sang, f.r.s.e., printed on ribbed paper, tvith 2 plates, and diagrams, thick 8vo. V"- c/-»

vncut, OS Edtn., 1838

5333 WESTON (Thomas, nmstcr of the Academy at Greenwich) New and Compendious Trbatisk
of Arithmetick, in Wiiole Numbers and Fractions, Vul;;ar and Decimal, with Tables of MonieM,

Weights, and Measures, and a great Variety of Instructive and EnterUining Questions ; 2nd Ed-,

cr. 4to. old calf gilt (very slightly wormed, and otujoint cracked, otherwise souiid copy)^ ls6d 1736
' A simple and useful tiTatisc.'—/'n/. »/f Morytn.

5334 WESTBUMB (Johann Friedrich) Uberdas Bleichen mit SvuREN nach franziisischen und
englischen Vorschriften, nclwt Beschreibung des liestcn IJIeichverfahrens ; with foldina ptaU,

post 8vo. sewn, 5s Berlm, 1819
The aullior. a celebrated chemist of his time, is best known as having first invMUgate«l Ojc nature of bn-wer'a yeast.

5335 WHARTON (Sir George) Works, collected into one Entire Volume [with Preface (pp. 21)J by

John Gaubury, Student in Piiysick and Astrology, with fine portrait (f by W. Faithorne), and
numerous astrological figures, thick 8vo. old calf (rebacked), £1. Is 1683

5336 A^OTnY:KCovY,hf. calf (wanting the portrait), \U
r. , a

Containing, besides astrological and .astronouucal chapters, ' A brief Account of the Oaiuna of Karth-qoakea, and
' Sundry excellent Rules, showing by what Laws the Weather is governed, etc.* The author waa an ardent astroootncr,

astrologer, and alniaiiac-maker, a^ well as a zealous Itoyalist and jKimphlctoer.

5337 WHARTON (Rear-Adml. Sir WiUiam James Lloyd, f.r.s.) Hydbooraphical Survey-

ING : a Description of Means and Methods in constructing Marine Charts ; new Ed., revised and

enlarged, by Rear-Adml. Arthur Mostvn Field, f.r.s., with numerous woodcuts and
diagrams, and 2 maps, 8\'o. c/., t. c. g., \\s (sells £1. 1« nett) lw9
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5338 WHEATSTONE (Sir Charles, f.r.s.) Scientific Papers, published by the Physical Society

of London, with 21 plates, besides woodciits, 8vo. cL, 10s 6d (p. 15s nett) 1879
Containing the whole of the author's scientific papers, some hitherto unpublished, including his invaluable contribu-

tions to telegraphy, the inventif^n of the Stereoscope, and the explanation of its principle, an account of ' Wheatstone's
Bridge', and his inventions of the concertina, a speaking machine, the electric clock, and the rotating mirror determining
the time of an electric impulse.

' To Wheatstone is due the merit of having been the first to render the telegraph available for the public transmission
of messages.'

—

Prof. Silvanus I'fwmpson.

5339 Contributions to the Physiology of Vision ; Part II, on some Remarkable, and
hitherto Unobserved, Phenomena of Binocular Vision (continued), ivith plate by Basire, 4to.

(pp. 17), sewn, with author's inscr. to Peter Mark Roget, F.R.S., 4* Qd 1852
The first part of the above paper, published in 183S, contained an account of the author's invention of the stereoscope.

The above part sii^gests a number of improvements in it.

5340 WHEELER (W. H., m.i.c.e.) Practical Manual of Tides and Waves, ivith portrait of
Sir Isaac Newton, woodcuts, and chart, 8vo. cL, os (p. 7* Qd nett) 1906

' Bringing together information and facts relating to the tides, contained in many scattered papers, reports, and publi-
cations, which are not easily accessible.'

—

Preface.

5341 WHETHAM (William Cecil Dampier, f.r.s.) The Recent Development of Physical
Science, with portraits, plates, and icoodcuts, large post 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 7s Qd nett) 1904

5342 The Theory of Experimental Electricity, with numerous illustrations, 8vo. cl., 5s Qd
(p. 85 nett) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1905

5343 WHEWELL (William, d.d., f.r.s., Master of Trinity) Works on the History of Science
{as under), BEST editions, 8 vols, large cr. 8vo. uniform cl., uncut (scarce), £2.

J. W. Parker, 1^51-QQ—Cambridge, 1862
Contents :—History of the Inductive Sciences, 8rd Ed., 3 v., '57 : History of Scientific Ideas, 3rd Ed., 2 v., ':>8

: Novum
Organum Renovatum, 3rd Ed., '58

: On the Philosophy of Discovery, '60 : Lectures on the History of Moral Pliilosophy,
2nd Ed., 'C2.

5344 Analytical Statics, plates, '33 : Elementary Treatise on Mechanics, 5th Ed., '36

:

Wood (James, d.d.) The Elements of Mechanics, new Ed. by J. C. Snowball, '41—3 vols.

Svo. in 1, hf calf gilt, 4s Qd Cambridge, 1833-41

5345 Astronomy and General Physics considered with reference to Natural Theology,
Library Edition, 8vo. cl., uncut, 5s W. Pickering, 1834

The third (miscalled by D. N. li. the first) of tlie Bridgewater Treatises, and ' probably the work which first made
Mr. Whewell famous.'—Pro/. Tudhunter.

5346 New [Sixth] Edition, fcap. Svo. cl., 2s Qd a. e., 1847

5347 Seventh Edition, with portrait of Lord Bridgewater, post Svo. cl., 2s Qd 1852

5348 Conic Sections: their principal Properties, proved Geometrically, diagrams, Svo.

sewn, Is Qd
'

Cambridge, 1846

5349 The Doctrine of Limits, with its Applications; namely. Conic Sections, the First

Three Sections of Newton, the Differential Calculus, diagrams, Svo. hf cl., 3s ib., 1838

5350 Elementary Treatise on Mechanics, Vol. I [all pub.], containing Statics and part of

Dynamics, first edition, with \5folding plates, Svo. boards {scarce). Is Qd ib., 1819
' This treatise may be considered as one which, in conjunction with the publications of Peacock ai>d Herschel

iqq. V. ante'], introduced the continental mathematics, in order to replace the sybtem of fluxions which had so long
prevailed at Cambridge.'—P/o/. TodJmnter.

5351 Third Edition, with Additions, 12 plates, Svo. boards, or, cl., 3s Qd ib., 1828

5352 Another Copy, hf calf is
•This may be considered tlie best edition of the work'.—Jt/twj.

5353 Fourth Edition, with Improvements and Additions, Q plates, Svo. boards, 2s Qd ib., 1833
5354 Another Copy, calf, 3s

This edition contains an original demonstration of the parallelogram of forces.

5355 Fifth Edition, with considerable Improvements and Additions, 10 plates, Svo. boards, Ss

ib., 1836

5356 Sixth Edition, with extensive Corrections and Additions, with Supplement : the

Mechanical Powers, 2 plates, and diagrams, Svo. boards, 3s ib., 1841
This edition was wholly rewritten, so as to amount to a new work.

5357 Seventh [last] Edition, with extensive Corrections and Additions, 2 plates a?id

diagrams, Svo. calf gilt, t. e. g., 4s Qd ib., 1847

6358 The First Principles of Mechanics, with Historical and Practical Illustrations, Svo.

boards, 2s Qd ib., 1832

6359 On the Free Motion of Points, and on Universal Gravitation, including the

principal Points of Books I and III of the Principia, Svo. boards, 2s Qd ib., 1832

5360 The Same, with Introduction to Dynamics, containing the Laws of Motion, 6 folding
plates~2 vols. Svo. in 1, boards, 4s ib., 1832

5361 History of the Inductive Sciences, from the Earliest to the Present Times, first

edition, 3 vols. Svo. l\f. calf {binding rubbed), 7s Qd 1837

5362 Another Copy, hf. calf gilt {nice copy), 9s Qd
6.363 New [Second] Edition, revised and continued, 3 vols. Svo. hf. morocco, 14s (p. £2. 2s) 1847
5364 Another Copy, 3 vols. hf. cl., with the Supplementary Volume, containing the New

Matter of the Third Edition, boards-i vols. Svo., 18s Qd 1847-57
The supplementary volume (which bears the author's presentation inscription to the Duca di Rignano, and the latters

autograph) is very scarce.

5365 Third [last] Edition, with Additions, 3 vols, post Svo. cl. {scarce), 16s Qd 1857
•The special characteristic of the work is the distribution of the course into various decisive Epochs, each Epoch

having its Prelude and its Sequel : this the author claims as a novelty, and justly regards as of great value. The
prominent parts of each science are well selected, and the whole is written with a vigour of language and a felicity of

illustration rare in the treatment of .such abstruse subjects. Thus the popularity which the work obtained was well

deserved.'—Pro/. Todhunter.
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5366 WHEWELL (William, d.d., f.r.s., Master of Trinity) History of Scientific Ideas, 3rd [last]
Edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. cl. (scarce), Mis 1S5S

5367 Introduction to Dynamics, containing the Laws of Motion and the first three Sections
of the Principia, Opiates, 8vo. sewn, U M Cambridge, 1832

5368 Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy, new [Ust] Ed., with additional
Lectures, post 8vo. cL, is ib., 1862

Dr. WheweU's preface to thi* edition criticises Mark PattiHon's treatment <.f him in Essays and Reviews.
5369 The Mechanics of Engineering, diagrams, 8vo. boards, or, d., 'Is 6d ib., 1841
5370 On the Motion of Points Constrained and Resisted, and on the Motion of a Rigid

Body, 5folding plates, Svo. boards, Ss ib., 1835
5371 Novum Organon Renovatum, 3rd [lastj Ed., with large Additions, folding table, post

S\o.cl.,'isQd 185S
5372 Another Copy, calf, with Sandhurst College bookplate, .m 185S

Forming a supplement to 'The Philosophy of the Inductive .Nrieiice« '.

5373 -; The Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, founded on their History; new Edition,
with Corrections and Additions, and AppendLv, containing Philosophical Essays previously
published, /oWi«^ table, 2 vols. 8vo. hf morocco, Hs 1847

In a third edition this work was »ei»arated into three distinct works : UUtor}' of Sci«ntiflc Idoaa, No\'«m Organou
Renovatum, and Philosophy of Discovery.

5374 On the Philosophy of Discovery: Chapters historical and critical, including the
Completion of tlie Tliird Edition of the Philosophy of the Intluctive Sciences, jwst 8vo. cl., ti* Od

186U
5375 [ ] Of the Plurality of Worlds : an Essay, with Supplement (Dialogue on the Plurality

of Worlds), first edition, withfront, of nebula-, Hvo.hf calf neat {nice copy) ; tcarc€,ls6d 1853[-4]
5376 [ ] Second Edition [with second Preface],/ro/i<., [)08t 8vo. ci., 2* 1854

This well-known work ugaiiusl the doctrine of plurality (said by a wajj to attonipt to prove that 'through all

infinity There was nothing so great as a Master of Trinity ) caused a great controvemy not favourable to the authors
contentions, but is, from a literary point of view, considered his Ix-st work. It U intereMing that Dr. Alfrtd H(Wa«l
Wallace (7. r. onte) also recently arrived at Dr. WheweU's conclusiou.

5377 On the Principles of English University Education, large post Svo. cl. (scarce),

4s 6d 1837
5378 Treatise on Dynamics, containin*^ a considerable Collection of Meclianical ProbleiuR,

with 6folding plates, Svo. hf calfgilt, 5s Cambridge, 182S
• Substantially a secoml volume of the ' Mechanics ' of 1810.*

5379 : Todhunter (Isaac, f.r.s.) William Whewell, d.d., Master of Trinity College,
Cambridge : an ACCOUNT of his Writings, with Select Literary and Scientific Corre-
spondence, 2 vols. 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), Ss 6d (p. £1. 5*) 1870

5380 Another Copy, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. brown calf extra, uncut, t. e. g. {nearly new), Ws ttrf

5381 WHISHAW (Francis, m.i.c.e.) Analysis of Railways: Report on the 1200 Miles of Pro-
jected Railways in England and Wales, now before Parliament, with those al>andoned for the
Present Session, with Tables, Glossary, and other useful Information, 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), 14* 1837

Very interesting as a landmark of the tirst railway semi-mania, with mrticulars of distanc4.*s,rurvi-s, gradients, tuuoellliig,

etc., and critical remarks. It is curious to compare the scht-mes which did and did not come to birth.

5382 WHISTON (William, pr. ; translator ofJosephus) ASTRONOMICAL Lectures, with the Astro-
nomical Tables of FIamstee<l, Halley, Cassini, and Street, now done into English, with ettgraretl

front., and diagrams, 8vo. old panelled calf {sound copy), 6s 6d 1715

5383 Astronomical Principles of Religion, Natural and Reveal'd, with IVeface of the

Temper of Mind necessary for the Discovery of Divine Truth ; and of the P '^ Evidence that

ought to be expected in Divine Matters, with coppeiplatrs, 8vo. old calfgiV /), 0« 1725
Dedicated to Sir Isaac Newton, who prevented the author's election as a ft-IIow of tli , • ty.

5384 The Longitude Discovered by the Eclip-ses, Occultations, and Conjuncti«»u» of Jupiter's
Planets, with Descriptions of those Refracting and Reflecting Telescopes ; and of those Sectors,

and that Quadrant, which are the Instruments necessary for this Discovery, both at Land and
Sea; also an Ephemeris of the latter Half of 1738, 8vo. (pp. Ill), sewn, d» 6d 1738

5385 A New Theory of the Earth, wherein the Creation of the World in Six Days, the

Universal Deluge, and the General Conflagration are shewn to be i»erfeclly a^jjreeable to Reason
and Philosophy, with large Introductory Discourse concerning the Moeaick History of Creation,

first edition, with plates and smaller engravings on copper^ 8vo. Jine copy in old wlf (rare),

YlsU l«tt6

Witli Latin de*lication to Sir liaac NewUin.

5386 Fourth Edition, revised and corrected by the Author, w'dh plates and other engravings

on copper, 8vo. old mottled calf gilt, 8* Qd l7tJj

•The MS. was sliown to Newton and Wren. It was praised by I.ocke . . . Wliistou'a •poculatloa «a» meant to aupcraede

the previous theory of Thomas IJurnet T'/. r. tub no. ()ltfj. He conflnned th« narrative In GenesU on Newtonian ground*,

e.xplaining the tleluj^e by collisi(»n with a comet*.

—

^ir I^die Slfp>u,i.

5387 PR/ELECTIOXES Phvsico-Mathematic.e Cantabrigia*, Ed. IL, cui acccdunt XI Pnelec-

tiones de ECLIPSIBUS Antk^UIS; with diagrams, sm. 8vo. old calf, with bookplaU of Philip 2nd
Earl Stanhope, F.li.S., Is Londint, 17*26

5388 Sir Isaac Newton's Mathematick Discovery more easily Demonstrated: with Dr.

Halley's Account of Comets Illustrated. In this Englbh Edition the Whole is corrected and

improved by the Author, with S plates, 8va old panelled calf {nice copy), with old armorial book-

plate of Thomas Fountayne, lOs »^
Whi.sion was one of the lirst to popularise the Newtonian theories, and, according to Prof, de Morgan, one of the ftrat

to ^ive lectures with exi>eriments in London.

V. Taci^UET, ante.
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5389 WHISTLECRAFT (Orlando, Thwaite, Suffolk) The Climate of England, with Meteorolog-

ical Tables, and <T;eneial Records ; the whole constituting some Rules whereby to judge of the
Future [Weather], 8vo. (pp. 236), hf. cL, 5s 1840

Apparently the author's real name, in spite of the Anti-Jacobin. He seems to have been a genuine and painstakins
country observer, but to have been taught to keep his station by Whig parsons, as he grovels to Bp. Stanley of Norwich in

a long dedication which outdoes Uriah Heep.

WHITE (J.) Art's Treasury of Rarities and Curious Inventions (1773)—v. O'Brien (C),
ante.

5390 WHITE (Sir William Henry, f.r.s.) Manual of Naval Architecture, for Officers of the
Royal Navy, Officers of the Mercantile Marine, Shipbuilders, Shipowners, and Yachtsmen, 2nd
Ed., enlarged, with numerous woodcuts, thick Svo. c.l., Qs (p. £1. 4s) 1882

' Rear-Admiral Hoskins c.b. etc. etc. with the author's respectful compliments.'

—

Inscr. on flyleaf.

5391 WHITEHURST (John, f.r.s.) Inquiry into the Original State and Formation of the
Earth ; deduced from Facts and the Laws of Nature, with Appendix containing some general
Observations on the STRATA in Derbyshire, first edition, with 5 plates, 4to. hf. russia,

8s U 1778
5392 Second Edition, considerably enlarged, with fine engraved portrait hy J. Hall, and

1folding plates, 4to. old tree-calf 12s Qd 1786
'The original design of this work was to facilitate the discovery of valuable minerals beneath the earth's surface.'

—

1). N. n.

5393 WHITELAW (John, Jr., a.m.lc.e.) Surveying as practised by Civil Engineers and Sur-
veyors, including the Setting-out of Works for Construction, and Surveys abroad, with Examples
from actual Practice, 2nd Ed., with plates and numerous woodcuts, thick large post Svo. cl., Qs Qd
(p. 105 6c? nett) 1906

5394 WHITING (Thomas, Keppel-House Seminary, Brompton) Comprehensive System of

Astronomy, Theoretic and Practical, with extensive Tables of the Sun, Moon, and Planets, with
Infolding plates, 4 to. hoards, Qs (p. £2. Ss) 1828

5395 Mathematical, Geometrical, and Philosophical Delights: containing Essays,
Problems, Solutions, Theorems, etc. : Poetical Delights, containing Enigmas, Charades,
Rebuses, etc., with their Answers—2 vols, cr, 4to. in 1, new hf calf gilt [rare), \2s Qd 1798-7

5396 WHITWORTH (Sir Joseph, f.r.s. ; inventor of the Whitworth gun and rifle) Miscellane-
ous Papers on Mechanical Subjects, 2 coloured plates, 8vo. cl. (scarce), 12sM 1858

Containing five papers, 'each one of which signalises a revolution in its subject' (D. N. B.), viz., 'Plane Metallic
Surfaces or True Planes ; Uniform System of Screw Threads ; Address to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
Glasgow, 18.5(5 ; Standard Decimal Measures of Length ; Rifled Fire-arms ; and Report of the New York Industrial

Exhibition, 1853.'

5397 Miscellaneous Papers on Mechanical Subjects: Guns and f^TEEL, with numerous
woodcuts, cr. 4to. cl. (SCARCE), WITH AUTHOR'S INSCR. TO LORD GOSCHEN, 17s Qd 1872

' The Right Hon>''e G. J. Goschen, m.p. with the Author's Compliments.'

—

Iiucr. onfli/leaf.

Containing the author's great discovery, that of fluid-compressed ductile stcol for the manufacture of big guns ; also

•giving an account of my system of rifled guns, and showing how it originated and has been developed,' etc. etc., but
especially interesting for telling the story of his diff'erences with the Admiralty.

'In 1873 he gave to the world his own version of the points at issue with the Ordnance Department in 'Miscellaneous
Papers on Practical [sic] Subjects : Guns and Steel'. The unfortunate treatment to which he was subjected was due in

part, no doubt, to his plain and inflexible determination.'

—

D. N. B.

The inscription is interesting, as Lord Goschen was then P'irst Lord of the Admiralty.

5398 WIOKSTEED (Thomas, m.I.C.E. ; East London Water-Works) EXPERIMENTAL INQUIRY
concerning the relative Power of, and Useful Efiects produced by, the CORNISH and BOULTON and
Watt Pumping Engines, and Cylindrical and Waggon-Head Boilers, with folding tables,

4to. cl., 4s 1841

5399 Another Copy, hf russia gilt, os
The first comparative account, showing the superiority of the Cornish Engine and Boiler.

5100 WIEBEKING (Karl Friedrich v.), und Hermann KRdNCKE : Allgemeine auf Ge-
schichte und Erfahrunggegriindete theoretisch-practisclie Wassekbaukunst, bearbeitet von einer

Gesellschafii Hydrodecten, Professoren der Mathematik, Ingenieuren und Maschinen-Directoren,
5 vols. roy. 4to., and Atlas, with over 100 plates, impl. folio—in all 6 vols, boards, uncut, £1. Is

Darmstadt, 1798-1807
This Avork long continued the standard one on hydraulic engineering. There was no copy in the Scott Library.

5401 WIECHMANN (Ferdinand Gerhard; f.c.s.) Sugar Analysis, for Refineries, Sugar-Houses,
Experiment.al Stations, etc., with 5 diagrams, Svo. cl., 6s (p. 12* 6c?) 1890

5402 WIEDEMANN (Eilhard), und Hermann EBEKT : Physikalisches Praktikum, uiit

besonderer Beriicksiclitigung der physikalisch-chemischen Methoden, 4. vermehrte Aullage ; with

366 woodcuts, Svo. hf. cl., bs (p. M. 10 sewn) Braunschweig, 1SS9

5103 WIEDEMANN (Gustav; f.r.s.) Die Lehre vom Galvanismus und Elektromagne'tismus,
nebst ihren technischen Anwendungen ; ivith numerous woodcuts, 3 vols. Svo. hf calf gilt {nice

copy), is Braunschweig, 1861-3

5404 Die Lehre von der Elektricitat, 3. vollig umgearbeitete Auflage der Lehre vom
Galvanismus ; with plates and numerous woodcuts, 4 vols. Svo. in 5, sewn, 155 (p. M. 108)

ibidem, 1882-5

5405 Another Copy, 4 vols, in 5, cl., ISs M
'This work is a monument of industry, untiring and judicious, and for accuracy and completeness has no rival in any

other branch of physics.'—iJ. .S. Obituary iVotices.

5406 WILDE (Heinrich Emil) Geschichte der Optik, vom Ursprunge bis auf die gegenwiirtige

Zeit (von Aristoteles bis Eulcr) ; unth 7 folding plates, 2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf. calf gilt {nice copy) ;

scarce, I2s Berlin, 1838-43

Still a much esteemed history of the subject.
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5407 WIEHEN (Johann Georg Wilhelm) Abbilduxg uni Bhschreihung einer GEOiiRAPiiisciiKN
Maschine aiif einem Wagen uder KuTSCHE, damit alle Fliichen, Berge, WiiKler, Festungen, die
Miirsche einer Armee, u. d. g. richtig abzumessen und auf eine Tafel altziueichnen : trith Sfolding
plates on copper: KuRZK Besciireibuxg, wie man FLUCHTIGE Pferde vor einer Kutsche, niit
einen [sic] Kienien LOS spannkn und die Riider an einem Reisewagen, nach Reschaffenheir. tier

Wege, weit und enge stellen kan [sic] ; tcith folding plate—2 vols. 4to. in 1, boards (rare), £1. 1*

HUdeduim, 177'i-l
The tintt tract describes tlie author's very inKcniuus iiiveution of a carriage mappiog automatically tbe dUu.nc« aitd

configuration of the dintrict traversed ; while the rte<-uiid contains his inveiitioo of a caniajsc with a variable gauge, and a
contrivance t<» detach runaway horses from the earri<ve while driviug—an invention worth rediscovery.

r)408 [WILDIG (George)] Geometrical System of Conic Sections, uith folding plates, 8vo. *eir».

^ (id Cambridge, 1822
With autograph on title of IVricR Makk HotiCT, M n., k.b.m , author of 'Thaiaiiiua of SngUab Word*', vho Ims aliio

added the author's name. The authonthip was uokoowu to Ualkett and Lalug.

5409 WILKIN8 (John, I4th Up. of Chester; first See. JiS.) MathkmatICAL and PHILOfiOPIIICAL
Works, with Life and Account of Win Works, portrait ^ fs title, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. old
panelled caif (RARE), £\. Is 17U8

.1410 Reprint, printed on stout paper by Whittingham, with numerous woodeuis, 2 yoU. 8vo.j/.
calf gilt, 15* 1803

CuinprisiiiK : I. Discovery of a New Worhl in the Moon : II. Dlsconrae ooaoernlog • New l*lanet : III. Merrury, or Um
Secret and Hwift Messenger: IV. Mathematical Magic: V. Ahattact of hU Saaay toward* a Rffal Character, and a Philo-
sophical I>anguage.

.411 [
J The Discovery of a New World, or, a Diacourse tending to prove, that 'tU proUaUo

there may ]>e another HABITABLE World in the MoONB, with a DiMDoane ooaMrnlng the potti*

bility of a Pa-ss^age thither ; the third ImpreHHion, enlarge*!, with fine astronomical front, bg W.
Marshall, and woodcuts: Discourse concerning a New Planet, Tendintf to prove, Tliat 'tie

probable our Earth is one of the Planets, flrat edition, with woodcuts—2 vow. mh. 8vo. in I, old

calf, neirly rebacked (rare), £1. 10* J. Magnard, 1640
The nr^t collected edition.

)412 Fourth Edition, corrected and amended, with front, and woodcuts, 2 vol». sni. Svo. in 1,

contemporarti calf (binding slightly damaqed, and front, and some II. stained on inner margin), \&s

J.GeiUbrand.mi
The first work id an attempt to prove that the moon is a habltiblc world. Dnth the aboT« fldltkMa oMtaio tb* eli«|4«r

celebrated in the history of aviation (which does not occur in the tlrst e lition), ' That U* pOMibl* for aotMoToar poalMitjr

to finde out a conveyance to this other world, and. if ther,' be inhabitants Umh?, to haw eommarw with thrm.'
The conveyance su^ested is a ' Hying Chariot ", of which the jiarticularH of ronstrueUonanglrw IntiM ' MathawaUqall

Magicic '. The author supposes a natural jtassage to the moon, wtu'iice he iinaginna kMlMfca to OOtna, and whlthfr he
supposes binls to migrate. ,_...^

The second work is a stout defence of the Copernican system of astronomy, which waa by no mctna faoerally aeicapttll

at this time {v. No. 408^^). The whole was tmnslatoil into French by J. D« la Mo.vtaunk, whom M. Liiihi, weak In ckrCMO*
logy as well as morals, descrilK«l in his Sale Catalo;r,i,. as 'the lllustriomi MoyrAMMC', thocigli ha had Jvt fifta
Moutagne's name correctly both as to initial and spelling.

5413 [ ] Mathematicall Magick, or Wonders that may be performed by Mechanical! Geo-
metry, concerning Mechanicall Powers and Motions. Being one of the mosteasic, pleanant, utcfull

(and yet most neglected) parts of Mathematicks. Not before treated of in this language. By
J. W. M. A., first edition, with numerous engravings on copper and wood, 12mo. sound copu ii^

old cai/ (RARE), £1. \0s S. GeUibrand, 1(118

5414 [Second Edition; a Reprint of the FirHt], %cHh portrait, and num- - -r* on

copper and wood, 12mo. sewn {some side margins shorn), with auto. * TlIoM. '1
' •*'•

Asaph, antiquary, 1674-1735] on title, £\. Is ^ .
!**>

5415 Another Copy, old calf {wanting portrait, but large and sound copg), I8f

5416 Fourth Edition [unaltere<lj , with portrait, and numerous engravings on copper and
ivood, l'2mo. calf, I2s 6*1 «. Baldwin, 1691

5417 Another Coi'Y, finely bound in hf. crushed red levant morocco extra, rough g. e,, fty

Zaehn.sdorf, £1. 1*

5418 Another Copy, old sheep {large copy), 15* . .

An exceedingly interesting storehouse of tjlr^i niyt nx»» in engineering, md of apedal latfWt Ibr cOBtMawir **—

^

yp*****
of a number of machines, some of them the authors own invention, aoMKMMd to produos rsaraWAL MonoK. a aulMt la

which he took a special interest ; li i«ig»>s are devote-i t«. this suhiwt. thtw tre abo thrs* ^hM«««M aviatios i •onm
volant Automata, etc. ; Concerning the Art of flying. Tlic several ways wherebv this liath bam. or mav b* sUfinwu
Thetwo chief diHlculties that seem to oi)iK,»e the iKiH»U.ility ofa flyin;: Chario- r» 'ofUio oonUIranee«rMf«ni
motions by rariried air,* on 'Wlnd-gtins\ 'an Ark for hubmarim- Na*i;;atlon

.4^ «#
'Ho was well versed In mechanical science, and his writing* display & . -.itiiii.t-aiM r «iiJi a ^^"•^'^

ancient authorities on every matter on which h« dlnCfuirHes, !!•• !» the UMwt c«*.- "'* **•

subject of Perpetual .Motion, exandning it thoroughly, with .idmirable arutcneM as

6419 Mercury : or the Secret and Swift Me.ssengeb, shewing i.^.v ,i. M..:; :...i.. .
i 1 ivacy

and Speed communicate his Thoughts to a Frien<l at any Distance, Jtod VA., wUh fMrtraU, and

numerous diagrams, 12mo. contemjwrary calf {HARK), \5s 'I- Baldwin, 1C94
• a very ingenious work on ciypUK^'raphy and m.ideB of rapid oorrMpoadeiMe.'—D. .V. fl. It conUini a ch»pl<rr con-

cerning a language that may consist only of tunes and inusloa Dofaa, vtUMWi any arUrulate iN.Mnd
, "»<[ »'»«"»«r

• concerning an universal char.icter, that may be legible toall naUoas and lMgva«ea '. the work Includea much historical

subject

the various Experiments, with 13 copperplates {one coloured), 2 vols. Svo. boards, uncut {rare),

IQsQd 1804

Perhaps the most copious work eTcr lasued on Uie subject, and valuable foe lie fcU htoUwfcal account. The author

wrote several works on electricity, but is not included in D. S. It.
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5421 WILL (Heinrich) Outlines of the Course of Qualitativ^e Analysis followed in the GiesseN

Laboratory, with Preface by Baron Liebig [trans, from the German], loith 5 tables, 8vo. cl.

(scarce), 5s 1846
' Containing an accurate description of the course I have followed in my laboratory with great advantage for 25 years.'

—J. V. Liebig.

5422 WILLIAMS (C. Greville, f.r s.) Handbook of Chemical Manipulation, with Supple-
ment, illustrated, thick cr. Svo. cL, 5s (p. 15*) 1857-79

The author was the discoverer of lepidine, cyaniiie, and hydrocarbon isoprene.

5423 WILLIAMS (Charles Wye) The Combustion of Coal, and the Prevention of Smoke
chemically and practically considered, 2nd Ed., with diagrams, Svo. cL, with author^s inscr. to

F.-M. Sir John Burgoijne, 5s Qd 1841
One of tlie earliest works on the economically and hygienically important question of smoke abatement ; the result of

experiments made for the City of Dublin Steam Packet Co.

5424 WILLIAMS (John, F.R.A.S., f.s.a.) Observations of Comets, from b.c. 611 to a.d. 1640,
extracted from the Chinese Annals, trans., with Intro., and Appendix, comprising the Tables
necessary for reducing Chinese Time to European Reckoning, and a Chinese Celestial Atlas,
with numerousfs. plates, 4to. mottled calf extra, g. e., by de Coverly [fine copy) ; scarce, £1. \s

for the author, 1871
' By far the most elaborate work of its kind extant. Great use has been made of this valuable compilation in the

revision of the pages which now follow.'— C/((!m6er*'.5- Handbook of AsWonomy.

5425 WILLIAMSON (Alexander William, f.r.s.) Chemistry for Students, 3rd [last] Ed.,
enlarged, with woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 8s 6d) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1873

5426 A Plea for Pure Science : Inaugural Lecture, University College, London, Oct. 4, 1870,

8vo. (pp. 261, sewn, 2s 6d 1870
5427 WILLIAMSON (Benjamin, t.c.d., f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on the Differential

Calculus, with numerous Examples, 3rd or 4th Ed., enlarged, with diagrams, post Svo. cl., 'is Qd
{p.]0s6d) 1877 or '80

5428 Seventh Edition, enlarged, with diagrams, post Svo. cl., 4s 6d (p. 10s 6d) 1889

5429 Elementary Treatise on the Integral Calculus, with numerous Examples, 3rd Ed.
enlarged, loith diagrams, post Svo. cl., 4s (p. 10s Qd) 1880

5430 Sixth Edition, enlarged, with diagrams, post Svo. cl., 5s (p. 10s 6c?) 1891

5131 Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of the Stress and Strain of Elastic
Solids, illustrated, post Svo. cl., 2s Qd (p. 5s) 1894

6432 , and Francis Alexander TAKLETON, t.c.d. : Elementary Treatise on Dynamics,
containing Applications to Thermodynamics, 2nd Ed., enlarged, post Svo. cl., 5s (p. 10s 6rf) 1889

5433 WILLIS (Robert, pr., f.r.s., Jacksonian Professor, Cantab.) Principles of Mechanism, luith

247 woodcuts and diagrams, Svo. cl., 4s 1841

5431 Second [last] Edition [enlarged and rewritten], with 374 woodcuts and diagrams, Svo.

cl. (scarce), los 1870
• In tliis work he reduced the study of what he called pure mechanics to a system. It is the earliest attempt to

develop, with anything like completeness, the science of machines considered from the kinematic point of view, without
reference to the forces which are at work or to the energy which is transmitteiL'

—

D. N. B.
Professor Willis, like Dr. Whewell, was one of the rare examples of a mathematician wlio cared for Pointed Architecture,

however natural, on its constructional side, such an interest might seem. His study however went far beyond Dr. Whewell's,
and he was, with Mr. Freeman, one of the ablest amateur authorities on English architecture, and his advice was of much
value in the restoration of many of the Cathedrals.

5435 WILLSFORD (Thomas) Natures Secrets, or the Admirable and Wonderfull History of the

Generation of Meteors, particularly describing the Temperatures and Qualities of the Four
Elements, the Heights, Magnitudes, and Influences of the FiXT and Wandring Stars, the

Efficient and Final Causes of Comets, Earthquakes, Deluges, Epidemicall Diseases, and Prodigies

of precedent Times ; registred by the Students of Nature, their Conjecturall Presages of the
Weather, from the Planets mutuall Aspects, and Sublunary Bodies : with the Proportions and
Observations on the Weather-Glass, with Philosophica'll Paraphrases rendered explicitely,

usefull at Sea and Land, with portrait, wt. 46, by 11. Vaughan, and large woodcut of a weather-

glass, 12mo. FINE COPY in mottled calf, £1. los Nath. Brook, 1658
A VERY RARE VOLUME, uukuown to Watt, Allibone, and Lowndes, nor included in Mr. Symons's very copious list of

English works on meteorology. Eighty-nine pp. of the work are devoted to ' Predictions of the Weather '. The author
seems to be ignorant of Galileo's discoveries, and still explains various phenomena caused by the pressure of air by the

horror vo.ctd.

A coloured COPY:
5436 WILME (Benjamin P., c.E.) Hand-Book for Mapping, Engineering, and Architectural

Drawing, tvith iSfne coloured plates and maps, and 39 woodcuts, 4to. hf. calf, 7s Qd (p. £2.) 1846
Valuable for containing early examples of railway drawings. * Of great value '.

—

Allibone.

5137 WILSON (Benjamin, f.r.s.) Series of Experiments relating to Piiosphori and the Prismatic
Colours they are found to exhibit in the Dark ; with Translation of Two Memoirs on the same,
from the Bologna Acts, by J. B. Beccari [sic], 4to. sewn, 8s Qd 1775

• This work was communicated to several foreign learned bodies, and was the subject of a memoir by Leonhard Euler,

read at the Acadeinia Scientiarum Imperialis at St. Petersburg, and of a Letter from G. B. Beccaria'.

—

D. N. B.

5438 WILSON (Ernest, m.i.e.e.), and Francis LYDALL : Electrical Traction, withnumerous
plates and other illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. cl., £1. 1* (p. £1. \Qs nett) 1907

5439 WILSON (George, Chymist) Compleat Course of Chymistry, containing not only the best

Chymical Medicines, but also a great variety of Useful Observations, 4th Ed., very much enlarged,

with the Author's Experiments upon Metals, with portrait cat. 78 by v. d. Gucht, and 7 copperplates

of chemical characters and apparatus, 8vo. fine copy in oldpanelled calf {rare), i5s 1721
The last 20 pp. contain experiments on the transmutation of metals, which are not included in the foregoing editions.
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5440 WILSON (George, M.D., F.R.s.E.) Chemistry, illustrated, 12mo. c/., 2* 186q
5441 Religio Chemici : Essays [edited l»y Jessie A. Wilson], with vignette by Jeens after

Sir Noel Paton, cr. 8vo. hf. polished green morocco extra, uncut, t. c. g., %s ^d 1862
Containing essays on Robert Boylk, Wci.laston, and John Dalton, ' Chemistry and Natural llipology * 'Chemisiry

of the Stars ',
* Chemical Final Causes ', and * Thoughts on the Resurrection."

' '

V. Nos. 742-3, ante.

54 12 WILSON (Henry) Geodesia Catenea : or Surveying by the Chain only (a Method entirely
New) ; how to measure, plot, and divide any Parcel of Land, without any other Instrument but the
Chain, with Directions for Mapping, etc. etc., portrait, and 2 plates, \6mo.oldcalf{nice copy), \5s 17:^2

RARB.and unknown to Watt, Allibone, and Lowndes. The author, a native of Pickering iu Yorkshire, claims his metliod
to be ' tho most true, easy, cheap, and expeditious that is or can be practised.'

5443 [WILSON (John)] Trigonometry, with the Doctrine of the Sphere; Plain Dialing and
Spherique Geometry, 2nd Ed , with Treatise of Sections of Plans, and introduction to Architecture,
nuyuerou.s folding plates, 12mo. old calf (Jinc copy), with bookplate of Philip '2nd Earl Stanhope]
F.P.S.,l.s6d AViw., 1724

5444 WILSON (John) The Lost Solar Svste.m of the Ancients Discovered, with Appendix,
with woodcuts and diagrams, 3 vols. 8vo. in 1 (pp. 1003), el., QsQd{\t. £1. 8*) 185(i

• An undinest4*d mass of data'.

—

Athentnun^

54*5 WTNDISCH (Karl Gottlieb v.) Inanimate Reason ; or a Circum.stantial Account of that
Astonishing,' Piece of Mechanism, M. DE Kempklen's Chess Playeu. now e.\hibitin«,' at No. 8
Savile-Row, IJurlinj^ton-Gardens, tnins. ; tcith 3 copperplates, 8vo. (pp GS), sewn ("•••> "v Qd 1734

Wolfgang von Kenipelen's 'automaton ch»»ss-player" cause*! an immense sensation in its time, ; of a dirara
in Turkish dress, which was supposed to niove the pieces automatically, but really hid lj«*liiud a m ; . laie whMl*
work a man of small stjitun", wlio could guide the arm of the playing Turk. The machine made Uie tour oi im- wholes
and was burnt in a fire in Philadelphia in 1854.

The above enthusiastic account was written before the secret was found out.

5446 WING (John) Ephemeridks of the Ca:LE.STiAL Motions, 170*2-7, dilijjently calculate<l from
Scientia Stellarum, and accommodate«l to the Horizon of the City of London, with Intro, touching
the Theory of the Sun and Planets, Demonstration of the Hei;^ht of the Atmosphere, Tables ot
Right and Oblique Ascensions, etc. etc , woodcuts, sm. 4to. mottled calf extra (title mounted, a
number of II. rudely mended, and others damaged or stained) ; CHEAP, Hs 6d 1720

Includiii): a 'Table of Logistical Logarithms . . . for finding the tnie latitude,' etc. etc.

5447 WING (Vincent) GEOD.i^yrEs Practicus : or the Art of Si'rveving. surveyed and laid out
in a more Accurate, Plain and Expeditious Plat, than hath hitherto been periformed ; 2n<l Ed.,
with a Treatise entitled, Examen Astrononiia' Carolinre, l>eing an Answer to Mr. Tno. Streets
Treatise of Astronomy, with plates, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 12mo. old calf,
\2sGd jy. Leybourn, ]mQ

5448 New Edition, now much augmented and improv'd; with Appendix, shewing the whole
Art ot Surveying by a New Instrument, called the Emperial Table, performing the Work of

the Theodolite, Circumferentor, Semi-Circle, Chard and Needle; with the Description an<l Use of

a New (Quadrant, with Supplement, Scientia Stellaru.m, containing new and accurate Tables
of the Planetary Motions, etc. etc. by John Wixg, with copperplates, and numerous diagrams,
folio, old calf, newly and neatly rebacked (RARE), £1. 10* 1700

The ' Emperial Table ' was the editor's own invention, and consisted of 'a perfect plain table, an exact theodolite and
circumferentor, and the peractor exactly adjusted, the needle or declinatory also fully rompleatMl thereon, in ilii own
kind and order, which instruments are here fully compleatcd upon thia one instrument, without the IraHt coufusion of
lines or parts.'

One of Vincent Wing's best known publications was the Olympia Domata, a semi-tstrological almanack, oontinu««| for
over a hundred years by the Htationers' Comjiany.

5449 WINGATE (Edmund) Arithmetick; containing a Plain and Familiar Method for attaining

the Knowledge and Practice of Common Arithmetick, carefully revised and much improvetl by
John Kersey [the Elder], 9th Ed., very much enlarged, thick sm. Sso. old mottled calf {fine

copy) ; rare, 15* 1694
The last edition edited by John Kersey the elder, and unknown to D. S. li., where the 8th edition Is given &• the Uut

edited by him.

5450 Tabul.e LOGARITHMIC;*:, or Two Tables of Logarithmes: the first containing those of all

numbers from 1 to l(»0,(HXi, contracted by Nathaniel Roe ; the other, those of the right Sines and
Tangents ; with the I'SE of Logarithmes, first edition, with diagrams, 12mo. contemporary

calf {first I. of preface defective, one I. mended, and back of binding damaged, otherwise a sound
and clean copy) ; RARE, 11. \s M. Flesher, 1633

' C'est a Edmund Wineate que la France dolt les premii'res Ubies logarlthmiques dont Hie a Joul.'—JfoA/iir/d.

5451 WISLICENUS (Walter F., Unic. Strassburg) AstronomischeChronologie: ein HUlfsbuch

fiir Historiker, Archaeologen, und A8tronomen,'8vo. cL, 3* (p. M. 5) Leipzig, 1895

5452 Haxdbuch der geographi.schen Ortsbestimmi;N(;kn auf Keisen ; with 19 illustration^^

8vo. cl., 55 6rf (p. M. 8 sewn) ibidem, 1891

5453 WISE (John, o/TowawO Sy.stem of AERONAUTICS, comprehending iU Earliest Inve-STIGA-

TIONS, and Modern Practice ami Art. containing the Various Attempts in the Art of Flying by

Artiticial Means, from the Earliest Perio4l to the Discovery of the Aeronautic Machine by the

Montgoltiers, in 1782, and to a later Period ; with the Author's 15 Years' Exi)erience in Aerial

Vovages, full Instructions in the Art of Making lialloons, I^arachutes, etc. ete., and Directions to

prepaTe Experimental Halloons, with fine mezzotint portrait, and numerous plates, 8vo. cl.

{slightly soiled) ; VERY SCARCE, £1. 10* Philadelphia, 1850
The historical portion is very valuable, and is often quoted In Hatton Tarnor'a ' Astra Castra '. It is moreover the

only work giving an adequate account of American Balum>si2(o, and the fullest description of the aathor'a own ascents.

He designed a new balloon known as Wise's Transatlantic Balloon.
• Some of Wises ascents were highly interesting, and their number and darinfc character justified his title to b«

conaidored the foremost American aeronaut'.— Kaienitne and Tondinton't Traiels in Space.
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5454 WITSEN (Nicolaes) Aeloude en hedendaegsche Scheeps-Bouw en Bestier, waer in

wijtloopigh wert verhandelt, de Wijze van Scheeps-timmeren, by Grieken en Romeynen : Scheeps-
oeffeningen, Strijden, Tucht, Straffe, Wetten en Gewoonten ; beneffens evenmatige Grootheden
van Schepen onzen tijts, Verschil van Bouwen tusschen uitheenischen en onzen Landaeit, Indisch
Vaertuygh, Galey-bouw, enz. ; with engraved title by RoMEYN DE HOOGE, and 114 copperplates,
roy. folio, Large Paper; old calf {top of margin wa.ter-stained, otherwise a sound copy) ; very
RARE, £4. 45 Amsterdam, 1671
The most important work on shipbuilding published during the XVII. Century, and especially valuable for the numer-

ous plates giving every detail of construction. It was unknown to Brunet and Graesse. The ' Privilegie ' was signed by
JoHAN DE Witt.

5455 WITTE (Hans) Ueberden gegenwartigen Stand der Frage der mecha.nischen Erklarung
der elektrischen Erscheinungen ; with plate and 14 diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn, 45 M
(p. M. 7.50) Berlin, 1906

5456 WITTY (John, pr.) Treatise of the Sphere, also the Projections of it, both Orthographical
and Stereographical, with the Resolution of Astronomical and Chorographical Problems, 2nd Ed.,
by James Hodgson, f.r.s., with folding plates, sm. 8vo. old calf gilt {nice copy), with bookplate of
Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , 85 Qd

'

1734
Rare ; unknown to Houzeau and Lancaster, also to Watt, Allibone, Lowndes, etc,

5457 WOLF (Johiann Christian Freiherr v. ; f.r.s.) Aerometri^e Elementa, in quibus aliquot
Aeris Vires ac Proprietates juxta Methodum Geometrarum demonstrantur ; with 11 copperplates,
18mo. old vellum {browned, but sound copy) ; RARE, 155 Lipsice, 1709

Important as the first work giving a scientific basis for aerometry, and interesting for containing the description of an
ammometer for measuring the speed of the wind—the first described in Germany.

5458 COSMOLOGIA Generalis, Methodo Scientifica pertractata, qua ad Solidam, imprimis Dei
atque Naturae, Cognitionem Via sternitur ; with plate, 4to. old calfgilt {fine copy), with bookplate
of Philip 2nd Earl Stanhope, F.R.S. , 6s Francofurti, 1731

5459 -Elementa Matheseos Universe; Editio nova, multo auctior et correctior; with fine
portrait, and numerousfolding plates, 5 vols. 4to. old hf vellum, uncut, 12? Halce, 1730-41

5460 Editio Altera ; with fine portrait {re-engraved), and numerous folding plates, 5 vols.

4to. old calf gilt (Vine copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 17* Qd Genevce, 1732-41
The handsomest edition issued of the work,
' Replete with pieces of information, which are historical references and suggestions. As far as I can remember, Wolff

is much the most learned historian of those Avho have written extensive courses.'

—

Prof, de Morgan.

5461 KuRTZER Unterricht von den vornehmsten mathematischen Schrifften, vierdte
Auflage, vermehret, 12mo. old mottled calf {fine copy), with Lord Stanhope's bookplate, 5s

Franckfurt, 1731
5462 Zu der Trigonometrie und Ausziehung der Wurtzeln nothige Tafeln, darinnen die

Sinus und Tangentes fur jede Minute des Quadrantens, nebst ihren Logarithmis und den
Logarithmis der gemeinen Zahlen von 1 bis 10,000, u. s. w. ; ivith 2 plates, sm. 8vo. old sheep
gilt, 4s Halle, 1744

5463 WOLF (Rudolf, ZUrich) Handbuch der Mathematik, Physik, Geodasie und Astronomie ;

with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy), 12s 60? (p. M. 25.20
unbound) Ziirich, 1870-2

Invaluable as a reference book for the copious bibliographies of historical works added to each chapter, division, and
sub-division.

5464 WOLFF (Emil Theodor) Quellen-Literatur der theoretisch-organischen Chemie, voni
Anfang des letzten Viertheils des vorigen Jahrhunderts bis 1844, 8vo. cl., vnth auto, of Prof
A. W. Williamson, F.R.S. ,

' Giessen, 1845', 2s Qd Halle, 1845

5465 WOLFRAM (—) Naturliche oder hyperbolische Logaritiimen bis auf 48 Decimal-
stellen, 8vo. sewn, 3s [Berlin, 1788J

Containing the logarithms from 1 to 2200, and of the prime numbers from 2201 to 10,009,

5466 WOLLASTON (Francis; Rector of Chislehurst, F.R.S.) Description of a New System of

Wires in the Focus of a Telescope, for observing the comparative Right Ascensions and Declin-
ations of Coolestial Objects, etc. etc. etc., plate, 4to. (pp. 7), sewn, 2s 1785

5467 Description of a Transit Circle, for determining the Place of Celestial Objects as
they pass the Meridian, 2 folding plates by Basire, 4to. (pp. 21), sewn, Zs 1793

5468 Directions for Making an Universal Meridian Dial, capable of being set to any
Latitude, etc. etc., plate, 4to. (pp. 8), sewn, 2s 1793

5469 Specimen of a General Astronomical Catalogue, arranged in Zones of North Polar
Distance, and adapted to Jan. 1, 1790 : containing a comparative View of the Mean Positions
of Stars, Nebulae, and Clusters of Stars, with a Proposal for setting on Foot some Regular
Method of Observing the Heavens, through the Concurrent Assistance of Astronomers in all

Nations, etc. etc. etc., roy. folio, old calf {title mounted), 10s 6d 1789
Besides his scientific attainments Wollaston was all his life an extensive pluralist in several Counties, and an advocate

of easy subscription for the clergy.

5470 WOLLASTON (William Hyde, m.d., f.r.s.) On the Apparent Direction of Eyes in a
Portrait, with 4: fine copperplates (2 with superposed slips, showing the relation offacial expression
to the eyes) by Sir" Thomas Lawrence, r.a., 4to. (pp. 10), sewn {rare), 12s 6d 1824

'An ingenious explanation of the apparent direction of eyes in a portrait, illustrated by his friend Sir Thomas
Lawrence'.—D. N. P>.

5471 WOLLNY (Ewald) Die Zersetzung der organischen Stoffe und die Humusbildungen,
mit Riicksiclit auf die Bodenkultur ; with 52 woodcuts, large 8vo. buckram, with auto, of Dr. A.
Macfadyen, 9s (p. M. 16 unbound) Heidelberg, 1897
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5472 WOLPEBT (Adolf, Niimherg, und Heinrich, Berlin) Physikalisch-chemische Propaideutik,
mit besonderer Beriicksichtigun^' dei Ventilation und Heizung ; with 188 illustrations, 8vo.
buckram, with auto, of Dr. A. Mac/adyen, 8s (p. M. 12 sewn) Leipzig, 1896

5473 WOLSTENHOLME (Joseph, Cooper's Hill) Examples for Practice in the Use of Seven-
^ Figure Logarithms, 8vo. c/., 2v 6d (p. 5s) 1888

5474 Mathematical Problems on tlie First and Second Divisions of the Schedule of Subjects
for the Canibridjje Mathematical Tripos Examination, 2nd Ed., greatly enlar«i^ed, 8vo. c/., 6?

(p- 185) 1878
5475 Another Copy, sewn, 4s 6rf

547C Third [Last] Edition, revised and corrected, 8vo. c/., 10« 6d (p. 18<) 1891
'His fame rests chiefly on the wonderful series of original mathematical probleniK which he constructed uix)n practically

all the subjects that entered into the course of training of students . . . They form a curious and almost unique monument
of ability and industry.'—^. R. Fortyth, F.li.S.

5477 WOOD (De Volson, c.E.) The Element.s of ANALYTICAL MECHANICS: Solids and Fluids, 4th
Ed., enlarged, illustrated, 8vo. cl. 5s (p. I2s 6d nett) New York, 1884

5478 Theory of Turbines, with woodcuts, 8vo. cl., interleaved, 3s ib., 1895
5479 Treatise on the Resistance of Materials, and Api)endix on the Preservation of

Tiuiber, illustrated, 8vo, hf. calf, 2s 6d ib., 1871
5480 WOOD (Edward J.) Curiosities of Clocks and Watches, from the earliest Times, with front,

and rif/nctte on wood, tliick large post 8vo. cl., uncut (scarce), 10< 6^/ 1866
One of the mo«t InterestinK histories of horolot;y.

5481 WOOD (Nicholas, f.g.s.) Experiments on the Relative Value of the Furnace and the
Steam Jet, in the Ventilation of Coal Mines, with 11 plates and tables, roy. 8vo. sewn, with
author's inscr. to Prof. T. S. Traill, 5s Newcastle onTyue, 1853

5482 ——— Practical Treatise on Rail-Roads, and Interior Communication in lieneral, con-
taining numerous Experiments on the Powers of the Improved Locomotive Engines, and
Tables of the comparative Cost of Conveyance on Canals, Railways, and Turnpike RimuIk, .'{nl

[LAST] Ed., enlarged, tvith Ufolding plates by Adlard, besides woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. (RCARCK),
with auto, letterfrom the author to Prof T. S. Traill, 17* 6rf 1838

Valuable for the early history of railway engineering, and esnocially of locomotive engines. Thor« ar« chaptem 'On the
Construction of Carriages adapted to Railroads', 'On the Friction and Re»i8tanco of Carriage* on ItaiiroaiU', 'The
Construction of the Great Western Railway', etc. etc.

The author was president of the North of England Institute of Mining Englneen, but is not nuUceil In D. N. B.

TRICK-PHOTOGRAPHY :

548.3 WOODBURY (Walter E.) Photographic Amusements : a Number of Novel Effeclt
obtainable with the Camera, 104 illustrations, large 8vo. sewn, 2s (p. 5*) New York, 1896

Including the ' spirit-photcgraphs ' which will continue to have (heir (lu\^n to the end of time.

5484 W[OODFORD] (T[homa8] , f.r.s.) Treatise containing the Description and Use of a New
and Curious Quadrant, made and finished by . . . John Rowley ; for Taking of Altitudes,
and for Solving various Mathematical Prolilems in Geometry, Navigation, Astronomy, etc., with
AlphalKjtical Exposition of the Necessary Terms, with 2 plates {onefolding showing the Quadrant)^
and diagrams, 4to. contemporary mottled calf extra {fine copy) ; rare, \2s Qd 1756

Unknown to Ix)wndeH or Allibone.

5485 WOODHOUSE (Robert, Fellow of Caius ; F.R.s.) Elementary Treatise on Astronomy,
with diagrams, 8vo. calf, or, hf calf gilt, Ss Cambridge, 181*2

,-) KS6 The Principle.? of Analytical Calculation, with diagrams, 4to. sewn (scarce), lOs Gd
ibidem^ 1803

r, t87 Another Copy, hf. calf, with Sandhurst College bookplate, \2s
' In this he explained the differential notation and strongly presse*! the employment of It. but he aeverely critlcl)t»<l th«

methods usetl by Continental writers, and their constant assumption of non-evident principlea.*

—

W. W. JL Bnll.

The work is important as having been the first t^» adviKiate for use In England the Continental dllfBrvntlal notation.

5488 On the Independence of the Analytical and Geometrical Methods of Invfjjt-

IGATION, and on the Advantages to lie derived from their Separation, 4to. (pp. 41), sewn, 5s 1802

5489 Treatise on Astronomy, Theoretical and Practical, new Etl., with numerous diagrams,
2 vols. 8vo. in 3, hf calf gilt, or, hf. morocco gilt, lOs 6d Cambridge, 1821-3-18

The second volume, entitle<l ' Physical Astronomy ', treat* exclusively of the theory of gravitation.

5400 Volume I (Theoretical Astronomy) only, diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, 5»

ibidem, 1821-3
' In this treatise he endeavoured to lay before the student the rcaulta of ContinenUl nwearch «lnce the time of

Newton '.—/). N. li.

6491 Treatise on Isoperimetrical Problems, and the Calculus of Variations, diagrams,

8vo. hf. calf (VERY .scarce), 18* Cid ibidem, 1810
' This work details the history of the calculus of variations from Its origin until the clows of the XVIII. Century, and

has obtained a high reputation for accuracy an«l clearneas.'—/. Todhun'tr, F.R.S.

5492 Treatise on Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, 2nd Ed., enlarged, diagrams,

8vo. board.i, uncut, 4s \b., 1813

6493 Fourth Edition, enlarged, with diagrams, 8vo. b*Kirds, uncut, Us ib., 1822
' A work which niore than any other contribute<i to revolutionlae the niathenuitlcal studies of this country.'—Dwf*

Pearork, F.R.S.

5494 WOODS (Hugh, M.D.) .1^:ther : a Theory of its Nature and Place in the Universe, 8vo. cl.,

2s (kt (p. 4« (jrf) [1906]

5^95 [WOODWARD (A. E. B.)] SYSTEM of Universal Science, with 2 tables showing a new
classification of the sciences, 4to. boards, with auto, of Prof A. W. Williamson, F.Il.S., 5s

PhUadelphia, 1816
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5496 WOODWARD (John, M.D., F.R.s.) Essay towards a Natural History of the Earth: and

Terrestrial Bodies, especially Minerals : as also of the Sea, Rivers, and Sprinj^s, with Account of

the Universal Deluge, and of the Effects that it had upon the Eartli, first edition, 8vo. old
panelled calf, newly rehacked (rare), 15* 1695

5497 Third Edition [enlarged], Svo. old calf gilt, \2s 1723
' still celebrated ... It appears from it that he recognised the existence of various strata in the earth's crust, and

that the fossils were the ' real spoils of once living animals.'— D. N, B.

5498 The Natural History of the Eartji, illustrated, inlarged, and defended, now first made
English by Benj. Holloway, pr., F.R.s., to which are added, the Physical Proofs of the
Existence of God, his actual incessant Concurrence to the Support of the Universe, and of all

Organical Bodyes, Vegetables, and Animals, particularly Man ; with several other Papers, on
different Subjects, never before published, Svo. old panelled calf, newly rebacked, 8s 1726

a reply to a criticism of the ' Essay' by Dr. E. Camerarius of Tiibingen.

5499 WOOLDBIDGE (Leonard Charles, m.d.) "Un the Chemistry of the Blood, and other
Scientific Papers, arranged by Sir Victor Horsley, F.R.s. [with Intro.], and Ernest Starling,
M.D., 3 plates, Svo. cl., Gs (p. 16s) 1S93

5500 WOOLHOUSE (Wesley S. B., F.R.A.S.) On Eclipses, ivith map and diagrams, Svo. sewn,
2s 1836

5501 Elementary Treatise on the Application of the Algebraic Analysis to Geometry,
diagrams, roy. Svo. cL, Is 6d 1S31

The author's own copy, with his MS. corrections and additions.

6502 Reprint, Svo. sewn, 4.9 1845
5503 The Elements of the Differential Calculus, fcap. Svo. cL, Is 6d 1852
550i Interpolation, Summation, and the Adjustment of Numerical Tables, 8vo. cl.

{scarce), 5s 1865
5505 [WORCESTEB (Edward Somerset, 2nd Marquess of)] A Century of the Names and

Scantlings of such Inventions, as at present I can call to mind to have tried and perfected, which
(my former Notes being lost) I have, at the instance of a powerful Friend, endeavoured now in the
Year 1655, to set these down in such a way as may sufficiently instruct me to put any of them in

practice, first edition, 24mo. hf calf {title mounted and slightly soiled) ; very rare, icilh bookplate

of Thomas Henry Lister {author of'Granby ', 1800-42), £3. 3*

Printed by J. Grismond in the year 1663
5506 The Century of Inventions, from the Original MS., with historical and explanatory

Notes, and Memoir, by Charles F. Partington, with woodcuts, fcap. Svo. hf. calf gilt, with
Sandhurst College bookplate, 6s 6d 1825

This celebrated Work consist.s of short accounts or outlines of ideas of one hundred inventions claimed by the author.
The most important is uniloiibtt^dly No. 100, on the basis of which Mr. Dircks and others claimed for the author the
Invention of the Steam Engine. The description is but a vague one of a ' water coinmandinK engine ', termed by him ' the
most stupendous work in the whole world '. No. 6S describes 'an admirable and most forcible way to drive up water by
tire', while No. u contains a suggeKtion of shorthand, and No. 84 one of a calculating machine. No. 77 is important in the
history of aviation, being ' how to make a man to fly ', and Nos. 5!), (U and (i7 conUiin improvements of fire-arms.

6507 : Dircks (Henry, c.e.) The Life, Times, and Scientific Labours of the Second
Marquis of Worcester, with a Reprint of his Century of Inventions, 1663, with a Com-
mentary thereon, with 2 steel portraits, numerous woodcuts, and plan, thick Svo. cl., 7s6d (p. £1.4s)

1865

5508 Another Copy, hf calf gilt, 9s
' An elaborate but not quite successful attempt to justify Worcester's proceedings in Ireland, and to establish his claim

as the founder of the steam-engine*.

—

A. F. Pollard.

5509 WORMS (Henry, f.r. a.s.) The Earth and its Mechanism : the various Proofs of the Earth's
Rotation, with the Instruments used ; with the Theory of FoucAULT's Pendulum and Gyroscope,
numerous icoodcuts and diagrams, Svo. cl., Is 6d 1S62

Giving interesting and full accounts of the experiments on falling bodies made by Guglielmini, Benzenberg, and
Ferdinand Reich, and proposing new modes of suspen.sion of the pendulum, modifications of the gyro.scope, etc. etc., while
the theoretical part ' contains the solution of intricate problems of analytical mechanics.'

—

Preface.

5510 WRAY (Lt.-Gen. Henry, r.e.) Some Applications of Theory to tiie Practice of Con-
struction, with Examples, folding plates, and numerous woodcuts, thick Svo. hf calf, 4*

Chatham, 1872
5511 New Edition, with ^Z folding plates, and numerous woodcuts, roy. Svo. hf.calf, 6s 6d 1880

5512 WRAY (Leonard) The Practical Sugar Planter : a complete Account of the Cultivation

and Manufacture of the Sugar-Cane, according to the latest and most improved Processes,

describing and comparing the different Systems in the East and West Indies and the Straits of

Malacca, and their relative Expenses and Advantages, with 20 plates and woodcuts, Svo. cl., uncut
(scarce), I5s 1848

Claiming to be the first large treatise on the subject from a practical point of view.

5513 WRIGHT (Edward) Short Treatise of Dialling : shewing, the Making of all sorts of

Sun-dials, Horizontal, Erect, Direct, Declining, Inclining, Reclining ; upon any fiat or plaine

superficies, howsoever placed, with ruler and compasse onely, without any Arithmeticall
calculation, with woodcuts and numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn {blank corner of title missing) ;

VERY RARE; with contemporary auto, of Anthonie Garnett, £1. \Qs

John Bealefor William Weiby, 1614
' Practically speaking, th"? so-called Mercator's charts in use at the prjsent time are drawn on the projection laid

down by Wright.'— 6'tr J. K. Laughimi.

5514 WRIGHT (Thomas Wallace) Text-Book of Mechanics, with numerous Examples, illus-

trated, post Svo. cl., 'Ss 6d (p. 105 6d) New York, 1890

5515 Treatise on the Adjustment of Observations, with Applications to Geodetic Work,
and other Measures of Precision, diagrams^ Svo. cl., Is 6d ibidem, 1884
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How to he faflened jrom^a*

loofand under "ivater. 1

How to prevent both. 1 1

An unftnkable Ship. 1

2

FalJe deflroying Decks. 1

}

Multiplied firength in little

roojn. 1

4

.'/ 'Boat driving againfl "^ind

and tide. 1

5

A Sea>failing fort. 1 6
A pleafant flottng Gar^

den. I

J

An Houre ^glaffe Foun=

tain. I 8

A Coach^faving Engine, i
p
A

\.69^

trical Symmetry, that

though it work day and
night from one end of
the year to the other, it

will not require forty

(hillings reparation to

the whole Engine, nor

hinder ones day-work.

And I may boldly call it

The mofl flupendious Work

m the 'whole "World : not

onely with little charge

to drein ail forts of
Mmes, and furnilTi Ci-

ties with water, though

never fo high feated, as

well to keep them fweet,

running through feve-

'- '-
''\'

: -ral

No. 5505 (page 280). :^
. Ai,,r/ i.-

Title and pages of text and index of the * Century of Inventions'.







NOS. 5596-8 {page 284).

A siphon for perpetual motion.
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5516 "WRIGHT (Thomas, of Durham) An Original Theory, or New Hypothesis of the Uni-
verse, founded on the Laws of Nature, and solving by Mathematical Principles the General
PHiENOMENA of the VISIBLE CREATION, and particularly the Via Lactea, icith 32 fine plates
{on copper and in mezzotint), 4to. old hf. calf {cracked, otherwise a very sound copy) ; rare,
£1. \8 1750

5517 Another Copy, old calf, newly rebacked (fine copy), with bookplate of Edward 12th
Duke of Norfolk, E.M., £1. 5s

'The first to form any definite idea as to the constitution of the stellar system was Thomas Wright, the son of a
carpenter living at Byer's Green, near Durham. With him originated what has been called the 'Grindstone Theory' of
the universe, which regarded the Milky Way as the projection on the sphere of a stratum or disc of stars (our sun
occupying a position near the centre), similar in magnitude and distribution to the lucid orbs of the constellations.'

—

Miss A. M. Gierke.

The work moreover contains the first definite suggestion that Siturn's ring consisted of a multitude of unconnected
particles, each revolving independently round the planet. J. Clerk Maxwell iu 1S57 demonstrated this as the only
scientifically tenable theory against the hypotheses of solid or fluid rings.

5518 The Use of the Globes : or the General Doctrine of the Sphere, with Synopsis of the
Doctrine of ECLIPSES, toith numerousfolding plates on copper, 8vo. old calf {rare), iOs 1740

5519 WRIGHT (Thomas, f.s.a.) Popular Treatises on Science written during the Middle
Ages, in Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, and English, edited from the original MSS., 8vo. c/., uncut,
with scorings by the late Dr. Atkin^ion, T.C.D. {scarce), 10* %d Historical Society of Science, 1841

• The present volume forms an index to the state of general knowledge in England through upwards of five centuries.
In this point of view the Anglo-Saxon treatise on Astronomy [included above] is the most curious, because it is of so
remote an age as the tenth century.'

—

Preface.
This and Halliwell-Phillipps'a 'Collection of Letters' (v. No. 1756, ante) formed the only publications of the short-

livpd ' Historica) Society of Science '.

6520 WRIGHT (W. J.) Tracts relating to the Modern Higher Mathematics, 3 parts Svo. sewn,
4s Qd 1875-9

Contents :—I. Determinants: II. Trillnear Coordinates: III. Invariants.

5521 WRIGLEY (Alfred, pr. : Addiscombe ; f.r.a.s.) Collection of Kxamples and Problems in

Pure and Mixed Mathematics, with Answers and occasional Hints, corrected Ed., Svo. hf. cl.,

3s (p. 8s M) 1852 or '5

5522 Tenth [last] Edition, Svo. cl., 4« (p. Ss 6rf) 1883
5523 WRONSKI (Hoen^) Resolution G6n6rale des Equations de tous les Degr^s; dedi($e a la

Pologne, ancienne Patrie de I'Auteur, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn {rare), 10s %d 1812

5524 WULLNER (Adolph) Lehrbuch der Experimentalphysik, 3. umgearbeitete Auflage ; with
numerou.t woodcuts, 4 vols. Svo. hf. German morocco, 5s (p. M. 36 unbound) Leipzig, 1874-5

5525 Funfte, vielfach umgearbeitete und verbesserte Auflage; with hundreds of woodcuts,
4 vols. Svo. boards, or, sewn, £1. 5s (p. M, 56) ib., 1895-9

5526 I. Band : Allgeraeine Physik und Akustik ; with 321 icoodcuts, Svo. sewn, 5s (p. M. 12)

tb., 1895
The most extensive work on experimental physics extant, but containing much analytical speculation.

5527 WURTZ (Charles Adolphe) Dictionnaire de Chimie Pure et AppliquEe, avec Discours
preliminaire : Histoire des Doctrines chimiques depuis Lavoisier, 5 v. : Supplement, 2 v.

:

Deuxieme Supplement, v. I—IV, and v. V, parts 1-5 (A—Hydrazones)—in all 11 vols, and 5 parts

roy. Svo. with numerous illustrations : the first 7 bound in 9 vv. calf antique, t. e. g., and the rest

in parts as issued (fine set), £6. 15s (p. F. 222.50 nett unbound) [186S-1904]

5525 Another Copy, complete to Deuxieme Supplement, part 23, with numerous illustra-

tions, 9 vols, and 3 parts roy. Svo. sewn, £3. 15s (p. F. 171 nett) [1868-96]
The magnuvi opus in chemistry of French scholarship, containing contributions by the foremost French chemists

of the day.

5529 HiSTOiRE des Doctrines Chimiques depuis Lavoisier jusqu'k nos Jours, impl. Svo. sewn,
2s M 1868

5530 History of Chemical Theory, from Lavoisier to the present Time, trans, and edited by
Henry Watts, f.r.s., cr. Svo. cl. {out ofprint), 3s %d 1869

5531 Progres de I'Industrie des Matieres Colorantes Artificielles ; with 5plates, and
29 samples of dyed stuffs, roy. Svo. sewn {scarce), 10s 6d 1876

5532 Another. Copy, ujithinscr. to Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S. {as below), 12s
' A mon ami Williamson souvenir affectueux de I'auteur.'

—

Inscr. onjlyleaf.

5533 La Thi^orie Atomique, premiere edition ; with chart, Svo. cl., 5s 1879
'Prof. Williamson, f.r.s., with the author's most kind regards. A. W.'—Inacr. on flyleaf.

5534 The ATOMIC Theory, trans, by E. Cleminshaw, f.i.c, with chart, post Svo. cl., 2s 6rf

(p. 5s) 1880
5535 Sixth Edition, unth chart, post Svo. cl., 3s 1892

The English edition contains an index which unaccountably was not published with the original.
• A work which found much acceptance because of its clearness and the charming style in which it is written.'—Pro/.

E. V . Meyer.

5536 WTJRTZ (Henry) GEOMETRICAL Chemistry, First, or Introductory Memoir, table, j^ost Svo.

(pp. 73), seivn, 2s Qd New York, 1876

5537 W[YBAIID] (J., d.m.) Tactometria, sen Tetagmenometria, or the Geometry of Regulars
regularly proposed, after a new, most artificial, exact and expeditious Manner . . . with a most
exact and expedite way of Gauging, with sundry new and exact Experiments, and lastly an
A-Tactometrie, or an Appendix, for the most ready and exact discovering of the dimensionall

Quantity of any irregular kind of Body, with woodcuts and diagrams, 12mo. conte7nporary sheep

{rare), 15s E. Leybourn, 1650

5538 WYLDE (James) The Magic of Science : Easy and Instructive Scientific Experiments, tY^ws-

trated, cr. Svo. cl., g. e. {title and 2 plates inked), 2s 1861
1>7
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5539 WYLD (Samuel) The Pracitcal [sic] Surveyor, or the Art of Land-Measuring made Easy,

showing how to Survey any Piece of Land whatsoever, by the Plain-Table, Theodolite, or Circum-
ferentor, or, by the Chain only, likewise an easy Method of Protracting Observations made with
the Meridian, etc. etc., and Appendix, shewing how to Draw Buildings, etc. in Perspective, of
Levelling, and how to Measure standing Timber, 6th Ed., enlarged by a Careful Hand, with
folding plates, sm. 8vo. old sheep {binding wormed), 7s Qd 1769

5540 XIMENES (Leonardo, s.J.) Dissertazione intorno alle Osservazioni Solstiziali del 1775
alio Gnomone della Metropolitana Fiorentina ; with folding plate on copper, 4to. contemporary
Italian hf. calf, 8s Qd Livorno, \li^

' L'auteur y donne quelques corrections a son traite Del veccMo gnomone, et trouve que la diminution seculaire de
I'obliquite de I'ecliptique est d'environ 35", et non 50", ainsi que le supposaient la plupart des astronomes.'—£iog?'. Gen.

5541 Ristretto deir Osservazione dell' Eclissi Solare del di 17. Ottobre 1781, fatta in
Luogo detto Mezzomonte, 4to. (pp. 16), setvn, 4* Firenze, 1781

5542 Del Vecchio e Nuovo Gnomone Fiorentino, e delle Osservazioni Astronomiche, Fisiche,
ed Architettoniche fatte nel verificarne la Costruzione Libri IV, a quali premettesi una Intro-
duzione Istorica sopra la Coltura dell' Astronomia in Toscana ; with numerous copperplates
[some folding) , thick 4to.^we copy in hf. vellum, uncut, 14s ibidem. Stamp. Imper., 1757

' Contenant une foule d'observations curieuses sur Tastronomie, la physique et I'architecture.*—J3iog7\ Gen.

5543 YARNALL (M., u.s.N.) Catalogue of [10658] Stars observed at the U.S. Naval Observa-
tory [Washington], 1845-77, 2nd Ed., revised, 4to. sevm, Qs Qd Washington, 1878

5544 Another Copy ; with Catalogue of 1963 Stars, reduced to 1850.o, with Catalogue
of 290 Double Stars, the whole from Observations at Santiago, Chili, during 1850-2, by the U.S.
Naval Astronomical Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere, by Lt. James M. Qilliss—2 vols.

4to. in 1, hf. morocco gilt, 12^ 6c? ibidem, 1878-70
5545 YATES (James, f.r.s.) Remarks on the Formation of Alluvial Deposites [sic'], with 2

folding plates, 8vo. (pp. 41), sewn, 2s 6d [1831}
5546 Textrinum antiquorum : an Account of the Art of Weaving among the Ancients,

Part I (all pub.), on the Raw Materials, with Appendix on the Period of the Invention of
Linen Paper, on Felting, on Netting, on Pliny's Natural History, and on the Onomasticon of
Julius Pollux, with 16 plates (3 hand- coloured), and woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 10s Qd 1843

' Illustrating the minuteness and accuracy of his research ; with valuable appendixes.'

—

D. N. B.

YOLLAND (Col. William, r.e., f.r.s.) Geodesy—v. Mathematics (Nos. 2891-2), ante.

5547 YOUNG (Charles Augustus, Prof Astronomy, Princeton Univ.) The Sun, with front, and
numerous woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 5*) 1882 or '3

5548 Text-Book of General Astronomy for Colleges and Scientific Schools, with front, and
233 illustrations, 8vo. hf. roan {back damaged), 4s Boston [Mass.], 1889

5549 Reprint, withfrotit. and 233 illustrations, 8vo. hf. roan, 5s {p. 12s 6d) ib., 1893
5550 Revised [latest] Edition, with front, and 246 illustrations, 8vo. hf. roan. Is M

(p. 125 U) ib., 1899
One of the best general textbooks.

5551 YOUNG (Charles Frederick T., c.E.) The Economy of Steam Power on Common Roads,
with its History and Practice in Gt. Britain ; and its Progress in the United States, hy Alex. L.
Holley, C.E., and J. K. Fisher, with plates, and numerous woodcuts, post 8vo. hf. morocco gilt,

45 [1860]
5552 Fires, Fire Engines, and Fire Brigades, with History of Manual and Steam Fire

Engines, their Construction, Use, and M^a.uB.Q,en\Qi\t, folding plate and plan {linen-mounted), and
numerous fxdl-page and other woodcuts, 8vo. hf. calf gilt {nice copy), 85 Qd (p. £1. 45 in cl.) 1866

Published in the year in which the Metropolitan Fire Brigade came into being, as a result of the great fire in Tooley St.,

and valuable for the history on the subject which it contains.

5553 YOUNG (David) Observations upon Fire, with a View to the best and most expeditious
Methods of Extinguishing it, upon a New Plan, with or without Water, post 8vo. (pp. 48),

hf. brown calf extra, t. e. g. {rare), 8s 60? Edin., 1784
This pamphlet, containing a number of interesting suggestions, was unknown to Watt, Allibone, and Lowndes.

5554 YOUNG (Jacob William Albert, Chicago Univ.), and C. E. LINEBAB.GEB. : The Ele-
ments of the Differential and Integral Calculus, based on * Kurzgefasstes Lehrbuch u. s. w.
von W. Nernst und A. Schonflies ', with diagrams, 8vo. cl., 65 (p. IO5 Qd) 1900

6555 YOUNG (John Radford, Belfast College) Course of Elementary Mathematics, illustrated^

thick 8vo. cl., 35 1861 or '2

5556 Another Copy, in 2 vols. hf. calf gilt, As 1861
5557 Elementary Treatise on Algebra, Theoretical and Practical, with Appendix on

Probabilities and Life Annuities, enlarged Ed., fcap. 8vo. cl., 2s %d 1844
5558 Elements of the Differential Calculus, enlarged Ed., diagrams, fcap. 8vo. cl., Zs 1836
5559 Elements of the Integral Calculus, diagrams, fcap. 8vo. cl., 35 1831
5560 Elements of Geometry, with Notes, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 2s %d 1833
5561 Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, with its Applications to Naviga-

tion and Nautical Astronomy, and some Original Researches on Spherical Geometry by T. S.

Davies, f.r.a.s. ; revised and corrected by J. D. Williams; new Ed., diagrams: Mathemat-
ical Tables—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, cl. {cover stained), 35 Qd Philadelphia, 1835-3

5562 On the General Principles of Analysis : a Series of Original Investigations, Pt. I (all

pub.) : the Analysis of Numerical Equations, 8vo. (pp. 64), sewn {scarce), 35 Qd 1850
5563 On the Imaginary Roots of Numerical Equations ; with Investigation and Proof of

Newton's Rule, 8vo. (pp. 42), sewn, 2s Qd 1868
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5564 [YOUNG (John Radford, Belfast College)] Letter to the Earl of Clarendon in reference to
the Mathematical Professorship in the Queen's College for Ulster, by the late Professor of
Mathematics in Belfast College, 8vo. (pp. 42), sewn, 2s Qd [1850]

The very curious and remarkable story of the author's extrusion as an Episcopalian from his chair by the party deter-
mined • to make the College Presbyterian from the porter to the Principal '. All the other non-Presbyterian professors
shared the same fate, though the college was nominally undenominational.

5565 Mathematical Dissertations, for the Use of Students in the Modern Analysis, with
Improvements in the Practice of Sturm's Theorem in the Theory of Curvature, and in the
Summation of Infinite Series, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 5s 1841

5566 Mathematical Tables, comprehending the Logarithms of all Numbers from 1 to 30,600,
and the Natural and Logarithmic Sines and Tangents, computed to 7 Places of Decimals, with
other Tables useful in Navigation, etc. etc., narrow 8vo. c/., 2s 1839

5567 Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, in Theory and Practice, with Attempts to
facilitate the Finding of the Time and the Longitude at Sea, diagrams, fcap. 8vo. boards, 2s 1855

5568 On the Theory and Solution of Algebraical Equations, with the recent Researches
of BuDAN, Fourier, and Sturm, on the Separation of the Real and Imaginary Roots of Equations,
post 8vo. cl., or, hf. calf, 2s 6d 1835

5569 Second Edition, enlarged, 8vo. cL, 5s 1843
' Young rendered important service to English mathematical study by familiaring students with continental methods

of analysis. In 1S49, on the opening; of Queen's College, the Presbyterian party which controlled the professional nomina-
tions prevented Young's reappointment as professor in the new establishment. From that time he devoted himself mors
completely to the study of mathematical analysis, and made several original discoveries '.

—

D. iV. B.

5570 YOUNG (Thomas, m.d., f.r.s.) Miscellaneous Works : Vols. I and II, including his
Scientific Memoirs, etc., edited by George Peacock, f.r.s.. Dean of Ely, and v. Ill, Hiero-
glyphical Essays, and Correspondence, etc., ed. by John Leitch, with medallion portrait, and
numerous steel plates and woodcuts, 3 thick vols. 8vo. cL, uncut (scarce), £1. 10? 1855

5571 Another Copy, 3 vols., with Life by Dean Peacock, taithjine mezzotint portrait after
Sir T. Lawrence—i vols. 8vo. cl , or, hf. calf, £2. 2* 1855

The 'Scientific Memoirs' contain all the author's contributions to the ' Philosophical Transactions ' of the Royal Society,
and most of his articles in the Encyclopedia Britannica, Nicholson's and Brande's Journals, the Quarterly Review, and
Essays issued in different publications. They form, together with the 1845 Edition of the * Lectures ', with which they are
uniform in size, a complete collection of his works on natural science.

5572 Course of Lectures on Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts, first
edition, with 5Sfne copperplates (2 coloured)^ 2 thick vols. 4to. boards, uncut (scarce), £1. 10* 1807

5573 Another Copy, 2 vols, tree-calf, neudy and neatly rebacked, £1. 15*

__
The rare original edition, containing much matter left out in the edition of 1845, viz., 'Mathematical Elements of

Natural Philosophy, deduced from Axiomatical Principles' (pp. 8(5), the valuable 'Catalogue of Works relating to Natural
Philosophy, and the Mechanical Arts ' (pp. 434), and ' Miscellaneous Papers, reprinted [from the Philosophical Trans-
actions], with Corrections ' (pp. 162), uith 15 extra plates.

5574 New Edition, with References and Notes, by Philip Kelland, pr., f.r.s., with 43 fine
folding plates on copper (2 coloured), besides woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., ISs 1845 or n. d,

5575 Other Copies, 2 vols. hf. calf gilt, or, calf, 16s 6d
6576 Another Copy, 2 vols. hf. morocco extra (fine copy), £1. 1*

Containing the author's important investigations, giving his discovery of astigmatism, and of the principle of inter-
ference, which finally established the undulatory theory of light ; his theory of the tides, explaining more tidal phenomena
than any other adiranced before, his theory of capillary action, his researches in physiological optics, making him
the founder of that science, etc. etc,

[ ] Elementary Illustrations of the Celestial Mechanics of Laplace—v. Nos. 2447-8.
6577 Observations on Vision, with copperplates by Basire, 4to. (pp. 13), unbound, 5s 1793

The author's first work, which led to his election as F.R.S., in which he attributes the accommodating power of the
eye to a muscular structure of the crystalline lens.

* He was one of the most clear-sighted men who have ever lived, but he had the misfortune to be too greatly superior ia
sagacity to his contemporaries. They gazed at him with astonishment, but could not always follow the bold flights of his
intellect, ami thus a multitude of his most important ideas lay burled and forgotten . . . till a later generation in tardy
advance remade his discoveries and convinced Itself of the accuracy and force of his inferences '.—llelmholtz.

5578 ZACH (Franz Xaver Freiherr v.) Astronomical Observations, plate, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn,
2s 1784

5579 Correspondance Astronomique, G^ographique, Hydrographique, et Statistique;
with plates and tables, 15 vols. 8vo. in 14, boards (VERY scarce), £6. 6* Gfnes, 1818-26
a complkt* set, containing vol. 15, consisting of one number, which is often missing. This valuable publication con-

tains contributions by Bkssel, Bncke, G. B. Giordano, Littrow, Olbers, Plana, Santini, Admi.. W. H. Smytu, and the
Editor.

5580 Nouvelles Tables d'ABERRATiON et de Nutation, pour 1,404 I^toiles, avec una
Table g6n6rale d'Aberration pour les Planetes et les Comfetes, etc. etc. etc., 8vo. sewn, with
author's inscr. to L. Ciccolini, 4s Qd Marseille, 1812

' In 1812 de Zach gave an important extension of his previous labours by the publication of tables of aberration and
nutation.'— Pro/. R. Grant.

5581 Tables Abr^g^es et Portatives de la Lune, calcul^es pour le M6ridien de Paris d'apres
la Theorie de Laplace et les Constantes et Coufliciens de Burg, cr. 8vo. hf. calf, 3s Florence, 1809

5582 A Large Paper Copy, sq. 8vo. sewn, 3* 6rf

6583 Tables Abregees et Portatives du Soleil, calculees pour le Meridien de Paris sur les

Observations les plus r^centes d'aprfes la Theorie ,de M. La Place, 8vo., Large Paper ; sewn,
with author's inscr. to L. Ciccolini, Zs 6d ibidem, 1809

5584 ZALLINGEB (Johann Baptist, s.J.) De Ortu Frugum Dissertatio, ex Mechanismo
Plantarum deducta, propugnatur cum Positionibus ex Universa Physica a JOSEPHO DK
Sterzinger, 8vo. old calf, 4s (Eniponti, 1769

5585 ZECH (Julius) Tafeln derAdditions- und Subtractions-Logarithmen fUrsiKBENSTELLEN,
2. Autlage, roy. 8vo. hf. calf, 2s 6d Berlin, 1863
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5586 [ZACUTH (Abraham ben Samuel)] Almanack Perpetuum exactissime nuper emedatil

omniu CELI xMOTUUM, cum additionibus in eo factis tenens complementiim, cr. 4to. partly m gotl)tc
letter ; old parchment {some II. hadly stained) ; very rare, with contemporary MS. notes, £2. 2*

Venetiis, Petrus Liechtenstein, 1502
Not mentioned by Brunet or Poggendorf. ' Abraham Zacnth paroit meriter ime mention particuliere. 11 enseigna

I'astronomie a Salamanque et etoit observateur d'Emmanuel, roi de Portugal ... II pretend y [Almanach] reduire tous
les mouvoments celestes a des periodes qui ramenent les planetes a des points, ou recommencent de nouveau les menies
inegalites.'—iVfoniwcla.

5587 ZANOTTI (Francesco Maria, Bologna) Delia FoRZA de' Corpi che chiamano Viva, Libri tre

;

with folding plate, 8vo. old vellum {title mended), 4s Qd Bologna, 1752
a metaphysical argument, ' senza assumere dalla geometria ; no dalla meccanica altro, che le proposizione, piii note, e

piCi comuni.'

5588 Opere Scelte : with fine portrait, and folding plate ^ 2 thick vols. Svo. contemporary hf.
Italian inorocco gilt, lOs Milano,'\S\^

' Ce qu'il y a de meilleur des ouvrages de I'auteur en italien sur les lettres et les sciences a ete imprime sous le titre
Opere Scelte.'—Biogr. Gen.

5589 ZEIDLER (J., Berlin), and J. LUSTGARTEN, Manchester Univ.: Electric Arc Lamps,
with 16 plates, and 163 other illustrations, 8vo. cl., 3s dd (sells 5s nett) 1908

5590 ZEITSCHRIFT ftir INSTRUMENTENKUNDE : Organ fiir Mittheilungen aus dem
gesammten Gebiete derwissenschaftlichen Technik, Redakteur: Georg Schwirkus, I. Jahr-
GANG ; with numerous woodcuts, impl. Svo. hf. red morocco gilt, Qs (p. M. 18 unbound) Berlin, 1881

5591 ZENKER (Wilhelm) Lehrbuch der Photochromie (Photographie der natlirliclien Farben),
neu lierausg. von B. Schwalbe ; with portrait, coloured plate, and other illustrations, Svo. new
hf. cl., 3s (p. M. 4 sewn) Braunschweig, 1900

Including ' Lebenslauf und Vorzeichniss der wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten Zenker's von G. Krech.'
5592 ZETJNER (Gustav Anton, Zurich) Treatise on Valve-Gears, with Special Consideration of

the LiNK-MoTiONSof Locomotive Engines, trans, by Moritz Muller, 3rd Ed., enlarged, ivith

b folding plates, and numerous woodcuts, Svo. cl., 3s (p. 12s) 1869
5593 ZEXJTHEN (Hieronymus Georg, Univ. Copenhagen) HiSTOiRE des Mathematiques dans

I'Antiquite et le Moyen Age, Ed. tran9aise, revue et corrigee par I'Auteur, traduite par Jean
Mascart ; with diagrams, Svo. sevm, 5s 6c? (p. F. 9 nett) 1902

5594 ZIWET (Alexander, Univ. Michigan) Elementary Treatise on Theoretical Mechanics,
Part I : Kinematics, with 78 diagrams, Svo. cl., 5s (p. Ss Qd nett) 1893

5595 Part III : Kinetics, with 55 diagrams, Svo. cl., 5s (p. 8s Qd nett) New York, 1894
5596 ZONCA (Vittorio, architetto di Padova) Novo Teatro di Machine et Edificii per varie et

SICURE Operationi, CO le loro Figure tagliate in Kame e la Dichiaratione e Dimostratione di
ciascuna, prima edizione ; with engraved title, and 44 large and fine etchings of a variety of
machinery, folio, old vellum (one plate slightly damaged, another mended, and some stained on
margin) ; RARE, £1. 5s Padova, P. Bertelli, 1607

5597 NuovA Edizione : with engraved title and 44 large and fine etchings {good impressions),
folio, cl. {some II. mended, out a sound copy), £1. 5s ibidem, F. Bertelli, 1621

5598 Altra Edizione ; with engraved title, and fine impressions of the 44 large and fine
etchings, folio, old Italian vellum (FINE COPY), £1. 15s ih., a. e., 1656

'A very rare work on machinery, displaying the wonderful inventions of the author, including those for various mills,
copperplate and printing presses, a smoke-jack for roasting, etc. Among the rest is a spianing-jenny, identical with the
one patented over a century later in England, the lionour of inventing which certainly belongs to the ingenious Italian,
whose countrymen seem to have given themselves little trouble to claim justice for Zonca.'—Ii57-i Catalogue. The last
machine illustrated represents a monster siphon for perpetual motion, which is described in Dircks's ' Perpetuum Mobile ',

2ud series. ' Ce recueil peut etre consulte avec fruit par ceux qui voudraient imiter actuellement quelques produits des
manufactures de I'epoque oi\ vivait I'auteur.'

—

G. Libri.

5599 ZUOCHI (Niccolo, s.J.) Nova de Machinis Philosophia, in qua, Paralogismis Antiquae
detectis, explicantur Machinarum .Vires Unico Principio, singulis immediato ; accessit Ex-
CLUSIO Vacui contra Nova Experimenta, contra Vires Machinarum ; Promotio Philosophise
Magneticfe ex ea novum Argumentum contra Systema Pythagoricum ; with numerous woodcuts,
sm. 4to. limp Italian vellum (RARE), £1. 5s Eomce, 1649

The ' exclusio vacui ' is not contained in the first edition of 1646.
The author was the first to construct a reflecting telescope, and according to Bailly, the first to discover spots on

Jupiter.

5600 ZUCHETTA (Giovanni Battista, cittadino Genovese) Prima Parte della Arimmetica, per
la quale con mirabile Ordine, e nuove Regole si risolve con niirabile Facilita ogni Dubbio
Mercantesco, con un Trattato che risolve qualunque quesito bisognoso a Zecchieri, Orefici, et

Argentari ; ivith etched portrait^ cet. 48, on title, folio, old limp vellum {back of binding damaged,
title slightly defective and mended, and one I. inked and holed); very rare, £2. 2s Brescia, 1600

' Apprezzato come uno dei migliori trattati di aritmetica mercantile'.

—

Riccardi. The first part was the only one ever
issued. The work was seemingly unknown to Prof, de Morgan, who only mentions the author's name in the index to his
' Arithmetical Books '.

5601 ZYL (Johannes van) Theatrum Machinarum Universale, of groot algemeen Moolen-
Boek, behelzende de Beschryving en Afbeeldingen van allerhande Soorten van Moolens, derzelver

Opstallen en Gronden . . . nevens eene naauwkeurige Afbeelding van de Amsterdamsche Modder-
Moolens, enz. ; with vignette and 62 fine folding plates on copper by Jan Schenk, impl. folio,

boards, £1. Is
"

' Amsterdam, 1761

6602 Laatste en beste Druk ; with vignette, and 64 folding plates on copper, 2 vols. impl.

folio in 1, handsomely bound in hf. crimson morocco extra, g. e. (very fine copy), £2. 15s

ibidem [c. 1770]
The most sumptuous work ever published on Windmills, which were brought to perfection by stress of circumstances

in Holland. This edition contains 2 plates which were not issued with the foregoing one.



Portrait of Dr Thomas Young, discoverer of the p.inciple of Interference.
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5603 ABBATT (Richard, f.r.a.s.) The Elements of Physical Astronomy, wUh diagrams, 8vo.

5604 Tlie Principles and Practice of Linear Perspective, divested of all DifficuUy,/ro«r.,
and 49 woodcuts, 8vo. cL, 3^ \<^\

5605 ABBOT (Col. Henry Larcom, U. S. Army) Notes on Electricity in Military and
Industrial Engineering ; 2n(l Ed., with Chapter on Electric Li^htin^ by John Millis, Mipiates,
8vo. hf. calf neat, 3* Battalion of Engineers' Press [New Vork\, 1888

5606 ABBOTT (Arthur Vaugrhan, c E ) The Electrical Transmission of Energy : a Manual
for the Desifrn of Electrical Circuits, with 9folding plates {in pocket), and numerous other iilustra-
tions, larj;e Svo , c/., 7* 6rf (p. £1.5* nett) Ifete York, 1805

5607 [ABBOTT (Edwin Abbott, d.d.)] Flatland: a Romance of Many Dimensions, by
A Square, vnth illustrations by tJu Author, or. 4to. parchment wrapper, uncut {mnrcs), %i 9d ISSii

' Flatland irt inhabittnl by a race whuse iiha|>e in that of Kt'Oinetncal flffurea. The women ars stn^t llnw. Um mM vmry
from triangles in the lower onleni to circles in the highest . . . Mueho? it will b« roMl with mnMwicnt,M mtin. bytlMM

Flatland in inhabit^Hl by a race whuse iiha|>e in that of Kt'onietrical flffurea. The women ars stn^t llnw. Um mM vmry
n triangles in the lower onleni to circles in the higheat . . . Mueho? it will be roMl with mnewncnt,M mtin. bytlMM

who do not appreciate its Kcientitic bearing; . . . The aasumptJonuf the author la worked out with wonderfol oottritteaej,
and his niathematica are thoroughly aound.'—.Spwtaior.

5608 ABBOTT (Thomas King^mill, d.d.. T.CD.) Elementary Thboby of the Tides: the Panda-
mental Theorems demonstrated without Mathematics, 2nd [last] Ed., 12mo. el , Is Qd 1901

5609 ABDANK-ABAKANOWICZ (Brtmo) Les Int^grapurr : la Courl>e Int^^'rmleet •«« Applica*
tions; Etude sur un NOUVEAU SvsTkME d'INTI^GRATEURS M^CANIQUKS ; wUh 90 woodcuts, roy.
Svo. s^wn, with author's inscr., 3« 1886

5610 ABEL (Emil) Hvrociii.oRiTE und ELEKTRiscilE Bleichb. Theorie der elektrochembebea
Darstelluni; von Bleichlaujje ; 10 illustrations, roy. Svo. sewn, 3s HaUe, 19U5

5611 ABEL (Niels Henrik) (Kuvre.s CoMPLkTES, avec Notes et Ddveloppenienta [et Notieet tor la
Vie de I'Auteur] par IJ. HoLMiiOE, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, hf morocco neat, 12» Ocf Christiania, 1839

5612 NouvELLE Edition, publiee aux Frais de I'Ktat Norv6gien, par L. Sylow et 8. Lll,
2 vols. 4to. hf calf gilt, £l.2sGd Mdem^ 1881

Containing ' Abel'H Theon-in ', the author'8 dincovery of a comnioo property of the intaKraU of all algebraic aquationa,
thus creating tlie basiit fur the investigation of * Abel'ii Functionii', which were elaborated by Hiemaun an<l Wd«>riti«a«.
He was aUo the finit to prove clearly (as tlrst loosely demonstrated by Rufflni in 17911 [v. 4127, ante]), the impcKUlMlit/
of solving algebraic equationK of a higher than the fourth degree.

' Abel criticize<l the use of infinite series, and discovered the well-known theorem which funiislied a teat for Um
validity of the result obtainwl by multiplying one infinite series by another.'

5613 : Lucas de Peslouan (Charles) N.-H. Abel: sa Vie et son (Kuvrk; with portrait, %wo
cl, 2? Qd (p. F. 5 nett) 190

5614 ABEBCBOMBY (Hon. Ralph) INSTRUCTIONS for Observing Cix)UDS on I^nd and Sea,
illustrated, Svo. sewn, \s 6d 188M

5815 Three Essays on Australian Weather, with 4 plates, and numerous weather-charts,
8vo. cl., with author's inscr , 5* Sudney, 1896

5616 Weather : a Popular Expositionof the Nature of Weather Changes from Day to Day.
post Svo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 5*) 1887

5617 ABNET (Sir William de Wiveleslie, B.E., p.rs.) Emulsion Processes in Pbotocrapry,
woodcuts, or. Svo. sewn, 2s 6d 1878

5618 Instruction in Photo<".raphy, first edition, with woodcuts, cr. 8vo. Hwn, 2s 6d 1874
5619 Third Edition [much enlarged], with 2 plates, and numerous woodcuts, or. Svo. sewn,

2s 1876
5020 Fourth Edition, with woodburitype portrait, plate, and numerous woodcuts, cr. 8vo.

sewn, 2s 6d 1879
5021 r ] Notes on the Chemistry of Building Matrriaus, with woodcuts, 8?o. imierUaved;

hf calf, ^ Chatham, 1876

5022 Photography, with 9 woodcuts, 12mo. (pp. 32), sewn, \s6d 1870

5323 The Practical Working of tlie Gelatine Emulsion Process, woodcuts, er. 8vo. sewm,

2s 1880

5624 Rkcent Advances in Photography (Cantor Lectnret, 1882), illustrated, 12nio. sewn,

2s 1889
-,025 , and Harry Perry ROBINSON : The Art and Practice of SiLVis Paivniia, with

silver-print front., and 31 woodcuts, cr. Svo, tewti, 2* 6</ 1881

5620 ABRAHAM (Henri) Recueil d'Exp^RiESCKs l^:LliMENTAiRES de Physique, pabli* avec la

C'oUahoiation de noinhreux Physiciens ; with numerous woodcuts, 2 voU. Svo. buikram, t e.g., with

Dr. Emil Reich's bookplate, Sj 6c/ 1904

5627 ABULFEDA (Ismail-ibn-Ali) CnoRASMi^. etMawaralnahrje, iLe. Ragionnm extra Flaviura

Oxum, Descriptio, Arabice et Latine [edente Joanne Gravio], 4to. old calfgilt (joints cracked) ;

rare ; with auto, oj Anquetil Duperron (Orientalist), £1. 5s Londini, 1640

The first printkd kditiox of any pirt of the author's celebrated Geos'apbj.
• Outre I'ensfnible du «y«t*me glogrephlqu* de« OHenUnx quelle prMante, ainti que la dtrision de la t«rT»w

(

et IcR Ubles de latitude* et lonKltu<leii, on y trouve unc de«:rlptljn d^tatllte d«e m«r», dee lace, dee fleavee, dee r-

de.H royanines et des villee.'— iJiojrr. f;^»i. „« . « « . »_
Bound up is : Bpochab Cklbbriorck, AamoyoMis, Hwtoricis, CHBOjroLootcia, Chatakmua, SjrnMJrMeonUD, Arabatn.

Persarum, Chorasmioruin, u«lut« (Arabice et L»Une), ex traditlone Vulgi Beigii, aae primtu pttWlcarlt, r«:#n«alt, at

Coramentariis illustravit Joha«se8Gravic9, Loiidiai, /. /Te»»rr, 1650.
,..<».,., w .- * ^v

The editor of both work? wan Joh.v Orkavih, Sariliaa profeeMr of astrooomj, Own., 1001^51 (». Jfa. l«ie, aiOt).
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5628 ACCUM (Friedrich Christian) Culinary Chemistry, exhibiting the Scientific Principles of

Cookery, with concise Instructions for preparing good and wholesome Pickles, Vinegar Conserves,
Fruit Jellies, Marmalade, etc. etc. ; with the Chemical Constitution and Nntricive Qualities of
different Kinds of Food, prettily colouredfront, of kitchen-range, etc. and vignette on title, post 8vo.
cl., U7icut (rare), lOs 6d E. Ackermann, 1821

5629 Description of the Process of Manufacturing Coal Gas, for the Lighting of Streets,

Houises, and Public Buildings, with Elevations, Sections, and Plans of the most improved sorts of

Apparatus now employed at the Gas Works in London, and the principal Provincial Towns of

Gt. Britain, with comparative Estimates, exhibiting the most Economical Mode of procuring this

species of Light, first edition, with coloured front., and Qfine COLOURED FOLDING plates, large
8vo. original figured boards, uncut {nice copy) ; SCARCE, £1. 155 1819

6630 Second Edition, with coloured front. , and Qfine coloured folding plates, large 8vo.
originalfigured boards, uncut {back defective, otherwise a FINE COPY), £1. 7* 6d 1820

this forms to a certain extent a supplement to the ' Practical Treatise on Gas Light ' ((/. v. infra), and treats the subject
wholly from a technical standpoint. These two works together form a complete treatise on the state of the science in its

very infancy, while the fine illustrations depict most accurately the methods and apparatus used at the time, and form an
unusual series of ' Ackermann Plates '.

The di.scovery of coalgas was due to John Clayton, Dean of Kildare, who communicated his experiments to the Hon.
Robert Boyle some time before 1691. It was first employed for lighting purposes by Lord Dundonald in 1787, and on a
larger scale by William Murdoch, who in 1798 lit up a part of Boulton & Watt's Manufactory at Hoho, Birmingham.

5631 Elements of Crystallography, after the Method of Hauy ; with, or without, Series of

Geometrical Models, both Solid and Dissected, ivith 4 copperplates {stained or foxed), and
woodcut figures, 8vo. hoards, uncut, Qs 1813

The first English treatise on Crystallography on the structural theory, based on Hauy's epoch-making work.

5632 Practical Treatise on Gas-Light ; exhibiting a summary Description of the
Apparatus and Machinery best calculated for illuminating Streets, Houses, and Manufactories,
with Carburetted Hydrogen, or Coal Gas ; with Remarks on the Utility, Safety, and General
Nature of this new branch of Civil Economy, 3rd Ed., ivith 7 fine COLOURED plates (2 folding)^
and 2 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. boards, uncut (SCARCE), £1. 10^ R. Ackermann, 1816

5633 Fourth [last] Edition, with 7 fine coloured plates (2 folding), and 2 woodcuts,
large 8vo. boards, uncut, £1. 7* Qd apud eundem, 1818

This important work is the first practical treatise on gas liohtino, and was immediately translated into German,
French, and Italian. The author was engineer of the London Chartered Gaslight and Coke Co., formed in ISIO, and ' it is

said that the prompt adoption of this mode of lighting in London and other large cities was greatly due to his Practical
Trtatine on Gas Light.'—D. N. 11.

The above two editions, besides a few additions, contain an interesting preface : 'A large part of London is illuminated
with Gas-Light, more than 4000 Argand's lamps now burn coal gas in this metropolis . . . The total length of main pipes
deposited in the streets of London, for conveying carburetted hy<lrogen gas, exceeds 20 miles.' Some of the plates illustrate

early gas-fittings in private houses, some of which are not in quite such bad taste as might be expected.

5634 Traite Pratique de I'Eclairage par le Gaz Inflammable, contenant une Description
sommaire de I'Appareil et du Mecanisme employes pour I'lllumination h, I'aide du Gaz Hydrogene
Carbure, tire du' Charbon de Terre, traduit sur la 3® Ed. anglaise, public et augmente par F. A.
WiNSOR ; with 8 folding plates, 8vo. sewn, uncut, with inscr. ' de lAuteur a Monsieur Briotte ' on
title (scarce), 15* 1816

The first treatise on gas-lighting in French, and specially interesting for the preface by Frederick Albert Winsor, one of
the pioneers of gas-lighting, then engaged in introducing it in Paris.

This translation contains several interesting pieces by Win.sor, which are not contained in the English original [q. v. nupra'l.

5635 Treatise on the Adulterations of Food, and Culinary Poisons, exhibiting the
Fraudulent Sophistications of Bread, Beer, Wine, S])irituous Liquors, Tea, Cofi'ee, Cream, Con-
fectionery, Vinegar, Mustard, Pepper, Cheese, Olive Oil, Pickles, etc., and Methods of detecting
them, 2nd Ed., with sinister vignette on title, 12mo. hf. morocco gilt {nice copy) ; rare, 10s 6d 1820
a horrible exposure of a state of attairs which continued for very many years till the appearance of Dr. Hassall. It

contains accounts cf a number of adulterators convicted, with their fines—as defrauding the revenue—not as ptnsoning
the public.

5636 Treatise on the Art of Brewing, exhibiting the London Practice of Brewing Porter,

Brown Stout, Ale, Table Beer, and other Malt Liquors, first edition^ with coloured front, and
vignette, post 8vo. boards, uncut {scarce), 8s 6d 1820

' My main object has been to divest the art of brewing of the mystery iu which it has been involved by interested
persons '.

—

Preface.

5637 Treatise on the Art of Making Wine from Native Fruits : the Chemical Principles

on which it depends, the most suitable Fruits, and the Method of Preparing them, with coloured

vignette, 12mo. hf. calf extra, with bookplate of Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.R.S. {rare), 8* Qd 1820
Tne author wrote many works on a great variety of chemical subjects, nearly all of which have kept some value and are

now scarce. See Nos. 17-27 for other works by him.

5638 ACHABD (Franz Carl) Sammlung physikaliscuer und chymischer Abhandlungen,
I. Band ; with plate, 8vo. sewn, Zs 6d Berlin, 1784

The author is well known as having introduced the process of manufacturing sugar from beetroot.

5G39 AGKLAND (William) How to Take Stereoscopic Pictures, including detailed Account
of the Apparatus, and minute Description of the Collodio-Albumen, Fothergill's, and Powell's

Dry Process, 3rd Ed., urith 20 woodcuts, 12rao. sewn {scarce), 5s 6d 1859

5640 ADAMS (George, Sen.) Treatise describing the Construction and the Use of new Celestial

and Terrestial Globes ; with a Great Variety of Astronomical and Geographical Problems, 30th
Ed., with Preface and Additions by Dudley Adams, with 14 copperplates, 8vo. boards, 5s 6d 1810

Last edilion of this once popular work. The dedication to the King is, according to Boswell, by Dr. Johnson.

5641 ADAMS (William Henry Davenport) Lighthouses and Lightships : their Construction
and Organization, with plates and woodcuts, cr. 8vo. calf gilt, 2s &d 1870

5642 The Story of our Lighthouses and Lightships, withwoodcutsandmap, cr. 8vo. cl.,2s 1891
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^^** ^S^^® (George [the Younger], mathematical instilment maktr to His Majesty), Cataloguf

of Mathematical and Philosophical Ixstrumexts, ina<le and sold l.v, Svo. (nn 8) sewn
{rare), 3s 6c?

*^'
' " j^gy

56i5 Essay on Electricity, explaining the Principles of that Useful Sc-ience, and describing'
the Instruments, contrived to illustrate the Theory, or to render the Practice entertainin«' • with
Letter from Mr. John Birch, Surgeon, on Medical Electricity, 5th Ed., by VVilham^Jonks.
imth Q folding copperplates, thick 8vo. boards, 6« 6rf I799

Chiefly valuable for giving a full account and illuslrationa of the electriral machines then iu uw. At end ix 'A
Catalogue f»f Optical, Matheuiatical, and Philosophical Instruuientj*, made and sold by W. and 8. Jone« '

(pp hi)
5646 Essays on the Microscope : a practical Description of the most Improved Micro8co|>e8,

General History of Insects, View of the Organization of Timlier, and the Conliguration of SalU
under the Microscope ; 2nd Edition, with considerable Additions by Frederick Kanmacher,
F.L.S., vith fine allegorical mezzotint front, (uxiter stained), tliick 4to., boardx, uncut : and Atlasl
containing 31 large andfine copperplates, oblong folio, old calf, newly rtbaeked {lixwv.), £1. \s 1798-87

5647 Geometrical and Graphical Essays, containing a Description of the Mathematical
Instruments used in Geometry, Surveying, Levelling and PerKi>ective, with many new Problems,
first edition, with ^Z fine folding plates on copper, thick 8vo old calf, newly rebacked (fine ccpy),
10* 6rf 1791

5648 Third Edition, corrected and enlarged by William Jonks, with 'i& folding plaU* on
copper, 8vo. hf. calf, 8s 18(K|

' He wrote largely on the use of mathematical imttrumentii, and hia book* on Uiat Ruhirct were hiuhly \>alurd.*

5649 . Plates to the Geometrical and Graphical Essays. 2nd Edition, by Wiluam Jonrs.
3ifolding plates on copper {good impressions), 8vo. old calf (joints cracked), 5s Qd 1797

Interesting as giving minute and accurate illuxtrationa of the scientific instrumeutji in uu: at the tim«. At •»<! Is a
'Catalo^rue of Optical, Mathematical, and Philosophical Instruments, made and »uld by W. and H. Jones '(pp. U).

5650 ADAMS (John Couch, f.rs. ; discoverer of Neptune] Explanation of the Oiiservkd Irreg-
ularities in tlie Motion of Uranus on the HyiK)thesi8of Disturbances caused by a morediBlant
Planet, with a Determination of the Mass, Orbit, and Position of the Di«turbing Uody, large 8vo.

(pp. 31), sewn, with inscr. by W. S. Stratford, F.R.S. {very scarce), 10* Orf 1840
This is the important paper on which is based the author's claim to tlie discovery of Neptune. ' It stirred wld«>spr««tl

excitement. A lonR and bitter controversy ensued. The scientific world split Into ^Adamits' and 'auti'Adainitn
'

factions.'—A/i.>w A. M. Clerke.

5651 On the Secular Variation of the Moon's Mean Motion, roy.4to. (pp. 10), sewn, with
inscr. and letter to H. E. J. Howard, Dean of Lichfield, 12* 6rf 1853

' Demonstruting the incompleteness of Laplace's explanation of the phenomenon. ThU was highly displeasing to
French (;eometcrs ; but the attacks of Plana, Hansen, and Pontccoulant left unshaken ooncltuions which were iudepeodcDtly
verified by Delaunay, Cayley, and Sir J. W. Lub»>ock,'—J/i*/» A. M. CUrke.

Added is a very interesting autot.raph lettbr from the author (pp. 4), dated Feb. 1(J, 1888, to Dean Howard, on Sir
R. S. Ball's great tidal wave theory of the origin of the moon.

505^ ADAMS (William Bridges) English Pleasure Carriages : with the Construction of
Common Roads and Bailroads, and tiie Public Vehicles used on them, also Descriptions of

New Inventions, tvith numerous plates and woodcuts, 8vo., cl., uncut (scarce), 17* 6rf 1837
' He was an ingenious and prolific inventor in the early days of railroa^ls. The invention by which ha is best known is

the fish-Joint for the rails of railways, still universally used. Adams also «iri«inat«Hl many valuable inipnivemenU In rulJinx

stock, and did n>uch to reduce the inordinate weiKht of the earlier IocduioUvhm. . . . liasidcs |«t*iit* connected with
railways he pat6nte<l iinprovenieuts in carriages for common mads, iu ship nropuUion ', etc. etc.— /i, .Y. li.

5653 KoADS and Kails, and their Sequences, Physical and Moral, large post Svo. cl., tit 1803
Containing much interesting hiHt<iric«l matter In connexion with early railway engineering.

5654 ADAMSON (William) The Discovery of the Universal Principle of Dividing the Cm-
cumference of the Circle, or any Part of it, into a given Numl)er of Equal Parts, by a New
Instrument called the Cyclometer, unth plate, 8vo. (pp. 44), sewn, 6* 1815

' The discovery of the principle of the instrument arose from the idea that a circle can be traly meMured bj a drde
only.'—P. 3. The work is rare, and unknown to Watt, Lowndes, or AlHbone.

5655 ADCOGK (Henry, c.E.) Rules and Data for the Steam Engine, both Stationary aod Loco-

motive, and for Railways, Canals, and Turnpike-Roads: the most recent ( onstraction, and the

Errors of Patentees from their not being acquainted with the Practical Dei>artmenU of

En;;ineerin}:, feap. Svo. boards, 5* 18:t9

5656 ADHi:MAB (Joseph Alphonse) Traiti^: complet d'ABlTHM^TlQUB. 2» Ed.. '84: Prony
(Baron de) Instruction sur I'Usage des Tables de Logarithmks: Chevalier (Au^te)
Traite ^l^menUire de Mi^XANlQUE, 2« Ed. ; with plates—3 vols. 24mo. in 1, aUfgilt, with book-

plate of Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A., 5* 1834

5857 Ai:BOSTATE, Description de 1', derAcADiJ:MiE de Dijon, contenant le Detail d«i PROctote,

la Theorie des Operations, les Dessins des Machines et les Proce«-Verl»aux d'Exp^RiENCBS.

Le tout extrait du Compte Rendu a cett« So(i6t<i par IX)UIs BebtraKD CirvTON DE MoRVEAU,
Francois de Chaussier. et rABBii Hertranu, suivi dun Essai sur I'Application de U
DtcouvERTE de MM. de Montoolfier, a I'Extraction des Eaux des Mines; wUh 4 folding

copperplates illustrating the construction andfilling of Balloons, 8vo. (pp. 232). sewn (VERY BARE).

£2. 12* 6r; />i;oM, 1784

This very rare work, which was unknown to Ilatlon Tumor, was mainly composeil by OM)-ton de Moryeau, f be oele*

brated chemist and collaborator of Lavoisier, whose researches, as embodied In the above voluiae. caused the sangulM

French Governinent to form a ' corps d'a^roatiem mlHtalres,' ... . ^ ,, . .» , ^
• Guyton etait montc k plusieurs reprises avec labb* Bertrand dans le ballon k icaz infUramable constnilt par lea aolns

de rAcademic de Dijon. 11 avait fait con««tn»lre, pour easayer de le diri(r'>r. -<"•• ..-'•>.>•.» aniiee dn quatre ramea. Au
moment du depart, un coup de vent endomn.agea Vanpareil et mit dotix ;

•<'.
^
Gependaot. Ouyt^in assure

avoir produit avec les deux rames qui resUient un efret sensible sur les ;: '?'." , "^V^"'! .u. «^.i..,
Guyton de Morveau therefor* appears to be the first to suggest the di. .k...... .,-,....., ..nd to luve fouad tJie weather

as unsportsmanlike as it is to-day.

A full account of this ascent is given in the above work.
^
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5659 AEBEO-STATICA : Relazione dell' Esperienza Aereo-Statica, eseguita in Bologna,

li 22 Agosto 1804, 12nio. (pp. 37), sewn {rare), lOs 6d Bologna [1804]
Unknown to Mr. Hatton Turnor.

5660 AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY of GT. BRITAIN, First, Second, Fourth, and Fifth
Annual Reports of the (1866-7, '69-70), tvith 2 plates, and woodcuts, 4 vols. cr. 8vo. sewn (very
SCARCE), £2. 2s 1866-70

The first vohune is entitled 'Aerial Locomotion ', and contains interesting experiments with flying machines.

5661 AEROSTATICS; or a History of Balloons: giving an Account of the Aerial Voyages,
Observations, and Discoveries in France, England, Ireland, and Scotland, with the Practice of
Aerostation, explaining the Art of Constructing, Inflating, and Navigating Air Balloons, and
the Uses they may be applied to, particularly that by which the French gained the Battle of

Fleurus, with fine coloured front, {folding) of a balloon and parachute, post 8vo. (pp. 55),
marbled boards, uncut, £1. 15* printedfor the author, 1802

Very rark, and unknown to Hatton Tumor, Watt, or Lowndes, At end are accounts of ascents by R. C. Sowdkn and
E. H. Locker.

5662 AEROSTATION : the Article (18 columns) from Nicholson's * British Encyclopedia ',

with copperplate by Lowry, 8vo. unbound, 5s 1808
5663 DISPLAYED; containing a Circumstantial and Authentic Account of the most

celebrated Aerial Voyages that have been performed in France and England from the first

Invention of the Air Balloons, to the present Time, from the most authentic Documents, with
their probable UsES in Philosophical and Commercial Pursuits, the most improved Method of
Making and Filling Balloons, etc. etc., with coloured etching of Garnerin and Sowden's balloon,
June 28, 1802 (? INSERTED), 8vo. (pp. 56), sew)i {title mounted, and plate apparently, wanting),
£1.5s [c. 1802]

Vkry rare, and unknown to Hatton Turnor, Watt, Lowndes, etc. It contains accounts of all the important English
Ascents, from Lunardi's on Sept. 15th 1784 to Garnerin and Locker's in 1S02, and chapters on 'General Principles of
Aerostation ', ' Probable Uses of Air Balloons ', ' of the Construction of Air Balloons ', etc.

56C4 AGRICOLA (Georgius) Bergwerck Buch : darinnen nicht allein alle Empter, Instrument,
Gezeug, und alles, so zu disem Handel gehorig, sondern auch, wie ein rechtverstandiger Bergmann
seyn soil, und die Gang ausszurichten seyen . . . Item, wie das Gold vom Silber, und das
SiLBER vom Gold . . . zu scheiden sey . . . durch Philippum Bechium gut verteutscht, und
nun zum andern mal gedruckt ; with very good impressions of the numerous large woodcuts of
mining and metallurgy, folio, new hf. calf antique (fine copy); rare, £3. \5s Basel, 1621

5665 De Re Metallica Libri XII, ouibus Officia, Instrumenta, Machin^e, ac omnia denique
ad Metallicam spectantia, non modo luculentissime describuntur, sed et per Effigies, suis Locis
insertas, adjunctis Latinis, Germanicisque Appellationibus ita ob Oculos ponuntur, ut clarius
tradi non possint ; ejusdem de Animantibus Subterraneis Liber, ab Auctore recognitus, cum
Indicibus diversis, quicquid in Opere tractatum est, pulchre demonstrantibus ; with very numerous
large and well-executed woodcuts, folio, contemporary pressed vellum, ornamented with figures and
floral borders {some II. slightly stained, and blank side margin of title and about 20 pp. somewhat
worn, otherwise a fine and tall copy), £7. ibidem, H. Frobenius et N. Episcopius, 1556

5666 Editio Altera ; omnibus nunc iterum ad archetypum diligenter restituta et castigata
;

WITH unusually FINE AND CLEAN IMPRESSIONS of the numerous woodcuts, 1561 : De Ortu et
Causis Subterraneorum Lib. V. De Natura eorum qua3 effluunt ex Terra Lib. I III.

De Natura Fossilium Lib. X. De Veteris et Novis Metallis Lib. II. Bermannus, sive de
Re Metallica Dialogus Lib. I. Interpretatio Germanica Vocum Rei Metallic^, addito
DuPLici Indice, altero Rerum, altero Locorum, omnia cum baud pcpnitenda accessione recens
recognita—2 vols, folio in 1, old {^Italian) calf extra, with fine gold-tooled ornament in centre
(very fine copies, but title of ^ De Ortu ' slightly soiled, some MS. notes on margin, and afew II.

in the same vol. slightly wormed on blank margin), £12. 125 ib., apud eosdem, 1561-58
The above copies, save for the slight defect mentioned in the first-named, are in unusually fine condition, nearly all

copies occurring for sale being more or less browned. These early fditions contain moreover the best impressions of the
fine woodcuts, which are greatly inferior in those published in the XVlIth Century.

The work is becoming rapidly rare and increasing in value, a copy of the little-valued German translation having
fetched £7. 15s at auction only a few months ago.

' It remained for a long time the most important textbook of mineralogy ... It is characterised by a clearness of
expression, a temperate conception of the operations described, and a distinct description both of the apparatus employed
and the processes followed—qualities which stamp Agricola as a true investigator. It was through this work that the
more important operations in the working up of ores for their metals first became generally known ; and Agricola was likewise
the first to explain intelligibly the manufacture of other products obtained by smelting, and of various preparations of
technical importance.'

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer. The woodcuts illustrating the work are remarkably good, and important as
the first exhaustive pictorial account of the machinery and processes in Mining and Metallurgy then in vogue.

The author, whose real name was Bauer, was the first to give a full account of the chemistry of metals. He also
discovered bismuth, and in mineralogy distinguished between simple and compound minerals, the first of which he
divided into earth.«, concretions, stones, and metals. In ' De Re Metallica' th3 aulhor states that mineral sub.stances may
be recognised by the colouring of a flame on burning them— the first suggestion of blow-pipe analysis.

5667 AGBIPPA [von NETTESHEIM] (Heinrich Cornelius) Of the Vanitie and Uncer-
taintie of Artes and Sciences: Englished by Ja[mes] San[ford], Gent., sm. 4to., tlarft Uttrr,

old calf {pp. 92-103 wanting, and afew pp. stained on margin) ; RARE, 15* Henrie Bynneman, 1575
There is no copy of this edition in the British Museum.

566S Another Edition [with Life], with portrait by Burnford, 12mo. hf calf gilt {title

slighly mended, but a very sound copy), 15* G. Blount, 1684
5669 Later Edition [with Life], large 12mo. tall copy in contemporary calf, \0s 6d 1694

' It was a work of high reputation in its day, and will always remain a monument of his great ability' (Rose) ; but is

perhaps of most Interest as a satirical but true picture of th9 state of science during the early part of tke Sixteenth
Century, which landed its author in prison.
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5670 AGNESI (Maria Gaetana, Univ. Bologna) Analytical Institutions, trans, by John
COLSON, pr., F.R.S., now first printed, from the Translator's MS., under the Inspection of John
Hellins, pr., F.R.S., with numerous diagrams, 2 vols. 4to. boards, uncut, 8s 1801

5671 Another Copy, 2 vols, in 1, calf gilt, 10* 6d
Although containing no important discoveries, the work long formed a valued text-book, and is remarkable as the first

work on the subject writU^n by a woman.

5672 AGUOCHIA (Lattanzio, aritmetico Bolognese) II COMPUTISTA Pagato, per trouare in vn
subito il eonto fatto di qualunciue sorte di paj,'aniento che si faccia, cosi ii yiorni, come h mesi, et
anno, prima edizione; with engraved title, 4to. sewn {wanting pp. 101-8, and with some smalt
worm-holes) ; very rare, 15* Boma, (/. Afascardi, 1613

5673 Edizione Novissima, diligentemente corretta, 4to. sound copy in contemporary vellum,
6* Venezia, 1765

jA \^ry scarce Rea<lyIlockon«r and Tables of Intcr«)«t, unknown to Prof, de Monjan.'— /.ifcn" Oafoloyvt.

6674 AHBENS (Felix B., Breslau) Das Garungsproblem ; roy. 8vo. sewn, \s 6d Stuttgart, 1902

5675 AIBY (Sir George Biddell, p.r.s., Astronomer Uoyal) Account of the Northumberland
Et^TATOREAL and Dome, attached to the Cambridcse Observatory. itiM 19 plates by Basire,
besides woodcuts, 4to. (pp. 39), cl. {out of print). Is Hi Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1845

5676 Account of Pendulum Experiments in the Harton Colliery to Determine the
Mean Density of the Earth, vignette and 2 plates by Basire, 4to. (pp. 69), sewn, with author's
inscr. {name cut off title), 5s 1856

The successful complctiuii. aft^'r twenty-slK yearn' waiting;, of the esperimentu originally iMtrtn In tb« Harriet Shaft of
the Dolcoath Mine in Cornwall. The preMiit exiMriments were made at a depth of 1,3<X) feet, and gave «-M fur the mean
density of the earth.

5677 [ ] Address of the Astronomer Royal to the Board of Visitors of the Roval Ob-
servatory, Greenwich, Oct. 18, 1855, and Report to the same, June 7, '56, roy. 4to. (pp. 20),

sewn, 2s [185tfJ
6678 Another Copy, with author's inscr. to the Duca di Rignano, 2s 6d
6679 On the Algebraical and Numerical Theory of Errors of Obsebvations. and the

Comliination of Observations, post 8vo. cl. {scarce). Is Qd Cambridge, 1861

5680 On the Corrections in the Elements of Delambre's Solar Tables required by the
Observations at Greenwich Observatory, 4to. (pp. 12), scxrn, \s M 1827

6681 Elementary Treatise on Partial Differential Equations, with 4 plates, and
duplicate set loose and mounted on cards, cr. 8vo. cl., 2* ^d 186S

On Encke's Comet—u. Encke, post.

5682 [ ] Tlie Figure of the Earth (Encyclopiudia Metropolitana), with 3 plates by Lowry, 4to.

unbound, 'M [1890J
5683 Gravitation: an elementary Explanation of the Principal PerturbationA of the Solar

System, post 8vo. cl., 3* 1M4
56S4 Instructions and Chart for Observations of Mars in Rijjht AscenHion at the

Opposition of 1860, for obtaining the Measure of the Sun's DisUnce, with folding plate, 8\'o. (pp.9),

sewn, 2s 185**

5085 Mathematical Tracts, on Physical Astronomy, the Figure of the Earth, Precenion and
Nutation, and the Calculus of Variations, with plates, 8vo. boards, 2s 6d Cambridge, 1828

5636 Second Edition, with plates, 8vo. hf. cl., or hf. calf gilt. As (W i6., 1831
This etlitlon first contains the valuabk tract ou the Undulatory Theory of Light.

5687 Third Edition, corrected and improved, with plates, 8vo., hf. cl., 5s ib., 1843

5688 Another Copy, calf gilt, 6s

f689 Fourth [last] Edition, with plates, 8vo. cl. (out ofprint), 8* Qd ib , 1858

5690 On a New Analyzer, and its Use in Experiments of Polarization, 4t4». (pp 10), sewm,

with author's inscr. to Dr. P. M. Boget, F.B.S. {scarce), 5* %d tb., 1892

5691 Numerical Lunar Theory, with folding tables, roy. 4to. el., Is 6d (p. \5s nctt) 1886
'An examination of Lunar Theory, as teUed by the hubstitutiun of uumben for syuiboU, or for the reeulta 'jf long

an<l complicaU-d operations conducted exclusively by u»c of symboU.'— iV^/ho*.

5692 Popular Astronomy [last revised Ed.], plates emd woodeuU, 16ma d,, 2# 1868

5693 On a REMARKABLE Modification of Newton's Rings, 4to. teum, with author's in^cr. to

Dr. P. M. Roget, F.B.S. {scarce), 5» 6rf Cambridge, 1832

5694 [ ] Report of the Astronomer Royal to the Board of Visitors, 1855. '57 9, 65. <0,

'78-9, and '81-9 vols. 4to. «irn, 5*
, . ^ , ,r .o-. .i

-*^;**
5695 Report on the Telescopic Observations of the Transit of Venus, mA,wUh ^ platts,

folio (pp. 33), sewn, 3* 6d ^ ^, ^. .

'877

ConUlning the • Determination of the Mean SoUr Parallax from the ObMnratiotM.

5696 Six Lectures on Astronomy, to the Fi lends of the liwmch Moseam, 2nd Ed., wUh

1 folding plates, Hvo. cl., Ss 6d
, , , ^ T* JSJtJ

5697 Fourth Edition [with new Preface], with 1 foldina plates, 8.vo. c/., 3# [c. 1W51

5098 On Sound and Atmospheric Vibrations, with the Mathematical fclemcnUol Music, 2nd

[last] Ed., 2 plates, post 8vo. cl., uncut {out of print), Qi 1871

5699 [ ] Trigonometry; [Lardner (Dionysiua, ;>r., f.r..s.)] CIeometrical Analysis;

[Barlow (Peter, F.R.S.)] Theory of Numbers—ir/M 3 ^aiwCEncyclopa-dia Metro|iolitAna).4to.

5700
PP- '*

'ff^^he Undulatory Theory of Optics, new Edition, with 2 folding plates, pa»fc 8j^
cl. {out of print), with auto, of Prof. H. W. LI. Tanner, F.B.S., 5s

, , s r • m
5701 AIBY (Osmund; ll.d.) Geometrical Optics, illustrated, large 12mo. cl. (out of prirU),

Zs Qd
*'*'"
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5703 AJASSON de GBANDSAGNE (J. B. FranQois Etienne), et Achille THIRION

:

Traite Elementaire d'AsTEONOMiE ; avec Extrait de 1'Article sur les Cometes, et Article sur
la LuNE RoussE par Francois Jean Dominique Arago; vnth 5 folding plates, etc., 24mo.
calf gilt, with bookplate of Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A., 4s 1835

5704 ALiBEKTI (Willielm Christoph) Deutliche und Griindliche Anleitung zur Salmiak-
Eabrik, welclier dem Egyptischen an Gilte und Preise vollkommen almlich ist ; niit Priifung der
bisher vorgeschlagenen Methoden und Materialien, post 8vo. sewn, 6s Berlin, 1780

Describing a process invented by the, author for producing sal ammoniac chemically.

5705 ALCAN (Michel) Fabrication des Etoffes : Traite complet de la Filature du Coton,
thick 8vo. sewn; with Atlas, containing ^^ folding plates, 4to. hf. cl. portfolio—2 voIh., 12s

(p. F. 35 nett) 1865-4

5706 ALCIATO (Andrea; Milanese) Libellus de Ponderibus et Mensuris, item, BuD.i:i

qutedam de eadeni Re, adhuc non visa. Item, Philippi Melanchthonis de iisdem ad Gernian-
orum Usura, Sententia. Alciati quoque, et Philippi Melfrchthonis in Laudem Juris Civilia, Ora-
tiones dute elegantissiina-

; printed in italics, with title within grotesque woodcut border, including
printer's device, woodcut initial tvith portrait, and fidl-page woodcut, 16mo. boards (very large
AND fine copy), £1. 1* \J. 39a :] Venetiis, Melchior Sessa, 1532

Unknown to Brunet, Graesse, the Biographie Generale, etc., but mentioned in lliccardi's Biblioteca Matematim
Italiana, where hoAvever no collation of the work is given. The author is best known for his Book of Emblems.

5707 ALDINI (Giovanni ; Univ. Bologna; nephew of Galvani) Saggio di Osservazioni sui Mezzi
atti a migliorare la Costruzione e 1' Illuminazione dei Fari, con Appendice suU' Illumina-
zione dei Fari col Gas ; with 7 COLOURED plates {Q folding, including the Eddystone Lighthouse),

and map, roy. 8x0. fne copy in the original hf. morocco gilt, with author's inscr. (as below) ; rare,

155 Milano, 1823
' A Mons. le Comte de La Grange, Secretair [aic] d'Ambassade de la Cour de France . . . de la Cour d'Autriche.

Hommage d'estime de I'Auteur.'—Jnscr. on flyleaf.
Interesting as the first original Italian work on gas lighting, as well as on the gas-lighting of lighthouses, which was

not practised in England till much later.

5708 Short Account of Experiments made in Italy and recently repeated in Geneva and
Paris, for Preserving Human Life and Objects of Value from Destruction by Fire, with
front, of a wearer of the author's fireproof mask bending over an open fire, 8vo. (pp. 24), sewn
[scarce), with inscr. 'from the author', 8* 6c? 1830

' Ces experiences avaient ete faites avec un appareil de sauvetage en asbe.ste, maticre minerale qui resiste au feu, et que
Ton peut tisser comme du lin. '—/iiogrr. Gen.

5709 ALDIS (William Steadman) INTRODUCTORY Treatise on Rigid Dynamics, u)i*h diagrams,
cr. 8vo. cL, 2s (p. 4*) Cambridge, 1882

5710 Text Book of Algebra [with Answers], tliick postSvo cl., As (p. Is6d)
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1887

6711 ALDOTJS (John Clement Primrose; pr., Fellow of Jesus Coll., Cantab.), Elementary
Course of Physics, edited by, with very numerous woodcuts, and coloured plate, thick post 8vo.

cl., 4s (p. 7.S 6d) 1900
5712 ALEMBEEjT (Jean le Bond d' ; Encycloptdiste, F.R.S.) Traite de Dynamique, dans lequel

les Loix de I'Equilibre et du Mouvement des Corps sont rdduites au plus petit Nombre possible,

et, oil Ton donne un Principe general pour trouver le Movement de plusieurs Corps qui agissent

les uns sur les autres d'une mani^re quelconque, nouvelle Ed., fort augmentee par 1 Auteur ; with
5 plates, 4to. contemporary French mottled calf gilt {scarce), V2s 6rf 1758

Best Edition. ' In this he enunciates the principle known by his name, namely, that the ' internal forces of inertia

'

(that is, the forces which resist acceleration) must be equal and opposite to the forces which produce the acceleration . . .

The application of this principle enables us to obtain the differential equations of motion of any rigid system.'—
W. W. k. Ball.

5713 Traite de I'Equilibre et du Mouvement des Fluides, pour servir de Suite au Traite

de Dynamique, nouvelle Ed., revfte et augmentde ; with 10 plates, 4to. contemporary hf. calf
{nice copy) ; rare, lbs 1770

,
The author here applies his principle of equilibrium to fluid.*.

5714 [ALENCE (Joachim d')] Traittez des Barometres, Thermom^tres, et Notiometres, ou
Hygrometres, par Mi; D***, premiere edition; with front, by Schoonebeek, and 35 fine
copperplates, 12mo. contemporary calf gilt (fine COPY) ; rare, £1. 12* Qd Amsterdam, 1688

5715 [ ] Nouvelle Impression ; with front, and 35 copperplates, 12mo. old calf (rare),

£1. 2s Qd ibidem, 1708
The earliest account dealing exclusively with the subject, and especially valuable as the first work laying down rules

for the graduation of the thermometer. The above work was unknown to Poggendorff, Brunet, Graes.se. etc.

The author was the first to start Lo Coiwaisxance des Temps (now issued by the Bureau des Longitudes), the first G vols,

of which he published between 1679 and 1()S4.

5716 [ ] Trattato Curioso di Matematica, nel quale col Mezzo de tre Instrumenti cioe del

Barometro, Termometro, ed Igrometro, si pub conoscere, e misurare il Peso, la Leggerezza, il

Caldo, il Freddo, la Secchezza e I'Umidit^ dell' Aria, trad, dal Francese, coll' Aggiunta di alcune
Memorie, ecc. ; with front, and 12 copperplates, 8vo. boards, uncut {rare), 125 6rf Venezia, 1753

5717 ALEXANDER (John Henry) Universal Dictionary of Weights and Measures, Ancient
and Modern, reduced to the Standards of the United States of America, roy. 8vo. cl., 6s

Baltimore [1850]
This work is alphabetically arranged, and invaluable for historical reference.

,

5718 ALEXANDER (Thomas; Prof Engineering, t.c.d.) Elementary Applied Mechanics, wtth

64 diagra^ns, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 4* 6d) 1880

5719 [ALLAN (Thomas, f.r.s.)] Alphabetical List of the Names of Minerals at present most
familiar in English, French, and German, with Tables of Analyses, 8vo., (?) Large Paper ;

boards, with inscr. to James Wardrop [Edinburgh ophthalmologist^, Is 6c? Edin.f 1808
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57-21 ALESSIO Piemontese : De' Secreti del Reverendo Donno A. P. : Prima, Secoxda e Terza

Parte, Edizione niigliorata, aggiuntove molti bellissiini secreti XOUI, con Tavole ; printed in
italics, ivith woodcut titles, 3 vols. sni. 4to. in 1, hf. white vellum extra {part III wanting Jf Xl and
24, title of part 1 mounted, and 2 //. holed) ; RARE, \2s Gd Venetia, 1570 03

5722 : The Secretes of the reuerende Maister Alexis of Piemount [Parts MV]: conUj-ning
excellent remedies agaynste diners dyseases, woundes, and other accidentes, with the maner to
make dystillations, parfnnies, confitures, dyings, colours, fusions, and meltings. A worke wel
approued, very prolitable and necessary for every man. Newely corrected and amended, and also
somewhat enlarged in certayne places which wantetl in the fust edition. Translated out of French
into Englishe, by William Warde [and Richard Andeose], 4 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, blark Irllrr

;

old (.' contemporary) English calf, blind tooled ndes, gold ornament in centre (firti tUU soUctl and
its margin worn, about 30 //. wormed, and IxuJc of binding damaged, otherwiat a tound, tall, and
clean copy) ; very rare, £4. \5s

Henry Bynneman, for John Wight, \o6S—Henry Denham [1566]—<t. «., 1569
FiKiiT coMpi,rrE akd kirst Snki.ibh editiox or partm 3 am> 4.

5723 Another Copy (Part« MV, Part II of the Edition of Rocland Hall, 156.1). 4 vol* sni. 4ti.
in 1, old English black morocco gilt, with gilt centre ornaments, with initials R, li., rebaekeil in

calf (first title soiled, and a number of fieadlines shorn), £3. 3» 1583-3 6-9
FlRHT ENOLIHII EuITION ok PAUT* •.' TO 4.

5724 [Part IV only, entitled:] A very excellent and profitable Uoake conteyninfc kixe
hundred foure score and odde experienced Medicines, appertayning vnto Phy*icke and Sargerie
. . . translated by Richard Andeose, woodcut border round title and arms of Francis Rttsselt,

2nd Earl of Bedford, on rev., also large tcoodcut initial, sni. 4to., bUrk Irtlcr ; sewn (bolfom of tiiU
margined, but sound and clean copy), 15* John H'ught, 1A78
A stoi-ehoii.se of very curious cliftaical and me«lical recii»«M. ItH autlionihip luu om«tiiue« Im<«u miaUkenrv attHbotoi

to OlROI,AMO RrscKLi-i.
' Alesiiio parcourut pendant 57 ans len difrurentex contn-cx de rEuropv, rccueUlant drs rccrtiM prMaoaM «t op^cmat

des cures ttoiinantes. Son livre ne tralte pas H^uleinent des drofni^t, main des coiiiM«>tiqu(u, d«M painiaia, dM iftVOM ale.
II raconto ({u'aii nioyen d'uiie drcKue ]>rc}>arcft avec de la roHec du rontarin ft qtudquca aiitrci ingn<Uiciita, U ^tait pan'WV
a rajpunir <le vicilles feniines iulirines.'— /;i(v/r. (,'tii.

5725 AtiEXANDBE (Jacques, Brni-dictin de la Congirgation de St. Maur) TEAirt du Flux ei
Reflux de la Mer, ou Ton explique d'une Manicre nouvelle et simple, la Nature, lea C«aM», et

les Particnlaritez de ce Phdnomdne ; with 6folding copperplates, 16mo. sound copy in contemporurjt

calf gilt {top of back slightly damaged) ; RARE, 1.5* 1728
Poor Dom Alexandre's tli*>ory n-sts on the assumption that the earth inovea roniHl tbe moon. IIU wurit rweiTed

neverthele.ss the prize of the IJordeaux Aradeniy,

5726 ALIMARI (Dorotheua, mathematicus Vcnetus) LoNOlTUDlNls nut Terra aut Maki In*

vestigand-K Methodus, adjectis insuper Demonstrationihus, et Instrumentorum Iconismii} ; %cilk

5folding plates on copper of Geodetic Instruments, and tables, 8vo. white vellum (RARE), £1. U
Londini, 1715

The author seems to have been quite unknown to bioK'rai'hers, nor Is the work mentioned bv Prof. Todhtintrr, LowodM,
Pog^endorflr, r.r others. Prefixed is a fulsome I>atin a«l<lress to the Commissioners of L<.ii'.;itiidc by SKUAMtiAXO Ilicxri, Um?

IKiinter. The work is interesting for containing several new geodetic meth(j<l.H of obs<<rvation.

5727 ALLEN (William; f.r.s.), and William Hasledine PEPYS: On the Quantity of Cardon
in Carbonic Acid, and on the Nature of the Diamond, with folding plate by Batire, 4U>.

(j)p. 28), unbound, with author's inscr., 3* 1807

5728 [ALLETZ (Pons Augiistin)] L'Albert Moder.nk, ou Nouveaux Secrets enrouvda et licttM,

recueillis d'aprbs les Ddcouvertes les plus recent€8, sm. 8vo. contemporary French marbUd calf gilt

{nice copy), 10* 6rf 1768

5729 Seconde Edition, augment^e de plusienrs Secrete noaveaox, sm. 8to. A/. tcUum aut,

8s 6d I7a»
A modern i-sation of the Sccretn of Albertiu Magtiu*.

5730 ALLEYNE (Sir John Gay Newton, mice.) On the E-stimation of SMALL QUANTlTlBSof
Phosphorus in Iron and Steel by the Spkctrim Analysis, 8vo. (pp. 11). setm, U 6i [e. 187*2J

liy the Manager of the historical Bnlt«'rley Irr.n Comimny, Drrbyahire, now (If JOy in hi- Oth y««r

6731 ALLSIAN (George Johnston; f.r.s.) On the Attraction of Ellii*soids. with a New
Demonstration of C:iairaut's Theorem, bein^' an Account of Pbok. MACl'ULLAcm's Lectures on

those Subjects, diagrams, 4to. (pp. 19), sewn, .3* 6rf Ifuhlin, 1853

5732 ALLNTJTT (Zachariah) Consideration.s on the Be.st Mode of Improving the prenent

Imperfect State of the Navi<;ation of the River Thames from Kichmond to Stainm;
shewing the Advantages by improving ite Navigation in preference to the Making any Canal, with

coloured maps and plan, post 8vo. sewn, 7* 6d JienUy [on Thames] » 180o

5733 ALLSOP (F. C). Telephone.s: their Constniction and Fitting, with front and 169 other

woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl; 2s (p. 5*) ......„,.« .. '?^
5734 ALOABDI (Luigi, ragioniere) II Uagioniere oMiaCoraodi Computi8tenaTeonoo-Pratieo,4to.

sewn,^
. .

M%iano,mi
• Opera clasaica aaaai praglata.'

5735 ALPHONSUS Rex: Astronomic.*: Tabul* in Propbiam Inteoritatkii RJWTiTUTiB, sd

Calcem adjectis Tabnlis quic in postrema Editione decrant. cum pluninorrt Locoril Corroctione, &
Accessione vi\riaru Tal>ellaru ex diversis Autoribus huic 0|>eri inserUra, cum in L«a« UberUti,

tum Difficultatis SuUsidiu : quorum Nomina Summa Pagcllis V., VI. & > II. de«cnbttntur. <^aa

in Re Paschalius Hamellius sedula Operam suara pnvstilit, 4to. FINE A>''f> large COPY moW
ivhite vellum (rare), £1. 15* _ „ ^:^'^"\^^'^'J!l!^t*}t^

Thela.stand most correct edition of the 'Alfoiuiine Table-n' >llt««l by P*^^••'^«,^^'"*"^^^!?,•"KTO^L LoS
Almagest undertaken by command of Alfor.w X. ('El Sabio'), King of CaaUle »wl Leon (l.'.'o-ltt*), by *0 of th* niMl

celebrated astronomers of the time.
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5737 ALSTON (Capt. Alfred Henry, R.N.) Seamanship, and its associated Duties in the Royal

Navy ; with Treatise on Nautical Surveying, 200 woodcuts, post 8vo. (pp. 446), cl, 2s 6d 1860
5738 New Edition, enlar(:jed and brought up to date, by Capt. T. P. Walker, r.n., with

coloured plates of flags, and numerous other illustrations, thick cr. 8vo. 4* (p. 10* Qd) 1902
5739 ALVORD (Major Benjamin, U.S. Army) The Tangencies of Circles and Spheres, with

9 plates, folio (pp. 15), setV7i, 35 [ Washington] , 1855
5740 AMERICAN JOURNAL of MATHEMATICS, edited by Simon Newcomb and Thomas

Craig, from 1891 to 1895 (Vols. XIII—XVII), ivith portraits and diagrams, 5 vols. 4to. hf. calfgilt,

£\.\s Baltimore, 1891-5

5741 MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, Transactions of the, edited by E. H. Moore, E. VV.

Brown, and T. S. Fiske, from Jan., 1905 to April, 1907 (Vols. 6-8, No. 2), 10 parts 4to. sewn, 15.s

(p. £2. I2s 6rf nett) Lancaster, Pa., 1905-7

5742 AMICI (Giovanni Battista, Univ. Pisa) Descrizione di alcuni Istrumenti da Misurare
gli Angoli per Riflessione ; with two folding plates, folio (pp. 33), sewn {rare), Is Qd Modena, 1836

Containing the author's invention of a prismatic reflector.

5743 Sopra alcuni Strumenti per LiVELLARE : due Memorie ; with folding plate, 8vo. (pp. 16),

sewn (rare), 5s s. I. [1829-37]
Containing the author'.s invention of a new levelling instrument.

5744 AMICO (Giovanni Battista, Cosentino) Opusculum de Motibus Corporum Co^lestium
juxta Principia Peripatetica, sine Eccentricis et Epicyclis, denuo redituni, Additis
nOnuUis que rem locupletiorum facilioremque reddut; loith diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn {browned);

very rare,''£1. 10s Venetiis, Aug. de Bindonis, 1537
Of great interest a.s an original pre-Copernican planetary system. It was published when the author was 25 years old.

He was murdered a year afterwards in Padua, where he studied mathematics and astronomy at the university.

5745 AMIOT (A.) Elements de Gi^ometrie, avec Complement a 1' Usage des Eleves de Malhe-
matiques speciales, 15" Ed.; with diagrams: Solutions Raisonn^es des Problemes, ayee
Observations sur la Resolution des Problemes de Geometrie par A. AMiOTet A. Desvignes, 6® Ed.
—2 vols. 8 vo. V. ca(/; 45 '

,
1873-7

5746 Lecons Nouvelles d'ALGEBRE Elementaire, 4e Ed., augmentee,8vo. hf calf gilt, 2* 1872
5747 Lecons Nouvelles de Geometrie :&lementaire, 2^ Ed., enticement re'fondue; with

diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. morocco neat, bs 1865-6

5748 AMPijRE (Andre Marie; f.r.s.) Essai sur la Philosopiiie des Sciences, ou Exposition
analytique d'une Cla.ssification Naturelle de toutes les Connaissances humaines ; withfolding
tables, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf mottled calf extra {fine copy) ; VERY SCARCE, £1. 10* 1834-43

' Toute la science humaine se rapporte uniquement a deux objets generaux, le nionde materiel et la pens^e. De \k nait
la division naturelle en sciences du monde ou cosmologiques, et sciences de la pensee on nooloyiques. De cette faqon
M. Ampere partage toutes nos connaissances en deux rf'gnes ; chaque regne est, a son tour, I'objet d'une division pareille

;

les sciences cosmologiques se divisent en celles qui out pour objet le nionde inanime, et celles qui s'occupent du raonde
anim6,' etc. etc.—Littre.

5749 M^moires, sur TACTION Mutuelle de Deux Courans Electriques, sur celle qui existe
entre un Courant Electrique et un Aimant ou le Globe Terrestre, et celle de deux Aimans Tun
sur I'autre ; with 6 folding plates, 8vo. sewji, uncut {rare), 10s Qd [1821]

This seems to be the first publication that made known Ampfere's law of parallel circuits. It also contains a tran.sla-

tion of a ' Memoir' by Faraday, with notes on,it by Ampere.

5750 Theorie des Pii^nomenes Electro-dynamiques, uniquement deduite de I'Exp^rience
[avec ses Memoires h I'Academie Royale des Sciences, 1820, '22, '23 et '25] , edition originale

;

with 2 folding plates on copper, 4to. nf. cl. neat {large and sound copy) ; RARE, with INSCR. to
August Leopold Crelle {mathematician), and numerous MS. notes by the late Prof. A. S.

Herschel, f.r.s., £1. 10s6d 1826
' A Monsieur A. L. Crelle de la part de I'auteur.'—J/iscr. on cover.

Original Edition of thk Author's most important Work, which laid the foundation of electro dynamics, and prepared
the way for Faraday's discoveries. The author's name is immortalized in electrical science as the unit for electro-motive force.

5751 , et Jacques BABINET : Expose des Nouvelles D^couvertes sur 1'Electricite et
le Magnetism e, de MM. Oersted, Arago, Ampere, H. Davy, Biot, Erman, Schweiger, de La Rive,
etc. ; with 33 ivoodcuts and diagrams, 8vo. sewn, uncut {rare). Is Qd 1822

5752 ANDERSON (Elbert) The Skylight and the Dark-Room : a Complete Text-Book on Portrait
Photography, with 12 photographs, and \11 ivoodcuts, sq. 8vo. cl. {cover stained), with author's
^"^^^••' ^' AN unpublished MS. :

Philadelphia, 1872

5753 [ANDERSON (Hugh A.)] Treatise on Sun Dials, an original and unpublished Manu-
script, very neatly written on 90 pp. of paper, with 46 prettily drawn illustrations, sm. 4to.

contemporary calf {binding damaged, otherwise in good preservation), £6. 6* [16S9-1708J
This handsome Mamiscript is divided "into the following chapters : ' Definitions and Problems ; To make the Lines of

Chords, Sines, etc. ; To find the Sun's Azimuth ; To find the Declination and Reclination of Plains ; To n.'ake a Verticall
Diall Triponometrically ; To make an East or We.st Diall ; To draw Erect Declining Dials : To make Direct Reclining Dials

;

An Equinoctiall Declining Reclining Diall ; Of Diall Plains ; To draw Erect Declining and Declining Reclining Dials
;

Instrumental! Dialling ; the Furniture of Sundials' ; and is preceded by a ' Table of Equation of time for the adjusting and
managing of Pendulum Clocks.'

NoTliiiig is known of its author.

5754 ANDERSON (Sir James) Statistics of Telegraphy [Description of the various Types of
Cables, etc.], with 8 plates, and 2 largefolding maps, roy. 8vo. cl., 3* Qd ' 1872

5755 ANDERSON (John Wemyss, m.i.c.e.) Refrigeration : an Elementary Text-Book, ivith

2folding plates, and 87 cuts, 8vo. cl., .5s (sells 7* Qd nett) 190S
5756 ANDEHSON (Richard, f.c.s.) Lightning Conductors: their History, Nature, and Mode of

Application ; 3rd [last] Ed., revised and enlarged, with numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., presentation
copy to Henry Reeve, C.B., with his bookplate, Is Qd (p. 16s) 1885

Including a copious history from their invention by Benjamin Franklin to 168*3, and a bibliography, 1G28-1884.
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^^^^;^^^^®^?^ (Kobert) STEREOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS: variously applicable ; but iwirticularlvintended for CxAGEING, with diagrams ; with Appendix: GAGING PRoioTED-2 voU. 12iuo in 1.originat sitcep., os ocC ii' /^^j^jj iak>< q

^-jm ATJ7^-i^i;5jn^''/rS2"«*'
""~*"^»' little work. iuentio«e.l with ap„n)%-al iu Phil. Tra^. III. TSO.'-i). Iv. /;

JW^rn^ twn^n^Tl"'
M^D.

;
Pro/ CViem«/ry (,7a*x70u^) ANALYSIS of CaI'ORCIANITK ai.d

J HAKOLITE two neM' Minerals of the Zeolite Family, 4to. (pp. 4), sewn, unth tHtcr. to Dr. Jiobcrt
iriariam, is OCl Pdiu 1K4*>

5761 ANDES (Louis Edgar) Zelluloid und seine Verarbbitung ; with 69 woodeaU. cr! Svo'
sewn, 4s (p. M. 6) •.'•

,q,^

^^l t^SSlfr^^rJ^" ^' ^^'J'i'l^onnc) Theorie de la LUXK, ,K»t Svo. 6oa«/*. 1, fid 1902

AfAPmfp^v ^?^fjf®
Guillaume, A.Mi.cK.. F.o.s.) Descriptive Treatise on Mining

£1 lOM^ £3 ^2.^)

Appliances, unth 182 piates, 2 voU. roy. 4to. el. (out of pnnt),

lang«ige"-/v"/c,«''*'"^'"'''
'""''^™*«^ ^"^*^'«-- o» »»>« Machiuery u«^ Id Miuiiig hM bm pabltalMMl in lb* I^^

5764 ——^
Rock Blasting : a Practical Treatise for Industrial PorpoMs, wUh 12 irfair*. and M

woodcuts, Svo. d., 3* 6rf (p. 10* 6</)
^

1878
5765 ANDRES (Erwin) Practical Treatise on the Fabrication of Volatile and Fat

\ ARMSHHs, Lacqiers, SICCATIVES, and SEALING-Waxes, with Addiiions by E. WiNCKLKR and
L. h.. ANDES, trans, and ed. by William T. Brannt, woodcuU, post 8vo. c/., 6* (p. 12« 6<0

— /./. A •^TVT.-r^-m><« /mi Phdadelpfit'a, \^S^2
0/66 ANDREWS (Thomas, m.d., f.r.s.) On the Heat developed durini; the Comiun ation of Aciiw

and Bases, 4to. (pp. 23), sewn, 3* 6rf
r «

u^tlin, 1841
T»'e tir.st account of liis imiH)rt«»it Invesligttions on llie l.Mit of coiiibln.lioii*.

o7b7 On the Heat developed durinj; the Formation of the Metallic CoMrouNDSof Chlobink,
Bromine, and Iodine, with copperplate, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn, 2* ib., 1843

5768 ANDREWS (W. S.) Magic Sen ares and Cubes, wirh Chapters by Pall Cari'8, F. 8. Fbikr-
son, C. A. Browne, Jr., and Intro, by the former, 'Xrj diagrams and icoodcut, roy. 8vo. el.,
5s (sells Is Cyd nett) Ch'ieago, 1908

6769 ANDREWS (William ; Cumberland, Md.) The Diuturnal Theory of the Kartii. or,
Nature's System of Constrnctinpj a Stratified Physical World [with Biugraphical Note by Krnbst
G. Stevens], por/rat^ and 2 maps, Svo. cl.. Is 6rf(p. 15*) 1900

'Unseen he has taken his pLicc beside C<)i>ernicus, (ialilfo, Newton, and Darwin. Ho lua made th« Mtcbvork of
Geolojjy into a complete science, and bnilt for Evolution a l>as.' uf solid bedrock.'—iffmoir.

5770 ANFRYE(-), et Jean Pierre Joseph d'ARCET: Description d'un Petit Fourneau
a Coupelle, au moyen duquel on pent faire, j\ neu de frais, dans le« Bureaux de Garantie. che«
les Orfevrea et les Bijou tiers, les EssAis de Matieres d'OR et d'Argent, etc. etc., avec le
Rapport fait par MM. Vauquelin et Thenard ; unth 2 plates, i>oHt Svo. (pp. 48), sewn (rareU
Qs Grf 1813

5771 ANQELI (Giovanni Gualberto, delle Scuole Pie) Aritmetica in Forma di Com|»cmlio, con i

Precetti, e Regole facili, e sicure per apprendere i Conti piii necessarj, 4to. boards, d» Od
Faenza, 1776

This work on commercial arithmetic was unknown to Prof, de >Ior};an.

6772 ANGELL (Juan) Rapida Ojeada sobre la Constriccion y Explotacion de los Fkrbo.
Carriles, y su Intluencia Politica, Mercantil y Social. Obra jKipular redactaila en Imitacion de 1*
que ha escrito en Ingles R. M. STEPHENSON ; with 12 folding and other plaUs, and foLdima takU^
Svo. sewn {very scarce), \7s 6d Santanatr, 186S

One of the earliest, if not the farlieat, Spanish work on Railway Kngioeeriog. Tb« platas iUuatnU inod« of rotulrue*
tion and rolling stock.

5773 ANGSTRdM (Anders Jonas, Univ. Uosala : f.r.s.) Spbcfre Normal da Soleil : Atlas,
c«mtenant les Lon<'uetirs d'Onde des liaies hraucnhofdrienncs donn^es en io.di^o.doo <*« Milliiuotre ;

6 plates, oblong folio, hf. roan (SCARCE), £.\.2sM ''f»«»A 1868
' Angstrom takes rank after Kirchhoff an a sub(<rdinate founder, ao to aprak, of tolar Daetroaco|«jr. Ilia grvat aup of

the ' normal' solar spectrum [i.e. the one deitending exclusively on wave-leOKth] waa pobUdMd in ISiW. KoWt TbaJte
was his coadjutor in its execution, and the imuR-nse lal^our which it coat waa amply rrpaki by IU fnlornt and laaUag
useful r.f'ss.'— i/i« .iiina^ .\f. fUrhe.

5774 ANNALES dies ARTS et MANTJFACTX7RES, ou MkMOlRES TBCHNOLcx>igUl8 tor lee

D^COUVERTES MODERNES concernant le« Arts, les Manufactores, I'Agriculture et le Commerce.
par R. O'Reilly, A. de Rouillac, et J. N. Barbier-Vemars; avec Table Oen^rale; with 637
copperplates illustrative of New Inventions, 54 vols. Svo. sewn (wanting w. 1 and M) ; RABK,
£3. 15« [1600jl5

Invaluable as a reconi of the invrr.tiona of the |ieriud It covera.

6775 de CHIMIE et de PHYSIdUE, i)ar Gay-Lussac, Araoo. Rbgnault. etc. j from

1S36 to 1847 (II»^ Scrie, Tomes 61 a 75, et 1II« Sirie, Tomea 1 k 21) ; with numerous plates, 36 vols.

Svo. hf. calfnent, £6. 6.s 1836-47

5776 de rOBSERVATOIRE de PARIS, mibli(^ par U. J. Lb Vbrrier : M^moirss,
Tomes I a V (1855-9) : Observations, Tomes I— II et XII—XIII (1800-38 et 1856-7) ; with copper

plates, 9 vols. 4to. sewn, £4. As (p. F. 2'.r) nett) 1856-61

5777 des PONTS et CHATJSS^IES; from the beginning in 1831 to 1900; viz., Ittmoires et

Documents, 1831-1900; unth veri/ numerous plates (wanting 1844 //. '45 /. //. '46 //. '48 //. '49 /.

'50 /. //. '52 //. '53 /. '90 /. '97 ///. IV. 1900 /r, and plaUs to 1837 /. '44 /. "90 /. Ul) ;
Lois,

Decrets, etc., 1831 190(J {wanting 1844, '468, '50-2, '54, '90, '97) : Personnel, 1855-1900 (tvanting

1859, 85-7) : Tables Generales, 1851-90 {wanting 1861-70, 76-80)-in all 280 vols. Svo. hf. calf {some

bindings damaged, and 12 vols, sewn) ; a very cheap set, £10. (p. F. 1550 unbound) 1831-1900
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5778 ANGLlfes (Robert) Traite du Quadrant (Montpellier, Xllle Siecle). Texte Latin et

ancienne Traduction Grecque publics [avec Proldsgomenes (pp. 32) et Appendice] par Paul
Tannery; luith woodcut of the Quadrant, 4to. sewn, 3* Impr. Rationale, 1897

5779 ANdUETIL [(A. Thomas-)] Notice sur les Pistolets Tournants et Roulants, dits

Revolvers, ou leur Passe, Present, et Avenir, avec les Principes g^neraux sur le TiR dc ces
Armes ; with luoodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 149), sewn (very scarce), \0s 6d 1854, or '5

One of the earliest treatises on the revolver, published only 4 years after Col. Colt's invention, and discussing the
comparative merits of his, the Adanis-Deane, Comblain, Mangeot-Comblain, Haaken-Plondeur, and a few other types
then in vogue.

5780 ANSTED (David Thomas, f.r.s.) Water and Water-Supplv, chiefly in Reference to the
British Islands : Surface Waters, with maps and charts, 8vo. cl., Qs (p. 18s) 1878

5781 ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, Report of the Royal Society's Committee on Physics
and Meteorology, relative to the Observations to be made in the, and in Magnetic Observa-
tories, with folding charts and tables, 8vo. cl., 5s 6d 1840

The expedition was "that undertaken in tlie 'Erebus' and ' Terror ' under Capt. [afterwards Ad ml. Sir] James Clark
lloss, whose attention was oflicially directed, before all else, to the subject of Terrestrial Magnetism,

5782 (National), 1901-4 {as under), prepared under the Superintendence of the Director
of the Meteorological Office and of the Royal Society, with very numerous plates {manyfolding
and some coloured), and maps, 4 vols. 4to. hf. buckram, cl sides, £2. 12* 6d (sells £3. 18* 6d nett)

Boya I Society, 1908
Contents :—Meteoroloot, Part I : Observations at Winter Quarters and on Sledge Journeys : Physical Observations :

Album of Photooraphs and Sketches, with Portfolio of Panoramic Views, 2 v.

5783 : Meteorology, Part I : Observations at Winter Quarters and on Sledge
Journeys, with Discussions by various Authors, 14 plates {some coloured), text-illustrations, and
5 foldinq maps, 4to. buckram, cl. sides, £1. 1* (sells £1. ll.s 6d nett) apud candem, 1908

5784 ANTHONY (William Arnold, Cornell Univ.), Cyrus Fogg BRACKETT, Princeton Univ.,
and William Francis MAOIE, ejusdem : Elementary Text-Book of Physics, 8th Ed., revised,
with illustrations, large cr. 8vo. hf. calf, 6s (p. 12* 6d nett) New York, 1897

5785 [ANTONI (Alessandro Vittorio Papacino d')] Examen de la Poudre, traduit de I'italien

par le Vicomte de Flavigny; with ^folding copperplates, 8vo. old hf. calf {rare), 8*

Amsterdam, 1773
Including a large number of original experiments on gunpowder, some of which anticipate the discoveries of Count

Rumford.

5786 APIANXJS Igermanice BIENEWITZ] (Petrus) Cosmographicus Liber, iam denuo integ-

ritati restitutus per Gemmam Phrysium [sic]. Item eiusdem Gemmae Phrysii Libellus tie

LOCORUM DESCRIBENDORUM ratione, & de eorum distantiis inueniendis, nun(4 ante hac visus

;

with numerous woodctits and diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn {title very slightly soiled, otherwise a SOUND
COPY) ; VERY RARE, £3. \0s Antvcrpice, Joa. Grapheus, 1533

This rare edition was unknown to Brunet and (Jraesse.

5787 Editio Nova: Cosmographia, per [ReynerumJ Gemmam Frisium iam demum ab
omnibus vindicata mendis, ac nonnullis quoque locis aucta. Additis ejusdem argumenti libellis

Gemmae Frisii [Usus Annuli ASTRONOMICI Regionum et LocORUM Descriptio, etc.] ; with
numerous woodcuts {including several MOVEABLE ones), and the fine folding map {often missing)
showing America, 4to. old vellum {back slightly damaged, but fine and exceptionally large
copy) ; RARE, £5. 55 ibidem, Greg. Bontius, 1550

The woodcut majjs have been replaced by better ones in this edition, while the aitpendix : Usus Annuli A.stronomici,
is hero first publislied. The folding map is greatly valued as an early representation of America.

5788 Another Copy, sm. 4to. old hf. calf {folding map wanting, and title and last I. margined,
also afew II. u-ater-stained), £2. 2*

5789 Editio Altera ; with numerous woodcuts {several being moveable), and the rare fold-
ing MAP, sm. 4to. sewn, with auto. * Christopherus Fabricius, 1580 ' on title, £3. 3*

ibidem, Joa. Bcllerus, 1574
Practically a reprint of the foregoing edition.
Tlie author was the lirst to suggest (in tlie above work) the determination of the longitude by lutar distances, while

its editor. Gemma Frisius, i)roposcd the use of a chronometer for the same purpose.
Apianus also first suggested the use of coloured glasses in observations of tlie sun, and discovered that the direction of

comets' tails is opposite to the sun's.

5790 : Instrument Buch, durch Petrum Apianum erst von new beschriben. I. darinne begriffen

ein newer Quadrant, dardurch Tag und Nacht, bei der Sonnen, Mon, unnd andern Planeten, audi
durch ettliche Gestirn, die Stunden, und ander nutzung, gefunden werden. II. AVio man die lioch

der Thiirn, und anderer gebew, desgleichcn die weyt, br.ayt, und tiefl'e durch die Spigel und Instru-

ment, messen soil. III. Wie man das wasser absehen oder abwegen soil . . . IV. iJrey Instrument,
die miigen in der gantzen welt bey Tag und bey Nacht gebraucht werden ... V. Wie man
kiinstlich durch die Finger der Hiinde die Stund in der Nacht, ohne alle Instrument erkhennen
soil. VI. Ein newer Messstab, desgleichen man nendt den Jacobsstab, dadurch auch die hoch,
brayt, weyt, und tieflfe, aiifF newe art gefunden wirt ; with numerous fine woodcuts, folio, large
and very sound copy in vellum coverfrom XV. Cent. MS. (VERY rare), £4. 105 Ingolstndii, 1533

Containing the author's chief inventions to solve astronomical and geodetic problems by mechanical means.

5791 Quadrans Astronomicus et iam recens inventus et nunc primum editus. Huic adiuncta
sunt et alia Instrumenta Observatoria perinde nova, adcommodata Horis discernendis noc-
turnis simul et diurnis, idque ex Sole, Luna, Stellisque tiim erraticis tum fixis, ad quoque tamen
cognitionem cuique citra onmem Preceptoris operam facile pervenire licebit. JDeinde Altitudinis
etiam, Distantia^ Profunditatisque Puteorum, Turriumque sen .^lldificiorum adnexa* sunt Dimen-
siones et Aquarum quoque ex Monte uno in alium Deductiones; with numei'ous ivoodcuts, and
3 loose plates to form volvelles, and 5 plates of the Quadrant at end, folio, seivn (very large AND
sound copy) ; VERY RARE, £3. 3s ibidem, apud aiictorcm, 1532
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5793 APJOHN (James, m.d., m r.i.a.) Analysis of a Meteoric Stone, which fell near Adair, Co.
I.iinenck, 4to. (pp. 14), sewn, 2a- Dublin, 1837

5794 APOLLONIUS Pergseus : Conicorum Libri VIII, et Sereni Antissensis de Skctionk
Cylindri et CONiLil.ri II [ex Codd. MSS. Cr.Tcia edidit Edmuxdus H alley, s.rs.]; icith front,
atid vignette by Burghers, and numerous diagrams, roy. folio, Large Paper; old calf gilt, netcly
rebacked (fine copy) ; RARE, £3. \bs Oxoniir, e Tfieatro Sheldoviano, 1710

' The first complete edition, ineludin^' a masterly restoration of the lost eighth book. '-/J. A'. ;.'. This splemlia
edition comprises the Greek t«xt with a Latin translation, as well as the cnuimenUry of Eutociu«, and the lemmata of
Pappus. It is uniform with Torelli's edition of Archimedes {q. v. jnwt), and like the latter still foinis the stnndaixl .xlition

of its author.

5795 , A Restitution of the Geometrical Treatise of, on Inclinations ; also the Theory
of Gunnery; or the Doctrine of Projectiles in a Non-resisting Medium, by Reubkx Buruow,
2 folding copperplates, 4to. setvn {plates and some II. mended), Ss 6d

*

1779
' Hurrow in his preface sjieaks severely of Bp. Horsley's restitution (7. r. jm/iyi, h<.. 57W) as cluiiisy and cniilovintf

quasialgebraical methods ; and claims with Justice much ;;reater simi»licity and directness for bis own work * -/». N. U.

579(3 De Sectione Rationis Libri II, ex Arabico MS. l^tine versi ; accedunt ejuwl. do
SectionE Spatii libb. II restittiti

; pnrmittitur Pappi Alexandrim Pra'fatio ud Vll. libniui

Collectionis Matheniaticie, nunc priinum Gru'oe edita: cum LemmatibuH ejusdem Pappi ud Ijoh

Apollonii Libros, Opera et Studio Edmundi H alley ; v:ith numerous diagrams^ \i\o.Hnc copy in

contemporary white vellum [rare), V2s 6d Oxonii, 1700
5797 Another Copy, old calf, 10«

This is the first published edition of ' de sectione rationis', translated from in Arable MS. dtaoorert*! by U«niaiil in

the Bodleian Library. The ' sectio sjMitii ' is an attempted restoration of this Inut w«rk.

(98 Two Books concerninj^ Tangkncies, sa restored by Fhancl*RANCLscus ViETA and Marin us
GiiETALUUS [trans.], with Su^>plenient, by John Lawson, 11. d., 2nd Kd., >%ith Second Supple*
ment, l>eing Fermat's Treatise on Spherical Tanjiencies, 7 folding plates, '71 : Two liooKS
concerning Determinate Section, as restored by Willehrobdus Snkllius [trann.) by John
Lawson, b.d., with the same two books by William Wales, 5folding plates, '72—2 vol*. 4to. in

1, seiV7i {rare), lOs 6d 1771 •*2

5799 Another Copy of Both Works : also, Ikclinationum Libri II; reMitneluit Samuel
HORSLEY, R.s.s. [Episc. Asaphensis] ; ivith folding plates, (Uonii, Typ. Clarmd., 1770:

[Qiaimini (Pietro)] De Sectione Determinata [r'armae, '73]—4 vols. 4to. in 1, hf. calf gilt,

£1. Is 1770^
The ' Determinate Section * was unknown to Lowndes and the translator's biotnupber In D.S.B.

^

5800 : Ghetaldi (Marino) APOLLONIUS Redivivus, seu Restituta Apollonii Perippi pe

Inclinationum Geometria : VARIORUM Problematum Collectio—2 vols. cni. 4to. in 1, vUh
diagrams ; old limp vellum {rare), 12* 6rf Venetiis, apud Bern. Juntam, 1607

The above copy belonRed to Ren^: Francois dk Sluzk, the celebrated mathematirian, and b<irs his autograph on

flyleaf. The second work is interesting for solving problems geometrically, which Reglomontannsand h « contenijiorarie*

could only solve by algebraical means.

5801 APPARATUS and INSTRUMENTS, Explanatory Dictionary t»f the, employed in

various Operations of Philosophical and Experimental CHEMISTRY, by a 1*RACT1CAL CHEMIST.

with 17 folding copperplates, besides woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 5s 1824

5802 APPELL (Paul, de VInstitut) Trait6 de MtCANUiUE Rationnelle, Tohich I et II :
Statique,

Dynaniique du Point, Dynamique des Systenies, Mecanique Analytique ; with 277 iroodeuU and
diagrams, 2 vols. roy. Svo. hf. red morocco gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of J'rof. //. If . LI.

Tanner, F.B.S., Us 6d (p. F. 32 nett unbound) 1893^

5803 Tome I: Statique; Dynamique du Point; with numerous diagrams, roy. ^vo,

sewn, 6s 6rf (p. F. 16 nett)
. . 1^

5804 AKAGO (Francois Jean Dominique; FR.s.) (Kuvres Completes, publiecu d'aprcs non Urdre

sons la Direction de J. A. Barral [avec Introduction par Alex, de Humboldt]; ^^^P^^^r*
and 24 plates, woodcuts, and maps, COMPLETE in 17 vols. 8vo. hf. calf neat, contents Uttered («^
set), £2. 15.V (p. F. 1.35 sewn) ^. .. ^,

18a4-62

The only complete edition of the author's workH, coinprlfling : Aatrononile p««pnlairt, 4 v. : Notice* t>l«iKrapblque», 8 ».

.

Notices scientiliqnes, 5 v.: Voyages scientitlques: Mcmoires scientlllquen, J v.: Melange*: Table, analytique*, n
iJocnmentH importantjj. ,,^

' Arago made several important diMcoveries in electro-magnetiHni—esi»eclally the phenoinenon ..r

may be said to have proved the relation Iwtween the aurora borealis and magnetic varUtinna. H

acceptance of the undulatory theory of light, and ma<le imporUnt advanc** in the doctrine nf 1

1

tither minor achievements were made in the department of photon etricmeaMiremcnt* of the brlKi't'"-" <•' i""' "»"'- ^"«

ela.stic force of steam and other gases, etc. etc.* , . . xi' ti u.....>.tf

5805 Biographies of Distinguished Scientific Men, translated by Adml. u. h. nm^tm,

Prof. Baden Powell, pr.,and Robert Grant, fp.r.8., with woodcuU, 8vo. el., uncut {*car^),

10s 6d .
, i^J.'

Containing Bailly, Sir W. Herschel, Uplace, Joseph Fourier, Camot, Mahis, Freanel, Thomaa '\ounff, •»»«;'*™*^^*^
also a Note by Sir W. Fairbaim, r.R.s., protesting against Aragos ungenerous belUtUng of l^atts merits In mvour « ow
own countninan Denis Papin. . t ai i t ^a^^n «1.^>oa

5806 The Comet : Scientific Notices of Comet« in general, in particular of that ol I8.TA viioye

Revolution is of 6} Years' Duration; trans, by COL. Charlf^ Gold, R.A., front., fcap. 8vo. cf..

3s 6d looo

6807 Popular Treatise on Comets, trans, and ed. [with Appendix] by Adml. W. H. Smyth,

F.R s. and Robert Grant, f.r.s., with 5 plates and 6 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s lw>i

6S08 ARCANA of Science and Art : or Annual Re^'ister of Useful Inventions and Improvement*,

abridged from the Transactions of Public Societies and Scientific Journals, Bntis.i and *«re'g"»

Fourth Year, with steel plates and woodcuts, i>ost 8vo. hf. bound, ls6d ti—i~ii
Chiefly interesting for an account of the LiveriKjol and Manchester Railway, with '.' pUtea: Entrance to urerpooi

Station, and Braithwaite and Ericson's new locomotive engine ' William IV.'
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5809 APPAREILS de Triage et de Lavage M^caniques, Notice sur les, 6tablis h la Houillere

de la Batterie, a Liege ; withfolding plate of coal-washing plant, post 8vo, cl.y 2s Qd Liege, 1878
5810 ABATUS [Solensis], The Skies and Weather-Forecasts of ; trans., with Notes, by Edward

Poste, cr. 8vo. cl. (scarce), As 6d 1880
A translation of the Fhcvnomeiia, which furnished St. Paul with his only literary quotation save that referring to the

idiosyncrasy of the Cretans. ' Cum sole et luna semper Aratus erit.'

—

Ovid.

5811 ARCET (Jean d', de la Faculte de M^decine de Paris) DiscoURS en Forme de Dissertation sur
r?I^TAT Actuel des Montagnes des Pyrenees, et sur les Causes de leur Degradation, 8vo.

(pp. 60), sewn, 5s 1776
5812 Memoire sur TACTION d'un Feu Egal, Violent et Continue pendant plusieurs Jours

sur un grand Noinbre de Terres, de Pierres et de Chaux Metalliques eesayees pour la

plupart telles qu'elles sortent du Sein de la Terre, post 8vo. sewn (rare), 10s 6d 1766
Containing valuable investigations to which the subsequent rise of the glass and pottery manufacture in France was

largely indebted. The author was the first to make porcelain in P'rance, and to show the combustibility of the diamond.

5813 ARCHIMEDES: Opera quse supersunt Omnia, Graece, cum Eutocii Ascalonitse Com-
mentariis, ex Reeensione Josephi Torelli, cum Nova Versione Latina ; accedunt Lectiones
Varr. ex Codd. Mediceo et Parisiensibus ; with front, on copper by Burghers, bust-portrait, and
numerous diagrams, roy. folio, Large Paper ; boards, uncut, or, cL, uncut, £1. 125 Qd

Oxonity e 2'ypogr. Clarendoniano, 1792
5814 Another Large Paper Copy, handsomely hound in russia gilt (fine copy), with book-

plate of Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.R.S., £2. 2s
' The niost complete and magnificent edition of this author's works.'

—

Lowndes. It was printed under the super-
intendence of Abraham Robertson, f.r.s , Savilian Professor of Astronomy, and contains a commentary on the tract
relating to floating bodies by him, and a Life of Torelli, by Sibiliati.

' L'edition la plus estimee, mais rare, est celle de Torelli, Oxford, 1792, in-fol.'—Bio^r. Gen.
' Die beste Ausgabe des Textes von Archimedes uiid des Commentars von Eutokius von Askalon, soviel davon

vorhanden i»t, ist noch immer die von Torelli, Oxford, 1702.'—Pro/, Cantor.

5815 Opera ; Apollonii Perg^ei Conicorum lib. IV ; Theodosii Sphaerica : Methodo nova
illustrata, et succincte demonstrata per Is. Barrow [sacerdotem], Exprofessorem Lucasianum
Cantab., S.R.S. ; with numerous folding plates, cr. 4to. large and sound copy in old vellum [rare),

lis Qd Londini, 1675
5816 Another Copy ; also : Barrow (Isaac, pr., f.r.s.) Lectiones Optica et Geometric.*:,

in quibus Ph^.nOMENCOn Opticorum Genuina? Rjitiones investigantur, ac exponuntur, et

Generalia Curvarum Linearum Symptomata declaruntur ; with numerous folding plates,

2 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, old calf gilt (rare), with inscr. ' Donum . . . Authoris^ on flyleaf,

£1. 105 ibidem, 1675-4
* L'Archimede du D. Barrow est un excellent ouvrage ; il est surtout propre a ceux de nos gcomctres moilerne.s, qui

voudroient connottre la methode aucicnne, parce qu'elle y est reduite sous une fonne plus abreg6e, .sans que I'esprit en soit

altere.'—MoTituclu.
' In the Optical Lectures many problems connected with the reflexion and refraction of light are treated with

ingenuity. The geometrical focus of a point seen by reflexion or refraction is defined ; and it is explained that the image
of an object is the locus of the geometrical foci of every point on it. Barrow also worked out a few of the easier

properties of thin lenses; and considerably simplified the Cartesian exiWanation of the rainbow. The geometrical
lectures contain some rew ways of determining the areas and tangents of curves. The most celebrated of these is the
method given for the determination of tangents to curves'.— JF. IV. K. Ball.

5817 Gj^uVRES, traduites littdralement, avec un Commentaire, par FRANCOIS Peyrard, suivies

d'un Memoire du Traducteur, sur un NOUVEAU MiROiR ARDENT, et d'un autre Memoire sur
I'Arithmetique des Grecs par Jean Joseph Delambre ; with bust-portrait, 2folding plates, and
numerous diagrams, thick 4to. hf bound, uncut, 17s %d 1807

5818 Seconde Edition [revue] ; unth 2 folding plates, and numerous diagrams, 2 vols, post

8vo. hf. cl., 155 1808
' C'est la seule edition complete qui existe en franrais des neuvres du plus grand geometre de I'antiquite.'

It is much valued for the essays by Delambre and' the Translator contained in it.

5819 MoNUMENTA omnia Mathematica quae extant, ex Traditione Francisci Maurolici,
Abbatis S. Marice a Partu ; with numerous diagrams, folio (? Large Paper), old hf. vellum,

uncut, 105 Qd Panormi, 1685

5820 Arenarius, et Dimensio Circuli (Gra3ce et Latine). Eutocii Ascalonitse, in banc
Commentarius, cum Versione et Notis Joh, Wallis, SS.TH.D., Geometrire Prof. Saviliani

;

with copperplates, 18mo. white vellum (rare), 155 Oxonii, e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1676
The Arenarius ('I'aju.^tTTj?) is the only remaining work of Archimetles treating on arithmetic. It was reprinted in the

edition of Wallis's work (v. No. 5183, ante).

5821 De IIS qujE vehuntur in Aqua Libri II, a Frederico Commanding in pristinum

Nitorem restituti, et COMMENTARiis illustrati ; with diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn (large and fine
copy) ; rare, £1. 55 Bononice, Alex. Benacivs, 1565

'Ju.squ'a present la meilleure Edition,'—3fontucZa. 'Ses traductions des math^maticiens ancieus ont contribu6 aux
progres de cette science, et sont la source ou les traducteurs et commentateurs postdrieurs ont presque tous puis^,'—
Biogr. Gen.
A copy of this work, inferior in condition to the above, fetched £1, 16* at auction a few months ago.

5822 De Insidentibus Aquae Libri II [edente Nicolao Tartalea]; with printer's device on
titles, and numerous diagrams, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, boards [blank side margin of one I. cut off,

otherwise a sound and large copy) ; very RARE, with auto of Dr. W. H. Besant, F.E.S., £1. 55

Venetiis, Curtius Trojanus, 1565
Both the above works are Latin translations, by different editors, of llepl twv vSart e(^io-Ta/aeVwv.
' Get ouvrage, incomplet en grec, a 6te publi6 par Tartaglia sur un MS. latin. On y trouve une bonne th^orie dea corps

flottants, fondce sur la pression egale d'un fluide. '—i?io^r. Gen.
A copy fetched £1. IQs at auction a few months ago.

5823 ARMELLINI (Tito ; Univ. Rome) L'Architettura in Ordine alia Igiene : Criterii Generali,

8vo. sewn, with inscr. to the Duca di Rignano, 35 Roma, 1859
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5824 AKGELANDER (Friedrich WiLhelm August, Bonn ; F.R.S.) Uranometria Nova : Stella«
per Mediain Europani soils Oculis conspicute secundum veras Lucis Magaitudiues e Cielo ipso
descripta? ; 17 star-maps, oblong folio, /if. bound {no text), lOs 6d Berolini, 1813

'All stars visible tx) the uake<i eye in Europe are inserted, the niftgoitude bein^ given with great care and precision from
original observations. Altogether a highly valuable work."— (.'. F. Chambfrs.

5825 ABISTABGHUS Samius : De MAGXiTUDiNrBUS et Distantiis Sous et Lun.« Liber, cum
Pappi Alexandrini Explicationibus, a Fred. Commanding in Latinum conversus, ac Comment-
arils illustratus ; numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. old vellum (fine copy) ; RARE, 18* 6d Pi^uri, 1572

5826 Another and exceptionally fine and wholly uncut Copy, cr. 4to. boards,
uncut, £l.'IsQd

Aristarchus of Samos anticipate*! the Cop<»riiican system by assrrtiiiij that the sun wm the centre of the univerM*. In
the above work he shows the method uf estimating thn relative distancfs of the sun and moon from the earth by the
angle fnrineil by the two b^Hlies at the observers eye at that moment when the moon is exactly lialMuminoitt.

5827 ARISrOTELES. Graece, ex Recennione Immanuelis Bekkeri ; edidit ACADRMIA Reqia
RORUSSICA, OUin IXTERPRETATIONK LaTINA et SCHOLIIS colleglt CHRIST. AU<J. RrANUIS ;

necnon Supplementum (Frugmenta, Sclioliurum Supplementum, et Index); orig'inal impres-
Bion, 5 vols. 4to. kf. maroon morocco extra, cl. sides, uncut, t. e.g. (FINK COPY), ttUh bookplate of
Dr. Emil Reich,'£L 10s lierolini, 1831-70

'The great edition of ArisUale is still that of Bekker, published by the PruMian Royal A'ademy. Aristotle Is now
generally quoteil by scholars acconling to the |iag is. columns, ani line* uf this edition '.— /'rq/. It. r,. HiUkie.

532S de Natura, aut de Reruni Principiin; de C.«LO; de Ortu et Interitu; Metboro-
LOOICA; de ANiMO.de Sensu, etdeRESPlRATlONK, Libri, Joachimo Perionio Interprete, et per
NiCOLAUM Grouchium correcti et emendati ; de MUNDO, GULIELMO RUD.KO Interprete ; hand-
soviely printed in italics, with vi-gnctte and diagrams, 6 vols. 4U). in 1, oaken boards covered with
rirhlt/ pressed leather, metal clasp {one wanting and 2 titles missinq, but in FINE condition),
£1. 12* 6d Parisiis, T. Richardus, 15623

A very handsomely printed and uniform e<lition. It has on flyleaf an old anto. ' Caroltu Scribaa ', undoubtedly that of
Charlks ScRiBANi, S.J., the celebratetl controversialist, 1501<I(i2U.

de OnJECTO Auditus— r. Aristoxenus, infra.

5829 : COMMENTARII CoLLEGII CONIMBRICENSIS, S.J., in IV Librosde Coklo, M KTEB0L0GI008
et Parva Naturalia, Aristotelis Sta^iriUi", Graeci Contextus Latino c Regione respondentia
Accessione aucliores, etc. etc., 4to. old calf, 10* Qd Colonift, 1631

The original t«xt, with j^rallel l.Atin translation, and a copious eoramentarv.

5830 ARISTOXENUS Musicus: Harmonicorum Elementurum Libri III. Cl. PtolemeBi
Harmonicorum, sen de Miisioa, Libri III. Aristotelis de Objecto Auditu.s Fragmentum, ex
Porpbyrii Commentarii.s. [Porphyrii de X Praedicamentis Lil)er.] Omnia nunc priinum latino

conscripta et edita ab Ant. Gogavino Graviensi, editio princeps; loith printer's device on tiUe

and last I., and diagrams, 4to. (? Large Paper) ; old limp vellum (very FINE COPY), £3. 10*

Venetiis, Vine. Valgrisius, 1502
A very handsomely printed edition, which has now become verj' rare.
' Ouvrage important pour la connaissance de la niusi<iue des Grecs.et le plus ancien traite que nous ayona tur oetobjet.

... La doctrine musicale d'Ari.stoxene, opposee a celle de Pythag«)re, a fait e|Kxiue dans I'anliquit^. Itrjetant lew calculs

inath6matique.s de celui-ci, il n'admettait pour juge que I'oreille, opinion qui divisa la Orece en deux aectw mu»lcaleii : celle

des pytnaijoriens, appeles mnonici, et celle des aristoxeniens, apjwles hormoniri.'—HicKjr. Urn.

5831 ARMSTRONG (Robert, c.E.) E.ssay on tbe Boilers of Steam Engines, with a View to the

Saving of Fuel, including Railway and other Locomotive Engines, SteAm Navigation, Smoke
Burning, Incrustations, Explosions, etc. etc., enlarged Ed., with 23 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6* 6rf 18S9

Dedicated to Joh.v D.\lton, as a llrst attempt to collect the practical Results of a new Branch of Cheniioo-Mechaoioal

En<iuiry.

5832 ARMSTRONG (William George first Lord, F.R.s.) Electric Movement in .Vir and Water,
witli Theoretical Inferences; with Supplement, continuing his Experimentii, with an Extension

made in Concert with Henry Stroud, with numerous fine plates {many COIX)UBBD) of spark

phenomena, 2 vols, folio, cl. gilt, ISs (id (p. £1. 10* nett) 18W7-9

Lord ArnjstronR's immense practical achievements have overlain his reputation as a Heieutiflc !nve«tUriti)r. • In

later life his happiest hours, when not employed in planlin>{ i>r building, were devot^l !<• rlwtiical re>N«rrh In hU
laboiaUiry at Cragside. Among his early ex|)erimeDts with his hydro-elecUlc machine he had nUnwn that a cottuo

lllament in two adjacent glasses travels towanis the p«witlve electn«le in on^ while an cnclrrhng tube of water movre

towards the negative electro<l^ in the other. This was the sUrtii-g-iwint «»f his sul»»e«iu.nt reeearrliM luto tbe nature of

the electric discharge. In ls<t7 he pnblishe«l a U-autifully lilustratetf volume [*Hi>n<] on ' Electric MoTcmMit In Air and

Water ', in which ho discussed the most remarkable serica of Mgures ever obulned by electrtc diacharge over phot«.

graphic i)lat*'s.'— //. /'. Curnfy, ;»r., D.< .L.
. .,

5833 ARNETT (Braithwaite, St. John's Coll., Cantab.) HVLK3 and FoRMUL;F. m ELRMKNTABr
Mathematics, with Notes, diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3* Cambridge, 1873

5834 ARNIM (Ludwig Achim v. ; poet) Versucii einer Theorib der El.SKTRlsCilEN Ersciikin-

UNGEN, 12mo. boards {plate wanting) ; rare. Is 6d J/tille, 1799

Interesting as flip first i.ubiished work of the author of Pf ATni'*** U'uti>Urkorn, written while a stiidentalU »rttinK«n.

5S.ij ARNOLD (Emil, Karlsruhe) Die ANKERWICKLUNGEN und ANKERKONSTKUKTIONKNderOLElCII-
STROM-DvNAMOMA.scillNEN, 2. AuHage ; with 335 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 3»6rf(p. M. 12) nerlin, 189J

5836 ARNOLD (R.) AMMONIA and AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS : their Manufacture from Ga» Liquor

and Spent-Oxide, etc. etc , illustrated, post 8vo. hf. calf, 2* 6rf .1889

5837 ART (L') de Batir les Vaisseaux et d'en perfectionner la CONSTRUCTIOX, de lee garnir do

leurs Apparaux, les mettre en Funin, les manccuvrer, etc., avec la Coupe d un Vauweau du

Premier Kang, les Devis de plusieurs Sortes de Vaisseaux, les Outils et Machines, Instrumena de

Mathematique servans h la Navigation ... les Pavilions de divers Etats ; le _tout tir<i des

hieilleurs Auteurs Hollandois, comme WiT.SEN, VAN Eyk, AllarD, etc. ; itUA 11< co^rplates

{many folding), including all the flags of European countries, provinces, andjprtnctpalUtcs, besides

vignittes, 2 vol*. 4to. in I, sound copy in contemporary calf gilt (rare), £1. 10# Amsterdam, 1719
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5S39 ARNOTT (Neil, M.D., F.R.s.) Elements of Physics, or Natural Philosophy, General and

Medical, containing New Disquisitions and Practical Suggestions, 5th Ed., with woodcuts, 2 vols.

8vo. calf gilt [nice copy), 5s 1833
5840 Sixth and Completed EBiTioyi, with numerous illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. cl. , uncut, 6s 1864-5
5841 Another Copy, 2 vols. ; with the Supplement : Arithmetic Simplified—3 vols. 8vo.

in 2, cl., uncut, 7s 6d 1864-7
This still valued work was one of the first to apply physics to the study of medicine.

5842 On Warming and Ventilating ; with Directions for Making and Using the Thermo-
meter-Stove, or Self-Regulating Fire, and other New Apparatus, with woodcuts, large post 8vo.

cl. boards [very scarce), 15s 1838
' His name had become known in conne.Kion with the invention of a suiokeles.s grate, known as Arnott's Stove, which

combined economy of fuel and consumption of the smoke with uniformity of combustion. For this he was awarded the
Rumford Medal of the Royal Society in 1851. He devised the water-bed in 1832, and in 1838 he published an important
essay on Warming and Ventilation, in which both his stove and ventilator are fully described.'

—

D. N. B.

5843 ARTEMIDORI Daldiani et ACHMETIS Sereimi F. Oneirocritica [Gr. et Lat., ex Jani
CoRNARll et J. Leunclavii Versione], Astrampsychi et Nicephori Versus etiani Oneirocritici

;

NicOLAi Rigaltii ad Arteniidorum Notoe (Graece et Latine), 4to. old calf {joints cracked, but very
sound copy), I2s 6d Lutetice, 1603

'Volume peu commun '.—Bninet. It i.s the first edition of Aohmet ben Sereim.

5844 Les JuGEMENS AsTRONOMiQUES des SONGES, plus le Livre d'AuGUSTE Niphus, des
Divinations et Augures, par Anthoine du Moulin ; title within woodcut border, 24mo. old
vellum (rare), £\..\s Bouen [1584]

5845 ARTH (Georges, Nancy) Recueil de Proc^des de Dosage, pour I'Analyse des Com-
bustibles, Minerals de Fer, Fontes, Aciers, et Fers ; with folding table, and 61 woodcuts, 8vo. cl.,

45 (p. F. 8 nett) 1897
5846 ARTIFICERS' WORKS, The Student's Guide to the Practice of Measuring and Valuing,

with Tables of Constants, by a Late Eminent Surveyor, Sfolding plates, Svo. hf. morocco, Zs 1843

5847 ARTIGUES (— d') Sur I'Art de fabriquer du Flint-Glass bon pour I'Optique, suivi d'un
Rapport fait a la Chisse des Sciences Physiques et Math(5matiques de I'lnstitut, sur les ResultATS
de cette Fabrication, 8vo. (pp. 80), sewn, uncut, with author's inscr. on title {rare), 8* Qd 1811

5848 ASHFORD (Cyril Ernest, R. K. Coll., Osborne) Electricity and Magnetism, theoretical
and practical, with 206 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., Is [1903]

5849 ASHMAN (W. M.) Elementary Lessons on Silver Printing, with 20 woodcuts, 12mo. seivn,

2s 1888
5850 ASPHALTE: The Val-de-Travers Asphalte Paving Co.'s List of AVorks, woodcuts, 8vo.

cl., \s 6rf 1887
5851 ASPIN (J.), and A. W. RYBERG : Iron and Steel Trades' Calculator, showing at

Sight the Value of Goods bought and sold by the Pound, etc. etc. etc., with Appendix of numerous
valuable Tables, 6th Ed., 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 12*)

-

[1883]
5852 ASPIN(Jehoshaphat) Familiar Treatise on Astronomy, explaining the General Phenomena

of the Celestial Bodies, with 2 folding plates, Svo. boards, 4* Qd 1825
Intended as a companion text to ' Urania's Mirror ' {v. No. oOlO, ante).

5853 ASTRONOMICA VETERUM Scripta Isagogica. Graeci : Proclus, Aratus Solensis,
Leontius Mechanicus. Latini : Aratea Plia>nomena, Cicero, Festus Rufus, Germanieus Ctesar,
Veterum Poetarum Fragmenta Astronomica, Hyginus ; with curious woodcuts of constellations,

12mo. old white vellum {soutid copy), 12s 6d {Heidelbergce], 1589
' Aratus ist als Hdlb. M.S. neu recensiert, wahrscheinlicli von Sylburf;.'—Eberf.

A COMPLETE SET
;

5854 ASTRONOMICAL REGISTER (The) : a Medium of Communication for Amateur Observers,
and all others interested in Astronomy, complete from the beginning in 1863 to its conclusion in
1886, with plates and woodcuts, 24 vols. Svo. in parts as issued {ivanting one no.) ; SCARCE,
£3. 35 1863 86

Bound up with Vol. I are 'On the Method of Observing Variable Stars', by George Knott and Joseph Baxendell,
F.R.S., with front. ; 'privately printed. '03 : 'Catalogue of Binary Stars', by Alfrku Brothers ('(JO): and ' Origin of the
Signs of the Zodiac', by George J. Walker, '67.

5855 Another Set, from 1866 to 1886 (Vols. IV—XXIV), with plates and woodcuts, 21 vols.

Svo. cl. {ivanting No. 285), £3. 1866-86
5856 Another Set, from 1874 to 1882 (Vols. XII—XX), 9 vols. Svo. hf. maroon morocco {nice

set), £1. 5s 1874-82
5857 SOCIETY (ROYAL), Memoirs of the, Vols. I—IV, with plates and maps, 4 vols 4to.

^/ ca^/" (SCARCE), £5. 55 1822-4

5858 Another Set, from 1865 to 1892 (Vols. 35-50), with numerous plates, 17 vols. 4to. boards
{wanting 39i and 49ii), £2. 105 (p. £13. 35 Qd nett) 1865-92

5859 , Monthly Notices of the, containing Papers, Abstracts of Papers,
and Reports of the Proceedings of the Society, complete from Nov. 1863 to March, 1909 (Vols.

24-69, No. 5), with General Index to vols. 30-52, and Library Catalogue, with numerous
plates, woodcuts, and maps—in all 45 vols. Svo. Catalogue and vols. 24-60 in 30 w. cl. {not quite

unijorm), the Index in boards, and vv. 61-69 No. 5 in parts as issued, £10. 1863-1909

5860 Another Set, from Nov. 1876 to Jan. 1909 (Vols. 37-69, No. 3), with numerous plates,

woodcuts and maps, 30 vols. Svo. the first 13 vols, cl., and the rest in parts as issued, £7. 1876-1909

5861 ASTRONOMISCH - GEODATISCHE ARBEITEN : I. Ordnung : Telegraphische
Langenbestimmungen, 1890-3 [mit Vorwort von Th. Albrecht], 4to. sewn, Is 6c? (p. M. 15)

Berlin, 1895
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5862 ATHERTON (Charles, m.i.c.e.) Marine Engine Construction and Classification, with
2 copperplates and 4 woodcuts, 8vo. c^, 45 1851

Prest^ntation Edition, with author's inscription.

5863 ATKINSON (Capt. E. H. de V., R.E.) Text-Book of Practical Soud Geometry, etc.,
16folding plates, 8vo. cl., Ss (p. 7* 6rf) 1899

5864 ATKINSON (Henry, ofNewcastle-on-Tyne) On Astronomical and other Refractions ; with
a connected Intjuiry into the Law of Temperature in different Latitudes and at different Alti-
tudes, ivith plate, 4to. (pp. 124), sewn {rare)y Rs Qd 1825

'This papftr elicited very high encoiniunis fnmi several of the most loarnetl iiumj in Eiiropo.*

—

D. N. Ji.

5865 On the Utility and probable Accuracy of the Method of Determining the Sun's
Parallax l)y Observations on the Planet Mars near his Opposition, 4to. (pp. 10), setni
2* 6d 1824

5866 ATWOOD (Edward L., M.LN.A.) War-Ships: their Construction, Protection, Stability,
Turnin<,', etc., \mth 209 woodcuts and diagrams^ 8vo. c/., 5* (p. 10« 6e/ nett) 1904

5867 ATWOOD (George, f.r.s. ; Fellow of Trinity) The Construction and Analysis of Geo-
metrical Propositions, determining the Positions of Homooeneal Bodies which float
freely, and at Rest, on a Fluid's Surface ; also determining the Stahilitv of Ships, and of other
Floating Botlies, with A folding plates, 4to. (pp. 85), sewn. Is Qd 1796

This ineinoir, which was awarded the Copley Medal, first contains the formula known by the author's Dtme for
ascertaininK the curve of stability of ships,

5868 Investigations, founded on the Theory of Motion, for Determining the Times of
Vibration of Watch Balances, with 2 folding plates by Basire, 4to. (pp. 50), sewn, 4s 6d 1794

5869 -—— Treatise on the Rectilinear Motion and Rotation of Bodies, with Description of
Original Experiments on the Subject, 8 folding plates by Basire, roy. 8vo. ^fine copy in contemporary
tree-calf gilt (VERY scarce), £1. 15* Cambridge^ 1784

5S70 Another Copy, boards, uncut, £1. 10j»
' In this work occurs (p. 298) the first description nf the ingenious apparatus since so wtdl known as ' Atwood's

Machine ', for exhibiting and verifying the accelerative action of gravity '.—/). N. U.

5871 AUBEBGIER (— , de V Ecole de Phannucie de Paris) NOUVELLE Methode de ViNIFICATION :

Ouvrage qui traite de la Culture de la Vijjne. de la Theorie de la FERMENTATION ViNEUSE, de
I'Art de faire, par un Nouveau Procede Viniticateur, le meilleur Vin jwssiible, de le con^erver et
de le coller; suivie de la Th^orie de I'Acetification et d'Experiences sur la DISTILLATION des
Eaux-DE-Vie de Marc, etc. ; with folding plate, 12mo. hf calf {scarce). Is %d 1825

5872 AUBXnSSON de VOISINS (Jean Francjois d') Trait6 d'HVDRAULlQUE, h I'Usage des
Ingenieurs ; 2« Ed., consid(^rablement augmentde ; with 5 folding plates, 8vo. hf. calf gilt. As 1840

5873 rAXJDOT (Louis Eustache)] L'Art de Faire, a peu de Frais, les Feux d'Artifice pour les

F^tes de Famille, 3« Ed., with 10 plates, fcap. 8vo. sewn, 6* 1825
a risky book for the holidays.

5874 AUEBBACH (Felix) Das Zeisswerk und die Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung in Jena ; tt^ith 78 illus-

trations, 8vo. sewn, \s Jena, 1903
a monument of a thoroughgoing science and energy which would ensure success under any fiscal system.

5875 AUEBBACH (Q.) Anthracen : its Constitution, I*roi>erties, Manufacture, and Derivatives.
including ARTIFICIAL ALIZARIN, Anthrapurpurin, etc., with their Applications in DVEINO and
Printing, trans, and ed. from the revised MS. by Sir William Chookks, f.r.s., 8vo. cl.

(scarce). Is (id 1877
5376 AUGU3TIN (Frielrich Ludwig) Versuch einer vollstiindigen systematischen Gi-:.schichtb

der Galvanischen Electricit.\t und ihrer medicinischen Anwendung ; with folding plate, 8vo.

sewn, 6s Berlin, 1803

5877 AULDJO (John, f.g.s.) Sketches of Vesuvius, with its principal Emptions, from A.D. 79,

16 Iithnaraphic plates {some folding), and coloured map, 8vo. cl., 6* 1833

5878 AUSTIN (William, M.D.) Experiments on the Analysis of the Heavy Inflammable Air,
4to. (pp. 22), sewn, 3* 1789

Til** author was the lirst to institute regular chemical lectures at ' Bart'i*,' which had hitherUt got on without them.

5879 AVEBURY (Sir John Lubbock, Lord, f.r.s.) Fifty Years of Science : Addrew to the
British As.sociation at York, 1881, 2nd Ed., 8vo. cl., \s 6d 1882

5880 AVELING (Edward, d.sc.) Mechanics, as required for the Matriculation Examination of

London I'niversity, with 185 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s (p Us) 1888

5881 AVELING (Edward Bibbins), and John BOWICK: Mechanics, and Light and Heat,
u-ith 200 irnorJruts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 6s) [1888]

5882 AVEZAC (Marie Amand Pascal d\ de VInstitut) Coup d'(Eil HLSTORiQUEsurla Projection
des Cartks do (JeograI'HIE ; with folding table, Hvo. sewn {scarce), 48 1863

5883 AYRTON (William Edward, f.r.s.) Practical Electricity : a Laboratory and Lecture
Course, new [last! Ed., completely rewritten. Vol. I (all nub.) : Current, Pressure, l^istance,
Energy. Power, and Cells, 247 woodcuts, post 8vo. c/., 3* 6rf (p. 9*) 1896

5884 AZUNI (Domenico Alberto) Dissertazione sull' Origine della BussoLA Nautica, 2»

Edizione, aumentata, 8vo. (pp. 71), sewn (title soiled) ; rare, \Qs6d Venczia, 1797
' L'aut^ur essaie de ir.ontrer que la boussole C-tait inconnue des anciens, et que Ich Francis en out les premiers fait

usage a I't'poiiu*' des croisades '.—liiogr. Oin.

5885 BAADEB (Joseph, Univ. Munich) Sur 1'Avantage de suhstituer des CllEMlNS DE Fer d'une

Construction Ami^lior^e a plusieurs Canaux Navioables projet^ en France; 8vo. sewn
(scarce), Is 6d 1829

' Instead of which " the Canal Fallacy became rampant In France to the permanent burdening o» the bu«lget with

millions a year in interest.
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5886 BABBAGE (Charles, f.k.s.) On the Influence of Signs in Mathematical Reasoning, with

diagrams, 4to. (pp. 53), seivn, with author's inscr., 5* Cambridge, 1826
5887 On a Method of Expressing by Signs the Action of Machinery, with 3 plates and

folding chart, 4to. sewn, with AUTHOR'S iNSCR., 7* M 1826
Containing the first account of the author's invention of a scheme of notation applicable to the interpretation of all

mechanical actions whatever.

5888 The Ninth Bridgewater Treatise : a Fragment, second Edition, with woodcuts, 8vo.

calf extra {fine copy), 8.s 1838
5889 Another Copy, cl., with author's inscr. ; or, hf calf, 5s

'A work nobly planned, remarkable as one of the earliest attempts to reconcile breaches of continuity with the
government of the universe by law, which vindicated the serviceableness of mathematics to religion.'

—

D. N. B.

5890 Observations on the Notation employed in the Calculus of Functions, 4to. (pp. 14),

sewn, 2s 6d Cambridge, 1820
5891 Passages from the Life of a Philosopher, with front, of the author's invention, the

' Difference Engine {No. 1),' 8vo. cl., 7s 6d 1864
Largely autobiographical, and containing a copious account of his inventions, including his calculating machine, which

cost the nation £17,000, and himself 19 years' unpaid work, and is now preserved in an unfinished state in the South
Kensington Museum.

A VERY INTERESTING COPY:
5S92 Another Copy, extended by the insertion of 88 Holograph Letters from well-

known Scientists, etc., mentioned in the work {as under), many being- addressed to Faraday,
also interesting cuttings, etc., thick 8vo. hf. brown calf extra, uncut, t. e. q. (a most interesting
volume), with fine etched bookplate of Frederick Hendriks, F.S.S., £12. 12.?

List of Autograph Letters:—Airy (Sir George Biddell), Astronomer 7?oj/a?, 1801-02 (3) : Arnott (Neil), m.d., f.r.s.,

1788-1874 (1): Babbagk (Charles), f.r.s., 1792-1871 (3): Babbaoe (Henry P.), general (2): Babington (William), m.d,
v.VL.s., mineralogist, 176()-1S33 (1) : Baily (Francis), y.r.s., astronomer, 1774-1844(1): Barry (Sir Charles), architect of the

Huuses 0,' Parliament, 1795-1800(1): Beaifort (Sir Francis), admiral, 1774-18.57 (1): Brunei. (Sir Marc Isambard), builder
of the Thames Tunnel, I7()9-1S49 (S, with original announcement of Opening of the Tunnel): Buckland (William), f.r.s..

Dean of Westminster, 1784-1856 (2): Chali.is (James), f.r.s., astronomer, 1S03-S2 (1): Children (John George), fr.s.,
1777-1852 (1): Dalton (John), f.r.s., proponnder of the Atomic Theory, 17t5(;-lS44 (1): Dougi.a.ss iSir James Nicholas),
F.R s., engineer, 1826-98 (1): Fairholt (Frederick William), f s.a., antiquary, 1814-G6 {Original I'oem): Faraday (Michael),
f.r.s., 1791-1867 (2): Gilbert (Davies), p.r.s., 1767-1839 (l) : Gregory (Olinthus Gilbert), mathematician, 1774-1841

(1): Harris (Sir William Snow), f.r.s., electrician, 1791-1867 (2): Hatchett (Charles), f.r.s., chemist, 1765 ?-1847 (2):
Hendricks (Frederick), f.s.s. (2): Henry (William), m.d., f.r.s., chemist, 1774-1836 (3): Jardine (George), prr/essor of
Greek, Glasgno, 1742-1827 (1) : La Beche (Sir Henry Tliomas de), geologist, 1796-1855 (4) : Lansdowne (Henry 3rd Marquess
of), 1780-1863 (1): Lemon (Sir Charles), m.p. (2) : Lyell (Sir Charles), geologist, 1797-1875 (1) : Mantell (Gideon Algernon),
F.R.S , geologist, 1790-1852 (2) : Mawk (John), mineralogist, 1764-1829 (1) : Murchison (Sir Roderick Impey), geologist, 1792-

1871 (2): Oersted (Hans Christian), discoverer nf electro-magnetism, 1777-1851 (1, writ'en in English): Ommannev (Sir John
Acworlh), admiral, 1773-1855(1): Owen (Sir Richard), naijfrah'st, 1804-92 (3): Powell (Baden), ^r., T.v.H.,Savilian Prof.
Geometry, Oxon., 1796-1860 (1): Quetjlet (Lambert Adolphe Jacques), TO«(ftcrrta<idftn, 1796-1874 (signatitre): Ross (Sir

John), Arctic explorer, 1777-1856 (1) : Sabine (Sir Edward), general and astronomer, 1788-1883 (2): Smyth (William Henry),
F.R.S., admiral and astronomer, 1788-1865 (4) : Stanhope (Philip Henry 5th Earl), historian, 1805-75 (1): Talbot (William
Henry Fox), f.K.a, inventor of photography, 1800-77(3): Thom.son (Thomas), m.d., f.r.s., chemist, 1773 1852(1): Tupper
(Martin F&rqnhar), platitvdinnvs philosopher, 1810-89(1): Turner (Sharon), f.s.a., historian, 1768-1847(1): Ure (Andrew),
M.D., F.R.S., cAemi.s(, 1778-1857 (1): Waghorn (rhoma.s), pioneer of the Overland Route, 1800-50 (1): Wallich (Nathaniel),

MD., F.R.S., botanist, 1786-1854 (1): Wright (Thomas), f.s.a., autiquary, 1810-77(1): Yates (James), f.r.8., ontigHarj/,

1789-1871 (1) : AND A few others.

5893 Reflections on the Decline of Science in England, and on some of its Causes, Svo.

boards. Is Qd 1830
' An outspoken attack on the management of the Royal Society, which contributed materially to the origin of the

British Association in the following year.'

—

D. N. B.

5894 Table of the Logarithms of the Natural Numbers, from 1 to 108000, 4th Impression,
printed on yellow paper, roy. Svo. hf. bound, 5s 1841

5895 Third Edition, printed for the Hungarian Academy of Sciences [with Special Preface in

German by Karl Nagy, and Intro, in En<.jlish, (irerman, and Hungarian], printed on thick yellow
paper, roy. Svo. cl., uncut, with auto, of C. M. Willich {of the ' Tithe Computation Tables'), Qs 1834

' Babbage's TaUe of the Logarithms is the best for ordinary use. Great pains were taken tn get the mnximum of clearness.

The change of figure in the middle of the block of numbers is marked by a change of typ^ in the fourth figure, which is the
best method that has been used. Copies of the book were printed on paper of different colours—yellow, brown, gieeii,

etc.—as it was considered that black on a white ground was a fatiguing combination for the eye.'

—

J. W. L. Gla'sher, t'.RS.

5896 , Sketch of the Analytical Engine invented by, by [General] L. F. ]VIknabrea, of

Turin, with Notes by the Translator, /oZofin^ table, Svo. (pp. 36), sewn, 4s Qd 1843
An interesting conjunction of a patriot of the liisorgimento and an English veteran of Science.

5897 , and Sir John Frederick William HERSOHEL, f.r.s. : Account of the Repetition
of M. Arago's Experiments on the Magnetism manifested by various Substances during the

Act of Rotation, 4to. (pp. 30), seum, with inscr. ^ From the Authors' to Peter Barlow, F.R.S

,

As M 1825

5898 BABINGTON (John, Gttnner, and Student in the Alathematicks) Fyrotecusia.: or a Discourse
of Artificiall Fire-Works for Pleasure : in which the true Grounds of that Art are plainly

and perspicuously laid downe : Together with sundry such Motions, both Straight and Circular,

performed by the helpe of Fire, as are not to be found in any other Discourse in any Language

;

with a short Treatise of Geometrie, contayning certaine Dehnitions and Problemes . . . with
Tables for the Square Root to 25,000, and the Cubick Root to 10,000 Latus, wherein all Roots
under those Numbers are extracted onely by Ocular Inspection, with finely engraved title in

compartments by J. Droeshout, including portrait aet. 31, and numerous fine copperplates (2

folding), besides woodcuts, folio, contemporary calf {back mended, also engraved title mended, and
printed title and one I. margined), RARE, £2. 2s Thomas Harper, for Ralph Mab, 1635

5899 Another Copy, contemporary calf, newly reba^ked {wanting engraved title and 2 folding

plates, but a fine and tall copy), £1. 5*
' The logarithmic tables, which ferm the third part of the book, were the earliest published in Englandi'—D. 2Vi B.
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5900 BACCI (Andrea) De Thermis Libri VII, in quibiis agitur de Universa Aquarum Natura,
deque Differentiis omnibus, ac MiSTiONinus cum Terris, cum Ij^nibus, cum Metallis ; de Lacubus,
Fontibus, Fluminibus ; de Balneis totius Orbis et de Metlioilo medendi per Balneas, etc. etc.,
editio princeps; with plan, folio, old Italian veilam {some II. stained) ; rare, £1. 1*.

Venetiis, V. Valgrisius, 1571
' Belle edition d'un ouvrage eHtimL*—Brunei. 'Otivnige fort eaUme.'—Graesse. The de Gaignat copy of this edition

fetche<l F. 100, the La Vallit re F. 04, and the Libri £2. -l^-- in 1859.

5901 BACHET de M^ZIRIAC (Claude Oaapard, s.j.) Problkmes Plaisants et D^lectables,
qui se font par lea Nombres ; 5° Ed., revue, «impliti6e, et augment<je \ya.T A. Labosne, 8vo. sewn,
Ss 1884

' Containing an interesting collection of arithmetical tricks and questions.'— ir. W. R. Ball.

V. DlOPHANTUR, post.
5902 BACHHOFFNER (George Henry) Popular Treatise on Voltaic Electricity and

Electro-Ma(;netism, with folding plate, 8vo. (p 35), sewn, 3« 6rf 1838
The author was the inventor of several electrical apitaratus describM in the above pamphlet.

5903 BACHMANN (PatU, Univ. Breslau) Die analvtische Zahlentheorik, 8vo. sewn, with
auto, of Prof. H. W. LI. Tanner, F.RS., Is 6rf (p. M. 12) Leipzig, 1894

5904 Die Elemente der Zahlentheorie, 8vo. sewn, is (p. M. 6.40) ibidem, 1892
' He investigated the arithmetical fonnula which gives the automorphics of a ternary quadratic tonn.'—Prnf. (\tjoH.

5905 Die Lehre von der Kreistheiluno und ihre Be/iehun^en zur Zahlentheorie, 8vo.
sewn, 4* (p. M. 7) i6., 1872

'A standard work.'—Pro/. Ci\jCTi.

5906 BACKLUND (Johann Oskar ; Pulkowa Observatory) Olier die Beweguno einer gewisaea
Grupj)e der Kleinen Planeten, 4to. (pp. 54), seipn, 2* St. Petersbourg, 1892

5907 CALCULSet RECHERCHESsur laCOMfcTEd'ENCKE. I : Tables pour le Calcul de rAnonialie
Eccentrique, roy. 4to. sewn, 2s ib., 1892

5908 Zur Entwickelung der Storungsfunction, impl. 4to. (pp. 33), sewn. Is 6rf ib., 1884
5909 Zur Theorik des Encke'schen Cometen, impl. 4to. (pp. 84), sewn, 2s 6d ib., 1881
5910 BACON (Sir Francis, Vlscount St. Alban) Historia Naturalis et E?cperinientaliH de

Vkntis, etc. ; with engraved title, 24mo. old vellum, \0s 6d Amstdodami, ex Off. Elzeviriana, 1662
5911 : The Naturall and ExPERiMENTALL History of Winds, &c. Written in I.Atine by

tlie Right Honorable Francis Lo : Verulam, Viscount St. Alban, translated by R. G. Gent., first

edition, 18mo. old calf, rebacked {portrait vxinting and some corners water-stained) ; VERY RARE,
£2. 15* Humphrey Moseley, 1653

Although Bacon's theory of wind.s is still based on the Aristotelian conceptions, the work is important as coUecUnic all

the facts and tlipories then known on the subject, and especially as the first to point out the deflexion of windi caused bjr

the earth's rotation.
Copies of the above edition fetched at auction £8. 15s in 1900, and £9. ICi in 1902,

5912 BACON (John Mackenzie, pr.). The Record of an Aeronaut, being the Life of, by his

Daughter GERTRUDE, with photogravure portrait and 62 illustrations on 40 plates, 8vo. d., 9#

(p IG^nett) 1907
Valuable for the numerous photographs taken from a balhx)n.

5913 BACON (Roger, O.M.; 'Doctor MirabUts') Opus Majus ad Clementem IV. Pontificem Maxi-
mum, primum a Samuele Jebb, M.D., Londini editum MDCCXXXIII, nunc vero diligenter

recusum ; accedit Prologus Galeatus in reliqua Opera ejusdem Autoris ; wUh 1folding plates,

folio, boards, uncut {blank bottom margins slightly stained, otherwise a REMARKABLY FRESH AND
WHOLLY uncut COPY); very rare, £3. 10* Venetiis, Franc. Pittervs, 1750

' Infininient nre'.—Graesfe. It is a reprint of the I>oiidon edition of this, the (p-eat^st scientillc and philoaophical

work of the Middle Ages : 'at once the Enryclopti?dia and the Organon of the Tliirtet-nth Century" ; and preferable to it

as containing the Pr(>lr>gvs GaleatuH, which is not inrlude<l in lh»' former. It contains, i.n., De Centris Graviom : De
Ponderilms : De Valore Musices : De Arte Experinientali : De Radiis Solaribus : De Coloribua per hrX^m Fiendia: De
Visione Reflexa et Fracta: De Scientia PersjK'ctiva, etc. etc. The ]irefac«» contains valuable biographical information.

•It summarized what was then known in physical science, and laid ilown the prioclple« on which it, as well aa pbllO'
" " Hesophy and literature, should be studied. He stat^nl as the fun<lamental principle that the study of natural science must

rest solely on exjieriment ; and in the fourth part he explained in detail how astronomy and physical acienoea reet

ultimately on mathematics, and progress only when their fundamental principles are expresseci in a maUiematical form.

Yet Friar Bacon, the greatest illustratioit of the Middle Ages, was held up by his University as a quack exhibiting his

Brazen Head at the Oxford Pageant of a few years ago.

6914 BADEN-POWELL (Major Baden F. S., f R.A.s.) Practical Aerodynamics, and the
Theory of the Aeroplane: Principles evolved by Past Exi)erimente, Part I, %nth 2 plates, and
diagrams, 8vo. cl. boards, 2s dd [1909]

5915 BAGAY (Valentin) Nouvklles Tables Astronomiquf^ et Hydrographiques, eontenaot

un Traite abreg6 des Cercles de la Sphere ; la Descrintion des Instruments h. Reflexion ; divertes

M<^thode8 pour obtenir les Latitudes et les Longitudes terrestres; une nouvelle Table de Ix)g-

arithmes, des Sinus, etc. etc . de Seconde en Seconde, pour les 90" du quart du Cercle ; mi'M 5 folding

;>/a<e^, 4to. (pp. 832), ca//<7//< (VERY scarce), £2. 2* Didol, \S29
'Comput'Ts nave always preferred Ikigay's SovrtlUs Tnl>mput<'rs have always preferred Bagay's SovrtlUs TnhU* (1829), which also contain a complete logarithmic canon to

every second. Tlie change in the column is very- clearly marke«1 by a lar^e black nucleus, surrounded by a circle, printed

instead of zero. Bagay's work has now become very rare.'—y. W. I,. Glmshrr, F.IL.S.

5916 [BAXF latine] BAYFIUS (Lazare de; French ambassador to Venice) Annotationes in

Legem II. de Captivis, et postliminio reversis, in quibus tractatur deRE Navali, per Auctorem
recognita' ; ejusdem Annotatt. in Tractatum de Auro et Argento legato, etc. etc. ; item Antonii
Thylesii de Coloribus Libellus, etc. ; with large woodcuts of galleys etc. ascribed to Geoffroy
Tory, sm. 4to. old vdlum {some comers inked, otherwise a large and sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 10*

\col. ;] Basilea:, Hier. Frobenius et Vic. Episcopius, 1541
' II est bien imprime et contient de belles irravures sur bois.'—Bninr*. The work by Antonio Telesio is of imporUnce as

one of the first attacks on the Aristotelian basis of physics.
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5918 BAIKIE (James, f.r.a.s.) Through the Telescope, ioithZ2 plates and 2^ other illustrations,

8vo. c/., 3* 6fl? (p. 55 nett) 1906
All excellent popular manaal of descriptive astronomy.

5919 BAILY (Francis, of the Stock-Exihaage, f.r.s.) Astronomical Tables and Formula, with a
Variety of Problems explanatory of their Use and Application ; with the Elements of the Solar
System, 8vo. calf, newly rebacked [scarce), 85 Qd 1827

5920 Another Copt, with the Appendix, dated Jan., 1829, 8vo. new buckram, with inscr. to
Adml. W. H. S,nifth, F.E.S., \0s 6d

A collection aucl reprint of those astronomical tables most often used (some rare and difficult to obtain), and all revised
or re-computed.

'His revision of .star-catalogues alone entitled him, in Sir John Herschel's opinion, to rank among the greatest
benefactors to astronomy.'— D. N. B.

5921 The Catalogue of Stars of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science : containing the mean Right AscensiOxVS and North Polar Distances of 8,377
Fixed Stars, reduced to Jan. 1, 1850, with their Annual Precessions, Secular Variations, and
Proper Motions, and Logarithmic Constants for computing Precession, Aberration and Nutation

;

also Preface on their Construction and Application, 4to. boards, uncut (very scarce), £4. 15* 1845
Tlie celebrated British Association Star Catalogue, revised, after the author's death, by W. S. Stratford,

J.vMEs Challis, ff.r.s., aud others.
'Still in high repute . . . The value of this catalogue was much enhanced by the uniform systeni of nomenclature

adopted throughout. This material improvement was tiie result of B lily's severe labours in revising the constellations,
and marshalling into recognisable order the stars composing them.'— .^fis's Affnes M. Gierke.

'The materials of its construction are derived from all the trustworthy catalogues that have been executed .since the
time of Bradley. This catalogue is distingui.shed from the catalogue of the Astronomical Society in two important
particulars. In the lirst place, the secular variation of precession, both in the right ascension and declination is given
for each star. Secondly the proper moti ms of the stars are assigned with as great a degree of nearness to truth, as the
existing S'tate of sidereal astronomy allowed. This catalogue has proved of vast service to astronomers in every part
of the civilised world. —Pro/. R. Grant.

5922 Catalogue of Zodiacal Stars, reduce! to Jan. 1, 1830, 8vo. (pp. 46), sewn {no titled, 4.9

privately printed, 1827
5923 On the Circular Micrometer, 8vo. (pp. 4), unbound, ^s Qd [1824J
5924 On the Correction of a Pendulum for the Reduction to a Vacuum, with Remarks on

some Anomalies observed in Pendulum Experiments, woodcuts, 4to. (pp. 98), sewn, with author's
inscr., 5s 6d 1832

This valuable memoir contains the result of experiments on 86 pendulums of every variety of form and material in a
vacuum apparatus erected in his house, to revise on Bessel's suggestion the hitherto received ' correction for buoyancy.'

5925 The Doctrine of Interest and Annuities analytically investigated and explained, with
several useful Tables, plate, 4to. seivn (scarce), 10s Qd 1808
a wholly different work from the author's ' Doctrine of Life-Annuities' (a fact unknown to Lowndes), and one of the

most important works on the subject. The table ai)pended is Smart's.

5926 The Doctrine of Life-Annuities and Assurances analytically investigated and prac-
tically explained, with Tables, and Appendix of a new method of Calculating and Arranging
such Tables, 3 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf neat (scarce), 16^ 1813

5927 Another Copy, in 2 vols, hf calf gilt, lis dd
Best Edition of this celebrated work, comprising chapter XIV. (on the several Life-Assurance Companie.s), and the

Api)endix (an exposition of Barrett's mode of computing life-tables), not contained in the ])revious editions or in the
reprint of 1864.

5928 New Edition, from the Original, with the Modern Notation, and enlarged both in the
Extent of the Treatise, as well as in the Variety of Tables, including a Table of Deferred Annuities
on Single Lives, Carlisle 4%, and several others on the English Life Table, by H. Filipowski, 8vo.
cL, 7s 6d (p. £2. 2s) Liverpool, or, London, 1864

5929 Another Copy ; Avith the Doctrine of Interest and Annuities analytically inves-
tigated and explained, with several useful Tables; new Ed., with an extensive Collection of
Formul.'e in Compound Interest and liife Assurance from various Authors, by H. Filipowski,
plate~2 vols. 8vo. cl., with bookplate of William Spottiswoode, F.B S., £1. 1* (p. £4. 4s)

Liverpool, 186i—Edin., '66
' Baily's merits as a WTiter of life-contingencies were undoubtedly very great. The subject was by him first presented

in a symmetrical form ; a uniform system of notation was introduced ; and to a perspicuous and comprehensive view of
the labours of his predecessors the results of much original research were added.'

—

D. N. B.

6930 On the Mercurial Compensation Pendulum, with plate, 4to. (pp. 42 >, sewn, 4s 1824

5931 Meridian Ephemeris of the Sun and Planets, for 1836, roy. 8vo. sewn, with inscr. to
W. V. Harconrt, pr., F.R.S. {father of Sir William Harcourt, M.P.), 5s 1835

5932 On the New Method of Determining the Longitude by the Culmination of the
Moon and Stars, with Appendix, and List of Stars applicable to the purpose for 1825, 4to. (pp. 50).
sewn, Ss Qd 1824

5933 On a New Method for Determining the Time by Means of Altitudes taken near the
Prime Vertical, 4to. (pp. 11), unbound, 2s 1824

6934 Report on the New Standard Scale of the Royal Astronomical Society, ivith
woodcuts, 4to. (pp. 152), sewn, 4s 1836

5935 On the Solar Eclipse which is said to have been predicted by Thales, 4to. (pp. 24),
seivn, with author's inscr., Ss '

1811
'His first essay in astronomy, which proved him a skilled computi.st.'—Z). iV^. B.

6936 On the Solar Eclipse of Sept. 7, 1820, 4to. (pp. 11), sewri, 2s 1821
6937 : Herschel (Sir John Frederick William, f.r.s.) Memoir of Francis Baily [with

Bibliography (pp. 8)], post 8vo. (pp. 50), seion {scarce), 5s 6d 1845
The chief authority on Baily's life,

V. Flamsteed, and Lalande, post,
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5938 BAILEY (George Herbert) New Matriculation Chemistry, edited bv William Briggs,
F.R.A.s., 2n(l E<L, rewritten, ivith 83 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. c/., 2* Qd (p. 5* 6d)

*

1905
-,939 The Tutorial Chemistry, ed. by William Briggs, f.r.a.s. ; 2nd Ed., rewritten, with

203 ivoodcvts, 2 vols. cr. 8vo. cL, 3s 6d (p. 7*) 1904-5

5940 BAILLY(Jeaii Sylvain) Tr.ute de rAsTRONOMiE iNDiENNEetORlENTALE, 4to. contemporary
hf. calf gilt (RARE), £1. 1* 1787

' RiMiipli de recherehes d'erudition fort instruct" ves, et qu'uu astronoine xeul pouvait faire.'— Bf/w/r. Univ.
The author played an lmi)ortaut part in the French Re*'ol .tion ; lie was elected President of the National Assembly on

Juno ITtli. 1789, and Mayor of Paris the same year, but finally fell a victim to the mob, and was guillotiueil in 1793, after
the usual Jacobin insults, which made Carlyle exclaim :

' Crueller end had no mortal.'

5941 BAIN (Alexander) Account of some UEMARKAnLE Applications of the Electric Fluid to
the Useful Arts ; with a Vindication of his Claim to l)e First Inventor of the Electro-
Magnetic Printing Telegraph, and also of the Electro- .Magnetic Clock, by John
FiNLAlsoN, Actuary of the National Debt Uflice, with 5 large folding plates, post 8vo. sewn, with
inscr. to Earl Russell (very scarce), £1.1* 1843

' To the Rij^'ht Honourable The Lord John Russell with the author'a most respectful compliments.'—/iwer. otifiylea/.
The inventor was a Caithnessshire man, and apparently nt) connexion of his contemporary namesake the Eleotor of

Aberdeen University.
' He was one of the first to devise a methfxl by which a number of clocks could be worked electrically fW>m a atandanl

time keei)er ... He discovered independently the use of the earth circuit. Electric Ure-slanna an<i soundinK apparatus
were also amouK his inventions. His most important invention was the chemical telegraph of i843. This apparatus
could l)e worked at a speed hitherto imi>ossibie, and its invention cfrtainly entitles liain to the credit of l»eing the pioneer
of motlern hij^h-speed telegraphy . . . Perhaps the most valuable part of the invention consistwl in the use of strips of
l)erforated paper for the transmission of the messajje. This contrivance was long after adopt*vl by Wheat«t<mc, and is in
use in all the cvistiu}; high-speed systems of telegraphy.'— /). S. li.

5942 BAINES (Q. N.) Beginner's Manual of Submarine Cable Testing and Working, 2nd Ed.,
imth diagramn, 8vo. c/., 4* (j). 7? 6rf nett) [1903]

.")i)l3 BAKER (Henry Frederick, f.r s.) Abel's Theorem and the Allietl Theory, including the
Theory of the Theta Functions, with diagrams, iiupl. 8vo. c/., uncut, £1.

Uuiv. Press, Cambridge, 1897
.'')044 BAEIER (Moses Nelson, Editor Engineering News, N. Y.) The MANUAL of American

Water-Works, 1897, compiled from special Returns, thick Svo. cl., 4«(p. 15«) Neic York, 1897

.")945 BAKER (Thomas, pr.) The Geometrical Key : or theCiATEof Equations Unlock'd : a New
Dlscovery of the Construction of all Equations, howsoever affected, not exceeding the fourth
Degree, and the findin^^ of all their Koots, as well false, as true ; without the use of Mesolal)e,

Trisection of Angles, rl eduction, Depression, or any other previous preparation of Equations.
l»y a Circle, and any (and that hut one only) Parabole. And this, by one only General
liule ; than which a more simple, more perfect, more general, more easie to be understoo<l, or
more fit for practice, cannot be devised or wished for ; with Demonstrations, Figures, etc. etc.

[with Latin Translation on opposite pp.], with 10 folding plates, sm. 4to. handsomehj bound
in hf. red Levant morocco extra, rough g. e., oy Zaehnsdorf {VERY rare), £1. 10* J. Playford, 1684

'the leading idea of Baker's work is the solution of biquadratic equations (and tho«e of a lower decree) by a geometrical
construction, a parabola intersected by a circle. The method is distmRUished from that of Descartes by not requiring the
«'quatit)n to be previously deprived of its second t«rm. Tlie general principle is worked out in great detaiL . . . Some
account of the work is given in the Transactions oftht Eoi/d Socitly.'—IX N. li.

5946 BAKER (Thomas, c.e.) Principles and Practice of Statics and Dynamics, with Central

Forces and Super- Elevation of Exterior Bail, diagrams, fcap. Svo. hf morocco, 2s 6d 1851

5947 Railway Engineering ; or Field Work preparatory to the Construction of Railways,
containing' the original and most a]»proved Methods of Laying out Railway Curves, etc. etc., with
General Table for the Calculation of Earthworks, Tunnelling, and Investigation of the Formula
for the Superelevation of the Exterior Rail in Curve.s, diagrams, 8vo. cl. (scarce), Ss6d 1848

In his preface the author claims the invention of the methods of laying out railway cur\'c« aa they were then generally

adopte<l in practice.

5()48 Rudimentary Treatise on Land and Engineering Surveying, new Ed., by
E. Nugent, with 4 plates and numerous woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. hf. morocco, 28 1876

5949 BAKEWELL (Frederick C.) Electric Science : its History, Phenomena, and Applications,

with 102fi(ll-page and other woodcuts, Svo. cl., 2s 1863

5950 Great Facts : a popular History of the most remarkable Inventions during the present

Century, with front, and numerous woodcuts, cr. Svo. cl., g. e., 3j? 1859

5951 BALASSI (Felice Luigi, da Forli, Congr. SS. Salvatoi-) Nova MechanICA Theoremata
atque Phoblemata, de quibusdam Proprietatibus Circuli. Curvanim Secundi Gradus, Paral>ol.'B

Qua<lratico-cubica*, et Cycloiilis, deque Curvis a Centre GravitJitis descriptis sub Datis Condi-

tionibus ; with vignette on title and 2folding plates, 4to. (pp. 108), sewn, 5» Roma:, 1768

5952 BALDWIN (Thomas) Airopaidia : containing the Narrative of a Balloon Excursion from

Chester, September Stli, 1785, taken from Minutes made during the Voyage ; Hint* on the

Improvement of Balloons and Mode of Inflation by Stea.m ; Means to prevent their

Descent over Water, occasional Enquiries into the State of the Atmosphere favouring their

Direction, with various Philosophical Olwervations and Conjectures ; also the MENSURATION of

Heights by the Barometer, made plain ; with extensive Tables ; the whole serving as an
Introduction to Aerial Navigation ; with copious ln<iex, with fine folding plate by Stuthard^

and map, Svo. boards, uncut {Opiates uxinting) ; with inscr. ' From the Author \ RARE, £1. 10*

' He snpgests balloon geography, in which maps should be drawn with a camera obacura. aided by a micrometer applied

to the undersde of the transparent glass ; and notices the predilection balloons have for becoming stationary, even In a

strong gale, over channels and rivers'.—//otton Tumor.
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5953 [BALDWIN (George)] Philosophical Essays, 4to. (pp. 38), sewn, with inscr. * From the
AUTHOR ', 8s 6c? n. p. [1786]

On Gravitation, the Tides, Rain, etc., by this believer in ' the magnetic influence ', It is dedicated to George Johnstone,
Governor of West Florida, addressed as ' My most honourable and most honoured friend.'

5954 BALIANI (Giovanni Battista, Genovese) De Motu Naturali Gravium Solidorum ; with
vignette on title and numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. seivn {a few wormholes, hut a large and sound
copy) ; RARE, 16* 6a?

'

Genuce, 1638
Original Edition of this curious work, in w^hich the author attempts to ascribe to himself nearly all Galileo's dis-

coveries [v. Poggendorffs GescMchte der Physik, pp. 292-3]. The Libri copy fetclied 50 francs in 1857.

5955 BALL (Sir Robert Stawell, f.r.s.) Experimental Mechanics, Library Edition, with 103

woodcuts, 8vo. cL, 6s 6d (p. Ids) 1871
Intended as a supplement to manuals of theoretical mechanics. It contains interesting chapters on the pendulum and

the mechanical principles of a clock.

5956 In the High Heavens, with front, and 41 illustrations, large cr. 8vo. cl., g. e., Zs 6d
(p. Is 6d) 1894

5957 Star-Land : Tales with Young People about the Wonders of the Heavens, 92 illustrations,

or. 8vo. cL, 3s (p. 65) 1889 or '90

5958 The Story of the Heavens, with 16 plates {some coloured), and 90 other illustrations,

thick 8vo. cl. {cover damaged), 3s 6d (p. £1. 11* 6^) 1885
5959 Second Edition, with 16 plates {some coloured), and 90 other illustrations, thick roy. 8vo.

cl., uncut {fresh copy), 55 (p. £1. II5 6c?) 1886

5960 New and Revised Edition, with 18 plates {mostly coloured), and 101 other illustrations,

thick roy. 8vo. cl., 6s 6d 1900
5961 The Story of the Sun, with 11 plates {plain and coloured), and 82 other illustrations, roy.

8vo. cl. extra, 10s 6d (p. £1. Is) 1893
5962 The Theory of Screws : a Study in the Dynamics of a Rigid Body, 8vo. cl., 4s 6d

(p. 10s 6^;) Dublin, 1876
5963 BALL (Walter William Rouse, Fellow of Trinity) Mathematical Recreations and Pro-

blems of Past and Present Times, 2nd Ed., with diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 4s 6d (p. 7s nett) 1892
With interesting chapters on Magic Squares, Astrology, Hyper-Space, and the Constitution of Matter.

5964 Short Account of the History of Mathematics, with diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d
(p. 10s 6d) 1888

5965 Third Edition [enlarged], with diagrams, thick post 8vo. cl.. Is (p. 10s nett) 1901

5966 BALTHASAR (Theodor) Micrometria,' hoc est, de Micrometrorum Tubis Opticis, sen
Telescopiis et Microscopiis applicandorum varia Structura ac Usu multiplici Opusculum, cum
Observationibus Astronomicis tum et aliarum Rerum Diniensionibus plurimum inserviens

;

with \\ plates, l2mo. old while vellum (fine copy) ; RARE, £1. 12a' 6d Erlangce, 1710
This rare work contains the first description of the authors invention of the solar microscope— generally but erroneously

said to have been invented in IT.'^S by J. N. Lieberkiihn, who published a description of it in 1745 in ' Description d'un
microscope anatomique'.

5967 BALTZEB, (Richard; Univ. Giessen) Theorie und Anwendung der Determinanten,
4. verbesserte Auflage, 8vo. sewn {out of print), 3s 6d Leipzig, 1875
Containing the author's n)ethod of simplifying Gauss's deduction of the fonnula of cixrvature by the use of determinants.

5968 BALZARETTI (Giovanni) Su i Porti dell' Havre e di Marsiglia : Disposizioni, Meccanismi
e Servizio Ferroviario ; ivith 4 largefolding plates of the hydraulic equipment, 8vo. hf morocco^
4s

' '

Boma, 1877
5969 BAMFIELD (Samuel, teacher of mathematics, Honiton, Devon) New Treatise of Astronomy,

or Astronomy Opened : a Rational and Mathematical Enquiry into the True Principles of
Astronomy, or Frame of our Solar System, wherein divers weighty Reasons will be offered, to shew
that the present-received System cannot possibly be the True one ; also a New System . . .

whereby all the Cielestial f*hcenomena will be much more naturally explained, and accounted for,

than by the present System, etc. etc., with 5 copperplates, 4to. sewn {rare), 12s 6d Exeter, 1764
The new system ' does without that oblique aTul unnatiiral motion of the earth our astronomers are obliged to suppose,

and yet summer and winter will exhibit themselves even as now.' This West-Country paradox was unbudgeted by Prof,
de Morgan.

5970 BANKS (Richard) Astronomy, or the Solar System explained on Mechanical Principles,
with its Application to the Deluge, and to the Astronomical Miracles recorded in the Script-
ures, with 16 copperplates {some folding), 8vo. boards, uncut, 10s 6d 1829

An interesting astronomical paradox, in which an orbit is ascribed to the sua of a radius of 923,219 miles, while gravita-
tion is explained satisfactorily (to the author) by elementary mechanical means. The work appears to be rare, and is nob
budgeted by Prof, de Morgan, nor mentioned by Lowndes or Allibone.

5971 BARANETZKY (Josif Vasiljevic ; Univ. Kieff) Die starkeumbildenden Fermente in
den Pflanzen ; iclth plate, 8vo. (pp. 64), sewn. Is 6d Leipzig, 1878

5972 BARBAN^OIS (Charles Helipn Marquis de, de VIndre) Lettre k M. de la Metherie,
contenant un Essai sur le Fluide Electrique, 8vo. sewn, 3s6d 1817

5973 BARCLAY (Joseph Gurney, f.r.a.s.) Astronomical Observations taken at his Private
Observatory at Leyton, Essex, Vols. II (1865-9) and IV (1877), 2 vols. 4to. hf. cl. and sewn,
4s 1870-8

5974 BARFF (Frederick Settle) The Treatment of Iron for the Prevention of Corrosion,
post 8vo. (pp. 15), sewn, Is 6d 1877

5975 BARKER (Thomas) Abstract of a Register of the Barometer, Thermometer, and Rain,
at Lyndon, in Rutland, 1784-5, and 1789 ; etc., 3 parts 4to. seivn, 3s 6d 1785-91

5976 BARRESWIL (Louis Charles Arthur), et Ascanio SOBRERO : Appendice a tons les

Traites d'ANALYSE Chimique : Recueil des Observations publiees depuis 10 Ans sur I'Analyse
Qualitative et Quantitative ; loith plate and woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 3s 1843
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5977 [BARLOW (Peter, f.r.s.)] Astronomy (Encyclopaedia Metropolitana), with 10 plates, 4to.
laibovnd, 2s [1822]

5978 Another Copy : also, ex eadem [Herschel (Sir J.F. W., f.r.s.)] Physical Astronomy,
plate: [Kater (Capt. Henry, f.r.s.)] Nautical Astronomy, 2 plates—3 vols. 4to. in 1, hf. cl.,

5s [1822-3]
5979 On the Effects produced in the Rates of Chronometers by the Proximity of Masses of

Iron, with plate, 4to. (pp. 31), sewn, Ss Qd 1821
5980 [ ] Electro-Magnetism (Ency. Metrop.), with 5 plates, 4to. unbound, 2s [1824]
5981 Another Copy, also, ex eadem [Lunn (Francis, pr., f.r.s.)] Electricity, 5 plates:

[Roget (P. M., M.D., f.r.s.)] Galvanism, 7>/a<e—3 vols. 4to. in 1, hf. cl., 5s [1824-6]
5982 Essay on Magnetic Attraction, and on the Laws of Terrestrial and Electro-Mag-

netism, 2nd Ed., much enlarged, with 6 plates byLotory, 8vo. hf. m// (scarce), 12* 6rf 1823
5983 Another Copy, sewn {dighilij ivater stained, and name cut off title), 8s 6d
5984 Another Copy, with Appendix, containing the Experiments made on Ship Board

from Lat. 61" S. to Lat. 80° N., uxith 6 plates, Svo. cl., uncut (fresh copy), ISs 6d 1824
* Giving the details of his exporiiiK'iits to devise a remedy for the large deviatioiKs of the coiniiass due to the increasing

quantities of iron used in the construction and fittings of ships, and describinj; a simple methiKl of correcting ship?
compasses by tixing a small iron plate in such a iK)sition as to comi>en8at*^ all other attractions. ... In tlie second
edition he succeeded in connecting the whole of his exi»eri!nental results by a mathematical theory ba«ed on a few simple
assumptions '.— D. y. B. The author was moreover the first to notice the fact that the strength of the electric current is

the same in all places of the conduit—a discovery which enabletl Ohm to formulate his ' Law '.

5985 Essay on the Strength and Stre.ss of Timber, founded on E.xperimentH, with Historical
Review of former Theories and Experiments, and Appendix on the Strenj^th of Iron, and other
Materials, 3rd Ed., corrected, with Q folding plates on copper, 8vo. boards, uncut (scarce), 12» 1826

'Barlow's merits were first rendered conspicuous by tlie publication of an Efsay on the Strength of Timlter, supplying
as the re-sults of numerous experiments in Woolwich Do.:kyanl, much-needetl data for the calculations of engineers.
The experiments on the resistance of iron which formed the basis of the design for the Menai suspension bridge were
submitted by Telford to his examination, and were printed as an appendix to the third oMtion [the above] of his 'Essay '

{1826):—D.N. B.

5986 [ ] Geometry (Ency. Metrop.), with 6 plates, 4to. unbound, 2s [1825]
5987 Another Copy, hf. cl., Zs

5988 [ ] Hydrodynamics (Ency. Metrop.), with 11 plates, 4to. unbound, 2s [1818-22]
5989 Another Copy, hf cl., Ss

5990 [ ] Mechanics (Ency. Metrop.), with 10 plates, 4to. unbound, 2s [1818]
5991 Another Copy, hf. cl., as

5992 New Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary, comprising the Terms and Prin-
ciples of Pure and Mixed Mathematics, with Historical Sketches, and the Discoveries and
VVritings of the most Celebrated Authors, with 13 plates, and numerous diagrams, thick roy. 8vo.

calf, 66- Qd 1814
5993 Another Copy, hf calf (joint cracked), 5s 6d

Containing an interesting article on Aicrostation, with a plate illustrating a balloon filled and in the process of filling.

5994 New Mathematical Tables, containing the Factoi-s, Squares, Cubes, Square and Cube
Roots, Reciprocals, and Hyperbolic Logarithms, of all Numbers from 1 to 10,000; Tables of

Powers and Prime Numbers ; an extensive Table of FormuLT, or General Synopsis of the most
important Particulars relating to the Doctrines of Equations, Series, Fluxions, etc. etc. .etc., first

edition, 8vo. boards, uncut (scarce), 12* 1814
'A vast mass of accurate and highly u.seful information.'—D. N. B. 'Unprecedented both for their extent and

accuracy.'

—

Fmf. de Morqan.

5995 [ ] Optics (Ency. Metrop.), with 10 plates, 4to. unbound, 2s [1819-23]

5996 Another Copy, hf. cl., 3«

5997 [ 1 Pneumatics (Ency. Metrop), unth 13 plates, 4to. unbound (one plate wanting).

Is 6d [I82:i]

5998 On the Probable Electric Origin of all the Phenomena of Terrestrial Magnetism,
4to. (pp. 12), sewn, unth author's inscr., 5s 1831

' Describing an ingenious experiment (strikingly confirmatory of Amiiere's theory) showing the precise similarity

between the action of tlie earth on the magnetic needle and that of a wooden globe coiled round with copper wire carrying

a galvanic current.' -D. N. B.

5999 Tables of Squares, Cubes, Square Roots, Cube Roots, and Reciprocals of all Integer

Numbers up to 10,000 [with Preface by AUGUSTUS DE MORGAN], post Svo. cl., or, hf. calf,

2s Qd 1840
A reprint of the larger portion of the Hevo Muihematical Tables ('/. v. svpra) in a 8|)ocially readable type.

6000 On the Temporary Magnetic Effect induced in Iron Bodies by Rotation, plate,

4to. (pp. 13), unbound, Zs 1826

6001 Treatise on the Manufactures and Machinery of Gt. Britain, with Vi«w of the

Principles ot Manufactures by Charles Babbaoe, f.r.s , with 87 iteel plates, comprising 650

fgures of machinery and tools, thick 4to. new hf buckram, I2s Qd 1836
Including an account and illustrations of ' Locomotive Engines for Hail Roads an<l Common Roads '

(3002 Treatise on the Strength of Timber, Cast and Malleable Ikon, and other Materials;

with Rules for Application, and Appendix on the Power of Locomotive Engines, etc. ; new Ed.

by J. V. Heather, with Essay on the Effects produced by causing Weights t^) travel over Elastic

Bars, by Robert Willis, pr., f.r.s., with 9 folding plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco gilt,

7s 6d IS.*)!

Constituting the fifth edition of the 'Essay on the Strength' etc (7. r. supra). It is Inten-sting as containing invest-

igations by Prof. Willis lu another field than that iu which he is best known- the growth and theory of Mediaeval

Architecture.
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6004 [BARLOW (Peter, f.r.s.)] Treatise on the Hyperbola; with Tables of Hyperbolic

Logarithms from 1 to 10,000 to 8 Places of Decimals, 4to (pp. 30), sewn, 5s [c. 1820]

6005 Treatises on Optics, Plane Astronomy, Magnetism, and Electro-Magnetism,
ivith numerous plates, 4to. hf. calf, Ss 6d [1819-24]

The authors own copy, Avith his bookplate,

6006 BARLOW (William Henry, f.r.s.) On the Adaptation of different Modes of Illuminating
Lighthouses ; as depending on their Situations and the Object contemplated in their Erection,

diagrams, 4to. (pp. 15), sewn, 2s 1837

6007 BARNES (R. G.) New and Improved Universal System of Book-Keeping, containing
Three Complete Sets of Books, and various supplementary and additional Forms, etc. etc., 9th Ed.,

8vo. cL, 35 1877

6008 BARR (William M.) Boilers and Furnaces, considered in their Relations to Steam
Engineering, with 468 woodcuts, large 8vo. cL, 105 (p. 18*) Philadelphia, 1899

6009 BARR^ME [(rran9ois)], L'Arithmetique de, ou le Livre facile pour apprendre I'Arith-

mt tique de soi-meme et sans Maitre ; uouvelle Ed., augmentee de plus de 190 pages, ou Regies
ditf^rentes, de la Geometric, servant an Mesurage et a I'Arpeutage, etc. etc. ; with rude woodcut
front, and title, and diagrams, 12nio. old calf, 8s 1752

The first ready reckoner in France, edited by the author's son Nicolas. His works enjoyed there the same popularity
as those of Edward Cocker in England, and of Adam Riese in Germany, and his name is immortalised in French as the
synonym for a ready reckoner (bareme).

6010 Le Livre des Comptes-Faits, S^ Ed. ; ivith engraved title inscribed to Colbert, and his

finely engraved portrait and arms, l2mo. sound copy in old calf extra {rare), \5s 1673
Prof, de Morgan, who erroneously calls the author 'Nicolas Barreme', knew only the edition of Amsterdam, 1773.

The other works were unknown to him.

6011 Les CoMPTEs-FAiTS, ou Tarif General de toutes les Monnoyes ; with finely engraved
title, 12mo. old calf gilt {fine copy), with ''Avis ' sigtud by the author, 10* %'l 1720

a greatly enlarged edition of the ' Livre des Comptes-Faits.' ' Par ses connaissances theoriqucs et pratiques, I'auteur

rendit son nom proverbial : C'cst uii Barreme, il compte comvie un. Barreme ', etc.

—

Biogr. Clen.

6012 BARRET (Robert) The Theorike and Practike of Moderne Warres, discoursed in

Dialogue wise, wherein is declared the Neglect of Martiall Discipline : the Inconuenience thereof

:

the Imperfections of manie Training Captaines : a Redresse by due regard had : the fittest
Weapons of Moderne Warre : the Vse of the same : the Parts of a Perfect Souldier in generall

and in particular : the Officers in degrees, with their seuerall Duties : the Imbattailing of Men in

Formes now most in vse : with figures and Tables to the same ; with suudrie other martiall points,

with vignette on title, and full-page arms of Henry 2nd Earl of Pembroke on rev., folding plate,

numerous woodcuts, and author^sarrns on last I., folio, old vellum [blank top margins badly stained,

and some corners worn away, also blank corner of last I. torn off) ; very rare (cheap), £3. 15*

William Ponsonby, 1598
'Barret's first work. It was published in London in 1598 with two dedicatory addresses, the one to the Earl of

Pembroke and the other to his son William, Lord Herbert of Cardiff, for whose instruction the book was professedly

prepared . . . Barret deals largely with military tactics, and many interesting diagrams may be found among his

pages.'—2). N. B.

According to Chalmers, Shakkspkare alludes to this work in * All's well that ends well.'

It contains conii>limenlary verses, signed 'William Sa. Gentleman', which are of such unusual excellence that the

assumption of their having been written by Suakkspkake liimself is not altot,'ether beyond possibility.

6018 BARROW (Isaac, d.d., Master of Trinity, F.R.S. ; tutor oj JSir Isaac JSewton) Mathematical
Works, edited for 'J'rinity College by WiLLIAM Whewell, d.d., with 27 folding plates, besides

diagrams, thick 8vo. c/., 7* Qd (p 155) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1860
The only collected edition of Barrow's scientific works, with an interesting preface by the editor.

60U Geometrical Lectures: explaining the Generation, Nature and Properties of

Curve Lines, translated from the Latin Edition revised, corrected and amended by Sir Isaac
Newton, by Edmund Stone, f.r.s., with fine portrait on copper, and 11 Jolding plates, Svo. old

calf gilt (FINE COPY), 105 Qd 1735

6015 Lectio in qua Theoremata Archimedis de Sph.^ra et Cylindro, per Methodum
Indivisibilium investigata, ac breviter demonstrata exhibentur: Euclidis Elementorum
Libri XV [et Data] breviter demonstrati, et prioribus Mendis typographicis nunc demum purgati,

2 vols. 16mo. in 1, with numerous diagrams ; original calf [rare). Vis Londini, J. Eedmayne, 1678— Lectiones Optica et Geometric.^ (1674)—v. Archimedes, No. 5816, ante.
See No. oOm, ante, for Barrow's Annotated Copy of V'ieta (104(5).

6016 BARROW (Sir John, f.r.s.) Sketches of the Koyal Society, and Royal Society Club,
withfs., 8vo.. cl., uncut {scarce). Is Qd privately printed, 1849

lucludiiij^ biographies of Sir Joseph Banks, Dr. WoUaston, Sir Humphry Davy, Dr. Thomas Young, Henry Cavendish,
and others.

6017 BARRY (Sir Edward, f.r.s) Observations Historical, Critical, and Medical on the Wines
of the Ancients, and the Analogy between them and Modern Wines, with general Observations
on the PR1^C1PLES and Qualhies of Water, and in particular on those of Bath, with Jront.

and vignette on title by Isaac Taylor, 4to. old calf, newly rtbacked, \Qs 6c^ 1775
' Sir Edward Barry was the lirst who treated the subject of wines in this country scientiiically.'

—

D. N. B.

6018 BARRY (Sir John Wolle Wolfe-; f.r.s.) Kailway Applia:<CES: Details of Railway Con-
struction subsetiuent to the Completion of the Earthworks and Structures, including a short

Notice of Rolling Stock, tvith 2u7 woodcuts, 12mo. ///. calf. Is 6d 1876

6019 , and Sir Frederick Joseph BRAMWELL, f.r.s. : Railways and Locomotives :

Lectures at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, with 228 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco

{scarce), 12s (p. £1. Is) 1882

6020 BARWISli (Sidney, m.d.) The Purification of Sewage, uiih U woodcuts, cr. Svo. cl., 2s Qd

(p. 56)
V J', /

^^gg
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6021 BARTHOLOMEW (Alfred, architect) Specifications for Practical Architecture, with
Essay on the Decline of Excellence in the Structure and in the Science of Modern English Build-
ings ; with proposed Remedies, 160 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. red morocco, bs Qd 1840

' A compilation of forms of dociiiiiciit8 necessary for the execution of detail work in Imildinjjs.*

—

D. N. li.

6022 BAKTOLI (Adolfo) I V^OLUMi Molecolari e le Dilatazioni dei Liquidi alle Temperature
CORRISPONDENTI, roy. 4to. (pp. 58), sewn, vnth inscr. to the Duca di Rignano, '^ Roma, 1884

6023 BAKTOLI (Cosimo) Del MoDO di Misurare le Distantie, le Superficie, i Corpi, le Piante,
le Provincie, le Prospettive, e tutte le altre Cose terrene, secondo le vere Kegole d' EUCLIDE,
ecc, prima edizione; with tuoodcut title, fine portrait, 2 plates and numerous woodcuts of geodetic
instruments, etc., and diagrams, 4to. boards {large and sound copy) ; RARE, £1. Is Venctia, 1564

' Raro.'

—

Riccurdi.

6024 Terza [ultima] Edizione ; with woodcut title {different from the above) ; folding plates^
and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. old limp vellum {some II. stained), 14* ibidem, 1614

' K lino dei migliori trattati di geonietria pratica i>ubblicatl nel sec. XVI, e meritava nou esKere dinienticato dal
Urnuet.'—Rirrardi.

6025 BARTOLI (Danielle, s.j.) Del SuoNo de' Tremori Armonici e dell' Udito; unth woodcuU
and diagrams, 8vo. old vellum {fine copy)-, RARE, £1. 1« Bologna, 1680

' Livre trts curieux . . . L'auteur y examine lea etlet*! du son dans I'alr et dans I'eau. Le chapitre 7 d\\ •>« traite, qui
traite des sidles parlantes, est fort interessant ; il y d^crit les aalles do Mantoue et do Caprarola, qui excitont I'dtonnenieut
de toiitps Ics personnes qui visitant cos lieux.'

—

Fetis.

6026 BARTOLI (Francesco) Contabilit.v Preparata, contenente le Tavole di Raggiiaglio fra le

Misure, Pesi e Monete che si usavano nei Comuni della Provincia di Aneona, con quelli del
Sistema Metrico-Decimale e viceversa, 8vo. sewn, 3* (p. L. 6 nett) Aneona, 1866

6027 BARUS (Carl, Brown Univ.) CONDENSATION of Vapor as induced by NUCLEI and loNS, tvith

66 illustrations, roy. 8vo. sewn, 4s (p. Qs 6d nett) Washington, 1907
6028 The Nucleation of the Uncontaminated Atmosphere, unth 104 illustrations, roy.

8vo. sewn, 4s (p. Qs 6d nett) ibidem, 1906

6029 BASHFORTH (Francis, pr., R.M.A., Woolwich) Ballistic Experiments from 1864 to 1880,

8vo. (pp. 33), seiun, with author's inscr., Is Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1907
6030 Description of a Chronograph, atlapted for Measuring the Varying Velocity ofa Body

in Motion through the Air, and for other Purposes, vnth woodcuts, roy. 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn^
ZsQd 1866

6031 BASILIUS VALENTINTJS, o.s.B. [recte Johann THOLDE] Chymische schriften alle I

so viel <lerer verhanden
|
anitzo zuni Ersten malil zusanunen gedruckt | auss vielen ho wol

geschriebenen als gedruckten Exeniplaren vennehret und verbessert; with curious woodcuts,
2 vols, large 12nio. in 1, old vellum {sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 15* Hamburq, 1677

The first Gekman kdition of the author's complete works. ' He regarded salt, sulphur, and mercury, as the three
bodies contained in the niftals, and inferred that the philosopher's stone must be a tort of combination -a coni{Mnind,

namely, of salt, sulphur, and mercury ; ho pure that its projection on the baser metals shoul<i lie able to work them up
into greater and greater purity, bringing them at last to the state of silver and gold. His practical knowledge was great

;

he knew how to precipitate iron from solution by i)otash, and was ac<iuaiiited with many similar processes, so tliat he is

ranked as the founder of analytical chemistry."

C032 CURRUS Triumphalis Antimonii, Opus Antiquioiis MediciuH'etPhilosophiiuHernieticm
studiosis dictaluni, e Gernmnico in Latinuni versuui, OperA, studio et sumptibua Petri Joannis
Fabri, M.D., I2nio. FINE COPY in old ichife vellum (RARE), £1. l.v Toloste, 1646

According to Graesse the first Latin rdition.

C033 The TRIUMPHAL Chariot of Antimony, with the Commentary of Theodore Kkrck-
RINGIUS, M.D. ; being the Latin Version of Amsterdam, 1685, trans, with Memoir [(pp. 25), by
Arthur Euward ^V AITE], with fs. front, and woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., uncut. Is 6d 1893

' He shows how to prejKire antimony itself Irom the iiative sulphide ... He gives distinct reciin-s for the preparation

of antimony trichloride, of powder of aljiarolh (basic chloride of antimony), of antimony triuxide, and of potat^ic

antiraoniate, and there can hardly be a doubt that he recommendtd and ai>plitd tliose preparations for internal use.'—

Pro/. E. V. Meyer.

6034 Les DouzE Clefs de Philosofhie [Ttraduites par p. L'AgnkauJ ; with 12 cabalistic

plates, 12mo. old vellum {binding slightly damaged, and last I. in MS.), Is 6d 1741
Forming part of the ' nililiothe<iuo drs IMiilosoplies chimitpies*.

6U3.") BASSI (Giulio, Piacentino) Dell' Arimmetica Pratica Libri Vll, nelli quali con grandiwima
facilita, e brevita s'insegna il vero mo<lo di sciogliere tutte le Kagioni Mercantili, e de" Canibji

;

di cavare le Badici Quadrate, e Cubiohe, c <li lormare vane sorti di S<|uadn)ni, stcontio V uso

moderno ; aggiuntevi brevi^sime Beg«'le per fare i Conti delle Miwure ; prima edizione; wtth

engraved title and portrait at. 46, folio, ///. calf gilt {somcuhut browned und side margin cut ujj

one I., otherwise a large and sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 5* Piactnza, G. A. Ardizzoni, 1645
' A work of considerable rarity, as it never was seen by Prof. d«' ilorgon, wholmcrts the name of the author only in

the iiidex to his list of Arillimetical Books.'- At7;;ir.i/r»/oj7Mf.

6036 Arimmetica e Ceometria Pratica, io\\o, conicm}>orary vellum, 15* ib., Giov. Bazarhi, 1666
* Scarce. The I'rocmio contains cuiious information ro»i)ectlng the liistorv of algebra, l^eonardo Fiboi.ncct's MS woiks

are disbelieved, and curious notations employed, amongst which Is teinarkable n jjeculiar use of the dot ( ) over au<l under

the arithmetical figures,*— /</o/i. ,. , v.

6037 NuovA Impressions, corretta, ed accresciuta da (iiosEFFO Pofcklli, di molte Aole

Teorico-Pratiche, e d' un nuovo Trattato de' Camiu, e d'alire Ge< metriche Uperazioni; ictih

portrait wt. 46, and Iplates, 2 vols, folio in 1, old hf. calf {binding damageri), £1. U^ ^ -^ ib, N. Orcesic G.Tedeschi, Mnry

603« BATEBDEN (James Bae, a.m.I.C.E ) Timber [Strength and Testing, Seasoning, etc. etc., with

BibliographvJ, wifh 55 Ulustrationa, 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 6s nett) 1908

6039 BAUDET (P. J. H., Utrecht) Notice sur la Part prihe par Willi m Jan.cz. Hlaeu (l*)7i-

1638) dans la Determination des Longitudes Terrestres; with folding fs. oj MS.jiage, bvo.

(pp. 19), sewn, Zs M .
Utrecht [1875J
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6041 BASSET (Alfred Barnard, f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on Hydrodynamics and Sound,

with diagramSy 8vo. cl., Ss Qd (p. 7* 6a) Cambridge, 1890
6042 Treatise on Hydrodynamics, Vol. I, with diagrams, 8vo. cZ., 4* M (p. 10* 6c?)

ibidem, 1888
' Containing in a connected form the results of the most important investigations in the mathematical theory of hydro-

dynamics made during modern times.'

6043 B[ATE] (J[ohn]) The Mysteryes of Nature and Art : conteined in foure severall Tretises,

the first of Water Workes, the second of Fyer Workes, and the third of Drawing,
Colouring, Painting, and Engraving, the fourth of divers Experiments, as wel serviceable

as delightful : partly collected, and partly of the Authors Peculiar Practice, and Invention, first

edition, with finely engraved title in compartments, and very numerous curious and well-executed

woodcuts {some full-page), sm. 4to. contemporary calf {some 11. stained, afew headlines shorn, and
the divisional title to Book III suppliedfrom a shorter copy ; otherwise a SOUND and unusually
tall copy in the original binding), £5. 55 Imprintedfor Ralph Mab and are to be sold by

John Jackson and Francis Church at the Kings armes in Cheapeside, 1634

6044 Another Copy, hf. roan {Part IF wanting, first title soiled and holed, and third divisional

title wanting), I8s 6d
The first edition of this curious work is excessively rare, no copy having happened for sale for the last 20 years, while

a copy of the second edition, which is far commoner, fetched £3. 3s in 1903. Some of the experiments described and
depicted are very curious, including instructions how to make Weather-glasses ; Water-clocks, etc., Experiments of
' drawing water by tlie Crane, and by Engins, of forcing water by ayre compressed and by Engins, of producing sounds by
ayre and water, by evaporation of water by fire, and by Eugins, of motions by evaporating water, and by rarifying ayre,'

etc. etc. etc. Bearing in mind the early date of publication, its descriptions of engines driven by steam are of considerable
interest. There is no copy of this edition in the British Museum, nor is the autlior noticed in D. N. B.

Page 155 describes how to make a Frkezing Mixture, which is of special interest, Robert Boyle having been credited
witli making the first experiments in 16(^7—thirty-three years after the publication of the above work.

6045 BATEMAN (Jolin Frederic La Trobe, F.R.S., p.i.c.e.) History and Description of the
Manchester VVaterworks, with 2 fine portraits, and 58 folding plates and maps, thick 4 to.

hf. brown calf gilt, cl. sides, g. e. {out of print), 15s (p. £2. 10s in cl.) Manchester, 1884
The account of the splendid series of impounding reservoirs in Longdendale, and their distributing works, carried out

by the author continuously during forty years. The work ends with a statement of the still greater Thirlmere scheme, also

designed by him, which was carried out under his care till his death in 1S89. ' The work deals with many points of
interest to the student of hydraulic engineering.'

—

D.N. B.

6046 BAUDRY de SAUNIER (J.) L'Automobile, Theorique et Pratique : Traite fil^mentaire de
Locomotion a Moteur M6canique. Tome I : MOTOCYCLES et VoiTURETTES k Petrole ; with 194
woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s (p. E. 9 nett) 1899

The first standard work published, in any language, on the motor-car.

6047 BAXJERMANN (Hilary, f.g.s.) Text-Book of Systematic Mineralogy, w;iYA 373 woodcuts,
cr. 8vo. cl , 3s (p. 6s) 1881

6048 Text-Book of Descriptive Mineralogy, with 237 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 6s) 1884
6049 BAUERNFEIND (Carl Max v. ; Munich) Elemente der Vermessungskunde : ein Lehrbuch

der praktischen Geonietrie, 7. [neueste] vermehrte Auflage ; with 714 illustrations, 2 vols, large
8vo. cl , 12s 6c? (p. M. 18 unbound) Stuttgart, 1890

Last edition of this well-known standard work on surveying. The author was the discoverer of two geodetic
instruments, the prismatic cross and the prism of distances.

6050 BAUM^J (Antoine, de VAcadimie Royale) Chymie Experimentale et Raisonn^e ; with fine
portrait by St. Aubin after Cochin, and copperplates, 3 vols. 8vo. FINE COPY in contemporary
English calf 16s 1773

One of the latest—and of its kind one of the best—text-books based on the phlogiston theory.

6051 Dissertation sur IVEther, dans laquelle on examine les diff6rens Produits du Melange
de I'Esprit de Vin avec les Acides Min^raux ; with copperplate and folding table, 12mo. old calf,

with auto, of Richard Watson, F.R.S. , Bp. of Llandaff (1737-1816) ; rare, \2s Qd 1757
Containing a large number of experiments made with sulphuric and nitric acid, on alcohol, and a variety of other substances.

6052 Elemens de Pharmacie th^orique et pratique, contenant toutes les Operations fonda-
mentales de cet Art, avec leur Definition et Explication par les Principes de la Chymie, etc. etc. etc.

;

with 2 copperplates, thick 8vo. contemporary calf gilt {fine copy). Is Qd 1762
' 11 traga les preceptes de la science dont Lavoisier et Scheele jetei-ent les bases, et le premier il etablit une fabrique de

sel ammoniac. ... 11 inventa des procedes pour dorer les pieces d'horlogerie, teindre les draps de deux couleurs, blanchir
la sole jaune sans I'ecruer, purifier le salpfttre, et enlever a la fecule du n'larron d'Inde son principe amer.'—i*'. Hoefer.

All the above works belonged to Richard Watson, k.r.s., the absentee Bp. of Llandatf, and bear his Calgarth Park
booklabel, and were doubtless used by him when victoriously crannning for his chemistry professorship at Cambridge.

6053 BAXJMERT./George, Univ. Halle), Max Eugen Hermann DENNSTEDT, Hamburg, und
F. VOIGTLANDER: Lehrbuch der gerichtlichen Chemie, 2. giinzlich umgearbeitete
Auflage ; icith 151 illustrations {some coloured)^ 2 vols. roy. 8vo. sewn, 14s (p. M. 21)

Braunschweig, 1906-7

6051 BAU2IHAXJER (E. H. v.), en F. H. van MOORSEL: Tafels ter Bepaling van het
Alkoholgehalte van Mengsels van ALKOHOLen Water, door middel van den Honderddeeligen
Areometer en Thermometer, 12mo. scivn, Is 6d Amsterdam, 1861

6055 BATJSCHINGER (Julius, Munich) Elemente der Graphischen Statik ; with Atlas,
containing S^Q figures on 20 plates, 4to. hf. cl., 4s (p. M. 10.50 unbound) Milnchen, 1871
BAXTER (Alexander)

—

v. Bugge, post.

6056 [BAYES (Thomas, f.r.s.)] Introduction to the Doctrine of Fluxions, and Defence of the
Mathematicians against the Objections of the Author of the Analyst, 8vo. (pp. 50), seivn (title

soiled) ; rare, 8s Qd 1736
a reply to Bp. Berkeley's charges, and incidentally of great interest as a commentary on the fluxional calculus.

It contains some strictures on Leibniz's ditt'erential method. Very little is known of the author, who is described as a
Dissenting Minister in a MS. note on title. He was unknown to Poggendorff and is not in D. N. B., and is best remembered
for his important contributions to the theory of probability.
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6058 BAYLIS (Edward) Tlie Arithmetic of Annuities and Life Assurance, or Coinpound
Interest simplified ; explaining the Value of Annuities Certain, or Contingent on One or Two
Lives, and the Values of Assurances in Single and Annual Payments, etc. etc., 8vo. d., with
author's imcr., 5s 1844

• A skilful book.'—D. N. B.
6059 BAYLY (R. Child) The Complete Photographer, with 65 pretty specitnen plates, and 31 other

illustrations, thick Svo. cL, Qs %d (p. 10* 6rf nett) [1906]
6060 BAYMA (Joseph, s.j., Stonyhurst) The Elements of Molecular Mechanics, with ^folding

plates, Svo. cl. {out ofprint), 6s 1866
' a tirst endeavour towanls asctirtaiuiug the lawrt of molecular action.'—/;Uro.

6061 BAYNES (Robert Edward) Lessons on Thermodynamics, with 52 illustrations and tabic,
cr. Svo. d. {scarce). Is %d Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1878
* A complete English uiathe natical latrofluction to the dyiuiinlcal theory of heat No such traatiHe exists at present.'—/fUro.

6062 BAZLEY (Sir Thomas Sebastia-n) Notes on the Kpicycloidal Cutting Frame of Messrs.
Holtzaptt'el and Co., with special Ueference to its Compensation Adjustment, and numerous Illus-
trations of its Capabilities, with front., and 115 illustrations, Svo. c/., 6^» (p. 15* 6rf) 1872

6063 The Stars in their Courses, showing how to identify, at any Time of the Year, all Stars
down to the 56 Mag. inclusive of Heis, which are clearly visihh; in Kn^'lish T.atit luK'x, with 24
star-maps, roy. folio, d.. Is 6d (p. I5s) 1878

Not noticed by Mr. Q. F. Chambers.
6064 BEALL (George, Examiner to the Board of Trade) Handbook to liEALi/s < omi'ass Dkvia-

SCOPE, with Remarks on Ma^metism, and the Deviation of the Comimss in Iron Ships, 2 plates
{one coloured), Svo. boards, Ss 6d 1866

6065 BEARDMOBE (Nathaniel, c.k.) Hydraulic Tables, to ai<l the Calculation of Water and
Mill Power, Water Supply, and Drainage of Towns, etc., etc., etc., also Tide Tables, 1852-4,
Tidal Constants, with various Phenomena of Tidal Rivers, tcith 8 plates, Svo. c/., with author's
tnscr.,2sQd 1852

6066 Another Copy, hf bound, 2s

6067 Manual of Hydrology: I. Hydraulic and other Tables; II. Rivers, Flow of Water.
Springs, Wells, and Percolation; III. Tides, Estuaries, and Tidal Rivers; IV. liainfall and
Evaporation, with 20 plans and charts {many folding), Svo. d., 5* (p. £2. 2s) 1862

Forming the third and very much enlarged edition of the preceding work.

6068 BEARDMORE (Septimtis, c.e.) The Globe Telegraph : an Essay on the Use of the Earth
for the Transmission of Electric Signals, diagrams, roy. Svo. (pp. 47), sewn, with author's
inscr. {title soiled), 4s (id [1859]

6069 BEARDSLEE (Rear-Adml. Lester Anthony, u.s.N.) Experiments on the Strength of
Wrought-Iron and of Chain-Cables: Report of the Committees of the U.S. lioard appointed
to test Iron, Steel, and other Metals, on Chain-Cables, Malleable Iron, and re-heating and re-

roiling Wrought-Iron ; including miscellaneous Investigations into the Physical and Chemical
Propertip:s of Rolled Wrought Iron, revised and abridged by William Kent, with front.,

etc., roy. Svo. hf. marocco neat {out ofprint), Is Qd New York, 1879
6070 BEATI (Gabbriello, s.j.) Sphaera Triplex Artificialis, Elementaris, ac Caelestis ; variaiJ

Planktarum Affectiones ; et praeseriim Motus, facillime explicans ; with plates, and numerA
Otis other woodcuts, 12mo. old limp vellum, S« %d Romas, 16621

' Mezzo secolo dopo Galileo, rimaneva tuttavia seguace delle dottrine sull' immobilitii della terra.'— /fioonrdi.
J

6071 [BEAUFOY (Henry Benjamin Hanbury, f.r.s.)1 Scloppetaria : or Considerations on the]

Nature and Use of Rifled H.vrrel Guns, with reference to their forming the Basis of a Per-]

manent System of National Defence, agreeable to the Genius of the Country, by a CORPORAL of]

Riflemen, with 9 copperplates, thick roy. Svo. calf {joints cracked) ; SCARCE, £1. 10« U '

Thk Author's own Coi'v, interleavetl, and with MS. notes. It containa a chapter on the theory of Hpiral motion
projectiles, and a History of the Rifle.

6072 BEAUFOY (Col. Mark, F.R.S ) Nautical and Hydraulic Experiments, with numerous
Scientific Miscellanies [edited with Intro., etc., by his Son Henry, F.R.S.], Vol. I. (all published),

with portrait, 2 fine vignettes by George Cooke, 16 copperplates, and woodcuts, thick impl. 4to. c/.,

uncut {scarce), \2s %d 1834

5073 Another Copy, hf. morocco neat, d. sides, 15«
The author was a member of the wkI].known fkmily of diHtilleni at South Lambeth, and was the flmt EnglUhnian to

ascend Mont Blanc, six days later than Sautwure.

Thi.s was the oidy volume printed at the author's private press, out of three projiose*! to be iiwuc<l. The work was never
published, but preseLted only to some public institutions and individuals interested in naval architecture. ' Iliit

magnetic observations were superior in accuracy and extent to any earlier work of the kind. They served to detcnnine
more precisely the laws of the diurnal variation, as well as to fix the ei)och and amount of maximum Westerly declination

in England . . . The data accumulati-d by Ueaufoy enabled I>am<intin 1851 toooultmi his discovery of a decennial {leriod

in the amount of diurnal variation, by placing a jnaximum in 1817.'—D. N. B.

6074 BEAULIEU (Sieur de, Ingenieur, Geographe du Roy, etc.) I>a Geometrie Fran(;oise, on la

Pratique Aisee, j)our apprendre sans Maistre 1'Arpentage des Figures accessibiesetinaccessibles,

etc. etc., avec la Clef Arithmemetique [sic] i>our ses Operations. La QUADRACTUREdu Cercle,
on la pratique et reduction des Cercles, Segmens, Eclipses, Paralwles, Hiperlwles, et ScixtioLS

coniques et cilindriques, etc. etc. ; with engraved title, copperplates, and vignettes, am. Svo. old calf

(RARE), £1. 1* 1676
' Beaulieu's quadrature amounts to a geometrical construction which gives « — >/io.'— Prof, de Morgan's Bvulgtt o/Para-

itores, where a full account of this curious work may be found.

6075 BEAUMONT (William Worby, m.i.c.e.) Motor Vehicles and Motors : their Design, Con-
struction, ami Working by Steam, Oil, and Electricity, Vol. II, with 500 illustrations, including

numerous folding plates, thick 4to. d., Jtl. Is (p. £2. 2s nett) 1906
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6076 BEAUMONT (Joseph, Merchant) Mathematical Sleaing [i.e. Sleaving]-Tables : or the

Great and only MiSTEKY of Weaving Linnen-Cloth explained ; by which the most icrnorant

Weaver is infallibly directed how to adjust the Reed to the Yam ; and the Buyer truly shewn
whether the Cloth be wrought to its due Perfection ; taken from Geometrical Proportions, and
fitted to the meanest Capacity, with Abstract of all the Statutes now in Force, relating to the
Linnen Manufacture, 12mo. oid hf. morocco {title mended and some IL water-stained) ; eare,
£1. I* Dublin, 1712

Dedicated to the Trustees for the Improvement of the Linen Xanu&cture of Ireland.

6077 BEAVAN (Arthur HL) Tube, Train, Team, and Car : or Up-to-Date Locomotion, with
Intro, bv Llewellyn Preece, m.ijle., with front, and 36 other illustrations, 8vo. cl.,

2s (p. ds)' . 1903

6078 BECCABIA (Giovanni Battista, delle SewtU Pie ; F.R.S.) Dell' Elettmcismo Artificiale
e Natu&ale lihri II, 4to. boanls^ uueut, 8> 6tf Torino, 1753

*n 7 mife CB huuere la tkeone de FkaakliB, et coarigBmn snad sombre d'ezpenenees, sar I'electricite atmospherique.
Oes preieiens otMenratioos sont eompJeCee:} par fWT JOeOrieuao, 175S.'—£io^. Gin,

6079 Lo Stesso : Dell' Elettricismo : Lettere al Sign. Giacomo Bartolomeo Beccari, coll'

Appendice di un Nuovo FosFORa—2 vols. 4to. in \,jine copies in white Italian vellum, 17* 6rf

ibidem, 1753

—

Bologna, 1758
6060 Elettricismo Artificiale, al Duca di Chablais ; with \\ folding plates on copper, 4to

^ne copy in white Italian ve//inw, 12* 6d [col. :] ib., Stamperia Beale, 1772

6081 Elettricismo Atmosferico, Edizione 2», 4to., Large Paper ; contemporary Italian
veilwm ffilt {Jine copy), lOs Bologna, 1758

Fktiief Bectaria vas the first to itotice the pbenomenon known as electric distillatioD.

60S2 BECHEB (Johann Joachim, 3f.D.) Chymischer Glucks-Hafen, oder: Grosse Chymische
Concokdantz und Collection, von 1500 Chymischen Processen, aus den besten MSS. und
Laboratoriis zusammen getrajien ; nebst einer nenen Vorrede, und Bedencken von der Gold-
Macherey von Geokg Ern^t Stahl, verbesserte Ausgabe; with portrait by KrUgner, 4to. hf.
mottled coif extra (rare), £1. \s Leipzig, 1755

In the above work the author waa the first to mention the combustibility of coal gas.

Institutiones Chimic^ Prodbom^ i.e., Oedipcs Chlmicus : Obscuriorum Terminorum
et Principiorum Chimiconun, Mysteria aperiens et resolvens, etc. ; with finely engraved front, on
copper, andplaUy ISno. old caif, rtbaetta {nice copy), \Qs 6d Amstdodami, 1664

One of the best ehemieai Btanaals in a soiall compass poblL^hed during the XVII. centnry.

6084 Physica Subtkrranea, profundam ISubterraneomm Genesin e Principiis hucusque
ignotis ostendens, Ed. novi<«sima, cum Indice locupletissimo ; edidit et Specimen Beccheiianum
sabiuDxit G. £. Staul ; emrums tmbUmuUicfrtmi., 4to. aomnd copym old veltwm^ lis 6d Lipsias, 1738

•Kb AfMB Smktnrmma^ was the first attampt waOtt to bnag phjaiea aad ihiaiiinj into ekwe relaUon'. It also

w«ilaiaatih»aathnrathei»yofthfee«arthaorwfcichaniiK>igpaiebodiea«h<whtpnBiiiit, via. the aereorial, the vitreoas.

were burned or
Gboko bxBT Stahl, tite editor of the abore,

deveiofcd Oe Vmvoeistos Trkokt, wMdh so saeceoAdly hiBderafthe prograss of chemistxy in the XTIIIth Ceatnry.

6065 BECKER (Ernst E. H., Stras^wrg), und "Wilhebn VAIiENTINER, Heidelberg : Bestimmung
der L VNGENDIFFERENZ zwischen der Sternwarte bei Heidelberg und der L'niversitat:s-

Stemwarte in Strassburg i. E., 1903, nach den Beobachtungen von L. Carnera, L. Courvoisier,
und W. Valentiner, 4to. (pp. 79j, sewn, 5* ^p. M. 10) Karlsruhe, 1906

BBCKKANH (Johann, Univ. Gottingen) HISTORY of iNMilNTlONS, Discoveries, and Origins

tnuM. by William Johnston, 4th Ed., enlarged by William Francis, and J. W. Griffith,
MJ>., with 2 steel portrtnts, 2 yoIs. post Svo. cL {omt ofpruU), 4« %d 1^46

A work atiU mseh valaad for its very mi:>ceUaBflaM iaJWMatiiia oonTcyed in a very readable stvle.rery mi:>ceUaBflaM iatwatiiia ooaveyed in a very readable style.

60S7 BECQXTERSL (AlexandreEdmond ; F.S.S.) DesEFFETS Chimiques et Electriques prodnits

sons ITnduenee de la LUMIERE Solaire. 4to. (pp. 49), sewn, with inscr. to J. A. GttiUemin, Ss 6d
Didot, 1S40

- La LuMlERE : ses CaBMS aad &» Effets ; with 8 plates {mostly coloured), and numerous
woedcttts, 2 vols. roy. Svo. hf.jmrpUmaneeo extra {nice copy) ; SCARCE, £1- 5» a. e.^ 1867-8
The author's best-kaovn wk, coBtaxniaghisiBpartant researdKS on phoBphoreseeBee and the chemical eflect of light.

De la Pkeparation et de la Composition des Sulfures Metaixiquss, 4to. (pp. 40),

sewny with imser. to J A. GuOlemin, 3f 6rf a.e., 1840

6C90 BECXmSBEiL (Antoine Cesar; F.R.S.) Elements d'ELECTRO-CHiMiE appliqnee anx Sciences

Nakaielks et anx Arts, premise Edition ; with Zfolding plates, 8vo. Mim (scarce), 4s 6d 1843
*He B^^ ttiAj he rvgaried aaoac «rthe crtaton ofdectro-chiaihtij.' The above vork is especialiy important on the

TkATTK EXPEUMENTAI. de rELKCTKlClTi ei da Magnetisme, et de leurs Rapports avec

Ics FheMBeaeB ^atnreb ; with nfoUKM^pUOa, 7 vola. Svo. in 5, hf calf gilt, I2s 6d 1834-40

r>wtiraiat the iwatts of tht jsathor's iai|niftnrt '4rT "rT' 'r" ^ ^t^^^-^/'itj aijd ma^iietism. The above work is quite

artmrt bvm thaaathor's Trmiti iEUttriem, iihliihi.il ia 3 voia. in 1S65-<5.

I ( ei AleaEandre SdaM»d) EubiKSTS de Physique Terrestre et de Meteoro-
IjOGIK ; wHk Infolding plates, thick Svo. sewn, 2s 1847

BKDDQEB (Thomaa, yi.i>., father of the poet) ACCOUNT of some Appearances attending the

CosTEESiON of Cast into Malleable Iron ; also. Further Observations, 2 parts 4to. in 1

(pp. 21), sewn, 2s 6d 1791-2

WOH Observatioss on the Aftdiity between Basaltes and Granite, 4to. (pp. 23), uwn,
2s Ui 1791

With OBoir * Ob the Pkoteetaoa «f Atbrigria,' by Wiuxax Fawkxvzb.
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6096 BEDELL (Frederick, Corndl Univ.) The PRINCIPLES of the ThASSFOHhiER, withfoldi/ig plate
and 250 other illustrutions, 8vo, cl.. Is 6d (p. 13* nett) New York, 1896

6097 , and Albert Gushing CBEHOBE : Alternating Currents : an Analytical and
Graphical Treatment for Students aul Engineers, unth 112 diagrams, 2nd [last] Ed., 8vo., c/.,

4* 6c/ (p. 12* (id) iiddem, 1893

6098 BEDFORD (Arthur, chaplain to FrederuJc Prince of Wales) HoRiB Mathematic^K \\CUM ;

or a Treatise of the Golden and Ecliptic Numbers ... for finding the Cliange of the Mw>n
for any Time past or to come ... by the Rectification of the Golden Number . . . and for

finding the Eclipses both of the Su.i and the Moon, etc. etc etc., diagrams, »m. 8vo. hf. bound
{rare), 12* 6</ 1743

Probably ttie only math<4ia%tical treatise ever written as a distractioo from the paio of adatica. TIm wiihor, who wa«
chapla.in Ui the HabeniaMheni' altastiou-teii at Iloxton, wart a ortllea^ue of Bp. Jeremy CoUkr in his MMMttlt oa the ilBBlor*

ality i>t Uie Stage of the peri<j:J ; ainl met hfH death at last throagh takioj; obMenrations of the Coaoet of ITiS.

6(j99 BEEB. (August, 6^/iiw. /i>n«) EiNLKiTUNG in die UohebeOptik; with 2folding pUites, and
2&1 other ill uUrations {Home coloured), 8vo. hf. morocco neat, uncut, t.e.g., with atUo. of Prof.
H. W. LI. Tanner, F R.S., 2* 6i Braunschweig, 1853

6100 Another Copy: also, Gbunorlss des photometbischen CalcCles; with iO iUustra^
tions—2 vols. 8vo, in 1, hf. calf neat, 4s ibidem, 1853-4

6101 TADUL.t, CURVARUM QuARTi Ordinis Svmmetricarum, AijymptotiB Rectis et Linea
Fuudanientali liecta prieditarum ; with So plates, roy. 4to. sewn, with auto, of Prof PL. W. LI.

Tanner, F.R.S. (SCARCE), 10* Bonnae, 1^2
6102 BEHB.ENS (H.) Anleitung zar MiKROCUEMiscHEN Analyse, with 92 woodcuts, roy. 8vo.

sewn, 2* 6rf (p. M. 6) UamJbura, 1895
6103 Anleitung zur mikrochemischen Analyse der wichtig^ten obganisciien veebin-

dungen. Heft I—II : Anthraeengruppe, Phenole, Chinoae, Ketone, Aldehyde, and die wiclitig-

8ten Faserstofie ; with 3 coloured plates, and 67 woodcuts, 2 v(»1j*. roy. 8vo. sewn, 4s (p. SL 7)

ibidem, 189J-4{

6101 BEaRENS (Th. H.) Mikrochemische Methooen zor Mineral-Analyse ; wUh plate, 8vo.

fseivn, 1* 6(i Amsterdam, 1881

6105 BELIDOB (Bernard Forest de; f.rs.) Architecture Hydraulique, on I'Art de condnire,
d'eiever et de menager Jes Eaux pour les differens Be-toius de la Vie ; withfinefronts, and vignettes

by Higaud, and 221 Jolding plates of Waterworks, 4 vols roy. 4to. old hf. calf, uncut (bark),
£1. 10* 1737-53

ORua.NAL Edition, willi Ijest iiupresKioriR of the plates, and on this account preferred to the later ones.
' Ouvraze tre* recherche, et qui n'a pas ete efface jiar ceux qu'on a (aita depai«.'

—

Bmjr. Ge». ' Un trtnor de racherdbea
et de tnarhines que 1 histoire de I'hydraulique doit toujourB annoucer et o^brer.'—Montuda.

It is fetill valuable as a complete sboi ehouse of contemporary hydraulic zoadiinery.

6106 BELL (Andrew, Dollar Academy) Mathematical and Physical Tracts, wUhfolding plate,
post 8vo. Ofjords uiu:ut, 4* 6</ Edin., 1834

Problems OB Curves, the Oevelopineut of Fanctiona, etc etc, the theory of the Otrenhot Water' Wheel and Brntker't
Mill, Electrical Principle of Influcuce at a Distance, etc etc.

6107 BELL (Sir Isaac lowthian, f.r.s.) The Iron Trade of the United Kixgdom, compared
with that of the other cliief Iron-Making Nations, 8vo. cl., 5s 1886

610S Tkinciples of the Manufac^ture of Iron and Steel, with Notes on tlie Economic
Coudition of their Production, 10 plates, thick 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), wUh inscr. *from Uu author*,
£1. Is 1884

One of the most important treatises ou the subject siaee tlM pnbiicatioii of Perey'a ' Inm aatd t/UeA' (e. .Vo. SMI),
describing the result of a number of important uiigioal inrftigitkia* bjroae oftke piooeen of tlM dewelaad irao tade.

6109 BELL (Louis) The Art of Illumix.vtion [by Gas and Electricity, with Chajiteron Photametryl,
front., and 127 other illustrations, roy. »vo. cl.. Is 6d (p. 10# Qd nett) Xew York, 1»02

61 10 BELL (B. Bruce, c.E.) On Patent Slip Docks, with 2 plates, 8vo. (pp. 11), sewn, 3« 9d
Glasgow, \S»

The question of slip docks has recently assumed some impartanee ia ooanexxMi with the balldiog of ' Oreadiaoaight*.'

Gill BELL (William James, f.c.s.) Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, 1875 and 1879, witli Notes
and Cases, and Practical Ubservationn, 12mo. cl., \s 6d (p. is) 1886

6112 Anothee Copy, interleaved throughout, 12mo. limp roati, 4f
The author's own c<>py. with his bookplate, and a mmber ofMS. •'Mi^ini*

6113 BKLLANI (Ang-elo, Canonico di Milano) CONGHUETTUKE sopim iu AjfTICO SOUGOLAKE
Arnese di PREZioso Metallo disotterrato preaso Coiao ; with plate, 4to. (pp. 12), sewn, 3t

MiloMO, }US
6114 Delia Mal'AKIA >-icino ai FoNTANILI d'iRRlGAZlONE, 4to. (pp. 34), tewn, Zs Modena, 1842
611.1 Sullo Spostamento del Mercurio os4ser\ato al Panto del Gfaiabodo saUa Seala dei

TeriiKMiietn. 4to. (pp. 20), seven, Zs iHMem^ 1841
6116 BELLKNS iCharlesj rnAiTK des Chaudieres a Vapeue ; Etade sor la VaporisatiiMi dam les

Ai»pHreil> Industriels ; with 215 woodcuts. Toy. 8vo. d., 10a (p. F. 20 nett) 1885
6117 BELOE {Charles H.) On the Construction of Catch-Watek Kibseevoibs in Mouhtaui

DisTKicrs, icith 6 plates and 2 tables {all folded and Umen-momMted^, Svo. hf. calf {omt of
prmt , 4s 1872

6118 BELPATRE (Alphonse) Traite des Depensbs d'ExPLOlTATlos anx Chemdk de FEE;
Uu\ rage rei i i-c ^u^ des Donn^es Officielles beiges, 8vo. (pp. 618), aewu, {aoaroeU St 6d BruaxUet, 1847
BELTRAMI (E.)—r. Chelini, post.

6119 BENISCHKE (Gustav) Magnetismus nod Elektbizttat mit Rnckdcht anf die Beduefskse
der PR.\X1S ; with 202 Ulustratiotis, bvo. *cirit, 3* 6d (p. M-6) Beriim^ 18M
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6121 BELLI (Silvio, Vicentino) Delia Proportione, et ProPORTIONalitA Communi Passioni del

Quanto Libri III utile e neccessarij alia vera, e facile Intelligentia dell' Arithmetica, della
Geometria, e di tutte le Scientie et Arti ; handsomely printed in italics, with woodcut initals, sni.

4to. hoards (FINE AND LARGE COPY) ; RARE, 18s M ' Venetia, F. de' Franceschi Sanese, 1573
Bellissimaedizione ... La materia trattata in qnesta operetta e in sostanza il quinto libro di Euclide, il quale ordinate

nel modo che all' autore parve pii\ conveniente, retiene egli doversi premettere alio studio delle \na.tenia.tiche.'—Rlccardi.

6122 QuATTRO LiBRi Geometrici, il Primo del Misurare con la Vista, nel quale s'insegna,

senza travagliar con Nunieri a misurar facilissimamente le Distantie, I'Altezze, e la Profondita,
con il QuADRATO Geometrico, e con altre Stromenti, ecc. ; gli altri Tie sono della Proportione
e Proportionalita Communi Passioni del Quanto ; ivith numerous fine woodcuts, sm. 4to.

boards, \Qs ib., R. Megietti, 1595
' Raro. . . . Puo riescire di qualche utilita I'esaminare i modi allora usati di misurare le distanze e le superticie. 11

metodo del quale Tautore fa cenno di rilevare la clrconferenza della terra, e quello proposto anclie dal Maurolico
(v. No. 2915, ante) ; cioe di dedurla dalla proprieta della tangente al cerchio di essare media proporzionale fra la secante,
e la sua parte esterna ; facendo coincidere la secante con un diametro cerchio.'

—

Riccardi.

6123 BENJAMIN (Charles Henry, Case School, Cleveland) Modern American Machine Tools,
with 134 illustrations, 8vo. cL, I2s Qd (p 18* net) 1906

6124 BENJAMIN (Park, ph.d.) The Intellectual Rise in Electricity, with etched portraits {of

Gilbert, Guericke, and Franklin), and 27 fs. illustrations from rare works, 8vo. cl. {out of print).

Is Qd (p. £1. \s) 1895
An interesting history of electrical science from the earliest times to Benjamin Franklin, by an eminent American patent

lawyer.

6125 BENNET (Abraham, Curate of Wirksworth, F.R.s.) Description of a New Electrometer,
in a Letter to the Rev. Joseph Priestley, ll.d., f.r.s., with Appendix, Z folding plates by Basire,

4to. (pp. 9), sewn, \0s Qd 1786
The first account of the author's discovery of the gold-leaf electroscope. Added are three further papers, viz. : Account

of a New Coniet, by Caroline Heeschel : Remarks on the New Comet, by SrR William Herschel, with plate

:

Magnetical Experiments and Observations, by Tiberius Cavallo, f.r.s,

6126 A New Suspension of the Magnetic Needle, intended for the Discovery of Minute
Quantities of Magnetic Attraction : also an Air Vane of great Sensibility, with New Experiments
on the Magnetism of Iron Filings and Brass, with folding plate by Basire, 4to. (pp. 18), sewn,
5s 6d 1792

6127 New Experiments on Electricity, wherein the Causes of Thunder and Lightning, as

well as the constant state of Positive or Negative Electricity in the Air or Clouds, are explained
;

with Experiments on Clouds of Powders and Vapours artificially difiused in the Air ; also

Description of a Doubler of Electricity, and of the most sensible Electrometer yet con-

structed ; with other New Experiments and Discoveries, 4 folding plates on copper, 8vo. con-

temporary hf. calf, or, new hf. calf gilt (very scarce), £1. 10s Derby, 1789
The author discovered the principle of doubling in electricity, by which the difference of potential between two con-

ductors is indefinitely increased, and which was immediately utilised by Nicholson in the invention of his ' revolving
doubler '

; while he will always be known as the inventor of an electrical instrument still in daily use—the gold-leaf

electroscope.
It is therefore very surprising to find that no record whatever of him is contained in the Dictionary of National Biographij.

6128 BENNETT (John, c.E.) Original Geometrical Illustrations ; or the Book of Lines,

Squares, Circles, Triangles, Polygons, etc., showing an Easy and Scientific Method for increasing,

decreasing, and altering any given Circle, Squaie, Triangle, Ellipsis, Parallelogram, Polygon, etc.

to any other Figure containing the same Area, by plain and simple Methods, laid down agreeably
to Mathematical Demonstration, with 55 plates and numerous diagrams, 4to. cl., 8* 1837

6129 BENT (William) Meteorological Journal of the Year 1803, kept in [Paternoster Row],
London, 8vo. (pp. 16), sewn, Is Qd 1804

6130 BERG (F. J. van den) Over de Berekening van Liggers, doorgaande over meer dan t\vee

Steun^unten, met tiaauw gebogen Lengteas, veranderlijke Dwarsdoorsnede en willekeurige

Belasting, 4to. (pp. 9), sewn, \s Qd 's Gravenhage, 1873

6131 Over de Grondformulen voor de Doorbuiging van een veerkrachtig staafvormig
Ligchaam ; with plate, 4to. (pp. 15), sewn, 2s ib., 1876

6132 Over het Draagvermogen van een aan beide Einden Bevestigd Prisma, 4to (pp. 18),

sewn, 2s ib., 1875

6133 Over het Theorema der Drie Reactien bij een Doorgaanden Ligger met Steun-
PUNTEN op Ongelijke Afstanden, 4to. (pp. 7), sewn. Is Qd ib., 1890

6134 BERGBOHM (Julius) Neue Rechnungsmethoden der hoheren Mathematik, 8vo. sewn,

\s Qd Stuttgart, 1891

6135 BERGER (Hugo) Geschichte der Wissenschaftlichen Erdkunde der Griechen, 4 vols.

8vo. in 1, handsomely boutid in hf. polished brown morocco gilt, cl. sides, t. e. g., with Dr. Emil
Reich's bookplate, \2s Qd Leipzig, 1887-93

Inhalt: Geographic der Jonier: Vorbereituugen filr die Geographic der Erdkugel: Geographie der Erdkugel :

der Griechen untcr dem Einflusse der Romer.

6136 BERGERON (L. E.) Manuel du Tourneur : la Maniere d'ex^cuter sur le Tour a Pointes, h

Lunettes, en I'Air, a Guillocher, Carre, a Portraits, h, Graver le Verre ; et avec les Machines
Exeentriques, O vales, Epicycloides, etc., avec Motions 61ementaires sur la Connaissance des Bois,

la Menuiserie, la Forge, la Trempe, la Fonte des Metaux, etc., 2^ Ed., considerablement augmentee
par P. Hamelin-Bergeron, 2 vols. 4to., with Atlas, containing 96 fine copperplates {mostly

folding, and 8 hand-COLOURED ones, showing 72 different specimens of wood), oblong 4to.—3 vols.

hf. calf gilt, with bookplate of Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.R.S. (scarce), £1. 15* 1816
* Ouvrage fort estime ; la premiere edition, Paris, 1792-6, 2 vol., est bien inferieure a celle-ci. L. G. I. Salivet, avocat,

en a ete, dit-on, le VQd&ctenr.'—Brunei.
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6138 BERGMAN (Torbern Olof, Upsala ; f.r.s.) Essay on the Usefulness of Chemistry, and its

Application to the various Occasions of Life, trans, from the Original, 8vo. (pp. 168), sewn {rare)^

\2s Qd 1783
6139 Outlines of Mineralogy, translated by William Withering, m.d., f.r.s., 8vo. sewn

{rare), 12* Birmingham, 1783
6140 Physical and Chemical Essays, trans, from the Latin, with Notes and Illustrations, by

Edmund Cullen, m.d., Dublin, with ofolding plates on copper, 3 vols. 8vo. contemporary mottled
calf extra, green edges (v. /// not quite uniform, but A VERY FINE COPY) ; very rare ; sold

\1M—Edin., 1791
Excessively rare if containing the third volume, which is almost unprocurable. The above choice copy belonged to

RrcHARD Watson, absentee Bp. of LlandafT, k.k a., 1737-1SI6 (o. note to No. 5245), and bears his Calgarth Park booklabel.
' Bergman's chief services to chemistry wer« in the domain of analysis, which he treated systematically and enricheil

by valuable methods. He knew well how to make his chemical experiences useful for the detinition and classification of
minerals, and thereby laid the foundation of mineralogical chemistry and chemical geology.'— Pi-o/. E. v. Meyer.

6141 : Allgemeinnutzlicheschemisch-physikallschesMancherlei; with 4 plates, 2 voU.
post 8vo. sewn {rare), I2s 6d Berlin, 1781-2

Coiitiiiuiiif,' .'< contributions by Bkroman, and others by C. W. Scheklr, W. H. S. Bucholz, C. G. Haoen, C. F. Wengel,
J. C. WiKoLMt, and others.

6142 BEB.GSMA (Cornelis Adriaan) Responsio ad Quaestionem e Chemia Applicata ab Ordine
Disciplinarum Mathematicarum et Physicarum propositam ; 4to. (pp. 52), sewn, 2s6d Groningae, 1821

6143 BEKINGEB (Cornelius and John Jacob, f.i.c.) Text-Book of Assaying, for tliose con-
nected with Mines ; revised by J.J. Beringer, 5th Ed., with 82 diagrams, cr. 8vo. d., 4* 6rf

(p. 10.9 Qd) 1898
6144 [BEKKELEY (George, Bp. of Cloyne)] The Analyst ; or a Discourse addressed to an

Infidel Mathematician, wherein it is examined whether the Object, Principles, and Inferences
of the modern Analysis are more distinctly conceived, or more evidently deduced, than Ueli^ious
Mysteries and Points of Faith ; by the AUTHOR of the MiNUTE PHILOSOPHER, first edition,
with (diagrams, 8vo. sewn (rare), 12* Qd 1734

6145 [ ] Second Edition, with diagrams, 8vo. sevm, Is 1754
'In the Auahjst his theological philosophy was further unfolded, in an argument meant to show that the higher

mathematics involve assumptions which as truly exclude definite or exhaustive conceptions as do any of the mysteries of
religion.'

—

Prof. Campbell Fraser.
' Bp. Berkeley argued with great acuteness, contending, among other things, that the fundamental idea of supposing a

finite ratio to exist between terms absolutely evanescent was absurd and unintelligible. He was the first to point out what
was again shown later by Lazare Carnot, that correct answers were reached by a ' compensation of errors '. Berkeley's
attack was not devoid of good results, for it was the immediate cause of the work on fluxions by Maclaurin ' (r. Nos. 2701-3,

ante).—Prof. Cajori.

6146 SiRis : a CHAIN of PHILOSOPHICAL REFLEXIONS and INQUIRIES concerning the Virtues
of Tar Water, and divers other Subjects connected together and arising one from another.
Second [best] Edition, improved and corrected, 8vo. sewn (rare), 12* 6d 1744

' The most permanent result of his enthusia.«m was the work published in 1744, ' Siris "... The title ' Siris ' was added
in the 2nd edition ; this appeared in 1744, others in 174(5 and 1748 . . . The popularity was doubtless due to the medical
rather than to tlie metaphysical theories which were strongly blended together ; at the time it was the most popular of
Berkeley's writings.'—Sir Leslie Stephen.

6147 Two Letters, the one to Thomas Prior, concerning the Usefulness of Tar-Water in

the Plague, wherein is considered, wliether Tar-Water, prepared with the distilled Acid of Tar,
should be preferred to that made in the common Way, by mixing Tar with Water, and stirring

them togeth(;r ; the other to the Rev. Dr. Hales, on the Benefit of Tar-WATER in Fevers, for

Cattle as well as the Human Species, 8vo. (pp. 36), sewn, 6s 6rf 1747

6148 BERNARD, Comte de Treves, Allemand: Traict^ de la Nature de I'Oeuf des Philo-
SOPHKS, 12mo. boards (VERY rare), £2. 2* J. et C. Perier, 1624

' Les ouvrajjes de Bernard le Trevisan, out ete pendant longtemps fort recherch^s par les alchimistes.'—.Biogr. Gin. Tlie

above edition was quite unknown to Mr. A. E. Waite and to Poggendorff, who only mention that of ParN, 1659.

6149 BERNOULLI (Jacques) Ars Conjectandi, accedit Tractatus de Seriebus Infinitis, et

Epistola, Gallice scripta, de LuDO PiL^ Reticularis, editio princeps ; with plate, sm. 4to.

sound copy in boards {rare), 12s 6d Basilew, 1713
6150 Another Copy, contemporary calf, newly rebacked, with auto, and numerous neat MS.

notes by C. F. Degen (1766-1825), 15^
' A development of the calculus of probabilities, and containing the investigation now called Bertuntlli'»t}uortnz.nA the

so-callwl numherii of liernoulli, which are in fact (though not so considered by him) the coefRcienta ofJE^ In the expansinn
u

!

of (ex—l)-i'.—FrqA Cajori.

6151 BERNOULLI (Jean [I.] ; F.R.S.) Opera Omnia, tarn antea sparsim edita, quam hactenns
inedita; ivith numerousfolding diagrams, 4 vols. 4to. original boards {wanting portraits), 16* %d

Lausannm, 1742

6152 Another Copy, with beautiful portraits of the author and King Frederick III. of Prussia
by G. F. Schmidt, 4 vols. hf. calf, £1.5*

' His chief discoveries were the exponential calculus, the treatment of trigonometry as a branch of analysis, the con-
ditions for age<Kiesic, the determination of orthogonal trajectories, the solution of the brachistochrone, the statement that
a ray of light traversed such a path that S^ft* waa a minimum, and the enunciation of the principle of virtual work, I

believe that he was the first to denote the accelerating effect of gravity by an algebraical sign g, and he thus arrived at the
formula v« = 2 gh'.— H'. W. R. Ball.

6153 E.SSAI d'une Nouvelle Th6orie de la Manceuvre des Vaisseaux ; unth A plates, 4to.

sewn, 3* Qd ib., 1742

6154 Sexcentenary Table, exhibiting, at Sight, the Result of any Proportion, where the
Terms do not exceed 600 Seconds or 10 Minutes ; with Precepts and Examples, roy. 4to./ne copy
in contemporary hf vellum, uncut {rare), 15* 1779

This table, whicn is not included in the above alition of the author's complete works, was published by order of the
Commissioners of Longitude. See also No. 4770, ante, for Michael Taylor's Sexagesimal Table (1780).
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6156 BERNOULLI (Daniel; Univ. Basle, son of Jean Bernoulli, F.R.S.) Hydrodynamica, sive de

Viribus et Motibus Fluidoruni Commentarii ; ivith 12 plates, 4to. boards, 10s Argentorati, 1738
This work investi^rates many hydrodynainic problems of great importance, the results of which may be said to have

given the science of hydrodynamics its present form. Among others it first develops a theory of hydraulic pressure,
expanded later by Coriolis, Navier, and Weisbach. ' His chief work ... It resembles Lagrange's Mecuniq^ie analytique in
being arranged so that all the results are consequences of a single principle, namely, in this case, the conservation of enerjrv.'
—W. W. R. Ball.

^^

6157 BERNOULLI (Jean [III]) Lettres Astronomiques ; oii I'on donne une Idee de I'Etat actuel
de I'Astronoinie Pratique dans plusieurs Villes de I'Europe ; with 2 plates, sm. 8vo. hoards, 4^ 6c?

chezVauteur, Berlin, 1771
6158 BERT (Paul, de VInsiitut) Pression Barometrique : Recherches de Piiysiologie Experi-

MENTALE; v-ith 89 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. cl., uncut, IO5 6^ (p. F. 25) 1878
Thiv work, the first treatise on the influence of atmospheric pressure on living beings, received the prize of the French

Academy. The author's ' Prix de Physiologie Experiineutale * bears a sinister connotation in his case, sufficiently borne
out in the above work.

6159 BERTHELOT (Pierre Eugene Marcellin, de VInstitut; f.r.s.) Chimie Organique fondle
sur la SYNTHiiSE, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. sewn (SCARCE), £1. 1* 1860

' He soon directed his attention to the synthesis of organic compounds, which at that time had been hut little studied,
and his comprehensive work, Chimie Organique fondee S7ir la Synlhese, gave a detailed account of the observations and
discussions in this branch of the science.'

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer.

6160 EssAl de Mecanique Chimique fondee sur la Thermochimie ; z^j^YA por^ra«Y a/ic? ?i?ooc?-

cuts, 2 thick vols. roy. 8vo. sewn, £1. 2* Qd (p. F. 45 nett) 1879
In this monumental work the author laid the foundation of Thermo-Chemistry.

6161 —;— , et Emile JUNGFLEISCH : Traite Elementaire de Chimie Organique, 2" Ed.,
considerablenient augmentee ; with numerous woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. seicn, 5s (p. F. 25 nett) 1881

6162 BERTHOLLET (Claude Louis Comte ; f.r.s.) Essay on the New Method of Bleaching:
with the Nature, Preparation, and Properties of Oxygenated Muriatic Acid, and Observations and
Experiments on the Art of Dying [sic] with Madder, trans., with Notes, by Robert Kerr,
F.R.S.E., 2nd Ed., withfolding plate, 12mo. old sheep {joints cracked), lOs Edin., 1791

With interesting preface, and glossary.

6163 Saggio di Statica Chimica; Traduzione di V. Dandolo, arriehita di Note, 2 thick vols.

8vo. sewn, uncut {rare), I5s Como, 1804
Fir.st Italian Edition of this classic work, containing the autlior's inve.stigations into the laws of chemical affinity,

which are exercising a powerful influence still.

6164 , (and Amedee B.) P^lements of the Art of Dyeing and Bleaching, trans., with Notes
[pp. 102], by Andrew Ure, f.r.s. ; new Edition, revised and corrected by an Experienced
Practical Dyer and Calico Printer, i plates, 8vo. cl., uncut, 8s 6d 1841

The best English translation of this classic work. BerthoUot first used chlorine gas ('dephlogisticated marine acid ')

for bleaching purposes, which opened its great future to the herbage-devastating manufacture of bleaching powder.

6165 : JoMARD (Edmond Fran9ois) Notice sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de Cl.-L. Bhrthollet,
8vo. (pp. 91), sewn, 5s Anneci, 1844

This work, originally printed in 182.5, was suppressed by the obscurantist government of Charles X. It contains a list

of SS works and memoirs of Borthollet's.

6166 BERTHpLON (Abbe Pierre) De I'Electricite des M6t6ores : Ouvrage dans lequel on
traite de I'Electricite Naturelle en general, et des M^t6ores en particulier ; with 6 plates, 2 vols.

8vo. contemporary French calf gilt. Is 6d 1787
The author was a* friend of Benjamin Fninklin, and devoted much time to the study of electrical phenomena.

6167 De I'Electricite des Vegi&taux, ses Effets sur 1 Economic des V^fi^^taux, leurs Vertus
medico- et nutritivo-^lectriques, et principalement des Moyens de Pratique de I'appliquer utilement
a I'Agriculture, avec I'Invention d'un Electro-V6g6toml:tre ; with 3 folding plates, 8vo. old

hf. calf {rare), with auto, of E. Solly, F.R.S., IQs Qd Didot Jeune, 1783
This is probably the tir.st work investigating the effect of electricity on the growth of plants.

6168 BERTHOTJD (Ferdinand; f.r.s.) L'Art de Conduire et de Regler les Pkndules et les

Montres, a rUsage de ceux qui n'ont aucune Connaissance d'Horlogerie, avec les Ragles, Observ-
ations et Calculs pour 1' Usage des Montres Astronomiques, etc., 4° [dernifere] Ed., augmentee

;

with 5folding copperplates, 12mo. sewn {rare), \2s 6d 1811

6169 ESSAI sur I'HORLOGERIE ; dans lequel on traite de cet Art, relativement h I'Usage Civil,

h rAstronomic, et a la Navigation,en 6tal)lissant des Principes conlirmes par I'Experience, 2^ Ed.

;

with 38 folding plates by Choffard, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary tree-calf gilt {joints mended, but

a FINE COPY) ; RARE, £2. 2-9

*

1786
Last and best edition of the author's most important work, 'un des plus estimes ouvrages que Ton ait sur cet

Vivt.'—-Brunei.

6170 Trait6 des Horloges Marines, contenant la Tbeorie, la Construction, la Main d'Oiluyre

de ces Machines, et la Manibre de les Eprouver. pour parvenir, par leur Moyen, a la Rectification

des Cartes Marines, et de la Determination des Longitudes en Mer ; ivith 21 fine folding plates by
Choffard, At>\ sound copy in contemporary hf. vellum, uncut, (rare), £1. 7* Qd 1773

6171 Another Copy, hf calj neat, £1. 5^
' Berthoud construisit les premieres horloges marines . . . MM. de Fleurac et Borda, qui essayerent les premiers les

horloges marines de ce mecanirien, constaterent qu'apies une traversee de six semaines, elles marquaient la longitude en
mer a un quart de degre ou cinq lieues au plus sans que I'explosion de I'artillerie troublat la regularite de leurs mouve-
ments. '—iJioffr. Gen.

It has been claimed that Berthoud was the first to ap)>ly compensation to the balance oi the watch—the final step

in the production of the chronometer; an invention generally ascribed to Harrison. He undoubtedly made the first

pocket watch with conipensation curb, and moreover invented an escapement in which the balance makes two vibrations

in the time that one tooth only of the wheel escapes.

6172 , : Voyage fait par Ordre du Roi en 1768 et 1769, a differentes Parties du Monde pour
Eprouver en Mer les Horloges Marines inventees par F. B., par d'EvEUX de Fleurieu ; with

5 folding plates and maps, and 4 tables, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary hf. calf gilt, I2s

Iniprimerie RoyaXe, ITJS
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6174 BERTELLI (Capitano Giuseppe) Disegno Topogra.fico, 2^ Ed. ampliata; with \2 plates,

16mo. cl., with Dr. Eniil Reich's bookplate, Is 6d Milano, 1894
6175 BERTSIER (Pierre) Traite des EssAlS par la Voie Seche ; ou des Propri6t6s de la Com-

position, et de I'Essai des Substances M6talliqiie3 et des Conibastibles ; with 13/olding plates,

2 vols. 8vo. hf. dark green morocco {nice copy), 5s 1834

6176 BERTIN (Louis Emile, Directenr des Constructions Navales) CHAUDlfeRES Marines: Cours
de Machines a Vapeur profeasd a TEcoie d'Application da G^nie Maritime ; with 233 illustrations,

impl. 8vo. hf. morocco gilt {nice copy), 10s (p. F. 20 nett unbound) 1896
6177 Les Vagues et le Roulis : les Quilites Nautiques de Navires, avec Appendice ; with

S plates: Sur le Roulis et le Tangage des Navires—2 vols. roy. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf antique, with
inscr. to Prof Elc/ar, 45 Qd 1877-80

6178 BERTRAND (ijlie, Pasteur de V Eglise Francoise de Berne) Recueil de divers Trait^s sur
I'HiSTOiRK Naturef^le de la Terre et des Fossiles ; 4to. old calf, bs Avignon, 1766

6179 BERTRAND (Joseph Louis Frauqois, de VInstitut; F.R.s.) Rapport sur les ProgRtes les

plus recents de 1'Analyse Math^matique, impl. 8vo. sewn {title water stained), 3s

ImDriinerie Imp6riale, 1867
6180 Trait6 de Calcul Diff^rentiel et de Calcul Integral ; with diagrams, 2 vols. 4to.

newhf morocco, uncut, t. e. q. (SCARCE), £5. 10* 1864-70

6181 Tome I: Calcul Diffi^rentiel ; with diagrams, 4to. hf. morocco {one joint cracked),

£3. 1864
The first volume, which contains a very interesting introduction on the history of the differential calculus (pp. 44), is

out of print and very scarce.

61S2 BERZELITJS (J5ns Jakob Baron; f.r.s.) Trait6 de Chimie mindrale, vegdtale et animale,
traduit par A. J. L. Jourdan et EssLlNGER; with plates, 8 vols. 8vo. contemporary hf morocco
gilt, with bookplate of Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.R.S. , I2s 6d 1829-33

The last volnine comprises ' Operations et Appareils chimiques '.

' His multiplied and accurate analyses establish the laws of combination on an incontrovertible basis ; and to him we
owe the system of chemical symbols. He di.scovere<,l the elements selenium, thorium, and cerium, and first exhibited
calcium, barium, strontium, columbium, silicium, and zirconiuni in the metallic form.'

6183 Seconds Edition Francaise, traduite par MM. Esslinger et Hoefer; with plates and
woodcuts, 6 thick vols. 8vo. hf. cal^f gilt, £1. 5* Didot, 1845 50

Final Edition. 'Along with the absolute thoroughness which we also admire in his experimental work, clearness of

description is united in this book with precision pf expression. He did not merely confine himself to the simple exposition
of known facts, but criticised the experiments from which these were deduce<.l with perfect impartiality. Uis text-book
remainel a pattern for others durinc; the succeeding decades.'

—

Prof. E. v. Meyer.

6184 De I'Analyse des Corps Inorganiques, traduit de TAUeniand; with plate, ^wo. sewn,
Zs 6rf 1827

6185 Die Anwendung des Lothrohrs in der Chemie und Mineralogie, 3 Anflage ; with
Afolding plates, post 8vo. hf. morocco neat, 5s Niirnberg, 1837

6186 The Use of the Blowpipe in Chemical Analysis, and in the Examination of Minerals,
trans, from the French, by John George Children, f.r.s., with 2 copperplates, and folding
table, 8vo. boards, uncut, Qs 6d 1822

The first exhaustive treatise on the subject by the discoverer of the principle of blow-pipe analysis for minerals,

6187 The Use of the Blowpipe in Chemistry and Mineralogy, trans, from the 4th enlarged
Ed. by J. D. Whitney, ivith 4 folding plates, post 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), 12^ Boston [Masa.], 1845

'An exceedingly useful and valuable hook.'—Thomas Thomson.

6188 Attempt to establish a Pure Scientific System of Mineralogy, by the Application of

the Electro-Chemical Theory and the Chemical Proportions, trans, from the Swedish by JOHN
Black, post 8vo. boards, uncut {scarce), \2s 6d 1814

6189 NouvEAU Systeme de Mineralogie, traduit du Suedois sous les Yeux de I'Auteur, et

public par lui-meme, 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), with auto, and booklabel of C. D. E. Fortnum, art-

collector, \2s 1819
'The first attempt to work out the composition of minerals on the basis of the atomic theory, i.e., with the aid of the law

of multiple proportions . . . His setting up of a chemical mineral svstem created a wonderful excitement.'—Pro/. E. v. Meyer.

6190 Theorie des Proportions Chimiques, et Table SYNOPTiQUE,des Poids Atomiques,
des Corps Simples, et de leurs Combinaisons les plus importantes, 2® Ed., augmentde, 8vo. hf
morocco gilt {scarce), 10s 6d 1835

The table appended (pp. 85">), greatly enlarged in this edition, mentions the atomic weights of all elements then
known, besi<ies those of a large number of inorganic compounds, and forma the first attempt at giving a complete list of
atomic wcju'lits.

6191 BESANT (William Henry, f-.r.s. ; brother of Sir Walter) Notes on Roulettes and
Gli.ssettes, with 3 folding plates, 8vo. cl., 2s Cambridge, 1870

6192 Treatise on Hydromechanics, Part I : Hydrostatics, 4th Ed., vnth diagrams, post
8vo. cl., a? (p, 65) ibidem, 1883

6193 Fifth Edition [enlarged], with diagrams, post 8vo. d., 2s 6d (p. 5s) ib., 1891

6194 BETJDANT (Francois Sulpice, de VAcad6mie) Traite El^mentaire de Mineralogie,
2® YA. ; with 23 folding plates {many coloured), and tables, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf (SCARCE),
15* 1830-2

Last edition of this important work, which contains the author's system of classifying minerals, still one of the best
known. He made important investigations on the relation between chemical compounds and crystallisation, and on the
chemical analysis and specific gravity of minerals.

6195 BEZOTJT (^tienne, de VInstitut) CoURS de Mathematiques k I'usage du Corps de I'Artillerie

;

nouvelle Ed., corrigee ; with plates, 4 vols. 8vo. old calf gilt, 5s Qd 1797
' II a joui lougtemps d'une grande popularite en France, a cause de'son Cours de Mathematiques, dans lequel plusieurs

generations apprirent les Elements de la science.'—Boyer.
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6197 BESSEL (Friedrich Wilhelm, f.r.s.) : Auxiliary Tables for Mr. Bessel's Method of

Clearing the Distances, roy. 8vo. (pp. 91), sewn, 2s 6d n. d.

6198 : Fundamenta Astronomiae pro Anno MDCCLV, declucta ex Observationibus Viri
incoinparabilis James {_sic] Bradley in Specula Astronomica Grenovicensi per Annos 1750-62
institutis, folio, hf. morocco gilt, uncut, I5s Regiomonti, 1818

'The eminent value of the work consisted in this, that by providing a mass of entirely reliable information as to the
state of the heavens at the epoch 1755, it threw back the beginning of exact astronomy almost half a century.'—ifm Aqnes
M. Gierke.

6199 Tabulae Regiomontanae Reductionum Observationum Astronomicarum ab
Anno 1750 usque ad Annum 1850 computatse ; roy. 8vo. hf. calf, 6s Qd ibidem^ 1830

6200 Another Copy, calf gilt (nice copy), Is 6c?

6201 BESSON (Jacques) Le Cosmolabe, ou Instrument Universel, concernant toutes Observations
qui se peuvent faire par les Sciences Matheniatiques, tant au Ciel, en la Terre, comme en la Mer

;

with folding plate, and numerous fine and large woodcuts, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, white vellum [first

title missing, and afew II. scribbled on, otherwise a fine and large copy) ; rare, £1. \s 1569
Of great rarity, unknown to Houzeau and Lanca.ster, and of importance as first proposing the method which Charles

Irwin was supposed to have discovered in 1760 for finding the longitude at sea.

The above second edition first contains, with a separate title, the author's 'Le Cosmographe : Instrument adjoinct en la
superieure partie du Co.smolabe au lieu de I'Atlas, lequel sert particulierement pour la Corographie '.

6202 Description et Usaige du Compas Euclidien, contenant la plus-part des Observations
qui se font en la Geometrie, Perspective, Astronomic, et Corographie ; ^vith engraved title [Imnd-
coloured), sm. 4to. (pp. 9), sewn, I5s Galiot du Pre, 1571

Very rare ; unknown to Brunet.

6203 Theatrum Instrumentorum et Machinarum, cum Francisci Beroaldi Figurarum
Declaratione demonstrativa, necnon ubique necessariis et utilissimis Additionibus nunquam
hactenus editis, auctum atque illustratum per JULIUM Paschalem, Nobilem Messanensem ; title

within fine allegorical woodcut border, and 60 large plates, large folio, contemporary Italian vellum
[some II. very sliqhtly stained as usual, otherwise an unusually fine copy) ; very rare, with
Prof. Eiccardi's booklabel, £3. 15* Lugduni, Earth. Vincent, 1582

The above edition of this curious work was unknown to Ebert, while Graesse mentions an edition of 1582 containing only
40 plates. M. Libri gives the following description of it in his Sale Catalogue : 'An important work, containing a great
number of fine large plates, exhibiting various inventions for the suspending of carriages, for fire-engines, for nuisical
instruments (this work is not mentioned by Fetis), a new press for impressing coloured cloths, etc'

6204 II Theatro de gl' Instrumenti e Machine, con una brieve necesaaria Dicliiaration
Dimostratiua, di Francesco Beroaldo ; sii tutte le Figure, che vi son comprese, nuovamente di

Latino in volgare Italiano traHotto e di moltisime Additioni per tutto Aummentato et illustrate

pel Signer GlULlo Paschali Messinese ; with title ivith woodcut border, and 60 large plates,

ilhistrating many ingenious mechanical devices, folio, old vellum {slightly stained) ; RARE, £2. 10*
ibidem, apud eundem, 1582

' 11 inventa, pour des demonstrations matheniatiques, plu.sieurs instruments ingenieux. '—iJiog'r. Gen.

6205 BEVAN (Benjamin, c.e.) Guide to the Carpenter's Rule, 12mo. cl., Ss 6d 1832
6206 BEVAN (P. V., Fellow of Trinity) The Combination of Hydrogen and Chlorine under the

Influence of Light, 4to. (pp. 51), seum, 2s 1903
6207 BEVEBIDGE (William; 48th Bp. of St. Asaph) Institutionum Chronologicarum Libri II,

una cum totidem Arithmetices Chronologic^ Libellus, editio princeps, sm. 4to. old hf. calf
{rare), I5s

_

Londini, T. Eoycroft, 1669
6208 Editio Altera, priori emendatior, sm. 4to. contemporary panelled calf gilt, \2s

ibidem, a e., 1705
' The arithmetical part is a treatise on the numerals of different nations, learned, but not always judicious, according

to modern views of the history of symbols. It is followed bv a brief elementary treatise on arithmetic, with chronological
examples '—Pro/, de Morgan, who only mentions the third edition of 1721. It was Bp. Beveridge's first publi.shed work,
issued three vears before his celebrated ^woSikov, after which he devoted himself wholly to theology.

6209 BIBLIOTHECA MATHEMATICA : Journal d'HiSTOiRE dts Mathematiques, public par
Gustaf Enestrom, Nouvelle Serie, Tomes 1 a 7 ; with diagrams, 7 vols. 8vo. in 2, hf morocco
neat, 12,9 (p. M. 28 unbound) Stockholm, 1887-93

6210 BICQ,TJILLEY (Charles Francjois de) Du Calcul des Probabilites, nouvelle Ed. ; with
folding plate, 8vo. sewn (rare), 6s 6d 1805

a full account of this work is given in the History of the Theory of Probability by Dr. Todhunter, who states that he
has never seen the above edition.

6211 BIEHRINGER (August, Nurnberg) Die Mechanischen Arbeitsleistungen und das
Perpetuum INIOBILE : eine populare Abhandlung ; unth woodcuts, post 8vo. sewn (scarce), 5s 6d

Nordlingen, 1875
6212 BIERENS de HAAN (D. ; Univ. Leyden) Tables d'lNT^GRALES D^finies, 4to. cl. (title

wanting, and corer slightly damaged), SCARCE, £1. 10* [Amsterdam, 1858]
' A collection of the known results with re.«pect to Definite Integrals has been published by D. Bierens de Haan, under

the title of Tabled d'Inteqrales Dcfinic.^.'—Prof. Todhvnter' .^ Ivtegral Galcidvs (1S91).

6218 NouvELLES Tables d'iNTEGRALES D6finies, thick 4to. hf cl. (out of print), 16s 6d
(p. £1. 5s nett) Leide, 1867

6214 Iets over de Quadratuur van Simon van der Eycke en hare Gevolgen, 8vo. (pp. 24),

sewn, 2s z. p. enj.

6215 Notes sur la Theorie des Int^grales D^finies, Nos. IV—VII, 8vo. (pp. 23), seu^n.

Is 6d s. I. [1867]

6216 BILLINGS (Robert WiUiam ; author of * Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities ofScotland ')

The Power of Form applied to Geometric Tracery, 100 Designs and their Foundations, result-

ing from one Diagram, 50 fine plates, besides woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl. (scarce), 10s 6d Edin., 1851
' Tlie author was the first to prove that not only was the whole detail of Gothic Architecture founded on geometric law,

but that the power of design still remained with us, waiting only for its application.'—Pj-f/ace.
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ct9tuDc2r(tbmet(cacvpcdiuimu0(deofonclufionc8lnpcr
m()cta9,i,Dlflinta0 ab aritbmetica poncmua gcomctricae,

C bftjiamirafit gcomctrta fn theoiicamipidticzm Xbco:(ca pafTionee magnliu
dimo (nuefMgatfillogiTmo ctratlonequcadmodumconcludimue qjomnisrertaU

ncaeflapMnataeflrebaristrianguU cqullatcN pert)iff(ntt(onem circuli ctperboc
flflumptum cpomnem r ecta lineam cotingi't elTe femfdiametrum t)UO?um circulo:;^.

C'P2aticavcrocflquemcnrura9magmtudirirjinucftigatartcct(nftrumento.£t
fobdiuidkurfnaltlmctriamctptanJmcmanTzfoUmetria.quarupnmaeQofmefu
rattonc alntudlnu. fecudaocmcnfuratione piano?., terdaoenicnfurationefoHs

X)02um, 3iifl»'umcta que buiufmodi mcnfura tionibue oefcruiunt funt quaozaa cb<

lindrum. aflroiabium. arim'llc et tojquetfi naulcula. £t buiufmodi patTiote quao
?>cm3gi;(tudr:icocmoftramu8 funtpeneomerelatluc. Ttequalttaact mequalitao

rcgulantaaetirreguIarJtae.comciirurabflitaactnicomcnfurabilitao.^namvtru
tales paffroee fint rctt Dirtintc a fubicctfe folf t lien altcrcatioce fed boc id alia per

tinetracultarem. CXractatua p;tmu8 Capiculump^imum oep^incipiia

y, . incomplexio que funt Diff(nitionco icrmmojum.
[Suppono t0(tur pzincipia ^enfonfti'attonie et voco pjincfpta oemoHflra

t(on et>lffm(r(onederp2opont(de0(nttied(3tae.qmp:opofitione8 m me
/o(atc no bibentfcp:io?e9C)C(ljbU8t)emoflrenf ,tal(a cm pfupponi babct

ribetfcicda, t)ulufmod(cmp:Jndp(o;iquodamcflo(gniC99 vclmarimap
pofitlo Ctadbocgenu9p2lndpiojumreducunturp7opofirtone0 (ii mediate di gco
mctrta que oicQtur comunea animi conceptionea: fiue comBnea fcicntle, 3\Uud eft

cjuodtocatur ab ariftotele pofitio, pofitioia qoda eft p:incipm coplcicu et vocaf ab
ariftorilcfuppofmo in geometric pctttio^'SKud eft tmc)ctrcmu^poriroi9ctvocaf
t)([fmido,a% t)lfFinit/on[bU9 igif erozdiu eft fumcdu q fignificata rcrmino;t erpzi

inuiit fignificata atitf termino^t in ofbue fdedjo pzefupponi babct, Cpunctu vo
voco quod magnitudinio eft pmicipiu, "^^agnitudinQ autc que tnam babet Dimeii

rlonc:lincaoicitur;quei»ua8fupfitie9quevero.5,co2p''appeUatur JSft'perocojp'

pcrfcctiue omni qtitate quia poft trinam no eft quarta oimenfio, ^iguram x?croTO

comagnitudincmterminatamautlinciaautfuperficiebua. ^rgotiguraomiaaut
cftplana autcftfoltdaplanaaquidem terminjtlincefigurae foUdaafuperftciee,

Omni9 autem figurafoIidaauteftrotundaoutconica.i,angulari0.CConicarum

outcm9Ucrcgulare8etfuntfolum,y,f,tetracedron/ei:acedron/octoccdron/Duo;

7)ecedron/<cocedron. qucmadmodum ocdarabo. Slieverofunt irregularca: vr

funt cozpozj/fcrratilia/etpiramidea lateratcct buiufmodi, CT^otudarumqueda
funr regularea vt fperica, qucdam irregulare9 vt oualea et lenticularea, "planam
-yero figuraru: alia circularis.i.flne angulo, Ulia rcctilinea et pQligonia,i,muIto;i

flnguIo:um.CCirculuoeftfigura plana vmcalineacontenta que circufercmianos
mmatur in cuiue medio eft punctua a quo omca linee t>uae ad circufcrentiam (unt

«qualcoetbicpunctue centrum drculi oicitur. t^ecrilinetrum quedam funt fim

p!ice0« SUccgredicntiaanguIoJum SimpUc(umvero2lli«tcium an gulof tmer

an
Circniua trilgttl* qdratu JiguraegrcdietiuaBgulojt

tetracedron

cjcflcedron

\ \

cfpbcra

cojpuelcticulare

No. 6438 (p(((je 330).

First edition of tliis early work on geometry.
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0218 BILLET (Felix) Traitk d'OrriQUE PiivsiQUE ; with U plates, 2 vols. 8vo. d. {v. I water

-

stained), 5s (p. F. 15 nett unbound) 1858-9
6219 Another Copy, 2 vols. hf. red morocco {nice copy). Is 6d
6220 BILLY (Jacques de, s.j.) Nova Geometrl*: Clavis Algebra, cuius Beneficio aperitur

iuimensus Matheseos Thesaurus, et resolvuntur plurinia Problemata hactenus non soluta in Serie
Multarum Quantitatuin continue Proportionaliura ; with vignette on title, and nutnerous diagrams,
4to. old calf, newly rehacked (title soiled and slightly torn) ; rare, £1. 1* Parisits, 1643

' A scarce work, unnoticed by Muntucia and Chasles, containing much inquiry respecting the theory of numbers. As
i.s well known, we are indebte<l to Billy for a large portion of the numerical inventions of Fermat. This volume sold for
20 francs in 1S57.'— /-i?>ri CoUaloguf.

6221 BINGLEY (Henry ; lioyal Mint) Chemical FRAaMENTS [in verse] , 12ino. (pp. 55), teton

{rare), 5s 1829
Queer doggrel memoria Uchniea, e.g:—

Two uior« thermometers of note,
Of which we likewise read,

Arc Rcaumur'R, as is on it wrote,
And the F'rench Ccntigra<le.

6222 BINKE3 (J. W., Obserixuarium, Leyden) Over «le Naauwkkurioheid van «le Waarnemino
van Maan.s Afstanden, met de Hulpmiddelen der te^enwoordigen Tijd, 8vo. (pp. 61), *eir>i,

2s 6d Amsterda »i , 1 K6

1

6223 BINNS (William) Elementary and Second Course of Orthographic Pro.iection : a New
Method of Teacliinf; Mechanical and Engineerin<; Drawin;; ; with practical Remarks on the Teeth
of Wheels, the Projection of Shadows, Principles of Shading, and Drawing; from Machinery;
with numerous plates {linen-mounted), and woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, 6< (p. 19* 6d) 1871-69

6224 BIOT (Jean Baptiste, de VInstitut : f.r.s.), E-Ssai «le GtOMKTRlE Analytique, aupliqu^ aux
Courbes et aux Surfaces du Second Ordre, 8" Ed. ; with ^folding plates, 8vo. hf. calf, 5* 1843

*«)uvraj;f tn'-s-estinu-.'

—

Diogr. din.

6225 Tables Barom^triques Portativbs, donnant les DifTcrences de Niveau i>ar une simple
Soustraction, avec Instruction contenant I'HlSTOlRE de la Formule BabometriquE; et sa
Demonstration complete par les simples .Icmens de I'AlgMire ; with 5 table*, 8vo. tewn, 5i 1811

6'226 Relation d'un Yoyage fait dans le Departement de I'Orse, i>our constater la R^litd
d'un M^t^ore observe a I'Aij^de le 26 Floreal an 11 ; with maps, 4to. (pp. 471, sewn, 4s

rhermidor an XI [imS]
6227 TrAITE ELEMENTAIRE d'ASTRONOMIK PhYSK^UE, 3« [DF.RNlkRE] Ed., ooirig^ et

augmentee, 5 vols. 8vo. mottled calf extra {Atlas wanting), 12* 1841>67
' Biot in his Astroaoiai'. Physiiiw has considered the subject of the motion of the solar system in space. Ao iuvflstin*

tlon, bised on the proper motions of several stars, induced him to conclude that there did not exist sufllcient gronmls rar
believing that the solar system is advancing towards any determinate jxiint of the heavens '.— Robert Orant.

La Yeritk sur le PROCi<:sde Galilee (1858)— y. Galilei, post.

, etF. LEFORT : Commercium Epistolicum (1856)—r. Ne\\toniana, post.

6228 BIMNQUCOIO (Vanoccio, Sennese) De la PiROTECHNiA Libri X, dove ampiamente si tratta

non solo di ogni sorte e diversita di MiNlERK, ma anchora quanto si ricerca intorno ai la prattica dl

quelle cose di auel che si appartiene a I'arte de la FUSIONE over OITTO <le METALLI, come d'ogni

altra oasa simile a questa, prima edizione; handsomely printed, with wooficut title, and numerous
fine woodcuts representing fireworks, gunnery, and especially metallurgical processex, sm. 4to. <dd

limp vellum (a very fine and unusually tall copy) ; very rare thus, £3. 3*

Venetia, per Venturino Roffinello, 1540

6229 Another Copy, old vellum {water-stained), £2. Is

6230 Another Copy, sewn {wanting II. 71-3, and title and a few U. stained, otherwise a very

sound and large copy), £1. 2s Qd
The tlrst printe«i lKX)k't»n casting cannon ami the manaflsctare of giinpowder and Hreworks, and especially raliuble for

its metallurgical i»ortion.
' I>a premiere nlition de l.'i40 est la plus Wile.'—/;rtiHe<.

6231 Terza Edizione ; with woodcut title, and nutnerous woodcuts, sm. 4Ui. very sound ropy

in old limp vellum, £1. lO.v ibidem, per Comin da Trino di Monfrrrato, l.^^S

62.32 QUARTA Edizione, nuovamente corretta, et ri8tami)ata, con Tavola; printed in italics,

with numerous woodcuts, thick 12rao. old limp vellum {back of cover damaged, otherwise a FINK
AND LARGE COPY), £1.1* •A . ('ir. Oiglto, 1559

62.33 Another Copy, hf. calf, or, hf vellum, is* 6d
62.34 guiNTA [ed ULTIMA] Edizione, nuovamente corretta, et ristampata, con due Tavole;

with numerous woodcuts, thick 12mo. old hf. sheep gilt, 15* Bologna [1678]

(;>35 La Pyrotechnie, on ART du Feu, contenant X Livres, au«|uel8 est amplement traici6

de toutes sortes et diversile de MINIERES, fusions et SEPARATIONS <Ie METAUX : des formes et

moule-s pour getter artilleries, cloches, et toutes autrcH ligures: des distillutionH, iles mines, contre-

mine.s, pots, biulets, fusees, lances, et autres feuz artiticiels, concernan.s Tart militaire, et autres

choses «lei>endantes du feu, traduite par feu maistre JACQUES N'INCENT; handsomelyprinted in a
large Roman type, with fine woodcuts, 4to. old C(df extra {corner of a few It. stainid, otherwise a
FINE COPY), £3. 3* Claude Fremy, 1556

The KIB.ST French .EDITION, and kxtrk.mklv rare. A copy of the edition of 1.'j79 fetched £4. in 1 W.'i.

6236 NouvELLE Edition; with numerous woodcuts, 4to. old limp vellum (fine copy); very
RARE, £1. 15* liouen, Jacques Cailloii^, 1627

' Wo'rkiiiK on lines similar to those of Agric<»la (</. r. arUt), and at about the same period, the Italian Biringuccio busied

himself with the processes of meUllur^y, as detailed in hi<* work I'irotechnia, which app«*ared in i:.40 This too is marked

by the clearness and exactit>id« with which various technical proce^lures are described. Biringuccio held aloof from ths

iatro-chemical questions and the alohemistic doctrines of his day.'— /*ro/. K. r. ^U\|tr.

All editions of the above work are rare and increasingly difficult to get.
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6237 BIRCH (Thomas, d d., k.r.s.) The History of the Royal Society of London, in which the

most considerable of tliose Papers, wliich have hitherto not been published, are inserted in their
proper Order, as a SUPPLEMENT to the Philosophical Transactions, ivith folding plates on
copper, and luoodcuts, 4 vols. 4to. old calf {backs damaged), 12s 6c? 1757

still an indispensable work, which should accompany every set of the Philosophical Transactions.

6238 BIRD (John, mathematical instrument maker. Strand) The Method of Constructing Mural
Quadrants, exemplified by a Description of a Brass Mural (Quadrant in the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, with Sfolding copperplates, 4to, (pp. 27), sewn (rare). 12s Qd 1768
A description, with models, of the celebrated mural quadrant ordered for Greenwich Observatory in 1748, which ren-

dered possible the accuracy of Bradley's observations. The above contains a preface by Nevil Maskelyne, f.r.s., and
was printed by order nf the Commissioners of Longitude.

Similar quadrants were made by tlie author for most of the chief Continental observatories, and are ' valuable even now
as aftording a measure of the probable oirors of earlier observations.'—il/j6'.v Afjues M. Clerke.

62.39 BIRKS (Thomas Rawson, /)r.. Prof Moral Philos., Cantab.) On Matter and Ether, or the
Secret Laws of Physical Change, large post 8vo. cl. {scarce), 6s Qd Cambridge, 1862
A highly interesting molecular theory, founded on three main elements :

' tlie conclu.sion from the law of giavitation
with regard to the nature of the atoms of matter, the constitution of chemical elements, as the first step in composition
of these material monads, and the large part played by rotary motion and centrifugal atomic force.' The work was
unknown to the author's biographer in D. N, 1',.

6240 BISCHOFF (Christof Heinrich Ernst; Univ. Bonn.) Commentatio de Usu Galvanismi
in Arte Medica, speciatini vero in Morbis Nervorum Paralyticis ; with 2 folding copperplates,

post 8vo, (pp. 7o), sewn, 5s Jenae, 1801
Containing an interesting history of the discovery of the Galvanic current, and a description of the Voltaic Pile.

6241 BISHOP (George, f.r.s.) Astronomical Observations at the Observatory, South Villa,

Inner Circle, Regent's Park, 18.39-51, tvith lithographic vieir of the Observatory, 4to. boards, with
inscr. {scarce), \2s 6d 1852

' He published in 1S')2 Astronomical Obxercationx, including a catalogJie of doubl". stans observed by Dawes and Hind,
with valuable historical and descriptive notes by the latter, observations of new planets and comets, and of the temporary
star discoveri'd by Hind in Ophiuchus 27 April, 184S, besides a description of the observatory, etc.'—Jl/(>-.s' .1. M. Clerke.

6242 BJ5RLING (Philip R.) British Progress in Pumps and Pumping Engines, with 97 illus-

trations, inipl. 8vo. boards, Ss Qd (p. 6* nett) 1905
6243 Pumps, their Construction and Management, 91 illustrations, impl. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d [1902]

6244 BJ5RN (Hans Outzen) De Indole et Origine Aerolithorum Disquisitio, 12mo. (pp. 95),

seivn, 5s Othinice [1816]

6245 BLACK (Frederick A.) Natural Phenomena : Descriptive and Speculative Essays on some
of the Bye-paths of Nature, loith 27 plates and other illustrations, large cr. 8vo. cl., 4* (p. 6.9 nett)

[1906]

6246 Terrestrial Magnetism and its Causes, with 23 plates and other illustrations^ large cr.

8vo. cl., 4* (p. 65 nett) 1905

6247 BLACK (John) GAS Fitting : a Practical Handbook, with 121 illvstrations, fcap. 8vo. hf calf,

Is 6d 1886

6248 BLACK (Joseph, m.d., Prof. Chemistry, Univ. Edin.) E.kperiments upon Magnesia Alba,
(^uiCK-LiME, and other Alcaline Substances ; with Essay on the Cold produced by Evapor-
ating Fluids, and of some other MEANS of PRODUCING Cold, by AVilliam Cullen, m.d.,

12mo. sewn, uncut (very rare), £2. 12.«? 6*^/ Edin., William Creech, 1777
First Edition in book-kohm of these two important essays. They wciv originally publishe<l in the EDiKBi-Rfm

Essays {fi. v. po-'^t).

' As a model for philosophical investlK'atiou this essay was, by Brougham and Robison, placed second only to the
' Optics ' of Newton. Its importance in chemical history is twofold. By setting an example of the successful use of the
balance, it laid the foundation of (juantitative analysis ; and by the distinction of qualities conveyed in it between ' fixed

'

and common air, it opened the door to pneumatic chemistry. Up to that time the causticity of alkalis after exposure to

strong heat had been universally attributed to an acrid principle derived from fire. Black showed that they lo.st in.stead of

gained by calcination ; and that what they lost was a kind of ' air ' previously ' tixed ' in them, and neutralising by its acid

(pialities' their native causticity. The effervescence of ' mild ' and non-efferve.scence of 'caustic' alkalies when dissolved

in acids were alleged in countenance of the new theory, which, nevertheless, encountered a vigorous though futile

opposition in Germany. It was pointed out in the same remarkable treatise that magnesia, until then generally held

to be a variety of lime, formed, with the same acids, wholly different salts, and was conse^iuently to be regarded as a

distinct substance.'

—

D. N. B.

The second es.say contains the author's great discoveiy of 'latent heat ', and his theory of 'specific heat ', which formed
the basis of the discoveries of J. R. v. Mayer, Joule, and Helmholtz.

6249 [FoRTy-FOUR Lectures on
|
Chemistry, containing Whatever is Essential to be Known

in the Art thereof, delivered in the University of Edinburgh, a contemporary Manuscript,
neatly written on about 600 leaves, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary hf. calf, with Chij)pendale bookplate of
William Herbert {bibliographer, 1718-95), £8. 8s [c. 1775]
An extremely interesti'n(; Manuscript, possibly the one from which the printed work, edited by John Robison,

K R.S.E., was published in 1803, which latter itself has now become very rare. According to D. N. B. 'his lectures were
l)ublished by Robison in 1S03 from notes after his death, eked out by those of his hearers, in two quarto volumes.' If not
actually the original MS., it may safely be said to be the onlv MAN-r3( ript copv that ua.s ever happened fcr sale,

and should be of great interest for comparison with the printed work. For a shorter MS., see no. -i-lti, ante.
' During above 30 years he inculcated the elements of chemistry upon entlmsiastic and contiimally growing audiences.

' It could not be otherwise', Robison wrote in 1S03. ' His personal appearance and maimer were those of a gentleman,
and peculiarly pleasing. His voice in lecturing was low, but tine ; and his articulation so distinct that he was perfectly well

heard by an audience consisting of several hundreds. His discourse was .so plain and perspicuous, his illustrations by
experiments so apposite, that his sentiments on any subject never could be mistaken, even by the most illiterate ; and his

instructions were so clear of all hypothesis or conjecture, that the hearer rested on his conclusions with a confidence

scarcely exceeded in matters of his own experience." His lectures had thus a powerful effect in i)opularising chemistry ;

and attendance u[K)n them even came to be a fashionable amusement '.

—

D. N. B.

6250 BLACK (William, practical brewer) Practical Treatise on Brewing, and on Storing of

Beer, deduced from 40 Years' Experience, first edition, with plate of a 'new improved
sacch^trometer,' 8vo. hf. calf, 5s 1835

This work claims to l>e the first to treat brewing from a .scientific standpoint.
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6251 BLACKBURN (Isaac, .s/u'p-buiUkr, rii/moiUh) Theory and Sciknce of Naval Archi-
TECTURK, familiarly explained and intimately blended with the Art ; with Practical Conclusions
tending to its further Improvement, and to the Constructing of Ships for Fast Sailing ; with
important Hints for the MANAGEMENTof Ships atSEA,8vo. A/, bound (scarce), 7«6rf Plymouth, 1836

Tljere was no c«jpy of this work in tli« Scott Library.
6252 BLACKETT (T. Oswald) Essay on the Use of the Spirit Level, as applied to Engineering

etc., ivith 5folding plates and numerous other illustration f, 8vo. hf. calf (scarce), os
Newcastleon-Tyne, 1838

Claiming to be the first connected treatise on the subjact In the language. The plates include a profile of lart of the
Newcastle and Carlisle Rnilway, then just built.

6253 BLAGDEN (Sir Charles, M.D., f.rs.) Experiments on the Cooling of Water below ite

Freezing Point, 4to, (pp. 22), sewn, Ss 6d 1788
* The most noteworthy of htM phyttieal i»aperji.'— /). .V. H.

6254 Experiments on the Effect of various Substances in Lowering the Point of Con-
gelation in Water, 4to. (pp. 36), sewn, 3* 1788

6255 History of the Congelation of (Quicksilver, 4to. (pp. 71), sewn, with inscr. to Gen.
Ilobert Melville, F.Ii.S. (inventor of a naval gun), 5s 1784

6250 liEPORT and Supplementary Report on the hest Method of Proportioning the
Excise on Spirituous Lk^ors, 2 parts 4to (pp. 56), sewn, Zs Qd 1790-2

6257 Observations on Ancient Inks, with the Proposal of a New Method of Recovering the
Legibility of Decayed Writings, 4to. (pp. 7), sewn, Zs 1787

This i»ai)cr was unknown to Po^^^endortfand the aiithor'ii biographer in D. N. It.

6258 BLAIR (Andrew Alexander) The Chemical Analysis of Iron : a complete Account of all

the best known Metho<ls for Iron, Steel, Pig-Iron, Iron Ore, Limestone, Slag, Clay, Sand, Coal,
Coke, and Furnace and Producer Gases, 6th Ed. [enlarged], with 103 woodcuts, sq. 8vo. hf. red
leather, lOs 6d (p. I8s nett) Philadelphia, 19()6

6259 BLAIR (J. A.) ORGANIC ANALYSIS of Potable Waters, diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1890

6260 BLAISE (F. E., Interne des Asilcs d'Alienesdela Seine) A TRAVERS la Matiere et I'^NERGIE ;

ivith 68 illustrations, roy. Svo. sewn, 6s 6rf (p. F. 12 nett) [1902]
6261 BLAKE (John Frederick) Astronomical Myths, based on Flammarion's * History of the

Heavens,' with plates and mimerous woodcuts (many from old prints), and chart, large post Svo.

cl., uncut (scarce). Is 6d 1877
a valuable popular history o( astronomy from the earliest times to C<ipernicns.

6262 BLAKE (William Phipps) Notices on Mining Machinery, and Mechanical Appliances in

Vse, chiefly in the Pacific States and Territories, for Mining, Raising, and Working Ores, with
(.'omparative Notices of Foreign Apparatus, plates and numerous woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., 4*

New Haven, Conn., 1871
6263 BLAKESLEY (Thomas Holmes, m.i.c.e) Geometrical Optics, with 33 diagrams, cr. Svo. cl..

Is Qd 1903
Written to correct the erroi-s due to our national imperfect definition of Focal Len)(th.

6264 Papers on Alternating Currents of Electricity, 2nd Ed., enlarged, with 29 woodc\Us,
post 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 4.? Qd) 1889

6265 BLANCABD (Steven; m.d., Amsterdam) Theatrum Chimicum, oder Eniffneter Schau-
Platz und Thiir zu den Heimligkeiten in «ler ScheideKunst, nebenst einer Vermehrung wie
die geriiigen Metallen und gemeinen Steine zu verbesseni sin*!, durch [Sir] Kenelm Dkjhv ;

with 11 copperplates, 12nio. contemporary starnjied pigskin, toith clasps (one defective), £1. \s

Leipzig, 1700
Rakk, and unknown to Graesse, Ebert and Brunet. It was also apparently unknown to Mr. A. E. Walte, whoao<»» not

include it in a copious list of Alchemical Writers in his ' Lives of Alchemical Philosopheni.'

6266 BLANCHABD (Jean Pierre): Exact and Aithkntic Narrative of M. Hlanchard's
Third Akrial Voyage, July 18, 1784, a(conipanie<l by M. Bohv ; in which they travei-He«l

ji Space of 45 Miles in 2^ Hours, with FOUR Certificates testifying the Truth of the Ilelution ;

and signed l>y several KcspecUvhle Characters, trans, [with Preface by the Translator], tcUh fine

engraved front, of the Balloon, 4to. (pp. 25), sewn (VERY SCARCE), £1. 15* 1786
Hlanchard's balloon was the first containing winjjs and a ru<lder as well, waa -'7 feet in dlameU-r, chatK'e'l with bydrojcen

ttas, and ' had a sort of large umbrella Hprea<l horizontally between the b«llot)n and the boat, which, in caw the balloon

should burst, would check the- t&W.'—Hatton Tumor, who did not know the above work.
Hlanchard was the first to cross the Cliannel in a balloon, with the American, Dr. Jeffriea.and the flwt to make, in 1785,

a balloon ascent in I^ndon. He died of ai>oplexy in 1808 when making hin 06th ascent.

6267 BLANE (William, f.r.s.) Particulars relative to the Production of Borax, 4to. (pp. 4),

fiewn, \s (id 1787
a letter to (probably) the writer's brother Sir (Jilbert Ulane, k.r.b., the extirpotor of scurvy fn*m the Navy. It refers

to the pro<luctiiiii of borax in the N.W.P., India, from a probable souice in Tibet.

6268 BLASEBNA (Pietro, Univ. Rome) The THEORY of SOUND in it« Relation to Music,
3rd Ed., ivith 39 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6rf (p. 5s) 1883

6269 BLENKAB.N (John, c.E.) Practical Specifications of Works executed in Architecture,

hanieal Engineering, and in lioadniaking and Sewering ; with practically UhefulCivil and Mechanical Engineering
Agreements and Reports, 15/o»/e/»;i ^ , . . . ^

6270 BLIGH (William George, m.i.c.e ; p.w.d. India) The 1»RACTICAL Design of Irrigation
Works, with 10folding plates, and 216 other illustrations, impl. 8vo. cl.. Us (p. £1. U nett) 1907

6271 BLIM (E.), et — BOLLET de PISLE: Manuel de I'Explorateur: Proc6d68 de I^evers

rapides et de Detail ; Determination astronomique dea Positions Geograpuiques ; with 89

woodcuts, cr. Svo. cl., unth bookplate of Dr. Emil Reich, 2s 6d 1899

A work much to be recommended to discoverers of the North Pole.

22
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6274 BLODGET (Lorin) Climatology of the United States, and of the Temperate Latitudes

of the North American Continent, embracing a full Comparison of these with the Climatology
of the Temperate Latitudes of Europe and Asia, and especially in Regard to Agriculture,

Sanitary Investigations, and Engineering, with Isothermal and Rain Charts for each Season, the
Extreme Months, and the Year, and summary Statistics of Meteorological Observations in the

United States, condensed from recent Scientific and Official Publications, u'zYA numerous 7naps and
charts {mostly folding), imp. 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), 155 Philadelphia, 1857

A standard work which was highly praised by Baron Humboldt and other eminent authorities.

6275 BLONDEAU (Charles) De I'Eau, et son Emploi comme Force Motrice, Combustible, et

Matiere Eclairante ; with 2 plates of gas-engine, 8vo. (pp.24), sewn {rare), 5s Qd Eodez[c. 1840]
This ' invention,' almost as useful as the perpztunm mobile, is based on Philippe Lebon's ' Thennolamp ' (1799).

6276 BLOUNT (Bertram, f.i.c.) Practical Electro-chemistry, with 54 woodcuts, 8vo. cL, Is 6c?

(p. 155 nett) 1901

6277 BLOXAM (John Charlton) On the Meteorology of Newport, Isle of Wight, from Observ-
ations from 1841 to 1856, 2nd Ed., ivith numerous charts {many folding), 4to. hf. cl., Is 6o? 1860

6278 BLUM (Johann Reinhard) Die Mineralien nach den Krystallsystemen geordnet: ein

Leitfaden zum Bestimmen derselben vermittelst ihrer krystallographischen Eigenschaften, 8vo.

(pp. 40), sewn, 3s Heidelberg, 1866
The author's classification of minerals was based on their chemical composition, and thus formed an improvement on

that of Berzelius {q. v. ante).

6279 BLUNDEVILLE (Thomas) : M. Blundevile His Exercises, containing eight Treatises, the
Titles whereof are set downe in the next printed page ; which Treatises are verie necessarie to be
read and learned of all yoong Gentlemen that haue not bene exercised in such Disciplines, and yet
are desirous to have Knowledge as well in Cosmographie, Astronomie, and Geographie, as

also in the Arte of NAVIGATION, in which Arte it is impossible to profite without the helpe of

these, or such like Instructions ; 2nd Ed., corrected and augmented, ftUcft letter ; with numerous
ivoodcuts and diagrams, 2 folding plates, and large folding ' Sexagenerie 'Table,' thick sm. 4to. old

calf, newly rebacked (slightly stained, and rev. of title written on in an old hand, otherwise a very
sound copy, with all the, separate titles) ; VERY RARE, £10. 10*

John Windet, dwelling at the signe of the Crosse Keyes, neere Paules Wharffe, 1597
This edition first contains (with a separate title) :

' A Briefe Description of vniuersall Maps and Cards, and of their vse,

and also the vse of Ptolomey his Tables, together with the true order of making the saide Tables, and of all other Mappes
and Cardes as well vniuersall as particular, and that according to the doctrine of the best Geographers that be or haue
beene in these latter dales.' Besides this there are six other chapters, viz.: Of Arithmetike (including ' Astronomicall
Fractions, 'and the ' Use of the Sexagenerie Table ') : Tables of Sines, Tangents, and Secants ; Treatise of the Spheare ; the

Use of the Globe, with ' Description and Use of Plancius his Mappe
'

; Description and Use of Blagrave's Astrolabe
(Mathematicall Jewell) ; and Treatise of Navigation.

6280 Sixth Edition, corrected and augmented, blatb letter, ivith numerous woodcuts {some
with movable slips), and folding plates and tables, sm. 4to. original rough calf {back of binding
damaged, otherwise AN unusually fine and large copy), £6. 15*

Printed by William Stansby, and are to be sold by Richard Mcighen, at his

shop vnder Saint Clements Church without Temple Barre, 1622
6281 Seventh [and Last] Edition, corrected and somewhat enlarged by Ko. Hartwell

Philomathematicus, blarft letter ; with numerous woodcuts {some with movable slips), and folding
plates and tables, sm. 4to. old calf {title soiled, and some II. inked or scribbled on in an old hand),
£2. 15* Printed by Richard Bishop^ and are to be sold by Benjamin Allen, at the signe

of the Flowerdeluce in Popes-head Alley, 1636
'He was the first introducer [in the above work] of a complete trigonometrical canon into English, the first announcer

of Wright's discovery of meridional parts, and exercised much influence on tho studies of the first part of the XVIIth
Century. Nor is he altogether out of date yet ; for I lately observed {Mechnnic's Magazine, v. XLIV, p. 477) that a patent
for an imxirovement in horse-shoes was upset in the Court of Chancery, on proof that Blundevile had described it in one of
his works. The first of these exercises is a treatise on arithmetic, in the form of question and answer, written for

Elizabeth Bacon, the sister of the great philosopher. It is a dogmatical treatise, sufficiently clear.'— Pro/, de Morgan.

6282 BLUNT (Thomas, Optician, 22, Cornhill) Description and Use of a Patent Medical
Electrical Machine, withfolding plate^ 8vo. (pp. 18), sewn, 5s 1807

6283 BLYTH (Alexander Wynter, f.lc.) Lectures on Sanitary Law, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), SsGd
(p. 8* 6d nett) 1893

6284 BOCKLER (Qeorg Andreas) Theatrum Machinarum Novum, exhibens Aquarias, Alatas,
Junientarias, Manuarias ; Pedibus, ac Ponderibus Versatiles, plures, et diversas Molas ; etc. eto.

etc., ex GermaniS, in Latium translatum operA, Henrici SCHMITZ; tvith engraved title and 154
large plates, folio, hf. calf gilt {a few plates mended, otherwise a fine and large copy) ; rare,
£2. 2« Colonics Agr., 1662

6285 Another Copy, hf calf {rubbed), £1. lOs
a very curious work indispensable to the historian of engineering, illustrating every variety of Mills, Waterworks,

Pumps, etc., from the earliest times to the period of its publication.
' A fine work.'—//. Dirckx, who describes at length in his Perpetuum Mobile, 2nd Series, three models of ' water-screws

'

with perpetual motion contained in them.
Tlie Beaufoy copy fetched £3. 10s in IfOit.

6286 BODE (Johann Elert; f.r.s.) Anleitung zur Kenntniss des Gestirnten Himmels, 10. ver-

mehrte Auflage von C. Bremiker ; with 3folding plates, 8vo. hf. roan, 3s Berlin, 1844

6287 BODMER (G. R., a.m.i.c.e.) Hydraulic Motors: Turbine? and Pressure Engines,
2nd Ed., revised and enlarged, with 201 woodcuts {including m%nyfolding plates and tables), thick
post 8vo. cl., 6s (p. Us)

'

1895

6288 BOfi (Adolphe de) Passage de Mercure devant le Soleil, le 6 Mai 1878, 2^ :^d. ; withfolding
plate, 8vo. (pp. 36), sewn, with author's inscr., 2s 6d Ancers, 1879
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6290 BOERHAAVE (Herman, m.d. ; k.r.s.) Elementa Chemle : Historia, Artis Theoria, et
Operationes Cliemicre ; with fine folding portrait by Wandelaar {inserted), and 17 copperplates^
2 vols. 4to. old calf, \2s Qd Lugduni Bat., 1732

A(l(le<i arc the same author's ' Opuscuhi Omnia, qiue hactemis in Lucem prodierunt,' Hagaf, 173S.

6291 New Method of Chemistry, including the History, Theory, and Practice of the Art,
trans., with Notes and Appendix, shewing the Necessity and'Utility of Enlarging the Hounds
of Chemistry, by Peter Shaw, m.d., 2nd Ed., with 23 copperplates, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, old calf
(RARE), £1. \s T. Longman, at the Ship in Paternoster Row, 1741

' Intended to contain all the important work done in chemistry, which long remained by far the best jjuide to the
study of the science. . . He studit-i the processes involvetl in calcination, and to him is due the valuable ex|ierimental
contradiction of the view put forth by B )yle and others.'—iVo/. E. v. M<yer.

'A compilation of practically all that was known up till that date, collected with great labour from a largo vari«'ty of
alclieinic^il and othtT writin;,'s.'— /';. Dtihliiit.

6292 BOETHIUS (Anicius Manlius Torquatus Severinus) Opera, quje extant, Omnia . . .

inhnitis locis . . . eniendavinius, adiuti prjcsidio vett. MSS. exempli., & auxilio doctissiuioruni
uiroru : inter quos . . . Henrichus Loritus CJlareanus Arithmkticam & MusiCAMdenionstra-
tionibus & ligiiris auctiorem redittam siio pristino nitori restituit . . . et Martianus Rota opus
de tota ditterendi ratione, hoc est, organuui, Dialecticie »!i: Rhetoricir studiosis necessariuui, illus-

travit. Et huius auctoris VITAM . . . descnpsit ; with printer's device on title and last I., and
numerous diagrams, thick folio, boards (some II. browned as usual, otherwise a large and sound
copg) ; RARE, £2. 2* liisilew, apud Henrichum Petrum, 1546

'The teaching of early medieval mathematics was mainly fomxled on the geometry and arithmetic uf lk)ethius. Hts
<ieometry consists of the enunciations only) of the first bjok of Euclid, and of a few sefecteil projKisitions in the third and
fourth t>ooks, buc with num ;rous practical applications to tindiDg areas, etc. He adds an api>en<lix with proofs of the flrat

three propositions to shew that the enunciations may b'^ relied on. His Arithnvtic in founded on that of Niconiachus. A
textbook on music by him was in use at Oxford within the present [XlXth] century.*— W. W. IL liaU.

6293 Arithmetica. [F. 2*:] Incipiunt duo libride Arithmeti-
1 ca anitij manilij {sic] seuerini

Boetij vi-
|
ri clarissinii z illustris-jinii e.K cosulis :

|
ordinarij : patricij : ad patriciuiii sim |

machuni,

editio princeps; handsomely printei in gotf|ir Iftter, with nwnerous fini woodcut initials and
diagrams, sm. Aio. parchment {fi'HE. copy) ; extremely rare, £12. \2s

[col .] Finit arithmetica Boetij bene re\uisa acfideli studio emendata Im\pressa per ErhardU ratdolt

viri so-\lertissimi exim,ia Idustria z mira im-\primMi arte : quanup venetiis nilc \ auoustk
excellet [sic] nominatissimus. \ Anno dni. M.cccc.lxxxviij. Men- sis maij die vigcsima.

6291 ——- Another Copy, handsomely bound in white vellum extra, rough g. e. (aa exceptionally

fine and large copy), £14. 14*
' This edition has always been considered a great rarity, and even so early as 177;> it sold for £.2. -Is at Dr. Askew's sale.

Probably in consequence of its great rarity this edition was neither seen nor mentioned by Prof, de Morgan.*— /.i/»/-i

Catalogue. It consists of signatures a to f in eights, or 48 11 in all, without signatures or foliation. (Hain •8420.

Proctor 1S73).

6295 De Arithmetica ad Patritium Siniinachum libri II ; De MusiCA lib. \ ; De Geometria
lib. II ; De Philosophie Consolations lib. V ; De ScholariO Disciplina lib. I [cum Com-
nientariis in Consolationem et Disciplinam S. Thom.e Aq.]; printed in qottit Ittttr in double

columns, with signatures, numerous woodcut diagrams, initials, etc., 2 vols, folio in 1, hf. vellum

extra {first 2 //. guarded, otherwise a FINE COPY) ; VERY RARE, £6. 6«

[col. of V. I:] Venetiis, per Jo. et Greg, de Gregoriis Fratres, 1499, die 8. Julii.

[col. ofv. II :] Venetiis, per Otinum de la Luna Paviensem, die xix. Julii, 1499
Any work of Boethius should have esijecial interest to Englishmen from the remembrance of King Alfred's translation

of the ' Con.solation of Philosophy '.

6296 BOHTJN (Ralph; Xcw Coll., Oxon.) Discour.se concerning the Origine and Properties of

Wind, with Historical Account of Hurricanes, and other Tem|)e8tuous Winds, with 3 engravings

on copper, 12ino. contemporary calf, with bookplate of George Stanhope, Dean of Canterbury, and
Boyle Lecturer (1660-1728) ; rare, £1. \s Oxford, W. Hall, 1671

(}.297 Another Copy, contemporary calf {back slightly damaged, but a tall copy), 18* 6rf

' Noteworthy as aniong, if not absolutely, the first in which tlje thi-ories of tla- winds, as proi»ounde«l by .\rl»t/>tle and

l»artly adopte«l by Bacon, arc comiiareil with details of the trade winds, Mjonsoons, typhoons, and winds from other part^i

i.f the world, of which the classical authors know nothing. The preface shows that Uie author might almost rank as a

Maury nearly two centuries before the great American promoUnl the Brussels Coufdrence. I think that the reprint of tlie

lirst jKiragraph of the preface is desirable.'—'/. J. Synwns, F R >'.

The work is unknown t^> Lowndes, nor is the author noticed in D. N. IS.

629S BOILEAU (Lt.-Col. I. T., R.E.) Collection of Tables, Astronomical, Mbteorolooical,
and Magnktical, also, for Detemiining the Altitudes of Mountains ; Comparison of French and
English Wei^'hts and Measures, etc., computed in the OHice of the H. E. I. Co.'s Magnetii-

Olj^ervatory, Simla, 4to. hf. calf, 5* 6d Umballa, 1850

6299 BOIS (Augustus Jay du, Yale Univ.) The Strains in Framed Structures, with numerous

Practical Applications to Cranes; Bridj^e, Uoof, and Susi)ension Trusses ; Braced Arches; Pivot

and Draw Spans ; Continuous Girders, etc., also Determination of Dimensions and Designing of

Details, Si)ecihcations and Contracts, Complete Designs and Working Drawings, 6tli Ed., greatly

enlar<'etl, with bO plates {manyfolding), and numerous woodcuts, 4to. d., lbs (p. £2, 2s nett)

New York, 1890

6300 BOIS(Heinrichdu; Univ. Berlin) Maonetische Kreise, dcren Theorie nod Anwendung;

with 94 illustrations, large ])Ost 8vo. cl., hs (p. M. 10) Berlin, 1894

6301 . The Magnetic Circuit in Theory and Practice, trans, by Edmund Atkinson, with

94 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out ofprint), 6« 6rf (p. 12* nett) 1896

Containin.^ an account of the authors magneto-optical method for the meMurement of permeability.
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6304 BOIS-AYME {— du) Lettre h Mr- Lanciet (an Siijet des Angles de premiere et seconde

Flexion de Developpees de Courbes a Double Courbure) ; ivith folding copperplate, 4to.

(pp. L3), sewn (rare), 5s [1800]

6305 BOIS-K.EYMOND (Paul du) Ueitrage ziir Interpretation der partiellen Differential-
GLEICHUNGEN, I. Heft : Tlieovie der Charakteristiken ; 8vo. limp roan, uncut, with auto, and
MS. corrections of Prof. H. IV. LI. Tanner, F.E.S.,'Ss 6d Leipzig, 1864

6306 BOLTON (Col. Sir Francis John) London Water Supply, including a History and Descrip-

tion of the London Waterworks ; new Ed. with short Exposition of Water Companies' Law,
Alphabetical Digest of Leading Decisions of the Courts, the Statutes, and copious Index, by
Philip A. Scratciiley, with numerousfolding tables and maps, 8vo. cl., Qs 6d (p. 14s) 1888

6307 BOLTON (Reginald Pelham, a.m.i.c.e.) Motive Powers, and their Practical Selection,
post 8vo. cl. {out of print), 6s 1895

6308 BOLTZMANN (Ludwig, Univ. Munich, F.R.s.) Vorlesungen liber Maxwells Theorie
der Elektricitat und des LiCHTES, I. Theil : Ableitung der Gruudgleichungen fiir ruhende,
homogene, isotrope Kiirper; with 2 plates ayid 26 diagrams, 8vo. hf. German morocco, 45

(p. M. 6)

'

Leipzig, 1891

6309 BOMBBLLI (Rafaele, da Bologna) L'Algebra, Opera con la quale ciascuno da se potra venire

in perfetta Cognitione della Teorica dell' Arimetica, con Tavola copiosa ; with diagrams, thick
sra. 4to. old vellum (very rare), £2. 15^ Bologna, Giov. Bossi, 1579

This important work was the first which laid tlie foiimlation of a knowledge of imaginary' quantities. 'A systematic
exposition of the knowledge then current on the subject. He discusses radicals, real and imaginary. He also treats the
theory of equitions, and shows that in the irreducible case of a cubic equation the roots are all real ; and he remarks that
the problem to trisect a given angle is the same as that of the solution of a cubic equation . . . His work is noticeable for

his use of symbols which indicate an ai)proach to index notation. P'ollowing in the steps of Stifel \_v.No. 4605, ante],

he introduced a symbol,^for the unknown quantity,^for its square.^for its cube ', etc. etc. etc.— IF. W. R. Ball.
' This celebrated work is of extraordinary rarity, and although Prof, de Morgan insei-ts Bombelli's name in his index, on

the authority of Peacock, he seems to have been unable to find a co]iy. '—/.ibrf Catalofjwi.

6310 BOMPASS (Charles Carpenter ; Serjeant at Laiv) Essay on the Nature of Heat, Light, and
Electricity, 8vo. boards, 5s 1817

By the father of William Carpenter Bompas, Bp. of Athabasca, called the Apostle of the North, who sijelt his name
with one S.

631 1 BOND (George M.) Standards of Length and their Practical Application : the Methods
employed for the Production of Standard Gauges, to insure Uniformity and Interchangeability
of Manufactures, with the Reports of Prof. W. A. Rogers ; the Committee on Standards and
Gauges, A. S. Mech. E., etc. etc., front, and 29 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., 4s Oi Hartford, Conn., 1887

6312 BOND (George Phillips, Harvard Coll. Observatory) Observations on the Great Nebula of

Orion, edited by Truman Henry Safford, with front, of the nebula and 2 folding charts, 4to.

sewn, 15s (p. £2. 2«) Cambridge [Mass.'], 1867
6313 [BOND (Col. Henry, r.a.)] Treatise on Military Small Arms and Ammunition, with

Theory of the Motion of a Rifle Bullet, numerous plates {some coloured), and ivoodcuts, 8vo.

cl, 35 1888
6314 BONI (Pietro Antonio) : Introductio in Divinam Chemle Artem Integra Ma^istri Boni

Lombardi Ferrariensis Physici, nunc primum Integra in Lucem edita; sm. 4to. old limp vellum
{corner of title with imprint torn off) ; RARE, £1. 1* [.^ Argentorati, 1602]

Including the author's best-known work, Margarita PrecioMi, according to Mr. A. E. Waite 'an exceedingly com-
prehensive, conscientious treatise on the history, theory, and practice of alchemy, written after the manner of the
scholastics, and naturally containing much irrelevant matter, but for all this very useful and even interesting. The
difficulties of the art are manfully face<l, the sophistications, deceptions, and contradictions of its professors are re])roved,

and tlio aulhor attempts to sho^^ that alchemy is in reality a short art and a slight practice, though full of truth and nobility.'

6315 BONNEY (G. E.) INDUCTION CoiLS, illustrated, cr. 8vo. cl.. Is 6d 1892
6316 BONNEY (Thomas George, pr., f.r.s.) The Story of our Planet, first edition, with

coloured plates and maps, and 170 icoodcut.i, roy. 8vo. cl., uncut, t. c. g., 6s 6d (p. £1. lU- 6d) 1893
6317 Cheap Edition [unaltered], with coloured j^lcites and maps, and 170 ivoodcuts, roy. 8vo.

cl., uncut, t. e. g., 5s {kl (p. lO*' 6d) [1896]
6318 BONNYCASTLE (John, R.M.A., Woolwich ; friend of Leigh Hunt) Elements of Geometry,

6th Edition, with diagrams, 8vo. boards, 2* 1S18
6319 Introduction to Astronomy, in which the most useful and interesting Parts of the

Science are clearly and familiarly explained, first edition, with front, by Sherwin after Fuseli,
and 20 copperplates {mostly folding), 8vo. old calf, 4s 1786

6320 Third Edition, corrected and improved, with the front., and 17 copperplates {mostly

folding), 8vo. old calf, 2s 6d 1796
6321 Fifth Edition, corrected and improved, with 19 copperplates {mostly folding), 8vo. old calf

{cracked), 2s 1807
6322 Sixth Edition, corrected and improved, with the front, and 19 copperplates {mostly

folding), 8vo. old calf gilt, 3s 6d 18U
6323 Seventh Edition, greatly improved, with thefront., and 20 copperplates {mostly folding),

thick 8vo. boards, uncut, Ss 6d 1816

6324 Eighth [last] Edition, corrected and greatly improved, with the front., and 20 copper-

plates {mostlyfolding), 8vo. hf. calf, 3s 6d 1822

6325 Treatise on Algebra, in Practice and Theory, with Particulars of the Discoveries and
Improvements made, 2nd [last] Ed., greatly improved, with diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. boards, uncut,

6326 BONTADOSI (Girolamo) Dissertazione sopra TElasticita dell' Aria, letta nell' Accademia
di Fisica Sperimentale di S. E. il. Sig: Cardinale de Zelada : a very neatly written unpublished-
Manuscript on 28 /?ff<7cv, sm. folio, seivn, 8v 6d

' '

U Boiim], 1781
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«f?J ?Si?i^^°^ SCHALTTAFELBAU
;
with bfolHngplatts, 100 cuts, cr. 8vo. setcn, 2s Hannover, 1907

bS'is BOOLE (George
; f.r.s.) Treatise on Differential Equations, first edition, with plate,

«QOQ^'®
^""'^^f- ^^^^oon morocco {nice copy), Is 6d Cambridge, 1859— Second [Final] Edition, revised [and enlarged l.y Isaac Toduinter, f.r.s.], with

plate: \vith the Supplementary Volume [e<l., with Preface, by Isaac Todhunter, f.r.s.]

cooA~ ^ ^^^ ^^^' ^^' ^^^^^'* o/Jirst vol. stained) ; SCARCE, £1. os ib., 1865
6330 Last Edition [slightly revised], with plate; with the Supplementary Volume—2 vols.

l)08t 8vx). cL, £1. 12* 6rf 1872 or "ll-Camhridge, 18t>5
Ihe MippIfiiiHiitary \olumo, which has now beooine very scarce, Iiem never U-en incorp«>rate»l witli the following'

wlitions of thr Treatise, and contains all Prof. Booh> wrot« with a view to eularRf the oriKinal work in a Ut^r oilltlon.A staiKlanl tpxt-l)0<ik on lhffr,enti»l A'./im/.o/u, incln.ling original matter on inU'Riatini: factors, ninijuUr solutions,
ami especially on synilK»lical actions.'—/y./. Civan'.

6331 Treatise on the Calculus of Finite Diffekknci-:s, first edition, iKwt 8vo. cl., uncut
(SCARCE), 12s Cambridge, 1860

6332 Second [Final] Edition, ed. [and greatly enlarged] by Sir John Fletcher Moulton,
L.J., post 8vo. cl., uncut (VERY scarce], £1. 7« %d 1872

6333 Another Copy, new hf. calf extra, uncut, t. c. g., with auto, and MS. additions of
etjuations by Prof. H. W. Lloyd Tanner, F.R.S. , £1. 10*

A so-calIe«l • thir're<lition * is a verlMitim reprint «.f that of 1872.
•Of very lush merit, ami includinn much ..riK'lnal research.'— /». .V. /;.

' To a certain ext^-nt these [the above two] works em»H>ly th.- more Important diMSOveries of their aiuli... I n i h. itJiU
and I7th chapters of th.- lhpr,nl'n>l R>iuo(ii,nji we (ind, for instance, a lucid arco<int of the general )«yii

'

I the
l»old and skilful employment of which led to Boole's chief discoveries, and of a ;;enenil metho<l in a mally
describe«l in his famous memoir printed in the Philo.-r,i>hlcal TranMutiou.-' for 1844. Iloole was one of tli- .. xtut of
those who perceived that the symbols t>f operation could be separated ft-om th«»se of (luanlily and treated ui> diMtinct
objects of calculation.'— ir. S. Jevons, F.ll.S.

63:u BOOTH (James, pr., F.R.S.) Researches on the (iEOMETRiCAL Properties of Klliptic
Functions, with diagrams, 4to. (pp. 116), loith inscr. to E. Solly, F.R.S., 3* 6rf 1852

6335 Treatise on some New Geometrical Methods, containing Es-says on Tangential
Coordinates, Pedal Coordinates, Reciprocal Polars, the Trigonometry of the Parabola,
Geometrical Origin of Logarithms, the Geometrical Propertii-:s of Elliptic Integrals,
etc., with 111 diagrams, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. cl. (scarce), 15« 1873-7

James Booth and James MacCullagh (7. v. )mt) were two of the earliest British writers in the XL\. Century to take
up the subject of analytical ^wmetry.'— M'. »r. It. Ball. The chief results of the former's labours are contiiine<l in the
above work.

6336 Tlie Theory of Elliptic Integrals, and the Properties of Surfaces of the Second Onler,
applied to the Investigation of the Motion of a Body round a Fixed Point, diagrams, 8vo. boards
(scarce), 7s 6d 1851
This work lirst contains the author's invention of tauKcntial co-ordinates, generally known as the ' Boothian Co-ordinates.'

6337 BORDA (Jean Cliarles) Tables Trigonometriques Dkcimales, on Table des Logarithmes
des Sinus, Secantes, et Tan^entes, suivant la Division du Quart de Cercle en 100 Degres, du Degrc
en 100 Minutes, et de la Minute en 100 Secondes ; precddees de la Table des Logarithmes des
Nombres depuis 10,000 jusiju'si 100,000, et de plusieurs Tables Subsidiaires ; revues, augnientces
et publiiJes par J. B. J. Dela.mbre, cr. 4to. boards, uncut (fresh copy), £1.

Imprimerie de la Ripubligue, An IX [1804J
InJ/eresting as one of the vcrj- few trigonometrical tables dividing the quadrant into 100 parts, tlie outcome of the

decimalisation mania then raging in France.
Borda was not only one of the greatest mathematicians of his time, but the refonner of French na\'a' architecture

many years before the Uevolution. His name is still borne by one of the chief training-ships of the French Navy.

6338 BOKKOWSKI (Comte Stanislas Dunin) Mkmoire sur la Sodalitk du Vesive, 4to. (pp. 7),

sewn, 2s iSd [c. 1810]

6339 BORN (Ignaz Edler v. ; f.r.s.) I eber das AnquICKEX der gold- iindsiLBKRH.VLTiGEN Er/e,
Rohsteine, Schwarzkupfer und Huttenspeise ; with 2\ copperplates (mostly folding), 4to.

sewn (RARE), £1. 1a- Wun, 1788
Contaiidiig tlie authors discovery of a r.ew jirocess of aujalgamation, hen' llrst descrilwil, and of imprr>ve«l Hi«>thodN in

several departments of ndning. This German original e<lition was unknown to (iraesm* and Brunei.

6340 Methode d'ExTRAiRE Ics Metaux Parfaits «les Minekais et autres Substances
M6TALLIQUES par le Mercure ; with 21 copperplates (mostly folding), 4to. old J\f. calf (rare), I.m

ibidem, 1788
According to Qucranl copies of the above work were also issue<l with<iul the illustrations. An inferi<)r edition was

published in 1787 in Berne.

6341 New Process of A.malgamation of Gold and Silver Ores, an«l other .Metallic Mixtures,

as intro<luced in Hungary and Bohemia, trans, by Rudolf Eric Raspe, with Supplement, or

Comparative View of the former Method of Melting and Refining, and Acconnt of it« Latest
Improvements, and of the Quicksilver Trade, with 22 copperplates (many folding) of metal-

lurgical plant, Aio. fine copy in hf. calf gilt (rare), £1. 10? 1791

6342 Another Copy, original boards, uncut, with translator's inscr. to Richard IVatson,

absentee Bp. of Llandaff, F.R.S., and the Calgarth Park booklabel, £2. 2*
• For the Bight Reverend Lord Bishop of Landaff with rcsjiectfull thanks for the honour of His Su Inscription, from His

Lordship's most ob. h. Servt R. E. Rasi'k.'—/»wcr. onjlylrtij.

The translation of the foregoing work, with an appendix not containeil in the original. It is of special interest on
account of its translator, a German professor at Cassel, who fled to England to avoid punishment for theft. He was elected

a Fellow of the Royal Society, but struck off the rolU on his antecedents becoming known. He was the author of the

original ' Baron Munchausen ', and a swindler of a most interesting type. ' In the autumn of 1791 Raspe went on a tour in

the extreme North of Scotland, where he professc*! to discover signs of vast mineral wealth. To sustam Ms repuUtion as

a mineralogist he brotight out, in 17J»1, a translation of Baron Bom's new nroce-ts of aMialgAmati'>n. By pbuHiblc

manouvres he inveigle*! a local magnate. Sir John Sinclair o| Ulbster, intodisbursmg large stuns for preliminary operations.

When the time came ft -r the fruition of his schemes, Bispe dlsappearcl. The incident wascryKtalli«e«l in a tradition which

Sir Walter Scott utilis«"l iii The A>it!<i>f"!f [where RaHi»e llgures in the character of DoH4er>-iritrf}.'—D. N. It. S«^

Nos. ."•.HVJ-.I, nni>\
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6343 BOR.DIEB.-MARCET (J. A., successeur d^ Ami Argand^ inventeur de lampes) Notions sur

I'Areometre Centigrade, I'Alambic Ambulant, et le Plastron Nautique; with plate
(stained), 8vo. (pp. 48), sewn, 5s 1812

THE FIRST BOOK OF ARITHMETIC :

6344 BORGO [o BORGI] (Piero, da Venesia) Libro de Abacho. [F. 2a :] Qui comenza la

nobel opera de
|
arithmethica ne la qual se tracta

|
tutte cosse amercantia pertiaente

I

facta z compilata p Piero borgi
|
da veniesia

;
printed in gatfjic letter, with numerous

woodcut initials, sm. 4to. newly and finely hound in polished brown Levant morocco extra,

rough g. e., hy W. Pratt {title very neatly mended, a few other II. slightly ^nargined or

repaired, also parts of a few letters on ff. 9 and 10 defective through wormhole, otherwise

a FINE and very large copy), £40. \_col. :] Nela inclita cita de venetia

a corni. 2. augusto. 1484. /m impostofine ala presente opera
First edition of the first printed treatise on arithmetic, and of excessive rarity. No copy has happened

for sale at auction within the last 22 years, and probably not for many years before. The Libri copy, sold in 1861, is the
last sale-record that can be traced.

It consists of one unnumbered leaf with verses, beginning ' Chi de arte mateinatiche ha piacere, Che tengon di certec^a

el primo grado . . . ', 116 numbered U., and one unnumbered 1. of Table, or signatures a—o in eights and p in six. On the
reverse of the last 1. are verses in Italian, from which it can be gathered that the edition was printed by Erhard Ratdolt of
Augsburg. The above copy is, save for the few defects mentioned, in a most desirable condition, and uniform in binding
with the following copy of the second edition.

6345 Seconda Edizione. [P. 2a:] Qui comeza la nobel opera de
|
arithmeticha ne

laqualse tracta
|
tutte cosse amercantia pertinen-

|
te facta z compilata per Piero

|
borgi

da Vieniesia
;
printed in g0tj)fc letter, with numerous woodcut initials, sm. 4to. newly

and finely hound in polished broivn Levant morocco extra, rough g. e., hy W. Pratt,

uniform ivith the above (an exceptionally fine and large copy), £21.
{^col. .•] Stampito in Veniexia per zoudne de HalV 1488

6346 Another Copy, hoards (slight hole in first 2 and last 4 II., also some II.

water-stained, or slightly soiled, otherwise a sound and very la.rge copy), £14. 14s
This second edition is also of great rarity, although to a less degree than the first. It consists of 00 unnumbered 11.,

or signatures a—m in eights, the first 1. having on obverse the verses contained in the first edition. The table and verses
at end contained in the first edition are however absent in this as well as in all other editions.

6347 QuARTA Edizione. [F. la :] Libro De Abacho. [F. 2a :] Qui comeza la nobel opera de
arith

|
meticha ne laqual se tratta tutte cos-

|
se a mercantia pertinente fatta z com

|
pilata per

Piero Borgi da Venesia
;
printed in Roman character, with Sessa's cat and mouse on title, and

numerous woodcut initials, sm. 4to. vellum cover from a XlVih Century MS. [small hole in title,

otherwise a fine and large copy), £8. 85

[col:'\ Impressa in Venetia per Zua.ne Baptista Sessa. 1501. a di. 10. Decemhrio.
With MS. index in an old hand.

6348 Another Copy, boards {title guarded, but a sound and clean copy), £6. 65

6.349 Another Copy, seion if. 8 in fs., and a number of blank corners gnawed; also water-
stained, but a very tall copy), £3. IO5

This edition, the first printed by Sessa, was unknown to Graesse, who mentions however all the other editions. It

consists of 96 numbered 11., or signatures A—M in eights.

6350 QuiNTA Edizione. [F. la :] Libro De Abacho. [F. 2a :] Qui comeza la nobel opera de
arith

|
meticha ne larjual se tracta tute cose a

|
merchatia pertinente facta z copilata

|

per Miser
Piero borgi da Venesia ; printed in Roman characters, with woodcut initials, sm. 4to. contemporary
oaken boards [Jmlfof one missing), with leathern back and clasp, andflyleavesfrom a XIVth Century
MS. on vellum [some II. wormed, and a few blank corners slightly worn, otherwise A very sound
and exceptionally large copy), £5. OS

[col. .•] Stampata in Venetia per Jacomo pentio
\
anno dni. 1509. adi. 5. de novembre.

This edition, containing 6 pp. of additions, consists of 100 numbered 11. (the last 4 being misnumbered !•] -4), or signatures
A—M in eights, and N in four.

6351 8ESTA Edizione. [F. la:] Libro De Abacho. [F. 2a:] Qui comeza la nobel opera de
arith

|
meticha ne lat^ual se tracta tutte co | se a merchantia pertinente facta

| ^ compilata per Miser
Piero bor

|

gi da Venetia ; printed in Roman characters, with small woodcut initials, sm. 4to. old
vellum (a very sound and large copy), £3. 3*

[col. :] Stampata Venetia per Jacomo pentio da Lecho ad instil | tia de Marchio
Sessa cO Piero di Rauani compagni

\
anno diii. 1517. adi. 25. de zugno.

The collation of the above edition corresponds exactly with that of the foregoing. The above copy contains a MS. index
in an old hahd.

' Tutte le edizioni di questa operetta, ma in particolare le prime, sono ricercatissime dai bibliografi. '—i2iccan7i.
• Toutes les editions de cet Abacho soiit difticiles a trouver, et depuis quelques annees on les recherche beaucoup."

—

Brunet.
' The author begins by saying that there are plenty of sufficiently good masters, and not less abundance of most excellent

authors. His arrangement of the five acts of arithmetic is strange ; they are numeration, multiplication, partition,
summation, and subtraction. He uses the word million, and his numeration goes to millions of millions of millions. He
then proceeds to multiplication, and forms a table of the nine multiples of 1, 2 . . . 10, with those or 12, 16, 20, 24, 32,

and 36. He then points out how to jirove processes by casting out sevens and nines; in doing which he shews how to
divide by 7, and uses the sum of the digits to find the remainder 9. Then follow multiplications done each in one line, even
when the multiplier has three or four figures. . . . Division is said at the head of a chapter, to be done in three ways ; but
only two are given : that per rholona, where the whole is done in one line, and that jwr batelo. Subtraction is then
explained ; and after some applications, the rules for fractions (which are expressed inthe same way as now) are introduced.
The rule of three (riegda del tre) is given, and a large number of money applications.'

—

Prof. lU Morgan.
The first two editions are by most bibliographers mistakenly ([uoted as a different work.
The work was reprinted in 1528, 1.540, lo50, l.")01, and 15ti7.
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'li% finefolding plates on copper^ 10 vols. 4to contemporary hf. calf {nice copy), £2. 10* 1818-23
CoNTEXu :— I. Composition des Machines : II. Mouveinent des Fardeaux : III. Machines (jue I'on employe dans les Con-

structions diverses : IV. liydrauliques : V. d'Agriculture : VI. fhiployi'fs dans diverst?s Fabrications:
VII. qui servent ;i confectionner les fitoffes : VIII. qui iinitent ou facilitent les Fonctions des Corps Animos
et des Machines The:itrales : IX. Theorie de Mecanique Usuolie: X. TraiU- elementaire de Construction appliquee li

I'Architecture Civile.

6353 BORNACCINI (Giuseppe) Idee Teoretiche e Fratiche tli Ragionateria, e ili Donuo
Giro di IvKgistrazionk, 2*^:^ Ed., accresciuta, 4to. (pp. 416), boards, uncut, Qs Qd Jiimino, 1838

0354 BORNE (Giacomo, pretefrancese) Principj Ragionati di Arit.metica, coUe loro Applicazioni
nei principal! Usi delle Proporzioni ; corredati di un Trattato teorico-pratico dei LoGARlTMl,
con Tavola di questi Nutneri, 8vo. boards, \0s Qd Pesaro, 1795
A rare work, »iuit>3 unknown to Riccardi, Prof, de Morj^an {whi« even omits tlie a>ithor from his List of AuthomX

Poggendorff, lirunet, Graease, and other bibliographers. There was no copy in the Libri Library.

6355 [BORRO (Girolamo, d'Arezzo)] Dialogo del Flusso e Reflusso del Mare d'ALSKFORO
Talascopio, con un Ragionaniento di Telitilo Filogenio della Perfettione <lelle Donne ; prima
edizione; ivith woodcut titles, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, boards, £1. Ss6d Lucca, per U JSujidragho, 1561

Vkry rark, especially in the above edition, which was unknown to Urunet, who only quote* those of I'itiT,' I'lTT, and
1.J81 . The second part has never been reprinted. The work is of \itvut interest us one of the earliest tivaliws on the tides.

6:}56 [BORTIER (P., Ghistelles)] Production de Nitrates: leur Application en Ajj^rit^ulture, roy.

8vo. (pp. 16), sewn, Is 6d Jiruxclles, 1863

6357 BORTZ (Georg Heinrich) Ue Forma Radicum ex AEtiUATioNiBUS <^uadraticis ei Miniili,

quani Cubicae per Methoduni Cardani obtinent, 4to. (pp. 12), sewn, 58 Liosiae [1771]

6358 De Insij!;ni Semioticae Matheseos Usu in Geombtria et Physica ; with plate, 4to.

(pp. 24), sewn, 5s ibidem [1763

J

63.39 BDSANdUET (Samuel Richard) 'Vestiges of the Natural Historv of Creation': its

Argument e-\aniine<l and exposed, post 8vo. c/., ivith auto, of Henry Jellelt, Dean of St, Patrick's,

2s 6rf 1845
A denunciation of Robert Chambers's work (</. t*. p<yt .

6360 BOSOOVICH (Ruggriero Giuseppe, s.j. ; f.r.s) Opera pertinentia ad Upticam et Astro
nomiam, maxima ex Parte nova, et omnia hucusciue inedita; with numerous folding vlates, ."» voIh.

4to. old extra boards {fine copy) ; RARE, £1. Is Qd Bcusani, 17H.*»

•Cette collection importante, dt'diV-e ;i Louis XVI, renferni« plusieurs traites Merits en fraurais ; le i»erfectlonuemiMii

de la theone des lunettes achromati'iues occupe la plusgrande partie do cet ouvnige.'— y;t>/;-. d'en.

6361 DiMOSTRAZlONE di un Metodo dato da EuLERO per DiVIDERE una Frazione RaZIONALK
in piu Frazioni piu semplici, con altre RiHessioni sulla 8tes.sa Materia, 4to. (pp. 19), sewn,

4$ s. I. ed a.

Rare ; unknown to Pot;gendorfl', etc.

6362 BOSE (Georg Mathias; f.r.s.) In Eclipsin Terrae 1733 5 xrii.^*"J ^^^ ^ vigmttes and

folding plate, 4to. sewn, 4s 6d Lipsiae, 1733

6363 BOSSCHA (H. 0.) Verslag van Proeven ter Bepaling van den Besten Vorm van Gegoten
Ijzeren Balken, met Inachtneming van de Grenzen der Veerkraclit ; with 2 folding plates, 8vo.

(pp. 43), sewn, 2s [Deventer, 1857

J

6364 BOSSXJT (Charles, s. J. ; de VInstitut) General History of Mathematics to the Mitldle of the

XVIII. Century, trans, [by T. O. CHURCHILL], with Chronological Table of the most eminent

Mathematicians [by John Bonnycastle] , 8vo. prize calf extra {scarce), Is 6d 1803
The prize label is signe<l by Prok. dk MoiwiAS.

636o Elkmenti (I'Algebra e Geometria, nuovament^ tradotti, con Aggiunte, da rRANCKSCO
Cardinali ; with 1 folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, 'Ss 6d liologna, 1808-9

6366 BOUGUER (Pierre; f.r.s.) Essai d'QpTmUE, sur la GRADATION de 1& LUMIERE, premiere

Edition ; with 3 plates, 12mo. old ca// (RARE), with auto, of CHARLES Walmesley, 0..S.B., lip. of

Rama (1722-97), F.R.S., £1. 1« „ ^ , ^ ^. i,

^'^'^

6367 • Another Copy, large 12mo.y?nc copy in contemporary marbled boards, UNCUT, £1.6«

In this work the author laid the foundation .if rational photometry, while it also conUins important investlgatiou» on

the absorption of light. His views were enlargM in the TmiU dOjtti'iue (r. *V... 4t'.^, a"'<)-

6368 La Figure de la Terre, determince par les Observations de MM. BoUGUKR et DK LA

CONDAMINE, envoyes au Perou i>our observer aux Environs de rK<iuateur, avec une Relation

abregee de ce Voyage ; with 9folding plates, 4to. old calf, newly rebacked {slightly waUr-statned,

butasotindcopy)',RAiiE,£l.5s
, , „ u. .*^.t®

' Both on practical and theoretical groun.ls it may be justly considered Uic mo«t imporUnt work of all which tbe

Peruvian expedition occasioned, and as that which should be selected by a student who denireu to oonHne himself to one

of the original accounts.'—i'ro/. 7'(x//jM n/rr. ... i -rx j

6369 De la Manckuvre des Vaisseaux, ou Trait6 de M6CHANIQUE et de Dynamique, dans

lequel on reduit h des Solutions tres-simples les Probldmes de Marine les plus ditticiles, qui ont

pour objet le Mouvement du Navire; with 15 folding plates, 4to. contemporary calf gUt (KARE),

£1 Is
'Le premier livre est un excellent traite de mecanique et de dynamique, ainsi oue d'tajdro^Utlque ct d*hvdrodynami<iue,

oil I'auteur eUblit lea principes de c«s deux sciences. —J/on<uWa'« UitUtirt <U* MaUumatiqiu$, where a full account of U»e

work will be found in v. IV, pp. 4»-5. The third Book solves imporUnt sailins problems by geometrical means.

6370 Traits du Navire, de sa Construction, et de sea Mouvemkns, premiere ddition;

with 12folding plates, 4to. contemporary calf extra (RARE), £1. 1«
. , , , r>

^^^
6371 Another Copy, cl., with auto, of Dr. Francis Klgar, F.R.S.t and boohstamp of (sen. J.

Drinkwater Bethune {historian of the Siege of Gibraltar), \^ M ......
This important work is generally considcrefl to have laid the foundation of the theory of naval architecture.
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6372 BOSTOCK (John, m.d., f.r.s.) Account of the History and Present State of Galvanism,

with 2 copperplates, 8vo. boards, uncut, with auto, of Sir Charles T. Bright, M.P., M.I.C.E.^
Qs U 1818

The author was the first to diagnose hay-fever, and the above Avork—according to D. N. L'.—is ' perhaps the only one ot

his books still worth reading.'

6373 BOSTON [Mass.] , Main Drainage Works of, and its Metropolitan Sewera<?e District, pre-

pared by the Metropolitan Sewerage Comiuission, ivith 2 coloured maps and 14 plates, 8vo. sewn^
2s 6d Boston [Mass.] , 1899

6374 BOTTEE de TOULMON (Jean Joseph Auguste), et Jean Rene Denis RIFFATJLT des
H:§:TKES : L'Art du Salpetrier; tvith 5folding plates, 4to. hf. cL, vncut, 10s 6c? 1813

' Bottee inventa plusleurs instruments propres a I'art du salpetrier, entre autres une eprouvette hydrostatique pour
determiner la force explosive de la poudre.'

—

I'iogr. Gen.

6375 BOTTONE (S. R.) Electric Bells and all about them, with 102 woodcuts, or. 8vo. cL,

\s dd 1889

6376 BOULLIAXJ [Latine BULLIALDUS] (Ismael ; F.R.S.) De Lineis SriRALiBUS Demonstra-
tiones Novae {title mended) : Exercitationes Geometric^ III ; I. Circa Demonstrationes per
Inscriptas et Circumscriptas Figuras. II. Circa Conicarum Sectionum quasdam Propositiones.

III. De Porisniatibus : AstronomivE Philolaic.e Fundamenta clarius explicata et asserta,

adversus Sethi Wardi [Episc. Saruni] Impugnationem—3 vols. 4to. in 1, with numerous diagrams;
sound copies in contemporary white vellum (rare), £1. 5* Parisiis, 1657

* Ses ecrits se font rcmarquer par une erudition prodigieuse ; on y trouve des vues ingenieuses et nouvelles . . . Le
nom d'f'vertinn, donne a I'une des inegalites du mouvement de la lune, vient de lui ; on lui doit aussi une explication
plausible de la cause des changements de lumit're qu'oii remarque dans certaines dtoiles.'

—

Biogr. Gen.

6377 De Natura Lucis ; with device on title, and diagrams^ 12mo. sewn {sound copy) ;

RARE, 15* ib., 1638
The author's tirst work, ftS pp. of which contain a history of optical theories from Plato to Gemma Frisius. The author

considers light a ' substantia media proportionalis inter corporcain substantiam, et incorporeain.'

6378 BOULNOIS (Henry Percy, m.i.c.e.) The Construction of Carriageways and Footways,
with 41 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s Qd (p. 5*) 1895

6379 The Municipal and Sanitary Engineer's Handbook, with numerous woodcuts, 8vo.

hf morocco neat, 4s 6d (p. 12* 6c?) 1883

6380 Second Edition, revised and enlarged, loith numerous woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco {title

stamped) ; out of print, Qs Qd (p. 15s) ,
1892

6381 BOURDON (Pierre Louis Marie) Application de I'ALGfeBRE a la G^ometrie, 4e Edition ;

with 15 plates, 8vo. hf calf, 3s 1837

6382 The Elements of Algebra, trans, from the three first Chapters of the Algebra, by
Augustus de Morgan, f.r.a.s., 8vo. sewn (scarce), Qs 1828

6383 elements d'ARiTHMETiQUE, 16^ Ed., 8vo. hf calf, 3s 6c? 1838
'Bourdon was an excellent elementary writer, both on arithmetic and algebra. I began my career as an author, by a

translation of part of his work on algebra.'—i'?o/. de Morgan.

6384 BOURGUET (Louis) Lettres Philosophiques sur la Formation des Sels etdes Crystaux
et sur la Generation et le Mechanisme Organique des Plantes et des Animaux a I'Occasion de la

Pierre Belemnite, et de la Pierre Lenticulaire, avec Memoire sur la Theorie de la Terre,
2e Ed. ; withfolding plate, \2w\o. fine copy in contemporary English calf{rare), 15s Ainsterdam, 1762

' 11 essaya de niontrer quo la cristallisation est le resultat d'un mecanisme geometrique, coiiime la conception et la

production des otres organises est un dcveloppement opere i>ar un mecanisme organique. 11 expli(iua la maniere dont se

forment sous nos yeux certaines espcces do roches, et il tira de la quelques conjectures sur la manibre dont ont dCi se

Eroduire les roches anciennes et las fossiles . . . L'hypothese de I'echelle des etres, qui est en general attribue a Ch.
lonnet, appartient u Bourguet.'— /i/ogrr. Gen.
The above fine copy belonged to Richard Watso<, f.r..s., absentee Bj*. of Llandaff, and Professor of chemistry,

Cambridge (1737-1810), and bears his autocrai'ii on title, and the Calgarth Park booklabel.

6385 BOURNE (John, c.K.) Treatise on the Screw Propelj-er, with various Suggestions of

Improvement, 2nd Ed., revised, with 20 folding plates, and 206 ivoodcuts, 4to. calf gilt, 8s 6c? 1855
The first 85 pages contain a valuable historical account.

6386 Third [last] Edition : Treatise on the Screw Propeller, Screw Vessels, and
Screw Engines, for Peace and War, with other Methods of Propulsion, Tables of the Dimensions
and Performance of Screw Steamers, and detailed Specifications of Ships and Engines, with Sfne
steel portraits of the Author, Sir F. P. Smith, and J. Ericsson by Adlard, 51 plates, and 287

woodcuts, thick roy. 4to. hf. calf {scarce), 15s (p. £3. 3s) 1867
Last edition, wholly rewritten and greatly enlarged, of the most complete work on the suVyect ever issued, and a work

of considerable historical value.

6387 Treatise on the Steam Engine, in its Application to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation,

and Railways, by the Artizan Club, first edition, ivith 30 plates and 349 woodcuts, 4to. c/.,

or, hf. calf {scarce), 8s 6d 1846
According to the i)reface the first practical treatise on the steam engine. The above edition is especially interesting for

containing descriptions of early locomotives.

63S8 Fifth Edition, with 37 plates and 516 woodcuts, thick 4to. cL, with authors inscr., 6s Qd

(p. £2. 2s) 1861
' Of priceless value to engine-makers and engine-users, containing a vast amount of practical information on the

steam engine, such as is to be met with nowhere else.'

—

Mechanic's Magazine.

6389 BOUSFIELD (William Robert, K.c.) The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1883, and the Rules and Forms thereunder, with Notes and Introductory Chapters, 8vo. cl., 3s

(p. 8s)
, .

1884

6390 BOUTIGNY (P,. H., d'Evrcux) Etudes sur les Corps .i I'Etat Spheroidal: Nouvelle Branche
de Pliysique, Z^ Ed., considerablement augmentee ; luith 27 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn {scarce), with

author's inscr. to Dr. Phipson, 6s 6d 1857
An t.'laborat ion of l.fidrnfrost's phein>m»*Mon.
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6391 BOURNE (William) Inuentions or Deuises. Very neces-sary for all Generalles and Cantaines,

or Leaders of men, as wel by Sea as by Land, only edition, with wooitcut tiUe atid woodcuts, sin. 4to.
hf. calf (LARGE AND SOUND copv), With bookplate of Henrt/ B. If. Bmufoy, F.H S (very rare*
£7. 15* Thomas Woodcock, dwelling in Panics Church t/a'rd, at the signe of the black Beare 1578The authoi- was one of the jurats of Gravesend on its original incorp:,ration

^ ' ^^^ i>rare, iOi O
' Some of these devices are of peculiar interest, as they antieipat«yl by more tlian sO vtjars the ' Cvntury of Inventions ' bythe Marq.ns of >\ orcest«r fr. Xa^ 5:.0.V0 ante]. No 21 is sup^K>sod to be the earliest' mention in orSng.u^ of «

"
hiKlog and line, the deviser of which was Humphrey Cole, of the Mint in the Tower. No. 7.', is a night «lirnalirr t^lJrinli

afterwards us.d by Ca,.t. John Smith, for which he obtained such renown. No. lio ^nls to bi a cmS ?intiruiu.^^^^^^^the telescope apparently borrowed from the Pantometria by Digues (I,-.7i), while sonu- have been brought forwaffL new
discoveries at Gravesend within the present century.'—/), N. II.

^^ wvukiu lurwaru u wyr

6392 BOUSSINGAULT (Jean Baptiste Joseph Dieudonn^, de VInstitut) feooNOMlE Ruralb
considdree dans ses Rapports avec la Chimie, la Physiqub, et la M^eorologib. 2 voU. 8vo.
purple calf gilt, V2s Hd 1843-4

Embodying the celebrated investigations which made the author the fdunder of agricultural phy«ic4.

6393 Recherches chimiques 8ur la Vegetation, entreprises dans le But d'exniiiiner si leu
Plantes prennent de I'Azote ;i rAtmosplicre, Svo. (pp. 50), sewn, 2s dd [18381

6394 BOUVIER (Hannah M.) Familiar Astronomy, or an Intro«luction to the Study of the
Heavens, with Treatise on the Globes, and AsTRONO-MiCAL DienONARY (pp. 89), with litar-mapt
[slightly stained), and 219 woodcuts, Svo. cl. (cover stained), 6* 6rf Philadelphia, 1856

'A work of great value ... No work which I have seen, nf a jwrtly familiar character, containa »o nrich areurat«
intoriiiatioii on astronomy.'— Sir (;. B. Airy.

6395 BOWDITCH (William Benwick, pr., f.c.s.) Analysis, Technical Valiation. Pirifica-
TiON, and UsK of COAL Gas, with numerous illustrations, Svo. hf. calf gUt {out of printj^ 5t
(p. 12^- Qd) ISe?

6396 BOWER (George Spencer; K.C.), and Walter WEBB: The Law relating to Electric
Lighting

; 2nd Ed. : the Electric Lighting Acts, 1882 and 1888, with continuouH tV>minentAry.
and Appendi.xes, cr. Svo. cl., 4s (p. 12* 6d) 1880

6397 BOWBING (Sir John; f.r.s.) The Decimal System in Numbers, Coins, and Accounts,
especially as regards the Decimalisation of the Currency of the I'nited Kingdom, with portraits
and 120 woodcuts ofCoi)is, post Svo. cl., os 1854

' Supported by the Prince Consort, Bowring obtains' , after a discunsion in the Commona, the i«so« of the florin, IntHMM
as the Hrst step towards the introduction of the decimal system into the currency.*—1>. S. It.

6398 BOX (Thomas) Practical Treatise on Heat, oh applied to the Useful Art«, 2nd Kd., with
folding table and 14 plates (^folding), cr. Svo. cl.. As (p. Vis Qd) 1878

6399 BOXER (Major-Gen. Edward Mourrier, r.a. ; f.k.s.) Treatise on Artillery, for ih©
Practical Class, Koyal Military Academy, Section I, Part 1, with woodcuts, roy. Svo. c^., 3«(k^ 1800

64(X) BOYEB.S (D., Surveyor) The Builder's Companion, or Country Gentleman's AwjiMtant: the
Art of Conducting and Measuring Country Buildings, by a Plain and Simple Method ; the Tme
Way of curing Smoky Chimnies ; etc. etc. etc., Svo. boards, As Jforncastle, 1807

6401 BOYLE (Hon. Robert; f.r.s.; founder o) the Boyle Lectures) Works, with Life (pp. 139)

[edited by Thomas Birch, D.D., f.r.s.], with fine portrait by Baron after Kerssebooni, and
numerous copperplates, 6 thick vols, large 4to. contemporary tree-calf extra (FINE COPY); VBRV
rare, £3. 155 1772

6402 Another Copy, 6 vols, old calf gilt, £3. 3s
CoMHLETK AND BK.ST EDITION of lioylc's works, ' iiicludiii^ liis posthumous reiiii : respondeticiv

\_stiH the standanl v:irk] founded on materials collected with aliortive bi<»}{rapliir;t. Ilururt ainl \

einbraciii},' Boyle's unfinished nari-ative of his early years entitled 'An Account of Plu: Idn iniii..rif;.

'The .several tracts formerly printed are taken from the moHt Improve*! e<liti. • cUicm, and
dispo.sed iu the order of time in which tliey were first publish'-d. . . . .Somi- very < riiaile In tbU
e<litioii, which were never before publisheil. . . . The copiNTplaleu an* ehj,'ni\.- owIumm* aii«l

elegance than in any former edition '.etc. etx;. etc.— iVi/atr.

6403 Philosophical Works, abridged, methodized, ami disposed, under the General

Heads of Physics, Statics, Pneumatics, Natural Hi.'itory, Chymistry, and Medicine, with Not«M,

containing the Improvements made in the several Parts of natural an<l ex|>erimentHl Knowledj^e

since his time, by Petek Shaw, M.D., with 21 copperplates, 3 thick vol». 4to. fine copy in con-

temporary calf extra, £1. 10* 1725
This edition is preferable to the reprint of 178.S, which conUinsouIy 18 plalM.
'Boyle was the true precursor ofthe modem chemint. Besides clearing away » Junsle of p«»rt>!'-' ' < • -, hr cxin*«rt«l

a number of highly suggestive facts and ol*servati«»ns. Hf wn>« the llrst li« cliHtingtiUh ddinjt.- frnin a com*
pound; with him originat<Hl the definition of an 'element' as ahillierU* un<lrr..miK>«cil con«t mtiound : b«

fntnxluced the use of vegetable colour-tost-s of acidity and alkalinity . . . He, ni"r«<»ver, actual! >drr>Krn and

colloctol it in a receiver placed underwater ... In phyaica, bealdca the gn-at merit of ha\ii li** air-pump

available for exiwriments and discoven"*! the law of ga«eous eUaUcity, h«- invenlod a ooinprv**- nd dlnTt*d

the construction of the first hermetically sealed thcnnonietcm made in EngUifl. 1I« aought l« ...—...... Um rxpaaidre

force of freezing water, first used freczin>i mixtures, observ«-d the effoctn of aUiKMpberte prMmra on ebalHttoo, adttad eon*

siderably to the store of facts collected about electricity and magn»»tism, determined tM apwiSe gimviU«l and rriracUTt

powers of various substances, and maile a noUble attempt to wi-lgh light. He ftiitlMr MMftatocd Um onTvying
high temi»erature of human blood, and perfunned a ^-aricty of curiouit experimeuU on rwpiiBtloa ', etc cU. etc—
3/is<( Annes M. Gierke.

. .. „. . . -r% _.

6404 Certain Physiological E.ssays, written at distant Times, and on several Uccastont,

first edition, sm. 4to. contemporary English black morocco, g. e. (RARE), £1. 5* //. Herringman, 1661

(j40."> Another Copy, contemporary sheep, rebackcd {fine copu), £1. 1<

6406 Second Edition, wherein some Tracts are enlarged by ExpeKmentn, and the Work is

increased by a Discourse about the Absolute Kest in IIodii--S, sm. 4U). conUmporary calf {afew
II. woivned), \Ls

,
«• «•.

\?5?
One of the author's most imi»ortant works, cr.ntaining easayH on the ' UnsapeeiMfblneM of KxtwrimentM ,

on Experi-

mental Es.says in General ',' Chymlcal Kxperimenta to uriiatrato the Notions "f tho Cnqin«rnUr IMnlo^ophy .
' Hi'<t"ry of

Flni«litv and Firmnessc', •Experiments with «alt-i»etre ', etc.
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6407 BOYLE (Hon. Robert; f.r.s. ; founder of the Boyle Lectures) The Aerial Noctiluca ; or

some New Phcenomkna, and a Process of a Factitious Self-shining Substance, in a Letter to a
Friend, living in the Country, first edition, 12mo. very large copy in contemporary sheep {one

joint cracked) ; rare, 12* Qd 2ho. Snowden, 1680
6408 Another Copy; also: New Experiments; and Observations, made upon the Icy

Noctiluca, with a Chymical PARAD0X,first edition, 2 vols. 12mo. in I, old calf£\. \s 1680-168.^

6409 A Large Paper Copy of both Works, 2 vols, large 12mo. in 1, calf antique {top offirst
title margined, otherwise a VERY SOUND COPY), £1.5*

' From a bare hint as to the irsethod of preparing Phosphorus (^discovered by Brandt in 16(50) he aiTived at it inde-
pendently, and communicated it 14 Oct. 1«80 in a sealed packet to the Royal Society. In a tract [both the above] he
accurately described the qualities of the new substance, under the title of ' Icy Noctiluca '.'—D. N. B. In the ' Chemical
Paradox' the author tries to prove, from an experimental basis, 'tliat chymical principles [i.i'. elements] are transmutable,
so that out of one of them, others may be produced.'

6410 Disquisition about the Final Causes of Natural Things, wherein it is Inquir'd,

Whether, And (if at all) With what Cautions, a Naturalist should admit them ? with Appendix of

some Uncommon Observations about Vitiated Sight, first edition, sm. 8vo. contemporary calf;
or, old calf, newly rebacked {rare), 8* Johii Taylor, 1688

6411 Essays of the Strange Subtilty, Determinate Nature, and Great Efficacy of

Effluviums ; with New Experiments to make Fire and Flame ponderable : together with a
Discovery of the Perviousness of Glass, first edition, sm. 8vo. contemporary calf (rare),
£\.\s M. Pitt, 1673

In this important work, containing the author's atomic theory, he confirms the fact, first discovered by Jean Rey, that
metals actually increase in weight after being calcined—the one sore point that ilid not agree with the phlogiston theory,
and was explained away with a vast amount of ingenuity by its adherents.

6412 [ ] The Excellency of Theology, compar'd with Natural Philosophy (as both are
Objects of Men's Study), discours'd of in a Letter to a Friend, by T. H. R. B. E., Fellow of the
Koyal Society, with some Occasional Thoughts about the Excellency and Grounds of the
Mechanical Hypothesis, first edition, 12mo. contemporary calf, 8s 6d H. Herringman, 1674

6413 Another Copy, sewn. Is
The appendix contains a gtneralisation of the author's mechanical or corpuscular theory.

6414 Experimenta «& Observationes PHYSlCiE : wherein are briefly treated of Several Sub-
jects relating to Natural Philosophy in an Experimental Way, with a small Collection
of Strange Reports, first edition, sm. 8vo. large copy in contemporary sheep (very rare),
£1. 55 John Taylor, 1691

Th£ last work published by the author, and including ' Chymico-Magnetical Experiments and Observations'. The
' Strange Reports ' consist of remarkably strange .stories, illustrating the amazing credulity remarkable in a man of so true
a scientific temper.

6415 Experiments and Considerations touching Colours, first occasionally Written, among
some other Essays, to a Friend ; and now sufier'd to come abroad as the beginning of an Experi-
mental History of Colours, first edition, withfolding plate, 12nio. sound copy in the original

sheep {back slightly damaged) , \Ss H. Herringinan, IQQi
'Describing for the' first time the iridescence of metallic films and soap bubbles'.— Z). N. B.

It contains many interesting observations and axioms, which were comi)leted three years afterwards by Newton in his
'Optics' (v. Nos. 3219-50, ante). The work also contains many recipes for mixing colours. Pp. 389-4^3 contain a 'Short
Account of some Observations about a Diamond that shines in the Dark, with a Treatise upon the score of the Affinity
betwixt Light and Colours ', with a separate titlepage.

6416 -^^— Experiments and Considerations al)out the Porosity of Bodies, in Two Essays, first

edition, r2mo. sound tall copy in contemporary calf gilt (rare), 15* Sam. Smith, 1684
6417 [ ] A Free Enquiry into the Vulgarly Receiv'd Notion of Nature; made in an Essay,

address'd* to a Friend, by R. B., Fellow of the Royal Society, first edition, sm. 8vo. sewn {rare),

10s
*

John Taylor, 168^
Containing much of the Ba'^o-Cartesian philosophy propagated by the author.

6418 The General History of the Air, first edition, sm. 4to. fne copy in old calf (very
rare), £1. 5* Awnsham and John Churchill, 1692

Publifhed posthumously, and containing the author's final experiments on the subject, chiefly MKTEOROLO<;icAr,.

6419 Hydrostatical Paradoxes, made out by New Experiments (for the niost part
Physical and Easie), first edition, with '<ifolding plates on copper, \2\no. sound copy in contemp-
orary ca//(RARE), £1. \s Oxford, R. Davis, 1666

6420 Another Copy, old calf newly rebacked, l&s 6c?

'Enforcing, by numerous and striking experiments, the laws of fluid etiuilibrium.'— Z>. N. B. The author also

demonstrates the impossibility of the ' luga vacui.'

6421 Medicina Hydrostatica : or Hydrostaticks applyed to the Materia Medica,
shewing how by the Weight that divers Bodies, us'd in Physick, have in Water; one may dis-

cover whether they be Genuine or Adulterate. To which is subjoyn'd, a Previous Hydrostatical
Way of Estimating Ores, first edition, with front, on copper of testing-scales, 12mo. contemporary
sheep {very rare), £1.1* Samuel Smith, 1690

Containing investigations on specific gravity. Bound up at end is :
' Catalogue of the Philosophical Books and Tracts,

written by the Hon. Robert Boyle, Esq. ; together with the Order or Time wherein each of them hath been Fublish'd

respectively ; with a Catalogue of his Theological Books ' (pp. 14).

6422 The Origine of Formes and Qualities (according to the Corpuscular Philosophy),
illustrated by Considerations and Experiments (written formerly by way of Notes upon an Essay
about Nitre), first edition, 12mo. old calf {rare), £1. 5* Oxford, H. Hall, 1666

6423 Second Edition, augmented by a Discourse of Subordinate Formes, 8vo. old calf
lbs

» J
ib.,a.e.,\mi

' Expounding his principles of a ' mrchanical philosophy.' Founded on the old atomic hypothesis, these accord in the

main with the views of many recent physicists. They postulate one universal kind of matter, admit in the construction

of the visible world only moving atoms, and derive <liversity of substance from their various modes of grouping and

manner of movement.'—1>. N. B.
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flgran oifficuUa fia impnxato,

llela inclita citade tenetia a ^oini.i.

aiiguHo. 1 484f<< tmpoflo fine ala pic^

icnre opera.

p!tc<aitt f«Quil ioftfbtut'po ptou* copslMT ad c(U t .<tK0
Pxn(uefl»(»-*iotLt9tn:e9ttto»p>imodetrt^limpnt
t€i(T m rutc ntcm»mmtb*dmu *stmtMc.pal»vtMti€»
fircfiiK jq(Uwtwy<ww«layii<>»g>>ffiT

' ^
micrcaoco,mtperaam^ctfi*m^t^mk
n teno do c€n»^M9tiHatg(»—»a0f>tpKn tifUre
•MimpmtUfMtmtmmattmStfdMitntKwfmomf
MiMoWMg* •(MiMaora'«(«<«•« pr<<cnif cpmt tf(»
PM»«ra aiM |Krk Am r(crv>i«<f a l< l«; <• (. i>'«44t« t (<Tui(ii

jdnii iBJ txmcHtueMfnp.

Nos. 6344-6 (me -I'O-

The first printed book on arithmetic.

• • \ *i



andfirangeDeuifes. 6i
rfic forme ofccrcainc lighrcs hi the night, as this, you ha-
Oingconfaltcdor talked togctlier, that if that jheycloo

Ihcwyou To many lights, and (landing on fuch a faihian

or formc,tha( it fiamficth fuel) a thing is done by the cni-

iiiie.orelfi; (lutyoimiuil doo fomtihiiig, and i/iftich a

forme, th.it it fignifieth fueh a thing .fee . «cco<ding!y vn-

fo the tokens th.r.t you haue agreed vpbn,&c. And fur-

thcrmjrc.you rn.iyd^uifi. by the formes of lightcs in the

nighr,tocaufc your friends to wrue a letter by.andfcSy
th^it mranes to declare your whole minde vnto your
fricndesias this,youhauing agreed vponthcm,fhat ifthat

there bcib many l^hics, andftand after fuch a falTnon,

thatitfignifiethtowMght //.and iffo many hghtcs, and
in fucha forme-, tlien to writc5, and fi> foorth vnto the

numbers ofthe letters, according vnto the forme& num-
ber ©fthe lij5hfe5.ftvi}ie\vcd,arKf»lvcnattb< cndeofeucry
word fownftBlii to llwwbut one light for a flop', for the

cndexjfa word] dSccJ vntiU^thatyouhauc fmi/hed- And
forthcrmarcyln hke manrtci-ty tightcs in the night is the

mdftfpcedicftthingtoiiaucany tningknowne.that may
bctpgiuewacrain^ vnto any countrey tobcc inareadi-

ncflc vpp»nrbcfcwdQinc, aswehercin England.doopre?

parefor thrde rhfcreof, by tlicfiriiigof the beakons,&c.

And (ill fhamorc. it is vfed vnto a further pra^ife vnder-

n^ath'thckiiig'of Spaynes dominions, vpon the (outhe

coaft called /*«<^/4::^4,wirhin the Hraights of/«trr<«/Mrr

th^lea hc\Uz;ei\\(iA Mdrt Medtttmxtien»t,i% there is fmail

towers all alongft thecoaft that they doo keepc watch in,

and at the ende ofeucry league or in lefTe diftance, there

is oneof tbolf fgjali towers ; and i| is fo ordevned amongft
them,' tKht the)' «ati tell whether that any ofthe 't'urkes,

QT Moores galleys hath been on the coalf,and whatnum-
berofGallcyes that there bee ofthem, and whether that

dicyisaariandedlorijdch a.thoarc,and whether that tl*y

ijCigwjobp/rcniayiuogibili £>y tbc very forme and the

-iS 1

1

numberj

andflrangeDeuifes, v$
tome, and there it may reft at your pleafure: and tlien
when that you would haue it fwiminc, then with the
Skrewes windc out the things on both the fides, and that
will thruft the water out againc at the holcs.and fo it will
rife andcome Tp aboue the water, andfwinimc as it did
bcfore^&c.

Thetp.l^euife.

^Nd fiirthermorc, you maymake aBoate to goe with-
out cares or Saylc, by the placiiigof certainc whceles

ontiieoutlide ofthe Boatc, in that rbrt,_that the armes of
the whceles may goe into the watea, and fo turning tha
whcclcsbyfomeprouifion^dfothcyyhcclcilhallmakc
the Boatc to goc.

^^Nd airo,thcy raakea water Mill in a Boate, for when
iliatit ridcthat an Anker, the tydcor ftrcaine will

turnc tlw whceles with great force, and thcfe^Millesara
vfcd in FrMS€t^s.

TherikDeuife,

^M,[ in like manner, they may aiakc an engine toknow
'the way or going ofa Ship, for to knowc how (aft or

foftiy thatany Ship gorth, which isvery nccefTaricfor
si them that gokth oflongvoyagc$,inanumbc»ofcaufes.
The inftrument is to be made in this manner. Tliere mull
be tnadea little fmall Boatc.and then there muft bee pla-
tcdawhecle in the Boate, that the armes thereof muft
goe in the water, ahd fo as thcSWip pl&thor goeth in
tlicSca, fo flicMfayof the ^ij».doth tufne the wheele by
the aniu*<h» joeth itti tbwwter of the Sea , and frona-

that

p6 • %are. Inuentions
that all the reffc(flcd beanies or .'Tiacloncs doo reH vppon'
one place.and fo by agicat niiinher of ghifTt-s to multiply
thcheaie.thatintlieenJe itwilibecfcf on (iicmd burnt;
but you mud be fuie ili.it all the rcflickdbcamcs or liia-

dowes doo reft in one pjjce, or tl(c ir will be vnto n.) iiur-i

pole,and at a threat diftance you /hail haue inudi t(j dc.
todeccrneorlccit,i5cc. Wherefore youiiiuK l.,.ue the

aydc ofGeometry, to vleitaccordnv;; muo tlicdiiwincc,

and to place the glaffes in a frame, winch i doo cmif jf

this time forbrcuuie.

The 11 0. Deutfe.

pOr to fee any fmall thing a great difbnce of from vou,

i'rcfiuireththcaydeofrAoglafreS;andoiiej;lal]cmu(f.

bcin.idtotpurpofc.iinditinaybenude infuch ioir, th.-it

you inayfceafmalljthingagreat diftanccof, as this, to
rciJc a letter that it fct open ncare a quarter of amyle
fiomyou,3nd .ilfo to fee a nun foure or hue miles from
)ou, or ro view a Townc or ("a[lell,or to fee .my window
or luch like thing lixc or fe.-iucn myles fioni }cu. And
to decla re wlut iiujinerofgl.iflcs (hat thcfc muft bee, rhc
bnec,la(re that mult be inadeofpnrpofe, is like tliefm.ill

biirnins; ;z;loircs c-[due kmdc of t^lalTe , and ninft bee
round,aiul iet .via (r.ime a^ tliofe bec,but that it muH bcc
nude vciy large, ofafootc, or i 4. or 16. inches Lro.ide,

and the broader the bctterrand the propcrtie ofthis piaffe,

IS tliii.it that youdoobehold any thing thoro\s thcglafTe,

then yourcytbcingnearevntoi't,itflieweth itfclfe.iccor-

dingvntothcihing, but as you doo goe back watdes, the
ihinj;ilicwcrh bigger and bigger, vntill that the thing
tb^lfee'iicofcainonitou.bigncirc: but if fh.if vou doo
2DC fo taiEc b.nciffiWicn it MJilidtbare and be fniafA turnc
die is bion djwnev'vards. But now to vfe this glaftc.ro fee

aluiaJlrliing a great diftancc, then doo thiS; the thing or
-"^

place

^,"'5
; Wo. 6391 {page 327).

The forerunner of the Marquess of Worcester's * Century of

Inventions.'
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6124 BOYLE (Hon. Robert; f.r.s. ; founder of the Boyle Lecturers) Xkw Expkrimknts Physico-

MECHANICA" " 1-:- - *^» " t< r.i_ * ,_ , .. ^^ . __

Pneumatic
Mechanicall, touching' the Spring of the Air, and its Effects (made, for the most part, in a New

AL Engine), second Edition, whereunto is added a Defence of the Author's Expli-
cation of tlie Experiments, against the Objections of Franciscus LinuV, ami Thomas Hobbks,
unth 2 copperplates {onefolding), am. AUi. fine copy in old calf {very rare), £1. \5s

o . .. ... . . . Oxford, H. Hall, 1662
Conteinmg the authors invention of an improved air-pump ('maehiiia Boyleana). ' preHenUn« all the easenUal Qual-

ities of the modern machine. By a multitud'i of experiments iwrformed with it, Boyle vividly illustrated the eflocte (at
that time very imperfectly recognised) of the elasticity, compressibilitv, and weight of the air ; lnv«»tli»ted lt« function
in respiration, combustion, and conveyance of sound, and explotled the olwcure notion of a/iiAi nuui.'—AgHisU. CUrke

The above eilit ion is of special importainx, a* it first contain.^ what w now known a$ lionU't Late. 'The' Defence tfrain at
Linus • contained experimental proof of the proi)ortional relation between elaHticity and preiumre, atill known u BoyU't
Imw. This approximately true principle, although hnwely demonstrated, was at once p^naraliAad and Moepted. and wm
confirmed by Mariotte [under whose name it is generally known on tlie Continent] in UMiV—Kadfm.

BISHOP BURNET'S COPY:
6425 CONTINUATION of New EXPERIMENTS. Physico-Mechanicau, Umching the Spring and

Weight of the Air, and their Effeets. The I. Part, with a sliort Discourse of the Atmospherkj*
of Consistent Bodies, first edition, with 8 fine plates on copper, sm. 4to. contemporary calf
{a sound and large copy) ; rare, with armorial bookplate o/" Gilbert Burnkt cu lip. of ^rum,
£1. 55 fb., a, e., 1669

Specially valuable for giving a description of his air-pump m improved by Robkkt Hookb, k.ius., the author'« aMiataut—si)oken of as the ' second Engine ' in this work.

6426 The Sceptical Chymist : or Chymico-Physical Doubts and Paradoxes. touohinK the
Spa<,'yrist's Principles commonly call'd Hypostatical, as they are wont U> \te Propos'd and Defended
by the Generality of Alchymists, whereunto is priemis'd Part of another Discourse relating to ike
same Subject, first edition, sm. 8vo. old cheep (very rare), with bookplate of John skerwu^
M.D., sold J. Cadtnellfor J Crooke, 1661

One of the most important, as well as by far the rarest, of all the author's writings, eji|K«cially in the a)M>ve flr»t edition.
It was repriiit-d in lOSO. The above copy has a duplicate title, rea<ling: 'The Swptical ChymlKt: or Cliyniico-Phyaical
Doubts and Paradoxes, touching the Experiments whereby Vulgar Spigyrists are wont U> Endeavour to Evince their Hall,
Sulphur, and Mercury, to be the true Piinciples of Things, I'rinteil for J. Cnnke, \M\.'

'In the 'Sceptical Chymist' he virtually demolished, together with the peri{iatetie doctrine of four eletnenta, Ut*>

Spagyristic doctrine of the trin prinut, tentatively substituting the principles of a ' mechanical philosophy ', expounded in
detail in his ' Origin of Formes and Qual ties' [7. v. supni'].'—!}. N. IS.

' In his Si'fptical Chymist he criticises the Aristotelian and the alchemistic elements, which were iitill accepted by many
of the iatro-chemical age. He enunciatefl the axiom that only what can be demonstrnt^d to be the undoonrnponable con-
stituents of bodies are to be regards i as elements. . . . With a far-seeing glance he looked forward to tUf dlscjvery of a
much greater number of elements than was at that time assumed, at the aamo time contending that many of the itub«taureM
then hnld to be elementary were not really so. . . . Boyle was the Hr«t to state with jierfect clearueMt that a chemical
compound results from the combination of two constituents, and that it jxusesses properties totally diflitreat fhtm tbOM
of either its constituents alone, thus enabling him to draw a sharp distinction between mixtures and chemical eompoanda.'
—Prof. E. r. Meyer.

6427 Some Considerations touching the Usefulne.sse of Experimental Naturall
Philosophy, propos'd in a Familiar Discourse to a Friend, by way of Invitation to the Study of

it, 2nd Ed., 4to. original calf, lOs 6d Oxford, If. Ifall, 1664
Containing an interesting preface by Robkrt SiiARROf'K, Archdn. of Winchester.

' I scruple not to acknowle«lge there are things that incline me to suspect, that some in the world . . . may haw
Armna, to which most of the Processes I reserve may prove little more tlian Trifles '.—Author a prr/<ux. This pasMMje is

interesting as first avowing his belief in alchemy.

6428 Tracts containing New Experiments, touching the Relation betwixt Flame and AlR,

And about Explosions. An Hydrostatical Discourse occasion'd by some Obje<tion» of

Dr. Henry More against some Explications of New Experiments made l»y the Author, with an
Hydrostatical Letter, dilucidating an Experiment about a Way of Weighing \Val«r in Wat«r.
New Experiments of the Positive and Relative Levity <»f Bodies under Water, of the Air'n

Spring on Bodies under Water, and about the Differing Pressure of Heavy SolidM and Fluid*,

first edition, large 12mo. old calf, or, old sheep (RARE). 16* QJ It. Iktms, 167'i

Containing the author's important Investigations on specific gravity.

It includes chapters 'Of the Difficulty of producing and pre^rvlng Flame without Air". 'Of the I»rr»i«K*tion ''

Actual Flame in Vacuo Boyliano ',
' .New Experim^-nts about the Relation betwixt Air and the Flanima VlUll* of AniinaU ,

' Of the Pressure of the Air's Spring on Bodies under Water ', etc. etc.

6429 Tracts: containing I. Suspicions about some Hidden i^ualitiks of the Air: with

Appendix touching CELE.STIAL Maonets, and some other Particulars. II. .ANIMADVERSIONS
upon Mr. Hobbes's Problemata de Vivcuo. III. Discourse of the CAUSE of ATTRACTION by

Suction, first edition, 12mo. old calf, newly rebacked (RARE), I7« 6rf ^f. Pitt, 1674
Containing also a chapter on tlw ' Preservation of B<Mlle« In Vacuo novliano*.

6t.30 [ ] Tracts consisting of Observations about the Saltness of the Sea : Account of the

Statical Hyoroscopk and its Uses; the Force of the Air's Moisture; the Natural and

Preternatural State of Bodies, and a Sceptical Dialogue about the I'osiTlVK or Privative

Nature of Cold, with some Exiieriments, by a Member of the Royal Society, first edition,

sm. 8vo. old sheep, newly rebacked iRXKK), MsQd E. Vle^hcr, 1074

0t3l [ ] Second Edition, sm. 8vo. original sheep, 12* ^d S. Smith, 16W
Describing some of the author's !iio<t interesting investigations, and expl<¥lln|; the Aristotelian doctrine then held that

the saltness of the s«a w.as f<.und only on its surface. He also explains the orijfin of the mIIh In the (»e*, abows how 1o

make sea water drinkable by distillation and freezing, and ascerulns lt« density.

6432 BRACKENBURY (Charles Ernest, a.m. f.c.E.) British Pro<;rf.s8 in (Ias Works Plant
and M Acn 1 nkrv, >rifh 1 13 ill n.strations {including 5 plates), roy. Svo. boards, %s Qd (p. 6» nett) 1905

6433 BRADLEY (Thomas) Practical (Ikometry, Linear Perspfxttive, and Projection,

including Isometrical Perspective, Projections of the Sphere, and the Projection of Shadows, with

Description of the Principal Instruments used, etc., 8 plates and numerous woodcuts, Svo. cl

,

3s 6d S.D U.K. [IBM]
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6435 BOYS (Charles Vernon, f.r.s.) Soap-Bubi5LE.s, and the Forces wliicli mould tliein, withfront.,

and 68 woodcuts, andfolding plate of thaumatrope, cr. 8vo, c/., 1-s Qd 1890

6430 BuLLES de Savon: Conferences sur la Capillarite, trad, par Charles Edward
GuiLLAUME ; avec de nouvelles Notes de 1'Auteur et du Traducteur ; with front., folding plate^

and 60 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1892

6437 BRADDOCK (John, Deputy Commissary of Ordnance) Memoir on Gunpowder, discussing

the Principles both of its Manufacture and Proof, withfront., 8vo. hf. cL, 5s 1832

6438 BRADWARDINE (Thomas, 53rd Abp. of Canterbury; * doctor profundus'): Geometria
Speculatiua Thome brauardini recoligens omnes conclusiones geometricas studentib9 artiu z

philosophie ARISTOTELIS valde necessarias simul cum quodam tractatu de quardratura [sic]

CIRCULI nouiter edito [a Petro Sanchez Ciruei^o] ; editio princeps ; handsomely printed in
gotj^ir letter, with fine woodcut with printer's device on title, and 7iumerous geometrical figures on
margins; the initials painted in red and blue, -ito. limp white vellum, with leather tiers {A fine
and very LARGE COPY) ; Very rare, £8. 8s [col. .] . . . operaq} Guidonis mercatoris

diligetissime impresse parisi9 in cdpo gaillardi. Anno dni. 1495. die 20. maij
The most Important of the author's writings, and of excessive rarity, especially in the above first edition. It consists

of signatures A—C in sixes, and D in four, or 22 11. in all, without foliation or catchwords, the last leaf being blank.
Hain (3712) had seen no copy of the work and was unable to give a collation, which is supplied in Dr. Copinger's
' Supplement.' It is Mr. Proctor's no. 7997. The above copy is, save for some slight pin-holes, in an exceptionally choice
CONDITION, with large margins.

It treats inter alia of star polygons, and, according to M. Chasles, contains ' une theorie nouvelle qui doit faire honneur
an XlVf Siecle,' as well as ' discussions on the infinite and infinitesimal—subjects never since lost sight of.'—Prof. Cajori.

The treatise on circle-squaring is, according to Prof, de Morgan, probably by the editor. A full account of the work may
be found in Prof. Cantor's ' Vorlesungcn iiber Geschichte der Mathematik', v. II (1892), pp. 102-9.

The late Dean Stephens, in his interesting article in D. N. B., gives 1530 as the first edition of tliis work, but really
mentions it under the title ' De Quadratura Circuli', 1495. Abp. Bradwardine was as eminent as a man and a theologian
as he was as a mathematician. He was a Sussex man of Chichester, and an early student at Merton College, where he
wrote his celebrated 'De Causa Dei contra Pelagium *, which became the standard work in Augustinian theology, and
caused him to be referred to in the ' Nun's Priest's Tale '. He held the unpleasant ofiice of Confessor to Edward III., and
gave Christian exhortation to the troops on tlie eve of the Battle of Crecy. He was consecrated to the Archbishopric at
Avignon in 1349, and at once hastened to his diocese although the Black Death was raging ; was seized with it on the
moiTOW of his arrival in Lambeth, and <lied two days after.

6439 BRAHE (Tyge, latine Tycho) Astronomi^e Instaurat.e Mechanica ; with portrait within
armorial border, and very numerous large engravings on ivood and copper of astronomical instru-

ments, folio, hoards [browned as usual, oiherivise a SOUND AND large copy) ; very rare, £3. 3.v

Noriberga% Levinus Hulsius, 1602
This is Tycho Brahe's chief work, now of great rarity, and very valuable for containing descriptions and illustrations

of the astronomical instruments used by him at Uranienborg Observatory, which for the first time made possible

approximately accurate measurements, and thus gave the great impetus to the study of practical astronomy, which as its

Jirst-fruit produced the genius of Kepler. Many of the instruments were of the author's own invention, e. g. the
mural quadrant (quadrans raaxinius), while nearly all others received great improvements from him.

6440 Opera Omnia, sive Astronomic Instaurat^e Progymnasmata, in II Partes distributa,

quorum I. de Restitutions Motuum Solis et Lun.e, Stellarumque Ineirantium tractat. II. de
MUNDl ^^iTHEREl Kecentioribus Phaenomensis [sic] agit; tvith plate, and numerous diagrams, 4^to.

old Italian vellum {browned, but sound copy), with Prof. Eiccardi's booklabel (rare), £2. 2*

Francofurti, Godofredus Schiinwetterus, 1648
Containing observations on the comet of 1577, the right ascension antl declination of 100 stars, and lunar and solar

theories, but above all noteworthy for explaining the peculiar planetary system invented by the author, which for some
time found many followers, and among them Sir Francis Bacon. It also includes a reprint of the author's ' De Nova Stella

'

(</. V. infra).

6441 HiSTORiA CcELESTis [complectens Observationes Astronomicas varias ad Historiam
Cffilestem spectantes, cum Commentariis Lucil Barretti [Alberti Curtii] et Paralipomenis
ad Historian! Coelestem, ex Recensione et MSS. GuiL. SCHIKARDI] ; with fine fidl-sizc portrait

and front, representing the Emperors Rudolph II., Ferdinand II. and III., and Leopold I., with
celestial and terrestrial globes, both by P. KiLlAN, plate of views, and very numerous woodcuts,
including large ones of Astronomical instruments, 2 vols, folio, old Italian vellum (some II. stained,

otherwise a VERY fine copy) ; rare, £3. Ids [col. .•] Augustw Vind., Simon Utzschncider, 1666
First Edition of this rare work, containing the author's astronomical observations between 1582 and 1601, at the

Observatory of Oranienborg Castle, and including his Catalogue of Fixed Stars, pronounced to be 'more perfect than any
that had previously appeared.' The copious and interesting preface contains beautiful woodcuts of the astronomical
instruments in use at the time.

' He made the first table of refractions, and discovered the variation and annual equation of the moon, the inequalities

of the motion of the nodes, and the inclination or the lunar orbit, and rejected the trepidation of the precession, which
had hitherto injuriously affected all tables. He also made some interesting cometary investigations.'

6442 Meteorologiscke Dagbog, holdt paa Uraniborg for Aarene 1582-97, udgiven af det Kgl.
Danske Videnskabernes Selskab ; with diagrams, large 8vo. boards, uncut, 6s 6d Kjobenhavn, 1876

With appendixes 'Sammendrag af Vejr-Jagttagelserne i Tyge Brahes Meteorologiscke Dagbog *, ' Resume d'un Journal
Meteorologique par Tycho Brahe ', both by Poui. la Coltr, and Inde.^.

'The principal interest attached to it arises from the short notes about the arrival or departure of Tycho, his pupils or

visitors.'

—

Dr. Dreyer. It is moreover valuable as testifying to the uniformity of the climate with that now prevailing.

6443 De NovA Stella ; denuo edidit Regia Societas Scientiarum Danica ; with portrait and
fs. auto., 4to. sewn, uncut. Is 6d Hauniae, 1901

a fs. reprint of the excessively rare original edition of 1573, witli preface and appendix (in Danish). It was the author's
first work, and contains his discovery, on Nov. ll,l572,of a new .star in Cassiopeia,which became again invisible in March, 1574.

6444
a Picture

: Dreyer (John Louis Emil, F.R.A.S., Director of Armagh Observatory) Tycho Brake :

e of Scientific Life and Work in the XVI. Century, urith portrait, 4 plates, and ivoodcuts,

8vo. cl., 5s (p. 125 6d)
. _ -

Edhi., 1890
Forming a highly interesting account of the state of astronomy from its revival by Peuerbach and Regiomontanus to

Kepler. The author is a countryman of his illustrious subject.
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GU.'> BBAHE (Tyge, lutiuc Tycho) : (Iassendi (Piem*) TvciiONis IIraiiki, E«niilis Dani, A^tro-
iioiuorum Corypluui VlTA, aeeessit NlCOLAl CoPEKNici, Georuu PEURiiACHil, et JOANNIS
Regiomontani, Astronomoriim celebriuin Vita, Editio Secunda aiictior et correctior ; with fine
portraits of Brake and Copernicus by J. v. Meurs, and 2 woodcuts, sin. 4to. fine copy in old calf
extra, with old arm&rial bookplate (rare), £1. 10* Hagw-Com., A. Vla^, 1655

6446 Another Copy, old vellum, £1. os

6447 Another Copy, contemporary white vellum (fine and large copy), £1. 10*
' Giving not only a masterly account of tlie lives of these men, but likewise a complete history of astronomy down to his

own time.'

6448 BRAHY (Edouard) Excercices M6thodiques de Calcul Diff^rentiel, 8vo. sewn, 3*

Bruxelles, 1867
6449 BRAMEB (Benjamin) Apollonius Cattus, oder Geometrischer Wefjweiser. I. Theil, in

welchem die FuN'DAMENTA der allerlieb- und sinnreichsten Conischen Sectioxen . . . auss
leichten Euclidisehen Giiinden erwiesen werden ; nebeu an«;ehencklen unterschiedenen Wejren,
die drey Conische Linien, als Parabolam, Hyperbolani und Eilipsiu in piano /u verzeiclinen.'" II.

Theil. De Sectione Cylindri, in Melcheni <,'ewiesen wird ein newe leielite und selir bequeme
Weiseallerhand SoNNENi'HREN . . . anssni Cylinder zuschneiden und auffzureissen ; with numer-
ous folding plates, including the author's Universal Conic Instrument, 2 vols. sni. 4to. in 1, sewn
(RARE), £1. 105 Cassel, 1646-7

Containing the author's invention of an instrument drawing conic llgures—an improvement on that construckvl by
Christoph Scheiner, s..r. The above edition is rare and was unknown to Prof. Cantor, wlio erroneously gives that o.
16S4 as the first printed edition. The latter only was known to Kiistner and Graesse.

' Dans c"f oiivrage Braiiier iltveloppe queKiues inventions ingenieuses de geometrie pratii(ue.'

—

Munturln.

6450 BRANDE (William Thomas, f.r.s.) Manual of Chemistry, third Ed., with plates and
numerous woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. boards [backs gone), 5s 1830

'The text-book of the day.'— D. N. P.. It comprises a very full and interesting history of chemistry. The author
succeede<l Sir Humphry Davy as profes.sor of chemistry at the Royal Institution, where Faraday acte<l a.s his assistant.

One of the plat«s is a tine foMing view of the unpretending Chemical Laboratory of the Royal In.stitution, where some
of the most important discovcrie-s by Faraday an<l Davy were matlc.

6451 BRANDER (Georg Friderich, Mechanicus in Augspurg) Kurze Beschreibung einer Neuen
Art einer Camerae Obscurae, ingleichen eines Sonnen Micro.scops, welches man bequeni
aller Orten hinstellen und ohne Verfinsterung des Zimmers gebrauchen kan, woniit auch allerley

Objekte auf eine sehr leichte Art in einer selbst beliebigen Grosse gezeichnet und aufgerissen
werden kiinnen ; ivith ^ folding plates, 12nio. sewn [rare), 10* 6rf Augspurg, 1767

' L'invention des microm«;tre8 sur verre appartient u Brander.'— Viioj/r. (U'n.

6452 BRANSBY (John) The Use of the Globes, with New Methods of constructing Maps, the
Use of the Astromenuma, and Gnnter's Quadrant, and the Art of Dialling, 2nd E«l., enlarged,
with plates and map, 8vo. old calf (binding damaged), 4* Qd Ipsmich, 1808

6453 BRASGH (Richard, Kissingen) Anwendung der physikalischen Che.mie auf die Physio-
LOGIE und Pathologie ; roy. 8vo. sewn, vnth auto, of Dr. A. Macfadyen, Zs Wiesbaden, 1901

645* BRASSER (J. R., lantmeeter tot Hoorn) Kegula Cos, of ALGEBRA, zijnde de alder-konstrijck-

sten Kegel om het onbekende bekent te niaken . . . ofte Onderwijsinge in het Uyttrecken der
Wortelen, de Spetien in Surdische, Twee-naniige, en Cossische Getallen ... by ghevoeght de
Geometria van Nicolaus Petri Daventriensis, ende andere Questien van de Algebra, als inede
eenige E.xenipelen van Gerrits Evertsz. Backer ; jyrinted in got^ic Irtlrr ; tvith numerous
diagrams, 4to. sound copy in old Dutch vellum (rare), 15.* Amsterdam, 1663

• Hoewel voor desen wel eenighe van de algebre hebben gheschreven in onse nederduytsche tael, Uiaer niet met soo klare
uytwerkinghen tot vergenoegen.'

—

\'oorree<l.

6455 BRAY (Charles, Determinist mentor of • George Eliot ') On FORCE, its Mental and Moral
Correlates; and on that which is supposed to underlie all Phenomena; with Speculations on
Spiritualism, and other Abnormal Conditions of Mind, 8vo. cl., 4* 6rf [1866]

' Phrenology and the doctrine of necessity form the groundwork of all his writings.'

—

D. N, It.

6456 BREED (Charles B.), and Georgre L. HOSMER, Mass. Inst. Technology: Principles an<I

Practice of Surveying [with Logarithmic Tables], 192 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 8s (p. 12* (id nett)

New York, 1906

6457 BREES (S. C, c.E.) Glossary of Civil Engineering, comprising the Theory and M<Klern

Practice, with the Subjects of Field and OHice Work, Mechanical Engineering, etc., with view of
London and Birmingham By. works near the Hampsfead Boad, 1836, and numerous woodcuts, 8vf».

cl., 65 1844

,
Including articles on locomotive engines, railroads, steamboatii, etc. etc.

6458 BREGEAUT (R. L.) Manuel Complet Th^rique et Pratique du Df^ssinateur et de I'Im-

PRIMKUR Lithographe, 2® Ed., augment^e; with 12 plates {one torn), 16mo. sewn {rare), %s 6rf 1827
One of the earliest practical treatises on lithograjihy.

6459 BREITHAUPT (Christian) Ars Decifratoria. sive Scientia Occultas Scripturas solvendi et

legendi, cum Disc^ULSITlONE HiSTORiCA de variis MODIS OCCULTE SCRIBENDI ; with folding table,

\2mo. fine copy in contemporary white vellum, with bookplate ofJames Maidment {rare), 10«

Helmstadii, 1737

6460 BREITHAUPT (Wilhelm Ritter v.) Entwickluno.sgang und die darauf gegnindete
Sv.STEMATiK des Zi'NDWESENS, sowie das einheitliche Sprenggescho.ssfeuer ; with 3 large

folding plates {linen-mounted), large 8vo. hf. calf gilt (.SCARCE), 15* Cassel, 1868
This'imiKirtaut work describes the author's discovery of the tiuie-fu.se, the principle of which is still in u.se in shrapnel

and other similar shells.

6t61 BRESSON (G.), et E. GRUNER : Progres Regents de 1'Affinaoe et de la Di^phosphora-
TION dans la FABRICATION des Fers et AciERS, roy. 8vo. (pp. 2.3), sewn, Is 1889

6162 BRESTER (A.) EssAi d'nne Explication Chimique des principaux Pn^NOMfeNES Lumineux
Stellaires, 8vo. (pp. 27), sewn, U M Delft, 1888
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0463 BBEMNEB. (James, Minister of Walls and Flota, Orkney) Plan for CONVf^RTlNG Every Ship
her Own Boat into a Temporary Life Boat, with Experiment proving its Practicability and
Efficacy, and Observations, etc. pointing out Expedients of great Importance in such Situations ;

also Authentic Documents shewing that the Plan has received the entire Approbation of Naval
Men, etc. etc., with plate, post 8vo. (pp. 31), sewn (rare), lOs 1809

6464 [BRETT (John Watkins, m.j.c.e., founder ofsiibrnarine telegraphy)] On the Origin and Pro-
gress of the Oceanic Electric Telegraph, with a few Facts and Opinions of the Press, 8vo.

morocco gilt, g. e., with inscr. (?) by Lord Beaconsfield as below (scarce), £1. 1* 1858
^ A. D. from Disraeli, \2j70.'— Inscr. onfiyleaf.
The author laid in 1S50 the cable from Dover to Calais, the first submarine telegraph between England and the Continent.
' Many persons having now, after the success of the Atlantic Telegraph, put forward claims as having been the first to

propose it ; and as it is well known how I have unceasingly laboured for the last 14 years to establish it, and that myself
and brother originated this invention, I have consented to furnish the following brief facts of our early labours.'— Pre/fwc.

6465 BRETT (Capt. W. P., r.e.) Electricity and Magnetism : a Text-Book for Gentlemen
Cadets at the R. M. A., Woolwich, with 259 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl. (interleaved throughout), 2s 6d
(p. 9*) 1899

6466 [ ] Enlarged Edition, with 259 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 9*) 1902
6t67 BRETT and LITTLE (Messrs.), Compendium of the Improvements effected in P^lectric

Telegraphs l)y, with Description of their Patent Electro-Telegraphic Converser, and the
Opinions of the Public Press on its Merits, with woodcuts, 12mo. cl. {scarce), \0s Qd 1847

The above firm seems to have had no connexion with J. W. Brett, the founder of submarine telegraphy. It claims to
have invented a double needle instrument greatly superior to the one then in use.

6468 BREWER (Ebenezer Cobbam, pr., ll.d.) Guide to the Scientific Knowledge of Things
Familiar, 29tli Ed., with diagrams, 18mo. cl., 2s Qd 1872

6469 BREWER (The Compleat) ; or the Art and Mystery of Brewing explained, containing Plain
and Easy Directions for Brewing all Sorts of Malt-Liquors in the greatest Perfection ; also the
Construction of a Brew-House, and the Choice of Brewing Vessels, by a Brewer of Extensive
Practice, 12mo. old calf, rebacked in hf. brown morocco gilt, with Beaufoy Library bookplate.,

Is Qd
'

1760
6470 (The London and, Country): with Philosophical Account of Brewing Strong October

Beer, by an Ingenious Hand, the 111 Consequences of Clay-Wells and Clay-Bungs, how to brew
clear, sound drink with nasty, foul Water, Receipts to cure, preserve and improve Drinks in

the Cask, of Pernicious Ingredients to Increase Strength, etc. etc. . . . by a Person formerly
concerned in a Common Brewhouse at London, but for Twenty Years past has resided in the
Country, third Ed., 3 parts in 1 vol. 8vo. contemporary calf gilt {sound copy), with bookplate of
Henry 'B. H. Beaufoy, F.E.S. {rare), lis 6d

' '

1737-8

6471 BREWER'S MONITOR (The Young), with Cautionary Precepts for conducting, with peculiar

Economy and Safety, the various critical Operations of the Brewery ; containing a Body of

Original Information, combined with rare selected Matter from the most celebrated
Theoretic Writers and Practitioners, by a Brewer of Thirty Years' Practical Experience,
8vo. boards^ uncut, %s 6rf 1824

The Young Brewer is allowed by his Monitor to use Capsicum, Salt of Steel, and Cocnlus Indicus, while being reminded
of the f^rtat risks he runs in adopting them.

6472 BREWSTER (Sir David, f.r.s.) Letter.s on NATURAL Magic, addressed to Sir Walter Scott,
first edition, with 79 woodcuts, 12mo. cl., 3s 1832

6473 New Edition, with 84 woodcuts, 12mo. calf gilt, 3s 1833
6474 The Martyrs of Science ; or the Lives oif Galileo, Tycho Brahe, and Kepler, 2nd

Ed., 12mo. prize morocco extra, g. e. {nice copy) ; scarce, Qs 6d 1846
6475 Seventh Edition [enlarged] , iviih vignette ofauthor ^

post 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), lOs 1870
Perhaps the best short biography of these three giants of science.

Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and Discoveries of Sir Isaac Newton— ?\ No. 3279, aiite.

6476 More Worlds than One : the Creed of the Philosopher, and the Hope of the Christian,
first edition, post 8vo. cL, 5s 1854

6477 New Edition, corrected and greatly enlarged, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6i 1854, or, '70

An attack on Dr. Whewell's 'Plurality of Worlds'.

6478 The Stereoscope : its History, Theory, Construction, and Application to the Fine and
Useful Arts, and to Education, first edition, with 52 woodcuts and diagrams, post 8vo. cl.

{scarce), 9s 1856
6479 Another Copy, cl. {fresh copy) ; with Letters addressed by Prof. Wheatstone and

Sir David Brewster to ' The Times ' respecting the Original Invention of the Stereoscope,
roy. 8vo. (pp. 7), seivn—2 vols., with auto, of P. M. Roget, F.R.S., 12s 6c?

6480 Reprint, with vignette portrait and 52 woodcuts and diagrams, post 8vo. cl., %s 6d 1870
Containing the author's discovery of the lenticular stereoscope, which is still in use, and formed an improvement on

Wheatstone's earlier discovery of the reflecting stereoscope.

6481 Treatise on the Kaleidoscope, only edition, with 7 plates, post 8vo. boards, uncut
(scarce), 10s 6fl? Edin.,\S\9

The first printed account of the kaleidoscope, the author's own invention. It was duly patented by him, but owing to
' some defect in its registration, it was quickly pirated, ajid he never realised anything by it.'—/). N. B.

6482 — Treatise on New Philosophical Instruments for various Purposes in the Arts and
Sciences, with Experiments on Light and Colours, \2 plates, 8vo. boards, 5s ib., 1813

6483 Treatise on Optics, first edition, with vignette by Finden, and 176 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo.

cl., uncut, 5s 1831
6484 New Edition, ivith vignette by Finden, and 239 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., uncut, 5s [1853]
6485 Another Copy, hf calf extra, 6s 6rf

' a volume in which every phenomenon connected with catoptrics or dioptrics known up to the time of publication was
described with remarkable clearness and precision.'—D. N. B.
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0186 BRIDGE (Bewick, b.d., f.r,s. ; Haileybury Coll.) Treatise on the Construction, Properties,
and Analogies of the Three Conic Sections, with numerous diagrams, 8vo. seivn, 2*

Broxhoum, 1811
6487 Second Edition, with Alterations and Corrections, diagrams, 8vo. boards, 2s M 1817
6488 Treatise on the Elements of Algebra, 7th or 8th Ed., 8vo. boards, 2s 1831 or '6

6i89 [BRIDGES (Henry)] Succinct Description of that Elaborate Pile of Art called Micro-
cosm, with short Account of the Solar System, 3rd Ed., with Additions, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn {title

soiled and blank top torn oj^), 4s Qd Coventry, 1763
6490 [ ] Twelfth Edition, with Additions, and interspersed with Poetical Sentiments on

the Planets, 12ino. (pp. 32), sewn, 4* 6rf 1773
6491 BRIGGS (Henry, Savilian Prof., Oxon.) : Arithmetica LOGARITHMICA, sive Logarith-

moruni Chiliades XXX, pro. Numeris Naturali Serie crescrentibus ab Unitate ad 20,000 : et a
90.000 ad 100,000. (Quorum ope multa perhciuntur ArithmetJca Problemata et Geometrica.
Hos primus invenit Johannes Neperus Baro Merchistonij : eos autem ex eiusdem Sententia
mutavit, eorumque Urtum et Usum illustravit Henricus Briggius, editio princeps; tvith

numerous diagrams, folio, hf. calf {pp. 41-8 of introduction wanting, and title and one I. soiled
and mended) ; very rare, £1. 17* 6f/ Londini, Gullelmus Jones, 1624

Of historical iinportunce as the first great logarithmic table published. It contains the logarithms of the natural
numbers from 1 to -.'O/XMland '.tO,0(HJ to 100,000 calculated to 14 place.s, with an explanatory introduction.

6492 Editio Secunda, aucta per Adrianum VLAC(i Gou<lanum; Logarithmorum Chiliades C,
una cum CanoxeTriangulorum, seu Tabula Artificialium Sinuum, Tangentium et Secantium,ad
Kadium 10,00000,00000, et ad singula Scrupula Prima Quadrantis ; with diagrams, thick folio,

hf. white vellum {slightly foxed, otherwise a FINE AND LARGE copy) ; RARE, £3. 3s
Goudce, Petrus Bammasenius, 1628

This, the final edition, contains the numbers of the llrst edition, but reduced to 10 places, while the logarithms of
20.001 to 80,99l», calculated by Adriaan Vlacq, also to 10 numbers, are here Hrst added, as well as a table o( logarithms of
the trigonometrical functions. There were also French and Dutch translations of this edition. 8ee No. 'jS5, ante, for
the former.

' The idea of tables of logarithms having 10 for their base, as well as the actual calculation of the first tables of this
kind, is due to Briggs.'

—

D. N. B.
' The almost immediate adoption throughout Ekirope of logarithms for astronomical and other calculations was mainly

the w(»ri< of liriggs, who undertook the tedious work of calculating and preparing tables of logarithms.'— If'. W. H. Itall.

• It is plain that Briggs was the inventor of the present scale of logarithms, in which 1 is the logarithm of the ratio
10 to 1, and 2 that of 100 to 1 etc., and that the share which Napier had in them was only advising Briggs to begin at thfl

lowest number 1, and to make the logarithms to increme with the natural numbers, instead of ilceretising.'—Hutton.

6493 BRIGHT (Charles, f.r.s.e.) Submarine Telegraphs: their History, Construction, and
Working, with numerous plates {many folding), woodcuts, ayid maps, thick impl. 8vo. cl., £1. 5«

(p. £3. 35 nett)
'

1898
' The Engli.sh classic on submarine telegraphy.'— .B/igjJie«r.

The author is the youngest son of Sir Charles Tilston Bright, who laid the first Atlantic cable in 18.'.8 at the agn of 2<'..

6494 BRIGHT (Sir Charles Tilston, c.E., f.r.s.e.), The Life Story of, with the Story of the
Atl.vntic Cable, and the First Telegraph to India and the Colonie.s, by Charles 1{right ;

revised and abridged Ed., loith portrait and numerous illustrations, thick 8vo. cl., t. e. g., 7* 6rf

(p. 12s 6«: nett) 1908
6495 BRIGHTMORE (Arthur William, m.lc.e.) Structural Engineering, with 145 diagrams,

8vo. cL, Is (p. lO.s^ 6d nett) 1908
6 490 BErLLOUIN (Marcel) Memoires Originaux sur la Circulation oen6rale de TAt-MO-

spiiERE : Halley, Hadley, Maury, Ferrel, VV. Siemens, Moller, Oberbeck, v. Helmoltz [sic], annoUki
et eommentcs; with 20 diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. F. 6 nett) 1900

A UNIQUE manuscript:
0497 BRINDLEY (James), The Original Diaries of, from Dec, 1759 to March, 1760, Sept., 1761

to Dec, 1762, and Oct., 1763 to Nov., 1763, the Original Manuscript on about 100 pages, with

fs. letter, and 2-p. fs. from his Diary, and plan of the Bridgewater Canal : ix the 3 original
NOTE-BOOKS, 18mo. boards, £8. 8* ' 1759-63
a highly interesting relic of one of the earliest English engineers, containing memoranda in connexion witli his pioneer

work in navigable canals, and his invention of an improved Newcomen engine.
' The great repntation of Brindley wa.*' gaine<l in civil engineering. Having been called in by the Dnke of Hridgcwater in

1750toadvife ni»on the project for forming a canal by which the produce of the Worsley coal-mines conld l>« cheaply
transjwrted to Manchester, he produce<l a plan of striking originality, including the construction r.fan aqu«Hluct by which
the canal was to be carried over the river Irwell. This canal was the first of any importance in England, and formeil the
commencement of the system of inland navigation in this country. Brindley 's next work was the Bridgcwatei Canal con-

necting Manchester and Liverpo«il, and this was soon followed by numerous others.'
' He remained to thH last illiterate, hardly able to write and quite unable to spell. He did meet of his work in his head,

without written calculations or drawings, and when he had a puzzling bit of work he would go to bo<l an<l think
it out '.—D. N. n.

6498 BRINKLEY (John, Bp. of Cloyne ; F.R.s.) Elements of Plane Astronomy, edited by
Thomas Luby, d.d., with 6 folding plates, 8vo. ///. calf gilt, 3« 6rf Dublin, 1836

6499 Sixth Edition, with &folding plates, 8vo. cl., 3* 6rf (p. 12*) ib., 1845

6500 New Edition, partly re-written, with additional Chapters, by John William Stubbs,
D.D., and Francis Brunnow, with Examination Questions, 43 t<«)o</cM<#, fcap. 8vo. cl., 2s ib., 1871

0501 Second Revised [last] Edition, toith 48 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3s (p 6*) 1874

(5502 BRINKMAN (C. H.) De Bepalixg van den Druk met een (iE.SLOTEN Luchtmanometer,
roy. 8vo. (pp. 8), .'icum. Is 6d Amsterdam, 1904

G503 Isothermbepalingen voor Mengsels van Chloormethyl en Koolzuur ; illustrated,

8vo. (pp. 77), seum, 2s 6d ibidem [1904]

6.104 BRIOSCHI (Francesco) Th^orie des Determinants ; leurs principales Applications ; traduite

par Edouard Combescure, 8vo. hf. calf {out of print), is 1856
The first scientific and complete exposition of the theory of det«miinant«.
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6505 BRIOT (Charles Auguste Albert) EssAis sur la Theorie Matiiematique dc la Lumiere ;

ivitli diagrams, 8vo. sewn (scarce), Qs Qd
, ,

1864
6506 Lecons de Cosmographie, ou Elements d'Astionoiiiie, 6*^ Ed. ; with folding plate and

116 diagrams, 8vo. sewHy with auto, of G. F. Chambers, F.B.S., 2s 6c?
,

1878
6507 , et Jean Claude BOUdUET : Lemons de G^om^trie Analytique, 9^ Ed. ; with

diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 3*
,

1878
6508 Lecons de Trigonometrie, 7® Ed. ; with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 2s 1877
6509 Theorie des Fonctions Elliptiques, 2° [derniere] Ed. ; ^vith diagrams, 4to.

sejw^i (scarce), £1. 55 1875
The standard work on the sHhiect, ' extending and connecting the investigations by A. Cauchy and J. Lionville.'

6510 BRISBANE (Gen. Sir Thomas Makdougall, f.r.s., Govr. of N.S.W.) : Catalogue of 7385
Stars, chiefly in the Southern Hemisphere, prepared from Observations, 1822-6, at the
Observatory at Paramatta, N.S.W. ; the Computations made and the Catalogue constructed
by William Richardson, with front, of Paramatta Observatory [demolished i7i 1855), ^io. boards^

uncut (scarce), £1. 55 1835
This important work, generally known as the ' Brisbane Catalogue ', procured for its author the Copley medal from the

Royal Society. ' The founder of Australian science.'—.S'lr John Hfrschel.

The author is well known as the founder of Brisbane, Queensland, in 182.'), originally as a penal station.

6511 BRISTOW (Henry William; f.r.s.) Glossary of Mineralogy, ivith 475 diagrams, cr. 8vo.

cL, or, hf. calf (out of print), is 1861
6512 BRITISH ALMANAC (The), of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,

with the Companion, from 1833 to 1860, with Index to 1828-43, woodcuts, 57 vols, post 8vo. in

29, cl., £1. Is Stationers' Company, 1833 60
The 'Companion to the Almanac' is a very interesting resume of social, engineering, and architectural progress for

each previous year.

fine library set to date :

6513 ASSOCIATION fortheADVANCEMENTofSCIENCE,REPORTSof the, complete
from the beginning in 1831 to 1908, with several hundred coloured and other engravings,

77 vols. 8vo., vv. 1-35 hf. calf gilt, and tho rest in cl. (fixe set), £17. 17s 1833-1908
A USEFUL series TO 1907 :

6514 Another Set, complete from 1862 fo 1907, 5 vols, thick 8vo. loards, and
41 vols, cl, £10. (p. £54. 6s) 1862-1907

6515 BRITTEN (F. J.) The Watch and Clockmaker's Handbook, Dictionary and Guide,
ivith numerous ivoodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 6.9 1884

6516 BRITTON (Thomas Allen) Treatise on the Origin, Progress, Prevention, and Cure of

Dry Rot in Timber ; with the Means of Preserving Wood from Destruction T>y Sea Worms,
Beetles, Ants, etc., 10 plates {one coloured), cr, 8vo. cl., os 6c? (p. 7-5 Go?) 1875

6517 BROCARD (H.) Le Trifolium [Etude Math^matique] ; with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, \s %d 1891

6518 BRODIE (Sir Benjamin Collins, the younger, f.r.s.) Investigation on the Chemical
Nature of Wax. III. Myricin, 4to. (pp. 18), sewn, with insci\ and auto, letter to E. Solly,

F.R.S., inserted, 55 1849
6519 BROGGI (U.) Traite des Assurances sur la Vie, avec Developpements sur le Calcul des

Prohabilites, traduit par S. Lattes, avec Preface de Marc Achard, sq. post 8vo. cl., As

(p. F. 7.50 nett)
,

1907
6520 BRONGNIART (Alexandre; deVInstitut ; f.r.s.) Traite Elementaire de Mineralogie,

avec des Applications aux Arts ; with 16folding j^lates, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf, with Lord Farnham's
bookplate, Qs 6d 1807

6521 BRONN (J.) VerflOssigtes Ammoniak als Losungsmittel : Materialien iiber die chem-
isclien Eigenschaften des verflilssigten Ammoniakgases; with 18 illustrations, 8vo. cl.. As (p. M. 6)

Berlin, 1905
6522 BROOK (Abraham ; bookseller at Norwich) Miscellaneous Experiments and Remarks on

Electricity, the Air Pump, and the Barometer, with Description of an Electrometer of a
New Construction, 3 copperplates {\ folding), 4to, boards, uncut {rare), \0s Norwich, 1789

' I cannot conclude this paper without acknowledging my obligations to the ingenious Mr. Brook of Norwich, who, by
communicating to me hi.s method of boiling mercury, has been the chief cause of my success in these [electrical]

pxperimentg.'— ir/?/iom Morgan, F.R.S. (in Phil. Trnns.).

6523 BROOKE (Charles, St. John's Coll., Cantab.) Synopsis of the Principal Formula and
Results of Pure Mathematics, unth diagrams, 8vo. boards, 3.9 Cambridge, 1829

6524 Another Copy, hf calf gilt {nice copy). As
6525 [BROOKE (Henry James, f.r.s )] Crystallography (Encyclopaedia Metropolitana), with

^plates, 4to. (pp. 39), unbound, As [1830]
6526 Familiar Introduction to Crystallography, including the Principle and Use of the

Goniometer ; with Appendix on the Mathematical Relations of Crj'stals, Rules for drawing
their Figure, an Alphahetical Arrangement, etc. etc., with 391 woodcuts, 8vo. boards {last 2 pp.
in MS.), 3s 1823

The author discovered thirteen new mineral species.

6527 [ ] Mineralogy (Ency. Metrop.), 4to. (pp. 63), unbound, Ss [1830]
' He contributed the important articles on ' Crystallography ' and * Mineralogy ' to the ' Eucyclop.npdia Jfetropolitana ', in

which he first introduced six primary crystalline systems.'—i). A''. B.

6528 BROOKS (William) Merchant's Arithmetic, containing Remarks on Education, the Science
of Mental Arithmetic more fully developed, and a Con-ect Metho<l of ascertaining and estahlishing

Uniformity in AVeights and Measures, post 8vo. boards. As 6d Bristol, 1832
Unknown to Professor de Morgan.
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6o29 BROOK-SyLlTH. {J. y St. John's Coll., Cantab.) Arithmetic in Theory and Practice, new
Ed., cr. 8vo. d. {out ofprint), 2s 1877 or '82

6530 BROTHERS (Alfred, F.R.A.s.) CATALOGUE of BiNAEY Stars, with Introductory Remarks, 8vo.
(pp. 28) sewn, 2s Qd [1867]

6531 BROTHERS (Richard; 'the Prophet') Description of Jerusalem, its Houses and Streets,
Squares, etc., etc., with the Garden of Eden in the Centre, as laid down in the last Chapters of
Ezekiel ; also the first Chapter of Genesis veriUetl, etc., and the Solar System, with all its Plurality
of Inhabited Worlds, and Millions of Suns, as positively proved to be delusive and false,
with Q plates {2 folding, and one coloured), 8vo. (pp. 145), sewn (rare), £1. \s 1801

' The believers in Brothers are not yet extinct, and those who adopt the An^lo-lsrael theory regard him as the earliest
writer on their side.'— Z>. S. li.

Richard Brothers, at one time a Lieutenant in the Navy, gave himself out to be a descendant of David, declariuR that
he was to be 'revealed ' as Prince of the Hebrews and ruler of the world, and that Kirjg George must deliver up his crown
to him. In I7'J5 he was arrested for treasonable practices, and conline»l as a criminal lunatic. Among his supporters were
Nathaniel B. Ualhcd, m.p., the Orientalist, William Sharp the engraver, and John Finlayson.

'And there he saw Brothers the Prophet,
And Brothers the Prophet saw hlm.^—27i« Devil's mill:.

The astronomical jaradox in thu above work, which was unknown to Prof, de Blorgan, was the result of the author's
porresi)()iid(iiee with Bartholomew Prescott (r. Nos. 37.05-0, ante).

6532 BROUGH (Bennett H.) Treatise on Mink Surveving, 7th Ed. revised, with front, and 102
woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. {cover slightly damaged), Zs (p. 7* 6cO 1899

6533 Ninth Edition, revised, withfront, and 102 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3« 6rf (p. 7* 6rf) 1902
6.534 BROUQHAM and VAUX (Henry Peter Lord, Lord Chancellor ; F.R.s.) Dissertations on

Subjects of Science connected with Natural Theology [with Notes by Sir Charles Bell,
F.R.S.], diagrams, 2 vols. lar<,'e post 8vo cl., 6« 6rf 1839

Pp. 243.47U of Vol. II contain an Essay on Newton's Princlpia.

6535 Experiments and Observations on the Inflection, Reflkct[ON, and Colours of
Light, loith plate, 4to. (pp. 52), sewn, 65 M 1796

The earliest contribution to science (published at the age of 18) by the versatile Lord Chancellor, of whom it has b«»eii

Kai(l that, had he only known a little law, he would have known a little of everything. Nevertheless,
' Twisting his restless nose askew [it Itecauic nhaist preluiixilc whrn the speaktr got exidM],
Behold tremendous Harry Brough-
am, Law Professor at the U-
niversity we've got in town !

'

6536 Tracts, Mathematical and Physical, with woodcuts and diagrams, post Svo. cl., with
inscr. * From the Author \ 4s 1860

Containing the author's address on the opening of the Newton Monument at Grantham, Sept. 21, 1S5S.

6537 Two Discourses of the Objecps, Pleasures, and Advantages of Science, and of
Political Science, 18nio. sewn, 2s 6d 1846

6,538 , and Edward John ROUTH, f.r.s. : Analytical View of Sir Isaac Newton's
Principia, with diagrams, 8vo. cl., with AUTHOR'S INSCR. (scarce), Ss 6d 1855

' E.xplaining the connexicn of the various parts of the Priiicipia with each other, and with the pi-ecediug and subsequent
progress of the science.'

—

Prefiice.

6539 BROWN (Hugh) The True Principles of Gunnery investigated and explained, compre-
hending Translations of Euler's Observations on the New Principles of Gunnery by Benjamin
Robins, and the latter's Discourse on the Track described by a Body in a Resisting Medium,
with necessary Explanations and Remarks, also Tables calculated for Practice, with the Method
of solving that capital Problem, which requires the Elevation for the greatest Range with any
given initial Velocity, with 5 plates, 4to. new hf. calf gilt, with AUTO. OF Gen. Robert Melville,
1782 ; F.R.S., inventor ofa naval gun, on flyleaf {b.\vle), £\. Is 1777
A republication of Robins's classic woVk, containing the invention of the ballistic pendulum, with Euler's valuable

notes, and remarks, and u.seful tables by the editor. It was published by order of the Board of Onlnance.

65-JO BROWN (J. T., F.c.s.) PHOTOMETRY and Gas Analysis, 8vo. hf. morocco neat, 2s [1883J
6541 BROWN (Myles) GRADATION for Mine Management, 8vo. (pn. 1 12), cl., \s 6d Wigan [1899J
6542 BROWN (Robert, F.s a., m.r.a.s.) Researches into the Origin of the Primitive Con-

stellations of the Greeks, Phcenicians, and Babylonians, with 3 folding plates, and 16

woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., \Qs Qd (p. £1. \s) 1899-1900

6543 BROWN (Sir Robert Hanbury, r.e., m.i.c.e.) Irrigation: its Principles and Practice as

a Branch of Engineering, %oith 9 plates and 68 other illustrations of irrigation work in India and
Eqypt, 8vo. cl., 10^ 6rf (p. 16? nett) 1907

6544 BROWN (Stimson J., Prof Math., U.S. Navy) MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS at the U.S. Naval
Observatory during 1892, 4to. (pp. 73), sewn, 3? Qd Washington, 1893

6545 BROWNE (Arthur, pr.,St. John's Coll., Cantab.) SHORT View of the First Principles of

the Differential Calculus, with diagrams, 8vo. c/., 3* 6rf Cambridge, 1824
still ba-sed on the fluxional methoil, and atUcking in the preface the analytical one.

6516 BROWNING (John, F.R.A.S.) How to Work with the Spectro.scope, with2 plates {I coloured),

and ivoodcuts, Svo. cl , 2s 6d [1882]

6547 BROWNRIGO- (William, f.r.s.) The Art of making Common Salt, as now practised in

most Parts of the World, M'ith several Improvements proposed, for the Use of the British

Dominions, 6 folding plates on copper, 8vo. sound copy in contemporary ca//" (RARE), 15* 1748
' A valuable book. An abridgment of the work l»y W. Watson, k.r.s , was inserte<l in the • Philosophical Transactions."

Brownrigg was also the llrst to give any detailed accounts of platlua, as brought by his relative, Charlei Woo«l, from the

West Indies in 1741.'—D.iV. J5.

The above copy belonged to Richard Watson, f.r.s., abnentee Bp. of LlandaflT, and bears his Calgarth Park bookplate.

6548 BRUCE (John, F.s.A.) DESCRIPTION of a Pocket-Dial made for Robert Devereux, Earl
of EssKX, in 1593, with plate, 4to. (pp. 18), sewn, 3s 6U 1867

6549 BRUHNS (Karl Christian) New Manual of Logarithms to Seven Places of Decimals, 5th

Ed., roy. Svo. cl., Zs 6rf (p. 6s) Leipzig, 1900
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6552 BRUNO (Giordano; Nolano ; O.P.) Operk, ora per la prima Volta raccolte e pubblicate

da Adolfo Wagner ; with portrait and diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. green morocco, uncnt,
t. e. g. [fine copy) ; scarce, £L 15* Lipsiae, 1830
A greatly esteemed edition of the author's works in Italian, tha original editions of which are now all but unprocurable.

' Les ouvragps italiens de Giordano Bruno 6taient pour la plupart deveuus si rares, qu'on en connaissait a peine 3 ou 4
exeniplaires.'

—

Bruiut.

6553 Opera Latine conscripta, Publicis Sumptibus edita, recensebant F. Fiorentino, V.
Imbriani et C. M. Tallarigo ; with woodcuts, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. in 3, hf. maroon calf extra,
buckram sides, uncut, t. e. g., with Dr. Emil Reich- s bookplate (scarce), £3. 3* Neapoli, 1879-86

The best edition of the Latin works, and scarce, only a small number of copies liaving been privately printed. It
includes Oratio Valedictoria (15SS) ; Oratio Consolatoria ('89); Acrotismus Canioeracensis ('88); Ue Immenso et Innu-
merabilibus (s. o.) ; De Monade Numero et Figura (s. a.) ; De Uinbris Idearura ( 82) ; Ars Memoria (s, a.) ; Cantus Circaeus
('82), and an introduction by the first editor.

presentation copy from GIORDANO BRUNO HIMSELF :

6554 Camoeracknsis Acrotismus, sen Rationes Articulorum Physicorum adversus Peri-

PATETICOS Parisiis propositorum etc., editio princeps; handsomely printed in italics, with wood-

cut initials, 16nio. citron morocco extra, handsomely tooled sides, g. e., by C. Smith (very rare),

with author's inscription on title, £30. Vitebergce, Zacharias Crato, 1588

' Clarissimo Doctissimoq3 D Dno. M. Caspari Keglero Rostockiensi, amico insigni atqj optinie
nierito instig. memoria etobsequis signii Jordanus B : NOLANUS D.D.^—Inscr. on title.

The author's attack on the Aristotelian system of natural philosophy, and an account of his disputes with the bigot jd

Aristotelians of the university of Paris, which ultimately compelled him to leave France.
Tlie above copy is of great interest for bearing a presentation inscription by this martyr of philosophy—itself one of

the rarest of all autographs. It was probably written during his residence in Wittenberg.

6555 De Specierum Scrutinio et Lampade Combinatoria Raymundi Lullii, Doctoiis
Heremitce omniscii, prope modumque divini, editio princeps

;
printed in italics, with woodcuts,

Pragm, Geo. Nigrinus, 1588: De Progressu et Lampadb Venatoria Logicorum. Ad promplfe
atq3 copiose de quocuinq} problemate disputandum, editio princeps, printed in italics, with
diagrams [s. I. aut t. n., sed Vitcbergae^ Anno 1587—2 vols. Ibmo, in 1, old French mottled calf
gilt [the first work browned, otherwise FINE COPIES) ; tvith inscr. ' Soc. Jesu Duaci\ and the Duke
of Sussex's bookplate, £7. 10* 1587-8

' Dansces onvragos Bruno est disciple de Raymond LuUe, mais disciple de beaucoup d'origlnalite et d'uue instruction
sup^rieure. Bruno surpasse tellement son niaitre, (lu'on se demande quels ont pu 6tre les motifs d'un attachement si

singulier.'

—

Ikirtholnikss.

The second work is especially rare ; and the possession of the first by the Jesuits of Douai would have brought them
nowadays under the suspicion of Modernism.

6556 De TripliciMinimo et Mensura ad trium Speculativarum SciENTiARUMetmultarum
ACTIVARUM Artium Principia, Libri V. ad illustriss. «Sj revei-endiss. piincipsm Henricum
Julium, Brunsvicensium- et Lunaeburgensium Ducem, Halberstatensiuui Episcopum. Capita
ouiusq5 libri, proxime post prrefationem sunt exposita : Schematum item & detinitionum praecipu-

ariim Index alphabeticus in fine additus, editio princeps; handsomely printed in italics, with
woodcuts and diagrams, 16mo. contemporary white vellum (remarkably fine copy), £8.

Francofurti, apud Joa. Wechelum et Petrum Fischerurn consortes, 1591
One of the author's most important works, largely mathematical, and according to Bartholmess, ' ouvrage qui passe

depuis longtemps pour une des sources du systfeme de Leibnitz.'

6557 De Umbris Idearum. Implicantibus artem, Quaerendi, Inveniendi, Judicandi, Ordinandi,
& Applicandi : ad internam scripturam, & non vulgares per memoriara operationes explicatis.

Ad Henricum III. Serenis. Gallor. Polonoriimque Regem, Sect. Protestatio, editio princeps;
with woodcuts, Parisiis, ^gidius Gorbinus, 1582: Ars Memorise Jordani Bruni, editio
princeps; with numerous woodcuts, s. I. a., aut t. n.—2 vols. 12mo. in 1, purple morocco neat,

g. e. (fine and very large copies), £6. 6* 1582
The second work, consisting of SO 11 , has no title.

SOUTHEY'S copy :

6558 IiDEM Libri
;
pr.ieterea : Cantus CiRC.^sus ad eam Memoriae Praxim ordinatus quam ipse

Judiciariam appellat. Ad Altissimum Principem Henricum d'Angoulesme magnum Galliarum
Priorem, in Provincia Regis locumtenentem, Sec, editio princeps; with printer's device on title,

and 2 woodcuts, Parisiis, JEgidius Gillius, 1582—3 vols. IBmo.in 1, some headlines shorn, but
FINE COPIES in old calfgilt, g. e., with bookplate of Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.E.S., £9. 9^ 1582

Rc.BERT HouTHEVs Copv, witli auto. 'Robert Southey. Paris 17 May. 1817', and AI8. note: 'The two first pieces in

this volume were priced •!. 12. (5 in one of Bone's Lists 1830 ; tlie third 1. 11. ; it is said that they are scarcely ever seen
in the choicpst collections.'

The above three are the author's chief works on Lullism. ' Dans ces ouvrages I'aut.Mir a disperse des notices hist-

oriciues et des rapprochements, au moyen desquels il s'efforce d'etablir non-seulement Tunite de I'esprit universel, mais
I'miito des systemes humains.'—C. Bmtlwhmss.

All Giordano Bruno's writings are of great rarity, as the terror of the Inquisition undoubtedly caused many owners to
destroy their copies after the works had been placed on the Index as heretical writings.

' Les ecrits phdosophiques et didactiques de Bruno sont devenus fort rares ; ils prouvent un grand fonds d'erudition,
une intelligence parfaitede la philosophie des anciens, des connaissances profondes en physique et dans les mathematiques,
beaucoup d'imagination et de verve satirique. '—iJiogrr. Gen

6559 : Bartholmess (Christian J. G.) JoRDANO Bruno ; with portrait, 2 vols. 8vo. buckram,
t. e.g., with Dr. Emil Reich's bookplate [scarce), 155 1846 7

A valuable work. Vol. II contains a full analysis of Bruno's works.

6560 BRTJNTON [(Thomas)], MIDDLETON, and CO. : Observations on Chain Cables ; with
Extract from the Philosophical Magazine, Oct., 1814, with front., post 8vo. (pp. 20), sewn,
Zs 1814 or '15

6561 BRYDONE (Patrick, f.r.s.) Account of a Thunder-Storm in Scotland ; with some
Meteorological Observations, 4to. (pp. 10), sewn^ Is 1787
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One of the earliest works on arithmetic.
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6562 BRtJWNOW (Franz Friedrich Ernst) Lehrbuch der spharischen Astronomie, niit Vor-
-vvort von J. F. Encke; withfolding plate, 8vo. calf gilt, 3s 6d (p. M. 12 sewn) Berlin, 1851

First Edition of this well-known text-book.

6563 Zweite vermehrte Auflaqe ; with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 3s ib., 1862
6564 Spherical Astronomy, trans, by Robert Main, pr., f.r.s., Radcliffe Observer, Part I

[all pub.] , including the Chapters on Parallax, Refraction, Aberration, Precession, and
Nutation, p/a^e, 8vo. hf. maroon morocco {scarce), 6s

, Cambridge, 1860
6565 Traite d'ASTRONOMiE Spherique et d'AsTRONOMiE PRATIQUE, Edition franyaise par

E. Lucas et C. Andre, avec Preface de C. Wolf ; with woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf.
calf gilt, or, hf. morocco neat {fine copies) ; scarce, £I. 5s 1869-72

' La theorie des instruments, qui ne se trouve exposee dans aucun autre ouvnige didacti<iue, forme ici une partie
iiuportant*.'— /Vt'/oce.

6568 BEYAN (George Hartley, f.r.s.) On Certain Applications of the Theory of Probability
to Physical Phenomena, 4to. (pp. 6), sewn, with author's inscr., Is 6d [Baltimore, Md., 1897J

6567 Report on the Present State of our Knowledge of Thermodynamics, Part II, 8vo.

(pp. 43), sewn, \s M 1894
6568 The Waves on a Rotating Liquid Spheroid of Finite Ellipticity, 4to. (pp. 33),

sewn, \s Qd 1889
6569 , and Robert Hamilton PINKERTON : Elements of the Geometry of the Conic,

with the IJeoinetry of Certain Curves occurring in Applied Mathematics, 145 diagrams, cr. 8vo.
cl., Is 1907

6570 BRYAN (Margaret) Co.mpendious System of Astronomy, in a Course of Familiar Lectures;
also Trij'onometrical and Celestial Problems, with Key to the Ephemeris, and Vocabulary, 2nd
Ed., with fine portrait of the Authoress and her two Daughters by W. Nutter {fine impression)^
besides numerous plates, 8vo. contemporary tree-calf gilt, \Qs6d 1799

Also valuable for the line portrait by Nutter, executed in Bartolozzi's stipple manner.

6571 Third Edition, with 17 plates (3 folding), 8vo. contemporary russia extra (one Joint
cracked), 3s 6d 1805

6572 BUCOI (Antonio) Saogio sopra 11 Floqisto, le differenti Specie d'ARiA, edilCALORE; 8vo.

(pp. 84), seivn, 6s Faenza, 1783
One of the la.st defences of the expiring phlogiston theory, with si)ecial reference to Dr. Priestley's work.

6573 BUOHAN (Alexander, Sec. Scot. Met. Soc.) Handy Book of Meteorology, 2nd [last]

Edition, with numerous woodcuts and 8 charts, post 8vo. cl. {scarce), 6s Edin., 186S
One of the best smaller English works on the .subject.

6574 BUCHAN (William Paton) Plumbing ; with Chapters on House Drainage, embodying
the Latest Improvements, 4th Ed., enlarged, with 330 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. hf calf neat, 2s 6d 1883

6575 Ventilation : with Chapter on Air Testing, 170 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. hf morocco neat,

2s 6d 1891

6576 BUCHANAN (John Young, f.r.s.) Tlie Meteorology of Ben Nevis in Clear and Foggy
Weather, with 8 plates, 4to. sewn, is 6d Edin., 1899

6577 BUCHANAN (Robertson, c.e., Glasgow) Essay on the Shafts of Mills, with their Ue.scrip-

tion and Use, and the Kinds of Stress to which they are subject ; with Inquiry into their Stiffness,

Strength, Durability, and Proportion ; with Useful Tables, and Account of the Progress and
Improvement of Millwork, 3 copperplates, 8vo. hf calf gilt, 5s 1814

6578 Practical and Descriptive Essays on the Economy of Fuel, and Management of

Heat, with 2 copperplates, 8vo. hf. calf; or, boards, 6s Glasgow, 1810
Containing; the Effects of Heat, Means of measuring it, Fnel, etc. ; Heating MilUi, Dwelling-House.s, and Public

Buildings by Steam ; and Drying and Heating by Steam.

6579 Practical Essays on Mill Work, and other Machinery, with Notes and Additional
Articles, containing new Researches on various Mechanical Subjects by THOMAS Tredgold

;

3rd Edition, with Additions, by George Rennie, F.R.S., numerous woodcuts and diagrams, roy.

8vo., and Atlas, with over 70 fine steel plates, roy. folio—2 vols, hf roan, 15s (p. £2. 10«) 1841-50
La-st Editiov, containing an interesting preface (pp. 38), a life of Buclianan, an original es.say by James Nasmyth, the

inventor of the Steam Hammer, ' Remarks on the Introduction of the Slide Principle in Tools and Machines,' etc. etc.

6580 : Practical ExAMPLESof Modern Tools and Machines, by Messrs. Maclea and March,
of Leeds ; Messrs. Whitworth »!c Co., of Manchester; and Messrs. Carmichael, of Dundee, edited

by George Rennie, f.r.s., 8vo., and Atlas, with 18 fine steel plates, roy. folio—2 vols, boards,

Ss 6d 1842-52

6581 Atlas only, with 18 plates, roy. folio, boards, 6s 1852
Forming a Supplement to the foregoing work, and an early example of English proficiency in Machine Tools. It

includes Sir Joseph Whitworth's Perfect Planing Machine.

6582 Practical Treatise on Propelling Vessels by Steam, etc., with 16 copperplates

{slightly foxed), 8vo. hf calf (rare), with AUTO. OF Thomas Telford, f.r.s., £1. 5* Glasgow, 1816
Interesting as the first treatise on steamboats, and for containing copious descriptions of early steam vessels and con*

temporary inventions and improvements in connexion with them. The above copy has several MS. notes in the text,

apparently by Telford.

6583 BUCKIiAND (William, f.r.s.. Dean of Westminster) Description of an Insulated Group
of Rocks of Slate and Greenstone in Cumberland and Westmoreland, with coloured plate, 4to.

(pp. 12), sewn, with inscr. to Thomas Allan, F.R.S., 3s 1816

6584 Geology and Mineralogy considered with reference to Natural Theology, vnth 81plates,

2 vols. 8vo. cl., 5s 6d 1836
Fir-st Edition of this celebrated ' Bridgewater Treatise ',

' a compendium of geological and paUeontological science up to

the date of its publication, enriched by numerous reflexions of a highly philosophic character .—/2. Hunt, F.R.S.

6685 ViNDiCLE GEOLOGiCyE, or the Connexion of Geology with Religion explained, 4to. (pp. 38),

sewn, with inscr. to Thomas Allan, F.Ii.S., 3s Oxford, 1820
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6586 BUCHNER (Johann Peter) Tractatus Physiologico-Patiiologicus de Visione SimplicI

et DuPLici, ex Principiis Optices Methodo Euclidea deductus, 4to. (pp. 12), seioi, 5s

Argentorati, 1753
6587 BUCK (George Watson, m.i.c.e.) Practical and Theoretical Essay on Oblique Bridges,

with 12 plates {chiefly folding), 4to. cl. {cover damaged), 4* 1839
The fruit of the autiior's experience as resident engineer on the constructiou of the London and Birmingham Railway

between London and Tring,

6588 Third Edition, revised by his Son, J. H. Watson Buck, -with the Addition of Descrip-
tion to Dia<j;Tanis for facilitating their Construction, by W. H. Barlow, xoith l'^folding plates, and
diagrams, inipl. 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 12^) 1880

' The standard woi-k for all engineers regarding skew arches. It would be impossible to consult a better.'—A'nc/iiieer.

6589 BUCK (J. H. Watson, m.i.c.e.) The Construction of Large Tunnel Shafts, with S folding
plates, roy. 8vo. cl. {soiled), bs (p. 12^) 1880

6590 BUCK (John, Queen's Coll., Cantab.) New, General, and Algebraical Solution of theHigher
Orders of Equations, to the Tenth Degree inclusive, 8vo. (pp. 106), sewn, 35 Qd 1823

6591 BUCKLE (J. G., a.r.lb.a.) Theatre Construction and Maintenance : useful Hints on
Planning, Construction, Lighting, Fire-Prevention, and the general Structural Arrangements of a
]Model Theatre ; including the Metropolitan Regulations and a Model Set of Kules, with folding
front., roy. 8vo. cl., 4.s

'

1888
6592 BUCKLEY (Arabella Burton ; Mrs. Fisher, secretary to Sir Charles Lyell) Short History

of Natural Science, and the Progress of Discovery from the Greeks to the present Day, 2nd
Ed., with Additions, with coloured plate, and 74 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl. {out of print), 45 Qd ' 1879

An excellent popular history of science.

6593 BUCKLEY (W. J.) Electric Lighting Plants : their Cost and Operation, with 20 folding
plates {linen -mounted), and mtmeroiis cuts, cr. 8vo. hf. morocco, 2s Qd (p. IO5) Chicago, 1894

6594 BUCKNILL (Lt.-Col. John Townsend, r.e.) Submarine Mines and Torpedoes, as
applied to Harbour Defence, with 116 woodcuts {including 2 folding plates), 8vo. cl., 65
(p.i26-6rf)

\ y J y I' h
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6595 BUFF (Heinrich, Uriiv. Giessen) Lehrbuch der physikalischen Mechanik ; with 2,1% ivood-
cuts, 2 V. : Ltibsen (H. B.) Einleitung in die Mechanik ; tvith 162 diagrams—3 vols. 8vo. in 1,

cl., with bookplate of Dr. Emit Reich, 5* (p. M. 28.50) Braunschweig, 1871-3—Leipzig, '66

6596 BUGGE (Thomas, f.r.s., Univ. Copenhagen) Astronomical Observations on the Planets
Venus and Mars, with a view to determine the Heliocentric l^ongitude and Annual Motion of

their Nodes, and the greatest Inclination of their Orbits, 4to. (pp. 11), sewn, 3s 1789
With 'Account of sonu- Luminous Arches' by William Hev, f.r..s. (pp. 11).

6597 Determination of the Heliocentric Longitude of the Descending Node of Saturn,
loith plate : Baxter (Alexander) Description of a Set of Halo's and Parhelia, seen in 1771,
in N. America—4to. (pp. 10), sewn, 2s Qd 1786

6598 The LATITUDES and Longitudes of several Places in Denmark, calculated from the
Trigonometrical Operations, with j^late, 4to. (pp, 4), sewn, 2s 1794

6599 BUIJS BALLOT (Christofifel Hendrik Diederik, Univ. Utrecht) Het Karakter der Rede
;

uitgedrukt in de Wiskunde, 8vo. (pp. 64), sewn, 3s Rotterdam, 1847
6600 [ ] Suggestions on a Uniform System of Meteorological Observations, with the

Sequel, 2 parts roy. 8vo. sewn, Qs Qd Utrecht, 1872-3
The author is well-known in meteorological science as the originator of the ' Law of the Winds ' known by his name, as

the inventor of the aeroklinoscope, and, in the above work, as the originator of international uuiforniity in meteorological
observations.

6601 BUILDER'S PRACTICAL DIRECTOR (The), of Plans, Sections, and Elevations for

Cottages, Villas, Farm Buildings, Dispensaries, Schools, etc., with Detailed Estimates, Quantities,
Prices, etc., with SuDplement, with 186 horrible 2^lates {many coloured), and numerous diagrams,
2 vols. 4to. in 1, hf. calf gilt. Is 6d (p. £1. 16*) 1856-8

6602 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, Notes on, Parts I—III, with 800 woodcuts, 3 vols. roy. 8vo.

hf. calf {used copy), (is (p. £2. 2*) '1875-9

6603 Notes on Stairs : a Reprint from the above, ivith 40 looodcuts, Svo. hf. calf, 2s

Chatham, 1885
0604 BUIST (George; f.r.s.) Report on the Meteorological Observations made at Colaba,

Bombay, from Sept. 1 to Dec. 31, 1842, with General Notice of the Weather for \8¥1, a lithographic
jacsimile, with charts, 4to. scum, 5s [.^ Bombay, 1843]

Tlie author, who began life as a Scottish journalist, was editor of the Bombay Times for twenty years, during which he
was also unpaid inspector of the Government astronomical, magnetic, and meteorological observatories of Bombay.
BULLIALDUS (Ismael, f.r.s.)—i;. Boulliau, ante.

6605 BULLOCK (John, c.e.) The American Cottage Builder : Designs, Plans, and Specifications,
from .$200 to iii;20,000, for Homes for the People, revised Ed., ivith 22 plates, besides ivoodcuts, post
8vo. hf. morocco {foxed, and binding damaged), 3s New York, 1854

6606 BUNSEN (Robert "Wilhelm v. ; f.r.s.) Flammenreactionen, 2. Auflage ; loith plate, 8vo.

boards, 2s Heidelberg, 1886
6607 Gasometrische Methoden, 2. [neueste] umgearbeitete Aullage ; with 70 ivoodcuts, Svo.

hf. German calf gilt ^ with auto, ofProf. A. Macfadyen, M.D., 5^ Braunschweig, 1877
6608 Gasometry, comprising the leading Physical and Chemical Properties of Gases, trans, by

Sir Henry Enfield Roscoe, f.r.s., with 60 illustrations, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 10* Qd 18-57
Bunsen was the founder of the analysis of gases, the inventor of the burner and galvanic cell named after him, and the

discoverer—with Kirchhoff— of spectrum analysis.
'For the best methods of collecting gases from mineral springs and waters, from volcanic lakes, geysers, or boiling

springs, fi'om openings in rocks, clefts of glaciers, furnaces, tissurcs in volcanic craters, etc., reference may be made to
Bunsen's Gasometry, translated by Roiicoe.'—Chambers'g Ency. It is still a standard work on the science which it created.
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6609 BULMAN (Harrison Francis, f.g.s.), and Richard Augustine Studdert REDMAYNE,

F.G.s. : Colliery Working and Managemknt, 2nd Ed., enlarged, ivith 30 plates, including
underground photographs, and numerous other illustrations, thick 8vo. cl., I2s 6fl?(p. ISsnett) 1906

6610 BUONINOONTRO [sive BONINOONTROJ (Lorenzo, di S. Miniato) De Revolutionib[us]
Annorum ad F. Colotium, Kegiuni Consiliarium, Lib. I ; with woodcut of author in his library on
title, 12mo. hf. cl. {slightly water-stained, otherwise a very sound copy), with contemporary MS.
notes on margin, £5. 5s [col. :] Rome, ultima Julii, 1491, annum agens [auctoris] secufidum

Jb octogesimum [typis Stephani Planckii]
Av ExcEssiVF.LY RARK voi.i ME, coiisistinj! of .si}4g. a—1 in fours, or 44 11. in all. It is printed in Roman characttTs,

without catchwords or numerals, with 33 lines to a page.
Hain, who quotes the work under No. 3t>3(5, had apparently never seen a copy, as he givas no collatiim, and only copies

the title very imperfectly ; nor was it known to Proctor or even Dr. Copinger, as neither mentions it. Uiccardi quotes this
edition only on the authority of Galletti, who characterizes it as ' rarissimo libretto.'

The work itself is a commentary on tho astronomy of Manilius, which was publicly taught by the author in Rome,
Naples, and Florence, after he had (|iiitted military service under Francesco .sforza,

6611 BURAT (Am^dee) CoL'RS d' Exploitation des Mines, avec Supplement, 2 vols, large 8vo. iu
I, hf. cl. : Atlas, with 108 fine plates {chiefly folding), 2 vols. roy. 4to.— /« portfolio, 15* (p. F. 68
nett) 1871-4

6612 Geologie Appliquee: Trait6 du Gisement et de la Recherche des Mineraux
Utiles, 5° Ed., augmentee ; with 33 plates {somefolding), and numerous looodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. hf.
cl. {a few II. of V. II stained, otherwise a nice clean copy) ; scarce, 15.y 1870

6613 BURCHETT (E. S.) Practical Plane Geometry, with 51 plates, roy. 8vo. cl., 3* (]». 6* 6d) [1875]
66)4 BURCKHARDT (Johann Karl) Table des Diviseurs pour tous les Nomlnes (le? lo^ 2^' et 3"

Million, on plus exactement, depuis 1 a 3,036,000, avec les Nombres premiers qui s'y trouvent,
roy. 4to. hf. morocco (very SCARCE), with auto, of Edward Sang, F.R.S.E., 1848, £2. 17* 6rf 1817

6815 du Deuxieme Million, ou plus exactement, depuis 1,020,000 i\ 2,028,000, 4to. new
hf brown calf, £1. 1* 1816

This important table of divisors—which has now become very scarce—gives Uie least divisor oi every numb«!r not divis-

ible by -J, 3, or 5 for the Jirst 3 millions. It was supplemented by J. Glaishkh for the fourth, lifth, and sixth million
(h^7'J-83), and by J. Dask for the seventh, eighth, and ninth million (li>6-J-5).

6616 BURGH (Nicholas Procter) Modern Marine Engineering, with 36 coloured plates {mostly

folding), and 240 woodcuts, 2 vols. 4to. hf. green morocco gilt, \0s 6c? (p. £2. 5* in cl.) 1867

6617 Practical Treatise on the Condensation of Steam, with 212 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl.

{out ofprint). Is Qd (p. £1. 5s) 1871

6618 Practical Treatise on Modern Screw-Propulsion, with 52 ijlatcs {mostly folding),

and 103 woodcuts, 4to. hf. morocco neat, cl. sides, uncut, t. e. g. {nice copy) ; out of print, 12a- Qd
(p. £2. 25) 1869

Containing many contributions by authoiities on its special subjects.

6619 The Slide Valve practically considered, third Ed., with 38 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl. {cover

damaged) ; out ofprint, 2s 6d 1870

6620 '— Treatise on Sugar Machinery, including the Process of producing Sugar from the
Cane, refining Moist and Loaf Sugar, and the Designing, Manufacturing, and Erecting the

Machinery, with Rules for the Proportions, and Estimates, 16 plates {12folding), 4to. cl. {out of
print), 105 Qd (p. £1. 10«) 1863

6621 BURGOYNE (Alan H.) Submarine Navigation, Past and Present, with 42 plates and
numerous other ilhistrations, 2 vols, large Svo. buckram, uncut, t. e. g., 18? 6rf (p £1. 11? 6d
nett) 1903

The fullest historv of the submarine boat yet published.

6622 BURKE (John Butler, Trinity Coll., Cantab.) The ORIGIN of LiFE : its Physical Basb and
Definition, with numerous plates, thick 8vo. cl., 8« (p. 16* nett) 1908

The accotuit of the author's much questioned di.Hcovery of an abiogenesis ou a strictly chemical basis.

6623 BURKE (Ulick Ralph) Handbook of Sewage Utilization, 2nd Ed., enlarged, cr. Svo. hf
morocco neat, 2s 1873

The author was a j,'reat Spanish scholar, a traveller, an able lawyer, and had he lived wouM have been, as his ' Loyal

and Lawless' showed, a very attractive and capable novelist.

6624 BURKETT (Charles William, North Carolina (
'oil. ofAgriculture)^ and Clarence Hamilton

POE : Cotton : its Cultivation, Marketing, Manufacture, and the Problems of the Cotton World,
trith 62 fine plates, s<j. Svo. cl., 5.<f iid (p. 8s iSd nett) 1906

6625 BURKHARDT (Heinrich, Munich) Funktionentheoretische Vorlesungen ; tcith dia-

grams, 2 vols. Svo. in 3, cl., \2s 6rf (p. M. 24..50) Leipzig, 1903-1899
Inhalt:— I. I. Algebraische Analysis: I. n. Einfuhrung in die Theorie der analytisclien Funktionen einer komple.x

Vehinderlichen, 2. umgearbeltete Auflage : II. EUiptische Funktionen.

6626 BURN (J.), and E. H. BROWN, ff.i.a.. Prudential Assurance Co.: Elements of Finite
Differences, also Solutions to Questions set for Part I of the Examinations of the Institute of

Actuaries, Svo. cL, Ss 6d 1902

6627 BURN (Robert Scott) Illustrated London Practical Geometry, and its Application to

Architectural Drawing, 2nd Ed., loithfront., and 284 diagrams, Svo. c/., 2s [1853]

6628 New Guide to Masonry, Bricklaying, and Plastering, Theoretical and Practical,

ivith 160 plates, and 264 woodcuts, thick 4to. hf. morocco {one joint cracked), IQs 6d (p. £2. 4?)

6629 The Steam-Engine, its History and Mechanism : Descriptions and Illustrations of the

Stationary, Locomotive, and Marine Engine, first edition, with front., and 177 woodcuts, Svo.

hf. bound {title stamped), scarce, 5s 1854
All the later editions were condcn.sed.

6630 Fourth Edition, withfront, and 134 woodcuts, Svo. cl. {fresh copy), is [c. 1860]
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6631 BURNET (R.) A Word to the Members of the Mechanics' Institutes, with 6 crazy plates

hy G. Banks, 8vo. (pp. 146), old calf, 45 Qd Devonporty 1826
The last plate illustrates a departed scientific man undergoing destructive distillation in a retort, while his surviving

friends light their pipes at his gas.

6632 BXJIINHAM (Sherbiirne Wesley, f.r.a.s.) Examination of the Double-Star Measures of

the Bedford Catalogue, 8vo. (pp. 36), sewn, \s 6d 1880

6633 BURNS (Arthur, Tarporlcy) Geod^sia. Improved ; or a New and Correct Method of Survey-
ing made exceedingly easy, with Appendix concerning the practical Methods of measuring Timbei-,

Hay, Marl Pits, Bricklayers and Plaisterers Work, with 5 folding plates, besides diagrams, 8vo.

old calf {one joint broke7i), 5s Chester, 1771

6634 BURNSIDE (William Snow), and Arthur William PANTON, Fellows T.G.D.: The
Theory of Equations : with Introduction to the Theory of Binary Algebraic Forms, 2nd Ed.
[enlarged], thick 8vo. cL, 4* Qd (p. 12* Qd) Dublin, 1886

6635 Third Edition [enlarged], thick 8vo. cL, Qs Qd (p. 15*) ibid., 1892

6636 BURR (Frederick) Descriptive Notice of the Consolidated and United Mines, Corn-
wall : Comparative View of celebrated Mines in Europe and America, with Zfolding plates, and
folding table, post 8vo. (pp. 52), sewn, 4s 1835

6637 Descriptive Notice of Quicksilver Mines in Rhenish Bavaria, and the Geological
Structure of the surrounding Country ; with the Theory of the Formation of Mineral Veins, wood-
cuts, post 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn, 3s 1837

6638 On Metalliferous and Mineral Deposits, Part I : Classification, and General De-
scription of Vein Formations. On the Mexican Process of Amalgamation, and the Occurrence
of the Precious Metals in Gt. Britain, woodcuts, post 8vo. (pp. 63), sewn, 4s 1836

6639 BURRARD (Col. Sidney Gerald, r.e., f.r.s.) The Indo-European Arcs from Karachi to

Greenwich : Electro-Telegraphic Longitude Operations executed during 1894-6, with
portrait of Gen. J. T. Walker, B.E., plates, and maps, 4to. cl., 8s Dehra Dun, 1901

6640 BURRELL (Edward J.) Elementary Building Construction and Drawing, 5th Ed.

;

ivith 308 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl. , Is Qd 1895

6641 BURRI (Romolo) Sulle Forme e Caratteri dell' Architettura Civile, e sulle Cause delle

loro Variazioni, 4to. sewn, 3s Roma, 1873
6642 Saggio sulla Stabilita della Cupola di S. Pietro in Vaticano ; with 2folding plates,

4to. sewn, 3s Qd ibidem, 1849

6643 BURROWS and COLTON'S Concise Instructions in the Art of Retouching, toith

4 plates, besides woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {wanting two negatives), 3s %d 1876

6644 BURTON (W. K. ; A.M.i.c.E., Tokio Univ.) Practical Guide to Photographic and Photo-
Mechanical Printing, with numerous woodcuts, cr. 8vo. hf calf neat {title stamped), 3s 1887

6645 The Water Supply of Towns, and the Construction of Waterworks, 2nd Ed.,
extended [with the Effects of Earthquakes on Waterworks, by John Milne, f.r.s., and on Sand
Dunes and Dune Sand as a Source of Water Supply, by John de Ruke, c.e.] , with 46 plates, and
numerous other illustrations, impl. 8vo. buckram, 12s (p. £1. 5s) 1898

6616 BUSCA (Gabriello, Milanese) Delia Espugnatione et Difesa delle Fortezze Libri Due, di

nuova corretti et ampliati ; aggiontovi I'lNSTRUTTlONE de' Bombardieri, ecc. ; with \0foldingplates

of warlike operations, fortification, etc., and numerous other woodcuts, 4to. hf. Spanish morocco gilt,

g. e. {some II. browned and a few wormholes, otherwise a FINE COPY) ; RARE, £1. 5s Turino, 1598

6647 BUTLER (William) Arithmetical Questions, on a New Plan ; intended to answer the
double Purpose of Arithmetical Instruction and Miscellaneous Information, edited by Thomas
Bourn, 12th Ed., enlarged by George Frost, 12mo. unbound, 3s Qd 1838

Almost the only entertaining arithmetic ever written.

6648 BYRNE (Austin Thomas, c.E.) Treatise on Highway Construction : a Text-Book and
Work of Reference for those engaged in the Location, Construction, or Maintenance of Roads,
Streets, and Pavements, with 249 looodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 686), cl., 8s iid (p. £1. 5s) New York, 1892

6649 BYRNE (Oliver) The Docirine of Proportion clearly developed, on a Comprehensive, Original,

and very Easy System ; or, the Fifth Book of Euclid simplitied, 8vo. boards, or, cl., 3s Qd 1841

6650 Dual Arithmetic, a New Art, both Parts, with Analysis, with diagrams, 3 vols.

8vo. cl. {Analysis sewn) ; scarce, 15s 1863-7
'The plan is to throw numbers into the form t(.(l-l)'J (l-Ol)*; (rO0l>i . . . and to opei-ate with this form. This is an

ingenious and elaborate spectilation ; and I have no doubt the author has practised his method until lie could surprise any
one else by his use of it. . . . An effective predecessor in the same line of invention was the late Thomas Weddlk, in his

'New, Simple and General Method of Solving Numeric Equations of all Orders, 1842' iv. No. 5306, ante].—ProJ. de

Morgan's Budget of Paradoxes.

6651 Essential Elements of Practical Mechanics, based on the Principle of Work, 2nd
Ed., with 148 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 7s Qd) 1872

6652 Short Practical Treatise on Spherical Trigonometry, containing a few Simple
Rules by which the great Difficulties encountered are effectually obviated, woodcuts, post 8vo.

sewn, 3s 1835
6653 Treatise on Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, with Tables in which each

Number can be instantly tested, or easily and independently calculated, with 41 ivoodcuts,

cr. 4to. cl. {cover slightly damaged). Is Qd (p. £2. 2s) Jersey City, 1875

6654 The Young Dual Arithmetician, or Dual Arithmetic : a New Art ; with Tables of

Ascending and Descending Logarithms, Dual I^umbers, and Corresponding Natural Numbers,
pout 8vo. c/., 4s 1866

6655 The Young Geometrician ; or Practical Geometry without Compasses, with 53
diagrams {mostly coloured), and brass ride in pocket, roy. 8vo. cl., 6s 1865
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6657 BTJSBY (James) Treatise on the Culture of the Vine, and the Art of Making Wink ;

from the Works of Ciiaptal, and other French Writers ; and from Notes of the Compiler during
a Residence in some of the Wine Provinces of France, 8vo. (pp. 270 + 1. of errata), purple
{i^ Australian) calf, with bookplate of Henry B. H. Beanfoy, F.R.S. (rare), £2. 2*

Australia, printed by R. Howe, Government Printer [Sydney], 1825
Tlie above copy belongetl to Gen. Sir (Jeobok Murray (1772-1840), and bears the following inscription ' Sir G : Murray,

with Col : Duuiarecq's respectful compliments.'
Valuable as au early Australian-printed book, it is specially interesting for recommendiuj? viticulture to N. S. W.

settlers—a suggestion splendidly justifletl by its results. The author is not mentioned in D. S. 11.

6658 BUSBY (Jane) Terrestrial Planisphere, by means of which the principal Problems usually
worked by the Terrestrial Globe may be solved, 8vo. (pp. 16), seiun, \s 6d 1827

6659 BttTTNER (Oskar), unl Kurt MtJLLEB: Technik und Verwerthung der Runt-
gen'schen Strahlen ; with 5 plates and 29 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 2s Halle a. S., 1897

6660 CABROL (— ) Notice sur TApplication de I'Appareil a Gaz Carbones a Tun des Hauts-
Fourneaux des Usines de la Compagnie de I'Aveyron, 8vo. (pp. 31), sewn, 2s iid 1837

6661 CAGNOLI (Antonio, Cittadino Veronese) De' Due Orolocji, Italiano e Francese, ossia, de^l*
Inconvenienti che nascono dal regolare gli Orologj al Tramontar del Sole, o come anche
dicesi all' Italiana, 8vo. (pp. 44), sewn, is Venezia, 1787

6662 Memoir on a New and Certain Method of ascertaining the Figure of the Earth by
means of Occultations of the Fixed Stars, [trans.] with Notes and Api>endix by Francis
Baily, F.R.S., 8vo. sewn (scarce), 10a- 6rf privately printed, 1819

'Cap. [afterwards Adnd.J W. 11. Smyth, r.n., with Mr. Haily's compts.'—//wtr. on title.

' A very interesting production. IJaily urges private observers to attend to the suggestions. He also strongly recom-
mends the formation of an Astronomixd Society ; and tliis was .soon afterwards carried into effect.'— /'ro/. Todhunter.

6663 Trigonometria Piana e Sferica ; with afolding plates, 4to. hf calf gilt, 10* (id

Parigi, Didot, 1786
6664 Traite de Trigonometrie Rectiligne et Spherique, contenant des Mctho<les et

Formules nouvelles, avec des Applications h. TAstronomie traduit par N. M. Chompre ; with
numerous plates and tables, 4to. sewn {lower margins badly stained), 5s apud eundem, 178(i

'Das volLstandigste und umfassendsta Handbuch jener Zeit, in dem man manches auch heute noch luteressantc und
Lesenswerte lindet.'

—

Prof. M. Cantor.

6665 CALANDRELLI (Abbate Giuseppe, Collegio Romano) Epistola supra Fallaciam Gali-
LEANiE Demonstrationis Accelerati MoTUSin Ratione Spatiorum; withfull page woodcut,
8vo. (pp. 20), sewn, 5s Jiomcc, 1779

6666 Mechanicum Problema in Projlectione Physica propositum ; icith folding plate, 4to.

(pp. 15), setvn, Ss [ibidem, 1789]

6667 Pr.*:lectio Physica de Motu, et Vi Sollicitante Corpora Funependula per Plana
Inclinata; with folding copperplate, 8vo. (pp. 38), sewn, 4s ib., 1785

6668 [ ] RiFLESSiONi sopra le Lettere Meteorologiche Romane, dirette all' Autoredal Abate
Atanagio Cavalli, 8vo. (pp. 39), sewn, 4s 6d [ib., c. 1785]

6669 [ ] Risultato di Varie Osservazioni sopra la Paralasse Annua di Wega, o a della

Lira, 8vo. (pp. 13), seivn, Ss 6d ib., 1806

6670 CALANDBELLI (Ignazio) Memoire Astronomiche del Pontificio Osservatorio della

Romana Universita, 1858-60; with diagrams, 4to. sewn, with inscr. to the Duca di Rignano,
3s 6d Roma, 1860

6671 Uccultazione di Saturno, osservata nella Pontiticia Specola, 8 Maggio 1859, 4to.

(pp. 18), sewn, with inscr. to the Duca di Rignano, 2s 6d ibidem, 1859

6672 Tavole Orarie in Tempo Solare Vero e in Tempo Solare Medio del nascere e tramon-
tare del Sole, del Me/zodi e della Mezzanotte del Princinio, del Crepuscolo Civile Matutino e fine del

Vespertino per tutti i Giorni dell' Anno, 4to. sewn, with insa'. to tJie Duca di Rigiuuw, U ib., 1850

A PROBABLY UNIQUE VOLUME:

6873 CALANDBI (Filippo, dci Firenzi) Aritmetcc.v TF. 1 a:] Pictagoras [«ic] Arithmetrilcc

introtluctor. [F. 2a :] Philippi Calandri ad nobilem ^: atudiosum Juliana |
Laurentii Medicem

de Arimethrica [sic] OPUSCULUM ; with large woodcut of Pythagoras teaching, surrounded by

ornamental border, on rev. offirst I., 2 pp. ofFinger Signs, IH pp. surrounded by ornamental woodcut

borders, and numerous other tcoodcuts and diagrams, sq. 18mo. white Italian vellum (margins of a

few II. slightly mended, otherwise a REMARKABLY FINE COPY)
;
probably unique, £25.

[col. :] Impresso nella Excelsa Cipla di Fire\ze per Bernardo Zucchecta iMnno
M.D.XVIII. Adi

I

XX. di Luglio

This, the second of the apparently only two editions ever printed, is of excp:.ssive

RARITY, IF NOT UNIQUE. It is much rarer than the first edition of 1491, and unknown to all

bibliographers except Riccardi, who however only knew it by repute, as is shown by the fact that

he does not print tlie title, and gives the date wrongly as 1515. Whereas 6 copies of the edition

of 1491 have been sold at auction within the last 10 years, no copy of the present one can be

traced at all, and the above copy is probably the only one still in existence.
It consists of signatures a and o in fours, and b to n in eiglits, or 10» 11. in all, with Jut pi?;inati<>a or catch rtrords.

' He explains tlie leading rules, except division, for integnrs and for lir»*, .soldi, and denari. Division he puts down in

«xamples. Ilis notion of a flivisor is curious. When he divides by S, he calls his divisor 7 ; demanding, as it were, that

quotient which, with seven more like itself, will make the dividend. He also describes the rules for fractions, and gives

•onie geometrical and other applications '. -Pritf. i(e M^rgtui.
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6675 OALCUL du Jeu appelle par les Fran^ais le Trente-et-Quarante, et que Ton nomine h

Florence le Trente-et-Un : toutes les Manieres dont peuvent etre formez 31 a 40 par les XL Cartes
du Jeu d'Honibre . . . par M"". D. M., 4to. old white vellum (title slightly wormed, otherwise a
fine copy), \0s Qd Florence, 1739

An account of this work is given in Prof. Todhunter's ' History of the Theory of Probability ', pp. 205-6.

6676 CALDANI (Petronio Maria; Univ. Bologna) Delia. Proporzione Bernoulliana, fra il

Diaraetro, e la Circonferenza del Circolo, e del Logaritmi ; with vignette on title, 4to. (pp. 32),

sewn, Qs Bologna, 1782
'Ouvragc qui fit dire a d'Aleuibert que Caldani etait le premier geometre et algebriste de I'ltalie.'—7>iogr. Gen.

6677 CALIFORNIA MINES and MINERALS, published by the California Miners' Association,

under the Direction of Edward B. Benjamin, with frontispiece, 5 folding plans and over 130
other illustrations, 8vo. (pp. 4.50), hf. maroon morocco gilt [as good as new), 10* San Francisco, 1899

6678 STATE MINING BUREAU : Eighth Annual Report of the State Mineralogist
[William Irelan, Jr.], for the Year ending October 1, 1888, with numerous plates and other
illustrations, thick 8vo. cL, 3s Qd Sacramento, 1888

6679 CALLENDAR (Hug-h Longbourne, f.r.s.) Measuring Extreme Temperatures, with
woodcuts, 8vo. ((pp. 17), sewn. Is Qd 1899

6680 On the Thermodynamical Properties of Gases and Vapours as deduced from a
Modified Form of the Joule-Thomson Equation, with special Reference to the Properties of

Steam, 8vo. (pp. 21), sewn, \s 6d 1900
6681 , and Howard T. BARNES, McGill Univ., Montreal: Preliminary Note on the

Variation of the Specific Heat of Water, 8vo. (pp. 8), sewn, \s Qd 1899

6682 CALLET (rran9ois) Tables Portatives de Logarithmes des Nombres de 1 a 108,000 et des
Sinus et Tangentes ; with plate, roy. 8vo. hf. calf ; or, calf, 3s Didot, 1821, '25, ou '51

'One of the most complete and practically useful collection of logarithms publi.shed, and peculiar in giving a
centesimally divided canon.'—J. W. L. Glo.isher, F.R.S.

6683 CALVERT (Frederick Grace, f.r.s. ; pupil of Chevreuil) Carbolic or Phenic Acid, and its

Properties, 8vo. (pp. 16), sewn, with author's inscr., 5s 1867
' He took up the manufacture of coal tar products, especially of phenic or carbolic acid, which he was the first to

manufacture in a pure state in this country. Its use as a disinfectant and for therapeutic purposes is due, it may be said,

entirely to hira.'— D. N. B.

6684 CAMBRAY-DIGNY (Louis Guillaume de) Description d'une Machine a Feu, construite

pour les Salines de Castiglione, avec des Details sur les Machines de cette Espece les plus
conniies, et sur qnelques autres Machines Hydrauliques, suivie d'un- Memoire sur la

Construction des Salines et sur la Qualite des Sels, etc. ; with 10 folding copperplates,

besidesfolding tables, 4to. contemporary calf gilt (rare), £1. Is Parme, 1766
' L'ltalie dut a Cambray-Digny le plan et la construction de la premiere machine a feu qui alt ete exdcutee au dela des

monts. EUe fut destinee a amener les eaux de la mer dans les salines de Castiglione, malgre I'elevation des dunes qui
sei)arent les salines du rivage. II rendit compte de ses vues et des travaux eutrepris sous sa direction dans la Description.'—Biogr. Gen.

A COMPLETE SET :

6685 CAMBRIDGE MATHEMATICAL JOURNAL (The), Vols. I—IV (all pub), with plates

(v. I 2nd Ed.), 4 vols., '46 1-5: Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, edited by

Lord Kelvin and N. M. Ferrers, d.d., f.r.s., complete from its beginning in 1846 to its

conclusion in 1854 (Vols. 1-9), with plates, 9 vols.—in all 13 vols. 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), £16. 16*

Cambridge, 1841-54

6686 Another Set, but wanting Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, v. IX—in all

12 vols. 8vo. in 8, hf. calf (scarce), £13. 135 ibidem, 184 [1] -53

6687 Vol. I only, 2nd Ed., with Corrections and Alterations by the Authors
[and Index to vv. I-IV], 2 plates, and diagrams, 8vo. cl., 10s Qd ib., 1846

6688 Vol. Ill, 8vo. sewn, 12s ib., 1843
Including several papers by Boole, Booth, and Cayley.

0689 and DUBLIN MATHEMATICAL JOURNAL (The), edited by William Thomson
[Lord Kelvin], Vol. I, 8vo. sewn, 12s ib., 1846

6690 PROBLEMS: a Collection of the Printed Questions for the B.A. Degree at the
General Examinations, 1801-20, with diagrams, 8vo. boards, 35 Cambridge, 1821

6691 , 1821-30, with SUBJECT Index, 8vo. boards, 35 Qd ib., 1831

6692 : also MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS and EXAMPLES, arranged according to Subjects,

from the Senate-House Examination Papers, 1821-36, with Appendix of S.-H. Questions for

1837, 8v(). cl. (some II. pencilled), 45 ib., 1837
6693 : [Campion (William Magan, d.d.), and William Walton] : Solutions of

Problems and Riders proposed in the S.-H. Examination for 1857, by the Moderators and
Examiners, with Appendix of Examination Papers in full, 2 plates, 8vo. cl., As ib., 1857

6694 CAMERA (The) : a Magazine for all who practise Photography, from 1887 to 1889 (Vols. 1-3),

with numerous illustrations, 3 vols. 4to. cl., Qs Qd 1887-9

6695 CAMPBELL (Duncan, of Asknish) Our Mercantile Marine: Loss of Life at Sea;
Proposed Means of Escape from Sinking Ships, with photo-plate, post Svo. cl. (scarce), with 3-p.

autograph letterfrom the author to Mr. Henry Reeve, C B., 85

[privately printed]. Loch Gair 3Ianoi' Hotise, Argyllshire, 1873
The suggestion is ' an independent poop-cabin or quarter-ship ', which on the parent ship striking or foundering should

Hoat oflT with the passcnj^^ers and crew.
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(3697 [CAMPBELL (John Francis, of Islay ; author of Popular Tales of the West Highlands ')]

Frost ami Fire : Natural Engines, Tool Marks and Chips, with Sketches at home and abroad,
by a Traveller, numerous woodcuts by J. W. Whymper, 2 thick vols. 8vo. c/., las Edin., 1865

Containing much interesting meteorological iutbrniation. The author was the inventor of the smishine recorder now in
ye nei-al use at niet«(jrological stations.

6898 CAMPBELL (Lt.-Col. John Robert) Theory and Practice of the Slide Rule, with
diagrams, cr. 8vo. c^., \s 1886

6399 CAMPOLINI (Qiacomo) Propositioni Arithmeticiie et Operation! de Numeri Rotti per
essercitio, studio, e instruttione ... e per chi brama farsi computista, 6 Ragionato, scienza chi
diraostra gl'ett'etti, e produttioni de numeri, pesi, e miaure, ecc, sm. 4to. sewn (rare), 15*

Venetia, 1700
'Questa raro libro i- un;i bella raccolta di 2di problemi in missiiui pirte spettatiti aU'aritmetica mercantile.'—ftitvinft.

6700 CAMUS (Fran9oi8 Joseph de, Gentilhotnme Lorrain) Traite des FORCRS Mouvantes, pour
la Pratique des Arts et Metiers, avee Fxplication de 20 MACHINES NOUVKLLES et Utiles; with
Sfolding plates, 8vo. old calf (rare), l'2s Qd 1732

' «on principal ouvrage. L'auUnir y donne be;iucoup d'indications sur les inoyens de iwrfoctiotiiier lea cilwstaus, aiiisi

que sur une raeilleuro tremix; des m^taux ; et il tire de ses thC-ories plusieurs consenuencos utiles jwur la construction des
mouscpiets, des gros canons, et des machines de toute sorte. On y Injuve les descriptions do plusieurs mecanismea
ingonieux : une espece de tamis. une grue basse a bee, pour creuser un canal ou i-lever uuo chaussee, une macliinc a battre
les gros pilots i)ar un trenil en forme de cabestan ', etc. etc.— Jiiog. Grn.

6701 CANNIZZARO (Stanislao; f.r.s.) Considerations on some Points of the Theoretic
Teaching of Chkmi.stry (Faraday Lecture), 8vo. (pp. 27), sewn, 2s 1872

6702 CANON (John) : Joannis Canonici doctoris clarissimi ordi. minor/ sup octo libros physicor/
[Aristotelis Commentarius] qoes Icipiut ; printed in double columns in got^if letter, folio,

sewn (SOUND AND LARGE COPY) ; VERY RARE, £2. 105
[wgt] Venetiorlv . . . OctauiaM Scotus de Modoetia. M.CCCCLXXXI

Hain-Copinger *4345 and Proctor 4509. It consists of signatures a to o in eights, or 112 11. in all.
' The work upon which his reputation rests, and one very widely usol in the XIV, and XV. centuries, is a commentary

on Aristotle's Pliysics.'— £>. N. B. According to the same authority, the author ' studied at Oxford, and became a member
of the Franciscan order. Afterwards he attended the lectures of Duns Scotus at Paris, but api)ears to have returned
to Oxford, and to have proceeded there to the degree of D.D.'

6703 CANTERZANI (Sebastiano) Osservazioni sul Valor Cardanico, in una Lettera a
Girolamo Saladini, in occasione d' essere uscito un Fof^lio Anonimo, che propone una Maniera di

Ridurre il Casso Irreducibile, con Dissertazione del medesimo Autore ; with vignette of the

Bologncse Inst, of Science on title, 4to. (pp. 59), sewn, 4s 6d Bologna, 1787

6704 CANTONE (Qirolamo, minor conventuale) Nuovo, e Facil Modo di FARE col (^uadrante
Geometrico Horologi Solari, Orizontali, e Verticali a tutte 1' Elevationi di Polo ; with numerous
large woodcuts, roy. 4to. extra boards {slightly water-stained) ; VERY RARE, £1. 10* Torino, 1670

Unknown to Brunet, Graesse, Poggendortt', and the author's biographer in Uiographie GeniraU.

6705 CANTONE (Oberto, da Genova) L'Uso Prattico delr Aritmetica, nel quale con Nuova
Inventione s'insegna in Materia di CONTI, I'Uso tantodella Re<Ma Camera della Sommaria, quanto
di Negotianti Mercandanti, et Artegiani, e come Napoli Cambij, e Recambii in cia.scuna Piazza

;

prima edizione ; with arms on title, sm. 4to. old vellum {title and 2 II. slightly mended and 2 II.

stained, otherwise a sound copy) ; RARE, £1. 5* Napoli, T. Longho, 1599
This rare work was unknown to Poggendorff, and to Prof, de Morgan, who did not even know the author by repute, as

his name is not included in the 'List of 1580 Names of Authors of Works on Arithmetic' There was no copy of any
edition in the Libri Library.

Pp. 239-5t3 contain a very interesting alphabetical list of about 000 articles of merchandise, with their pricen theu
ruling ill Naples.

6706 CANTOR (Oeorg, Univ. Halle) Sur les Fondements de la Theorie des Ense.mbles Trans-
finis, Traduction de F. Marotte ; roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s (p. F. 4 50 nett) 1899

6707 CANTOR (Moritz; Univ. Heidelberg) VoRLESUNGEN iiber GescHICHTE der Mathematik,
von den iiltesten Zeiten bis 1758 (Bd. 1112. Auflage) ; with plate and numerous diagrams, 3 vols,

large 8vo. hf. calf, £2. Is Qd (p. M. 70 unbound) Leipzig, 1880-1901
The standard work on the history of mathematics, indispensable to any good scientilic library.

6708 CAPE (Jonathan, pr.; f.r.s.J Course of Mathematics for H.E. L C. College, Addiscombc,
3rd Edition, with diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, 'is 6d 1847

6709 Fourth Edition [enlarged], diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. c/., 4* 6d 1850
Ranging from Arithmetic to the Differential and Int^Tal Calculus, Calculus of Variations and Finite Differences, and

Astronomy.

6710 Mathe.maticaL Tables of Logarithms, Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants, with

such other Tables as are requisite to be used with the Nautical Almanac, 2nd Ed., roy. 8vo. cL,

2s Qd 1847

6711 CAPELLO (Angelo, Canonico Parmense; F.R.S.) Astro.sophia Numerica, sive Astronomica
SUPPUTANDI Ratio: Cajlestium Corporum Longitudo, ac Latitudo ; Nova Eclipsium Methodus:

Problemata Astronomica : Ephemeridum Constructio : Tabuhe Astrononiic;i» sen Planetarijc, 2 v. :

NovissiM.E NovissiMARUM Saturni, Jovis, Martis, Veneris, et Mercurii, Tabulae ad

datam Planettca Sole Distantiam condita>, et per Trigonometrisr Plan.-p Cavalkrii Problema

XI supputata; ; ivith 8 folding plates: .ASTROSOPHI-E NUMERIC*: Supplementum, id est Helio-

Selenometria ad Nuraeros revocata, ac Exacti.s.simic Luminarium Tabulre juxta Hypotheses ac

Mensuras Isaacci Newtoni ; with 8 folding plates—4 vols. 4to. in 1, contemporary calf extra

{blank lower margin of v. I cut off, but FINE COPY), 12* Qd Venetiis, 1733-7

The first work was highly recommended by Weidler ; the other two were unknown to him, nor are they mentioned by

Pog'ondorff, Graesse, Brunet, etc. The Libri Collection included only vol. I of the Urst work.

6712 CAPPER (Col. James) Observations on the Winds and Monsoons, with Notes, Geo-

graphical and Meteorolo«'ical, folding maj), 4to. (? LARGE Paper), fine copy in contemporary calf^

with inscr. to Richard Watson, Bp. of Llandaff, and his Calgarth Park booklabel, Is Qd 1801
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6714 CAPRON (J. Rand, f.r.a.s.) Photographed Spectra: 136 autotype plates of Metallic,

Gaseous, and other Spectra, and extra plate of the Solar Spectrum {showing bright lines) compared
with the Air Spectrum, with Intro., Descriptions, and Index, 8vo. A/, calf qilt (title stamped) ; out
o/prm^, 12s 6rf (p. £1. 10*)

-' ^ \
f

l^-il
6715 [CAPUANO (Virgilio)] Tarifetta, cioe Invetione di Conteggiare ; ridotta a pratica tanto

facile che ogn' uno potra far ogni gran conto, si invender come in comprare, sia a misura, 6 a peso,
a qiial si voglia altro niodo ad ogni sorte di Precio, e Moneta per tutte le parti del Mondo,
48mo. hoards {very rare), 15s Venetia, 1621
There was no copy of this work in Prof. Riccardi's collection, who quotes it on the authority of a bookseller's catalogue.

6716 [CARACCIOLO (Giovanni, s.j.)] La Trisezione dell' Angolo e la Duplicazione del Cubo
geometricamente Dimostrate, con altri Problem!, e Corollarj, e le Risposte alle Opposizioni finora
apportate ; with Z folding plates, 4to. seiun, \2s i5d Roma, 1790

Rare, unknown t« Riccardi, and one of the very few works on this interesting subject. The above copy is specially
interesting as containing a large number of M3. marginal notes by the Abbate Giuseppe Calandrelli, mathematician
(1749-1827).

6717 CARALP (Henry) Chaudieres et Machines de la Marine de Guerre, l^e Partie : Chaudieres
;

with 2 folding plates, and 151 woodcuts, 8vo. hf cl. neat, 3s ^d (p. F. 6 nett unbound) 1896
6718 CARDANO (Girolamo) Opera Omnia: tarn hactenus excnsa ; hie tanien aucta et emendata

;

quam nunquam alias visa, ac primiim ex Auctoris ipsius Autographis eruta : cura Caroli Sponii,
M.D.; with fine etched portrait wt. 68 {neatly mended), 10 vols, folio in 5, contemporary ivhite vellum
gilt (SOUND COPY) ; RARE, £6. 155 Lugduni, 1663

6719 A Large Paper Copy, 10 vols, large folio, handsomely bound in brown calf extra {joints
neatly mended), by J. Wright (fine copy), £9. 9^

6720 Practica Arithmetice, et Mensurandi Singularis, in qua que preter alias cotinentur,
versa pagina demonstrabit ; editio princeps; with woodcut portrait on title, and numerous
diagrams, 12mo., gotfjif Iftter ; old hf vellum (2 small holes in titles, otherwise a fine copy) ; very
rare, with bookplate of S. Canterzani {mathematician, 1734-1819) ; £2. 10^

Mediolani, Jo. Ant. Castellioneus, 1539
'Cette edition est v&Ye.'—Bmnet. 'A work of great merit for the time, which indirectly led to his renown as a

mathematician, by engaging him in a correspondence with Tartaglia.'
* Rarissimci libro '—Riccardi. According to Prof, de Morgan it first contains the important statement that Leonardo

Pisano was the first to introduce the Arabic numerals into Europe.

6721 De SUBTILITATE Libri XXI, nunc demum recogniti atque perfecti ; with fine portrait on
reverse of title, and numerous other woodcuts and diagrams, folio, calf extra, g. e., by Bradel,
succ'- de Derome {back of binding slightly rubbed, otherivise a VERY fine and tall copy) ; very
RARE, £2. lOs

'

Basilew, 1554
Second Oricinal Edition, greatly enlarged and wholly rewritten. It is beautifully printed in a large Roman typo,

and contains for the first time the celebrated proposition : Igitur his arhilrio victorim relictix, which caused his accusation
of heresy, and was left out in the third ori.ninal edition of i.j60. The above is moreover an unusual issue of the second
edition, containing neither List of Errata nor colophon on the last 1., forming part of nearly all copies of the above edition.
Among other important physical investigations, it contains the first description of a flour-sifting machine, and mentions

the sifting property of undulating air—a fact only rediscovered and made use of within recent times by F. G. Winkler.

6722 Another Copy ; also, De Rerum Varietate Libri XVII, adjectus est Capitum, Rerum
et Sententiarum notatu di^nissimarum Index, editio princeps; with portrait on title and num-
erous woodcuts—2 vols, folio in 1, old white vellum extra (fine copies), £5. 5* ibidem, 1554-7

The rare first edition of 'de Rerum Varietate', and, according to Graesse, 'la seule qui n'ait pas ete mutilee'. It
forms a sequel to the de Subtilitate, and, together with it, contains the author's notions on physics and metaphysics. ' The
chief interest of the work consists in the hints and glimpses it aftords of principles beyond the comprehension of the
writer himself. The inorganic realm of nature he asserts to be animated no less than the organic. The infinite variability
of species is implied,' etc. etc. etc.—Eiicy. Brit.

' Le de Subtilitate, ainsi que le de Rerum Varietate, renferme toutes les connaissances dc Cardan en physique, en ineta-
physique et eu histoire naturelle. . . L'auteur traite tous les sujets, et fait tie son ouvrage une sorte d'encyclopedie de la
science et de I'industrie au XVI« siecle ; encyclopedie qui pent ottrir de curieux renseignements.'

—

Biogr. Gen.

6723 Editio Altera, ab ipsa authoris recognitione, nunc demum emaculatior et longe per-
fectior reddita [cum Indice locupletissimo] ; with numerous ivoodcuts and diagrams, thick 12mo.
sound copy in contemporary limp vellum, with bookplate of S. Canterzani, lbs ' Lugduni, 1580

6724 : Waters (William George) Jerome Cardan : a Biographical Study, with portrait,
8vo. buckram, uncut, with Dr. Emil Reich's bookplate, 5s (p. 10*6^) 1898

6725 CARE (Henry) The Tutor to True English : or Brief and Plain Directions, whereby all that
can Read and Write, may attain to Orthography, etc., etc., with an Introduction to Arith-
metic : more easie than any yet extant, etc. etc., 12mo. original sheep (rare), £1.1* 1688

The above work by this Protestant pamphleteer and editor of the ' Weekly Pacquet of Advice from Rome ' was unknown
to Lowndes, Watt, Allibone, and Prof, de Morgan. It contains some very interesting chapters on contemporary pro-
nunciation and rules for pronouncing, besides its arithmetical interest.

6726 CAREY (George G.) Astronomy, as known at the Present Day ; with the Nature and Use of
Astronomical Instruments, the Manner of Calculating, etc. etc., with portrait of Newton, and
numerous woodcuts, 8vo. boards, 3s 1825

6727 Reprint, with portrait of Newton, and ivoodcuts, 8vo. d., Zs Qd 1842
6728 Complete System of Theoretical and Mercantile Arithmetic, comprehending a full

View of the various Rules necessary in Calculation, with Practical Illustrations [and Table of
Logarithms], 8vo. (pp. 574 and 1. of Enata), boards, 4s Qd 1818

' a commercial book with a table of logarithms is rare in the XIX. Century.'—Pro/, de Morgan.

6729 CARL (Philipp, Miinchen) Die Principien der astronomischen Instrumentenkunde ;

ivith 15 folding plates, roy. 8vo. sewn, 3s 6rf (p. M. 6] Leipzig, 1863
6730 CARLINI (Francesco) Tavole pel Calcolo delle Altezze Barometriche, roy. 8vo. (pp. 15),

sewn, 2s M Milano, 1823
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A very rare work on navigation.
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No. 7256 (page 371).

The invention of analytical geometry.
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0733 CARMICHAEL (Robert, pr., m.k.i.a.) On Certain Methods in the Calculus of Finite
Differences, 8vo. (pp. 30), sewn, with author's inscr.^ 2s 6rf Dublin, 1860

6734 Theorems in the Calculus of Operations, 8vo. (pp. 7), sewn, with author's inscr.,

2* [ib., 1853]
6735 Treatise on the Calculus of Operations, to facilitate the Processes of the Ditferential

and Integral Calculus and the Calculus of Finite Differences, with diagrams, 8vo. d. (scarce*,
I2s Qd 1855

' Containing sDiiie iuterestiu^ theorems respactiiig attraction.'—Pro/. Todhunter.

6736 Another Copv : also: Jellett (John Hewitt, d.d., Provost T. C. D.) Elementary
Treatise on the Calculus of Variations, with plate—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. purple morocco gilt
(fine copv) ; VERY SCARCE, £2. 7* 6rf \^b—Dublin, '50

'This valuable work [Dr. Jellett's] constitutes the only complete treatise on the calculus of variations in the English
languv^'.i ... We strongly recommend the student to mister this important woiamQ.'—Todhunter's llUtory of tke CalciUiis
nj Variations.

6737 CARNELL (P. P., f.h.s.) Treatise on Family Wine Making, regulated for Excellent Wines
from the Various Fruits of this Country, with Description of Part of a Recent Vintage

;

with Experimental Lecture, 8vo. (pp. 160), hf. calf gilt, with bookplate and MS. notes of
Henri/ B. H. Beau/oy, F.B.S. {rare), lOs 6d [1814]

Written in an absurd style of pious bombast, and claiming to be the first practical and systematic work on the subject.
The ingredients, besides grapes, gooseberries, currants, elderberries. k.t.K., include beetroot, sassafras chips, bitter
almonds, lavender, nutmegs, wormwoo<i, coriander-seed, British spirit, red tartar, and treacle, and the resulting brews
must have been too horrid even for the stomach of the most All-British Tariff Reformer.

6738 CARNOT (Adolphe, de I'Institut) Sur la D^couverte dun GiSEMENTde Bismuth en France,
et sur quelques Min^raux trouves dans ce Giseraent, 8vo. (pp. 17), sewn, with author's inscription,

2s [1878]
6739 Traite d'ANALYSE des Substances Min^rales, Tome II : Metalloides ; vnth wood-

cuts, thick roy. 8vo. sewn, 12s 6d (p. F. 25 nett) 1904
6740 CARNOT ^Lazare Nicolas Marguerite, de I'Institut ; • the Organiser of Victory

' ; grand-
father of President Carnot) Geometrie de Position, edition originale; with 15 folding plates,

4to. hf russia gilt (RARE), £1. 7* 6rf 1803
' Dealing with projective rather than descriptive geometry, and containing an elaborate discussion of the geometrical

meaning of negative roots of an algebraic equation.'— W'. W. R. Ball. ' By his effort to explain the meaning of the negative
sign in geometry he established a ' geometry of position '.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

6741 REFLEXIONS sur la M6taphysique du Calcul Infinitesimal, 3^ Ed. ; with plate, 8vo.

sewn {some II. stained), 6s 1839
* 11 y prend partie centre la refonne qu'avalt tentee Lagrange par sa methode des variations. 11 souhaite qu'on s'en

tienne A la marche si simple, si luir.ineuse dij Lr^ibniz, qui se prete d'ailleurs mieux aux applications. Les math^maticiens
ont suivi ses conseils, sans gouter toutefois ses raisonnements.'—/. Boyer.

6742 Reflections on the Theory of the Infinitesimal Calculus (the Method of Fluxions),
trans, and illustrated with Notes, by William Dickson, withplate, 8vo. (pp. 56), sewn {rare), IsQd 1801

6743 CARPENTER (Rolla Clinton, Cornell Univ.) Experimental Engineering, and Manual
for Testing, for Engineers and Students in Engineering Laboratories, 6th Ed., enlarged, with
front, and 335 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., \Qs 6d (p. £1. 55 nett) New York, 1906

6744 CARPENTER ( William Benjamin, f.r.s.
; physiologist) Mechanical Philosophy, Horo-

logy, and Astronomy, with 175 woodctits, thick post 8vo. cl. {loose in cover), 3s 1843
6745 New Edition, with 181 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s 1857
6746 CARR (G. S.) Synopsis of Elementary Results in Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. I,

Part I, it'ith diagrams, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 12*) 1880

6747 CARRiiRE (Joseph Barthelemy Fran9ois, Conseiller-M^dedn ordinaire de Louis XV)
(Catalogue Raisonn^ des Uuvrages qui ont 6te publics sur les Eaux Min6rales en g6ndral et

sur celles de la France en particulier ; 4to. old calf gilt {rare), Ms 6d 1785
' Son ouvrage ost le plus estime apres la Bibliotheque.'—Biogr. Grn.

6748 CARRINGTON (Richard Christopher, f.r.s.) Observations of the Spots on the Sun from
Nov. 9, 1853, to March 2i, 1861, made at Redhill, with 166 plates, roy. 4to. cl. {scarce), I6s 6d 1863

The most important work on the subject. ' From a serit-s of .'.,2t>0 observations and a great number of accurate draw-
ings, CarringUm derived conclusions of great importance on the law <»f the suti's rotation, the existence and direction of
systematic currents, and the distribution of spots on the solar surface '

—

Miu Agnes M. Gierke.

6749 CASATI (Paolo, s.j.) Fabrica, et lJ.so del Compasso di Pkoportione, dove insegna h, gli Arte-
fici il Modo (li fare in esso le necessarie Divisioni, econ varij Problemi usuali raostra TUtilITA di

questo SrRO.MENTO, 2» Ed., notabilmente accresciuta ; withfolding plates, and numerous woodcuts
and diagrams, sni. 4to. boards, uncut {sound copy), 10* 6d Bologna, 1685

' II compasso di proporzione era uno strument<» allora molto bposso usato ; e parecchl a ne aveano estosamente
trattato.'

—

liia'ardi.

6750 Terra Machinis Mota : Dissertationes GeoraetriciN Mechanical, Physica?, Hydrostaticie,

in quibus Machinarum Conjugataruin Vires inter se comi)arantur ; Multiplici Nova Methodo
Terra* Magnitudo et Gravitas investigatur : Archimedes Terne Motionem spondens ab Arro-
ganti.'c Suspicione vindicatur; ivithfolding plate, and numerous uwodcuts and diagrams, sni. 4to.

Jine and large copy in boards (rare), £1. 1* Roma',, 1658
' Ills work, in which several methods are explained in onler to ascertain the true dimensions and weight of the whole

earth, is full of curious experiments. For instance, from experiment the weight of water, which was previously supposed
to be 4(X) times that of the air, is here stated to Ije 12(X) times. The work is under the form of a dialogue between Galileo,

Guldin, and Mersenne, who are much praised by the author.'—Libri Catalogue.

6751 Terra Machinis Mota, eju.sque Gravitas et Dlmensio: Dissertationes duae, quas in

Collegio Romano Societatis Jesu publico exposuit ; with arms engraved on title, large woodcuts, and
diagrams, folio, sewn {partly stained) ; very rare, 15* ibidem, 1655

This is the original thesis on which the foregoing and full«r work is based. Prof. Riccarxli had no copy of it, and was
only able ta quote one copy, that in the Biblioteca Marciana.
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6754 CARSON (Williani, m.i c.e.) The Passenger Steamers of the Thames, the INIersey, and the

Clyde, with Abstract of the Discussion, edited by James Forrest, 3foldingplates, 8vo. sewn, 2s 1880
6755 CARTER (Herbert R., Belfast) Modern Flax, Hemp, and Jute Spinning and Twisting,

with 92 illustrations, Svo. cl., 5s (p. 7* Qd nett) 1907
6756 The Spinning and Twisting of Long Vegetable Fibres (Flax, Hemp, Jute, Tow, and

Ramie) : a Practical Manual of Modern Methods for their Hackling, Carding, Preparing, Spinning,
and Twisting, with 10 plates, and 151 other illustrations, sq. 8vo. d., 10s Qd (p. 16* nett) 1904

' Perhaps more than satisfactory. We must highly commend the work as representing up-to-date practice.'—A^aiwrr.

6757 CASELLA (Louis P., f.r.a.s.) Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of Surveying,
Philosophical, Mathematical, Optical, Photographic, and Standard Meteorological
Instruments, vnth numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s 6d [1871]

6758 CASEY (John, f.r.s.) Treatise on Spherical Trigonometry, and its Application to Geodesy
and Astronomy, with numerous Examples, 62 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl. (scarce), Is 6d Dublin, 1889

6759 CASSINI (Giovanni Domenico; f.r.s.) Abrege des Observations et des Reflexions sur la

Comete qui a paru au Mois de Decembre 1680, et aux Mois de Janvier, Fevrier et Mars de 1681 :

Observations sur la Comete qui a paru au Mois de Decembre 1680 et en Janvier 1681 ; with
3folding plates—2 vols. 4to. in 1, contemporary calf gilt (rare), £1. 1* 1681

' Les cometes de 1G77 et 1680 lui fournirent I'idee d'assignera ces astres une route particuliere dans le ciel, qu'il appelait
le zodiuque des cometes.'—Dr. F. Iloefer.

6760 CASSINI (Jacques; f.r.s.) Elements d'AsTRONOMiE : Tables Astronomiques du Soleil, de
la Lune, des Planetes, des Etoiles fixes, et des Satellites de Jupiter et de Saturne, avec 1' Explica-
tion et rUsage : Additions aux Tables Astronomiques, par Cesar Francois Cassini de Thury—3 vols. 4to. in 2, with numerous folding plates ; old calf gilt {newly rebacked) ; rare, £1. 3*

Impr. Royale, 1740-56

6761 Another Copy, 3 vols. 4to. contemporary French calf extra {binding of v. Ill wormed,
otherwise a fine copy), £1. 5*

' Traits tres complet, dans lequel I'auteur se livre ib une recherche originale de la valeur des principaux elements
numoriques de rastronotnie, et qui contient des details historiques encore int^ressantsaujourd'hui.'

—

Houzeau et Lancaster.

6762 CASSINI de THURY (Cesar FranQois ; f.r.s.) La Meridienne de I'Observatoire Royal
de Paris, verifies dans toute I'Etendue du Royaume par de nouvelles Observations, pour en
deduire la Vraye Grandeur des Degres de la Terre, tant en Longitude qu'en Latitude, et

pour y assujettir toutes les Operations Geom^triques faites par ordre du Roy, pour lever une
Carte g(^nerale de la France ; avec des Observations d'Histoire Naturelle par L. G. Le Monnier

;

with Unfolding copperplates, 4to. old calf newly rebacked, IQs 6d 1744
'The results obtained in the geodetical operations which had been carried on during some years in France, were

published in 1744 under the title of La Meridienne, etc. . . . This work supersedes the De la Grandeur [published by
Jacques Cassini in 1720].'

—

Prof. Todhunter.

6763 Relation de Deux Voyages faits en Allemagne, pour determiner la Grandeur
des Degres de Longitude, pour poser les Fondemens d'uue Carte de FAllemagne, etc. etc. ; with
numerousfolding copperplates, 4to. old calf, newly rebacked, lOs dd 1763

6764 CASSON (Herbert Newton) The Romance oif Steel : the Story of a Thousand Millionaires,

with 66 plates {chiefly portraits), Svo. cl., 6s (p. 105 6d nett) 1908
Founded on materials supplied by the thousand millionaires.

6765 CASTLE (Henry James, c.e.) Engineering and Field Notes on Parish and Railway
Surveying and Levelling, with practical Formul.iB for the Calculation of Earth-work, the
Theory and Practice of running out [Railway] Curves and putting down Side Stakes, etc., and
Traverse Tables, 2nd Ed., with 10 plates {many folding), and numerous woodcuts, Svo. cl.

{some II. holed or cut on margin), 5s 1847

6766 CATALDI (Pietro Antonio, da Bologna) Algebra Discorsiva, Numerale, e Lineale,
dove discorrendo con il Giudicio naturale si inventano le Regole alle Equationi Algebraiche, ed il

Modo da esequire le Operazioni loro in Numeri, ed in Linee [Prima Parte : Algebra
Numerals], folio, seivn {very rare), l&s Bologna, 1618

' Dans cet ouvrage il s'est propose d'employer les lignes en lieu d'operer sur les nombres, et il a coustruit generalement
I'equation du second degre.'—M. Lihri.

6767 [ ] Prima [Seconda, Terza e Quarta] Parte della Pratica Aritmetica, overo
Element! Pratici delli Numeri Aritmetici [Geometrici, Naturali, 6 Denominati ; e dove si tratta

della principalissima, e necessarissima Regola chiamate comunemente del Tre], 4 vols, folio in 1,

old vellum {wanting pp. 1-2, 7-8, and 141-4 of vol. Ill) ; very rare, £5. 5s ibidem, 1602-6-17-16
The first part was the author's first work, written at the age of 17, and published under the anagram of Perito Annotio.
Complete copies in 4 parts are extremely difticult to get. The Libri Library contained only the first two, while Prof, de

Morgan only knew the last.

6768 Trattato della Quadratura del Cerchio, dove si esamina un Nuovo Modo di

QUADRARLO per Numeri, et insierae si mostra come, Dato un Rettilineo, si formi un Curvilineo,

equale ad esso Dato, et di piii alcune Trasformationi di Curvilinei niisti fra loro ; with 5 plates

and other diagrams, folio, old vellum (VERY rare), £2. 2s ib., 1612
' This work claims a place as beginning with the quadratiire of Peliegrino Borello of Reggio, who will have the circle to

be exactly 3 diameters and /^ of a diameter. Cataldi, taking van Ceulen's approximation [v. No. 748, ante'\, works hard
at the finding of integers which nearly represent the ratio . . . He has but 20 of van Ceulen's 30 places, which he takes
from Clavius,' etc. etc. etc.—Pro/, de Morgan.
A copy of the above sold for 70 francs in 1857.

' Ces divers ecrits sont devenus fort rares. Quoiqu'il existe plus de trente ouvrages divers de ce fecond 6crivain, dont
Vactivite etait infatigable, on ne trouve son nom ni dans VHistoire des JUuthimotiques de Montucla, ni dans I Apereu
historiqne de M. Chasles sur l«s methodes on geometrie. Cataldi merite une place distingude parmi les geometres italiens

de son siecle. En plusieurs circonstances, il a devance des mathematiciens qui jouissent d'une grande reputation. Ce
fut sans contredit un homine d'un g^nie inventif et d'un grand savoir ; il etait si passionn^ pour la science, que plusieurs

fois il fit distribuer gratis ses ouvrages dans plus dc cent villes d'ltalie, pour I'instruction des ouvricrs et des pauvres.'—
Biogr. Gin.
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6769 [CASTELLI (Carlo)] Tromka Napoleone, o sia Nuova Maccufna Idraultca, destinata
al N'ario SoUevamento deir Acqiia ; withfolding copperplate^ 8vo. (pp. 72), sewn, QsQd Milano, 1808

Dedicateil to Eugene Na])oleoii, Viceroy of Italy.

6770 CATANEO (Girolamo, Novarese) Opera del Misurare, Libri II, uel priiuo s'inse^na a
Misurar, et Partir' i Caiupi . . . Nel Secondo a Misurar le Muraj^lie, Irabottar Grani, Vini, Fieni,
e Strami ; col Livellar I'Acque, ed altre Cose necessirie h. gli Afjriniensori ; with numerous
diagrams, sm. 4to. boards (some wormholes), l'2s 6d Brescia, 1608

The secoinl and enlarged edition of a rare work which was unknown to Brunet, who quotes the first of 1572 on the
authority of Haym. The above bears on title the auto. Pandolti—probably Giangiacomo Pandolfi, painter (Cent. XVII.).

6771 CATANI [o OATANEO] (Pietro de, da Siena) Le Pratiche delle Due Prime Mathe-
MATICHE : Libro d' Albaco e Geometria, nuovaniente starapate ; printed in italics, with diagrams,
sm. 4to. boards (LARGE AND FINE copv) ; RARE, £1. 10? Venetia, per Nicnolo Bascarini, 1546

' Rarissimo libro, oiuessa dal Brunet ; uno dei piCl interessanti trattati d'aritmetica del secolo XVI '. —RiccanU.
6772 Nuova Edizione [rifatta], con il Pratico e veio Modo di Misurar la Terra ; with

diagrams, sm. 4to. sewn {title soiled, and afew II. stained or slightly wormed), lis 6c?

ibidem, Giov. Griffio, 1659
6773 Another Copv, boards (large copy), £1.1*

'Edizione pure rara e pregiata. E notevole come nel trattatello dl geometria pratica, benche aflatto elemcntare,
detennini e.sattainente I'area del triangolo in funzione dei lati.'—/ftccardi.

' A valuable work, containing some Algebraic matter and a problem (tre mariti gelosi con le lor niogli per pa8.<iare un
flume, etc.) which is the original of the celebrated problem of the Fox, the Goose, and the Barley, Leonardo Pisano is

quoted at the very beginning by the author, who designates as Indian the numerical figures commonly termed Arabic'

—

Libri Catalogue. There was no copy of the 16 ta edition in the Libri Library, while the work was quit« unknown to
Poggendorfl', Montucla, Prof, de Morgan, etc.

6774 OATJCHY (Augustin Loais; f.r.s.) Cours d'ANALYSK, de I'Ecole Royale Polytechnuiue,
iRK Partie [seule parue] : ANALYSE Alg^brique, Svg. hf. calf, with bookplate of Prof. H. W.
LI. Tanner, F.R.S. , Qs 1821

6775 Memoire sur la Th^orie des Nombres; prd^entd h. TAcadt^mie des Sciences le 31 Mai
1830, 4to. (pp. 520), sewn, \Qs 6rf 1830

6776 , et I'Abbe Franqois Napoleon Marie MOIGNO : Lecons de Calcul Diffkrentiel
et de Calcul Integral, Tomes I et II, 1« Partie [tout pani]; with 2 platen, 2 thick vols. 8vo.

calf gilt (scarce), £1. 1840-4
'A work of great merit. Had it been studied more diligently by writers of text-books in England ani the United

States, many a lax and loose method of analysis hardly as yet eradicated from elementary text-books would have beendis.
carded over half a century ago. Cauchy was the first to publish a rigorous proof of Taylor's theorem. He greatly improved
the exposition of fundamental principles of the differential calculus by his mode of considering limits and his new theory
on the continuity of functions.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

6777 CAUS (Isaac de) New Invention of Water-Works, teaching how to Raise Water Higher
THAN THE Spring, by which Invention the Perpetual Motion is proposed, many hard Labours
performed ; as also, a Description of Capt. Savory's [sic] Engine for Raising of vast Quanti-
ties of Water by Fire, with 3 plates (2 folding, and one on copper by J. Sturt) and numerous
woodcuts, 4to. sewn {title mounted and partly infs., and some II. browned) ; very rare, £3. 10^

J. Moxon, 1704
This work has now become excessively rar«, and is especially interesting for the full description of Svverv's third

ENOI^fE ' for raising water by fire ', and the fine folding plate by J. Sturt illustrating it.

De Caus's work was first published in the English translation by John Leak in 1059 (r. No. 729 anU), and seems to liave

been unknown to Mr. Dircks, who does not mention it in his Perpetuum Mobile.

6778 CATTTLEY (Col. Sir Proby Thomas; constructor of the Ganges Canal; f.r.s.) Notes and
Memoranda on the Eastern Ju.mna, or Doab Canal, and on the Water Courses in the
Deyra Doon, with numerous plates {the folding ones linen-mounted), 8vo. hf. calf gilt {title

.ftamped), 6s Roorkee, 1862

6779 CAVALIERI [latine CAVALERIUSJ (Bonaventura, Ord. Jesuatorum S. Hieronymi)
DIRECTORIUM OENERALE URANOMETRICUM, in quo TRIGONOMETRIiE LOGARITHMIC* FUNDA-
MENTA, ac Kegul^ denionstrantur, Astrononiictuiiue Supputationes ad Solam ferfe Vultrarem
Additionem reducuntur [cum Tabula Trigonometrica- Logarithmica], editio princeps;
with diagrams, 4to. contemporary hf. calf gilt {browned as usual, but a SOUND COPY) ; rare,
£1. Is Bononue, 1632

Containing the author's discovery of the expression for the area of a spherical triangle in tenns of the spherical excess.

He was also the first to introduce the use of logarithms into Italy, and the above work contains thei first logarithmic table

printed in that country.

0780 Triqonometria Plan\ et Sph.^riCA, Linearis et Logarithmica ; h. e. tarn per Sinuum,
Tangentium, et Secantiura Multiplicationem, ac Divisioneiu juxta Veteres ; quam per Lo^arith-

moruni simplicem ievh Additionem juxta Ilecentiores ; atl Triangulonim dimetiendos Angulos, et

Latera procedens ; cum Canone Duplici Trigonometrica, et Chiliade Numerorum abso-

lutorum ab 1 usque ad 1000, eorumque Logarithmis, ac Differentijs ; unth front, on copper, and
plate, ito.fne copy in contemporary limp vellum, 10s ibidem, 1643

a reprint of the above work.

6781 Geometria Indivisibilibus Continuorum nova quadam Ratione promota; in hac
postrema Editione ab Erroribus expurgata ; with numerous diagrams, 4to. old calf newly rebacked

(FINE AND LARGE COPY) ; RARE, £1. 105 lb., 1653
The author's chief work, celebrated for elaborating his method of indivisibles and iniportant as one of the works that

letl up to tho invention of the differential calculus.
' This work expounds his method of Indivisibles, which occupies an intenne<liate place between the method of exhau.stion

of the Greeks and the methods of Newton and Leibnitz. He considers lines as composed of an infinite number of lines,

and solids as an infinite number of planes. The relative magnitude of two solids or surfaces could then be found simply
by the summation of .series of planes or lines ... By this method Cavalieri 8olve<l the majority of the problems proposed
by Kepler.'—/'r«/. ('njori.
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6782 CAVALLI (Abate Atanagio, Universitd Gregoriana) Lettere Meteorologiche Romane
;

with folding plate of meteorological instruments, and view of Caetani Observatory, 8vo. sewn;
uncut {rare), 85 &d Roma, 1785

6783 CAVALLO (Tiberius, f.r.s.) Complete Treatise of Electricity, in Theory and Practice
;

with oricrinal Experiments, first edition, with Zfolding copperplates, 8vo. nice copy in contemporary
tree-calf gilt, 10s 1777

6784 Another Copy, sewn, 85
The last part, ' New Experiments in Electricity ', contains the author's original investigations and inventions, including

that of a pith-ball electroscope which, with modifications, is used at the present time, electrometers for the rain, the
electrical kite, and experiments performed with it, etc. etc.

6785 Second Edition, with considerable Additions and Alterations, and Appendix [pp. 51]

,

with ^folding copperplates, 8vo. hf calf, 10s Qd 1782
6786 Another Copy, sewn, 9s

6787 Third Edition, containing the Practice of Medical Electricity, besides other Addi-
tions and Alterations, with 5 folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf with author's silhouette
portrait pasted on flyleaf, and his signature underneath, also auto, of W. G. Maton,
M.D.,F.B.S.,\lsU 1786

This edition first contains the Medical Electricity, originally published apart in 17S0.

6788 Fourth [last] Edition, containing the Practice of Medical Electricity, with other
Additions and Alterations, with Q folding plates, 3 vols. 8vo. hoards, uncut (scarce), £1.1s 1795

The third volume of this edition is wholly new, and contains discoveries and improvements made since the publication
of the third edition.

6789 Description of a New Electrical Instrument capable of collecting together a
Diffused or a little Condensed Quantity of Electricity, with copperplate by Basire, 4to. (pp. 6),

sewn, 2s 1788
6790 Description of a Simple Micrometer for Measuring Small Angles Avith the

Telescope, with copperplate by Basire, 4to. (pp. 12), sewn, 2s Qd 1791
6791 Description and Use of the Telescopical Mother-of-Pearl Micrometer, 8vo.

(pp. 41), sewn, 4s 1793
The micrometer was of the author's own invention, and had 'a small semi-transparent scale or slip of mother-of-

pearl, about ^,7 inch broad, divided into a number of equal parts by parallel lines, every fifth or tenth a little longer than
the rest.

6792 The Elements of Natural or Experimental Philosophy, Vol. I, with 8 folding
copperplates by Basire, 8vo. boards, 3s Qd 1803

Containing a chapter on Aerostation (pp. 45).

Magnetical Experiments and Observations—v. Bennet, nn. 6125, ante.

6793 Of the Methods of manifesting the Presence, and ascertaining the Quality, of Small
Quantities of Natural or Artificial ELECTRiciTY,m</t copperplate,4to. (pp.22), sewn, 2s Qd 1787

6794 Of the Temperament of those Musical Instruments in which the Tones, Keys, or

Frets, are Fixed, as in the Harpsichord, Org in, Guitar, etc., with large folding table, 4to.

(pp. 17), sewn, 2s 6d
'

1788
6795 Treatise on Magnetism, in Theory and Practice, with original Experiments, loith

2 folding plates by Basire, 8vo. hf. cL, uncut, 10s 60? 1787
' Embi-acin/? all that was known on the subject at the time . . . Cavallo was a Neapolitan who came to England in early

life, and was the inventor of several philosophical instruments and pieces of apparatus for electrical and chemical experi-

ments. Much ingenuity was shown in their construction, all his instruments f«)r the measurement of the quantity and
force of electricity being remarkable for their extreme delicacy and correctness.'— iZ. H%tnt, F.R.S. They are shown in

the plates of the above works.

6796 CAVENDISH (Hon. Henry, f.r.s., Account of Experiments made by John McNABof Hud-
son's Bay, relative to the Freezing of Nitrous and Vitriolic Acids, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn, 2s Qd 1788

6797 Account of Experiments made at Henley House, Hudson's Bay, by John McNab,
relating to Freezing Mixtures, 4to. (pp. 32), sewn, 3s 1786

6798 On the Conversion of a Mixture of Dephlogisticated and Phlogisticated Air into

Nitrous Acid, by the Electric Spark, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn, 4s Qd 1788
The author made the important discovery that the electric spark discharged through moist air produces nitric acid—

a

fact only recently utilised for the i)roduction of artificial manure.

6799 On the Height of the Luminous Arch seen on Feb. 23, 1784, 4to. (pp. 10), sewn, 2s 1790
Including Observations on Respiration by Dr. Priestley.

6800 , The Life of, including Abstracts of his more important Scientific Papers, and critical

Inquiry into the CLAIMS of the alleged Discoverers of the Composition of Water, by George
Wilson, m.d., with portrait and ivoodcuts, 8vo. cl., 7s Qd Cavendish Soc, 1851

6801 Another Copy, hf calf gilt, 8s Qd
' Wilson fully established the priority of Cavendish with regard to the experimental results on which the theory of the

composition of water is based, and showed that Muirhead and Lord Jeffrey had overestimated Watt's merits.'—D. N. B.

6802 CAVENDISH SOCIETY'S Publications ; complete from their beginning in 1848 to their

conclusion in 1870, with plates and woodcuts, 29 vols. 8vo. cl., and Atlas, 4to. boards—in all

30 vols., £7. 7s 1848-70
Contents :—Chemical Reports and Memoirs, ed. by T. Graham, p.r.s.. '4S : Life and Works of the Hon. Henry

Cavendish, by G. Wilson, m.d., '51 : Lehmann (C. G.) Physiological Chemistry, trans, by G. E. Day, f.r.s., 3 v., with
Atlas, '.51-4: Memoirs of the Life and Scientilic Researches of John Dalton, by W. C. Henry, f.r.s., 'iA : Bischof (K. G.)

Elements of Chemical and Physical Geology, trans, by B. H. Paul and J. Drummond, 3 v., '.">4-9
: Laurent (A) Chemical

Method, Notation, Classification, and Nomenclature, trans, by W. Odling, f.r s ,
'55: Gmelin (L.) Hand-Book of

Chemistry, trans, by H. Watts, 10 v., '48-70.

6803 CAVENTOU (Joseph. Bienaime) Nouvelle Nomenclature Chimique, d'apres la Classi-

fication adoptee par M. Thenard, 2^ Ed., augraent^e; with folding table, 8vo. hoards, or, sewn,
4s Qd 1825

Unknown to Poggendorff, who mistakenly gives the author's Christian name as Jean Baptiste. At end is a ' Table
synonymique' (pp. 101), giving the old and now nomenclature of about 4,000 chemical compounds.
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080G CAYLEY (Arthur, f.k.s.) Collected Mathematical Tapeus, loith 3 fine photogravure
portraits (on India paper), woodcuts, and diagrams, 13 v., with INDEX—14 vols. 4to. A/, parch-
ment, uncut, ivith bookplate of Prof. H. W. Lloyd Tanner, F.B.S., £11. (p. £16. 125 Qd)

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1889-98
6S07 Elementary Treatise on Elliptic Functions, with diagrams, Svo. cl. , 5* 6rf (p. 155)

ibidem, 1876
6308 Memoirs upon Quantics, with plate, complete in 10 parts 4to. in 9, sewn (scarce),

165 1854-78
' Cayley contributed to nearly every subject in the range of pure mathematics, and some of its branches owe their

origin to him. Conspicuously among these may be cited the theory of invariants and covariants ; the general establish-
ment of hypergeometry on broad foundations, and specially the introduction of ' the absolute ' into the discussion of
metrical properties ; the profound development of branches of algebra, which first were explained in a memoir on
matrices ; centributions to the theorj' of groups of operations ; and advances in the theory of the solution of the
quintic equation. No less important were his contributions to the theory of analytical geometry, alike in regard to
cunt's and to surfaces. . . . Ilis services in the region of theoretical astronomy were of substantial importance,'
etc. etc. etc.—/'/o/. A. R. Forsyth.

(J 309 OELLARIUS (Andreas) Harmonia Macrocosmica, sen Atlas Universalis et Novus, ToTius
Universi Creati Cosmographiam Generalem et Novam exhibens ; in qua omnium totiua

Mundi Orbium Harmonica Conatructio, .secundum diversas diversorum Autliorum Opiniones, ut
et Uranometria, seu totus Orbis Ccjclestis, ac Planetarura Theorijv, et Terrestris Globus, tarn

Planis et Scenoo;raphicis Iconibus, qujim Descriptionibus novis ab Oculos ponuntur ; with Atlas,
containing '2Q finely engravedfolding maps on copper (ALL IN FINE contemporary hand-colour-
ing), also a duplicate set of the maps plain {but wanting map XIII), 3 vols. impl. folio,

hf bound (RARE), £3. 3* Amstelodami, 1660-1708
a beautifully executed atlas of the planetary system and the northern constellations. The vignettes surrounding them

repn-sent portraits of astronomers, astronomical instruments, etc., while one terrestrial hemisphere shows Austhama.

CELSIUS (Anders, Univ. Upsala)—v. Maupertuis, ;)o.?<.

6S10 CHABAT (Pierre) Dictionnaire des Termes employes dans la Construction, et concernaiit
la Connaissanee et I'Emploi des Matdriaux ; I'Outillage qui sert,ti leur mise en oeuvre ; I'Utilisa-

tion de ces .Matdriaux dans la Construction des divers Genres d'Edifices Anciens et Modernes ; et

la liGfrislation des BAtiments, 2® Ed. ; with 3514 woodcuts, 4 vols. impl. Svo. hf red morocco gilt

(title and a few II. of v. II slightly damaged), £1. 15.v (p. F. 120 nett unbound) 1881
6811 CH.AJjTS.'EB&iJB.ir^eB^inventorof the 'Chalmers Target ')i:\iQ Channel Railway, connecting

England and France, with vignette, large folding plate, and map, roy. Svo. cl. {cover stained)

;

scarce, \0s M 1861
This work first suggested the two tubes on the bottom scheme.

6S12 CHALMERS (Thomas, d.d.) Discourses on the Christian Revelation viewed in Con-
nexion with the Modern Astronomy, post Svo. cl., 2s Qd Edin., 185i, or '6

6813 On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God as manifested in the Adaptation of

External Nature to the Moral and Intellectual Constitution of Man (Bridgewater Treatise) ; with
Memoir by John Cumming, d.d., post Svo. cl., 3s 1853

Though chiefly now remembered outside Scotland as the lionhearted leader of the Disruption, Dr. Chalmers,
as a mathematician, a chemist, and to some extent an astronomer, had a considerable acquaintance with tht;

exact .sciences, in any of which he would probably have made his mark. His interest in them all however was soon
swallowed up in that love of his fellew men which as theologian, preacher, and above all Christian philanthropist in

Glasww's darkest wynds, made him one of the greatest of all Scotsmen, and one of the noblest of men.

6314 CHAMBEKS'S Mathematical Tables : Logarithms of Numbers 1 to 108000, and Trigono-
metrical, Nautical, and other Tables, edited by James Pryde, new Ed., cr. Svo. cl., 2s 6d
(p. 4.? 6d) 1897

6815 CHAMBERS (Charles, F.R.S., Colaba Observatory) The Meteorology of the Bombay
Presidency, 4t()., with Atlas, containing numerous views and charts, atla.s folio—2 vols, cl.,

10s6rf(p. £1. 10.«) 1878

6816 ( — and F.) Magnetical and Meteorological Observations at the Government
Observatory, Bombay, 1871-1882, with numerous folding charts, besides diagrams, 2 vols, folio,

cl., 10.S 6rf Bombay, 1881-3
Including the following paj)er8 by Chari.ks Cuambkrs: ' Notes on a ComiMirison of Two Unifllar Magnetometers made

at the Tolaba Observatory, Bombay' ; and 'The Absolute Direction and Intensity of the Earth's Magnetic Force at
Bombay, and its Secular and Annunl Variations.'

6317 CHAMBERS ^George Frederick, F.R.A.S.) Descriptive Astronomy, with front, and 217
woodcuts, including many j)lates {some COLOURED), thick Svo. d., 5s (p. £1. \s)

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1867
6 SIS Handbook of Descriptive and Practical Astronomy, with 151 illustrations (many

full-page), thick post Svo. cl., 3s (p. 12«) 1861

6819 '- Third Edition [j,'reatly enlarged], with 286 illustrations (34 full-page), thick roy. Svo.

cl. {fresh copy), 8s 6d (p. £1. 8s) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1877
With bibliography, including a valuable list of Star Catalogues.

6520 [CHAMBERS (Robert, publisher)] Explanations: a Sequel to 'Vestiges of the Natural
History of Creation ', by the Author of that Work, post Svo. cl., 3s 1845

With chapter on the nebular hypothesis.

6521 CHAPIN (Charles Value, m. d.) Municipal Sanitation in the United States, with 1 13 illus-

trations (inrlvdiug folding plate), thick roy. Svo. cl., ]2s6d (p. £1. 5* nett) Providence, R.I, 1901

6522 CHAPPUIS (James), et Alphonse BEROET : Lkcons de Physique G6n6rale, Tome II

:

Electkicitk et Magn^tisme, 2^ fid., entierement refondue ; with 400 woodcuts, 2 parts roy. Svo.

sewn, 8s (p. F. 15 nett) 1899-1900

0823 CHAXJDET (Laurent Jean, essayeur des monnaies de France) L'ARTde I'ESSAYBUR, Svo. sewn,

3s 6d 18.35

24
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6S24 CHAPMAN (Fredrich Henrik af, Swedish Admiral) Traite de la Construction ties

Vaisskaux, avec Eclaircissemeiis et Deinoustrations concernant rArcliitectuia Navalis Merca-
toiia, traduit avec Notes et Additions, par Vial DU Clairbois ; with 20 folding plates, 4to.

contemporary French mottled calf extra (fine copy) ; RARE, £1. 12a- M Brest, 1781
•Cette traduction est plus estimee quo celle par Lemonuier.'—QKerartZ. There was no copy in the Scott Library. The

author was the first to elaborate a complete theory of shipbuilding, and to give rules for finding the centre of gravity and
the carrying power of ships.

6825 [ ] Treatise concerning the True Method of Finding the Proper Area of the Sails
for Ships of the Line, and from thence the Length of Masts and Yards, with folding plate, 12mo.
scion {rare), \0s 6d 1794

Containing as a supplement an English translation of the author's important ' True Method for finding the Height of
the Centre of Gravity in a Ship when laying [sic] in Water, when the Draught by which the Ship was built is given,'

originally published in the ' New Transactions of the Swedish Academy of Sciences ' in 17ST.

There was no copy of the above work in the Scott collection.

6826 CHAPTAL (Jean Antoine, Co7nte de Chanteloup ; F.R.s.) L'Art de Faire, Gouverner, et
Perfectionner les Vins, edition originale, seule avoueepar I'Auteur, post Svo. sewn (rare),
125 1801

6827 Another Copy, with fine lithographic portrait by Delpech inserted, Sxo.sewn, uncut, 15s
This important work first publishes the process, now known as chaptalising, for improving winos by neutralising an

excess of acids and adding beet or cane sugar.

6828 Chimie Appliquee aux Arts ; with numerousfolding plates, 4 vols. 8vo. seivn, 5s 1807
'Sa Chimii' applvjure pent encore i-tre consultee avec fruit.'

—

Jiiogr. den.

6829 : Charpentier Cossigny (J. F.) Observations sur 1'Art de Faire le Vin, par Mr.
Chaptal, 8vo. sewn, 5s 1807

6830 CHASLES (Michel, de VInstitut ; F.R.S.) Apercu Historique sur I'Origine et le Developpe-
ment dcs Methodes en Geometrie, particulicreinent de celles qui se rapportent a la Geometrie
Moderne ; suivi d'un Memoire de Geometrie sur deux Principes gencraux de la Science, la Duality
et I'Honiographie, 2^ Ed., 4to. (pp. 851), hf cl., £1. (p. F. 30 nett sewn) 1875

' Still a standard historical work ; the appendix contains the general theory of homography (coUineation), and of duality
(reciprocity).'

—

Prof. Cojorl. ' It contains interesting summaries of the history of geometry.'

—

W. IF. It. Ball.

6831 Geschichte der Geometrie, hauptsiichlich n)it Bezug auf die neueren Methoden ;

iibertragen von L. A. Sohnke, 8vo. hf mottled calf gilt {fine copy) ; scarce, £1. Is Halle, 1839
6832 ^^ Traite de Geometrie Superieure ; with \2folding plates, 8vo. hf. calf {rare), 10s Qd 1852

' Chasles introduced the t&rm. anlmniionic ratio, corresponding to tlie (ierinan Dopjielirrhnltnis and to Clitford's cross
ratio . . . He gave a reduction, diflerent from Newton's in tliis, that the line curves from which all others can be
]jrqjected are symmetrical with respect to a centre ... To Chasles we owe the intro<luction into projective geometry of
non-projective properties of figures by means of the inlinitfily distant imaginary sphero-circle ', etc. etc. etc.

—

Fro/. Cajori.

The author was the victim of one of the most remarkable and barefaced forgeries eAer committed. Starting with the
purchase of a spurious correspondence by Pascal, in which the latter claimed all the discoveries made by Newton, the
forger, Lucas, a lialf-educated frequenter of the Bibliothuque Nationale, was encouraged to the production of the most
extraordinary forgeries, which were all bought greedily and in good faith by the simple mathematician. They included
' autograph ' letters of Socrates, Aristotle, Alexander the Great, Cicero, Caesar, Cleopatra, and St. Jerome ; besides Judas
Iscariot, Lazarus after his resurrection, and even the Virgin Mary ; and every one of them written in modern French !

6833 CHATJVENET (William, Washington Univ., St. Louis) Manual of Spherical and Practical
Astronomy, with Appendix on the Method of Least Squares, 4th Edition, revised and corrected,

with 15 plates and numerous illustrations, 2 vols. roy. Svo. cL, uncut {fresh copy), 17s 6c? (p. £1 . 1 Is 6d)

Philadelphia, 1871
Last Edition, a so-called fifth edition being a vcrhalim reprint.

'The most comi>lete and exhaustive treati.se on the subject which has yet appeared.'

—

Prof. Simon Nciironib.

6834 CHAUVIN (Gen. v.) Organisation der elektrischen Telegraphie in Deutschland fur
die Zwecke des Krieges ; with folding map {linen-mounted), roy. Svo. hf morocco, or, hf. calf,

2s 6d
'

Berlin, 1884
6835 CHELINI (Dominici, sac.) in Memoriam Collectanea Mathematica, nunc primum edita,

Cura et Studio L. Cremona et E. Beltrami ; with hust-portrait and folding fs., sq. Svo. sewn,
12.9M (p. L. 25. nett) Mediolani, 1881

C!ontaining original contributions by Caylcy, Hemy Smith, Reye, Darboux, Henuite, Borchardt, Kronecker, Brioschi,
Dini, the Editors, etc. etc.

6836 [CHELSUM (James, d.d.)] History of tlie Art of Engraving in Mezzotinto, from its

Origin to the present Times ; including an Account of the Works of the Earliest Artists, Svo.
sewn {title and some II. stained), 6s Qd Winchester, 1786

6837 CHEMIE, JAHRBUCH der: Bericht iiber die wichtigsten Fortschritte der reinen und
angewandten Chemie, herausgegeben von Richard Meyer, I.—XIIL Jahrgang ; ivith numerous
illustrations, 13 vols. roy. Svo. cL, £3. 10s (p. M. 189) Braunschweig, 1891-1903

6838 CHEMINS de FEE.; Direction Gen^rale des : Recueil de Types (Plans, Profils, O.uvrages
d'Art, Maisons de Gardes, Stations) et de Tableaux et Procedes Graphiques pour I'Etude et

la Construction des Chemins de Fer ; lithographed throughout, with very numerous folding plates
and plan^, 2 vols. 4to., in hf. cl. portfolios, 10s Qd 1879-80
A valuable collection of typical examples of French practice in the construction department which gives railway work

throughout France the deadly unifomiitv onlv to be matched in England on the L. and N. W. R.

6S39 CHEMISCHE GESELLSOHAFT (DEUTSCHE), Berichte der ; from 1896 to 1901
(Jahrgang XXIX—XXXIV) ; with portraits and other illustrations, 18 vols. Svo. in parts as
issued, £2. 10s (p. M. 240 nett) Berlin, 1896-1901

6840 CHENEVIX (Richard, f.r.s.) Observations and Experiments upon Oxygenized and
Hyperoxygenized Muriatic Acid, and upon some Combinations of the Muriatic Acid in its

Three States, 4to. (pp. 44), sewn, 4s dd 1802
The author, one of the most eminent Irish chemists, was awarded tlie Copley Medal by the Royal Society in 1803 'for

his various chemical papers ])rintod in the Ph'loi'ophiral Trt<ni^actionf>\
'

-
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A FINE SET, COMPLETE TO DATE :

6842 CHEMICAL INDUSTRY (SOCIETY of), JOURNAL of the, edited by Watson Smith,
complete from the l)et,dnning in 1882 to 1908 (\'ols. 1-27), witli Indexes to vv. I—XXIV, 3 vols.,

with many fine portraits (on India paper), plates, ayid yiumerous ivoodcuts, 30 vols, large impl. 8vo.

in 29, hf. calf gilt, many vols, neivly bound (a FINE set), £30. Manchester^ 18S2-^London, 1908
6843 Another Set, from 1886 to 1907 (Vols. 5-26), with Index to vv. I—XIV, 23 vols. impl.

8vo. cl. {last 3 vv. sewn), £21. 1886-1907
6844 Another Set, from 1890 to 1904 (Vols. 9-23), 15 vols. impl. 8vo. the first 3 vv. hf. bound,

and the rest in parts as issued, £10. 10* 1890-1904

6845 NEWS (The), and Journal of Physical Science, with which is incorporated the
* Chemical Gazette ' : a Journal of Practical Chemistry in all its Applications to Pharmacy, Arts,

and Manufactures, edited by Slit William Crookes, f.r.s., from 1864 to 1909 (Vols. IX—C),
with numerous woodcuts, 92 vols. 4to. in 46, hf. roan (A SOUND LIURARY SET), £18. 1864-1909

6846 Another Series, from 1892 to 1897 (Vols. 65-76), with woodcuts, 12 vols. 4to. vv. 65-70
d., and the rest sewn (2 nos. loanting)^ £1. 1* (p. £11.) 1892-7

6847 REVIEW (The): a Monthly Journal for Manufacturin*,' Chemists and Druggists,
Dyei-s, Printers, Bleachers, Sizers, Paper-Makers and Stainers, Leather Dressers, etc\ etc., from
1879 to 1887 (Vols. 8-16), 9 vols. impl. 8vo. hf. roan, £1. os 1879-87

6848 SOCIETY of LONDON, JOURNAL of the, from 1868 to 1907 (Vols. 21-92), icith

numerous plates and woodcuts, T2 v. : COLLECTIVE Indexes, 1873-92, 2 v. : Annual Reports,
Vols. I—IV, 4 v., '04-7: Library Catalogue—in all 79 vols. 8vo., 71 vols, cl., and the rest

sewn as issued £26. 1868-1907

6849 Another Set, from 1872 to Dec, 1907 (Vols. 25-92), 68 v. : Collective Indexes, 1873-

92, 2 v.—in all 70 vols. 8vo., 59 vv. cl., and the rest sewn as issued, £22. 105 1872-1907

6850 Another Set, from 1876 to 1906 (Vols. 29-88), 60 vols. 8vo. inparts as issued (first v. hf.

bound), £16. 1876-1906

6851 CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, etc. etc., [84] Papers on, published by the Society of

Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, with 18 plates (3 folding), besides woodcuts, 8vo. hf.
bound (scarce), £1. 1* 1810-43
a collection of the original chemical es.says contributed to the Journal of the Society of Arts to which prizes were

awarded. They include Sir Goldsworthy Gurney's invention of the oxy-hydrogeu blowpipe, Dr. Smee's invention of
his galvanic battery, Sturc^eon's electro-magnetic apparatus, and a number of other important iuvention.s.

O-Vr.'V 100 COPIES WKRK PIBLI.SHKD OK THIS I.SSUE.

6852 CHEVALIER (Charles Louis, ingenieur-opticien laur6at) MANUEL ties Myopes et des Pres-
BYTES, contenant des Kecherches historiques sur I'Origine des LUNETTES on Besicles, les

Moyens de conserver et d'ani61iorer la Vue, et un Chapitre specialement consacr^aux Lorgnettes
de Spectacle ; with folding plate, 8vo. sewn (scarce), 10.s iSd 1841

0853 NouvELLEs Instructions sur I'Usage du Daguerreotyi'E, Description d'un Nouveau
Photographe, et d'un Appareil tres simple Jestine :l la Reproduction des Epieuves au Moyen
de la Galvanoplastie, suivie d'un Mc^nioire sur I'Application du 1$r6me; withfolding plate,

8vo. sewn (VERY SCARCE), £1. \0s 1841
The first original treatise on photography after the publication of the work of Daguerre (7. r. jKtxV. It gives a descrin-

tion of an improve<l Daguerre camera invented by the author, which first contains a rack-adjustment, and a lens suitable

for portrait as well as landscape work, and descriJjcs some new processes of the author, esiwcially in the last chapter,
'Methode pour appliquer le Brome 11 la Pro<luction des Epreuvi's Dagucrrienncs.'

0854 , Rapport sur une Nouvelle Machine Pneumatique presents par, fait par Edmond
Becquerel; with folding plate, 4to. (pp. 4), sewn, 3* iSd [1847]

6855 , Rapport sur les Instrumens [d'OpTiQUE] inventes ou construits par, 8vo. (pp. 48),

sewn, Is Qd [1848]

0850 CHEVALLIER (Jean Baptiste Alphonse) L'Art de preparer les Chlorures de Chaux,
de SOUDE et de Potassk; with ^folding plates, 8vo. sewn. As 1829

6857 CHEVALLIER (Temple, pr., Durham Univ.) The STUDY of >LVTIIEMATI('S as conducive to

the Devklopement of the Intellectual Powers, 8vo. (pp. 40), sewn, Is Grf Durham, 1830

6858 CHEVREUL (Michel Eugene, f.r.s. ; centenarian survivor of tJie French Revolution)

Principles of Harmony and Contrast of Colours, and their Applications to the Arts, trans,

by Charles Martel, 2nd Ed., with 4 plates, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1855

6859 Third [last] Edition, with 19 plates (15 coloured), cr. 8vo. cl., As 1859

6860 Rechekches Chimiques sur les Corps Gras d'ORiGiNE Animale; udth plate, and
folding tables, thick 8vo. sewn (VERY SCARCE), £1. 10« 1823

This classic work of the centenarian pioneer of the chemistry of fatty substances contains the discovery that animal
fats, which were previously re^'arded as simple organic substances, consist of a solid— stearin, and a lluid —olein. This
formodthe startinK-i)oint of the stearin-candlo, soap, and glycerine industries.

6861 CHETNE (Charles Hartwell Home, pr., Westminster School) The Earth's Motion of

Rotation, includin-,' the Theory of Precession and Nutation, with diagrams, post 8vo. cl.

(scarce), 6s 1867
Applying the method of the variation of elements to the general problem of elements, and the general rotation-formuhft

to the Earth.

6862 Elementary Treatise on the Planetary Theory, 2nd [last] Ed., with diagrams,

post 8vo. cl., with auto. ofFrof. H. W. LI. Tanner, F.E.S. (out ofpint), As 1870
24 *
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()86t CHEYNE (Sir George, m.d., f.r.s.) Philosophical Principles of Religion, Natural and

Reveal'd. I. The Elements of Natural Philosophy, and the Proofs of Natural Religion arising

from them, 2nd Ed., enlarged. II. The NATURE and Kinds of Infinites, their Arithmetick
and Uses ; with the Philosophick Principles of Reveal'd Religion, diagrams, 8vo. old panelled

calf {joints cracked), Qs Qd 1715
' Min.sling theology and mathematics in a manner too fantastic to bear exposition.'—D. N. B.

6865 CHIARLETTI (Olodio Pio, delle Scuole Fie) De Causa Elevationis Fluidorum intra Tubos
Capillares : Dissertatio Physica ; with copperplate, 4to. (pp. 29), sewn, 4s Romce, 1775

Unknown to Riccardi, Poggendorff, etc.

6866 CHILDE (George Frederick, pr., S. African Coll., Caps of Good Hope) Investigations in

the Theory of Reflected Ray-Surfaces, and their Relation to Plane Reflected Caustics ; also

a Theory of Plane Caustic Curves ; identified with the E volute of the Auxiliary Curve of

Equiangular Intersection, with S plates, 8vo. hf cl., uncut, 6s Cape Town, 1857
6867 Singular Properties of the Ellipsoid, and Associated Surfaces of the Nth Degree,

with plate, 8vo. hf. cl., 4s Hd Cambridge, 1861

6868 CHIMIE, Annuaire de, ou Repertoire des Decouvertes et des nouveaux Travaux en Chimie,
par E. Millon, J. Reiset, et F. Hoefer ; from 1845 to 1851, 7 vols. 8vo. sewn, 10s 1845-51

6869 CHIMINELLO (Vicenzio) Doppia Iride a RovESCio e in Contatto : Fenomeno osservato
ai 22. di Luglio 1798 in Pianezze di Marostica ; 4to. (pp. 6), sewn, 2s Qd s. I. [1803]

6870 CHITTENDEN (Russell Henry, Yale Univ.) Ueber die Entstehung von Hypoxanthin
aus Eiweissstoffen, 8vo. (pp. 10), sewn, \s Qd {Heidelberg, 1882]

6871 CHLADNI (Ernst Florens Friedrich) Die Akustik; withfine vignette portrait by Bollinger,

and 11 plates, 4to. original boards [rare), 15s Leipzig, 1802
First Edition of this most important work, one of the earliest systematic treatises on the subject, and containing

the author's investigations on the longitudinal waves of stringed instruments.

6872 Entdeckungen iiber die Theorie des Klanges; with 11 copperplates, 4to. hf. roan
gilt (rare), £1. 5s ibidem, 1787

FiR.ST Edition of the author's first and most important work, in which he laid the foundation of the theory of sound.
The plates dejjictfor the first time the acoustic phenomenon so well known as 'Chladni's figures'.

' The father of modern acoustics.'—Pro/. Tyndoll, who gives a full accountof the above work in his ' Sound ', pp. 1.S5-155.

6873 CHREE (Charles, f.r.s.) Analysis of the Results from the Kew Magnetographs on
' Quiet ' Days, 1890-1900, with Discussion of Certain Phenomena in the Absolute Observations,
diagrams, 4to. (pp. 103), sewn, As (p. 6s nett) 1903

6874 CHRISTIE (James Robert, f.r.s.) Collection of Elementary Test Questions in Pure
and Mixed Mathematics, with Answers, and Appendixes on Synthetic Division and on the
Solution of Numerical Equations by Horner's Method, diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 8s 66^) 1866

6875 CHRISTIE (Samuel Hunter; R.M.A., Woolwich, F.R.S.) On the Effects of Temperature on
the Intensity of Magnetic Forces ; and on the Diurnal Variation of the Terrestrial Magnetic
Intensity, with copperplate by Basire, 4to. (pp 65), sewn, As 1825

6876 On the Laws according- to which Masses of Iron influence Magnetic Needles, with
plate, 4to. (pp. 27), unbound, 3s 6d Cambridge, 1820

' The leading idea running through his theoretical discussions on magnetic science he first stated as a hypothetical law
in a paper [above] published in 1820.'—D. N. B.

6877 On Magnetic Influence in the Solar Rays, 4to. (pp. 21), sewn, is 1826
' He proved by experiments that the direct effect of the solar rays [on the magnetic needle] is definite, and not due to

any caloric influence. He also suggested that terrestrial magnetism is probably derived from solar influence.'

—

D. N. B.

6878 On the Magnetism developed in Copper and other Substances during Rotation, 4to.

(pp. 15), sewn, with inscr. to Peter Barlow, F.R.S., 3s 1825
6879 On the Magnetism of Iron arising from its Rotation, with2 copperplates by Basire, and

numerous tables, 4to. (pp. 71), sewn, with inscr. to Feter Barlow, F.R.S., 5s 1825
' He was the first to observe the effect of the slow rotation of iron in producing polarity.'

—

D. N. B.

6880 CHRYSTAL (George, Frof Math., Edin.) Algebra: an Elementary Text-Book, with
numerous diagrams, 2 thick vols. 8vo. cl., 10s Qd (p. £1. 3s) 1886-9

6881 Another Copy (Vol. I 4th Ed.), 2 vols. 8vo. d., 12s (p. £1. 3s) 1898-89

6882 Fifth [latest] Edition [enlarged], with numerous diagrams, 2 thick vols. 8vo. cl.,

16s M (p. £1. 5s) 1904-6
A standard work of well-known excellence.

6383 Introduction to Algebra, with 32 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., with bookplate and auto, of
Frof. H. W. LI. Tanner, F.R.S., 2s Qd (p. 5s) 1898

6884 Third [latest] Edition, ivith 32 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 5s) 1905
6885 CHURCH (Arthur Harry, Jesus Coll., Oxon.) On the Relation of Phyllotaxis to

Mechanical Laws, ivith numerous plates and other illustrations, roy. 8vo, cl. {out of print),

8s 6f/ 1904
Contents : I. ('onstruction by Orthogonal Trajectories : II. Asymmetrical and Symmetrical Phyllotaxis : III. Secondarj'

Growth-Phenomena : IV. Mathematical Notes on Log : Spiral Systems, and their Application to Phyllotaxis Phenomena.

6886 CHURCH (Sir Arthur Herbert, f.r.s.) Food : its Sources, Constituents, and Uses, cr. 8vo. cl..

Is Qd 1876
6887 New Edition, enlarged, cr. 8vo. cL, 2s 1889
6888 The Laboratory Guide: a Manual of Practical Chemistry, 8th [latest] Ed., partly

rewritten by Edward Kinch, f.ic, with 42 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 4s 6d (p. 6s 6d nett) 1906
6889 CHURCH (Irving Porter, Cornell Univ.) Mechanics of Engineering, comprising Statics

and Dynamics of Solids, Mechanics of Materials of Construction, or Strength and Elasticity of

Beams, Columns, Shafts, Arches, etc. : and the Principles of Hydraulics and Pneumatics, with
Applications, 647 voodruts, large 8vo. (pp. 860), c/., 14s (p. £1. 5s nett) New York, 1894
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6892 CIAGCHI (Giuseppe) Regole Generali d'ABBACO, con un breve Trattato di Geometria, e Modi
del misurare le Superticie de' Terieni, e Corpi Solidi ; with arms on title, and woodcuts, 12nio. old
limp vellum {title and a few II. wormed, and some others water-stained), \'2s Firenze, 1675

' Raro. . . . PreRevole per purezza di lingua, e come tale registrato dal Gannhix.'—MkranU. Unknown to PoggendorflF
and Prof, de Morgan.

6893 CIALDI (Alessandro) Cenni sul MoTO Ondoso del Mare, e suUe Correnti di esso ; with
plates, 4to. seicn. As Roma, 1856

6894 CINCINNATI OBSERVATORY, INAUGURAL REPORT of the Director of the, 30th June,
1868 ; and ANNUAL Rkport Ist May, 1869, Hvo. sewn, 2s Cincinnati, 1869

6895 CIVIL ENGINEER (The) and ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL, Vols. I—VIII, loith plates
and numerous woodcuts, 8 vols. 4to. cl., \os 1837-45

A COMI'LETE SET TO DATE :

6896 ENGINEERS (INSTITQTION of), Minutes of Proceedings of thu; from their

beginning in 1887 to li>08, 173 v., Subject Index to vv. I—CXVIII, 2 v., Name Index
to vv. I—LVIII, 1 V.—together 176 vols. 8vo., with an immense number of large plates

and plans ^ besides cuts ; cl. (very scarce), £49. lOs 1837-1908
ThK KARLY volumes ark EXTREMKLY SCAIUJK.

6897 Another Set, from 1858 to 1907 (Vols. XVIII—CLXVIII), 151 v. ; with Indexes, 15 v.

—together 166 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, cl., and sewn, £21. 1858-1907
6898 Another Set, from March, 1882 to June, 1907 (vv. LXVII—CLXVIII; wanting vv.

72-4, 133, 150, and 156), 96 vols. 8vo. sewn, uncut (A USEFUL SERIES), £8. 1882-1907
'This valuable publication contains the hi.story and description of the greatest engineering works (jf the greater

part of the last century, the greatest engineering epoch in the history of tlje world. There is no other publication of its

kind that can bear the least comparison with it. From the time of Telford, Robert Stephen.son and Brunei, to that of
the eminent men of the present day, scarcely a work has been acconjplished but it is fully described and carefully
illustrated here.'

A further most interesting feature is the full and intimate biographies of deceased members of the In.stitution.

6899 , Transactions of the, with fine portrait of Telford, and 69 fne plates
{mostly folding, and one of autographs of Engineers), complete in 3 vols. 4to. new hf. calf
(SCARCE), £2. 15* i836-42

Containing original contributions by Tiiomas Telford. Peter W. Barlow, k.b.s., T. Tredgold, Joshua Field, f.r.s.,

Lt.-Gen. Sir W. T. Denison, f.r.s., Bryan Donkin, f.r.s., W. J. Henwood, f.r.s., T. E. Harrison, r.i.c.E.. Prof. Robert
Willis, pr., f.r.s., Josiah Parkes, Col. J, T. Smith, f.r.s., J. M. Rendel, f.r s., George Rennie, f.r.s.. Gen. Sir C. W.
Pasley, f.r.s., W. T, Clark, f.r.s., Edward Bury, m.i.c e., David Stevenson, Samuel Seaward, F.R.&,and many others, and
including interesting articles on Railway and Locomotive Engineering.
The above set of the Transactions should accompany the Institution's Proceedings (q. v. suprj.].

6900 [CLAIRAUT (Alexis Claude)] Recherches sur les Courbes ii Double Courbure; with
6 plates, 4to. mottled calf gilt {fine and large copy) ; RARE, 18* iSd 1731

This work. demon.strating that all curves of the third order are projections of one of five parabolas, was written at the
age of IS, and procured the author's admission to the Academy of Sciences. ' Dans ce livre, il resolvait d'impirtants
probli'mes roulant sur les tangentes de ces courbes particuliferes. Leur rectification et la quadrature des cylindres qui les

projettent sur les plans coordonnes y sont traitees par la methode encore en usage aujourd'hui '.—lioyer.

6901 CLARE (Martin, f.r.s.) The Motion of Fluids, Natural and Artificial, in particular of the
Air and Water, third Edition, with 9 plates, 8vo. old calf {sound copy), 55 1747

6902 New Edition, with considerable Additions by R. Hall, m.d., 10 plates, 8vo. old
calf. As 1802

6903 CLARIDGE (John, shepherd) : The Shepherd of Banbury's Rules to judge of the Changes of

the Weather, grounded on 40 Years' Experience, with a Rational Account of their Causes, the
Nature of Wind, Rain, Snow, etc., on the Principals [sic] of the Newtonian Philosophy, 8vo. hf.

leather {title in neat MS., and Index in the same contemporary hand ADDED); VERY RARE,
£1. 10* [1744]

First Eeition of the recast of this popular work, which was originally published in 1670.

6904 Second Edition, corrected, loith 2 fine engravings of UencheVs Table of the Weather,
ADDED, 8vo. boards {very rare), £1. 55 1748

6905 New [Third and Last] Edition, corrected, 8vo. hf. cl., uncut {scarce), 125 6rf 1827
'To John Campbell [ll.d., friend of Dr. Johnson, 1708-75], has been generally ascribed the recast of 'The Shepherd of

Banbury's Rules '. It is somewhat noticeable as an attempt to base on quasi-scientific principles the weather forecasts of

the alleged Banbury .sht'pherd.'— D. N. B. See also Nutcs and Queries, I. Scr., v. VII, 373.

0906 CLARK (Alexander) The Polarity of Matfer ; showing that Electricity, Magnetism,
Cliemical Affinity, Cohesion, and Gravitation, have one Common Origin, illustrated, cr. 8vo. cL,

2s 6rf (p. 35 6rf nett) 1907

6907 CLARK (Daniel Kinnear, m.lc.e.) Fuel : its Combustion and Economy, third Ed., with
144 woodcuts, 12nio. hf. calf neat, Zs 1886

6908 Manual of Rules, Tables, and Data for Mechanical Engineers ; unth 353 diagrams,
thick 8vo. (pp. 1011), hf calf, 6s 6d (p. £1. 55 in cl.) 1877

6909 The Steam Engine : a Treatise on Steam Engines and Boilers, comprising' the
Principles and Practice of the Combustion of Fuel, the Economical Generation of Steam, the
Construction of Steam Boilers, and the Principles, Construction, and Performance of Steam
Engines, Stationary, Portable, Locomotive, and Marine, ivith numerousfolding plates to scale, and
woodcuts, 2 thick vols. roy. 8vo. in 4, cl., £1. 55 (p. £2. 105 nett) 1890-1

6910 Tramways : their Construction and Working, with special reference to the United
Kingdom, 13 folding plates {linen-mounted), and numerous woodcuts, thick large post 8vo. hf.

morocco, 3s Qd (p. 185) 1878

6911 Another Copy ; with Supplement, with front, and 76 woodcuts, 2 vols, large post 8vo.

hf olive morocco, 5s 6c? (p. £1. 105 in cl.) 1878-82
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6913 CLARK (Josiah Latimer, f.r.s. ; telegraph cable enqinccr) Treatise on the Transit iNSTRtf-

MENT as applied to the Determination of Time, for the Use of Country Gentlemen, withfront., and
woodcuts, 8vo. cL, 4* 1882

6914 J
and Robert SABINE : Electrical Tables and Formula for Telegraph Inspectors

and Operators, icith luoodcuts, post 8vo. cl., ivith auto, and MS. notes by Edouard Hospitalier,
3* Qd 1871

Although out of date, this work is of some historical value.

6915 , and Herbert SADLER, f.r.a.s. : The Star-Guide : the most remarkable Celestial

Objects visible Mitli Small Telescopes ; with their Positions for every Tenth Day in the Year, etc.,

roy. 8vo. c/., 2s Qd (p. 5*)
'

1886

6916 CLARK (Samuel, Teacher of Mathematics) The Laws of Chance : or a Mathematical Invest-

igation of the Probabilities arising from any proposed Circumstance of Play, applied to a great

Variety of Problems relating to Cards, Bowls, Dice, Lotteries, etc., 8vo. old calf [rare], 12s 1758

6917 Another Copy, old sheep, with bookplate of Michel Chasles, f.r.s., historian of
geometry, 12s %d

' He discusses at great length the problem of finding the chance of throwing an assigned number of points with a
given number of similar dice. Pp. 44-08 are devoted to problems connected with the game of bowls.'—Pro/. Todhunter's
History of the Theory of Probability, where an account of this work is given on pp. 323-4.

6918 CLARK (Thomas, m.d., Prof. Chemistry, Aberdeen) On the Application of the Hot Blast
in the Manufacture of Cast-Iron, 4to. (pp. 14), sewn, with inscr. to It. Phillips, F.R.S., 2s

Edin., 1835

6919 CLARKE (Col. Alexander Ross, r.e., f.r.s.) Determination of the Positions of Feagh-
MAIN and Haverfordwest, Longitude Stations on the Great European Arc of Parallel : an
Appendix to the Account of the Principal Triangulation of Gt. Britain and Ireland, with ^folding
plates and maps, roy. 4to. cl., with bookplate of B. M. C, Sandhurst, 6s 1867

6920 CLARKE (E. 'ilL.,\nagnctician , of Agar-street, Strand), Description of a Magnetic ELECTiiiCAL
Machine, invented by, with 14 woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 12), sewn, 5s 6d [1836]

One of the first magneto-electric machines invented, being an improvement on Faraday's, and preceding immediately
that invented by Sturgeon.

6921 CLARKE (Edward Daniel, pr.. Prof. Mineralogy, Cantab. ; traveller) On the Chemical
Constituents of the Purple Precipitate of Cassius, 4to. (pp. 9), sewn, ivith inscr. to

B. Phillips, F.B.S., 2s Cambridge, 1820
6922 Another Copy ; also : On a Remarkable Deposit of Natron found in Cavities in

the Tower of Stoke Church, Devon (pp. 9)—2 parts 4to. unbound, 2s Qd ib., 1820

6923 , Life and Remains of ; by William Otter, f.l.s. [Bp. of Chichester], with finely

engraved portrait by Scriven after Opie {foxed), 2 vols. 8vo. ///. brown morocco neat [title

stamped), 10s Qd ' 1825
Containing much geological and mineralogical information, to gain which was one of the chief objects of Dr. Daniel

Clarke's extended travels.

6924 CLARKE (George, f.a.s. ; chemist, Southwark) Treatise on the Magnetism of the Needle,
the Reason of its being North and South, its Dipping and Variation ; on the Great Luminary, or

Reservoir of Light, called the SuN, the Properties of Light ; a Reasonable Supposition on the
Cause keeping the various Orbs in their respective Situations, and connecting their Influence with
each otlier; on the Erroneous Calculation of the Velocity of Light; the Chemical Process
which unintentionally led to this Investigation, 12mo. boards {scarce), 8s Qd 1818

A paradoxer unknown to Professor de Morgan.
6925 CLARKE (Sir George Sydenham ; re., f.r.s.. Govt, of Bombay) The Principles of

Graphic Statics, with 11 plates and 118 diagrams, 4to. cl. {out of print), Qs (p. 12s Qd) 1880
'Steering a middle course between the too pronouncedly abstract character of many of the numerous foreign treatises,

and the too narrowly practical treatment the subject has received in England.'—Pre/c.ce.
6926 CLARKE (J. Wright) Practical Science for Plumbers, Engineers, etc. : Short Chapters on

Physics, Metals, Hydraulics, Heat and Temperature, etc., with 127 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 5s

nett) 1903
6927 CLARKE (John, Dean of Sarum) Demonstration of some of the Principal Sections of Sir

Isaac Newton's Principles of Natural Philosophy, in which his peculiar Method of treating

that useful Subject, is explained, and applied to some of the chief Pha'nomena of the System of

the World, with 17 plates, 8vo. old panelled calf, newly rebacked, with old armorial bookplate,

10s Qd 1730
A full commentary nn the chai)(tM-s in th»^ Pniu-lpin dealing with the Lawsof Motion, the Motion of Bodies, Centripetal

Forces, Bodies vibrating in Pendulums, attractive Forces of Spherical Bodies, and Introduction on Definitions..

6928 CLASSEN (Joannes Gerardus) Dissertatio Inaugltralis Chymico-Medica de Calce
Viva, sm. 4to. sewn, iSs Halw, 1733

6929 CLAUDE (Georges) L'Air Lic^uide : Production, Proprietes, Applications : Preface de
M. d'Arsonval ; with 48 illustrations, roy. 8vo. hf. d., 2s Qd 1903

6930 CLAUDEL (Joseph) FoRMULES, Tables, et Renseignements Pratiques : Aide-Memoire des
Ingdnieurs, Architectes, etc. ; ivith 3 plates, etc., 8vo. (pp. 712), hf calf, 2s Qd 1845

6931 CLAUSIUS (Rudolf Julius Emanuel; f.r.s.) Die Mechanische Warmetheorie, 2.

umgearbeitete Auflage, I. Band : Entwickelung der Theorie, nebst Anwendungen ; with 7iumerous
looodcuts, 8vo. hf. brown calf, 3s Qd (p. M. 8 unbound) Braunschweig, 1876

The author's great work, which first placed thermodynamics on a scientific basis.

6932 Theorie Mecanique de la Chaleur, 2^ Ed., refondue et completee, traduite par
F. FOLIE et E. RONKAR; with woodcuts and diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. cl. {nice copy), 14s

Mons, 1888-93

6933 Die Potentialfunction und das Potential, 1. Auflage, 8\o.sewn,2s Qd Leipzig, 1859
0934 Dritte Auflage, 8vo. boards, 2s (p. M. 4 unbound) ib., 1877
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6935 CLAVEBING (Robert, builder) Essay on the Construction and Building of Chimneys,
the common Causes of their Smoaking, and the most effectual Remedies for removing? so intoler-

able a Nuisance ; with Table to proportion Chimneys to the size of the Room, withfolding copper-
plate, 8vo. calf [back of binding damaged), Is 6rf 1779

6936 CLAVIXJS [Germam'cc SCHLtJSSEL] (Christoph, S.J., Bamberg) Aritmetica Prattica,
tradotta da Lorenzo Castellaxo, Patritio Romano, prima edizione italiana, 12mo. con-
temjjorary vellum {back of binding damaged) ; rare, 15s Roma, 1586

6937 NuovA Edizione, revista dal medemo Padre Clavio, con alcune Aggiunte, 12mo. old
velhim (binding defective), 10* 6c? ibidem, 1602

6938 Altra Edizione, 12mo. old limp vellum, &? Qd ib., 1613
A translation of the 'Epitome'
' Perhaps there are more extensive examples of the square root worked by the old method iu this treatise than would

easily be found elsewhere.'—i'ro/. de Morgnn.

6939 Epitome Arithmetic.e Practic.-e, nunc denuoab ipso Auctore recognita, 12mo. original
limp vellum (fine copy) ; rare, \2sM ib., Dominicus Basa, 1585

6940 ^ Geometria Practica, editio princeps ; with numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. contemporary
limp vellum {some II. browned, otherioise a fine COPY) ; rare, 18* ib., A. Zanncttns, 1604

Containing the author's invention of a new transversal measure. ' Scin Werk ist Mustt-r eines Lchrbcgritts der prak-
tischen Geometric, vollkommen fiir seine Zeit.'

—

Kaeatntr.

6941 Gnomices Libri VIII, in quibus non solum HoROLOGiORUM SOLARlu, sed aliarum quoque
Renim, qua? ex Gnomonis Um])ra cognosci possunt, Descriptiones geometric^ demonstrantur,
editio princeps; with finely engraved title, woodcuts^ and numerous diagrams, folio, VERY FINE
and tall C0PYi;i old English calf, with auto. 'lA Arundell' [Thomas Howard, 2nd Earl
OF Arundel and Surrey, 1586-1646], £2. 2a*

'

ibidem, apud eundem, 1581
' C'est le plus grand ouvrage existant sur la gnoinonique.'—Fouzeoit et Lancaster. It was reprinted iu 1537, 1602,

and IGll.

6942 HOROLOGIORUM NovA Descriptio ; with woodcuts and num£rous diagrams, sm. 4to. old
Italian white vellum (fine copy) ; RARE, £1. 10« ib., a. e, 1599

' linre '.—lIou:ecm et Lanccuster, who mention the work under No. 11,390. It lias only been once reprinted, viz. in the
edition of the author's complete works.

6943 Romani Calendarii a Gregorio XIII. P.M. restituti Explicatio, dementis VIII.
P.M. Jussu edita: Novi Calendarii Romani Apologia adversus Michaelem M/Estlinum
Gfeppingenseni . . . explicata. Appendix ad Novi Calendarii Romani Apologiam, in quo
JosEPHUS Scaliger, Georgius Germannus, et Franciscus Vieta, qui Calendarium aliter

instaurandum esse contenderunt, seorsim singuli confutantur ; accessit Refutatio Cyclometrle
ejusdem Scaligeri ; with diagrams, folio, old vellum {browned as usual), £1. 5s Mogunti(c, 1612

The above copy belonged to Urook Tavi.or, f.r.s. (1C85-1731), the inventor of the calculus of finite differences, and has
his auto, pasted on title, and several MS. corrections. "There is also added, in a very neat old hand, a ' Stellarum
Australium catalogus ad Annum, 10»)2.'

The above forms the fifth vol. ofthe author's complete works, and is the official exposition of the Grfxiorian Calendar,
which was lartjely the author's work, with replies to the attacks by the more prominent dissenting mathematicians.

6944 InoPiiiERAM JOANNis de Sacro Bosco CoMMENTARius, editio princeps ; with numerous
woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. old limp vellum, with old auto. ' ex libris Philippi De Cherubinis^
on title, 165 Qd Romw, Vict. Helianus, 1570

6945 Editio Tertia, ab ipso Auctore recognita, et plerisque in liocis locupletata. Majori
item Cura correcta ; 7aith nuynerous woodcuts and diagrams, sm. ito. old vellum {fine and large
copy), I5s Venetiis, Bern. Basa, 1596

6946 OiiAXTON (Captain, R.N. , Managing Director) Description of the Great Britain Steam
Ship, built at Bristol, for tlie Proprietors of the Great Western Steam Ship Company ; with
the Comparative Merits of Iron and Wood as Materials for Ship Building, with 5 plates, 8vo.

(pp. 16), sewn, 3* 6(/ Bristol, 1845
6947 CLEBSCH (Rudolf Friedrich Alfred) Lecons sur la Geometrie, recueillies et completde.s

par Ferdinand Lindemann ; traduites par 'Adolphe Benoist ; Tomes I et II : Traitu des
Sections coniques et Introduction u la Theorie des Formes algobriques ; Courbes al^^ebriques en
general et Courl>es du 3*^ Ordre ; witJi numerous diagrams, 2 vols. rov. 8vo. in 1, buckram, uncut,

with bookplate of Prof. H. W. LI. Tanner, F.R.S., 14s (p. F. 26nett unbound) 1879-80

6948 Theorie der Ela.sticitat fester Korper, Svo. hf. red calfgilt (scarce), 15s Leipzig, 1862
6949 GLEGG (Samuel) Practical Treatise on the Manufacture and Distriisution of Coal-

Gas, its Introduction and Progressive Improvement; with General Estimates, 5th [LA.ST] Edition,
greatly enlarged, with 33 plates {many folding), and 174 woodcuts, 4to. cl., iSsiSd (p. £1. Is) 1868

6950 CLERKE (Agnes Mary) Popular History of Astronomy during the Nineteenth
Century, third Edition [greatly enlarged], with vhoto front., vignette, and opiates, thick 8vo.

cl., 6s Qd (p. 15s) 1893
The best History of Mwlern Astronomy, by one of tlie ablest modern women astronomers, whose death leaves Lady

lluj^gins thf doyenne of the illustrious succession of Caroline Herschcl.

6951 The System of the Stars, 2nd [latest] Edition, with 20 plates and 37 woodcuts, thick

8vo. d., 14s(p. £1. nett) 1905
An excellent treatise on Sidereal Astronomy.

6952 CLERKE (Gilbert
; pr., mathematician) The Spot-Dial, very useful to shew the Hour within

the House ; with Directions how to find a true Meridian, the Azymuth and Declination ; and how
to draw a Dial upon a Staff, Ceiling, or any Pillar or Globe, with 2 woodcuts, sm. 4to. extra

boards {corner of title mended, and afew II. slightly stained) ; VERY RARE, £1 . 15s IF. Kettilby, 1 687
The 'spot dial' was the author's own invention. ''The use of it is to see the hour by the rays of the suh passing

through a hole, and terminated in a slass set in a frame «ithin the house against the window; the ground of it is the
same with tliat of the sun's lij,'ht passing through a hole in the window, and intercepted by a string, and of the Cieling.

Dial, wherf' the reflecting-glass is supp«jsed to be a point in the stjie.'—iYc'«c«.
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6955 CLIFFORD (C.) How to Lower Ships' Boats : a Treatise on the Dangers and Defects in the

System at present in Use, and their Remedy, with Description of a New and Improved Block
to be used for Reducing and Regulating Strain in lowering Heavy Bodies, etc., 2nd Ed., with
numerous plates, 8vo. (pp. 27), sewn {some corners torn off) ; scarce. Is 6d 1855

Added are reports oil the Trials made with the author's apparatus. There was no copy of the above in the Scott Library.

6956 CLIFFORD (G. H.) Een Woord over de Caribou-Mijn; with colouredfolding plate, roy. 8vo,

(pp. 16), sew7i, 2s 6d 's Gravcnhage [1873J
6957 CLIFFORD (William Kingdon, f.r.s.) Mathematical Papers, edited [witli Life and

Bibliography] by Robert Tucker, with Intro, by H. J. Stephen Smith, f.r.s., fs. of MS., and
diagrams, thick 8vo. cL, £l.ls 1882

The above voUirae consists of a large number of mathematical papers, largely unpublished, and includes among some
reviews a most interesting one of Prof, de Morgan's Budget of Paradoxes. .

6958 On the Classification of Loci, roy. 4to. (pp. 20), seivn, 3s 6d 1878
'Belonging to the classics of mathematical literature.'

—

Sir Leslie Stephen.

6959 The Common Sense of tlie Exact Sciences [edited and partly written by Karl
Pearson, f.r.s.], with 100 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 5*) 1885 or '98

6960 Elements of Dynamic : an Introduction to the Study of Motion and Rest in Solid and
Fluid Bodies, Part I : Kinematic [Books I—IV, and Appendix (all pub.)] , illustrated, 2 vols,

cr. 8vo. cl., 7s (p. 13s 6d) 1878-87
In this work, which was never completed, the author first introduced the graphical and geometrical methods of

Mijbius, Culmann, etc., as applicable to elementary mathematics.

6961 Lectures and Essays, edited by Sir Leslie Stephen and Sir Frederick Pollock,
with Intro, [biographical and bibliographical] by the latter, 2nd Ed., with steel portrait, cr. 8vo.

cl., 5s (p. 8* Qd) 1886
'Clifford was one of the earliest mathematicians of the latter half of this century to advocate the use of graphical

and geometrical methods in preference to analysis. His remarkable felicity of illustration and power of seizing analogies
made him one of the most brilliant expounders of mathematical principles.'— IF. W. It. Ball.

6962 CL5TER (Florian, Pfarrer zu Schonbrunn, Bayern) Das Trocknen und DoRREN mit erhitzter
LUFT, nach einer eigenthiimlichen und erprobten Weise, wo durch wenig Aufwand an Brennstoff
bei volliger Feuersicherheit ein schnelles und bequemes Trocknen erreicht wird ; with 10 litho-

graphs, 8vo. sewn [scarce), \2s Qd Hof, 18.37

The author claims to have been the first to invent a contrivahce by which flax, hemp, hops, etc., can be dried by
currents of heated air, with a considerable saving of fuel, and safety from danger by fire. The work was unknown to

Poggendortf.

6963 CLOWES (Frank, f.i.c, Chief Chemist, L.C.C.) Treatise on Practical Chemistry, and
Qualitativ^e Analysis, 5th Ed., withfront., and 57 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 7^ Qd) 1890

6964 , and J. Bernard COLEMAN: Quantitative Chemical Analysis, 6th Ed., with 125

woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 4s 6fl? (p. lOs) 1903
6965 COCKER (Edward) : Cocker's Arithmetic : being a plain and familiar Method, suitable to the

meanest Capacity, for the full Understanding of that Incomparable Art ; perused and published by
John Hawkins, by the Author's correct Copy, 14th Ed., carefully corrected, with Additions, with
rude engraved portrait^ 18nio. contemporary sheep {binding damaged, a number of II. wormed, and
one defective), hs 1712

6966 Fifty-Sixth Edition, carefully corrected and amended by George Fisher, Accomptant,
with still ruder woodcut portrait, 16mo. sheep {sound copy), \0s 1767

One of the last editions publi.shed of this well-known work, the most popular book on arithmetic for over a century, and
still a commonplace for arithmetical accuracy.

6967 : Cocker's Decimal Arithmetic, with Tables of Interest and Rebate .... his Arti-
ficial Arithmetic, shewing the Genesis or Fabrick of the Logarithms . . . his Algebraical
Arithmetic, etc. etc., perused, corrected, and published by John Hawkins, 4th Ed., with
diagrams, 12mo. large copy in old panelled sheep, 10s Qd 1713

Both the above works were supposed by Prof, de Morgan to be forgeries, a view however since discredited. The latter

contains connnendatory poems by William Leybourn, William Salmon, etc.

6968 COCKLE (Sir James, f.r.s.; C. J. of Queensland) On Differential Equations, Total and
Partial ; and on a new Soluble Class of the First and an Exceptional Case of the Second, 8vo.

(pp. 16), seiun, \s Qd n. d.

6969 Mathematical Researches, extracted from the * Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied
Mathematics ', * Messenger of Mathematics ', ' Philosophical Magazine ', and * Manchester
Memoirs', 36 papers in 1 vol. 8vo. cl. (SCARCE), with bookplate of Prof H. W. LI. Tanner, F.R.S.,
and inscr. * Given to me by Sir Jas. Cockle, F.B.S.\ 15s 1864-77

' He determined the explicit form of a sextic equation, on the solution oi wliich he showed that that of the general
quintic depended. . . . Cockle's contributions to the theory of differential equations were also noteworthy. He found
that from any rational and entire algebraic equation of the degree n, whereof the coefficients are functions of a single

parameter, it is possible to derive a linear differential equation of the order n — 1, which is satisfied by any one of the roots
of the algebraic equation. From this discovery the theory of differential resolvents was evolved. He was the first to
discover and develop the properties of those functions called criticoids or differential invariants.'—1>. N. B.

6970 COCKSHOTT (Arthur), and Frank Bridgman WALTERS : Treatise on Geometrical
Conics, with diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s Qd (p. 5s) 1889

6971 CODDINGTON (Henry; Vicar of Ware; f.r.s.) Elementary Treatise on Optics, 2nd
Edition, with 8folding plates, 8vo. boards, 5s Cambridge, 1825

'The first attempt to make English students acquainted with modern methods of investigation in optics.'

—

Miss
A fines M. Gierke.

6972 [ ] Introduction to the Differential Calculus on Algebraical Principles, 8vo.

(pp. 43), seivn {scarce), 5s ibidem [1825]
6973 Treatise on the Keflexion and Refraction of Light, with 10 folding plates, 8vo.

boards (scarce), IO5 Qd ibidem, 1829
'Containing a very complete investigation of the paths of reflected and refracted rays.'—iJfi*s A. M. Gierke.
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6974 COAL SUPPLIES, Digest of the Evidence before the Royal Commission on, 1901-5, Vol. I.

:

The Working of Tliin Seams, Limit of Depth in Mining, Waste in Working, and Coal-Cutting by
Machinery, nvmerous plates and woodcuts, 4to. c/., 7* 6rf (p. £1. \s) 1905

6975 COETS (Hendrik, Leyden) Beschrijvinge van Vlakke Sonnewijsers, of nieuwe en korte
manier om op Vlakke Superficies allerhande Sonnewijsers te b^chryven; mith numerous plates,

4to. sewn, uncut {rare), \Qs 6d LeideUy 1705
6976 [COFFY (Andrew)J Report containing Objections to lay Main Pipes in Sewers, with

Ledges; with Reply to those Ohi^i^tioni^, folding plate, i)oat 8vo. (pp. \0),sewn,^s Dublin [c. 1800J
6977 COGGESHALL (Henry) The Art of Practical Measuring by the Sliding Rule, also

CJauginj;, Mr. Townley's Method of the Logarithms, etc. etc. with the Use of ScAMOZZi's LINES,
for finding the Lengths and Angles of Hips and Rafters, etc. to any Pitch, by John Ham, and
a Compendium of Practical Geometry, and the Principles of Plain Trigonometry, by G. Thomson,
5th Ed., revised, with folding plates on copper, Timo. contemporary sheep {rare), 12« 6d 1732

The sluliii;^' ruh', described in the above work, was the aiitlior's own invention.

6978 COHEN (Julius Berend ; Univ. Leeds) Theoretical Organic Chemistry, tvith woodcuts,
cr. 8vo. cL, 35(p. 6s) 1902

6979 COHNHEIM (Otto, Heidelberg Univ.) Chemie der Eiweisskorper, 2. neubearbeitete AuHage;
8vo. sewn, uncut, 5s (p. M. 8.50) Braunschweig, 1904

6980 COLBURN (Zerah
;
/owWer of ' Engineering') LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, and the Mechanism

of Railways : a Treatise on the Principles and Construction of the Locomotive Engine, Railway
Carriages, and Railway Plant, with 240 woodcuts, and Atla«, containing 64 folding plates

{somejoxed), 2 vols, folio, hf calf, \Qs (p. £2.) 1871
One of the must interesting records of what may be tenned the first j*erio<l of European locomotive i)ractice.

6981 GOLDEN (Cadwallader; M.T).,Lt.-Govr. of New York) The Principles of Action in MATTER,
the Gravitation of Rodies, and the Motion of the Planets, explained from those Principles,

unth 2folding plates, 4to. 7iew hf. calf antique {rare), I2s (id 1751
By the celebrated author of the • History of the Five Indian Nations '. It includes ' An Introduction to the Doctrine of

Fluxions, in order to assist the Imagination in forming Conceptions of the Principles on which it is founded ', which was
not contained in the edition of 1745.

6982 COLE (William Henry, m.i.c.e.) Notes on Permanent-Way Material, Platelaying,
and Points and Crossings, with IS plates, 12mo. hf. morocco neat, 3s 1890

With tables for Indian Standard and Metre Gauges, and English Standard Gauge.

6983 COLEMAN (T. E.) Sanitary House Drainage, its Principles and Practice, with front, and
97 icoodcuts, post 8vo. cL, 3s (p. 6.s) 1896

6984 COLENSO (John William; Bp. of Natal) The Elements of Algebra, 8vo. hoards, 2s 1849
6985 Third Edition, 8vo. cL, with auto, of Coutts Trotter, Vice-Master of Trinity, 2s 6rf 1852
6986 COLES-FINCH (William, Chatham and Rochester Water Co.) Water : its Origin and Use,

with 106 plates, chiefly of mountain aad glacier scenery, and water-bearing strata in the Chalk,
thick 8v(). cl., lis (p. £1. Is nett) 1908

6987 COLLADO [sive COLLLADO] (Luigi) Pratica Manuale di Arteglieria; nella quale si

tratta della Inventione di essa, dell' Ordine di Condurla, e Piantarla sotto a qualunque Fortezza,

Fabricar Mine da far volar in alto le Fortezze, spianar le Montagne, divertir I'Acque offensive

a i Re^ni e Prouincie, tirar co i Pezzi in molti e diversi Modi, far Fuochi Artiiiciali ; con altri

bellissinii Secreti all' Essercitio dell' Arteglieria appartenenti, prima edizione; with woodcut
title, and numerous large and fine woodcuts {many full-page), and diagrajns, folio, old Italian

limp vellum {a few II. slightly wormed on blank margin, and a small hole in one I., otherwise a
VERY FINE COPY), £4. 15* Venctia, Pietro Dusinelli, 1586

Very rare, and one of the earliest works, if not the earliest, dtaling ej:dutiicely with artillery. The numerous types of

cannon fi^'urecl are of yreat interest, while the work itself represents a fine specimen of typography.
A copy of the Spanish translation of Milan, 151'2 (also in vellum) fetched £0 10^ at auction in I'.O).

6988 Prattica Manuale dell' Artiglieria, Opera Historica, Politica, e Militare, dove prin-

cipalmente si tratta dell' Eccellenza, ed Urigine dell' Arte Militare, e delle Machine usate da gli

Antichi; dell' INVENTIONS della Poluere et Artiglieria; del niodo di Condurla per Aqua e

per Terra e di Faijricar le Mine per niandar'in aria Fortezze e Montagne ; di FuoCHI Artificiali ;

e di varij Secreti, ecc, e net fine d' un niolto copioso ed importante EsSAMlNE de' BoM-
kardieri ; with device in copper on title, and numerous plates {many folding) and other woodcuts,

4to. contemporary vellum (FINE COPY) ; RARE, £1. 105 Milano, 1641
A new edition of the foivgoinj; work, considerably culai^'ed.

6989 COLLECTANEA CHEMICA: heing certain Select Treatises on Alchemy and Hermetic
Medicine, by EiRENii>:us Philalethes, Dr. Francis Antony, George Starkey, Sir George
Ripley, and Anonymous Unknown, post 8vo. d.. Is 6rf 1893

6990 COLLINI (Cosimo Alessandro ; secretary to Voltaire) Considerations sur les Montaones
Volcaniques; with folding plate, 4to. (pp. 72), sewn, 3s Mannheim, 1781

6991 COLSON (Charles, m.i.c.e. ; Admiralty) Notes on DOCKS and DOCK CONSTRUCTION, with 359

woodcuts {includinr/ 2 folding plates), roy. 8vo. buckram, uncut, \2s Qd (p. £1. Is nett) 1894

6992 GOMBET (Charles) Rapport sur les Mines de Zinc et de Plomb Argentifere des Arguts
(Haute-Garonne) ; with folding map, 8vo. (pp. 27), sewn, 2s 1875

6993 COMINALE (Celestino, m'.d.) Anti-Newtonianismus, Partes I et II, in qiiibus Newtoni de
CoLORiBUS Systema ex propnis Principiis geometrice evertitur; et Nova de Coloribus
TiiEORiA Luculentissimis Experimentis demonstratur ; ac Rejectis Methodo, et Philosophandi
Regulis Newtonianis, totiiiS(iue Sectre Principiis Indicatis evertitur, etc. etc. ; with \Q folding
plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary vellum (RARE), £1. I* Neapoli, 1754-6

An elaborate refutation of the Co[»ernicjn system and Newton. 'The first volume upsets the theory of light ; the

second vacuum, vis inertia, gravitation, and attraction ... I have never seen any mention of this book.'—I>e Morgan's
Vudget of Paradoxes. The above volumes were the only two published.
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COLLINS (John, f.k.s. ; correspondent of Newton and Leibniz) Commercium Epistolicum^

V. No. 3282, ante, and Newtoniana, post.

6995 The Sector on a Quadrant ; or a Treatise containing the Description and Use of three
several Quadrants . . . Accomodated for Dyalling ; for the Resolving of all Proportions Instrii-

mentally, and for the ready finding the Hour and Azimuth Universally, in the equal Limb, of

great Use to Seamen ; with Appendix touching Reflected Dyalling, from a Glass however
posited, loith 5 copperplates, woodcuts, and diagrams, sm 4to. original calf, newly rehacked {some
top margins stained and wormed) ; RARE, £1. 105 J. Macock, 1658

The Ajppendixes have separate titles : 'The Description and Uses of a General Quadrvnt: with the Horizontal
Projection upon it Inverted ;' and 'Appendix touching Reflective Dialling, by John Lyon'.

' Collins was the register of all the improvements made in the mathematical sciences ; the magazine to which all the
curious had recourse ; and the common repository where every part of useful knowledge was to be found. It was on this

account that the learned styled him ' the English Mersennus '.'

6996 COLLINS (Matthew, t.c.d.) The Attraction of Ellipsoids considered geometrically, 8vo.

(pp. 7), sewn, with author^s inscr., \s Qd 1854
6997 On Clairaut's Theorem, and other Subjects connected with it, 8vo. (pp. 12), sewn,

with author's inscr., \s ^d Liverpool, 1853
6998 TRAcr on the Possible and Impossible Cases of Quadratic Duplicate Equalities

in tlie Diophantine Analysis, with Appendix in which most of the useful and important Pro-
positions in the Theory of Numbers are very concisely demonstrated, 8vo. sewn, \s Dublin, 1858

6999 COMPAG-NIE d'ANZIN, Modele d'ExploitATiONetd'Extraction de la Houille, applique
a plusieurs Puits de la; with folding plate, 8vo. (pp. 16), sewn, 2s Valenciennes, 1855

7000 COMSTOCK (George Gary, Washburn Observatory) Text-Cook of Field Astronomy for

Engineers, with 6 plates and numerous diagrams, 8vo. cl., Qs Qd (p. 10* Qd nett) New York, 1905
7001 COMTE (Auguste ; Fositivist) Traite Philosophique d'Astronomie Populaire, ou Exposi-

tion systematique de toutes les Notions de Philosophie Astronomique, soit Scientifiqiies, soit

Logiques, quidoivent devenir universellement familieres; withfolding plate, 8vo. hf. calf, '6s 6d 1844
7002 GONNELL (Arthur; F.R.s.) On the Action of Voltaic Electricity on Alcohol, Ether,

and Aqueous Solutions, with plate, 4to. (pp. 39), sewn, with inscr. to B. Phillips, F.R.S. , 3*

Edin., 1835
7003 On the ACTION of Pyroxylic Spirit, and Solutions in Water, Alcohol, and Ether, plate,

4to. sewn, with inscr. to B. Fhillips, F.B.S., 3s ib., 1837
7004 GONSTANTINE (Joseph, Manchester) Practical Ventilation and Warming, with

Suggestions on the Construction and Heating, etc. of Disinfecting Rooms and Turkish Baths,
plates and woodcuts, 8vo. cl. (out of print), with the late Dr. Dallinger's bookstamp, 35 6o? 1881

7005 CONTI (Andrea) Riflessioni sopra un Problema Meccanico ; withfolding plate, 4to. sewn,
with inscr. to L. Ciccolini, os 6d Modena, 1838

7006 COOKE (Josiha [sic] Parsons, Harvard Univ.) Elements of Chemical Physics, 4tli [last]

Edition, with 462 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl. {title mended) ; out of print, 8* Qd (p. £1. Is) 1886
7007 The New Chemistry, 3rd Edition, loith 31 woodcuts, post 8vo. hf morocco neat,

2s Qd 1876
7008 Eleventh Edition [enlarged], with 31 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3s 1896
7009 COOKE (Thomas Fothergill, pr.) Authorship of the Practical Electric Telegraph of

Gt. Britain ; or the Brunei Award vindicated, with Extracts from the Arbitration Evidence
of 1841, edited in Assertion of his Brother's Rights, illustrated, 8vo. boards {scarce), 8s Qd

Bath, 1868
7010 COOKE (Sir William Fothergill) The Electric Telegraph : Was it invented by

Professor Wheatstone ? Part I : Reply to Mr. Wheatstone's Answer, 8vo. : Part II

:

Arbitration Papers and Drawings, with \\ folding plates, roy. 8vo.—2 vols. cl. {title ofpart
II stamped) ; SCARCE, 18s 6rf 1856

The statement of the author's case in his controversy with Sir Charles Wheatstone as to their respective shares in the
invention of the single needle apparatus, the lirst practical telegraphic instrument, which was patented jointly with the
latter. The above work was unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. B.

7011 Part I : Reply to Mr. Wheatstone's Answer, 8vo. cl., 6s Qd 1856
7012 , Specification of the Patent granted to, and to [Sir] Charles Wheatstone, and of a

Patent granted to the Former for Improvements in giving Signals and Sounding Alarums,
at Distant Places, by means of Electric Currents transmitted through Metallic
Circuits, with 2 folding plates, 8vo. scivn {scarce), with Lady Cooke''s inscr. to Thomas Uwins,
B.A.,\QsQd 1839

The first patent includes the five-needle apparatus, which was shortly afterwards given up as impracticable. The
second is that of the two-needle apparatus, patented by Cooke alone (not jointly with Wheatstone, as erroneously stated
in D. N. B.), which formed the basis of the single needle apparatus, on which his controversy with Sir Cliarles Wheatstone
mainly turned.

7013 COOPER (Alfred J.) How to Forecast the Weather Months in Advance, with folding
table and woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 16), sewn, Is 6d 1890

' a theory of meteorological forecasts and seismic disturbances.'

7014 COOPER (William, bookseller, at the Felican in Little-Britain, London) A Catalogue of

Chymicall Books ; in the First and Second Parts are contained such Chymical Books as have
been written Originally, or Translated into English : with a large Account of their Titles, several

Editions and Volumes ; likewise in the Third Part is contained a Collection of such things
published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (for Ten Years together) as
pertain to Chymistry, or the Study of Nature by Art in the Animal, Vegetal, and Mineral
Kingdoms, 12mo. sound copy in the original sheep (very rare), £2. 2s apud auctorem, 1675

The first English catalogue of chemical books! It should be of great interest to bibliographers, as it undoubtedly
contains works or editions that have now been whoUv lost.
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7015 COOPEB (John H.) Treatise on the Use of Belting for the Transmission of Power, 2nd
Ed., with 83 ivoodcnts, 8vo. cl., 5s 6d (p. 17s 6c?) Philadelphia, 1883

7016 COOPER (John Thomas) Description of a Hydropneumatic Baroscope, plate, 4to. (pp. 7),

sewn, 2s 1839

7017 COPERNICUS (Nicolaus, Torinensis ; sac.) Astronomia Instaurata, libris VI com-
prehensa, qui de Revolutionibus Orbium Ccelestium inscribuntur, nunc demuin post 75 ab
Obitu Authoris Annum Intef^ritati sua3 restituta, Notis<iue illustrata, opera et studio Nicolai
MULERII, Med. Prof. Groninga) ; with numerous diagrams, 4to. SOUND copy in contemporary

English calf {back of binding damaged) ; rare, £2. 15* Amstelrodami, W. Jansoniiis, 1617
the third edition of this monumeutal work, expounding the planetary system known by the author's name, and the

lirst containing explanatory notes.

7018 : Berti (Domenico) CoPERNico, e le Vicende del Sistema Copernicano in Italia
nella seconda Meth del Secolo XVI, e nella prima del XVII, con Documenti Inediti intorno a
Giordano Bruno e Galileo Galilei, 8vo. hf. morocco extra, with bookplate of Mr. Henry Reeve,

C.B., 6s Boma, 1876
Pp. 207-17 contain a bibliography. Bound up is :—Boukharow (Dmitri de) La Ilussie et la Turquie, depuis le Com-

mencement de leurs Relations, Avist., 1877.

7019 CORFIELD (William Henry, m.d.) Dwelling Houses, their Sanitary Construction and
Arrangements, with 37 ivoodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., \s 6d 1885

7020 Digest of Facts relating to the Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage, 2nd Ed.,

enlarged, 8vo. hf. calf, 2s 6d 1871

7021 Third [last] Edition, enlarged by the Author and Louis C. Parkes, m.d., 8vo. cl.

{cover soiled and damaged), Ss Qd (p. 16*) 1887

7022 COBNAGLIA (P.) Sulla Verificazione degli Apparecchi Lenticolari per Fari ; with
4folding plates, roy. 8vo. hf calf neat, 3* Torino, 1874

7023 COBPUT (]&douard van den ; Univ. Brussels) Des F^CULES, et dea Substances propres a les

Remplacer, au point de vue de 1'Alimentation et des Applications Techniques ; roy. 8vo. sewn,

3s Bruxelles, 1857

7024 Du Poison qui se dcveloppe dans les Viandes, et dans les Boudins Fumes, avec Expose
d'une Theorie Nouvelle sur son Essence Veritable, roy. 8vo. (pp. 14), sewn, 2s ibidem, 1855

An early treatise on ptomaine poisoning.

7025 COBRO (Didaco del) De Situ Telluris Exercitatio Geographica ; with folding plate, 4to.

(m). 13), sewn, Zs 6d Romw, 1725

7026 COBT (Henry), Review of the Report of the Commons' Committee on the Petition of

CoNiNGSDY Cort for Services rendered to the Iron Trade of the British Nation by, by Richard
CORT, roy. 8vo. (pp. 16), seivn, 35 6<f 1855

Henry Cort was the inventor of the puddling and rolling process for making bar iron which was the foundation of the
whole British iron manufacture.

7027 COBVINUS (Franciscus Henricus) Analecta de Tartaro, 4to. (pp. 40), sewn {title soiled

and marqincd), As Argentorati, 1780

7028 GOBY "(Isaac Preston; Caiits Coll., Cantab.) Practical Treatise on Accounts, Mercantile,

Private, and Official ; exhibiting the Manner in which the Method of Double Entry may be
applied to the ACCOUNTS of Government ; with Proposals for the Introduction of a Uniform and
Centralized System of Accounts in all Public Offices, 8vo. boards, 5s W. Pickering, 1840

By the author of the well-known ' Ancient Fragments '. Though the great Government Offices were slowly passing out
of the stnge which burnt down the Houses of Parliament with old Exchequer Tallies, and Double Entry had been
introduced into the Admiralty by bir James Graham, things were probably still in a fine tangle in the Hungry Forties.

7029 COSATTI (Lelio, Patrizio Sanese) Riflessioni sopra il Sistema dei Tre RR. PP.
Mattematici, e suo Parere circa il Patimento e Rifarcimento della Gran Cupola di S. Pietro ;

with folding plate, 4to. (pp. 32), seivn, 4s Roma, 1743

7030 COSSALi (Pietro, sac. theatino ; Univ. Parma) Apparenze del Solark Ecclissi del 3 Aprile

1791 in Parma, con Spiegazione atte a mettere all' Intelligenza delle Persone un po' colte alcuni

Articoli generali di Astronomia anche elevata ; withfolding plate, 8vo. (pp. 44), sewn, ZsQd
Parma [1791]

7031 Effemeride Astronomica ad Uso comune per I'Anno 1793, 8vo. (pp. 63), sewn,

2s 6d ibidem [1792]

7032 Origine, Trasporto in Italia, PrimiProgressi in essa dell' Algebra : Storia Critica

di Nuove Disquisizioni Analitiche e Metafisiche arricchita ; with 2folding plates on copper, 2 vols.

4to. seivn, ISs 6d Parma, Reale Tipografia, 1797-9
' Ouvrage important, plcin de recherches auxquelles preside la critique la plus eclairee. Apres avoir examine toutes

les opinions contraires, il conclutquel'Algebre a ete empruntee aux Indiens par les Arabes, qui I'ont ensuite introduite en
Europe.'

—

Biogr. Gen.

7033 COSTABiD (George, Vicar of Twickenham) The History of Astronomy, with its Applications

to Geography, History, and Chronology, occasionally exemplified by the Globes, with numerous
illustrations, 4to. boards, uncut {rare), 10.s 6d 1767

• It received a distinctive value from the ample stores of Greek and Oriental erudition displayed in it. Designed chiefly

for the use of students, demonstration acconii)anied narrative, the purpose of discovery being tlius illustrated as well as its

origin related.'—Mi<.s Agnes M. Gierke.

7034 GOTTA (Bemhard v.) Rocks classified and described: a Treatise on Lithology: English
Edition by Philip Henry Lawrence, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 14*) 1866

7035 COTTEBILL (James Henry, f.r.s.) Applied Mechanics: an Elementary General Intro-

duction to the Theory of Structures and Machines, 3rd Ed., revised, with 11 plates and 201 other

illustrations, 8vo. cl., 5s 6d (p. 18s) 1892

7036 Fourth Edition, enlarged, with 11 plates and 213 other illustrations, 8vo. cl,, Is 6d
(p. I8s) 1895
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7037 COTES (Rogrer, pr.. Prof. Astron., Cantab., F.R.s. ; friend of Sir Isaac Newton) De DescensU
Gravium, de MOTU Pendulorum in Cycloide, et de Motu Projectilium ; folding plate, 4to.

(pp. 37), sewn, ^s C'antabrigiic, 1770

7038 Harmonia Mensurarum, sive Analysis et Synthesis per Rationimi et Angulorum
Mensuras promotie ; accedunt alia Opuscula Mathematica, edidit et auxit RoBERTUS Smith ;

with diagrams and tablcy 4to. large and sound copy in contemporary calf (rare), £1. 17*60?
ibidem, 1722

Editor's presentation copy, -vvitli inscription 'J. Hill. Munus Celeberriini Editoris. Nov. 14. 1737.'

7039 Another Copy, calf (sound copy), with auto, and inscr. ofJohn Hailstone, F.R.S. , £1. \2s^d
' Including a rej^rint of the Logometria, with extensive developments and applications of the Huxional calculus.'—D.N"./;,
' Cotes's J/nrmonia Mensurarum was the earliest work in which decided progress was niade in the application of

logarithms and of the properties of the circle to the calculus of fluents.'—Pro/, de Morgan. It is also the first conijilete

treatise on the integral calculus, and first contains the well-known theorem in trigonometry known by his name, which
depends on the forming of factors of x^— 1. The second part of the work contains * .Estimatio Enorum in mixta Mathesi

per variationes Partinm Trianguli plani et sphjerici', ' pointing out the best way of arriving at the most probable mean
result of astronomical observations. It is remarkable for a partial anticipation of the 'method of least squares', as well

as for the first employment of the system of assigning dift'erent weights to observations' (/A N. 1>.), also ' de Methodo
Difl'erentiali Xewtoniana '

;
' Canonotechnia ' ;

' de Descensu Gravium ', etc. etc.

7040 Hydrostatical and Pneumatical Lectures, published with Notes by Robert Smith
[D.D., Master of Trinity] , first edition, with 5 plates, 8vo. old calf gilt, Ss Qd 1738

7041 Second Edition, tvitho plates, 8vo. sound copy in contemporary calf, Is Qd Cambridge, 1747

7042 Another Copy, contemporary calf [sound copy), with auto, and fine armorial bookplate

of William Cowper, Clerk of the Parliaments {cousin of the poet), 9*

7043 Third Edition, carefully revised and corrected, with 5 plates, Hvo. fne copy in old calf,

with the Marquess Camden^s bookplate, 7s Qd 1775

7044 Another Copy, boards, uncut, 5s
'The course of experiments for which they were composed wasamongtheearliestof the kind given in England.'—D.iV^.L".

' Had Cotes lived, we might have known something ! '—Sir Isaac Ntwton.

7045 COTTAM (Arthur, f.r.a.s.) Charts of the Constellations, from the North Pole to between
35° and 40« of South Declination, comprising S6 folding plates, atlas folio, cl., 10s 6d (p. £2.) 1889

' Each constellation is shown complete in a single sheet, and in every case the naked-eye stars in the surrounding
asterisms are filled in up to the borders.'—Pre/ttce;.

7046 COTTE (Louis, pretre de VOratoire : de VAcademic royale des Sciences) Traite de Meteorologie,
contenant I'Histoire des Observations Meteorologiques ; un Trait6 des Meteores; I'Histoire et la

Description du Baronietre, du Thermometre, et des autres Instrumens Meteorologiques ; les Tables
des Observations Meteorologiques et Botanico-M^t^orologiques ; les Resultats des Tables et des

Observations ; la Methode pour faire les Observations Meteorologiques; loith 14 plates, thick 4to.

contemporary French calfgilt, \5s Imprimerie Royale, 1774
' Cotte s'etait surtout applique a cette partie de la physique qui traite de I'atmosphere et des phenomenes qui s'y

developpent, et il devint, pour ainsi dire, le crt'a^«?ird'une science nouvelle, la mitrorologie, dont les elements jusqu'a lui

n'avaient guere consiste qu'en des observations eparses et <[uelques aper^us incoherents.'

—

Biogr. Gin.

7047 COTTON (A.), et H. MOXJTON, Institut Pasteur: Les Ultramicroscopes et les Objets
Ultramicroscopiques ; with woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, 2s Qd (p. F. 5 nett) 1906

7048 COUBNOT (Antoine Augustin) Exposition de la Theorie des Chances et des Pro-
BABILITES ; ivith plate, 8vo. calf gilt {scarce), \2s Qd 1843

A classic work on the subject, often quoted by Prof. Todhunter in his ' History of the Theory of Probability.'

7049 De I'Origine et des Limites de la Correspondance entre 1'Algebre et la Geometrie ;

with Zfolding plates, 8vo sewn {scarce), 10s Qd 1847

7050 Traite Elementaire de la Theorie des Fonctions et du Calcul Infinitesimal ;

with Q folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. scored calf gilt {one leaf mended, but a nice copy), Qs 1841

7051 Another Copy, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf, 5s

7052 DEUXliiME Edition, revue et corrigee ; with 7 folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf gilt

{scarce); lis 1857

7053 COXJRTANVAUX (Franqois Cesar le Tellier, Marquis de, Due de Doudeauville) Journal
du Voyage sur la Fregate I'Aurore, pour essayer par Ordre de I'Academie, plusieurs Instru-
mens relatifs a la Longitude ; mis en Ordre par A. G. Pingre et Charles Messier ; with fine

plates of scientific instruments, etc., andfolding map, 4to. old calf {joints cracked), 10s Qd
Imprimerie Royale, 1768

'Courtauvaux composa plusieurs instruments inconnus ou oublios, qui fureut d'une grande utilite a la commission.'

—

Bi'^gr. Pen.

7054 CbWE (James, Vicar), The Meteorological Register kept by, at Sunbury Vicarage,
Middlesex, from 1795 to 1839, a lithographic reproduction from the Original MS. 07i 545 pp. [with

Intro, by G. J. Symons, F.R.S.], with views of the Vicarage garden, and plans, folio, cl., uncut
(ONLY 90 copies privately PRINTED), 12s Qd

'

1889
Valuable as covering a period particularly deficient in meteoroloj?ical records.
The cure of Sunbury has giveu a remarkable record of longevity, Mr. Cowe, the above observer, having been Vicar from

1790 to 1S42 ; on his death the benefice was offered to, but refused by, Sydney Smith, and was then held till 1S98 by
H. G. Vigne, pr., two successive incumbencies thus covering lOS years !

The list of subsciibers to the above facsimile includes Richard Doddridge Blackmore, the novelist, who market-
gardened at Twickenham near by.

7055 COWPER-COLES (Sherard) Elektrolytisches Verfahren zur Herstellung para-
BOLiscHER Spiegel : Elektrolytische Verzinkung, iibertragen von Emil Abel—2 parts roy.

8vo. (pp. 17 and 37), with 49 woodcuts; sewn, 2s Halle, 1904-5

7056 COX (Homersham ; Muir Central College) Principles of Arithmetic, with diagrams, fcap.

8vo. cl. {out of print), 3s Cambridge, 1885
Explaining the different methods in the order of historical development.

7057 CRACKNELL (A. G.) Practical Mathematics [with Answers to Examples], diagrams,
cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1900
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7059 COYTIER (P. L.) Recherches Mathematk^ues sur diverses Questions non resolues, on
dont la Solution laisse quelqne Chose h desirer ; withfolding table, 2 parts 4to. (pp. 32), sewn, with
numerous MS. notes bi/ GIUSEPPE Calandrelli, mathematician (1749-1827), 6.<f 1811

7060 CRAHAY (Jacques Guillaume, Univ. Catholique, Louvain) Memoire sur les Instans du
Maximum et du Minimum de Hauteur Diurne du Barometre, aux diverses Saisons pendant
le Jour ; with ^folding plates, 4to. (pp. 36), sewn, 3* 6c? \_Louvain, 1835]

7061 CBAMEB (Gabriel, F.R.S.) Introduction i\ I'Analyse des Lignes Courbes Algebriques;
with '^'^folding plates, thick 4to. old calf, newly rebacked (fine copy i ; VERY RARE, sold Geneve, 1750

' Containing; tlie earliest demonstration that a curve of the n't degree is in general determined if i n (n + 3) points on it

be given.'— W^. W. R. Ball.

According to Prof. Cantor, this, together with Euler's Introdudio («. No. 1254, ante), forms the first actual text-book on
algebraic curves, ' in einer Volleiidung wio sie iiur als Fruchtjahrelanger Vorbereitung erreicht werden kann.*

7062 CRAMER (Johann Andreas, m.d.) Elements of the Art of Assaying Metals: Theory
and Practice, deduced from the true Properties and Nature of Fossils, confirmed by the most
accurate and unquestionable Experiments, etc. [trans.] , with Notes and Observations not in the
Orij,'inal, by Cromwell Mortimer, m.d., f.r.s., and with List of the chief English Writers on
Minerals and Metals, 2nd Ed., with Q folding copperplates of metallurgical plant and instruments,

8vo. contemporary calf gilt, or, old calf, newly rebacfced, 12s tid 1764
' He was the first who reduced the art of a.s.saying in metallurgy into a system.'—iJose. * Ses ouvrages temoignent de

grandes connaissances en min^ralogie et en histoire naturelle.'

—

Biogr. Oin.

7063 CRAMPTON (Josiah, Rector of Killesher) The Lunar World, its Scenery, Motions, etc.

;

considered with a View to Design, 4th Ed., with 7 plates, besides woodcuts, fcap. 8vo, cl. gilt^

'Is Qd Edin., 1863
Giving a very clear idea of physical conditions in the Moon.

7064 CRAPPER (Ellis Herbert, Univ. Sheffield) Electric and Magnetic Circuits, t^iYA diagrams,
8vo. cl., Qs (id (p. lOs 6d nett) [1903]

7065 CRAWFORD (James Ludovic Lindsay, 26th Earl of, k.t., f.r.s.; bibliophil) Screw-
Cutting Tables, for Engineers and Machinists, giving the Values of the Different Trains of

Wheels required to produce Screws of any Pitch, oblong 4to. cl., \s Qd 1878
7066 : Dun Echt Observatory Publications [Ralph Copeland, f.r.a.s, Astronomer:

with Prefaces to each Division by LORD Crawford], with folding plates and diagrams,
complete in 3 vols. 4to. boards, £1. 5* Dun Echt, Aberdeen, 1876-85

Contents :— I. F. G. W. Struve's ' Stellarum Duplicium Mensursp, Micrometricte' (1837), with Additions, and re-arranged
and brought up to 1875: II. Mauritiu.s Expedition, 1874: Determination of the Solar Parallax, and Description of the
Ileliometer us-d : III. : Determinations of Longitude and Latitude.

Only a limited number were published, for privati: distribution, of these publications of Lord Crawford's
Observatory, which, tog(»ther with its valuable astronomical library, was presented by him in 1888 to the nation.

7067 Vol. I only, with plate, 4to. sewn, 8s Qd ibidem, 1876

7068 CRELL (Lorenz Florenz Friedricb. v.; Univ. Gdttingen ; F.R.S.) Auswahl aller eigen-

thiinilichen Abhandlungen und Beobachtungen aus den neuesten Entdeckungen in der
Chemie, herausgegeben mil einigen Verbesserungen und Zusatzen ; ivith plates, 4 vols. 12mo.
sewn (rare), £1. 10* Leipzig, 1786

7069 Chemisches Archiv ; with 2 plates, complete in 2 vols. 12mo. sewn (rare), £1. 1*

ibidem, 1783
7070 Neues Chemisches Archiv, Band 1, 3—7; with plates, 6 vols. 12mo. sewn (rare),

£1. 15* ib., 1784-8

7071 Band 3—6, 4 vols. 12mo. sewn, 18s 6d ib., 1785-7
Forming a continuation of ' Chemisches Archiv.' It includes a General Index to the former and vols. 1-6 of N. C. A.
Both publications were continued by the author's 'Chemi.sche Annalen', and are important as the earliest journal

exclusively devoted to chemistry.

7072 Chemisches Journal fiir die Freundeder Naturlehre, Arzneygelahrtheit, Haushaltungs-
kunst und Manufacturen, COMPLETE in 6 vols. 12mo. in 3, sewn (RARE), £2. 2* Lemgo, 1779-81

7073 Band III, 12mo. boards. As ib., 1780
7074 Beytrage zu den chemtschen Annalen, Bd. I, II 1.-3. Stiick, IV 2.-4. Stiick, V 1.-2.

Stiick ; with plate, 6 vols, and parts 12mo. sewn, £1.5? Helmstadt, 1786-91

7075 GRELLE (August Leopold) Calculating Tables, giving the Products of every 2 Numbers
from 1 to 1000, and their Application to the MULTIPLICATION and Division of all Numbers above
1000 ; revised by Carl Bremiker, folio, cl., 12s Qd (p. £1. 1*) 1897

7076 CREMONA (Luigi, Univ. Rome; F.R.S.) Elements of Projective Geometry, trans, by
Charles Leudesdorf, with 2.52 diagrams, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 12* 6d) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1885

7077 , Elements de Geometrie Projective, traduits, avec la Collaboration de I'Auteur, par
Edouard Dewulf, I™ Partie [seule parue] ; with 216 diagrams, 8vo. sewn {scarce). Ids 1875

7078 (iRAPHlCAL Statics : Two Treatises on the Graphical Calculus and Reciprocal Figures in

Graphical Statics, trans, by Thomas Hudson Beare, M.I.C.E , with diagrams, 8vo. cl., bs

(p. 8s 6d) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1890
One of the best shorter text-books on the subject, largely founded on the work of Mobius.

V. Chelini, ante.

7079 CRISTIANl (Girolamo Francesco) Delle Misure d'ogni Genere, Antiche, e Moderne, con
Note Letterarie, e Fisico-Matematiche, a Giovamento di qualunque Architetto ; with allegorical

front, on copper by Giampicoli, vignettes, and 2 plates on copper, 4to. boards, 7s 6d Brescia, 1760
7080 Delia InalveaZIONE, e del Regolamento del Fiume Brenta, conforme al Piano Idro-

metrico di Angelo Artico, moditicato da V Mateniatici : Trattato Critico-Idraulico ; with allegorical

front, and large colouredfolding chartfrom above Padua to the .sea, 4to. fine copy in contemporary
mottled calf gilt, 10.«? 6c? Milano, 1795
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7081 CRESY (Edward, c.p:., f.s.a.) Encyclop.i^.dia of Civil Engineering : Historical, Theoretical,

and Practical, with 3057 woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. morocco {shabby), 3* Qd 1847

7082 New Impression, with Supplement (pp. 93), loith 3203 ivoodcuts, 2 thick vols. 8vo.

hf. morocco gilt {nice copy), 8* 60? (p. £3. 135 &d in cl.) 1861

7083 CRISTOFOBO (Giacinto, da Napoli) Delia Dottrina de' Triangoli : De Constructione
.-Equationum Libellus—2 vols. 4to. in 1, with diagrams ; contemporary vellum {rare), 12s Qd

Venezia, 1720—Neapoli, 1700
' Rare e progiate opere '.—Riccardi. The second work treats of the geometrical construction of indeterminate equations

of the second order, and has the subject ' savamment developpe' {Montuda).

7084 CRIVELLI (Giovanni, C.R.S. Veneto ; f.r.s.) Elementi d'ARiTMETiCA Numerica e

Letterale, 8vo. boards, uncut. Is 6d Venezia, 1728
Rare, and unknown to Prof, de Morgan.

7085 CROCKEB (Francis Bacon, Columbia Univ.) Electric Lighting: Vol I: Generating
Plant ; Vol II : Distributing System and Lamps, 3rd Ed., with 543 illustrations, 2 vols,

roy. 8vo. cl. {cover etc. of v. II soiled), 8s ^d (p. £1. 5s) New York, 1896-1902

7086 OBOES (0. W. J.) De ZoN geeft geene Warmte : Beschouwingen op het Gebied der Natuur,
8vo. (pp. 30), sewn, 6s Qd 's Hertogenbosch, 1858

Probably the only work ever written in support of the queer paradox that no lieat is given off by the sun.

7087 OBOLL (James, Geol. Survey Scots. ; f.r.s.) Climate and Time in their Geological Re-
lations : a Theory of Secular Changes of the Earth's Climate, ivith 8 plates and maps, and wood-
cuts, thick 8vo. cl., uncut, 6s Qd (p. £1. 4s) 1875

' His most important book . . . CroU maintained that the low temperature occurred when the eccentricity of the earth's

orbit had a high value, but was modified by the precessional movement of the earth's axis,'

—

Prof. Bonney, pr., F.R.S.

7088 OBONSTEDT (Axel Fredric) Essay towards a System of Mineralogy, trans., with
Annotations, and additional Treatise on the Blow Pipe, by Gustav VON Engestrom ; 2nd
Ed., greatly enlarged by the Addition of Modern Discoveries ; and by a New Arrangement of

the Articles, by John Hyacinth de Magellan, f.r.s., unth 2 folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. /ine

copy in contemporary tree-calf gilt {rare), 15s 1788
The above copy belonged to Richard Watson, f.r.s., absentee Bp. of Llandaflf (1737-1816), and bears his Calgarth Park

book-label.
The author, a Swede, discovered nickel in 1751, and was the first to introduce blow-pipe analysis in mineralogy.

7089 OBOOK (Herbert Evelyn, m.d.) High Frequency Currents : their Production, Physical
Properties, Physiological Effects, and Therapeutical Uses, with 44 ilkistrations, 8vo. cl., is Qd
(p. Is Qd nett) 1906

7090 OBOOKES (Sir William, f.r.s.) On Attraction and Kepulsion resulting from Radiation
(from Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc), with plates and woodcuts, COMPLETE in 6 parts in 1 vol. roy. 4to.

cl. (scarce), with inscr. as below, £1. Is 1873-8
The first account of the author's invention of the Radiometer, and establishing his theory of radiant matter.
' William Spottiswoode Esqr President of the Royal Society, with the Author's regards.'—Jnscr. on, flyleaf.

7091 Reprint of Part I, with Q plates, post 8vo. sewn, 35 1875
7092 On the Discovery of the Metal Thallium, 8vo. (pp. 11), sewn, 2s 1863
7093 Another Copy, sewn, with inscr. as below, 2s

' Dr. T. L. Phip.son k.c.s. etc. etc. etc. from his friend William Crookes.'

—

Inscr. on title.

7094 Dyeing and Tissue-Printing, cr. 8vo. cl. {scarce), Qs Qd 1882
7095 On the Existence of a New Element, probably of the Sulphur Group (pp. 5)

:

Further Remarks on the Supposed New Metalloid (leaflet), post 8vo. seivn, with author's
inscr. to Dr. Phipson, 2s 1861

7096 Experimental Contributions to the Theory of the Radiometer (Preliminary Notice),

post 8vo. (pp. 16), sew7i, 2s 1877
7097 On the Measurement of the Luminous Intensity of Light, woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 13),

sewn, with author^s inscr. to Dr. Phipson, 2s Qd 1868
7098 The Mechanical Action of Light, woodcuts, 2 papers 8vo. (pp. 47), sewn, 3.«f Qd 1875-6

7099 On a New Arrangement of Binocular Spectrum-Microscope, ivoodcuts, 8vo.

(pp. 10), sewn, with author''s inscr., 2s 1869
7100 Preliminary Researches on Thallium, 8vo. (pp. 8), sewn, with author's inscr., 2s 1862
7101 On Radiant Matter, with woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 30), seu-n, with author's inscr. to

Dr. Phipson, 2s Qd 1879
7102 On Radiant Matter Spectroscopy : the Detection and Wide Distribution of Yttrium

(Bakerian Lecture), with plate, 8vo. (pp. 28), seiVQi, 2s 1884
7103 Select Methods in Chemical Analysis (chiefly Inorganic), 2nd Ed., rewritten and

enlarged, ivith woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., with bookstamp of Mr. A. P. Sinnett {Esoteric Buddhist),
8s Qd (p. £1. 4s)

.,
1886

7104 , ajid Ernst BOHBIG : Practical Treatise on Metallurgy, adapted from the last

German Edition of Prof. Kerl's Metallurgy, Vol. I : Lead, Silver, Zinc, Cadmium, Tin,

Mercury, Bismuth, Antimony, Nickel, Arsenic, Gold, Platinum, Sulphur, with 201 woodcuts, thick
8vo. cl., 105 Qd (p. £1. II5 Qd) 1868

7105 Vol. II : Copper and Iron with 273 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., \2s Qd (p. £1. 16s) 1869
v. Chemical News, ante.

7106 CBOPPET (Lambertus) Theses Astronomicae, (j^uibus proponuntur nonnulla de Corporum
Mundanorum Simplicium Distinctione et Numero, juxta tum veterum tum recentiorum benfe

Philosophantium Sententiam, relictis interim Cajnophilorum nonnullorum Opinionibus
;
prjBterea,

Specimen Construction is Magn^ Chordarum Tabulae, qure uti unicum est totius Matheseos
Fundamentum, ita et quam maximfe desiderata, h, nemine tamen ob summas quas continet
Difficultates sufficienter nactenus proposita, folio, old vellum {rare), £1. Is Wirceburgi, 1598
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7109 CROSS (C. F.), audE. J.BEVAN: Reskarches on Cellulosk (1900-5), cr. Svo. cL, 5s {{i.lsGd
nett) 1906

7110 CROSSE (Andrew, electrician), MEMORIALS of. Scientific and Literary [by his Wife Cornelia
A. H. Crosse, born Berkeley], post 8vo. hf. brown calf neat, uncut, t. e. g., with AUTO, letter
FROM Mr. Crosse inserted, and bookplate of W. Tuckwell, pr., Oxonian, \2s 1857

Andrew Crosse was a country squire in the Quantocks, where ho lived all his life on his estate, and spent all his leisure

for fifty years in electrical research, a pursuit in which he has ha<l few fellows save the late Lord Salisbury. In 1S37, while
experimenting on electro-crystallisation, ho made the remarkable discovery of the appearance of insect life in immediate
connexion with his voltaic arrangements, and in metallic solutions supposed to be destructive to organic life. The insect
was named acariLs eledricus. On publishing a discovery so suggestive of abiogenesis he was, in liis own words, • met with
so inuch virulence and abuse that it seems as if it were a crime to have made the experiments ' (/). N. B.). The author of
the above Memorials, ' a charming volume, full of graceful and vivacious reminiscences ', was his second wife, and survived
him for forty years, during which she knew Murchison, Faraday, Babbage, Landor, the Brownings, Kinglake, and many
others, of wiioin site recorded her remembrances in ' Red Letter Days of my Life ' in 1S02.

7111 CROUCHER (Joseph), Analytical Hints on the Patent Marine Time Keeper made by,
post 8vo. (pp. 14), sewn, 2s [c. 1810]

7112 CROUSAZ [hie OROTJZAS] (Jean Pierre de) Commentaire sur 1'Analyse des Infiniment
Petits ; 2vith 4 plates, 4to. boards, 4s 1721

a commentary on L'Hospital's work.

7113 CRUM (Walter; f.r.s.) Experimental Enquiry into the Number and Properties of the
Prim.\ry Coloupj?, and the Source of Colour in the Prism, with 3 coloured vlates, and numerous
diagrams, roy. 8vo. boards, with author's inscr. to Peter Mark Eoget, M.D.,i M.S., and the latter''

s

auto.. 125 6rf Glasgow, 1830
Added is the Orioinal BIS. by Prof. William Ritchik of Remarks on the above work, intended to be published in the

' Journal of the Royal Institution '.

71 14 CUFF (John) Description of a Pocket Microscope, ivith plate : of a New Invention to
fi.K the above, plate : of a Microscope for Opake Objects, plate : of a Solar, or
Camera Obscura Microscope, plate—sm. 8vo. sewn, 5s 6d [1743]
CULLEN (William, m.d.) Essay on the Cold produced by Evaporating Fluids—v. Black
{No. 6248), ante, and Edinburgh Essays, post

7115 CULLEY (Robert Spelman, m.i.c.e. ; g.p.o.) Handbook of Practical Telegraphy, 6th
Edition, enlarged, with plates and woodcuts, 8vo. cL, or, hf. morocco, Ss 6d 1874

7116 Seventh Edition, enlarged, %'zYA ISplates, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cZ.,55(p.l6s) 1878
7117 Eighth [last] Edition [revised], with numerous plates and woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {out of

print), Ss (p. I6s) 1885
7118 GUMMING (James, f.r.s.) Manual of Electro Dynamics, chiefly translated from the

* Manuel d'Electricit^ dynamique ' of J. F. Demonferrand, with Notes and Additions on the
LATEST Discoveries and Improvements, 7 folding plates, 8vo. cl. (scarce), 155 Cambridge, 1827

• He constructed most delicate telescopes, and made important modifications and simplification.s of electrical methods.
He was the first to show, that when the temperature of one junction of certain thermo-electric circuits was gradually
raised, the current gradually rose to a maximum, then fell off, and ttnally was reversed at a red heat.'— tf. T. Bettony.

' Camming appears to have been the tirstto use a coil surrounding a pivoted needle to vieiuiure the current. To him we
owe the torm Cul canomnter.'—Prof. i>ilvanu.<i Thompston.

7119 CUN.ffiUS (E. H. J.) De Bepaling van het Brekend Vermogen als Methode van Onderzoek
naar de Samenstelling van Coexisteerende Damp- en Vloeistofphasen ; with 3 folding plates, 8vo.
(m\ 62), sewn. 2s Qd Amsterdam [1899]

7120 CUNNINGHAM (Alexander W.) Notes on the History, Methods, and Technological
Impoutanx'E of Descriptive Geometry, 8vo. (pp. 59), sewn, 2s Edin., 1868

7121 CUNNINGHAM (Lt.-Ool. Allan, r.e.) Binary Canon, showing Residues of Powers of
2 for Divisors under 1000, 4to. cL, with bookplate of Prof H. W. LI. Tanner, F.B.S., V2s Qd 1900

7122 Connexion of Quadratic Forms, 8vo. (pp. 28), sewn, with author's inscr., \s [1895]
7123 CURIOSITIES in CHYMISTRY : being New Experiments and Observations concerning

the Principles of Natural Bodies, written by a Person of Honour, and published by his

Operator, H. G., 12mo. contemporary sheep, or, contemporary calf {rare), \2s 6c? 1691
By way of variety from the then prevailing phlogistic theory, the anonymous author originates a still more peculiar theory

of his own, as stated in the introduction: ' The ingenious author has herein laid a great many Experiments and Observa-
tions together, in order to prove that Water is the only first Material Principle of Natural Bodies ; and that all the other
pretended Hypostatic^il Principles are ultimate and reducible into mere Elementary Water '.

7124 CURRY (Charles Emerson) Electromagnetic Theory of Light, Part I [treating the more
Familiar Phenomena that can be explained by Clerk-Maxwell's Theory], with diagrams, 8vo. cl., Ss

(p. 125 nett) 1905
7125 Theory of Electricity and Magnetism, with Preface by Ludwig Boltzmann,

diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 5s 6d (p. 85 6d nett) 1897
7126 CUTHBERTSON (John, philosophical instrument maker) Practical Electricity and

Galvanis.m, containing a series of Experiments calculated for the use of those who are desirous of
becoming acquainted with that Branch of Science, with 9fne folding plates on copper, 8vo. boards,
uncut {rare), I2s 6d 1807

Containing a full description and illustration of the author's electric machine (constructed for the Teyler Stichting of
Haarlem) , which was one of the first to use a glass plate instead of a cylinder.

7127 CUVIER (Leopold Chretien Frederic Dagobert [postea Georges] Baron ; f.r.s.) Essay on
the Theory of the Earth, trans, by Robert Kerr, f.r.s.e., with Mineralogical Notes by
Robert Jameson, 2nd Edition, with Additions, 4 plates, 8vo. old calf {nice copy), with Lord
Gray's bookplate. Is 6d Edin., 1815

This classic work wa.s the first to link together pala?ontology and comparative anatomy, and to usher in a new spirit of
enquiry in geology.

7128 —— Rapport Historique sur les PROGRfcs des Sciences Naturelles depuis 1789, et sur
leur Etat actuel, nouvelle Edition, 8vo. sewn, Ss Qd 1828
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7130 CUTHBERT (Ross) New Theory of the Tides, 8vo. (pp. 13), sewn {scarce), 6s 6d
reprint of Quebec, 1811

According to the author the phenomenon of tides is wholly unconnected with the attraction of the moon, and caused

solely by the heat of the sun, which he supposes to produce * periodical swellings ' of the ocean, followed by ' reactions '.

The above pamphlet was not budgetted by Prof, de Morgan.

7131 CYCLONE MEMOIRS, published by J. Eliot, Parts II—V : Bay of Bengal, Aug. 21-28,

1888. Sept. 13-20, and Oct. 27-31, 1888, and Arabian Sea, Nov. 6-9, 1888. Arabian Sea:
Nature and Course of Storms, and Catalogue and History of Cyclones, 1648-1889. Bay of Bengal
and Arabian Sea, Nov. 1891, with numerous maps and charts, 4 vols. roy. 8vo. boards, 7s

(p. Rs. 14) Calcutta, 18903
7132 CZAPSKI (Siegrfried) Theorie der OPTISCHEN Instrumente nach Abbe ; with 94 woodcuts,

roy. 8vo. cL, 4s Qd (p. M. 10) Breslau, 1893

7133 CZOGLER (A.) Dimensionen und absolute Maasse der physikalischen Grossen, post 8vo.

sewn, 2s 6rf Leipzig, 1889

7134 DAGXJERRE (Loais Jacques Mende, peintre, inventeur du Diorama) Historique et

Description des Procedes du Daguerreotype et du Diorama, premiere edition ; with 6 plates

illustrating the Apparatus, etc. used, 8vo. original wrapper {cover mounted, and small blank corner

of title torn off, otherwise a SOUND COPY) ; EXCESSIVELY SCARCE, £3. 135 Qd Sussefreres, 1839
First Edition of perhaps the most important work in the whole range of the history of photograjAy, containing the

first account of the invention of the first practical photographic process-the Daguerreotype.

7135 NOUVELLE Edition, corrig^e ; with fine lithographic portrait, and 6 plates, 8vo. original

wrapper, uncut {slightly foxed) ; VERY SCARCE, £2. 10s
'

A. Giroux et Cie., 1839

7136 Another Copy, original urrapper (FRESH COPY), £2. 15s
Second and last Edition, valuable for the fine portrait of the author, which is not contained in the first, with which it

otherwise agrees save for some corrections. Both editions include the reports on the invention by Arago and Gay-Lussac,
'Notice sur I'heliographie, par J. N. Nikpce ' (co-inrp»<o/- vydh the aKfAo)-), 'Modifications apportees au procede de
M. Niepce par M. Daguerre', 'Notice historique sur le procede du Daguerreotype ', etc. etc., and the account of his

discovery of the Diorama— the delight of many boys fifty years ago.

'The discovery of the Daguerreotype was announced in Jan. 1S39, but the details of the process were not made public
till August of the same year. It consists of exposing a metal ])late covered with iodide of silver for a suitable time in

a photographic camera, the plate being afterwards transferred to a dark room, and exposed to the vapour of mercury, which
develops tlie latent image, it being afterwards fixed. Although this process has become almost obsolete, it was really

the first which was of any practical value, and experts all agree that no other known process renders some subjects—e.j/.

the human face—with such fidelity and beauty.'

—

T. C. Hepworth.

D'ALEMBERT (Jean Le Rend)—??. Alembert, ante.

DALENOE (Joachim)—V. Alence, ante.

7137 DALESEN (B. M. van) Verzadigingsoppervlakken l)ij Ternaire Mengsels ; with plate

and diagrams, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s Amsterdam [1904]

7138 DALLMEYER (Jolin Henry; f.r.a.s.) On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses,
8vo. (pp. 12), sewn. Is 1876

7139 DALLMEYER (Thomas R., f.r.a.s.) Telephotography: an Elementary Treatise on the

Construction and Application of the Telephotographic Lens, with 27 plates and 66 woodcuts,

cr. 4to. cl., 8s (p. 15s nett) 1899

7140 DAM (Jan Albertsz van) Wiskonstige Reekening in Hemelklootse Voorstellen,
leerende op verscheyde wyze de Aardkloots Breete te vinden, door Observatie aan de Zon, of

Sterren etc. ; mitsgaders de Uitrekening en Aftekenins der Zonnevvysers, zeer dienstig voor

alle Zeevarende, en vermakelyk voor de Liefhebbers der Wiskonst; with 22 plates (2 folding), and
numerous woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. sound copy in contemporary Dutch vellum, 15s

Amsterdam [1715]
The author was, according to Kaestner, the originator of the chni)i rule.

7141 DAMBOURNEY (Louis Augusta) Recueil de Proci^.des et d'ExPERiENCES sur les Teint-
URES SoLiDES que nos Vegetaux indigenes communiquent aiix Laines et aux Lainages, 4to.

(?) Large Paper ; old hf. calf (rare>, 17s 6rf 1786
First Edition, printed by order of the French Government, with alphabetical List of Colours (pp. 39) at end.

'Dambourney reussit a naturaliser la garance dans la Normandie et a tirer un vert primitif trrs-solide des baies de la

Inurdaine on bourgene (rhamnus frangula) . 11 reconnutensuite la possibilitt- d'extrairedu vout'-deou pastel (imtis tinctoria)

nn bleu comparable a I'lndigo, et imaglna que par le nioyen du feu on pourrait porter la fermentation a sa perfection.'

—

Biogr. Gen.

7142 DAMMER (Otto) Illustriertes Lexikon der Verfalschungen und Verunreinigungen
der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel, der Kolonialwaren und Manufakte, der Droguen, Cheraikalien

und Farbwaren, gewerblichen und landwirtschaftlichen Produkte, Dokumente und Wertzeichen

;

with 5 coloured plates, and 734 woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. in parts as issued (scarce), £1. 7s 6a?

Leipzig, 1885-7

7143 DAMOISEAU (Marie Charles Theodore), e Comte Philippe Gustave Doulcet de PON-
T:6cOULANT: Effemeridi della Cometa d'HALLEY, calcolate secondo i diversi Elementi,
neir Occa.sione del Ritorno ch'ella fara' al suo Perielio il Noveinbre 1835 ; with large folding
map, 4to. (pp. 14), seivn, 3s 6d Roma, 1835

7144 DANA (James Dwight ; f.r.s.) Manual of Mineralogy and Petrology, 6th Edition,

enlarged, with numerous illustrations, post 8vo. cl., 4s (p. 8s Qd nett) 1888

7145 System of Mineralogy, comprising the most Recent Discoveries, 4th Edition,

rewritten, with 611 illustrations, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. in 1, hf. morocco neat, 5s 6c? 1855

7146 DANIELL (Alfred, School Med., Edin.) Text Book of the Principles of Physics, illustrated,

8vo. cl., Qs (p. £1. Is) 1884
7147 Third [latest] Edition [enlarged], illustrated, thick 8vo. prize calf extra {nice copy),

12.9 6d (p. £1. Is in cl.) New York, 1895
Excellent as a work of reference, and paying special attention to medical physics.
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714S DALTON (John, Professor of Mathematics and Natural PhUosuphy, at the New College, Man-
chester ; F.R.s.) Meteorological Observations and Essays, first edition, ivith diagrams, 8vo.
old hf. calf {old name on title) ; very rare, £2. 155 W. Richardson^ 1793

7 149 Another Copy, contemporary tree-calfgilt{fjhe and tall copy), or, boards, UNCUT, £3. 10s
7150 Another Issue of the First Edition, with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, £2. 25 T. Ostell [1793]

The author's first published wurk, and excessively r/vre in either issue of the above edition.
The only difference betwfien the above two issues lies in the title-page, which in the case of Ost^U's edition has been

pasted on to the sheet. A clear inference may therefore be drawn that Richardson's issue was the earlier one. The
curious fact of two issues existing of the first edition has hitherto been unknown, and probably points to the slow sale of a
new and unknown writer.

'They contained, as the author remarked 40 years later, the germs of most of the ideas afterwards expanded by liim
into discoveries. A prominent section comprised the result of six years' auroral observations. He had detected independ
ently the magnetic relations of the phenomenon, and concluded thence auroral light to be of purely electric ori,'in, and
auroral arch'is and streamers to be composed of an elastic fluid of a fi-rruginous nature existing above our atmosphere.
This hyi)Othesis was further developed by Biot in 1S20. From simultaneous observations at Kendal and Keswick Dalton
derived from the aurora of \i> Feb. 1703 a height of 150 miles. . . The essay in the same volume was remarkable for the
then novel assertion that aqueuus vapour exists in the air as an independent elastic fiuid, not chemically combined, but
mechanically mixed with the other atmospheric gases.'

—

Mii^s Aotifs M. Ch'rke,

7151 Second Edition, with woodcuts, 8vo. boards, uncut (scarce), 18* 6rf Manchester, 1834
7152 Another Copy, original boards, uncut {covers loose), with author's inscription, £1. 5«

'Samuel Marshall with respects from the author.'—/h*c>-. on flyleaf.
'This second edition is prints verlKilira from the,first, both text and notes ; and I have only a<l(le<l a few notes at the end

under the head of Apjiemlu ; and some observations on clouds, on thunder, and on meteors, particularly the aurora
borealis. . . I have been the more anxiotis to preserve the first edition unchanged, as I apprehend it contains the germs of
most of the ideas which I have since expamled more at large in dittVrent Essays, and which ha\e been considered as
discoveries of some importance.'

—

Prefoce.

7153 New System of Chemical Philosophy, Parts I and II, and Vol. II Part I (all pub-
lished), ivith 8 copperplates, 3 vols. 8vo., the first 2 in contemporary tree-calf gilt, and thz third
in the original boards, uncut (fine copies) ; EXCESSIVELY .SCARCE COMPLETE, £5. 5*

ibidem, 1808-10-27
7154 Another Copy (Part I 2nd Ed.), with 8 copperplates^ 3 vols. 8vo., the first in cl. and the

others in original boards, uncut, £4. I8i2—Manchester, 1810-27
Complete copies of the only edition of this important work, no complete reprint having ever been issued. Part I, the

only part re-issue I, is a verbatim reprint of the original.

7155 Parts 1 and II only, with 8 copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. sevm {name on title of pt.I)^
£2. 12s 6d Manchester, 1808-10

This work, one of the greatest classics of chemistry, which has now become excessively rare, is the first to contain
the author's exposition of the Atomic Theory.

' In this work he developed those primary laws of heat and chemical combination to which he had been gradually led
since ISOl, and laid the foundation of chemical notation by representing graphically the supposed collocations of atoms
in compound bodies. Extended and revised bodies of atomic weights were added.'

—

Miss Agnes M. Gierke.

7156 : Henry (William Charles, F.R.S.) MEMOIRS of the Life and Scientific Researches of
John Dalton, f.r.s., with bust-portrait, 2 plates, andfs. letter, 8vo. cl., uncut, t. e. a., 8* Qd

Cavendish Soc, 1854
This work, with R. A. Smith's biography (q. v. infra), forms the chief authority on Dalton.

7157 : MiLLlNGTON (J. P.) JoHN Dalton, with portrait and2pp. of atomic symbols, post 8vo.
cl.,t. e.g.,2s 1906

7158 : Smith (Robert Angus, f.r.s.) Memoir of John Dalton, and History of the Atomic
Theory up to his Time, with steel portrait, 8vo. cl., 10? 1856

Containing a complete list of Dalton's contributions to the various scientific journals.

7159 DANIELL (John Frederic, f.r.s.) On the Electrolysis of Secondary Compounds, Parts II
and III, 4to. (pp. 35), sewn, with author's inscr. to R. Phillips, F.R.S., 45 Qd 1840-4

7160 Part III (Additional Researches) onlv, 4to. (pp. 19), sewn, with author's inscr. to E. Solly,
F.R.S, 2s M 1844

7161 Introduction to the Study of Chemical Philosophy: a Preparatory View of the
Forces which concur to the Production of Chemical Phenomena, first edition, with numerous
woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. {scarce), Is 6fl? 1839

'The most original book on the subject published at that period.'— D. N. B.

7162 Meteorological Essays and Observations [Part I], first edition, with front.,

woodcuts, andfolding charts and tables, 8vo. boards, or, sewn, 6s 1823
7163 Another Copy, with Part II, with folding charts, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf extra

{scarce), IO5 6rf 1823-7
' Discussing in a masterly manner the hygrometry of the atmosphere, solar and terrestrial radiation, the barometric

measurement of heights, the trade-winds, evaporation, and natural and artificial climates', etc. etc. etc.—Alex, liuchon.

7164 Second Edition, enlarged and revised, with plate, woodcuts, and folding charts and
tables, 8vo. boards, uncut, 8s Qd 1827

7165 Another Copy, with Observations on a New Hygrometer, which measures the Force
and Weight of Aqueous Vapour in the Atmo.sphere, and the Corresponding Degree of PIvaporation

(pp. 11)—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calf, \0s 1827- [23J
7166 Third [last] Edition, revised and enlarged, entitled: Elements of Meteorology,

with woodcuts, 2 plates, and 7 folding charts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), 15s 1845
'The first attempt to collect scattered facts on the subject, and to explain the main phenomena of the atmosphere by

physical laws. He insisted on the paramount importance of extreme accuracy in meteorological ob.servations, and
himself kept a mo<Iel record of atmospheric changes. He organized the plan . . . which became the model from which
the Greenwich meteorological reports were develoj^ed.'— Z>. JV. B.

7167 On Voltaic Combinations, tvith 4 plates, besides woodcuts, complete in 6 parts 4to.

sewn, with author's inscription to R. Phillips, F.R.S., 155 1836 42
The first printed account of the author's discovery of the first practical constant cell (zinc and copper), known by hii

name, for which he received the Cop.ey me<ial.
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7168 DANTI (Egnatio, o.p.) Trattato dell' Uso eb della Fabiuca dell' Astrolabio, con il

Planisferio del Roias, prima edizione ; ivith numerous fine ivoodcuts, sm. 4to. sound and large

copy in old limp vellum (rare), £1. 5s Fiorenza, i Giu7iti, 1569

'Sou Troite de VAstrolabe reuferme uue reinarque capitale, dont les meilleui's auteurs out a tort fait honneur a Tycho

Brahe savoir la diniinution de I'obliquite de I'ecliptique, ddduite de la comparaisoii des anciennes observations avec lea

mcHier'nes.'—Biogr. Gen. The above edition is very rare, much rarer than the second of 1578.

•This eminent mathematician was the first uiaker of a dial sufflciently large to fix correctly the equinoxes and solstices,

and also constructed the large dial at Florence, described by Lalande in his Astronomie.'—Libri Catalogue.

7169 DARBOUX (Gaston, de VInstitut) Lecons sur la Theorie Generale des Surfaces, et les

Applications Gdometriques du Calcul Infinitesimal, Parties II et IV : Les Congruences et les

;^quations Lineaires aux Deriv^es Partielles: des Lignes traeees sur les Surfaces; Deformation

intiniment Petite et Representation Spherique, 2 vols, large 8vo. hf. brown calf [nice copy), £\.\s

(p. F. 30 nett sewn) 1889-96

7170 DABBY (William Arthur, Rector of St. Luke's, Manchester ; f.r.a.s.) The Astronomical
Observer: a Hand-Book to the Observatory and the Common Telescope, with woodcuts, roy. 8vo.

d., 3.S 6^ 1864

DARCET (Jean)— V. Arcet, ante.

7171 DARWIN (Erasmus, m.d., f.r.s. ; author of 'The Loves of the Plants', and grandfather of
Charles Darwin and of Sir Francis Galton) Frigorific Experiments on the Mechanical
Expansion of Air, explaining the Cause of the Great Degree of Cold on the Summits of High
Mountains, the Sudden Condensation of Aerial Vapour, and of the Perpetual Mutability of

Atmospheric Heat, 4to. (pp. 10), seivn, 3* 1787

7172 DARWIN (Sir George Howard; f.r.s.) The Tides, and kindred Phenomena in the Solar

System, with 3 plates, and 43 other illustrations, cr. 8vo. cl., 3* M (p. Is Qd) 1898

7173 DARWIN (Robert Waring*, m.d. ; f.r.s., son of Erasmus Darwin^ father of Charles Darwin,
and uncle of Sir Francis Galton) New Experiments on the Ocular Spectra of Light and
Colours, with folding plate, 4to. (pp. 36), sewn, Ss Gd 1786

If the Superman always perpetuated his species after the mode of Darwins and Galtons, Hereditary Genius were a fact,

and the geniuses might fear a worse fate than Aristidcs ; but the sage still sometimes begets the simpleton, the House of

Lords sits tight on the rock of human nature, and the world wags merrily on.

7174 DARY (Georges) A travers FElectricite, 3^ Edition ; with 377 illustrations, large impl. 8vo.

sewn {title torn), 4s 6d (p. F. 10 nett) 1903

7175 DASYPODIUS [sive RAUHFUSS rel HASENFUSS] (Conrad ; Univ. Strasshurg) Heron
Mechanicus; sen de Mechanicis Artibus, atque Disciplinis, ejusdem Horologi.t Astronomici,
Argentorati in summo Temjdo erecti, Descriptio ; with woodcut on title of the Strassburg Clock,

and numerous other woodcuts, sm. 4to. sewn (very rare), £1. 15s Argentorati, N. VVyriot, 1580
A description of the famous astronomical clock in Strasbourg Cathedral, constructed by the author, which is still

partially preserved, forming part of that reconstructed in 183S-42.
'Cette fameuse horloge est vraimoiit un chef-d'ifiuvre, ot le premier de rEuropc en ce genre, par les divers mouvcmens

et le nombre des I'enx qu'elle execute."

—

Montuda.
7170 DAUBENY (Charles Giles Bridle, m.d., f.r.s.) Narrative of an Excursion to Lake

Amsanctus, and to Mount Vultur in Apulia in 183i, with 3 plates [water-stained) by Lowry,
and map, 8vo. sewn, 3s Oxford, 1835

A study on its volcanoes and geological configuration.

7177 On the Site of the Ancient City of the Aurunci [Rocca Monfina, near Naples],
and on its Volcanic PhenOxMENA ; with Remarks on Craters ot Elevation, on the Distinctions
between Plutonic and Volcanic Rocks, and on the Theories of Volcanic Action at present most in

Repute, icith plate and map, 8vo. sewn, 3s ib., 1846

7178 DATJBREE (Gabriel Auguste, de VInstitut ; f.r.s.) Etudes et Experiences Synth^tiques
sur le Metamorphisme, et sur la Formation des Roches Cristallines, 8vo. sewn, with inscr.

as belong ; scarce, Is Qd 1859
' Monsieur le Docteur Phipsou, etc. offert par I'auteur A. Daubbke.'— rnscr. oni cover.

A classic work on the subject which was awarded the prize of the French Academy. It includes an interesting history
of metamcrphism.

7179 Experiences SynthEtiques relatives aux Mete:orites: Rapprochements auxquels
ces Experiences conduisent, 8vo. (pp. 27), sewn, with inscr. to Dr. Phipson, 2s Gd 1866

7180 NouvELLE Edition, refondue et augmentee, 8vo. (pp. 70), seivn, with inscr. to Dr.
Phipson, 3s Gd 1868

The first attempt at a classification of meteorites.

7181 Notice sur la Decouverte et la Mise en Exploitation de Nouveau Gisements de
Chaux Phosphatee, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn, with inscr. to Dr. Phipson, Is 1868

7182 Observations sur le Metamorphisme, et Recherches Experimentales sur (xuelques-uns
des Agents qui ont pu le produire, 8vo. (pp. 39), sewn, 2s 1858

7183 DAVIES (David Christopher, f.g.s.) Treatise on Earthy and other Minerals and Mining,
2nd Edition, ivith 76 ivoodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 4s Gd (p. 12.s Gd) 1888

7184 Third [latest] Edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged by his Son E. Henry Davies,
with 76 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., Gs Gd (p. 12s Gd) 1892

7185 Treatise on Metalliferous Minerals and Mining, third Edition, carefully revised,
with 148 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl, 5s (p. \2s Gd) 1886

7186 Fourth Edition, with 148 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 5s Gd (p. 12s Gd) 1888
One of the best text-books on the subject. At end is a glossary of Mining Terms.

' ^^
•n?'^"^^^^

(John) The Inkeeper and Sutler's Guide, or a Directory for Making and
Managing British Wines ; with Directions for the Managing, Colouring and Flavouring of
Foreign Wines and Spirits, and for Making British Compounds, Peppermint, Anniseed, Shrub, etc.,

15th Ed., enlarged by his Son [R. Davies], post 8vo. boards, uncut, Is Gd 1822
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7188 DAVIES (Thomas Stephens, f.r.s. ; cditoi- of * The Mathematician') Tlip Early History of
the Mariner's Compass, with woodcuts, 18ni6. seivn, with inscr. to Dr. P. M. lioget, F.R.S.

,

2s Qd 1837
7189 DAVIS (George E., formerly Alkali Acts Inspector) Handbook of Chemical Engineering,

with Working Examples, and numerous Drawings from Actual Installations, 2nd Edition [en-
larged], with 540 woodcuts, 2 vols. roy. 8vo. cl., £1. 1* (p. £2. 2a) Manchester, 1904

7190 DAVIS (R. H., Siebe, Gorman d: Co.) DiviNO Scientifically and Practically Considered:
a Diving Manual and Handbook of Submarine Appliances, embodying the latest Deep Sea
Practice ad o])ted by the British Admiralty, etc. etc., with 108 illustrations, 4to. cl., 3s [1909]

7191 DAVY (Christopher) Architectural Precedents, with Notes and Observations, with
numerous plates and plans {some folding), thick 8vo. cl., 4* 6f/ 1841

7192 The Architect, Engineer and Operative Builder's Constructive Manual:
with the Construction of Artificial Foundations for Buildings, Bailwayg, etc. : Part I, with
13 plates {one coloured), and woodcuts, 8vo. cl., or, hf. calf, 3s Qd 1839

7103 New Edition, with \3 plates, besides woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s 6rf 1841

7194 DAVY (Sir Humphry, p.r.s.) Collected Works, edited, with Life, by his Brother John,
¥.v..s.,with fine steel bust-portrait, numerous plates, andfs. letter, 9 vols. 8vo. cl. {scarce), £1. 17* %d
(p. £4. Us Qd) 1839-40

Contents:— I. Life: II. Early Miscellaneous Papers, 17it9-lS05 : III. Researches concerning Nitrous Oxide, etc.

:

IV. Elements of Chemical Philosoi)hy : V. Bakerian Lectures: VI. Miscellaneous Papers and Rp.soarches, 181.5 iS

:

VII..VIII. Agricultural Lectures : IX. Salmonia ; Consolations in Trnvel.

7195 Account of some New Experiments on the Fluoric Compounds, with Observa-
tions on other Objects of Chemical Enquiry : Some Experi:\ients and Observations on a
New Substance which becomes a Violet Coloured Gas by Heat—4to. (pp. 32), seivn,
Rs 6d 1814

The .second paper contains the author's valuable researches on the proi)ertios of iodine, discovered only in 1811 by
Courtois. Added is : The Bakerian Lecture : on .sein? new Electro-cht niioal Phenomena, by W. T. Brande, k.r.s.

719(j _ On the Corrosion of Copper Sheeting by Sea Water, on Methods of Preventing
this Effect, and on their Application to Ships of War and other Ships, 4to. (pp. 8), sewn, with
author's inscr. {see below), Qs 1824

' Riglit Hon»>'« Geo. Knox from his friend the Author.'—7?is<;r. on title. Containing the author's di.scovery that the
addition of a very small quantity of zinc to the copper is enough to counteract the destructive action of sea water on
copper .sheathing.

7197 Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, in Lectures for the Board of Agriculture,
first edition, with copperplates, 4to. hf. calf gilt, I2s 1813

With appendix :
' The Results of Experiments on the Produce and Nutritive Qualities of Different Grasses, and other

Plants, used as the Food of Animals.'

7198 Second Edition, withfolding copperplates, Svo. boards, uncut, 7s 6d 1814
7199 Fragmentary Remains, Literary and Scientific, with Sketch of his Life, and Select

Correspondence, edited by his Brother John, f.r.s. , 8vo. cl. {scarce), 8s Qd 1858
This work is not included in the edition of his ' Collected Works ', and .should be added as a Supplement.

7200 On a New Phenomenon of Electro-Magnetism, 4to. (pp. 7), sewn, 2s Qd 1823
7201 On the Relations of Electrical and Chemical Changes, 4to. (pp. 42), sewn, 4* 1826
7202 Researches, Chemical and Philosophical ; chieHy concerning Nitrous Oxide, or

Dephlogisticated Nitrous Air, and its Respiration, 8vo. boards, uncut (SCARCE), £1. Is 1800
Containing the author's discovery of the annesthetie action of nitrous oxide (laughing gas), discovered by Dr. Priestley

In 177G.
' Davy's 'Researches,' which were full of striking and novel facts, and ricli in chemical discoveries, soon attracted the

attention of the scientilic worli.'—lCohert Hunt, F.li.S.

the DAVY LAMP:
7203 On the Safety Lamp for Coal Miners; with some Researches on Flame, first

edition, withfolding copperplate, Svo. sewn (afew II. slightly stained) ; SCARCE, 155 1818
Containing an account of the Davy Lamp, Sir Humphry's best known invention. In the preface he acknowledges his

indebtedness to Faraday 'for much able assistance in the prosecution of my experiments.'

7204 Six Discourses before the Royal Society on the Award of the Royal and Copley
Medals, with Address on the Progress and Prospects of Science, 4to. old hf calf {rubbed and
cracked), Is Qd 1827

7205 : Davy (John, M.D., F.R.S.) Memoirs of the Life of Sir Humphry Davy, with fne
youthful MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT by C. TURNER after H. Howard, R.A., and woodcuts, 2 vols. Svo.

c/., uncut (SCARCE), 17s Qd 1836
7206 : Mayhew (Henry, author of • London Labour and the London Poor') The Wonders of

Science, or Young Humphry Davy, the Cornish Apothecary's Boy: the Life of a Wonderful
Boy, written for Boys, with beautiful plates by SiR JOHN GILBERT, and numerous other woodcuts,
thick 12rao. cl., g. e. {scarce), 6s 1862

7207 : Paris (John Ayrton, M.D., F.R.S.) The LiFK of SiR Humphry Davy, with portrait by
Worthington after Sir T. Lawrence, andfoldingfs., 4to. cl. {cover slightly damaged). Is Qd 1831

7203 Another Copy, hf calfgilt, Qs Qd
With chapter :

' General View of the History of Chemical Science, and of the Revolutions produced in its Doctrines by
the Discoveries of Sir H. Davy.'

The alx)ve and Dr. John Davy's biographies, and that contained in the 'Collected Works', form the chief authorities on
Sir numv>hrv'3 life.

7209 DAWSON (Maria) ' Nitragin ' and the Nodules of Leguminous Plants, with plate, 4to.

(pp. 28). sewn, \s Qd 1899
7210 DAWSON (Philip, M.i.c.E., electrical adviser L. B. d- S. C. B) The 'Engineering* and

Electric Traction Pocket Book, with numerous diagrams and other illustrations, 12mo. (pp.
1094), limp morocco, g. e., withflap, Qs (p. 12* 6c? nett) 1899
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7211 DEALTRY (William, f.r.s. ; Archdn. of Surrey) The Prixciplhs of Fluxions, -ind Eiiition,

enlarged, with numerous diagrams, large 8vo. hf. morocco gilt {scarce), 10* Qd 1816
'A useful manual for students.'—D. N. B.

7212 DEBUS (Heinrich; F.R.s.) Uber die Zusammensetzung der Wackenroder'schen Flus-
SIGKEIT und die Bildungsweise der darin vorkommendea Korper : Chemische Theorie des
SCHTESSPULVERS, II. Abliandlung—2 pamphlets post 8vo. sewn, with inscr. to Prof. A. W.
Williamson, F.R.S. \from hisfriend the Author,' 2s Qd Leipzig, 1887-91

7213 DECKER (Ezechiel de, rekenmeester, Gouda) Nieuwe Telkonst, inhoudende de Logaritlimi

voor de Ghetallen beginnende van 1 tot 10,000, ghemaeckt van Henrico Briggio, Professor van
de Geometrie tot Ocxfort; mitsgaders de Tafel van Hoeckmaten ende Raecklijnen door het
ghebruyck van Logarithmi, door Edmund. Guntero ; welcke ghetallen eerst ghevonden zijn van
Joanne Nepero Heer van Merchistoun ; met Arithnietische, Geometrische ende Spherische
Exempeln; vnth diagrams, 8vo. contemporary Dutch vellum (sound copy); rare, £1. 10s

Goude, P. Rammaseyn, 1626
The first DrxcH table of logarithms, compiled in collaboration with Adriaen Ylacq, from the works of Napier,

Briggs, and Gunter.

7214 DECUPPIO (Conte Pompilio) Due Frammenti Selenografici ; with plate, 8vo. (pp. 27 S

sewn, 25 Roma, 1840
COLIN MACLAURIN'S COPY OF THIS EXCESSIYELY RARE WORK :

7215 [DEE (* Dr.' John ; Warden of Manchester Collegiate Church, and alchemist and magician to

Q. Elizabeth)] General and Rare Memorials pertayning to the Perfect Arte of Navigation :

Annexed to the Paradoxal Cumpas, in Playne : now first published : 24, yeres, after the first

Inuention thereof, with fine woodcut on title showing several ships, with Q. Elizabeth on board the

largest, and beautiful ivoodcut with Sir Christopher Ration's arms on last I., also several large wood-
cut initials, sm. folio, hf. roan (3 II. in very neatly written MS., and first 3 II. of the ' Advertisement '

wanting, also corner of title mended : otherwise a sound copy), with auto. Co : MacLal^rin [f.r.s.,

celebrated mathematician, 1698-1746] on title, £6. 6s [col. .] Printed by John Daye, 1517
As EXCESSIVELY RARE WORK, ONLY lOU COPIES HAViNT, BEKX PRINTED, The running titlft Is ' The Brytish Monarchie ',

and after p. f>t ' Georgii Gemisti Piethonis de Rebus Pelouounesi Oratioues 11*. There is also a dedication in verse to
Sir Christopher Hatton,

The work was intended as a preface to a larger one on the same subject, which had never been printed. The adver-
tisement and preface of the above are reprinted in Bcloe's Auficilotes, v, 11, and in Chelham AfisceUanie.'^, v. 1. On p. 38 is

a paragraph, ' Of what importance it is, to be Lords of the Seas ', ending with ' God graunt us the verity and frute, of this
Sea Souerainty, every way : and that with all Oportunity.'

The above copy was sold at auction in 11>05, when it fetched £11. o.<.

7216 Parallaticae Commentationis Praxeosque Nucleus quidam [edente, cum Prpefa-

tione ad Lectorem, TliOMA Digges] ; with arms on title, and numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. seicn

(LARGE AND SOUND COPY) ; RARE, £1. 5* Londini, apud Johannem Dayum, 1573
Though chiefly known now as an astrologer, Dr. Dee was one of the most eminent English mathematicians of his tim^,

John Davis, in his 'Seaman's Secrets ' (15iM), remarking, 'for theoretical speculations and most cunning calculation,
M, Dee and M, Thomas Herriotts are hardly to be matched.'

7217 Private Diary, and Catalogue of his Library of Manuscripts, from the Original
MSS. in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and Trinity College Library, Cambridge, edited by
James Orchard Halliwell [-PhillippsJ, f.r s., cr. 4to. cL, 5s Camden Soc, 1842

V. Euclid, post.

7218 DEEBLE (E. B., patentee) PLAN for the INTRODUCTION of the PATENT Metallic Caisson,
in forming Piers, Breakwaters. Locks, Quays, Docks, Mill-Dams, etc., with Comparative State-
ments of the Costs of Stone and the Metallic Caisson, with front, of proposed new harbour
AT Dover, and 7 plates, 8vo. boards, Is Qd 1827

7219 Second Edition, with front, {different from the above), and 9 plates, 8vo. boards,
7s 6d

'

1828
7220 DEIDIER (Abbe N.) Les Calculs Differentiel et Integral expliqu^s et appliques k la

Geometrie, avec Traite sur la Maniere de resoudre les Equations de quelque Degr^ qu'elles soient,

etc., etc. ; with 26folding plates, 4to. hf calf, 5s 1740
7221 Le Parfait Ingenieur Francois, ou la Fortification Offensive et Defensive, con-

tenant la Construction, I'Attaque et la l)^fense des Places selon les Methodes de M, de Vauban,
etc; nouvelle Ed., augmentee des Sifeges de Lille et de Namur; with front, by Cochin, and 50
folding plates, thick 4to. contemporary calf, 8s 60? 1742

7222 Another Copy, old calf, u-iih auto, of Gen. Robert Melville, F.R.S. (1723-1809), inventor

of a naval gun, 10s
'Ses nombrcux ouvrages lui assurent une place distinguee parmi les math^maticiens de son temps.'—iiiogrr. Gen.

7223 DELAMBBE (Jean Baptiste Joseph, de VInstitut ; f.r.s.) Abrege d'AsTRONOMiE, ou
Lemons Elementaires d'Astronomie Theorique et Pratique ; with l'^folding plates, 8vo. old calf,
nevly rebacked, 5s 1813

Largely mathematical,
7224 DELANO (William Henry) Twenty V^'ears' Practical Experience of Natural Asphalt

and Mineral Bitumen, ivith 33 voodcuts, post 8vo. parchment wrapper, 2s 1893

7225 DELAYAL (Edward Hussey, f.r.s.) Experimental Inquiry into the Cause of the Changes
of Colours in Opake and Coloured Bodies, with Historical Preface, 4to. boards, uncut {rare),
12s Qd 1777

Including the author's ' Experiments and Observations on the Agreement between the Specific Gravities of the several
Metals, and their Colours when united to Glass, etc.', for which he was awarded the gold medal of the Royal Society.
The work is still valuable for its investigations on the colouring of glass. The above copy belonged to Richard Watson,
F.R s., the absentee Bp. of Llandaff(] 7.37-1818), and bears his Calgarth Park booklabel,
DELUC (Jean Andre)— v. Luc, post.
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7226 DEMACHY (Jacques Francois) Laborant im Grossen, oder Kunst die chemischen Produkte
fabrikmiissig zu verfertigen, mit Anmerkiingen von Heinrich Struve imd einer Abhandlung von
J. C. Wiegleb; iibersetzt iind mit Zusiitzen versehen von Samuel Hahnemann; with 8 copper-
plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, Qs Leipzig^ 1784

Interesting as being translated hy the founder of homteopathy.
7227 DEMINNE (Edmond) Solution du Problems de la Navigation A6rienne : le Ballon

Deminne ; with plate, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn {scarce), 10* Qd Bruxelles, 1865
Deniinnti's balloon was remarkable as combining the ftindamental bases of the dirigible and aeroplane of the present

day. It contained six screw-propellers, two horizontal wings to give it stability, and two vertical ones acting as rudders,
while niovea!)le weights were to cause the balloon to ascend or descend.

7228 DEMPSEY (G. Drysdale, c.e ) The Machinery of the Nineteenth Century, 25 large plates,

roy. folio, with Text, 4to.—2 vols. cl. cover, 6.«
'

[1852-6]
Including steam-ploughs and farm machinery, printing machines, and Crarapton's odd locomotive with drivers worked

from an intermediate wheelless crank-axle, which nevertheless made 73 miles an hour on the S. E. \\.

7229 Malleable Iron Bridges, with lithographic view, and 10 folding plates: Brick
Bridges, Sewers, and Culverts, 10 folding plates {one I. defective) : Timber Bridges and
Viaducts, 10 folding plates : Iron Bridges, 10 folding plates : Moving Bridges, Iron,
Suspension, and Oblique Bridges and Viaducts, 10 folding plates : Iron Roofs, 20 folding
plates, 2 V. : Stations, Engine-Houses, Manufactories, Warehouses, Workshops, etc. etc., 16
folding plates : IRON applied to Railway Structures, 10 plates—9 pieces in 1 vol. 4to., and
2 vols, folio and inipl. folio, containing the plates—togaiher 3 vols. hf. calf,£i. 15* (p. £13. 13*) 1850-6

7230 DENNY (George A.) The Deep-Level Mines of the Rand, and their Future Development
considered from a Commercial Point of View, with 4 folding plates, and 44 woodcuts, impl. 8vo.
buckra/n, 10s ad {p. £1. OS nett) 1902

7231 ~ The Klerksdorp Gold Fields: a Description of the Geolo«,'ic and Economic Conditions
obtaining in the Klerksdorp District, S.A.R. ; with 6 largefolding plates, and 2 large folding maps
in pocket, impl. 8vo. cL, \0s (id (p. £2. 2,y nett) 1897

7232 DENT (Edward John, f.r.a.s.) Description of the Dipleidoscope, or Double-Reflecting
Meridian and Altitude Instrument ; with plain Instructions for using it in the Correction of Time
Keepers, with woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 24), sewn, Ss apud auctorem, 1845 or '52

7233 , Paper on the Patent Azimuth and Steering Coiwpass, invented by, 8vo. (pp. 7),
sewn, 25 apud eundem, 1844

7234 Treatise on the Aneroid, a newly invented Portable Barometer, with short
Historical Notice on Barometers in General, their Construction and Use, woodcuts, Svo. (pp. 34),
sewn, 3.S a. e., 1852

7235 DEBHAM (WiUiam, d.d.. Canon of Windsor; Pres. St. John's Coll., Oxon. ; F.R s.) Astro-
Theology : or a Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of Goo, from a Survey of the
Heavens, 8th Ed., with 3 copperplates, 8vo. old calf with auto, of Thomas Langley, pr., topo-
grapher (1769-1801), 45 1741

7236 Physico-Theology : or a Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God, from
his Works of Creation, with large Notes and many curious Observations, 8th Ed., 8vo. old calf
{nice copy), 5s 6d 1732

' It shows much reading as well as ingenious observation, and is a statement of the argument from final causes. Paley
used it and occasionally refers to it.'—.Sir Ledie Stephen.

7237 DESAGULIERS (John Theophilus, Chaplain to the Duke of Chandos, F.R.s.) COURSE of Ex-
perimental Philosophy, first edition, with IS fine copperplates, 2 yoh. 4to. old calf gilt {not
quite uniform) ; RARE, £1. Is 1734-44

• Desagulien: is the only writer of the period wlio attempts to give a detailed account of the early history of Newcomeu's
invention [the atmosplieric engine] in the second vol. of his Course of Experimental Philosophy' .—(ktllou-ay. He invented
a steam engine (a Savery engine with a lever .safety valve), and a number of improvements therein, which are also
described in the above work.
Among many other things of great interest, the work contains a proposition of the impossibility of perpetual motion,

and a description of his invention of a machine called the planetarium, ' which served to determine the exact distances of
the heavenly bodies according to the systems of Newton and Copernicus. He also erected a ventilator in a room over tiie

House of Commons ' (D. N. iJ.)—the prolific parent of many .successive extractors of public money, if not of bad air.

7238 Dissertation concerning Electricity, with a Letter from President Barbot, of the
Academy of Bordeaux, 8vo. (pp. 50), sewn (RARE), 12* Qd 1742

This pamphlet, which received the prize of the Bordeaux Academy, is important as originating tlie term ' conductors '

and 'non-conductors ' (called ' electricks and non-electricks ^vr .s<''), an<l contains numerous exi)eriinents in illustration.

There are also interesting experiments on electric attraction and repulsion, and at end, a chapter ' concerning the several
Authors who have treated of Electricity.'

7239 Physico-Mechanical Lectures, or Account of what is Explain'd and Demonstrat'd in
his Course of Mechanical and Experimental Philosophy, wherein tne Principles of Mechanics,
Hydrostatics, and Optics, are demonstrated and explained by a great number of Experiments:
Viream (William, pneumatical instrument maker) Description of the AiR-PuMP, according to the
late Mr. Hawksbee's best and last Improve.mexts ; with the Manner of making Fifty of the most
curious Experiments upon it ; with 3 fnefolding copperplates—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, sound copy in old
calf {rare), \0s 6d 1717

7240 Another Copy of Both Works, interleaved throughout with writing paper, 2 vols. 8vo.
in 1, FINE COPY in contemporary sprinkled calf gilt, 15s

' He is said to have been the first to deliver lectures on learned subjects to the general public. They were attende<l by
the most learnetl men of the day, and were made interesting by skilful experiments.'— Z), N. B. The Prince of Wales,
afterwanls George II., and Queen Caroline weie regular frequenters.

The author was the son of a Huguenot pastor at La Rochelle, and was brought to England on the Revocation of the
Edict of Nantes hid in a tub. After receiving Holy Orders he became chaplain to ' the Princely Chandos ' and vicar of
Little Stanmore, ^liddlesex, wlure Handel played the organ whicli still exists there.
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7241 DENTON (John Bailey, m.i.c.e.) Sanitary Engineering : Lectures before the School of

Military Engineerin«,s Chatham, 187G, with 25 folding plates, and mimerous woodcuts, thick roy.

8vo. hf. morocco {out ofpHnt), \0s (p. £1. 5s) 1S77
A standard work ou the subject.

7242 DENZA (Francesco, Barnahita) Elementi di Aritmetica, 2^^ Edizone, or. 8vo. hf. vellum,

2s Torino, 1871

7243 D^JPIERBE (Joseph) Rapport sur les Industries de I'Impression et de la Teinture a
TExposition Universelle de 1878 ; with ivoodcuts, iiiipl. 8vo. (pp. 73), sewn, 2s Qd Eouen, 1880

7244 DESABGUES (Gdrard) Algemeene Manier tot de Practyk der Perspectiven, gelyk tot

die der Meet-Kunde, met de kleine Voet-maat, mitsgaders der Plaatsen, en Proportien van de
sterke en llaauwe Rakingen, of Kleuren; hy-een-gevoegt door Abraham Bosse, en uit Frans
vertaalt J. Bara ; with engraved title, and 156 copperplates : [Bosse (A.)] Algemeen Middel
tot de Praktijk der Doorsicht-Kunde op Tafereelen, of Regel- lose Buyten gedaanten ;

with copperplates—2 vols. KJmo. in 1, old calf {partly ivater-stained), \2s Amsterdam, 1680

7245 Universal Way of Dyaling, or Plain and Easie Directions for placing the Axeltree,

and marking the Hours in Sun-dyals, after the French, Italian, Babilonian and Jewish Manner;
with the Manner of drawing the Lines of the Signs, of finding out the Height of the Sun above
the Horizon, and the East-rising of the same, the Elevation of the Pole, and the Position of the
Meridian, all which may be done in any Superficies whatsoever, and in what Situation soever it

be, without any Skill at all in Astronomy [trans, with Preface] by Daniel King, irith engraved
front, and numerous other copperplates, sm. 4to. contemporary sheep {one joint cracked, hut a large

and sound copy), v:ith auto, of Francis Wrangham, Archdn. of Cleveland, F.B.S., classical

scholar (1769-1842) ; VERY RARE, £1. 15* Tho. Leach, 1659
' On y trouve un grand detail de figures et d'explications sur la uiauiere dc placer I'axe d'un cadran mecaniqueuieut par

Irois points d'ombre, et de tracer I'equinoxiale en faisant tourner une equerre autour de I'axe, et dirigeant un lil le lung de
I'equeiTe.'—Zf'i(m(/e.

The above works were termed by Prof. Cantor ' precursors of that science which about 130 years afterwards recei\cd
the name of descriptive geometry.'

The author is most celebrated for his ' Sections coni(iues ',
published in 1()39, but now almost entirely lost.

7246 DESBEAUX (^mile) PnYSKii'K Populaire ; uith 4 coloured plates, and 508 woodcuts, impl.

8vo. cl. gilt, Qs (p. F. 15 nett) 1891

7247 DESBOVES (Adolphe) Questions de Geometrie Elementaire : Methodes et Solutions,

avec Expos^ des principales Theories et de nombreux Exercices proposes, 2" Ed., refondue et
augmentee ; v:ith 12 plates, 8vo. sewn {rare), 6.9 1875

7248 Questions de Trigonometrie : Methodes et Solutions, avec plus de 400 Exercices
proposes; with ^plates, 8vo. 25 (p. F. 5 nett) 1872

7249 DESCAE.TES [Latine CARTESIUS] (Rene du Perron) G^UVRES CoMPLiiTES, publiees
par Victor Cousin; ivith ^5 foldiiig plates, and fs. letter, 11 vols. 8vo. calf gilt (very scarce),
£5. 5s

'

1824-6
The best edition of the complete works, which has wholly superseded that of 1724-9. Tlie last volume contains

works which had not hitherto been translated into French, and extracts from his MSS.
7250 ^— Opera Philosophica, 5c. Meditationes de Prima Philosophia,etc.; Epistola ad Gisbertum

Voetium ; Principia Philosophioe ; Dissertatio de Methodo ; Dioptrice ; Meteora ; Tractatus de
Passionibus Anima? ; Ed. II. ab Auctore recognita ; v:ith numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 4 vols.

4to. in 2, old hf calf gilt {some II. water-stained, but a sound copy), £1. Is

Amstelodami, Lud. Elzevir, 1654-50
7251 Editio Ultima, nunc demum hac Editione diligenter recognita, et Mendis expurgata

;

with fine engraved portrait, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 4 vols. 4to. in 3, contemporary
stamped vellum {sound copy), £1. l,s ibidem, apud Danielem Elsevirium, 1677-8

The above copy has the ' Principia ' interleaved, with the addition of numerous MS. notes in a contemporary hand ; also
a presentation inscription by James Lockhart, of North Marston and Oving, Bucks, '7th Sept., 1841, anno at. mete 79"^,

to John Alfred Lumb Airey, now at Christ's Hospital, as a testimony of my sense of his able resolution of three problems
which I proposed to British students'— the late Rector and restorer of St. Helen's, Bishopsgatc.

7252 -——- Specimina PHiLOsoPHiiE : seu Dissertatio de Methodo recte regendcie rationis, et
veritatis in seientiis investigandit' : Dioptrice, et Meteora, ex Gallico translata, et ab Auctore
perlecta, varii3(iue in loeis emendata; with vignette on title, and numerous iroodcuts and diagrams,
4to. fine copy in contemporary vellum (rare)^ £1. 17* 6c? ibidem, Lud. Elzevir, 1644

First Latix Edition of the Discours ' (f. iS'o. 7*250 ivfm), by Etienne de Courcelles, revised by the author, and contain-
ing many additions by him.

7253 — Epistola, partim ab Auctore Latino Sermone conscriptie, partim ex Gallico translata-,

in quibus omnis Generis Qua^stiones Philosophical tractantur, et explicantur plurima^ Ditiicultates
qua? in reliquis ejus Operibus occurrunt, editio Latina princeps ; ivith numerous icoodcuts and
diagrams, 3 vols. 4to. in 2, sound copy in contemporary vellum (rare), £1. 15s

ibidem, Dan. Elzevir, etc., 1668-83

^ With inscription as above (No. 72.31) to the late Mr. Airey, pr. The third volume is often wanting, and rare.

^254 Editio Altera, Partes I. et II. ; icith numerous plates and other woodcuts, 2 vols. 4to.
in 1, old calf, \5s Londoni, J. Dunmore et 0. Pulleyn, 1668

Containing the author's physical and mathematical correspondence with Hobbes, Fcrmat, Mersenne, de lloberval,
Henry More (Cambridge Platonist), etc., 'with many mathematical papers of Fermat which did not appear in his Opera
Varia.'—Libri Catalogue.

*l2ob Meditationes de Prima Philosophia ; his adjuncti sunt varia^ Objectiones Doctorum
Viromm, cum Responsionibus Authoris : Epistola ad Gisbertum Voetium : Passiones
ANiMiE—in 1 vol. sm. 4to. vellum {first title mounted), with bookplate of Mr. Henry lleeve, C.B.,
8s 6d Amstelodami, Lud. Elzevir, 1654-50

This work enlarges the author's philosophic views, as originally outlined in the ' Discours'.
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7256 DESCARTES [Latine CARTESIXJS] (Rene du Perron) Discours de la Methode pour bien
conduire sa raison, et chercher la verite dans les sciences. Plus la Dioptrique, les Meteores,
et la Geom^trie, »iui sont des essais de cete Methode, premiere edition ; with vignette on title,

and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. co7itemporarij white vellum (very fine copy) ; very
RAKE, £5. \os Leyde, Jan Maire, 1637

First Edition of this celebrated work, the flr.st to make kno\vn the author's system of philosophy ('cogito, ergo
sum '}, and excessively rare, especially in such tine condition.

The work moreover first contained his treatises on Optics, Meteors, and Geometry, the last, the most celebrated, con-
taining his iNVESTios of Analytrai. Geometry. The Optics contain the law of refraction, discovered by W. Snellius,
which has mistakenly been attributed to Descartes, while the treatise on Meteors contains an explanation of numerous
atmospheric phenomena, including the rainbow.

7257 (EuvRES Philosopiiiques (Discours sur la Methode; Meditations, avec Objections et
Reponses ; Principes de la Philosophic ; Passions de TArae ; Regies pour la Direction de I'Esprit

;

Correspondance), publiees d'apres l<?s Textes originaux [avec sa \ ie et Eloge] par L. AiMi^-
Martin ; trith i plates, inipl. 8vo. cl., tvith Dr. EniU Reich's bookplate, lOs (5d 1838

7258 GjIuvres (Discours sur la Mdthode; Meditations; Traitci des Passions), collationnees sur
les nieilleurs Textes, avec Introd. par Jules Simon, fcap. 8vo. (pp. 590), A/. French morocco neat^
45 1844

7259 CJeometria, cum NoTis Florimondi de Beauxe, Opera atque Studio Francisci a
Schooten ; nunc demiim ab eodeni diligenter recognita, locupletioribus Commentariis instructa,
multisque egregiis Accessionibus exornata ; with fine engraved portrait by F. v. Schooten, and
numerous diagrams^ 4to. contemporary vellum {slightly water-stained, but a sound copy) ; rare,
£1. Is Amst., L. et D. Elzevir, 1659
A new translation of the Gcomitrie, as originally published in the Discours, and specially valuable for the notes by

DK Bkaunk, which rendered the dittlcult original text easy of comprehension, and wherein the editor first points out that
the properties of a curve can be deduced from those of its tangent (' the inverse method of tangents ').

' Early in 1658 a similar discovery [on the rectification of algebraic curves], independent of that of Neil, was made by.
van Heuraet, and this was published by van Schooten inhis edition of Descartes's ' Geometria ' in 1059.'— IT. W. R. Ball.

7260 Editio Tertia, multis Accessionibus exomata, et plus altera sui parte adauota ; ivith

engraved portrait, and numerous diagrams, 4to. sound copy in old vellum, I2s 6d ibidem, 1683
' It was Descartes who first recognised the true meaning of the negative roots of equations ; and we owe to him the

theorem, which is ciilled by his name, that an equation may have as many positive roots as there are chan2;es of sign in
passing froju term to term, and as many negative roots as there are continuations of sign, and not more of either kind.
He gave a new and ingeTiious solution of equations of the fourth degree ; and first introducefl exponents, and thereby laid
the foundation for calculating with powers. He showed moreover how to draw tangents and nonru'ls at every point of a
geometrical curve . . . and what perhaps is his highest merit, ho showed how to express the nature and the properties of
every curve, by an equation between two variable co-ordinates; thus, in fact, originating Analytical Geometry, which has
led to the brightest discoveries.'

—

Prof. Aiulrew Seth VrinqU Pattison.

7261 : La Geometrie de Rene Descartes, nouvelle Ed. ; with diagrams, cr. ^io. sewn, 3^ 1886
In this edition the modern notation has been substituted for that of Descartes.

7262 Principia Philosophise, Ed. IV., recognita et Mendis expurgata : Specimina
Philosophiae, seu Dissertatio de Method© etc. ; Dioptrice et Meteora : Passiones Anim^—
3 vols. 4to. in 1, with fine full-length portrait, engraved title, and numerous woodcuts; con-

temporary English calf ; with booklabel of Daniel Shotwell, Coll. Eman., 1669, 12* 6d Amst., 1664
7263 Lditiones AliTERAE ; ivith numerous woodcuts, 3 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, old calf (cracked,

title slightly damaged, and some II. ivater-stained), with bookplate of Mr. Henry llecve, C.B., Is 6d
ib., Dan. Elzevir, 1672

7264 E.EDEM ; with numerous woodcuts, 3 vols. sm. 4to. in I, hf morocco, with auto, of Samuel
Jebb, M.D. (1694-1772), 7s Qd ib., a.e., 1677

The Priivipia are for the most part devoted to physical science, and contain the laws of motion and the author's
physical theories of the universe, including his once famous theory of vortices, which was only ousted after a supreme
reign of nearly a century by Newton's law of gravitation.

7265 : FouiLLEE (Alfred) Descartes ; with portrait after Frans Hals,ica,p. 8vo. buckram, 2s 1893
7266 : Mahaffy (John Pentland. d.d.) Descartes, with portrait after F. Hals, 12nio. cl., 2s

Edin., 1880
7267 DESCHANEL (Augustin Privat) Elementary Treatise on Natural Philosophy ;

translated and edited by J. D. Everett, F.R.S., 9tli Ed., with 3 coloured plates and 783 woodcuts,
8vo. (pp. 1156), cl, 45 Qd (p. 18*) 1886

7268 Tenth Edition, with 3 colouredplates and 783 woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 1148), cl, hs (p. 18s) 1888
7269 Part II : Heat, 16th Ed., with 140 woodcuts, 8vo. cl, 'Is Qd (p. 4* ^d) 1902, or '4

7270 Part IV : Sound and liiGHT, with coloured plate and 219 woodcuts, 8vo, cl, 2s Qd
(p. 45 6f/) 1903

7271 DESMAREST (E.) Trait6 de I'Analyse Indeterminee du Second Degre ?i Deux
Inconnues, suivi de son Application a la Recherche des Racines Primitives, avec Table de ces

Racines pour tons les Nombres Premiers compris entre 1 et 10,000, 4to. sewn, 95 Qd 1852
7272 DEUSINa (Anton) De Vero Systemate Mundi Dissertatio Mathematica, qua

Copernici Systema Mundi reformatur; sublatis interim infinitis pene Orlnbns, quibus in

Systemate Ptolemaico humanaMens distrahitur ; with numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. FINE COPY in

calf antique, r. e., by Mackenzie, with inscr. ' BiBLlOTHECiE ColijertiNvE ' on title, and bookplate of
Henry B. H.Beaufoy, F.R.S. , £2. 2s Amstelodatni, Lud. Elzevir, 1643
Interesting as suggesting a new solar system. The work was unknown to Brunet, Graesse, and Ebert, and is rare.

7273 DEWAR (Sir James, f.r.s.) On Alchemy in Relation to Modern Science, with folding
table, 8vo. (pp. 28), sewn, 2s 6d [1884]

7274 "DIARIAN REPOSITORY (The), or Mathematical Register; containing a Complete Col-

lection of all the Mathematical Questions which have been published in the Ladies Diary,
1704-60, with their Solutions, by a Society of Mathematicians, numerous diagrams, 4to. con-

temporary calf, 125 Qd 1774
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7275 DIBBITS (Hendrik Comelis, Univ. Utrecht) Eenige Scheikundige Werkingen als

Bewegings-Verschijnselen opgevat, 8vo. (pp. 44), sewn, 2s Amsterdam, 1876

7276 De SpectraAL-Analyse, Akademisch Proefschrift ; with2 spectrum plates {one coloured),

8vo. (pp. 2.S2), seion, 2s %d Rotterdam, 1863

7277 Ueber die Loslichkeit des schwefelsaUREN Bleioxydes in Losungen von essigsaureni

Natron, 8vo. (pp. 10), seivn, Is %d [Wiesbaden, 1874]

7278 , (en J. E.) De WETvanBERTHOLLET, getoetst aan de Draaiing van het Polarisatievlak
bij Cinchonine-Zouten, roy. 8vo. (pp. 74), sewn, 2s Qd Haarlem, 1873

7279 i)IBDIN (William Joseph, f.i.c.) Practical Photometry : a Guide to the Study of the

Measurement of Light, with 2 plates {linen-mounted), and 30 woodcuts, cr. 4to. hf. calf neat {title

stamped), 45 Qd 1889

7280 Public Lighting by Gas and Electricity, with 2\Q plates and other illustrations, and
5 folding tables, thick 8vo. cl., I2s (p. £1. 1* nett) 1902

7281 DICK (Thomas; F.R.A.S.) Celestial Scenery: or the Wonders of the Planetary System
displayed, with 105 woodcuts, large post 8vo. cl., Ss 1838

7282 The Christian Philosopher ; or the Connexion of Science and Philosophy with
Religion, 8th Ed., greatly enlarged, with portrait of Newton, thick post 8vo. cl., 3s Glasgow, 1842

7283 The Sidereal Heavens, and other Subjects connected with Astronomy, with steel portrait,

5plates, and numerous woodcuts, thick post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d [c. 1845]
'Presenting arguments for the plurality of -wotMs.'—D.N.B.

7284 The Solar System, ivith woodcuts, 16mo. cl., 2s [1852]

7285 DICTIONARIUM POLYGRAPHICUM : or the Whole Body of Arts regularly digested,

taith 55 coppetplates, 2 vols. 8vo. old calf, newly rebacked, los 1735
Including engraving, etching, mezzotint, staining of glass and marble, enamelling, imitation of precious stones, dyeing

and bleaching, tapestry-weaving, and ink-making, and valuable for describing many processes now forgotten.

7286 DIGGES (Leonard): A Geometrical Practise, named Pantometria, diuided into three

Bookes, Longimetra, Planimetra, and Stereometria, containing Rules manifolde for mensuration
of all lines, Superficies, and Solides : with sundry straunge conclusions both by instrument and
without, and also by Perspective glasses, to set forth the true description or exact plat of an
whole Region : framed by Leonard Digges, lately finished by Thomas Digges his sonne.

Who hathe also thereunto adioyned a Matiiematicall treatise of the FIUE regulark
Platonicall bodies, and their Metamorphosis or transformation into hue other equilater

vnifoorme solides Geometricall, of his owne inuention, hitherto not mentioned by any Geo-
metricians, first edition, with numerous ingenious woodcuts, diagrams, and arms and printers'

device on rev. of title and last I., sm. 4to. partly in tlacfe letter ; old sheep {title slightly defective,

also bottom corners stained and worn away without injuring text) ; very rare (cheap), £4. 105

Henrie Bynneman, 1571
This first edition, dedicated to Sir Nicolas Bacon, is excessively rare. ' In this book I find the earliest printed mention

I ever met with of the theodolite.'—Prof, de Morgan.

7287 Second Edition : A Geometrical Practical Treatize named Pantometria . . .

lately reviewed by the Author liimselfe, and augmented with sundrie Additions, Diffinitions,

Problemes and rare Theoremes, to open the passage, and prepare away to the vnderstanding
of his Treatize of Martiall Pyrotechnie and great Artillerie, hereafter to be published, with
numerous woodcuts and diagrams, and shield of arms, pott folio, partly in Illarfe letter ; hf. morocco
gilt {title soiled and slightly defective, and the work more or less stained throughout), RARE ; cheap,
£4. 4s AbellJeffes, \b^\

'The 21st chapter of the first book [in both editions] includes a remarkable description of 'the marvellous conclu-
sions that may be performed by glasses concave and convex, of circular and parabolic forms.' He practised, we are

there informed, the 'multiplication of beams' both by refraction and reflexion; knew that the paraboloidal shape
' most perfectly doth unite beams, and most vehemently burnetii of all other reflecting glasses ', and had obtained
with great success magnifying eflects from a combination of lenses . . . The assertion that [Leonard] Digges antici-

imted the invention of the telescope is fully justified '.—MUs Aqnes M. Gierke.

7288 Another Copy ; also : Rathborne (Aaron) The Surveyor, in Foure bookes ; with finely
engraved title with celestial and teirestrial globes {the latter showing America) and surveyors with
instruments, and numerous diagrams {portraits wanting)—2 vols, folio in 1, very fine copies in

old calf gilt, £8. 10* A. Jeffes, 1591— IF. Stansby, 161(i

The above copy of the first work bears a second title {unknown to hlbliogrcvpliers), with imprint: London. Printed hy
V. S. for John Burnes, 1003.

The second work, according to Donaldson, was 'the most valuable of the kind that was possessed by those times.
Nothing seems to be known of the author (who is ignored by D. N. B.). The various books comprise : I. The Elements of
Geometrie, with Theorems ; II. The Use and Operation of the former Theorems ; HI. Tlie Exact Operation of Instrumentall
Dimensions by divers meanes ; IV. The Legall Part of Survey. In the 3rd book the author describes ' the use of an
Instrument of mine owne, which I call the Peractor, and of a Chayne, which I call the Decimull Chayne, with the divisions
and parts thereof: which rightly vnderstood and practised is farre more vsefuU and absolute for speed and exactnesse, then
any yet euer vsed.'

7289 DIGGES (Thomas ; M.P. for Wallingford) Al.e seu SCAL^ Mathematicj^, quibis Visibiliuni

remotissima Ccelorum Theatra conscendi, et Planetarum onmium Itinera novis et inauditis
Methodis explorari ; tuni huius portentosi Syderis in Mundi Boreali plaga insolito fulgore
coruscantis, Distantia et Magnitudo immensa, Situsque protiniis tremendus indagari, Deique
stupendum ostentum, Terricolis expositum, cognosci liquidissimfe possit ; with astronomical figure
on rev. of title, woodcut arms of the author and Sir William Cecil, Lord Burghley, and numerous
diagrams, sm. 4to. boards (VERY FINE COPY) ; VERY RARE, £2. \5s Londini [col. : Thomas Marsh'], 1573

Tliis is largely an account of the new. star which increased to great splendour in November, 1-572, and caused much
excitenrent in England. It is dedicated to Sir William Cecil, Lord Burghley, ' by whose orders he wrote the treatise ' (D.N.B.).

' Thomas Digges ranks among the first mathematicians of the XVI. Century. Although he made no great addition to
science, yet his writings tended more to its cultivation than perhaps all those of other Avriters on the same subjects put
together.'—./. 0. HalHwell-PhiUipps.
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7290 DICKINSON (Edmund; physician to Charles II. and James II.) Physica Vetus et Vera;
sive Traetatusde Naturali Veritate Hexaemeri Mosaic!

;
per quern probatur in Historia Creationis,

turn Generationis Universae Methodum atque Modum, tuni Vene Philosophia) Principia, stiictim

atque breviter a MOSE tradi ; tvith engraved title, and copperplates, 4to. old vellum (rare),

£1. Is Londint, 1702
'The great work on which he spent his latest years was a system of philosophy set forth in ' Physica vetus et vera'.

In this laborious work, on which years had been spent, and part of which he had to write twice in conseiiuenco of an
accident by tire to the MS., the author pretends to establish a philosophy founded on principles collected out of the
Pentateuch. In a very confused manner he mixes »ip his notions on the atomic theory with passages from Greek and
Latin writers as well as from the Bible. The book, however, attracted attention '.—£>. N. B.

7291 DICKSEE (Lawrence R.) Auditing : a Practical Manual for Auditors, interleaved throughout
with writingpaper, 8vo. cl., 5s 1892

7292 DICKSON (Leonard Eugene, Chicago Univ.) Linear Groups, with an Exposition of the
Galois Field Theory, 8vo. cl., %s (p. M. 12) Leipzig, 1901

7293 DIENGER (Joseph; Karlsruhe) Die Differential- und Inteoralrechnung, umfassend
und mit steter Beriicksichtigung der Anwendung dargestellt ; with 59 diagrams, 8vo. mottled calf
gilt, 2s Qd Stuttgart, 1857

7294 Ausgleichung der Beobachtungsfehler nach der Methode der Kleinsten
Quadratsummen, mit zahlreichen Anwendungen, nanientlich auf geodatische Messungen, 8vo.

hf. calf gilt {scarce), 5s Braunschweig, 1857
Bound up is: ' Lehrbuch der kosmischen Physik, von Johann Miller', Urduiischiveig, lS'»'i.

7295 DIETRICH (Max, German Navy) The SciiL'LZ Steam Turbine, for Land and Marine
Purposes, with special Application to War Vessels, 6 tables and 43 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., Ss

(p. 5s nett) 1906

7296 DIQBY (Sir Kenelm; F.R.s.) A Late Discourse made in a Solemne Assembly of

Nobles and Learned Men at MONTPELLIER in France, touching the Cure of Wounds by the

Powder of Sympathy; with Instructions how to make the said Powder; whereby many
other Secrets of Nature are unfolded, rendered faithfully out of French by R. White ; 2nd Edition,

corrected and augmented, with Index, 24mo. old calf {some II. soiled^ otherwise a sound copy) ;

VERY rare, £2. 10s R. Lowndes, 1658
' Digby first described his well-known weapon-salve, or powder of sympathy, in the discourse alleged to have been

delivered at Montpellier in 1C58. Its method of employment stamps it as the merest (juackery. The wound was never to

be brought into contact with the powder, which was merely powdered vitriol. A bandage was to be taken from the
wound immersed in the powder, and kept there until the wound healed. He says that he learned how to make and apply
the drug from a Carmelite who had travelled in the Eist. He first employed it about lti24 to cure James Howell of

a wound in his hand, and he adds that .James I. and Dr. Mayerne were greatly impressed by its efficacy, and that Bacon
registered it in his scientific collections'.—SiV^yie// Lee.

7297 DIGBY (William, c.i.e.) Natural Law in Terrestrial Phenomena : the Causation of

Earthquakes, Volcanic Eruptions, Wind-Storms, Temperature, and Rainfall ; with a Record of

Evidence. 12 plates {several coloured), and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., Zs (p. i\s nett) 1902

7298 DIJK (P. van) De Wet der Geothermi.«che Progressie ; with 4 folding plates, 8vo. (pp. 70),

sewn, 2.5 Batavm, 1876

7299 DILWORTH (Thomas) The Schoolmasters Assistant: a Compendium of Arithmetic,
both Practical and Theoretical, with Essay on the Education of Youth, 18th Ed., with portrait,

16nio. contemporary sheep {back slightly damaged), Qs 6d 1773

7300 DIOPHANTI Alexandxini Arithmeticorum Libri VI, et de Numeris Multangulis Liber

unus, nunc primiim (Jru'ce et Latino editi, atque absolutissimis Commentariis illustrati, auctore

Claudio Gaspare Bacheto Meziriaco, s.j , editio princeps; with emblematic engraving on
title, and diagrams, folio, (?) LARGE Paper ; old calf extra {joints mended), with the Duke of
Sussex's bookplate {hole in one /., but a fine and very tall copy) ; rare, £1. 10*

Lutetian Parisiorum^ S. Cramoisy^ 1621
First Edition of the original text of the earliest extant treatise on Algebra.

The above edition contains an important addition Vjy the editor to Problem IV, 41, which forms the earliest discussion

on the solution of indeterminate eciuations by means of fractions.
' Hachets Diophant iibte durch .seine eigcnen Zu.siitze bereichert eine injichtige Wirkung aus.'—P/'o/. M. Cantor.

7301 Editio Nova, cum Commentariis C. CJ. Bacheti [Meziriaci], et Observationibus P. de
Fermat ; accessit Doctrin.k Analytic.*: Inventum novum, collectum ex variis eius<lem

DE Fermat Epistolis ; with vignettes and diagrams, folio, old Italian vellum extra {some II. browned
as usual, and a wormhole in some bottom margins, otherwise a fine AND TALL COPY) ; rare,
£2. 155 Tolos(a, B. Bosc, 1670

7302 Another Copy, contemporary limp vellum, WHOLLY UNCUT {some II. water-stained^

otherwise in SOUND CONDITION), £2. 10*
a rare and esteemed edition, first containing Pierre de Fermat's most important discoveries on the theory of

numbers (' de maximis et minimis ')—which formed the first step in the invention of the difi'erential calculus. Laplace
therefore called Fermat ' le vrai inventeur du calcul differentiel '.

7303 DIPLOCK (Bramah Joseph) A New System of Heavy Goods Transport on Common
Roads, with 2 plates and 26 woodcuts, 8vo. buckram, 3* Qd (p. 6* Qd nett) 1902

The ' Pedi-ail ' or walking locomotive.

7304 DITTON (Humphrey) An Institution of Fluxions, containing the First Principles, the
Operations, with its Uses and Applications, 2nd Ed., by JOHN Clarke, D.D., 8vo. contemporary
calf, 65 1726

One of the earliest elementary works on Newton's fluxional calculus. The author was appointed mathematical master
of Christ's Hospital through the influence of Sir Isaac Newton.

7305 DODT van FLENSBUBa (J. J.) Letterkundioe Aanteekeningen aangaande den TwiST
tu.sschen SiM. VAN der Eycke, Ludolf van Ceulen en Adriaan Anthonlsz, over de Leer
van den Cirkel, 8vo. (pp. 16), boards^ with author's iyiscr., Ss Qd z.p. [c. 1835]
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DIKCKS (Henry, c.e., f.r.s.e. ; inventor of Pepper's Ghost ') The Life, Times, and Scientific

Labours of the Second Marquis of Worcester (1865)—r. Nos. 5507-8, ante.

7306 Patent Monopoly as represented by Patent Law Abolitionists, impartially

EXAMINED, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn, 2s 6d 1869

7307 Perpetuum Mobile ; or Search for Self-Motive Power, Cents. XVII.-XIX,, from various

Authentic Sources, in Papers, Essays, Letters, Paragraphs, and numerous Patent Specifications,

with Introductory Essay, numerous woodcuts, post 8vo. cl. (very scarce), £1. bs 1831

7308 The Author's own Copy, tvith a large number of Original Drawings and MS. Text,

aZso Cuttings, etc. added, and some MS. corrections in text, post 8vo. cl., £2. 15*

the complete avork :

7309 Another Copy, with the Second Series : History of the Search for Self-Motive
Power, luith portraits, plates, and numerous woodcuts, 2 vols, post 8vo. cl. (fresh copies),

£3. 155 1861-70
The only work that has ever been published on this still existing craze, contiiining inter alia all machines on the

supposed perpetual motion principle registered at the Patent Office.

The second series, which contains the history of the subject, is excessively scarce, and practically unprocurable.

7310 The Policy of a Patent Law, 8vo. (pp. 54), sewn, 2s Qd 1869

7311 Scientific Studies : or Practical, in Contrast with Chimerical Pursuits : I. The Life of

Edward Somerset, Second Marquis of Worcester, Inventor of the Steam Engine ; II.

Chimeras of Science : Astrology, Alchemy, Squaring the Circle, Perpetuum Mobile, etc., tvith

portrait of Lord Worcester, and 6 other plates, cr. 8vo. cl. {scarce), Is Qd 1869

7312 Another Copy, d., with author's inscr., ^s 6c?

7313 Statistics of Invention, illustrating the Policy of a Patent Law, 8vo. (pp. 48),

sewn, 2s Qd 1869

7314 DITTE (Alfred) Lecons sur les Metaux, profess^es h la Faculte des Sciences de Paris ; with
woodcuts, 2 vol,?, cr. 4t6. hf. cl., \2s Qd (p. F. 30 nett unbound) 1891

7315 DOBSON (Edward, m.i.c.e.) Pioneer Engineering : Operations connected with the Settle-

ment of Waste Lands in New Countries, with 8 folding plates {linen-mounted), and 53 woodcuts,

cr.Svo. hf. calf 7ieat,Ss 1877

7316 Rudimentary Treatise on the Manufacture of Bricks and Tiles, with 83 looodcuts,

2 vols. on Masonry and Stonecutting, with tcoodcuts, and 4to. Atlas, with IQ plates—
3 vols. 12mo. in 1, and 1 vol. 4to. hf. morocco, 3s Qd 1850-49

7317 Both AVoRKS, with the Art of Building, 2nd Ed., uith 111 woodcuts, 4 vols. 12mo.
in 1, hf. morocco, 4.? 1850-4-6

7318 The Student's Guide to the Practice of Designing, Measuring, and Valuing Artificers'
Works, with Tables of Constants, etc., 2nd Ed., with Additions by E. Lacy Garbett, with 8

folding plates, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s 1852-3

7319 Third Edition, with Tables for Squaring and Cubing, with front, after G. E.
Street, E.A., 8 folding plates, and numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., or, hf. morocco gilt, 3s Qd 1858

7320 DODD (George, resident Engineer under John Rennie) Historical and Explanatory Disser-
tation on Steam-Engines and Steam-Packets; with the Evidence in full given by the most
eminent Engineers, Mechanists, and Manufacturers, to the House of Commons' Select Committee ;

together with the Committee's Reports, distinguishing and defining Safe and Unsafe Steam-
Engines, and their proper Management ; comprising Particulars of the Fatal Explosions of

Boilers, etc., concluding with a Narrative, by Isaac Weld, Esq., of the Interesting Voyage of

the Thames Steam-Yacht, from Glasgow to Dublin and London, loith 3 plates {including 2
aquatint ones of the 'Thames' and 'Sons of Commerce' Steam Yachts), 8vo. boards, uncut
(very scarce), £I. lOs 1818

' He is said to have been the first ]iroJcctor of steam-boats on the Tlianies. —D. N. B., which does not mention the
above work. It was unknown to Watt, Lowndes, or AUibone, nor was there a cui)y in the Scott Library.

7321 The Curiosities of Industry : Calculating and Registering Machines, 8vo. cl., 2s 1853
7322 DODGSON (Charles Lutwidge, deacon; 'Lewis Carroll,' author of 'Alice in Wonderland')

Euclid and his Modern Rivals, tvith front, and diagrams, post 8vo. cl. {fresh copy) ; scarce,
£1. 105 1879

7323 Another Copy, cl. {stamp on title), £1. 7^ Qd
'His one valuable contribution to mathematics is 'Euclid and his Modern Rivals' (187'.';. Many, excusably, refused

to accept the book seriou.sly. It was dedicated to the memory of Euclid, and thrown into dramatic form, while scattered
up and doAvn it were many jokes . . . But when .stripped of its external eccentricities it was a really serious contribution
to Euclidean geometry, and went far to vindicate the unique position of Euclid's elements as a first text-book of geometry,
by a careful and systematic examination of tlie various treatises which had been produced by way of substitutes
forit.'-D.iY. 7>'.

7324 [ ] The Game of Logic, with front, and diagrams, first edition; also Envelope with
Cardboard and 9 Counters, post 8vo. red cl. (scarce), I65 Qd 1887

7325 DOELTEB (Comelio, Univ. Vienna) Petrogenesis ; with plate and 5 other illustrations, 8vo.

sewn, is ^d (p. M. 7) Braunschweig, 1906
7326 DOLEZALEK (Friedrich) The Theory of the Lead Accumulator (Storage Battery), trans,

by Carl L v. Ende, with 30 diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 5s (p. \Qs Qd nett) New York, 1904
7327 DONALDSON (William, m.i.c.e.) Donaldson's Poncelet Turbine and Water-Pressure

Engine and Pump, with short Treatise on the Impulsive Action of Inelastic Fluids, 2 folding
plates, and diagrams, 4to. cl., 3s 1883

7328 DONKIN (William Fishbum, f.r.s.) Acoustics; Theoretical, Part I (all pub.), ivith

diagrams, cr. 8vo. d., with auto, of Prof H. W. LI. Tanner, F.R.S., 3s Qd (p. 7* Qd)

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1870
' Devoted to an enquiry into the vibration.^? of strings and rods, and giving evidence on every page of the combined

musical and mathematical talents of the author.'—/Vyr. W. J Ilo.rrimu '
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7329 pODSON (James, f.r.s.) The Anti-Logarithmic Canon : a Table of Numbers of 11 Places of
Figures, corresponding to all Logarithms under 100,000, with INTRODUCTION on Logarithms, the
Improvements, since their Invention, in the Manner of Constructing them, folio, old rough calf
(VERY rare), £1. 10s aptid auctorem, 1742

'The only considerable work of this kind published ... A very great performance.'

—

Hulton. 'His most important
\v(nk . . . This was unique until 1S49. The cinon had been actually calculated, it is asserted, by Walter Warner and John
Pell, about 1030-40.'—D. N. J5.

7330 The Calculator: being Correct and Neces.sary Tables for Computation, adapted to
Science, Business, and Pleasure, roy. 8vo. old calf {newly rehacked), 8s Qd 1747

7331 A Large Paper Copy, impl. 8vo. contemporary calf {fi^e copy), los
7332 The M.vthematical Repository, containing Analytical and Algebraical Solutions

of a great Number of Problems ami (Questions, mostly selected from Scarce and Valuable Authors,
3 vols. 12mo. old calf 15s 1748-55

The third volume mainly contains probleiris on annuitie.s (which acconling to Mr. W. W. R. Ball be founded as a
branch of mathematics), insurances, leases on lives, etc., ' in which it has been endeavoured to exhaust the subject'.

The author was Master of the Mathematical School of Christ's Hospital, and, with Edward Rowc Mores, one of the
Founders of the Ewi itahle Likk Assurance Society, for wliich he compiled many of its tables. He was also the great-
grandfather of Ai'(iUSTi's DE Morgan.

7333 DOLLOND (John, f.r.s.; inventor of the Achromatic Telescope): De Emendatione Tele-
scopiorum Dioptricorum per Vitrum Objectivum Compositum, recens a Dollondo in
Anglia inventa, Dissertatio conscripta a Carolo Scherffer, s.J. ; tvith plate^ am. 4to. (pp. 17),
seivn (rare), 10s Qd Vienna', 1762

7334 , Life of, with copious Appendix of all the Papers referred to, by John Kelly, pr.,

Translator of the Bible into Manks Gaelic, 3rd Edition, with Additions, ^cith engraving on copper^
and diagrams, 4to. hf calf (VERY SCARCE), £1. 10* privately printed, 1808

' Henry Perigal Esq. with G[eor(;e] Dollond's (f.r..s.] kind regai-ds.'—J/itfcr. on flifleaf.
' The only authentic account of his life was written by the husband of one of his gran<l-daugliters, Dr. John Kelly,

rector of Copford, Essex'.— D. N. B. It contains reprints of eleven papers, etc., chiefly by John Dollond, as contributetl
to the Philosophical Transactions, etc.

7335 DONN (Benjamin ; Master of Mathematics to George III.) Mathematical Essays : a New
Introduction to the Mathematics : Essays on VULGAR and Decimal Arithmetic, with Preface
on the Usefulness of Mathematical Learning; 2nd Ed., with Arithmetical (Questions and
Answers: The Schoolmaster's Repository (Supplement)—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. bound [some
II. stained), 8s 6d Bristol, 11^—London, '64

' His Mathematical Emiys had a favourable reception, and i)rocured him the ottice of keeper of the library at Bristol.'—
Dr. Hutton, F.E.S.

' Donn had a good deal of miscellaneous information '.—Pruf. de Morgan.

7336 DONOVAN (Michael) Brewing, Distilling, Wine-making, Baking, etc., with vignette
by Finden after Corbould, 12mo. hf. calf gilt, with bookplate of Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.R.S.,
4s 1830

7337 DOPPELMAYER (Jokann Gabriel; f.r.s.) Atlas Novus Ccelestis, in quo Mundus
Spectabilis, et in eodem tarn Errantium c|uam Inerrantiura Stellarum Phoenomena Notabilia . . .

secundum NiC. COPERNICI et ex parte Tychonis Brahe Hypothesin . . . e celeberrimorum
Astronomorum Observationibus ^raphice descripta e.xhibentur

; finely engraved title, and 30
coloured folding maps ; impl. folio, old hf. calf [binding damaged) ; VERY RARE, Hl.lsQd

Norimbergtc, 1742
7338 Another Copy, contemporary boards [printed title missing, but a sound copy), £1. 5*

A splendidly executed and still valued work, which has now become very rare.

7339 DORION (C. J.) Exploitation des Mines ; with numerous woodcuts, roy. 8vo. (pp. 667), hf
cL, with author's auto., 10s (p. F. 25 nett unbound) 1893

7340 DOUGLAS (Gen. Sir Howard, f.r.s.) On Naval Warfare with Steam, with 27 diagrams^
8vo. cl.. As 1858

Dedicated to the Prince Con.sort, and one of the first, if not the first, professional treatises on Steam in sea-lights.
Though a .soldier he was an accomplished seaman, liaving tirst learnt the art as a cadet at the H.M.A., Woolwich, whence
he used to work his passage to the North in his holidays on the Leith and Berwick smacks.

7341 Observations on Modern Systems of Fortification, including that projjosed by
^L Carnot, and a Comparison of the Polygonal with the B.astion System; also Itellections on
Intrenched Positions, and Tract on the Naval, Littoral, and Internal Defence of England,
with folding plate, numerous woodcuts, and ^ fs. letters, 8vo. c/., with author's inscr. as below,
Ss Gd 1859

'To the Rev. G. R. Glkiu [Chaplain-General of the Forces ; biograplier of Warren Hastings, Clivo, and Wellington] from
his faithful and afTectioiiate friend the author.'

—

Inscr. on flylccf.

7342 Treatise on Naval Gunnery, first edition, with 5 folding plates, 8vo. calf gilt

[rubbed), 5s 1820
' One of the earliegt work.s on the subject and of considerable historical interest. It caused the establishment of the

gunnery-ship Excellent and other improvements.'—Z>. N. B.

7343 Third Edition [greatly enlarged], with plates and numerous woodcuts, thick 8vo.

cl.,5s 1851
This edition contains interesting accounts of the new breech-loading guns and rifles.

7344 Fifth [last] Edition [enlarged and partly re-written], with 5 plates and 86 woodcuts,
thick 8vo. brown calf gilt, by Riviere [out of print), with inscr. and auto. Utterfrom the author to

Mr. Henry Reeve, C.B., and the latter's bookplate, 165 6rf I860
' The work of Sir Howard Douglas lias not only stood its ground for thirty years and more but Oiarder task) has

operated on the Admiralty.'— Syxr/t'/or.
* Douglas's works, althf)ugh little read when they first appeared, have been accepted in the end, not in England only, but

all over the world, as works of authority on the subjects of which they sevei-ally treat.'—1>. A^. h.
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7347 DOUGLAS (Qeorge) Mathematical Tables ; containing the Logarithms of Numbers
;

Tables of Sines, Tangents, Secants, and Versed Sines ; a Table of Sexagesimal Parts, and Supple-

mentary Tables, with the Nature and Use of Logarithms, roy. 8vo. sewn, 3s 6d Edin , 1809

7348 DOUGLASS (Sir James Nicholas, f.r.s., Engineer-in-Chief to the Trinity House ; builder of
the new Eddystone Lighthouse), Life of, by Thomas Williams, with portrait and plate, post 8vo.

buckram, 2s' 1900

7349 DOUK.STHER (Horace) Dictionnaire Universel des Poids et Mesures Anciens et

Modernes, contenant des Tables des Monnaies de tous les Pays, roy. 8vo. (pp. 604), sewn, 3s

Bruxelles,\^AQ

7350 DOVE (Heiarich. Wilhelm ; f.r.s.) De Barometri Mutationibus : Dissertatio Inauguralis,

12mo. (pp. 50), sewn {scarce), 8s 6d Berolini, 1826
The author's fir.st published work.

7351 Untersuchungen im Gebiete der Inductionselektricitat ; with folding plate and
woodcuts, 4to. (pp. 96), sewn, 5s 6d ibidem, 1842

7352 Ueber Wirkungen aus der Ferne, 8vo. (pp. 44), sewn, 2s ib., 1845

7353 DOWLING (Charles Hutton, c.e.) Series of Metric Tables, in which the British Standard
Measures and Weights are compared with the Metric System, 2nd Ed., revised, 8vo. cL, 4* Qd
(p. 10s iyd) 1872

7354 DOWNING (Samuel, t.c.d.) Elements of Practical Hydraulics, with 6 folding maps
(linen-mounted), 8vo. hf morocco [title stamped), with author's inscr. to [Major-Gen. R. J.]

Nelson, R.E. ,2s Qd 1855

7355 DOWSON (Joseph Emerson, m.i.c.e.), and Alfred Tabois LAKTER, f.c.s. : Producer
Gas, with 73 illustrations, 8vo. cL, Is (p. 10* Qd nett) 1906

7356 DOYEBE (Charles) Notions Elementaires de M^canique du Navire, l»e partie: Examen
Theorique ; ivith 141 diagrams, 8vo. cl., with auto, of Dr. Francis Elgar, F.R.S., 3s 1895

7357 DRAPER (Henry, m.d., son of Dr. John WilUain Draper) On the Coincidence of the Bright
Lines of the Oxygen Spectrum with those in the Solar Spectrum, 8vo. (v>p. 15), sewn, \s Qd

New York, 1879
7358 On Photographing the Spectra of the Stars and Planets, 8vo. (pp. 7), sewn, \s 6^

ibidem, 1879

7359 On Photographs of the Spectrum of the Nebula in Orion, 8vo. (pp. 3), sewn,

Is ib., 1882

7360 Researches on Astronomical Spectrum-Photography, with Intro, and Description
of the Apparatus by C. A. YouNG, and Measurements and Discussions of the Plates by E. C.

Pickering, 8vo. (pp. 31), sewn, 2s 6d Cambridge [Mass.], 1884

7361 DRAPER (John William, M D.j History of the Conflict between Religion and Science,
3rd Ed., post Svo. cl., with auto, of Dr. Francis Elgar, F.R.S., 2s 6«f (p. 5^) 1875

7362 DREDGE (James; c.e., editor of 'Engineering') Modern French Artillery (the St.

diamond, de Ban<,^e, Canet, and Hotchkiss Systems), with Illustrations of French Warships,
tvith 88 plates, and numerousfine woodcuts, large folio, hf. morocco gilt (1 cover water- stained), \5s

(p. £2.) 1892
7363 DREW (John, f.r.a.s.) Manual of Astronomy: a Popular Treatise, with Familiar Explana-

tion of Astronomical Instruments, and the best Methods of using them, \Q plates, besides woodcuts,
fcap. 8vo. cl., 3s Qd 1845

7.364 Practical Meteorology, with \Q plates by Basire, fcap. Svo. cl., 5s 1855

7365 DREW (William Henry, pr. ; St. John's Coll., Cantab.) Geometrical Treatise on Conic
Sections, with diagrams : with Solutions, 2 vols, post Svo. cl., 3s Cambridge, 1857-62

7366 DREYER (John Louis Emil, f.r.a.s., Armagh Observatory) History of the^ Planetary
Systems from Thales to Kepler, luith diagrams, Svo. cl., with book/jlate of Dr. Emil Reich, Is

(p. 10s 6c? nett) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1906
7367 The Instruments in the Old Observatory at Peking, 8vo. (pp.5), sewn, Is Dublin, 1881

Were these among the national treasures of the Chinese destroyed in the international repri.sals for the Boxer outrages ?

7368 Record of the Progress of Astronomy during 1879, Svo. (pp. 47), seicn. Is Gd ib., 1880
Tycho Brahe (1890)—v. No. 6466, ante.

7369 DRUDE (Paul) The Theory of Optics, trans, by C Riborc; Mann and Robert A. Millikan,
Chicago Univ., with over 100 woodcuts and diagrams, Svo. cl., lOs Gd (p. 15^ nett) 1902

' No one who desires to gain an insight into the most modern aspects of optical research can afford to be unfamiliar with
this remarkably origin.al and consecutive presentation of the subject of optics. '—/'ro/. A. A. Michelson.

7370 DUBERN (Henry A.) De TApplication de FAir Atmosph^rique aux Chemins de Fer :

Resume des Opinions des Ingenieurs Fran^ais et Anglais sur les Chemins de Fer Atmospheriques,
Svo. sevm, with author's inscr. {scarce), 8s Gd J 846
a French defence of the Atmospheric Railway, including a making the best of the lugubrious experiences of the

Croydon Railway.

7371 DUBOIS (Edmond) Les Passages de Venus sur le Disque Solaire : Passages de 1874, Notions
Historiques sur les Passages de 1761 et 1769; with diagrams, post Svo. sewn, with auto, of G. F.
Chambers, F.R.A.S., 2s Gd 1873
DU BOIS—V. Bois, ante.
DU BOIS-REYMOND—V. Bois-Reymond, ante.

7372 DUBOST (Christopher) The Elements of Commerce, or Treatise on different Calculations,
Operations of Exchange, Speculations in Exchange, and Banking Operations, Exchange Circula-
tions, Operations of Specie and Bullion, etc., etc., with Description and Tables of Monies, Weights,
and Measures, and Tables of Logarithms, 2nd Ed., greatly improved, Svo. calf gilt, 5s 1818
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7374 DRYSDALE (John James, m.d.), and John Williaai HAYWARD, m.d. : Hkalth ami
Comfort in House Building ; or Ventilation with Warm Air by Self-acting Suction Power

;

with P]xperiments, 6 plates, 8vo. cl., or, hf. calf {out of print), Ss Qd 1872
7375 [DXJBBEUIL (Jean, s.j.)] : The Practice of Perspective, written in French by a Jesuit of

Paris, since translated into English by Robert Pricke, and now a Second Time by E. Chambers,
F.R.S., with 150 plates, 4to. old calf, 5s 1726

7376 [ ] Third Edition, with the Theory of Perspective, in which the Reasons and Grounds of
the several Methods made use of in the Practice are shewn and demonstrated, by James
Hodgson, f.r.s., with 150 plates, 4to. old calf, 6s Qd J 739

7377 DUBRUNFAUT (Charles) Art de Fabriquer le Sucre de Betteraves, suivi d'un Essai
d'AxALYSE Chimique de la Betterave propre a eclairer laTh^orie des Operations qui ont pour
Objet d'en separer la Matibre Sucrei ; withQfoldinj copperplates, thick 8vo. interleaved throughout
with writing paper ; hf. calf {joints cracked) ; scarce, lOs 1825

7378 Traite Complet de I'Art de la Distillation, contenant, dans un Ordre M^thodique,
les Instructions theoriques et pratiques les plus exactes et les plus nouvelles surla Preparation des
Liqueurs alcoholiques avec les Raisins, las Grains, les Pomines de Terre, les F6cules et tons les

Vegetaux Sucres ou Farineux ; with 8 folding copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf gilt, with bookplate
of Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.R.S. {scarce), lis 1824

7379 DUGLAUX (Etnile, dc VInstitut) Traite de Microbiologie, Tome III : Fermentation
Alcoolique ; with woodcuts, thick roy. 8vo. sewn. Is Qd (p. F. 15 nett) 1900

7380 pUCDS da HAURON (Louis) L'Hhliochromie : D6couverbes, Constatations et Ameliora-
tions importantes, 8vo. (pp. 15), sewn, 2s Qd Agen, 1874

7381 DUDLEY (Dad) Metallum Martis, or Iron made with Pit-coale, Sea-coale, &C., and with
the same Fuell to Melt and t'lne Imperfect Mettals, and Refine Perfect Mettals, with folding
plate, 12mo. parchment {scarce), \5s [fs. .] T. M. printed for the Author, 1665

a reprint of the rare original edition of 1<".65, with a bibliographical note by John N. Bagxaix.
7382 A Large Paper Copy, with folding pedigree, arms, and plate ; also : Rovinson

(John) Treatise of Metallica, but not that which was published by Mr. Simon Stvrte-
VANT upon his Patent, which is now by order cancelled and made voyd, by reason of his
Btandinjj OUT-lawed at the time of the Grant . . . [but] is granted by the Kings most excel-
lent Magesty to John Rovenzon, Esq., for the making of Iron, and other Materials with Sea-
cole, Pit-cole, etc., for 31 yeares, etc., etc., and the means. Instruments, Engins, Furnaces, etc. etc.

[fs. reprint of 1613] ; further : [Sturtevant (Simon)] Metallica, or the Treatise of Metallica,
briefly comprehending the Doctrine of diuerse new Metallic Inventions, but especially how to neale,
melt, and worke all kinde of mettle oares, Irons, and Steeles with Sea-coale, Pite-coale, Earth-
coale and Brush Fewell [fs. reprint of 1612]—3 vols. cr. 4to. in 1, cL, uncut (scarce),
£1. 105 [fs. :] 1665-13-12

7333 Metallum Martis, or an Account of the Difficulties he encountered, in erecting Forges
for making of Iron, smelting it with Pit-coal, Sea-coal, etc., in preference to Charcoal, in 1654^
[Worcester (Edward Somerset, 2nd Marquess of)] A Century of the Names and
Scantlings of such Inventions, as at present I can call to mind to have tried and perfected, etc.

etc.—2 vols. 24mo. in 1, old calf {Joints cracked), I6s 6d Glasgoio, 1794-2
Dud Dudley was the ttrst to make a successful attempt to extract iron from its ores by means of pit-coal, it having till

then been produced by the far more expensive^ charcoal ; and thus immensely lessening its cost.
Although Sturtevant's and Rovenson's methods proved failures, their works are nevertheless important as having

stimulated Dud Dudley in his own discovery.
,

7384 DUHAMEL (Jean Marie Constant, de VInstitut) COURS d'ANALYSE, 2^ Ed. ; with ^folding
plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d 1847

7385 CoURS de Mecanique; with 4 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. white vellum extra {nice copy),
4*M

,
1845-6

7386 Seconde ?]dition [augmentee] ; with 3 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. morocco gilt {nice copy),

65 6rf 1853-4
'The influence of temperature on stress was first investigated mithematically by Duhamel, who, assuming Poisson's

theory of elasticity, examined the alterations of lorm which the formula* undergo when we allow for changes of
temperature.'

—

Prof. Cajori.

7387 Elements de Calcul Infinitesimal ; with 7 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d 1856

7388 DIJHAMEL da MONCEAU (Henri Louis; f.r.s.) Eliomens de I'Architecture Navale,
ou Traite Pratique de la Construction des Vaisseaux ; with front., vignettes, and 2A folding plates,
4to. original calf gilt, 16s Qd Y152

7389 Seconde Edition, corrigee et augmentee ; voithfront., vignettes, and 2\folding plates, 4to.
old calf gilt {joints cracked), \Ss 6c? 1758

7390 Traitk de la Fabrique des Manceuvres pour les Vaisseaux, ou I'Art de la Corderie
Perfectionn6 ; with vignettes, 1 folding copperplates, and woodcuts, 4to. old calf, with bookplate
of Edward \2th Duke of'Norfolk, E.M., £\. Is Imprimerie Royale, \14n

7391 Seconde Edition, dans laquelle on a ajout^ ce qui regarde les Cordages Gaudronn^s ;

with 13 copperplates, vignettes, and woodcuts, 4to. old French calf extra, with auto, of George
Kennie, C.E., F.R.S. (1802-60), £1. 7* Qd 1769

7392 DUHEM (Pierre ; Univ. Bordeaux) Le PoTENTiEL Thermodynamique, et ses Applications
k la Mecanique Chimique, et a 1 Etude des Ph^nomfenes Electriqnes, 8vo. hf. German morocco gilt

(SCARCE), 15* 1886
7393 DUNCAN (Andrew, m.d., f.r.s.e.) On Mudarine, the Active Principle of the Bark of the

Koot of the Calotropis Mudarii (Buch.) ; and the Singular Influence of Temperature on its

Solubility in Water, 4to. (pp. 8), sewn, 2s Edin., 1831
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7391 DUMAS (Jean Baptiste Andre, de Vlnstltut : f.r.«.) Mkmoiuh: sur la Loi ties Suhstitutions

et la Theorie ties Types, 4to. (pp. 31), sewn, with author's inscr. as below, 8.s Qd 1840
' M. Richard Phillips hominage de I'auteur J. Dumas.'—Inscr. on cover. There are also numerous marginal notes by

Richard Phillips, F.R s. (1778-1 S51). ,., , ^ „ ^ i ^ ,, , , • , c ^ ^-^ ^
One of the author's most important memoirs, m which he finally established his law of substitution and theory of types,

and showed the impossibility of the dualistic doctrine of Berzelius.

7395 These sur la Question suivante : tie TACTION tlu Calorique sur les Corps Organiques :

Applications aux Operations Pharmaceutiques, 4to. seivn, uncut {scarce), 8s Qd 1838
Giving a list of organic substances with their vapour densities, in which the author was the first to devise a generally

applicable method for determining them.
. , , ,

,

7396 Traite tie Chimie, appliqu^ aux Arts, 8 vols. 8vo., with Atlas, containing 147 plates,

folio—9 vols. hf. calf gilt {nice copy), £1. 1* 1828-46
' In its treatment of the matter, and especially its arrangement, this remained a model for many subsequent text-books

on technology.'—Pro/. E. v. Meyer.
' His researches in organic chemistry, especially his masterly papers on the ethers, ethereal oils, indigo, and the alkaloids,

placed him in the first rank of chemists.'

7397 , [et Jean Baptiste BOUSSINGATJLT] : EssAi tie Statique Chimk^ue ties Etres
Organises, 2^ Etiition, augmentee tie Documens numeriques, 8vo. sewn {scarce), is Qd 1842

' In this the life of plants and aninials, and, in particular, the processes of metabolism, were treated from the chemical

point of view.'—P?-o/. E. v. Meyer.

7398 DUNCAN (Robert Kennedy, Washington and Jefferson Coll.) The New Knowledge : a
Popular Account of the New Physics and the New Chemistry in their Relation to the New
Theory of Matter [.5th Etl.], with 54 illustrations, sq[. post 8vo. buckram, 4* (p. 6.5 nett) 1907

7399 DUNDONALD (Archibald Cochrane, 9th Earl of) The Present State of the Manu-
facture of Salt explaineti, and a New Mode suggested of Refining British Salt so as to

render it Ec[ual, or Superior to the finest Foreign Salt, with Plan for abolishing the present Duties
and Restrictions on the Manufacture of Salt, etc., etc., 2nd Ed., with Appendix, 8vo. sewn,

with Inscr. ' From the Author ' onflyleaf {rare), \2s 6d 1785

7400 : Account of the Qualities and Uses of Coal Tar and Coal Varnish, with Certifi-
cates from Shipmasters, etc., 8vo. (pp. 43), sewn, 7s 6d 1785

The first work advocates an improved process of gaining .salt from the .sea, and contains interesting statistical

information.
The second is connected with the author's discovery that coal-tav acts as an excellent preservative for wood, and

contains many appreciatory letters addressed to Lord Dundonald. Its snccess in tarri ig ships' bottoms was shortly
afterwards nullified by the introduction of copper sheathing.

7401 Treatise shewing the Intimate Connection between Agriculture and Chemistry,
new Ed., 4to. boards, uncut {rare), I2s 6d 1803

Sir Humphry Davy has been said to have boen indebted to the above work in writing his own ' Elements of
Agricultural Chemistry (v. Nos. 7107-S, anfe).

• His discoveries, now of national utility, ruined him, and deprived his posterity of their remaining paternal
inheritance.'— T/ioHif'.s- 10th Em-l.

DUN ECHT OBSERVATORY—V. Crawford (Earl of), ante.

7402 DUNKERLEY (Stanley, Victoria Univ.) Hydraulics : Hydraulic Machinery, and
Resistance and Propulsion of Ships, with 384 illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. cl., 14s (p. £1. 1*

nett) 1907-8

7403 Vol. I : Hydraulic Machinery, with 269 illustrations, 8vo. cl., Qs Qd (p. 10s 6d
nett) 1907

7404 Mechanism, with 416 illustrations, Svo. cl., with author's inscr., 5s (p. 9s nett) 1905
7405 Second [latest] Edition, enlarged, with 450 illustrations, Svo.cL, 6s6o?(p. 95 nett) 1907
7406 DUNKIN (Edwin, f.r.s.) The Midnight Sky : Familiar Notes on the Stars and Planets, with

32 star-maps, and numerous woodcuts, 4to. cl., Zs 6c? (p. 7* 6c?) [1869]
7407 Revised Edition, loith 32 star-maps, and numerous woodcuts, 4to. cl. {cover and some II.

stained), with author's inscr. and signed photo, inserted, is [1879]
7408 DUNN (Samuel, teacher of mathematics) Precepts, Formulas, Tables, Charts, and

Improvements, engraved throughout iipon copper on 16 II., with folding chart, sm. 4to. boards
{rare), 12s 6c? apud auctorem, 1784

Not noticed in a long list of the author's works in D. N. B. It consists of Longitude Instructions (2 11.) : Formulas for
Longitude (3 11.): Right Ascensions and Declinations of Fixed Stars (1 1.): Formulas for Latitude (8 11.): Points and
Degrees of the Compass Card (1 1.) : and Table of Equation of Time (folding 1.).

7409 DUNRAVEN and MOUNT EARL (Windham Thomas Wyndham-auin, 4th Earl of,
K.p. ; Extra Master) Self-Instruction in the Practice and Theory of Navigation, enlarged
Ed. , with charts, and numerous diagrams, 3 vols. Svo. buckram, t. e. g., 16s 6d (p. £1. 5s 6d nett) 1908

Few yachtsmen have ever become quite such accomplished seamen as Loid Dunraven.
7410 DUPAIN[-MONTESSON] (-) La Science des Ombres, par Rapport an Dessein : Regies

d^montrees pour connoitre I'Espece, la Forme, la Longueur, et la Largeur des Ombres que les
diff^rens Corps portent, et qu'ils produisent tant sur des Surfaces horisontales, verticales, ou
inclin^es, que sur des Surfaces verticales, plates, convexes, ou concaves ; with 18 folding copper-
plates, Svo. old calf, 8s 1750

' ^^ ^"seigna au due de Berry (depuis Louis XVI) la levee des -plans.'—Biogr. Gen.
7411 DUPLAIS (P., aine) Traite des Liqueurs, et de la Distillation des Alcools, contenant

les Precedes les plus nouveaux pour la Fabrication des Liqueurs fran^aises et etrangeres ; Fruits
h I'Eau-de-Vie et au Sucre ; Eaux et Esprits parfum^s, Vermouts, Eaux et BoissONS Gazeuses,
et De.scription complete des Operations necessaires pour la Distillation de tons les Alcools, 2^ Ed.;
vjith Infolding plates, 2 vols, Svo. sewn, 5s 1858

7412 DUPUIT (Jules) EssAi et Experiences sur le Tirage des Voitures, et sur le Frottement
de Seconde EspkcE, suivis de Considerations sur les diverses Esp^ces de Routes, la Police du
Koulage, et la Construction des Roues ; withfolding plate, Svo. sewn, 4s 1837
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7414 DUPIN (Charles Baron; (h VIn.sliiut) Applications de (Jkomktrie et MKCiiAXKiUE, a la

Marine, aux Fonts et Chauss^es, etc., pour faire Suite aux Developpeiuents de G^ometrie ; with
\1folding copperplates, 4to. old calf (joints cracked), with author's inscr. to Peter Barlow, F.K.S.^

as below, and the latter's booklabel, %s 1822
' From the author to his friend Professor P. Barlow. Ch. Dupin.'— /nstr. on flyleaf.

7415 Geom^trie et Mecanique des Arts et Metiers et des Beaux-Arts ; with numerous
folding ptlates, 3 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, 5s Brnxelles, 1825-6

7416 Rapport sur les Arts de la Marine et de la Guerre, fait k la Commission Fran9aise du
Jury International de TExposition L^niverselle de Londres ; with 5 folding tables, Svo. hf. morocco
{title stamped), d* Qd Imprimerie Imperiale, 1855

' From the Author to Lieut. G'. Sir John Burgoyne. B. C. Dv pis.'—Tinter, jnisted on flyleaf.

7417 DURAN (Jean Alexandre, dc Bordeaux) Revelation Scientifique : Dieu a J.-A. Duran ;

suivie d'un Catcchisme Pliysi(iue, Metaphysi<iue, Theologique, et Moral, roy. Svo. (pp. 344), sewn
{scarce), Is (id Bordeaux, 1847

An extraordinary production, apparently unknown to Prof, de Morgan, in which the author in tlie rulo of prophet
' reveals ' a novel Ixisis of ' universal science '.

7418 DURAND-CLAYE (Charles L^on^ et Leopold MARX: Routes et Chemins Vicinaux:
Trace, RiMJaction des l*rojets, Construction, Entretien ; irifh numerous woodcuts and diagrams,
roy. Svo. hf morocco neat, Ss ad (p. F. 25 nett sewn) 1885

7419 DUREGE (Heinrich, Univ. Prague) Theorie der elliptischen Functionen ; 2. Auflage

;

with 32 diagrams: Elemente der Theorie der FUNCTIONEN, einer COMPLEXEN ver.vnder-
liciien Grosse, mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Schiipfungen RiEMANN's, 2 umgearbeitete
Auflage ; with 62 diagrams— 2 vols. Svo. in 1, hf. calf, with auto, and bookstamp of Prof. II. W.
LI. Tanner, F.R.S., As Leipzig, 1868-73

7420 Dt}RER (Albrecht) Institutionum Geometricarum Libri IV, in quibus Lineas, Superficies,

et Solida Corpora ita tractavit, ut non Matheseos solum Studiosis, sed et Pictoribus, etc. sint

summe utiles et necessarii, versi in Linguam Latinam, et nunc iterato editi; with numerous fine
woodcuts by Albert Durer, folio, old Italian vellum {some II. browned as usual, otherwise A fine
AND TALL COPY) ; RARE, £2. 10* Arnhemiw, 1605

7421 Another Copy, old Dutch vellum {corners of some II. slightly stained, otherwise an
unusually fine and tall COPY), £2. 155
'Albrecht Diirer ist der Erste der die Naherunsskonstruktionen mit vollem Bftwu.sstsein ausgefiihrt hat.'—Pro/. Cuntnr.

7422 DUSUZEAU (J.) Economie Nouvelle dans 1'Elevage des Vers a Soie : Pratiques pe'rfec-

tionnt^es pour obtenir les Cocons ;\ bon March(5 ; with 3 plates, roy. Svo. (pp. 30), sewn, 2s Lyon, 1881
7423 Rapport de la Commlssion des Soies sur ses Operations de I'Annee 1882, impl. Svo.

sewn, 2s ib., 1883
7424 DUTENS (Louis, F.R.S., Rector of Elsdon, Northumberland) Origine des Decouvertes

ATTRIBUEES aux Modernes ; oii Ton deniontre que nos plus celebres Philosophes ont puisd la

PluTvart de leurs Connoissances dans les Ouvrages des,Anciens, et que plusieurs Veritas sur la

Religion ont ^t6 connues des Sages du Paganisme, 3^ Edition, consid6rablement augmentde, 4to.

old irec-calf gilt. Is Qd Londres, 1796
7425 Des Pierres Precieuses et des Pierres Fines, avec les Moyens de les connoitre et de

les evaluer ; with copperplate, post Svo. sewn, As ibidem, Yin
7426 DYCK (Walther) Gruppentheoretische Studien ; with 3 plates, Svo. (pp. 44), sewn.

Is 6d Leipzig, 1882
7427 DYE (Frederick) Popular Engineering, with Chapters on Perpetual Motion, and

Engineering Schools and Colleges, ^-o^i^ aiid 704 woodcuts, 4to. cl. gilt. As 1895
7428 DYER (Alexander Brydie, U. S. Army) Handbook for Light Artillery, with 135 woodcuts,

cr. Svo. (pp. 522), cL, 6s 6d (p. 125 6d nett) New York, 1896
7429 DYER (Joseph Chessborough ; inventor, abolitionist, and free-trader) Notes on Heat, in

Relation to Atmospherical Phajnomena, Svo. (pp. 20), sewn, Ss 1856
' To Thomas Hopkins Esq'"'', with the Author's best respects'.—/?isor. on title.

The author was an interesting personality. Boni at Stonnington Point, Connecticut, he came to England to push
American inventions, especially in spinning machinery, and wasjoint-founder both of the ' North American Review ' and of
the • Manche.ster Guardian."

74.30 EARNSHAW (Samuel; pr., St. John's Coll., Cantab.)The Doctrine of Germs, or the Inte-
gration of Certain Partial Differential Equations which occur in Mathematical Physics, Svo. boards
(out of print), 3s Cambridge, 1881

7431 Dynamics, or a Treatise on Motion, with short TREATISE on Attractions, 3rd [last]

Ed., revised, with diagrams, Svo. boards, 3s ibidem, 1844
74.32 Partial Differential Equations : an Essay towards an Entirely New Method of

Integrating them, or. Svo.c/., with auto, of Prof H. W. LI. Tanner, F.R.S. (out of print), 5s 1871
7433 Treatise on Statics, containing the Theory of the Equilibrium of Forces, 3rd Edition,

enlarged, with 5 folding plates, Svo. boards, 3s Cambridge, 1845
Professor Earnshaw was the first to take up the treatment of solitary waves.

74.34 EASTMAN (John Robie, Prof. Mathematics, U.S.N.) Report on the Difference of Longi-
tude between the U.S. Naval Observatory and the Sayre Observatory of Lehigh University,
loith plate, 4to. (pp. 19), sewn, 2s Washington, 1878

7435 Report on the Difference of Longitude between Washington and Detroit, Mich.

;

Carlin, Nev. ; and Austin, Nev., 4to. (pp. 22), sewn, 2s ibidem, 1874
7436 The Second Washington Catalogue of Stars, with the Annual Results upon which

it is based : the whole derived from 01)servatious at the U.S. Naval Observatory with the 8-5 inch
Transit Circle, from 1866 to 1891, and reduced to the Epoch 1875 0, 4to. sewn, SsQd ib., 1898
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7437 EABNSHAW (Thomas ; watchmaker) I.ongitude : an Appeal to the Public; stating Mr.
Thomas Earnshaw's Claim to the Original Invention of the Improvements in his Time-
keepers, their Superior Going in numerous Voyages, and also as tried by the Astronomer
Royal [Nevil Maskelyne, pr., f.r.s.] by Orders of the Commissioners of Longitude, and his

consequent RIGHT to a NATIONAL Re\VARD,8vo. (pp. 280 + 36), old calf {some II. foxed) ; rare, 15s
apud auctorem, 1808

7433 Another Copy, 8vo. old calf (joint cracked), with inscr. * From the Author', 16.s

• He was the first who succeeded in making chronometers so simple and cheap as to be within the reach of private

individuals. He was the inventor of the cylindrical balance spring, and of the detached detent escapement, though in the

last he was anticipated in France' by L. Berthoud (c Nos. C16S-72, ante). He was one of the competitors for the discovery

of the longitude in 1703, when his cause was espoused by Maskelyne. His application was unsuccessful, but the Com-
niissioner>i granted him and John Arnold £3,000 each for the improvements they had made in chronometers.'— D. N. H.

7439 EASSIE (W.) and CO.'s Patent Pile-Driving Engines, icith 3 large folding plates,

besides woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 22), sewn, 2s M [1866]

7440 EBERT (Hermann ; Munich) Magnetic Fields of Force : an Exposition of the Phenomena of

Magnetism, Electro-Magnetism, and Induction, based on the Conception of Lines of Force ;

trans, by C. V. BURTON, D.sc, Part I, with 93 illustrations, including 2 folding plates, 8vo. cl.

[out of print), Ss Qd 1897
The above part, which is intended to serve as an introduction, was the only one translated into English.

7441 EDE (George) The M\nagement of Steel, including Forging, Hardening, Tempering,
Annealing, Shrinking, and Expansion ; also the Case-Hardening of Iron, third Ed., 18mo.
boards {scarce), 5s 6d 1863

'Containing much valuable information for the guidance of those who intend to devote themselves to what was formerly
designated 'the mystery of tempering steel' . . . Mr, Ede deserves the thanks of the public for his pains.'—
Johji Percy, F.R.S.

7442 EDGOUMBE (Kenelm, m.i.e.e.) Industrial Electrical Measuring Instruments, with
126 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 5s 6d (p. 8s nett) 1908

MR. HERBERT SPENCER'S COPY :

7443 EDGEWORTH (Francis Ysidro, Prof. Political Economy/, Oxon. ; nepheic of Maria Edgeworth)
Mathematical Psychics : an Essay on the Application of Mathematics to the Moral
Sciences, 8vo. cl., vith Herbert Spencer's bookstamp on title {scarce), 8* 6a?

"

1881
' Mainly devoted to the fundamental problem of the mathematical rendering of the 'Calculus of Pleasure' ; and this is

regarded from two points of view, as the ' Economical Calculus ' and the ' Calculus of Utilitarian Ethics.'

—

Academy.
A FINE AND INTERESTING COPY OF THIS RARE PUBLICATION :

7444 EDINBURGH ESSAYS : Essays and Observations, Physical and Literary, read before

a [the Philosophical] Society in Edinburgh, and published by them, with numerous folding
vlates, 3 vols. 8vo. old calf gilt (fine COPY) ; very rare, £6. 6* Edin., 1754-71

This now very rare publication is of great importance as first containing (in vol. II) Dr. Joseph Black's classic
'Experiments upon Magnesia Alba, Quick-lime, and some other Alkaline Substances', a description of which may be
found under No. 624S. It also includes the important essay by William CrLLKX, m.d., f.r.s., ' Of the Cold produced by
evaporating Fluids, and of some other Means of producing Cold' ; also ' Of the Cause of the Variation of the Ecliptic,'

and one other essay, by Colin Maclaurin, k.rs., an Essay by Matthew Stewart, f.b.s., and the important essay by
Thomas Melvill, 'Observations on L'ght and Colours', containing fundamental experiments in spectrum analysis;
besides numerous contributions (some important) on medical and other subjects.

The above copy is specially interesting for having belonged to Richard Watson, the learned but absentee Bp. of
Llandaft', f.r.s., and sometime professor of chemistry at Cambridge University (1737-1816), who has added his autograph
on the titles of vols. I and II, and his Calgaith Park bookplate.

7445 ROYAL OBSERVATORY, Annals of, edited by Ralph Copeland, f.r.s.e..

Astronomer Royal Scots, Vol. I, with numerous diagrams, 4to. cl., 5s Glasgow, 1902
7446 SOCIETY'S Proceedings, from 1878 to 1907 (Vols. IX—XXVII), with 'numerous

plates and woodcuts, 20 vols. 8vo. cl. {v. XXVI missing), £5. 5s Edin., 1878-1907
7447 EDLIN (A.) Treatise on the Art of Bread-making, wherein the Mealing Trade, Assize

Laws, and every Circumstance connected with the Art, is particularly examined, ivith folding
tables, post 8vo. (pp. 216), boards, \0s Qd 1805

Dedicated to Count Rumford. The author, according to Watt, was a surgeon at Uxbridge. It is a valuable book,
going fully into the chemistry of bread, its fermentation, the worth of whole-meal bread, the various substitutes for wheat,
etc. etc. etc.

7448 EDWARDS (John, jyi\) Directions for Making the Best Composition for the Metals of
Reflecting Telescopes ; and the Method of Casting, Grinding, Polishing, and giving them the
True Parabolic Plgure : Account of the Cause and CURE of the Tremors particularly aftecting
Reflecting Telescopes more than Refracting ones, with Observations by Nevil Maskelyne,
D.D., f.r.s., Astronomer Royal—2 vols. 8vo, in 1, sewn {some II. soiled) ; rare, Y2s Qd [c. 1782]

'Mr. Edward.s's Tele.scopes shew a white Object perfectly white, and all Objects of their natural Colors ; very difterent
from common Reflecting Telescopes, which give a dingy copperish Appearance to Objects.'—iVfri? Maskelyne. The first
tract was printed by Order of the Commissioners of Longitude.

7449 EDYE (John) Calculations relating to the Equipment, Displacement, etc., of Ships and
Vessels of War, ?mYA 31 j9/a^es {many folding), roy. 8vo. hf. bound, with auto, of Dr. Francis
Elgar, f.r.s., 8* 1832

Scarce, and unknown to Lowndes and AUibone.
7450 EELES (Henry ; Lismore, Ireland) Philosophical Essays : in several Letters to the Royal

Society, containing a Discovery of the Cause of Thunder, with an Explanation and Demon-
stration of the same ; the Cause of the Ascent, Station, and Descent of Vapours and
Exhalations : the Cause of Winds, and an Explanation of the general Ph^enomena of the
Weather, BarOxMeter, etc. ; the true Rudiments and Theory of Electricity and Magnetism

;

and an Attempt to shew that the Electrical Powers are the Cause of the Reflection and
Refraction of Light, 8vo. (pp. L + 190), sewn {rare), \5s 1771

Nothing seems to be known of the author of this curious work, who accuses Dr. Priestley of stealing his doctrine of
electricity, and complains that he ' has artfully shut me out of his history of electricity, though all these papers were
addressed to the Royal Society, of which he is a member'. The book is specially interesting as probably the first to
connect light with electricity, and thus remotely to anticipate Clerk-Maxwell's electro-magnetic theory of light.
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An early collection of scientific problems.
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7451 ECKTTARTSHAXTSEN (Karl v.) Entwurf zu einer ganz neuen Chimie dureh die Ent-
DECKUNG eines allgemeinen Naturprinzips, wodurch sich das phlogistische System der
alten, und das antiphlogistische der neuen Chimisten als zwey Extreme in ein Mittelsysteor
vereinigen lassen, u. s. w., 16nio. contem'porary hf. calf {rare), \5s Begensburg, 1800

The author's speculations are based on an imaginary ' Naturstoll", zugleich Feuerstoflf in der Extension, Kalteatoff in
der Concentration, und aus dieser Materia lassen sich alle Naturerscheinungen erklaren.'—P. 294.

The work was unknown to Poggendorff.

7452 EDEB (Josef Maria, Technische Hochschule, Wien) Ausfuhrliches Handbuch der Photo -

GRAPHIE ; with 4 Jine plates and 986 woodcuts^ 3 vols. 8vo. in 2, hf. roaUy 7s 6d (p. M. 27 sewn)
Halle a. S., 1884-6

7453 EDGAB (Joseph Haythorne ; or., quondam Lieut. E.A.), and G. S. PBITCHABD :

Note-Book on Practical Solid or Descriptive Geometry, 4th Edition, by Arthur G. Meeze,
with diagrams, 12ino. cL, 2s 6d 1880

7454 EDGEWOBTH (Bichard Lovell, f.r.s. ; Member of Irish Parliament ; father oj Maria
Edgeworth) Essay on the Construction of Roads and Carriages, with 4 folding plates, 8vo.
boards, uncut (scarce), with auto, letter from Prof. F. Y. Edgeworth to F. J. Jervis-Smith, pr.,

F.E.S.,12s6d 1813
The versatile author, whose habit of poUakigamy according to Sir Leslie Stephen resembled John Buncle's, invented

what was probably the first telegraph, in order to announce early racing results between Newmarket and London for his
smart friend Sir Francis Delaval. The telegraph was doubtless a .semaphore system, and was afterwards set up by the
Government, under his superintendence, between Dublin and Galway. The fear of French invasion waning it was
dropped.

7455 EDINBUBGH PHILOSOPHICAL JOUBNAL; exhibiting a View of the Progressive
Discoveries and Iniprovenients in the Sciences and the Arts ; conducted by SiR David Brewster
and Robert Jameson, First Series, Vols. 1-9, 11, 13, and 14, with numerous copperplates,
12 vols. 8vo. hf calf (binding damaged), £1. Is Edin., 1819-26

7456 EDINGEB (Albert ; Univ. Freiburg i. B.) Beitrage zur Kenntnis ringformiger organ-
ISCHER Stickstoffverbindungen und deren Beziehung zur Constitution der stickstoffhaltigen
Alkaloide (Habilitationsschrift) ; with diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 2s Freiburg i. B., 1892

7457 EDSEB (Edwin) Heat, for Advanced Students, with 214 illustrations, 12mo. cl., 2s (p. 4s 6d)

1899
7458 Light, for Students, with 306 illustrations, 12mo. cl., 3s 6d (f . 6*) 1902
7459 EDWABDS (E.Price) The Eddystone Lighthouses (New and Old), with Abridgement of

Smeaton's Narrative by T. Williams, 5 plates, 8vo. cl., 2s 1882
7460 EDWABDS Jun. (Frederick) On the Ventilation of Dwelling-Houses, and the Utiliza-

tion of Waste Heat from Open Fire Places, with 19 plates [2 folding), roy. 8vo. cl., 4s 1868
According to the preface the first attempt to use the heat escaping by the chimney.

7461 Second Edition, including Chapter on London Smoke and Fog, Modern Fire Places,
etc., with 17 plates (some differentfrom those above), roy. 8vo. cl. (o. p.), 6s 1881

7462 EDWABDS (Joseph) Differential Calculus, with Applications and numerous Examples :

an Elementary Treatise, with 94 diagrams, post 8vo. cl. {fresh copy), 5s (p. 10* 6d) 1886
7463 Differential Calculus for Beginners, diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 4* 6flO 1893
7464 Elementary Treatise on the Differential Calculus, with Applications and

numerous Examples, 2nd Edition, enlarged, with 125 illustrations, 8vo. cl., with auto, letter from
the author, and auto, and MS. matter by F. J. Jarvis-Smith, jpr., F.R.S. , 8* 6rf (p. 14s) 1892

7465 Integral Calculus for Beginners, with Introduction to the Study of Differential
Equations, 50 diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 4s Qd) 1894

7466 EDWABDS (Bobert, M.i.c.E.) The Mechanical Engineer's Handy Office Companion,
12mo. cl., 2s 1898

7467 EDWABDS (William Seymour) CoALS and Cokes in West Virginia : a Hand-Book on the
Coals and Cokes of the Great Kanawha, New River, Flat Top, and adjacent Coal Districts, 8vo.

sewn, 2s Cincinnati, 1892
7468 EGGEB (Kajetan; Munich) Leitfaden zu Vorlesungen iiber populare Experimental-

Physik, 2. verbesserte Aufiage ; loith 6folding plates, 8vo. hf. bound, 5s MUnchen, 1829
Interesting for containing full descriptions and illustrations of a number of contemporary physical apparatus.

7469 EGLESTON (Thomas) The Metallurgy of Silver, Gold, and Mercury, in the United
States, with 329 woodcuts (including many folding plates), 2 vols. 8vo. (pp. 1475), cl., £1. Is

(p. £3. 3s) 1887-90

7470 EHBMANN (Friedrich Ludwig) EssAi d'un Art de Fusion kl'AiDE del'AiR du Feu ou Air
Vital, traduit par Jean P'rancois de Fontallard ; suivi des M^moires de Mr. Lavoisier
sur le meme Sujet ; with 3 plates,' 8yo. contemporary French calf gilt (large and sound copy), 14s

Strasbourg, 1787
Lavoisier's contributions (pp. 118) comprise :

' De Taction du feu animd par I'air vital sur les substances min^rales les

plus refractaires ', 'Sur I'eflfet que produit sur les pierres prfecieuses un degr^ de feu tris-violent', and ' Sur un moyen
d'augmenter consid^rableraent Taction du feu et de la chaleur dans les operations chimiques '. There is also an additional
memoir by General MsasNiER de la Place.

' Ouvrage important et qui contient une suite d'exp6riences aussi norabreuse, qu'il sera trfes utile de le publier, et qu'il
merite d'etre imprime sous le privilege de TAcademie'.

—

Extrait des registres de VAcadimie.

7471 EICHSTADT (Lorenz, m.d.) Ephemeridum Novarum et Motuum Coelestium 1651-65
Pars III*, quse Meridiano Uranopyrgico in Freto Cimbrico, Sedi Astronomise instauratae, et in

inferioribus Planetis nempe Venere ac Mercurio, Tabulis Rudolphinis JOHANNIS Kepleri ; at in

LuMiNARiUM MoTiBUS, EcLipsiBUS eorundem et superioribus Christiani S. Longomontani
Tabulis Danicis accommodata et liberiori paulo Calculo coraputata est ; cum C Aphorismis de
Judiciis Genethliacis ; toith numerous woodcuts, 4to. old English calf gilt (back of binding slightly

damaged, otherwise a fine copy), 10s 6rf Amsterodami, Lud. Elsevir, 1644
26
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7473 EDISON (Thomas Alva), The Life and Inventions of, by W. K. L. and Antonia Dickson,

vnth 200 illustrations {including many plates), large impl. 8vo. cl., t. e. g., 8s 6d 1894

7474 EITFE (John Sweetman) Account of Improvements in Chronometers, with Robert
MOLYNEUX's Specifications for the same [with Preface by Sir G. B. Airy], 5 plates by Basire,

4to. (pp. 25), sewn (scarce), Ss 6d 1842

The improvements, for which the author received a reward from the Admiralty, have reference to the compensation

7475 EIFFEL (Oustave ; constructor of the Eij^el Tower) Travaux Scientifiques executes k la

Tour de Trois Cents Metres, 1889-1900 ; with etched portrait^ 2 plates, 86 illustrations, andfolding
map, 4to. sewn, 10s Qd 1900

Pp. 39-194 contain Meteorology and Physical Phenomena.

7476 EINHOF (Heinrich) Grundriss der Chemie fiir Landwirthe, aus hinterlassenen Dictaten

herausgegeben von Albrecht Thaer, I. Theil, 8vo. hf calf (scarce), 65 6rf Berlin, 1808

7477 EISEJN&ttTTENWESEN, Jahrbuch fiir das: Erganzung zu ' Stahl und Eisen ', bearbeitet

von Otto Voqel, Jahrgang I—IV ; illustrated, 4 vols. roy. 8vo. cL, £1. 5s (p. M. 40)

Diisseldorf 1902-6

7478 Jahrgang II ; illustrated, roy. 8vo. cl., 5s (p. M. 10) ib., 1903

7479 EISENSTEIN (Ferdinand Qotthold Max, Univ. Berlin) Mathematische Abhandlungen
besonders aus dem Gebiete der Hohern Arithmetik und der Elliptischen Functionen, mit
Vorrede von C. F. Gauss ; with plate, 4to. hf roan neat, with bookplate of Prof. H. W. Lloyd
Tanner, F.B.S., 6s Berlin, 1847

Containing the author's most important memoirs, including his ' Neue Theoreme der hoheren Arithmetik ', which
' defined the ordinal and generic characters of ternary quadratic forms of an uneven determinant ; and in the case of
definite forms, assigned the weight of any order or genus '.—W. W. R. Ball.

7480 EISSLEB* (Manuel, Mining Engineer) Metallurgy of Gold : a Practical Treatise on the
Metallurgical Treatment of Gold-Bearing Ores, including Concentration and Chlorination, and
Assaying, Melting, and Refining, 2nd Ed., enlarged, unth 132 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., Ss (p. 7s 6c?)

1889
7481 Fourth Edition, enlarged, unth 2Qfolding plates, and 171 other illustrations, thick 8vo.

cl, 7s (p. 16s) 1896

7482 Another Copy, cl. {cover soiled), 6s Qd
The standard work on the metallurgy of gold.

7483 The Modern High Explosives : Nitro-Glycerine and Dynamite : their Manufacture, Use
and Application ; Pvroxyline, or Gun-Cotton ; the Fulminates, Picrates, and Chlorates ; also their

Chemistry and Analysis, with 129 illustrations, large 8vo. cl., 8s (p. 17s nett) New York, 1884

7484 EKIN (Tom Charles, m.i.c.e.) Water Pipe and Sewer Discharge Diagrams, unth 4 large

folding diagrams, folio, cl., 6s (p. 12s 6d nett) 1908
7485 ELECTRIC and GAS EXHIBITION (International) at the Crystal Palace, 1882-3

:

Report of the Gas Section, edited by W. H. Bennett, with woodcuts and 44 folding tables,

2 vols. 8vo. cZ., 5s 1884
7486 ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (The): a Weekly Journal of Electrical Engineering, with

which is incorporated 'Electric Light', from 1896 to 1905 (New Series, v. 18-35), with portrait,

plates, and numerous woodcuts, 18 vols, folio, cl., £3. 3s 1896-1905

7487 INSTITUTE (The) : Correspondence Instruction, copiously illustrated,

complete in 7 vols. 8vo. hf. leather, £1. 10s (p. £4. 4s nett) 1903-4

A complete set to 1910:
7488 ENGINEERS (INSTITUTION of; originally SOCIETY of TELEORAPH

ENGINEERS), JOURNAL of the, including Original Papers, Communications, and
Discussions on Telegraphy and Electrical Science, edited by Sir Francis John
Bolton, H. Schutz Wilson, William Edward Ayrton, f.r.s., etc. etc., complete from
the beginning in 1872 to Aug., 1910, with Indexes to vv. ISO, plates, and numerous
woodcuts, 33 vols. 8vo. hf. calf 6 vols. c2., and the rest in parts, sewn (scarce),

£19. 19s 1872-1910
Containing many valuable contributions by Lord Kelvix. The above set having issued from the Royal Engineers*

Library, a number of volumes bear their stamp on title.

7489 Another Set, from 1884 to 1909 (Vols. 13-43). with Indexes to vv. 11-30,

and Library Catalogue, 14 vols. 8vo. hf. calf gilt, and the rest in parts, sewn, £12.
1884-1909

7490 Another Set, from March 1897 to 1907 (Vols. 26-39), 14 vols. 8vo. sewn as

issued, £2. 10s 1897-1907
7491 Vols. I to IV only, hf calf (very scarce), £2. 2^ 1872-5
7492 MAGAZINE (The), conducted by Charles Vincent Walker, f.r.s., complete from

its beginning in July, 1843 to its conclusion in Oct., 1846, with plate and woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl.

(SCARCE), unth auto, of, and MS. Index by, F. J. Jervis-Smith, pr., F.B.S., £1. 5s 1843-6
Containing original contributions by Lord Armstrong, Alexander Bain, J. P. Gassiot, Sir W. R. Grove, Sir W. S.

Harris, ff.r.s., the Editor, etc., besides abstracts and translations of all the important papers on electrical science in
English and foreign scientific journals,

7493 NEWS (The), and Telegraphic Reporter, edited by Sir William Crookes, f.r.s.,
Vol. I, unth illustrations, 4to. hf. calf gilt (SCARCE), 15* 1875

Apparently the only volume published. It contains original contributions by the Editor, J. A. Fleming, Dr. J. H.
Gladstone, FF.B. a., T. du Moncel, etc.
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749J ELECTRICAL SOCIETY (LONDONj, Proceedings of the, during the Sessions 1841-2 and
1842-3, edited by Charles Vincent Walker, f.r.s., with .T6 plates, and numerous woodcuts,
impl. 8vo. cl.y uncut (scarce), £1. 10* 1843

Containing, in addition to translations of important memoirs from the foreign scientific journals, a number of original
contributions by J. P. Joule, f.r.s., Andrew Crosse, J. P. Gassiot, f.r.s., Henry Lethyby, H. M. Noad, f.r.s., the Editor,

etc. etc. It is one of the earliest periodical publications dealing exclusively with electricity.

7496 TRADES' DIRECTORY (• The Electrician'), and Handbook for 1911, very thick roy.

8vo. cL, Is M (p. 155 nett) 1911

7497 WORLD (The) : a Weekly Review of Current Progress in Electricity, and its

Practical Applications, from July 1901 to 1905 (Vols. 38-46) ; with numerous plates and
woodcuts, 9 vols. impl. 4to. cl., £1. 1* New Y&rky 1901-1905

7498 ELECTRICIAN (The) : a Weekly Journal of Telegraphy, Electricity, and Applied
Chemistry, edited by Desmond G. Fitz-Gerald, complete from its beginning in Nov.,
1861 to its conclusion in May, 1864, numerous woodcuts^ 5 vols, large 4to. cl. (VERY scarce),
£5. bs 1861-4

The excessively scarce forerunner of the preseiit Electrician {imfra). The above copy also contains the only 5 numbers
publi.shed of a proposed vol. VI.

749y ELECTRICIAN (The) : a Weekly Journal of Theoretical and Applied Electricity,

and Chemical Physics, from May to Nov. 1879, and May, 1880 to Aug. 18,

1911 (Vols. Ill, and V—LXVII No. 19), with numerous fine portraits^ plates^ and
woodcuts, 63 vols, and 19 parts impl. 4to., the first 8 vv. hf, calf^ vv, 12-63 cl., and the

rest sewn, £21. 1879-1911

7500 Another Set, from 1883 to 1896 (Vols. X—XXXVII), copiously illustrated,

28 vols. 4to., vv. 10-21 hf. calf gilt, 22-24 hf, roan, and the rest cl., £7. 7s 1883-96

7501 The Same, from 1884 to 1895 (Vols. XII—XXXV), with numerous plates,

24 vols, cl, £6. 6s 1884-95
The oldest and best English electrical journal, indispensable to any important library, as it contains weighty

contributions by the foremost scientists of the time. ' It records in a full and thorough manner all the great discoveries

and experiments in electrical science, and illustrates how these could be commercially applied and profitably worked

.

In the volumes of The Electrician will be found a most valuable collection of original papers and articles by nearly

every leading electrical writer of note, and all papers read before the principal Electrical Institutions throughout the
world by men eminent in the profession have been given, together with the authenticated reports of the discussions

thereupon.'
Besides the above, it forms a complete record of all the important legal investigations which have so profitably

occupied the attention of the Courts for the past 20 years, and it is customary for The Electrician to occupy a
prominent position in them as an authority on all questions afi"ecting the electrical profession. In this connexion it

is only necessary to point to the actions which have arisen from time to time upon the Edison and Swan Patent,

the Compound Winding Patent, the High and Low Tension Systems, the Accumulator Patents, the Telephone Patents,

etc., etc., in which it has figured as a trustworthy authority, and has been put in evidence and accepted by the
parties concerned.

A COMPLETE SET TO 1906:
7502 ELECTRICIENS (SOCIETE INTERNATIONALE des), Bulletin dela; complete

from the beginning in 1884 to 1906, with numerous plates and woodcuts, 23 v. ; also

Table G6n6rale, 1884-1900—in all 24 vols. sm. folio, hf. cl. neat (J Table' sewn),

£10. 10s
,

1884-1906
7-503 iJLECTBICITE (L'), pour I'Ann^ 1881 : Revue Scientifique Illustr6, R6dacteur

:

W. DE Fonvielle ; with numerous illustrations, sm. folio, cl., 3s 1881

7504 ELECTRICITY in Daily Life : a Popular Account of the Applications of Electricity to

Every Day Uses, by CYRUS F. Brackett, Herbert Laws Webb, etc. etc., with 6 plates and
numerous woodcuts, 8vo. d., 3s (p. 15*) 1891

7505 , Philosophical Enquiry into the Properties of, containing a Confutation of the

Solutions which have been hitherto given of it, and the most probable Reason of the late

surprizing Experiments, in a Letter to a Friend, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn (rare), 10* 6d 1746
The anonymous author supposes electricity to be a form of light—an early and curious anticipation of Clerk-Maxwell's

theory. The above pamphlet was unknown to Watt.

7506 , The Practical Applications of : Lectures at the Institution of Civil Engineers, 1882-3,

with 2folding plates, and 34 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. calf neat, 6s 6d 1884

7507 Another Copy, cl., 6*
Including contributions by Lord Kelvin (Electrical Units of Measurement), Sir F. A. Abel, Sir Frederick Bramwell,

John Hopkinson, Sir W. H. Preece, and Sir C. W. Siemens, ff.r.s.

7508 ELGAB. (Francia, f.r.s., p.ln.a.) Unsolved Problems in the Design and Propulsion of

Ships, 8vo. (pp. 35), sewn, urith author's inscr.. Is 6d 1907

7509 ELIOT (John, m.d.) Elements of the Branches of Natural Philosophy connected with
Medicine, viz. Chemistry, Optics, Sound, Hydrostatics, Electricity, and Physiology, including

the Doctrine of the Atmosphere, Fire, Phlogiston, Water, etc., with Bergman's Tables of

Elective Attractions, with Explanations and ImT^royements, folding plates and tables, 8vo. cl.

{rare), Ss 6d 1782
Probably the earliest textbook of medical physics. It is valuable for containing Bergman's tables of elective

attractions.

7510 ELKTNT (William Lewis ; Yale Observatory) Ueber die Parallaxe von a Centauri ;

Inauguraldissertation, 4to. (pp. 44), sewn, 3s Karlsruhe, 1880

7511 ELlICOTT (John, f.r.s.) Account of the Influence which two Pendulum Clocks were
observed to have upon each other, 4to. (pp. 9), unbound, 5s [c. 1740]

An account of the ' sympathetic clocks '.

26 •
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7513 ELLEBY (Lt.-Col. Robert Lewis John; f.r.s., Government Astronomer, Victoria) First

Melbourne General Catalogue of 1227 Stars for 1870.0, deduced from Observations, 1863-70,

reduced and prepared for Publication, large 4to. sewn, Qs Melbourne, 1874

7514 Observations of the Southern Nebula made with the Great Melbourne Telescope,
1869-85, Part I, with 3 plates of the observatory and telescope, and 3 others of nebulce {one apparently

missing), also woodcuts, folio, sewn, 4s ibidem, 1885

7515 Results of Astronomical Observations at the Melbourne Observatory, 1861-8,

and 1871-80 (Vols. 1-3 and 5-6), with 8 plates {4 folding), 5 vols. roy. 8vo. cl, 15s ib., 1866-84

7616 ELLET Jr. (Charles, c.e.) The Mississippi and Ohio Rivers: containing Plans for the

Protection of the Delta from Inundations ; and Investigations of the Practicability and Cost of

Improving the Navigation of the Ohio and other Rivers by Means of Reservoirs ; with the Bars
at the Mouths of the Mississippi, 12 plates, roy. 8vo. cl., uncut, Qs Philadelphia, 1853

7517 ELLIOT (Capt. Charles Morgan; F.R.S.) Magnetic Survey of the Eastern Archipelago,
with 10 charts (2 largefolding), roy. 4to. cl., with inscr. to Sir Henry Pottinger, 7s 6d 1851

7518 ELLIOT (James) Advanced Algebra, with Key, diagrams, 2 vols. 8vo. cl.,4s 6d (p. 13s) [1880]

7519 Complete Practical Treatise on the Nature and Use of Logarithms, and on Plane
Trigonometry ; 5th Ed., with diagrams, 8vo. cl., 2s 6d [1872]

7520 Another Copy, with Key, 3rd Ed., 2 vols. 8vo. cl., 3s 6d [1872-3]

7621 ELLIOT (John, m.d.) Observations on the Affinities of Substancfs in Spirit of Wine,
4to. (pp. 5), sewn, 3s 6d 1786

Added is, ' Account of some minute British Shells, either not duly observed, or totally unnoticed by Authors ', by
John Lightfoot, pr., f.r.s., with 3 plates (pp. 11).

7522 ELLIS (Alexander John, f.r.s.; author of ^ Early English Pronunciation^) Algebra
identified with Geometry, withfolding plates, post 8vo. (pp. 84), sewn, 5s 6d 1874

' In his ' Algebra identified with Geometry ' he put before th« public the theory which had existed in his own mind for
many years, that Algebra was a purely geometrical calculus, not an arithmetical one'.

—

D. N. B.
Appendix III, 'On the History of Stigmatic Geometry', contains interesting autobiographical information.

7523 Two Papers on the Computation of Logarithms, reprinted with Corrections and a
Postscript, post 8vo. (pp. 35), sewn, 2s 6d 1881

7524 ELLIS (Daniel) Inquiry into the Changes induced on Atmospheric Air by the Germin-
ation of Seeds, the Vegetation of Plants, and the Respiration of Animals ; with Farther
Inquiries, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, contemporary tree-calf (rare), 12s 6d Edin., 1807-11
A painstaking compilation, including all the researches recorded in scientific journals of the time. It includes

chapters ' Of the Changes on the Air by the Respiration of Insects, Worms, Fishes, and Amphibious Animals', and ' Of
the Source of the Carbon in Vegetables and Animals by which the changes in the air are effected '.

7525 ELLIS (George) Modern Practical Carpentry, for Workmen, Builders, Architects, and
Engineers, with Glossary, and the Uses of the Steel Square, with 32 plates {manyfolding), and
numerous other illustrations, cr. 4to. cl., 8s (p. 12* 6d nett) 1906

7526 ELLIS (Robert, f.l.s.) The Chemistry of Creation : the Chemical Phenomena of the Earth,
Air, and Ocean ; 2nd Ed., with woodcuts, 16mo. cl., 2s 1852

7527 ELLIS (Robert Leslie ; editor of the ' Cambridge Mathematical Journal ' ; Baconian) Mathe-
matical and other Writings ; edited by William Walton, with Memoir by Harvey
Goodwin [B.shop of Carlisle], steel portrait by Radclyffe, and diagrams, 8vo., cl., QsM (p. 16*) 1863

7528 ELLIS (Thomas) The Metropolitan Sewage : a Plan for Utilising it in its Liquid State
;

with a detailed Estimate of Cost, 8vo. (pp. 61), sewm, 3s [1862]
A ramembranpe of the time when the whole of the London sewage ran straight into the Thames raw.

7529 [ELLIS (William, f.r.s.)] Sun-spots and Magnetism : a Retrospect, 8vo. (pp. 6), seum, with
author's inscr ., Is [1906]

7530 ELPHINSTONE (Sir Howard Warburton; conveyancer) Factorial Notation, 8vo.

(pp. 7), sewn. Is Qd 1857
7531 Patterns for Turning, comprising Elliptical and other Figures cut on the Lathe, with-

out the Use of any Ornamental Chuck, with 70 plates, and tables in pocket, cr. 4to. cl., IQs 6d 1872
One of the very few books on turning without the chuck.

7532 Astronomy : I. Instruments : II. Plane Astronomy :
' Notes for Preps.', Two Manu-

scripts on over 100 pp., with diagrams, 2 vols. 4to. boards, 10s 6d [c. 1855]
7533 ELSNEB (Fritz) Die Praxis des Chemikers bei Untersuchung von Nahrungsmitteln und

Gebrauchsgegenstanden, Handelsprodukten, Luft, Boden, Wasser, bei bakteriologischen Unter-
suchungen sowie in der gerichtlichen und Harn-Analyse, 5. umgearbeitete Auflage ; with 158
woodcuts, large 8vo. buckram, 4s (p. M. 12) Hamburg, 1893

7534 ELTOFT (Thomas) The Combined Note Book and Lecture Notes for Chemical Stud-
ents : Inorganic Chemistry ; 2nd Ed., enlarged, cr. 4to. cl., with author's inscr., 2s 1880

7535 EMANTJELLI (Pio) I Tre Prossimi Eclissi Totali de Sole ; with 3 woodcuts, roy. 8vo.

(pp. 11), sewn, Is Torino, 1910
7536 EMMERLING (Oskar, Univ. Berlin) Die Zersetzung stickstofffreier organischer

Substanzen durch Bakterien ; with 7 plates, large post 8vo. sewn, 2s Qd (p. M. 4)

Braunschweig, 1902
7537 EMMONS (Samuel Franklin) Abstract of a Report on the Geology and Mining Industry

of Leadvile, Colorado, with 2folding coloured maps, large impl. 8vo., and Atlas, with 31 maps
{12folding, and 21 finely coloured), atlas 4to.—2 vols, unbound, with author's inscr., 12s Qd

TKoo TTTur
Washington, 1882-3

,538 EMTAGE (W. T. A.) Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Electricity and
Magnetism, with diagrams, cr. 8vo. el., 3s (p. Is 6rf) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1891

7539 ENCKE (JohannFranz ; f.r.s.) Ueber die Bestimmung derENTFERNUNGEN im Weltgebaude,
8vo. (pp. 35), unbound, Zs Berlin, 1842
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7541 [EMEBSON (William)] The Arithmetic of Infinites, and the Differential Method
;

illustrated by Examples, with numerous plates, 8vo. old calf, or, hoards, uncut (rare), 10* Qd 1767
Bound up are ' The Nature and Properties of Curve Lines ' (pp. 120), and ' The Elements of the Conic Sections ' (pp. 225).
' The Arithmetic of Infinites ' ist die Kunst, die Potenzen der Gliedereiner arithmetischen Reihe von unendlich kleiner

Diflferenz zu summieren. Sie wird besonders auf die Berechnung von geometrischen Grossen angewandt, welche als aus
unteilbaren Elementen zusammengesetzt betrachtet werden'.—Pro/. M. Cantor.

7542 [ ] The Art of Surveying, or Measuring Land, 5 plates, 8vo. seum, 2s 6d 1770
7543 [ ] Calculation, Libration, and Mensuration [including Gauging], ^plates, 8vo.

seum, 2s 1770
7544 [ ] Chronology: or the Art of Reckoning Time, founded on Astronomical Principles,

with Chronological Table, 8vo. seum, 2s 1770
7545 [ ] Cyclomathesis : or an Easy Introduction to the several Branches of Mathematics,

first edition, 8vo. contemporary sheep, unth auto, and bookplate of John Gough, mathematical
teacher ofJohn Dalton and Dr. Whewelly 5s 6d 1763

The above work fonns the first volume of a proposed cyclopaedia of mathematics, and contains (with sub-title),
' A Treatise of Arithmetic, containing all the Practical Parts thereof, with the Theory of Numbers.' It was reprinted in
1791 ; the above first edition was unknown to Prof, de Morgan.

7546 f ] Dialling, or the Art of Drawing Dials, on all Sorts of Planes whatsoever, unth
18 plates : The Mathematical Principles of Geography : the Various Properties and
Affections of the Earth and Sea ; the Use of the Artificial or Terrestrial Globe ; and the Principles
of Spherical and Spheroidical [sic] Sailing, with 4 plates—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, sound copies in old
calf 7s Qd 1770

7547 [ ] The Doctrine of Combinations, Permutations, and Compositions of Quantities,
clearly and succinctly demonstrated, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn, 2s 6d 1770

7548 [ ] The DoCTRiNE of Fluxions : not only explaining the Elements thereof, but also its

Application and Use, with 10 plates, 8vo. old calf (title mounted), 45 1743
7549 [ ] Second Edition, greatly enlarged, unth 12 plates, 8vo. old calf, 5s 6d 1757
7550 [ ] Doctrine of Proportion, Arithmetical and Geometrical, with a general Method for

Arguing by Proportional Quantities, with Infolding copperplates, 8vo. old calf, 5s 1763
The author invented in the above work two new algebraic symbols, viz. • • for a harmonic proportion, and—:-^ for a har-

monic progression.

7651 [ ] The Elements of Optics, with the Construction of Optical Instruments, 13 plates:
Perspective : or the Art of drawing the Representations of all Objects on a Plane, 15 plates—
2 vols. 8vo. in 1, contemporary calf, os 6d 1768

7552 [ ] The Elements of Trigonometry, plainly and clearly demonstrated, with 6 plates:
The Projection of the Sphere, Orthographic, Stereographic, and Gnomonical, with 12 plates—
2 vols. 8vo. in 1, sound copy in old calf, 7s Qd 1749

7553 [ ] Second Edition, with large Additions, together with the Tables of Natural and
Artificial SiNES, Tangents, etc. and Logarithms, with 8 plates, 8vo. old calf (nice copy), 4s 1764

7554 [ ] Mechanics ; or the Doctrine of Motion, with plates, 8vo. boards, uncut, or, old calf,

3s 6d 1769
7555 [ ] The Method of Increments, wherein the Principles are demonstrated ; and the Practice

thereof shewn in the Solution of Problems, 4to. boards (some II. stained) ; rare, 10s 1763
7556 Another Copy, contemporary calf (sound copy), V2s

Chiefly based on Taylor's ' Method us Incrementorum ', and Stirling's 'Differential Method ', and valuable as an ear^y
treatise on the calculus of finite differences.

7557 [ ] Miscellanies, or a Miscellaneous Treatise ; containing several Mathematical Sub-
jects, with 10 plates, thick 8vo. boards, uncut (rare), 8s 6d 1776
Containing the Laws of Chance, Moon's Motions, Construction of Logarithms, Interpolation, Longitude, etc. etc. etc.

7558 [ ] The Principles of Mechanics, explaining and demonstrating the General Laws of

Motion ; 2nd Edition, very much enlarged, with 43 copperplates, 4to. old calf (nice copy), 6s 1758
7559 Another Copy, contemporary hf calf uncut, with auto, of Richard Watson, absentee

Bp. ofLlandaff, F.B.S. (1737-1816), on title and his Calgarth Park book-label, 7s 6d
7660 [ ] Third Edition, corrected, with 43 copperplates, 4to. contemporary calf, 6s 1773
7561 [ ] Fourth Edition, corrected, with 43 copperplates, 4to. old calf 5s 1794

Containing a proposition, quoted by Mr. Dircks, showing the impossibility of perpetual motion.

7562 [ ] The Projection of the Sphere, Orthographic, Stereographic, and Gnomonical, both
demonstrating the Principles, and explaining the Practice, withfolding plates, 8vo. old sheep, 5s 6d

1749

7563 [ ] System of Astronomy, containing the Investigation and Demonstration of its Elements,
with 16 plates, 8vo. old calf, 4* 6d 1769

7564 [ ] Treatise of Algebra, with a great Variety of Problems, 13 plates, 8vo. old calf (joints

cracked), 2s 6d 1764
The author began life as a poor boy, and walked all the way from Durham to London. ' He refused to become a member

of the Royal Society because, as he said, ' it was a damned hard thing that a man should burn so many farthing candles as

he had done, and then have to pay so much a year for the honour of F.R.S. after his name '.'

—

D. N. B.
• From his strong vigorous mind and close application he had acquired a deep knowledge of all the branches of

mathematics and physics, on every part of which he wrote good treatises'.—Dr. HuUon, F.R.S.

7565 ENDRES (Ernest) Manuel du CoNDUCTEURdes Ponts et Chausse6s, Th^orique. Pratique, et

Technique, d'aprbs le dernier Programme Otficiel des Examens d'Admission, 7^ [dernifere] Edition

;

unth 994 illustrations and diagrams, 3 vols. 8vo. hf calf extra (nice copy), IQs 6d (p. F. 27 nett

unbound) 1884-8

7566 ENGEL (Johann Jakob) Versuch iiber das Light, 12mo. original boards (rare), 8s 6d
Berlin, 1800

,

Probably the only contribution to science by this well-known German litUraUur, and consisting mainly of a refutation

of Newton's emission theory of light, based on Euler's researches. It was unknown to Poggendorff.
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7568 ENCYCLOPiEDIA of PURE MATHEMATICS, by Peter Barlow, Dean Peacock,

DioNYSius Lardner, pr., Sir G. B. Airy, H. P. Hamilton, pr., A. Levy, T. G. Hall, pr.,

Augustus de Morgan, and Henry Moseley, Canon of Bristol, with 17 platesy thick 4to.,

hf, calf (rubbed), with bookplate ofProf. H. W. Lloyd Tanner, F.B.S., \2s Qd 1848
Including Geometry, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometrical Analysis, the Theory of Numbers, Trigonometry, Analytical

Geometry, Conic Sections, Differential and Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, of Finite Differences, and of Functions,

the Theory of Probabilities, and Definite Integrals.

7569 ENCYKLOPADIE der mathematischen Wissenschaften, mit Einschluss ihrer Anwend-
ungen, heransgegeben im Auftrage der Akademieen der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, Leipzig,

Miinchen, und Wien, sowie unter Mitwirkung zahlreicher Fachgenossen ; with numerous woodcuts

and diagrams; complete to 1909 (as under), in 1 thick vol. roy. 8vo. buckram, and numerous
parts, sewn as issued, £7. 105 (p. M. 216.80) Leipzig, 1898-1909

INHALT :—I. Band : Arithmetik und Algebra, 2 v. II. Band : Analysis, I. Teil, Heft 1-6, II. Teil, Heft 1, III. Teil, Heft

I, III. Band : Geometrik, I. Teil, Heft 1-3, II. Teil, Heft 1-4, III. Teil, Heft 1-3. IV. Band : Mechanik, I. Teil, I. Abt.,

1 v., L Teil, II. Abt., Heft 1., II. Teil, I. Abt., 1 v., H. Teil, II. Abt. Heft 1-2. V. Band : Physik, I. Teil, Heft 1-4, II.

Teil, Heft 1-2, III. Teil, Heft 1. VI. Band : Geodaesie, Gkophysik und Astronomie, I. Teil, Heft 1-2, 1. Teil, B, Heft I.

II. Teil, Heft 1-2.

7570 ENFIELD (William) Elements of Natural and Experimental Philosophy, with numerom
plates, 2 vols. 32mo. old calf morocco, 4* 6rf 1809
ENGELHABD (Nicolas, Univ. Groningen)—v. Musschenbroek, post.

7571 ENGINEER (The), complete from the beginning in 1856 to 1893 (Vols. 1-75), with

very numerous fine plates and woodcuts, 75 vols. roy. folio in 60, vv. 1-70 in 55 hf. calf,

and 71-5 hf. roan, £15. 1856-93
Very scarce complete, the earlier portions being very difficult to find.

7572 Another Series, from 1865 to 1891 (Vols. 19-72, but wanting vv. 21-2, 27-8, 31, and 66),

48 vols. roy. folio, hf. calf and hf. roan, £4. 4s 1865-91
This is the oldest English engineering journal, as distinct from Societies' Proceedings, and is indispensable to every

professional library.

7573 ENG-INEERING : an Illustrated Weekly Journal, edited by Zerah Colburn,
William Henry Maw, and James Dredge, from the beginning in Jan. 1866 to 1897
(Vols. 1-63), WITH very numerous plates, and many hundreds of woodcuts {many of

large size), 61 vols. roy. 4to. cl. {vv. 57 and 61 wanting), £18. 18s 1866-97
This paper, which immediately it was started obtained the foremost place among professional papers, gives the fullest

information on the theory, and the best illustration of the practice, of Engineering at home and abroad. Articles by all

the foremost engineers on the Iron and Steel Manufactures, Railways, Agricultural Machinery, Materials of Construction,
Iron and Steel Shipbuilding, Gas, Water, and Sewage-works, Telegraphs, Electric Lighting, and all the developments ol

Electric Power Transmission, etc. etc. etc., are treated at length. The early volumes are now very scarce, and it is

also difficult to make up many of the later ones, as most of the numbers are out of print.

7574 : Double Number : The New Cunarders ; the Chicago Exhibition, copiously
illustrated with plates and other illustrations, folio, cl. {o.p.), Ss 6d 1893

7575 CONGBESS (International), Glasgow, 1901 : Report of the Proceedings and Ab-
stracts of the Papers read, with Preface by Robert Cairo, edited by J. D. Cormack, 8vo. cl.,

3s Qd Glasgow, 1902
7576 EDUCATION in the British Dominions, compiled from Official Sources, 8vo. cl., 2s 6d

Institution of Civil Engineers, 1891
7577 REVIEW (The) : a Monthly Journal for Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineers, ed.

by H. C. E, Andr^e and Edward Walker, Vol. I, copiously illtistrated, 4to., cl., 3s 6d 1891-2

7578 ENGINEERS (ROYAL), Professional Papers of the Corps of, from 1864 to 1904 (New
Series, v. XIII—XXIII, and Third Series, v. I- XXX), with Index to 1837-92, with very num-
erousfolding plates and mapsy 42 vols. roy. 8vo. and 8vo. cl., £3. 10s Woolwich, 1864

—

Chatham, 1904
7579 Another Set, from 1895 to 1902 (as under), with very numerous folding plates and maps,

9 vols, thick 8vo. cl., and 21 parts, sewn, £1. Is Chatham, 1895-1902
Contents :—Royal Engineers' Institute : Occasional Papers, vols. XXI—XXVIII (1895-1902), with Index, 9 thick

v., d.: Confidential Series, Papers 1-14 (No. 11 missing), 13 parts, sevm, '91-1903: Foreign Translation Series,
Papers 1-8, 8 parts, sewn, '95-1904.

7580 ENGLEHEART (N. B.) Concise Treatise on Eccentric Turning, with Practical Observa-
tions on the Uses of the Eccentric Cutting Frame, the Drilling Frame, and the Universal Cutting
Frame, with numerous plates containing 50 2^atterns, 4to. cl., Is 6d (p. 15^) 1867

7581 ENGLER (Carl ; Karlsruhe) und J. WEISSBERG : Kritische Studien iiber die Vorgange
der AUTOXYDATION, large 8vo. sewn, 4s (p. M. 6) Braunschweig, 1904

7582 ENGLISH MECHANIC (The), and World of Science : a Record of Engineering,
Building, Astronomy, Chemistry, Photography, Biology, Microscopy, etc. etc., complete
from the beginning in 1865 to Nov., 1899 (Vols. I—LXX), and from April 24, 1903
to Feb. 2, 1906 (wanting parts 1712, 1750, and 1770), with very numerous woodcuts,
60 vols, folio, cl., and the rest in parts, sewn as issued, £9. 1865-1906

7583 A Series from March, 1866 to August, 1896 (Vols. 3-63), 61 vols, folio,

23 vv. in 18, hf. roan, and the rest in cl. and sewn, £6. 1866-18i^6
7584 ENGSTR5M (Folke August; Univ. Lund) Bestamning af Banan for Komet 1847. II.,

4to. (pp. 21), sewn. Is 6d Lund, 1881
7585 ENNIS (Jacob) The Origin of the Stars, and the Causes of their Motions and their Light,

first London Edition [with Address (pp. 31)], diagrams, post 8vo. cl. {scarce), 5s 6d 1876
Containinef, according to the author's ' address ',

' several new discoveries which rank among the most conspicuous
ever made in astronomy '.

.
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7587 ENGRAVING : Sculptura-Historico-Technica : or History and Art of Ingraving : its

Rise and Progress: Ingraving in General : Idea of a fine Collection of Prints : The Repertorium,
or Collection of Marks and Cyphers, by which the Prints of the best Ingravers are distinguished :

Ingraving, Etching, and Scraping on Copper, as now practised, vnth 10 copperplates^ 12mo. old
calf [rare), 12s M S. Harding, 1747

This interesting little work was unknown to Lowndes or Watt. Besides engravers' marks it contains a copious list of
engravers.

7588 ENNEPEB (Alfred ; Univ. Gottingen) Elliptische FUNKTIONEN : Theorie und Geschichte,
large 8vo. A/, calf gilt, 5* (p. M. 16 sewn) Halle a. S., 1876

7589 ENNIS (William Duane, Polytechnic Inst-, Brooklyn) Linseed Oil, and other Seed Oils : an
Industrial Manual, -with 70 illustrations, somefolding, roy. 8vo. c/., 10* 6rf (p. 16^ nett) 1909

7590 EPHEMEBIS (The American), and Nautical Almanac, 1896-1912, vnth maps, 17 vols,

impl. 8vo. (1 V. 8vo.), cl., £2. 5s Washington, 1893-1909

7591 EBBE (Johann Jacob), Johann Friedrich BEINMANN, et Christian Theophilus
GMELIN: Dissertatio Academica de Aureo Vellere, aut Possibilitate Transmuta-
TIONIS Metallorum, sm. 4to. (pp. 88), hoards {title mended) ; rare, 12* 6rf Tubingoe, 1737

Interesting as showing that alchemy was still taught as part of chemical science at Tubingen University at the time
of its publication. It includes Historia Aurei Velleris ; de Productione Artiflciali Ferri et Sulphuri ; Experimenta
Hombergiana ; Argumenta pro Possibilitate Transmutationis, cum Responsione ad Dubia, etc. etc.

7592 EBCKEB (Lazarus) Beschreibung Allerfurnemisten Mineralischen Ertzt unnd Berg-
WERKSARTEN, wie dieselbigen, und eine jede insonderheit, ihrer Natur und Eygenschafft nach,
auff alle Metalla Probirt, unnd im Kleinen Fewer sollen versucht werden, mit Erklarung etlicher

fiirnemmer niitzUcher Schmeltzwerk, im grossen Fewer, auch scheidung Goldts, Silbers, und
anderer Metalln, Sampt, einem Bericht dess Kupffersaigerns, Messingbrennens, und
Salpetersiedens, auch aller saltzigen Mineralischen Proben, und was denen allei>

anhangig, dessgleichen zuvom niemals in Druck kommen ; with numerous fine and large woodcuts
illustrating metallurgical processes and apparatus, folio, boards {slightly browned as usuul, but a
sound and tall copy) ; very rare, £2. 10* Franckfurt a. M., G. Tampach, 1629

An important work ranking with those of Agricola and Biringuccio {qq. v. ante), and of great interest in connexion with
the early history of metallurgy. It is often quoted iu Percy's Metallurgy of Silver and Gold.

It was unknown to PoggendorflF, Brunet, Ebert, or Graesse, the last of whom only mentions the author's ' Aula
Subterranea', 1684.

7593 : Assays of Lazarus Erckern [sic] , translated by Sir John Pettus, f.r.s. v.

Pettus's Fleta Minor, post.

7594 EBDMANN (Hugo, Berlin), und Paul K(3THNEB; Breslau: Naturkonstanten in

alphabetischer Anordnung: Hilfsbuch fiir chemische und physikalische Rechnungen, mit
Unterstiitzung des Internationalen Atomgewichtsausschusses herausgegeben, large 8vo. buckram,
45 (p. M. 6) Berlin, 1905

7595 EBDMANNSDOBFF (G. A. von) Die kleinen Waffen, oder die Waflfen der Infanterie und
Cavallerie, mit der Lehre vom SCHIESSPULVER und besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Percussions-
Gewehre ; with 4 folding plates : Die Artillerie. Die Truppenlehre. Der Kleine Krieg.
Die Fortification ; with 1folding plates, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf calf, 6s Qd Magdeburg, 1845

Interesting as having been written at a time when the flintlock musket was being superseded by the percussion-lock
rifle, both of which are described and illustrated.

7596 EBGEBNISSE (Die) der Triangulierungen des k. und k. militar-geographischen
Institutes ; Band I—IV : Triangulierungen I. II. und III. Ordnung ; with Infolding plates and
m4xpsy and woodcuts, 4 vols, large impl. 8vo. sewn, \0s 6d (p. M. 28 nett) Wien, 1901-6

7597 EBICSSON (John), The Life of, by William Conant Church, with portraits, and numerous
illustrations of his inventions, etc., 2 vols, large 8vo. cL, 8s 6d (p. £1. 4s) 1890, or '2

Containing a full and lively account of one of the most remarkable engineering geniuses of the world, and his lifelong

possible superior of Stephenson's Jtocfcei, the ironclad
monitors of the United States Navy, and his experiments for deriving motive power from the sun's rays, etc. etc. etc.

course of invention, beginning with the Novelty, the rival and possible superior of Stephenson's Rocket, the ironcla

7598 EBXLEBEN (Johann Christian Polykarp, Univ. Gottingen) Anfangsgrunde der Chemie,
mit neuen Zusiitzen vermehrt von Johann Christian Wiegleb, post 8vo. sewn, uncut, bs 6fl?

Gottingen, 1784
Pp. 0-43 contain an interesting bibliography.

7599 EBZEY (Adrianus) Wiskonstige Beschryving der Reguliere Lichamen, aantoonende hoe
men die uit Massive Stoife kan maaken, hun Inhoud berekenen, en op dezelveu Zonnewyzers
beschrijven ; with Infolding copperplates, 8vo. contemporary hf calf gilt {nice copy) ; rare, 12* Qd

Amsterdam, 1764
7600 ESTABBOOKE (Edward M.) The Ferrotype, and how to make it, with 2 f&rrotype por-

traits, and diagrams, post 8vo. cl., g. e., with author's inscr., 6s 6d Cincinnati, 1872

7601 : The Ferrotypers' Friend, by a Practical Ferrotyper, illustrated by E. M.
EsTABROOKE, withfne ferrotype portrait, 12mo. sewn {last I. defective), 35 Baltimore, 1880

7602 ESTIENNE (Charles), et Jean LIEBAULT, Docteurs en Medecine : L"Agriculture, et

Maison Rustique, Edition demiere, reueue et augmentee de beaucoup, dont le contenu se voit

en la page suyuante. Plus un brief recueil des chasses du Cerf, du Sanglier, du Lieure, du
Renard, du Blereau, du Connil, du Loup, des Oiseaux, et de la Fauconnerie. Item, la

Fabrique et Usage de la Jauge, ou Diapason ; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 3 vols,

sm. 8vo. in 1, hf calf antique {a number ofpp. water-stained) ; rare, £1. Is

s. I., Charles de la Fontaine, 1601
' Livre qui a eu beaucoup de succfes, et dont le second titre {Maison rustiqv*), adapts i de nouveaux ouvrages du

m6me genre, s'est perp6tu6 jusqu'4 nos jours '.—Brunet, Pp. 521-88 treat of Distilling.
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7604 [ETTEN (Henri van), pseud. ; recteJEAS Leurechon, S.J.] Recreations Mathematiques,
compos6es de plusieurs Problemes, plaisans et facetieux d'Arithmetique, Geometrie, Astrologie,

Optique, Perspective, Mechanique, Chymie, et d'autres rares et curieux Secrets: plusieurs

desquels n'ont iamais est6 imprimez. La troisiesme Partie, contient un Recueil de plusieurs

gentilles et recreatives INUENTIONS de FEUX d'artifice : La maniere de faire toutes sortes do

fuz6es, simples et composees ; with numerous curious woodcuts, 12mo. old limp vellum (partly

water-stained, and blank corner torn of one I. ; otherwise a very sound copy) ; rare, £2. 2s
Rouen, Charles Osmont, 1628

7505 [NouvELLE Edition] ; with the numerous woodcuts re-engraved, 12mo. old calf {foxed,

and back of binding damaged), £1. 10s Lyon, Claude Frost, 1669
Neither of the above editions was known to Branet or Graesse, who mention however others of Rouen, 1G29, and

Lyon, 1680. A copy of the fonner was in M. Libri's Collection, who mentions in his Sale Catalogue :
' This work contains

very curious problems, viz., ' Comment on pent charger un canon sans poudre ' (by steam or heated air), and several

arithmetical questions '.
. i . t^ , i

7606 : Mathematical Recreations, or a Collection of sundne Problemes, extracted out of

the Ancient and Modern Philosophers, as secrets in nature, and experiments in Arithmeticke,
Geometrie, Cosmographie, Horologographie, Astronomie, Navigation, Musicke, Opticks, Archi-

tecture, Staticke, Mechanicks, Chimestrie, Waterworkes, Fireworks, etc. Not vulgarly made
manifest untill this time .... Most of which were written first in Greeke and Latine, lately

compiled in French, by Henry Van Etten Gent. And now delivered in the English tongue,
with the Examinations, Corrections, and Augmentations [by William Oughtred], with
curiously engraved title, and numerous engravings on copper, 12mo. sewn, with AUTO. OF Thomas
Tanner (1674-1735), Bp. of St. Asaph, antiquary, on title {engraved title and a few headlines
slightly shorn, but a FINE COPY) j VERY RARE, £3. 10s T. Cotes, for Richard Hawkins, 1633

7607 Second [last] English Edition, with the engraved title, and numerous other engravings
on copper, 12mo. hf. calf {printed title wanting, and a few headlines cut into, but a very sound
copy) ; RARE, £1. 7s 6c? William Leake, 1653

7608 Another Copy, with : The Description and Use of the Double Horizontal Dyall,
whereby not onely the Houre of the Day is shewn, but also the Meridian Line is found ; invented
and written by W [ILLIAM] 0[ughtred], with the Description of the generall Horologicall Ring
—2 vols. 12mo. in 1, contemporary calf (back damxiged, also engraved title mounted and slightly

defective, and a few II. soiled or mended), £1. 15s a. e., 1653-2
A highly interesting storehouse (once of great popularity, and now rare in all its editions) of a multitude of mathe-

matical, astronomical, and physical problems. It was based on the work of Bachet de Meziriac (v. Nos. 204 and 5901),
ante), and included, besides numerous original problems by the author, some taken from Cardan ; and in its turn formed
the foundation of the works of Mydorgue, Ozanam, Montucla, and Button.
Among the more interesting problems are, in addition to the one mentioned above by M. Libri :

' How to make an
instrument that helpes to heare ' (the speaking tube, the invention of which is ascribed to Sir Samuel Morland in 1671),
* a lampe which goeth not out, though one carries it in one's pocket ', several magnetical problems, including ' a secrecie
in the Magnes, for discovering things farre remote ',

' of the Thermometer ',
' how to weigh the lightnesse of the ayre ',

' of longitude and latitude ',
' how to make a clocke with one wheel ',

' how to make a perpetuall motion ', etc. etc. etc.

7609 EUGLIDIS Megarensis Opera quae supersunt Omnia [Greece et Latine], ex Recensione
Davidis Gregorii, M.D., Prof. Savil., r.s.s. ; with vignette on title, and numerous diagrams,
large folio, Large Paper, with front, by M. Burghers ; fine copy in contemporary panelled
calf (rare), £1. 15s Oxonice, e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1703
a splendid edition, with an elaborate preface, and the only one which contains all the works attributed to Euclid. It is

uniform in print with Halley's edition of Apollonius PKRGiEUS and Torelli's edition of Archimedes (35. v. ante), printed
at Oxford in 1710 and 1792.

'Volume joliment imprim6 et tres estime k cause de la critique du texte faite sur de bons MSS.'—Graesse.
' The only edition which contains all the work attributed to Euclid is that by David Gregory, which appeared at

Oxford in 1703 '.—Dr. J. S. Mackay. It contains notes by Sir Henry Savile, founder of the Savilian professorships,
Oxon.

7610 Opera Omnia, Graece et Latine, cum Supplemento, ediderunt J. L. Heiberg et
H. Menge (Elementa, cum Scholiis, 5 v. : Data : Optica : Anaritii Commentarii edente
CURTZE) ; with numerous diagrams, 8 vols. 12mo. hf. green calf gilt, d. sides, £2. 2s

Lipsiae, 1883-99
The best modern edition of Euclid.

7611 Elementorum Libri XIII [Greece et Latine], secundum Vetera Exemplaria restituti, ex
Versione Latina Federici Commandini aliquam multis in Locis castigata [ex Recensione
Henrici Briggs] ; with numerous diagrams, folio, old white vellum, or, old calf (both slightly
wormed but otherwise sound copies) ; RARE, £1. Is Londini, Gul. Jones, 1620

Although mentioning 13 books on title, the first six only were issued in this edition, which is valued for its editor, the
celebrated logarithraetician.

7612 Elementorum Libri VI Priores, Graece et Latine, Commentario e Scriptis veterum et
recentiorum Mathematicorum et Pfleideri maxime illustrati; edidit JoA. GuiL. Camerer ;

with \Q plates, 2 vols. 8vo. iD.l,hf. morocco neat, 4s Berolini, 1824-5
7613 A Fine Paper Copy, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf calf gilt, 5s

WITH inscription FROM DASYPODIUS :

7614 Catoptrica (Graece et Latine), id est Elementa eius Scientiae, qua universa Speculorum
Vis atque Natura explicatur: primum Graece, antehac nunquam in Lucem aedita, nunc nova
Translatione per Conradum Dasypodium in Latinam linguam translata; with numerous
diagrams, sm, folio, stout boards covered with XIV. Cent. MS. on vellum (A FINE AND VERY
large copy) ; with inscr. from Dasypodius to Conrad Gesner, * the German Pliny ' as
below £3. 13s 6rf Argentorati [Rihell 1557

Clarlss. Viro D, D. Conrado Gesnero suo amiciss: Conradus Dasypodius D. J).'—Inscr. on title.
The first edition or Euclid's Catoptkioa, and very rare. It was reprinted in the Propositiones Euclidece in 1564.

Bnmet had seen no copy of this edition, and only quotes it on the authority of Bbert.
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7616 EUGLIDIS Elementa, ex optimis Libris in Usuni Tironum Graece edita ab Ernesto Fer-
DlNANDO August, cum Appendicibus, etxj. ; ivith \\Jolding plates^ 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf. calfntat^
6« Beroltni, 1826-9

The text of this edition is based on that of the first Greek edition of 1533.

7617 Elementa [Graece], edidit et Latine interpretatus esti .L. Heiberg, Voll. I—IV [Libros
XIII priores continentes] ; toith numerous diagrams, 4 vols. 12nio. in 2, hj. calf 7ieat, 13s 6d
(p. M. 17.10 sewn) Lipsiae, 1883 5

LARGE AND FINE COPY OP THE FIRST PRINTED EDITION OP EUCLID :

7618 [ELEMENTA GEOMETRIAE, cum Campani Annotationibus ; incipu-r\
Preclarissimus LIBER ELEMENTORUM EucLiDis perspi

|
cacissimi : in ARTEM Geometrib

incipit quafoelicissime ; in large and small COtfjic tppe, with fine woodcut border to A^,
ornamental initials (some large and fine), and geometrical diagrams throughout in
margins, folio, old boards (leaf A^ supplied from a shorter copy, some II. slightly wormed
or waterstained, but on the whole a sound copy and unusoally large, measuring 12 x 8J
inches) ; very rare, £22. \0s [in fine :^ Opus elementoru euclidis megarensis in

geometrid artS. In id quoq} Campa [ m pspicacissimi Comentationes finiut Erhardus
Ratdolt Augustensis impressor

\
solertissimus. Venetiis impressit. Anno salutis.

MCCCCLXXXii. Octauis. Galen.
\
Jun. Lector. Vale. [1482]

7619 Another Copy, measuring 11 x8J- inches, old white vellum {leaf A^ missing,
some II. slightly stained, one blank corner mended, and lop of woodcut border shorn,
otherwise A sound copy with good margins) ; cheap, £12. I2s

' Premiere Edition de cette version, et un des plus anciens livres imprimis o\\ se trouvent des fijjures de math6«
matiques '.—£n/Ti€<. In his dedication the printer says that the difficulty of printing geometrical designs had hitherto
made it impossible to print geometrical books ; but that this difficulty had been overcome so well by great painters, that
'qua facilitate litterarum elementa imprimuntur ea etiam geometrice figure conficerentur'. The fine woodcut border
surrounding p. 3 is a well-known example in the history of book ornamentation.

The translation is of great interest as having been made by an Englishman, ^Ethelhard or Adelard of Bath, either
from the Greek original, or, more probably, from au Arabic version, ^thelhard was a great traveller as well as one of the
greatest philosophical writers of the Thirteenth Century, ' and seems to have passed through Spain, the North of Africa,
reece, and Asia Minor. He was one of those Englishmen who lived for a time in the Norman Kingdom of Sicily, and is

known to have visited Syracuse and Salerno. That he knew Greek is almost certain ; but it has not been determined
whether the translation of Euclid (undoubtedly executed by him, though olten ascribed to Campanus of Novara, with
whose comments it was published at Venice in 1482 [supra]) was made from an Arabic version or from the original

'

{Professor Adamson). On either supposition the instance of English mediaeval scholarship is a striking one, and ^Ethelhard
is one more disproof of the theory of the blank ignorance and obscurantism of the Middle Ages with which the youth of
England is still regaled by the timberheaded textbook-writer of British popular Protestantism.

7620 — Editio Latina Secunda [incipit .] Preclarissimus liber elementorum Euclidis
perspica

J
cissimi : in artem Geometric incipit quafoelicissime

;
printed in Eoman type, vnth

woodcut border surrounding first pa^e, ornamental initials, and geometrical designs throughout in
margins, folio, boards {two water-stains on first I., otherwise a remarkably fine and tall copy,
measurimf 12| x Sf inches), very rare, £8. 8* [col. ;] Vincentice per Leonardus de Basilea d:

Gulielmu de Papia Socios. Anno salutis MCCCCLXXXXI. Vigesimo Calen. Jufl. [1491]
This second edition is even rarer than the first, the two being the only editions of Euclid published during the

Fifteenth Century.

7621 Euclidis megarensis .... OpA a Campano interprete fidissimo tralata, que cum antea
librariorum detectanda culpa medis redissimis adeo deformia Sent ; ut vix Euclidem ipsum
a^nosceremus. Lucas Paciolus[de Burgo] .... iudicio castigatissimo detersit: emendavit
Figuras CXXIX que in aliis codicibrrs inverse z deformate erant : ad rectam symmetriam con-
clnavit : z multas necessarias addidit eundg quoq5 plurimis locis intellectu difficilem cOmentariolis
. . . aperuit : enarravit : illustravit, etc. etc. ; handsomely printed {the title in red and black),
partly in gotl)ic letter ; with numerous diagrams on margins, folio, contemporary limp vellum
{back of binding damaged, and slightly waterstaintd, otherwise a fine and tall copy, measuring
llrff X 7J inches) ; excessively rare, £6. 6*

[col. .] Venetiis, Paganinus de Paganinis de Brixia, 1509
The rarest of all the editions of Euclid, and moreover a beautiful specimen of early typography.
'This is perhaps the scarcest of all the editions of Euclid, as is but too well known to mathematicians, who covet its

possession. The version attributed to Campanus, but now known to have been made by Adelard of Bath, appears here
to great advantage, owing to the important emendations and explanations of the celebrated Luca Pacioli di Buiigo, the
author of the 5winma de Arithmetica [v. Nos. 3429-32, ante']. Pacioli was the intimate friend of Leonardo da Vinci, at
whose instigation he appears to have published this work, as is apparent from the dedicatory letter of the editor himself
to Francesco Soderini, Cardinal de Volterra, to whom, as well for his own favour as for the patronage of the great
Florentine family of which the prelate was a member, he gratefully renders acknowledgment '.—Libri Catalogue.

7622 Elementorum Libri XV breviter demonstrati. Opera Isaaci Barrow, d.d. ; with
numerous figures: Data succinct^ demonstrata: unk cum Emendationibus quibusdam et
Additionibus ad Elementa, Opera Is. Barrow; with diagrams—2 \o\a. 12mo. in 1, editiones
principes ; interleaved throughout ; rough calf (rare), £1. 55

Cantabrigice, Guil. Nealand, 1655

—

Joa. Field, 1657
The above copy belonged to William Musorave, m.d., f.r.s.. Secretary of the Royal Society, and author of

' Antiquitates Britanno-Belgicie ' (1«55?-1721), who has added his auto. ' Wm. Musgrave, Novi Coll: Socius' on flyleaf,
and numerous MS. additions.

7623 Editio Nova, prioribus Mendis typographicis nunc demum purgati ; vnth diagrams,
2 V. : Lectio Isaaci Barrow, in qua Theoremata Archimedis de Sphaera et Cylindro, per
Methodum Indivisibilium investigata, ac breviter demonstrata exhibentur ; with diagrams—
3 vols. 12mo. in 1, contemporary calf {sound copies) ; rare, \2s 6d Londini, J. Eedmayne, 1678
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SIR THOMAS MORE's COPY :

7625 EUCLIDIS Geometrtcorum Elemetorum LibriXV ; Campani in eosdem Commentarii

;

Theonis Alexandrini Bartholom^o Zamberto interprete in XIII priores Commentar-
iorum Libri XIII, Htpsiclis Alexadrini in II posteriores, eode B. Zamberto interprete,

Commentarii [ex Recognitione Michaelis Pontani, Cura Jacobi Fabri] ; handsomely
printed, with several fine large woodcut initials, and numerous diagrams, folio,

contemporary rough leather {one board of binding missing, and a small piece of leather

torn out ; also wormed, and some II. waterstained on margin) : see note, £21.
Parisiis, in officina Henrici Stephani [1616]

An extremely interesting copy, bearing the autograph * Thomas More ' on the first leaf, and thus very
interesting as showing the wide range of Sir Thomas More s reading. The above copy also has the XVIth Century
inscription ' Ex douo Arthuri Browne in Musica professoris ' on a parchment label attached by iron band and bosses to
the binding,

Elementorum Geometricorum Libri XV, cum Expositions Theonis, etc., adjecta sunt
Phenomena, Catoptrica, et Optica, etc. etc., Basilece, Joh. Hervagius, 1537— v. Vitello, »05^.

7626 Elementorum Geometricorum Libri XV, cum Expositione Theonis in priores XIII k
Bartholom^o Zamberto Veneto Latinitate donata, Campani in omnes, et Hypsiclis Alexan-
drini in duos postremos : adiecta sunt Phenomena, Catoptrica et Optica, deinde Protheoria
Marini et Data, postremum, Opusculum de Levi et Ponderoso, hactenus non visum ; with
numerous woodcut initials and diagrams, folio, hf. cl. {some II. browned, otherwise a large and
sound copy, but wanting as usual 3 II. as below), lis Qd Basilece, Joh. Hervagiu^, 1558

The first complete edition of Euclid's works. The above copy lacks as usual the three preliminary 11., which were
abstracted by the clerical censor—an interesting instance of the rigidity of Ecclesiastical censure at the period of the
Reformation. ^

7627 Elementorum Libri XV, accessit XVI. de Solidoru Regularium cuiuslibet intra
quodlibet COMPARATIONE, omnes perspicuis Demonstrationibus, accuratisque Scholiis illustrati

:

nunc iterum editi, ac multar. Rerum Accessione locupletati : Auctore Christophoro Clavio,
S.J. ; with engraved titles, and numerous diagrams, 2 thick vols, large 12mo. hf. calf {binding
slightly damaged), 8s 6d Eomce, J^. Gra^sius, 1589

The second edition of the celebrated commentary of Clavius.

ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S COPY :

7628 Elementorum Libri Priores VI, item XI. etXIL, ex Versione latina Fred. Command-
INI, accedunt Trigonometriae Planae et Sphaericae Elementa [CurA, JOA. KeillI, item Tractatus
de Natura et Arithmetica Logarithmorum [ejusdem auctoris] ; unth 2 plates, and numerous
diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 12s 6d Oxonice, e Theatro Sheldon., 1715
A very interesting volume, having the following inscription by Frances Trollope the novelist to her son on flyleaf

:

'Anthony Trollope from his affectionate mother Frances Trollope. IS Nove"" 1835.' He had then just begun
his career at the Post Office, and probably read as a rule lighter books than Euclid. There is also the bookplate of the
former, and the auto. ' Arthur William Trollope ' (d.d., headmaster of Christ's Hospital, 1768-1827).

' On y trouve un excellent traits des logarithmes et quelques autres morceaux utiles qui rendent cet Euclide precieux.'

—

MonttLcla.

7629 Editio Nova ; with numerous diagrams, 8vo. old calf gilt, with fine old armorial book-
plate of Charles Graigie, 5s ibidem, ex eodem, 1731

WILLIAM HERBERT'S FINE COPY OF THE FIRST ENGLISH EUCLID :

7630 : The Elements of Geometrie of the most auncient Philosopher Euclide of Megara,
faithfully (now first) translated into the Englishe toung, bv [Sir] H[enry] Billingsley Citizen
[and Lord Mayor] of London. Whereunto are annexed certaine Scholies, Annotations and
Inuentions, of the best Mathematiciens, both of time past, and in this our age. With a very
fruitfuU Prseface by M. J[OHN] Dee [pr. and astrologer], specifying the chiefe Mathematical!
Scieces, what they are, and wherunto commodious: where, also, are disclosed certaine new
Secrets Mathematicall and Mechanicall, vntill these our dales, greatly missed, first

English trajislation, with fine woodcut title, fine large portrait of Dr. Dee on last I., large
woodcut initials, large folding table, and numerous diagrams, thick folio, old russia {small piece

of back repaired, and table slightly mended, otherwise a fine and very large copy) ; very
rare, £8. 15* [colophon ;] Printed by John Daye, dwelling ouer Aldersgate

beneath Saint Martins, 1570
The above fine copy {which measures 12,^ x Q^g inches) belonged to William Herbert, the bibliographer (1718-95),

and bears the auto. ' W™. Herbert. 1778 ' on title. There is also an inscription :
' Hans Sothcby e dono G. Isted. 1804',

and another on flyleaf: ' Hans Sotheby to G. Swiney '. It contains the folding table which is often missing.

7631 Another Copy, old English calf (title and table missing, last 3 II. mended, and a number
of II. stained, otherwise a VERY SOUND AND exceptionally tall copy, measuring 12^ x 8^
inches), £3. 105

Both the above are unusually tall copies of the excessively rare first edition of the first English
translation of euclid.

'In his long and learned preface, Dee refers to the popular belief that he was a conjuror, and asks whether a modest
Christian philosopher ought, on account of marvellous feats naturally wrought and contrived, to be condemned as ' a
companion of the helhounds, and a caller, and a conjuror of wicked and damned spirits '. This preface is dated on 9 Feb.
1569/70, from his house on the bank of the Thames "at Mortlake, Surrey, where he studied diligently for many years and
collected a noble library of the most curious books in all sciences, and a large number of valuable MSS.'—D. N. B.

In spite of his protests Dr. Dee (who died Warden of Manchester Collegiate Church , now the Cathedral) was notorious as a
consulting sorcerer in large practice all his life. But in connexion with the above book it well deserves to be noted that
in 1550, at the College of Rheims at Paris, he lectured publicly on Euclid's Elements, mathematice, physice, et

^ Pythagorice, which had never before been done in any University in Christendom.
<632 Elements, with select Theorems out of Archimedes, hy Andrew Tacquet, with Practical

Corollaries; the Whole abridg'd, and in this 4th Edition published in English, by William
Whiston, pr., with bvst-portrait and plates, sm. 8vo. old calf. As 1719
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7634 EUCLID : EucLiDE's Elements ; the whole Fifteen Books compendiously Demonstrated by
Mr. Isaac Barrow Fellow [later Master] of Trinity CoUedge in Cambridge. And Translated
out of the Latin, loith numerotis diagrams, 12mo. contemporary English calfy with auto. ' Francis
Wrangham 1812 ' ipr. ; F.R.S. ; classical scholar] on title (rare), 15*

E. Daniel, for W. Nealand Bookseller in Cambridge, 1660
7635 Another Copy, sound copy in contemporary English calf, 145

7636 Another Copy, old calf (joints cracked, and title and la^t I. mounted and soiled), IDs
• First English edition of Barrow's celebrated translation.

7637 New Edition, with Archimedes's Theorems of the Sphere and Cylinder investigated
by the Method of Indivisibles ; also Euclide's Data with Marinus's Preface, and brief

Treatise of Regular Solids, and Supplement, containing some Practical Corollaries deduced
from some of the most material Propositions in Euclide, also by BarrOW, with numerous
diagrams, post 8vo. old calf {title margined), 7s 6d 1722

7638 Another Edition, revis'd with great Care, and some Hundreds of Errors of the former
Impression corrected, by Thomas Haselden, numerous diagrams, 8vo. old calf, 6s Qd 1732

7639 Another Copy, with portrait of Barrow by J. Mynde (inserted), 8vo. old calf (nam^ cut

off title, but sound copy), 7s 6d
7640 Final Edition of Barrow's Work, with brief Treatise of Regular Solids, the whole

carefully corrected, with Appendix, containing the Nature, Construction, and Application of

Logarithms, by John Barrow, with portrait by Mynde, and 9 plates, 8vo. old calf (name cut

off title), 6s 1751
' Dr. Barrow was one of the first who introduced algebraical symbols into the language of elementary geometry, and

distinctly states, in the preface to his Euclid, that his object is 'to content the desires of those who are delighted more
with symbolical than verbal demonstrations '.'—R. Potts.

7641 Elements, explain'd in a New, but most Easie Method, with the Use of every Proposition
through all Parts of the Mathematicks, by C. F. MiLLlET DE Chales, s. j., now made English,
and a multitude of Errors corrected [by William Halifax, d.d., c.c.c. Oxon.], 4th Edition, with
front, and numerous diagrams, 12mo. old calf 45 Oxford, 1704

7642 Elements, viz. the First Six Books, with the 11th and 12th. In this Edition, the Errors
Vy which Theon, or others, have long ago Vitiated these Books, are Corrected, and some of

Euclid's Demonstrations are restored, by Robert Simson, md., unth diagrams, 4to. old calf
(names on title, but sound copy), 10s Glasgow, Foulis, 1756

First Edition, beautifully printed. ' His edition has always held a high character for precision and accuracy, and has
formed the basis of most modern text-books.'

—

D. N. B.

7643 Fifth Edition, with Data, and the Elements of Plain and Spherical Trigonometry,
3 plates, and numerous diagrams, 8vo. old calf, is Edin., 1775

7644 New Edition, with the Data, the Elements of Plain and Spherical Trigonometry,
and the Construction of the Trigonometrical Canon, and Account of Logarithms, by Abraham
Robertson, d.d., f.r.s., vnth diagrams, 8vo. hf. bound, 3s 1834
'Dr. Simson restored no less than nine theorems to the 5tivbook, besides the excellent definitions of compound ratios.*

7645 Elements of Geometry, from the Latin Translation of Commandine ; with the Nature
and Arithmetic of Logarithms, the Elements of Trigonometry, and Preface, by John Keill,
F.R.S., revised, etc. etc. by Samuel Cunn, 7th Edition, with Appendix, numerous folding plates,

8vo. old calf gilt (nice copy), 5s 6d 1754
7646 Tenth Edition [unaltered], with folding plates, 8vo. old calf, 3s 6d 1767
7647 Elements : the first 6 and the 11th and 12th Books, chiefly from the Text of Dr. Simson,

designed, bv Means of Symbols to facilitate the Acquirement of Geometry, by Jackson
Muspratt Williams, pr., 2nd Edition, 8vo. cl., 3s 1829

7648 Elements, Books I—VI, XI and XII, from the Text of Robert Simson, m.d., edited in

the Symbolical Form, by R. Blakelock, with diagrams, oblong 8vo. hf bound, 3s 1831
With large margins to allow for the working-out of problems.

7649 The First Six Books of the Elements, with Commentary, Exercises, Treatise on Solid
Geometry, and Essays on the Ancient Geometrical Analysis, and the Theory of Transversals, by
DiONYSius Lardner, pr., F.R.S., new Edition, with diagrams, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1838 or, '51

Containing an essay on the theory of parallel lines, in which the editor shows his ignorance of the important memoirs
on the subject issued by Lobatschewsky, Gauss, and Bolyai, issued between 1826 and 1832.

7650 Elements, chiefly from the Text of Dr. Simson, with Notes, Geometrical Exercises, and
Intro, on the History of Geometry, by Robert Potts, first edition, diagrams ; with Appendix,
containing Additional Notes, a Tract on Transversals, and Hints for the Solution of Problems,
etc.—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, cl., 4s 6d Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1845-7

' The merits of his edition of Euclid consisted in a clear arrangement and division of the component parts of the
propositions, and In the admirable collection of notes \—D. N. B.

7651 Appendix only, 8vo. seum. Is 6d a. e., ib., 1847
7652 New Edition, corrected and improved, with diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4s 1861 or, '5

7653 , The First Six Books of the Elements of, in which Coloured Diagrams and Symbols
are used instead of Letters for the greater Ease of Learners, by Oliver Byrne, printed by
Whittingham, unth numerous COLOURED DIAGRAMS, cr. 4to. cl., g. e., or, hf bound (scarce), 16^

W. Pickering, 1847
This well-known, original, and useful book is oddly enough overlooked in the list of Byrne's works in the Continuation

of Allibone.

7654 Elements, Books I—VI, with Deductions, Appendixes, and Historical Notes, by John
Sturgeon Mackay, f.r.s.e., vnth diagrams; and Key—2 vols. 12mo. d., 3s 6d (p. 7*) 1884-5

7655 Another Copy, without the Key, 12mo. d.,2s 1901
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7657 EUCLID : Euclid, Books I, II, edited by Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (' Lewis Carroll '),

4th Edition, with diagrams, 12mo. limp cl. {scarce), Qs Qd 1885
' My aim has been to show what Euclid's method really is in itself, when stripped of all accidental verbiage and

repetition . . . The chief novelty in this edition is the place assigned (for the first time, I believe) to the much-disputed
axiom about the meeting of lines '.

—

Preface.

and his Modern Rivals—v. Dodgson, post, no. 7674.

7658 Book I, with Notes and Exercises, by Braithwaite Arnett, with diagrams^

8vo. cl. (o. p.), Ss Qd Cambridge, 1885

7659 , with Commentary, based principally on that of Proclus Diadochus, by
William Barrett Frankland, 8vo. cL, 2s 6d (p. 6s nett) Univ. Press, ibidem, 1905

7660 : Euclid Revised : the JEssentials of the Elements as given in the first Six Books, with
numerous Additional Propositions and Exercises, edited by R. C. J. NixON, 2nd Edition, with
numerous diaffi-ams, cr. 8vo. cl., Ss (p. 6*) Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1888

7661 The Elements, Books I—VI, by R. Lachlan, revised Edition, with numerous diagrams,
cr. 8vo. cL, 2s 6d (p. 4s 6c?) [18991

7662 Les Quinze Livres des Elements Geometriques, traduicts de Grec en Francois, et

augmentez de plusieurs figures et demonstrations, avec la correction des erreurs commises es

autres traductions, par P. LE Mardel6 ; with fine engraved title, and numerous diagrams,
thick 12mo.^ne copy in old white vellum, 10s 6c? B. Moreau, 1622

The above edition was' unknown to Brunet and Graesse, who' give the 1632 edition ias the earliest issue of Le Mardele's
translation.

7663 , La Perspective d', traduite sur le Texte Grec, Onginal de I'Autheur, et demonstr^e
par RoL. Freart de Chantelou, Sieur de Chambray ; with diagrams : Chambray (Roland
Freart Sieur de) Idee de la Perfection de la Peinture—2 vols. 4to. in 1, old French calf
{back damaged) ; rare, 15s Mans, 1663-2

7664 : EUCLIDE Megarense Philosopho : Solo Introduttore delle Scientie Mathematice,
diligentemente reassettato, et alia integrita ridotto, per NicOLO Tartalea [Tartaglia]
Brisciano, secondo le due Tradottioni : e per commune commodo et utilita di latino in volgar
tradotta con una ampla expositione dello istesso tradottore di nuovo aggionta, ecc. ; with arms and
vignettes, and numerous diagrams on margins, folio, FINE COPY in old Italian vellum {back of
binding wormed) ; very rare, £2. 15s [col. .] Vinegia, Venturino Roffinelli, 1543

7665 Another Copy, old vellum {title and one I. mended, otherwise a yery sound copy), £2. 2s
First Edition of Tartaglia's version, and of great rarity. It is not only the first Italian translation but the first

translation into any living tongue.
• Rarissimo. '—iJiccardi. ' Premiere edition de ce travail estime. Les deux traductions dont s'est servi Tartaglia sont

celle de Campano et celle de Bart. Zamberto.'

—

Brunet.

7666 NUOVA Edizione ; with curious woodcut initials, and numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. hf.

vellum {slightly browned, and with afew wormholes) ; rare, £1. Is ibidem, Curtio Troiano, 1565
The fourth edition of Tartaglia's translation, which was reprinted in 1569. The last leaf bears the date 1566. ' At the

beginning is a lettione on the history of geometry, and in the XIV. Book are to be found xylographic figures of the fractions
used by the ancients.'

—

Libri CataZogue.

7667 QuiNTA Edizione ; with numerous diagrams, sm. 4to. old Italian vellum {tear in title^

and some II. slightly waterstained) ; rare, 17s 6rf ib., Giov. Bariletto, 1569
QuiNTO LiBRO degli Elementi d'EucLiDE, da Vincenzio Viviani (1674)—v. Viviani,

post.

7668 De gli Elementi Libri XV, con gli Scholii Antichi, tradotti prima in Lingua Latina da
Frederico Commanding, e con Commentarj illustrati, dell' istesso trasportati nella Nostra
Vulgare, et da lui riveduti ; with numerous diagrams, folio, contemporary limp Italian vellum {one
corner waterstained, otherwise a large and very clean copy), 14s Urbino, 1575

'Translated by Commandino's pupils under his own superintendence. The Prolegomeni and the Notes are very im-
portant. Comraandino applies algebra to geometry with useful notations, amongst which we find not only the u^e of
separate letters to express unknown quantities, but also the use of these same letters multiplied by other letters, without
any interposition, as mathematicians now use them.'

—

Libri Catalogue.

THE FIRST DUTCH EUCLID :

7669 De Ses Eerste Boecken Euclidis, van de beginselen ende fondamenten der Geometric,
waer by ghevoecht zijn eenighe nutticheden, uyt de selve Boecken ghetrocken . . . overgheset,
verclaert, ende uytgheleyt door Jan Pieterszoon Dou, van nieus oversien, verbetert, ende
vermeerdert; with numerous diagrams, 12mo. cl. {title and a few II. waterstained, otherwise a
SOUND COPY) ; rare, £1. Is Amsterdam, W. J. Blaeuw, 1626

The earliest translation of Euclid into Dutch.
7670 : Cowley (John Lodges, f.r.s.) Appendix to the Elements of Euclid, containing 45

Moveable Schemes for forming the various Kinds of Solids, and their Sections, by which the
Doctrine of Solids in the XL, XII., and XV. Books of Euclid is illustrated, and rendered more
easy to Learners than heretofore, 2nd Edition [enlarged], with 42 copperplates, with the figures
cut out toform solids, roy. 4to. boards, uncut (rare), £1. Is T. Cadell [c. 1768]

' '^^^ ^"'"^ ^* ^° constructed, that by means of the schemes traced on paste boards, and all cut out except the part
that forms the base of the figure, the form of any of the solids may be at once exhibited by raising up the difi"erent parts
upon their respective bases. By this contrivance any cabinet-maker can form out of wood, on any given scale, the figures
of the 5 regular solids, and most of the compound mathematical bodies. This work is now scarce.'—^ibZioflrrapWcof
Miscdlany (ym^).

7671 : Giordano (Vitale, da Bitonto) Euclide Restituto, overo gli antichi Elementi
Geometrici ristaurati, e facilitati : la Compositione delle Proportioni secondo la Definitione datane
dal suo Antico Autore ; unth numerous diagrams, thick folio, old Italian vellum {back slightly
damaged), 10s 6d Boma, 1680

nftTo XT
' ^^° libro.'—Riccardi.

7672 : Heiberg (J. L. ; Univ. Copenhagen) Litterargeschichtliche Studien iiber Euklid ;

With diagrams, 8vo. sewn, 3s Qd (p. M. 5.60) Leipzig, 1882
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7674 ETJCLLD :—Dodgson (Charles Lutwidge, deacon; * Lewis Carroll,' author of Alice in Wonder-
land ') Euclid and his Modern Rivals, icith frontispiece and diagrams, post 8vo. cl. (scarce),
£L 55 1879

' His oue valuable contribution to mathematics is ' Euclid and his Modern Rivals ' (1879). Many, excusably, refused
to accept the book seriously. It was dedicated to the memory of Euclid, and thrown into dramatic form, while scattered
up and down it were many jokes . . . But when stripped of its external eccentricities it was a really serious contribution
to Euclidean geometry, and went far to vindicate the unique position of Euclid's elements as a first text-book ofgeometry,
by a careful and systematic examination of the various treatises which had been produced by way of substitutes
for if—D. N. B.

7675 : Fine (Oronce, latine Orontius Fin^us) In Sex Priores Libros Geometricorum
Elementorum Euclidis Demonstrationes : quibus ipsius Euclidis Textus Groecus suis Locis
insertus est : una cum Interpretatione Latina BARTHOLOMiEl Zamberti, ad Fidein geometricam per
eundem Orontium recognita ; with fine woodcut ornaments and initials, and numerous diagrams^
folio, old vellum (title wanting, and ba/ik of binding damaged) ; RARE, 16« 6rf

Parisiis, Simon ColincBUS, 1536
The above copy belonged to Alexis Claude Clairaut, and has a MS. title by him, and his autograph ' Clairaut * on the

first page. The above is the first edition of Fine's Euclid ; it was reprinted in quarto in 1544 and 1551.

7676 : Hawtrey (Stephen Thomas, pr. ; St. Mark's School, Windsor) INTRODUCTION to the
Elements of Euclid: Familiar Explanations of the first XII Propositions of the First Book,
unth ifolding plates, fcap. Svo. cl. (o. p.), 3s 1874

7677 : Wright (J. M. F.) Self-Examinations in Euclid, with diagrams, 8vo. boards, 2s 6d
Cambridge, 1829

7678 EULER (Leonhard; f.r.s.) Compleat Theory of the Construction and Properties of

Vessels, with Practical Conclusions for the Management of Ships, made easy for Navigators,
translated by COL. Henry Watson, with 11 plates, 8vo. hf. calf, with auto, and inscr. by Eaton
Hodgkinson, F.R.S. {rare), 10s 6rf

'

1776
7679 Another Copy, boards, uncut, \Qs

7680 New Edition, with Life of the Translator, with fine portrait {inserted), and 11 plates,

8vo. cl. {rare), \Qs Qd 1790
' Watson enriched the work with many additions of his own, and the English edition has this superiority over the

French—that it contains a supplement (on the Action of Oars) which Euler sent the translator in MS. just as he had
finished the translation of the published French work. Watson applied the principles laid down in the construction of
the vessels he built in India, which proved the fastest vessels then built.'—Coi. Vetch, R.E.

7681 DiOPTRiCAE Pars I. : de Explicatione Principiorum, ex quibus Constructio tam Telescop-
iorum quam Microscopiorum est petenda. Pars II : de Construetione Telescopiorum Dioptri-

corum. Pars III. : de Constructione Microscopiorum ; with 6 plates, 3 vols. 4to. sound copy in
contemporary calf gilt, with auto. o/SlR JOHN Rennie, f.r.s. (rare), £1. 10s Petropoli, 1769-71

The first volume contains the author's views on the relative merits of the emission and undulatory theories of light.

7682 Elements of Algebra, translated from the French [by Francis Horner, m.p.], with
the Notes of Daniel Bernoulli, and the Additions of J. L. Lagrange ; 4th edition, revised by
John Hewlett, b.d., with Memoir by Horner, thick 8vo. boards, uncut, 5s 1828

The translation was the first work of that remarkable man Francis Horner, who matriculated at Edinburgh University
at the age of fourteen ; the first edition was published in 1797, in his nineteenth year. Two of his nieces, Mrs. Lyell and
Miss Joanna Horner, are still alive (April, 1912)—a striking link with the Eighteenth Century.

7683 Fifth Edition, thick 8vo. cl., 6s 1840
' The first volume treats of determinate algebra. This contains one of the earliest attempts to place the fundamental

processes on a scientific basis. This work also includes the proof of the binomial theorem for an unrestricted index . . ,

The second volume treats of indeterminate or Diophantine algebra. This contains the solution of some of the problems
proposed by Fermat, which had hitherto remained unsolved.'

—

W. W. R. Ball.

7684 iiL^MENS d'ALGfeBRE, tiaduits de I'Allemand [par Daniel Bernoulli], Edition revue et

augmentde de Notes par J. G. Garnier [et d'Additions par Joseph Louis Lagrange], 2 vols.

Svo. sevm, 6s 6d 1774
Best French Edition.

7685 Vollstandige Anleitung zur niedem und hohem Algebra, nach der franzosischen

Ausgabe des de la Grange, mit Anmerkungen herausgegeben von J. P. Gruson, 2 vols, post 8vo.

boards, 4s 6d Berlin, 1796-7

7686 Institutiones Calculi Differentialis, cum ejus Usu in Analysi Finitorum ac
Doctrina Serierum, editio princeps, thick 4to. old hf. calf {rare), £1. 10s Petropoli, 1755

• The first text-book on the diff"erential calculus which has any claim to b« regarded as complete ; and it may be said
that many modern treatises on the subject are based on it.'—W. W. R. Ball.

7687 Institutiones Calculi Integralis, in quo Methodus Integrandi a primis Principiis

usque ad Integrationem yEquationum Differentialium primi Gradus pertractatur, cum Supple-
mento, Editio Tertia [ultima]; with 3 plates, 4 vols. 4to. hf calf, or, hf. roan {sound copies),

£2. 2s ibidem, 1824-45
' They were the most complete and accurate works on the calculus at that time, and contained not only a full summary

of everything then known on this subject, but also the Q and y Functions [invented by Euler], and other original

investigations.'—Pro/. Cajori.

The supplementary volume, published in 1845, is scarce, and often wanting.

7688 Another Copy, without the Supplementary Volume, 3 vols. 4to. calf gilt, newly rebacked,

unth auto, of Sir H. W. Elphinstone, £1. 10s ib., 1824-7

7689 iNTRODUcrriON h I'Analyse Infinit6simale, traduite, avec Notes et ifeclaircissements,

par J. B. Labey ; with 16 plates, 2 vols. roy. 4to. sewn, lis 1796-7
The best French translation.

7690 ; Introduction h, I'Analyse des Infiniment Petits, traduite par F. PEzzietC. Kramp,
avec I'Eloge par le Marquis de Condorcet, I^ Partie [? seule parue] , Svo. boards, uncut, 4s

Strasbourg, 1786
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7692 ETJLEB (lieonhard ; f.r.s.) Introductio in Analysin Infinitorum, editio princeps; with

frontispiece and 40 plates, 2 vols. 4to. old calf, I2s 6d Lausannm, 1748

7693 Another Copy, tvith fine portrait of J. J. d' Ortous de Mairan {dedicatee) hy Ficquet,

INSERTED, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, old cal/{back slightly damaged), Ms
' Edition pref6ree a la r6iinpression faite a Lyon 1797.'—JSnine*.

7694 Editio Nova ; with 16 plates, 2 vols. 4to. cl. {wanting plates 17-40), 65 Qd Lugduni, 1797
' a work that caused a revolution in analytical mathematics, a subject which had hitherto never been presented in

so general and systematic manner '.—Prof. Cajori.
* In the course of this analysis Euler laid down the rules for the transformation of co-ordinates in space. Here also we

find the earliest attempt to bring the curvature of surfaces within the domain of mathematics, and the first complete

discussion of tortuous curves'.— JF. W. R. Ball.

7695 Letters to a German Princess, on Different Subjects in Physics and Philosophy, trans-

lated by Henry Hunter, d.d., with Original Notes, and Glossary of Foreign and Scientific

Terms, toith 17 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. SOUND COPY in contemporary hf. mottled calf, Is 1795
The above copy belonged to Richard Watson, f.r.s. (1737-1816), absentee Bp. of Llandafif, and sometime Professor of

Chemistry at Cambridge, and bears his Calgarth Park booklabel.

7696 Another Copy, contemporary tree-calf gilt {fine copy), with bookplate of Sir Whittaker

Ellis, Is 6rf

a masterly elementary exposition of physics, which ' for half a century remained a standard treatise on the subject '.—

W. W. R. Ball.

7697 Mechanica, sive Motus Scientia analytice exposita ; with 32 plates, 2 vols. 4to. old

calf. Us Petropoli, 1736
The first work which applied analysis to the study of mechanics. ' He worxed out the theory of the rotation of a

body round a fixed point, established the general equations of motion of a free body, and the general equation of

hydrodynamics. He solved an immense number and variety of mechanical problems which arose in his mind on all

occasions'.—Pro/. Cajori.

'The foundations of analytical mechanics were laid by Euler in his Mechanica, 1736'.—£. Mach.

7698 Mechanik, oder analytische Darstellung der Bewegung, mit Anmerkungen und Erlau-
terungen herausg. von J. P. WOLFERS ; with 12 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf calf, 45 Greifswald, 1848-50

7699 Novae Tabulae Lunares Sin^lari Method© constructae, quarum Ope Loca Lunae
ad quodvis Tempus expedite computare licet [accedunt La Caillii Tabulae Solares, et ToBi^
Mayeri Tabulae Motuum Mediorum Lunae], large 8vo. nice copy iri contemporary calf gilt, with
booklabel of George Rennie, F.BS. {rare), 8s 6d

' ~

Petropoli, 1772
The remarkable achievement of Euler in his blind old age.

7700 Opuscula Analytica ; with 2 plates, 2 vols. 4to. in 1, fine copy in old calf (rare),
£1. 55 ib.y 1783-5

7701 Scientia Navalis, seu Tractatus de Construendis et Dirigendis Navibus ; with 65
folding plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary calf {fine copy) ; RARE, £1. 10* ib., 1749

This work first expresses mathematically the resistance meeting a ship on its path through the water.

7702 — Tentamen Novae Theoriae Musicae ex certissimis Harmoniae Principiis dilucide
expositee ; with folding plates and tables, 4to. hf. roan neat (very rare), £1. 155 ib., 1739

The first systematic treatise on music on a physical basis.

7703 Theoria Motuum Lun^e, exhibens omnes eius Inrequalitates, in Additamento hoc idem
Argumentum aliter tractatur, simul^ue ostenditur quemadmodum Motus Lunae cum omnibus
Insequalitatibus innumeris aliis Modis reprassentari atque ad Calculum revocari possit, editio
princeps ; voith plate, 4to. tree-calf {fine copy), \0s 6c? ib., 1753

7704 —-— Idem ; cum Additamentis Editionis Nov^e, viz. : Evolutio Numerica ^Equationum
?ro iis Membris Coordinatarum x et y, quorum Characteres involvunt ii ; Comparatio Formularum
nventarum cum Tabulis A. C. de Clairault; Constructio Tabularum Astronomicarum ex
Formulis supra inventis ; with plate, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary mottled calf gilt {nice copy), lis Qd

ib., 1753-72
7705 Editio Nova [cum Additamentis {qq. v. supra)] ; with plate, thick 4to. contemporary

French calf gilt {sound copy), 15s ib., 1772
' He was one of the first to take up with success the theory of the moon's motion by giving approximate solutions

to the problem of three bodies. He laid a sound basis for the calculation of tables of the moon. The researches on the
moon's motion, which captured two prizes, were carried on while he was blind, with the assistance of his sons and two of
his pupils '.—Prof. Cajori.

' It was from Buler's results that Mayer constructed the lunar tables [v. Nos. 2934-5] for which his widow in 1770
received £5000. from Parliament ; and in recognition of Euler's services a sum of £300. was also voted as an honorarium
to him '.—W. W. R. Ball.

7706 —

—

—Theoria Motus Corporum Solidorum seu Rigidorum, ex primis nostrae Cognitionis
Principiis stabilita et ad omnes Motus, qui in huismodi Corpora cadere possunt, accommodata

;

Editio nova, Supplementis locupletata et emendata [ex Recensione W. J. G. Karsten] ; with
18 plates, 4to. nice copy in contemporary marbled calfgilt (rare), 15* Gryphiswaldice, 1790

• In seiner Theoria motus corporum solidorum erortert Euler den Begriff der Hauptaxen eines rotierenden Korpers in
unserer heutigen Weise.'—^. HeUer.

^^^'^tT;
Theorie der Bewegung fester und starrer Korper, mit Anmerkungen und

Erlauterungen herausg. von J. P. Wolfers ; with 9 plates, 8vo. calfgilt, by C. Lewis, 4* ib., 1853
Forming vol. IV. of the ' Mechanik.'

•7'7nQ
'^^1^ True Principles of Gunnery, investigated and explained (1777)—v. No. 6539, ante.

77U8 : Juss (Nicolas) Eloge de Li^onard Euler, avec une Liste Complete de ses
OUVRAGES, 4to. contemporary hf calf, 5s St. Pitersbourg, 1783

7709 EVANS (J. H.) Ornamental Turning : a Work of Practical Instruction, with 17 plates, and
192 other illustrations, 8vo. cl., 5s 6d (p. £1. Is) [1889]
~^\— ^^^ Edition, with 20 plates, and 192 other illustrations, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. cl., 7s (p. 10* 6d

nett)
1903-4
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7711 EVANS (Henry B., Univ. Penna.) The Mean Right Ascensions and Proper Motions
254 Stars, roy. 4to. (pp. 19), sewn, 2s 6d [Philadelphia, c. 1900'

7712 EVANS (Oliver; improver of the steam-engine in America, 1755-1819) The Young Mill-
Wright and Miller's Guide, with Additions and Corrections by Thomas P. Jones, and
Description of an Improved Merchant Flour-Mill by C. and 6. Evans, 28 plates (some
folding), roy. 8vo. sheep {back damaged) ; scarce, 12s 6rf Philaaelphia, 1853

Fourteenth and last edition of this valuable work on milling. Oliver Evans was the inventor of the rolling screen and
fan for sifting corn, and cf the elevator ; and has been generally credited with the invention of the Cornish Boiler about
1787, and of the high-pressure steam engine.

7713 EVANS (W. J., m.d.) The Sugar-Planter's Manual: a Treatise on the Art of obtaining
Sugar from the Sugar Cane, with 2 folding plates, besides woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 8* Qd 1847

' This masterly work is full of the most valuable inforaiation for the planter, and will certainly become the text-book
and standard work of reference on sugar manufacture.'

7714 EVEBABD (Thomas) Stereometry, or the Art of Gauging made Easie, by the Help of

a Sliding-Rule, which shews the Area's of Circles in Gallons and the Square and Cube-Root of

any Number under 100,000, by Inspection : and is also very useful in Aritnmetick and Geometry,
etc., with Appendix of Conick Sections, 8th Ed., with New Tables, and Short and Plain Rules
for Gauging of Malt, with 2folding plates, 12mo. sewn. Is 6rf 1721

7715 Ninth Edition, with new Excise-Tables, the Method of calculating Diagonal Lines,
Rules for Gauging of Malt, and the Line upon the Rule call'd M.D. or the Malt-Depth explain'd
[with Preface by Charles Leadbetter] , 2 folding plates, 12mo. sound copy in old calf {rare),

12* Qd
'

1727
The sliding rule as applied to gauging was, according to the preface, the author's own invention, and ' so well known

amongst the officers of H.M.'s Revenues, that there is no room to doubt, but that this book and rule will be in great
esteem as long as the Excise itself shall continue '.—Preface.

* A book which once had a great reputation among excise collectors '.—Pro/, de Morgan.

7716 EVEBEST (Lt.-Col. Sir George, f.r.s.) Series of Letters addressed to H. R. H. the Duke
of Sussex, as President of the Royal Society, remonstrating against the Conduct of that Learned
Body, 8vo. (pp. 147), sewn, 5s 6d W. Pickering, 1839
A protest against the Society's decision to place unlimited confidence in Major Jervis's goedetic plans in regard to

India. The author rendered very important services in connexion with the Indian geodetic survey ; and was the hero
eponymus of Mount Everest.

7717 EVERETT (Joseph David, f.r.s.) On the Algebra of Difference-Tables: On Interpo-
lation FoRMULiE : On a New Interpolation Formula—3 parts 8vo. seum, 3s 1900

7718 On a Flat Model which solves Problems in the Use of the Globes, unth diagrams^
roy. 8vo. (pp. 9), sewn^ Is 6d 1904

7719 ^ Illustrations of the Centimetre-Gramme-Second [C.G.S.] System of Units, first

edition, 8vo. cl. (scarce), 5* Physical Soc, 1875
77'20 New Edition, with Tables of Physical Constants, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6c? (p. 5*) 1891

7721 On Skew Refraction through a Lens : and on the Hollow Pencil by an Annulus of a
very Obliquely Placed Lens, with 2folding charts, 8vo. (pp. 14), seum, \s 6d 1903

7722 Units and Physical Constants, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 1879
7723 Vibratory Motion and Sound, with ^plates and 48 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., with auto, of Sir

Frederick Bramwell, F.R.S. {scarce), 5s Qd 1882
' The first English treatise dealing with vibratory motion as a special and separate subject ' ,— Athenceum.

V. Deschanel, Nos. 7267-70, ante.

EVEUX de FLEXTRIEU (—, Enseigne des Vaisseaux)—v. Berthoud, No. 6172, ante.

7724 EWBANK (Thomas, Commissioner of Patents) Descriptive and Historical Account of

Hydraulic and other Machines for Raising Water, Ancient and Modern, with Observations on
the Mechanic Arts, and the Development of the Steam Engine, 12th Edition, with Supplement,
engraved title, and 290 woodcuts, thick 8vo., cl., &s New York, 1851

7725 Sixteenth [last] Edition, enlarged, with engraved title, and 290 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl.,

8s (p. £1. 10s) ibidem, 1870
Containing much interesting historical information.

7726 EWING (Sir James Alfred, k.c.b., f.r.s. ; Director of Naval Education) Magnetic In-
duction in Iron and other Metals, with 159 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 3s 6rf (p. 10s 6rf) 1892

7727 Third [latest] Edition, enlarged, with 173 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 6.9 Qd (p. 10s 6rf nett)

1900

7728 The Steam-Engine, and other Heat-Engines, with 185 illustrations, 8vo. cl., with
author's inscr., and bookplate of, and MS. notes by, F. J. Jervis-Smith, pr. F.E.S.,6s 6d (p. 15s)

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1894
7729 The Strength of Materials, 2nd [latest] Edition, with 150 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 6s 6rf

(p. 12s) a.e., *6.. 1903

7730 EYTELWEIN (Johann Albert) Bemerkungen Uber die Wirkung und vortheilhafte

Anwendung des Stosshebers (B^lier Hydraulique), nebst Versuchen, mit verschiedenen
Anordnungen dieser neuen Wasserhebungsmaschine ; vrith 3folding copperplates, 4to. hf cl. , 12s 6d

Berlin, 1805

7731 Another Copy, partly interleaved with uniting paper. 4to. contemporary hf. calf gilt,

with old bookplate of ' Mathieu, Conseiller ', 15s
The first exhaustive account of that mildly efficient engine, the Hydraulic Ram, invented by Joseph Michel Montgolfier

(co-inventor of the balloon) in 1797. In one of his experiments Eytelwein uses the ram to register lines on a moving strip

of paper—one of the •arliest uses of a mechanical registering apparatus.

7732 Praktische Anweisung zur Bauart der Faschinenwerke und der dazu gehorigen
Aniagen an FlUssen und Stromen, nebst einer Anleitung zur Veranschlagung dieser Baue, 2.

Auflage ; with 8 copperplates {1folding), 4to. old boards, 10s ib., 1818
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7734 EXLEY (Thomas) Principles of Natural Philosophy: or a New Theory of Physics,

FOUNDED on Gravitation, and applied in explaining the general Properties of Matter, the

Phenomena of Chemistry, Electricity, Galvanism, Magnetism, and Electro-Magnetism, with 4

plates, 8vo. hoards, uncut. Is Qd 1829

7735 EXTRA PHYSICS, and the Mystery of Creation : including a brief Examination of

Professor Tyndall's Admissions concerning the Human Soul, cr. Svo. cl. (o.p.), 3s (p. 6s) 1878

7736 FABER Stapulensis [Gallice LEFEVRE d'ESTAPLES] (Jacobus ; mystic and translator

of the Bible) Introductio in Arithmeticam Divi Seuerini Boetii pariter et Jordani
[Nemorarii] . Ars Supputadi tam per calculos ("13 q notas arithmeticas suis quidem regulis

elegater expressa JuDOCi Clichtoui Neoportuensis. Questio hand indigna de Numeroru
et p digitos et p articulos finita Progressione ex Aurelio Augustino. Epitome Rerum
Geometricarum ex Geometrico introductorio Caroli Bouilll De Quadratura Circuli
Demonstratio ex Campano [curante Joanne Cesario Juliacense] ; printed in gotljic Utter,

sm. 4to. hf. roan {some II. water-stained, hut a SOUND COPY) ; very rare, £3. 3*

s. l.y a. aut. t. n. [ParisiiSy 1507]
• Edition inconnue aux bibliographes.'—Graesse, who states that the work consists of 28 11., while the above copy lias

82 (signatures A-D in sixes, and B-F in fours). The above edition was unknown to Brunet, Poggendorff, Professor de
Morgan, the Biographie G6nerale, etc.

' The Arithmetic of Boethius was tlie classical work of the middle ages . . . The second work, of arithmetical rules,

shews the very low state of the art. It takes pages upon pages to explain the simple rules, though no examples are

ventured on which have more than three figures. Montucla says that the quadrature of Bovillus was only saved from
the laughter of geometers by its obscurity,' etc. etc.

—

Prof, de Morgan.

7737 FABRE (Pierre Jean, m.d.) Propugnaculum ALCHVMiiE, adversus quosdam Misochymicos,
Philosophos Umbratiles, Naturae Humanse Larvas, qui se Philosophos profitere audent . . . ubi
an sit Lapis Philosophorum, et qua Methodo, et Vi4 ipsum Lapidem habuerunt Antiqui,

clarissime tractatur et authoritate, ratione, experientia probatur, adversus Mysochymicos illos, ut
tandem resipiscant et Veritatem noscant ; with vignette on title, 12mo. seivn (sound and clean

copy) ; RARE, £1. Is Tolosce, P. Bosc, 1645
' He believed in the transmutation of metals, but is not considered as an adept ... He defines the philosophical

stone as the seed out of which gold and silver are generated. It is three and yet one ; it may be found in all compounded
substances, and is formed of salt, mercury, and sulphur, which, however, are not to be confounded with the vulgar
substances so denominated '.—A. E. Waite.

,

7738 FABULET (Adolphe, pharmacien) NouvEAUX Eli&mens Th^orique et Pratique de Chimie,
Ouvrage par Demandes et R^ponses ; withfolding tahle, 8vo. old hf calf, 5s An XI (1802)

7739 FATTIE (J. J., m.i.e.e.) History of Wireless Telegraphy, 1838-99, including some Bare-
Wire Proposals for Subaqueous Telegraphs, with front, of portraits^ and 66 illustrationsy post
Svo. cl., with auto, letterfrom the author, 35 (p. 6s) 1899

7740 FAHLBERG (Constantin) Saccharine, the New Sweet Product from Coal Tar, 8vo. (pp. 8),

sewn, Zs M 1887
The account of the author's discovery of saccharin.

7741 FAIRBATRN (Sir William, f.r.s.) Account of the Construction of the Britannia and
Conway Tubular Bridges, with complete History of their Progress, from the Conception of

the Original Idea to the Conclusion of the elaborate Experiments which determined the exact
Form and Mode of Construction ultimately adopted, with 20folding plates and 75 woodcuts, roy.

8vo. hf. morocco {scarce), V2,s 6d 1849
Containing the account of the author's share in the building of the Menai Bridge undertaken by Robert Stephenson.

The ' History ' is especially valuable, and contains much autobiographical matter.

7742 On the Application of Cast and Wrought Iron to Building Purposes ; 2nd Edition,
greatly enlarged, with short Treatise on Wrought Iron Bridges, with 5 folding plates and
102 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. hf morocco {title stamped), 4* 1857-8

7743 Third Edition, greatly enlarged, with folding lithographic view of Saltaire Mills,

Bradford, 5 folding plates, and 118 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s 1864
7744 Fourth [last] Edition, with Additions, with lithographic view, 5 folding plates, and

125 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. (0. p.), Ss 6d (p. I6s) 1870
Containing the account of the author's important work in connexion with bridge-building (including the Britannia

and Conway Bridges), and especially of his invention of the rectangular wrought-iron structure without chains. It was,
according to the author's preface, 'one of the first—if not the very first—work which fallowed the experimental
researches on which these constructions were founded."

7745 Experimental Inquiry into the Strength, Elasticity, Ductility and other
Properties of Steel manufactured by the Barrow Hematite Steel Co., Lanes., withfront, of
the steel works, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d 1869

7746 Experiments to determine the Effect of Impact, Vibratory Action, and Long-
continued Changes of Load on Wrought-Iron Girders, unth 2 plates, 4to. (pp. 15), seum,
2s 1864

7747 Iron : its History, Properties, and Processes of Manufacture, first edition, with
65 woodcuts, post Svo. cl., 3s 6d Edin., 1861

7748 Second Edition, revised and enlarged, with 74 woodcuts {including plates), 8vo. cl.,

5s U ^ \ y F
'\-6.,1865

7749 Third [last] Edition, revised and enlarged, with 84 woodcuts {including several plates),
^yo. cl. {o.p.), Ss6d i6., 1869

Containing an interesting historical introduction, besides numerous tables on the strength and other mechanical
properties of cast and wrought iron and steel.

7750 Treatise on Mills and Millwork ; 2nd Edition, unth folding plates and numerous
woodcuts, 2 vols. Svo. cl., %s 1864-5

7751 Fourth [last] Edition, with Infolding plates, and 336 woodcuts, thick Svo. d. {o.p.),
128 6d (p. £1. 5«) 1878
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The discovery of the supposed canals of the planet Mars.
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7753 FAHIBAIRN (Sir William, f.r.s.) Remarks on Canal Navigation, illustrative of the Ad-
vantages of the Use of Steam as a Moving Power on Canals, with Appendix of Experiments, Tables,
etc., also Plans and Descriptions of certain Classes of Steam Boats, etc. etc., with 5folding litho-

graphicplates of early Steamboats, 8vo. boards, uncut (very SCARCE), with inscr. as below, £1.1* 1831
' From the Author to J. W. S. Gardiner, March 1831.'—Itisct. on title.

This work was uuknown to Lowndes or AUibone. It contains a number of original experiments on steamboats.

7754 Treatise on Iron Ship Building : its History and Progress, with fine steel front, of
H.M.S. ' Warrior' by Adlard, 3 plates, and 127 woodcuts, Svo. cl. (o. p.), Ss 6d 1865

Including an inquiry into the then [absurd and almost Noachian] and prospective state of the Navy, with experimental
results on the resisting powers of armour plates and shot at high velocities.

' Fairbaim was amongst the earliest of the iron shipbuilders ; his plan of using iron boats on the Forth and Clyde
Canal being the first suggestion in this direction ; and in their construction he originated various improvements.'

—

D.
Kinnear Clark, M.I.C.E.

7755 Useful Information for Engineers, with the Results of Experimental Inquiries into
the Strength of Materials, the Causes of Boiler Explosions, etc., first edition, unth 6
plates (5folding), besides woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl. {cover stained), Zs 6d 1856

7756 Fourth Edition, with 8 steel plates, woodcuts, and diagrams ; also Second Series, 2nd
Edition, with plates, and numerous woodcuts—2 vols, post 8vo. cl.. Is 1864-7

7757 Another Copy, -with the Third Series, with 2 plates, and 53 woodcuts—Z vols, post 8vo.
cL, 125 1864-7-6

7758 , The Life of, partly written by himself ; edited and completed by William Pole, f,r.s.,

with fine steel portrait by Adlard, 8vo. new hf calf gilt (o. p.), 8s 6d 1877
7759 Another Copy, cl., with inscr. * Dr. John Percy, F.E.S. loUh kind regards from the

Author. Jany. 1877,' 7s

7760 FAIRLEY (Tlionias, f.r.s.e.) The Early History of Distillation, with illustrations from
old prints, etc., Svo. (pp. 24), seion, 2s [1907]

7761 —^— Notes on the History of Distilled Spirits, especially Whisky and Brandy, with
woodcuts, roy. Svo. (pp. 14), seum, 2s [1905]

7762 FATRLIE (Robert Francis, c.e. ; inventor of the Fairlie Engine) Railways or No Railways :

Narrow Gauge, Economy with Efficiency v. Broad Gauge, Costliness with Extravagance, with
10 plates of Fairlie engines and Z folding diagrams, Svo. cl., bs 1872

' Fairlie's principle was to use a narrow-gauge line—from 1 ft. 10 in. to 3 ft. 4 in.—and to employ the whole weight of
the fuel and water, as well as of the engine itself, to increase the adhesion to the rails.'—D. N. B. This uncomfortable-
looking but effective machine, the double-ended, double-boilered engine, is still in use on the tremendous curves and
inclines of the old Mexican Railway.

7763 FALCONER (William, author of * The Shipwreck ') New and Universal Dictionary of the
Marine : a copious Explanation of the Technical Terms and Phrases usually employed in the
Construction, Equipment, Machinery, Movements, and Military, as well as Naval Operations of

Ships ; with Astronomy, and Navigation useful to Practical Navieators, and Vocabulary of

French Sea Phrases and Terms of Art ; [Last Edition] modernized and much enlarged
[with Memoir of the Author], by WiLLiAM BuRNEY, LL.D., with 35 fine plates {7 folding), 4to. cl.,

uncut, I2s 6d (p. £4. 14* 6d) 1830
' A grand national work, comprehending everything relating to the Marine of this country : a performance which dis-

plays great industry, sagacity, and precision, and is indispensable to everyone concerned in maritime affairs. •—f?«nf. Mag.

7764 FALK (M.) On the Integration of Partial Differential Equations of the n^^ Order with
One Dependent and Two Independent Variables, 4to. (pp. 40), sewn, 3s Upsala, 1872

7765 [FANTUCCI (Alessandro)] : Arimmetica Pratica, divisa in XV Trattati, composta dal P.

Axessandro DELLA Purificazione ; 2^ Edizione ; with diagrams, thick 4to. hoards, uncut
(rare), 15s Roma, 1749

' G uuo dei migliori e pii!i estesi trattati di aritmetica pratica, poco noto agli storici della scienza. Nell' ultimo libro

si occupa della cronologia.'

—

Riccardi.
' This book is very scarce, and probably on that account escaped the researches of Prof, de Morgan.'—if. Libri, who

did not know the author's name.

7766 FARADAY (Michael, f.r.s.) Chemical Manipulation ; being Instructions to Students in

Chemistry, on the Methods of performing Experiments of Demonstration or of Research, with
Accuracy and Success, first edition, with woodcuts, 8vo. boards, uncut (scarce), lOs 6d 1827

7767 Second Edition [with many Corrections and Alterations], with woodcuts, 8vo. boards,

uncut ; or, hf. bound, 8s Qd 1830

7768 Third [last] Edition, revised, with woodcuts, 8vo. original d., uncut [scarce), lbs 1842
' Even now a very valuable book of reference.'

—

Prof. Tail.

7769 Experimental Re3EARCHES in Chemistry and Physics, reprinted from the Philo-

sophical Transactions, 1821-57, the Journal of the Royal Institution, the Philosophical Magazine,
and other Publications, with 3 plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. original cl. (fresh copy) ; very scarce,
£1.12*6rf 1859

Containing his discoveries or investigations of new compounds of chlorine and carbon (1821), alloys of steel ('22), com-
pounds of hydrogen and carbon, announcing the discovery of benzol ('25), action of sulphuric acid on naphthaline ('26),

decomposition of hydrocarbons by expansion (27), his very valuable experiments on the manufacture of optical glass ('29-

30), the liquefaction of gases, acoustic figures ('31), vibrating elastic surfaces ('31), relations of gold to light ('67), the con-

servation of force ('57), etc. etc. etc.

7770 On Fluid Chlorine ; and on the Condensation of several Gases into Liquids, 4to.

(pp. 18), sewn, with inscr. as below, 10* 6d 1823
' Right Honbie. George Knox Esq. with the Author's respects.'

—

Inter, on title.

This memoir is of importance as the first to show, by liquefying chlorine gas under pressure, the erroneous conception

of a permanency of gases hitherto prevailing.

7771 On the Liquefacjtion and Solidification of Bodies generally existing as Gases, with 2
woodcuts, roy. 4to. (pp. 23), seum, with inscr. to E. Solly, F.B.S., 5* 1845
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A PRESENTATION SET!

7773 FARADAY (Michael, f.r.s.) Experimental Researches in Electricity, Series I-XVIII,

as originally published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, with plates and

woodcuts—in one vol. 4to. cl. {back damaged), £2. 15s 1831-43

a complete set of the first 18 series, each bearing the presentation inscription fbom Faraday to Arthur Aikin.

The above copy also contains a title and index, and 4 pamphlets : On Schonbein's Ozone and Antozone (pp. 2), '59 : On
the eeneral Magnetic Relations and Characters of the Metals. Additional Facts (pp. 3), '39 : On Static Electrical Inductive

Action (pp. 4), 43, all by Faraday, and ' Experimental Researches in Electricity, by Michael Faraday ' [a Review by

Sir Edward Frankland, F.R.S. (pp.5)], ;55.
.^i i ^ , ^ j j ^ jv aj. t ^m

7774 , : Series XI : On Induction, with plate {stained and mounted), roy. 4to. (pp. 40),

sewn, with inscr. to William Scoresby, D.D., F.B.S., 7s 6d 1838

7775 : Series XIX-XXI : On the Magnetization of Light, and the Illumination
of Magnetic Lines of Force ; on New Magnetic Actions, and on the Magnetic Condition

of all Matter, roy. 4to. (pp. 62), sewn, with inscr. to E. Solly, F.R.S. , 125 6rf 1846
' This is one of Faraday's most pregnant and beautiful discoveries. He always thought that more lay concealed in it

than was admitted by the scientific men of his time, and this thought is even now in process of verification.'—D. N. B.

It also contains the discovery of diamagnetism, and (on p. 62) an important suggestion on the magnetic nature of light.

7776 : Series XXII : On the Crystalline Polarity of Bismuth and other Bodies,

and on its Relation to the Magnetic Form of Force, with diagrams, roy. 4to. (pp. 41), sewn, with

inscr. to E. Solly, F.E.S., 6s 6d 1849

J777 Experimental Researches in Electricity, reprinted from the Philosophical Transac-

tions, 1831-52, mth other Electrical Papers from the Proceedings of the Royal Institution, the

Quarterly Journal of Science, and the Philosophical Magazine (vol. I., 2nd Edition), origrinal

issue, udth 17 plates, and woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. cl. (scarce), £2. 17* 6c? 1849-4-55

'7778 Another Copy, hf. morocco extra {fine copy), £3. 55
Containing his discoveries of induced electricity (' Faradic current '), 1831 ; the electrotonic state of matter, '31

;

identity of electricity from dififerent sources, '33
; equivalents in electro-chemical decomposition, '34 ; electrostatic

induction, '38 ; relation of electric and magnetic forces, '38
; hydro-electricity, '43

; diamagnetism, '46 ; magnetic rotary

polarisation, '46
;
polarity of diamagnetics, '49

; relation of gravity to electricity, '51 ; atmospheric magnetism, '51, and
many others.

7779 Another Copy of the Original Issue (Vol. I first edition), with 17 plates and wood-
cuts, 3 vols. 8vo. cl. uncut, £2. 15* 1839-55

7780 Facsimile Reprint, with all the plates and woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. cl., £2. 55 \_fs. o/] 1839-55

7781 Volume I only, with 8 plates, original issue, 8vo., cl., or, calf, \5s 1839
This volume contains all the author's papers on electricity published in the Philosophical Transactions of 1831-8.
' The great work of his life. Fully to understand all the discoveries contained in that extraordinary series of papers

would need a knowledge of all that has been discovered during that time as to electricity, magnetism, electro-magnetism,
and diamagnetism . . . Faraday's work is not only of extreme importance in itself, but it has been of the utmost
consequence to science by leading Clerk-Maxwell to his wonderful investigations of the dynamics of the electro-magnetic
field and the electro-magnetic theory of light.'—Pro/. Tait.

"7782 -On the Manufacture of Glass for Optical Purposes (Bakerian Lecture, 1829),W^A
front, 4to. (pp. 57), cl., WITH INSCR. AS BELOW, 12* 1830

• Robert Brown, Esq"*, etc. etc. with the author's respects.'

—

Inscr. on title.
• This most laborious investigation became of the utmost importance in Faraday's diamagnetic and magneto-optical

researches.'—Dr. Bence Jones.

^783 On the Mutual Action of Sulphuric Acid and Naphthaline, and on a New Acid
produced, 4to. (pp. 23), sewn, with inscr. to Peter Barlow, F.E.S., 6s 1826

Containing the discovery of ' sulpho-naphthalic acid.'

"7784 On New Compounds of Carbon and Hydrogen, and on certain other Products obtained
during the Decomposition of Oil by Heat, 4to. (pp. 29), sewn, with inscr. ' From the Author ',

85 6d 1825
' In this paper was announced the discovery of benzol, which has turned to such profitable commercial account as the

basis of our splendid [! !] aniline dyes.'—Pro/. Tyndall, to whom the newest raw aniline horror probably possessed the
charm of the dying sunset sky.

7785 Six Lectures on the Chemical History of a Candle ; with Lecture on Platinum,
edited by Sir William Crookes, with 38 woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., 7s 6d 1865

7786 Reprint, unth 38 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 5s n. d.

7787 Six Lectures on the Various Forces of Matter, and their Relation to each other,
edited by Sir William Crookes, 3rd Edition, with 59 woodcuts, fcap. Svo. cl., 7s 6d 1861

7788 Reprint, with 59 woodcuts, post 8vo. c/., 5* n. d.
' A simple work, but in reality most profound, even in its slightest remarks.'—Pro/. Tait. The last lecture deals with

' the Correlation of the Physical Forces.' Both editions also contain a supplementary chapter on ' Lighthouse Illumination
by Electric Light.'

7789 The Subject Matter of a Course of Six Lectures on the Non-Metallic Elements,
arranged by J. Scoffern, with the Quality and Tendencies of Chemical Philosophy, on AUotropism,
and Ozone, etc. etc., first edition, with woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl. {scarce), 8s 6d 1853

7790 OnWHEATSTONE's ELECTRICTELEGRAPH in Relation to Science, Svo. (pp. 6), unbound, 2s 1858

7791 : The LETTERS of Faraday and Schoenbein, 1836-62, with Notes, Comments, and
References to contemporary Letters, edited by G. W. A. Kahlbaum and F. V. Darbishire, with
2 portraits, roy. 8vo. cl., 8s (p. 13* nett) Edle, 1899
A valuable work. Only a few of the letters were included in Dr. Bence Jones's * Life '. On p. 161 Schonbein refers to

his invention of gun cotton.

7792 Autograph Letter, signed, posted March 13, 1828, and addressed to William
Jerdan, F.S.A. (1782-1869), on 1 p. 4to., with Seal; also large steel portrait by D.J. Pound, and
another on wood, and several obituary notices, 15s

'

1828
7793 —, Portrait of, engraved on steel by Charles Henry Jeens, Proof before Letters, 4*

Ptwrw* „, ^ ^ Scec. XIX.
7794 —.— The Same, Proof on India Paper, 6s
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7796 FARADAY (Michael, f.f.s.): Gladstone (John Hall, f.r.s.) Michael Faraday, first

edition, post 8vo. d. (scarce), 10* 6rf 1872
7797 Second [last] Edition [slightly enlarged], with fine steel portrait by Jeens, post Svo.c/.

(SCARCE), 12* 6c? 1873
Containing the author's interesting personal reminiscences. Tlie chapters include: Study of Faraday's Character;

Fruits of his Experience ; his Method of Working ; Value of his Discoveries.

7798 : Jones (Henry Bence, f.r.s.) The Life and Letters of Faraday, 2nd [last] Edition,
revised, ivith fine steel portrait by Adlard, plates and woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut (o.p.), 14*

(p. £1. 8«)
'

1870
7799 Another Copy, hf. brown calf gilt, uncut, t. e. g., by Riviere, \%s Qd

The standard biography of its subject, containing very copious extracts from Faraday's journals and correspondence.

7800 : Tyndall (John, f.r.s.) Faraday as a Discoverer, first edition, in large type, with
2 steel poi'traits by Adlard, large post 8vo. c/., 4* 6c? 1868

7801 New [2nd] Edition, vnth 2 steel portraits by Adlard, large 12mo. cl., 2s 6rf 1870

7802 FAKBEN-INDUSTBIE (Die) : Vierteljahresbericht uber die Leistungen auf dem Gebiete des
Steinkohlentheers, der Chemie der aromatischen Verbindungen, der kunstlichen Farbstoffe, der
Fiirberei, Bleicherei, des Zeugdruckes und der Appretur, im Verein mit fachkundigen Mitar-
beitern herausgegeben von E. Bornstein, Heft 1-6 (soweit erschienen), 6 parts impl. 8vo. ^ei^w, lbs

(p. M. 32.50) Berlin, 1889-90

7803 FABEY (John, c.e.) Treatise on the Steam Engine : Historical, Practical, and Descriptive,

with 25 plates of historical, steam-engines by Lowry, 4to. (pp. 728), hf. calf, 10* Qd 1827
The above volume con tains an 'Historical Account of the Origin and Progress of the Invention of the Steam Engine,

from the Discovery of its Principle, to its present State.' A proposed second volume, containing the practical portion,
was never issued.

7804 FAKISH (William, pr., Jacksonian Prof, Cantab.) On Isometrical Perspective, with
plate, 4to. (pp. 19), seum, 2s [Cambridge, 1820]

7805 FABLEY (Bichard) Tables of Six-Figure Logarithms, with Formulae for the Solution of

Plane and Spherical Triangles, and Table of Constants, post 8vo. cl., 3s 1859

7806 FAUJAS de ST.-FOND (Barthelemi) Description des Experiences de la Machine
Aerostatique de MM. de Montgolfier, et de celles auxquelles cette d^couverte a donn6
lieu ; suivie de Recherches sur la Hauteur h laquelle est parvenu le Ballon du Champ-de-Mars,
sa route, et les differens degr^s de pesanteur de Pair dans les couches de Tatmosphbre ; d'un
M^moire sur le gaz inflammable et sur celui qu'ont employe MM. de Montgolfier, I'art de faire les

Machines aerostatiques . . . et sur la manifere de dissoudre la ^omme 61astique, etc. etc., d'une
Lettre sur les moyens de diriger ces Machines, etc. etc.

,
premiere edition ; with fine front, by

de Launay of the ascent {slightly stained), and 8 other copperplates, illustrating the balloon, its

^ fittings, machinery, etc., 8vo. sound copy in old French calf gilt (RARE), £1. 15* 1783

7807 Another Copy, new hf calfgilt, t. e. g. {last 3 II. slightly stained, and 1 I. containing
part of the 'privilege ' torn out), £l.7sQd

The most important work in the history of ballooning, describing the first successful ascent at Annonay (June 1783)
of a balloon made of packcloth, and inflated with heated air, as well as the historical ascent from the Champ de Mars on
Aug. 27th, 1783, in the presence of 800,000 spectators. The Avork contains moreover a largfl amount of interesting
technical details. At end is a 4-pp Supplement on the ascent of the Marquis d'Arlandes from the ChAteau de la Muette.

THE COMPLETE WORK:
7808 Seconde Edition ; unth 9 plates {margin offront, and the first 5 II. slightly damaged) ;

avec le Supplement : Premiere Suite de la Description des Experiences Aerostatiques de
MM. DE Montgolfier, et celles auxquelles cette d^couverte a donn^ lieu, contenant les Voyages
AEriens de la Muette, des Tuileries, de Lyon, de Milan, etc. etc., Plusieurs MEmoires sur la

ManiEre de Diriger les AErostates, sur la dilation de I'air et les moyens les plus simples et les

moins dangereux d'augmenter on de diminuer la chaleur a volonte ; diffi^rentes manieres d'obtenir

I'air inflanmiable . . . et M^moire sur la gomme ^lastiq^ue ou caoutchouc, avec la mani6re de faire

un vernis k peu de frais, absolument semblable k celui de la gomme (^lastique, etc. etc. ; with 5
copperplates (3 very fine ones by de Launay, representing the first three Balloon Ascents ; partly
water-stained)—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, old hf calf, £3. 155 1784

The supplementary volume is excessively rare, and contains a large amount of additional technical information.
No continuation of the above ' Premifere Suite ' has ever been published.

7809 Mineralogie des Volcans, ou Description de toutes les Substances produites ou rejet^es

par les Feux Souterrains ; with 3 copperplates, 8vo. contemporary boards extra {nice copy), with
auto. ofL.A. Necker on title, Ss %d 1784

The author was the first to prove conclusively the volcanic origin of basalt.

7810 FATJIiHABEB (Johann, Rechenmeister in Ulm) Fama Syderea Nova. Gemein ofi'entlichea

Ausschreiben anlangend den Neuen und durch ein sonderbare Invention lang zuvor prognosticirten

Cometstern . . . nun alien Gottliebenden Hertzen zu femerer Nachrichtigung, den Siindlichen

Weltburgern, zur ernstlichen Wamung . . . publicirt durch JuliumGerhardinum ; M;t<A co/>/>er-

plate, sm. 4to. (pp.23), sewn {rare), 10* 6rf Niirnberg [1619]
Including a long list of the author's writings.

7811 FATJRE (Giambattista, s. J.) Congetture Fisiche intorno allaCAGiONi de* Fenomeni nella

Macchina Elettrica, sm. 4to. boards {rare), I2s 6d Rom^t 1747
Unknown to Riccardi. Poggendorff, and other bibliographers.

7812 FAUST (Edwin Stanton ; Univ. Wiirzburg) Die Tierischen Gifte, Svo. sewn, 4* (p. M. 6)

Braunschweig, 1906

7813 FAVAKGEB (A., ingenieur) L'Electricit6 et ses Applications k la Chronometrie, 2«

Edition, augmentee ; vjith 139 illustrations^ roy. Svo. boards, uncut, 5s 1892
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7815 FAVBE (Alphonse, Gendve) Recherches G^ologiques dans les Parties de la Savoie, du
Pi^MONT et de la Suisse voisines du Mont-Blanc, 3 vols. roy. 8vo. sewn {Atlas wanting), 6s 1867

7816 TAWDRY (B. C.) Plane Geometrical Drawing, with Solutions, with 139 illustrations,

8vo. cL, 2s 1901

FAWKENER (William) On the Production of Ambergris—v. Beddoes, no. 6094, ante.

"iSn FAYE (Herve, de Vlnstitut) COURS d'ASTRONOMiE de I'Ecole Polytechnique ; with numerous
woodcuts and diaxframsy and map, 2 vols, large 8vo. hf. calf gilt, not guite uniform {nice copy)-,

SCARCE, £\.5s ' 1881-3
' CoNTENU :—I. Astronomie sph6rique ; Description des Instruments ; Th^orie des Erreurs ; G6od6sie et Geographic

Math^matique : II. Astronomie Solaire ; Th^orie de la Lune ;
Navigation.

7818 CouRS d'AsTRONOMiE Nautique ; with 87 diagrams, large post 8vo. hf. morocco gilt

{nice copy), 65 6d (p. F. 10 nett sewn) 1880
7819 Sur I'Origine du Monde: Theories Cosmogoniques des Anciens et des Modernes, 2^

Edition, augmentee ; withSS woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, with author's inscr., 3s 1885

7820 FEARN (John ; r.n. ) Appeal to Philosophers, by Name, on the Demonstration of

Vision in the Brain, and against the Attack by Sir David Brewster on the Rationale of

Cerebral Vision, 8vo. cL, toith inscr. to Dr. P.M. Boget, F.E.S. {as below), and the latter's auto.,

fo 1S37
' To— Roget Esq. m.d., f.r.s., etc., etc., etc. Being one of the Names of Philosophers in the Title, from the Author.

32, Sloane Street, Chelsea.'

—

Inscr. on flyleaf.

Beginning with a doleful appeal to Lord Langdale, Master of the Rolls, against the writer's neglect by men of science.

It was his last effort : he died within the year.

7821 FECHNER (Gustav Theodor; founder of psycho-physics) Ueber die physikalische und
PHILOSOPHISCHE Atomenlehre, 2. [neueste] vermehrte Auflage, 8vo. sewn, 2s Leipzig, 1864

7822 Repertorium der neuen Entdeckungen in der unorganischen Chemie, Bd. II—III

;

u>ith 6 plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn, Ss ib., 1832-3

7823 der Experimentalphysik ; with 10 plates, 3 vols. 8vo. sewn, Zs ib., 1832

7824 FETTLING (Hermann v.) Neues Handworterbuch der Chemie, auf Grundlage des von
Liebig, Poggendorff und Wohler, Kolbe und Fehling herausgegebenen Handworterbuchs
der reinen und angewandten Chemie, und unter Mitwirkung von mehren [sic] Gelehrten bearbeitet
und redigirt ; nach dem Tode des Herausgebers fortgesetzt von Carl Hell und Carl Haeusser-
MANN ; with numerous woodcuts ; Lieferung 1-109

(Abathmen-Tropanverbindungen ; being
Vols. I.-Vll complete, and Vol. VIII, parts 1-11), 8vo. vv. 1-6 in hf. calf gilt, and the rest in
parts as issued, £5. 5* (p. M. 261.60 unbound) Braunschweig, 1871-1910

This well-known chemical cyclopedia forms a new edition of the ' Handworterbuch ' by Liebig, Wohler and Poggendorff
(1842-64), and that by Kolbe and Fehling (1848-64).

7825 Chemische Untersuchung der Soolen, des Stein- und Kochsalzes, sowie der
Mutterlaugen der k. wiirttembergischen Salinen, large 8vo. sewn, 3* %d Stuttgart, 1847

. 826 FENNEIiL (Samuel, Queen's Coll., Cantab.) Elementary Treatise on Algebra, 8vo. sewn,
35 Cambridge, 1831

7827 FENNING (Daniel) The Young Measurer's Complete Guide; or a New and Universal
Treatise on Mensuration in Theory and Practice, with copperplate and numerous woodcuts and
diagrams, 12mo. contemporary sheep, newly rebacked {rare), Ss 6d 1772

7828 FENTON (Henry John Horstman, f.r.s.) Notes on Qualitative Analysis, concise and
explanatory ; 6th Edition, revised, 4to. cl., Ss (p. 6s) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1894, or '5

7829 FENWICK (Stephen, f.r.a.s.) On the Motion of a Projectile in a Resisting Medium, with
folding plate, 8vo. (pp. 36), sewn, 2s Woolwich, 1859

7830 FENWICK (Thomas) Treatise on Subterraneous Surveying, and the Variation of the
Magnetic Needle ; 3rd Edition, with the Method of conducting Subterraneous Surveys without
the Magnetic Needle, by Thomas Baker, with 76 woodcuts, 12mo. cl., 2s 6d 1861

The first systematic treatise on mine surveying.

7831 FEKGUSON (John, Univ. Glasgow) Bibliotheca Chemica: Catalogue of the Alchemical,
Chemical, and Pharmaceutical Books in the Collection of the late James Young of Kelly and
Durris, f.r.s., printed on handmade paper, with 2 fine portraits of Dr. Young, 2 thick vols. 4to.
buckram, uncut, with inscr, to C. Greville Williams, F.R.S. (SCARCE), £1.5*

[privately printed] , Glasgow, 1906
A valuable bibliography of about 1300 books and pamphlets to the end of the XVIIIth Century, giving full collations,

short biographical notices of the authors, and references to authors who noticed the works, or collections in which they
were reprinted.

Dr. Young of Kelly, the collector of the above library, was the founder of that remarkable industry the Paraffin Trade
of Scotland, which holds its own in spite of all competition, and has successfully defied the Standard Oil Co. of America.
Its development produced an endless crop of some of the most joyous patent cases which have ever enriched the scientific
Bar, and happily safeguarded the inventor's fortune all the same. Dr. Young in his later years was a keen experimenter
on the velocity of light with Professor George Forbes ; while he was also a youthful and lifelong friend of Dr. Livingstonk

.

7832 FEE.GTJS30N (John Coleman, m.i.c.e.) Fergusson's Surveying Circle and Percentage
Tables: a Solution of the Centesimal Division of the Circle, with 2 plates and 13 woodcuts,
8vo. cl., 2s 6d apud auctorem, 1901
FERMAT (Pierre de)—v. Nos. 1063 and 1328, and Descartes, No. 7254, Diophantus, No.

7301, and Wallis, No. 5191, ante.
7833 FERRARI (Padre G. Stanislao, Osservatorio Pontificio) Ricerche Fisico-Astronomiche

intorno all' Uranolito, caduto nell' Agro Romano, 31 Agosto 1872 ; with folding map, roy. 4to.

(K»- 46), sewn, Zs Boma, 1873
7834 FERRARIS (Galileo) Die Fundamental-Eigenschaften der dioptrischen Instruments :

Elementare Darstellung der Gauss'schen Theorie und ihrer Anwendungen, ubersetzt,
mit Anhang, von F. LiPPiCH ; with 74 diagrams, Svo. boards, 2s Qd (p. M. 5.20) Leipzig, 1879
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7836 FERGUSON (James, f.r.s. ; peasant philosopher) The Art of Drawing in Perspective,
made easy to those who have no previous Knowledge of the Mathematics, 2nd Edition, with 9
plates, post 8vo. seum, is 1778

' Perhaps still the best introductory treatise on perspective that can be put into the hands of the young student.*—
Dr. E. Henderson.

7837 —;— Astronomical Lecture on Eclipses of the Sun and Moon, the True Year of our
Saviour's Crucifixion, the Supernatural Darkness at that Time, and the Prophet Daniel's
Seventy Weeks, 8vo. (pp. 47), seum, 3s 6d Bristol [1767]

the earliest popular astronomy:
7838 Astronomy Explained upon Sir Isaac Newton's Principles, and Made Easy to

those who have not studied Mathematics, first edition, ivith 13 folding plates, 4to. old hf. calf
{some platesfoxed) ', rare, £1. 1* 1756

7839 Another Copy, hf bound {hiyiding damaged, some II. wormed, and 1 plate soiled), \5s
' His best work. The first issue was exhausted in a year ; the 13th edition, revised by Brewster, appeared in 1811. Id

was translated into Swedish and Gennan, and long excluded other treatises on the subject. Although containing no
theoretical nov«lty, the manner and method of its expositions were entirely original. Astronomical phenomena were for
the first time described in familiar language. The book formed Herschel's introduction to celestial science '.—Miss Agnes
M. aarke.

The first edition is very rare. Dr. E. Henderson stating ' we have been unable to get a sight of the first edition '.

7840 Third Edition, with a Plain Method of finding the Distances of all the Planets from the
Sun, by the Transit of Venus in 1761, Mr. Horrox's Observations of the Transit of Venus
in 1639, and the Distances of the Planets from the Sun, as deduced from Observations of the
Transit in 1761, with 17 plates, 4to. sound copy in old calf, I2s 1764

'The best machine I ever contrived is the Edipsareon, of which there is a figure in the 13th plate of my Astronomy.'—
Ferguson's Autobiography.

7841 New [Sixth] Edition, corrected, with 17 plates, 4to. old calf, newly rebacked [last I.

mended), 6* 1673 \recte 1773]
7842 Eleventh Edition, with VJfolding plates, Svo. boards, uncut, 4* 1803
7843 [Thirteenth Edition], with Notes and Supplementary Chapters, by Sir David

Brewster, f.rs., 2 vols. Svo., with Atlas, containing 2b plates {many folditig), 4to.—3 vols, old
hf calf gilt, 7s 6d Edin., 1811

7844 The Description and Use of the Astronomical Rotula, shewing the Change and Age
of the Moon, and the Motions and Places of the Sun, Moon, and Nodes of the Ecliptic ; with the
Times and Phases of all the Solar and Lunar Eclipses, Svo. (pp. 15), sewn {top of title stained),
4« 1775

7845 , The Description and Use of a New Machine, called the Mechanical Paradox,
invented by, withfoldingfront, Svo. (pp. 16), sewn {rare), 8* %d 1764

' It is now certain that he made this curious machine for the purpose of silencing a London watchmaker who did not
believe in the doctrine of the Trinity.'

—

Dr. E. Henderson.

7846 Dissertation upon the Ph^enomena of the Harvest Moon ; also, the Description and
Use of a New Four-Wheel'd Orrery, and Essay upon the Moon's turning round her own Axis,
vyith 3folding plates, post Svo. sewn, 5s 6d printedfor the author, 1747

The second work published by the author.

7847 Another Copy, also, An Answer to Mr. Ferguson's Essay upon the Moon's turning
ROUND ITS own Axis [by Joseph Grove], with 3 folding plates—2 vols, post Svo. in 1, cl., lOs 6rf

1747-8
The author of the second pamphlet appears to have been one of the earliest lunar motion paradoxers. It was unknown

to the author's biographer in D. N. B.

7848 Introduction to Electricity, first edition, with 3folding copperplates, Svo. old calf
{rare), Is 6d 1770

7849 Second Edition, with 3folding plates, Svo. old sheep {slightly wormed), Qs 1775
Containing electrical apparatus of the author's own invention. There are also chapters on ' preserving buildings from

damage by lightning ', and on Medical Electricity, containing some curious clinical cases.

7850 Lectures on Select Subjects in Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, and Optics,
with the Use of the Globe, the Art of Dialling, and the Calculation of the Mean Times of New
and Full Moons and Eclipses, first edition, with 23 copperplates by J. Mynde, 4to. old calf, newly
rebacked (rare), 17* Qd 1764

Added is a Syllabus to the above lectures, Svo. (pp. 16).

7851 Fourth Edition, with Supplement, with 23 plates, Svo. old calf {joints cracked, and
slightly soiled), 4s 1772

7862 Fifth Edition, unth 23 copperplates, Svo. calf gilt, newly rebacked {nice copy), QsQd 1776
7853 Ninth Edition, with 36 plates, thick Svo. contemporary calf {nice copy), 5s 6d 1799
7854 Tenth Edition, with 36 plates, Svo. calf {Joints cracked), 3s 6d 1803
7855 New Edition, with Notes and Appendix, adapted to the Present State of the Arts and

Sciences, by Sir David Brewster, f.r.s. ; 2nd Edition, 2 vols, calf, with Atlas, containing 50
folding copperplates, hf. calf—3 vols. Svo. {Joints cracked), 7s 6d Edin., 1806

7856 Brewster's Third Edition, corrected and enlarged, with Notes, Autobiography, and
Additional Volume, containing the most recent Discoveries, with 2^folding copperpkUes,2 vola.

Svo. boards, uncut, 8s 6d
'

ib.,'. 1823
For many years a standard work on mechanical science. The above work is written with the author's usual clearness

of exposition, and the absence of nearly all mathematical calculation,

7857 Two Letters (and Third Letter) to the Rev. Mr. John K.ennedy, containing an
Account of the many Mistakes in the Astronomical Part of his Scripture Chronology, and his

Abusive Treatment of Astronomical Authors, 2 parts 12mo. (pp. 48), seum, 5s 1775
Added is the author's original review of Kennedy's 'Complete System of Astronomical Chronology' in The Critical

Review ', on which the above ' Letters ' are based.
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7859 FEBGUSON (James, f.r.s. ; peasant philosopher) Essays and Treatises, viz., Easy Intro-

auction to Astronomy, The Art of Drawing in Perspective, Introduction to Electricity, Select

Exercises, and Tables and Tracts, with Appendix, relative to Electricity, Galvanism, and Electro-

Magnetism, by Sir David Brewster, f.r.s. ; new Edition, with 14: folding plates by Lizars, 8vo.

boards, uncut {scarce), QsQd
^ . ^ ^ o ^ .u a , c

^?"'' ^^.^?

7360 An Idea of the Material Universe, deduced from a Survey of the Solar System, with

2 copperplates, post Svo. (pp. 31), sewn {rare), 6s printedfor the author, 1754
' It was with the greatest difficulty that we secured a copy of this pamphlet.'—Dr. E. Henderson.

7361 Select Mechanical Exercises : shewing how to construct different Clocks, Orreries,

and Sun-Dials, on Plain and Easy Principles ; with Miscellaneous Articles, and New Tables,

I. for expeditiously computing the Time of any New or Full Moon, etc., II. for graduating and
examining the usual Lines on the Sector, Plain Scale, and Gunter ; and Life, 2nd Edition, with

fine portrait by T. Cook, and 9folding plates on copper, Svo. old sheep, 10s Qd 1778

7862 Third Edition, with ^folding copperplates, Svo. old sheep {joints cracked), 5s 1790
' His scattered papers were collected into a volume entitled, ' Select Mechanical Exercises ' (4th ed. 1823), the partial

autobiography prefixed to which is the chief source of information regarding his early life.'—Mss Agnes M. Gierke.

7863 Tables and Tracts, relative to several Arts and Sciences, with 2 copperplates and table,

Svo. calf, 6s Qd 1767

7864 Second Edition, with Additions, with 2 plates and table, Svo. old calf, 5s 1771

7865 , The Use of a New Orrery, made and described by, with folding front, on copper, post

Svo. (pp. 42), sewn (RARE), 12s 6rf printedfor the author, 1746

7866 Another Copy, sewn {wantingfrontispiece), 6s
The author's first work. * This tract is now exceedingly rare. We have obtained our copy after a search of several

years.'—Dr. E. Henderson.

7867 The Young Gentleman and Lady's Astronomy, familiarly explained, with the
Description and Use of the Globes and Armillary Sphere ; 6th Edition, with %folding plates, Svo.

old calf, 6s Dublin, 1778
•It is written with such clearness that, as Mme. de Genlis remarked, 'a child of 10 years old may understand it

perfectly from one end to the other'.'—D. N. B.

7868 : Henderson [Jr.] (Ebenezer, ll.d.) Life of James Ferguson, f.r.s., in a brief

Autobiographical Account, and further extended Memoir, with numerous Notes, steel portrait,

and numerous woodcuts, Svo. cl., 6s Edin., 1867
' Ferguson's ' Short Account' of his earlier years (1710-43), here reprinted with notes and illustrations, is supplemented

with an ' Extended Memoir,' giving all available details of his circumstances and inventions to his death.'—D. N. B.

7869 FEBNBACH (R. Livingston) Glues and Gelatines : a Practical Treatise on their Testing
and Use, with woodcuts, Svo. cl., 7s (p. 10s 6rf nett) 1907

7870 [FERONI (Marchess Silvio)] Ragionamenti intomo alio Stato del Fiume Arno, e dell'

Acque della Valdinievole
;
printed on thick paper, with fine vignettes and initials on copper, 4to.

contemporary Italian vellum, Ss Qd Colonia, 1732
7871 Lo Stesso, 4to. contemporary Italian vellum, with inscr. {as below), 10s

' Dono del Sige. Marchese Silvio Feroni credusone I'Autore. 26 Febbraro 173f.'—Inscr. on flyleaf.

'Ce livre, attribu6 tantdt a Ed. Corsini tantot au P. Grandi, est du Marquis Silvio Feroni.'—Groess*.

7872 FEBBEBS (Norman Macleod, d.d.. Master of Cuius Coll., Cantab., F.R.S.) Elementary
Treatise on Spherical Harmonics, and allied Subjects, post Svo. cl., uncut {fresh copy) ;

SCARCE, 15s 1877
An elementary treatise on Laplace's functions of well-known excellence.

7873 Elementary Treatise on Trilinear Co-ordinates, the Method of Reciprocal Polars,

and the Theory of Projections, 2nd Edition [enlarged], with 24 diagrams, post 8vo. cl., 3s 6d
(p. 6s 6d)

'

1866
7874 , and J. Stuart JACKSON : Solutions of the Cambridge Senate-House Problems

for 1848-51, unth 4folding plates, Svo. cl., 4s Cambridge, 1851
7875 FEBRY (Ervin Sydney, Purdue Univ.), and Arthur Taber JONES : Manual of Pract-

ical Physics, Vol. I. : Fundamental Measurements and Properties of Matter : Heat,
with 112 woodcuts, large post Svo. cl., 5s (p. 7s 6d nett) New York, 1908

7876 FEXJILLEE (Louis, Beligieux Minime) Journal des Observations Physiques, Mathema-
tiques, et Botaniques, faites par I'Ordre du Roy, sur les Cotes Orientales de I'Amerique
M^RiDiONALE, et dans les Indes Occidentales, 1707-12 ; avec le Supplement; unth Wi^folding
and other plates {including 100 of Plants), and 14 maps and plans, besides text-illustrations,

3 vols. 4to. old calf {joints iyracked), 15s 1714-25
' Cette relation est fort interessante, et pent etre citee comme modele aux voyageurs, sous le rapport des descriptions

des plantes, et du dessin d^licat de ces dernieres.'— Qwemrd.
' Le 3e volume, coutenant I'Histoire des plantes medicales en usage au P^rou et au Chili, manque souvent ; ce qui

reduit alors le prix des exeraplaires.'—JBrunef. Vol. II contains ' Tables des Declinaisons du Soleil pour tons les Degrez et
Minutes de I'Ecliptique ' (pp. 49).

7877 FIAMMELlil (Giovanni Francesco, Fiorentino) La Riga Mathematica ; dove si tratta del
MisURARE con la Vista di Lontano senza Strumenti, ciofe con una sola Riga, e levar Piante
di Cittk, di Eserciti, d'Armate di Mare, e Profondith, di Fiumi ; s'insegna ancora adoperare gli

Strumenti di piu Sorti, con la Composizione d'un Nuovo Strumento, il quale serve per tutti gli

Strumenti : e con un Nuovo MoDO di Misurare Terra, e un Ordine di levar Piante senza essare
eonosciuto quelle si vuol fare se I'huomo fosse preso da nimici ; with numerous woodcuts and
diagrams, sm. 4to. fine copy in contemporary Italian limp vellum (a few II. sliqhtly foxed) ; VERY
RARE, £1. 10s

' ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^J ^ yj W,na.l605
'Questo raro libretto h notato dal Colombo, e dal Gamba. La ILigft del nostro autore k un rozzo stromento di

agnmensura che poteva dare qualche buon risultato solonei rilievi approssimativi oa visUi, pergliusi militari. '—iJiccardt.

w^^!^^^^ ^^ unknown to Brunet, Graesse, or Poggendorff, nor was there a copy in the Libri Collection.
FIBONACCI-v. Leonardo Pisano, post.
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7880 FIEBEBGEB (Lt.-Col. Oustave Joseph, U.S. Mil. Acad.) Civil Engineering : a Text-
Book for a Short Course, with 180 illustrations, 8vo. c/., 12* (p. £1. Isnett) New York, 1905

7881 FIOE (Adolph, Ziirich) On Liquid Diffusion [abstracted from Poggendorffs Annalen], 8vo.

(pp. 10), unbound, 2s 1855
Containing the law of diffusion known by the author's name.

7882 FIEDLER (Wilhehn, Univ. Ziirich) Die Darstellende Geometrie : ein Grundriss fiir

Vorlesungen an technischen Hochschulen und zum Selbststudium ; with 12 plates and 228 wood-
cuts, 8vo. hf. calf gilt, 3s (p. M. 14.40 sewn) Leipzig, 1871

7883 FIELD (George) Chromatography ; or a Treatise on Colours and Pigments, and of their

Powers in Painting, etcwith 2 plates {onepartly coloured), 4to. hf. morocco, 7s 6d 1835
' His dexterity and care in the preparation of delicate colours set all competition at defiance. Among his other in-

ventions may be mentioned hia metrochrome and his conical lenses, which produced a continuous rainbow with varied

effects of refraction.'—D. N. B.

7884 Grammar of Colouring, applied to Decorative Painting and the Arts, new Edition,

enlarged, by Ellis A. DAVIDSON, unth 2 coloured plates, and 38 woodcuts, 12nio. hf. calf neat
{title stamped), 2s 1877

7885 FIELD (Henry Martyn, d.d.) History of the Atlantic Telegraph, vnth 2 plates, post 8vo.

d. (o.p.), 45 1866

7886 FIEVEZ (Charles) Note sur 1'Analyse de la LuMifeRE de la Comete (b) de 1881, 8vo. (pp. 8),

sewn, Is 6d Bruxelles, 1881

7887 FIQATTELLI (Giuseppe Maria, Centese) Ristretto Aritmetico, nel c^uale con somma
Brevity, e Chiarezza si contiene quanto di bello, e di buono si trava sparso per gli Autori, e quanto
si possa desiderare, per sapere maneggiare il Numero non solo nelle Quantitk Rationali, e per Kegole
Merchantesche : mh nelle C^uantita Irrationali ancora, pertiuenti alia Scienza Maggiore del Numero

;

prima edizione; unth diagrams, sm. 4to. old vellum (rare), £1. 5* Modana, A. Cassiani, 1664
' Rara edizione.'—iiiccardi.

7888 Terza Edizione [intitolata :] Trattato Aritmetico ... in questa luipressione

aggiontovi 1'Algebra ; with diagrams, 12mo. sewn {title soiled and smaZl comer torn off, also

some II. UKiter-stained), 10s Venetia, S. Curti, 1680

7889 QuiNTA Edizione ; vnth diagrams^ 12mo. fine copy in contemporary vellum, \2s 6d
ibidem, A. Bortoli, 1699

7890 Sesta Edizione, aggiuntovi TAlgebra, 12mo. old boards, \0s Bologna, s.a.

All these editions are rare. "The work was highly popular in its time, and has been reprinted many times down to the
end of the Eighteenth Century. Yet it was quite unknown to Prof, de Morgan, who does not even mention the author ia
his ' List of 1580 Names of Authors of Works on Arithmetic'

7891 FIQUIER (Louis) L'Ann6e Scientifique et Industrielle, Annies III« h XVL^ (1858-73),

avec Table, 1856-65; with numerous woodcuts, 16 vols, post Syo.sewn, Is 6d 1858-73-

7892 Les Nouvelles Conquetes de la Science : I'Electricit^ ; with 223 woodcuts
{including many portraits and plates), impl. 8vo. hf. cl., 5* (p. F. 20) [1883]

7893 FILIPbWSKI (Herschell E.) Table of Anti-Logarithms ; containing to Seven Places of

Decimals, Natural Numbers, answering to all Logarithms from -00001 to -99999, and Improved
Table of Gauss's Logarithms, with Introduction, containing the History of Logarithms,
8vo. d. {cover slightly stained), 5s 6d 1849^

• AU that could be wished in extent, in structure, and in typography. For its extent it is unique among modem
tables '.—ProJ. de Morgan.

7894 FILON (Louis Napoleon George, f.r.s. ; Univ. London, son of M. Augustin Filon) On the

Dispersion in Artificial Double Refraction, with 13 diagrams, roy. 4to. sewn, 2s 1907

7895 FILONZI (Francescantonio) Pratiche Matematiche, divise in Tre Trattati, 1° dell'

Aritmetica, IIo deir Agrimensura, 111° della Cosmografia ; unth 23 plates, 2 vols. 4to. sewn
{partly ivater-stained, and title of v. II soiled), 12s Ancona, 1775

Pp. 257-307 of vol. II contain Dialling, with 9 plates.

7896 FINOHAM (John) History of Naval Architecture; with Introductory Dissertation on the

Application of Mathematical Science to the Art of Naval Construction, with 58 plates, besides

diagrams, roy. 8vo. hf. calf gilt {scarce), 12s 6d 1851

7897 Another Copy, cL, 12s

7898 The Same, d. {wanting title), 9s
One of the fullest histories on the subject, copiously illustrated, and with very interesting lutroduction on the

History of the Theory of Shipbuilding (pp. 76), from Huygena to Atwood.

7899 Introductory Outline of the Practice of Ship-Building, etc. etc., with 8 folding

plates, 8vo. hf. calf {
joint cracked), 5s Portsea, 1821
First edition, of which there was no copy in the Scott Library.

79(X) On Masting Ships, and Mast Making ; giving some of the Principles on which the

Masting of Ships depends ; with the Practical Operations of Mast Making, with 4 folding plates,

roy. 8vo. boards, uncut, Ss 1829

7901 Outline of Shipbuilding: Methods of Constructing the Body, and Instructions for

making Calculations ; also Investigations and Developments of Principles ; the Actual Building

of Ships ; the Principal Materials used ; Vocabulary of Terms, 3rd Ed., enlarged, with 26 plates,

alsa diagrams andfolding tables, roy. 8vo. hf. calf gilt, Ss Qd 1852
Last and best edition. The theoretical part includes an exhaustive mathematical treatment.

7902 FINDLAY (Alexander, Univ. Birmingham) The Phase Rule and its Applications ; with
Introduction to the Study of Physical Chemistry by SiR WILLIAM RAMSAY, F.R.S., with 118

woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 5s) 1904

7903 FIORINI (Matteo, Univ. Bologna) Le Projezioni delle Carte Geoorafiche ; roy. 8ro. hf
green calf gilt, cl. sides, with Atlajsi, containing 11 large folding plaies„ hf brown calf gilt—2 vols.,

vfith bookplate of Dr. Emit Reich, 10« 6rf Bologna, 1881
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7905 FDTDLAY (Alexander George) Text Book of Ocean Meteorology, compiled from the

Sailing Directories for the Oceans of the World, edited by Capt. W. R. Martin, R.N.,
^^^^J"

folding maps and plate, roy. 8vo. d., 6s {i^. I2s)
, . . . ,

^^
I

A selection from the anther's well-known maritime directories, 'a monument of industry and perseverance, and

accepted as standard authorities in every quarter of the globe '.—Sir Henry Rawlinson.

7906 FINE (Oronce ; latine Orontins FinaBus) Opere : Arimetica, Geometria, Cosmografta

et Orivoli, tradotte da Cosimo Bartoli, et gli Specchi, tradotti da Ercole Bottrigaro,

nuovamente poste in Luce; with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, thick 4to. limp vellum (rare),

£1^ Is Venetia, Franc. Franceschi, 1587

7907 Another Copy, old vellum {fine copy), £1. 5*

An Italian version of the Protomathesis, the author's most important work, a full account of which is contained in

Prof. Cantor's Vorlesungen iiber Geschichte der Mathematik, v. II (1892) pp. 345-6. His treatise on dialling is one of the

earliest on the subject.

7908 In Proprium Planetarum Aequatorium, omnium antehac Excogitatoru et

Intellectu et Usu facillimum Canones, ab ipso Authore recens aucti et emendati ; with woodcut

vignette on last I., sm. 4to. sewn {very rare), £1. Is Parisiis, H. Gormontius, 1538
The author was one of the first to suggest the method of finding the longitude by lunar distances.

7909 De Rebus Mathematicis, hactenus desideratis, Libri IIII, quibus inter csetera, CiRCULi
QUADRATURA C MODIS, et suprk, per eundem Orontium recenter excogitatis, demonstratur

;

with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, folio, old calf {binding damaged, title soiled, and side

margins ofla^st 6 II. worn, otherwise a sound and tall copy) ; RARE, £1. 5s

ibidem, Mich. Vascosanus, 1556
With preface, containing a short biography of the author by his friend Antoine Mizauld, which forms one of the

authorities on the life of Fine, the first French writer of note on astronomy, and ' le restaurateur des matheniatiques eu

France ' (Biogr. Gen.), who in spite of royal favour was left to die of starvation.
•^ The quadrature of Orontius, and solutions of all the other difficulties, were first published in ' De Rebus Mathe-

maticis hactenus desideratis ' of which I have noted the date.'

—

Prof, de Morgan. The author's views as contained in the

above work, which included not only the squaring of the circle, but also the duplication of the cube, the trisection of the
angle, etc., were refuted by Buteo in 1559 (v. no. 652 ante).

In VI Priores Libros Geometricorum Elementorum Euclidis Demonstrationes
(1536)—V. Euclid, ante.

7910 FINLAY (W. H., Cape Observatory) Star Correction Tables, roy. 4to., cl., 5s [1895]

7911 FIORAVANTI (Leonardo Conte) Miroir Universel des Arts et Sciences, traictant de
tous les Arts liberaux et mecaniques, et des secrets les plus importans d'iceux, de diverses sciences,

histoires et belles contemplations des anciens Philosophes, de plusieurs secrets et inventions

necessaires. Plus les Caprices, qui sont plusieurs et diverses medecines nouvelles de grande
Efficace, h. toute sorte de maladie, avec la maniere de les practiquer ; mis en Francois par Gabriel
Chappuys, reveu et augment^; unth vignette on titles, 2 vols. 12mo. in 1, old calf {joints cracked),

12s 6d - 1698
' 11 se fit surtout connaitre par I'invention du baume qui porte son nom, et auquel il attribuait des proprietes

merveilleuses, celle entre autres de guerir les personnes empoisonnees avec de I'arsenic'

—

Biogr. Gen.

7912 FIBE-ABMS, Observations on the Manufacture of, for Military Purposes ; on the Number
supplied from Birmingham to the British Government during the late War ; on the Proof to

which the Barrels are subjected ; and on the Birmingham Proof-House, etc. etc., 8vo. sewn, 5s

1829
7913 FIBE PREVENTION COMMITTEE (British), Publications of the, edited by Edwin O.

Sachs, Vols. I—IV and VI, with numerous plates, maps, and other illustrations, 5 vols. 8vo. hf.
red roan, £1. 15s (p. £4. 7s 6d) 1898-1901

7914 The Same, Vols. II, IV, and VI, with plates, maps, etc., 3 vols. 8vo. hf. red roan, £1. Is

(p. £3.)
"^

1900-1
7915 The Same, Vols. IV and VI only, with plates, etc., 2 vols. 8vo. hf. red roan, 12s 6c? 1900-1

One of the best of all fire-prevention methods would be for all the Tariff Fire Offices to prosecute in all cases of arson,
instead of paying without question and getting the money back out of innocent insurers by means of the Average Clause.

7916 FIRMICUS MATEE.NXJS (Julius) Astronomicorum Libri VIII integri et emendati, ex
Scythicis Oris ad nos nuper allati ; with diagrams, folio, OLD English red morocco extra,
Harleian good tooling on sides, neatly rebacked with hf. calf (rare), £2. 10*

\col. :] Venetiis in cedibus Aldi Romani mense Junto, MID (1499)
Forming part of the original edition of • Astronomici Veteres *.

' L'ouvrage est une introduction 4 I'astrologie judiciaire conformement aux doctrines des IJgyptiens et Babyloniens,
telles qn'elles avaient 6t6 exposees par les mattres les plus renomm^s, parmi lesquels Firmicus cite Petosiris, Necepso,
A<braham et Orphee.

7917 FISGHEB (Amand) Zenitdistanzen zur Bestimmung der Hohenlage der Nordsee-Inseln,
Helgoland, Neuwerk und Wangeroog, sowie des Leuchtturmes auf Roter Sand; iiber den
Festlandspunkten Cuxhaven und Schillig ; with 2 plates and map, roy. 4to. (pp. 344), d., 6s 6d

Berlin, 1895
7918 FISCHER (Emil, Univ. Berlin) Guide de Preparations Organiques : Traduction par H.

Decker et G. Dunant ; with woodcuts, cr. 8vo. sewn. Is 6d 1907
7919 FISCHER (Ferdinand, Univ. Gdttingen) Das Studium der technischen Chemie an den

Universitaten und technischen Hochschulen Deutschlands, und das Chemiker-Examen, 8vo.
seum. Is 6d Braunschweig, 1897

7920 FISCHER-HINNEN (J.) Die Wirkungsweise, Berechnung und Konstruktion elektri-
SCHER Gleichstrom-Maschinen, 3 umgearbeitete Auflage ; with 3 folding plates and 207 other
lUustratwns, large post 8vo. cL, 3s (p. M. 10.80)

^ .v /-

Zurich, 1897*

T?
7 Continuous-Current Dynamos, in Theory and Practice ; with Details of Methods and

Jformulse used in Construction, 6foldingplates and over 250 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 4s 6d (p. £1. Is) a899
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7923 FISHBOURNE (AdmL Edmund Gardiner) Our Ironclads and Merchant Ships, with 14

folding plates, and numerous diagrams, 8vo. cl. {o. p.), 6? (p. 10s 6d) 1874
Consisting largely of mathematical demonstrations of the laws which go/ern the motion of ships at sea.

7924 FISHER (George, accomptant) Arithmetick in the Plainest and most Concise Methods
hitherto extant, with New Improvements for Dispatch of Business in all the several Rules, as also

Fractions Vulvar and Decimal wrought together after a new Method ; 7th Edition, with con-
siderable Additions and curious Improvements, 12mo. h/. bound, uncut, 15s 1748

7925 1— The Instructor : or, the Young Man's Best Companion, containing Spelling, Reading,
Writing, Arithmetic, Merchants Accompts . . . the Practical Ganger, with the Art of Dialling,
etc. etc. ; 24th Edition, improved, with plates and woodcuts, 12mo. old sheep (Joints cracked),
10s 6d 1784

Both the above works are rare, and were unknown to Prof, de Morgan, Lowndes, Watt, or Allibone ; nor is the author
in D. N. B.

7926 FISHER (George Egbert), and Isaac Joachim SCHWATT, Univ. Penna. : Text-Book
of Algebra, with E.vercises, Part I, large cr. 8vo. cl., 5s Philadelphia, 1898

7927 FITTON (William Henry, m.d., f.r.s.) Geological Sketch of the Vicinity of Hastings,
with colouredfolding plate and woodcuts, fcap. 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), 4s 1833

7928 Inquiries respecting the Geological Relations of the Beds between the Chalk and
the Purdeck Limestone in the South-East of England, with colouredfolding map and table, 4to.

(pp. 26), sewn, with author's inscr. to W. T. Brande, F.R.S. , 5s 1833
7929 Observations on some of the Strata between the Chalk and the Oxford Oolite, in

the South-east of England, with 14 lithographs ofpalceozoa, 5 coloured plates and maps {4:folding),
and woodcuts, 4to. hf. calf {scarce), 15s [1836]

' He laid down the proper succession of the strata between the oolite and the chalk ; dividing the * greensand ' into
an upper and lower division, separated by a bed of clay, the gault. This work forms a distinct landmark in the history
of geology.'— W. N. B.

7930 FITZGERALD (George Francis, t.c.d., f.r.s.) Scientific Writings, collected and edited,
with Historical Introduction, by Sir Joseph LARMOR, M.P., F.R.S. , with fine, portrait, and
diagravfis, thick 8vo. cl., 95 (p. 15*) Dublin, 1902

' The very brevity of most of FitzGerald's papers, and their direct attack on the barriers tliat limited the scientific

horizon of the day, enhance their value towards an historical conspsctus of the progress of the theory of the ether, and
of the branches of physics which are founded thereon.'

—

Preface.

7931 : by Sir Joseph Larmor, m.p., f.r.s., with portrait, impl. 8vo. (pp. 22), seum. Is 6d
[New York], 1901

7932 FITZGERALD (Hon. Robert) Salt-Water Sweetned ; or a true Account of the Great
Advantages of this New Invention both by Sea and by Land : with full and satisfactory
Answer to all Apparent Difficulties ; also the Approbation of the Colledge of Physicians,
likewise a Letter of the Hon. Robert Boyle upon the same subject, first edition, sm. 4to.

(pp. 18), unbound {rare), 15s 1683
7933 Fourth Edition, with Additions, sm. 4to. (pp. 13), unbound, 12s 1684

The author appears to have been the first to have produced drinkable water from sea water by distillation—an invention
generally ascribed to Gauthier in 1717.

7934 FITZROY (Vice-Adm. Robert, f.r.s.) Barometer and Weather-Guide (Board of Trade,
1859), third Edition, enlarged, 8vo. (pp. 31), sewn, 2s 1859

7935 Notes on Meteorology (Board of Trade, 1859), 8vo. (pp. 35), sewn, 2s 1859
7936 [ ] Report of the Meteorological Department of the Board of Trade, 1857, roy. 8vo.

(pp. 83), sewn, 2s 1857
7937 The Weather Book : a Manual of Practical Meteorology, 2nd Edition, with 16 folding

plates and charts, and woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl. {scarce), 12s 6d 1863
7938 . Another Copy, cl. {title wanting and cover damaged), Is

' His ' Weather Book,' published in 1863, inaugurated a distinct advance in the study of the science. He instituted, for

the first time, a system of storm warnings, which have been gradually developed into the present daily forecasts '.—Sir
/. K. I/iughton.

He also constructed the barometer known by his name.
7939 FLAMMARION (Camille) Astronomie Populaire: Description g^n^rale da Ciel ; with

coloured front., 8 plates and maps, and 358 woodcuts and diagrams, thick colombier 8vo. hf.
crimson morocco extra, g. e. {nice copy), 10s 1884

An excellent popular work which received the prize of the French Academy.
7940 L'Atmosph^re : Description des Grands Phenorafenes de la Nature ; with 15 coloured

plates, and 228 woodcuts {many full-page), and 2 maps, roy. 8vo. (pp. 824), hf. morocco gilt, g. e.,

8s 6d (p. F. 20) 1872
7941 The Atmosphere, translated [and abridged by C. B. Pitman], edited by James Glaisher,

f.r.s., unth 10 coloured plates, and 81 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl., g. e., 7s (p. £1. 10*) 1873
Including Optical Phenomena of the Air, Temperature, Winds, Water, Cloud, Rain, Electricity, Thunderstorms, and

Lightning.

7942 • HiSTOiRE du Ciel, nouvelle Ed. ; with numerous plates and woodcuts, impl 8vo. sewn,
3s 6d (p. F. 9) [c. 1875]

7943 Astronomical Myths, based on his ' History of the Heavens,' by J. F. Blake, unth
plates and numerous woodcuts {m/xny from old prints), and chart, large post 8vo. d., uncut {scarce),

65 1877
A valuable popular history of astronomy from the earliest times to Copernicus.

7944 Les Mondes Imaginaires et les Mondes R6els : Revue critique des Theories Humaines,
Scientifiques, et Romanesques, anciennes et modemes, sur les Habitants des Astres ; with front.,

8vo. sewn, 4«
,

1865-

7945 La Plurality des Mondes Habit6s, nouvelle Edition ; with 4 plates, cr. 8vo. sewn, witK
inscr. to Dr. Phipson, 2s Qd 1864
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7947 FLACHAT-MONY (Stephane), et G. BONNET : Manuel et Code (I'Entretien et de

Construction, d'Administration et de Police des Routes et des Chemins ViClNAUX ; with 4

folding plates, impl. 8vo. hf. cl., 6s 6d 1835

7948 [FLAMSTEED (John; pr., F.R.S., Jirst Astronomer Boyal)] The DOCTRINE of the Sphere,
grounded on the Motion of the Earth, and the Antient Pythagorean or Copemican System of the

World, with Qfolding plates, 4to. old hf. calf {rare), 15s A. Godbid and J. Playford, 1680
With very interestiug preface, in which he claims to have made a discovery of a new method of calculating eclipses.

The work includes ' Astronomical Tables for finding the true places of Luminaries, and their Eclipses at all Times

'

(pp. 77-104).

7949 HiSTORiA CcELESTis Britannica, Vol. I., cdmplectens Stellarum Fixarum necnon
Planebarum omniam Observationes Sextante, Micrometro, etc. peractas ; subjuncta sunt Planet-

arum Loca ab iisdem Observationibus deducta, 1675-89 ; Vol. II., exhibens Fixarum Stellarum

Planetarumque omnium Transitus, 1689-1720; Vol. III., complectens Praefationem
spatiosam (sive in Stellarum Fixarum Prolegomena) . . . deinceps Fixarum Catalogum a
PTOLEMiEO, Uleg Beig, Tychone Brah^eo, Gulielmo Hessi^ Landtgravio, ac Hevelio
constnietum, demum Novum ac amplissimum Catalogum, etc. etc. etc. ; with fine portrait hy
G. Vertue (brilliant impression), plates, and vignettes, 3 vols. roy. folio, sound and tall copy in

contemporary calf {backs mended) ; very rare, £4. 14* 6d Londini, 1725

7950 Volume I only, with the fine portrait {brilliant imprssion), plates, and vignettes, roy.

folio, hf calf, uncut {joints cracked), with auto., MS. notes, and bookplate of JOHN Lee, q.c. , f.r.s. ,

ofHartwell, £1. 10s
' Flamsteed's Historia Ccelestis, published in 1725, formed a new era in sidereal astronomy. The first volume comprised

the observations of Gascoigae and Crabtree, 163S-43 ; those made by Flamsteed at Darby and the Tower, 1663-74, with the
sextant observations at Greenwich, 1676-89, spared from destructioa with the edition of 1712. The second contained his

observations with the mural arc, 1689-1720. The third opened with a disquisition entitled ' Prolegomena to the Catalogue ',

on the progress of astronomy from the earliest ages, chiefly valuable for the description, with which it terminated, of the
Greenwich instruments and methods ; the catalogues of Ptolemy, Ulugh Beigh, Tycho Brahe, the Landgrave of Hesse,
and Hevelius followed ; finally came the ' British Catalogue ' of 2,933 stars observed at Greenwich, to which Halley's
southern stars were appended . . . His ' British Catalogue ' is styled by Baily ' one of the proudest productions of the
Royal Observatory at Greenwich '. Its importance is due to its being the first collection of the kind made with the
telescope and clock '.—Miss Agnes M. Clerke.

7951 Atlas Celeste, public en 1776 par J. Fortin, 3^ Edition, revue, corrig^e et augmentee
par Jean Baptiste Joseph Delambre et Pierre Francois Andre Mechain ; with 30 star

maps on copper, 8vo. hf. bound {back damaged), 7s Qd
'

1795
7952 , Account of, compiled from his own MSS. , and other Authentic Documents, never before

published, with his British Catalogue of Stars, corrected and enlarged, by Francis Baily,
F.R.S., with the rare Supplement, with diagrams—4to. boards, uncut (Suppl. sewn), with inscr.

to Peter Barlow, F.R.S. , and the latter's book-label, £3. 3* 1835-7

7953 Another Copy, also with the Supplement, hf. russia, g. e. {binding rubbed), with inscr.

to, and bookplate of, Henry B. H. Beaufoy, F.R.S., £3.
Very scarce, only a limited number of copies having been privately printed by order of the Lords of the Admiralty.
'The chief source of information regarding Flamsteed. The materials for this valuable work were derived largely from

a mass of Flamsteed's MS. books and papers, purchased by the Board of Longitude for £100, in 1 771, which lay in disorder
at the Royal Observatory until Baily explored them . . . The first part contains Flamsteed's History of his own Life and
Labours, compiled from original MSS. in his own handwriting ... An appendix contains a variety of illustrative docu-
ments, besides Flamsteed's voluminous correspondence with Sharp, Newton, Wren, Halley, Wallis, Arbuthnot, Sir Jonas
Moore, and others. The second part comprises the British Catalogue, corrected and enlarged to include 3,130 stars by
Baily. An elaborate introduction is prefixed, and a supplement, added in 1837, gives Baily's replies to criticisms of the
foregoing publication.'—Miss Agnes M. Clerke.

7954 FLEISCHER (E.) Traite d'ANALYSE Chimique, par la M^thode Volum^trique, traduit
par L. Gautier ; with 20 woodcuts, 8vo. sewn, Zs 6c? (p. F. 8 nett) 1880

7955 FLEMINGKJolm Ambrose, Univ. London, f.r.s.) The Alternate Current Transformer
in Theory and Practice, with numerous woodcuts, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., 6s (p. £1. nett) 1889-93

7956 VOLUME I ONLY : The Induction of Electric Currents, with numerous woodcuts,
8vo. cl., 3s 1890

7967 Latest Edition (Vol. I 3rd Edition), with numerous woodcuts, 2 thick vols. 8vo. cl.,

12s 6d (p. £1. 5s nett) [1900] -1895
7958 The Application of the Cymometer to the Determination of the Coefficient of

Coupling of Oscillation Transformers, with plate, 8vo. (pp. 10), sewn. Is Qd 1905
7959 Electric Lamps and Electric Lighting, with 93 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 7* 6d)

1894
7960 Second Edition, enlarged, with 102 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., Ss (p. 6s nett) 1899
7961 Electrical Laboratory Notes and Forms, Elementary and Advanced, with diagrams,

sm. folio, cl.. Is 6d (p. 12s 6d nett) [1894]
7962 On the Electric Kadiation from Bent Antennae, with 2 plates, etc., 8vo. (pp. 17),

sewn. Is 6d 1906
7963 . Electrical Inventions, and the Training of the Electrical Engineer, 8vo. (pp. 16),

sewn, Is 1909
^^^, » ,

"^^^ Function of the Earth in Radiotelegraphy, with diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 19), sewn.
Is 6d 1909

7965 Hertzian Wave Wireless Telegraphy, with 26 illustrations, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d
{P-Ss6dnett) * ^ 1903

7988 On the MeasurexMent of High Frequency Currents and Electric Waves, with
«*«fl"'a»i«. roy. 8vo. (pp. 31), seton. Is 1906

7967 —-— The Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy, with 7 plates, and 37 other illus-
trations, 8vo. cl., 12sM (p. £1. 4s nett) 1906

Including a Bibliography and British Patent Specifications, 1896-1906.
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7969 FLEMING (John Ambrose, f.r.s.) On the Measurement of Small Capacities and In-

ductances, with plate, 8vo. (pp. 19), sewn, Is &d 1903

7970 Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans ; tvith 74 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl., with book-

stamp of E. Hospitalier, 2s 1886

7971 Waves and Ripples in Water, Air, and Aether, with front, and 85 illttstrations,

post 8vo. cl., 2s 6d (p. 5*) 1902

7972 .and Sir James DEWAB, f.r.s.: On the Magnetic Susceptibility of Liquid
Oxygen, 8vo. (pp. 19), seivn, Is 6d 1898

7973 Further Observations on the Dielectric Constants of Frozen Electrolytes at
and above the Temperature of Liquid Air, 8vo. (pp. 16), sewn, Is 6d 1897

7974 FLETCHER (Banister, f.r.i.b.a.) The London Building Acts, 1894, 2ad Edition, enlarged,

toith 19 platen and numerous diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., '2s 6d (p. 6* 6d) 1896

7975 Quantities : a Text-Book for Surveyors in Tabulated Form, with Table of the Various
Trades, Tables of Constants, etc. etc , 6th Edition, thoroughly revised, with 16 plates and
numerous woodcuts, thick cr. 8vo. cl., Ss 6d (p. 7* 6d) 1895

7976 FLETCHER (Lazarus , f.r.s.. Director Natural History Museum) The Optical Indicatrix.
and the Transmission of Light in Crystals, with 19 diagrams, large 8vo. cl. {o. p.), 5s 1892

7977 FLETCHER (Thomas) The Commercial Uses of Coal Gas, illustrated, 12mo. cl. cover.

Is ed [1898]

7978 FLETCHER (William, m.i.mech.e.) English and American Steam Carriages and
Traction Engines, tvith 251 plates atid other illustrations, 8vo. cl., 7s 6d (p. 15* nett) 1904

The first 91 pp. contain an interesting historical sketch. See also Norris, post.

7979 The History and Development of Steam Locomotion on Common Roads, unth 108

illustrations {including many folding plates), 8vo. cl. {o. p.), 5s 1891
Mainly historical.

7980 FLINT (William; d.d.) and J. D. F. GILCHRIST: Science in South Africa: a Hand-
book and a Review, prepared under the Auspices of the S. African Governments, and the S. African
Association for the Advancement of Science, with plates, maps, and numerous other illustrations

^

roy. 8vo. cl., 8s 6d Cape Town, 1905
Containing contributions by Sir David Gill, f.r.s. (Astronomy and Geodesy in S. Africa), J. C. Beattic, f.r.s.e., the

Editor, and others.
,

7981 FLOQUET (Gaston) Sur la Th6orie des Equations Diff^rentielles Lin^aires (Thfese),

4to. sewn, with auto, of Prof. Lloyd Tanner, F.B.S., Ss 6d 1879

7982 FLORI (Lodovico, s. j.) Trattato del Modo di Tenere il Libro Doppio Domestico, col sue
Esemplare, folio, contemporary Italian vellum (RARE), £1.5* Roma, 1677

' E una delle migliori opere di ragioneria in ordine alia tenuta dei libri della scrittura doppia.'

—

Riccardi.

7983 FLORIANI (Pietro Paolo, da Macerata) Diffesa et Offesa delle Piazze, prima edizione

;

with engraved title, portrait, and 51 plates, folio, hf. vellum (a few II. browned and wormed in

blank margin) ; RARE, £1. 125 6c? Macerata, 1630
' Bella e rara edizione.'

—

Riccardi.

7984 FLORYN (Jacob) Beschouwing van eene Merkwaardige algemeene Eigenschap des
CiRKELS ; with folding plate; Over de Beweging van een WiEL, op een' eflfen Grond, gelijkmatig
voortloopende ; with plate, 2 parts in 1 vol. 4to. boards, 3s 6rf z. p. [c. 1814]

7985 FOCK (Andreas, Univ. Berlin) Introduction to Chemical Crystallography, translated
and edited by W. J. Pope, with Preface by N. Story-Maskelyne, f.r.s., post 8vo. cl., os

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1895

7986 FODEN (James) The Boilermakers' and Iron Shipbuilders' Companion: a Series of

original and carefully calculated Tables, 5th [last] Edition, with diagrams, post 8vo. cl., Zs

(p. 5*) 1900
7987 FOERSTER (Max, Dresden) Das Material und die statische Berechnung der Eisen-

BETONBAUTEN, unter besondcrer Beriicksichtigung der Anwendung im Bauingenieurwesen ; with
93 illustrations, impl. 8vo. sewn, 4* (p. M. 6) Leipzig, 1907

7988 FOERSTER (Wilhelm, Univ. Berlin) Studien znr Astrometrie : Gesammelte Abhandliingen

;

with diagrams, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. M. 7 unbound) Berlin, 1888

7989 FOGLIANI (Guiglio) Mapparum Constructio in Planis Sph^eram tangentibus, 4to.

(pp. 10), sewn (last I. defective)^ 2s 6d Romae, 1718

7990 FOLWELL (Amory Prescott) Sewerage : the Designing, Construction, and Maintenance of

Sewerage Systems, with numerous woodcuts {some full-page), \a.Tge 8vo. cl., 6s 6d (p. 12* Qd nett)

New York, 1898

7991 Water-Supply Engineering': the Designing, Construction, and Maintenance of Water-
Supply Systems, both City and Irrigation ; 2nd Edition, enlarged, unth 19 plates and 95 woodcuts,
8vo. cl., 10.9 6d (p. 17* nett) ibidem, 1901

7992 FONTAINE (Alexis, de VAcadimie) Trait6 de Calcul Diff^rentiel et IntikIGRAL ; with 8
folding plates, 4to. hf. vellum {rare), \5s Imprimerie Royale, 1770

This work, which appears to be a reprint (? with additions) of the author's • M^moires donnas k I'Acad^niie, et non
impriiiies dans leur tenips *, published in 1764. was unknown to the Biographie G^n^rale, Qu6rard, Poggendorff, and other
bibliographers, it contains his well-known ' Solution du Probl^me des Courbes Tautochrones '.

7993 FONTAINE (Hippolyte) Electrolyse : Renseignements pratiques ; with 34 woodcuts, roy.

8vo. seum, 3* 6rf 1885
7994- Electric Lighting : a Practical Treatis:^, translated by Paget Higgs, unth 48 woodcuts,

8vo. hf. calf, 2s 6rf 1878
Of historical interest.
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7996 FONTANA (Carlo) Utilissimo Trattato dell' Acque Correnti, nel quale si notiticano le

Misure, ed Esperienze di esse, i Giuochi, e Scherzi, li quali per mezzo dell' Aria, e del Fuoco,

vengono operati dall' Acqua, con diversi necessarii Amraaestramenti intorno al Modo di far

CoiKlotti, Fistole, Bottini, ed altro, per condurre I'Acque ne' Luoghi distinati, ecc. ; with 2folding

plates^ and numerous fine engravings on copper in text, folio, hf. bound {water-stained throughout) ;

RARE, £\.\s Roma, 1696
' E libro raro e molto apprezzato sia dal lato bibliografico per la eleganza delle tavole, sia dal lato scientifico per quantq

riguarda la parte meccanica della condotta delle acque.'

—

Mccardi.

7997 FONTANA (Abbate Felice ; Univ. Pisa) Opuscules Physiques et Chymiques, traduits par
Jacques Gibelin, 8vo. sewn, %s Qd 1784

7998 Another Copy, contemporary hf. calf Is Qd
Containing accounts of some interesting experiments in physiological chemistry.

7999 FONTANA (Francesco) : Nov^ Ccelestium, Terrestriumque Rerum Observationes, et

fortasse hactenus non vulgatae, k Francisco Fontana, specillis a se inventis, et ad snmmam
perfectionem perductis, editae, editio princeps; with fine etched portrait, cet. 61, title and
numerous other engravings {onefolding), and woodcuts, sm. 4to. contemporary vellum {sound and
clean copy)', B.XTci,£\.\Os Neapoli, 1Q^6

8000 Another Copy, old hf. vellum
{
portrait browned andfolding plate m,endedy but a sound

and clean copy), £1. 5s

8001 Another Copy, old limp vellum {portrait wanting and folding plate slightly defective;

also some small holes in title), lis
' Raro e apprezzato.'

—

Riccardi.
The work is important as containing the author's discovery of spots on Mars, which later astronomers with more

powerful instruments identified as 'canals', the origin and object of which is still exciting the curiosity of the scientific

world. He also recorded changes in their position after a subsequent observation, from which he inferred that the planet
rotated round its axis.

In the final chapter de Microscopio, he not only claims the invention of the microscope in 1618 (actually made by
Zacbarias Janssen in 1590), but also the construction of a telescope in Italy in 1608, or one year before Galileo.

8002 FORBES (David, f.r.s.) On the Causes producing Foliation in Kocks; and on some
observed Cases of Foliated Structure in Norway and Scotland, with woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 21),

unbound, 3s 1855
One of the author's most important contributions to geology.

8003 On the Chemical Composition of some Norwegian Minerals, 8vo. (pp. 12), unbound,
Is 6d 1854

8004 On the Chemical Composition of the Silurian and Cambrian Limestones, 8vo.

(pp. 9), sewn. Is Qd 1857
8005 On Chemical Geology, 8vo. (pp. 29), sewn. Is 6d 1868
8006 On the Chemistry of the Primeval Earth, 8vo. (pp. 14), sewn, Is 6d 1867
8007 On the Determination of Copper and Nickel in Quantatitive Analysis, 8vo.

(pp. 8), unbound, Is 6d Edin., 1853
8008 The Study of Chemical Geology. 8vo. (pp. 13), sewn, Is 6rf 1868
8009 FORBES (George, f.r.s.) On Comets and Ultra-Neptunian Planets, 4to. (pp. 16), sewn,

2s 6rf {Edin., 1880]
Suggesting a new plan of searching for unknown planets which depends on the movements of comets.

8010 The Transit of Venus, with frontispiece, and 21 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cl. {o.p.), 3s Qd 1874

8011 FOB.BES (James David, f.r.s., Principal of the United College, St, Andrews; geologist)

Account of some Experiments on the Electricity of Tourmaline, and other Minerals, when
exposed to Heat, with woodcut, 4to. (pp. 14), sewn, with author's inscr., 3s 6d Edin., 1834

8012 Norway and its Glaciers visited in 1851 ; with Excursions in the High Alps of
Dauphine, Berne, and Savoy, with the rare map, 10 beautiful tinted lithographs, and 22 woodcuts,
impl. 8vo. hf. olive morocco gilt {nice copy) ; scarce, £1.5* ib., 1853

8013 Another Copy, hf calf {cheap copy), lis Qd
S014 Occasional Papers on the Theory of Glaciers, now first collected, with the recent

Progress and present Aspect of the Theory, coloured front., plates, and woodcuts, 8vo. cl., uncut
{scarce), 14s ibidem, 1859

a reprint of all the author's more important papers and letters on the glacier theory.

8015 On a Possible Explanation of the Adaptation of the Eye to Distinct Vision at
Different Distances, 4to. (pp. 6), sewn, with author's inscr. to Dr. P. M. Boget, F.B.S.,3s ib., 1845

6016 On the Refraction and Polarization of Heat : I. Some Miscellaneous Experiments
with the Thermo-Multiplier. II. On the Polarization of Heat by Tourmaline. III. On the
Polarization of Heat by Refraction and Reflexion. IV. On the Depolarization and Double
Refraction of Heat, 4to. (pp. 38), sewn, with inscr. to Dr. Boget, F.B.S., 7s Qd ib., 1835

Containing the author's ' most brilliant discovery, viz., the polarisation of heat, by transmission through tourmaline
and thin mica plates, and by reflexion from the latter.'—D. N. B.

^17 Reisen in den Savoyer Alpen, und in anderen Theilen der Penninen-Kette, nebst
Beobachtungen Uber die Gletscher, bearbeitet von Gustav Leonhard ; with maps, plates, and
woodcuts, 8vo. hf brown calf gilt^ by Biviere {nice copy), Ss - Stuttgart, 1845

'The mo.st charming, as well as the most scientifically important of all books of Alpine travel.'—1>. N. B.
It contains his celebrated glacier theory, and, according "to Prof. Tyndall, is ' worth all other books on the subject

taken together.' ..

8018 Supplementary Report on Meteorology, 8vo. sewn, 2s Qd .1841

•8019 ———, Two Portraits of, engraved on steel 6y Charles Henry Jeens, the one as a young
Child, the other in Middle Age, on one plate, proOf before letters ON India paper, signed by
the engraver, Qs

^.
[Scec. XIX.]
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8021 [FONTENELLE (Bernard le Bovier de ; f.r.s.)] Elements de la G6ometrie de I'Infini
;

with plate, 4to. old calf gilt, newly rehacked (fine copy), 8* 6c? Imprimerie Boyale, 1727
8022 Another Copy, hf. calf, with bookplate of Edward I2th Duke of Norfolk, 7s 6d
8023 A Week's Conversation on tlie Plurality of Worlds ; 6th Edition, translated by

Mrs. Aphra Beiin, John Glanvil, John Hughes, and William Gardner; with Joseph
Addison's Defence of the Newtonian Philosophy, with 2 co^tperplates, 12rao. contemporary
calf (joints cracked), Is 6d 1737

Aphra Behn on the plurality of worlds !

8024 FONVIELLE (Wilfrid de) Eclairs et Tonnerre ;
2° Edition, augment^e ; with 24 plates,

and 15 other woodcuts, cr. 8vo. seimi (o. p.), 2s 1869
8025 Thunder and Lightning ; translated and edited by T. L. Phipson, F.C.S., with 24

plates, and 15 other woodcuts, or. 8vo. cl. gilt (o.p.), 3* 1868
8026 HiSTOiRE de la Navigation Aerienne ; ivith 99 illustrations, roy. 8vo. cL, g. «., 3* %d 1910
8027 Adventures in the Air, being Memorable Experiences of Great Aeronauts, translated and

edited by John Scott Keltie, with 35 plates and woodcuts, post 8vo. cL (o. p.), Is 6rf 1877
802S FORBES (Jolin, d.d.) The Theory of the Differential and Integral Calculus, derived

synthetically from an Original Principle, with diagrams, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 6* Glasgow, 1837
Attempting to establish the calculus on purely geometrical principles.

8029 FOBDYCE (George, m.d., fr.s., St. Thomas's Hospital) ACCOUNT of a New Pendulum,
(Bakerian Lecture), with 4 copperplates, 4to. (pp. 19), sewn, 3s 1793

8030 On the Cause of the Additional Weight which Metals acquire by being calcined,
vnth folding copperplate by Basire, 4to. (pp. 9), sewn^ As 1792

' Important as contirming by an indirect method the views of Priestley and Lavoisier in opposition to the doctrine of
Phlogist<jn.'—D. N. B. Dr. Fordyce was an able chemist and mineralogist, and lectured all the week all the year round
on chemistry and materia niedica for over thirty years.

8031 FOREST DUCHESNE (Nicolas ; s.j.) La Fleur des Pratiques du Compas de Proportion,
oil sont facilitees toutes lea plus belles Demonstrations des Mathematiques, reveue et
augment^e par I'Auteur ; with folding plate of the Compass, numerous engravings on copper

^

diagrams, andfolding table, 12mo. hf. polished green morocco neat (title and plate slightly mended,
and lower part water-stained, otherwise a fine copy) ; rare, £1. 1* H. Guenon, 1639

This seems to be the first French work on the compass of proportion, invented by Galileo some 30 years before, and
contains a number of new applications.

8032 FORESTANI (Lorenzo, da Pesda, de' Minori Conventuali di S. Francesco) Pratica
d'ARiTHMETiCA e Geometria, di nuovo ristampata, e con somma Diligenza ricorretta ; with
numerous woodcuts and diagrams, sra. 4to. boards, uncut (rare), 17* 6d Siena, 1682

' This work is so scarce that it has escaped Prof, de Morgan. It contains solutions of several indeterminate problems.
Amongst the authors quoted by Forestani we find Galigai, Calandri, Lazzisio, Pagani, etc.'

—

Libri Catalogue.
' Opera interessantissima per la storia dell' aritmetica, ampiamente sviluppata ed applicata anche alia mercatanzia ; e

per quella della geometria i^ratica, trovandovisi la descrizione e I'uso degli strumenti allora conosciuti, fra i quale sono
notevoli quelli che ora direbbersi di celerimensura.'

—

Ricairdi.

8033 FORFAIT (Pierre Alexandre Laurent) Solutio Problematis a Regia Scientiarum et
Literarum Academia Mantuana propositi, 1776: eum Modum determinare, quo, minimo
labore, et minima impensa, navigabiles Alvei expediantur ex arenfi, et acervis, qui horum fundum
altius evehunt ; u)i.th 6folding copperplates, 4to, sewn, 7s 6d Mantuce, 1777

This work obtained the prize of the Academy of Mantua as the best on the upkeep of navigable canals.

8034 Traite Elementaire de la Mature des Vaisseaux ; with 2A folding plates containing
190 figures, 4to. old calf gilt, I5s

'

1788
8035 Another Copy, with the Royal Arms on title defaced, contemporary calf gilt, 16* 6fl?

' Tout ce qui concerne les bois, les m&ts, les voilures, les vergues et lea autres parties du vaisseau y est ddcrit avec une
precision remarquable'.—J5togrr. Gin.
The author, who was sent to England in 1789 to study the progress of the British Navy, was president of the comrais-

sion charged to prepare an armed descent on England in 1708.

8036 FORNEY (Matthias N.), Leander GAREY, and Calvin A. SMITH : The Car-Builder's
Dictionary : an Illustrated Vocabulary of Terms which designate American Railroad Cars,

their Parts and Attachments : enlarged Edition, with the Leading Terms in English llailway
Carriage and Wagon Construction, oy A. M. Wellington, c.e., with front, and hundreds of
woodcuts, obi. 4to. cl., 6* New York, 1884

8037 FORSTER (Martin Onslow, f.r.s.) Camphoroxime, diagrams, 2 parts 8vo. seivn, \s 6d 1897

8038 Studies in the Camphane Series, Parts II—V, VII—X, and XII, 9 parts 8vo. sewn,
Ss 1901-3

8039 FORSTER (Thomas Ignatius Maria, m.d., f.r.a.s. ; friend of Shelley and Sir William
Herschel) Kesearchks about Atmospheric Ph^enomena ; 2nd Edition, enlarged, with 6fine tinted

plates by F. C. Lewis, illustrating various types of clouds, 8vo. boards (scarce), 7s 6d 1815

8040 Third [last] Edition, corrected and enlarged, with the Calendar of Nature, 8vo. calf
gilt (nice copy), I2s Qd 1823

still valuable as an elaboration of Howard's nomenclature of clouds (v. No. 2012, ante).

8041 FORSYTH (Andrew Russell, f.r.s.) Invariants, Covariants, and Quotient-Derivatives
associated with Linear Differential Equations, roy. 4to. (pp. 113), sewn, with inscr. to Prof.
Lloyd Tanner, F.B.S., Ss 6d 1888

8042 The Differential Invariants of Space, roy. 4to. (pp. 57), sewn, 2s 6d 1903

8043 FOTHERINGHAME (Thomas, master, r.n.) Directions for Ascertaining and Counter-
acting the ElFects of Local Attraction on the Mariner's Compass, by explaining the neces-
sary Methods of Guarding against its Power, with Cases shewing the Necessity of attending to it,

and a few Practical Hints on the Variation of the Compass, and the Utility of the Lead and
Charts, 4to. d.,7s6d 1837
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8045 FORTSCHRITTE der PHYSIK im Jahre 1848, dargestellt von der physikalischen Gesell-

schaft zu Berlin, IV. Jahrgang, redigirt von G. Karsten, 8vo. senrn, Ss Berlin, 1852

8046 FOSTER (Gteorge Carey, f.r.s.), and Edmund ATKINSON: Elementary Treatise on
Electricity and Magnetism, founded on Joubert's 'Traite El^mentaire d'Electricite,'

vnth 380 woodcuts, cr. 8vo. cL, 3s 6d (p. 7* 6d) 1896

g047 Second Edition [rewritten], by G. C. Foster, f.r.s., and Alfred W. Porter, with

374 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 6s Qd (p. 10* 6d nett) 1903

8048 [FOSTER (Capt. Henry, RN., f.r.s.)] Report, etc., containing an Account of the Experi-
ments made on board H.IM. SS. Leven, Conway, and Griper, for Correcting the Local
Attraction of those Vessels, agreeably to a Principle proposed by Peter Barlow, f.r.s.,

8vo. (pp. 64), sewn, 4s [1824]
' Francis Baily, Esq. with the Author's Compliments.'—Jitscr. on title.

8049 On the LONGITUDE of Port Bowen, by the Method of Moon-culminating Stars, with
Appendix by FRANCIS Baily, f.r.s., 4 to. (pp. 8), sewn, 2s Qd 1826

8050 FOSTER (Samuel, Professor of Astronomie, Gresham-Colledge) Elliptical, or Azimuthal
Horologiography : comprehending several wayes of describing Dials upon all Kindes of Super-

ficies either plain or curved ; and unto upright Stiles in whatsoever position they shall be placed

[ed. by John Twysden and Edmund Wingate], udth numerous woodcuts, 4 parts sm. 4to. in 1,

contemporary calf {edges somewhat broumedj but a sound copy) ; rare, £2. 2*

E. and W. Leybourn for N. Bourn, 1654
Containing also, with separate title-pages : Circular Horologiography (pp. 115-32) : Rectilineal or Diametral Horo-

logiography (pp. 133-68) : Elliptical Horologiography (pp. 169-204). According to the editors, the subject in the above
work is • handled in a way which no man whosoever, that we know of, hath hitherto fully traced.'

8051 Miscellanies : or, Mathematical Lucubrations, published, and many of them trans-

lated into English, by the care and industry of John Twysden, m.d., whereunto he hath annexed
some things of his own, with fine copperplates {some folding), and diagrams, 18 parts in 1 vol. folio,

very fresh copy in contemporary sheep {mended) ; very rare, £2. 2* B. and W. Leybourn, 1659

8052 Another Copy, old hf. sheep {wanting all plates and 2 preliminary II. ; also first title

mounted), 155
The works by the author include : Catalogus Stellarum Fixarura : Astroscopium (Latin and English) : Instrumenta

Planetaria (L. and E.) : Observationes Eclipsium (L. and E.) : Ratio facillima computandi Altitudinem Solis horariam (L.

and E.): Problemata Geometrlca Varia (L. and B.): De Constructione Canones, Sin. etc. ; Demonstratio Quadrantis Horo-
metrici : Epitome Aristarchi Samii de Magnitudine Solis et Lunae : Lemmata Archiraedis a vetusto Codice MS. Arabico a

Johanne Gravio traducta : The Geometrical Square, with the Use thereof : Horizontal Projection, and the Use of the
Planisphere : Refracted Dials, also the following by John Twysden : Problematum Mathematicorum Solutio Analytica
(L. and E.) : The Whole Art of Reflex Dialling : Short Treatise of Fortifications, and a preface with interesting

biographical information ; also contributions by Immanuel Halton and John Leeke.
' He made several curious observations of eclipses, and was particularly famous for inventing and improving many

planetary instruments.'

—

D. N. B.

Posthuma Fosteri—V. No. 1379, ante. See also Gunter (Edmund), Nos. 8745-50, post.

8053 FOULLON (Abel ; italice FuUone ; Valet de Chambre de Henri IT) Descrittione et Uso dell'

Holometro, per saper misurare tutte le cose, che si possono veder, coll' occhio cosi in Lunghezza,
e Larghezza ; come in Altezza, e Profondita ; with numerous fine engravings on copper, 4to.

contemporary vellum, or, sewn (rare), 18* 6c? Venetia, G. Ziletti, 1564
8054 Another Copy, boards {stained, but a very large copy), 15*

The author is chiefly known for his invention of the ' bolometer ', an improved surveying instrument, of which the
above work contains minute descriptions and illustrations.

8055 FOURCROY (Antoine Francois Comte de) Elementary Lectures on Chemistry and
Natural History, containing a Methodical Abridgement of all the Chemical Knowledge
acquired to the present Time, with a Comparative View of the [Phlogiston] Doctrine of
Stahl, and that of several other Chemists, translated by Thomas Elliot, with many Additions,
Notes, and Illustrations by the Editor, 2 vols. 8vo. old ca^ (rare), 15* Edin., 1785

8056 The Same, 2 vols, in 1, old hf calf {onejoint cracked). Vis
First English Edition of this once famous chemical manual, and still of importance to the historian of chemistry.

8057 Another Copy, contemporary calf extra (fine copy), £1. Is
The above copy belonged to Richard Watson, d.d., f.r.s. (1737-1816), absentee Bp. of Llandaff, and sometime

professor of chemistry in Cambridge University, to which Chair he was appointed before he had ever thought of the
science, and bears his Calgarth Park booklabel.

8058 Elements of Natural History and Chemistry, translated from the 3rd French
Edition (1789), with Alphabetical Comparative View of the Ancient and Modern Names of
Chemical Substances, and Preface by the Translator [William Nicholson], containing Strictures
on the History and present State of Chemistry, Observations on the Antiphlogistic Theory
and the New Nomenclature, etc. etc., tables, 3 vols. roy. 8vo. old hf. ca//(RARE), 17* 6rf 1790

This edition was wholly rewritten, and is based on Lavoisier's antiphlogistic theory. It also first contains the new
chemical nomenclature, which was partly the author's own work.

8059 Elements of Chemistry, and Natural History, with the Philosophy of Chemistry,
translated from the 4th French Edition by Robert Heron, with tables, 4 vols. 8vo. old calf
(RARE), £1. \s 1796

This edition contains the 'Philosophy of Chemistry', not included in the foregoing ones. All editions have now
become rare.

' Fourcroy's great merit lay in his activity as an organiser and teacher. His experimental investigations served as
preparatory work in many branches, «. g. in those of physiological and pathological chemistry.'—Pro/. E. v. Meyer.

8060 General System of Chemical Knowledge ; and its Application to the Phenomena of
Nature and Art, translated by William Nicholson, 11 vols. 8vo. in 10, old hf russia {backs
damaged, and Atlas of Tables wanting). I2s Gd 1804
a translation of Fourcroy's Systhne des Connaissances Chimioues, ' le plus grand monument eleve a la science de la

chimie au XVIIIe siecle.'—Zfiogr. Gen.
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8062 FOXTRCROY (Antoine Fran9ois Comte de) Philosophie Chimique, ou V^rites Fonda-
MENTALES de la Chimie Moderne, disposecs dans un nouvel Ordre ; 2^ Edition [revue et corrigde]

,

8vo. sewn, uncut {rare), 10s An III [1795]
This edition is printed in a larger type and on a superior paper than the first, and is signed by thk Author.

8063 Nouvelle Edition, augment^e de Notes et d'Axiomes tires des dernieres D6couvertes,
par J. B. VAN MONS, 8vo. A/, sprinkled calf extra {fine copy), Ids 6d Bruxelles, An 3^ [1795]

8064 Nouvelle Edition [Reimpression de la 2® Edition fran9aise] ; 12mo. contemporary
French mottled calf gilt {nice copy), 85 An V [1797]

8065 Troisieme [DERNii:RK] Edition, large 8vo., Large Paper (Grand Papier vklin) ;

sevm, uncut (rare), \2s%d 1806
The above are sound copies of this important work, setting forth the antiphlogistic doctrine of the author, wh« con-

jointly with Lavoisier and BerthoUet was the originator of chemical nomenclature.

8066 FOURIER, (Jean Baptiste Joseph Baron, de VInstitut ; f.r.s.) Analyse des Equations
Determinees [publiee par C. L. M. H. Navier], Premiere Partie (seule parue) ; with folding
plate, 4to. sewn. Is 1831

8067 M^ME Ouvrage, avec M6moires sur les R^suLTATS Moyens, et sur lea Erreurs des
Mesures—4to. hoards {nice copy), 10s 6d 1831—*. d.

Containing ' Fourier's Theorem ' on the position of roots of an algebraical equation.

8068 The Analytical Theory of Heat, translated with Notes, by A. Freeman, 8vo. c/., 8s

Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1878
The author's most important work, containing the celebrated theorem named after him, here applied to solve the

transmission of heat.
• In this work he shows that any function of a variable, whether continuous or discontinuous, can be expanded in a

series of sines of multiples of the variable ; a result which is constantly used in modern analysis.'— IT. W. R. Ball.

8069 , Eloge Historique de, par F. J. D. Arago, 8vo. (pp. 72), sewn, 2s 1833
8070 FOURNIER d'ALBE (E. E.) The Electron Theory, with Preface by G. Johnstone

Stoney, F.R.S., portrait and diagrams, thick post 8vo. cl., Ss (p. 5s nett) 1906
8071 FOXJRREY (^.) Recreations Arithm^tiques ; with 106 illustrations, 8vo. sewn, 2s 1899
8072 FOWLER (Gilbert John, f.i.c.) Introduction to Bacteriological and Enzyme

Chemistry, unth 4 plates and 108 other illustrations, cr. 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 7s 6rf nett) [1911]

8073 Sewage Works Analyses, with 11 plates, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s 6rf (p. 6s nett) 1902
8074 FOWLER (Sir John, engineer of the Metropolitan Railway and of the Forth Bridge), Life of,

by Thomas Mackay, with photogravure portrait, and 18 illustrations from photographs, 8vo. d.,

t. e. g., 5s (p. 16s) 1900
8075 FO'WNES (Gteor^je, F.R.S.) Manual of Chemistry, Theoretical and Practical, 12th

Edition, by Henry Watts, f.r.s., with spectrum-plate, and numerous woodcuts, 2 vols, post 8vo.

cl. {0. p.), with auto, of W. J. Russell, F.R.S., 3s 1877

8076 FOX (Sir Charles, m.i.c.e.) :—Bow-String Bridge Ribs: a Descrij)tion of Ribs prepared for

a Bridge over the Regent's Canal, London, for the Blackwall Extension Railway, by Messrs.
Fox, Henderson & Co., under the Direction of Joseph Locke, f.r.s., unth 3 folding-plates
(linen-mounted), 4to. cl., 8s 6d [privately printed], London Works, near Birmingham, 1849

• The main object has been the formation of a rib which can be placed on piers without throwing any strain on them
beyond the downward pressure.'—p. 7. The Blackwall Extension was the beginning of the North London liailway, and
was built to connect the London and North Western with the docks,

8077 FOX (Sir Charles Douglas), Charles LEAN, and G. H. PHIPFS, mm.i.c.e. : Lectures :

Light and Temporary Railways, and Temporary Expedients in Engineering Construc-
tion : Girders, Arches, and Roofs, with 14 plates {many linen-mounted andfolding), roy. 8vo.

hf. caU" {title stamped), 6s 6rf privately printed, Chatham, 1881

8078 "F03: (Cornelius Benjamin, m.d.) Ozone and Antozone : their History and Nature, toith

tinted plates, charts, and 31 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {cover stained), 5s (p. 12s 6rf) 1873
8079 Sanitary Examinations of Water, Air, and Food, toith 2 plates, and 94 woodcuts,

cr. 8vo. hf. calf (0. p.), 5s (p. 12s Qd) 1878

8080 FOX (Robert Were; f.r.s.) Note on the Electrical Relations of certain Metals and
Metalliferous Minerals, 4to. (pp. 2), setcn, unth inscr. to Richard Phillips, F.R.S.), Is6d 1835

8081 FRAN(JAIS (J. F.) M^MOiRE sur le Mouvement de Rotation d'un Corps Solide Lirrb
autour de son Centre de Ma.sse, avec Supplement—4to, (pp. 56), sewn, 3s 6rf 1813

8082 FBANCESCHINIS [della VAIXE] (Francesco Maria, Bamabita ; Univ. Bologna) Delia
Tensione delle FUNI ; with folding plate, 8vo. (pp. 32); sewn, 4s Bassano, 1784

8083 FB.ANCHINI (Abate Pietro) Memoria [sopra I'Attuale Integrabilita dell' Equazioni
Differenziali], 4to. (pp. 27), seton (rare), 6s 6c? Roma, Anno VI. Revublicano [1798]

8084 Saggio sulla Storia delle Matematiche, corredato di scelte Notizie Biografiche ; con
Supplementi ; with plates, 2 vols. 8vo. boards, uncut, 7s 6d Lucca, 1821-4

Including 'Supplcinentoai primi 4 Tomi della Scienza del Calcolo.'

SUPPLEMENTO &\V Opera intitolata Teoria dell' Analisi da servire d'lntroduzione al

Metodo Diretto ed Inverso de' Limiti ; unth table, 8vo. (pp. 58), seum, 3s Roma, 1794
FBANCCETJR (Louis Benjamin) Astronomie Pratique: Usage et Composition de la

Connaissance des Tems ; unth 3 plates, 8vo. hf. calf (scarce), 6s 1830
8087 G6od6sie, ou Trait6 de la Figure de la Terre et de ses Parties ; unth 10 folding plates,

8vo. hf calf, 2s
,

1835
8088 CiNQUifeME Edition, revue et corrig^e par Francoeur fils, et augment^e de Notes sur

la Mesure des Bases par le Lt.-Col. Hossard ; unth 11 folding plates, 8vo. hf. roan, 4s 6d 1879
• Francoeur rendit aux sciences d'eminents services, par son rare talent 4 expliquer les decouvertes des autres savants '.

—Bioffr. Gen.

Complete Course of Pure Mathematics, translated by R. Blakelock, tvith plates,

2 vols. 8vo. hf. cl., uncut, 5s Cambridge, 1829-30
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8092 FRANCIS (George William, f.l.s. ; Director of Adelaide Botanic Gardens, S.A.) Chemical
Experiments, with numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., or, hf. bound, 2s %d 1842, or '5

8093 Dictionary of Practical Receipts ; new Edition, with copious Index, 8vo. c^., 2* %d
1854

8094 Electrical Experiments, with woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 2s [c. 1850]

8095 FRANCIS (John) History of the English Railway : its Social Relations and Revelations,

1820-45, 2 vols. 8vo. cl., uncut {library copy) ; SCARCE, 15* 1851
Full of the most virtuous denunciations of the rapacity of landlords at the time of the Railway Mania, by a rigid

apostle of Cash-nexus and Supply and Demand.

8096 FRANKEL (Julius) Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Starch, Glucose,
Starch-Sugar, and Dextrine, based on the German of L. v. Wagner, and other Authorities,

edited by Robert Hutter, with 58 illustrations, large 8vo. cl.. Is Qd (p. 18*) Philadelphia, 1881

8097 FRANKENFIELD (Harry Crawford, U. S. Weather Bureau) Vertical Gradients of

Temperature, Humidity, and Wind Direction, with 3 plates of meteorological instruments,

and 4 charts, 4to. cl.. As M Washington, 1899

8098 FRANKLAND (Sir Edward, f.r.s.) Analysis of the Anthracite Coal from Bonville's
Court Collieries, Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire, 8vo. (pp. 12), sewn, 2s Tenby, 1850

8099 New Edition, 8vo. (pp. 12), sewn, with MS. corrections and additions by the author,

3s U 1852
This curious little countrified ' coalfield ' is still worked, and may one day be linked up with the large anthracite field

of Carmarthenshire, when the charms of Tenby will be gone.

8100 On the Composition of Air from Mont Blanc, 8vo. (pp. 10), sewn, Is Qd [c. 1860]

8101 Contributions to the Knowledge of the Manufacture of Gas, 8vo. (pp. 49), sewn,

3s 6c? Manchester, 1852

8102 Beitrage zur Kenntniss des Processes der Gasbereitung, 8vo. (pp. 49), sewn, \s 6d
[Leipzig, 1852]

A German translation of the foregoing pamphlet as published in Poggendorffs Annalen.

8103 Experimental Researches in Pure, Applied, and Physical Chemistry, with
2 plates, 3 charts, and woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 1091), cl. {name cut oj^ title) ; o. p., 18s Qd (p. £1. lis Qd)

1877
This important publication includes all the author's memoirs contributed to the Philosophical Transactions, the

Chemical Society, Poggendorff's Annalen, etc., and contains his investigations on 'alcohol-radicles', his important
contributions introducing the doctrine of valency of the elements, his investigations on combustion, water analysis,

sewage purification, etc. etc. etc.

8104 Ziir Geschichte der organischen Metallverbindungen, 8vo. (pp. 41), sewn, 3s

[Leipzig, c. 1855]
A reply to K. J. Lowio, who claimed the discovery of organo-metals.

8105 On the Isolation of Organic Radicals, unth 3 woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 34), sewn, 2s 6d [c. 1849]
8106 Lecture Notes for Chemical Students, embracing Mineral and Organic Chemistry,

vdth plates, post 8vo. cl., 3s 1866
8107 New Edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. cl., 4s 6rf 1876-2

The author was the founder of the doctrine of the saturation-capacity of the elements.

8108 On a New Series of Organic Bodies containing Metals ; with the Second Memoir :

Researches on Organo-Metallic Bodies, with woodcuts, 2 parts 4to. (pp. 45), sewn {scarce),

7s 6d 1852-5
Two important memoirs, the first of which first announced organic compounds of mercury, and 'introduced into

chemistry the conception of valency, completed later by Kekule, A. S. Couper, and Cannizaro.'—D. N. B.

8109 Ueber eine neue Reihe organischer Korper, welche Metalle enthalten, 8vo.

(pp. 45), sewn, 4s {Leipzig, 1852]
The German edition (translated by the author himself), as published in Poggendorffs Annalen, of the important paper

containing his discovery of organo-metals and the germ of the law of valency.

8110 Observations, Economical and Sanatory, on the Employment of Chemical Light for

Artificial Illumination, 8vo. (pp. 6), seivn, Is Qd 1853
8111 On Organo-Metallic Bodies, 8vo. (pp. 59), sewn, with author's inscr., 3s [c. 1860]

It was from the organo-metals that the author developed the doctrine of the valency of the elements.
8112 The Past, Present, and Future Water Supply of London, with 6 plates, besides

diagrams, 8vo. (pp. 22), sewn, with author's inscr., 2s 1896
8113 Report on the Qualities, Chemical Composition, and Evaporative Power of Alfred

Watney's Anthracite, Pump-Quart Vein, with Analysis by Lord Playfair, f.r.s., 8vo.

(pp. 12), sewn, 3s Llanelly [1851]
8114 Researches on the Organic Radicals. II. Amyl. III. On the Action of the Solar

Light on Iodide of Ethyl, 2 parts 8vo. (pp. 49), sewn, 3s [c. 1851]
8115 Water Analysis for Sanitary Purposes, with Hints for the Interpretation of Results,

post 8vo. cl., with auto, of Dr. W. J. Russell, F.R.S. {scarce), Is Qd 1880
'Together with his pupil. Prof. Henry Edward Armstrong, he devised new methods of water-analysis, which he

embodied in ' Water Analysis for Sanitary Purposes ', published in 1880.'—D. N. B.
8116 , and Francis Robert JAPP, f.r.s. : Inorganic Chemistry, with folding coloured

front, and table, and 51 woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., uncut, with author's inscr., 9s (p. £1. 4s) 1884
8117 FRANKLAND (Percy Faraday, f.r.s., Univ. Birmingham, and Grrace) Micro-Organisms

in Water: their Significance, Identification, and Removal; with the Bacteriological Methods
employed in their Investigation, 2 tinted plates, and 28 woodcuts, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 16s 1894

' This volume will occupy the position of a valuable textbook and standard work on the subject. In an appendix a
valuable and up-to-date systematic description is given of the micro-organisms that have been hitherto found in water, by
which their identification is greatly facilitated.'—i^aftir*.

8118 FBANKLIN INSTITUTE, Pa., Report of the Managers of the, in Relation to Weights
and Measures, 8vo. (pp. 82), sewn, 6s Philadelphia, l^U
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8120 FRANKLIN (Beniamin, f.r.s.) Complete Works, in Philosophy, Politics, and Morals, now
first collected and and arranged, with Memoirs of his early Life, hy himself ; 2nd Edition, mith
portrait by W. Haines, vignettes, and plates, 3 vols. 8vo. contemporary calf gilt {nice copy), \%s Qd

[1806]
8121 Another Copy, 3 vols, old calf, 145

8122 Memoirs of his Life and Writings, by himself, continued by his Grandson William
Temple Franklin, with his Correspondence and Political, Philosophical, and Miscellaneous
Works, portrait, plates, andfs., 6 vols. 8vo. hf. caJf £1. \s 1818-19

Contents:—vv. 1-2, Life: vv. 3-4, Correspondence : vv. 5-C, Works.

8123 Quarto Edition, with portrait, fs. letter, and copperplates {some folding), 3 vols. 4to.
old calf {some joints cracked), £1. 5s 1818

8124 (Euvres, traduites de I'Auglois sur la 4^ Edition [par J. B. Lecuy ; revues, corrig^es et
publi6es] par Barbeu-Dubourg, avec des Additions nouvelies; with portrait, and 12Jine copper-
plates, 2 vols. 4to. contemporary hf. calf(sound copy) ; rare, £1. Is 1773

' Cette edition est plus complete, sous le rapport de la partie physique, que I'^dition anglaise aiit^c^dente : ellerenferme
le recueil des lettres adressees jiar Franklin au traducteur.'

—

Querard.

8125 New Experiments and Observations on Electricity, made at Philadelphia in
America, and communicated in several Letters to P. Collinson, Esq., of London, f.r.s. [edited,
with Preface, by Peter Collinson, f.r.s.], Part I, second edition, Part II, second
edition, and Part III, first edition, toith copperplate and woodcut, 3 parts in 1 vol. 4to. calf
antique, bevelled boards, red edges {title ofpt. I slightly soiled, otherwise a hARGE AND fine copy) ;

VERY RARE, unth auto. ofJohn Lewis Petit, M.D. (1737-80), £2. 10s D. Henry and R. Cave, 1754
The first part consists of four letters, the last on ' Observations and Suppositions towards forming a new Hypothesis,

for explaining the several Pha^nomena of Thunder Gusts', with Additional Papers by Peter Collinson.
The second and third part contain thirteen additional letters, also ' Remarks on the Abb6 NoUet's Letters on

Electricity to Benj. Franklin, by David Coldkn, of New-York,' and ' Electrical Experiments, with an attempt to account
for their several Phsenomena ; with some Observations on Thunder-Clouds, by John Canton, f.r.s.' the last passage
reading :

' Is not the aurora boreoUs the flashing of electrical fire from positive towards negative clouds at a great distance,
through the upper part of the atmosphere, where the resistance is least?'

The work started a new era in electrical science, and contains a number of valuable experiments and suggestions, e.g..

his 'one-fluid theory ' of electricity and the ' Franklin Plate,' explaining the theory of the Leyden Jar, the discovei'y of
the electric action of points, which resulted in his invention of the lightning rod, etc. etc. etc.

'They were not originally designed for publication, but Collinson thought them too important to be withheld. The
public interest in these experiments justified CoUinson's anticipations. ' Nothing,' says Priestley, ' ever written on the
subject was mere justly applauded. All the world, even kings, flocked to see them, and retired full of admiration '.*

8126 Fourth Edition, with Letters and Papers on Philosophical Subjects, the whole
corrected, methodized, improved, and now first collected into one Volume, with 7 plates, besides

ivoodcuts, 4to. old calf {some II. soiled), rare, £1. 10s 1769
The first complete and final edition of the work. It contains 53 further letters not in the first edition, including

' Observations on the Positive and Negative Electrical State of the Clouds,' his kite experiments, proving that lightning
and electricity are identical, and his invention of the lightning conductor, etc., and also the important discovery of the
course of storms over the North American continent, and other meteorological subjects of almost equal importance.

8127 Fifth Edition, with 7 plates, besides woodcuts, 4to. sound copy in old calf, £l.2s6d 1774
8128 Another Copy, boards, uncut, £1. Is

Last Edition, ' supposed by Dr. Sparks to have received some degree of attention from the author, who was then is

London.'

—

AUibone. *

8129 Observations on Smoky Chimneys, their Causes and Cure ; with Considerations on
Fuel and Stoves, unth 2folding plates and woodcut, 8vo. (pp. 84), sewn {rare), 12s 6d 1793

Containing a full description of the Franklin Stove.

8130 FRANKLIN (Major-Qen. William Buel, U.S. Army) The Gatling Gun, for Service Ashore
and Atloat ; with History of the Invention, Description of the Gun, Ofiicial Reports of Kecent
Trials, and General Directions, with 13 plates, and woodcuts, 4to. (pp. 30), sewn {scarce), 7s 6d

Hartford, 1874
The official account. The gatling gun was invented by Richard Jordan Gatling, of Indiana, in 1861.

8131 FBANKLIN (William Suddards, Lehigh Univ.), and William ESTY : The Elements of

Electrical Engineering. Vol. I : Direct Current Machines, Electric Distribution and Lighting,'

;

2nd Edition, with over 200 illustrations, 8vo. cl., 12s (p. 18s 6</ nett) New York, 1906

8132 , and Barry MACNUTT ; Lehigh Univ. : The Elements of Electricity and Mag-
netism, with 2 plates and 254 other illustrations, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 7s nett) ib., 1908

8133 FBANKZ (Thomas, m.d.) nPOAPOMOS EKAEI^I^IS : a Philosophical Dissertation on the
Doctrine of Eclipses ; with a few Words on the Pythagorean System, and Enquiry into the
Nature and Laws of Comets ; 2nd Edition, with woodcuts, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn, 4s 6d 1736

8134 FB.AZIONI DECIMALI, ISTRUZIONE POPOLARE sulle, e suUe NuoVE MisuRE e Pesi del
Regno, con Tavole di Kapporto colle Misure e Pesi antichi del Dipartimento del Musone ad Uso
delle Scuole Elementari, 8vo. sewn, uncut, 4s Ma,cerata, 1811

8135 FB.EIND (John, m.d., f.r.s.) Chymical Lectures : in which almost all the Operations of

Chymistry are reduced to their True Principles, and the Laws of Nature, Englished by J. M.,
with Appendix containing the Account of this Book in the Lipsick Acts, with the Author's
Remarks thereon, sm. 8vo. old calf {joints cracked) ; RARE, 18s %d 1712

' In these lectures Freind attempts to explain all chemical operations on mechanical and physical principles. They
were criticised in the Acta Eruditorum, 1710, as being of a mystical or occult character, and this attack, together with his

answer, Freind reprinted in an appendix to the 2nd edition of his lectures, 1717 (?)'.—D. N. B., wherein it will be seen that
the above edition was unknown to the author's biographer.

8136 Operationes Chymic^ ad Vera Princij^ia et ipsius Naturae Leges redactse : CoM-
MENTARII IX de Febribus : De Purgantibus, in II. Variolarum Confluentium Febre : De
qaiibusdam Vabiolarum Generibus Epistola II.—4 vols. 12mo. in 1, old hf. parchment, 10s &d

Amstelodami, 1118-11—Eotterdami, 1720-5

28
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8138 FBEKE (John, M.D., F.R.s.) Essay to shew the Cause of Electbicity ; and why some Things

are Non-Electricable, with its Influence in the Blasts on Human Bodies, in the Blights on Trees,

in the Damps in Mines, and as it may aftect the Sensitive Plant, etc. ; 2nd Edition, with

Appendix, 8vo. (pp. 64), sevm (rare), 10s 6d 1746

8139 . . Treatise on the Nature and Property of Fire. I. Shewing the Cause of Vitality,

and Muscular Motion ; with many other Phsenomena. II. On Electricity. III. Shewing the

Mechanical Cause of Magnetism ; and why the Compass varies in the Manner it does, 8vo.

hf. calf (rare), I5s 1752
a reprint of the foregoing 'Essay,' with additions.
' Freke supposed that the cause of the closing of the leaves of the sensitive plant when touched was that it discharged

electricity, and he devised an experiment to illustrate this, in which a small tree was placed in a pot on a cake of resin

and then electrified. He found that the leaves stood erect, falling down as soon as the electricity was discharged by
touching the plant. He further conjectured that pollen was attracted from the stamen of one plant to the stigma of

another by electricity.'—!). N. B.

The author is referred to twice in Fielding's Tom Jones.

8140 FREMY (Edmond, de VInstitut) Recherches sur le Cobalt, Svo. (pp. 55), sewn {scarce)

^

Is 6d 1852
Containing valuable original researches on the salts of cobalt.

8141 , Auguste BOXJRGOIN, etc. : Nomenclature, :^quivalents, Atomes, Oxygene,
Ozone, Azote, Air, Hydrogene, Eau ; with 82 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 5s 1882

Forming m,rt of Fremy's • Encyclopedie Chimique '.

8142 , Adolplie CARNOT, Emile JUNGFLEISCH, et Auguste TERREIL : Les
Laboratoires de Chimie ; with 8 large folding plates, 2 vols. roy. Svo. sewn, I2s 6d (p. Fr. 25 nett)

1881

8143 FRENCH (John, m.d.) The Art of Distillation : or Treatise of the Choicest Spagiricall

Preparations performed by way of Distillation, with Description of the Chiefest Furnaces and
Vessels used by Ancient and Modern Chymists, also Discourse of Spagiricall Experiments and
Curiosities, the Anatomy of Gold and Silver, etc. etc. , with the London-Distiller : exactly
and truly showing the way to draw all sorts of Spirits and Strong-Waters, with the Additions of

other Excellent Waters, 4th [and Last] Edition, to which is added. Sublimation and Calcin-
ation, with numerous woodcuts of Chemical Apparatus, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, contemporary
naif {title wanting, and binding slightly damaged, hut sound clean copy) ; RARE, £1.1*^. Cotes, 1667

With interesting preface on the chemical quack of the time.

It contains numerous very curious recipes, viz. ' To fortifie a Load-stone, that it shall be able to draw a Nail out of a
piece of Wood ', 'To make perpetual motion in a Glass', and 'To make a Luminous Water that shall give light by night

'

by distilling glow-worms* tails or herrings' skins !

r'8144 FREND (William) Tangible Arithmetic ; or, the Art of Numbering made Easy, by means
of an Arithmetical Toy, which will express any Number up to 16,666,665 ; and with which, by
moving a few Balls, a great variety of Operations in Arithmetic may be performed, 12mo. hoards,

uncut {scarce), 10s 6d 1805
' The toy is the Chinese instrument or abacus, called the Schwanpan.'—Prof. de Morgan, who only knew the 2nd Edition

ofisoe.
' Frend was the last of the learned anti-Newtonians, and a noted oppugner of all that distinguishes algebra from arith-

metic. '

8145 FRENET (Frederic) Recueil d'ExERCiCES sur le Calcul Infinitesimal, 4^ Edition,
augmentee, 8vo. sewn, 3s (p. F. 7.50 nett) 1882

8146 FRENICLE [de BESSY (Bernard, de l'Academic)] Des Quarrez ou Tables Magiques, 4to.

sprinkled calf gilt {Joints rubbed, otherwise a fine copy) ; rare, 10s 6rf s. d. [? 1729]
* II decouvrit non-seulemcnt de nouvelles regies pour les carres impairs ; mais il en donna aussi pour les pairs, et il

enseigna a les varier d'une multitude de manieres.'

—

Biogr. Gen.

8147 FBESENITJS (Carl Remigius) Anleitung zur Qualitativen Chemischen Analyse, niit

Vorwort von Justus Freiherr v. Liebig, 15. neu bearbeitete Auflage ; with coloured plate, and '

46 woodcuts, Svo. buckram, 4s 6c? (p. M. 12) Braunschweig, 1885
8148 Qualitative Chemical Analysis, 10th [last] Edition, translated from the 15th

German Edition by C. E. Groves, f.r.s., with colouredfrontispiece and 46 woodcuts, Svo. cl.^ Is Qd
(p. 15s) 1887

8149 Ninth Edition, translated from the 14th German Edition by A. Vacher, with coloured
front., and 47 woodcuts, Svo. cl., 4s (p. 12s 6c?) 1876

8150 Anleitung zur quantitativen chemischen Analyse, 6. [neueste] vermehrte
Auflage ; with numerous woodcuts, 2 vols. Svo. sewn {v. II wanting part 5), 15s (p. M. 30)

Braunschweig, 1875-87
8151 Quantitative Chemical Analysis, 6th Edition, translated from the 5th German

Edition by A. Vacher, with 186 woodcuts, thick Svo. hf. calf neat, 4s 6c? 1873
r8152 Seventh [latest] Edition, translated from the 6th German Edition by A. Vacher,

Yol.l, with \0Q woodcuts, ^\o. cl. ,1s %d{^. 15s) ' 1876
r8153 FRESHFIELD (Douglas "William, p.a.c), and Rear-Adml. Sir William James Lloyd

WHARTON, F.R.s. : Hints to Travellers : Scientific and General, 7th Edition, with 8 2il(^tes

{Q folding), and numerous other illustrations, sq. post Svo. cl., 3s 6c? (p. Ss nett) 1893

«154 FREYCINET (Charles Louis de Saulce de, de VInstitut ; ancien Ministre) De I'Exp^rience
en G6om6trie, Svo. buckram, t. e. g., with bookplate of Dr. Emil Reich, 3s 1903

8155 ,[FREZI£R (Amedee Francois)] Traits des Feux d'Artifice, pour le Spectacle ; nouvelle
Ed., toute changee, et consid6rablement augmentee, par M. F*** D.D.F.D.B. ; with engraved
title, 2 pretty vxgneMes by CoCHiN, and 13 copperplates, Svo. old calf {joint cracked), with auto, of
Gen. Robert Melville, F.R.S. (1723-1809), on title, 15s 1747

' Livre que Ruggieri n'a pas hesite, de nos jours, et malgre les progr^s de la pyrotechnie, k qualifier de savant'.—
Piogr. Gen. ,

,
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8157 FRESNEL (Augustin Jean; f.r.s.) (Euvres Completes, publiees, par les Soins du Ministre

de rinstruction publique, par Henri de Senarmont, Emile Verdet, et Leonor Fresxel [avec

Introductions par E. \ erdet (pp. 90), et L. Fresnel (pp. 75)] ; with oortrait on India paper, 18

plates {some folding or colourea), woodcut^, and folding map, 3 thick vols. 4to. hf. calf gilt, cl.

sides {nice copy) ; SCARCE, £4. 4* Imprimerie ImpSriaie, 1866-70
Following in the steps of Thomas Young (Nos. 5570-77 ante), Fresnel for the tirst time established the undulatory

theory of light on a Arm basis, and his investigations in this connexion on the interference, polarisation, diffraction

aberration, and double refraction of light are of the first importance. He also invented the compouTid lighthouse lenses

known by his name.
' His transcendent mathematical abilities enabled him to give the [undulatory] theDry a generality unattained by

Young. He grasped the theory in its entirety ; followed the ether into the hearts of crystals of the most complicated
structure, and into bodies subjected to strain and pressure. He showed that the facts discovered by Mains, Arago,
Brewster, and Biot were so many ganglia, so to speak, of its theoretic organism, deriving from it sustenance and explana-
tion . . . Fresnel died, leaving behind him a name immortal in the annals of science.'—Pro/. Tymlall.

8158 FREXJND (Ida, Newnham Coll., Cantab.) Ttie Study of Chemical Composition : an
Account of its Method and Historical Development, with illustrative Quotations, 100 diagrams,
8vo. cl., 125 (p. 18* nett) Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1904

8159 FRICK (Joseph) Physical Technics ; or Practical Instructions for making Experiments in

Physics, and the Construction of Physical Apparatus with the most limited Means, translated by
John D. Easter, vnth 1^1 woodcuts, 8vo. d. {o. p.), 7s 6d (p. 15*) Philadelphia, 1878

8160 FBISI (Paolo ; Bamabita, F.R.S.) INSTITUZIONI di MeCCANICA, d'lDROSTATICA.d'IOROMETRIA,
de deir Architettura Statica, ed Idraulica ; with 7 folding plates, 4to. contemporary calf
gilt, 5s Milano, VJll

' Bella edizione '.—Riccardi.

8161 FBITZSOHE (Carl Julius) Ueber Verbindungen von Kohlenwasserstoffen mit
Pikrinsaure; with diagram, 8vo. (pp. 11), sewn, 3s 6rf [St. Petersburg], 1857

An important memoir on the combinations of picric acid.

8162 Ueber die Produkte der Einwirkung der Saltpetersaure auf die Phensaure ; with
ivoodcut,8vo. (pp. 12), sewn, '2s 6d [ibidem], 1857

8163 tJber ein Doppelsalz aus kohlensaurem Kalk und Chlorcalcium, Svo. (pp. 12), sewn,
with inscr. to Sir E. Frankland, F.R.S. , 2s [ib.], 1860

8164 UberdasRETEN,8vo. {i>n.3l),sewn,ivithinscr.to Sir E. Frankland, F.R.S., 2s6d [t6.],1860

8165 FROME (Lt.-Gen. Edward, R.E., f.r.a.s.) Outline of the Method of Conducting a
Trigonometrical Survey, with Problems in Geodesy and Practical Astronomy, and Chapter
on Colonial Surveying, 2nd Edition, with 9 plates and 113 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., Ss 6d 1850

8166 Third Edition, much improved, with 9 plates and 113 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 4s iid 1862
8167 FROST (Andrew Hollingworth, pr.; c.M.s.) The Mathematical Questions of the

Senate-House Examination Papers, 1838-49, arranged according to Subjects, with diagrams,
8vo. boards, is Cambridge, 1849

8168 FROST (Percival, pr. ; F.R.S.) Elementary Treatise on Curve Tracing, with 17 folding
plates, 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 12s) 1872

8169 , and Joseph WOLSTENHOLME, pr.: Treatise on Solid Geometry, with numerous
diagrams, 8vo. cl., 4s 6d (p. 18s) 1863

8170 : Solid Geometry: a revised and enlarged Edition of the Treatise by Frost and
Wolstenholme, Vol. I (all pub.), with numerous diagrams, 8vo. cl., 6s (p. 16s) 1875

8171 Third [latest] Edition [enlarged], with Solutions, numerous diagrams, 2 vols. Svo.

cl., 13s (p. £1. 4s 6d) 1886-7

8172 FROXJDE (William, f.r.s.) On a New Dynamometer for measuring the Power delivered to

the Screws of Large Ships, with 5 plates, 8vo. (pp. 39), sewn, with inscr., 2s 1877
William Fronde was the brother of Richard Hurrell and James Anthony, and studied at Oriel College under the

former. His experimental work, which actually had the support of the Admiralty, was of original and extensive
importance.

8173 [FRYER (Michael)] Introduction to the Geometrical Analysis of the Ancients; con-
taining a Dissertation on it, its Application, etc. etc., with brief Account of the Lost Analytical
Works of the Ancient Geometers, and the several Attempts of the Moderns to restore them, 3
plates, 8vo. (pp. 68), sewn, Is 6d 1811

8174 FRYER Jr. (William J.) Architectural Iron Work; showing the Organization and
Mechanical and Financial Management of a Foundry and Shops for the Manuiactiire of Iron
Work for Building, with Specifications, Tables, etc., woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl. {o. p.) 5s (p. 18s)

New York, 1876
8175 FUCHS (Georg Friedrich Christian) Geschichte des Braunsteins, seine Verhiiltnisse

gegen andere Kiirper und Anwendung in Kiinsten, post 8vo. sewn, 3s 6d Jena, 1791

8176 FUCHS (Johann Nepomuk v.) La St6r6ochromie : Peinture Monumentale, traduite, avec
Notes sur la Silicati.sation appliquee a la Conservation des Monuments, par L60N Dalemagne ;

with portrait, Svo. sewn (scarce). Is Qd 1861
An account of the invention of soluble or water-glass, and its application to the surface of fresco-painting for fixing

the colours, which was tried by William Dyce in several of the large wall-paintings at the Houses of Parliament, and iu
thej£reat .storiwl altarpiece of All Saints', Margaret Street, now covered over with a facsimile on panel.

8177 FULHAME (Mrs.) Essay on Combustion, with a View to a New Art of Dying [sic] and
Painting, wherein the Phlogistic and Antiphlogistic Hypotheses are proved Erroneous, 8vo.

boards (rare), 12s 1794
8178 Another Copy, boards, uncut, with inscr. 'For Dr. Watson Lord Bishop of Llandaff'

[absentee ; F.R.S. ; sometime professor of chemistry, Cantab.], and his Calgarth Park booklabel, 15s
The authoress claims to have invented ' making cloths of gold, silver, and other metals, by chyraical processes '. Her

theory of combustion is based on the assumption that 'water is the only source of the oxygen, which oxygenatea
combustible bodies.'

28 •
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8180 FULLOM (Stephen Watson) The Marvels of Science, and their Testimony to Holy Writ,
9th Edition, with S plates, post 8vo. cZ., 2s 1855

Unlucky was the day when the sciolist was first fired with the idea of harmonising a Science which he did not under-

stand with a Book whose purpose he mistook !

FXJLLONE (Abel)—v. Foullon, ante.

8181 FULTON (Robert, c.E. ; pioneer of steam navigation) Treatise on the Improvement of

Canal Navigation ; exhibiting the numerous Advantages to be derived from Small Canals,
and Boats of 2 to 5 Feet wide, containing from 2 to 5 Tons Burthen ; with Description of the

Machinery for facilitating Conveyance by Water through the most Mountainous Countries,

independent of Locks and Aqueducts : including Observations on the great Importance of Water
Communications, with Thoughts on, and Designs for. Aqueducts and Bridges of Iron and
Wood, with VJ fine copperplates hy the Author, 4to. hf. calf {corners of some plates waterstained^

otherwise a SOUND copy), very rare, £3. 3s /. and J. Taylor ^ 1796

8182 Another (? Large Paper) Copy, impl. 4to. original hoards, wholly uncut (fine copy),
with inscr. ' Bishop of Landaff [Richard Watson ; abse^itee; F.E.S.], from the Author',
and his Calgarth Park booklabel, £5. 5s

The only work ever published by this pioneer of steam navigation, the centenary of which was celebrated in New York
some time ago. It contains an account of his patent of a double-inclined plane, the object of which was to set

aside the use of locks, also plans for the construction of cast-iron aqueducts and bridges. Chapter XVIII treats ' Of Cast
Iron Rail Roads.'

' Son systeme consistait a construire les canaux sur une echelle moins grande, et a substituer aux ^cluses des plans
inclines sur lesquels des bateaux de petite dimension sont eleves ou descendus, ainsi que leur chargement, d'un niveau a
un autre, au moyen de machines mues, par la vapeur ou par I'eau.'

—

Biogr. Gen.
Allibone, writing as early as 1858, states :

' This work is very rare. A copy in a lafce bookseller's catalogue is

priced §12.'

8183 : Colden (Cadwallader D.) The Life of Robert Fulton, comprising some Account of

the Invention, Progress, and Establishment of Steam-Boats ; of the Improvement in the
Construction and Navigation of Canals, and other Objects of Public Utility, with Appendix,
portrait on copper, 8vo. new hf. brown calf gilt (SCARCE), 17* 6c? New York, 1817

8184 A Large Paper Copy, with fine portrait, roy. 8vo. hf. calf, with auto, of George Rennie,
F.R.S., £1. 1*

This work for some reason or other had a most irritating effect on the Quarterly Review.

8185 FUNKE (Karl Philipp) Handbuch der Physik, 2. vollig umgearbeitete, mit den neuesten
Entdeckungen vermehrte Auflage von J. H. G. Fricke ; with 2Q plates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn^ 4s

Braunschweig, 1804-6

8186 FURNESS (Caroline E.) Catalogue of Stars within Two Degrees of the North Pole,
deduced from Photographic Measures made at Vassar College Observatory, impl. 8vo. sewn, 3s

Washington, 1905
8187 FtJBSTENATJ (Eduard) Neue Methode zur Darstellung und Berechnung der imagin-

AREN WuRZELN ALGEBRAISCHER Gleichungen durch Determinanten der Coeffizienten, roy. 8vo.

(pp. 32), sewn, 2s Marburg, 1867
8188 FXJRTENBACH (Joseph, der Aeltere) Mannhaffter Kunst-Spiegel, oder allerhand

Mathematisch- und Mechanisch- hochnutzlich, sowohl auch sehr erfreuliche Delectationes, und
respective im Werck selbsten experimentirte Freye-Kiinste ; with 32 folding copperplates, folio,

hf bound (rare), £1. 12s 6d Ulm [1662]
Forming a continuation of the author's 'Mechanische Reissladen

',
published in 1641, and including dialling

(pp. 87-101), navigation and naval architecture, gun-making, fortification, pyrotechnics, water-supply, rock-work (a
speciality of the author's), etc.

8189 Mechanische Reissladen, das ist, ein gar geschmeidige, bey sich verborgen tragende
Laden, die aber solcher gesfcalt aussgeriistet worden, dass, und wofern in der eil nicht bessere,
Oder grossere Instrumenten in BereitschafFt stunden, dannoch alle fiinfzehen Recreationen . . .

mit gegenwartigen kleinen Instrumentlin konden exercirt worden ; with 5 fine folding plates on
copper, oblong 4to. old parchment (fine copy), with old German armorial bookplate (very rare),
£2. 12s 6fl? Augspurg, Joh. Schulter, 1644
A remarkable collection of scientific instruments, carefully described and depicted, applied to Mathematics, Surveying,

Astronomy, Navigation, Fireworks, Gunnery, and Civil, Military, and Naval Architecture.

8190 FUSS (Paul Heinrich v.) Correspondance Mathematique et Physique de quelques
Celebres Geometres du XVIIIe SiECLE, preced6e d'une Notice sur les Travaux de Leonard
EuLER tant imprimis qu'inedits, et publiee sous les Auspices de 1'Academic Imperiale des
Sciences de St. Petersbourg ; with 2 fine portraits of Eider and Daniel Bernoulli, S folding plates,
and Sfss., 2 thick vols. roy. 8vo. sewn, 15s St. -Petersbourg, 1843

Containing the correspondence between Euler and Goldbach, 1729, from Jean Bernoulli I. to Euler, 1722-46, and
between Nicholas and Daniel Bernoulli and Euler, Goldbach and N. Fuss ; besides including a valuable bibliography of
Euler's works.

8191 FUSS (Viktor; Cronstadt Observatory) Beobachtungen und Untersuchungen liber die
ASTRonomische Strahlenbrechung in der Nahe des Horizontes, roy. 4to. (pp. 44), sewn, 2s 6d

oi«^ -cro-TTi-n,
^^- Petersbourg, 1872

8192 FYFE (Andrew, m.d., Prof. Chemistry, Aberdeen) On the Use of Chlorine as an Indication
of the Illuminating Power of Coal Gas, and the Comparative Expense of Light derived from
different Sources, 8vo. (pp. 15), sewn, 2s 1842

8193 GAGE (Alfred Payson) The Principles of Physics, with coloured front, and 495 ivoodcuts,
post 8vo. hf. roan, 3s 6d (p. 6s 6d nett) Boston, Mass., 1902

8194 GAGET (Maurice) La Navigation Sous-Marine : G^neralites et Historique, Th^orie du
bous-Marm, Bateaux Sous-Marins Modernes, la Guerre Maritime : with 131 illustrations, cr. 8vo.,
c?., 5* (p. F. 10 nett) 19oi



Nos. 8181-2 (page 4:U).

A work on canal navigation by the pioneer of steam navigation.

I



NOS. 8221-2 {page 419).

Portrait of Galileo Galilei by Villamoena,
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8196 GAIRNS (J. F.) Locomotive Compounding and Superheating, with front, and 148 other
illvstrations, 8o. cL, 6s %d (p. Ss 6d nett) 1907

8197 GALBRAITH (Joseph A., pr.), and Samuel HAUGHTON, pr., f.r.s.: Manual of
Mathematical Tables, fcap. 8vo. c/., 1* 6d I860

8198 GALE (J.) Cabinet of Knowledge ; or Miscellaneous Recreations, with a Series of easy,
entertaining, and interesting Mechanical, Magnetical, and Magical Experiments . . . and
Appendix, containing various Propositions tending to prove Light and Heat Two Distinct Beings,
with some curious Definitions in Optics ; 2nd Edition, enlarged, with 6folding plates, 12mo. old
sheep {hack cloth-covered) ; rare, 10s 6d 1797

8199 GALGEMAIB (Georg) Inventum P. Apiani. Das ist : Beschreibung eines Geometrisch^
Instruments, durch welches one alle rechnung gar behend vnd leichtlich, allerley hoche, weitte,
tiefe vnd braite, auch allerley tiiichenoder ebnen Innhalts, abgemessen, und andere mehr nutzliche
sachen erkundiget werden. Dabey auch Inventum Astrologicum Cypriani Leovitij zu
finden ; with woodcut title, and numerous fine woodcuts, sin. 4to. sewn (sound and clean copy) ;

RARE, lis 6d Augspurg, 1616
An improvement of the quadrant of Apianus. Author and work were alike unknown to Poggendorft'. Kiistner

mentions two works by Galgeinair, but apparently did not know the above, which is also unnoticed by Graesse, and
other bibliographers.

8200 GALILEI (GaUleo) Opere, in questa nuova Editione insienie raccolte, e di varij Trattati dell'

istesso Autore non piii stampati accresciute [da Carlo Manolessi] ; with engraved portrait hy
Villamoena, frontispiece, folding plate, and numerous looodcuts and diagrams, 2 thick vols. 4to.
old calf {backs slightly damaged, otherwise a sound copy) ; rare, £1. 5s Bologna, 1656

The first collected edition of Galileo's works, containing all the chief ones, save the Dialogo, and first including the.
treatise containing his invention of the hydrostatic balance.

' This edition, which is pronounced by Gamba ' stimatissima ', is cited by the Crusca, and contains many previously
unpublished writings of Galileo.*

—

Libri Catalogue. ' Rara edizione. '—/JiccanZi.

8201 Opere, nuova Edizione, coU' aggiunta di varj Trattati dell' istesso Autore non piii dati
alle stampe [pubblicate, con Vita, da G. G. Bottari e Tommaso Buonaventuri] ; with finely
engraved portrait after VUlamoena, plate, and numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 3 vols. 4to.

contemporary white Italian velluin (FINE COPY), £1. Is Firenze, 1718
The second collected edition. ' Pregiata edizione.'—iJiccarcZi. ' Valuable for the general historical preface written by

Buonaventuri.'—ii&ri Catalogue.

8202 Opere; Prima Edizione Completa, condotta sugli autentici MSS. Palatini [per Cura
di Eugenio Alberi] ; con Supplemento (Ritratto e Tavole) ; with portrait {with another iti-

serted), and plates, 16 vols, roy . 8vo, sewn, and vv. 1-2, hoards, uncut, £3. 105 (p. F. 270) ibidem, 1842-56
8203 Another Copy, with the Supplement, 16 vols. roy. 8vo. in 14, Kf. calf gilt {v. I. wanting

pp. 297-304), £3. 10*
FiR-sT Complete Edition of Galileo's works, including his life by his disciple Viviani, and his valuable Correspondence

with some of his most celebrated contemporaries, in itself forming valuable material on the state of science during the
beginning of the XVII. Century, and the history of his time.

' Cette edition comprend tout ce que Ton connaissait deja d'ecrits de Galil6e imprimes soit dans les differentes editions
des ceuvres, soit separement ; plus une quantite de morceaux inedits qui constituent i pen prfes le tiers de la collection,
parmi lesquels la correspondance de Galilee avec les savants de son temps, compos6e de pres de 1600 lettres contenues en
six volumes. II s'y trouve aussi une quantite d'autres pieces qui se rapportent aux ceuvres et i la vie de Galil6e, ce qui
constitue un corps d'ouvragequi laisse bien en arrifere toutes les pr6cMentes 6ditionsdes oeuvres de ce grand homme.'—Brunet.

THE GREAT NATIONAL EDITION OP GALILEO :

8204 OPERE, EDIZIONE NAZIONALE sotto gli Anspicii di Sua Maesta
il Ri: d'lTALiA [Direttore : Antonio Favaro. Coadiutore Letterario : Isidoro dEL
LuNGO. Consultcri : V. Cerruti e G. V. Schiaparelli. Assistente per la Cura del

Teste : Umbrrto Marchesini]
; finely printed, and copiously illustrated with fss. of

autographs, title-pages, or textual illustrations, besides numerous other illustrations,

20 thick vols. 4to. in 21, Special Edition on Carta Distinta (only 55 sets thus
issued) ; original parchment wrappers, uncut (as fresh as new), £45.

ibidem, Tipografia Barbera, 1890-1909
The most complete and most beautiful edition of Galileo ever issutd. Tlve work loas prepared by order of the Italian Govern-

ment, in a style worthy of the great author, in a strictly limited number of sets, which were all reserved for presentation. No sets

were ever available for aaU, except on those rare oooasUms when a presentee decided to sell his own. The above is mxrreover one of
thefew sets on ' carta distinta ', and thus presents perhaps a unique opportunity to acquire this truly grand work.

It contains all the author's scientific and literary works and his voluminous and vjiluable correspondence far more
extensively than in anv previous edition. Each volume has a copious index, while vol. XX consists of ' Indice dei
Volumini ' (pp. 17-46) ; '^Indice dei Facsimili ' (pp. 47-53) ;

' Indice dei Nomi e delle Cose Notabili ' (pp. 55-357) ; 'Indice
Biografico' (pp. 359-561); ' Supplementi ' (pp. 563-89). AddwJ is also 'Per la Edizione Nazionale delle Opere di Galileo
Galilei sotto gli Auspicii di S. M. il Rfe d'ltalia, Trent' Anui di Studi Galileiani, par Antonio Favaro' (pp. 29), Firenze,
1907, uniform vrith the edition.

8205 SystemA Cosmicum : in quo IV Dialogis de duobus Maximis Mundi Systematibus,
Ptolemaic 3 et Copernicano, Rationibus utriusque Rationibus Philosophicis ac Naturalibua
indefinite propositis disseritur. Ex Italica Lingua Latine conversum [a Matthia Berneggero] ;

accessit Appendix gemina, qua SS. Scripturiii dicta cum Terrte mobilitate conciliantur [Auctore
Paulo Antonio Foscarini] ; editio Xjatina princeps ; with fine portrait by J. v. d. Ueyden,
front, of Aristotle, Ptolemy, and Copernicus, woodcuts, and diagrams, 4to. old vellum, armis on
sides, g. e. (sound copy) ; very rare, £2. 10*

Au^u^tae Trebocorum, impensis Elzeviriorum, typis Davidis Hautti, 1635
' Volume imprim6 k Strasbourg aux frais des Elzevier. La preface du traducteur nous apprend que c'est aux pressantes

sollicitations des c6l6bres typographes de Leyde, qu'il a entrepris son travail.'— IFi/ieTyw.

The Systems of the World in Four Dialogues. Inglished from the Original Italian
by Thomas Salusbury (1661)—v. No. 4199 ante.
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THE RARE FIRST EDITION :

8207 GAIilLEI (Galileo) Dialogo dove ne i congress! di quattro giornate si discorre sopra i due
Massimi Sistemi de Mondo Tolemaico, e Copernicano

;
proponendo indeterminatamente le

ragioni Filosotiche, e Natural! tanto per I'una, qiianto per I'altra parte ; with engraved front,

hy S. Delia Bella, representing Aristotle^ Ptolemy, and Copernicus, woodcuts, and numerous
diagrams, 4to. old Italian vellum {a number of II. browned as usual, but a SOUND AND very large
copy) ; very rare, £5. 55 Fiorenza, G. B. Landini, 1632

8208 Another Copy, contemporary limp vellum [back of binding slightly damaged, and 1 I.

defective, otherwise a FINE AND VERY LARGE COPY), £4. 105

8209 Another Copy, boards, wholly uncut (front, wanting, somewhat browned as usual,

but a VERY SOUND COPY), £3. 135 Qd
8210 The Same (also wanting the frontispiece), old Italian vellum ; or, old hf russia (both

slightly browned, but very SOUND copies), £3. 3*
First Edition of this epoch-making work, a masterly defence of the Copernican system, but which led to its author's

imprisonment, and—as has been stated—his being put to the torture.

The work having been rigidly suppressed, not only for its ' heretical ' views, but also for having offended Pope
Urban VIlI.'s vanity, who believed himself satirised as the dull interpreter of the Aristotelian system, the first edition has
become excessively rare.

8211 SecondA Impressione, accresciuta d! una Lettera dello stesso, non piii stampata, e di

varj Trattati di piii Autori [per cura di Cellenio Zacclori] ; with vignette and numerous diagrams,
4to. old calf, rebacked, 10s 6d ibidem, 1710

The second separate edition of the ' Dialogo ', having several letters, including that to the Duchess of Tuscany, added.
' Raro.'

—

Riccardi.

8212 DiscoRSi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche, intorno a Due Nuove Scienze attenenti alia

Mecanica & i MoviMENTi LocALi, con una Appendice del centro d! gravitk d' alcun! Solid!,

prima edizione ; with numerous fine woodcuts and diagrams, sm. 4to. old calf, rebacked (small

blank portion cut off title), with auto. ' W. Milton, 1795 ' on title (very rare), £3. 35

Leida, appresso gli Elsevirii, 1638
First Edition of one of the author's most important works, which did as much to lay the foundation of dynamics as

Stevinus's Beghinselen did that of statics (v. no. 4585, ante), and containing the first law of motion, his laws of falling

bodies (the result of experiments made from the Leaning Tower of Pisa between 1602 and 1604), demonstrating the
parabolic curves of projectiles (hitherto believed to move in a straight line and suddenly fall vertically to the ground), the
laws of cohesion, and of the pendulum, a correct definition of momenhim, etc. etc. etc.

8213 Mathematical Discourses concerning Two New Sciences relating to Mechanicks and
Local Motion, in Four Dialogues. I. Of the Resistance of Solids against Fraction. II. Of the
Cause of their Coherence. III. Of Local Motion, viz. Equable, and naturally Accelerate. IV^. Of
Violent Motion, or of Projects ; with Appendix concerning the Center of Gravity of Solid Bodies,
done into English from the Italian by Thomas Weston, and now published by John Weston,
with numerous woodcuts and diagrams, 4to. hf brown calf neat, cl. sides (fine AND large COPY)

;

VERY RARE, £2. 105 J. Hooke, 1730
The very rare English version of the Discorsi e Dimostrazioni matematiche, together with the ' Systeme of the World,

Inglished by Thomas Salusbury,' the only two of Galileo's works ever translated into English.

8214 — DivisiONE della Linea : delle Operazione del Quadrante ; a closely and neatly-
written Manuscript on 42 pages of writing paper, with diagrams, folio, hf. calf £6. 65 Smc. XVII.

This valuable manuscript of one of Galileo's most important works is in a hand contemporary with the author, and is

illustrated with many fine diagrams. It was brought from Italy by Lord Guilford, and formed part of the great MS.
collection of Sir Thomas Phillipps, f.s.a.

8215 Istoria e Dimostrazioni intorno alle Macchie Solari e loro Accidenti, comprese in Tre
Lettere scritte a Marco Velseri, Linceo [e pubblicate da Angelo de FiL.iis] ,

prima edizione ;

with finely engraved portrait (by Villamoena] , numerous engravings on copper, and diagrams, cr.

4to. hf. red morocco neat, uncut, t. e. g. (fine copy) ; very rare, £3. 35

Roma, Giacomo Mascardi, 1613
8216 Another Copy, contemporary white vellum (title slightly mended, but a very sound and

LARGE COPY), with autos. ' cx libris Aloysii de Angelis' and '-Joh. Howlij, A. 1695', also small
bookplate 'P. M. de Angelij' on title, and some old MS. notes on margin, £2. 175 Qd

Containing Galileo's discovery of sunspots—the priority of which is, however, claimed for Jan Fabricius—but more
important still for the discovery, based on his observations, that the sun turns round its axis. For the first time he
avowed himself in the work a follower of Copernicus, which brought him under the suspicion of the Roman Curia, and
ended with his imprisonment after the publication of the Dialogo.

8217 Altra Edizione, s'aggiungono nel Fine le Lettere, e Disquisizion! del tinto Apelle ; with
finely engraved portrait, engravings on copper (including additional ones), and diagrams, sm.
4to. old hf. vellum (a few slight water-stains, but a very SOUND COPY), £5. 55

ibidem, apud eundem, 1613
This edition is exceedingly rare, and quite unknown to biUiographers. Even in Riccardi's copious list of Galileo's works

only the first edition is mentioned. It differs considerably from the latter by having an appendix of 56 11., with additional
engravings, entitled : De Maculis Solaribus III Epistolse. De iisdem et Stellis circa Jovem errantibus, Disquisitio ad
Marcum Velserum . . . Apellis post Tabulam latentis. Tabula ipsa aliarumque observationum delineationibus suo loco
expositis.'

8218 Delle Linee Arithmetiche e Geometriche del Quadramte per Misurar con la Vista ;

a neatly written Manuscript on 66 pages, with numerous pimty illustrations and diagrams,
foho, old limp vellum, £10. IO5

'

Soic. XVII.
This valuable and finely written manuscript from the well-known collection of Sir Thomas Phillipps, f.s.a., is

contemporary with the author, and contains many fine diagrams. It differs considerably from No. 8214, and contains the
following pieces which are not in that volume : Operatione della Bussola : Como possiamo prendere in disegno & misurare
una citta fuori di quella alia quale non ci possiamo approssimare per 300 pertiche : Come possiamo forraar in campagna
qualsivogha figura rettilinea : Dichiaratione della parte di sotto dello strumento, ec. : Come con le medisime linee
possiamo dividere la circonferenza di un cerchio sin in XVI parti : Come si assetti di giorno i pezzi d'artegliaria per
tiraa-li la notte : Operatione della squadra di Bombardieri ; and many other pieces.

1 he latter.part of the work is illustrated with drawings of artillery, etc.
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8220 GALILEI (Galileo) La Operazione del Compasso Geometrico et Militare ; vnth woodcuts
and diagrams, 4to. (?) Large Paper ; contemporary limp vellum {plate wanting^ name cut out
of title, and browned), Is Padova, P. FramhottOy 1640

' Buona edizione.'—iJiaYir</i. The above edition, which is mistakenly given by Brunet as the original one, is a reprint
of the excessively rare first edition of 1606, and contains Galileo's invention of the circle of proportion.

82-21 II Saggiatore, nel quale con Bilancia esquisita e giusta si ponderano le cose contenute
nella libra astronomica e filosofica di Lotaria Sarsi, prima edizione ; with engraved title and
fine portrait by Villamoena, and engravings in text, sm. 4to. old English calf {joints inendedy and
some II. slightly wormed, otherwise a large and sound copy) ; very rare, £2. 10*

Roma, G. Mascardi, 1623
8222 Another Copy, hj. Italian calf {engraved title and portrait stained, and some II.

browned)^ £1. 15*
An answer to Horatio Grassi's ' Libra Astroaomica ac Philosophica ' {o. Nos. S5S5-8580 posO, and still unsurpassed as a

masterpiece of crushing scientific criticism.
' Le discours de Giuducci et le Saggiatore ont pour objet de refuter les assertions des anciens philosophes, d'Aristote

principalement, sur les coraetes, et de montrer que I'opinion la plus probable est que ces cometes sont des appareuces
produites par des exhalaisons emanees des astres, r^i>andues dans I'espace et eclairees par le soleil, et qu'on n'en saurait
determiner la distance k la terre par le moyen des parallaxes, avant d'avoir prouve que ce ne sont pas des ph6nomfenes de
jHJsition comme I'arc-en-ciel.'—Libri.

8223 Sidereus Nuncius, magna, longeque admirabilia Spectacula pandens, suspiciendaque
proponens unicuique, pra3sertira verb Philosophis, atq^ue Astronomis, qua? h Galileo Galileo . . .

nuper k se reperti beneficio sunt observata in Lunre Facie, Fixis Innumeris, Lacteo Circulo,

Stellis Nebulosis, apprime verb in IV Planetis circa Jovis Stellam disparibus Intervallis,

atque Periodis, Celeritate niirabili circumvolutis ; quos, nemini in banc usque Diem cognitos,

noyissimb Author deprtehendit primus ; atfiue Medicea Sidera nuncupandos decrevit, editio
princeps; with 5 engravings on copper, diagrams, and figures of stars, 4to., Large Paper;
boards (fine COPY), £5. 5* Venetiis, Thom/xs Baglionus, 161(>

The very rare original edition on large paper, which was reprinted by Kepler in the same year at Prague.
It contains the first-fruits of Galileo's astronomical investigations with his newly invented telescope, which enabledt

him to discover mountains and valleys on the surface of the moon (hitherto considered to be smooth), also that the mooa
was not self-luminous, but only reflected the light received by the sun.

The most important discovery it contains however is that of the four satellites of Jupiter, called by him Medicean.
Stars, in honour of the family of his protector. Their different position at different times induced him finally to accept
the Copemican theory. He also found that the Milky Way is composed of countless separate stars, etc. etc. etc.

V. Gassendi, Nos. 8290-1, post.
8224 : Les Nouvelles Pensees de Galilei, Mathematicien et Ingenieur du Due de Florence,

oil par des Inuentions merueilleuses, et des Demonstrations inconnues iusques h present, il est

traittd de la proportion des Mouuements, tant Naturels, que Violents, et de tout ce c[u'il y a de
plus subtil dans les Mechaniques et dans la Phisique. Traduit d'ltalien en Francois [par le P.
Marin Mersenne, O.M.]; with numerous ivoodcuts and diagrams, including a folding one at
end, 12mo. old calf gilt {binding slightly damaged) ; VERY RARE, £2. 2* P. Bocolet, 1639-

• Mersenne was the first to render Galileo's fame known in France. The Nouvelles Pensees, which contain many (then)
unpublished discoveries of Galileo, seem undoubtedly to have been written by Mersenne. The work is very interesting,
as it contains curious additions to the ' Pense'es ' of Galileo, and seems to be almost unknown.'—Libri Catalogue.

8225 : [Allan-Olney (Mary)] The Private Life of Galileo, compiled principally from his

Correspondence and that of his Eldest Daughter, Sister Maria Celeste, with portrait, vignette,

and pedigree, post 8vo. cl., uncut {scarce), 10s 6d 1870'

8226 : BiOT (Jean Baptiste ; deVInstitut; F.R.S.) La V6rit6 sur les Proces de Galil6e,
4to. (pp. 41), sewn, Zs 1858-

8227 : [Brewster (Sir David, f.r.s.)] Life of Galileo, with Illustrations of the Advance-
ment of Experimental Philosophy, woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 35 w. d.

8228 : Chasles (Phiiarete, du ColUge de France) Galileo Galilei : sa Vie, son Procbs, et sea

Contemporains, d'apr^s les Documents originaux, post 8vo. sewn {portrait uxinting) ; o.p., 2s 1862
8229 —-— : Favaro (Antonio) Documenti Inediti per la Storia dei MSS. Galileiani nella

Biblioteoa Nazionale di Firenze, roy. 4to. sewn, with inscr. to Prof. D. Bierens de Haan, Is 6rf
^

Roma, 1886
8230 : [Frisi (Paolo, Barnabita)] Elogj di Galileo Galilei e di Bonaventura Cavalieri,

8vo. sewn, with MS. notes on margin, Ss 6d Milano, 1778
8231 : Gebler (Karl v.) Galileo Galilei und die romische Curie, nach den authentischen

Quellen, mit Band H: Die Acten des Galilei'schen Processes, nach der vaticanischen

Handschrift herausgegeben—2 vols. 8vo. in 1, hf German morocco {nice copy), 9* Stuttgart, 1876-7

8232 : Galileo Galilei and the Roman Curia, from authentic Sources, translated

by Mrs. George Sturge, 8vo. cl. {scarce), 12* 1879
An excellent biography based on modem research.

,

8233 : Magagnati (Girolamo) : Lettere del Sig. Girolamo Magagnati a diversi, dedicate

al molto 111: Sig: Giulio Melchiori, a neatly written Manuscript, on 199 pp. of writing paper

^

folio, old white vellum, £3. 10* '^c^c. XVII.
• This is an exceedingly curious manuscript, from Sir Thomas Phillipps's great collection, evidently prepared for

publication, with a dedication signed ' Roche Agudi,' dated Veuetia U X Gen. 1620. Girolamo Magagnati, the author of

the poetical play La Clomlra, and of several very rare Capitoli burleschi, was one of the most curious characters of the

Seventeenth Century. By profession he was a provision merchant, who, whilst sending his wines etc. to the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, or the Queen of France, or other Princes, accompanied them, every now and then, with his poetical works.

Several of the letters contained in this manuscript are addressed to Galileo, and some of them are said to be unpublished.

8234 : Marini (Marino) GALILEO e I'lNQUislziONE : Memorie Storico-critiche dirette alia

Romana Accademia di Archeologia, 8vo. sewn, 4s 6d Roma, 1850

8235 : Wegg-Prosser (Francis Richard) Galileo and his Judges, 8vo. cl. {scarce). Is 6d 1889
A defence of the Roman Curia, by a well-known Roman convert. It contains an analysis of the Dialogo as bearing on

Galileo's accusation.
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8238 GALILEI (Galileo) :—Nelli (Giovanni Battista Clemente de') Vita e Commercio Letterario

di Galileo Galilei ; with 2 portraits hy J. Calendi, plates {mostly folding), and large pedigree,

2 vols. cr. 4to. sewn, \0s Qd Losanna, 1793
' Nelli a tire dans cette vie un excellent parti des materiaux amasses par son ^lere.'—Biogr. Gen,

8239 : WoHLWiLL (Emil) Der Inquisitionsprocess des Galileo Galilei : eine Priifung

seiner rechtlichen Grundlasre nach den Acten der Romischen Inquisition, post Svo. hf. cl., 2s

Berlin, 1870

8240 GALLATLY (William) The Modern Geometry of the Triangle, Svo. sewn, 2s [1910]

8241 GALLE (Johann Gottfried, Univ. Breslau) Ueber die Bahn des am 30. Jan. 1868

beobachteten und bei Pultusk (Polen) als Steinregen niedergefallenen Meteors durch die

Atmosphare, roy. 8vo. (pp. 43), sewn, with inscr. ' E. J. Stone [F.B.S.] from Dr. Galle' on cover,

2s 6d Breslau, 1868
Galle was, together with J. C. Adams and Le Verrier, one of the discoverers of Neptune.

8242 GALLI (Marco; o.M.) Miscellaneo Matematico: Opera, con un Trattato di Agriraensura,

e Modo di fare ogni Sorte d'HoROLOGi a Sole, Trattato d'alzar Acque con Trombe, e con altri

Stromenti, con NuovE Inventioni, e Modo di diminuire il Peso in esse Trombe, ecc. et in fine vi

si descrive un MoTO Perpetuo di RUOTA, b Pensiero no piii esposto ; with folding plates atid

100 other woodcuts, 4to. oldfgured boards, uncut (rare), lis 6d Parma, 1694

8243 GALLO (Agostino) Le Vinti Giornate dell' Agricoltura, et de' Piaceri della Villa,
nuovamente ristampate, con Tavole di molti Vocaboli, ecc. ; with woodcut ornaments, and numerous
fine full-pa^e woodcuts offarm tools and operations, sm. 4to. hf. brown calf extra (fine copy) ;

RARE, £1. 5* Venetia, 1572
'Ouvrage estime.'

—

Brunei. ' 11 completa par I'etude des agronomes anciens les connaissances que lui fournit une
longue pratique destravaux des champs. 11 popularisa parmi ces contemporains la culture du riz, et fit revivre celle de
la luzerne, albrs mis en oubli .'—Biogr. Gen.

8244 GALLON ( ) Machines et Inventions approuv^es par I'Acadi&mie Royale des
Sciences, depuis son Etablissement jusqu'h. present ; avec leur Description ; with nearly 500

folding copperplates, 7 vols. 4to. old calf gilt, newly rebacked (fine copy) ; rare, £3. 3*

1735-77
An invaluable record for the history of machinery, comprising practically all the more important machines invented

between 1666 and 1774.

8245 GALLOWAY (Elijah, c.e.) History of the Steam Engine, from its earliest Invention to

the present Time, withfrontispiece and 139 woodcuts, Svo. hf. calf, 6* 6c? 1827
Claiming to contain matter not included in the histories of the steam-engine by Partington and Stuart (v. 'Nos. 3472

aiid 4659-63).

8246 History and Progress of the Steam Engine, with Practical Investigation of its

Structure and Application; with extensive Appendix, containing minute Descriptions of all

the various improved Boilers ; the Constituent parts of Steam Engines ; the Machinery used in

Steam Navigation ; the new Plans for Steam Carriages ; and a Variety of Engines for the
Application of other Motive Powers, with Experimental Dissertation on the Nature and
Properties of Steam, etc. etc., by Luke Herbert, with over 200 woodcuts, Svo. (pp. 832), hf. calf
(scarce), 15s 1834
a new edition of the foregoing work, greatly enlarged by the addition of a section on locomotive engines and

RAILWAY CABBiAGES, On steam navigation, and a very copious appendix.
8247 GALLOWAY (Robert, m.r.i.a.) Education, Scientific and Technical, or how the

Inductive Sciences are taught, and how they ought to be taught, 8vo. cl. (o.p.), 4* (p. 10* Qd) 1881

8248 GALLOWAY (Robert L.) Annals of Coal Mining and the Coal Trade, Second Series
[from 1835 to 1850] , with portrait of John Buddie, and 16 plates, Svo. cl., 8s (p. 165 nett) 1904

8249 The Steam Engine and its Inventors : a [sic^ Historical Sketch, with folding plate, 50
woodcutsfrom old prints, and maps, large post Svo. (scarce), \2s Qd 1881

' The sole object aimed at is to exhibit the successive steps in the development of the cylinder and piston engine,
which is the great prime mover of modern times.'—P?-e/acg.

8250 GALLOWAY (Thomas, f.r.s.) A Treatise on Probability, post Svo. hf calf (scarce), 5s

Edin., 1839
A work of well-known merit, often quoted by Professor Todhunter.

8251 GALLUCCI (Giovanni Paolo) Speculum Uranicum, in quo Vera Loca tum Octavse Sphserse,
turn VII Planetarum mira Facilitate ad quodlibet Datum Tempus ex Prutenicarum Ratione colli-

guntur, unk cum Regulis fabricandi XII Coeli Domicilia ex Regiomontano et Alcabitio, et
oirigendi Significatores ad Promissores Sequentes ; with finely engraved title, and large woodcuts
with volvdles, roy. folio, boards (wanting f. 13, also title and a few II. stained, and the former
slightly mended) ; rare, 15s Venetiis, Dam. Zenarius, 1593

' On ne salt rien de Gallucci, sinon qu'il fut I'un des premiers membres de I'academie fondee a Venise en 1593. Ses
outrages montrent qu'a des connaissances astronomiqncs assez etendues il joignait une grande credulite dans
1 astrologie.—Biopr. Gen,

en
^-^^OIS (Evariste) Oeuvres Math6matiques (1897)—u Halphen, post.

8252 GALTON (Sir Douglas Strutt; r.e. ; p.R.s.) Army Sanitation; 2nd Edition, enlarged,
with 1 folding plates, roy. Svo. boards, 2s Chatham, 1887

8253 Healthy Hospitals : Observations on Points connected with Hospital Construction,
ynth 48 woodcuts, Svo. cl., 5s (p. 10* 6cO Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1893

T»
Observations on the Construction of Healthy Dwellings : Houses, Hospitals,

oorK "^ A'^®^^"™®' ®*^"' *^*^^ ^^ woodcuts, Svo. cl., 4s %d (p. 10* Qd) a. e., ibidem, 1880
8255 On Ventilation, Warming, and Lighting for Domestic Use, with 33 illustrations,

8vo. cL, 2s 1884
8256 GAMGEE (Arthur, m.d., f.r.s.) Text-Book of the Physiological Chemistry of the Animal

150DY, Vol. I, with 64 woodcuts, roy. Svo. cl. (o. p.), Is Qd (p. I85) 1880
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8258 GALTON (Sir Francis, f.r.s.) English Men of Science: their Nature and Nurture, 8vo.

cl., uncut (scarce), 8s 6d 1874
A solemn responsibility indeed—the Nurture of a Man of Science !

To some extent a supplement to ' Hereditary Genius ', and attempting to discover by an inductive process the leading
conditions that go to the making of a scientist.

8259 GALTBTJCHIUS [recte GAULTRUCHE] (Petrus, S.J.) Mathematics totius . . . clara,

brevis, et accurata Institutio ; with engraved title and plates, 16nio. contemporary calf {newly
rebacked), with auto, of Prof. W. A. Copinger, \0s Cantahrigice, Jo. Field, 1668
This long formed the text-book in use at Cambridge. It includes Astronomy, Dialling, Geography, Optics, and Music.

8260 GALVANI (Aloisio, sive Luigi) De Viribus Electricitatis in Motu Musculari
Commentarius, cum Jo. Aldini Dissertatione et Notis; accesserunt Epistohi} ad. Animalis
Electricitatis Theoriam pertinentes; with '^folding copperplates, roy. 4to. sewn, uncut (rare), £L 1*

Mutince, 1792
Containing the account of the author's experiments on troga,' l^s, which eventually led to Volta's discovery of

' galvanic ' electricitv.

8261 Abhandlung iiber die Krafte der thierischen Elektrizitat auf die Bewegung der
Muskeln, nebst Schriften von Valli, Carminati und Volta iiber diesen Gegenstand, eine
Uebersezung herausgegeben von Johann Mayer ; with 4 folding plates on copper, 12nio. sewn,
uncut, Is Qd Prag, 1793

The first German translation of the above work.
8262 GAMAGHES (Etienne Simon de, Chanoine de Ste.-Croix de la Bretonnerie ; de VAcad^tnie

des Sciences) AsTRONOMiE Physique, ou Principes generaux de la Nature, appliques au Mecanisme
Astrononiique, et compares aux Principes de la Philosophic de M. Newton ; with numerous
vignettes by Cochin, and ^folding plates, 4to. old Italian vellum {sound copy), 55 6rf 1740

An attempt to reconcile Descartes's theory of vortices with the Newtonian system !

8263 GAMBLE (John," Chaplain-General to the Forces) Essay on the Different Modes of

Communication by Signals, containing an History of the Progressive Improvements in this

Art, from the first Account of Beacons to the most Approved Methods of TELEGRAPHIC CORRE-
SPONDENCE, with 7 copperplates (3 folding), large roy. 4to. (?) Large Paper ; boards, uncut, with
author's insci\ to the [absentee] Bishop of Landaff {Richard Watson, F.B.S.), and the latter'

s

Calgarth Park booklabel (SCARCE), £1. Is 1797
'This contained a number of elaborate and ingenious illustrative plates, and many valuable suggestions.'—D. N. B.

8264 Observations on Telegraphic Experiments ; or the Different Modes which have
been, or may be adopted for the Purpose of Distant Communication, with copperplate, roy. 4to.

(pp. 20), unbound {rare), 10s Qd [1795]
' This made some stir in the scientific world, and encouraged the author to produce the more ambitious Essay.'— D. N. B.
Few now remember to what a considerable extent the semaphore telegraph was in use before the appliaation of

electricity, though many ' Telegraph Hills ' still give a reminder of it, to say nothing of a thrilling scene in ' Monte Cristo '.

8265 GANOT (Adolphe) Elementary Treatise on Physics, Experimental and Applied, translated
and edited by E. Atkinson ; 11th Edition, enlarged, with 5 coloured plates and maps and 898
woodcuts, thick 8vo. tree-calf extra, is 1883

8266 Thirteenth Edition, revised and enlarged, with 9 coloured plates and majjs, and 987
woodcuts, thick 8vo. cL, 4s 6d (p. 15*) 1890

8267 GANTILLON (Peter John Francis, pr.) Collection of Cambridge Examination Papers
in Arithmetic and Algebra, as given at all the Colleges, chiefly for the last Five Years, 8vo.

hf. cl., 4s Cambridge, 1853
8268 GARATTI (Francesco, Veneto) II Divertimento Aritmetico, con diverse Notitie di Monete,

Pesi, Misure, et CURIOSE Prattichette di Conteggiare per Aritmetica ordinaria, e per
Algebra: Saggio di Scrittura Doppia di Mercantie, e di Cambii, col quale s'insegna con
Facility la vera Maniera di Scritturare conforme I'Uso praticato al presente da Mercanti, e con un
Primordio di Scrittura da Publico Ragionato, e da Fattore—2 vols. 16mo. in 1, old vellum (rare),
£1. 155 Venetia, 1686-8

' Questo raro libretto iU Divertimento^ contiene le soluzione di parecchi problemi aritmetico-algebrici.'—/Jiccardi.

8269 GABBETT (Captain Hubert J. G., r.n.) Naval Gunnery : a Description and History of the
Fighting Equipment of a Man-of-War, with 12 plates, and 113 other illustrations, cr. Svo. cl..

Is 6rf (p. 5*) 1897
8270 GABDINEB (William) Tables de Logarithmes, contenant les Logarithmes des Nombres,

depuis 1 jusqu'a 102100, et les Logarithmes des Sinus et des Tangentes, de 10 en 10 Secondes
pour chaque Degrd du Quart de Cercle, avec diff6rentes autres Tables ; nouvelle Ed., augment^e
des Logarithmes des Sinus et Tangentes, pour chaque Seconde des quatre premiers Degr6s
[publiees par les PP. E. P^zenas, Dumas, et Blanchard] ; roy. 4to. contemporary hf calf gilt,

£1. Is Avignon, 1770
This very interesting copy belonged to J. P. T. Babon Maubick, who added the following MS. note :

' Ce't exemplaire
est de la plus rare correction. Feu Mr. Mallet, I'astronome, y avoit corrig6 i la main toutes les fautes connuesa sa
mort, arriv6e en 1790 ; et depuis \'y ai corrig^ moi-mSme toutes celles qui out 6t6 publides : je I'ai d'ailleurs collationn6
avec soin sur celui de Mr. Legendre qui ayant beaucoup calcule a I'aide du sien, se croyoit sfir de n'avoir rien laissA
dchapper.—Ensorte que je le crois absolument sans faute.—3fawric« (%bre 1811). En AoCit j'y ai encore corrige les fautes
signaltes par Mutton en ISll. En tout j'ai corrige au moins 107 fautes dans les tables & 7 ou 8 dans le discours."

8271 GABFOBTH (William Edward, m.i.c.e.) Suggested Rules for Recovering Coal Mines
after Explosions and Fires, with Zfolding plates, cr. 8vo. leather, 2s (p. 35 6rf nett) 1909

8272 GABNETT (Thomas, m.d.. Prof Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, Boy. Inst.) Annals of
Philosophy, Natural History, Chemistry, Literature, Agriculture, and the Mechanical and Fine
Arts, for 1800, Vol. I (all pub.), vjith copperplate, 8vo. contemporary tree-calf gilt, 6* 1801

8273 GABNETT (W. H. Stuart) Turbines ; 2nd Edition [revised] , with 83 full-page and other
illustrations, 8vo. cl., 3s 6d (p. 5* nett) 1908
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8275 GARNIER (F., Ingenieur au Corps Royal des Mines) Traite sur les PuiTS Artesiens, ou sur

les difierentes Especes de Terrains dans lesquels on doit rechercher des Eaux Souterraines, con-

tenant la Description des Procedes qu'il faut employer pour ramener une Partie de ces Eaux a

la Surface du Sol, a I'Aide de la Sonde du Mineur ou du Fontenier ;
2^ Edition, augrnentee ; with

25 folding copperplates, 4to. old calf, \2s Qd 1826
The most copious work ever published on artesian wells.

8276 GARNIER (Jules), et Charles HAREL : Des Falsifications des Substances Alimen-
TAIRES, et des Moyens Chimiques de les reconnaitre ; with woodcuts, cr. Svo. sewn, 2s 1844

a French anticipation of Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall (who is unaccountably left out of D, N. B.).

8277 GARNIER (Leon) Chimie des Liquides et des Tissus de I'Organisme, roy. Svo. sewn,

Ss 6d (p. F. 20 nett) 1896
Forming part of Fremy's ' Encyclopedie Chimique '.

8278 GARRETT (Capt. A. Ff., r.e.) Hydraulic Tables and Diagrams for Practical Engineers,

with 24 plates, obi. folio, cL, 10s (p. 15s nett) 1909

8279 GARRETT (Albert Edward, f.r.a.s.) The Periodic Law, with diagrams andfolding tables,

cr. Svo. cL, Ss (p. 5s) 1909
With interesting historical account of early attempts at classification, and of the work of Newlands, de Ghancourtois,

Mendelejeff, Lothar Meyer, and Carnelley.

8280 GAS ENGINEERS (Institution of). Transactions of the, edited by Thomas Cole and
Walter T. Dunn, from 1891 to 1894, '96, and 1903 to 1910, with portraits," and numerous plates

and other illustrations, 13 vols. Svo. cl., £1. 12s 6d (p. £6. 16s 6d nett) 1891-1910

8281 and MANAGERS, United Kingdom CAssociation of), Reports of Pro-
ceedings of the, for 1883, 1887-92, 1894-6, 1899-1902, 1904 6, and 1909, with plates and other

illustrations, 18 vols. Svo. cL. £1. 5s 1883-1909

8282 INSTITUTE (Incorporated), Publications of the, viz.. Reports and Proceedings of

the Annual Meetings of the British Association of Gas Managers, 1870-1881, 12 v. : Transac-
tions of the Incorporated Gas Institute, edited by W. H. Bennett, 1882-4, '86-96, and '98-1902,

19 V. : Report on the Gas Section at the International Electric and Gas Exhibition, 2v.—33 vols.

Svo., with very numsrousplates {mostlyfolding), and other illustrations; cl., £3. 3s (p. £14. 17s) 1870-92

8283 LIGHTING, The JOURNAL of, a,nd Water Supply and Sanitary Improvement,

edited by Thomas Greaves Barlow, and others, from the beginning in 1849 to 1858,

and from 1869 to 1896 (Vols. 1-8 and 18-68), with numerous illustrations, 59 vols. 4to.,

vv. 1-8 in hf. roan, and the rest in cL, £13. 13^ 1849-96
8284 WORKS Directory and Statistics, 1909-10, with List of Chairmen, Managers,

Engineers and Secretaries, Svo. cl., Ss (p. 10s Qd nett) 1909

8285 GASKIN" (Thomas, ;?r., Jesus Coll.) The Solutions of the Geometrical Problems, consisting

chiefly of Examples in Plane Co-ordinate Geometry, proposed at St. John's College, Cambridge,
1830-46, with Appendix, 8folding plates, Svo. boards, Ss Cambridge, 1847

8286 Another Copy, hf half gilt, Ss 6d
8287 Solutions of the Trigonometrical Problems, proposed at St. John's College, Cam-

bridge, 1829-46, with 3 plates, Svo. hf calf gilt, Ss ed ibidem, 1847

8288 GASSENDI [recte GASSEND] (Pierre, Ord. Min.) Exercitationes Paradoxic^ adversus
Aristoteleos. in quibus prsecipua totius Peripateticae Doctrinte Fundamenta excutiuntur

:

Opiniones verb aut Novae, aut ex Vetustioribus Obsoletae stabiliuntur, 16mo. old white vellum

{fine copy), Ss Qd Amst., Lud. Elzevir, 1649
'The results of his examination of the Aristotelian system and methods appeared in his Exercitationes Paradoxicce, in

which he utters an emphatic protest against accepting the Aristotelean dicta as final in all matters of philosophy, and
especially of physics.'

8289 Institutio Astronomica juxta Hypotheses tam Veterum, qu^m Recentiorum [accedit

Oratio Inauguralis], Editio II., priori correctior ; with woodcuts, and numerous diagrams, 12mo.
sewn, 4s Londini, J. Flesher, 1653

' His Institutio Astronomica is a clear and connected representation of the state of the science in his own day.'

8290 Eadem ; accesserunt Galilei NUNCIUS Sidereus, et Kepleri Dioptrice ; with illus-

trations, 12mo. old calf, 12s 6c? ibidem, 1653

8291 IiDEM TractATUS, Editio III., prioribus correctior; with woodcuts and diagrams, sm.
Svo. sound copy in English calf, 12s ib., H. Dickinson, 1683

Tychonis Brahei Vita (1655)— u. Nos. 6445-7, ante.
8292 GASSIOT (John Peter, f.r.s.) Account of Experiments made with the View of ascertaining

the Possibility of obtaining a Spark before the Circuit of the Voltaic Battery is Com-
pleted, with woodcuts, 4to. (pp. 10), sewn, with inscr. to Richard Phillips, F.R.S. , Ss 6d 1840

' For these experiments he constructed batteries of immense power, commencing with a water battery of 500 cells, and
ending with 3,500 Leclanche cells.'—D. N. B.

8293 Remarks on the Resignation of Sir Edward Sabine of the Presidency of the Royal
Society, Svo. (pp. 20), sewn, 2s privately printed. 1870

8294 GATEWOOD (R., u.s.N.) Report of the Naval Advisory Board on the Mild Steel used in

the Construction of the Hull, Boilers, and Machinery, of the Dolphin, Atlanta, Boston,
and Chicago, four Steel Vessels constructed in 1883, with 28 plates, besides woodcuts, Svo.

hf. roan, 5s Washington, 1886
8295 GATHMANN (Henry, editor * American Soap Journal') American Soaps : a' complete

Treatise on Manufacture, with special Reference to American Conditions and Practice ;
2nd

Edition, with many Practical Additions and Suggestions by a Number of successful and well-

known Soap-Makers, with folding plate and 100 other woodcuts, roy. Svo. cl., £1. 5s (p. £3. nett)

apud auctorem. New York, 1899
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8297 GATTERMANN (Ludwig; Univ. Freiburg i. B.) Die Praxis des Organischen Chemikers,
3. vermehrte Autlage ; with 84 woodcuts, 8vo. c/., 2* (p. M, 6.20) Leipzig, 1898

8298 The Practical Methods of Organic Chemistry, translated by William B. Shober,
luith 82 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 3* Qd (p. Ss 6rf) New York, 1900

8299 GATTICI (Francesco Visconte) La Zecca Aritmetica, nella quale con Secieto mirabile,
et artiiicioso, e con Facilita grandissima s'insegna per Mezzo de Numeri cavandosi alcuno di Borsa
un Denaro, ad indovinare infalibilniente, di che Valsuta, di che Metallo, di che Stampa, e Signore
sia cotal danaro, ecc. ; with device on title, folio, seurn {partly water-stained), £\..\s Venetia, 1613

Vkry kark, and unknown to Riccardi, etc.

8300 QAUDIN (Marc Antoine Augustin) Trattato Pratico di Fotografia, Esposizione
compiuta dei Processi relativi al Dagherotipo, ecc. ; Versione dal francese di C. J., con
Appendice del Traduttore, Notizie e Cenni su Diversi Stromenti Fisici, ed una Lezione
Pratica suir Elettrodoratura ed Elettroargentatura dei Metalli ; vnth woodcuts, roy.

8vo. (pp. 216), sewn (scarce). \Qs Qd Torino, 1845
The most complete work thfn published on daguerreotypy.

8301 , et Noel Marie Paymal LEKEBGUKS ; Derniers Perfectionnements apport^s au
Daguerreotype, 3«^ Edition, augmentce de I'Einploi de I'lodure de Biome sans Boite i\ lode;
d'un Proc6de pour colorer les Epreuves et les hxer k Froid ; de leur Reproduction en Cuivre,
et de leur Dorure par la Galvanoplastie, etc., et suivie d'une Notice sur I'Eniploi de I'Eau Bromee,
par HiPPOLYTE Louis Fizeau ; loith folding plate, roy. 8vo. sewn (scarce), £1. 1*

apud auctorem, 1842
Containing the discovery of the gold-toning of daguerreotypes.

8302 [GAUDIO (Francesco Maria, delle Scuole Pie)'] DiscoRSO suU' Aria, in Risposta alia Lettera
Ottava di Atanagio Cavalli, 8vo. (pp. 58), seivn, 5s Roma, 1735

Unknown to Riccardi.

8303 G [AUGER (Nicolas)] La Mecanique du Feu, ou I'Art d'en augmenter les Effets, et d'en
diminuer la D^pense ; l^^ Partie [seule parue] , contenant le Traite des Nouvelles Cheminees,
qui dchaufient plus que les Cheminees ordinaires, et qui ne sont point sujettes a fumer, etc. ; with
\2folding copperplates, 12mo. old calf gilt, 105 Qd 1713

First edition of one of the earliest works on the technics of ventilation and heating, which laid the scientific basis of
that science. ' Ouvrage dans lequel on trouve une grande partie des inventions en ce genre, qu'on a depuis donnees
comme nouvelles.'—Queran?.

8304 GAUSS (Johann Karl Friedrich ; f.r.s.) Formola Generale per deterniinare in un' Anno
qualunque Dato Giuliano, o Gregoriano il GlORNO di Pasqua, 8vo. (pp. 4), unbound, \sQd s. I. [1810]

8305 M^thode des Moindres Carres : Memoires sur la Combinaison des Observations,
traduits par J. Bertrand, 8vo. sewn {scarce), 6s Qd 1855
A collection of all the author's various papers treating on the method of least squares, which would be otherwise

difficult to obtain.

8306 Recherches Arithmetiques, traduites par A. C. M. Poullet-Delisle, thick 4to. sewn,
uncut (scarce), £1. 15* 1807

'His most celebrated work in pure mathematics, which has proved a starting point for several valuable investigations
on the theory of numbers. This treatise and Legend re's Theorie d«s yombres remain standard works on the theory of
numbers ... In particular it introduced the modern theory of congruences of the first and second orders, and to this

Gauss reduced indeterminate analysis. In it also he discussed the solution of binomial equations of the form x» = 1,'

etc. etc. etc.—ir. IV. R. Ball.

8307 Theory of the Motion of the Heavenly Bodies moving about the Sun in Conic
Sections, translated, with Appendix (pp. 50), by Rear-Adml. Charles Henry Davis, u.s.n.,

unth plates, 4to. cl. (scarce), £1. 10* Boston [Mass.], 1857
The only English translation of this classic work, which introduced the principle of curvilinear triangulation.

8308 , und Wilhelm Eduard WEBEB ; f.r.s. : Resultate aus den Beobachtungen des
MAGNETISCHEN Vereins im Jahre 1836 ; with 10folding plates and charts, 8vo. boards, vnth auto.

ofE. Solly, F.R.S., 8s 6d Gottingen, 1837
Gauss and Weber erected the first electro-magnetic telegraph in Germany in 1833 by connecting the astronomical

observatory with the meteorological station.

8309 ; BoNCOMPAGNi (Badassare) Intomo ad una LetterA di C. F. Gauss al Dr. E.G. M.
Olbers : Memoria, roy. 4to. sewn, Zs Roma, 1884

8310 GAUTIER (Ferdinand) Les Alliages Ferro-M6talliques : Fabrication, . Proprit^t^s,

Emplois ; with diagram^ roy. 8vo. sewn, 2j? 6d St.-Etienne, 1889

8311 GAUTIER (Raoul; Univ. Geneva) La Premiere CoMfcTE P6riodique de Tempel, 1867 II

:

Etude con8acr(5e sp^cialement aux Apparitions de 1873 et de 1879, roy. 4to. sewn,ZsQd Gendve, 1888
8312 Le Service Ciironometrique h I'Observatoire de Geneve, avec Etude des Epreuves

dans d'autres Observatoires pour les Chronom^tres de Poche, roy. 8vo. sewn, Ss Qd ib., 1894

8313 GAY (Albert, m.i e.e), and C. H. YEAMAN, A.i.E.E. : Introduction to the Study of

Central Station Electricity Supply, with 199 woodcuts {including many plates), cr. 8vo. cl.,

45 (p. 10s Qd) 1899

8314 GAY-LUSSAC (Louis Joseph ; f.r.s.), et Louis Jacques Baron THENARD: Recherches
Physico-Chimiques, faites sur la Pile ; sur la Preparation chiminue et les Propri(^t^s du Potassium
et du Sodium ; sur la Decomposition de I'Acide Boracique, sur les Acides Fluorique, Muriatique
et Muriatique Oxigen6 ; sur TAction chiraique de la Lumiere ; sur I'Analyse vegetale et animale,
etc. etc., edition originale ; with 6 copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. hf. bound (scarce), £1. \s 1811

8315 Another Copy, sewn, uncut {fresh copy), £\.bs
The most important of Guy-Lassac's larger publications, which did much to improve the methods of organic analysis.

• Davy's discoveries of potassium and sodium, by the decomposing action of the voltaic pile, stimulated Gay-Lussac and
Thenard to pursue this class of researches. The results appeared in their Recherches physico-chimiques. Among the most
important of the discoveries announced there were a purely chemical process of obtaining potassium directly, the
separation of boron from boracic acid, and new and improved methods of analysing compounds.'
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8317 [GAUTHIER (—)] Nouvelle Chimie du Gout et de I'Odorat, contenant les Precedes pour
preparer soi-meme toutes Especes de Liqueurs, de Ratafiats, de Confitures, de Parfums,
etc. : Ouvrage entiereraent neuf, et compose d'apres les connaissances modernes sur la Chimie,

par M. G*****, Professeur de Chimie ; with 10 copperplates, 2 vols. 8vo. sewn^ uncut {scarce),

125 M 1819

8318 GEELMTJYDEN (H., Univ. Christiania) The NORWEGIAN North Polar Expedition,
1893-6 : Astronomical Observations, with 1 folding charts, 4to. sewn, 6s [1900J

8319 GEER (P. van ; Univ. Leyden) Onderzoek eener bijzondere Omstandigheid der Centrale
Beweging, 8vo. sewn, 2s Leiden, 1872

8320 GEGENBAXJER (Leopold) Zur Tiieorie der Determinanten hoheren Ranges; 4to.

(pp. 8), sewn, \s Qd Wien, 1885

8321 GEHLER (Johann Samuel Traugott) Physikalisches Worterbuch, neu bearbeitet von
Brandes, Gmelin, Horner, Muncke, und Pfaff, mit Register, U vols. 8vo. in 20, and
Atlas, containing numerous copperplates, 4to.—in all 21 vols. hf. bound, lis Qd (p. M. 217)

Leipzig, 1825-45

8322 Another Copy, in 24 vols., contemporary hf. German calf gilt {sound copy), £1. Is
still valuable in connexion with the history of natural science.

8323 , et Christian Friedrich LXJDWIG : Historic Logarithmorum Naturalium
Primordia ; with folding copperplate, 4to. (pp, 38), sewn {rare), IQs Qd ih., 1776

8324 GEIKIE (Sir Archibald, p.r.s.) Class-Book of Geology, 3rd Edition, with 209 woodcuts,

cr. 8vo. cL, 2s 6d (p. 4* 6d) 1892

8325 Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad, with woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 10s 6c?) 1882

Life of Sir Roderick Murchison (1875)—v. Murchison, post.

8326 The Scenery of Scotland, viewed in Connexion with its Physical Geology; 2nd
Edition, with 2 colouredfolding geological maps, and 85 woodcuts, post 8vo. cl., 5s (p. 12s Qd) 1887

8327 Text-Book of Geology ; 2nd Edition, revised and enlarged, with folding frontispiece

and numerous woodcuts, thick 8vo. cl., 10s %d (p. £1. 8s) 1885

8328 GEIKIE (James, f.r s., Univ. Edin.) The Great Ice Age, and its Relation to the Antiquity of

Man ; second [last] Edition, revised [and greatly enlarged] , with numerous woodcuts, and 19

maps (4 in pocket), 8vo. cl. {scarce), 15s (p. £1. 4s) 1877
Including chapters on the ' Cause of Cosmical Changes of Climate '

;
' Climate of the Palaeolithic Period,* isothermal

charts, etc.

8329 GEINITZ (Hans Bruno), H. FLECK, undE. HARTIG : Die Steinkohlen Deutschland's
und anderer Lander EuROPA's : ihre Natur, Lagerungs-Verhaltnisse, Verbreitung, Geschichte,

Statistik und technische Verwendung ; with 13 plates, 134 woodcuts, and map, 2 vols. : Atlas,
containing 2^folding plates and maps—Z vols. 4to. hf cl., 15s (p. M. 63) Miinchen, 1865

8330 GEISSLER (Johann Gottlieb) Beschreibung und Geschichte der neuesten und vorzug-
lichsten Instrumente und Kunstwerke in Riicksicht ihrer mechanischen Anwendung, nebst
HtiLfswissenschaften ; with 46 folding copperplates, 10 vols. 8vo. in 5, old calf, 10s 6a

Zittau, 1792-8

8331 GEITLER (Josef R. v. ; Univ. Frag) Elektromagnetische Schwingungen und Wellen ;

luith 86 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s Qd (p. M. 5.20) . Braunschweig, 1905
8332 GELDAKD (0.) Statics and Dynamics [with Answers to Examples], 158 diagrams, cr. 8vo.

cl. {o.p.), 2s6rf(p. 5s) 1893

8333 GELLERT (Christlieb Ehregott ; brother of the poet) Chimie Metallurgique : Theorie et

Pratique, avec Experiences sur la Densite des Alliages des Metaux, et des demi-Metaux, et

Abrege de Dociraastique, traduite [par P. D. Baron d'HOLBACH] ; with 5 folding plates on
copper, and tables, 2 vols. 12mo. contemporary French calf gilt {nice copy) ; rare, 12s %d 1758

' II introduisit le premier I'art d'extraire les metaux precieux de leurs gangues, par I'amalgamation a froid avec le

raercure.'

—

Biogr. Gin.

8334 GEMMA Frisius (Rainer; Univ. Louvain) Aritmetica Prattica Facilissima, con
I'aggiunta dell' Abbreviamento de i ROTTI Astronomici di GiACOMO Pelletario ; e del

conoscere a mente le Calende . . . il luoco del Sole e della Luna nel Zodiaco ; e la dimostratione
della Radice CuBicA . . lequali dal latino ridotte Oratio Tosca^elIjA; with pri7iter's device

on title and last leaf, sm. 4to. boards {water-stained, and title slightly defective) ; rare, 10s 6d
Venetia, G. Bariletto, 1567

' These demonstrations of the rules for the square and cube roots Peletarius treats as a great boon to his reader : and
states that he was very near contenting himself with a reference to his book on occult properties of numbers '.—Professor
de Morgan.

S335 —;— De Astrolabo Catholico Liber, quo latissime patentis Instrumenti multiplex Usus
explicatur, et quicquid uspiam Rerum Mathematicarii tradi possit continetur ; with large woodcut
arms of Philip IL of Spain, woodcuts, and diagrams, and 2 folding tables, 12mo. old vellum
{somewhat browned, but sound copy) ; very rare, £1. 12s Qd

Antverpice, in ced. Joan. Steelsii, 1556
S336 ; De Principiis AsTRONOMiiE et Cosmographi^, deque Usu Globi ab eodem editi. Item

de Orbis Divisione, et Insulis, Rebusque nuper inventis. Opus nunc demum ab ipso Auctore
multis in Locis auctum, ac sublatis omnibus Erratis Integritate restitutum ; with woodcuts and
diagrams, 12mo. old red vellum (rare), £1. Is

' ib., a. e., 1553
This work is important as having been the first to suggest the use of the clock for ascertaining the latitude. At end is

a ' Tabula Stellarum Fixarum verificata ad annum M.D.L.' (pp. 38).

^337 GENIEYS (R.) Recueil de Tables, a I'Usage des Ing]&nieurs, avec leDeuxieme Volume,
par B. E. Cousinery ; with 'i folding plates, besides diagrams andfolding tables, 2 vols. 8vo. hf
calf,\s 1835-46

I
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An early work on distilling.
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8339 GELLIBBAND (Henry ; Gresham Prof. Astronomi/, Oxon.) A DISCOURSE Mathematicall
on the Variation of the Magneticall Needle. Together with its admirable Diminution
lately discovered, etc., with diagrams^ sra. 4to. (pp. 22), sewn {title wanting^ and last I. badly
stained and slightly defective) ; very rare, £2. 2* W. Jones, 1635

The only e<iition published of this rare and important little work, which contains the discovery of the secular variation
of the magnetic declination—a fact unknown to the author's biographer in D. N. E., who unjustly describes him as 'a
plodding industrious mathematician without a spark of genius,' instead of a continuer of our national pioneer work in
magnetism and electricity.

8340 : Trigonometria Britannica : sive de Doctrina Triangulorum Libri II, quorum prior

continet Constructionem Canonis Sinuum, Tangentium, et Secantium, una cum Logarithmis
Sinuum et Tangentium ad Gradus et Graduum Centesimas et ad Minuta et Secunda Centesimis
respondentia, ab Henrico Briggio compositus ; posterior verb Usum sive Applicationeru Canonis
in Kesolutione Triangulorum . . . e Geometricis Fundaraentis petito, Calculo facillimo . .

exhibet ab Henrico GellibraND ; with numerous diagrams, folio, old calf extra (fine COPY)

;

RARE, £2. 2s Goudce, P. Bammasetiius, 1633
The FIRST coMPLXTK TRIGONOMETRICAL TABLES, containing the natural sines, tangents, and secants to the hundredth

part of a degree and to 15 places, which 'have never been 8ui)erseded by any subsequent calculations.'
' Perhaps the greatest work of this kind, all things considered, that ever was executed by one person.'—HuMow.

8341 GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE (The), or Monthly Journal of Geology, with which is

incorporated ' The Geologist,' edited by T. R. Jones and Henry Woodward, f.r.s.,

with numerous fine lithographs of fossils, woodcuts ^ etc. ; complete from the beginning
in 1864 to 1911, with Index 1864-1903, by E. S. and H. Woodward, f.r s., 49 vols.

8vo. vv. 1-33 and Index in the original cL, ani the rest in parts as usual (scarce),

£22. 105 1864-1911
See No. 8355 post for its forerunner ' The Geologist'.

8342 RECORD for 1874-7, 1879, and 1880-4, vol. I ; an Account of Works on Geology,
Mineralogy, and Palaeontology published during the Year, edited by William Whitaker,
F.R.S. , 6 vols. 8vo. cL, £1 . 1* (p. £4. 155) 1875-81
A valuable bibliography of geological works, with descriptive and critical notes, by the Editor, W. Carmthers, f.r.s.,

F. Drew, R. Etberidge, A. H. Green, f.r.s., G. A, Lebour, L. C. Miall, f.r.s., H. A. Nicholson, f.r.s., F. W. Rudler,
William Topley, f.r.s , and others.

8343 FOR 1874 ONLY, 8vo. cl., 4s 1875

A FINE SET COMPLETE TO DATE

:

8344 SOCIETY OF LONDON, PUBLICATIONS of the, a complete set from
the beginning in 1811 to 1911, viz. : Transactions, complete from 1811 to their

conclusion in 1856, 12 vols. 4to. hf. green morocco extra, t. e. g,, '11-56 : Proceedings,
COMPLETE from 1826 to their conclusion in 1845, 4 vols. 8vo. hf. green morocco extra,

t.e.g., '34-46: Quarterly Journal, complete from 18i5 to Nov., 1911, 67 vols. 8vo.
vv. 1-27 in hf. green morocco extra, t. e. g., vv. 28-42 in cl., and vv. 43-67 in parts,
'45—1911: Geological Literature, Vols. 1-17, 8vo. sewn, '94-1910: Ormerod's
Geological Index, with Supplement, 8vo. cl., '70: Woodward (Horace B., F.B.8.)
History of the Geological Society of London, 8vo. cl., 1907—in all 102 vols. 8vo.
and 4to., unth very numerous plates and other illustrations (a very fine set) ; very
scarce, £50. 1811-1911
Complete sets such as the above are of very rare occurrence. The present one is moreover in exceptionally tine condition.

A complete set to 1910:
8345

'

, JOURNAL of the, complete from its beginning in 1845 to 1910,
with Index to vv. I—L, numerous plates, maps, etc., 66 vols. 8vo. cl., and 4 parts, sewn,

(sound library set) ; SCARCE, £18. lOs 1845-1911
8346 Another Set, complete from its beginning in 1845 to Aug., 1910, with

numerous plates, maps, etc., 60 vols. 8vo. hf. morocco gilt, t. e. g., and 21 parts, sewn
(fine set), £25. 1845-1910

8347 Another Set, from 1863 to Angnst 1909 (Vols. 19-65), with Index to vv.

1-50, Ormerod's Geological Index, with Supplement, and Centenary Vol., with

numerous plates and other illustrations, 50 vols. 8vo. the first 13 vv. in hf. red morocco
gilt, and the rest sewn as issued, £10. 10s 1863-1909

8348 A Series from 1871 to August, 1909 (Vols. 27-66), with Index to vv. 1-50,

and Centenary Vol., 41 vols. 8vo. the first 14 vv, in hf. calf, and the rest sewn as

issued, £7. 10s 1871-1909
8349 , TRANSACTIONS of the, from their beginning in 1807 to

1842, with numerous coloured and other plates and maps, IT vols. 4fco. hf, brown calf gilt

{nice series) ; very scarce, £15. 1811-42
Nearly a complete set, as only one more volume was issued. It includes the researches and writings of Conybeare,

Buckland, MacCuUoch, Phillips, Babington, and most other eminent geologists of the period.

8350 (Manchester), Transactions of the, complete from the beginning in 1841 to
1901, icith numerous plates {many coloured or folding), 26 vols. 8vo. and 7 parts, 18 w. in 12 hf.

morocco, t. e. g., and the rest in parts as issued (scarce), £7. 10« 1841

—

Manchester, 1901
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8352 GENTLEMAN'S MATHEMATICAL COMPANION (The), from 1824 bo 1827 ; containing

Answers to the last Years Enigmas, Charades, Rebuses, Queries, and Questions, also New ones.

Paper on Resolving Numerical Cubic Equations ; Solutions of two Diophantine Problems, etc.

etc., with numerous diagrams, thick 12rao. old calf, Is Qd [1824]
Including contributions by Sir John Leslie, f.r.s.e. (' Remarks on the Light of the Moon and the Planets '), William

8353 GEOGRAPHICAL CONGRESS (Sixth. International^ Report of the, held in London,

1895, edited by John Scott Keltie and Hugh Robert Mill, f.r.s., with folding maps, and
numerous other illustrations, thick roy. 8vo. cl.. Is Qd (p. £1. \s) 1896

Containing contributions by the editors, 'j. Y. Buchanan, f.r s., G. G. Chisholm, Sir Daniel Gill, f.r.s., A. J,

Herbertson, G. v. Neumayer, Proff. J. J. Rein and J. Thoulet, etc. etc. ; also List of Members, and Catalogues ofthe Exhibition.

8354 SOCIETY of LONDON (ROYAL), PUBLICATIONS of the, viz., Proceedings

from their beginning in 1855 to 1878, 22 v. hf. calf:—New Series, 14 v. [vv. I—X,
hf bd; vv. XI—XIV, c/.], 1879-92: Journal, New Series, 1893-1910, 13 v. cl, the

rest in parts

—

with numerous engravings and maps, £12. 12^ 1855-1910
8355 GEOLOGIST (The) : a Popular Monthly Magazine, edited by S. J. Mackie, f.g.s., f.s.a.,

COMPLETE from its beginning in 1858 to its conclusion in June, 1864, with numerous plates offossils
(maiiyfolding), woodcuts, and coloured maps, 1 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, £3. 35 1S58-64

This publication was incorporated in 1864 with the 'Geological Magazine' {q. v. ante).

8353 GEOMETRICAL DRAUGHTSMAN (The) : Practical Diagrams and Designs, with the
Application of Geometry to Industrial Drawing and Designing, by Different Authors and
Draughtsmen, 7 plates, and 126 woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 3s 1892

8357 GEPPERT (Julius; Univ. Giessen) Die Gasanalyse und ihre physiologische Anwendung
nach verbesserten Methoden ; with plate, and 13 woodcuts, roy. 8vo. sewn, 2s 6d Berlin, 1885

8358 GERARD (— ,
fumiste) L'Art d'EMPECHER les Cheminees de Fumer, et de Chauffer

economiquement toute Espece d'Appartemens ... les Theories des Anciens et Modernes
Caminologistes sur les Causes et les Remfedes de la Fum6e, etc. etc. ; with Yd foldinq plates, post

8vo. boards, uncut {scarce). Is 6o?
,

Bruxelles, 1828

8359 GERARD (Eric, Univ. Liege) Lecons sur I'Electricite, professees ^ I'lnstitut Electro-

technique Montefiore, Liege, 7® Edition [refondue] ; with 832 illustrations, 2 thick vols. roy. 8vo.

sewn, \2s (p. F. 24 nett) 1905
8360 GERHARD (William Paul, c.E.) Hints on the Drainage and Sewerage of Dwellings,

with 282 woodcuts, 8vo. hf. morocco (title stamped), 4s (p. 12s Qd in cl.) New York, 1884
8361 Sanitary Engineering, post 8vo. ct., 3* (p. 5s Qd nett) ib., 1898
8362 Sanitary Engineering of Buildings, Vol. I, with Q plates, and 103 other illustrations,

roy. 8vo. buckram, 6s ib., 1899

8363 GERHARDI (C. H. W.) Electric Meters : their Construction and Management, with 220
illustrations, 8vo. cl., Is (p. 10s Qd nett) [1906]

8364 GERHARDT (Charles Frederic) Reciierches sur les Combinaisons Ammoniacales du
Platine, 8vo. (pp. 32), sewn, 2s Qd 1850

8365 Traite de Chimie OrgANIQUE; with woodcuts, 4 vols. 8vo. hf calf gilt (scarce), £1. Is

Didot, 1853-6
This great work embodies all the author's ideas and discoveries, and for the first time elaborates his system of chemical

types, the basis of structural chemi.stry. It is out of print, and becoming increasingly rare.

8366 GERSTNER (Franz Anton Ritter v.) Die innern Communicationen der Vereinigten
Staaten von Nordamerika, herausgegehen von L. Klein ; with 34 folding plates, and
folding map, 2 vols. 4to. cl. (scarce), £1. Is Wien, 1842-3

Valuable as an early and copious account of American Railw ay Ekginekring.
' Gerstner stellte 1S38 in Nordamerika umfassende Studien liber die Eisenbahnen an, welche vom speciell technischen

Gesichtspunkte aus bearbeitet wurden in ' Die innern Communicationen der Vereinigten Staaten von Nordamerika '.'—

Brocklmus,

8367 GESNER (Abraham, m.d., f.g.s.) Practical Treatise on Coal, Petroleum, and other
Distilled Oils, luith numerous woodcuts, 8vo. cl., 5s 6d New York, 1861

8368 Second Edition, revised hy George Weltden Gesner, with lithographic view of Oil
Creek, Pa., and numerous woodcuts, roy. 8vo. cl. (scarce), 8s Qd (p. 15s) ib., 1865

The author was the discover of keroseal gas, and well-known for his geological survey of Nova Scotia.

8369 GESNER (Conrad, ' the German Pliny ') The Practise of the New and Old Phisicke,
wherein is contained the most excellent Secrets of Phisicke and Philosophie, deuided into foure
Bookes .... treating very amplie of al distillations of waters, of oyles, balmes. Quintessences,
with the extraction of artificiall saltes, the use and preparation of Antimony, and potable
GOLD. Gathered out of the best and most approued Authors. Also the Pictures and maner to
make the Vessels, Furnaces, and other Instruments thereunto belonging; newly corrected
and published in English, by GEORGE Baker, with numerous fine woodcuts, sm. 4to. original
limp vellum (back cover slightly damaged, and a few II. browned, otherwise A FINE AND tall
copy) ; rare, £5. 5s Peter Short, 1599

Baker's first tran.slation of this work was issued in 1576, under the title of ' The Newe Jewell of Health '.

• Baker's own preface is a good piece of English prose. . . . The book treats of the chemical art, a term used by Baker
as synonymous with the art of distillation,' etc. etc.—D. N. B.

8370 GEUBEL (Heinrich Karl) Grundzuge der wissenschaftlichen Chemie der unorgan-
ISCHEN Verbindungen, 8vo. sewn, 3s Frankfurt a. M., 1847

8371 Die physiologische Chemie der Pflanzen, mit Riicksicht auf Agricultur; zugleich
eine wissenschaftliche Widerlegung der Ansichten Liebig's und Schleiden's, 8vo. sewn,
3s 6c? 26., 1845

Chemistry on an Hegelian basis !
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8373 GERHABDT (C. J.) Geschichte der Mathematik in Deutschland, 8vo. seum {scarce), 10* 6rf

Miinchen, 1877
A valuable work, very largely quoted by Professor Cantor in his ' Vorlesungen liber Geschichte der Mathematik.'

8374 GERLING- (Christian Ludwig ; Univ. Marburg) Die Pothenotsche Aufgabe in practischer
Beziehunp: dargestellt ; vnth plate, 8vo. (pp. 55), seion, Is Marburg, 1840

8375 GERRITS (G. C.) Bepaling van PX-LiJNEN bij BiNAiRE Mengsels volgens de Methode van
het Rrekend Vermo«,'en; illustrated, sq. 8vo. sewn, "Js [Amsterdam, c. 1905]

8376 GHALIGAI (Francesco, Fiorentino) Pratica d' Arithmetica, nuovamente rivista, e con
somma Diligenza ristampata; with vignette on title and last I., sni. 4to. Italian white vellum
(FINE COPY) ; RARE, £1. 5* Firenze, i Giunti, 1552

8377 Another Copy, sewn, £1. 1*
' C'est surtout comme repertoire historique que cet ouvrage acquiert de riinportance. Moins diffus que celui de Pacioli,

11 a dfi avoir plus d'influence sur I't-tude des math^mati(iues. C'est un resume fort bien fait de tout ce qu'on savait alors.

II se distingue sous ce rapport de tous les traites preoetlents.'

—

Libri.

The above e<lition was unknown to Prof, de Morgan.

8378 GHEBELINO (Stefano, Bresciano) Tavole Brevissime Arithmetiche, con lequali ciascuno
agevolissimamente potrh, far' in un Tratto quasi ogni Sorte de Conti ; unth woodcut title and
arms, sm. 4to. sewn {title and afew II. wormed, and 2 //. holed) ; very rare, £1. 15*

[col. .] Brescia, Vine, di Sabbio, 1568
' E uno dfti primi esempi di tavole di conti fatti. '—iJiccan/i. It was quite unknown to Prof, de Morgan, and other

bibliographers, nor had M. Libri bought or stolen a copy.

8379 GHERARDI (Silvestro) NOVA Experimenta de Speciosa Attractione quae per Venam
Fluidam erumpenteni ex Foramine Normali Piano Circunidato tit in Discum illi directe nee
proonl opposituin ; impl. 4to. (pp. 23), sewn, 4s Bononiae^ 1841
GHETALDI (Marino)—v. Apollonius, No. 5800, ante.

8380 GHIJBEN (J. Badon) Verhandeling over het Theorema van Sturm, 8vo. (pp. 38), sewn,
2s z. p. [c. 1836]

8381 GHISILIERI (Antonio Marchese; Bp. of Azoto) II Pronostico Avverato, e posto
oraavanti il suo Libro intitolato Predizione della Cometa 1736, con vane Riflessioni sopra le

Comete passate, e future, ove si tratto il loro Sistema, e Calcolo ; with engraved title, and 1

1

folding copperplates, 2 vols. sm. 4to. in 1, boards {fine copy), 8* Qd Bologna, 1737
The comet so learnedly predicted never made its appearance.

8382 GIBB (David) The Motion of Neptune's Satellite, unth diagrams, roy. 8vo. (pp. 20),
sewn. Is Edin., 1909

8383 GIBERNE (Agnes) The Ocean of Air, with Preface by Charles Pritchard, pr., f.r.s.,

with 16 plates, post 8vo. cl., 2s (p. 5*) 1890
8384 Sun, Moon, and Stars ; with Preface by C. Pritchard, pr., f.r.s., with 16 coloured

plates, post 8vo. cL, 2s (p. 5s) 1887 or '91

8385 The World's Foundations, or Geology for Beginners, with \Q plates {some coloured),
Qr.%vo.cl.,2s{^.5s) 1894

8386 GIBON (Alexandre, Usine a Gaz a Arras) Chemins de Fer : Aper^u des divers Systfenies, 8vo.

(pp. 63), sewn, 5* 1845
Including the various attempts at the ' atmospheric ' railway.

8387 GIBSON (Charles R., a.i.e.e.) Electricity of to-day : its Work and Mysteries in non-
technical Language, with 24 plates, cr. 8vo. cl., 3s (p. 5* nett) 1907

8388 GIBSON (George Alexander, Univ. Glasgow) Elementary Treatise on the Calculus,
with Illustrations from Geometry, Mechanics, and Physics, diagrams, cr. 8vo. cl., 4s 6rf (p. 7* 6rf)

1901
8389 Introduction to the Calculus, based on Graphical Methods, unth diagrams, cr. 8vo.

cl., 2s (p. 35 Qd) 1904
8390 GIBSON (J. Hamilton) Torsion-Meters, as applied to the Measurement of the Horse-

power of Marine Steam Turbines, unth 15 folding plates, and other illustrations, roy. 8vo.
sewn, 2s Newcastle-on Tyne, 1908

8391 GIESE (Johann Emmanuel Ferdinand) Chemie der Pflanzen- und Thierkorper in

pharmazeutischer Riicksicht, mehrentheils nach eigenen Erfahrungen bearbeitet und in einer
neuen naturgemiissen Ordnung abgehandelt, 2 vols. 8vo. in 1, boards, 5s Leipzig, 1811

8392 GILBERT (Davies, p.R.s.) On the Vibrations of Heavy Bodies in Cycloidal and in

Circular Arches, as compared with their Descents through Free Space ; including an Estimate
of the variable Circular Excess in Vibrations continually decreasing, with plate; with Supplement
—2 parts, Svo. (p. 22), sewn, 3s [1823] -5

8393 GILBEY (Sir Walter) Modern Carriages, unth 18 plates, 8vo. cl., g. e., 2s 1905

8394 GILLARD (D., of Hammersmith) A DESCRIPTION of the SuRPRiziNG Phenomena, or. Grand
Primum Mobile of Nature, lately discovered by, 8vo. (pp. 10), sewn, 5s Hammersmith, 1804

8395 GILLESPIE (WiUiam MitcheU, c.E.) Manual of the Principles and Practice of Road-
Making : the Location, Construction, and Improvement of Roads (Common, Macadam, Paved,
Plank, etc.), and Rail Roads; 10th Edition, with Addenda, by Cady Staley, C.e., with 209
woodcuts, cr. 8vo. hf. calf, 35 6rf (p. 125 6rf) New York, 1874

8396 Treatise on Land-Surveying : the Theory developed from Five Elementary Principles,
and the Practice with the Chain alone, the Compass, the Transit, the Theodolite, the Plane
Table, etc. [with Traverse Tables], 400 illustrations and magnetic chart, 8vo. hf. bound, 5?

(p. £1. l5) t6.,1875
8397 GILLOT (A.) Carbonisation du Bois, et Emploi du Combustible dans la Metallurgie du

Fer ; unth diagrams and 2folding tables, roy. 8vo. cl., 6* (p. F. 14 nett) [1873]



428 HENRY SOTHERAN & CO., 140, STRAND, W.C, AND 43, PICOAiJiLLY, W.

A FINE COPY OF THE EXCESSIVELY RARE ORIGINAL EDITION:

8399 GILBERT (William, m.d., Physician to Queen Elizabeth) : Gvilielmi Gilberti Colcestrensis,

Medici Londinensis, de Magnete, Magneticisque Corporibus, et de Magno Magnete
Tellure; Pliysiologia noua, plurimis et Argumentis, et Experimentis demonstrata, editio

princeps ; with vignette on obverse and arms on rev. of title
^
folding diagram, and numerous large

woodcuts, folio, fine copy in contemporary limp vellum, with marginal notes in French in a neat

old handy £22. 10s Londini, excudehat Petrus Short, 1600
An exceptionally tall copy, measuring llf x 7f inches.

8400 Another Copy, with thefolding diagram, folio, old calf, roughly rebacked {title and I. 7

of Index in lithographic fs., but a SOUND, CLEAN, and TALL COPY, measuring 11/^ x 7i inches)^

£10. 105
First Edition of this monumental work, which gives England the glory of being the absolute birthplace of electrical

science, and is ' one of the finest examples of inductive philosophy that has ever been presented to the world' {Lord

Kelvin]. It was the first great work on natural science ever published in England, and here and abroad at once exerted an
enormous influence on the development of the newly-created science. It was so celebrated a hundred years after as to

call forth Dryden's well-known lines ' Gilbert shall live till loadstones cease to draw,
Or British fleets the boundless ocean awe '.

The first edition is of well-known rarity. Professor Silvanus Thompson, f.r.s., writing on the work in the ' Electrician
'

of March 24, 1905, says, ' This book is much rarer than the first folio Shakespeare, for while of that work no fewer than 156

copies are known to exist, there are only 68 copies of the first folio Gilbert known, and only two have been sold in the book-auctions

during the last twenty years.'

8401 On the Loadstone and Magnetic Bodies, and on the Great Magnet the Earth : a
New Physiology, demonstrated by many Arguments and Experiments : a Translation [with Life

(pp. 19)] by P. Fleury Mottelay, with portrait, 4 fs. title-pages, and numerous woodcuts
reducedfrom those of the first edition, roy. Svo. cL, uncut, t. e. g- (scarce), £1. 15*

London, or, New York, 1893
The first English Translation. It contains fs. reproductions of the woodcuts in the first edition, and fs. title-pages

of the first three editions, and Gilbert's ' De Mundo Nostro Sublunari Philosophia Nova' (1651).

8402 On the Magnet, Magnetick Bodies also, and on the Great Magnet the Earth ; a
new Physiology, demonstrated by many arguments and experiments [translated from the First

Edition, by SiLVANUs P. Thompson, Sir Joseph Larmor, Raphael Meldola, Latimer Clark,
Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson, ff.r.s., and others, with Index], with all the nwnerous wood-
cuts in exact fs. from those of the frst Edition : Notes on the De Magnete of Dr. William Gil-
bert [edited by Silvanus P. Thompson, f.r.s.] , with engravings—2 vols. sm. folio in 1, fnely
printed on handmade paper at the Chiswick Press ; limp white vellum, with silken tiers (scarce),
£4. 4s Gilbert Club, 1900-1

' This version has been prepared from the famous and rare original folio Latin edition of 1600, and is, as far as circum-
stances would permit, a facsimile (in English) of that edition. The translation is a page for page version ; all the cuts and
the finest of the ornamental initials having been reproduced in fs. A short index has been added to the text . . . The
edition is limited to 250 copies.'

The greatest achievement of the De Magnete was the establishment of the magnetic nature of the earth, wliich Gilbert
proved analogically by his terrella, a large loadstone cut into the shape of a sphere.

In electrical nomenclature he created the terms electrica and non-electrica in discovering the fact that many other
substances besides amber and jet (then alone supposed to possess it) have an electric action. From the word electrica

Robert Boyle afterwards derived the term electricity as used at the present time.
One of Gilbert's most noteworthy discoveries, among the many contained in his book, is that of the earliest electro-

scope ever devised—the needle one.
' His work contains all the fundamental facts of the science, so fully examined indeed, that even at this day we have

very little to add to them.'—Dr. Whewell.
Prof. Silvanus Thompson's ' Notes ' are not only an indispensable commentary, but a valuable contribution to the

early history of magnetism and electricity.

With Gilbert, Newton, and Darwin England may be said to have opened the windows on the constitution of the
physical universe.

8403 : Thompson (Silvanus Phillips, f.r.s.) Gilbert, of Colchester; an Elizabethan
Magnetizer, with 5 illustrationsfrom the 'de Magnete ', sq. 18mo. parchment covers, uncut (scarce) ^

12s Gd Sette of Odd Volumes, 1891
Only 249 copies were printed, each being signed by the author.

8404 GILL (Sir David, F.R.S., late Cape Astronomer Royal) : Annals of the Cape Observatory,
from its beginning to 1909 (Vols. I-XII, as under), with plates, mups, and other illustrations,

6 vols. 4to. hf calf gilt {one in cL), and 17 parts, sewn as issued, £6. 6s 1886—Edin., 1909
Contents:— I. 1. Observations of Comets, 1880-94: I. 2-4. Telegraphic Determinations of Longitude, and Occultations

of Stars by the Moon, 1835-80 : II. 1. Observations of the Great Comet, 1882 : II. 2. Reference Catalogue of Southern
Double Stars, by R. T. A. Innes : II. 3. Occultations of Stars by the Moon, 1881-95 : II. 4. Micrometrical Measurements
of Double Stars, by R. T. A. Innes : II. 5. Meridian Observations of the Sun, Mercury, and Venus, 1884-92 : II. 6.

Occultations of Stars by the Moon, 1896-1906 : III-V. Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, 3 v. : VI-VII. Solar Parallax
from Heliometer Observations of Minor Planets, 2 v. : VIII. 1. Heliometer Observations of Major Planets, 1897-1904:
VIII. 2. Researches on Stellar Parallax with the Cape Heliometer: IX. Revision of the Cape Photographic Durch-
musterung : X. 2. Spectra of Silicon, Fluorine, and Oxygen, by J. Lunt : X. 3. Spectrographic Determination of the
Constant of Aberration, and of the Solar Parallax : XI. 1. Heliometer Triangulation of the Southern Circumpolar Area,
by S. S. Hough: XI. 2. Catalogue of 917 Circumpolar Stars, by S. S. Hough: XII. 2. Determination of the Mass of
Jupiter, and Orbits of the Satellites, by B. Cookson : XII. 3. Determination of the Inclinations and Nodes of the Orbits
of Jupiter's Satellites, by W. de Sitter : XII. 4. Determination of the Elements of the Orbits of Jupiter's Satellites, by
B. Cookson.

8405 Vols. II. Parts IV-V ; VIII. Parts I-II ; X. Part III ; XI. Part I ; XII.
Parts II-IV, 9 parts 4to. sewn as issued, lis 6d Edin., 1900-9

8406 Catalogue of 4810 Stars for 1850 ; from Observations at the Royal Observatory, Cape
of Good Hope, 1849-52,under the Du-ection of Sir Thomas Maclear, f.r.s., roy. Svo. cl.,3s6d [1883]

8407 Catalogue of 1905 Stars for 1865-0 from Observations at the Royal Observatory, Cape
of Good Hope, 1861-70, under the Direction of Sir T. Maclear, f.r.s., roy. Svo. cl., 2s Qd 1899

8408 Catalogues of [4464] Stars for 19000, from Observations at the Royal Observatory,
Cape of Good Hope, 1900-4, roy. 4to. cl, 2s Qd Edin., 1906
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